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PREFACE

This volume is the third annual cumulation of the Book Review Digest.

It includes principally the books of 1907 that have been reviewed by the best

book critics in England and America, It aims first to record with unpreju-

diced exactness the scope, character and subject content of books as they

appear, and further, to supplement this descriptive information from month

to month with excerpts culled from the best current reviews appearing in

forty-seven English and American magazines which give prominence to book

criticism, thus furnishing to the librarian a basis for the valuation of books

Frequently the best reviews of a book appear during the year following its

publication, so in this volume will be found supplementary excerpts relating

to books which were entered in the 1906 annual. It will be observed that a

number of entries include only the descriptive note. Reviews for these books

have not yet appeared; 1908 will furnish the material for appraisal, and ex-

cerpts will be included in current numbers of the digest as fast as reviews are

published.

In sending out this annual the publishers wish to emphasize the coop-

erative phase of the undertaking. From three to six people have been en-

gaged during 1907 in the work of preparing descriptive notes to approximately

2,800 books, and clipping from 1,000 copies of magazines sentences most

helpful for book selection. This card-index information furnished to libraries

for five dollars per year would cost them many hundred times this sum

should they do it themselves. For the time thus given to a valuable and

indispensable part of library work the publishers look for an equivalent in the

support of libraries all over the country. The justice of the statement "Time

is Money" is commensurate with its economic terseness.



Publications from which Digests of Reviews are Made

Acad.—Academy. $4. 20 Tavistock St., Covent Garden, London.
Am. liist. R.—American Historical Review. $4. MacTnillan Company. 66 Fifth Ave., New York.
Am. J. Soc.—American Journal of Sociology. $2. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Am. J. Theol.—American Journal of Theology. $3. Universtly of Chicago Press, Chicago, IlL
A. L. A. Bkl.—A. I.. A. Booklist. $1. A. L. A. Publisliingr Board, 34 Newbury St,, Boston.
Ann. Am. Acad.—Annals of the American 'Academy of Political and Social Science. $6. 36th

and Woodland Ave., Philadelphia.
Arena.—Arena. $2.50. Albert Brandi, Prmceton Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

Asiruphys. J.—Astrophyslcal Journal. $4. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Ath.—Alhenteum. $4.2.5. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B. C, London.
Atlan.—Atlantic Monthly. $4. Houghton, MlffUn & Co., 4 Park St., Boston, Mass.
Bib World.—Biblical World. $2. University of Chicago Press, Chicago.
Bookm.—Bo.okmaai. $^.50. Dodd, Mead & Co., 372 5th Ave., N. Y.
Bot. Gaz.—Botanical Gazette. $5. University of Chicago Press, Chicago.
Cath. World.—Catholic World. $3. 120-122 W. 60th St., New York.
Critic—Merged Into Putnam's on October 1,1906.

Dial.—Dial. $2 Fine Arts Building, 203 Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Kduc. R.—Educational Review. $3. EJducatlonal Review Pub. Co., Columbia University, N. T.
El. School T.—Elementary School Teacher. $1.50. University of Chicago Press. Chicago.
Engln. N.—Engineering News. $5. 220 Broadway, New York.
Eng. Hist. R.—English Historical Review. $6. Longmans, Green, and Co., 39 Paternos-

ter Row London, E. C.
Forum.—FVinim. $2. Forum Publishing Co., 45 East 42d Street, New York.
Hibbert J.—Hibbert Journal. $3. Williams & Norgate, London.
Tnd.—Independent. $2. 130 Fulton St.. N. Y.
Int. J. Ethics.—International Journal of Ethics. $2.50. 1415 Locust St., Philadelphia.
Int. Studio.—International Studio. $5. John Lane, 110-114 West 32d Street, New York.
J. Geol.—Journal of Geology. $3. University of Chicago Press, Chicago.
J. Phllos.—Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods. $3. Science Press, Lan-

caster, Pa.
J. Pol. Econ.—Journal of Political Economy. $3. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Lit. D.—Literary Digest. $3. 44-60 East 23d Street, New York.
Lond. Times.—London Times (literary supplement to weekly edition), London, England.
Mod. Phllol.—Modern Philology. $3. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Nation.—Nation. $3 P O Rox 794, New York.
Nature.—Nature. $6. 66 Fifth Ave., New York.
N Y Times —New York Times Saturday Review. New York.
No. Am.—North American Review. $4. North American Review Pub. Co., Franklin Sq., New

York.
Outlook.—Outlook. $3. Outlook Co., 287 4th Ave.. New York.
Phllos. R.—Philosophical Review. $3. Cornell University,. Ithaca, N. Y.
Phys. R.—Physical Review. $5. Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Pol. Scl. Q.—Political Science Quarterly. $3. Ginn & Co., 29 Beacon St., Boston.
Psychol. Bull.—Psychological Bulletin. $2. 41 North Queen St., Lancaster, Pa.
Putnam's—Putnam's Monthly and the Crltlc.$3. G. P. Putnam's Sons, 27 & 29 W. 23rd St.,

New York.
R. of Rs.—Review of Reviews. $3. Review of Reviews Co., 13 Astor Place, New York.
Sat R.—Saturday Review. $7.50 33 Southampton St.. Strand. London
School R.—School Review. $1.50. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, III.

Science, n.s.—Science (new series). $5. Garrlson-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Spec—Spectator. $7.50. 1 Wellington St., Strand, London.
Yale R.—Yale Review. $3. New Haven, Conn.

OTHER ABBREVIATIONS:

Abbreviations of Publishers' Names will be found In the Publishers' Directory at the end of
The Cumulative Book Index.

An Asterisk (*) before the price Indicates those books sold at a United discount and commonly
known as net books. Books subject to the rules of the American Publishers' Association
are marked by a double asterisk (*•) when the bookseller is required to maintain the list

price; by a dagger (t) when the maximum discount is fixed at 20 and 10 per cent, as Is

allowable In the case of fiction.

The plus and minus signs preceding the names of the magazines Indicate the degrree of favor
or disfavor of the entire review.

In the reference to a magazine, the first number refers to the volume, the next to the page and
the letters to the date.

Books noticed for the first time this month have an asterisk (•) immediately below the au-
thor's name in entry headin.e:.

A IVIaltese Cross (+) indicates that the A. L. A. Booklist suggests the books for first purchase.
The letter S indicates that the same publication recommends the book for small libraries.

The publications, named above, undoubtedly represent the leading reviews of the English-
speaking world. Few libraries are able to subscribe for all and the smaller libraries are sup-
plied with comparatively few of the periodicals from which the digests are to be culled. For
this reason the digest will be of greater value to the small libraries, since It places at their
disposal, in most convenient form, a vast amount of valuable Information about books, whlcn
would not otherwise be available.

We shall endeavor to make the descriptive notes so comprehensive, and the digests so full
and accurate, that librarians who do not have access to the reviews themselves, will be able
to arrive at substantially correct appreciations of the value of the books reviewed.

This is particularly true In regard to the English periodicals, which are practically ouc
of the reach of the ordinary library, we shall endeavor tr make the digest of these reviews
so complote that there will be little occasion to refer to the original publications.
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Devoted to the Valuation of Current Literature

Digests of Reviews appearing in January—December 1907 magazines

Aanrud, Hans. Lisbeth Longfrock; trans,
from the Norwegian by Laura E.
Poulsson. *65c. Ginn. 7-21362.

Norwegian farm life is pictured with quaint
detail in this story of Lisbeth, the little pea-
sant who came to Hoel farm as its herd girl
and by faithful service won the proud position
of head milJc rr.aid.

"Gives the best picture we have of ISorwegian
farm life."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 205. N. '07. i«

"A very neat translation of a very pretty lit-
tle Norwegian story."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 493. Ag. 10, '07. 180w.
"A simple and delightful story."

+ Outlook. 86: 833. Ag. 17, '07. ^Ow.

Abailard, Pierre. Abelar.1 and Heloise: the
love letters: a poetical rendering, by
Ella C. Bennett. **$i.50. Elder. 7-30637.

True only to the sentiment "upon whijh
thread this rosary of love letters has been
strung" the author has rendered the letters of
Abelard and Heloise in rhyme.

"A sympathetic setting forth in English verse,
of the letters of these historic lovers."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. lOw.

Abbot, Francis EUingwood. Syllogistic
philosophy or prolegomena to science.
2v. **$5. Little. 6-29755.

A posthumous work that represents a life
time of study. "The determining principle of
the whole structure is that 'whatever is
evolved as consequent must be involved as an-
tecedent.' The outcome of this 'principle of
absolute logic' is that personality, in the phil-
osophic, sense of the word, is 'both the source
and outcome of all that is,' and that philosophy
at last becomes 'theology modernized as sci-
entific realism and stcientific theism.' " (Out-
look.)

"We confess that we have found in his work
little to clarify the problems of philosophy and
nothing besides the author's own earnestness
and enthusiasm which we can call uplifting.
In no way does the book appear to us to be a
proK>gomena to science or an important con-
tribution to philosophy."— Nation. 84: 180. F. 21, '07. 530w.
"The novel terminology once mastered, the

new method becomes interesting."
H Outlook. 84: 683. N. 17, 'OG. 390w.

"They are erudite and earnest, but dogmat-
ic and ineffective. We do not question ihe
earnestness and sincerity which have produced
these two volumes, but we do question wheth-
er the absolute unit-universal will save his
philosophical children from their sins through
the message of the syllogistic philosophy." R.
B. C. Johnson.

f- Philos. R. 16: 447. Jl. '07. 1300w. (Re-
view of v. 1 and 2.)

'Well equipped with wide and careful read-
ing as Dr. Abbot evidently was, he seems to
have fallen upon an arid formalism which
forces him to serve up afresh, and with reit-

erated emphasis, many of the contingent fea-
tures peculiar to idealistic absolutism in tne
nineteenth century."

-f Science, n.s. 25:854. My. 31, '07 155C»w.

Abbott, David Phelps. Behind the scenes
with the mediums. *$i.so. Open ct.

7-27622.
From the point of view of the worker of

magic, Mr. Abbott, who is not a medium, reveals
all the tricks of the seance. "The ardent be-
lievers whose faith no number of exposures can
disturb, the skeptics whom no sort of stance
has been able to convince, and the scientific
mvestigators toward whom the author is a bit
contemptuous, will all find in its pages matter
in plenty either interesting or irritating " (N
Y. Times.)

"All those who have a kind of shamefaced de-
sire to know just what spiritualists do and how
they do it will be entertained by his expos-
ures. Even those who go full of faith to con-
sult palmists, clairvoyants, fortune-tellers, and
other modern sorcerers, will And him interest-
ing."

+ Nation. 85: 212. S. 5, '07. 840w.
"There will be racy reading for a good many

different kinds of people in Mr. Abbott's leis-
urely turning inside out of mediumistic tricks."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 551. S. 14, '07. lllOw.

R. of Rs. 36: 511. O. '07. 40w.

Abbott, Rev. Edwin A. Apologia: an ex-
planation and defense. *$i. Macmil-
lan. 7-25561.

"In reply to friendly dissentients from his
views, especially as expressed in his previous
book, 'Silanus the Christian,' the author pub-
lishes this 'explanation and defense' of them as
an introduction to two volumes of a technical
and critical character to appear presently.
His view of the Biblical miracles is 'that sonie
are literally true, but in accordance with what
are called laws of nature; others are not liter-
ally true, but are metaphorical or poetical tra-
ditions erroneously taken as literal; others are
visions that have been erroneously taken as
non-visionary facts.' "—Outlook.

"It may be pointed out that Dr. Abbott's reason
for calling Christ supernatural has nothing to
do with the evidence furnished in the New Tes-
tament and it is therefore not easy to see why
there should be such a waste of interpretation
as there is in his books."

-! Ath. 1907, 2: 363. S. 28. 640w.
Outlook. 87: 312. O. 12. '07. 130w.

Abbott, Rev. Edwin A. Silanus the Chris-
tian. *$2.6o. ATacmillan. 7-25561.

Dr. Abbott addresses himself to readers
who are not ready to accept the miraculous ele-
ment in the New Testament and who at th«
same time do not reject the doctrine of Christ's
divinity. He shows that the belief is not ren-
dered impossible by the disbelief. The book is

In the form of an autobiography of an educated
Roman. "The gist of its teaching—and it is

solely intended to teach—is summed up in the
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Abbott, Rev. Edwin A. —Continued.
words of Clemens. It has been said, he tells

Silanus, that the religion of the Christians is a
person—and nothing more. 'I should prefer to

say the same thing differently. Our religion
in a i)erson—and nothing less.'" (Spec.)

"Dr. Abbott's writing Is itself interesting on
account of the literary skill with which he pre-
sents Innumerable points of exposition and criti-

cism, and on account, too, or the beauty and
strength of many of its passages."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 766. D. 15. 104(hv.

•'While the book aims to be populai, the au-
thor's wide knowledge and competent scholar-
ship lift his efforts entirely above the level of

the usual endeavor to teach Biblical and Chris-
tian history by means of fiction."

+ Ind. 63: 575. S. 5, '07. 210w.

"The book is interesting; it is ably written;
it Is in parts striking; and yet one feels that
somehow it misses effect as a whole. And we
think that the reason Is obvious. Dr. Abbott
In writing it had two diverse ends in view and
each Interfered with the other."

1- Lend.. Times. 6:25. Ja. 25, '07. 740w.

-j- Nation. 84: 180. F. 21, '07. 560w.

Outlook. 84: 633. N. 10, '06. 180w.

"It would be unfair to lay stress upon the
weaknesses of a really impressive book, and
after all they are only prominent in one part

of its argument where the writer has been car-

ried away by his own pet theories."

H Sat. R. 103:24. Ja. 5, '07. 630w.

"As to whether he has succeeded or failed In

his religious purpose his readers will no doubt
form diametrically opposite conclusions. "We
think, however that those who are most con-

vinced of his theologic failure will not deny
him a literary success. He has written a deeply
interesting theological book in the form of a
story." _ .

^ Spec. 97: 569. O. 20, '05. 2110w.

Abbott, Katharine M. Old paths and leg-
* ends of the New England border: Con-

necticut, Deerfield, and Berkshire.
**$3.50. Putnam.

In Miss Abbott's rambles one may live over
again the delights of many of New England's
quaint byways. "She has caught tho spirit of
New England, and introduces incidentally cu-
rious and chaiming out-of-the-way places, his-
toric spots, Indian legends and New England
folklore." (Ind.)

"She has traced it all with a literary skill

which is above the average, and has succeeded
in charging her text witli animation and enter-
tainment Tvfithout the loss of historical accu-
racy."

-f- Ind. 63: 1178. N. 14, '07. 140w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 763. N. 30, '07. 150w.

Abbott, Lyman. Christ's secret of happi-
ness. **75c. Crowell. 7-10562.

Eleven essays are included hore whose key-
note is sounded in the first, "Three kinds of
happiness." "There are three kinds of happi-
ness," says Dr. Abbott, "pleasure, joy, blessed-
ne.ss. Pleasure is the happiness of the animal
nature; joy, of the social nature; blessedness,
of the spiritual nature. Pleasure we share
with the animals, joy with one another, bless-
edness with God."

+ Ind. 62: 1474. Je. 20, '07. 60w.

Abbott, Lyman, ed. Parables. $2.50. Ap-
pletim. 7-31966.

A very illuminating introduction shows that
Jesus resorted to the parable to allay the
wrath which his plain truth-teaching had stirred
up against him. "He veiled the truth which
unveiled had been rejected with such wrath,
and he did so that they might listen to him
without perceiving the truth to which they

would refuse to listen if they did perceive It."
The scriptural version of the parables follows,
with a well-executed illustration here and there
suggesting the modern prodigal, the modem
foolish virgin and the present-day house bulld-
ed upon the sand, etc.

Abendschein, Albert. Secret of the old
masters. **$i. Appleton. 6-40200.

How did the old masters produce their results?
How have these results defied time and atmos-
pheric changes? Twenty-five years of study
have been devoted to these questions by the au-
thor and "he has proved to his own, and we
may say, to our satisfaction, that the great
Venetians and Flemings used no mysterious
varnishes whatever, their vehicle being plain
linseed oil, and their reliance for permanence
and brilliancy being plenty of time for drying
between successive paintings and upon pro-
longed exposure to direct sunlight to bum out
the excess of oil." (Nation.)

"Few serious workers In oils, though they
omit the book, will fail In the next year or so
of coming upon the track of his researches."

-J- Int. Studio. 30: sup. 56. D. '06. 400w.

-f — Nation. 84: 43. Ja. 10, '07. 660w.

+ — N. Y. Times. 11: 837. D. 1, '06. 2.10w.

R. of Rs. 35: 115. Ja. '07. llOw.

Abhedananda, Swami. India and her peo-
ple. $1.25. Vedanta. 6-24887.

A book v.'hich aims to "give an impartial ac-
count of the facts from the stand point of an
unbiased historian, and to remove all misun-
derstandings which prevail among the Amer-
icans concerning India and her people." It
sets forth for popular reading phases of Vedan-
ta philo-sophy. •"In this system the people of
India, according to the author, find the ulti-
mate truths of all sciences, philosophies, and
religions. There are instructive chapters up-
on the religion of present-day India, the so-
cial status and the system of caste, political
institutions, education, the influence of West-
ern civilization, and woman's place in Hindu
religion." fLit. D.)

"This compact little volume, wrtitten in an
attractive style, and dealing with the life, phil-
osophy and religion of India should prove a
useful addition to the literature of a fascin-
ating and as vet largely unknown subject."

-f- Lit. D. 34: 263. F. 16, '07. 140w.

"From the historical point of view, which is

assumed by the Swami, it is to be regretted
that the author has not made himself better
acquainted with chronology."— Nation. 84: 40. Ja. 10, '07. 920w.

Acton, Sir John. Lectures on modern l.is-

tory; ed. with an introd. by J: N. Fi,<r-

gis, and Reginald Vere Laurence.
*$3.25. Macmillan. 7-2153-

"In the present volume we find Acton's Inau-
gural lecture as Professor, his scheme for 'The
Cambridge modern history,' and nineteen of his
lectures, covering in giant strides the ages of

the Renaissance, the Reformation, the Counter-
Reformation, the wars of religion, the rise of
political parties, the creation of the Prussian and
the Russian powers, and the American revolu-
tion."—Ath. «

"Finest and best of all is the noble and en-
nobling fairnes.=! in his treatment of all men
and all ages." G. S. F.

+ + Am. Hist. R. 12: 621. Ap. '07. 980w.

"Great lectures as they are, they still are
lectures only—knowledge cut up Into sections to
last forty-five minutes."
-I- -I Ath. 1906, 2. 359. S. 29. 1990w.

"The highest form of art In historical writing
Is that which narrates events without speci-
fying directly the Ideals it Is sought to con-
vey, and yet does emphatically convey such
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ideals to the reader. Of this form, Lord Ac-
ton's lectures are excellent illustrations; while
that on Luther may well stand as an almost
perfect example." E. D. Adams.
+ + Dial. 42: 222. Ap. 1, '07. 580w.

Reviewed by P. P. Willert.

+ H Eng. Hist. R. 22: 164. Ja. '07. 12(Ww.

"Are at once satisfactory and disappointing."

-I Lend. Times. 5: 325. S. 28, '06. llSOw.

"The result is, on the whole, disappointing.
To begin with, notes for lectures generally make
poor books, and it is so in this case. Again, the
subject is too large for the space in which It

Is treated, and suffers from overcompression."
1- Nation. 83: 397. N. 8. '06. 990w.

"It Is, in fact, a primer of history. Every
sentence carries with it the conviotion of truth,

and every page creates an impulse to delve
deeper into the subject-matter.' Henry James
Forman.

4- + No. Am. 184: 306. F. 1, '07. 700w.

"In the main there can be little question of
the soundness of his views, the correctness of
his attitude. And, what Is not unimportant, the
lectures show that, 'scientific' historian though
he was, he was keenly alive to the human ele-

ment in history."
+ -\ Outlook. 85: 45. Ja. 5, '07. S40w.

"Those who love the beauty of line, and the
mysterious effect of chiaroscuro will enjoy these
work"? to the utmost, and recos^nize them as
masterpieces of the graphic arts."

+ + R. of Rs. 36: 760. D. '07. I'Qw

"His judgment is always rational and his
conclusions invariably just."

4- + Sat. R. 103: 205. F. 16, '07. 1480w.

Acton, Sir John. Lord Acton and his cir-

cle; ed. by Abbot [Francis Aidan] Gas-
quet. *$4.S0. Longmans. 6-42915.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed bv E. D. Adams.
+ -r Dial. 42: 22il. Ap. 1, '07. 1080w.

"The book is not very accurately printed;
some sentences are made unintelligible by er-
rors of punctualiorr, and a large numiber of
proper names are misspelt."

H Eng. Hist. R. 22:410. Ap. '07. 650w.
4- Ind. 62:272. Ja. 31, '07. 620w.

"Rather unfortunate introduction."
-I Lend. Times. 5:325. S. 28, 'Ofi. 1140w.

Adams, Andy. Reed Anthony, cowman.
t$i.so. Houghton. 7-16751.

Autobiographical in form, this book follows
in a matter-of-fact way "the career of a
young man, who, after serving his four years
m the Confederate army, made his way from
his native "Virginia to Texas, there to become
foreman of the 'cattle drives.' and so by de-
greoT ranchman and owner of many acres and
'many herds." (,N. Y. Times.)

"The account of the cowman's worldly suc-
cess is, let us admit, by no means free from
exaggeration, but the book gives the best pic-
ture of the life of the times of any we know,
and we heartily recommend it."

i Acad. 73: 732. Jl. 27, '07. 270w.

"This ingenuous bit of biography, like the
author's earlier books, will be read not because
it is so well done but because it pictures a pass-
ing phase of American life."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 175. O. "07.

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 790. Je. 29. 240w.

"In reading these pages, which bear the
stamp of downright honesty, the reader feels
that he is in contact with the actual history
of an important formative period of national
Industry—a period which, tho outside of the
beaten track of history, is not without sig-
nificance."

4- Lit. D. 35: 25. Jl. 6, '07. 230w.

"The pleasant thing about the narrative is
its ingenuousness."

+ Nation. 84: 16. Jl. 4, '07. 400w.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 2?1. My. 4, '07. 250w.
"In spite of the sameness due to the like-

ness of one year of the cattle business to any
other year, the book is interesting with tne
interest which belongs somehow and anyhow
to all that is genuine."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 315. My. 18, '07. 820w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 375. Je. 15, '07. 60w.

Adams, Charles Francis, jr. Three Phi beta
kappa addresses. **$i. Houghton.

7-17400.

Including A college fetich, 1883; Shall Crom-
well have a statue? 1902; Some modern col-
lege tendencies, 1906. In these addresses Mr.
Adams arraigns many of the weaknesses of the
present-day college regime. The license of elec-
tives leads to the "way of least resistance:"
college athletics are but the "overgrowth of
the superficiality which rules the curricula,"
etc. He offers helpful reform suggestions on
the limitation of the number of subjects pur-
sued, on the moral training of the student,
and on the breaking down of our large colleges
into smaller units.

"While they can hardly be said to make a
book of history at the present time, they will
certainly be regarded by the future historian
of education in the nineteenth century as an
important part of his source-material."

-I- Am. Hist. R. 13:192. O. '07. 170w.

Dial. 42: 319. My. 16, '07. lOOw.

Reviewed by Wm. E. Dodd.
N. Y. Times. 12: 362. Je. 8, '07. 1060w.

Reviewed by Montgomery- Schuyler,

-t- Putnam's. 3: 229. N. '07. 41Qw.

Adams, Henry. Cassell's engineers' hand-
book; comprising facts and formulae,
principles and practice in all branches
of engineering. $2.50. McKay.

"Not a mere formula book nov an ordinary
studenfs text-book, but rather an aide memoire
for those who have passed through their

elementary training, and are now in practice."

Adams, I. William. Shibusav^ra; or. The
passing of old Japan; il. by E. Dalton
Stevens. +$1.50. Putnam. 6-41721.

"The period selected is the early part of the
last century, and the plot revolves about the
struggle between the Shogun and the Mikado,
ending with the victory and restoration of the

latter. Shibusawa, a true Japanese warrior,
son of a daimio, fought well both in war and
love, and in the end won honors and the maiden
of his choice."—Outlook.

"The storv. while for the most part descrip-
tive, with little dialog and only ordinary fancy,

lacks snap and fire, while perhaps a good gen-
eral picture of old Japan."

-\ Ind. 61:1493. D. 20, '06. 70w.

"For the most part the people and their ac-
tions seem to belong quite in their Japanese
fr3,inG

'*

-{- — N. V. Times. 12: 144. Mr. 9, '07. 380w.

"The style of the book is somewhat too 'seri-

ous and prolix for a successful artistic effect."

1- Outlook. 84:680. N. 17, '06. 90w.

+ R. of Rs. 35:122. Ja. '07. 20w.

Adams, Rev. John. Sermons in accents:

studies in the Hebrew text: a book for

preachers and students. *$i.8o. Scrib-

ner.

"An attempt to make Hebrew accentuation
interesting and helpful to the average preach-
er and Bible student, for whom Wickes' trea-

tises are too elaborate and wearisomie."—Bib.

World.
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Adams, Rev. John.—Continued.
"As an introductory manual preparatory to

the uso of a more thorough and complete
treatment t!ie work may be recommended to
the student besinning- his studies."

-[- Bib. World. 29: 159. F. '07. 50w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 65. F. 2, '07. llOw.

Adams, John Coleman. Honorable youth.
*7Sc. Universalist pub. 6-45015.

A manual of instruction on life success, how
to conceive it, and, how to attain it.

Adams, Joseph Henry. Harper's electric-
* ity book for boys. $1.75. Harper.

7-37737-
A practical, thorogoing', working knowledge

of electricity can be obtained from this hand-
book for boys. "It tells how to make cells and
batteries, switches and insulators, armatures,
motors and coils. It shows how easily experi-
ments may be made with home-made appli-
ances at small cost. Every-day uses of elec-
tricity are explained so that )>oys will under-
stand and at the same time be stimulated to
put forth tlieir own akill and ingenuity." Nu-
merous cuts of apparatus are given.

Adams, Joseph Henry. Harper's outdoor
book for boys; with contributions by
Kirk Munroe, Tappan Adney, Capt.
Howard Patterson, Leroj' Mil ion Yale
and others. $1.75. Harper. 7-21249.

Instructive, above all thhigs practical, this
book is based upon experience, whose aim is

to snow boys how to do accurately all manner
of out-of-door things within their powers. Be-
ginning with the backyard, detailed informa-
tion is given for .such contrivances as pet shel-
ters, windmills, aerial toys; going farther afield
the interest centers in c^jasters, skees, kites,
fishing tackle, etc.; then come boat building
and boat management; while the fourth part of
the book is dtvoted to camps and camping,
tree-huts, brush-houses, etc.

4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 205. N. '07. >i-

""We have seen no book of the kind so thor-
oughly practical and so well adapted to its

aims as this."

+ + Nation. 85: 100. Ag. 1, '07. 2S0w.

"No book better suited to develop ingenuity
and mechanical ability."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 305. My. 11, '07. 120w.

"It is a reference book that is worth whih-;
to have on hand."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12, '07. 120w.

Adams, Oscar Fay. Sicut patribus, and
other verse. $1.60. Oscar F. Adams,
The Hermitage, Willow st., Bost.

6-7734-
"The title selection is an ode read at the

rinnual meeting of the Tufts chapter of Phi
beta kappa in 1902. It is an arraignment of
American 'imperialism,' touched with that
saeva indignatio which has stirred William
Vaughn Moody, the late John W. Chadwick,
and others of our poets in approaching the
same tlieme. The cathedral poems, filled with
tlie atmosphere of Englisn closes, and rein-
forced by Mr. Adams's architectural studies,
seem of tiio entire sheaf to he most truly char-
acteristic."—N. Y. Times.

"Rook of sincere and tlioughtful verse." Wm.
M. Payne.

-I- Dial. 42: 253. Ap. IG. '07. 460w.

"A collection of correct, derivative pieces in

many mocics."
-!- Nation. SI: 35. Ja. 10, '07. 130w.

"Throughout tlie book, indeed, technical va-
riety and facility .are to be noted, and if there
lie few striking lines, there are a certain re-
flective grace .ind fine traditions of men and
literature."

-\- N. Y. Times. 11:335, My. 26, '06. 280w.

Adams, Samuel. Writings of Samuel Ad-
ams, ed. by H. A. Cashing. 4v. *$5.
Putnam. 4-18620.

V. 2. "The second volume . . . covers the
years 1770 to 1773. . . . The volume contains
ninsty-two pieces in all; of these forty-one
are newspaper articles, twenty are reports or
memorials prepared in committee, and thirty-
one are private letters."—Nation.

Ind. 61: 1170. N. 15, '06. 50w. (Review
of V. 2.)

"His private letters, of which Mr. Cashing
has made a goodly collection are more illumina-
tive of his character than his public papers.
Mr. Gushing shows great industry in locating
his material, but is muc'n too sparing in his
notes, leaving too many references unexplained.
There are errors of dates and names, and
a wrong committee of Congress Is given in tho
note to p. 336."

-i Nation. 85: 349. O. 17, '07. 440w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

"Ivike its predecessors, is a valuable addition
to the documentary study of the revolutionary
period."

-I- -I- Outlook. 87: 498. N. 2, '07. 260w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

"By thus carefully collecting and editing
these writings. Dr. Cusliing has rendered a dis-
tinct and meritorious service to American his-
torv." Herbert L. Osgood.

- -t- Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 143. Mr. '07. lllOw.
fReview of v. 1 and 2.)

Addams, Jane. Newer ideals of peace. (Cit-
izens' lib.) *$i.2S. Macmillan. 7-4377-

For the dogmatic, even sentimental peace-
notions bruited at)out the world by ardent ad-
vocates. Miss Addams substitutes the newer
dynamic peace embodying the later humanism,
whose meaning is implied in such words as
"overcoming" "substituting," "re-creating,"
"readjusting moral values" and "forming new
centers of spiritual energy." She offers the
moral substitutes for war that are an out-
growth of a definite national background.

"I think in logical organization this book
suffers more than her earlier writing. On the
other hand, perhaps, nowhere can one find the
social point of view, which we must assume,
presented with so much inherent necessity as
here." (George Herbert Mead.

-] Am. J. Soc. 13: 121. Jl. '07. 3300w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:65. Mr. '07. S.

"The present book shows the same fresh vir-
ile thought, and the happy expression which
has characterized her work."

-f- + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 409. Mr. '07. 310w.

"This is a very suggestive book. Its one
weakness is that, though it does not quite neg-
lect the ethical and spiritual standards of life,

it allows them to be overshadowed by the eco-
nomic and the merely utilitarian."

-h -I Cath. World. 85: 677. Ag. '07. 960w.

Current Literature. 42: 417. Ap. '07.

lOSOw.

"As an immediate and effective solution of
the main problem indicated by its title, this
treatise may well prove less successful than
as a manual of Instruction in methods of mu-
tual service and a plea for mutual sympathy
and good-will." Percy F. Bicknell.

-f- + Dial. 42: 246. Ap. 16, '07. 1530w.

+ Ind. 62: S55. Ap. 11, '07. 2S0w.

Lit. D. £4:433. Mr. 16, '07. 370w.

"Miss Addams's observations are so acute,
and her criticisms often so well aimed, that her
book is worth reading. We cannot but wish,
however, that she had ploughed a little deeper,
and shown us more clearly how the evils on
which she dwells are to be removed."

4. — Nation. 84:247. Mr. 14, '07. 720w.
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"It is the expression of an exceptional citi-

zen on subjects tiiat concern everybody. What-
ever may piove to -be its concern for the stu-
dent of literature, it should be tolerantly read
by the student of affairs, for whom it was
written." Olivia Howard Dunbar.

4- + No. Am. 184: 763. Ap. r>. 'ft?. 1490w.
" 'Newer ideals of peace' is not a felicitous

title for Jane Addams's interesting and sug-
gestive volume. It is imperfect because she
has studied only one phase of our national life,

and, ill American fashion . . . she draws too
largo generalizations from her too specialized
observations."
-f -1- — Outlook, &6: 720. Mr. 23, '07. 300w.

"On the whole, Miss Addams has given us a
presentation of the peace argument from a
wholly new point of view."

+ R. of Rs. 35: 381. Mr. '07. 220w.

Addis, Rev. William E. Hebrew religion

to the establishment of Judaism under
Ezra. *$i.50. Putnam. 7-2^77-

A non-technical study of Israel's religion
from the earliest times to the middle of the fifth

century B. C. "The sections which treat of
the primitive forms of Semitic religion and the
early Jahveh worship are of special excellence."
(Nation.) The volume includes a chronological
table of Jewish history.

"Well suited to the needs of the nonspeciallst
reader for whom it is Intended."

+ + Bib. World. 28: 351. N. '06. 30w.
"His discussion is marked by the precision

that his volumes on the Hexateuch woulu lead
us to expect. While exception may be taken
to a few points, they leave the essential value
of Mr. Addis's volume unimpaired." Crawford
H. Toy.
+ + — HIbbert J. 5: 702. Ap. '07. 1400w.

"On the whole, Professor Addis keeps well
within the safe ground of established fact, with
caution to the reader when opinion Is uncertain.
His graphic style and ability to render a situa-
tion clear in a few words make his essay suitable
for popular or general use."
4- H Nation. 83: 289. O. 4, '06. 400w.
"We fear we cannot follow liim ... in some

of his critical assumptions; but yet we can
recommend nis book."

A Sat. R. 102: 650. N. 24, '06. 260w.

Addison, Julia De Wolf. Art of the Dres-
den gallery. (Art galleries of Europe
ser.) *$2. Page. 6-42448.

This sixth volume in "The art galleries of
Europe" is Miss Addison's third contribution
to the series. "In the plan it is similar to its

predecessors; it consists of notes and observa-
tions upon a large number of the finest paint-
ings, both ancient and modern, in the royal
collection at Dresden, arranged in schools or
grouping together the works of one or two
great masters." (Dial.)

"From beginning to end there is no evidence
of any pei-sonal knowledge or understanding of

the art of painting, there is no lucid explana-
tion of its virtues, no independent analysis of
the peculiar charms and merits of a master."— Acad. 72: 396. Ap. 20, '07. 730w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 37. F. '07.

"The text furnishes as much detail as the
ordinary traveller will care for, and he will find
it of a more manageable and useful sort than
that oftered by most guides and catalogues."

i- Dial. 41:459. D. 16, '06. 260w.

+ + N. Y. Times. 11: 812. D. 1, '06. 190w.

"One might spend half a life-time with cat-
alogues and yet gather less real knowledge
than may be pleasantly acquired by a perusal
of this book, every essential fact of which is

dressed out with episode, anecdote, and perti-
nent criticism."

+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 69. F. 2, '07. 580w.

"In the present handy volume the Amertoaji
authoress exhibits the instincts, knowledge and
nierits of style that characterised her former
works."

+ + Spec. 99: sup. 460. O. 5, '07. 8T0w.

Ade, George. In pastures new. t$i.25. Mc-
Clure. 6-38894.

Mr. Ade's "pastures new" are chiefly in Lon-
don and Egypt. He characterizes humorously
without his usual slang. "The foibles and fol-
lies of tourists, the humbug and charlatanry of
those who live off them, the fact that foreign
travel has its tiresome side as well as its joys

—

all these and other phases of 'being abroad'
are dealt with In an amusing way." (Outlook.)

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 77. Mr. '07.

"The harmless fun Mr. Ade is capable of pro-
ducing has been put Into It in good measure

—

wholesome, human, natural fun."
+ Lit. D. 33: 727. N. 17, 06. 50w.

"Shorn of its glamour of slang, Mr. Ade's
humor turns out to be of thinner substance than
we had supposed."

-I Nation. 83: 481. D. 6, '06. 150w.
"We get here fun of the real Ade flavor."

-H N. Y. Times. 11: 894. D. 22, '06. 250w.

-t- Outlook. 84: 793. N. 24, '06. llOw.
"Tlie secret of American humour is perhaps

to exaggerate and travesty realities with a se-
rious countenance. When this is well done it

is amusing: and Mr. Peasley does it well."
-f- Sat. R. 103: 624: My. 18, '07. 190w.

Ade, George. Slim princess. t$i.25. Bobbs.
7-17384-

The slim Princess Kalora of Morovenia is the
despair of her father and tat younger sister
because there is a Turkish law which reads
that the elder must marry first and there is a
Turkish preference for fat wives. Kolora Is
not only slim but spirited and she merrily
takes her destiny into her own hands and, as-
sisted '\tY a kindly Fate, succeeds in marrying
a \enturesome young Pittsburgh millionaire.
The story is breezy, clever and full of cheerful
irony.

"Is one of the brightest phantasies of the
g (io gQ j-j^

"

4- Arena. 38: 216. Ag. '07. 250w.

"Was in his best comic opera mood when le
wrote 'The slim prince.=s.'

"

i
N. Y. Times. 12:320. My. 18, '07. 2:\lw.

"A highly amusing bit of grotesquery."
+ R. of Rs. 35: 7.68. Je. '07. 80w.

Adventures of Uncle Sam's sailors by R. E.

Peary, A. V. Wadhams, Molly Elliot

Seawell, Franklin Matthews, Kirk Mun-
roe and others. (Harper's adventure

ser.) t6oc. Harper. 7-24286.

A group of spirited sea stories that shift

scene from the Arctic circle to the tropics and
from China to Hatteras and the West Indies.

The stories mingle wholesome excitement, fas-

cinating fact and entertaining fiction and lend

an undertone of courage and endurance.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 205. N. '07.

Adventures of Uncle Sam's soldiers, by

General C: King, J: Habberton, Capt.

C: A. Curtis, Lieut. C: D. Rhodes, ana

others. (Harper's adventure ser.) t6oc.

Harper. 7-26959.

How the soldiers of the west cleared the way
for civilization, how women and children as

well bore their full share of frontier burdens
may be seen reflected in these tales of "pic-

turesque incident and thrilling experiences*

which while they are usually fiction are based
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Adventures of Uncle Sam's soldiers—Con^
upon some incident or actual occurrence. While
the volume aims only to be a side-light upon
history, it is thoroly suggestive for students
who wish to look into records of the regular
soldiers.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 205. N. '07.

Ady, Cecilia M. Milan, the house of Sforza.
* (Historic states of Italy.) **$3.5o. Put-

nam.
"Not only is the political life of the time of

Francesco I. of Milan and the five olher dukes
of his house who ruled over Milan <jealt with,
but also the social and commercial impulses of
the people, as well as the art and literature of
the state. This volume will be followed shortlv
by 'Milan: the house of Visconti,' 'Naples: the
house of Anjou,' and others on the different
Italian states."—N. Y. Times.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. TOw.

"She is to be congratulated on giving agree-
able proof of hereditary talent by her accom-
plishment of a sufficiently difficult piece of
work."

-f Spec. 99: sup. 752. N. 16, '07. 5X0w.

Ady, Julia Cartwright (Mrs. Henry Ady).
Early work of Raphael. 75c. Button.

"It gives in loadable fo<rm the facts of Ra-
phael's life find career, up to the year 1508, as
the3' are received by the Moreilian school of
•criticism. Much more than that it hardly pre-
tends to give, and for any detailed apprecia-
tion of the artistic qualities of Raphael one
jnust Icok elsewhere.''—Nation.

Anglicized name, Giles. . . . The present vol-
ume treasures his 'Golden sayings' held in hig-h
esteem by the Roman Catholic cliur,cli, and in-
troduces them by a brief sketch of his life."

—

Outlook.

+ Nation. 84: 115. Ja. 31, '07. llOw.

+ N. Y. Times. 12:35. Ja. 19, '07. 440w.

Ady, Julia Cartwright. Madame: a life of

Henrietta, daughter of Charles I. and
Duchess of Orleans. *$2.5o. Dutton.

The twenty-six years of the Duchess of Or-
leans are here sketched with sympathy and in-
sight. The courts of Charles II and Louis XIV,
respectively brother and brother-in-law of the
unhappy duchess "are here brought before the
reader with vivid reality as no romance could
reveal them. The characters of the two mon-
archs, of Madame, and of most of the notables
of their time, have fresh light thrown on them
by letters preserved in the French 'Archives du
niinisteres des affaires 6trang6res' and docu-
ments from state papers on French affairs in
the British record office, many of them hero
published for the first time." (Outlook.)

"Her work may be recommended to the seek •

er after diversion and to the historical student
alike. Mrs. Ady's mania for idealizing, while
attractive no doubt to many lovers of the beau-
tiful, has the fault of obscurantism."
-f + — Nation. 85: 144. Ag. 15, '07. 1440w.

"It would be difficult to find a biography less
illuminating than this life of the spouse of
Monsieur, brother of Louis XIV."— N. Y. Times. 12: 476. Ag. 3, '07. 240w.

"When the presentation of fact can be made
so absorbingly interesting as Mrs. Ady convinc-
ingly proves possible in this volume of mem-
oirs, one Is tempted to wonder that the demand
for fiction exists."

+ + Outlook. 86: 744. Ag. 3, '07. 190w.

Aegidius, Assisiensis. Golden sayings of
the Blessed Brother Giles of Assisi;
newly tr. and ed., together with a

sketch of his life bv the Rev. Fr. Pas-
chal Robinson. *$i. Dolphin press.

Phil. 6-46746.
"One of the arliest and clo.=est companions

of St. Francis of Assisi . . . was Brother Aegi-
dius. better known to f^'^nglish readers by his

Am. Hist. R. 12: 449. Ja. '07. 50w.
"The 'Golden sayings' themselves are of his-

torical value as illustrating the spiritual side
of early Franciscan teaching, an aspect hith-
erto inadequately recognized; and historians
will appreciate especially the editor's scholarly
introduction."

-f Am. Hist. R. 12: 920. Jl. '07. 270w.
"In the editing and translating of the 'Say-

ings,' F.atlier Paschal displays the erudition
and the grasp of historical method which have
won nim a place in the front rank of the large
band of scholars who today have devoted them-
selves to the study of 'Franciscana.' "

+ Cath. World. 86: 255. N. '07. 360w.
"Well worthy the careful and pleasing trans-

lation ... as well for their sincere and earnest
piety as for the singular beauty and pictur-
esqueness of tiieir expression."

-f- Ind. 62:1094. My. 9, '07. 80w.
"It is the interest of his quaint personality

that imparts interest to his 'Aurea dicta' which,
to speak frankly, are not of great intrinsic
value. But the Knglish enthusiast must not
fail to possess himself of Father Robinson's
translation."

+ Lend. Times. 6: 358. N. 22, '07. 700W.
"The little volume is quaint and original and

will appeal to many readers."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 49. Ja. 26, '07. 50w.

"It is well worth reading and reflection by
Protestant Christians, often too content with
discarding the ascetic form of mediaeval saint-
liness, and too neglectful to replace it by a
form of piety as impressive on the present age
as that was on the past."

4- Outlook. 85: 377. F. 16. '07. d^Ow.

Aero club of America. Navigating the air.

**$i.5o. Doubleday. 7-20981.

Here are given the personal experience of men
best known in the held of aerial navigation.
The book "contains, in over twenty chapters
. . . practical and clear accounts of what has
been accomplished by many experimenters with
kite-sustained aeroplanes, motor-driven bal-
loons, and ether dirigible air-ships." (Outlook.)

"Both text and illustrations will Interest the
average reader as well as the specialist."

-h A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 191. N. '07. S.

"There is much in the book to interest the
reader, but whether he will glean much knowl-
edge from it is questionable. However, as the
purpose of the compilers, apparently, was Just
that of arousing interest, the book may be con-
sidered reasonably successful."

-I Engin. N. 58: 181. Ag. 15, '017. 240w.

"Altogether the book, to which but scant
justice can be done here, is full of interest and
instruction, and the Aero club of America de-
serves high praise for getting together so much
that is fairly authoritative on a subject of such
importance."

-^ + N. y. Times. 12: 441. Jl. 13, '07. 1320w.

Outlook. 86- 524. Jl. 6, '07. 250w.

R. of Rs. 34: 128. Jl. '07. 80w.

Aflalo, Frederick George, ed. Half a cen-
tury of sport in Hampshire; extracts
from the shooting journals of James
Edward, second Earl of Malmesbury
with a prefatory, memoir by his great-

grandson, the fihh earl. *$375- Scrib-

ner.

"The volume is made up of extracts from
the 'Sporting journals' of James Edward, sec-
ond earl of Malmesbury. ... A memoir of the
Karl has been written for the book by the pres-
ent owner of the title. The Journals cover the
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period from 1798-1840. Besides describing
hunts in the Haanpahires and the hunting seat
of the iUarl of Malmesbury, there are also rec-
ords of trips in Hungary and Austria. The
volume is fully illustrated."— N. Y. Times.

N. Y. Times. 11: 28. Ja. 13, '06. lOOw.

"We cannct say that the editor's notes and
comments on the journals are instructive or
much to the point. Even the journals them-
selves will disappoint the reader who expects
anything that can compare with Colonel Hawk-
er's diaries.''— Spec. 96: sup. 644. Ap. 28, '06. 500w.

Aflalo, Frederick George. Sunshine and
sport in Florida and the West Indies.

**$4. Jacobs.
"This volume is divided into three parts,

treating, respectively, of 'The way there,' 'Tar-
pon-fishing and other sport,' and, finally, 'Home
by the Spanish main.' Although fishing was
the pole star which held steady through the
trip of eleven thousand miles, this Briton had
eyes for many other things."—Nation.

"Mr. Aflalo's account of the natural history
of the tarpon, in so far as it is known, is very
thorough and fascinating, and were any fur-
ther inducements required to persuade fisher-
men to go west for tarpon it would be round
in the pages of this interesting book."

+ Acad. 73: 651. Jl. 6, '07. 290w.

"Had Mr. Aflalo gathered his impressions at
greater leisure, and generalized less from trivial
instances, he would have informed his volume
with the more genial spirit which we associate
with the men who go a-fishing. For we can
find no fault with Mr. Aflalo's story of his tar-
pon fishing." H. E. Coblentz.

-t-
— Dial. 43: 373. D. 1, '07. 560w.

"His frank and generous comments reveal a
fair-minaedness only too rare In travelers. The
volume should appeal to a far wider circle of
readers than the 'English anglers' for whom the
author chiefly intends it."

+ Nation. 85: 401. O. 31, '07. 530w.

"Mr. Aflalo's chapters on tarpon fishing and
alligator hiiUting are sportsmanlike, and, there
being fewer opportunities, show less of a dis-
position to carp at American customs and In-
stitutions that differ from those of the Brit-
ish."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 682. O. 26, '07. 180w.

"There is much shrewd observation in these
pages, especially of American life and ways."

+ Sat. R. 104: 211. Ag. 17, '07. 220w.

"It is the best thing that we have read from
Mr. Afialo's pen, and written in his vivid, If

flowery style. Mr. Aflalo contributes something
to our knowledge of the natural history of the
Florida fishes."

+ Spec. 99: 366. iS. 14, '07. 360w.

Aimes, Hubert Hillary S. History of

slavery in Cuba, 1511-1868. **$2. Put-
nam. 7-23727.

From a economic, political and social stand-
poinit, this work is an exposition of the Span-
ish policy governing the slave trade in Cuba;
and it throws much light on the historical re-
lations between Spain and her Antillean de-
pendency. A later work is promised dealing
with the domestic rggime on the island. A
bibliography adds to the value of the book.

"In a sense, this is a scholarly work. It is

the result of much labor, and is based upon the
best authorities, Spanish, French, and English,
both documentary and printed. But the narra-
tive in which the author presents the result of
his work is something fearful and wonderful in
its raw -xnd careless crudeness."

-1 Dial. 43: 319. N. 16, '07. 450w.

"On the whole, it can be heartily said that
Dr. Aimes has gathered, compiled and ad-
dressed into acceptable form an exhaustive

chapter of institutional history. He has also
done it under a system that makes reference
easy and verification available."

+ Ind. €3: 1316. N. 28, '07. 390w.

+ J. Pol. Econ. 15: 503. O. '07. 70w.
"A work of real value though rather heavy

reading."
-i N. Y. Times. 12: 488. Ag. 10, '07. 310w.

Outlook. 86: 974. Ag. 31, '07. 180w.

+ R. of Rs. 34: 381. S. '07. llOw.
"The book is a useful one and the reader will

hope with the .author that it may aid in solv-
ing some of the problems connected with the
ifc^land."

+ Yale. R. 16: 333. N. '07. 260w.

Aked, Charles Frederic. Courage of the
coward, and other sermons. *"'$:. 25.
Revell. 7-23636.

Fourteen sermons, "vitally evangelical In
their adaptedness to the spiritually deaf or
blind or lame in this year of grace." (Out-
lock.)

"They impress us as devout, evangelical, con-
structive, and sufficiently forceful in thought and
earnest in feeling to be called good preaching."

4- Ind, 63:700. S. 19, '07. 60w.
"The sermons are good. Perhaps he over-

indulges in poetical quotations, and perhaps
an occasional personal note sounds a bit egotis-
tic. But these are small blemishes."

i N. Y. Times. 12: 663. O. 19, '07. 90w.
"Utterly free from conventionalism, fresh In

thought and phrase, dynamic with earnest con-
viction of reality, they speak from the experi-
ence of one who knows the world, sees things
whole, understands men, and, having thougnt
through their deepest problems, would lend a
hand to any who are doubting, erring, falling."
+ + Outlook. 87:134. S. 21, '07. 140w.

Albright, Evelyn May. Short-story: its

principles and structure. *90c. Macmil-
lan. 7-16475.

The aim of the book is not that of tracing
the origin or the development 01 the short-
story, '.Jilt of setting forth "some standards of
appreciation of what is good in story-writing,
illustrating by the practice of the master as
contrasted with amateurish failures. Materi-
al, the technique of the short story, the plot,
movement, emotional element and spirit of the
autnor are all discussed. There is an under-
tone of sound advice to the would-be writer,
and by way of a standard for self-criticism
there has been appended a reading list of mod-
el short stories.

"It is to the reader rather than die writer
that such a book is really useful."

+ Nation. 85: 232. S. 12, '07. 270w.
"Seems to us a very useful book."

-f N. v. rimes. 12: 272. Ap. 27, '07. 300w.

"Miss Albright's treatment of the subject is

more than creditable; it is masterly."
+ + Outlook. 86: 570. Je. 13, '07. 120w.

Alden, Hazel GillmOre. Kingdom of hea\
en: an instruction in the Catholic faith

for children. *$i.20. Church pub. cc,
N. Y. 7-31385-

A simple, direct and devout story of the
Christian year for Catholic children. Its aim
is to foster reverence.

Alden, Isabella Macdonald (Pansy, pseud.).

Ruth Erskine's son. il, t$i 50. Lothrop.
Readers who have followed Ruth Erskine

thru other Pansy books will be glad to meet
her again. She is now the widow of Judge
Burnham, and devotes her entire energies to
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Alden, Isabella Macdonald— Continued.
the welfare of her son. The story tells of his
marriage and the crosses it brings to her, her
fortitude and good sense, and the son's un-
failing devotion.

"This is hardly a wholesome book for young
people."— R. of Rs. 36:765. D. "07. 50w.

Alexander, De Alva Stanwood. Political

history of the state of New York. 2v.

ea. **$2.5o. Holt. 6-21392.

"The author's style is clear and vigorous.
His narrative is interesting and reveals his

firm gnisp upon the subject matter, especially
as it approaches the later period. Although
the work adds little to the actual knov^rledge
of the specialist, it is a distinct advance over
the old style of state histories, and will serve
the gereraJ reader as a reliable and interesting
guide through the almost bewildering maze of
the politics of New York state." Herman V.
Ames.

-f -I- Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 228. Ja. '07. 1090w.
-+ Dial. 42: 18. Ja. 1, '07. 410w.

'The personal side of New York politics has
been over-emphasized. This d'^fect deprives
the reader of a feeling of continuity in the nar-
rative of New V'ork's political history, but
while it is a defect, it does not detract serious-
ly from the value of the work."
4- -i Ind. 62: 214. Ja. 24, '07. 510w.

"When all possible points of criticism have
been raised, his work merits recognition, not
merely b3cause it is practically the only occu-
pant of its field, but because it is in several
important respects a soundly informing con-
tribution to American historical literature, use-
ful alike to the general reader and to the spe-
cial student."
4. + _ Outlook. 87:131. S. 21, '07. 1020w.

"In spite of a certain monotony which pre-
vadcs the author's numerous character sketch-
es, his style has decided merits; in vigor and
fluency it far outrivals the older but in many
respects more suostantial work of Jabez Ham-
mond. The characterizations of men are clear-
ly designed to be eminently fair, although the
reader finds little difficulty in discovering the
author s sympathies. The statements of facts
are usually careful, but occasional expressions
are open to nuesticun." Charles A. Beard,

-t- H Pol. Scl. Q. 21: 141. Mr. '07. 850w.

Alexander, Edward Porter, Military mem-
oirs of a Confederate. **$4. Scribner.

7-16778.

"A critical narrative for soldiers and stu-
dents of campaigns, rather than a glorification

of or an apology for the success or failure in

the war." (R. of Rs.) It is a criticism of the
war on both the Federal and Confederate side.

"The narrative is clear and concise, praise
is worthily bestowed and criticism generallv
well taken and temperate. To some of the ex-
tremely critical it will be disappointing, in that
the maps are not as good and as full as they
should he and foot-notes are wanting to show
the authority upon which some novel state-
ments are made." E. A. Carman.
+ J Am. Hist. R. 13:163. O. '07. 1810w.

"Aside from its value as a contribution to
the records of the civil war the book will be
found delightful reading because of its graphic
portrayal, its personal reminiscence, its ajdmir-
able temper."

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 153. O. '07.

"To a layman this book appeals as little short
of epoch making in the history of military
criticism." David Y. Thomas.

-I- -)- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 605. N. '07. 400w.
"Is remarkable for three reasons. First, it

is a critical account of which the object 'is the
criticism of each campaign as one would crit-

icise a game of chess only to point out the
good and bad plays on each side, and the

moves which have influenced the result.' Sec-
ond, the work is noteworthy as a contribution
from the lower South. Finally, it is the work
of one who was a good soldier and is now a
sound philosopher as to the political results
of the war." Walte'r L. Fleming'.
+ -f Dial. 42:332. Je. 1, '07. 2940w.

"It is unfortunate that so exicellent a book
should be marred by so inept a conclusion."
+ -I-

— Ind. 63: 513. Ag. 29, '07. ISSOw.

"It is an exceedingly clear and impartial
narrative, and is perfectly intelligible to the lay
reader. A large amount of entirely new mat-
ter is introduced, and many important events
are set forth in a new light. The book is likely
to take a prominent place among authorita-
tive records of the civil war."

-I- + Lit. D. 35: 25. Jl. 6, '07. 480w.
"No preceding book by a southern soldier sur-

pa=^ses this in good temper, wise discrimination,
and graphic portrayal."
+ + Nation. 84: 542. Jo. 13, '07. 2380w.
"There have been several works of this kind

published by confederate generals and others
who knew something of military affairs, but
none that the reviewer recalls equals this in
fairness, in apparent keenness of observation, In
appreciation of the difficulties of the situation
on both sides." Wm. E. Dodd.

4- -j- N. Y. Times. 12: 569. S. 21, '07. 1820w.

"A very valuable and interesting and personal
book on the civil war."

+ N. v. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. lOw.

"General Alexander consistently develops from
battle to battle the lessons emphasized by the
experiences of both sides. His work, indeed, is

intended primarily for military students. But
it is so constructed as to be of great general
interest."

-I- + Outlook. 87: 494. N. 2, '07. 220Uw.
-I- R. of Rs. 35: 756. Je. '07. 80w.

Alexander, John H: Mosby's men. $2.

Neale. 7-2744.
Mr. Alexander tells how Mosby's men "played

and how they worked and how they fought."
Not a history of Mosby's command, only a nar-
rative of what an alert young soldier saw of
the men and their doings following the spring
of 1864.

-I Ind. 62: G18. Mr. 14, '07. 240w.

"The book is interesting for its story-telling
qualities alone, and it is not without value as
a contribution to the records of the civil war."

+ Lit. D. 34:469. Mr. 23, '07. 200w.

+ N. v. Times. 12:63. F. 2, '07. 470w.

"This book has less of real dramatic quality
and less of humor than that by Mr. Munson of
which we recently spoke, but is still a read-
able true story. It is Illustrated by many por-
traits."

-I- Outlook. 85: 482. F. 23, '07. 90w.

R. of Rs. 35: 380. Mr. '07. lOOw.

Alger, Horatio, jr. Backwoods boy; or,

The boyhood and manhood of Abraham
Lincoln. 75c. McKay.

A reissue of an 1883 publication. It is a pic-
ture of Lincoln for boys especially, and follows
his career from the log cabin to the "White
house.

Allen, Alexander V. G. Freedom in the
church. **$i.50. Macmillan. 7-7180.

The .aim of the author is to show that heresy
trials such as the one to which Mr. Crapsey
was recently subjected are contrary to the
principles of the English reformation and the
whole spirit of the Anglican church. He con-
siders historically the ordination vows and the
various articles of the creed, and shows that
their original significance has been lost sight
of in the interpretation given them by heresy-
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hunting churchmen of to-day, and that the
doctrine of the virgin birth in particular has
been emphasized out of all proportion to its

importance.

"Interesting and timely volume."
+ Ind. 63: 161. Jl. 18, '07. 460w.

"As a tract for its times, however, this vol-

ume presents important considerations on a
vital question, and the effort of the author to
secure and establish freedom in the church
as well as his endeavor to impart correct infor-

mation as to the history of symbols now in

controversy, should secure him wide sympathy."
-I

Nation. 54: 391. Ap. 25, 'U7. 480w.

+ Outlook. o6: 299. Je. 8, '07. 500w.

"There is of necessity something of what op-
ponents will call special plcadmg about Dr. Al-
len's arguments. But he never falls for a mo-
ment into the pitfall of most theological plead-
ers. Ho never villifies his opponents."

-i Spec. 98: 6G5. Ap. 27, '07. 1900w.

Allen, Grant, and Williamson, George
Charles. Cities of northern Italy. $3.

Page. 6-26502.

A two volume work, the first of which being
devoted to Milan, and the second to Verona,
Padua, Bologna, and Ravenna. "The author's
aim is to supply the tourist with such historical
and antiquarian information as will add to his
understanding and appreciation of the archi-
tecture, sculpture, and painting." (Lit. D.)

"Preferable for library use especially If there
are not many good photographs or prints in the
library."

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 24. Ja. '07.

Reviewed by Wallace Rice.
Dla(. 41: 392. D. 1, '06. 150w.

Lit. D. 33: 856. D. 8, '06. 50w.

"The scheme is most happy, its execution
most charmingly carried out."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 654. O. 6, '06. 560w.

Allen, Horace. Gas and oil engines: a trea-

tise on the design, construction and
working of internal-combustion engines.

$5. Scientific pub. co., Manchester, Eng.
"J. very large part of the book contain.^; more

or less elaborate descrlDtions of a large num-
ber of gas and gasoline eiigines; these descrip-
tions, in general accompanied with good illus-

trations, aro pre<.:eded ny a consideration of
details of the engines, which arrangement
seems just opposite to what it ought to be. "—
iiingin. N.

"jii a great many respects it is decidedly in-
ferior to the last editions of Clark and Robin-
son's books. In the arrangement of the subject
Mr. Allen's book is very faulty." Storm Bull.

L Engin. N. 57: 441. Ap. 18, '07. 5i0w.

Allen, John Kermott, ed. Sanitation in the
modern home. $2. Domestic engineer-
ing. 7-12989.

"Broadly speaking, this book deals with the
planning and equipment of houses for health,
comfort, and convenience, and for economy of
domestic operations. It is designed to be 'a sug-
gestive guide to the architect and house owner
in designing' homes."—^Engin. N.

"The book contains few technicalities, no il-

lustrations and, sad to relate, no index. It cov-
ers a broader field than would be expected
from its title, but omits any discussion of sew-
age disposal for country residences."

H Engln. N. 57: 668. Je. 13, '07. 200w.

Allen, Philip Loring. America's awaken-
ing: the triumph of righteousness in

high places. **$i.25. Revell. 6-38914.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 5. Ja. '07. S.

"The book, written in a popular style, givet
the avei^ge reader, at practically one sitting,
a comprehensive idea of the condition of re-
form politics at the present day and of what
we may expect of permanent good as the re-
sult of the movement."

-J- Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 204. Ja. '07. 200w.

-h Dial. 42: 116. F. 16, '07. 340w.

"Is a good book and especially refreshing be-
cause it sails close to the facts and avoids tho
sins of declamation."
+ + Ind. 62: 1U92. My. 9, '07. 240w.

"A little book which contains in excellent
shape a deal of retUly important information
which busy people may have got but hazily
from the daily press."

-r N. Y. Times. 12: 12. Ja. 5. '07. 410w.

Allen, William Harvey. Efficient democ-
racy. **$2. Dodd. 7-18590.

A book in which the author "maintains tho
thesis that to be efficient is more difficult than
to be good. ... In his book he shows how in
various departments of philanthropic educa-
tional work such substitution has actually been
made."

"A very fresh and invigorating volume to bo
read with profit by every social worker." Carl
ICdsGV

-i- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 171. Jl. '07. 480w.

"It covers a, large and important field, but it

does not cover it very well or present it to the
best advantage. The idea underlying the book
is excellent."

H Educ. R. 34: 324. O. '07. 50w.

"His work is vigorous and suggestive, worth
the attention of the officers, paid and unpaid,
of charitable agencies of all kinds and of our
governments. Undirected and misdirected be-
nevolent impulses are common nowadays, and
the wide circulation of Mr. Allen's book would
do much to check waste of money and energy
and to prevent the discouragement which
comes from the failure of good intentions."

+ Ind. 63: 39. Jl. 4, '07. 760w.

"Undoubtedly the most impressive charac-
teristic of the volume in an intellectual sense
is its significance in favor of the validity of the
democratic principle of government, which in
certain quarters is thought to have been im-
paired by recent economic developments."

+ Lit. D. 34: 961. Je. 15, '07. 400w.

"The most serious defect ... is found in the
first chapter on 'The goodness fallacy,' which,
briefly stated, argues that it is a false sup-
position to think a good man will make a capa-
Dle officer. .\ very unworthy meaning of good-
ness is placed in opposition to a somewhat
dangerous conception of efficiency."

^ Nation. 84: 547. Je. 13, '07. 750w.

"It is a eood book, and ought to do good."
-(- + N. V. Times. 12: lS3. My. 4, '07. 1160w.

"He writes in a clear, lucid, epigrammatic
style, perhaps with too great fondness for epi-

gram. But the volume will be valuable to all

men who are doing things if they will select

from it what they specifically need, and will

be especially valuable to students of the vari-

ous social activites of our modern life."

-I
Outlook. 86: 479. Je. 29, '07. 300w.

"The common man fails to understand the
mental attitude of Mr. Allen who seems to

gloat over a statistical table or a graphical
curve as a joy in itself, without too much ref-

erence to "'hat it is tliat it proves or indicates."
Montgomerj'^ Schuyler.

H Putnam's. 3: 232. N. '07.. 120w.

"An exceedingly well-written little book.
The book is full of suggestions to officers and
directors of charitable institutions, pastors uf
churches, and all others who have to do with
philanthropic administration."
+ + R. of Rs. 35: 758. Je. '07. 170w.
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Allen, William Harvey —Continued.
"S'traig-htforward, forcible, clear, and scintll-

latins with wit, it must be understood; it is

educative in the highest sense. A copy of this

book ou^ht to find its way into the hands of

everv school board in the land." J. Paul Goode.

+ + School R. 15: 620. O. '07. 990w.

Allen, Willoughby C. Critical and exegetical

commentary on the Gospel according
to St. Matthew. (International critical

commentary.) *$3. Scribner. 7-25562.

For the student who desires to have some
understanding: of the growth and development
of the gospel literature in the first century,
A.D., and of the meaning which this particular
gospel had for the evangei.st and his first read-
ers. "While the author has striven to preserve
the distinction between the sphere of the com-
mentator and that of the historian, questions
of credibility and theological implication aru
not entirely avoided, his attitude being for the
most part conservative." (Nation.)

"Partly owing to its formal defect, the book
is lacking in breadth of outlook and religious
penetration. Hence he has obliged even his
most grateful readers to admit that this edition,

while marking a distinct advance ui>on any
Engli.<5h work cannot be described by any means
as a final commentary upon our first gospel.
It is, however, a good book for the advanced
student to work with. Sound labor has gone to
the making of it, and the very sense of prob-
lems in the gospel which it leaves on the mind
of the reader v/ill be stimulating, if rot satisfy-
inc." James Moffat.

^-1 Am. J. Theol. 11: 677. O. '07. 1470w.

"This important work exhibits the well-known
critical qualities of the 'International series,
and should claim a leading place among com-
mentaries on the first gospel."
+ + Bib. World. 29: 399. My. '07. 50w.

"A thovo and sane 'Commentary on Llatthew'
which is notable especially for its painstaking
interpretation of the Greek text and scholarly
observ'ations on the sources and stnictiire of
tlie gospel."

-f + !nd. P3: 1235. N. 21, '07. 40w.

+ Lond. Times. 6: 235. Jl. 26, '07. llSOw.
"The chief merit of the commentary is lt3

painstaking and sympathetic interpretation ot
the Greek text, without improving observations
or wearisome cataloguing of discarded opinions.
Especially praiseworthy is his scholarly anal-
ysis of the sources of the gospel."

-f -I- Nation. S5: 120. As. 8, "07. 260w.
"The best type of Oxford scholarship is ex-

hibited in this work, conservative, but strongly
modified by modern learning."

-f + Outlook. 86: 973. Ag. 31, '07. 240w.
"Such examination as we have been able to

make of this very complete commentary has
gone to show the genuinely critical spirit in
which it has been out together."

-f -t- Spec. 99: siap. 465. O. 5, '07. 3;^0w.

Alston, Leonard. Stoic and Christian in
the second century: a comparison of
the ethical teaching of Marcus Aure-
lius vvrith that of contemporary and an-
tecedent Christianity. *$i. Longmans.

7-11201.
A scientific, judicial and scholarly treatment.

The following are the ethical questions con-
cerning which the two doctrines are compared:
Man as a rational and social being. The in-
telleetual Airtues. The lower and the higher lif
of man, Freo-ivin and responsibility. The ulti-
mate aim of virtue, and The relation in Chris-
tianity of ethics to religion.

"Admirable monograph,"
+ Lond. Times. 6: 26. Ja. 25, '07. 180w.

"His treatment of the subject is incomplete
in two points: he does not sufficiently distin-
guish between ethics and religion, and he does
not describe the actual moral life of the time
in the Christian and non-Christian circles. The
little volume is, however, fair and suggestive."

H Nation. 84: 243. Mr. 14, '07. 90w.
"His book is especially valuable in the clear-

ness with which he presents the difference in
spirit, and in views between the Stoic and
Christian systems."

+ Sat. R. 103: 26. Ja. 5, '07. 160w.

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander. Young trail-
* ers: a story of early Kentucky. t$i.5o.

Appleton. 7-29578.
A story of out-of-door life in Kentucky dur-

ing the early days "when the Indian was a fac-
tor to be reckoned with. Henry Ware, son of a
pioneer, left the settlement for the wild life of
the forest. He became as skilful as an Indian
in wood-lore, and was able to defend his own
people by beating the Indian in his native for-
est." (Outlook.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"The style of the story is rather heavy, but
the matter of it will appeal strongly to boys."

H Outlook. 87:311. O. 12, '07. 80w.

Ames, Herman Vandenburg, ed. State doc-
uments on federal relations: the states
and the United States. *$i.75. The De-
partment of history of the University
of Pennsylvania; for sale by Longmans.

7-2017.

This volume "includes 3E5 documents bearing
on the relations of the states to Che federal gov-
ernment, 17.S9-1861, and 'comprises typical pa-
pers covering;' the official action of various states
in different sections of the country, relative to
the chief political and constitutional issues in
our history,' "

"Mr, Alston is to be thanked for a valuable
piece of apologetic work,"

-t- + Cath. World. 84 : •552. Ja, '07. 640w.
Reviewed by Nathaniel Schmidt.

-1 Int. J. Ethics. 17: 380. Ap. '07. S^Ow.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 719. Ap. '07. 90w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 117. My. '07. S.

"Dr. Ames has done a splendid work in bring-
ing before the student these documents in such
a convenient shape."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 630. My. '07. 300w.

Ames, Joseph B. Treasure of the canyon.
t$i,5o. Holt, 7-32317-

A spirited tale of adventure attending a
search for treasure hidden away in Arizona
along the grand canyon of the Coloraao. A new
York collector of antiques sends a party out
to hunt for relics of the cliff dwellers, and by
accident one of the members comes into pos-
session of papers that locate a vast store of im-
perial treasures carried off by the Spaniards
when they captured the City of Mexico. The
balking of their plans by desperadoes but makes
the landing of the treasure in New Tork safe-
ty vaults more of a triumph.

Andreas and The fates of the apostles: two
Anglo-Saxon narrative poems; ed.- with
introd., notes, and glossary by G:
Philip Krapp. *$2. Ginn. 6-3091.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A good edition 01 thes3 poems, therfore

—

and we know of no better eiiition of any An-
glo-i:*axon poem than the present—fills a long
recognized want. • As a matter of detail, it

seems to us n mistake to speak of the occa-
sional iiarallels of the 'Beowulf in the 'An-
dreas' as imitations of the older poem."
+ -r — Nation. 84:64. Ja. 17, '07. 620w.

Andresen, N, P. The republic. (Nat. lib.

* social science.) Kerr.

An analj'sls of the social changes, that have
come and the greater social changes that are
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(^oming. A four part treatment: part one fle-

fines the word justice, and exposes unjust con-
ditions; part two discusses the causes of value:
part three outlines tlie nature and functions or
the just state; part four reveals the methods
whereby people may acquire posses6i(jn of their
rightful inheritance.

Andrews, Mary R. S. (Mrs. William S.

Andrews.) The militants; stories of

some parsons, soldiers, and other fight-

ers in the world. ''$1.50. Scribner.
7-18098.

Nine stories "of a mystic sentimental inspi-
ration"' with charming Kentucky settings and
Kentucky heroines.

"A collection of short stories of unequal
merit, but all more tlian ordinarily well done."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 176. O. '07. Hh

"The volume before us is one of the best
collections we have recently seen."

-I- + Lit. D. 35: 97. Jl. 20, '07. 200w.

"Mrs. Andrews is an accomplished story-
teller, writing at times with a rhythm and
dignity which place her quite above the av-
erage. The material of her stories, however,
is of most unequal merit, and a slightly de-
fective sense of structure often makes for a
too obvious ending."

-i Nation. 85: 58. Jl. 18, '07. 560w.

"It is all very lightweighti of course, and dis-
tressingly false from the point of view of mod-
ems cursed with the quality of moral earnest-
ness. But it is quite pretty and entertaining, its

sacch.'irine and mystic tendencies relieved by a
certain mild and harmltss humor."

-t-
— N. Y. Times. 12: 343. My. 25, '07. 660w.

"One [story] . . . certainly holds a picture
almost worthy of comparison with tliat ideal of
a priest, Monseigneur Bienvenu, wliose candle-
sticks and samtliness saved the soul of Hugo's
Jean Valjeaa. The other tales, morally and
otherwise ratlier less strenuous, are. variously
stimulating and as admirably written, every
one."
+ + Outlook. 86: 476. Je. 29, '07. llOw.

Andrews, Mary R. S. Perfect tribute. **soc.
Scribner. 6-32361.

An incident connected with Lincoln's Gettys-
burg speech furnishes the motif of this little

fictional sketch. " 'The perfect tribute' on the
Gettysburg speech is rendered directly to Lin-
coln, in a Washington hospital, by a wounded
soldier who had read the address in a morning
newspaper,—the President having been acciden-
tally called in to draw up a will for the dying
man." (Dial.)

+ — A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 16. Ja. '07. 4«

"Leaving veracity out of consideration, it must
be confessed that the little story is written with
a tenderness of touch and a delicacy of diction
whicli niake it delightful reading." Edwin E^rle

Sparks.
H Dial. 41: 320. N. 16, '06. 240w.

Ind. 61: 883. O. 11, '06. 30w.

"The treatment is singularly felicitous."

+ Outlook. 86: 255. Je. 1, '07. HOw.
"A strong, drarhatic, yet very simply told

story."
+ R, of Rs. 34: 759. D. '06. 60w.

Angell, Bryan Mary (H. Ripley Cromarsh,
pseud.). Secret of the Moor cottage.
t$i.25. Small. 6-40587.

A story written by the sister of A. Conan
Doyle. The plot holds a mystery. which Involves
a beautiful young woman who had wedded and
later killed a villainous Russian count. An un-
professional sleuth is on the track of the tangle,
and works out the puzzle only to satisfy a very
justifiable curiosity.

"It is certainly mot as good as 'The house
on rhe marsh,' but it compares very favour-
ably with many modern 'successes.'"

-! Acad. 72: 320. Mr. 30, '07. .^50w.

"A good mystery story with a motive by no
means commonplace. The telling of even the
darkest doings is in a subdued but not spiritless
key, and this serves to bring the book into the
desirable category of the comfortable-dreadful."

+ Nation. S3: 538. D. 20. '06. 190w.

"It seems a pity that its author should have
chosen the one form of plot that would make
lier readers immediately note her shortcom-
ings In one direction by instituting invidious
comparisons with the work of her famous rela-
tive, while she really tells a very good story
in a charmingly simple way, and has the desir-
able knack of peopling her pages with interest-
ing and comprehensible characters."

-I N. Y. Times. 11: 881. D. 15, 'Ofi. 440w.

Angell, James Rowland. Psychology: an
introductory study of the structure and
function of human consciousness.
*$i.SO. Holt. 4-36948.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"It would seem, therefore, that the unique
value of this book, as well for the teacher as
for the layman, would lie mainly in this cath-
olic account that it gives of the attitude and
achievement of tlie science at the present time.
On the whole, and largely in dtetail, one miaj''

say that the book' is excellent. It would, how-
ever, be much improved as an instrument for
teaching psychology if the substance of the
topics was more frequently summed in terse
formulae." H. C. Sicvens.
-h -h — Psychol. Bull. 4:14. Ja. 15, '07. lOlOw.

Angier, Belle Sumner. Garden book of
California; decorations by Spencer
Wright. *$2. Elder. 7-1485.

Believing that the garden of the world is

California, the author shows its limitless possi-
bilities for genuine and heart-satisfying homo-
building. The garden as a factor in home-mak-
ing, garden methods, the planting-time, the
culture of all varieties of plants, tree-planting
.and protection, insecticidas and plant diseases,
backyard problems, and out-of-door living

rooms, all come in for generous attention.

"Tells many things that the new-comer to
California, if interested in gardening, will wish
to know."

-I- Dial. 43: 68. Ag. 1, '07. 290w.

"The autnor knows her subject well. Is per-
fectly familiar with the flowers, shrubs and
trees that be can be well grown under the con-
ditions cf irrigation, and her instructions are
pertinent, practical and clearly told as the re-
sult of much experience and observation. It

should be mentioned that the twenty attractive
full-page illustrations of California gardening
boar no particular relation to the text."
+ -! Ind. 62: 1359. Je. 6, '07. UOw.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 410. Je. 22, '07. 120w.

R. of Rs. 34: 127. Jl. '07. 60w.

Angus, Samuel. Sources of the first ten

books of Augustine's De civitate Dei.

$1. Univ. library, Princeton, N. J.
6-23296.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It would seem, that certain stateiments in the
study of the sources are entirely too dogmatic.
The" dissertation is a work that will prove of

great value to students of Augustine, and there
is thus the more reason for regretting the large
number of typographical errors."

^ Am. J. Theol. 11: 180. Ja. '07. 510w.
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Annunzio, Gabriele d'. Daughter of Jorio:
* a pastoral tragedy; tr. by Charlotte

Porter, Pietro Isola, and Alice Henry;
with an introd. by Miss Porter. *$i.50.

Little.

An autliorized ndition of D'Annunzio's drama
whicb presents with intense human touches a
picture of patriarchal peasant life.

Appleton, Rev. Floyd. Churrh philanthro-

py in New York; introd, by Rt. Rev.
D. H. Greer. *75c. Whittaker.

The author "has ski^tched briefly the history
of the many FJpiscopal philanthropic institu-
tions, and on the basis of extensive compilation
of statistics he offers suggestions as to prom-
ising lines of future activity. The pamphlet is

a con\cnient manual of information concerning
a larye class of remedial institutions, which
have been supported with self-sacrifice and ad-
ministered with efficiency."—Nation.

"A valuable book of facts."
+ Nation. 84: 520. Je. 6, '07. 90w.

R. cf Rs. 35: 638. My. '07. 40w.

Arabian nights entertaininents: the thou-
sand-and-one nights; tr. by Edward
William Lane. 4v. ea. *$i. Macmillan.

The Bohn edition of the Lane translation.
Professor Stanley Lane-Poole has edited the
reprint, and has included about two-thirds ot
the whoie number of tales belonging to the
thousand and one nights, as well as Aladdin
and Ali Baba which are not a part of the series
in Arabic.

•"Edited perfectly by Dr. Stanley Lane-Poole,
with due care for the convenience of the gen-
eral reader."

-f- -f Ath. 1906, 2: 801. D. 22. 130w.

"It is a scholarly translation and as complete
as one can be that is intended for general cir-
culation."

-t -f- Ind. 62: 159. Ja. 17. '07. llOw.

-)- -f- Nation. 83: 555. D. 27, '06. 350w. (Re-
view of V. 1-3.)

"The translation of 'Aladdin' Is sound and
vigorous, and in every way more readable style
than Lane had at his command. But there Is

one slip very strange in the past master in Ar-
abic numismatics Professor I^ane-Poole does
not seem to have recognized that the 'Africa'
in this storv means Tunis."
+ ^ Nation. S4: 106. Ja. 31, 07. 290w. (Re-

view of v. 4.)

-I- Outlook. 85: 94. Ja. 12, '07. lOOw.

Aria, Mrs. David B. Costume: fanciful,

historical and theatrical; il. by Percy
Anderson. *$2.5o. Macmillan. 7-8553.

"This book is divided into twenty chapters,
beginning with some description of costumes
and the rudimentary expression of fashion In

the clnssic times and coming down well into
the days of the nineteenth century. Each
century, from the thirteenth to the nineteenth,
is discussed in a separate section. There are
also chapters on the garb ct peasants In dif-

ferent countries, on Oriental dress, on fancy
dress, on the origin and development of the
corset, on hiidil dress and ceremonial cos-
tumes, on dancing dress in all countries, and
on theatrical costumes."—N. Y. Times.

"Mrs. .A.rin has fairly carried out the promise
of her introductory note."

+ Acad. 72: 246. Mr. 9, '07. 220w.

"The text Is often witty find always interest-
ing. Mr. Anderson, the illustrator, can scarce-
ly be overpraised for the excellence of his

work." May Estelle Cook.
-f -h Dial. 43: 57. Ag. 1, '07. 530w.

"It is a pity that there is no index tc what
Is prin^arily a book of reference."

-I Int. Studio. 31:165. Ap. '07. 190w.

"Mrs. Aria is commonplace and somewhat
inconsequent."

h Lond. Times. 6:18. Ja. 18, '07. 3(>w.

"In short, the book is not a treatise on cos-
tume, nor is it of any historical autnority; but
it may be found suggestive."

H Nation. 85: 185. Ag. 29, '07. 220w.
"A vast .imount of information on sartorial

affairs most charmingly expressed."
^- N. Y. Times. 12:59. F. 2. '07. 230w.

+ Outlook. 85: 237. Ja. 26, '07. lOOw.
"A considerable amount of painstaking re-

search has been employed in making this book
on dress, and Mrs. Aria presents the result in
her animated style, lightened by little touches
of humor and adorned with numerous flourishes
of verbal ingenuity."

4- + Sat. R. 104: £up. 6. S. 28, '07. 650w.

Armitage, F. P. History of chemistry.
*$i.6o. Longmans.

"The story of some thousand years of almost
fruitless labor, followed by two centuries of
richest acconipMshmeht." "It is neither so
comprehensive nor so interesting as Meyer's
'History of chemjstry,' but will serve its pur-
pose in giving the student a background for
his knowledge, and a realization oi the diffi-
culties experienced by generations of chemists
in form.ulatiiig the conceptions which new seem
so simple and natural." (Nation.)

"The book is well written and the details ju-
diciously pruned."

+ Ath. 1906, 2:834. D. 29. 350w.
"Uke most other histories of the science,

this fai's to connect with the science of the
present day. The book might have been written
ten or twenty years ago."

- Nation. 84:388. Ap. 25, '07. 200w.
"We are oppressed with the unscientific slap-

dash manner in which the author has ap-
pro? ched the whole subject of the history of
chemistry.— Nature. 75:170. D. 20, '06. 540w.

Armour, Jonathan Ogden. Packers, the
private car lines and the people. $1.50.
Altcmus. 6-20351.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Thorgh professedly an advocate's presenta-
tions on these important questions, it gives the
reader the impression of being more straight-
forward and reliable than much of the 'unbi-
ased fird public-spirited' criticism does." Wil-
liam Hill.

-f- J. Pol. Econ. 15:118. F. '07. lOoOw.

"The book as a whole is not convincing."
Frank Haigh Dixon.

'- Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 156. Mr. '07. 320w.

Arnim, Mary Annette (Beauchamp), grafin
von. Fraulein. Schmidt and Mr. Ans-
triithcr. t$i.5o. Scribner. 7-21365.

By the author of "Elizabeth and her German
garden." "A German girl writes from Jena to
the young Englishman who is at first her lover,
and subsequently, after he has broken off the
engagement, her friend, and who finally puts
an end to the friendship also by insisting on the
impossible attempt at renewing their former re-
lations. . . . Little detached incidents, remi-
niscences, reflections on life and literature, and
so on, form the subject of the letters, which de-
pend for their charm wholly on the personality
of the writer."—Ath.

-f Acad. 72: 561. Je. 8. '07. 540w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 175. O. '07. +
"It has all the old grace a.nd vivacity, and is

free from the suspicion of coldness and heart-
lessness that occasionally dashed our enjoy-
ment of her earlier books. Her letters are In-
variably piquant and entertaining, and we may
add that they contain much excellent advice
and criticism."

4- + Ath. 1907, 1: 630. My. 25. 300w.
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"It is not very much of a story, but that
doesn't greatly matter, because it is Rose-
Marie who really interests us all the while,
and because her letters are the most delight-
ful compound of bourgeois realism, sentiment-
al fancy, and delicate humor." Wm. M. Payne.

+ Dial. 43: 65. Ag. 1, '07. 240w.

"Fraulein Schmidt is a distinct acquisition."
+ Ind. 63: 220. Jl. 25, '07. 330w.

"It is written with the autnor's usual charm."
+ Ind. 63; 1227. N. 21, '07. 70w.

"As a work of fiction, the book deserves par-
ticular notice for distinction of manner, acute-
ness of view, and. above all, for the refresh-
ing spirit that animates each letter from the
first to the last."

+ + Lit. D. 35: 417. S. 21, '07. 5;;0w.

"Why should we read—with various degrees
of pleasure it is true—a whole volume of her
meditations which are without form, often shal-
low, sometimes slipshod, and never inspired?
But she writes so freshly and sensibly and
happily that to ask for a closer attention to
these matters would be like asking a thrush,
for example, to whistle a Bach fugue."

H Lend. Times. 6: 149. My. 10, '07. 750w.

"These letters while slight, make a thorough-
ly acceptable bit of summer diversion."

+ Nation. 84: 591. Je. 27, '07. 400w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 378. Je. 16, '07. 180w.

"There are many exquisite passages and
there is never anything that is commonplace,
never a platitude."

4- + N. Y. Times. 12: 419. Je. 29, '07. 360w.

"Apart from the fun of the book, which may
seem somewhat less than usual in the work of
this writer, there is really a heart story dealt
with in an unusual and unexpected way, while
the comments of the quiet but proud Anglo-
German Rose-Marie on literature and life are
in themselves pungent and discerning."

+ Outlook. 86: 609.
' Jl. 20, '07. 200w.

"Rose-Marie is the only correspondent worth
mentioning who has appeared in fiction since
[Glory Quayle], and she is of much liner spirit-
ual fibre, of as much chann and of a better
brain- capacity."
+ + Putnam's. 2: 74fi. S. '07. 520w.

"The denoument will not conciliate sentiment-
alists, and we are by no means sure that it is
in strict accordance with experience, but it has
both logic and justice to commend it."

+ Spec. 98: 703. My. 11, '07. 1430w.

Arnold, Charles London. Cosmos, the soul
and God: a monistic interpretation of
the facts and findings of science.
**$i.20. McCIurg. 7-12983.

The author's all-inclusive philosophy is de-
veloped along the following line: "Starting
with the e.stablislied facts of science, seeking
the causes of manifested phenomena, tracing
the causal series to the very limits of scientiflc
investigation, inevitably finding at the limits
of the physical process an effect for which the
physical cause can be disccvered, and driven
to attribute such effect to sr>me agency outside
the world of sense, I reach at length the in-
evitable conclusion that there is a world of
which this physical process came, upon which
it rests, by which it is energetically sustained;
in a word, that the present world is but the
phenomenal representation of the forms of cos-
mic energy."

Arnold, William Thomas. Roman system
of provincial adminstration to the ac-
cession of Constantine the Great; new
ed. rev. from the author's notes by E.
S. Shuckburgh. *$2. Macmillan.

7-7171-

A revised edition of a work that is strong in
its treatment of the functions of the general
and local governments in the provinces, the
strong and weak points of Roman rule, the de-

velopment of imperial policy and the influence
of expansion upon domestic politics. An index,
a map, and a bibliography are included in the
revised edition.

"It was a great loss to scholars that Arnold
did not live to revise his work In the way In
which he probably would have wished to re-
vise it. More to be regretted still is the edi-
tor's failure to study the great system of Ro-
man military roads, and to make such a re-
sume of the work of the Limes commissions in
Germany and Austria as Koremann has lately
drawn up." Frank Frost Abbott.

-1 Am. Hist. R. 12: 915. Jl. '07. 520w.
"It would be easy to suggest further im-

provement. With the substantial merits of the
first edition, students of Roman history are
well acquainted; and they will find the present
volume even more serviceable. In its field it

has no rival in English."
4- -I Nation. 85: 33. Jl. 11, '07. 230w.

"Artifex" and "Opifex," pseud. Causes of decay
in a British industry. *$2.50. Long-
mans. 7-28991.

A discussion of the English fire-arms indus-
try bv two manufacturers who know their sub-
ject in all the aspects of its rise and decline.
"They see the manufacturer who has brought
his craft to the highest pitch of perfec-
tion struggling in vain to maintain his
position, borne down by the burdens and
obstacles which have been placed upon
him and are not counterbalanced by any
assistance such as his competitors re-
ceive." (LrOnd. 1'imes.) "The authors claim that
the two big causes for the falling off in this
trade are: (1) The policy of the English gov-
ernment in not protecting in any way the In-
dustry; and (2) the reluctance of the British
manufacturer to enter into competition with the
so-called 'modern business methods' of foreign
manufacturers." (Engin. N.)

"This remarkably well-written book, though
without doubt prejudiced and partial in many
of its statements, will repay the time and trou-
ble of reading."

-I Engin. N. 57: 555. My. '16, '07. lOOOw.

"It may be that in some matters they are
not quite at the center of the subject, and in-

cline to make more of their difficulties than of
their own defects . . . but their analysis of the
condition of the trade and the causes which
have brought it about cannot be ignored by any-
one who has anv respect for facts."

H Lend. Times. 6: 122. Ap. 19, '07. llOOw.

Nation. 85: 129. Ag. 8, '07. llOOw.

"It should be read and read again by the
workmen of England."

-t- Sat. R. 104: 22. Jl. 6, '07. 380w.

"The authors' knowledge of the history of

their own trade enables them to set out facts
that must be new to most of us, but we are
not convinced by the economic reasoning which
they very modestly and temperately seek to
base thereon."

H Spec. 98: 1009. Je. 29, '07. 780w.

As the Hague ordains: journal of a Rus-
sian prisoner's wife in Japan, il. **$i.50.

Holt. 7-16757.
The diary of the half English wife of a Rus-

sian officer. When word comes that her hus-
band has been wounded and taken prisoner by
the Japanese she goes to him from St. Peters-
burg, and from the viewpoint of a nurse in a
miliiarv hospital learns how, "human. Chris-
tian and civilized" is the Japanese treatment of

the Russian prisoners. The contrast between
the courage and cleanliness of the Japanese and
the filth and boorishness of the Russians
breaks down the barriers of her prejudices.

-1- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 157. O. '07. S.
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As the Hague ordains

—

Continued.
"Perhaps gratitude has somewhat overdrawn

the picture, but even so, one prefers this

theory to the onlv possible alternative one,
whicii would suggest that this wholly delightful
book is altogether a work of the imagination."
A. Schade van Westrum.

+ Bookm. 26: €14. Ag. '07. 990w.

"The 'diary,' which was demon strably writ-
ten after the facts which it forsees with re-

.•narkable clearness, makes vivacious reading,
and there are bits in it of the traditional Japan
of line pottery and miniature gardening which
are distinctly charming."

•J Nation. 84: 416. My. 2, '07. 230w.

"Perhaps no book has as yet described th»^

Russian prisoner's life in Japan so graphically

and so entertainingly as this book. The thought
it sets forth is distinctly masculine, thmly
guised in feminine expression. Is it too hasty

to suspect that it was really written by some
war correspondent, perhaps an American?" K.

K. Ka^vakami. .„_ .,„„
^ N. Y. Times. 12: 26G. Ap. 27, '07. 1560w.

"The picture is one full of human interest

of a varied range."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 378. Je.. 15, '07. 200w.

"1+ hfilds a tr^^mendous human interest."
-+- Outlook. Su: 300. Je. S, '07. 2S0w.

Ashley, Percy W. L. Local and central

government: a comparative study of

England, France, Prussia, and the Uni-

ted States. *$3. Button. 7-466.

This book "is written from the professorial
point of viewi—that is to say, it is hot a stuuy
at first hand of the working of institutions in

the countries named, but in the main a state-
ment of facts compiled from authorities. As
such it forms a text-book for political student?
and a hand-book of reference for teachers, ad-
ministrators, publicists and politicians." The
three divisions of the work are "the organiza-
tion of local government in each country . . .

the historical development of local administra-
tion in England, France and Prussia . . . the
juridical aspects of local government and tho
relations between local institutions and the cen-
tral authority in the same country."

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 117. My. '07, 20w,

"The literary effect of the work is success-
ful; the elementary exposition is not unduly
encumbered, and the chapters dealing with his-

tory and with legal relations are griven a per-
fectly definite purpose. There is, even for a
work of this kind, too large a number of tech-
nical inaccuracies." Willard E. Hotchkiss.

-j Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 172. Jl. '07. 580w.

"The author is accurate and impartial: his
work seems to have been slow, and some parts
of the book are out of date. Few other faults
could be found in Mr. Ashley's studies. The
volume is of high merit, ,Tnd should be bought
and kept for reference. The index is good."
+ ^ Ath. 1906. 2: 615. N. 17. 310w.

"It speaks highly for Mr. Ashley as a lec-
turer that he has produced so readable a vol-
ume out of material which in less able hands
would have sufficed only for a dry compen-
dium or a useful text-book."
+ _| ind. 63: 401. Ag. 15, '07. 500w.

"It Is no easy task to deal clearly, yet In suf-
ficient detail, with all these matters In the
moderate compass of the present volume, and
it cannot be said that Mr. Ashley has been en-
tirely successful. A certain political bias is

discernible here and in other 'obiter dicta.'
"

-I Lend. Times. 6: 27. Ja. 25. '07. 900w.

"Mr. Ashley provides us with an accurate ac-
count of the administration, local and central,
of England,—a subject which Is often little un-
derstood even hy those who take ofiiclal part
In It. In conclusion, we would specially recom-
mend the chapter on 'The control of local fi-

nance,' a matter of very vital importance to-
day."
+ + Spec. 98: 423. Mr. 16, '07. 480w.

Askew, Alice, and Askew, Claude Arthur C.
Shulamite. +$1.50. Brentano's.

The Boer country furnishes the scene of a
story which forces to the front of its little stage
a hard-hearted, narrow-minded old Boer near-
ing seventy years, Deborah, his child wife, and
a young English overseer. The latter's cour-
tesy and respect, unknown to the girl hereto-
fore, awaken her to sense the sordidness of
her lot. and arouse in her a love for the Eng-
lishman. To save the girl's life, he kills the
husband, actuated only by the chivalrous mo-
tives. When Deborah understands that he will
wed the girl awaiting him in England, she re-
solves to say the word that shall put him Into
the hands of the authorities and result in his
death.

"While it has its obvious shortcomings, it

is not a book to be lightly laid aside or quick-
ly forgotten." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-I Bookm. 25: 390. Je. '07. 520w.
"A story which with all its power, lacks

grip, because it does not bring conviction with
It. It is nevertheless, a striking piece of work,
intensely dramatic, sure of a widening circle
of interested readers."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 465. Jl. 27, '07. 250w.

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin. Ancestors.
'$1.75. Harper. 7-30866.

A rising English politician suddenly finds
himself put out of the race in the House of
commons by coming into a peerage with its
accompanying: seat among the lords. A young
American girl, a distant cousin, with ambitions
and temperament akin to his own urges him
to start life all over in her own California.
"Once safe in California, the story proceeds
breathlessly. Notwithstanding all the descrip-
tions, all the lenses which have been turned on
that exotic city, [San Francisco] she still is

able to give a picture of untarnished freshness.
The story reaches its climax in the dramatic
scenes of the San Francisco earthquake."
(Nation.)

"It is long, but contains a good deal—some-
times vividly said—concerning institutions and
people that should interest not merely novel-
readers but alsd thoughtful persons in both
countries."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 660. N. 23. 440w.

"The story is made fairly tedious by endless
passages of analysis and discussion, and its in-
ordinate length is not justified by a correspond-
ing richness of invention and imagination. Of
its style there is not much to say. It. exhibits
rawness rather than refinement, and is almost
wholly devoid of charm." Wm. M. Payne.— Dial. 43: 317. N. 16, '07. 320w.
"The contrast between the English and their

American cousins- is shrewdly drawn, sophisti-
cated and as lacking in kindness as one may
expect from an author who places wit before
humor, and who is incapable of understanding
the pathos of being human either in this coun-
try or in England."

H Ind. 63: 1375. D. 6, '07. 260w.

"We can only touch upon the comparatively
minor characters. Lady Victoria Gr.ynne, lialf

great ladv, half libertine, Is perhaps the only
failure. The whole execution Is carried as far
as anything that Mrs. Atherton has yet at-
tempted."
-4- H Lend. Times. 6: 341. N. 8, '07. 1090W.

"That Mrs. Atherton's manner at times Is

somewhat rough cannot be denied. Thought-
ful she Is, and In a way penetrating, though
quite without subtletj' and grasping things
more violently than is always to the taste of
the over sensitive."

-\ Nation. 85: 377. O. 24, '07. 480w.

"Clever dialogue, sharp analysis, and unex-
pected turns of plot place it In Mrs. Atherton's
best vein."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 40w.
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"Most of the characters . . . have one
phase in common. They are self-conscious and
analytical. They see themselves, as it were, in
a mirror, and it is with their eyes fixed on the
reflection that they move. It is, then, the
thinlier in her reader that M'rs. Atherton
arouses. Her descriptive powers are strong and
Individual. She gives us pictures of London,
of .San Francisco, and of the death throes of
that city vivid as paintings, startling as a vita-
scope. She Is not so happy in ccfnveying an
effect of the cataclysm on the people. They re-
main too felf-conscious, they converse too
much, they see themselves experiencing the ex-
perience."

H N. Y. Times. 12:676. O. 26. '07. 1120w.

"If only her technique of construction equalled
her franlc and clear-eyed understanding of hu-
man nature she might be unhesitatingly placed
very high among the exponents of the best re-
alism." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-i No. Am. 186:607. D. '07. 1320w.

Outlook. 87:461. O. 26, '07. llOw.

"Admirable and distinctly entertaining story."

-I Putnam's 3: 369. O. '07. 590w.

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Frank Lin,
pseud.). Rezanov; il. in water-colors,
see. Authors and newspapers assn.

6-42373-
A historical romance of the early days of

California, which chiefly concerns Rezanov, a
Russian diplomat, and Concha Arguello, daugh-
ter of tne Commandante of the Presidio. "Amid
the splendidly picturesque environment of the
same California landscape which Belasco re-
cently has turned to such excellent use in his
play a 'Rose of i.he Rancho,' the story marches
vigorously to its predestined close and the
proad Russian succumbs to fever and priva-
tion on his return from an adventurous expe-
dition." (Cur. Lit.)

"Is not the most interesting of Mrs. Ather-
ton"s books; it is. however, in our opinion, the
best written and the most carefully studied
work of hers which we have had the pleasure
of teeing.

"

H Acad. 71: 502. N. 17, '06. 150w.

"If Mrs. Atherton has not succeeded in mak-
ing [the lovers] absolutely alive to us, she has
invested their love story with unusual charm
and interest."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 687. D. 1. 170w.

Current Literature. 42: 229. F. '07.

6G0w.

"A Story which is, in many respects, conven-
tional and -for all its heroics—rather lifeless."

h Lond. Times. 5: 394. N. 23, '06. 500w.

Putnam's. 2:187. My. '07. 140w.

"There are qualities in 'Rezanov' that we are
accustomed to admire in Mrs. Atherton' s work,
the vivid characterisation, the colour and
beauty of the setting, the especial charm of

the Californian atmosphere, but it is very far
from being a great book, or even a flrst-rate
book of its kind, clever as it undeniably is."

•I Sat. R. 102: 712. D. 8, '06. 680w.

"With these deductions, there is much to ad-
mire in her spirited reconstitution of life on
the Pacific coast a hundred years ago."

h Spec. 97: 828. N. 24, '06. 770w.

Atkey, Bertram. Folk of the wild. il. t$i.5o.

* Lippincott.
"A boolc of the forests, the moors and the

mountains, of the beasts of the silent places,
their lives, their doings and their deatix^."

Audubon, John Woodhouse. Audubon's
western journal: 1849-1850. *$3. Clark,
A. H. 6-6244.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"We are somewhat surprised that a geo-
graphic expert like its editor. Professor Frank
H. Hcdder, sihould (have allowed the path

of the party in 1849 to be recorded upon a base
map that could not possibly have been accurate
at a period earlier than lb53."
-f H Ind. 62: 154. Ja. 17, '07. 200w.

Auerbach, Berthold. On the heights;
translated from the German by Simon
A. Stern. $1.50. Holt.

A new edition of this ever interesting tale of
German life in court and cottage.

"No feature of Auerbach's literal y master-
ship is more admirable than the delicacy and
ingenuity with which he has woven the fortunes
of the royal house of Bavaria into the fabric
of his great novel 'Auf der hohe.' Ihe un-
tangling of this complicated web add.s zest to
both history and fiction. " W. H. Carruth.
+ + Bookm. 26: 376. D. '07. 3470w.

Aurelius Antoninus, Marcus. Thoughts of
the Emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoni-
nus; tr. by George Long. 35c. Crowell.

Uniform with the "Handy volume classics."

Austin, Mrs. Mary Hunter. The flock; il.

by E. Boyd Smith. *'*$2. Houghton.
6-35583.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"There is hardly a page without its incident,
information, or picturesque descriptions; to
turn a leaf too hastily is to miss some inter-
esting fact or vivid picture."

-h Acad. 71: 638. D. 22, '06. 140w.
-j Ath. 1907, 1:202. F. 16. 60w.
"The narrative is picturesque and full of

color, and the pictures and sicetches really il-

lustrate the text."
-+ Lit. D. 54: 105. Ja. 19, '07. 130w.

" 'The flock' is a book which the driven sci-
entific man may read for recreation and infor-
mation at once. There is much keen observa-
tion, much shrewd suggestion, and no end of
delight in 'The flock.' And trained in the sci-
entiflc method or not, MJrs. Austin is honest
and truthful as one m.ay be. That is. she tells
only what t^~' her eye and ear and mind comes
witli the seeming of truth." Vernon L. Kel-
logg
+ -I- Science, n.s. 25: 179. F. 1, '07. 2030w.
"There is a smack of R. L. Stevenson about

the book, thoaigh rather in the subject than in
the style, which leans towards the pretentious.
But as a literary work it is vivid."
+ -\ Spec. 97:216. F. 9, '07. 190w.

Avebury, John Lubbock, ist baron. On mu-
nicioal and national trading. $1. Mac-
millan. 7-23725.

An argument against municipal trading. The
author shows that municipal trade .increases
local expenditure and local indebtedness, gives
rise to awkward labor problems, seriously in-
terferes with private enterprise and our for-
eign commerce, and that by reducing the de-
mand for labor it has not only injured the rate-
payers generally, but especially the working
classes.

Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 149. Jl. '07. 390w.

"His book, it hardly need be said, is an able
presentatio7i of his subject. While less partisan
and more dignified than Mr. Porter. Lord Ave-
bury is seldom thoroughly judicial in his treat-
ment of his subject."

-I Engin. N. 57: 563. My. 16, '07. 250w.

"All thru the book Lord Avebury shows an
amazing fondness for irresponsible witers and
a curious shvness of official figures."

— Ind." fi2: 1412. Je. 13, '07. 1180w.

"The materials appear to have been gathered
hastily, and are thrown together in slap-dash
fashion."

h Nation. 85: 163. Ag. 22, '07. 260w.
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Avebury, John Lubbock—Continued.
"One commendable feature of the book is its

definiteness. The reader who seeks a clear, brief

statement of the arguments against municipal
trading cannot find the case more satisfactorily
stated than in I^ord Avebury's book." Wm.
Hill.

+ J. Pol. Econ. 15: 436. Jl. '07. 950w.

"A useful handboolc for those who may have
to debate the subject on public platforms."

+ Spec. 97: 213. F. 9, '07. 1740w.

Avery, Elroy McKendree. History of the
United States and its people. In 15 vol.

ea. *$6.25. Burrows.
V. 3. "Volume three is devoted to what has

been ijappily termed a neglected period of Am-
erican history,—a period extending through the
latter part of the seventeenth to well toward
the meridian of the eighteenth century. Behind
it lay the stirring, strenuous and oftentimes
intensely exciting period that marked the col-
onization of the new world and the struggle
for a firm foothold,—a struggle that sometimes
meant war with Indians, sometimes conflict
with rival nations, and ever the fierce baittle
to subjugate the soil and wring from it more
than was needed to supply food, raiment and
shelter for the isolated bands on the wilder-
ness frontiers of the new world."—Arena.

"Mr. Avery has aimed at and achieved 'read-
ability,' and at the same time there is little
doubt that this will be the standard record of
United States nistory."
+ 4- -f- Acad. 71: 655. D. 29, '06. 1490w. (Review

of v. 1 and 2.)

"Wo have detected but one actual inaccuracy—an understatement of Oglethorpe's age. The
American writer's handling

, of some fiortions
strikes us as hardlv adequate."
+ -I Acad. 73: 862. S. 7, '07. 1800w. (Re-

view of V. 3.)

"On the whole the volume is superior to its
predecessor. Tha sense of proportion is better
developed." Wm. R. Shepherd.
+ H Am. Hist. R. 12:667. Ap. '07. 940w.

(Review of v. 2.)

"The strong feature of this volume, as of its
predecessor, is—aside from the work of the
publishers—the accuracy and detail of the
author's narrative. Certain of its limitations
are also among those of the earlier volumes
and seem, therefore, likely to cnaracterize the
entire work. They are: First, the author's
lack of assured perspective and his consequent
inability to impart emphasis, selection and or-
ganization to lii.^ work; secondly, his attempts
to vary the monotony inevitable in a narrative
dievoid of tlie above mentioned qualities by
con'-tant recourse to the phraseology of others
or to awkward trivialities; and thirdly, his
disposition to abdicate to others the historian's
essential function of passing judgment, without
at the Same time distinguishing at all between
the purely personal opinions of those whom he
quotes and their dociunental verdicts."

H Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 471. N. '06. 1250w.
(Reviev/ of v. 2.)

"We are fully gratified to find that it fully
maintains the high standard set in the preced-
ing volumes. Dealing as it does with this
largely neglected period, is of special interest
to students of history."
+ -I- -f- Arena. 38: 221. Ag. '07. lllOw. (Re-

view of V. 3.)

"The colonial history of the Jerseys is us
ually regarded as prosaic in the extreme; but
Mr. Avery has discovered in it points of dra-
matic interest, and has spared no pains to re-
veal them to us." Anna Heloise Abel,

-f- H Dial. 43: 165. S. 16, '07. 860w. (Re-
view of v. 3.)

"At times there is revealed, often in opening
and closing paragraphs, a knack of rapid and
effective description. But the body of the chap-
ter is liable to be disjointed and unimportant.
The work lacks conscious certainty of judgment

and too often seems to be impartial from cau-
tion rather than conviction."
+ -i Ind. 63: 943. O. 17, '07. 330^. (Review

of V. 3.)

"Dr. Avery's narrative grows more praise-
worthy as it proceeds, wliile his style Is less
stilted and freer from, mannerisms and fine
writing than was the case with the first vol-
ume."

-I- -I- r^ation. 85: 470. N. 21, '07. 430w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

"It is pleasant to find, also, that Mr. Avery
has profited by earlier criticisms—developing,
for example, far more clearly than before tho
relationship between the early upbuilding of
America and the stirring events transpiring in
Europe."
+ 4 Outlook. 87: 45. S. 7, '07. 490w. (Re

view of v. 3.)

"Its methods are more like those of the old,
with a little less insistence on style. In respect
of its material make-up Avery's work is one of
the most notable books ever printed in Amer-
ica, and no doubt the most notable in Ameri-
can history." Jolin Spencer Bassett.
-I- -I Putnam's. 2: 253. My. '07. 340w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

"Dr. Avery's style illumines the annals of
those primitive times, sustaining the res/der's
interest."

+ -f- R. of Rs. 36: 510. O. '07. 200w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

Axon, William E. A. Cobden as a citizen:

a chapter in Manchester history. *$6.

Wessels. 7-31407.
Including a facsimile of Cobden' s pamphlet

"Incorporate your borough," with an introduc-
tion recording his career as a municipal re-
former, and a Cobden bibliography.

-f- Ath. 1907, 1: 538. My. 4. 330w.

"A little volume which all admirers and stu-
dents of Cobden will desire to possess."

+ Nation. 85: 77. Jl. 25, '07. 160w.

Spec. 99: 268. Ag. 24, '07. 300w.

Ayer, Mary Allette, ed. Heart melodies.
**$!. Lothrop. 7-16925.

The compilei' has culled from v/orks of prose
and i>oetry both well-known and obscure these
brief quotations chosen because they are help-
ful and cheering.

B

Bacheller, Irving A. Eben Holden's last

day a-fishing. ''50c. Harper. 7-29429.

Two pictures of an old favorite are presented
in this slight volume; one of fishing on a June
day and the other of Christmas -time in Eben
Holden's old-fashioned country home. He Is

still the kind, wise, humorous companion of
earlier days.

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 20w.
-1 N. Y. Times. 12:702. N. 2, '07 200w.

Bacon, Edwin Munroe. Connecticut river,

and the valley of the Connecticut.
**$3-50. Putnam. 6-27342.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The familiar story is well told and gives the
lie afresh to the complaint that picturesque
America is lacking in historical associations.
A few minor slips occur." Kate M. Cone.

+ 4 Am. Hist. R. 12: 693. Ap. '07. 460w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 38. F. '07.

-I- Spec. 98: 1039. Je. 29, '07. 340w.
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Bacon, Josephine Dodge Daskam. Domes-
tic adventures. t$i. Scribner. 7-29425.

"The present story sets forth both the erotic
and culinary experiences of three bachelor girls
from New York, who decide that their com-
bined resources justify the setting up of a mod-
est establishment in the suburbs somewhere
'out Greenwich way.' "—Bookm.

"Here is something to be strongly recom-
mended as a panacea for the peculiarly debili-
tating effects of the servant problem. Some-
what in the form of a diary presumably jotted
down from day to day, but occasional lapses
into a reminiscent mood, as of one writing it

up several years later, considerably disturb the
continuity and befog the chatty atmosphere."
G. W. Adams.

H Bookm. 26: 278. N. '07. 480w.

"Mrs. Bacon has scored so often by virtue of
sheer hard cleverness that it is not to be won-
dered at if the note grows yet harder and thin-
ner as time goes on."

H Nation. 85: 307. O. 3, '07. 220w.

"The plot is of soap-bubble texture .

and the whole is told with abundant humor In

a style of exceptional simplicity and good
taste."

H- N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 120w.

"The book is full of fun."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"A mild plot is cleverly managed by the au-
thor."

-I- Outlook. 87: 309. O. 12. '07. 60w.

Bacon, Mrs. Mary Schell (Dolores Bacon,
pseud.). In high places. t$i.5o. Dou-
bleday. 7-31212.

The "high places" are the risky elevations
from which scrupulous and unscrupulous actors
in high hnance manipulate the money market.
A business woman of to-day occupies the cen-
ter of the stage.

" 'In high places,' in fact, inspires a hope
that Mrs. Bacon may go on rather than back,
that she may succeed in ridding herself of the
shopworn, obvious side of her talent and by
clearing her mind of a residue of stock phrases
and characters, leave it free to recei\o her own
unhackneyed and genuine impressions."

-I Nation. 85: 497. N. 28, '07. 390w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"In many respects the novel is disagreeable—in some unnecessarily so—but the plea that
It is true to life can be supported, without
doubt."

h Outlook. 87: 496. N. 2, '07. 150w.

Bacon, Mrs. Mary Schell (Dolores Bacon,
pseud.), ed. Songs every child should
know^. **9oc. Doubleday. 6-35301.

More than a hundred songs with music are
grouped here. They include songs of sentiment,
folk song, cradle songs, songs of war, national
hymns, nonsense songs, patriotic songs, Shakes-
perian songs and miscellaneous songs. Intro-
ductory notes to each song add enlightenment
for the child.

A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 189. O. '06.

"The judgment used in the selection of these
songs Is as good as the taste displayed Is broad
and catholic."
+ 4- Bookm. 24: 295. N. '06. 780w.

-I Ind. 61: 1410. D. 22, '06. 5&W.

-I- Lit. D. 33: 393. S. 22, '06. 50w.

"Such a book should be graded rather than ar-
ranged artificially into groups. Mrs. Bacon is
too generous, though her Idea Is excellent."

-I- — Nation. 83: 485. D. 6, '06. 120w.
"One of the best books in the 'Every child

Bhould know' series."

-h Putnam's. 1: 377. D. '06. 30w.
R. of Rs. 34: 765. T>. '06. 40w.

Badger, George Henry. Water-star. *8oc.
Am. Unitar. 7-29693.

Four essays, The water-star, Landscape of
the soul, The haunts of the hind, and Do we see
nature? In tlie first one the water lily is used
for a lesson. The author shows that in sending
forth above the surface of the water so won-
derful a flower the roots do quiet work in the
murky depths; so in life, if crowning success be
attaineci, there lies back of it the commonplace
pegging away at stale duties.

Bagley, William Chandler. Classroom man-
agement: its principles and technique.
*$i.25. Macmillan. 7-15629.

"Useful to any teacher who has not solved
all his practical problems, and particularly val-
uable to the young teacher. The great virtue
01 the book is its actuality; its material has
been gathered mainly from experience and ob-
servation. The writer constantly sums up the
best expert opinion upon the question in hand.

. . . The contents of the book may be sug-
gested by a few of the chapter titles: 'The
daily program,' 'Hygienic conditions in the
school-room,' 'Order and discipline,' 'Penal-
ties,' 'The problem of attention.' "—Dial.

"The thought is sane and illuminating
throughout, and the form is always clear and
strong. We know of no other book that will
bring more varied and abundant help to the
teacher in actual hand-grips with his task."
+ -I- Dial. 43: 124. S. 1, '07. IBOw.

""While the book is written primarily for stu-
dents of education in schools and colleges, it
will be helpful to all teachers and v/ill appeal
to the most thoughtful and ambitious."
+ + Nation. 85: 255. S. 19, '07. 210w.
"The high standpoint of the author is strik-

ingly evident in his noble chapter on 'The
ethics of Schoolcraft,' wnose seven pages, sep-
arately printed, are well worth wide distribu-
tion among teachers at public expense."
+ + Outlook. 86: 834. Ag. 17, '07. 160w.

Bagot, Richard. Temptation. t$i.5o. Mac
millan. 7-377i6.

Italy furnishes the stage, and her people the
actors for this study In psychology. A very un-
happy Italian woman moved by the sinisteir fas-
cination of an ancestor's homicidal act of kill-
ing her lover by poison resorts to the same
means to rid herself of a husband whom she
loathes. "Ugo, the hapless count, his wif*>
Cristina, the Duchess of San Felice, and Fab-
rizio, the guilty cousin, are all human figures."
(Ath.)

"Mr. Bagot observes keenly, but a little has-
tily; he is rather sharp than wise in his judg-
ments, and his people are drawn without the
subtle shades which would make them interest-
ing in themselves."

H Acad. 72: 216. Mr. 2, '07. 330w.

"It is a powerful drama, and discloses Mr.
Bagot at his lest."

-I- -I- Ath. Ii07. 1: 286. Mr. 9. 210w.

"Like Mr. Crawford, also Mr. Bagot never lets
you forget that he is writing of an alien race,
with habits and temperaments and language
quite foreign to that of the Anglo-Saxon; and
yet, at the siime time, he interprets them so
skilfully that the sum total of your Impressions
is rather that of the brotherhood of the two
races than of the gulf between them." Freder-
ic Taber Cooper.

+ Bookm. 26: 162. O. 'u7. 590w.

"Mr. Bagot-spends so much care on the few
characters whom he introduces, and offers so
close an explanation of their motives, that we
are prepared both for greater vigour of action
and greater subtlety of speech. But he seldom
drops his attitude of the grave observer pon-
dering wide issues. In any case, however, it

is an interesting book; you lay it down not in-
frequently, but you open it with respect."

-I- Lond. Times. 6: 62. F. 22, '07. 390w.
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Bagot, Richard —Continued.
"The facts sre bald enough, but they are In-

terpreted with much skill."

H Nation. 85:260. S. 19, '07. 420w.
"There are few gleams of fascination in

'Temptation'."— N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, '07. 120w.
"That which may be most cordially praised

in this novel is the author's evidently exact and
always interesting depiction of Italian country
life and social customs and manners."

H Outlook. 87: 269. O. 5, '07. lOOw.
"Although the main theme of the story is

gloomy, there are many pleasant passages. The
book is always interesting."

H Sat. R. 103: 401. Mr. 30, '07. 380w.

"Though 'Temptation' cannot be pronounced
a pleasant book, the author must be acquitted
of any desire to palter with the principles of
right and wrong."

H Spec. 98: 422. Mr. 16, '07. 840w.

Bailey, Edgar H. S. Text-book of sanitary
and applied chemistry; or, The chem-
istry of water, air, and food. *$i.40.
Macmillan. 6-32422.

In -nhich tlio .Tuthor emphasizes the fact that
a knowledge of the relations of health to pure
air, unpolluted water, and wholesome food will
grently improve sanitary conditions of students
as well ns people at large. Part 1 discusses
air and fuel in their relation to heating and
venHlation, lighting by the various agents now
in lise, water supply and purification, and dis-
posal of household waste. Part 2 deals with
food, food-materials, food accessories, preserv-
atives, beverages and dietaries.

"Professor Bailey has brought together much
of the material which he has used for his lec-
tures or domestic economy in the University of
Kan«as, and made of it a practical class text-
book."

-i- Nation. 83: 204. S. 6, '06. loOw.
Reviewed by Ellen H. Richards.

Science, n.s. 24: 338. S. 14, '06. 900w.

"The field covered by the work Is so very
great that it is hardly to be expected that thor-
oughness can b'? attained in a book of 345 small
pages. There .ira many things in the book
which will interest the student reader, but he
must remember that it is essentially elemen-
tary."

Science, n.s. 25: 419. Mr. 15, '07. 290w.

Bailey, Elmer James. Novels of George
* Meredith: a study. **$i.25. Scribner.

7-34148.
In five chapters Mr. Bailey deals with the de-

velopment of Meredith's genius, the best known
cliaracters in his stories, and the analogies be-
tween his work and that of his predecessors.

"Neither the otyle nor the matter is of a kind
to inspire confidence. The new and interesting
part of the book Is a sketch of Meredilii's In-
fluence upon other novelists."

H Nation. 85: 492. N. 28, '07. 200w.

"The volume can be used as a companion to
Trevelyan's work on Meredith's poetry ani'
philosophy."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07 40w.

Bailey, Liberty Hyde, ed. Cyclopedia of
American agriculture: a popular sur-
vey of agricultural condit:ons. practices
and ideals in the United States and
Canada. 4v. $5. Macmillan. 7-8529.

A work whose purpose is to sift the litera-
ture in which scientific farming finds expres-
sion and to "emb'&dy its most important and
permanent results." (N. Y. Times.)

V. 1. Deals with "Farms." Discusses agri-
cultural regions, their soils, temperature; the
selection, laying out and culture of farms; farm
machinery irrigat'on, sanitation, etc.

V. 2. Considers the subject cf crops under
three divisions: "the first deals with the plant
in general, its life processes, its response to
such stimuli as artificial light, weak poisons,
and electricity, insects and diseases which harm
it, plant breeding and introduction, the manage-
ment of weeds, crop rotation and crop yields.
Part second describes the manufacture of va-
rious crop products from pickles to denatured
alcohol. The third section, which is a general
discussion, alphabetically arranged, of American
farm crops, fills- the main portion of the vol-
ume." (N. Y. Times.)

"A monumental work of interest to a much
larger class than farmers only."

+ A. U. A. Bkl. 3:117. My. '07. (Review
of V. 1.)

"Is indispensable to public and reference
libraries, and it should be extensively pur-
chased for circulating and school libraries in
the rural districts."

-f -f- ~ Nation. 85: 380. O. 24, '07. lOOOw. (Re-

view of v. 1 and 2.)

H Nature. 76: 315. Ag. 7, '07. 310w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"A truly magnificent, coherent and exhaust-
ive work."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 307. My. 11, '07. 460w.
(Review of v. 1.)

-f + N. Y. Times. 12: 720. N. 9, '07. 200w.
(Re\aew of v. 2)

Bailey, Temple. Judy. i$i.50. Little.

7-30439-

Two motherless girls of contrasting types
are joint heroines in this story. One happy
h'.arted girl who had been brought up on fresh
air, simple food, sunshine and flowers teachies
the other child, cloyed with things of life to
the point of youthful ennui, a wholesome life

lecson.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Bailey, William Bacon. Modern social con-
ditions. $3. Century. 6-34864.

"The field covered "by this volume is part of
that treated in Mayo-Smith's 'Statistics and
sociology.' The first chapter is an elementary
treatise on the history of statistics. The other
chapters give statistical information in relation
to sex, age, conjugal conditions, births, mar-
riage, death and the growth of population."

—

Am. J. Soc.

"The author has rendered a service to stu-
dents by bringing up the figures as nearly aa
possible to date." C. R. H.

+ Am. J. Soc. 12: 571. Ja. '07. 90w.

"Judged intrinsically the book not only justi-
fies Its upphearance, but strongly commends It-

self to the use of every student of demography.
The author's style is simple, and the volume
Is crowded with information. In fact the data
are often compelled to speak too largely for
themselves. A stronger emphasis upon their
interpretation and practical bearing would
have heightened the interest of the book. On
the other hand, the theoretical discussion
avoids ail irritating mathematical complexi-
ties." George B. Mangold,
-f- -I Ann. Am. Acad. 28:473. N. '06. 390w.

"It Is undoubtedly the most excellent compi-
lation of more or less familiar population sta-
tistics that has been done by an American. Yet
the question may be seriously raised as to the
essential value of such treatises for the student
of social conditions. Several sections are In-
cluded in the treatise under consideration,
which are abstruse and dlflFicult, and . . . the
reader is not led up carefully to a full compre-
hension of those sections." J. C.

^ J. Pol. Econ. 14:641. D. '06. 790w.
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"I am compelled to conclude that the book
is not leased upon the best authorities, that the
aut!iorities followed have not been used critical-

ly, and that it is not an adequate presentation
of the present condition of American vital sta-
tistics." Walter F. Wilcox.

Pol. Sci. Q. 22:169. Mr. '07. 2690w.

"As a text for students, its most serious fault
is the constant rcbort to an off-hand, ready-
made explanation of every conceivable situa-
tion. Comments are too facile and correlations
too readily assumed. The style of the book Is

loose in the extreme." D. C. Wells.

f- Yale R. 16: 95. My. '07. 1050w.

Baillie, James Black. Outline of the ideal-

istic construction of experience. *$2.75.

Macmillan. 7-1 1048.

The general purpose of this volume "is to
expound the e.'-sential principles of British Neo-
Hegelianism in fairly systematic fashion and
with reference to the present problems of phil-
osophy." (Philos. R.)

"The book will not be founa easy even by the
trained student of philosophy, but we know
no English work in which there has been a
more successful effort to give clear and con-
vincing meaning to those abstract phrases in
which alone idealist doctrines can be expound-
ed."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 406. Ap. 6. 400w.

"Its debt to the 'Phanonienologi(! des Geistes'
is so avowedly extensive, and yet its hold upon
modern problems—psychological and epistemo-
logical, social and religious—is so vital, that the
reader is hardly able to say whether the work
is strongest as a fresh treatment of these prob-
lems or as an exposition of Hegel; the fact be-
ing that it is both things—the one be'Cause it

is the other." J. W. Scott.

+ H KIbbert J. 5: 933. Jl. '07. 2280w.

"If his object Is to make an effective appeal
to common sense and the scientific mind, we
are inclined to think that his method is not
well chosen for the purpose. To render Hegel
is one thing, tc do the work of the great ideal-
ists 'all over again' is another. Each is sufR-
ciently difficult by itself, and tney would be
best attempted independently; to combine the
two in a single volume is almost to court dis-

—
'•+- Lond. Times. 6: 67. Mr. 1, '07. 1480w.

"The book is as accurate, in nearly all essen-
tial respects, as it is dry and colorless; and
it is really helpful in assisting one to think out
again the idealistic problem and its solution.
But it fails exactly where Mr. Haldane's Gifford
lectures C1902-4) were so preeminently success-
ful,'—in impressing the reader with the very
Important bearing of modern idealism upon the
most recent problems of science and philosophy,
as well as upon the more practical but not less
perplexing, prcblems of modern life." Ernest

+ — Phllos. R. 16: 538. S. '07. 2480w.

"In this lucid volume the profound dlfHculties
that underlie an idealistic theory of experience
are analyzed with great elaboration, and tho
idealistic position placed In a new and more
helpful environment."

+ Spec. 98: sup. 649. Ap. 27, '07. 700w.

Baily, J. T, Herbert. Emma, Lady Hamil-
ton; a biographical essay with a cata-
logue of her published portraits. *$3.50.

Stokes.

A record of Lady Hamilton, the prominence
of whose pictorial phase but emphasizes the
avenue thru which she made so many conquests,
namely, her beauty. The text serves only as a
setting for the pictures.

"Mr. Bally' s narrative, short and readable, is
apologetic and even warmly eulogistic in tone,
and may well be supplemented and corrected
by some less favorable presentation of the fa-
mous courtesan." Percy F. Bicknell.

A Dial. 41: 386. D. 1, '06. 300w.

"Although the book is not an authoritative
life or a critical essay on her portraiture, it is
quite the best pictorial record."

-I- Nation. S3: 463. N. 29, '06. 180w.

R. of Rs. 35: 113. Ja. '07. 40w.

Baker, Cornelia. Court jester; with il. by
Margaret E. Webb and Margaret H.
Deveneau. t$i.25. Bobbs. 6-28221.

The story of the journey of the Princess
Marguerite to Spain to beco^me the wife of
the son of Ferdinand and Isa-bella.

"Well -told and interesting but too drawn out
to hold the average child's attention through-
out."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 206. N. '07.

"A book well worth wnile. The publishers
are to be congratulated on this successful col-
laboration."

-r -h Bookm. 14: 529. Ja. '07. 70w.

"A well-written historical novel for children.
The illustrations . . . are excellent in portrayal
of character and costume."

+ N. Y. Times. ll:Sf>l. D. S, '06. ]30w.

Baker, Ernest A. History in fiction. 2v.

*$i.5o. Button. 7-29857-

An enlargement of an earlier work, "Guide
to the best fiction." It is classified, arranged
and indexed for the convenience of the student.

"Its two small volumes deal, the first with
English historical fiction, the second with Am-
erican and foreign subjects. . . . The general
arrangement is chronological under the vari-

ous countries, but a novel and acceptable fea-

ture is that, wherever possible, there is added,
in the fashion of a foot-note, information about
fiction actually written in the time treated by
the books in the regular text." (Outlook.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 157. O. '07. S.

"These two volumes are the result of an
enormous amount of labor well expended. The
tjrief notes appended by Mr. Baker to the titles

of the books he enumerates are generally in-

forming, and occasionally not without a touch
of humour." A. Schade van Westrum.
+ + Bookm. 26: 82. S. '07. 790w.

"So far as we have tested the accuracy and
Inclusiveness of the work, it seems capital, and
a special word of praise should be given for

the index." .,_
+ + Outlook. 86: 792. Ag. 10, '07. 310w.

"Verv carefully compiled catalogue."
4- Spec. 99: 27. Jl. 6, '07. 50w.

Baker, Etta Anthony.. Youngsters of ,Cen-

terville. il. t$i.5o. Holt. 7-30441-

Stories for children which deal with real boys
and girls, their games, their pranks, their school

and their faitli in each other. There is whole-
some patriotic sentiment in the doings of these
youngsters, the sort that any school boy may
profit by.

Baker, George Pierce. Development of

Shakespeare as a dramatist. *$i.75-

Macmillan. 7-22387.

A comprehensive modem analysis of Shakes-
peare's growth as a playwright. Comprehen-
sive, inasmuch as it omits no step of the great

dramatist's development, and modern "in the

generous citations from the most recent crit-

ics of the drama in England, France, and Anti-

erica- in the omission of the well-known facts

of Shakespeare's life, and the disregard of the

familiar quibbles over the text." (N. T. Times.)
"The illustrations constitute a valuable feature

of the book. They embrace the most authen-
tic maps of 'Elizabethan London, all illustra-
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Baker, George Pierce —Continued.
tions that throw light on the construction of
the Elizabethan stage, and many other things
that help us to an understanding of the drama
of the period. (j.Nation.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 158. O. '07. S.

"The hook may well be read in conjunction
with Professor Raleigh's, as supplying precisely
the information which is lacking in that." Ed-
ward Fuller.

+ + Bookm. 26: 156. O. '07. 970w.

"The book throws more light on Shakespeare's
intellectual and artistic development than many
others written with less regard for external con-
ditions and for the part other playwrights
played in preparing the way for Shakespeare."

4- -I- Dial. 43:213. O. 1, '07. 390w.

"There are certain points in Professor Baker's
study that one is tempted to disagree with;
but on the whole his book is extremely valuable
because of the sound common sense of his at-
titude toward the playwright and his work."
Walter Clayton.
+ -I Forum. 39: 259. O. '07. 1060w.

"We wish to recommend the general sanity
of Professor Baker's work and his thorough
sympathy with his author."

-f- + Nation. 85: 149. Ag. 15, '07. 980w.

"The enthusiastic analyst gets the better of
that poetic sense so desirable in the Shakes-
pearean critic. Excepting this limitation, how-
ever, the viewpoint of the book is wholly ad-
mirable, and a lover of the poet's plays can-
not fail to extract from it both profit and in-
spiration."
-f -I N. Y. Times. 12: 513. Ag. 24, '07. 1180w.

"His conclusions may seem radical to readers
who are not familiar with the more recent dis-
cussions; but they are in accord substantially
with tho.se held by nearly all later investiga-
tors." Brandcr Matthews.
+ -f No. Am. 186: 281. O. '07. 1140w.

"This study ... Is full of light and lead-
ing in the confusion of uneducated opinion."

+ Outlook. 87: 331. O. 19, '07. 320w.

"It is to be regarded as an exceptionally in-
teresting and valuable addition to recent Shake-
speare literature." Wm. J. Rolfe.

-I- -t- Putnam's. 2: 728. S. '07. 220w.

Baker, James Hutchins. American prob-
lems; essays and addresses. **$i.20.
Longmans. 7-7477-

In which Ami^rican Ideals are depicted and
problems of sociology and education discussed.
"The main emphasis is laid on moral Ideals,
and on moral nu'tur*; as 'the corner-stone of
all culture.' " (Outlook.)

"Professor Baker's style i.«» ciear and pleas-
ing, his larpre range of illustrations are aptly
applied while the general tone of the work Is

vigorous and even in.spiring."

-f Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 630. My. '07. 270w.

Cath. World. 85: 257. My. '07. 90w.

"The author firmly believes that :he world
is growing better on the whole, and sets forth
his belief in an interesting if not .strikingly
original manner." Max West.

+ Dial. 43: 122. S. 1, '07. 170w.
Ind. 62:1092. My. 9, '07. 90w.

"The only distinction of the book is its style,
which has a crispness and vigor that many
readers, especially such as are neither thought-
ful nor well read, will doubtless find attrac-
tive."

h Nation. 84: 453. My. 16, '07. 160w.
Outlook. 85: 480. F. 23. '07. 160w.

Reviewed by M'ontgomery Schuyler.
-I Putnam's. 3: 229. N. '07. 230w.

R. of Rs. 35: 382. Mr. '07. 30w.
"If it lacks ."tyle, it is also without pedantry—a virtue not to be despised in this day of the

making of manv books." Edward C. Elliott.

H School R. 15: 473. Je. '07. 950w.

Baker, John Cordis, ed. American country
homes and their gardens; introd. by
Donn Barber. $5. Winston. 6-38345.

"A folio of over tv>^o hundrea pages, whose
plates exhibit the best features of nearly fifty
American country-places, scattered from
Maine to California and from Massachusetts to
North Carolina. The owners' and architects'
names are generally given, and a plan of the
estate often supplement3 the pictures of its
most attractive aspects. All of the houses are
of the more pretentious kind 01 country-seat,
such as 'Blair Eyrie' at Bar Harbor and 'Bilt-
more' at Asheville; but they are artistic rather
than showy, and prospective builders may get
many hints from the book, even though they
may be working on a much snialler and less
ambitious scale."—Dial.

"^Ir. Donn Barber packs into three pages a
tremendous amount of information about the
status and development of American architec-
ture and landscape gardening, and puts t)he

reader in the way of appreciating and profiting
by the pictures."

-f- Dial. 41:396. D. 1. '06. 200w.
-\- Ind. 61:1405. D. 22, '06. 130w.

Baker, Louise R. Bettie Porter, boardwalk
committee. t$i.5o. Jacobs. 7-27611.

A wholesome story for girls which tells of the
enterprise of a group of girls in a country town
who undertake the building of a board walk.
It contains a lesson for the easily discouraged.

"Is a little out of the ordinary run of stories."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 7C5. N. 30, '07. 80w.

Baldwin, James Mark. Mental development
in the child and the race: methods and
processes, w^ith figs, and diagrams. 3d
ed. *$2.25. Macmillan. 6-44351.

Third edition with Improvements and en-
largements.

"Professor Baldwin's book deserves high
commendation e\en though one cannot agr<ie
in all details with the particular theory of
mental development which he sets forth. The
book gathers together a wealth of data regard-
ing mental development, and is so well ground-
ed upon biological facts and principles that one
who is not a specialist m genetic psychology
hesitates to criticise it. Nevertheless, the par-
ticular theory of mental development which
Professor Ba'dwm champions—the Imitation
theory—seems to the writer decidedly weak at
certain points." Charles A. Ellwood.

-^ Ann. Am. Acad. 2i-. 651. My. '07. lOOOw.

-f Dial. 42: 83. F. 1, '07. 260w.

Ind. 62: 741. Mr. 28. '07. 40\v.

"One thing that impresses the reader most
favorably, apart from the obviously astute ob-
servation of the author, is his personai attitude
of interest and appreciation. Analytic though
his study of children must be, it contains a
notable trait of appreciative humanity."

-I- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 38. Ja. 19, '07. 260w.

"As a book of genesis, biological and psycho-
logical, the present work is of distinctive ajid

permanent value."
-I-

-\- Outlook. 85: l'!3. Ja. 19. '07. 320w.

Baldwin, James Mark. Social and ethical

interpretations in mental development:
a study on social psychology. *$2.6o.

Macmillan.
"The whole argument of Professor Baldwin's

book is that society is a product of self-con-
sciousness; that it depends in all phases of Its

evolution upon the development of the self-

thought. Accordingly, he finds the matter of

social organization to be thoughts; and he denies

that animal associations constitute true soci-

eties, since animals do not possess self- con-
sciousness."—Am. J. Soc.
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"In spite of all criticisms, however, Professor
Baldwin's booK is an invaluable one to every
student of sociology, and it remains, up to the
present, the only systematic attempt in the
Eng-lish language to apply modern genetic and
functional psychology to the interpretation of
social organization and evolution." Charles A.
Ellwood.

-\ Am. J. Soc. 13: 281. S. '07. 530w.

"It is a booK for students, and should be ap-
proached in a purely studious spirit, as the
matter will lequire gradual assimilation and
cannot well be. hastily scanned."
+ 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 306. My. 11, '07. 580w.

Baldwin, James Mark. Thought and things:
a study of the development and mean-
ing of thought or genetic logic. 3v. v.

I. *$2.7S. Macmillan. 6-44293.
Tlie first volume treats of "Functional logic"

or "Genetic theory of knowledge." The author
looks upon it as "an inductive, psychological,
genetic research into the actual movement of
the function of thought."

Baldwin, May. Peg's adventures in Paris:
a school tale. t$i.5o. Button.

The adventur33 of a "high spirited, good-
hearted, but much spoilt youn,? lady" who
"rides roughshod over the few rules and regu-
lations of the particularly undLsciplinary pen-
sionnat in which she is placed, and eventually
finds herself in a French court of law." (Ath.)

"We opened this volume in the eynectatlon
of an intellectual treat; we close it with a feel-

ing of disappointment."
H Ath. 1907, 2: 275. S. 7. 1790w. (Review

of V. 1.)

"It is a work of much learning and research,
and of very considerable interest." J. S. Mac-
k6TlZi6

+ '+ Int. J. Ethics. 17: 265. Ja. '07. 150w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"I cannot see that anything Is gained by
[his] methodology; on the contrary, I think
this method Is largely responsible for an exces-
sive complexity of details, a lack of simplicity,
directness, clearness and thorough system In
the handling of the subject-matter. The other
embarrassment I have suffered In reading this
book is due to the author's terminology. I do
not make these criticisms without having at
the same time a very great willingness to re-
cord my fullest acpreciation of a notable book,
one that cannot fall to add to Its author's al-
ready splendid reputation, and one which will
enlarge not a little our knowledge In a great
field of science." John E. Russell.

^ J. phllos. 3: 712. D. 20, '06. 1840w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"We will say at once that this is a most ear-
nest, profound, laborious, systematic analysis of
cognition, such as cannot fail to be of continual
utility to students of psychology. But this does
not mean that the work is fundamentally
sound; for the imperfection that belongs to all

human works necessarily appears in a philo-
sophical doctrine In the form of error."

^ Nation. 84: 203. F. 28, '07. 1680w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"The terminology of the book Is not of the
simplest but behind it one finds that the writer,
has something true and important to say."
+ J Nature. 75: 2. N. 1, '06. 280w. (Review

of v. 1.)

"Doubtless some of these perplexities repre-
sent, as usual, the reviewer's 'personal equa-
tion' and some may disappear in the other vol-
umes. At all events . . . the significance of the
aim, the standpoint and general method of the
treatment, together with the suggestive spe-
cial features mentioned and others unmen-
tioned, make the work a notable one." A. W.
Moore.
+ -\ Psychol. Bull. 4:81. Mr. IS, '07. 3750w.

(l^evlew of V. 1.)

"Seriously, we protest against the Gemisn
nnd American tendency to turn divine philos-
ophy into a jargon comprehensible only to an
inner ring."— Sat. R. 3 03: 658. My. 25, '07. 370w. (Re-

view of v. 1.)

"The methodological difficulties of the sub-
ject are unusually great and have been handled
with a remarkable degree or success." G. A.
Tawney.
+ H Science, n.s. 25: 177. F. 1, '07. 1700w.

(Review of v. 1.)

"Points of difference In matters social and
educatonal are well brought out, but 'Madame'
is considerably overdrawn, and careless revi-
sion has permitted numerous errors in French
to pass."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 652. N. 24. 80w.
"It is told in a sprightly manner, and the In-

cidents follow so rapidly upon one another'?
heels that a very lively interest is maintained
through all its 400 pages."

+ N. Y. Times. 11:895. D. 22, '06. 90w.

"Tells of an almost fatiguingly sprightly
young woman whose 'adventuTes' are stimulat-
ing but rather Improbably thick upon the
ground."

h Sat. R. i02: sup. 8. D. 8, '06. 130w.

Balzac, Honore de. Pere Goriot; ed. with
introd. and notes by R. L. Sanderson.
*8oc. Heath. 7-i5i4i-

A student's edition of P&re Goriot uniform
with Heath's "Modern language series" and
supplied with generous editorial material.

Banks, Louis Albert. Sinner and his

friends. **$i.30. Funk. 7-23975-

This volume of thirty evangelistic sermons
represents Dr. Banks' mature thought charac-
terized by force and unerring judgrment.

Barber, Edwin Atlee. Salt glazed stone-

ware. (Primers of industrial art, v. 2.")

**90c. Doubleday. 7-19048.

An authoritative treatment which "attempts
to clear certain disputed points and correct some
long-accepted traditions of ceramic writers
which have been found to be erroneous. The
characteristics of real salt glazed stoneware are
briefly outlined and the origin of Its manufac-
ture related. The three divisions In the volume
take up the stonewares of Germany and tue
low countries and other continental centres, the
salt glazed wares of England—Fulham, Not-
tingham, Staffordshire, and Lambeth—and the
stoneware of the United States."—N. Y. Times.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 191. N. '07.

-t- Nation. 85: 216. S. 6, '07. 350w.

N. Y. Times. IS: 446. Jl. 13, '07. 170w.

Barber, Edwin Atlee. Tin enamelled pottery:

maiolica, delft, and other stanniferous

faience. (Art primer. Pennsylvania
museum and school of industrial art,

Phila. ) **90c. Doubleday. 7-18108.

The first of a series designed to furnish in

condensed form reliable information based on
the latest discoveries relating to various Indus-
trial arts. In this first volume "descriptions
are given of the maiolica of Italy, Spain, and
Mexico; the delft wares of Holland and Eng-
land, and the stanniferous faience of France,
Germany, Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, and
Sweden. The pottery of the United States also

comes in for brief consideration. A list Is added
of marks on pottery that are mosit familiar.

Preceding the Index is a table giving the prin-
cipal features of tin enameled pottery in the
different countries named in the volume." (N.
T. Times.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 192. N. '07.

"The latest handbook of pottery usually re-

flects in epitome the tasie of collectors of thirty

years ago—a defect, if it is such, from which
Dr. Barber's monographs are not free."

H Nation. 85: 215. S. 5, '07. 760w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 446. Jl. 13, '07. 210w.
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Barber, Edwin Atlee —Continued.
"An authoritative work; indeed, so fax as

we know, it is the first complete work on the
subject."

+ Outlook. 86: 833. Ag. 17, '07. 350w.

Barbour, Ralph Henry. Crimson sweater.
t$i.5o. Century. 6-34684.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

•'While not »o satisfactory as some of the
earlier stories of school life by the same au-
thor, it is wholesome, fairly well written, and
will certainlv be liked by boys."

-j- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 19. Ja. '07.

"The best he has done."
-e Bookm. 24: 52S. Ja. '07. 60w.

Barbour, Ralph Henry. Holly: the ro-
'" mance of a southern girl. '$2. Lippin-

cott. 733207.
A very pretty southern romance in which

Hollv Wayne, eighteen and a true daughter of

the confederacy, is wooed by Robert Win.throp,
thirty-eight and a northerner. The book is a
holiday offering from its very name to its full-

page colored illustrations and the blue and gold
binding.

"Being longer and more amoltious than his

previous efforts, it is natural that it should not
be quite so well finished. Nevertheless 'Holb-*

is a pretty story."
+ Dial. 43: 380. D. 1, '07. 160w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Barbour, Ralph Henry. Maid in Arcady.
t$2. Lippincott. 6-34S13.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ Ind. 62: ]57. Ja. 17, '07, ISOw.

•'This is a coinmonplace little volume which
strives to be idvllic. The story and the mar-
ginal photographs are equally inartistic and
lacking in suggestive quality."— Outlook. 85:343. Ja. 19, '07. 20w.

Barbour, Ralph Henry. Tom, Dick and
* Harriet. t$i.5o. Century. 7-32158.

The final syllable of the last name in this

trio is responsible for the element of dignity
which added to the rolicking abandon Implied
In "Tom. Dick and Harry" makes as whole-
some a tale as any young reader could wish.
Perrv Hill is once more the scene of school-
work and play, and especially true to life Is

the account of a track meet between Ferry
Hiir and Hammond with a victory for the for-
mer which means the winning of a raucfi needed
endowment fund.

4- Nation. 85: 520. D. 5. '07. 70w.

"The book is worth reading."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 749. N. 23. '07. llOw.

Barclay, Armiger. King makers. t$i.5o.

Small.
The kingmakers are certain financiers who,

for business reasons, undertake to put a new
king on the throne of Sergia, one of those
misty European kingdoms at which Russia
glov/ers and England looks askance. While this
is being accomplished two pretty love stories
are worked out and, the revolution safely over,
an English girl is persuaded to ascend the
throne with the young king, and his princess
cousin is left tree to marry the Irish officer

she loves. But there is much fighting and in-

trigue and muc'n chagrin for the kingmakers
before all this is safely brought about.

"As long as invention can produce stories as
good as this, we shall not greatly object to
them on the score of being mere variants up-
on a well-worn theme." Wm. M. Payne,

-t- Dial. 42: 379. Je. 16, '07. 120w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 378. Je. 15, '07. 120w.

"The author of 'The kingmakers' has really
written a battle which is worth while."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:540. S. 7, '07. 70w.

Barine, Arvede, pseud. (Mrs. Charles Vin-
cens). Life of Alfred de Musset; done
into English by Charles C. Hayden. II.

subs. Hill, E. C. 6-26201.

"Arv-^de Barine's little book shows a curious
grasp of essentials in both biography and crit-
icism. In tlie foimer she presents only that
which influenced or found expression in the
poet's verse and prose; in the latter she pre-
serves sufficient contemporary criticism which
is essential in defining de Musset's place to-
day in French letters, rightly conjecturing that
the future will still further qualify and reduce
the essential fragments of to-day."—N. Y.
Times.

"Creditable English version. Mr. Barine had
access to intimate sources, and his work is

marked by literary finish and sympathetic in-
sight into the extraordinary epoch of French
romanticism."

+ Lit. D. 33:473. O. 6, '06. 450w.

"The account of the liaison with George
Sand, on which his life turns and which might
prove an attraction for the desultory reader,
is anything but satisfactory from any point of
view. Nor is the translation itself, though
well enough in general, such a masterpiece of
English as to merit a setting quite so luxuri-
ous."

h Nation. 83: 330. O. 18, '06. 300w.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 85. F. 9, '07. 580w.

Barine, Arvede, pseud. (Mrs. Charles Vin-
cens). Princesses and court ladies;

authorized Eng. version. **$3. Putnam.
6-45155-

The third of the author's series on the lives
of I'oyalties translated from the French. The
five women who are sketched here and who
played parts in the history of Europe are Ma-
rie Mancini, niece of Cardinal Mazarin; Chris-
tina of Sweden; the Duchess of Maine, grand-
daughter of I>e Grand Cond6; the Margravine
of Bayreuth, Frederick the Great's sister; and
"An Arab princess."

"It is unfortunately only one m.ore instance
of the poor standard of translation now prev-
alent."

^ Ath. 1907, 1: 288. Mr. 9. 420w.

"Writes In a popular style that does not ob-
trude its background of scholarship, but nev-
ertheless depends upon it to avoid any suspi-
cion of cheapness or superficiality."

-r Dial. 42:116. F. 16, '07. 210w.

-}- Ind. 63: 341. Ag. 8, '07. 120w.

+ Lit. D. 34: 25. Ja. 6, '07. 220w.

-I- Nation. 84:314. Ap. 4, '07. 560w.

"The text Is vivacious and sprightly, and Is

heightened by many interesting pictures."
+ Outlook. 85: 480. F. 23, '07. 60w.

"It is as vivid as a gj'psy dance, as entertain-
ing as a fairy tale." Hildegarde Hawthorne.

-I- Putnam's. 2: 472. Jl. '07. 670w.

"The chapter on 'An Arab princess "... Is

as interesting a piece of biography as we have
seen for some time."

-t- R. of Rs. 35: 2'54. F. '07. 70w.

"A very attractive style which, w« are glad
to say. Is adequately represented In the trans-
lation."

-I- Spec. 97: 221. F. 9, '07. 220w.

Barker, Ernest. Political thought of Plato
and Aristotle. $3-50. Putnam. 7-iS5i2

"Two most desirable qualities appear In Mr.
Barker's exposition—a just perception of parts
as related to the whole, and Insight into the
spirit within the letter."—Nation.

"Mr. Barker is to be congratulated on having
taken so broad a view of his subject."

+ + Ath. 1907, 2: 37. Jl. 13. 780w.

"Mr. Barker's book Is not only particularly
competent, but in every respect a masterly
presentation of its subject. Mr. Barker's book
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is much more than a contribution to an under-
standing of Greek political thought; it is an
admirable text-book on political science, as well
as an admirable popularization (in the best
sense) of the best theory, both of ancient and
modern." Sydney Ball.
4- -j- + Int. J. Ethics. 17: 517. Jl. '07. 2220w.
"A lucid, sane, and rightly proportioned pres-

entation of the entire subject, scholarly but
free from excess of erudition and extravagance
of hypothesis, philosophical but not expressed
In equivocal Hegelian verbosity or pseudo-
scientific sociological terminology, apt and sug-
gestive in the use of modern illustrations with-
out strained and fantastic analogies."

-I- + Nation. 84: 290. Mr. 28, '07. ISlOw.

"Mr. Barker's work is no mere translation.
It is a masterly exposition of the two chief
constructive thinkers of ancient civilization.
The universities to which we look for future
statesmen may be congratulated on the addi-
tion of this volume to their apparatus for po-
litical studies."
+ -f Outlook. 85: 139. Ja. 19, '07. 860w.

"As a whole is a satisfactory, truthful and
interesting treatment of its subject, and should
find readers wherever political science in its

historical aspects receives attention." Wm. A.
Punning.
+ -\ Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 545. S. '07. 1050w.
"Mr. Barker iias many of the qualifications

for an excellent critic, but he does not possess
the art of presenting a luminous running antl-
ysis. He has given generously of his deep
study, and written a liook that will be necea-
sarv to future students of Greek philosophy."

-j Sat. R. 103: 591. My. 11, '07. 1570w.

"Illuminating volume."
+ + Spec. 99: sup. 460. O. 5, '07. S60w.

Barker, J. Ellis. Rise and decline of the
Netherlands: a political and economic
history and a study in practical states-

manship. *$3.S0. Button. 7-6776.
"It is a political pamphlet, in which the au-

thor makes use of m.aterial professedly fur-
nished by the history of the Dutch republic for
the purpose of a long invective against the
evils of democratic and party government, and
espf»cially against the particular form of gov-
ernment which exists in Great Britain. Mr.
Ellis Barker also writes undisguisedly as an
advocate holding a brief on behalf of the ne-
cessity of Great Britain's adoption of a strong
Imperialist and federal policy based on the
maintainance of a powerful navy and army."

—

Lond. Times.

"Mr. Barker's book will itself divide men into
two parties: tariff reformers will applaud its

conclusions, whilst free traders will say that
the colours are laid on thickly for the very
party purpose which Mr. Barker denounces."

-I Acad. 72: 57. Ja, 19. '07. 920w.

"The over-abundance of quotations, apt and
Inapt alike, are wearisome and weaken the ar-
gument which contains some wheat to a large
proportion of chaff."

f- Am. Hist. R. 12: 922. Jl. '07. 420w.

"By the historian it can be safely passed over.
Even for the general reader of moderate histor-
ical training it will be of little value."— Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 150. Jl. '07. 410W.

"In style he certainly does not approach Mot-
ley, nor does he Impress the reader with the
feeling of a first-hand contact with the fresh
sources of information opened up of recent
years. But our chief objection is to having our
history bent to the shape of a political tract.
Considered as a history, the book is too evi-
dently biassed not to inspire suspicion; as a
political tract it is twenty times too long."— Ath. 1907, 1: 757. Je. 22. 230w.

"Mr. Barker's style is bright and vivid. His
references to authorities are numerous, and
there Is an excellent analytical index of thir-
ty-six pages. The book Is well worth reading

by Americans interested in the study of na-
tional federation and state-rights." William
Elliot Griflis.

-j Dial. 42: 250. Ap. 16, '07. 1340w.
"Despite his •;laim to originality and fresh-

ness many pages have an antiquated air. On
the whole, a vigorous, suggestive book. De-
spite the author's limitations, it provokes
thouighl."

-i Ind. 62: 9il3. Ap. 18, '07. 320w.
"With the aim that Mr. Ellis Barker sets

before him it is possible to be in entire sym-
pathy and at the same time to" hold that his
arguments are unsound and untrustworthy, be-
cause they are based on false premises and
bad history. It is, in short, evident throughout
this book that the author has failed to make
himself acquainted with the intricate machin-
ery of the Netherland system of government
on which he dogmatizes."

H Lond, Times. 6: 41. F. 8, '07. 1970w.
"From an artistic as well as from an histor-

ic point of view there are very grave defects
in Mr. Barker's volume. Petty inconsistencies
in reasoning, repititions of statement, and
above all the over-abundance of citation, ail

combine to make it tiresome reading."— Nation. 84: 437. My. 9, '07. 700w.

"Mr. Barker writes with the firmness and
steady conviction of a man who is perfectly
sure, in his own mind, of the ground he
stands on, and his style is remarkably lucid,

forceful, and incisive."

+ + N. Y. Times. 12:319. My. 18, '07. 1220w.

"Although intended as a stirring appeal to
the people of England, it is written through-
out from the view-point of an uncompromising
critic of popular government and all its ways."

h Outlook. 86: 342. Je. 15, '07. 530w.

"One of the niost fascinating bits of histor-
ical interpretation we have read for some time."

-f- R. of Rs. 35: 507. My. '07. 180w.

"We are not concerned here to argue the
merits cr defects of Mr. Barker's political and
economic creed with reference to current con-
troversies, but the wearisome reiteration of it

in season and out of season in what professes to

be a sober historical narrative is fatal to the
very object that he himself desires."— Sat. R. 103: 525. A v. 27, '07. 1480w.

"The warmest devotee of Clio in her tradi-

tional garments must admit the writer's thor-
ough familiarity with the best literature of his

subject, the high intellectual tone of his ideas
and generalizations, and the polish of his epi-
grammatic style, reflections, and warnings that
give many of his pages a verve and colour of
which his great American predecessor [Motley]
would not have been ashamed."

H Spec. 98: 1010. Je. 29, '07. 530w.

Barksdale, Emily Woodson. Stella Hope.
$1.50. Neale. 7-20866.

Stella Hope is early left an orphan and lives,

iike Cinderella, in the home of an austere aunt
and her three daughters. To this . house comes
a wealthy invalid cousin and his companion,
who after being snubbed as a paid assistant by
the socially ambitious family, is discovered to

be a cousin and joint-heir. A number of love
stories combine to create the plot and bring
to each character deserved, reward or punish-
ment.

Barnes, Howard Turner. Ice formation,
with special reference to anchor-ice and
frazil. $3. Wiley. 6-37871.

The book deals with the problems of phys-
ics which the ice-packs of the tst. Lawrence
give rise to. The ice-formations known as
sheet-or-surfaee-ice, frazil-ice, and anchor-ice
are discussed In relation to their mode of for-

mation, general appearance, position they oc-
cupy in the river, and the effects they pro-
duce.

"The subject-matter of Professor Barnes'
book is of unusual interest, and as a pioneer
work of the author's effort deserves the more
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Barnes, Howard Turner —Continued.
consideration. That tiie arrangement of the
matter and the progression of the argument
are sometimes laclcing in directness, and that
at a few points the language is a bit awkward,
is therefore of nriinor import. To our view a
serious fault of the book is its total silence on
the subject of trouble with ice at water-works
intakes."
+ H Engin. N. 57: 90. Ja. 17, '07. 1430w.

+ H Nature. 75: 267. F. 17, '07. 880w.

Barnett, T. Ratcli£fe. Blessed ministry of
childhood. *5oc. West. Meth. bk.

The lessons that a little child can teach to
"scholars of the heart rather than to the schol-
ar of the head—to wayfaring men and women
. . . who look out upon life with wistful eyes,
desiring to know God, to win goodness, and to
learn patience amid the shadows."

Barr, Martin W. King of Thomond. t$i.25.

Turner, H. B. 7-14249.
The pitiful tale of an insane patient's life

written by herself during her perfectly lucid
moments. A joyiess childhood, a lonely girl-
hood, and the speedy wrecking of the happiness
that finally dawned for her, produce a wail on
every page. It forms an intense human docu-
ment.

"A weird tale, apparently half in and half
out of the region of reality. It is quite as
fantastic and as full of creepy horrors as suc.i
a tale might be expected to be."

-I N. Y, Times. 12: 502. Ag. 17, '07. 140w.

Barr, Robert (Luke Sharp, pseud.). Rock
in the Baltic. 50c. Authors and newspa-
pers assn. 6-16737.

"The 'rock' is bsed as a prison by those sup-
posed monsters of iniquity the Russian Grand
Dukes, and there, in process of time, two en-
tha<»1astlc seekers for trouble, one a young Eljig-
lishman and the other a titled Russian, are in-
carcerated. Finally they are taken away on a
yacnt, on which two American girls are con-
veniently placed."—Ind.

"This Is a commonplace book written in a
commonplace way about commonplace people."— Acad. 72: 274. Mr. 16. '07. llOw.

"It is not often that the elusive grace and
humor of modern girlhood are so well repro-
duced as they are in these pages."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 436. Ap. 13. 230w.
"Reads as if it had been written against

time."— Ind. 62:S8G. F. 14, '07. 70w.

Barrett, Howard. Management of children.
*$2. Dutton. 7-29143.

"Treats of the physical care of infants and
children, in botli <lisease and health, from the
time of birth into and post the early teens.
All of the usual problems of food, drink, cloth-
ing, and sleop, the ordinary diseases, conta-
gions and other, to which children are liable;
accidents, malformations, and many possibili-
ties of unusual disease are discussedl in a plain,
common sense, untechnical way for the en-
lightenment and guidance of those who have
the immediate care of the young."—N. Y.
Times.

N. Y. Times. 11: 904. D. 29, '06. 260w.
"We offer our hearty congratulations to Mr.

Barrett, and we may add, to those for whom
he writpp."

-i- -f- Spec. 36: 912. Je. 9, '06. 200w.

Barrie, J. M. Little minister. $1.25. Crow-
ell.

A thin paper edition with limp leather bind-
ing which contains a reproduced photograph of
Maude Adams.

Barrington, Emilie Isabel (Mrs. Russell
Barrington). Life, letters and work of
Frederic Leighton. 2v. *$io.50. Macmil-
lan. 7-13427.

"Thi.s work Is said to have the approval of
the family of the late President of the Royal
Academy, and may be considered authorita-
tive, if not official. A friendship existed be-
tween Frederick Leighton and the author for
more than thirty years, and so the pages which
deal with personal characteristics will be found
peculiarly intimate. . . . The book includes
Lelghton's diary, covering a period of hfty
years, and among the mass of intereirting cor-
respondence incorporated is to be found a num-
ber of letters from George Eliot, Ruskln,
Browning. Henry Grevllle. and Charles Dick-
ens. Besides many of Leighton's finest works
reproduced especially for this publication are
several fac-simile drawings and paintings nev-
er before published."—N. Y. Times.

"Unsatisfactory as biography, these voluines
are entirely valueless as criticism. Instead of
disentangling the real merits of Lelghton's
work from less admirable characteristics. Mrs.
Barrington vaguely couples him with Phidias
and the old masters, and urges claims so ab-
surd as to tax severely the patience and per-
severance of all educated readers."

Acad. 72: 91. Ja. 26, '07. 1120w.

"It is disfi.^ured by one or two hasty figures
of speech . . . and the printer's reader has been
unusually neglectful of his duties. It is a pity
to lf>ave such blemishes on a book of sterling
value, indispensable to all students of modern
English life and art."
+ H Ath. 1907, 1: 140. F. 2. 860w.

"Urfortunately Mrs. Barrington is not as
skilful In arranging and .ir'apting her material
as she has been Industrious in collecting it.

"

Edith Kellogg I>inton.
h Dial. 42: 309. My. 16, '07. 1980w.

+ + Int. Studio. 30: 363. F. '07. 500w.

"Interesting as are many of 'Lelghton's let-
ters, and multifarious as are the details with
which the book Is filled, the reader would have
been able to gather a truer Impression of
Leighton. his development, his artistic charac-
ter, and his work as an administrator if the bi-
ographer had been more rlgorou.s In selecting
and had been a better critic."

h Lend. Times. 6: 61. F. 22, '07. 1500w.

"It cannot be called a worthy monument to
Its subject. Its author has little critical acu-
men or severity of taste; It is rambling and rep-
etitious; padded with much matter of little in-
terest as presented; marred by mistranslations
of foreign tongue.s, misunderstanding of tech-
nical terms, fault?' transcription of proper
names, and careless proofreading."

h Nation. 84:275. Mr. 21, '07. 1510w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 812. D. 1, '06. 190w.

"On the whole the book disappoints one In
the lack of letters from the Interesting people
Leighton knew. A more serious matter is the
failure of the biographer to offer a plausible
pen-portrait of Leighton, or even to allow him
to describe himself." Charles de Kay.

h N. Y. Times. 12: 57. F. 2, '07. 2490w.

"Small jtoints and Insignificant matters are
gro.ssly inflated, but the real issue is nev^r
faced. The flawless impteccable Leighton re-
miaius so to the last, though we are not toid
why he wap. or, what is rather more import-
ant, why he was really not so." Christian
Brinton.— Putnam's. 2: 125. Av. "07. 340w.

Barron, Elwyn Alfred. Marcel Levignet.
t$i.5o. Duffield. 6-36038.

"A detective story laid In Paris and including
all the elements needed for profound sensation.
The author is skilled In keeping apparently
tangled threads In his hands, and unties sev-
eral hard knots with all the ease of a practiced
novel writer." (Outlook.) "The hero is a sort
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of modern Cyrano de Bergerac. . . . He Is
bon vivant, editor, amateur detective, student
of life as it is lived. His kinship with Cyrano
is sentimental." (N. Y. Times.)

"A refreshing variant on the old detective
story. To readers of a certain vein, in fact,
'Marcel Levignet' will furnish a particularly
agreeable lierht evening's pastime."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 764. N. 17, '06. 500y

"The tone of the story is essentially French

—

sentiment, situation, and characters, and most
especially the climax."

+ Outlook. 84: 679. N. 17, '06. 60w.

"As fantastic as the generality of detective
stories, 'Marcel Levignet' differs from said gen-
erality in being readable by grown-up persons."

+ R. of Rs. 35: 126. Ja. '07. 50w.

Barry, Richard Hayes. Events man; being
an account of the adventures of Stan-
ley Washburn, American war corres-
pondent. **$i.25. Moflfat. 7-15132.

In which Mr. iiarry records some of Mr.
Washburn's adventures on a newspaper dis-
patch-boat between Corea and Port Arthur
during the first part of the war between Ras-
sia and Japan.

"The story is rich or tiresome in detail, ac-
cording to t^ste, but is an exciting picture of
conditions in war time on the water around
Port Arthur."

H Ind. tJS: 943. O. 17, '07. 130w.

"The book has evidently been written in a
great hurry, not even time enough having been
given to have the chapter headings all spelt
correctly."

h Lit. D. 35: 131. Jl. 27, '07. 260w.
"The author indulges himself in a diction so

plentifully sprinkled with slang that it often
becomes unintelligible to the reader accus-
tomed to ordinary English. It is a story full
of dogged perseverance and unbounded pluck,
and it was well worth tel!ing."

4- — N. Y. Times. 12: 299. My. 11, '07. 500w.
"On the whole the good 'stuff' . . . far out-

weighs the bad. The story is a bit of real life;
vivid, ctrong and picturesque. It remains to
be recorded that the proof reading of the vol-
ume is unbelievably bad."

i Outlook. SB: 257. Jo. 1, '07. 1830w.
"Mr. Barry may always be counted upon for

graphic power."
+ R. of Rs. 35: 765. Je. '07. 60w.

Bartholomew, John George, ed. Atlas of
the w^orld's commerce. *$8. Scribner.

A new series of maps, with descriptive text
and diagrams showing products, imports, ex-
ports, commercial conditions, and economic sta-
tistics of the countries of the world, compiled
fn>m the latest official returns at the Edinburgh
geographical institute.

+ -f- Lond. Times. 6: 42. F. 8, '07. 170w.
"So excellent is the idea, and so good the

execution by devices of colorings and diagrams,
that whoever wants information of this de-
scription can hardly be directed to a better
source for satisfaction. This cordial' recogni-
tion of the volume's merits must be accom-
panied with regrets that the figures are some
years old, and that all figures of this sort are
incomplete and contradictory."
+ -\ N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 310w.

Barton, Clara. Story of my childhood.
50C. Baker. 7-35389.

A simply told story of the childhood of Clara
Barton, which is really written for the school
children of the country after repeated appeals
from them for bits of her early life.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 192. N. '07. S.

"Is as wonderful as its writer: it is extreme-
ly interesting, and yet it hardly touches :>.i

those aptitudes and activities that all the world
associates with her remarkable personality.''

+ + Dial. 43: 171. S. 16, '07. 250w.
"Will be found interesting to all persona

who have followed her beneficent career."
-h Lit. D. 35: 533. O. 12, '07. 60w.

Barton, George. Mystery of Cleverly. 85c.
Benziger. 7-19504.

A story in which the example of the li >ro
finally wins to a. manly life a good-lor-notaing
son of an indulgent father.

Barton, James Levi. Missionary and his
critics. **$i. Revell. 6-43768.

In which the author ha^ brought together a
"large number of testimonies favorable 10 mis-
sions and missionaries from witnesses of com-
petence and character." (Ind.)

Ind. 62: .igO. F. 14, '07. JOw.
"It deserves a jilace among the books of ref-

erence found in every well-furnished editorial
library. It is not only an enlightening but a
thoroughly interesting book, and greatly ne( d-
ed also."
+ -h Outlook. 85: 144. .Ta. 19, '07. 190w.
"Rev. James T^. Barton has admirably infiu-ed

into readable form the opinion of different na-
tionalities, particularly in tli'e Orient, as to <he
worth of Christian missions."

*

-f R. of Rs. 35: 118. .Ja. '07. 70w.

Barton, Mrs. Marion T. Experiment in

perfection. t$i.5o. Doubleday.
7-11589.

The story of a young woman "of great beauty,
much intensity of character, and an unfortun-
ate penchant for logic on all occasions, who
starts out with the idea that all she needs to
round out her life to perfection is one woman
friend and one man friend, both, of course ab-
solutely without the flaws to which human
flesh is commonly heir." Her perfection sys-
tem has its vulnerable points, and is mutilated
in part by an estrangement, an unfortunate
love affair, and a second marriage.

"About the best that can be said for it is

that its author possesses the story-telling in-
stinct without the still mo.e important pos-
session of a story worth telling."

(- N. Y. Times. 12: 457. Jl. 20, '07. 520w.
"The working out of the story shows skill

and insight, and the reader is always interested.
But there is a repellant hardness in Persis, and
certainly an improbability in the episode upon
which the friendship between the girls hangs.'

h Outlook. 86: 339. Je. 15, '07. 180w.

Bashford, James Whitford. China and
Methodism. *35c. West. Meth. bk.

7-524.

A brief outline which will enable American
Methodists to understand the problem which
confronts them and to make preparation for a
suitable participation in the centennial cele-
bration of the founding of Protestant missions
in China wliich will occur In Shanghai, April
25 to May 6, 1907.

Bashore, Harvey Brown. Outlines of prac-
tical sanitation, for students, physicians,
and sanitarians. *$i.25. Wiley.

6-33610.

Improved sanitation with regard to habita-
tions; water, milic and food stipplies; the col-
lection and disposal of waste; schools and cars.
There are ch-Tpters on vital statistics, munici-
pal, rural and suburban sanitation, and per-
sonal hygiene.
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Bashore, Harvey Brown—Continued.
"Clear, convini;ing', and simple; but, cover-

ing as it does so wide a range of subjects in
198 pages, is of course, only suggestive."

+ A, L. A. Bkl. 3: 5. Ja. '07.

"Within the limJts indicated by its sub-title,
this is one of t\\<i best and most practical books
on sanitation that has ever come to our atten-
tion. Perhaps it is surprising that in attempt-
ing to cover so wide a range of subjects in a
popular manner, more slips and questionable
statements were not made."
-f -f — Engin. N. 56: 417. O. 18, 'Oe. 260w.

"Thn book should be found useful as a means
of imparting sound ideas of the laws of healthy
living to teachers and citizens."

-I- Nature. 76: 125. Je. 6, '07. lOOw.

Baskerville, Beatrice C. Polish Jew: his

social and economic value. *$2.50. Mac-
millan. 7-15500.

Eight years' residence and study In Poland
lie back of Miss Baskerville's presentation of

the Jew of that country. She throws light up-
on the Polish Jew immigrant by revealing the
conditions of his native economic and social
environment.

Bastian, Henry C. Evolution of life. *$2.5o.

Button. 7-33603.
"A detailed and somewhat belated statement

of his side of the controversy over the spon-
taneous generation of life, which followed the
puhlication, in 1872, of his book on 'The Be-
ginnings of life.' "—Dial.

"The author is very frankly unfavorably im-
pres.'^'ed by the Jews, and, although it is to be
hoped she has exaggerated the dark side of the
situation, her volume is of great importance.
The stvle is good and the thought clear."

+ ~ — Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 204. Ja. '07. 500w.

"Such a book as this deserves a hearty wel-
come, and for valuable matter contributed on
Poland—a country very little known—it may
be classed with that of Dr. George Brandes,
which appeared a short time ago."

-f-
-L Ath. 1907, 2: 95. Jl. 27. 870w.

"Would have enhanced value if the author
. . . would have shown more sympathy with
the population she describes."

-1 Ind. 62: 212. Ja. 24, '07. 290w.

"It is so obvious that she knows a great deal
that we cannot help regretting a certain lack
of clearness in the impression which her book
produces. It would almost seem as though
Miss Baskerville had unconsciously written
rather for a Polish than for an Englisn public.

"'

H Lond. Times. 5: 359. O. 26, '06. 880w.

"The substantial truth is there, but it is

truth without sympathy, and with much dis-
tortion. By itself the volume would be open to
severe censure on the point; but as a study of
the restless Hebrew energy that is so active in
stirring Slav indifference and hesitation towards
fruitful action, it serves its purpose."

-f — Nation. 84: 501. My. 30, '07. 680w.

"What she has to say is, in the first place,
interesting in itself. In the second place it can
hardly fail to throw light upon some of the
problems which immigration (too rapid for
easy digestion by our own not too settled civil-
ization) is fastening upon the United States."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12:40. Ja. 19. '07. 1190w.

"Her immediate contact with the represen-
tatives of parties, as well as with actual facts
and events in Poland, enables the writer to
speak with authority."

+ Outlook. 84:893. D. 8. '06. 330w.
"An elaborate, dispassionate study."

4- R. of Rs. 35: 111. Ja. '07. 90w.

"It has the very rare merit among its con-
temporaries of being impartial both from a
Russian and a Jewish standpoint. ^ rom a po-
litical point of view, in connexion with the
present struggle of revolutionary parties for
powi-r, the chapters on the strikes and thp
Bund contain facts little known outside Rus-
sia; facts particularly instructive for the seri-
ous and unprejudiced reader."

-f + Sat. R. 103: 368. Mr. 23, '07. lOOOw.

"Ingenious and striking some of the new ex-
periments cited certainly are; but it will be
very difficult to find any biologist who will be
convinced that they demonstrate the truth of
the conclusion drawn from them by Dr. Bas-
tian." Raymond Pearl.— Dial. 43: 210. O. 1, '07. 210w.

Ind. 63: 510. Ag. 29, ''07. 60w.

Lond. Times. 6:115. Ap. 12, '07. 1140w.

"Witli practically all the eminent bacteriol-
ogists of the world flatly denying such a pos-
tulate of spontaneous generation, we can only
add, in deference to Dr. Bastian's evident sin-
cerity, that his experiments must be at fault in
some way; there is some loop-hole unguarded."— Nation. 85: 192. Ag. 29, '07. 170w.

"It is impossible not to admire the author's
strong desire to get at the truth, the courage
of his convictions, and his incomparable good
humour." J. A. T.

f- Nature. 76: 1. My. 2. '07. 1070w.

Batcheller, Mrs. Tryphosa Bates. Glimpses
of Italian court life: happv days in

Italia adorata. **$4.8o. Doubleday.
6-41530.

"Dedicated by permission to Queen Helena,
this sumptuous book is a worthy record of an
American woman's \'isit to Italy, of her expe-
riences in aristocratic social circles of Rome,
and of her imnressions of the natural and artis-
tic wonders nf the Peninsula. Her story is told
in letters written to friends at home. ^ literary
form well adapted to books of this kind, and
giving opportunities for nai've description and
impressions caught on the wing."—Lit. D.

Current Literature. 42: 162. F. '07.

1500W.

"The personal note Is therefore strong, and
the narrative Is rambling, informal, and thor-
oughly readable."

-I- Dial. 41: 459. D. 16, '06. 340w.

-f Lit. D. 34: 63. Ja. 12, '07. 190w.

"The book would have been improved by more
careful editing."

H Nation. 83: 512. D. 13. '06. 650w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 810. D. 1. '06. 190w.

"Of special Interest and value are her com-
ments on and appraisement of the various vocal
teachers in the eternal city."

-h N. Y. Times. 12: 24. Ja. 12, '07. 690w.

"The personal tone is so strenuously evident
throughout that It becomes wearisome. The
book is ineenuouisly written."— Outlook. 85: 95. Ja. 12. '07. 290w.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 112. Ja. '07 80w.

Bates, Arlo. Talks on teaching literature.

**$i.30. Houghton. 6-37886.

"Talks founded on lectures delivered before
the Summer school of the University of Illi-

nois in 1905. Concerns the problems, condi-
tions, and some difticulties of the subject, the
inspirational use of literature, the study of

prose and of the novel, criticism, literary

workmanship, literary biography, and volun-
tary readling."—A. L. A. Bkl.

4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 6. Ja. '07.

"It is a very interesting and suggestive booK,

and wo particularlv recommend to the teachers

into whose hands it falls the chapter which
tells how Blake's 'Tiger' was brought by the
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author within the comprehension of a boy of
eight. Wo have rarely seen as sensible a book
upon the subject with which It deals."
+ + Dial. 42: 149. Mr. 1, '07. 90w.

"The suggestions and criticisms contained in
this volume will be found extremely helpful
to school and college teachers of English sub-

+' + Educ. R. 34: 105. Je. '07. 60w.
"The virtue of Professor Bates Is that his

remarks and experiences are always copious
and illuminating. As such, the book should be
read by every teacher, if for no other reason
than the fresh and invigorating common-sense
with which Prof. Bates approaches his subject.
It is not an easy book, however. Occasionally
Prof. Bates's earnestness leads him to fall into
a mild fremescence of style not good for clear-
ness. But mainly the book is excellent." Will-
iam T. Brewster.
+ H Forum. 38: 389. Ja. '07. 860w.
"The points about which those in the main

agri'eeing with Professor Bates are most likely
to feel a little dissatisfied with the book are
his suggestion that vocabulary be studied in-
dependent of context, and his failure to recog-
nize in his discussion, though he doubtless rec-
ognizes in his own mind, the difference be-
tween the psychology of the adolescent and
that of the child." William Morse Cole.

-f- H School R. IS: 236. Mr. '07. 950w.

Bates, Carroll Lund. The Master; a rosary
of Christian verse, il. $i. Badger, R.
G. 7-7479-

Sixteen poems whose themes are drawn from
incidents in the life of Christ.

"Some fairly good and illustrated by well-
chosen half-tones."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 147. Mr. 9, '07. 20w.

Bates, David Homer. Lincoln in the tele-

graph oftlce. **$2. Century. 7-32385.
Mr. Bates was manager of the War depart-

ment telegraph office from 1861 to 1866. This
book is one of reminiscences in which Lincoln
plays an important part, being an almost daily
visitor to the office where cipher despatches
were sent and received during the war.

"His account of happenings in the telegraph-
office during the .strenuous days of the war is

Well ordered . in arrangement and smiply and
naturally written."

+ Lit. D. 35: 795. N. 23. '07. 320w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 50w.

"It cannot be said that Mr. Bates's book of
reminiscence is very important, but it is cer-
tainly fresh and original, and contains not a
few incidents of Washington life and some sto-
ries about Lincoln himself which are decidedly
worth preservation."

i- Outlook. 87: 499. N. 2, '07. 170w.
"Aside ft-om the revelations thit he makes of

liincoln's relations with the military telegraph
corps during war time, Mr. Bates imparts in
his books a g'reat deal of information concern-
ing important military' movemenzs."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 754. D. '07. 140w.

Bates, Katharine Lee. From Gretna Green
to Land's End: a literary journey in

England. **$2. Crowell. 7-32870.
In which tht author visits the Border, the

Lake country and the heart of England and
reviews, with many a fresh allusion, the con-
nection which historic places have with tradi-
tion, story and song. The work is based upon
wide reading and careful observation.

"A book that readers who look forward to
a trip abroad will enjoy and that returned trav-
ellers will thoroughlv appreciate."

4- Dial. 43: 377. D. 1, '07. ISOw.
"As she hurls herself through the length and

breadth of England, easily making two moves,
to any other pilgrim's one, she pours out a live-

ly stream of fact and comment that keeps the
reader amused and only too Well instructed.
The information, literary and historical, is
thoroughly got up."

-f Nation. 85: 420. N. 7, '07. 180w.
"She has a keen sense of the picturesque and

the worth-while, and she knows well how to
fin4 color in what might appear but gray to
ethers."

+ Outlook. 87: 617. N. 23, '07. 130w.

Battersby, Harry F. P. Avenging hour.
t$i.5o. Appleton. 6-37929.

A novel which involves an unusual treatment
of a man's seduction of the wife of another.
"We follow the progress of this rapid love-
making not only without disgust but with en-
tire sympathy. The man and woman we feel
are not mad or bad but only intensely human

—

winning personalities of great charm. The au-
thor has managed to convey a sense of that in-
tuitive power which in a flash makes people
recognise their true affinities." (Sat. R.)

"The teller of this story disguises its essen-
tial repulsiveness by a sknlful use of the eas-
uistry of sentimpnt and the grace of literarv
composition." Wm. M. Payne.

f- Dial. 42: 143. Mr. 1, '07. 410w.
"The book has many good points, but un-

fortunately they do not counteract its unpleas-
ant features."— -h N. Y. Times. 11:787. N. 24, '06. 250w.
"Mr. Battersby has done a dari-ng and re-

markable thing and his book should place him
high among contemporary novelists."

-4- Sat. R.' 102: 553. N. 3, 'OC. 440w.

Baxter, William, jr. Sv^ritchboards for
power, light and railway service, direct
and alternating current, high and low
tension. $1.50. Derry-Collard co.

6-45714.
"In the first third of the book the way in

which switchboards are connected for single
generator and multiple generator plants, and
also for the three-wire system, is shown. . . .

Somewhat over a third of the book following
the matter just mentioned is devoted to
switchboards in actual practice. . . . The re-
maining portion of the volume is devoted to
switches, circuit breakers, and lightning ar-
resters. "^—Bngin. N.

"With the exception of [three] omissions. . .

the book is an ideal one from a didactic
standpoint."
-f -j Engin. N. 57: 305. Mr. 14, '07. 470w.

Bayley, R. Child. Complete photographer.
$3.50. McClure. 7-35i87-

A guide to photography which deals thoroly
with the science of photography from its ear-
liest beginnings to its most recent develop-
ments and adaptations.

"The completeness of his book, however, lie.'*

more in the fact that scarcely a single point
is left untouched, than that any particular
point is exhaustively treated; and in this re-
spect the work, admittedly, does not challenge
comparison with cheaper specialised brochures
already on the market. Of many good pictures
it would be Invid'ous to mention a few; but it

may safely be said that their praiseworthy
selection and adequate printing will give the
book a great value."
-f H Acad. 71: 634. D. 22, '06. 520w.

"The book is much in advance of most works
in comTjleteness and attractiveness."

-f- -f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 94. Ap. '07.

"As an historical review of photography It

seems to merit its title, the whole subject be-
ing treated with a great deal of method. For
the beginner 'Complete photographer* should
serve as a textbook, and he will Jo well to

follow the author's advice."
+ Ath. 1906, 2: 699. D. 1. 350w.
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Bayley, R. Child —Continued.
'•I'here is h;irclly a difficulty which besets the

practice of photo:;raphy, on which valuable ad-
vice is not siven in it."

+ Lend. Times. 6: 43. F. S, '07. 850w.
"There are some opinions with whioh' we do

not a^ee. To those who know enougfh about
photography to appreciate it, and there must
be a very large number of persons so qualified,
the volume will prove both entertaining and
instructive."
+ H Nature. 75: 75. N. 22, '06. 590w.
"The book treats of the subject thoroughly

and is of value to the beginner as well as the
expert."

+ + N. Y. Times. 11: 811. D. 1, '06. 180w.
"The book is clearly written and the de-

scriptions are easily followed, and not too tech-
nical, each particular subject being dealt with
in a separate chapter in a most thorough and
practical manner."

-f + Sat. R. 102: 714. D. 8, '06. 70w.

"It is as an art that Mr. Bayley prefers to deal
with his fascinating hobby, and his book should
meet a widely felt want in this respect."

-f Spec. 98: 1013. Je. 29. '07. 270w.

Beale, Harriet S. B. Stories from the Old
Testament for children, il. $2. Duffield.

7-30462.
A sure help to mothers and Sunday school

teachers who wish to present Old Testament
characters in an attractive light with nothing
lacking of the historical and religious signifi-
cance. The book is interestingly illustrated.

"The Old Testament is practically retold in a
way to interest children."

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2. '07. 40w.
"For a book which might be kept in a house-

hold and referred to every other Siinday, the
volume seems well compiled, though we think
the .author has unnecessarily preserved the
phraseology of the Bible. "We would suggest
that since her narrative is in the language of
today, the conversation should be also; it would
then seem truer to the child reader."
+ — R. Of Rs. 36: 7G4. D. '07. 90w.

Beale, Joseph Henry, jr., and Wyman, Bruce.
Law of railroad rate regulation, with
special reference to American legisla-
tion. *$6. Nagel. 6-36405.

"This is a le^.al treatise of twelve hundred
pagi.s. It contains the full text of the Inter-
stat-^ commerce ?ct and decisions of both of the
courts and of tlie commission under this act,
as well as a discussion of the general princi-
ples of public service law and the primary ob-
ligations of these in public employments, par-
ticularly of carriers. In brief, it covers com-
prehensively the whole law, both common and
statutory, with respect to railway rate regula -

tion."—Outlook.

"The book appears to us a valuable addition
to the editor's library, and with its companion
book of 'Selected cases' on the same general
subject, to be well nigh indispensable to the
lawyer who has to deal with this subject."

-f -f Outlook. 85: 719. Mr. 23, '07. 150w.
"The authors intrude rome assertions not

supported—and in some cases not supportataio—by citations of authorities. But Professois
Beale and Wyman have been wofully betrayed
by him who compiled the index. Lawyers will
be dismayed to find the text rendered so inac-
cessible. The impression left by the book is of
hasty compilation and absence of just propor-
tion." Roberts Walker.

1- Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 333. Je. '07. 1080w.

Beard, Charles Austin. Introduction to the
English historians. *$i.6o. Macmillan,

6-37646.
"In this book Mr. Beard tries to solve a prob-

lem very real to teachers of large history
classes—the twofold problem of introducing each

member of the class to a number of great au-
thorities on special periods and topics at the
same time, and of securing a critical examina-
tion of the materials in the class-room. His
work differs from the well-known source-books
in that it consists .of excerpts from the second-
ary sources only: e. g., Maitland, Freeman, and
Stubbs. Thirty-six authors are represented and
a larger number of works. The difficulty of
making a wise selection from abundant mate-
rials is recognized and fairly met. Each chap-
ter is prefaced by a brief, explanatory statement
concerning the citation, which Is divided into
sections with topical headings. These form a
brief, clear analysis. ... A short biblio-
graphical note concludes each chapter, and an
index at the end of the volume gives easy ac-
cess to the material." (Am. Hist. R.)

"A collection of this kind is open to two se-
rious objections: (1) the subject matter Is in a
sense 'pre-digested' . . . (2) the personality
of the author becomes blurred." C. T. Wyckoff.

i Am. Hist. R. 12: 416. Ja. '07. 460w.
"An excellent reference book. Nothing else

like it available at present."
-h -t- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 94. Ap. '07.

"The usefulnesi= of the volume should be con-
siderable. The extracts are all well within the
grasp of collese i^tudents, and the larger num-
ber can be profitjuly used in secondary schools.
To teachers the book will be of service as a
guide in the selection of suitable matter for
collateral reading:, while lo- the many schools
which lack access to good libra.ries the volume
will be a real bcon." William MacDonald.

+ + Educ. R. 34:101. Je. '07. 680w.
'•'Both from the i>edagogical ami the research

points of view the volume deserves unqualified
commendation. It is intelligently discriminat-
ing in its selections, liberal and mature In its
comment, and in its arrangement it shows the
results of thoro scholarship and fruitful class-
room experience. It should save both teachers
and students of English history a vast amount
of labor and time."

-'r -\- Ind. 61: 129(1. N. 29, '06. 370w.

"Even outside Mr. Beard's own classroom It

Is an open question how far such a collection
will find a following. We are inclined to think
his selections somewhat severe for college fresh-
men."

-j Nation. 83: 438. N. 22, '06. 120w.

"The good effect of its use would probably
overbalance any counter tendencies."

-f -I N. Y. Times. 11: 897. D. 22, '06. 420w.

"Time alone can demonstrate the success of
his experiment from the pedagogical point of
view, but there can be no doubt as to the value."
-j. -^ Outlook. 84: 1081. D. 29. '06. 3B0w.

Beard, Daniel Carter. Field and forest

handy book: new ideas for out of doors.

$2. Scribner. 6-40572.

In furnishing to boy3 a year-around grulde for
equipping themselves for out-of-door pursuits
Mr. Beard has drawn only upon his own outing
experiences. "The book is not a 're-hash' of old
'stunts,' but Is full of brand-new things, clev-
erly arranged according to the seasons to which
they are appropriate." Some of the problems
solved are: How to cross a stream on a log.

How to make a bridge for swift waters. How
to make a real hunter's clothes and moccasins,
and How to build a real log house.

"The material is almost wholly new."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 19. Ja. '07. +

"It Is simply Indispensable to any wide-awake,
real boy."

-f -I- Bookm. 24: 526. Ja. '07. 80w.

"There is nothing, from airships to flying

birds, from boating to camping, from loghouse
to snowhouse, that has escaped this born sports-
man of our time."

-f- + Ind. 61: 140C. D. 22, '06. 60w.

Nation. 83: 514. D. 13, '06. 50w.
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"A treasure for all boys and not without its

use for men."
+ + N. Y. Times. 11: 851. D. 8, '06. 120w.

"The boy or man who has heard the 'call of
the wild' will do well to entrust himself to Mr.
Beard's guidaijce."

+ + R. of Rs. 34: 762. D. '06. 220w.

Beard, Lina, and Beard, Adelia Belle.

Things worth doing and how to do
them. $2. Scribner. 6-40580.

Clear directions accompanied by pen draw-
ings are given for all manner of clever things
at home. The book is designed for girls, and
one part Is devoted to things for parties, shows
and entertainments, and the other to things
for home, gift days and fairs.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 19. Ja. '07.

"The ideas are novel and easy to make, for
the authors are thoroughly practical and act-
ually make the things they describe."

+ Bookm. 24:526. Ja. '07. 80w.

+ Ind. 61: 1406. D. 22, '06. 50w.

+ Nation. 83: 514. D. 13, '06. 70w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 772. N. 24, '06. llOw.

Beardsley, Rufus C. Design and construc-
tion of hj'droelectric plants; including

a special treatment of the design of

dams. *$5. McGraw pub. 7-18823.

"This work presents in a very thorough and
practical manner the method of the design and
construction of hydro-electric power plants.
taking up in detail, in the order in which they
are met by the practical engineer, most of
those points which must be considered in de-
signing or constructing a complete water •

power development. The purpose of the work
seems to be to give to the designing engineer.
in as short and as concise manner as possible
the method in which the various problems are
attacked, including under each topic most of
the data and tables which he is required to
use in connection therewith."—Engin. N.

'.'Altogether the book will be found to con-
tain much of value to the student and to teach-
ers and will be a valuable addition to the en-
gineer's reference librarv." A. W. M.

4- -I- Engln. N. 58: 75. Jl. 18, '07. 780w.

Beare, John Isaac. Greek theories of ele-

mentary cognition, from Alcmaeon to
Aristotle. *$4.i5. Oxford. 7-29076.

"This volume deals with the various theories
entertained in regard to the five senses, sensa-
tion in general, and lastly the Sensus Commun-
is, and its method is under each head to give
as consistent a view as possible of what was
severally taught by Alcmaeon, Bmpedocles, De-
mocritus, Anaxagoras, Diogenes of Appollonia,
Plato, and Aristoile."—Nature.

"Mr. Beare's scholarship is sound."
-f H Nation. S3: 121. Ag. 0, '06. 660w.
"The statement is very clpar, the discussion

of dif?puted points scholarly, the facts are well
arranged, and tho literature—to judge from the
foot-notes and the list of books consulted

—

seems to have been thoroughly studied; al-
though one misses a reference to one recent
work on the 'Ue aninia'—that of Rodier, whose
commentary, if not his translation, ha.s been
regarded by competent judges as indispensable.
On every account this volume is to be com-
mended to those interested in the development
of theories of sense-perception."
-f -F — Nature. 75: 122. D. 6, '06. 630w.

"The present volume should be of the great-
est service not only to Greek scholars, but to
all psychologists who take an interest in the
history of their science." A. E. Tayloi-.

-f- H Philos. R. 16: 205. Mr '07. 1360w.

"A learned and elaborate disauisition which
will be welcome not only to students of an-
cient Greek psychology, but also to reaxlers
who desire to Jinow what the Greek philoso-
phers accomplished in this paxticular line of
psychological investigation."
+ +- Putnam's. 1:252. N. '0€. 130w.

Bearne, Mrs. Catherine. Heroines of
French society in the court, revolution,
empire and restoration. *$3. Dutton.

7-25682.
"Contains sketches of the lives of four wom-

en: Madame Vig6e Lc Brun, La .Marquise de
Montagu, Madame Tallien, and Madame de
Genlis. Scraps of contemporary history are in-
terwoven; a number of photogravure portraits
are scattered here and there; and the whole
makes a fairly readable volume."—Nation.

"The book is one which deserves more at-
tention than we can give it."

•f Acad. 72: 495. My. 18, '07. 210w.

Ind. 63: 341. Ag. 8, '07." 260w.

"As an historical study the work has little

value; as a group of biographical sketches it

adds nothing to what has already been pub-
..shed in a much more useful and entertaining
fashion."— Nation. 84: 310. Ap. 4, '07. 180w.

"A chatty book, filled with anecdotes and in-
cidents that illustrate the manners, morals,
ind ideas of the upper classes of France pre-
vious to and following the years of the revo-
lution."

-i N. Y. Times. 12: 165. Mr. 16, '07. 460w.

"Mrs. Bearne writes fluently, and opens here
and there a door through which the lover of
personal anecdota and gossip can get a glimpse
of characteristic French court society."

+ Outlook. 85: 903. Ap. 20, '07. 310w.

"The volume is full of stirring pictures of

the terror and moves with spirit." Hildegarde
Hawthorne.

-I- Putnam's. 2: 475. Jl. '07. 140w.

Bearne, Rev. David. Guild-boys' pla}' at
* Ridingdale. *85c. Benziger.
More glimpses of Ridingdale boys and this

time they try their skill as actors in Shakes-
perian roles.

Bearne, Rev. David. New boys at Riding-
* dale. *85c. Benziger.

.\nother Ridingdale book whose events take
place at a Catholic school for boys. Wholesome
lessons are taught between the lines of tun and
frolic.

Bearne, David. Ridingdale flower show;
il. by T. Baines. 85c. Benziger. 6-46345.

A story of real live boys who "talk as boys
and act as boys."

Bearne, David. Witch of Ridingdale; il. by
T. Baines. 85c. Benziger. 6-46344.

A spiritual story for boys whose hero, Lance
Ridingdale, has become a favorite among young
readers.

Beaumont, Francis, and Fletcher, John.
Works. Cambridge English classics;

text ed. by A. R. Waller. lov. ea.

*$i.50. Putnam.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Nation. 84: 242. Mr. 14, '07. 90w. (Re-
view of v. 4.)

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 111. F. 23, '07. 1560w.
(Review of v. 4.)

Beazley, Charles Raymond. Dawn of mod-
ern geography. 3v. ea. *$6.75. Ox-
ford.

V. 3. A history of exploration and geograph-
ical science from the middle of the 13th to the
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Beazley, Charles Raymond—Continued.
early years of the 15 Lh century (c. A. D. 1260-
1420). In it the autiior tails of the great in-
land-trade pioneers and of tne daring cnallenge
that they made for the "open door" in Hind
and Cathay.

"Mr. Beazley's work is most timely. It is

without doubt the best that has yet appeared
on the subject. It is not only a work belonging
to geographical literature, it has an import-
ant place in historical literature. Such a work
serves Well to impress the importance of his-
torical geography, an importance which receives
commendable recognition in the European
countries, but which we in America are slow
to appreciate." E. L. Stevenson.
+ -I Am. Hist. R. 12: 869. Jl. '07. ISOOw.

(Review of v. i.)

"The most interesting and easiest to master
of the series." G. Le Strange.
+ + Eng. Hist. R. 22: 573. Jl. '07. lOSOw.

(Review of v. o.)

"The form and arrangement of the book un-
doubtedly leaves something to be desired. Af-
ter surmounting a long list of abbreviations
and corrections, a very ill-knit preface, and an
introduction which readls like an after-thought,
th(! reader flounders heavily amid footnotes,
sui)plementary notes, appendix notes, and bib-
liographical notes. The references are often
rather bewildiering, and one misses a capable
summary at the close. One is eas-ily reconciled
to ihe lumbering of the wheels by the novelty
of the oiutlook and the strange v'sion of these
outlandish regions, so seldom x^enetrated by
modern book."

-I Lend. Times. 6: 98. Mr. :'9, '07. 2860w.
(Review of v. 3.)

"In the completion of his great work Mr.
Beazley has done and more than done for the
middle ages what Bunbury did for ancient
times in his 'Ancient geography.' "

-f + Nation. 85: 330. O. 10, '07. 750w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

"A credit both to him and to his university."
+ + Nature. 75: :M3. F. 7, "07. 2410w. (Re-

view of V. 3.)

"A work which will be the standard authority
in Engli-sh on a very important subject." C>tus
C. Adams.

H- 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 2S1. My. 4, '07. 2030w.
(Review of v. 1-Z.)

Beck, Otto W. Art principles in portrait
photography, composition, treatment of
background, and the processes involved
in manipulating the plate. **$3. Baker.

7-19429.
The "good straight photography" descended

from Daguerre is elevated into the realm of
art away out of the "lifeless groove" into which
"commercialism has enslaved it." "In the
treatise before us, Mr. Beck has shown, by de-
scription and pictorial illustration, that if cre-
ative work is to enter into photography it must
be possible to make on the negative a line of
any character and to control the light and shade
with the facility of one who paints. In fact,
his illustrations show that those powerful re-
sources of the graphic arts, light lines and.
dark lines, can be made on the negative as
readily as on paper and canvas." (Dial.)

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 159. O. '07.

"The book is worthy of perusal by amateur
as well as professional photographers."

+ Dial. 43: 68. Ag. 1, '07. 270w.

"Mr. Beck's 'principles' are generally very
good, but we cannot say as much for his prac-
tice."

-i Nation. 85: 241. S. 12, '07. 380w.
"Mr. Beck's book is the work of a man who

knows pictures for their full value."
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 446. Jl. 13, '07. 310w

Becke, Louis. Adventures of a supercargo.
t$i.5o. Lippincott. W6-J35.

"Reminiscences of a happy-go-lucky wander-
ing along quiet French byways. . . . The dog
furnishes most entertaining diversion all along
the way, but so does Jimmy Potter, with his
sophomoric proclivities; Mrs. Basker, with her
mania for 'doing things cheaply' at somebody
else's expense . . . and a dozen other quaint
and interesting personalities tihat stand out
with ieniarkable distinctness, considering the
highly unconventional mode of their introduc-
tion."—N. y. Times.

"Delightfully humorous sketches. Fortunately
Mr. Bocke'.s love of fun is tempered by dis-
cretion."

+ Int. Studio. 31: 334. Je. '07. 90w.

"Doubtless there is little to be said for these
casual and garrulous sketches, except that they
are unusuallv readable."

-I Nation. 84: 567. Je. 20, '07. 250w.

"Not the kind of book of which it is possible
to give outliaes (<r digests, since its very beauty
and charm consist in its utter disregard of se-
quence or logic or of any substantial subject
inatter, but every chapter is a fresh delight to
an appreciative mind, and the whole quite rec-
onciles even Mr. Becke's old acquaintances to
his taking a 'day off,' as it were, from his
bounden duty in regard to the South Seas."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 283. My. 4, '07. 560w.

Becke, Louis. Settlers of Karossa Creek
and other stories of Australian bush
life. il. t$i.5o. Lippincott.

Three stories of Australian bush life which
reveal the evil in man, a.s old as Adam, pitted
against refining integrity. Here are shown Ihe
crude beginnings of selectors, their trials and
small victories as they battle with the avarice
of men mightier than they.

Beck'with, Clarence A. Realities of Chris-
tian theology; an interpretation of
Christian experience. **$2. Houghton.

6-37867.

An interpretation of Christian experience in
the light of modern intelligence. "His object
is to construct doctrines that are certainly .vi-

tal and real from the facts of life to which
the saints of the Christian ages bear testi-
mony." (Ind.)

"It will carry a ministry of mental, peace and
satisfaction to many earnest thinkers In this
field. It is an interpretation of the Christian re-
ligion in terminology and thought-units that
will be comprehensible to the student of the
present generation. It is a book for the transi-
tion period in Christian theology." Herbert Al-
den Youtz.

-f- Am. J. Theol. 11: 694. O. '07. 1210w.

Reviewed bv George Hodges.
Atlan. 99: 563. Ap. '07. 300w.

"The statement of the author in his preface,
that there is universal agreement that, 'what-
ever the differences of the past or present ex-
planations of Christian belief; the Christian ex-
perience of to-day is essentially the same that it

has been from the beginning.' will hardly "find

so universal an assent as he supposes. Leaving
this fundamental criticism of the method of the
book, we may express our admiration of the
vital way in which Professor Beckwith, with
genuine historical sympathy, has penetrated be-
neath the formal elements of doctrine and has
discovered the essential reality of the great
spiritual issues with which theology deals."
Gerald Birnev Smith.

-I Bib. World. 30: 300. O. '07. 630w.

-I Ind. 62: 98. Ja. 10. '07. llOw.

"The principal themes of the usual doctrinal
systems appear in the discussion, but it can
hardly be said that new light is thrown upon
them."

_; Nation. 84: 154. F. 14. '07. 180w.

R. of Rs. 35: 255. F. '07. 70w.
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Beddoes, Thomas Lovell. Poems; ed. with

an introd., by Ramsay Colles. (Muses'

lib.) *40c. Button.
"This single and handy volume of Beddoes'

poems contains all his published poems, with
the exception of ten, which may be found in

the standard two-volume edition of Edmund
Gosse. It is not conceivable that Beddoes will

ever be popular, yet there will always be a
few who will savor the peculiar mingling of

the gruesome and the beautiful that runs thru
his dramas, and who will not be deterred by
his Incoherence. His most famous play,
'Death's jpst book.' is best described as a mix-
ture of Webster and John Ford, mitigated by
'Festus' Bailey."—Nation.

"Since Dr. Gosse's edition is not to be had
by all, we offer a hearty welcome to the littl--!

reprint before us, May it sell far and wide,
and bring Beddoes many new admirers."

+ Acad. 72: 360. Ap. 13, "07. 1780w.

"Mr. Colles's introduction, though rather
carelessly written, gives a good many interest-
ing facts about his obscure life, and he has
been at considerable pains to produce a correct
texi "

-I- Lond. Times. 6: 209. Jl. 5, '07. 2160w.

Nation. 84:360. Ap. 18, '07. 120w.

-1- Sat. R. 104: 334. S.' 14, '07. C80w.

Beebe, C. William. Rird: its form and func-
tion. **$3.S0. Holt. 6-37592.

De,scriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"But not only is this volume crowded with
new and interesting facts: it is also profusely
illustrated, and most of these illustrations are
extremely good." W. P. Pycraft.

-f -f Acad. 72: 431. My. 4, '07. 1050w.

"Written in so interesting a style ss to be
enjoyed hv the general reader as well as by
the specialist."

-1-
-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 6. Ja. '07.

"Each chanter is the work of the born lec-
turer, holding the attention of Ms audience
from beginning to endi. suggesting liere. illus-

trating there, and ailway.^ stimulating the ap-
petite for further investieation."

-I- -I Ath. 1907. 1: 293. Mr. 9. 1700w.

"Of substantial merit and nermanent value
for every lover and student of denizens of the
air."

-f + Dial. 42: 19. Ja. 1, '07. 370w.

"Mr. Beebe's style is In itself pictorial: but
in clothing his facts with 'living interest.' aa
he says in his preface, he occasionally passes
the boundary line between warrantable de-
duction and pure fancy. Considering the wide
field covered, actual errors are infrequent."

+ ^ Nation. 83: 566. D. 27, '06. 850w.

"The book will take ajid hold a distinct place
in the literature of the sub.iect for it is quite
original and stands alone. His book is of world-
wide interest."
+ + Nature. 76: 489. S. 12, '07. 820w.

"Side by side with a perfection of scientific

detail, Mr. Beebe fans to a vital flame an
exquisite appreciation of the ethical value of

bird life."

4. J- N. Y. Times. 12: 236. Ap. 13, '07. 730w

"It thus covers ground that has been but lit-

tle worked. Here and there slips occur. The
book abounds in information and represents a
large amount of original work." F. A. L.
4- + I— Science, n.s. 25:142. Ja. 25, '07. 920w.

"It Is with real satisfaction that we recom-
mend a book which is thoroughly popular, very
suitable for youthful naturalists, and at the
same time scientific."

+ + Spec. 98: 1035. Je. 29, '07. 530w.

Beebe, C. William. Log of the sun: a
chronicle of nature's year; with 52 full-

page il. by Walter King Stone; and
numerous vignettes and photographs
from life. **$6. Holt. 6-41017.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This is one of the best nature-books we
have had from America."

H- 4- Acad. 72:118. F. 2, '07. 210w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 38. F. '07.

"He has imagination and a keen sense of ex-
tracting the artistic from matters of fact, but
he never allows these accomplishments to dis-
tort the truth."

-I- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 19. Ja. 12, '07. 880w.

-I- 4- R. of Rs. 35: 116. Ja. '07. 170w.

"This is a beautiful book, and good to read."
-f- Spec. 98:96. Ja. 19, '07. 200W.

Beeching, Rev. Henry Cnarles, and Nairne,
Alexander. Bible doctrine of atone-
ment. *$i. Button.

These six lectures, five of them by Dr. Beech-
ing, were given in Westminster abbey. Three
of them trace the idea of atonement as it ap-
pears in the Old Testament, and three treat
the New Testament aspects of the subject.

"All riecturesj are interesting and easily read.
Prof. Nairne's lecture is a valuable piece of
exposition, but Is not such easy reaJdlng as the
rest of the volume."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 382. My. 30. 160w.

"The treatment Is popular, but In touch wltn
the results of modem investigation."

-1- Bib. World. 30: 239. S. '07. 40w.

"When we get to what he rightly calls 'the
very centre of the subject' . . . we have a
feeling of disappointment, a feeling that after
all Dr. Beeching has failed to take us to the
centre. We believe Dir. Beeching to be true
and correct so far as he goes, but we believe
that he has not gone far enough or deep
enough; he has given us but part of the doc-
trine of the atonement."

H Sat. R. 104: 460. O. 12, '07. 36&W.

"A short book upon the atonement which
ehall be at the same time learned and popu-
lar, will, we are sure, be eagerly read by many
persons whose views in regard to this difH'^

cult doctrine have become unsettled as a re-
sult of tecent criticism. Such a book lies bo-
fore us at the present moment."

-t- Spec. 99: sup. 645. N. 2, '07. 210w.

Beer, George Louis. British colonial poli-

cy, 1854-1865. **$2. Macmillan.
7-30451.

A work which in presenting the British co-
lonial policy from 1754 to 1765 covers the fun-
damental cause of the revolution. It is a work
which "has not for its purpose the glorifica-

tion of revolutionary patriots or motives, but
which Is content to view the facts of the pe-
rioid as facts." (Ind.)

"We commend this book to persons who de-
sire a fairer view of the ultimate causes of

American independence."
+ Ind. 63: 1061. O. 31, '07. 310w.

+ J. Pol. Econ. 15: 570. N. '07. 2z0w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 678. O. 26, '07. 720w.

"This is a book that Fourth of July orators
will have to reckon with, sooner or later."

+ Outlook. 87: 748. N. 30, '07. lOOw.

Beet, Joseph Agar. Manual of theology.

*$2.75. Armstrong.
"Professor Beet's 'Manual o<f Christian the-

ology' expounds the views on the intermediate
state which brought him into difficulty with the

English Methodists some years ago, but other-

wise it follows well-worn paths to conclusions

which are now familiar and trite."—Ind.
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Beet, Joseph Agar —Continued.
"Dr. Agar Beet s is, no doubt, a good specimen

of its class, but its main result is only to afford
one more proof, if such were needed, of the
futility of this kind of literature."

h Acad. 73: 278. Mr. 16, '07. 290w.

"The value of Dr. Beet's work—and it has
consiidcrable value—lies in its minute knowl-
edge and skilful use of the words of the Bib-
lical writers, and in the systematizing of the
thoughts he finds in those words."

+ Ath. 1907, 1:438. Ap. 13. 500w.

"The religious tone of the treatise prevents
it from being a dry compendium ni proof-texts.
But one who has accepted the historical method
of studying the Bible will be unable to use the
book for anything more than an expression of
Dr. Beet's own convictions." Gerald Birney
Smith.

H Bib. World. 30: 77. Jl. "07. 430w.

Ind. 62: 98. Ja. 10, '07. 40w.

H Nation. 84:176. F. 21, '07. 200w.

Outlook. 84: 892. D. 8, '06. 320w.
"We cannot follow his expositions, but we

mav say that they are characterised by lucid-
ity and moderation."

4- Spec. 97: 686. N. 3, '06. 70w.

Begbie, Harold. Penalty. t$i.5o. Dodd.
7-14251.

A story whose plot rests upon a woman's de-
termination to have a certain bishop remstate
iier :n English society. By means of the theft
and later the loss of a certain book, she
planned to show to the world that this bishop
now aspiring to the archbishopric of Canter-
bury formerlv belonge-d to a secret order that
was proselyting for the Roman Catholic
church. "There results a comedy of errors
whicn in the end very narrowly escapes be-
coming a tragedy." (Bookm.)

"A novel of umqusstionable cleverness."
-h — Ath. 1906. 2:61c. N. 17. 220w.

"The welcome feature ... is a distinct orig-
inality of theme. Taken altogether, a very
readable volume, full of veiled irony, and plain-
ly written with a certain underlying serious-
nesr, of purpose." Frederic Taber Coopter.

+ Bookm. 2h: 286. My. '07. SOOw.
-L N. Y. Times. 12: r.'S. My. 25, '07. 190w.

"The dignity and serious tone of the boc^k
make it ai;itp worth while "

-I- Outlook. 86: 117. My. IS. '07. 160w.

Belcher, John. Essentials in architecture:

an analysis of the principles and quali-

ties to be looked for in buildings. *$2.

Scribner.
"E'verybody who wishes to be able to distin-

guish between a good building and a bad. to
recognize at a glance the best and worst points
of the houses he passes in the street, is under
a debt of deep gratitude to Mr. Belcher."
(Acad.) "Dividing the work into four main
parts, entitled respectively principles, qualities,
factors, and materials. Mr. Belcher discourses
pleasantly on each, illustrating the points he
makes by reference to well-known buildings."
(Ath.)

"Uncompromising in his denunciation of vital
defects, Mr. Belcher is as broad-minded as he
is sound in his judgments, and his book is re-
markably free from whims, fads, and that ir-

relevant mass of fuss and metaphysics which
Ruskin in later yeacs detected in his 'Seven
lamps.' "

-f- + Acad. 73: 769. Ag. 10, '07. 1030w.
"The interest of the book lies less in the cor-

rectness or otherwise of the principles formu-
lated than in the intimate view of architecture
presented, which is not that of the historian or
the art critic, but one of the practising archi-
tect."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 277. S. 7. 370w.

"Every line is pregnant with interest alike to
the cultured general reader and to the pro-
fessional student, whose attention is called to
those first principles and ultimate ideals which
he is apt to overlook in the maze of practical
details."

+ + Int. Studio. 32: 335. O. '07. 190w.
"One has only to regret the too obvious ana

every-day tone of the criticism. It is an odd
fault to find with a book devoted to analysis

—

but one does really long for a little more sub-
tlety, a little finer splitting of liairs, and here
and there something unexpected."

H Nation. 85: 216. S. 5, '07. 500w.
"It is as to contents only a fair average spec-

imen of a class of historical 'rewrite' (to use a
newspaper term) of which there has been an
oversupply of late."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 557. S. 14, '07. 280w.

Bell, Gertrude Lowthian. Desert and the
sown; a record of travel from Jericho
through the unfrequented parts of
Syria to Antioch. *$5. Dutton.

7-35188.
'"r'he book describes the converse with all

sorts of Syrians enjoyed by Miss Bell on a
journey through the country east of Jordan to
the Jebel-ed-Drflz, and thenoe, by Damascus,
Homs, Hama. Aleppo, and Antioch. to the coast
of IskenderUn." (Ath.) "We get stories of
shepherds and men-at-arms as they 'passed
from lip to lip round the camp fire, in the black
tent of the Arab and the guest chamber of the
Druze, as well as the more cautious utterance
of Turkish and Syrian officials. ' She eschews
politics, and points out that the wise traveller
in Syria will avoid being drawn into the mesh-
es of the Armenian question. . . . Much of her
time was given to archaeological matters, but
they are not her chief consideration in this
book." (Sat. R.)

"It is not too high praise to say that the
book before us is the most charming addition
to the literature of travel that has been pub-
lished for many years—we had almost said, and
we think we should be justified in saying, for
many decades."

-f- -f Acad. 72: 210. Mr. 2, '07. 2460w.

"A most delightful account of travel in Syria
in which the author shows a wide knowledge
of desert lore and desert peoples, of archaeol-
ogy and Asiatic politics, an unusual power of
description, which, together with a keen sense
of humor and fine dramatic touch, conveys the
who'.e scene in a quite remarkable way."

-I- -f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 95. Ap. '07.

"But after a searching criticism this book re-
mains one of the best of its kind that we have
ever read. A valuable map is appended, but,
ala.s! there is no index."

-f -I Ath. 1907, 1:159. F. 9. 1540w.

"The author has m.ade a distinct contribution
to the literature of travel, and has put her
name far ':p on the list of women who have
written good travel-books." H. E. Coblentz.
+ -\- Dial. 42: 391. Je. 16. '07. 67aw.

"One thing is wanting: M1ss Bell has not
sufficiently absorbed the medieval associations
of Syria "

+ -i Lond. Times. 6: 28. Ja. 23, '07. 2510w.

"I cannot ouote it all and uinless all is quoted
vou have lo.st the better rart."

-f- -i- Nation. 84: 437. .My. 9, '07. 1020w.

_l_ + N. Y. Times. 12: 156. Mr. 16, '07. 240w.

"A book of unusual atmosphere and charm."
-f-

-L Outlook. 86: 75. My. 11, '07. 530w.

"A charmingly written, fully illustrated ac-
count."

+ Sat. R. 103: 276. Mr. 2, '07. 270w.

"An enchanting example of travel literature.

To her power of describing scenery and people,
and of recording the living talk of men who,
though they belong to the wilderness, have
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shrewd and capable brains. Miss Bell adds a
wide knowledge of archaeology and a sound in-
stinct for the politics of Asia."
+ + Spec. 97: 253. F. 16, '07. SOOOw.

Bell, John Keble (Keble Howard, pseud.).
The Smiths: a comedy without a plot.

t$i.so. McClure. 7-16483.
"It is a simple, agreeable story of the lives

of two affectionate and well-behaved people from
the day when they come back from their wed-
ding journf y and begin housekeeping in a snug
suburban cottage, to the time when they be-
come grandparents."—N. Y. Times.

"Mr. Keble Howard has shown us again his
keen insight into ordinary human nature and
with his svTTipathetic touch has brought to the
surface valuable jewels from unsuspected
SOUl'CCS

'*

4-' Acad. 70: 140. F. 10, '06. 320w.

-f Ind. 63: 343. Ag. 8, '07. I90w.

"The record of two honest young people who
marry on a small income and lead ihe unin-
spired life of the solid British middle class, may
be quite as tiresonie in print as it appears in
its suburban villa."— Nation. 85: 188. Ag. 29. 'C7. 170w.
"Mr. Howard is not only in earnest, but he

has also an old- fashioned, tender reverence
which is refreshing- at a time when that high
quality has become somewhat rare. His people
are fairly representative of the Ijest members
of that great, sterling middle class which at all

periods has been the safeguard of English social
life."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 337. My. 25, '07. 450w.
""We are warned that the Smiths are neither

superior nor fashionable, but it would have
been more kind to warn us that they are abso-
lutely uninteresting. We object to the inference
that superiority and fashion are required in or-
der to be interesting."— Outlook. 86: 340. Je. 15, '07. 60w.

"Many a persort who is genuinely depressed
by the mere sight of a suburb from a train

-

window, and who would be utterly bored by
half an hour's companionship with the Smiths
in real life, will find himself oddly interested in
Mr. Howard's little story, until he comes to the
love a,ffairs of Phyllis, when the conversations
become tedious."

H Sat. R. 101: 210. F. 17, '06. 200w.

"The story of 'The Smiths of Surbiton' is not
told witli any distinction of literary style or
any subtlety in the analysis of the human heart.
The want of literary artifice in the treatment
makes it therefore obvious that the approval
with which the book has been greeted is due
solely to its subject."

h Spec. 96: 226. F. 10, '06. 460.W.

Bell, Lilian. Why men remain bachelors,
and other luxuries. **$i.25. Lane.

6-38991.

A group of half humorous half philosophical
essa^ys which deal with such subjects as The
management of wives, The management of hus-
bands, The luxury of being stupid, How men
propose. The broken engagement. Modern moth-
ers, etc.

-f- N. Y. Times. 11: 810. D. 1. '06. 220w.

"These very personal little essays are amus-
ingly frank, and clever in a journalistic way,
but they have none of that delicacy of form

—

and spirit—which pleases the artistic sense."
-1 Outlook. 84: 1084. D. 29, '06. 60w.

R. of Rs. 35: 116. Ja. '07. 30w.

Bell, Malcolm. Old pewter. (Newnes' lib.

of the applied arts.) *$2.so. Scribner.
W6-139.

Contains little if any new information but
deserves recognition on account of the numer-
ous carefully chosen illustrations.

"His various brief .chapters show a consider-
able matitery of. and love for, his subject. One
of the weak points of the letterpress is the
'ITseful booics of reference,' a list which occu-
pies only a single page immediately before the
index. The only works named in this insignifi-
cant li.st that deal with church pewter are
wrongiv cited."

-I Ath. 1906, 1: 803. Je. 30. 550w.

-f- Int. Studio. 30: 186. D. '06. 6aw.
"Treats its subject verv successfullv."

H- N. Y. Times. 11:179. Mr. 24, '06. 420w.

Bell, Nancy R. E. Historical outskirts or
London. **$2. McClure.

"Mrs. Bell conducts her readers on a tour of
the places situated on the fringe of London,
recalling the historic associations in which they
abound and noting the changes they have un-
dergone down to the present time when these
once isolated hamlets and townships have be-
cop".e practically merged in the great metropo-
lis." (Int. Studio.) Highgate, Hampstead, Wool-
wich, Epping Forest, Epsom, Fulham, Ham-
mersmith, Greenwich and other places are de-
scribed with interesting anecdotes of people
wJ'.ose history is associated with them.

"The general reader should be glad to have
so much put before him in a compact and read-
able form. The 'proofs' have occasionally been
badly read."

-^ Ath. 1907, 2: 478. O. 19. 240w.

"The book should not fail to stimulate In-
terest in these time-honoured spots."

4- Int. Studio. 32: 336. O. '07. 160w.

N. Y. Times. 12:666. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Bell, Nancy R. E. Meug'ens (Mrs. Arthur
George Bell) (N. D'Anvers, pseud.).
Picturesque Brittany; il. in col. by Ar-
thur G. Bell. *$3.5o. Button. 6-35603.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-^ Ind. 61: 1398. D. 2l, '06. 70w.

"The charm of her writing enti.-ely dispels
from her pages, full of carefully-acquired in-
formation as they are, that suggestion of the
guide-bO'Ok which is not always inseparable
from works of this kind."

+ Int. Studio. 30:278. Ja. '07. 170w.

"The truth is that writers like Mrs. Bell do
not possess a tithe of the information neces-
sary to draw a real picture of Brittany."

h Sat. R. 103: 686. Je. 1, '07. 720w.

Bellamy, Charles Joseph. Wonder chil-

dren, their quests and curious adven-
tures. t$i.5o. Macmillan. 6-38395.

Here are quests that frequently terminate
where the rainbow touches the earth, and
which permit the wanderer children to open the
bags of gold and live in peace forever after.

Ind. 61:1408. D. 13, '06. 17w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 822. D. 1, '06. 70w.

"The material is not new and the use of it

is not marked by any especial charm."
1- Outlook. 84: 793. N. 24, '06. 40w.

R. of Rs. 34:765. D. '06. 20w.

Belloc, Hilaire. Hills and the sea. *$i.50.

Scribner. 7-i34o6.

"Mr. Belloc's book opens with one marvelous
sea voyage and ends with another, while the
intervening pages are occupied with observa-
tions of places and persons encountered along
untraveled paths of EJngland, France, Spain, and
countries which are not named and whose iden-

tity only the initiated can recognize. There Is

Information, too, strewn through these pages-
information that some day may serve as foot-

notes to more s6rious and less personal books
of travel."—N. Y. Times.
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Belloc, Hilaire—Continued.
"It Is in tense narration, touched with fan-

tasy, that his strength lies."

+ Acad. 71: 659. D. 29. '06. 390w.

"None the less, if not wholly a satisfactory
boolc. this is a book that is filled with a tine

spirit and has no slovenly writing in it, and
has many p;i^.sMj<es of pellueid and admirable
prosp often diveoc and simple as Bunyan's. At
its besi ... it has radiiance and prusto. both
very rare qualities, ar.d a ple;iRant v<rayside

Bofrovian flavour."
-^ Lond. Times. 5: ?.r,2. O. 19, "06. 1310w.

+ Nation. 83: 554. D. 27, '06. 320w.

"The book abounds in sweetness and light,

and one must be something more than human
or something less not to fmd therein some con-
genial and sympathetic message—possibly

many."
+ N. Y. Times. 11: 850. D. 8, '06. 260w.

"It is because these sketches contain so
much g-Qod matt'^r that their failings are wor-
thy of note. The faults are mainly faults of

manner, and it must be admitted that as the
excellencies seem for the most part clup to

French inlluences, the badnesses are solidly

BritinTiio."

-I
Sat. R. 102: ToO. N. 3. 'Oi;. RlOw.

"He has none of the serious and brooding
passion of Mr. Conrad. He sneers at all that

he does not understand, whereas the other

writer is reverently silent. He postures and
swaggers, and. for all his hatred of imperialism,

betrays much of the boastful 'mafficking* spir-

it which he repudiates. He falls into manner-
isms and catch-words which weary us from
their repetition. And yet he has the ,

charm
against which all criticism Is powerless."

^ Spec. 97:889. D. 1. '06. 370w.

Belloc, Hilaire. Historic Thames. *$6. Dut-

tcn.

"Mr. Belloc . . . severely avoids the Thames
of the pleasure seeker, and deals almost ex-
rlusivelv with the place of the river in the

topograJDhical and commercial system of eRrly

England, as well as incidentally, but at g:-eat

length, with the dissolution of the Thames-
side monasteries. From this branch of his sub-

ject he is lead, by digressions worthy of Vic-
tor Hugo, to the family history of the Crom-
wells. Mr. Belloc writes as an anti-Protestant,

and even gives some slight colour to the pop-

ular belief that a curse follows the possessors

of abbey lands."—Ath.

"With all its faults of omission 'The historic

Thames' is a thoughtful and stimulating essay

—

in the strict usage of the word. The publishers

have made a bad mistake in sending out this

volume without maps or plans. No good word
can be said of the illustrations; many of them
are very badly drawn." W. T. S.
— + Acad. 72: 599. Je. 22, '07. 1240w.

"Mr Belloc's letter-press may disturb the

ordinary Thames public, and is perhaps too

good for its place. The drawings have little or

nothing to do with it, and are chieflv of scenes

attractive to the artist, without special connex-

ion in his mind with history."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 634. My. 25. 390w.

"In spite of the evident efforts to the contrary

he b«>oomes involved in the tangle o* the

Tharoes's history with that of England and ends

in a tedious recital of the destruction of the

monasteries, which has little to do with his

subject." May Bstelle Cook.
— + Dial. 43: 119. S. 1, '07. 180w.

"Naturally his book will call down reproba-

tion from certain high quarters, but it can not

by any one be denied the qualities of interest

and vivacity." ^^ „,„
-^ Nation. 85: 39. Jl. 11. '07. 810w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 376. Je. 8, '07. 70w.

-I- -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 745. N. 23, '07. 530w.

"While he has performed his task with thor-

oughness and conscientiousness he has missed,
whether purposely or not, it is impossible to

say, the tone of romance and aesthetic deUght
whiich one naturally expects with ttiis subje'ct."

H Outlook. 86: 790. Ag. 10, '07. 170w.
"Mr. Belloc's book is a serious contribution

to liistory. Tiie illustrations are very attrac-
tive, but they do not illustrate the book, and
they are arranged, or scattered about, with a
more than usually provoking irrelevance."

-j Spec. 99: 26. Jl. 6. '07. 340w.

Bement, Alburto. Peabody atlas: shipping
mines and coal railroads, in the central
commercial district of the United
States, accompanied by chemical, geo-
logical and engineering data. $5. Pea-
body coal CO., 125 Monroe St., Chicago.

Maps 7-25.
In which are set forth conditions in the coal-

carrying railways and their relations to the
coal mines. "The atlas contains some valuable
information and illustrations on smokeless fur-
naces and smoke prevention, analysis of com-
bustion gases and improvements in boiler de-
signs."—Engin. N.

"To the investigator in this field, the statis-
tics of the various bituminous mines and con-
tributing railways throughout the central
states, which is given in this atlas, should be
of as great value as they also are to the vari-
ous dealers for whom the book will serve the
purpose of a trade directory."

-f- -h Engin. N. 57: 308. Mr. 14, '07. 120w.

Benham, W. Gurney. Book of quotations:
proverbs and household words. $3. Lip-
pincott.

A -collection of quotations from British ca 1

American authors, ancient and modern, with
many thousands of proverbs, familiar phrases
and sayings, from all sources, includSng He-
brew. Arabic, Greek, Latin, French, German,
Spanish, Italian, and other languages.

"The collection shows an advance on those
available, including material from more re-
cent authors, and from some now adorning or
amazing the world with their pens. A fairly
thorough search has convinced us of the gen-
eral suitability and accuracy of the English sec-
tion. The section of miscellaneous quotations
and other odds and ends is good, but we are
unable to praise the various lists of foreign
quotations."
+ -\ Ath. 1907, 1: 222. F. 23. 1230w.

"We know of no other book of the kind that
contains .so much matter, and we can heartily
1 eeommend it as an addition to the reference
shelf."

-I- + Dial. 43: 322. N. 16, '07. 130w.

-I- + Nation. 85: 397. O. 31, '07. 180w.

"Upon the whole, while it is not to be ex-
rected or desired that the new book will super-
sede the old [Bartlett], it may vt^ry conveniently
supplement it, and is very well worth having,
if one may say so without applying to it the
only real test, that of habitual use."

-f -i- N. Y. Times. 12: 745. N. 23, '07. &30w.

"A .slight examination will show that a good
deal of original research has been employed in

the work. The arrangement, classification, and
indexings of the book are all comimendable."
+ -f- Outlook. 87: 497. N. 2, "07. 170w.

+ -I- Spec. 98: 297. F. 23, '07. 190w.

Benjamin, Charles Henry. Machine design.

*$2. Holt. 6-45053.

"A text-book for the use of students, and
while very useful for that purpose is not com-
plet'^ enough for the requirements of the prac-

tical df^slgiKT. . . . The principal things in the

book which are valuable are the results of ex-

periments performed on various springs, jou?

nalo, flv-wheels, etc."—Engin. N.
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"ft has the fault that i? coniTnon to most
books bearing its title; that is, It covers only a
small part of the subject." Amasa Trowbridge.

-I Engin. N. 57. S6. Ja. 17, '07. 250w.

"The faults of the book are faults of omis-
sion rather than of commission; to a large ex-
tent the matter given is original and cannot
fail to be of great value to designers of ma-
chinery. The analytical treatment of some of
the problems dealt with is both nev.^ and In-
genious. We have noticed a few slips, but
they are mostly unimportant."
+ H Nature, 76: 534. O. 3, 'OT. 500w.

Benjamin, Charles Henry. Modern Ameri-
can machine tools. *$5. Button.

7-33555-
A book written from the purchaser's point

of view which gives "a good outline of tho
principal characteristics of modern machine
tools, as manufactured in the United States,
the various points in which they differ, the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of different styles,
and some data in regard to their capacity and
performance." (Engin. N.)

"The book is a valuable one and well worth
consulting. There is, however, one important
fact to be remembered which lessens the value
of the book to the buyer of machine tools and
that is the impossibility of getting the latest
and best information from a book. In this
case, it would be safe to say that this book is

now two years behind the times." W: W. Bird.
-j- + — Engin. N. 58: 77. Jl. 18, '07. 390w.

Bennett, Enoch Arnold. The ghost: a
novel. '"$1.50. Small. 7-24288.

"The Ghost" by. the author of the fantastic
"Hugo" "is an exciting story of opera singers
and railway accidents and channel-boat disas-
ters and trapdoors and revenge and jealousy
that is strong enough to be carried beyond death,
and of love that triumphs even over such fatal
jealousy."—Acad.

. "Whether his mood be fantastic or serious,
his work is always first-class, and though' his
output is enormous, signs of haste are never
apparent in the writing or construction."

-H Acad. 72: 143. F. 9, '07. 160w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 378. Je. 15, '07. 150w.
Sat. R. 103: 274. Mr. 2, '07. 220w.

Bennett, Enoch Arnold. Hugo; a fantasia
on modern themes. $1.50. Buckles.

6-41708.
One feels that Mr. Bennett fairly slaps his

canvas with a Kipling brush of comet's hair.
The result is a fantastic, panoramic "impro-
visation." "Hugo is proprietor of an immense
shop in London. He falls in love with a mil-
liner in one of his Innumerable 'departments.'
Sihe weds another, is pursued by a thirdi, of-
ficially dies, is bereft timely of her spouse, and
returns in due season to life and Hugo." (Na-
tion.)

"He never makes an attempt to modify or
explain: he piles improbability upon improba-
bility with calm assurance, and mortars it all
together with clever little facts and truths In
a style which is always restrained and neat,
and by its very lack of ornaments convincing."

+ Acad. 70: 92. Ja. 27, '06. 360w.
"The plot has been deliberately and cunning-

ly designed to sustain the reader's excitement
from chapter to chapter, and, this being ad-
mitted as the author's aim, the book may fair-
ly be pronounced a success."

+ A\h. 1906, 1: 131. F. 3, 210w.
"It Is all very absurd and pleasant; all the

more so that the writer appears to be regard-
ing his own fable with merely good-humored
toleration."

H Nation. 84: 61. Ja. 17, '07. 160w.
"An Italian novel with the plot laid in the

sixteenth century Is tame In comparison, and
though Mr. Bennett has used all kinds of In-

congruously modern stage machinery along
with his melodramatic characters, he does it

with a seriousness that seems to bridge the
difficulty."

-^ N. Y. Times. 12: 11. Ja. 5, '07. 440w.
"The book, in fine, is an amusing skit on the

vastness of modern commercial enterprises;
but in it Mr. Arnold Bennett has by no means
touched the level of his delightful comedy, 'A
great man.' "

-t--— Spec. 96: 152. Ja. 27. '06. 360w.

Benson, Arthur C. Alfred Tennyson.
* **$i.50. Button.

"Mr. Benson thus formulates his object in the
present volume: "(1) I have given a simple nar-
rative of the life of Tennyson, with a skelch
of his temperament, character, ideals, and be-
liefs; (2) I" have tried from his own words and
writings to indicate what I believe to have
been his view of the poetical life and character;
(3) I have attempted to touch the clMef char-
acteristics of his art from the technical point
of view, here again as far as possible using
his own recorded words."

"A quiet sympathy, a genial appreciation,
pervades the book and makes it most enjoyable,
even inspiring, reading."

+ Dial. 43: 320. N. 16, '07. 380w.

"Few readers, Indeed, Dne would say, can reac:

the volume without deriving from it both a
clearer and a higher estimate of it.s subject than
they had before."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 726. N. 16, '07. 650w.

Benson, Arthur C. Altar fire. **$i.so. Put-
* nam. 7-32854.
Wholly reflective "this volumie contains, in

the form of a friend's diary, Mr. Ben.'on's con-
clusions upon many things, from the doctrine
of the atonement to the Browning letters, but
chiefly on the processes of personal religious
life." (Ind.)

"One feels there is a message, but hardly
formed and loosely articulated and lacking the
virile note One cannot but wish the book a
larger reading than its somber monotony iNill

invite."

H fnd. 63: 1117. N. 7, '07. 310w.

"To his usual characteristics, with which the
public is well acquainted by this time, his new
volumes add a rather unexpected extension of
scope."

+ Ind. 63: 1229. N. 21, '07. 310w.

N. Y. Times. 12:654. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"This generation can hardly have loo many
books of this temper put into its hanSs."

+ Outiqok. 87: 767. D. 7, '07. 560w.

-H -t- R. of Rs. 36: 759. D. '07. 120w.

"As an artistic whole 'The altar fire' suffers
from the use of too ambitious a scone. The
book is sure of a large and respectful public;
but the remnant of reactionaries, the classical
people whose eyes have been dazzled by gazing
upon the sun, will still see patent blots in Mr.
Benson's work—if indeed it is Mr. Benson and
not the mask which comes between."

H Sat. R. 104: sup. 5. N. 16, '07. 980w.

Benson, Arthur C. Beside still viraters.

**$i.25. Putnam. 7-15922.

"Meditations and recollections of a man who,
after a busy life, settles uown mto a kind of
epicurean seclusion from the world. 'He found
a small, picturesque, irregularly-built house
crushed in between the road and the river,

which, in fact, dipped its ver>- feet in the
stream.' . . . Could a better lodge be found
for a recluse w^ho likes to season his diays of

solitude with an occasional dinner in Hall with
his old college friends! And presently the col-

lege takes him back into its fold, while the
house by the waters as kept as a place of re-
treat and quiet work."—Nation.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 159. O. '07.
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Benson, Arthur C.—Continued.
"IL IS dittiLult to writ'j so completely intro-

spective a booiv as this. We wonder at the
end of it how we have interested ourselves with
it for so lorg, till we re/lfct on Mr. Benson's
easy flow of undistracting: thoughts, raised
.iust a little above commonplace by a certain
sanity or breadth of view which no doubt is a
gospel in itself."

J- Ath. 1007. 1: 539. My. 4. 330w.

"Thise who have enjoyed the chann of 'From
a collegre window,' with sweet spirit, lofty
thought, and exquisite tenderness expressed in
limpid delightful English, will find a similar
treat in Mr. Benson's present work."

+ Cath. World. 86:117. O. '07. 470w.
"Notv/ithstanding a tendency to repitition

and undue elaboration—a conspicuous lack of
epigrammatic terseness.-—this book is the rip-
est, thoughtfullest, best piece of work its au-
thor has yet produced."
-f -^ Dial. 42: 344. Je. 1. '07. 350w.

"Gives us a scholar's philosophy of life."

-I- Ind. 63: 1117. N. 7, '07. 700w.

+ Lit. D. 35: 61. Jl. 13, '07. 160w.
"Mr. Benson's polished prose and his mas-

tery of style and language serve only to throw
into bolder relief the thmness of the sub-
stance."

-I Lond. Times. 6: S4. Mr. 15, '07. 1060w.
"Remind one of 'The private papers of Hen-

ry RyeorofL,' .graceful and wise and sober, a
delightful refres'nment in the bustle of modern
literature, but lacking in the last incalculable
touch of style and insight that make Gissing's
book so memorable."

-1 Nation. J;4: 411. My. 2, '07. 330w.

Reviewed by A. I. du P. Coleman.
+ Putnam's 2: 615. Ag. '07. 360w.

R. of Rs. 35: 760. Je. '07. 120w.

Benson, Arthur C. From a college window.
**$i.25. Putnam. 6-17648.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by Horatio S. Krans.
-!-

-t- Putnam's. 1:560. F. '07. 1060w.

Benson, Arthur C. Gate of death; a diary.

**$i.25. Putnam. 6-43770.

The author says that the book Is not a
treatment of death "the saddest, darkest, most
solemn, most inevitable, most tremendous
fact in the world." It is merely "the record of
the sincere and faltering thoughts of one who
was suddenly and unexpectedly confronted
with death, and who. In the midst of a very
ordinary and commonplace life, with no deep
reserves of wisdom, faith, or tenderness, had
just to interpret it as he best could."

"Naturally a .great deal in the book will not
be agreed with by Catholics; but, making al-
lowances for this, we must say we have here
a book of more than ordinary interest and pow-
er."

+ •! Cath. World. »5: 111. Ap. '07. 2G0w.

Current Literature, 42: 196. F. '07.

2460w.

"He has great power of attention and analy-
sis, a great Interest in ideas, and considerable
culture, and In addition he Is master of an
easy and picturesque style; so that he has no
ulfCiculty in putting upon paper what he feels
and thinks and sees. What he seems to lack
as an artist Is power of selection."

H Lond. Times. 5: 346. O. 12, '06. 1290w.

"A work not of didactic effect, but of slng^u-
larly pure and elevated sentiment; of melan-
choly In the old sweet sense."

-t- 4- Nation. 83: 560. D. 27. '06. 560w.

Putnam's. 1: 768. Mr. '07. 190w.

R. or Rs. 35: 760. Je. '07. 120w.
4 Sat. R. 103: 531. Ap. 7, '07. 300vv.

Benson, Arthur C. Memoirs of Arthur
Hamilton, B. A. of Trinity College,
Cambridge, extracted from his letters
and diaries, with reminiscences of his
conversation by his friend Christopher
Carr of the same college. $1.25. Holt.

The Qulet story of the life of a "thorough-
going determlnlst who was still faithful to the
voice of duty, still striving upwards," who
trusted "in an Invisible all-ruling Father who
really was ordering the world In the smallest
details when He seemed to be ordering It least
and who wished the best for His children." It
Is a character study with a moral, for Arthur
Hamilton "in spite of every trial and every
rebuff, preserved at heart a serenity that was
not thoughtlessness, a cheerfulness that was
not hilarity, a humor that was not cynicism."

"It is a curious piece of Intellectual dissec-
tion and has many of the graces of style that
characterized the author's recent volumes."

4- Lit. D. 34:469. Mr. 29, '07. 460w.

Reviewed by A. I. du P. Coleman.
-i- Putnam's. 2: 615. Ag. '07. 160w.

R. of Rs. 35: 760. Je. '07. 120w.

Benson, Arthur C. Upton letters. *$i.2S.
Putnam. 5-34654-

Descriptive note in December, 19015.

R<;viewed bv Horatio S. Krans.
4- 4- Putnam's. 1:560. F. '06. l660w.

"We nonestly thank him for painting his por-
trait so well. It is good work no less than a
good likeness. The touch is firm and easy; the
treatment broad and yet very delicate. There
are a few patches of prettiness which should
be painted out; but they do not much mar the
effect of the whole."
4- -I Sat. R. 103:144. F. 2, '07. 1670w.

Benson, Edward Frederic. Paul. +$1.50.

Lippincott. 6-37196.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is a puiTDOSfcless book and an unpleasant
one. Its interest suddenly drops at the half-
way point, like an underdone loaf of cake, and
what is meant to be its most soiem« chapter
is mori' apt to provoke a desire to laugh."
Frederic Tab.-^r Cooper.— Bookm. 24: 487. Ja. '07. 540w.

Current Literature. 42: 345. Mr. '07.

660w.
"Ho celiberately constructs the first half ot

his plot in such a way as to produce the maxi-
mum of irritation, tiot to say resentment.'-
Herbert W. Horwill.

-1 Forum. JS: 542. Ap. '07. 1260^.

"Escaped by a hair breadth writing a novel of
the first rank."

4- Ind. 132: 46. Ja. 3, '07. 340w.

"The individ^uality and distinction of phrase
are maintained, but the obtrusive 'smartness*
which marred the first novel ['Dodo'l has been
carefully eliminated."

-^ Lit, D. 34:105. Ja. 19, '07. 210w.

Benson. Rev. Robert Hugh. History of
Richard Raynal: solitary. $1.25. Her-
der.

"The story purports to be the translation of
an ancient Latin MS., discovered by Father
Benson in a library of Rome, and containing
an old English priest's account of a young sol-

itavv, who lived somewhere near London in the
earlier part of the fifteenth century."—Cath.
World.

"The rare nualities of Father Benson's mind
find here their perfect expression."

4- Acad. 70: 229. Mr. 10, '06. 400w.

"The nuaint ijeauly of the archaic style

adortcd by Father Benson in his recital is be-
yond praise." „« „ „

4- 4- Cath. World. 84: 412. D. '06. 340w.
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Benson, Rev. Robert Hugh. Mirror of Shal-
ott, being a collection of tales told at

an unprofessional symposium. *$i.25.

Benziger. 7-21227.

Fourteen stories which a group of Reverend
Fathers told, one tale each evening. They are
largely gathered from their professional exper-
iences and concern incidents which cannot be
explained without recourse to the supernatural.
The evil spirit which was exorcised, the man
who offered himself for his brother's unbelief,
the artist whose art founded on corruption was
lo.st when he regained his faith, these and the
others have the charm of the unusual.

"There is one that suggests a better capacity
on Mr. Benson's part as a writer than anything
else we have read from his pen."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 7S9. Je. 29, 310w.
Cath. World. 8G: 257. N. '07. 210w.

"In truth, qualities that are admirable else-
where rather prevent Mr. Bensoa from telling
his tales so as to excite the feelings which peo-
ple, whatevc-r their faith, cherish for the super-
natural. He is too surefooted, too painstaking.
His method is too robust to deal with such in-
tricate and at the same time poignant emotions;
he sots everything in order, tells you how the
basket chair clicked, and what happened next,
and works out the situation methodically with
the desire clearly to get at the truth. But it is a
great matter that every story makes an im-
pression of sincerity and intelligence."

H Lend. Times. 6: 189. Je. 14, '07. 500w.
"Father Benson, lilce the other brilliant sons

of the late archbishop, is a fluent and spirited
writer."

-f- Nation. 85:167. Ag. 22, '07. 730w.
"The author displays in the narration a skill

as subtle and as charming as his imagination
has been subtle and weird in the conjuring up
of incidents. Each narrator is distinctly individ-
ualized by the character of his experience and
his manner of telling it."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 457. Jl. 20, '07. 460w.

"Father Benson's language comes as near as
language can to making his readers realize by
analogy spiritual experiences which are incapa-
ble of being translated into the words and
phrases of a material world."

+ Spec. 98: 1038. Je. 29, '07. 380w.

Benson, Rev. Robert Hugh. Papers of a
pariah. **$i.25. Longmans. 7-14565.

"The 'Pariah' is an actor, who has been ed-
ucated how-ever at Rugby and Oxford, and the
'papers' reveal the mental process by which
he finally arrived at the Catholic faith." (Acad.)
"Their point of view is of one who regards
the Catholic church from without not from
within, though with a favourable eye."

"If only he could bestow his style, and hu-
maneness, and cl.-'arness of exposition on con-
verts we would wish him many of them as the
result of this brilliant little book."

+ Acad. 72: 314. Mr. 30, '07. 140w.

"The tennr of the reflections witnesses to a
deeply religious nature and the aesthetic temper-
ament, reminding one of the books of Huys-
mans, though displaying more of the religious
and less of the aesthetic than did that strange
Frenchman."

+ Cath. World. 85: 542. Jl. '07. 780w.
" 'The papers of a pariah,' while they will

appeal to religious zealots of the Roman Cath-
olic faith, and, to a certain extent, to all who
are deeply interested in discussion of abstract
creeds, loses in literary value by virtue of these
very tendencies. The discussion, moreover, is
one of sentiment rather than of reason, an ar-
gument of dreams rather than of realities."
Florence "Wilkinson.— N. Y. Times. 12: 350. Je. 1, '07. 490w.

"The reader will note that in the early part
of the book emphasis is laid on the u.achange-
ableness of the teaching in the Roman church,
wliile later this argument is dropped in favour
of development."— Sat. R. 104:276. Ag. 31, '07. 210w.

+ Spec. 98: 804. My. 18, '07. 330w.

Benziger, Marie Agnes. Off to Jerusalem.
*$i. Benziger. 6-36010.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Thougli she modestly refuses to enter into
competition with othtr pens, which have de-
scrilied the scenes through which she has
passed, she e\ inces good capacity for observa-
tion and for describing wiiatever came under
her notice."

-f- Catli. World. 84:837. Mr. '07. 230w.

Bergen, Joseph Y., jr., and Davis, Bradley,
M. Principles of botany. $1.50. Gmn.

6-35475.
Following an introduction devoted to a def-

inition of botany and its subdivisions, the sub-
ject is treated in three parts, viz., 1, the
structure and physiology cf plants, 2, The
mwrphology, evolution and classification
of plants, and 3, Ecology and economic bot-
any. Part 2 is Dr. Davis' portion of the work.

"While the book as a whole is too heavy for
the average high-school work, it will be almost
Indispensable els a reference work because of
its large amount of information, its abundant
illustrations, and its helpful suggestions as to
the significance of structures and their re-
lationship to one another."
+ + Bot. Gaz. 43: 64. Ja. '07. 720w.

H- Nation. 83: 380. N. 1, '06. 440w.
"The book can be confidently recommended

to students and teachers, and the latter will
find the arrangement well worthy of consid-
eration."

+ Nature. 76: 124. Je. 6, '07. 200w.
"The whole revision has been toward greater

precision and succinctness of statement, and
has resulted in a more scliolarly work." I. N.
Mitchell.

-I- + School R. 15: 305. Ap. '07. 850w.
"To 'touch the high points' and yet to keep

up the connection between them is the difficult
task of the writer of an elementary text-book.
In some portions of the book before us this
has been accomplished, while in others a good
deal of matter has been admitted which might
well have been left out." Charles E. Bessey.
+ -\ Science, n.s. 25: 144. Ja. 25, "07. 780w.

Bernhardi,. Frederick von. Cavalry in fu-
ture wars. *$3. Button. War 7-19.

"This book was written at the outbreak of
the lat(? war in fc'outh Africa. ... In the
course of the jiist lew chapters, Gen. Bern-
hardi analyzes the functions of tiie cavalry as
modified by the changes that have occurred
sini;e the war, and later explains the diflicul-
ties wiiich in the future will confront all cav-
alry operations unless the cavaliy leader and
his men liave been 'perfected down to the min-
utest detail.' "'—N. Y. Times.

"His views are entitled to more than ordinary
consideration, even though in all his conclusions
we may not concur. Perhaps there is no other
German soldier so well equipped for handling
this subject." Peter C. Hains.
+ H Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 606. N. '07. 440w.

"This book will be read by soldiers, but is

needed by a wider public."
^- + Ath. 190G, 2:573. N. 10. 1360w.

-I- + Lond. Times. 6: 26. Ja. 25, '07. 560w.

"Gen. von Bernhardi's . . . rank and expe-
rience entitle his views to great respect, the
more from the earnestness with which he pleads
his cause. Barring a few slightly obscure pas-
sages, and a faint trace here and there of Teu-
tonic roughness, Mr. Goldman's translation Is
smooth and flowing."
+ + Nation. 84: 479. My. 23, '07. llOw.
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Bernhardi, Frederick von —Continued.
N. Y. rimes. 11:875. D. 35, "06. 290w.

"An exhaustive summary."
H- + N. Y. Times. 12: 257. Ap, 20, '07. 70w.

R. of Rs. 35: 3S3. Mr. '07. 50w.

"It may fairly be called the last word on the
subject." Grcv Scout.
+ + Sat. R. 103: 197. F. 16. '07. 1310w.

Bernhardt, Sarah. Memories of my life: be-

ing my personal, professional, and so-

cial recollections as woman and artist.

**$4. Appleton. 7-34323-

The whimsical, rhapsodical, patriotic woman
of temperament is revealed in almost every
line of these memories. The autobiog-raphy
"exhibits the true woman in clearer relief than
it does the largely mythical superwoman whom
it labors to depict. Rich as it is in minor de-
tails and vivacious descriptions it adds but lit-

tle to the common knowledge of the career of
the best advertised actress in the world."
(Nation.)

"In her very characteristic and brightly en-
tertaining memoirs we have on every page the
Sarah Bernhardt of the stage, the eccentric and
versatile woman of genius, very much as she
is already known to the world." Percy F.
Bicknell.

+ Dial. 43: 279. N. 1, '07. 2150w.

"Self-revelations such as these give, as we
think, a real documentary value to this first

volume of Sarah Bernhardt's memoirs, though
no doubt the general reader will prefer the nar-
ratives of travel and adventure wherein 'ev-

erything appears to be turning around in a
mad farandole. "

+ + Lond. Times. 6: 324. O. 25, '07. 16O0w.

"One of the most successful books ever writ-
ten. To tell the plain truth, the monstrous
egotism of the book greatly weakens the pleas-
urable impression created by its vivacity. Its

cleverness, and its abundance of interesting
material."
+ _| Nation. 85: 403. O. 31, '07. 1140w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"An invaluable addition to the library, dra-
matic and otherwise." Anna Marble.

4- + N. Y. Times. 12: 733. N. 16, '07. 2230w.

-f -r Outlook. 77: Gil. N. 23, '07. 210vv.

Besant, Walter. Mediaeval London, v. 2:

Ecclesiastical. *$7.50. Macmillan.
This second volume of the posthumous work

of Walter Besant on "The survey of London"
treats of the ecclesiastical life, institutions and
Influence of the Norman and Plantagenet cen-
turies. The first eight chapters deal with the
rise of London's municipal government.

"When the nature of the material permits
the story is unfolded with agreeable literary ef-
fect. We notice here and there a lack of ref-
erences, usually associated with a passage of
minor historical importance. These pages form
a good example to tesselated history."

+ - Acad. 72:113. F. 2, '07. 1610w. (Review
of v. 2.)

"There are various heedless and more or less
incorrect statements in the general description
of ecclesiastical London, apart from the reli-
gious houses. The accounts of hermits and an-
chorites, as well as of pilgrimage and sanctu-
ary, are insufiicient. But enough of adverse
criticism has been offered. We cannot help
thinking that if Besant had lived a little long-
er, this portion of his work would have been
revised by him or by friends who were compe-
tent to aid him."

h Ath. 1907, 1:157. F. 9. 1710w. (Review
of V. 2.)

"Sir Walter Besant's 'Mediaeval London' has
unfortunately, found no more capable editor
than his 'Lon'dlon under the Stuarts' and his

•London in the time of the Tudors.' The illus-
trations are for 'the most part of real value."
G

1- Eng. Hist. R. 22:206. Ja. '07. 310w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"It is largely a work of paste and scissors,
and they have not been applied with intelli-
gence." M.

h Eng. Hist. R. 22:832. O. '07. 4i0w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

"It is impossible to regard this volume as a
work which Sir Walter Besant would have pre-
sented to the public in anything like its pres-
ent form"

h Nation. 84: 548. Je. 13, '07. lOOOw. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

"We seieet a single passage for quotation, not
only because it is significant in itself, but be-
cause it gives, we think, a fair idea of the
broad and readable way in which this work
treats what many might expect to prove a dry-
as-dust. anliQuarian record—words which pre-
cisely describe the exact contrary of the pres-
ent volume."

-I- + Outlook. 85:374. F. 16, '07. 580w. (Re-
view of v. 2.)

"Is s-ure to take its place among popular
works on the subject."

-i- Sat. R. 103: sup. 4. F. 23, '07. 190w.
(Review of v. 2.)

H- Spec. 98: sup. 115. Ja. 26, '07. 920w.
(Review of v. 2.)

Bevier, Isabel. The house; its plan, deco-
ration and care. (Library of home eco-
nomics.) *$i.25. Am. school of home
economics. 6-41738.

"In the early chapters on the development of
tlie house, domestic architecture is shown to
be closely allied to the larger problems of state
and nation Chapters on house plan-
ning, construction, decoration and furnisning,
and the care of the house follow, and from
their, maj' be obtained much useful information.
Throughout the book emphasis is laid upon ap-
propriateness, beauty and simplicity of form and
color. The boolv is suggestive to the home
builder; plans, materials and cost and the va-
rious subdivisions of these are taken up con-
cisely. The home-cperator will find here defi-
nite suggestions concerning fabrics and furnish-
ings, their cost and durability."—Ann. Am.
Acad.

"Valuable because of its consideration of ba-
sic principles, and of conditions attainable by
tiie average householder."

-}- A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 160. O. '07.. S.

"For its size this little book contains a great
deal of that which tends to raise the'standards
of the householder and to make the home the
real center of national life which the author
claims should be its real purpose."

+ Ann. Am, Acad. 29: 63^. My. '07. 280w.

Bevier, Isabel, and Usher, Susannah. Home
economics movement, pt. i. *7Sc. Whit-
comb & B. 7-5679-

A three-part discussion including Home eco-
nomics in agricultural colleges and state uni-
versities. Cooking schools, and Home econom-
ics In the public schools.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 95. Ap. 07.

Bible. Gospel of Barnabas; ed. and tr. by
I,onsdale and Latira Ragg, with a fac-

simile. *$5,.25. Oxford.
This manu.script was probably written in the

middle of the sixteenth century. It is a "rather
carpless sixteenth century copy, made by a
Venetian scribe, of an earlier and apparently
Tuscan document."

"The editors deserve the greatest praise for the
thoroughness and skill with which they have
performed their task. They have been extreme-
ly careful in editing the text, and they have
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supplied an excellent translation, for it is ac-
curate and reads as if it were an original work.
They have also written a good introduction,
which contains all the information that the
reader requires."

+ + Ath. 1907, 2: 230. Ag. 31. 840w.

"It is to be said that the gospel is interest-
ing reading not only because of its doctrines,

as, for example, the view that Paul wrongfully
teaches that Jesus is the Son of God, that
Jesus disclaimed Messiahship, that Mohammed
is Messiah, not only because of the restraint
manifested in the story of the virgin birth, but
also because of the positive beauty of some
of its payings and parables."

-I- + Nation. 85: 261. S. 19, '07. 940w.

Bielschowsky, Albert. Life of Goethe; tr.

by W. A. Cooper. 3v ea. **$3.50. Put-
nam.

V. 2. Thit- volume covers the period from
the Italian journey to the War of liberation,
1788-1815, comprising the last two chapters of

the first volume and the first twelve of the
second of the German edition.

•'Mr. Cooper is an American, and lie writes
lAmerican,' or. at any rate, a dialect of the
Anglo-Saxon tongue, which is often forcible
and picturesque, but is quite as often not pure
English." Rowland Strong.

H Acad. 73: 93. N. 2, '07. ISOOw. (Review
of V. 2.)

"Though Bielschowsky displays remarkable
skill in interweaving critical analysis with per-
sonal details concerning the poet, yet one who
is unfamiliar with the actual works will prob-
ably find the chapters devoted to them a trifle

dull. After all, these defects are really exag-
gerations of a good quality—the desire to enter
into full sympathy with and understanding of
Goethe's point of view."
-f -H — Ath. 1907, 2: 297. S. 14. 600w. (Re-

view of V. 2.)

"In general it seems that here there is a
marked improvement [in the translation]; it is

very faithful and at the same time the English
is usually free from the influence of the foreign
idiom. Occasionally the rendei-ing does not al-

low for the difference in the connotation of the
same word in the two languages."
-f H Dial. 43: 214. O. 1, '07. 470w. (Review

of V. 2.)

"It is to begin with, erudite; one feels con-
fident that the author has sifted the enormous
mass of material accumulated about every step
of Goethe's career. In the metaphysical parts
it is excellent, almost impeccable. We corn-
mend heartily the translation of this work and
recognize its undoubted value; but we must
add frankly that it is in no sense of the word
in the tradition of great literature."

+ + Ind. 63: 514. Ag. 29, '07. 500w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

Reviewed by J. Perrv Warden.
-f -h N. Y. Times. 12: 464. Jl. 27, '07. 2210w.

(Review of v. 2.)

"The work lacks the supreme test of the bi-

ographer as interpreter. In this respect this

'Life of Goethe' remains incomplete, but in all

else it is a masterly production. Crowning
merit of a notable achievement, the biography,
with all its scholarly thoroughness, is yet even
better adapted to the needs of the general pub-
lic for which it has been primarily written than
to those of the special student." A. iSchade van
Westrum.
+ -I No. Am. 186: 442. N. '07. 164nw. (Re-

view of V. 2.)

Bierer, Everard. Evolution of religions.

**$2. Putnam. 6-42349.

"The particular animus of the author is

against the doctrine of. the trinity, which as-
sumes altogether too large a place in his sur-
vey of the development of religious doctrines."
—Putnam's.

' js amateurish in character, unreliable in
statement of fact, incomplete in outlook, and
disproportionate in consideration of the phe-
nomena under discussion."— Ind. 62: 742. Mr. 28, '07. 70w.

"Shows an excellent spirit, and the greater
part of its material is taken from good sources.
The title, however, is too large for the con-
tents, and the book suffers somewhat from the
author's insuflicient acquaintance with the
general history of religions."

-i Nation. 64: 222. Mr. 7, '07. 50w.

"Although its author, under his limitations
as a layman in the subjects of his criticism,
takes himself rather too seriously, the book is

written with a sincere interest for a devoutly
spiritual religion, and for this is commenda-
ble."

h Outlook. 84: 939. D. 15, '06. 250w.

Bigelow, Edward Fuller. Spirit of nature
study: a book of social suggestion and
sympathy for all who love or teach
nature. **$i. Barnes. 7-14642.

"A book of social suggestion and sympathy
for all those wlio love or teach nature." It is

intended to strengthen faith in outdoor educa-
tion.

"In which the author has many effective and
deserved flings at the stupidity and inanity 01

much that passes for the study of nature in

schools and elsewhere." George Gladden.
+ Bookm. 25: 625. Ag. 5, '07. 90w.

"[Suggestions that are] sensible enough, and
their light personal style would make them
effecti\e as informal talks at a teachers' insti-
tute but they cannot be regarded as permanent
contributions to the over abundant literature of
the subject."—

-f- Ind. 62: 1354. Je. 6, '07. 70w.

"The ear-marks of the pedagogue are rather
too prominent for the most enjoyable reading."— Nation. 84: 14. Jl. 4, '07. 220w.

Bigelow, John. Peace given as the world
giveth. **75c. Baker.

The author writes out of the fulness of a
long- experience in state craft and diplomacy. He
views the Portsmouth peace conference in the
light of an "international calamity," and makes
a plea for the "righteousness and -wisdom" of

war.

"A remarkable historical document."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 352. Je. 1, '07. 450w.

Bindloss, Harold. Cattle-baron's daughter.
t$i.5o. Stokes. 6-34082

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"There is some good character drawing but
the book cannot lay claim to artistic merit."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 51. F. '07

Bindloss, Harold. Dust of conflict; with
il. in color by W. Herbert Dunton.
t$i.50. Stokes. 7-7189.

The stormy period just preceding the Spanish-
American war furnishes the setting for this

story. The hero, "hurried out of England un-
der a cloud," is wrecked on the coast of Cuba,
and in that country becomes a leader of some
insurrectionists. "Peril, disaster, and rescue

chase each other in such quick and picturesque
succession as to give the impression of a
grown-up bov's book. . . . The military con-

flicts catry more conviction than the moral one
which sets the story in motion. . . . Yet the

moral dilemma is well enough as a means of

sending the hero to Cuba and the Cuban part is

admirably successful." (Nation.)

Acad. 72:168. F. 16, '07. 310w.

"Not particularly well written but rather

lively in interest."

-f — A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 107. Ad. '07.
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Bindloss, Harold—Continued.
"It is a i-attling good story, told briskly and

with zest. It lacks subtlety, and is not notable
for retinement of diction; but it also lacks dull
pages."

+ Ath. 1907, 1:130. F. 2. 160w.

"It would be hard to find a bo9k which is

so complete a satire on all the faults of the
so-callea 'novel of adventure.' For the sort of
book this present volume tvpifies there is no le-
gitimate use in literature. Probably it will

sell very well, however. ' J. Marchand.— Bookm. i.'5: 4:i9. Je. '07. 1020w.

"A story which is rich in dramatic interest,
and which exhibits remarkable powers of char-
acterization and description." ^m. M. Payne.

+ Dial. 43: 62. Ag. 1, '07. 350w.

"Though of little artistic merit, is exhila-
rating reading." Herbert W. Horwill.

-1 Forum. 38: 549. Ap. '07. 220w.

"The many-sided struggle in Cuba consti-
tutes the strongest part of the novel. In the
main, the characters stand well apart from one
another, and tirmly on their own feet as well."

+ Nation. 5>1:247. Mr. 14. '07. 360w.

"It is a rattling good story exceedingly well
told."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 37S. Je. 15, '07. 140w.
"The book is well written and brisk."

-^ Sat. R. 103:275. Mr. 2, '07. 170w.

Bindloss, Harold. MisL'-ess of Bonaven-
ture. *$T. Fenno.

Cattle raising in the Northwest, its difRculties
and the dangers from man and nature that be-
set it, is the burden of this tale. The Canadian
mounted police figure in the story which com-
bines love, adventure snd practical business. In
the end tne railroad penetrates that wild coun-
try and it finds the rancher hero successful
Loth in love and labor and the frank little mis-
tress of Boraventure happy in her hero and her
prairies.

that aroused the admiration even of the most
exacting foraign critics, and also of those later
manufactories in which was inaugurated the
inevitable decadence." (Init. Studio.) The work
is made complete by a chronological schedule
of English ceramics and sun. index

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Bindloss, Harold. Winston of the prairie.

t$i.5o. Stokes. 7-29150.

The hero of Mr. Bindloss' story of the Cana-
dian northwest is a young man under unjust
suspicion of murder who has traded names with
a man of low caliber and who when he wishes
to return to his own name finds it stained with
crime. This "impersonation of another man
leads to exciting complications, and it is diffi-

cult to see how he is going to extricate him-
self from the false position in which he is

placed. But his services to the little farming
community, which he teaches to win prosperi-
ty out of seeming disaster, are so substantial
that when the hour of disentanglement comes,
he both clears his name and finds condona-
tion for his deception." (Dial.)

"In the wheat-raising region of western Can-
ada, Mr. Bindloss has found a field almost as
virgin to the novelist as to the agriculturist,
and so subdued it to his purposes that his work
will not easily be matched." Wm. M. Payne.

-I- Dial. 4.S: 252. O. 16. '07. 290w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"His doings are sufficiently thrilling to while
away some dull hours, but the book is not well
enough written to commend itself to a reader
of particular taste."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 678. O. 26, '07. 150w.

Binns, W. Moore. First century of Eng-
lish porcelain. *$I2.S0. Lippincott.

6-3aS2i.
After outlining clearly the leading principles

of connoisseurship "Mr. Binns relates with
great minuteness the story of the evolution of
English porcelain, beginning with the founda-
tion of the first factory at Stratford-le-Bow,
and passing thence to consider in chronological
order the various establishments which in
cour.«e of time brought the art to a perfection

H Ath. 1906, 1: 488. Ap. 21. 330w.
"The book will be prized as a real art treas-

ure by its fortunate possessors, quite as much
as for its store of inlormation."

4-
-i Dial. 41:455. D. 16, '06. r>00w.

"A work tliat will be of great value to col-
lectors and connoi.sseurs, as well as to all who
are intoresfed in what may be called the hu-
man side of every successful national indus-
try."

-h -t- Int. Studio. 29: 89. Jl. "O^. 350w.
"While essentially for the collector, the book

is written in (jenerai, popular phrasing, and
the tecnniques of the art, and som.e of its se-
crets are revealed in a pleasantly instructive
manner."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 836. D. 1, '06. 490w.
"The historical side of Mr. Birais' book is

sound as far as it goes; the author has digested
a certain number of text-books, and reproduces
fact?, with a commendable air of spontaneity.
There are some serious omissions in Mr. Binns'
history."
+ -\ Sat. R. 101: 590. My. 12. '06. 1480w.

Spec. 96: 467. Mr. 24, '06. 300w.

Birch, Mrs. Lionel. Stanhope A. Forbes,
A. R. A., and Elizabeth Stanhope
Forbes, A. R. W. S.; v^rith 8 reproduc-
tions in color and 32 other il. *$i.50.
Cassell. 6-45^369.

A monograph from the standpoint of personal
friendship on two living artists. It reflects the
characteristics of two personalities and the
environment in wliich their work has been
done.

"Cont.nins a concise and interesting record,
plea:3antly temp.>rod by anecdote, of the lives
and various works of the two painters of whom
it treats."

-f Ath. 190«, 1: 707. Je. 9. 440w.
"Theie is, indeed, not one dull page in the

book, and the numerous illustrations are thor-
oughly representative."

+ Int. Studio. 29: 272. S. '06. 290w.
"She deserves her readers' thanks for hav-

ing fil'ed the record carefully, while avoiding
the reproach of o\'erexcitement and an exag-
gerated sense of the import of her task."

-f Int. Studio. 30: run 25. N. '06. 710w.

Birdseye, Clarence Frank. Individual train-

ing in our colleges. **$i.7«;. Macmillan.
7-18833

A study of a college student's problems from
the standpoint of the graduate. In his discus-
sion the author deplores the loss of the direct
personal influence exerted by professors and in-
structors over the students of fifty years ago.
He deals with the fraternity question and its
relatf'd problems.

"His book shows more knowledge, clearer vi-
sion, deeper dc-votlon, and more rational hope
regarding the American college, than any other
book we know of." Edward O. Slsson.
+ + Dial. 43: 285. N. 1, '07. 940w.

"Upon his ov/n ground the place In our ed-
ucational machinery which the Greek letter
fraternities have already taken and the higher
place which, thru the influence of their alumni,
they may be made to take, on this ground, M"r.

Birdseye speaks with the authority of the con-
structive reformer and for this reason. If for
no other, his book deserves and should receive
the careful study of every man who has at
heart the welfare of the American coilege." F.
P. Keopol.
H- -f — Educ. R. 34:325. N. '07. 4300w.
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"Thft book is too long-drawn out, and in parts
is repetitious; but it contains much important
material in the form of documents and reports,

as well as of the author's own observations."
4. -^ Nation. 85:281. ». 26, '07. 190w.

•'To make his study effective, the author un-
dertaices tj enter the students college home
life. He searches diligently for facts and deals
frankly and candidly with the facts as he finds
them."

+ R. of Rs. 34: 126. Jl. "07. 170w.

Biruko£F, Paul. Leo Tolstoy, his life and
work. V. I. **$i.SO. Scribner. 6-22384.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"If we are to take . . . Lthe translation] seri-
ously as an attempt to give KugLlsli readers
as "intelligible a narrative as that enjoyed by
rea.iers of the original, we have to point out
thac the work aas been carelessly done, and
that the English reader often finds himself
mystified where the Russian tinds himself en-
lightened. Wlieii in his old age Tolstoy tells
us vviiat he thinks we ought to know of his
reminiscences, 110 one has any right to inter-
pose between him and the English reader.
Eeast of all, has anyone a right to do this
anonymously and secreti.y."

-r — Sat. R. 103; 51. Ja. 12, '07. 1690w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

Bishop, Emily M. Seventy years young, or
The unhabitual vvay. *$i.20. Huebsch.

7-20745-
A sensible outlook on life whose purpose is

"•to put it into the heads' of "its readers that
thej' can add (1) life to their years and (2;
years to their life." The keynote is the admo-
nition to 'keep out of ruts."

"A very suggestive, thought-provoking vol-
ume."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 7&6. D. '07. 40w.

Bisland, Elizabeth. Life and letters of
Lafcadio Hearn. 2v. **$6. Houghton.

6-44374.
"Less than one-fifth of this work contains

the record of Hearn's life. The rest is pure
Hearn—even more intimate than the books he
has written, dealing with the themes which al-
ways moved his imagination. His strange ori-
gin, his troubled boyhood and years of appreH-
ticeship, his pursuit of the weird, the exotic
among tropical peoples, and finally his departure
for Japan in 1890 resulting in permanent expat-
riation, are recorded in more or less brief com-
pass ' Lit. D.

"The facts of his later life Miss Bisland tells
with exactly the brevity and precision with
which such facts should be told. Indeed, it is

a pleasure to feel that too much praise cannot
be given for the ability and reverence with
which she has done her work."
+ + Acad. 72: 88. Ja. 26. '07. 1810w.

"It is certain that no letters reveal more viv-
idly or subtly the inner feeling—the essence, one
might say—of the writer, than do these."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 9. Ja. '07.

Reviewed by Paul S. Reinsch.
+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 30:607. N. '07. 1230w.

"Perhaps the VvOrthiest thing to say of these
two volumes of some nine hundred pages is

that there is not a page too much. Indeed,
one page mor-i would have beo:n welcome

—

containing a bibliography and a glossary of
Japanese woids."
4- H Ath. 1907, 1: 126. F. 2. 2170w.

"It Is certain, at any rate, that this vivid,
affectionate, one might almost say motherly,
record of Hearn's fugitive and feverish life af-
fords a view ol him in more illuminating con-
sonance with the quality of his work than any
that has been offered by his friends of his own
sex." Ferris Greenslet.
+ + Atlan. 99:261. F. '07. 7490w.

Reviewed by Harrison Rhodes.
-i- Bookm. 2:j: 73. Mr. '07. 1990w.

Current Literature. 42: 49. Ja. '07.

"It would be Impossible to give in a few words
^l^y'^^'^^i^^i^ impression of the rare quality
of the letters that make up the larger part otthis book. It Is impossible to read them and not
feel acquainted with the writer—with the realman behmd the mask." Frederick W. Gookin

-r -h Dial. 41: 448. D. 16, '06. 2370w.
-i- + Ind. ()2: 560. Mr. 7, *07. &00w.

-f- Ind. 63:1230. N. 21, '07. 130w.
"No reader of Hearn's books can do without

this work.
+ + Lit. D. 33: 855. D. 8, '06. lOOw.
"In these days when our shelves are crowdedwith trivial biographies, it is rare to come

across a book so full ot human interest sosuggestive, so valuable as a contribution to^istory as the 'Life and letters of L.aifcadio

+ + Lond. Times. 6: 52. F. 15, '07. 1410w.
"Of the biographical chapters. It Is possible

to speak with praise, while admitting consider-
able reservations. Unquestionably these letters
of Hearn's are among the most interesting thathave appeared for a number of years—probably
the most valuable since the publication of Fltz-
Gerald's."
-h H Nation. 83; 464. N. 29, '06. 1350w.
"The most entertaining, self-revealing, even

fascinating literary correspondence published
since the death of Robert Louis Stevenson."
James Huneker.

-I- + N. Y. Times. 11: 803. D. 1, '06. 2380w.
Reviewed by Olivia Howard Dunbar.

+ No. Am. 184:417. F. 15, '07. JS60w.
"His letters are good to read because they

are hearty, spontaneous, lacking In all those
reticences and poses with which we are faanil-
lar in the correspondence of literary persons ofminor note." H. W. Boynton.

+ + Putnam. 1: 636. F. '07. 500w.
+ + R. of Rs. 35: 254. F. '07. llOw.
+ + Sat. R. 103: 174. F. 9, '07. 2050w.
-'r + Spec. 98: 501. Mr. 30, '07. 1530w.

Bittinger, Lucy Forney. German religious
life in colonial times. **$i. Lippincott.

7-12674.
An interesting account of the general course

of ecclesiastical life among the Germans In
America during the Colonial era. The subject
is treated under the headings. The Separatists,
The church people. The Moravians, The Meth-
odists, Tile German cliurches during the Revo-
lution, and it is dealt with In a purely historic-
al manner.

"Her work shows much care and pairis, and
full sympathy with its subject."

+ Nation. 84: 498. My. 30, '07. lOOw.

+ Outlook. 85: 525. Mr. 2, '07. 200w.

Bjorling, Philip R., and Gissing, Frederick
T. Peat: its use and manufacture.
**$2. Lippincott.

A practical account of the different methods
of preparing peat for commercial purposes and
the uses to which peat can be applied. A sub-
ject which is claiming more attention as the
American coal supply diminishes.

"It is doubtful if there is possible a more
comprehensive view of the field in a small vol-
ume than is given in this one. The material Is
of course largely compiled, but with more de-
tail than one would think possible."

+ + Engln. N. 58: 425. O. 17, '07. 460w.

-f- Nature. 76: 562. O. 3, '07. 1020w.
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Black, Rev. Hugh. Listening to God: Ed-
inburgh sermons. **$i.25. Revell.

6-42404.
Biief sermons by the professor of practical

theolog.v in Union seminary.

life "fiuite apart from his poetry, his painting
and liis my.sticism, and full of human inter-
est."

"The sermons are not brilliant, but they arc
manifestly the expression of the personality
and experience of the preacher. And that after
all is the only preaching that counts." Theo-
dore G. iSoares.

+ Am. J. Theol. 11: 711. O. '07. llOw.

"The sermons are full of ideas, witliout being
in the least sensational, and cannot fail to stim^
ulate thought."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 438. Ap. 13. llOw.

Ind. (jl: J 572. D. 27, '06. 40w.
"Some of theai put fresli points to their

texts, :.Lnd all of them are characterized by sim-
plicitv. earnt-sLtioss, and moral vigor."

-i- Outlook. Kl: .91. N. 24, '06. llOw.

Blackmar, Frank Wilson. Economics; new
ed. *$i.40. Macmillan. 7-12998.

A new edition which extends bibliographies
and brings its tables down to date.

"In preparing his book on economics, the au-
thor has obviated both of these generai criti-

cisms by stating his problems in a clear and in-
teresting manner, and by placing on the mar-
ket a text book which is both elementary
enough and cheap enough to be accessible to
average beginners."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 150. Jl. '07. ISOw.

"Beyond being simply and well written, the
book is without any very marked distinguish-
ing characteristic. Its presentation of the doc-
trine of socialism in chapter 8 is excellent."

j- bduc. R. 33; 535. My. '07. 70w.

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 376. Je. '07. 50w.
"The whole is a moderate and common-sense

exposition of the subject, not always set out in
the happiest terms."

-i Spec. 99: sup. 646. N. 2, '07. llOw.

Blair, Emma Helen, and Robertson, James
Alexander, eds., and trs. Philippine is-

lands, 1493- 1898. 55 V. ea. *$4. Clark, A.
H. 3-6036.

Descriptive note for series in December, 1905.

"Theie is no other comprehensive treatment of
this subject to compare with it. It is a most
praiseworthy piece of editorial work." Jajnes
A. LeRoy.
-f -I-

J Am. Hist. R. 12: 912. Jl. '07. llOOw. (Re-
view of V. 39-46.)

-t- f Ind. 63: 878. O. 10, '07. lidvw (Review
of v. 39-50.)

Blaisdell, E. Warde. Animal serials. **$i.
CroweJl. 6-34712.

In which animals are drawn to exiiress the
"foiblrs. fauties. wtaline.sses, and conceits that
are noticeable in human bc'ngs."

JO uon-59lloo Su!JiOAOad-q:n!ui pu-c anbiun v.,
<iro)i drawing. '

-i- Arena. Zl: 33:i. Mr. '07. TOw.

-I- Dial. 41: 397. D. 1, '06. 140w.

Blake, Mary Elizabeth. In the harbour of
hope. **$i.25. Little. 7-37236.

A volume of verse by one to whom Dr. Holmes
once said, "You are one of the birds that must
sing." Her poems touch upon religion, nature,
liumanity and ideals, and voice the sturdy yet
peaceful notes of the simple life.

N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Blake, William. Letters: together with a
life by Frederick Tatham; ed. from the
original manuscripts by Archibald G.
B. Russell. *$2. Scribner. 7-15910.

From all the material furnished in this 'life

and letters" one gathers a story of Blake's

"A collection of letters as complete as it

can be made at present." A. Clutton-Brock.
-f-

-1- Acad. 71:524. N. 24, '06. 900w.
"No more simple and straightforward letters

were ever written, nor any in which an inti-
mate ecstasy has found such immediate ex-
pression. The other part of Mr. Russell's
book, tlie life of Frederick Tatham, is of no
literary value, but is invaluable as a docu-
ment."

-h -f- Ath. 1906, 2: 611. N. 17. 910w.

-I- Lend. Times. 6:12. Ja. 11, '07. 120w.
"Mr. Russell's introduction is written from

large knowledge, and is a really valuable es-
say on Biake as an artist."

-f + Nation. S3: 533. D. 20, '06. 350w.

+ + Outlook. 85: 527. Mr. 2, '07. 150w.
"Thesf letters give us a better idea of the

man than any biographv."
-I- + Sat. R. 2b2:10S. D. 8, '03. 500w.

"Mr. Russell has made amends for some
want of editorial judgment by restoring the
true re.acing in one line of poetry, misprinted
in Gilchrist, and consequently in every edition
of the poems."

^ Spec. 97: 826. N. 24, '06. 680w.

Blanchard, Amy E. Four Corners in Cali-

fornia. t$i.5o. Jacobs 7-30093.
In which the four Corners go on a trip to

California where new scenes and experiences
call forth all their young enthusiasm. There
are bits of instruction which the young reader
may cull from the story.

Blanchard, .Amy E. Three little cousins.
(Little maid ser.) t$i. Jacobs. 7-28974.

One from England, one from the east and one
from the west, three little cousins meet for
the first time at their aunt's cottage by the
sea. This story tells of the good times they had
during a summer together.

Bland, Edith (Nesbit) (Mrs. Hubert Bland).
Railway children; with drawings by C.
E. Brock. t$i.5o. Macmillan. 6-34371.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Told with something of the humor and
originality of tne 'Would-be-goods' but over-
drawn, inclined to sen.sationalism, and not
.aearlv so good."— A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 80. Mr. '07.

'•It must ])e confessed, however, that the in-
cidents in 'The railway children' are quite as
conventionally melodramatic as in many of
the American stories."

-I R. cf Rs. 34: 763. D. '06. 270w.

Bland, Edith (Nesbit) (Mrs. Hubert Bland).
Story of the amulet; with 48 il. by H.

R. ^ilillar. $1.50. Button. 7-3:^330.

"Here we have what we may call 'Alice in

Wonderland in excelsis.' A family of children,

whose father has gone as a war correspondent,
while their mother is on a health voyage, dis-

cover a wonderful creature called a Psammead.
By his help, together with the amulet which
figures in the title, they are transported to

various scenes in the past, after the fashion
of the king who lived a life while he was dip-

ping his head in a pail of water. They go to

pre-dvnastic Egypt, when palaeolithic man was
in the Nile valley; they see Babylon, whos?
queen has an opportunity of expressing her
views about .social conditions in London: they
see the vanished Atlantis, and Julius Caesar
when he was In Britain, and then, by a back-
ward leap, a Pharaoh, one of the special de-
votees of the Amen-Ra."—Spec.

"A delightful book, destined to be read and
re-read bv (or to) her small admirers."

-I- Acad. 71: 608. D. 15. '06 70w.
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"Children who like fairy tales will enjoy the
book and unconsciously aciiuire a certain
amount of knowledge."

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 206. N. '07.

"Characteristic of E. Nesbit are skillful de-
lineation of childish individuality and facility
in charging the most impossible situation with
a current of sweet reasonableness, and these
features distinguish 'The story of the amu-
let."

"

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 653. N. 24. 70w.

"Very delightful book which is interesting for
old as well as young."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:618. O. 12, '07. 130w.
"A fascinating narrative, and one which has

beneath the surface a gentle satire and also a
kindly human sympathy."

+ Outlook. 86: 256. Je. 1, '07. 180w.

+ Sat. R. 102: sup. 8. D. 8, '06. 70w.

"The general result is a very clever extrava-
ganza, which an intelligent young person will
hardly be able to read without acquiring, un-
consciously, or even against his or her will, a
certain amount of knowledge."

+ Spec. 97: sup. 658. N. 3, '06. 200w.

Bland, Hubert. Letters to a daughter.
*$i.25. Kennerley.

"A staid book of imaginary letters" in which
the writer "instructs a young woman in tliat
mysterious art. In which all that is subtle, all
that is heautitui, all that is morbid, all that
is delicate, all the all of all, cftn be expressed

—

the art of being a woman." (Acad.)

-L Acad. 71: 40G. O. 20, '06. 22&w.
"He -Irags iOpicuranism over the ultimate

precipice of cynicism, and it is only because
he c!iots it with liunior and an eyeglass that
we forgive him. Our admiration in any case
mjust follow him."

-i 'Ath. 190'3, 2: 654. N. 24. S50w.
"One thing Alexa's father did not have, and

that was keen sense of humor, a thing hardly
to be forgiven in a letter writer."— N. Y. Times. 12: 253. Ap. 20, '07. 400w.
"They are eminently readable. How far the

instruction they contam is suited to the age of
thei»- supposed recipient—a girl of nineteen

—

is another matter."
1- — Spec. .'37: 52i). O. (IS, '0-6. 1940w.

Blunt, Reginald. Paradise row; or, A
broken piece of old Chelsea. *$3.S0.
Macmillan. 7-25145.

Bting the curiouS' and diverting annals of a
famous village s^trcet newly destroyed, together
with particulars of sundry notable persons
who in former times dwelt there, to which are
added likt,nesses of the P'rinoipal of them and
their sc-veral hojses; the whole collected and
presented by RoginaJci Blunt.

"Our author's stylo does not always please
us, and is Eometimes complicated."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 616. N. 17. 480w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 857. D. 8, '06. 300w.
"He tells his story very agreeably."

+ Sat. R. 102: 780. D. 22, 06. 220w.

Boardman, Rosina Cox. Lilies and orchids.
*$2.5o. Cooke. 7-24620.

"A guide to those interested in this partic-
ular branch of floral and botanical study, and
is of use also to all lovers of wild flowers. The
flo%ver families are illustrated by specimens
chosen mainly in the United States east of the
Rockies, but with a few also from Canada and
California."—Outlook.

"The color-studies are notable for their ex-
quisite tints and faiiliful reproduction of the
originals."

+ + Outlook. 86: 526. .Tl. 6, '07. 90w.

Boigne, Comtesse de. Memoirs of the
Comtesse de Boigne; ed. from the
original ms. by M. Charles Nicoullatid.
*^^$2.50. Scribner. 7-21749.

V. 1. "This new collection covers the period ex-
tending from the last days of the old monarchy,
through the revolution and the first empire, to
the restoration of the Bourbons by the allied
sovereigns of Europe. . . . The pages are filled

with lively reminiscences and amusing anec-
dotes in which figure all the famous folk .of this
wonderful time, men and women distinguished
in society, politics, and literature, from Mine.
Recamier and Lady Hamilton to Guizot and
La,martine, from Liafayette to Mme. de Stael."
—N. y. 'limes.

"A timelv and attractive publication.'.'

-I- Dial. 42: 380. Je. 16, '07. 60w.

-1- Nation. 84: 595. Je. 27, '07. 190w.

"A really unusual book."
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 410. Je. 22, '07. 60w.

V. 2. "The reminiscences of the Comtesse are
continued during the Hundred days. Napoleon's
return from Elba, the events of Waterloo, and
the restoration down to the year 1819. During
this period the Comtesse returned to England
v.'ith her father, who was French ambassador.
Anecdotes of the English court and aristocratic
society abound, and much criticism of English
manners and customs, pointed by comparisons
with French social and political life, makes
highly entertaining reading."—Sat. R.

"Thipse memoirs are exactly what memoirs
should be— to be of value and interest. No at-
tempt is made to write history; there is noth-
ing pretentioua about them, nothing dull."

-f- + Acad. 72: 532. Je. 1, '07. 1340w. (Review
of v. 1.)

"A volume which, while here and there open
to doubts as to accuracy, is everywhere attrac-
tive."

_| Ath. 1907, 2: 64. Jl. 20. 116'Ow. (Review
of V. 1.)

Reviewed by S. M. Francis.
-I- Atlan. liOO: 492. O. '07. €10w. (Review of

V. 1.)

"The translator, modestly anonymous, has
succeeded in giving to his version the agreeable
effect of an original work." Percy F. Bicknell.

+ + Dial. 43: 84. Ag. 16, '07. 1630w. (Review
V. 1.)

"This second vK>lume is inferior in interest to
the first, owing to the lesser importance of its

subject-matter."
-j- Ind. 63: 1376. D. '5, '07. 700w. (Review
of v. 2.)

"This volume is one of exceptional readable-
ness."

-f + Lit. D. 35: 271. Ag. 24, '07. 24S0w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"The Comtesse de Boigne is a good talker,

and we cannot have too much of her. Slie is

not as piercingly clever as Madame du Deffand,
or as steely in her philosophical content as
Madame Geoffrin, or as sensitive as Madame
de Beaumont, or as sensible as Madame d'Epi-
nay. But she is what the frontispiece tells us

—

a .shrewd, sagacious, witty, unexaggerative
i'Tenchwpmrin, with "enough heart to serve our
turn anci enough experience to make her wise

—

not enough, perhaps, to make her lovable. She
may have been more trenchant than profound,
but to quarrel with her is impossible."

H Lond. Times. 6: 188. Je. 14, '07. 2250w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"The work contains much distinguished trifl-

ing, and is interesting for desultory reading or
as a mine for quotation."

-I- Nation. 85: 237. S. 12, '07. 460w. (Re-
view of V. 1.

N. Y. Times. 12: 378. Je. 15, '07. 150w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"The appendix is stored with some interest-
ing correspondence, which the judicious editor
has carefully sifted from the text in order to
make the latter coherent. Everywhere his lit-
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Boigne, Comtesse de—Continued.
erary skill and historical knowledge are In evi-
dence but never intrusive."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 509. Ag. 24. '07. 1330w.

(Review of v. 1.)

"Decidedly, these memoirs are among the best
and most valuable published this autumn. No
lover of biography and personalia can afford to
forego the pleasure of their perusal. No his-
torian ot the period can ignore them. Inciden-
ta?ly, both will be under deep obligation to M'.
Charles Nicoullaud, the editor, whose literary
adjustments liave undoubtedly added to the co-
herence of the book and whose running com-
mentary and appendices maJte its authority
complete and secure."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 713. N. 9, '07. 1180w.

(Review of v. 2.)

"Delightful reading of their kind."
+ + Putnam's. 3: 370. D. '07. 310w. (Review

of V. 1 and 2.)

"What makes the.se memoirs so interesting
is that Madame de Boigne describes, with piti-
less fidelity, the intimate life of three succes-
sive regimes, that of Louis XVI., that of Buon-
aparte, and that of fouis XVIII."

+ Sat. R. 103: 784. Je. 22, '07. 1620w. (Re-
view of V. 1.

"She was a shrewd observer, wrote cleverly,
and her little cynicisms, mingled with aristo-
cratic complacency, are extremely amuslog.'"

-f- -f- Sat. R. 104: 460. O. 12, '07. 140w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

"A readable translation, though it appears to
miss the point of one of Madame de Bolgne's
best stories.*

*

H Spec. 99:57. Jl. 13, '07. 210w. (Review
of V. 1.)

Bolce, Harold. New internationalism.
**$i.50. Appleton. 7-6637.

The financial and commercial amalgamation
of the nations is the central theme of Mr.
Boloe's discussion. The following comparison
between this book and Miss Jane Addams'
"Newer ideals of peace" is enlightening: "Mr.
Bolce is material; Miss Addams spiritual. He
puts his trust in the development of interna-
tional trade; she detects the development of
cosmopolitan friendship. One sees, in the fin-
anciers and merchants, ine architects of the
new internationalism; the other finds among
the feeblest immigrants the harbingers of the
new ideals. TJut the books are complementary,
not contradictory." (Ind.)

"The boolt Is scrappy and somewhat super-
ficial, but clever, interesting and emphasizes a
note that needs emphasis at the present time,
that of reciprocity and the economic interde-
pendence of modern nations."

^ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 118. My. '07.

-I- Ind. 62: 855. Ap. 11, '07. 680w.

"Though written primarily for English read-
ers, it has interest for American students of
the subject, but it does not pretend to be a
book for experts. If It can lay claim to no
striking merits, the volume Js also free from
striiting defects."

-I Nation. 84: 553. Je. 13, '07. 320w.
"There Is nothing visionary or academic

about Mr. Bolce's economics. His sympathies
are all with the men who do things, and he
thinks them competent to teach the closet
theorists."

-h N. Y. Times. 12: 58. F. 2, '07. 320w.
R. of Rs. 35: 382. Mr. '07. 50w.

Bolsche, Wilhelm. Haeckel; his life and
work; tr., with an introd., by Joseph
McCabe. *$4. Jacobs. 6-24940.

A "plain study" of Haeckel's personality and
the growth of his ideas which is Intended In its
approximately true appreciation to replace "a
hundred Haeckels grotesque In their unllkeness
to each other" which "circulate in our midst to-
day."

"The distlnguisUed German biographer brings
to Ills task not merely literary style and imag-
inative qualities, but a technical and Intimate
knowledge of science in its latest develop-
ment."
+ -f- Lit. D. 34: 177. F. 2. '07. IGOw.
"This is an unusually successful work in a

difflcult field. While we must give credit to
the author for teaching us a great deal of zo-
ology in a pleasant manneT, the most difflcult
part of his task, he has hardly done justice to
an exceptionally interesting individuality."
+ 4 Nation. 84: :;92. Ap. 25, '07. 790w.
"Prof. W. Bolsche's study of Ernst Haeckd

Is, like the frontispiece of the book, a picture
in warm colours. The author Is nothing if not
enthusiastic, and indeed no one can think over
the achievements of Haeckel's life without shar-
ing the author's admiration for his hero."

+ Nature. 74: 26. My. 10, '06. 680w.
"In the nature of things—and the German

professional point of view and literary manner—the total is rather hard reading. Yet there
is much of real interest."
+ -i N. Y. Times. 12: 43. Ja. 26, '07. 1120w.

"Is a model biography for the unprofessional,
but cultured reader."

-t- -f Sat. R. 102: 585. N. 10, '06. llOw.

"Very lucid and Interesting account of this
veteran biologist's life and work."
+ + Spec. 97: sup. 467. O. 6, '06. 260w.

Bond, Beverly Waugh, jr. Monroe mission
to France 1794-1796. 50c. Johns Hop-
kins. 7-22912.

A detailed account of this important diplomat-
ic incident, which is based upon the Monroe
papers and gives the inner history of the mis-
sion, definitely establishing the circumstances
and the motives of the actors.

Bonner, Geraldine. Rich men's children;
il. by C. M. Relyea. t$i.5o. Bobbs.

6-37925.
A western story in which a multimillionaire's

son miarries an adventuress, takes to the
mountains to win bacK his peace of mind, falls

in love with a bonanza kmg's daughter and
hopes for developments that will permit an
honorable marri-ige. The way appears when
the former husbnnd of the unfit wife appears,
and is a welcome factor in straightening the
tangle.

"T<? one of tho strongest romances of the
year."

-I- + Arena. 36: 687. D. '06. 280w.

"All things considered, it is rather the best
piece of fiction that has yet come from Gerald-
ine Bonner's pen, the clearest character draw-
ing, the strongest situations, the most thor-
oughly human appeal irom first to last." Fred-
eric 'Taber Cooper.
-f- + — Bookm. 26: 78. S. '07. 710w.

"Miss Bonner's book is primarily about the
children of two of these bonanza families, but
its best and most interesting, parts are those
that treat of the parents."

-i- N. Y. Times. 11: 871. D. 15, "06. 460w.

Booth, Mrs. Maud Ballington. Twi-
light fairy tales. **$i.25. Putnam.

6-38892.

Mrs. Booth's tales follow the fortunes of a
little boy "who found the magic land of 'Maybe'
the more readily for faithfulness in the land of
'Is,' and so lived cheek by jowl with fairies
when he had behaved himself properly." (Na-
tion.)

+ Current Literature. 42: 96. Ja. '07. 1780w.

'The stories are new and 'different.' "

-I- Bookm. 24: 528. Ja. '07. 70w.

Ind. 61: 1408. D. 22, '06. 20w.

Nation. 83: 514. D. 13, '06. 40w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 718. N. 3, '06. 60w.
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"Mrs. Booth writes fluently and gracefully.
The pictures are somewhat strained In effect
and badly drawn."
+ — Outlook. 84: 795. N. 24, '06. 7&W.

Booth, William H. Water softening and
treatment, condensing plant, feed

pumps, and heaters for steam users and
manufacturers; with figs., diags. and
tables. *$2.5o. Van Nostrand. 7-4532.

The work is divided into five sections as fol-

lows: 1, Treatment of water by softening, to-
gether with the separation of oil and filtration;

2, Air pumps, condensers, and circulating
pumps; -3, Feed heating and stage heating; 4.

Water cooling; and 5, Feed pumps and injec-
tors.

"From those portions of the book more close-
ly- related to its title the American engineer
will learn but little. The methods of analysis
given are inadequate and the forms of soften-
ing apparatus described are evidently less effi-

cient than those in common use in this oi» n-
try." George C. Whipple.— Engin. N. 56:187. Ag. 16, '06. 190-w

.

"Altogether, the book contains complete in-
formation with respect to the purification and
supply of water to steam boilers, which will be
valuable to users of steam; whilst t/he first por-
tion on water softening, will be very useful
in indicating the methods by which hard water
may Be rendered available for various manu-
factures requiring pure water."

-I- + Nature. 74:464. S. 6, '06. 570^.

Booth, William Stone. Practical guide for
authors in their relations with publish-
ers and printers. *5oc. Houghton.

7-14814.
"A clear and terse exposition of 'those ques-

tions and dithculties which may arise during
ne.gotiations for the f^ale of a manuscript to a
publisher, or in the relations wliich exist be-
tween a puhlish-jr and an author after a work
has been accepted.' '—N. Y. Times.

"Mr. Booth writes with authority, having full
and very helpful knowledge of his subject."

-f Ind. 62: 1474. Je. 20, '07. 80w.

-I- Ind. 63:763. S. 26, '07. 70w.
"He writes of the practical side of things

with sanity and clearness."
-H Lit. D. 34:723. My. 4, '07. 50w.

"The best book of its kind we have seen,
both for its simplicity and its comprehensive-
ness. It is in reality an excellent 'style-card'
for printers and proof-readers, as well as a
book of directions for writers."
+ + Nation. 84: 359. Ap. 18, '07. 40w.
"Should prove of great service in making the

creators and publishers of books more often
walk the primrose path."

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 291. My. 4, '07. 160w.

"Aside from the scholarly work everywhere
evident in the book, there is an interest not
usually associated with books of a similar kind—in fact Mr. Booth's book makes entertaining
instruction of a very dry subject." H. B. Cob-
lentz.

-4- + School R. 15:556. S. '07. 270w.

Borden, Spencer. Arab horse; with preface
by Prof. Henry Osborne; il. **$i.20.
Doubleday. 6-36199.

"An interesting history of the animal, both
on his native heath and in the countries to
which he has been exported. Considerable
space is given to the Arabs in Ajmerica; and
their pedigrees and histcry are interesting to
the lovers of the breed."—Nation.

Borden, Stephen Whiley. How to check
electricity bills: containing methods of
charging for electricity with directions
for reading and testing electric meters.
*5oc. McGraw pub. 7-31 191.

"The first part of this liLtle volume is given
over to a non -technical definition of a watt, by
considering how inany watts the common forms
of apparatus use. (Chapters are included o.n
general principles of meters, troubles and sys-
tems of charges and discounts."'—Engin. N.

Engin. N. 57: 555. My. 16, '07. 160w.

Bosanquet, Helen (Mrs. Bernard Bosan-
quet). Family. *$2.7S. Macmillan.

7-1 1 569.
"This book is a sociological study in which

the ethical interest is clearly recognized
throughout as the dominant interest. It Is the
history of an institution considered as embody-
ing certain moral ideas. In tracing the devel-
opment of the family, in exa,mining its various
forms, and in tracing its relation with other
institutions, Mrs. Bosanquet keeps unfaltering-
ly the human point of view. The book is quite
uncontroversiaT in tone. . . . The first part is

historical. . . . The second part treats of the
modern family— its bases, economic function,
its constituent parts, its outlook."—Int. J.
Ethics.

4- Nation. 83: 393. N. 8, '05. 50w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 904. D. 29, '06. llOw.

"Mrs. Bosanquet gives us a rich collection of
truths; but they are not the whole truth; and
without the whole truth the whole picture of
the familv becomes distorted," C. S. Devas.

H Acad. 71: 573. D. 8. '06. 1400w.

"Preserving' throughout the ethical interest,
the optimistic view. Written in a luminous,
easy style."

-f A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 192. N. '07.

"The author has done a valuable work in
bringing together the results of the most care-
ful investigators into the early history of the
institution as well as a study of the modern
family." Emily Fogg Meade.

+- + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 173. Jl. '07. 450w.
"With an easy, luminous style, ready but

unobtrusive humor, :inid a warmth that grows
into elonuence, almost into passion towards its

close, the book is in its fundamental attitude
an admirable contribution on a most Impor-
tant subject." Marv Gilliland Husband.

r -I- Int. J. Ethics. 17: 399. Ap. '07. 740w.

Reviewed by Marj' L. Bush.
J. Philos. 4:468. Ag. 15, '07. lOlOw.

"Some chapters compare favorably with any-
thing to be found elsewhere on the same sub-
jects. Many of the reflections are perhaps not
very profound. There are rather too many
formless generalities; the conclusions lack pre-
cision; they do not always escape being plati-
tudes. Mrs. Bosimquet raises many problems,
physical and moral, only to leave some of tham
much as she found them. These drawbacks
notwithstanding, there is a rare vein of re-
flection, there are delica,te observations. per-
ception of circumstances wliich escape the eye
of the ordinary observer; and we are constant-
ly in the company, if not of an acute econom-
ist, of a moralist who has an eye for much to
which tlie latter is jipt to be blind."
4- -I Lond. Times. 5: 383. D. I16, '06. 1400w.

"It should be said that this volume contains
occasional passages of rare eloqurrnce, such as
those on p. 160 and onwards, on the very real
and sr.-iritual entity of the family."

4- -i- Nature. 75: 78. N. 22, 'On. 340w.

-:- -4- Outlook. 85: 898. Ap. 20. '07. 2330w.

"It would be possible to deal rather roughly
with various aspects of family life, but her
general tone Is one of gentle optimism, and we
are afraid it is the glorified ideal of the family
rather than its materialised form that sihe

tracps for us,"
.1 Sat. R. 102: 808. D. 29, '06. 1200w.
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Bosanquet, Helen —Continued.
"Mrs. Bosiiiqucc's book is remarkably re-

strained and uncontroversial in lone."
-I- + Spec. t)7: 823. N. 24, '06. 1590w.

"An interesting volume."
-f Yale R. 15: 468. F. '07. 120w.

Bose, Jagadis Chunder. Plant response as
a means of physiological investigation.
*$7. Longmans.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A bii.ilogicall.v equipped reader with no spe-
cial kn.j.wledge o:' plant physiology -will experi-
ence dazzled adrndration for th(e logical, pro-
giresfiivc! way in which the author builds up,
not in words, but actually experiment on ex-
periment, a complete functioning plant from
three .q'.mple concepticns. A s-tudent of plant
physiology, who has some acquaintance with
the main classical ideas of his subject, will
feel at first extreme bewnlderment as he pe-
ruses this book. It proceeds so smoothly and
logically, and yet it does not start from any
place in the existing 'corpus of knowledge,
and never attaches itself with any firm ad-
herence. ']"hls .?fEect of detachment is height-
ened by the complete absence of precise refer-
ences to the work of other investigators." F. F.
Blacknian.

-I Nature. 75: £13. Ja. 31, '07. 2170w.

Bottome, Phyllis. Imperfect gift [a novel].

t$i.5o. Button.
"The author has taken for her central char-

acters two sisters, one of whom is obviously
and remarkably beautiful; the other is beauti-
ful in her heart and mind, whilst far from im-
peccable, and lovably human. The lives of
these two girls are traced from their early
childhood, with a widowed mother in Italy, to
their establishment in life in London; and
their characters are developed before our eyes
with subtlety and skill."—Ath.

"The whole book is very unequal and un-
finished; the people do not live or gain the
reader's sympathy, and difHculties are avoided
at the expense of truth."

h Acad. 72: 393. Ap. 20, '07. 480w.

"There are 340 pages in it, and not one of
them is a page wasted or spoilt. It is a fine
sober piece of literary workmanship, as well
as an entertaining novel."

+ + Ath. 1907, 1: 468. Ap. 20. 220w.

"The story is smoothly and competently told,
and while its basis lies in the realm of medi-
ocre, respectable fiction, the observation of do-
tail, if a shade shopworn, is always sufficiently
correct and agreeably expressed to make the
whole fairly readable— if no better novel be at
hand."

H Nation. 85: 143. Ag. 15, *07, 260w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 500. Ag. 17, '07. llOw.
"The reader will find the story completely

satisfactory until the moment comes when he
is told what is the particular talent to which
the heroine is -going to devote herself."

H Spec. 98: 625. Ap. 20, '07. 200w.

Boulting, William. Tasso and his times.
*$2.75. Putnam.

A biography full of side-lights on the his-
tory of Italy during the latter part of the ;'ix-

teenth century. Tasso's personal history is a
succession of failures and troubles; il is a rec-
ord of one too weak to buffet his way among
despots and courtiers identified with Italy's de-
cline and corruption.

"We may have appeared to hav« criticised
Ml. Boulting severely, but we have done so be-
cause his book seems to deserve careful con-
sideration, and we desire to recommend It to
many readers whom its more conspicuous mer-
its will instruct and entertain."
+ -] Acad. 73: 965. O. 5, '07. 2080w.

"From every point of view, historical, bio-
graphical, literary, and critical, 'Tasso and hla
times' will be found most satisfactory." Wal-
ter Littlefield.

-F 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 598. O. 5, '07. 1320w.
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"It is rather because this volume gives us a
clear picture of Italy in the latter part of the
sixteenth century than because it is a biogi'a-
phy of Tasso that it will be welcome to a large
circle of readers"

+ Outlook. 87: 270. O. 5, "07. 220w.
"This book, heralded so loudly, is a popular

and superficial account, not so much of Tasso
as a poet as of Tasso at court, without a
single note or an allusion in the text to any au-
thority save a reference in the last chapter to
Professor Solerti. Mr. Boulting mistakes the
whole dream and purpose of the Italian renais-
sance."

Sat. R. 104: 397. S. 28, '07. 1320w.
"Mr. Boulting does a biographer's duty with-

out partiality, and makes an effective picture
of the man. On Tasso's p>oetry Mr. Boultirg
gives us some excellent criticism; this is, we
think, the best part of his book. Of the 'times'
he has much to say. He has gathered mate-
rials with unsparing industry, sometimes, it

nay be going too far afield, and bringing back
what it might have been better to leave be-
hind. Still, he has written a very readable
book."
+ -\ Spec. 99: 402. S. 21, '07. 23flw.

Boulton, William B. Thomas Gainsbor-
ough, his life, work, friends, and sit-

ters. *$2.7S. McClurg.
This is as complete and comprehensive as a

study of every bit of available material can
make it. The interesting stages of Gainsbor-
ough's development are followed, facts concern-
ing his friends and the subjects of hi.-; portraits
are recorded, and a good summary of the
achievements of the artist and the characteris-
tics of Ihe man fills the last two chapters. The
evolution of his genius is- also traced in tl.e

forty reproductions of his paintings.

"In spite of unavoidable gaps and doficleticies,
even the early chapters of the book are not
dull. He has utilized the accepted sources of
biographical material, marshalling his facts In
simple orderly fashion, and dealing with them
in a dignifl&d and yet thoroughly genial and
appreciative way.'" Edith Kellogg Dunton.

+ Dial. 43: 247. O. 16, '07. 1140w.

"Mr. Boulton has a very uneven, style, and
the proofreader is guilty of several slips, but
these little blemishes do not prevent a reaUer
fiom enjoying the absence of dryness, one of
the common failings of 'art books' in all ages.
He feels that he has come perceptibly nearer
to an understanding of the impetuous yet
slirewd, Thomas Gainsborough." Charles de
Kay.
+ -] N. Y. Times. 12: 585. S. 28, '07. 1430w.

Bourchier Dr. Helen. Darry's awakening.
t$i.5o. Warne.

A hook for girls which tells the story of a
child's loveless training among grandparents
and aunts who were "doin.< their duty" b.v the
daughter of the departed member of their fam-
ily who had married a man unht, so they be-
lieved, to be rc.~ponsible for the child. The
father returns, carries his daughter off to India
with him, and there, thrown uron her own re-
sources, she tries and succeeds in righting a
life whose warped beginnings furnish but poor
encouragement.

"This mi.ght have been an innocuous book for
girls just turning up their pigtnils. had not th'^'

author apparently believed Darry's truthfulness
justifiably wrecked for life by the tinned sal-
mon."

-f — Nation. 85: 187. Ag. 29, '07. 380w.
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Bourke, S. Ten Eyck. Fables in feathers,

il. t$i. Crowell. 7-24036.

Ohiildren will be delighted with these fables,

which tell them wny the swallow wears a forked
tail, why the robin wears a red breast, why
the woodpecker goes a-tapping, why the owl
can't see in the sun, why the peacock wears
eyes on his tail, why the crow's feathers are
black, how the mocking bird got his name, and
how the parrot came to wear a hooked beak,
and why the jackdaw hides everything bright.

Bousset, Wilhelm. Jesus; tr. by Janet Pen-
rose Trevelyan; ed. by W. D. Morri-
son. *$i.25. Putnam. 6-21195.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"On the whole the work is not extremely
radical: it seelis to be constructive, is written
in good spirit."

+ Ind. ai: 1571. D. 27, '06. 390w.

Bowen, Marjorie. Master of Stair. t$i.5o.

McClure. 7-15924.
"A stcry of Scotland at the close of the sev-

enteenth century, dealing in the main with a
plot to overthrow William of Orange, but more
specificallj' with the hereditary feud between
the clans of Caimpbell and Glencoe, and the
treachery by which the latter olan was finally
exterminated."—Bookm.

"The author nas a sense of style and a fer-
tile imagination. Against [several] slips may
be set the vivid portraiture^ of many characters
(those of William of Orange and Lady Dal-
rymple would redeem a far worse book) and
the general truth of the local colour."

H Ath. 1907, 1:601. My. 18. l^ieOw.

"While quite distinctly not in the same class
with Maurice Hewlett, she nevertheless shares
with him the rather uncommon gift of infusing
the thrill of life into vani&lied centuries, and
making men and women, long since a handful
of dust, seem to us, for the time being living
breathing realities." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-!- Bookm. :'5:393. Je. '07. 520w.

"Her second novel is so much more credit-
able a work that its merits are in no need of
puffery." Wm. M. Payne.

+ Dial. 43: 64. Ag. 1, '07. 170w.
"While we admii-e her spirit, it is diflicult to

feel that all this 'slightly grandiloquent magnif-
icence' is satisfactory; it is a rich cloak, but it

doe.s not take the place of bones and flesh."
(- Lond. Times. 6:106. My. 24, '07. 380\v.

"The author has decided descriptive ability.
Has also dramatic power."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: >:2. Je. 8, '07. S20w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 3VS. Je. 15. '07. 280w,

+ Outlook. 86: 339. Je. 15, '07. 190w.
"Exhibiting a total ignorance of technique, of

the rudiments of her arc, she contrives to
emerge safely and successfully from all kinds
of diflicult situations."

-I Sat. R. 103: 657. My. 25. '07. 400w.

Bowen, Marjorie. Viper of Milan. $1.50.
McClure. 6-41272.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"tt is not so much the clevei- blending of
history and fiction wiiich makes Miss Bowen's
book remarkable; it is t'ae rare atmosphere of
reality which permeates it." Frederic Taber
Cooper.

+ Bookm. 24: 487. Ja. '07. 390w.
"The story makes up in action for the short-

comings of its style."
H Dial. 42: 15. Ja. 1, '07. 140w.
"There is not a philosophical sentence in the

book, not a single appeal to religion, it is sim-
ply a gorgeous fairy tale of human life with
a diabolical hero, worked out thru every imag-
inable irony of circumstance, and considered

within these limiitations, it is almost beyond
criticism in style, construction and fascina-
tion."

+ Ind. 62: 97. Ja. 10, '07. 640w.

+ Lit. D. S4: 25. Ja. 5, '07. 220w.

Bower, B. M. (B. M. Sinclair). Her prairie

knight, and Rowdy of the "Cross L." il.

t$T.25. Dillingham. 7-23641.

A reissue of two good western stories. In the
former a New York society girl is influenced
by the sky, the air and the plains, to be true
to herself and marry for love rather than for
a title. The second tells of the devotion of a
little school teacher of the plains to her cow-
boy brother, whose trickery and dishonesty are
run to cover by the man she loves.

"He has a sense of humor, especially in the
fiituations he contrives and he has written an
entertaining story."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 515. Ag. 24, '07. 130w.

Bower, B. M. (B. M. Sinclair). Range
dwellers. t$i.2S. Dillingham. 7-6407.

The breezy, dare-devil, son of a San Fran-
cisco millionaire tells in his own amusing way
of how he was rusticated on his father's Mon-
tana cattle ranch, in the hope that it would
make a man of him, how he fell in love with
the daughter of a neighboring lancher. who
had enjoyed thirty years of feud and enmity
with his father, and how he earned her off in

a motor-car. Altogether he demonstrates that
he is a wholly "good sort" capaole of winning
the good comradeship of his fellow cowboys al-

tho "hardicapped by being "the son and heir."

Boxall, George E. Awakening of a race.

* *$2.75. Wessels. 7-32830.

"In this work the author has traced out brief-

ly the tendencies of thought in civilized coun-
tries at the present time with a view to esti-

mating the probable trend of events in the near
future. He notes the decay of ideals in this and
in other civilised lands, and prophesies a new
development of the religious idea. Man, he
says, always has had and always must have a
religion as a guide to conduct, and the lesson
we learn from the past is that a new religion

grows gradually out of an older one as man's
knov.iedge increases. According to him Chris-
tianity has about reached its ultimate capacity
tor division, and, as 'a house divided against it-

self cannot stand,' a new development in reli-

gion, based on a scientl^c view of the world,
Ts absolutely necessary."

"A person who dares to jeer at a faith of

whose history he has not a textbook knowledge,
who sets his conclusions in matters of ethno-
logical research against those of the acknowl-
edged leaders of ine science, without so much
as a schoolboy's equipment, calls rather for

contempt tha.n criticism, laughter than logic.

W hen he enters the do-main of sociology and re-

ligion he becomes merely ridiculous, and his es-

says in the reconstruction of human origins are
too silly to be entirely dull."

Acad. 73: 789. Ag. 17, '07. 235'Ow.

N. Y. Times. 12: 668. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Boyles, Kate, and Boyles, Virgil D. Lang-
ford of the Three Bars. t$i.5o. Mc-
Clurg. 7-15542.

Tills tale of South Dakota follows the trials

of a young ranchman, Paul L.angford. who un-
dertakes to put an end to cattle rustling in his

section. The county attorney takes up the flght

for lyangford against the thieves, and the ter-

rifying happenings that result provide a wild

wesi; thrill for every page. L,angford's energy,
determination and sense of justice \Vin the day
finallv, tho not without tragedies.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 378. Je. 15, '07. 200w.
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Boyles, Kate and Virgil—Contmued.
'•Their collaborative work is remarkably

smooth and even and shows little trace of its

double authorship." „_ ,„„
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 502. Ag. 17, '07. 190w,

Brace, Benjamin.
Dodd.

Seventh person. t$i.5o.

6-34686.

Jerry Chambers is a young oollegian who as

a member ot a fraternity is obliged at the end
of his course to perform whatever task might
be ou'tUned in the envelope that he draws from
a mvsterious black bag. "Obeying its impera-
tive

" mandate, againsc which parental wishes
count lor naught, he departs for South Amer-
ica, where in a marvelously short time he wins
great r-^pown, a love affair with a beautiful

senorita developing meanwhile. The scenes of

his subseciuent adventures are in Mexico and
the South and West of the country.' (Ind.)

"The conclusion is carefmlly manipulated."
-f Ind. 62: 386. F. 14, '07. lOOw.

"Mr. Brace has the gift of imagination in

a most frantic form."— N. Y. Times. 11: 831. D. 1, '06. 390w.

Bradby, Godfrey Fox. Great days of Ver-
sailles; studies from court life in the

later years of Louis XIV. il. $i.75-

Scribner. 7-6786.

Based chiefly upon the memoirs of Saint-

Simon, the letters of Mme. de Maintenon and
of Madame the Princess Palatine, Mr. Bradby'

s

picture serves as "an introduction to the pe-

riod for those who wish to pursue a more ex-

ten.'^ive study of eighteenth century memoirs,
and will also be sufHciently complete and vivid

to be of interest and value to those who have
not the time and opportunity for more detailed

reading." (N. Y. Times.)

"Mr. Bradby presents a sombre picture of

this distinguished formal period, without any
brilliance but with too much care to be at all

disappointing, though at times we wish for the

lightness and gaity of style which were the
feature of his charming story 'Dick' and his

flippant farce 'The Marquis's eye.'
"

-I
Acad. 72: 35. Ja. 12, '07. 770w.

"Mr. Bradby's booit gives a fair account of

phases of life and thought which are now as
extinct, and seem almost as remote, as the
ways and usages of the Pharaohs, and in the
study of them one can find much Interest and
some profit." James Breck Perkins.

-\ Am. Hist. R. 12: 883. Jl. '07. 760w.

"On the whole, however, Mr. Bradby's book
is a -scnolarly and agreea.ble piece of light his-

torical reading."
-f Ath. 1906, 2:827. D. 23. 250w.

"Mr. Bradby has overcome the vast difficul-

ties of the subject, and written a book that
maKes for learning as well as for amusement

—

a fine thing to be able to say, when we consid-
er how very amusing It Is! He has—or he has
acquired—the priceless gift of proportion."

+ J- Lond. Times. 6:5. Ja. 4, '07. 850w.

"The value of his work would have been en-
hanced, perhaps, especially for those who wish
to carry their studies further, if he had more
frequently footnoted his authorities."

-^ N. Y. Times. 12:67. F..2, '07. 680tv.

"The last few years have seen a great out-
pouring of books about history, but it is not
often easy to And among them one that is writ-
ten in decent English and is evidently a well-
arranged epitome of wide reading as this is."

4- + Sat. R. 104:178. Ag. 10, '07. 290w.

Bradley, Ernest. Seven steps to the cross,

being seven meditations suitable for

Lent, and more particularly for Good
Friday. **6oc. Whittaker. 7-478o.

It Is the object of these meditations to "car-
ry a deep spiritual message on the sufferings
of our Lord to those who may hear or read

them." The seven steps are; The last supper
and the new commandment, Gethsemane, Cal-
aphas, Herod, Pilate, Out by the Jaffa gate,
and Golgotha.

Bradley, Shelland. American girl in India.

$1.75. Macmillan.
The experiences of a lively American girl

who goes to India principally to attend the
"great Durbar" at Delhi. "She reckons and
guesses with equal aplomb, and has certain
idioms of her own Invention, such as 'I don't
catch right on to the people straight away,'
and 'Say, though, I'm shying off the main point,'

not to speak of a touch here and there of un-
timely cockney." (Nation.)

"There is of course fiction and fiction—the
kind which aspires to be a fine art (and so
seldom, alas ! attains its aspirations) and that
which aspires among other small things mainly
to amuse (so often falling too). To the latter
class belongs 'An American girl in India;' but
far from being a failure, this novel contains S'O

much knowledge of character, and such a light
and sure touch In the sketching of passing per-
sonalities, that we regret the trivialities which
condemn It to a place in the second category."

h Acad. 72: 345. Ap. 6, '07. 4l0w.

"When one has mastered the jargon one finds
her an amusing person in a mild way."

-I Nation. 84: 501. My, 30, '07. 24Qtw.

"The book is written with a good deal of
vivacity, much of it of a cheap sort, and with
facility In the use of the English language."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 500. Ag. 17, '07. 130w.

Brady, Cyrus Townsend. Blue ocean's
daughter. t$i.5o. Moffat. 7-29001,

"It Is about an ..Vmazonlan sort of young wom-
an who was born on board her father's ship,
grew up on it m his company, was as good a
sailor as the skipper, and if need was could
fight with swords and pistols as well as if

she had been a man. The time of the story is

laid In the latter part of the revolutionary war
and the ship Is pursued by an English frigate.

Out of the pursuit and the fight there grow all

manner of exciting incidents."—N. Y. Times.

"Has a plethora of strange and exciting In-

cident and Is writtem In his most rattling style."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 584. S. 28, '07. 170w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Brady, Cyrus Townsend. Patriots. t$i.5o.

Dodd. 6-9278.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Strorg alike in incident and character-
drawing."

J- Ath. 1906, 2:767. D. 15. llOw.

Brady, Cyrus Townsend, and Peple, Ed-
ward Henry. Richard the brazen.

t$i.5o. Moflfat. 6-28452.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"We have a suspicion that the tale, like the
Adelphi melodrama, was written for the gallery,

and an American gallery into the bargain."
— Acad. 73: 778. Ag. 10, '07. 190w.

Brainerd, Eleanor Hoyt. Bettina. t$i.25.

Doubleday. 7-3184.

Of the follov/ing ingredients the story Is com-
posed: 'a genial brother, a doctor with the or-

thodox Abernathy manners, a providentially

effaced friend, whose non-appearance causes

the caso of mistaken identity upon which the

story hinges, and a child of revealing prattle.

A railway wreck, the wise scheme of a self-

abnegating nurse, a thunderstorm, an overdose

of medicine—all serve to bring about a happy
ending foreseen from the first."—N. Y. Times.

"Not recommended for small library with

limited means."
. „ „„ „ ,„,

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 77. Mr. '07.
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"As we read the bright little sketch of Amer-
ican social life, we forget to cavil at its elab-

orate setting."
+ Ath. 1907, 2; E13. O. 26. 160w.

"Slight but cleverly handled story."

+ Lit. D. S4:385. Mr. 9, '07. lOOw,
" 'Tis foolish,' as our friend, Mr. Hennessy,

savs, but it is told in a pleasant, sprightly
fashion, and it will furnish beguilement for

many readers."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 67. Mr. 2, '07. 130w.

"The story [is] too slight to make into a

— Outlook, 85:479. F. 23, '07. 40w.

Brandes, Georg Morris Cohen. On read-

ing: an essay. **75c. Duffield. 6-32694.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by William T. Brewster.
Forum. I'.S: ZSi. Ja. '07. 1160w.

Brandes, Georg Morris Cohen. Reminiscen-
ces of my childhood and youth. **$2.50.

Duffield. 6-34030.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Unhappily, however, the translation is not
first rate, particularly in the Englishing of
original turns and phrases, nor is the volume
lacking in typo{,'Taphical errors."

-;- — Ind. 62: 389. F. 14, '07. 500w.

"It is interesting partly taough its nai've and
refreshing candour—partly through its revela-
tion of the narrow parochialism of Scandina-
vian life."

-f + Lend. Times. 5: 4.^1. D. 28, '06. 980w.

+ i- N. Y. Times. 11: 676. O. 13, '06. 1040w.
(Published by arrangement with Lond.
Times.)

"There is not a dull paragraph, not a smgle
dry-as-dust element in this highly instructive
autobiography, for which I earnestly wish many
readers in this country." Paul Harboe.
+ + No. Am. 183: 917. N. 2, '06. 1300w.
"The reader of the 'Reminiscences' finds

Brande.s not dry, certainly not unproductive,
but assuredly "a creature with thoughts ground

V -f- Putnam's. 1: 508. Ja. '07. 700w.

Brastow, Lewis O. Modern puTplt: a study
of homiletic sources and characteristics.

**$i.50. Macmillan. 6-35521.
An Interpretation of the teaching of our day.

The influences that are at work upon the min-
istry, the problems that are before it, and the
demands that are urged upon It are all viewed
In the light of the present day unification of
the denominations.

"Dr. Brastow, always calm, rational, deep-
sighted and analytical, is especially so In thJa
volume." Robert E. Blsbee.
+ + Arena. 36: 685. D. '06. 170w.
Reviewed by George Hodges.

Atlan. 99: 562. Ap. '07. 240w.

"A book about preaching of decided merit."
+ + Ind. 61: 1118. N. 8, '06. 50w.
"The notable feature of this volume, however,

Is not its descriptions of personalities, but its

examination of the more general agencies that
have wrought upon modern preaching, together
with its discrimination of the distinctive quali-
ties in homiletical practice in the various Pro-
testant nationalities and communions."

+ Nation. 83: 560. D. 27, '06. 480w.

"Men of all churches will recognize his work
as one of remarkable attractiveness and abil-
ity."

+ -I- Outlook. 84: 631. N. 10, '06. 600w.

"Among new works on preaching and the
modern pulpit, perhaps the most noteworthy
volume of the past few months is 'The modern
pulpit.'

"

-f- + R. of Rs. 35: 118. Ja. '07. llOw.

Breasted. James Henry, Ancient records
of Egypt: historical documents from
the earliest times to the Persian con-
quest; collected, edited and translated
with commentary, v. 1-4 ea. *$4: v.

5. Index number. *$2. Univ. of Chi-
cago press. 6-5480.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"In a work of such extent and difficulty
there is inevitably much to criticize: and one
cannot in rending it avoid the reflection that
six months of steady revision of the whole of
it are rpquired in order to bring the work up
to the high standard at which the author aims
and wh'ch is to be looked for from one en-
dowed with his comprehensive insight. The
English throughout is crude, there are many
mistakes in rertderings and descriptions, and
many hasty judsments."
+ -'r

— Acad. 72: 116. F. 2, '07. 1770w. (Re-
view of v. 1-4.)

"The translation exhibits the same careful

attejition to matters of detail that is everywhere
apparent. In wideness of scope, thoroughness
of treatment extending to the minutest de-
tails, systematic arrangement and conscientious
scholarship Professor Breasted's 'Ancient rec-
ords' takes high rank, and it cannot be doubt-
ed that It will have a most important influ-

ence upon Egyptological studies in the domains
both of history and philology." Christopher
Johnston.
+ -f Am. Hist. R. 12: 858. Jl. '07. 1720w.

"One half of the corrigenda which Dr.
Breasted announces in his fifth volume are
caused by Ihe uncouth and barbarous system
of transliteration which forms the trade-mark
of Berlin F;syptology, and which Dr. Breasted
admits must be ignored by the general reader,
it will be seen that he has suffered in no sli^rht

degree by his devotion to his innovating teach-
ers. This Is, however, the only fault we have
to find."

+ H Ath. 1907, 1: 699. My. 18. 1320w. (Re-
view of V. 1-4.)

Reviewed bv Christopher Johnston.
4. .1. _i- Bib, World. 29: 233. Mr. '07. 230w.

(Review of v. 1-4.)

"A great saver of time and energy to the
stuOent."

-f- Bib. World. 29: 400. My. '07. 40w. (Re-
view of V. 5.3

"A great work ready at hand with one of

the best indexes ever constructed, making
every fact available by its comprehensive sys-

tem for quick and easy reference."
4- Dial. 42: 291. My. 1, '07. 200w. (Re-
view of V. 1-4.)

Ind. 62: 741. Mr. 28, '07. 60w. (Review
of V. 5.)

"These volumes form a monument of the
author-translator, which will give his name a
permanent place in the literature of the sub-
ject

"

+ + + Nation. 83: 558. D. 27, '06. 370w. (Re-
view of V. 1-4.)

Nation. S4: 288. Mr. 28, '07. 30w. (Re-

view of V. 5.)

"It is a monumental work, of which any coun-

try might be proud, and the University of cm-
cago is to be congratulated upon finding the

scholar tc achieve it and providing the means to

give it to the world."
!•. 4. + Sat. R. 104: 270. Ag. 31, '07. 1270w. (Re-

view of V. 5.)

Breasted, James Henry. History of Egypt
from the earliest times to the Persian

conquest. **$5. Scribner. 5-34978.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"Throughout Dr. Breasted writes clearly and
lucidlv. He tells his story in a straightfor-

ward 'and spirited manner and, while no detail

of importance is omitted, he is never prolix.

This happy combination of judicious concise-
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ness with ampie fulne&s of treatment is a dis-
tinguishing feature of the book." Christopher
Jolinston.
+ -f- -t- Bib. World. 29: 234. Mr. '07. 5G0w.

"The best anJ most readable Englisli his-
tory of Egypt."
-h -)- + Nation. S3: 558. D. 27, 06. 260w.

Brebner, Percy. Knight of the sifver star.

*$i. Fenno. 7-3477^-

An English traveler slides inadvertently down
a mountain side on the borderland of Russia
and finds himself in a strange kingdom wnere
mediiBval customs prevail. Here, welcomed as
a heaven sent knig:ht, he wields a sword in

behalf of the beautiful princess, passes safely
thru many wondrous adventures, and at last

in a miraculous fashion escapes from his ene-
mies. He leturns to our modern London car-
rying with him the princess who, as his wife,
remains the one proof of the time when he
tilted for her in the lists wearing the armour of

the knights of the silver star.

Brebner, Percy James (Christian Lys,
pseud.). Princess Maritza; il. by Har-
rison Fisher. $1.50. McBride, T. J.

6-321 19.

"It Is the old story of the little kingdom and
the succession and the 'peace of Europe' on
the verge of collapse. As in all such stories,

there are tricky ministers, intriguing women,
swash-buckler soldiers and the lovers—a prin-
cess and a soldier of fortune."—N. Y. Times.

The blind side of the average parent, Some com-
mencement ideals, A domestic clearing house.
The true gospel of sleep. Some unconoeded
rights of parents and children, and The tralneu
nurse and the larger life.

"The inciiJerts are numerous though uncon-
vincing. The personages do not live, we are
indifferent to their fates."

— Nation. S3: "96. N. 8, '06. 230w.

"Usually, in such stories, there are lay fig-

ures, but Mr. Brebner has injected) hot blood
into them, and the result is a story, the stir-

ring action and situations of which may cause
Anthony Hope to tremble for his 'Zenda' lau-
rels."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 719. N. 3, '06. 200w.

Breed, Charles Blaney, and Hosmer, George
Leonard. Principles and practice of

surveying. $3. Wiley. 6-39471.

"N'ot a treatise, but a text-book, and an ele-

mentarv rather than a comprehensive text-
book. They [the authors] deal with the sim-
pler branches of the surveyor's work In a clear
and simple explanatory style. The subject is

covered in four main divisions, headed, re-
spectively: Instruments (use, adjustment and
care); Surveying mietho<]s; Computations;
Plotting: followed bv a rather good collection

of tablos."—Engin N.

"Good manual of the simpler branches of sur-

veying. Especially careful in pointing out pos-

sible sources of error."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:160. O. '07. S.

i- + Engln. N. 56: 528. N. 15, '06. 400w.

"The usual tables complete the volume, which
Is probably as satisfactory a text-book under
present methods of technical school instruc-
tion in surveying as can be written." H. N.
Ogden.

f Science, n. s. 26: 17. Jl. 5, '07. 600w.

"The book as a whole is worthy of a place
on any beginner's desk, and merits success "

Arthur I'*. Biitterfield.
4- -f-

— Technical Literature. 1:222. My. '07.

i4;iow.

Brent, Rt. Rev. Charles Henry. With God
in prayer. **50c. Jacobs. 7-1 1202.

Bi.shop Brent's purpose in writing this little

book is to suggest prayerful thoughts and to
promote the prayerful spirit.

Bridge, Norman. House health, and other
papers. **$i.25. Duffield. 7-29539.

The titles of the papers included in this vol-
ume are suggestive: House health. Human talk.

"Contains much good advice, and some that
is perhaps not so good because the counsel of
an extremist."

-I Dial. 43: 256. O. 16, '07. 250w.
"He says so much that is sensible and prac-

tical that almost any parent might find himself
chastened and enlightened by a perusal of the
volume."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 636. O. 19, '07. 310w.

Brierley, J. ("J. B.," pseud.). Eternal re-
ligion. *$i.40. Whittaker.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"His outlook is broad, his sympathies are
wide."

-^- -L Ind. 62: 9S. Ja. 10, '07. 180w.

Brierley, Jonathan. Religion and experi-
ence. *$i.40. Whittaker. 7-37=i39-

"The brevity of his essays, rarely exceeding
eiglit pages, commends them to a world that
prefers short sermons, and to preachers who
would learn to say in fifteen or twenty minutes
miirh that will both hold thp attention and
stick in the mind afterwards. The stand-
noir-.t is that of a devoutlv Christian thinker
fully responsive to the intellectual demands of
the mfidern world. The introduction com-
presses into a short statement, clear and sim-
ple, the modern argument for experience as
the test of rpalitv. whether in science, philos-
ophy, or religion."—Outlook.

"The chief value of the book consists in the
facts that the writer combines a truly liberal
with a deeply relieious snirit: that he is

steened In thp thouerhts of the world's hiehest
thinkers, ancient and modern, and that he 15

able to place thf>ir ideas before his readers
in cuch telling fashion that they may be 'un-
derstanded of the people.'

"

:- -t- Acad. 72:150. F. 9. '07. 260w.

"The various subjects are well exploited, and
the conclusions, while marked by an optimism
that is too easy-going to bear a searching crit-

icism, are unquestionably honest, kindly, and
wholesome."

-I Nation. 85: 125. Ag. 8, '07. 500w.
"The gifted British essavist . . . evidently,

as the present volume like Its predecessors
shows, reaps a rich-solled field."

-I- Outlook. 85: 143. Ja. 19. '07. 160w.

Briggs, Charles Augustus. Critical and
execretical commentarv on the book of
Psalms. 2v. ea. **$3. Scribner.

V. 2. This volume contains the commentary
OTi The Psalms from the fifty-first to the one
hundred and fiftieth. "The special student and
the ordinarily intelligent reader are both pro-
vided for: the former In full measure. The lat-
ter will find some strikingly new translations
superseding the old." (Outlook.)

"Ts npo of the mnst notable books of the year
in the *if>ld of Scrinture studv."

•f + Cath. World. 85: 406. Je. '07. 380w.
^Review of V. 1.)

"This work Is encyclopaedic In character. The
Introduction, covering 110 pages, la the fullest
treatment we havp seen on all Ihie questions
that concern a critical studv of the Psalter."

4- -t- Dial. 42:115. p. 16, '07. 340w. (Review
of V. 1 and 2.)

"The TiossibiHty of accidental or deliberate
changes of n^.T.lin?' must constantly be remem-
bered in dealinc: witli such a book as th'' P.sal-

ter. Tt is in this i-espect that Dr. Briggs is

perhaps defic.ienr. and this d'eflciencv, for me.
throws murh doubt on his metrical arrange-
ments of the !)s:ilms. I consider his work of
great educational use, and that even for very
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advanced students it woll save much troubie
to hav« the book near at hand." T. J. Cheyne.

H Hibbert J. 5:'453. Ja. '07. 3040w. (Re-
view of V. l.J

"Dr. Briggs is hardly critical enough, nor has
he sufficient experience in the use of all the
newest and best methods." T. K. Cheyne.

-+• ~ Hibbert J. 5: '944. Jl. '07. 1530w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

"Dr. Briggs's •Comrnentairy on the Psalms'
is domiinated by the author's interest in their
metrical structure. There is no harm in ar-
ranging a Psalm in slroplies and lines, if one
so desire, but when enthusiasm for metre dic-
tates important textual emendations, as is fre-
quently the case with Dr. Briggs, the matter
is more serious."

- - Ind. 62:330. F. 7, '07. 290w. (Review
of v. 1.)

"Quite up to t!ie highest German standard.
No oti;er writer has paid more attention to
poetic structure, and he has used its laws in
his correction of the text."

-f- Ind. 62:074. Ap. 25, '07. 320w. (Review
of V. 1 and 2.)

"Mucli in his volume demands most careful
consideration; but we cannot but think that a
verdict of 'not proven' will have to be returned
on many of his most confident and dogmatic
conclusions as regards both the text and the
devi.'lopment of the Psalter."

-f- -i-
— Lond. Times. 6: 81. Mr. 15, '07. 2200w.
(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"These volumes command respect as a work
of immense industry. No existing commentary
on the Psalms ca:n be compared with them for
exhaustive thoroughness'."
-f- H Nation. 85: 31. .11. 18, '07. 1150w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

+ + Outlook. 85:763. Mr. 30, '07. 150w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

Briggs, Charles Augustus, and Hugel,
Friedrich H. von. Papal commission
and the Pentateuch. *7Sc. Longmans.

In which the author and his friend Friedrich
von T-lngel exchange letters on the decision of
the Pontifical commission concerning the Pen-
tateuch. Profe.ssor Briggs expresses his "sur-
prise and grief that the Commission should
havf5 put such a burden on the church, and re-
states the critic.'il conclusions as to the com-
posite authorship of the Pentateuch, as against
the Commission's conclusion that Moses wrote
it, with the use of pre-existing documents and
some later scribal additions. Von Hugel re-
plies, defining the liberty of Catholic scholar-
ship in the church, agreeing with Professor
Briggs as to the folly of the Commission's
actinn, even altho approved by the Pope, and
both agree that the decision should not forbid
critical research and freedom." (Ind.)

Cath. World. 84: 707. F.

Ind. 62: 974. Ap. 25, '07.

Lond. Times. 5: 410. D.
Nation. 84: 432. My. 9, '

outlook. 85: 143. Ja. 19,

Brinton, Selwyn. Correggio.
plates with biography.
lib.) *$i.2S. Warne.

A biographical sketch, a list

celebrated works with descriptiv
historical matter, and forty-eii
of paintings.

'07. 1260W.

200w.

7. '06. 770w.
07. 150w.
'07. 150w.

Forty-eight
(Newnes' artW 7-47.
of the most

c, critical and
jht half-tones

4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 65. Mr. '07. S.

Reviewed bv Charles de Kay.
-I- — N. Y. Times. 11: 881. D. 22, '06. 200w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 273. Ap. 27, '07. 100t\'.

Brode, Heinrich. Tippoo Tib., the story of
his career in Central Africa. *$3. Long-
mans.

Tippo Tib is an Arab trader well known to
all who took an interest in East Africa or the

Congo fifteen or twenty years ago. This sketch
is a transcription made from Tippo Tib's own
story of his life. "He was a species of Afiican
Corte?!, brave as a lion, utterly unscrupulous,
avid of wealth, shi-ewd and masterful. Like
the Spanish adventurers, he accomplished pro-
digies with a handful of men." (Lit. D.)

"It is a fascinating chronicle."
+ Lit. D. 34: 885. Je. 1, '07. 3i50w.

"A valuable addition to the scanty records
of East African history."
+ + Nation. 85: 58. Jl. 18, '07. 940w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 250. Ap. 20, '07. 170vv.

Spec. 9S: 904. Je. S, '07. 490w.

Bronson, Walter C, comp. English poems.
*$i.5o. Univ. of Chicago press. 7-29839.

The last volume in a projected series of four,
devoted to English poems. The first volume will
include Old English poems in translation, Mid-
dle English poems, specimens of the pre-Bliza-
bethan drama and old ballads; the second will
cover the Elizabethan and Caroline periods;
and the third will include poems of the restora-
tion and the eighteenth century. The present
volume is devoted to poetry of the nineteenth
century. The series is designed for use in sur-
vey courses covering the entire field of English
literature.

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 192. N. '07.

"Should be warmly welcomed as [an] adjunct
to the work of teaching English literature in

both colleges and secondary schools."

-I- Dial. 43: 214. O. 1, '07. lOOw.

"The excellence of the selection of individual
poems is beyond dispute."

+ Outlook. 87: 451. O. 26, '07. 200w.

Brooke, Emma Frances. Sir Elyot of the
woods. t$i.5o. Duffield. 7-1S923.

Sir Elyot Ingall of Ingalton, young, hand-
some, and on the eve of a literary career, finds
his estates nopelessly encumbered and is

obliged to let his manor house and strive by
personal effort to keep a mortgage off his Dow-
er woods, the woods he loves, the trees of

which offer the only source of revenue for him.
He struggles against the woodman's axe and
finds inspiration for his writings in his forest.

When thru a legal tangle it is all but lost to

him he recovers it, and in recovering learns
that the girl he loved and trusted had played
the trees false and planned to sacrifice them
for the gold she craved. In his agony his heart
returns to his first love thru whom he and his

estate come once more to their own.

"If the whole book did but carry out the

promise to be seen in the opening pages it

would be a remarkable and interesting produc-
tion."

-I Acad. 73: 682. Jl. 13, '07. 150w.

"As the faults of the novel are popular, they
will not interfere with its circulation."

H Ath. 1907. 1: 693. Je. 8. 230w.

"It lacks but little of achieving distinction of

style; it just mis.'ses success in portraying one
of those rare women characters that really

count." Frederic Taber Cooper.
-. Bookm. 25:391. Je. '07. 460w.

"On its merely human side, this is a singu-

larly impressive and well-managed story; to the

lover of trees, who can share in Elyot's passion,

it is an inexpressibly poignant tragedy." Wm.
M. Payno.

+ Drai. 42: 377. Je. 16, '07. 800w.

"The book escapes being what it might have
been, a notable piece of work; as written it is

nothing but a fairly readable 'minor novel.'

-I Ind. 63: 97. Jl. 11. '07. 180w.

"With a subtler art than that of the descrip-

tive writer. Miss Brooke contrives to pervade
her story with the beauty and sanctity of the
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woods, showing them to us through the eyes
of her characters, and keeping them always be-
fore us."

+ Lend. Times. 6: 197. Je. 21, '07. 2S0w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 378. Je. 15, '07. 130w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 5'04. Ag. 17, '07. 120w.

Brooke, George H. Story of a football sea-
son. **$(. Lippincott. 7-29718.

Steeped in the atmosphere of the athletic
field, this story of a foot-ball season, written
with all the life-likeness and authority which
inside knowledge can affora, makes its appeal
to every champion of a college eleven. All the
stages of team development are interestingly
set down and gridiron encounters, Including the
great end-of-the-season victory are realistically
described.

Brooke, Stopford A. Life superlative.
*$i.50. Am. Unitar. W6-183,

A collection of Mr. Brooke's sermons and ad-
dresses which are characterized by their moral
outlook, their grasp of things unseen and eter-
nal, their practical appeal to the highest and
best in human nature, and a high note of op-
timism. They .are grouped under the following
headings: Religion and conduct. Lessons by che
way. Social problems. The oOtlook—here and
hereafter, The foundations of life and The city
of the soul.

"This is a book good to have on the table for
leisure moments and their opportunities of re-
freshment for the higher self."

+ + Outlook. 87: 748. N. 30, '07. 160w.
-+- Spec. 96: 545. Ap. 7, '06. 300w.

Brookfield, Frances (Mrs. Charles H. E.
Brookfield). Cambridge "Apostles."
*$:;. Scribner. 7-13938.

"A record of the talk and a study of the
character of a large group of gifted people who
enlivened their Intercourse with one another
with .unfailing gaiety of mood and unflagging
humor. High spirits and abounding wit are
generally found in the company of men of
genius; and the madness theory of Nordau Is
set at naught by the sanity and love of fun of
the apostles' who gave the University of Cam-
bridge distinction between 1830-1840."—Out-
look.

"The book, indeed, is full of blunders—some
due probably to slack reading of proofs, some
to want of familiarity with the details of the
life of the time."

1- Ath. 1907. 1: 39. Ja. 12. 1320w.
"An index, who.<;i? five pages, however, do

not contain all the entries one might h;ive oc-
casion to look for—not even all the names of
persons mentioned in the work. If the book
has still anothor fault, it may by the more
serious be thought to be an unduly generous
inclusion of t'l'-'isant trivialities. However,
they entertain—or, if not, they may be
skipped." Percv F. Bicknell.
-f -i Dial. 12: 134. Mr. 1, '07. 1500w.

"To one behind the scenes this is not a good
book."— Nation. 84: 205. F. 28, '07. 890w.
"A few tvnographlcal errors disfigure a vol-

ume unusually excellent in its format, a Joy
to both eve and hand. It is of the nature of
an accolade to be admitted to this elect circle.
Mrs. Brookfield's readers cannot but have a
senee of distinction conferred upon them."
-f H N. Y. Times. 12: 25. Ja. 19, '07. 930w.

"It 13 loosely put together and not always
carefully written, but it is starred with great
names and full of doli.trhtfal glimpses of that
rar-^ kind and quality of society v/hich charms,
refreshes, and tiber.ntcs." Hamilton W. Mabie.
-f- -f No. Am. 181: 528. Mr. 1. '07. 1470w.
"A more Interesting and witty book has not

come from the press for a long time."
4- + Outlook. 85:164. Ja. 26. '07. 1900w.

Reviewed by A. I. du P. Coleman.
+ Putnam's 2: 613. Ag. '07. 1270w.

"We may complain that her proofs have not
been read, and that her pages bristle with In-
excusable misprints. We may object that
many of her statements are inaccurate. But,
when all deductions are made, we cannot deny
the merit of Mrs. Brookfield's book, and we
have read it from beginning to end with a
pleasure which its faults have done no more
than temper."
-f H Spec. 97: 988. D. 15. '06. 1270w.

Brooks, Mary Wallace. A prodigal. $1.25.
* Badger, R: G. 7-22410.

This story lells how the goodness of a sweet
maid reformed the prodigal son of a broken-
hearted minister. It contains reproof for the
unthinking people of the world who lift their
voices in popular condemnation of every son
among them who feeds on husks, people who
not only do not ofl!er a more Christian diet but
who 'joofl: at those who have the courage to
offer it.

Broughton, Rhoda. Waif's progress. $1.50.
Macmillan.

Descriptive note In December, 1905.

"I<; no more than a sketch, verging here and
there on caricature. It is light, unpretending,
avowedly skimming over the surface of things.
It is amusing to an unusual degree." Mary
Moss.

+ Atlan. 99: 117. Ja. '07. 510w.

Brown, Alice. County road. "'$1.50.

Houghton. 6-23588.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"None of the t.aJes touch upon the darker
aspects of life, all are optimistic in tone, and
delicately humorous in treatment."

+ Acad. 71: 612. D. 15, '06. 160w.

"The title of the book is well chosen, carry-
ing with it a leisurely pace, happy endings,
unforced homely dialect, Yankee talk as it

reallv is." Alic-3 Durant Smith.
-f Bookm. 24: 1.98. F. '07. U20w.

"The people in the book are mainly earth
creatures, dimly aware of, but in no wise inti-

mate with vhelr own montal processes, and
they are handled with insight and unfailing
charm."

-i- Ind. d2: 443. F. 21, '07. 220w.

"All lovers of New England studies are cor-
diiailv advised to read this collection."

-f- Spec. 98: 94. Ja. 19. '07. 130w.

Brown, Arthur J. Foreign missionary: an
incarnation of a world movement.
**$i.50. Revell. 7-23292-

A text-book for the student contemplating
going into the field. "Beginning with a state-
ment of the missionary motive and aim, he de-
scribes simply and clearly the essential quali-
fications for the work, then passes on to a de-
tailed account of the missionary's relations to
the society which sends him out, his duties to
It, and its obligations to him. The principal
arguments against foreign missions are briefiy
stated and answered, and the book closes with
a striking portrayal of the modern missionary,
not as a saint on a pedestal with a halo about
his head, but as 'preeminently a man of af-
fairs.' " (Nation.)

"We only regret, and It is our smgle crlll-

cism, that he has not given some Information
as to the way In which young English. German,
and Swiss candidates are prepared for mission-
ary work in Asia and Africa."
+ -I

Nation. 85: 303. O. 3. 07. 38uw.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 663. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"A thoroughlv sane book is a thing of beauty
and a jov. Such is Dr. Brown's book on mis-
sions. This book I? especially adapted for two
classes of persons—those who believe in foreign
missions and these who don't."

-I-
-4- N. Y. Times. 12: 746. N. 23, '07. llOw.
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Brown, Charles Reynolds. Main poiniss: a
study in Christian belief. *$i.25. Pil-
grim press. 7-19461.

"The present work puts before thoughtful
laymen the main points of evangelical doctrine
as .now held by wnat twenty years ago began
to be known as 'progressive ortliodoxy.' It is
for those who desire a statement of fundajiien-
tal Christian truths more accordant with mod-
em rJiought and experience than what they
find in the historic creeds."—Outlook.

+ Ind. 62: 504. F. 28. '07. 150w.
"It is a luminous help to the clear thinking

that grasps ess-antial reality. It is also sane
in .stoiiping at the line where it is more rea-
sonable to wait for more light before explor-
ing further. This quality, however, is not so
manifest in its discussion of the divinity of
Christ."

-I Outlook. 85: 352. F. 9, '07. 170w.

Brown, Charles Reynolds. Social message
of the modern pulpit. **$i.2S. Scr\b-
ner. 6-32406.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviev/ed by George Hodges.
Atlan. 99: 5G2. Ap. '07. llOw.

"The main interest in the volume lies in the
method by which the Biblical story of Exodus
is made to suggest moral factors in the labor
problems of our own time and land." Charles
Richmond Henderson.

+ Dial. 42: 12. Ja. 1, '07. 400w.

Brown, Francis. Hebrew and English lex-

icon of the Old Testament. *$8. Hough-
ton.

Professor Brown has brought an enormous
undertaking to its completion, aided by Profes-
sors Driver and Briggs. It is "the most impor-
tant contribution to Hebrew lexicography since
the 'Thesaurus,' When it is added that the
gains of three-quarters of a century in Semitic
philology, in textual criticism, geographical ex-
ploration, and archaeological research, as well
as In Biblical exegesis, have been brought to
bear on the lexical problems of tlie Old Testa-
ment, it will be understood that the lexicon has
no need to commend itself by even the greatest
names of former generations." (Nation.)

"It is, Indeed, a veritable thesaurus, and will
not fall far short of meeting the most exacting
requirements. It is safe to predict that it will
be a long time before it is superseded; and in
the meantime it will remain what it Is now, an
Indispensable helper." Charles C. Torrey.
+ + Am. J. Theol. 11: 510. Jl. '07. 2990w.
"Wo regret that the price of this essential

dictionary will conduce to the further neglect
of the Hebrew language in our theological sem-
inaries."

H- Ind. 62: 46. Ja. 3, '07. 310w.

"Let the place of honor among the religious
books of the year be given to a monument of
patient toil and exact and searching scholarship.
Professor Francis Brown's 'Hebrew and English
lexicon of the old Testament.' "

-H -f 4- Ind. 63: 1235. N. 21, '07. 130w.

"Scholars of the English tongue have now in
their hands an instrument not only unsur-
passed, but unrivalled in any other language."

+ + Nation. 84: 595. Je. 27, '07. 200w.

Brown, Sir Hanbury. Irrigation: its prin-
ciples and practice as a branch of en-
gineering. *$5. Van Nostrand.

A work of some three hundred pages which
sets forth the guiding principles that should
govern the practice of irrigation, and furnishes
illustrations of their applicatiot. in existing
canal systems. Many of the illustrations have
been taken from material supplied by the irri-
gation experience of India and Egypt.

Brown, Helen Dawes. Mr. Tuckerman's
nieces. t$i.5o. Houghton. 7-32838.

Mr. Tuckerman, a professor and bachelor
learns one day that throe nieces have been be-
queathed to him. His sense of duty demands
that he open the doors of his colonial Home,
sacred to study and repose, to these doubttul
western girls. The story tells how they siipmto ms home life and soften the callous spots
of his nature and by their freshness and In-
genuousness teach him to love youth, and fur-
ther, how this training turns him into the chan-
nels of neglected love making.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 3»w.

Brown, Hiram Chellis. Historical bases
of religions, primitive, Babylonian and
Jewish. **$i.so. Turner, H. B. 6-33632.

A chapter on the origin and development of
the religious sense. Introduces a study of the
Babylonian and Jewish religions. Babylonian
civilization receives friendly, almost enthusiastic
treatment. The chapters on Jewish religion,
which occupy over half the volume, give aresume of the results of the higher criticism
and recent research, and attempt to prove that
Judaism retarded rather than advanced relig-
ious progress.

'Is a well-written but misleading book. It is
the product of wide reading rather than of close
study or original investigation." Kemper Ful-
lerton.

h Am. J. Theol. 16: 666. O. '07. 250w.
"We have no opportunity to verify at this

time the author'.^ statement of historic facts
concerning the teachings of the monuments,
but assuming thom to be correct we feel that
the conclusions drawn therefrom are not en-
tirely warranted. In our opinion the author
lacks power of historic perspective." Robert
E. Bisbee.

-f- — Arena. 37: 107. Ja. '07. 870w.
"Throughout the volume the wrong Is so

mingled with the right, and there Is such a
distortion (doubtless unintentional) of the his-
tory, that the general reader may often get an
impression not in accordance with the factsA proper estimate of Hebraism and .Tudaism
calls for wider knowle'dge and a calmer and
more Judicial attitude than are to be found In
this volume."— Nation. 84: 87. Ja. 24, '07. 540w.

Outlook. 84: 677. N. 17. '06. 160w.

Brown, John Mason. Lecture on the law of
contracts. $1. John M. Brown, Wash-
ington, D. C. 7-23481.

"The subject-matter of the book was prepared
by Mr. Brown for delivery before the Asso-
ciation of American Government Accountants,
the aim and desire of the author being to cor-
rect some of the misconceptions of law and
some of the errors of practice which have so
largely characterized the government contract
and those who have had to deal therewith."—Engin. N.

"The presentation of the matter—especially
those features,and branches with which con-
tractors are so frequently harassed and annoyed
—is exceptionally clear. The language is en-
tirely untechnical and the book Is so arranged
as to give the !a>Tnan a thorough grasp of
the main principles of the law."

-I- Engln. N. 57: 668. Je. 13, '07. 320w.

-f Technical Literature. 2: 97. Ag. '07.

230w.

Brown, John Pinkney. Practical arboricul-

ture: how forests influence climate, con-
trol the winds, prevent floods, sustain

national prosperity: a text book for rail-

way engineers, manufacturers, lumber-
men and farmers; how, where and what
to plant for the rapid production of
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lumber, cross-ties, telegraph poles and
other timbers, with original photo-
graphs by the author. $2.50. J. P.
Brown, Connersville, Ind. 6-23171.

A thorpgoing: iiandbook sufficiently well out-
lined in tne sub-title.

of which appeared four years ago. The period
covered is from the beginning of the eleventh
century to the middle of the thirteenth, the
Golden age of Persian poetry.

"The work can in no proper sense be called
a text-book, since it is utterly lacking in sys-
tematic arrang.^raent, but it wiU doubtless
prove of no little educational, value. It is a
pity that the book has no injdfex, what is called
such being inereiv a table of contents."
+ -\ Engln. N. 5G: 525. N. 15, 'Otj. 310w.

R. of Rs. 34: 761. D. '06. 80w.

Brown, Katharine Holland. Dawn. t5oc.

Crowell. 7-21225.

An overworked surgeon goes to the northern
wilds to rest and to avert a nervous breakdown.
While there the miracle of restoration is
wrought thru a night of service to a woman
whose life he fought for and won.

Brown, Kenneth. Sirocco: a novel. $1.50.

Kennerley. 6-19771.
"This tale is described as 'a thrilling story

of the Arabian desert;' and as dealing with the
'most uncivilized of North African despotisms.'
It deals with a country existing only in the
author's rather unbridled imagination. His 'Sir-
occo' is clearly meant to be Morocco; but, while
it may resemble a tourist's dream of that coun-
try, it is far from resembling the real Mogh-
reb."—Ath.

" 'Thrilling' the story may possibly prove to
the uufastidious reader wno likes his fiction hot
and strong; but its glaring impossibilities, not
to mention improbabilities, will militate against
appreciation of such merits as it possesses. It
owes something to the 'Naulahka,' but lacks
the artistry of that ingenious extravaganza."

f- Ath, 1907, 1: 658. Je. 1. 2860w.

"It is written in a crisp, virile style, and the
contrasts between the Americanisms of the
American .Tnd the very Oriental situations in
which he .finds himself are brought out in a
racy find picturesque fashion."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 376. Je, 9, '06. 300w.

Brown, William Adams. Christian theology
in outline. **$2.5o. Scribner. 6-44353.

A textbook of doctrinal theology for those
who feel themselves attached to the historic
forms r>f faith. "He has succeeded in stating
several of the doctrines of historic Christianity,
notably that of the Trinity, in a manner to
relieve dogma of some of its difficulties, while
retaining largely the classic form of ex:pres-
sion." (Nation.)

"It may be questioned, however, whether Pro-
fessor Brown is altogether justified in retaining
the orthodox terminology for his modem doc-
trine."

-I Ind. 63:884. O. 10, '07. 330w.
. "Professor Brown is a careful scholar, who

has trained himself to avoid exaggeration, and
whose chapters never offer rhetoric in the place
of thought."

-I- Nation. 84: 264. Mr. 21, '07. 280w.

"This conception of the relation of the Bible
to theology, of which Dr. Brown observes It

is not the only source, underlies his entire work,
and gives it distinctive character. It Is unde-
niably the true conception. In the fidelity, the
fullness, and the freedom with which be has ap-
plied It he Is not surpassed by any contempor-
ary theologian."

-f Outlook. 86: 565. Je. 13, '07. 1650w.
R. of Rs. 35:637. My. '07. 80w.

Browne, Edward G. Literary history of
Persia from Firdawsi fo Sa'di. (Lib.
of literary history.) $4. Scribner. 7-2590.

The second volume of Professor Browne's
"Literary history of Persia," the first volume

"The virtue or the defect of his book is that
it Is an encyclopaedia of the results of first-
hand research. It is designed for the benefit
of the man of learning rather than for the de-
lectation of the lover of letters.'

+ + Acad. 72: 9. Ja. 5, '07. 1530w.
"Prof. Browne's translations in verse are

generally excellent, but It is a pity that they
are now and then marredi by tne use of false
rhymes. Altogether this book is a monument
of ripe learning and bounteous exposition."
+ -i Ath. 1906, 2: 822. D. 29. 2520w.
"More generally interesting than its prede-

cessor, although It is not so weighted by the
enormous erudition of the author as to be any-
thing but light reading."

-I- + Dial. 41: 400. D. 1, '06. llOw.
"Is the most important work on Persian lit-

erature that has appeared in years."
-f- + Lit. D. 33: 813. D. 1, '06. 280w.
"In point of workmanship, the book is ill-

composed. To the student and scholar it will
be a fund of prolonged delight, and to such
the fav.lts which detract from its literary work-
manship will seem almost merite. The Per-
sian scholar will find it a stout staff to lean
on in all matters of biography, bibliography,
and textual apparatus. The "mere reader' may
perhaps wish for a more balanced and consec-
utive treatment of the literatuire, and will
probably be alarmed by the sternly scholarly
spelling of the names."
+ -i Lend. Times. 5: 34'1. O. 12, '06. 2190w.

"The author has conscientiously omitted
nothing. If ever [the reader] comes across the
name of some obscure 'litt&ratur* of Persia,
he will find all that can be said about him in
the Cambridge Professor's book."

-f- + Sat. R. 103: 114. Ja. 26. "07. 1090w.

"He deserves hearty thanks for the delight-
ful anecdotes with which his book is garnished.
He has penetrated mto the soul of Oriental
story-telllrig, and he realises, .with the East
tha* * fact files the further when winged with
an epigram. Admirable, too, are bis short bi-
ographical notices of his authors, compiled
from materials that his critical sense knows
well how to use, and just as admirable are his
appreciations of their works from a Western
point of view, and even from an Eastern."

-f + Spec. 98:19. Ja. 5, '07. 1570w.

Browne, George Waldo. Comrades under
Castro; or. Young engineers in Ven-
ezuela. 75c. McKay.

A new edition of the second volume in "The
round world series." It is an interesting ac-
count of the part which two American lads
played In the revolution in Venezuela, being
comrades under Castro thruout his fight to
maintain his own against the enemies of his
government.

Browne, J. H. Balfour. Essays, critical and
political. 2v. *^S- Longmans.

The greater part of those essays appeared in

the Westminster review between the years 1876
and 1886. Among subjects discussed in the
"Political" volume are: Russia, 1877; Afghan-
istan, 1881; African slave trade; English su-
premacy, and England in Egypt. They are
principally valuable for the historical interest
of opinions expressed. The "Critical" volume
includes among its subjects Michael Angelo,
Machlavelll, Charlotte Bronte, George Eliot,

I^andor, Dickens and Macready.

"A writer of substantial merit, though hardly
of the first rank. He is too fond of putting
his subjects into the box as It were, and sub-
mitting them to a severe cross-examination."

-f — Ath. 1907, 1: 380. Mr. 30. 590w.
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"The 'Political' volume is too far outdated to
have any particular value in this twentieth
century."

H Dial. 42: 232. Ap. 1, '07. 90w.

"The essays on Landor, Dickens, Michael
Angelo, and Machiavelli all show an insight
and are written with a force quite out of the
common."

H Nation. 85: 104. Ag. 1, '07. 330w.

"Harmless in their original form they may
have served well enough to occupy the leisure
hours of an aspirant to legal fame, but it :s

hard on the reader that they should be forced
again upon his notice under the cover of a name
now well known in a sphere not that of lit-

— Sat. R. 103: 528. Ap. 27, '07. 1200w.

h Spec. 98: 1014. Je, 20, '07. 210w.

Browne, Sir Thomas. K>?Iigio medici: Let-
ter to a friend; and Christian morals;
w^ith introd. by C. H. Herford. 35c.

Crowell.
Uniform with the "Handy volume classics."

Browning, Elizabeth Barrett. Complete
poetical v^'orks; with a prefatory note
by Robert Browning, lea. $1.25. Cro-
well.

The complete poetical works of Mrs. Browning
uniform with the limp leather "Thin paper
poets."

Browning, Oscar. Fall of Napoleon. *$5.

Lane. 7-32141.

"Mr. Brownin,:,' s new book is a personal his-
tory of Napoleon between the years 1S13 and
1815. and llie author does not claim therein to
bring to light nsw facts, but to summarize the
results of other people's researches. His boolc,

13, however, more valuable than might be ex-
pected, because he gives lor the first time in
English a v;ew 01 Napoleon's character and
conduct, largely founded upon the work of M.
Albert Sorel. rather different from that gener-
ally accegted in this country."—Acad.

"As a whole the book is useful. The tale is

clearly told but without the help of maps, and
It is told moreover with rare self-restraint. Tho
opinions of the author seldom intrude. Is de-
cidedly an advance on the rame author's work
on the youth of his hero."

-I Acad. 72: 482. My. 18, '07. 610w.

"Taken as a study of the politics of those
.stirring months, and as a sketch of by far the
strongest actor in the momentous drama, the
work can be highly commended. It is one that
the worshippers of Napoleon will welcome."
Theodore Ayrault Dodge.
-f -j Am. Hist. R. 13: 138. O. '07. 820w.

"Mr. Browning begins his story rather abrupt-
ly. In another matter of high significance Mr.
Browning's narrative is unsatisfactory. We refer
to his account of the relations between Napo-
leon and Plus VII. earlv in 1813."— + Ath. 1907, 1: 658. Je. 1. 2860w.

"One noticeable feature of Mr. Browning's
work is the sense of proportion which he has
maintained throughout his treatment of these
singularly troubled years." Henry E. Bourne.

-\ Dial. 43: 89. Ag. 16, '07. 6€0w.

"Mr. Browning's narratlv'j is often vivid and
interesting, but it is a pity that inaccuracies and
misprints which a little care in revision would
have removed should give an impression of
hasty, or, shall we say, over-facile compo-
sition."

H Lond. Times. 6: IfiS. My. 24, '07. 750w.

"Shows no very distinctive merit, save that
it is not marred by the extreme carelessness
of his last book on the same subject."

4- Nation. 85: 57. Jl. 18, '07. 1190w.

"It is in this matter of the physical and men-
tal changes which for .=ome years had been
taking place in Napoleon that Mr. Browning's

book show"s a serious ladk, mine of information
thoucrh it is uoon other matters."

-T — N. Y. Times. 12: 371. Je. 8, '07. 5S0w.

"Our chief criticism of Mr. Browning's book
is that there is too much mere narrative and
too little comment and explanation."

H Sat. R. 103: 818. Je. 29, '07. 500w.
"Without doubt he has produced a book which

should have its place in any library of Napo-
leonic literature."

+ Spec. 98: 910. Je. 8, '07. 380w.

Bruce, Audasia Kimbrough. Uncle Tom's
cabin of to-day. $1.50. Neale. 6-46250.

The new order of things as it exists today in
time of freedom for the negro is pictured in
this sketch of the Barney family, "in the heart
of the black belt of Alabama."

Bruce, George A. Twentieth regiment of
Massachusetts volunteer infantry, 1861-
1865. **$2.5o. Houghton. 6-18330.

Popularly known as the Harvard regiment
because officered by young men just out of the
university, the Twentieth Massachusetts was a
part of the Second corps of the Army of the
Potomac. Among the engagements especially
dealt upon are Ball's Bluff, Fair Oaks, the
Seven days' battles, Antietam, Chancellorsville,
Gettysburg, Wilderness and Spottsylvania.

"One of the best of recent regimental histo-
ries. The narrative is full of valuable side-
lights."

4- 4- Am. Hist. R. 12: 210. O. '06. 70w.

"This volume deserves large folded maps to
replace the meagre ones it offers, and it is too
valuable to remain, like a novel or a fairy tale,

without an index."
4-4 Nation. 83: 78. Jl. 26, '06. 630w.

R. of Rs. 34: 124. Jl. '06. 70w.

Bruce, Jerome. Studies in black and white.

$1.50. Neale. 6-41783.
The subtitle .states that this Is a novel in

which are exemplified the lights and shades in

the friendship and trust between black and
white—slave and master—in their Intercourse
with each other In antebellum days.

Bruce, Philip Alexander. Robert E. Lee.

(American crisis biographies.) **$i.25.

Jacobs. 7-29102.

More side-lights are here furnished on the
great American sectional struggle. Following
the early life and education, the sketch presents
Lee, the patriot and soldier, fighting gallantly
for his convictions, and, at the war's close.

Lee, the reconciler, whose watchwords were
conciliation, forbearance, and oblivion of the
surviving hatreds of the past.

4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 193. N. '07. S.

"We know of no better or fairer statement of
the Virginian theory of constitutional law and se-

cession than that which here prepares the
readers' mind for Colonel Lee's resignation of
his command in the United States army, and his

refusal of the proffered command of the nor-
thern army of invasion."

4- Ind. 63: 1001. O. 24, '07. 290w.

"It, is well worth the few hours required for

its perusal. It presents in brief outline one of

the great and tragic figures of world history."

W: E. Dodd.
4- 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 729. N. 16, '07. 12'50w.

4- R. of Rs. 36: 635. N. '07. lOOw.

Brunetiere, Ferdinand. Honore de Balzac.

**$i.S0. Lippincott. 6-43793.

The second volume of a series which aims to

do for French literature what has been achieved
for the English and American men of let-

ter.= The sketch deals not so much with the
biographical facts of Balzac's life, as with the
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elemental points that define, explain and char-
acterize his worlt. The life is subordinated to
the creative energy that appeals to the critic

and historian of literature.

"In this volume we have an excellent ex-
ample of M. Brunetifere's work."

4- + Acad. 72: 30. Ja. 12, '07. 1240w.

"Scholarly, of course, in treatment, compact,
finished, and readable. Not equally well trans-
lated throughout."
+ H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 6. Ja. '07.

"He has gone over fields trodden by many
predecessors, without discovering either new
flowers or new weeds. When we come to spe-
cific judgment on particular novels, M. Dru-
netiere is inclined to be too arbitrary. It is

surprising to find such a critic as M. Bru-
netldre confusing real persons with the crea-
tures of fiction."

1- Ath. 1907, 1: 95. Ja. 26. 1390w.

"Can hardly be disregarded in any study of

Balzac's literary art." _
+ + Dial. 42: 346. Je. 1, '07. 23(^v.

'•Whoever cares for literary morphology,
whoever delights in following the organic evo-
lution of literary form, will find in Brunetl^re's
'Balzac' a work of genuine fascination. The
book appeals to one with all the delightful

freshness of a work of creative art."

+ + Ind. 62: 674. Mr. 21, '07. 1030w.

Ind. 63:1229. N. 21, '07. llOw.

"Less brilliant than the celebrated study by
Talne, to which it frequently refers, this work
is marked by the more exhaustive and com-
parative criticism made possible by a wider
perspective and greater distance of time."

+ + Lit. D. 34: 177. F. 2, '07. 280w.

+ Nation. 84:16. Ja. 3, '07. 850w.

"It is a sober, solid, piece of workmanship,
not especially illuminating, though surprising-

ly liberal in Its attitude toward andi In its

.ludgments of Balzac's moral Influence for a
"man of BrunetiSre's narrow, hard, and dogma-
tic temperament. The translation la idiomatic."

James Huneker.
+ N. Y. Times. 11:902. D. 29, "06. 280w.

"The book will certainly rouse much contro-
versy. There are whole chapters that ring like

a challenge, and many who will accept the au-
thor's conclusions will refuse to follow him
through the steps of his demonstrations. In-
teresting and important as his book is, we feel

that it would have carried farther had its au-
thor never become involved in literary Darwin-
Ism." Christian Gauss.
4-4 No. Am. 184: 532. Mr. 1. '07. 1580w

"As a piece of writing it lacks grace and
esLSe; but as a piece of literary analysis noth-
ing so exhaustive, so penetrating, and so de-
cisive has been written about the author of

•Pfere Goriot.'
"

+ 4 Outlook. 85: 280. F. 2, '07. 230w.

"Solid and brilliant this monograph is, yet
dry, dogmatic, and partial." Horaiio S. Krans.

H Putnam's. 1: 751. Mr. '07. llSOw.

Sat. R. 104: 83. Jl. 20, '07. 2180w.

Bryant, W. W. History of astronomy. **$3-

* Button.
"The work contains 345 pages, and after a

few words on the early and primitive notions
of antiquity, the first 95 carry the purely his-

torical (or almost biographical) portion, through
Copernicus, Tycho Brab6, Kepler, Galileo. New-
ton and his successors in gravitational astron-
omy, and Flamsteed and his successors in ob-
servational astronomy, to Herschel, Bessel, and
Rtmve. The different departments of the sci-

ence, solar, planetary, cometary, and stellar, are
then successively treated. A chapter Is also de-
voted to observatories and instruments, and a
concluding one to stellar systems and celestial
evoli'tion."—Ath.

"Altogether this highly interesting book is re-
markably free from inaccuracies; care has evi-
dently been taken all around."
+ H Ath. 1907, 2: 623. N. 16. 360w.

"Is neither so long as to repel a reader whose
time is limited, nor so short as to be unsatis-
factory."

-I- + Dial. 43: S21. N. 16, '07. 230w.

Bryce, James. Studies in history and juris-

prudence. 2v. *$3.50. Oxford.
A reissue made cimely by Mr. Bryce's re-

cent appointment to the British embassy nt
Washington. Thruout his treatment of varied
topics there runs "a common thread, that nt
jomparison between the history and law of
Rome and the history and law of England."

"The essays . . . are weighty studies of fun-
damental principles."

r -f Dial. 42: 260. Ap. IG, '07. 50w.

"The distinguishing feature of Mr. Bryce's
temper in the discussion of the subjects in his-
tory ami jurisprudence which he has chosen is

the sense he preserves of the actuality of these
subjects. Ke approaches them as he would
matters of current practical Interest, say, in
the house of cominons, or even »n conversation.
He is as cautious of extreme or dogmatic
statements as if he expected to be brought to
book by a gentleman on the other side of th^
table as well informed as himself." Edward
Cary.

-r + N. Y. Times. 12: 321. My. 18, 07.

lloOw.

Buchanan, Alfred. Real Australia. **$i.50.

Jacobs.
Australia's political, social and intellectual

standards are set forth with some good por-
trayals of men and women most closely iden'tl-
fled with them. The author knows his Austra-
lia, and understands well the relation between
that continent and Great Britain. "The bond
is not one that has grown strong by reason of
political adjustments or of commercial neces-
sities. Its virtue consists in the fact that It

has not been manufactured in the mills of dip-
lomacy. The more it is tampered with, the
weaker it becomes. It is made of Impalpable
materials—of such materials as memory, senti-
ment, self-abnegation, heredity, pride. To at-
tempt to trim it in one place and to buttress it

in another is to attempt to alter its character
and thus bring about its decay."

"Rather cynical. Inclined to be pessimistic,
somewhat too wordy, Mr. Alfred Buchanan has
nevertheless a decided gift of vigorous expres-
sion, an i is capable of writing terse and racy
English."

-j N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 150w.
"Mr. Buchanan's style is dignified and his

narrative informing."
+ R. of Rs. 36:638. N. '07. 70w.

"He is not by any means foolishly partial to
the land of his adoption. On the contrary, he
is even severely faithful."

+ Spec. 99: 26. Jl. 6, '07. 300w.

Buckell, G. T. Teasdale. Complete Eng-
lish wing shot. *$3.5o. McClure.

A complete manual of bird shooting. It cov-
ers the subject of weapons old anri ne\^- with
rec^ommendations of those suited for different
kinds of game; it treats of tne breeding and
breaking of dogs; and it gives valuable hints
regarding the preparations for the pursuit of
game birds.

"There is much more within the covers of
'The cDmplete shot' than its title would lead
one to expect."

+ + Ath. 1907. 2: 360. S. 28. 1070w.

"The first 200 pages or so of this book, the
part on gun? and dogs, seem to us good and
useful. They are evidently wr'tten out Of a
long and practiced experience, and will, no
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doubt, win the attention they deserve. But,
frankly, the rest of the book does not go vety
far to justify so ambitious a title. It is writ-
ten in a pleasant and natural style and is ad-
mirable journalism; but those, we think, are
its limits."

-\ Lend. Times. €: 275. S. 13, '07. 143Cw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 669. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"The fact is that what is wanted in a new
book about shooting, or any sport about which
much has already been written, is the direct
personal note. This is why Mr. Buckell is so
successful m writing about dogs. He is not less

instructive on the various methods of bringing
up pheasants and partridges."

-] Spec. 99: 711. N. 9, '07. loOOw.

Buckham, James. Afield w^itli the seasons.

**$i.2S. Crovirell. 7-23873-

The author reads nature like an open book
and imparts the messages learned with the
bloom of truth and poetry still fresh upon
them. Flowers and birds and tiny animals arc;

his friends, and as he wanders among their
haunts he betrays the intimate enthusiasm of
the true nature-lover. The book suggests lei-

sure, the "hurry never" manner of forming ar
acquaintance with nature.

"Sympathy without undue philosophy or mor-
alizing characterizes these meditations."

+ Outlook. 87: 359. O. 19, '07. 50w.

Budge, E. A. T. Wallis. Egyptian Sudan:
* its history and monuments. 2v. *$io.

Lippincott. 7-24130.

A oyclopasdic work which on the one hand in-
cludes the history of Sudan from its earliest
mention in Egyptian history down to the close
of independent Egyptian rule; and on the other,
contains an account of the temples and other
antiquities written after four archaeological ex-
peditions, during which the author studied these
monuments in their natural surroundings and
became acquainted with the people whose an-
cestors bv.ilt thiem and worshipped in them.

"Few sichiolars can compete with Dr. Budge
in the learning and opportunities necessary for
relating the monumental history of the Sudan.
Dr. Budge is too indifferent to the graces of
style, and, whether from contempt or natural
defect, he never allows imagination or humour
to shine in his clear but awkward paragraphs.
The arrangement of the book also might have
befen better."
-f H Ath. 1907, 1: 625. My. 25. 2780w.

"What we complain of is that the ideas might
have been expressed in a quarter the space ajid
with twice as much point. A work which is es-
sential to everyone who wants to know nearly
all that is to be known about a great province
which England has rescued from outer barbar-
ism and is steadily, surely, imdomitably lead-
ing into the path of prosperity."
-f- H Lond. Times. 6: 146. My. 10, '07. 2230w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"Combining, as they do, pertinent and lumi-
nous observations on travel with information
concerning archaeological research and history,
these books are not less interesting to the gen-
eral reader than to the student."

-f- -(- N. Y. Times. 12: 761. N. 30, '07. 1490w.

"One of the most valuable books ever written
on an African subject."
+ + Spec. 99: sup. 744. N. 16, '07. 1690w.

Buel, Albert Wells, and Hill, Charles Shat-
tuck. Reinforced concrete. 2d. ed., rev.
and enl. *$5. Eng. news. 6-41296.

This revision includes sixty-five pages of ad-
ditional matter entirely accounted for by the
two years of progress in methods and their
application.

rank among the standard books and should
continue to be of service to designer, construc-
tor, and general reader." Arthur N. Talbot.

-\- 4- Engin. N. 56: 521. N. 15, '06. 960w.

H- -h Nature. 73: 458. Mr. 15, '06. 530w.

Bullen, Frank T. Frank Brown, sea appren-
tice. t$i.5o. Button. 7-25665.

"It is a good tale, full of action and incident,
with a steady progress of the main theme and
thfe constant growth in character of the lad of
14, who first steps aboard the Skylark, into the
young man of force and intelligence and dig-
nity, second mate of a fine ship. The pri-
vations, suffering, and hardships of boys who
go to sea get no glossing over from Mr. Bul-
len's pen, but he does show not a little literary
skill in making them all help in the evolution
of his young hero's character and in doing this
witiiout making him anything more than a
natural, healthy, right-minded, ambiticAas
boy."— N. Y. Times.

"It is the real thing put on paper with au-
thoritative skill."

4- Ind. 62: 970. Ap. 25, '07. 150w.

"The present book is pretty frankly a tract
written for boys who bave the sea-craving.
It is a random patchwork of selected adven-
tures, lessons in seamanship, criticism of the
metriods of captains, owners, and marine
boards, and pious moralizing."— Nation. 84: 342. Ap. 11, '07. 200w.

"Young boys without exception, and all old
boys who care about sea yarns, will find the
book entertaining."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 193. Mr. 30, '07. 340w.

"As a story strictly speaking the book lacks
proportion and construction; but as a picture
of the sailor's life in port and on board ship,
and a narrative of adventure and incident that
might easily befall a boy apprentice, the book
is capital, and will be relished by young read-

-I Outlook. 85: 813. Ap. 6, '07. 120w.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 766. Je. '07. llOw.

"A tale of un.lagging interest, admirably told
from beginning to end."

-t- Spec. 97: sw.p. 656. N. 3, '06. 700w.

Bullen, Frank T. Our heritage—the sea.

*$i.50. Button. W7-129.
Lying back of these essays is "a mass of

information and of personal observation upon
the nature, the features, the characteristics,
and the movements of the sea." "It is in-
tended specifically for the British public, and
the author's constant aim is to hammer well
into the minds of that public the conviction
that the very existence of the British empire
depends upon her sea supremacy, and that this
can be maintained only by a general national
interest in the ocean heritage and a wide-
spread knowledge of all it means to the coun-
try." (N. Y. Times.)

"The book retains the excellent features of
the first edition. The Index is good. In the
field it attempts to cover this book should

"Mr. Bullen has reached that point in the
literary career at which the author begins to
think it is necessary to take himself very seri-
ously. Accordingly whenever he thinks about
it he puts on an air of great profundity. But
ordinarily Mr. Bullen forgets his pose as soon
as he gets well warmed to his subject, and
writes with almost the simplicity and clarity
which made it possible for even a child to un-
derstand and enjoy his early works."
-t- H N. Y. Times. 12: 512. Ag. 24, '07. 460w.

"A peculiarly novel and fascinating volumfi
in a book which is at once scientific without
the burden of scientific nomenclature, and ro-
mantic without being at all a romance."
+ H Outlook. 86: 744. Ag. 3, '07. 270w.

"Is solid, competent, and most useful work,
and forms an admirable companion to Mr. Con-
rad's more esoteric studies."

-f- Spec. 97: 889. D. 1, '06. 220w.
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Bullock, Charles Jesse Selected readings

in economics. *$2.25. Ginn. 7-31981.

A volume which supplies collateral reading
needed for a general course of study in econom-
ics "It makes no effort to present selections

upon all the topics treated in such a course, but

endeavors merely to provide supplementary ma-
terial historical, descriptive and theoretical

which will enrich the instruction offered.'

"The work is carefully, thoroughly, and ser-

viceably done, and should respond to a real

need, especially in institutions lacking adequate
library facilities."

+ + J. Pol. Econ. 15: 570. N. '07. lOOw.

Bullock, Charles Jesse, ed. Selected read-

ings in public finance. *$2.25. Ginn.
6-6286

Descriptive note in. Annual, 1906.

"The studies nre very carefully selected. The
book is of sreaL value alike to teachers and
students of public finance."

+ ^ Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 463. N. '06. 230w.

Bulpett, C. W. L. Picnic party in wildest

Africa: being a sketch of a printer's

trip to some of the unknovirn waters of

the upper Nile. *$3-50. Longmans.
7-19053-

"The chief object of the expedition was to

explore and survey the Musha and Roma plat-

eaux, which lav to the South of the Akobo, be-

tween that river and Lake Rudolph in Central

Africa. That object seem.s to have been accom-
plished with some thoroughness, and in describ-

ing the journev the authors afford their read-

ers a eood deal of useful information. . . . Start-

ing from Khartoum in January in a flotilla of

launcnes and boats, they found it possible to

navigiUe the Sobat and Baro rivers as far as

Gambela. on the Abyssinian frontier, and then,

bearing south towards Lake Rudolph, traversed

a well-watered and interesting region of which
little is known."—Spec.

"Tn the latest account of the marvels of this

fascinating country a great deal of new and sug-

gestive information is offered. Perhaps the most
interesting feature of the volume Is the chap-
ter which deals with Abyssinia."

-f Lit. D. 35: 207. Ag. 10, '07. 360w.

"The story of this unusual picnic is told in

a very simple and straightforward way."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 373. Je. 8, '07. 4G0w.

"They are . . . observant of their surround-
ings, nnd discourse a.greeably upon their pro-

gress and adventures."
f Spec. 98: 903. Je. S, '07. 340w.

Bumpus, T. Francis. Cathedrals and
churches of northern Italy. *$5. Pott.

Mr. Bumpus introduces his subject with an
instructive esksay on Italian church architec-
ture, after which he proceeds to his field—nor-
thern Italy. "The legion Mr. Bumpus covered
in his tour is roughly boundefl by Trent on the
north, Venice on the east. Ravenna on the
south, and Turin on the west, and includes, be-
sides those cities, Milan, Verona, Vincenza,
Padua, Bologna, and others—some twenty or

twenty-five in all. Each chapter is illustrated

with photographs and colored reproductions of

the cathedrals, churches, and basilicas de-
scribed therein." (N. Y. Times.)

"He is sympathetic, taking, it is evident, a
keen delight in gorgeous ritual and ornamen-
tation; and he is sufficiently well read in ec-
clesiasti';a) history. His detailed descriptions
. . . are always full of spirit and vigour."

+ Spec. 9;t: 438. S. 28, "07. 300w.

Burbank, Luther. Training of the human
plant. **6oc. Century. 7-15628.

Mr. Burbank's investigation into plant life

—

"creating new forms, modifying old ones, adapt-
ing others to new conditions, and blending still

others"—has impressed him with the points of
similarity between the development of plant
and human life. He shows tnat the human
plant needs the environment of love, sunshine,
air, and nourishin.? food; he discusses heredity,
predestination, training, growth and character.
It is a sane and earnest treatise on life and its

possibilities.

"Speculations in regard to the training of the
child sensible as to reoommendations of fresh
air, nourishing food, proper environment, differ-

entiation in training, but illogical at times in

the application of the principles of plant grow-
ing, and not important."

-] A. L. A. Bkl. 3:161. O. '07.

"The volume is to be commended to those in
charge of old-fashioned Sunday school librar-

— Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 151. Jl. '07. 90w.

"It opens new vistas of thought to parents
and teachers. Its every page is pregnant with
suggestions of the gravest importance. It would
be difficult to overestimate its value, and we
heartily recommend it to our readers."
+ + Arena. 38: 110. Jl. '07. 690w.

"The book appe.als to parents just as strongly
as to teachers and it should be ver>- widely read,
for it expo.<^es clearly the dangers and fallacies
both of false education and of over-education."

+ Educ. R. 34:210. S. '07. lOOw.

+ Ind. 63: 693. S. 19, '07. 400w.
"Originally issued in magazine form, the

matter in tliis volume well deserved separate
publication."

-I -1- Lit. D. 34: 885. Je. 1, '07. lOOw.

Burgess, Gelett. Heart line. ^$1.50. Bobbs.
7-32840.

If it were not for the prologne the reader
might be mystified over certain psychic revela-
tions which the hero as palmist and claiiToy-
ant makes to the heroine concerning her past
life and her future. As It is, the trick of the
clear seeing is bared, and one is prepared to
enjoy the human side of this tale of the Golden
Gate which deals as much with the froth of a
San Francisco smart set as with the longings
of a so-called charlatan bent upion learning his
origin and winning the girl he loves.

"Pull of information that he has evidently
been at some trouble to colletet, yet his work
is unsatisfactory—an almost futile attempt to

explain, to make allowances for, something he
has failed altogether to understand."

-j Ath. 1907, 2: 450. O. 12. 1140w.

"Whatever one's inter«>st in churches, be it

devotional, historical, or artistic, it will be
quickened by a persual of this entertaining and
instructive book."

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 280w.

"Is a good love story and something more

—

a reallv clever exposition of the methods of
charlatanry among clairvoyants, spiritualistic
mediums, 'healers,' and other deceivers of the
credulous."

+ Outlook. 87: 744. N. 30, '07. lOOw.

Burgess, Gelett. White cat. "$1.50. Bobb?
7-10048

A tale which suggests 'Double trouble." The
possessor of the dual personality is a young
girl, charmin.g and womanly one day, and hoi-
denish and cruel the next. She is under the
spell of a hypnotist who makes use of his pow-
er over her to the end of extorting money from
her. A prince in the form of a broad-shoul-
dered young architect is thrust upon the mer-
cies of the "white cat" as the result of a mo-
tor car accident. His mission, as in the fairy
tale of old, is that of destroying the fatal work
of the fairies and annihilating the lower per-
sonalitj'.

"An exciting and rather w.ell written story."
Amy C. Rich.

+ Arena. 37.: 559. My. '07. 250w.
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"The story is a fascinating one, tho not so
Interesting as Dr. Prince's 'Dissociation of a
personality.' "

h Ind. 62:736. Mr. 28, '07. 270w.

"His Imagination runs wild at the last. The
book is certainly entertaining, nevertheless."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 172. Mr. 23, '07. 490w.

Outlook. S6: 118. My. 18, '07. 90w.

R. of Rs. 35: 762. Je. '07. 80w.

Burkett, Charles William, and Poe, Clar-
ence Hamilton. Cotton; its cultivation,
marketing, manufacture, and the prob-
lems of the cotton world. (Farm lib.)

**$2. Doubleday. 6-26066.

The eO'inplet'S .story of cotton culture. "The
value of the book lies in section 11, which con-
tains a description of how the cotton-plant
grows and is grown. To cotton farmers this
section alone is worth the price of the book.
It treats of the botanical struoture of the
plant, seed selection, environment, climatic
conditions, fertilizers, farm tools required, tn-
.iurious insects, planting, cultivating, picking,
and thfl cost of making cotton." (Nature.)

"Much valuable iniormation is conveyed m
an interesting way."

+ Nation. S3: 242. S. 20, 'Otl. SOw.

"The book would be more correctly described
by the title of 'American cotton,' for India,
Egypt and other cotton fields, and tlie efforts
of E'nsl'ind to widen the source of supply by
producing cotton witJiin the British empire,
are little mere than subjects for the authors'
dericion."

4 Nature. 75: 27. N. S, 'OG. 1160w.

"The volume is recomimended to the atten-
tion of those who raise the staple, or trade in

it, or manufacture it."
-J- N. V. Times. 11:603. S. 29, '06. ISOw.

"Although the style is of the cheap-magaztne
variety, the book contains so much exact and
interesting information on every phase of the
cultivation and marketing of cotton that it will

be found useful by the special student. The
chapters on cotton manufacture are less full and
satisfactory-."

-i-
— Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 560. S. '07. 140w.

"It is intended mainly for the expert, but is

written iii a populer—occasionally too popular—

•

style, and may be skimmed with interest by the
reader who desires to know thie history of cot-
ton."

-J Spec. 98: 909. Je. S, '07. 270w.

Burkitt. Francis Crawford. Gospel historv
and its transmission. *$2.25. Scribner.

7-3U92-
"Ten lectures on Hie origin, mutual rela-

tions, and historical value of the four .gospels
and the history of their adoption into the
canon, delivered in the spring of 1906."—Na-
tion.

"It is a book to put into the hands of the non-
speciilist who desires to know something of
what sciiolars are thinking about the gospels;
yet it is not without its measure of service to
one who already has done mucli reading and
reflection on the subject." Henry Burton Shar-
man.

-f -I- Am. J. Theol. 11: 683. O. '07. 1030w.
"Not one of Mr. Burkitt's arguments is frivo-

lous, though his conclusions may sometimes be
startling: and his book desei-vos high praise
as tlie work of n fearless, competent and rev-
erent critic."

-)- + Ath. 1906, 2: 795. D. 22. 720w.
Bib. World. 29: 210. Mr. '07. SOw.

"The volume is one of the best in English
on the sources of information concerning the
life of Christ"

4- -)- ind. 62: 742. Mr. 28, '07. 70w-.

Ind. 03: 123.:;, N. 21, '07. TOw.

"The volume evinces ripe scholarship and
good critical jud.gment."

-t- Nation. Si: 83. Ja. 24. '07. 150w.
"He is always interesting, original, and so in-

genious that slower mindls grow alarmed as to
what he may not undertake to prove next; but
in this book he is on the whole conservative.'
+ -] Sat. R. 103: 210. F. 16, '07. 500w.

Burland, J. B. Harris. Gold v^rorshippers.
t$i.5o. Dillingham. 6-42432.

"What profit hath a man if h* gain the whole
world and lose his own soul?" fittingly furnishes
the text for a sermon, preached, oe it said, in
no orthodox way. A band of Chinamen lose
thru theft, a little metal ball, which when touch-
ing gold reveals a formula for converting cheap
metals into gold. It comes Into the possession of
a young Englishman who is seized with a mania
for gold, which, he learns to his later sorrow,
is the curse of the god, Kiao Lung upon the
possessor of the metal globe. His thrilling ex-
periences make a full chapter of horrors. The
book is a travesty on the greed for money and
material power.

Burne, Sir Owen Tudor. Memories. *$4.2o.
Longmans. 7-28493.

Recollections of an old. soldier who was in
Crimea and was present at the capture of
Lucknfiv.- of which he gives a spirited descrip-
tion. "The reader of Sii Owen Burne's 'Mem-
ories' will find ample evidence as to the large
part he took in shaping the external policy of
India during a long period of j'ears." (Ath.)

"He has written a deligtitful vcilume of rem-
iniscences whicii every one who has the good
sense to skip the tedious parts will feel the
better for reading."

I Acad. 72: 185. F. 23, '07. 1760w.

"From first to "ast there is not a disparaging
remark or imkind word about anyone. The
author in looking back on liis eventful life has
managed to reniemb<.r only tiie pleasant inci-
dent.*-, and the conseauence of this general good
feeling is th'at his 'M>?morics' will be rend with
unfjualifi'^d pleasure by those who do not share
his political view.-", as well as by those who do.
The book is certain to secure a wide public."

-f -f- Ath. 1907, 1: 247. Mr. 2. 1690w.

"In some respects it is difficult to avoid the
feeling that the writer has missed a great op-
portunity of producing a really valuable book,
the .great authority of which could not have
been denied "

(- Lond. Times. 6: 182. Je. 1, '07. 620w.

"A welcome addition to the numerous works
of the same nature which form so importiint
a part of our modern literature."

-f -f N. Y. Times. 12: 236. Ap. !l;3, '07. 510w.-

"We wish that he had been content to avoid
a fashion too common in published diaries, and
had not scattered .'•o many ancient jokes and so
much indifferent poetry about his pages. The
whole tone and spirit of the book, in its opti-
mism and kindliness, is instinct with charm,
and there can be no lack of interest in the de-
tails of a life so full and distinguished."

-I Spec. 99: sup. 4ti3. O. 5, '07. 450w.

Burnett, Frances Hodgson. Cozy lion.

'''60C. Century. 7-29094.

A continuation of the magic of Queen Silver-
bell which in this instance reforms a lion and
makes him a fit companion for the village
youngsters.

"By far the most delightfully spirited story
for young folks."

+ Nation. 85:520. D. 5, '07. 40w.

"A nice little children's story."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. 120w.

"A jolly invention."
+ Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12, '07. oOw.
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Burnett, Frances Hodi^son. The shuttle.

t$i.5o. Stokes. 7-29574-

There is much that is food for thought in this

tale of the socially elect of the England and
America of today. Reuben Vanderpoel of New
York has added greatly to the millions his fa-

ther wrested from the new world, and his two
daughters carry that wealth to the old world
to re-build two fine old English estates. The
elder daughter, Rosie, is the victim of a dis-

sipated fortune-hunter who abuses her and neg-
lects his property. It is left for her sister,

Bettina, the best product of American birth and
European schools, to come to her rescue twelve
vears later with a clear head and a large bank
account. "While at work upon this task she
finds that all poor noblemen are not mercenary
and that one is both a man and noble.

"The present author has quite frankly adopt-
ed the method of the chromo-lithograph, with
its violent contrasts and over-colored bright-
ness. But, in spite of the method used," MVs.
Hodgson Burnett has succeeded in at least en-
dowing her work with some semblance to life."

^ Acad. 73: 145. N. 16, '07. 600w.

"The last chapters fall off deplorably, being
both sentimental and sensational."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 200. N. '07. +
"Here and there we notice discrepancies chro-

nological and otherwise. The story, though
rather long drawn out, maintains its interest
well."
+ -I Ath. 1907, 2: 513. O. 26. 140w.

"Fundamentally 'The shuttle' is 'Little Lord
Fauntleroy' ov-.2t again. And be it understood
that this is said in a spirit, not of disparage-
ment, but of candid admiration. For as 'Little

Lord Fauntleroy' was good, this book is good,
and added to the 'Fauntelroy' idea there is a
great deal more." Beverly Stark.

+ + Bookm, 26: 272. N. '07. llSOw.

"The story is a long one, and might be short-
ened to its advantage." Wm. M. Payne.

H • Diar. 43: 318. N. 16, '07. 400w.

"The force of Mrs. Burnett's -book lies In Its

detail. There is detailed pathos, detailod joy and
grief, detailed melodrama even; but it is all

frankly discussed and accounted for, and the
writer's knowledge of various kinds of life

serves her in g'ood stead."
+ •-(- Lend. Times. 6: 325. O. 25, '07. 550w.

"It is a story which would have a mild inter-
est for most people and about which nobody
could conceivably have much to say. Excep-
tion might bo taken to the villain as a shade
more diabolical then even the code of melo-
drama permits. He is an extravagant carica-
ture .^f the sufficiently absurd wicked baronet
of legend."

-I Nation. 85: 474. N. 21, '07. 430w.

"Mrs. Burnett's plot is stark nonsense, her
American father a wierd exaggeration, her vil-

lain a Jack-in-the-box goggling on a coil of
wire—but what of that? She is so kind, so
honest, so free and splendid with her fairy gold,
she loves her heroine, she admires her hero
with sucli thoioughgoing ardor, that we want
v/ith all our hearts to make believe with her."

-] N. Y. Times. 12: 625. O. 19, '07. 1330w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 50w.

"Mrs. Burnett is a born story-teller, and her
best IS verj- good indeed; it is a pity that her
judgment as to what is true art in fiction Is

sometimes seriously at fault."

-I Outlook. 87: 623. N. 23, '07. 220w.

"The book indeed Is over-loaded with the
sociol'cgy of two countTies. and we hear far too
much about the power of the everlasting dollar."— Sat. R. 104: 642. N. 23, '07. 190w.

Burnham, Clara Louise. Opened shutters.
t$i.5o. Houghton.

Mrs. Burnham has chosen her favorite sum-
mer haunts, the islands of Casco Bay, for the
setting of this story. Silvia Lacey, orphamed
and bitter against her relatives, finally accepts
the hospitality of her mother's cousin "Think-

right" Johnson, so called because of his faith
in a happy solution of all life's problems if only
one's thoughts are right and harmonious. Un-
der the Influence of Thinkright's fine example
of brotherhood love, Silvia scrlpturally finds her-
self, thru losing her rebellious vanity and self-
love. An old disused tide-mill with its closed
shutters is symbolic of Silvia's discordant out-
look on life, but with her transformation even
the shutters open and let the sunlight in.

"It oan no more be called a novel than a
plate of bread and butter can be called a meal
—evon though the bread and butter be good
of its kind."

1- Acad. 72: 168. F. 16, '07. 120w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 245. D. '06.

"The heroine of the novel, Sylvia, is one of
Mrs. Burnham's best-drawn flgnres. There are
some amusing situations in the book, and the
humor is plentiful and genuine."

-f Lit. D. 33: 813. D. 1, '06. 240w.

"Is surpassed by none which she has produced
In her twenty-five years of work."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 691. O. 20, '06. 220w.

"It is written In her own pleasant style, with
a strain of symbolism which reminds one of
Mrs. Whitney."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 853. D. 8, '06. 140w.

Burr, Anna Robeson. Jessop bequest.
t$i.5o. Houghton.

This story intense as it is from the human in-
terest standpoint has a more vital significance
in the warfare between a clergyman who per-
mits the cloth to shield dishonesty and a frank
youth who knows no religion other than that of
high thinking and right living. Bennet Sher-
rington conniving with the intimidated Rever-
end Wynchell tampers with death records to
throw a fortune into the hands of Wynchell's
granddaughter, Diana Jessop. Anthony Brayne,
Sherrington's secretary, unable to endure his
employer's trickery leaves him and becomes the
champion of justice through whom the girl's

dignity and honor are spared, the grandfather's
weakness revealed and Sherrington's villainy
punished.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Burrage, .Champlin. True story of Robert
Browne, father of Congregationalism,
including various points hitherto un-
known or misunderstood, with some
account of the development of his re-

ligious views. *8sc. Oxford. 7-6783.

Some lately liscovered manuscripts throw
new lis^ht upon the history and vie%vs of the
four>der of Cong.'egationalism which the author
offers as corrective and supplementary to the
work of older biographers, especially Dr.
Henry M. Dexter.

"The whole monograph is painstaking and
workmanlike." Williston AValker.

J-
-t- Am. Hist. R. 12: 419. Ja. '07. 360w.

Reviewed by ?tCri B. Hulbert.
Am. J. Theol. 11: 346. Ap. '07. llOw.

"Has the merit of modesty in tone and of
brevitv and clearness in method."

-i- Nation. 83: 242. S. 20, 'OG. 210w.

Outlook. 84: 533. O. 27, '06. 120w.

Burrage, Henry Sweetser. Gettysburg and
Lincoln: the battle, the cemetery, and
the National park. **$i.5o. Putnam.

6-34848.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The book is clearly written, and should be
of much interest to those who have taken part
in the preservation of our most famous bat-
tlefield."

+ Am. Hist. R. 12: 700. Ap. '07. 140w.

-f Ind. 62: CiO. Mr. 14. '07. lIOOw.
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Burrill, Katharine. Loose heads. *$i.2S.
Dutton.

In these chatty essays "every-day matters,
and some others, are treated with good sense,
cheerful philosophy, and literary skill." (Dial.)
Rusty needles, Chloe in the kitchen, Joys for-
ever. People who have nothing to do, are
among the titles."

"PVesh and bright and eminentlj' readable
are most of the little essays."

H Dial. 42: 188. Mr. 16, '07. 190w.
"The style is agreeable, but it might be

wished that there were fewer split infinitives."
-1 N. Y. Times. 12: 103. F. 16, '07. 230w.

Burroughs, Dwight. Jack, the giant killer,

jr.; being the thrilling adventures, au-
thentically told, of a worthy son of the
celebrated Jack, the giant killer, il. t$i.

Jacobs. 7-31422.
The mantle of the traditional Jack falls to a

worthy successor whose adventures are no whit
less thrilling, only more wholesome. The ad-
venture entitled "The automobile race" suggests
the modern note in Jack, junior's experiences.

Burroughs, John. Bird and bough. **$i.
Houghton. 6-10676.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 7. Ja. '07.

Burroughs, John. Camping and tramping
w^ith Roosevelt. **$i. Houghton.

7-31 186.

A two-part sketch, the first of which being
an account of the camping trip in the Yellow-
stone which the President and Mr. Burroughs
made together in the spring of 1903, the second
being an account of a visit to Oyster Bay in
which the author gives his impressions of the
President as a nature-lover and observer. He
shows how Mr. Roosevelt can stand calm and
unflinching in the path of a charging grizzly,
with the same quality of coolness and determin-
ation with which he confronts predaceous cor-
porations and money powers of the country; he
claims for the President the power of observa-
tion "to see minutely and to see whole;" above
all, shows how his interest in wild life is at
once scientific; and thoroughly human—making
of him the rarest kind of sportsman.

"The booli is as sincere as it is frankly the
work of an admirer, but it is such a tribute as
any man might be proud of."

+ + Nation. 85: 424. N. 7, "07. 34(hv.

+ -h N. Y. Times. 12: 712. N. 9. '07. 1170w.
R. of Rs. 36: 755. D. '07. 11Ow.

Burrows, Ronald M. Discoveries in Crete,
and their bearing on the history of an-
cient civilisation. *$2. Dutton. 7-37534

Professor Burrows' book becomes an "Ariad-
ne's thread in a bewildering labyrinth." He
"has rendered signal service not only to the
public at large, but also to the cause of arch-
aeological research by his little book. He has
read, as it would seem, everything which has
been published concerning the Cretan discov-
eries, and has had access to a great deal of in-
formation at first hand which has not yet found
its way into print at all. And from this enor-
mous mass of material, which has been the
bewilderment even of many of the elect, he
has drawn out the main threads of argument
and has woven them into a work which has
more than the mere colour of cohesion and
continuity." (Acad.)

had to deal. And if the illustrations are few
and far between, they are admirably chosen."
+ -\ Acad. 73: 674. Jl. 13, '07. 2140w.
"Prof. Burrows, like Ariadne, offers to the

adventurous a clue through the labyrinth. But,
to avail ourselves of it we need the labyrinth
itself—the archaeological library."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 46. Jl. 13. ISSOw.
"Will be welcomed to a limited circle for its

painstaking summary of the present situation,
its Impartial balancing of probabilities, and
its valuable biblio^aphy."

-f Dial. 43: 123. S. 1, '07. 320w.
"It is presumed that his main function Is

to set forth the results achieved by the work-
ers; hut no man with such a theme can bridle
his tongue, and we may be glad that Burrows
has not done so." Rufus B. Richardson.
+ -I- Ind. 63: 755. S. 26. '07. 1170w.
+ Int. Studio. 32: 252. S. '07. 130w.

•'It must be also said that those readers who
are not able to procure access to the dozen or
more volumes referred to will find this book of
very little use, while those who open it in
hope of gaining a preliminary idea of the sub-
ject at small cost of time and money will al-
most certainly be disappointed."
+ ~- Lend. Times. 6: 230. Jl. 19, '07. 1650w.
"Two criticisims may fairly be made upon the

book. The English expression is often careless,
and the tone in which the author refers to views
with which he disagrees is unpleasant; what
might pass in a familiar lecture is out of place
here."

-I Nation. 85: 329. O. 10, '07. 2000w.
"He Is like editors who write for one an-

other instead of the public."
H N. Y. Times. 12: 518. Ag. 24, '07, 1300w.
"The book contains much valuable and care-

fully thought out ethnological speculation, and,
by dint of what he modestly terms 'balancing
probabilities and opening up lines of inquiir,'
Mr. Bm-rows gives in practicable volume that
ade<^uate guidance which is so necessary to a
study of the complicated racial problems with
which the history of Aegean civilization Is bound
up."

-f- Spec. 99: sup. 751. N. 16, '07. 330w.

Burton, Theodore E. John "^herman. (Am-
erican statesmen, 2nd ser.) **$i.2S.
Houghton. 6-43551.

A close acquaintance with Sherman, also a
full understanding of the public measures with
which Sherman was identified lie back of Mr.
Burton's sketch.

"It is ungracious to cavil at Homeric criti-
cism in a book whose main object Is so well
and so modestly achieved. We can say with-
out hesitation that this little work is almost
a necessary Introduction to the unwieldy
mass of material with which the author has

"As a history of national politics In the last
quarter-century, the volume is highly credit-
able. Criticism is directed against the editor-
ial plan of the publishers rather than to Indi-
vidual shortcomings of Mr. Burton." Davis R.
Dewey.

H Am. Hist. R. 12: 905. Jl. '07. 540w.
"A brief, scholarly, readable and wholly ad-

mirable work. Ranks as one of the best ac-
counts of reconstruction finance."
+ + A. l_. A. Bkl. 3: 65. Mr. '07. S.
"The book is rather hard reading for the or-

dinary person who has no great liking for fig-
ures and financial history. But it gives a good
account of a real statesman, and a history of
several important phases of our national de-
velopment during the last half century."
+ H Dial. 42: 189. Mr. !«, '07. 210w.

"It is creditable biography, written by one in
full sympathy with the iiolitical ideas of Mr.
Sherman, but free, on the whole, from undue
bias." Eugene B. Patton.

-f + J. Pol. Econ. 15:311. My. '07. GSOw.
"Candor is perhaps the most noteworthy

quality displayed by Mr. Burton—a candor
which personal friendship was powerless to
eliminate. And yet the book is sympathetic
ami its attitude that of one who sincerely ad-
mired Sherman."

+ Lit. D. 34:63. Ja. 12, '07. 130w.
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Burton, Theodore E. —Continued.
"Mr. Burton's plain and unimpassloned style

does little to make Sherman interesting:, and
his book will not, we fancy, be much read ex-
cept for reference."

H Nation. 84: 288. Mr. 28. '07. 360w.

-I- N. Y. Times. 11:906. D. 29, '06. 660w.

Reviewed by Montgomery Schuyler.
+ Putnam's. 3: 102. O. '07. 560w.
+ R. of Rs, 35: 380. Mr. '07. 150w.

Buskett, Evans Walker. Fire assaying.
*$i.25. Van Nostrand. 7-7504.

A practical treatise on the Arc assaying of
gold, silver and lead, including description of
the appliances used.

"This little book has nothing against it ex-
cept its brevity. It is clearly and concisely
written and well illustrated." Bradley Stough-
ton.

-t- Engln. N. 57: 668. Je. 13, '07. 170w.

Busquet, Raymond. Manual of hydraulics;
tr. by A. H. Peake. *$2.io. Long-
mans. 7-28954.

Rather ancient theories and discussions are
fncludcHl upon such subjects as Fundamental
laws, ir'low of liquids in delivery pipes. Flow
of liqunds in open canals. Hydraulic engines,
and Construction of .1 waterfaLl.

"In the opinion of the reviewer, however, it

is an unsafe guide for both students and engi-

'— Engin. fvl. 56: 639. D. 13. '06. 280w.
"The translator appears to liave done his

work well, and to have given the mieaning of
the author in English terms and phrases. The
writer G)oes not know of any book that deals
with this sub.iect in so practical a way as the
one under notice."

-f + Nature. 75: 29. N. S, '06. 390w.

Bussell, Frederick William. Christian theol-
ogy and social progress; the Hampton
lectures for 1905. ^$3.50. Dutton.

7-12985.
"The general aim, expressed in the eight

statutory lectures, and more fully developed in
the supplement,, is to show the identity of in-
terest which unites the various ideals of Christ-
ianity and democracy. The writer sets himself
to prove that society in its advance towards
the goal of social reform is dependent for its
sanction and its vita! force alike upon the
teaching, the beliefs, the influence of Christian
faith. . . . Man's duty in the world—the nature
of his being—the motive power behind its ac-
tions—his consequent relations with the state

—

such are some of the riddles that demand at-
tention."-—Sat. R.

"Tills fascinating, though difficult book is, in
the reviewer's opinion, the most important con-
tribution to apologetics which has been pub-
lislied in recent years. It- is more interesting,
and in some ways more valuable, than the wri-
tings of Abbe Loisy and Fathei Tyrrell, and
more suggestive even than the work of Dr.
Scliiller and other •humanists,' of whose school
Dr. Bussell is a convinced though independent
member. It is brilliant, paradoxical,' amazing,
and ill-arranged."
+ -I Ath. 1907, 1: 434. Ap. 13. 1740w.

"Is the ripe fruit of prolonged reflection and
often learned investigation."

+ Dial. 43: 249. O. 16, '07. 220w.

"Throughout the book—the original and sup-
plementary lectures—Mr. Bussell speaks as a
scholar, albeit a true churchman, and in dis-
course of great charm."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 159. Mr. 16, '07. 370w.

Reviewed by Joseph O'Connor.
H N. Y. Times. 12: 346. Je. 1, '07. 1410w.

"The whole is a finely wrought piece of lit-

erature rather than of dialectics. One import-
ant point deserves criticism: the priority a-

scribed. to rights r.ither than to duties must
be contested as a clear inversion of the ethi-
cal relation between the two."

\- Outlook. 86: 610. Jl. 20, '07. 330w.
"With much that is included in this volume

we are already familiar; but there is original-
ity of treatment which marks it as a valuable
contribution on this side of thought."

-t- Sat. R. 103: 429. Ap. 6, '07. I590w.

Butler, Ellis Parker. Confessions of a daddy;
illustrated by Fanny Y. Cory. 75c. Cen-
tury. 7-18096.

The "daddy," "a rank ;;mateur in the baby
business" confesses the heart-breaking blow of
the first glance at the wrinkled, red little thing
that the nurse brings for his proud expressions
of joy. He further records the agony of the
first "spank" administered after the "98 per
cent of sweetness" grown to tweny-two
months, cries all day for "la-m," and the grief
that follows when the discovery is made that
the baby only wanted to say "Now I lay me."
It is the common experience of all parents told
simply and to tiie point with Mr. Butler's in-
imitable humor that makes the book worth
reading.

"There is a certain suspicion of obvious hu-
mour here and there; and some notes, which
seem taken from child-life, may please. Btit
the book is a disappointment."

h Ath. 1907, 2: 403. O. 5. lOOw.

"If, as a whol'i, the volume is not as over-
whelmingly funny as his 'Pigs is pigs,' it is

still a delightful bit of humor."
+ Nation. 85: 122. Ag. 8, '07. 70w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 378. Je. 15, '07. 140w.

+ Outlook. 86: 477. Je. 29, '07. 60w.

Butler, John Wesley. Mexico coming into
light. *35c. West. Meth. bk. 7-14569.

A brief sketch of the physical conditions, in-
habitants, pre-colonial dynasties, sixteenth cen-
tury tragedy, reform movements, etc., leading
to the Macedonian cry and the planting of the
mission.

Butler, Nicholas Murray. True and false

democracy. **$i. Macmillan. 7-20888.

Dr. Butler's aim has been to hasten the day
when "every member of u self-governing com-
munity has a cl'?ar understanding of wliat dem-
ocracy reallj' means and inplies, as well as a
character strong enough to fix his own rela-
tions to his fellows in accordance with moral
principle." Tlie three papers discuss respective-
ly True and false democracy. Education of pub-
lic opinion, and Democracy and education.

"Three sane and simple addresses."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 161. O. '07.

Dial. 43: 43. JI. 16, '07. 290w.

•f Ind. 63: 1309. N. 28, '07. 5i70w.

"The papers are admirablj' phrased and mer-
it thoughtful reading."

+ Nation. 85: 229. S. 12, '07, 150w.

"The addresses are worthy of their audi-
en-:es, being considered and cultured deliver-
ances upon tlie general topic of the value of
knowledge in politics and the duty of educated
men to assume their share in cultivating a pub-
lic sentiment which shall distinguish the mob
from the people," Edward A. Bradford.

-^ N. Y. Times. 12: 417. Je. 29, '07. 470w.

"The conversance with affairs which we have
juFt noted as an indispenable part of the equip-
ment of the modern university president give«
particular point to those thoughtful and sug-
gestive addresses." Montgomery Schuyler.

-I- Putnam's. 3: 227. N. '07. 3(!0w.

R. of Rs. 30: 384. ,S. '07. lOOw.

"This is a book full of sound sense from be-
ginning to end."
+ + Spec. 99: 204. Ag. 10, '07. 430w.
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Butler, Pierce. Judah P. Benjamin. (Amer-
ican crisis biographies.) **$i.2S. Jacobs.

7-21376.

A sketch of the life of Judah J^. Benjamin,
the Jewish lawyer and statesman who, "after
conspicuous success at the bar in this country,
after continuous s^ervice in the leadership of
the Confederacy, again achieved the most hon-
orable triumphs at the bar of England." The
biographer's main difficulty in approaching iiis

work has been insufficiencv of material upon
this g-reat advocate's private life. A few let-

ters with such details as members of Mr. Ben-
jamin's family could furniriii, constitute the in-

formation for the personal side of the sketcii.

For his public and professional activities ample
records make possible accuracy even to the
smallest details.

"The only great contribution of the volume is

in its orderlv assembling of materials which are
familiar, in dietail, to the average historian."

+ Ind. '63: 1000. O. 24, '07. 20«w.

"Mr. Butler has succeeded pretty well in col-

lecting his material, and nothng of value known
to be extant seems to have escaped him. No
attempt is made to portray Mr. Benjamin as
a faultless character. But the true greatness
of the man is appreciated and will be felt by
all who read these pages."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 487. Ag. 10, '07. 260w.

"His is not a book of any marked literary
merit (suffering especially from an undue ten-
dency to quotation), but it is careful, consci-
entious and convincing, With few exceptions,
too, it is free from rancor and partisanship."

-I Outlook. 86: 838. Ag. 17, '07, 420w.

Reviewed by Montgomery Schuyler.
-i- Putnam's. 3: 103. O. '07. 290w.

Butler, William. Golfer's guide; witii an
introd. by Dr. Macnamara. ,*$i. Lip-
pincott.

A thorogoing hand-book of golf for beginners.
Uniform with "The complete bridge player,"
and "The complete fisherman."

Butler, William Francis. Lombard com-
munes. *$3.75. Scribner. 7-9819.

"In no very picturesque phrase, but at the
same time in easily understood language, Mr.
Butler recounts the history of the city-states
of Ijombardy, the rule of the early bishops,
the rights of the communes, the history of
Milan, Lombardy's natural capital, the first
and second Lombard leagues, and the final
struggles of the communes."—Outlook.

"The book is not a work of research, based
upon the original resources; but it is scholarly
and well written. There is, indeed, no other
book In English which covers the ground so
satisfactorily."

-f -f Am. Hist. R. 12: 917. Jl. '07. 240w.
"While heartily commending his industry, ac-

curacy, and general level of attainment, we
may fa-rly warn the reader that his treatment
is such as is ordinarily characterized by the
term 'popular.' We have rarely seen a better
book written by an Englishman about Italy."

-h Nation. 84: ?M. Ap. 25, '07. 370t\'.

"The work would be improved by topical side
notes giving dates.* The author's style is clear-
ly intelligible and soberly dignified; it will win
respectful attention, although it may not com-
pel enthusiasm."

-\ N, Y. Times. 12: 24. Ja. 12, '07. 520w.
"A uook to be read in connection with Sy-

mond's 'Age of the despots' has long been a
desideratum—a clear and comprehensive ac-
count of North Italy from the Roman times
down at least to the middle of the fourteenth
century. Such a book is now at hand In Mr.
Butler's 'Lombard communes.' "

+ + Outlook. 85: 858. Ap. 13, '07. 190w.

Butterworth, Hezekiah. Story of the hymns
and tunes, by Theron Brown and Heze-
kiah Butterworth. *$i..S0. Am. tract.

7-6630.

In this volume have been combined Mr. But-
terworth's "The story of the hymns" and "The
story of the tunes." There have also been added
modern hymns and tunes that "have won rec-
ognition since the books were first published."

Dial. 42: 260. Ap. 16, '07. 70w.

"Mr. Butterworth himself passed over his
manuscript to Mr. Brown, who has executed
his difficult task not only with sympathy for
his subject, but with no little original research.
This work is more valuable than most popular
books on hymns and also more readable."

+ Ind. 02: 1209. My. 23, '07. 180w.

"Many helpful historic and biographic facts
are given; nor do the authors disdain anecdote."

+ Nation. 84: 252. Mr. 14, '07. 210w.

Buxton, E. M. Wilmot-. Stories of early

England. (Children's favorite classics.)

60c. Crowell. 7-22918.

Tales retold for children which reflect the
English and Celtic social life and manners up
to the fifteenth century. Such old favorites
are included as the story of Beowulf, of Cyne-
wulf and Cyneherd, of Alfred and Guthrum,
and of Caedmon; stories of "Old English
charms," of Richard Lion-Heart, of Olger the
Dane and many another. The author has pre-
served the glamour of knighthood and chivalry
sure to delight the young reader.

Bynner, Witter. Ode to Harvard. **$i.
* Small. 7-22080.

This ode limns the impression of a graduate
revisiting his Alma mater in after years. "The
poem rises by thoughtful and natural stages
from the discursive and anecdotal early pas-
sages to the heightened concentration of the
close, where, with a fine idealism, he evolves
the precise nature of the debt which every man
owes to hia Alma mater." (N. Y. Times.)

"It is a lengthy composition of jocose patter,
lacking In both dignity and restraint. The
miscellaneous jjoems . . . make a somewhat
better impression, although their artistic quality
remains Inconsiderable." Wm. M. Payne.

1- Dial. 43: 93. Ag. 16, '07. 230w.

"A poem that succeeds in spite of his de-
ficiencies, by virtue of the genuineness of its

emotional content, and, too, by a certain air of
elegance which comes fresh upon us at every
turn and creates a very distinct impression of
the personality of the poet." William Aspenwall
Bradley.

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 539. S. 7, '07. 500w.

"Clever and sprightly reminiscence is this,

yet not altogether born of a gay insouciance,
for the inscrutable light peers out of the jester's
eyes. His lyrics show the same duality, the
light note pierced through with the poignant."
Jessie B. Rittenhouse.

-I Putnam's. 3: 367. D. '07. 130w.

Byrne, Austin Thomas. Treatise on high-

way construction; designed as a text-

book and work of reference for all who
may be engaged in the location, con-
struction, or maintenance of roads,

streets, and pavements. 5th ed. $5.

Wiley. 7-20713.

The author has set himself to the task of
collating the varied mass of scattered infor-
mation on highway construction and working
It over into an accessible work of reference. It

Is the fifth edition revised and enlarged.
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Byrne, Austin Thomas —Continued.
"The book is full of anachronisms and anti-

quated statements, and the reader may be un-
able to separate the ancient from the modern.
Parts, at least, of the book give one the im-
pression that they have been written hastily

and with too little regard for the precision of

statement one naturally expects in engineering
books; and the qualifications necessary to make
statements of fact accurate and reliable ar-:*

often wanting. It seems a great pity that a
book designed to be a vade-mecum, and other-
wise so admirable, should be marred by such
faults. Nevertheless it is a book that should
be In the library of every municipal engineer."
S. Whinery.

-1 Engln. N. 58:177. Ag. 15, '07. 2390w.

Cabell, James Branch. Gallantry. $2. Har-
per. 7-32561.

"An eighteenth century dizain in ten com-
edies with an afterpiece." There is romance
true to the times of the second George and
there is also much strange love-making In
these tales of a day when gallantry ranked
with the arts, when wit was broad and the
sword was ready. The illustrations in color by
Howard Pyle add much to the volume.

"His descriptions of the gallant is a bit of
very pretty writing in prose, pleasantly sugges-
tive, as is the versified prologue, of Mr. Andrew
I^ng."

+ Dial. 43:380. D. 1, '07. 12flw.

"We may safely say that while not for an
instant comparing with such a masterpiece as
Mr. Hewlett's 'Stooping lady,' it has Infinitely
more merit than many such popular successes
as, to take one example, 'Monsieur Beaucaire.' "

+ Nation. 85: 423. N. 7, '07. .450w.

"A vigorous romance . . . with the swift
spirit of lovo and swords."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Cabot, Mrs. Mary Lyman. Everyday ethics.

$1.25. Holt. 6 33635.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Teachers will find the book a practical and
valuable aid."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 118. My. '07. S.

"Good sound principles, illustrated with a
fund of illustrated matter, mark Mrs. Cabot's
chapters on ethics."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 93. Jl. 27. ll'Dw.

"I suspect this book would^ not altogether win
boys. But let not the book be altogether con-
demned, for it is after all one of the best that
are to be met with, so full of the sense of real
problems in the real life of the young of to-
dav." Herbert G. Lord.
+ — Educ. R. 34: 103. Je. '07. 870w.

"This volume is both interesting and suited
to actual moral needs."

+ Ind. 63: 760. S. 36, '07. 300w.

"Throughout, the spirit of the work is whole-
some, and the discussions helpfully suggestive.
Particularly noteworthy is the avowed and ful-
filled purpose of avoiding 'sentimentalism' and
the usual 'sugar-coated' moral stories." A. R.
Gifford.

+ Int. J. Ethics. 17; 507. Jl. '07. 1720w.

"The success of the author in finding examples
from real life is a chief merit of the book."

-I- Nation. 85: 186. Ag. 29, '07. 160w.

"This book is a distinct contribution to both
the .science and the art of ethical instruction."
Anna Garlin Spencer.
+ -{ School. R. 15: 231. Mr. '07. lOSOw.

Cadbury, Edward; Matheson, M. Cecile,

and Shann, George. Women's work
and wages: a phase of life in an indus
trial city. *$i.50. Univ. of Chicago
press. 7-1 1022.

"A record of investigation and philanthropic
effort, principally in the city of Birmingham.
The refrain of the whole is a complaint from
the humanitarian point of view against exist-
ing conditions. It is a tale of honest effort to
raise the standard of life." (Spec.) "The boou
deals with conditions of work, life, recreation,
and ameliorative agencies, wages, legislation,
home life, recreation, clubs, trade union, legal
minimum wage, and wages boards." (Nation.)

"Three of the four aims which the writers
of this book set before themselves have been
successfully accomplished."
+ -I Acad. 71: 157. Ag. 18, '07. 1210w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 161. O. '07.

"The plan of the present study has been
well worked out." S. P. Breckinridge.
+ + Am. J. Soc. 13: 411. N. '07. 1230w.

"Contains a goodly array of facts interest-
ing to the economist and social reformer. The
value of these facts would have been consider-
ably enhanced by a more scientific method of
arrangement, and a clearer view on the part
of the writers of the volume touching the kind
of book they were setting themselves to pro-
duce."

-I Ath. 1906, 2: 140. S. 1. 810tv.

"The book is interesting and suggestive, and
if it has not furnished any new or valuable
statistical evidence on the subject of the employ-
ment of women, it has succeeded where some
of the more detailed studies have failed—in giv-
ing the public a thoroughly readable account of
an important social problem. The book un-
doubtedly loses in unity from the fact of Its
having had three authors, but it must also gain
from the very special knowledge that each of
the three possessed." Edith Abbott.
+ -] J. Pol. Econ. 15: 563. N. '07. 870w.

Nation. 83: 75. Jl. 26, '06. 40w.

"The volume we are considering contains a
vast amount of suggestive and instructive ma-

4- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 450. Jl. 20, '07. 1310w.

"The concluding chapter, is for American
readers probably the most valuable portion of
the book." Florence Kellev.
+ -I- Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 175. Mr. '07. 530w.

Spec. 97: 540. O. 13, '06. lOOw.

Caffin, Charles Henry. Story of Amer-
* ican painting. **$2. Stokes. 7-36959.
A fully illustrated work which "goes back to

the earliest painters working in this country
and traces the various influences that have
played upon American art up to the present
time. In accordance with his plan of showing
the connection between our art and our national
life and history, he concentrates his attention
UT>-Oii those artists who best ilPustrate the effect
of these influences." (Putnam's.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19. '07. 40w.
"The text . . shows much detailed ob-

servation, an impartial temper, and an orderly
method of procedure that gives it value ajs a
book of reference." Elisabeth Luther Cary.

-f -I- Putnam's. 3: 359. D. '07. 600w.

"He praises rather indiscriminately; but con-
sidering the difflculty of the subject ... he
has put forth a volume that has «aiprisingly
few mistakes In It, and in which the laymen
will find a great deal of valuable information."

_| R. of Rs. 36: 760. D. '07. 90w.

Cain. Georges. Nooks and corners of old
* Paris; tr. by Frederick Lawton. *$3.50.

Lippincott. 7-37.532.

Under the headings. The old city. The isle of
Saint-Ix)uis, The left bank of the Seine, and
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The rig-ht bank of the river, M'. Cain has set

forth both the historic and artistic points of

the city of by-gone days. "Though it is in no
sense a guidebook, the prospective sojourner In

Paris would do well to read the worK, especial-

ly if he is at all interested in noteworthy sights
outside the kon of the ordinary tourist." (N. Y.
Times.)

"The present translation cannot be praised,

but the illustrations and the printing of the vol-

ume are admirable, and it thus forms an excel-
lent gift-book."
+ ._ Ath. 1907, 2:548. N. 2. 600w.

"There is nothing aloof or academic in M.
Cain's account of the landmarks of the Paris of
by-gone davs; he takes his readers on four
delightful rambles through four divisions of
the region that held the genms of .the great
city of to-day.'"

+ Dial. 43: 378. D. 1, '07. 320w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 3&0w.

Caird, Edward. Lay sermons and address-
* es: delivered in the hall of Balliol col-

lege, Oxford. *$2. Macmillan.
"Of the twelve addresses which are here pub-

lished, the first deals more especially with the
opportunities and duties of college life; three
discuss in a large-hearted way the great themes
of national patriotism and civic service, while
the last two, on 'Immortality' and 'The faith of
Job,' touch impressively on the ultimate ques-
tions of Divine justice and human destiny, which
lie behind all the creeds. A sermon on 'Salva-
tion here and hereafter' gives the author's gen-
eral view of the natV(re of the religious ideal
and the place of religion in human life; while
the remaining discourses are devoted to the
perennial themes of moral and spiritual experi-
ence—'Freedom and truth,' 'Spiritual develop-
ment,' 'The great decision,' 'True purity,' and
'Courage.' "—Lond Times.

"With the sermcn-form there goes in Dr.
Caird's discourse the Christian outlook at its

broadest and best."
+ Ath. 1907, 2: 609. N. 16. 1520w.

"These discourses . . . convey with a
grave simplicity the counsels of a great teacher
on the conduct of life, as well as his mature
outlook on the problems of human destiny."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 300. O. 4, '07. 2260w.

"Addresses himself, with a rare combination
of philosophic thought plainly and practically
expressed, ethical keenness and \igor, and a
finished literary style, to thoughtful young men
confronted with the intellectual problems and
moral temptations of university life. This vol-
ume s:hould find place in all college libraries."

+ + Outlook. 87; 543. N. 9, '07. 170w.

Caird, Mrs. Mona. Romantic cities of
Provence: il. by Joseph Pennell and
Edward Synge. *$3.7S. Scribner.

6-45159.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The excellence of the book lies chiefly in
the illustrations."

-! Ath. 1906, 2: 441. O. 13. 1290w.

"The reader is brought face to face with the
very spirit of the silent wilderness of stones
known as La Cran, and with that of its even
more melancholy neighbour, the deserted Ca-
margue, whilst the idiosyncrasies of the tra-
vellers who are met by the way are humor-
ously touched off. There is not one dull page
in the book."

+ Int. Studio. 32: 85. Jl. '07. 240w.

"She is mortally afraid of being dull . . . and
in her panic lest she should commit this enor-
mity she becomes chronically playful, almost
depriving herself of the power to say anything
simply. It is worse when Miss Caird Is play-
ful about dates. She shares the feminine ten-

dency to include them in dulness, and only
mentions them apologetically. Let us hasten
to add, she takes us to fascinating places."

-J Lond. Times. 5: 432. D. 29, '06. 740w.
"It is to the credit of the writer that she has

managed to transfer to her pages something
of the charm which lingers about these dis-
tricts so unattractive at first sight and so en-
thralling when closely studied,"

-f- Sat. R. 102: 746. D. 15, '06. 240w.

"She lias an easy style, though rather too
abundant in long words and aojectives. Some
of her pages, indeed, remind us of the plain of
the Cr.iu scattered over with stones, which she
describes so picturesquely."

-j Spec. 98: sup. 653. Ap. 27, '07. 220w.

Cairns, D. S. Christianity in the modern
world. *$i.2S. Armstrong. 7-15937-

Mr. Cairns discusses the mighty principle of
Christianity as it has come thru the centu-
ries, with »uch settings, mainly dogmatic, as
people's understandings have afforded, until to-
day it stands for greater impersonal might
with "the line of its hope lying in its power
to moralize the selfishness of the individual
by Lransforming. private interest into the ideal
of a common good." (Outlook.)

"There can be no doubt that Mr. Cairns's
warning is needed; but his book is by no means
free from an a-priori-coloring." Gerald Blmey
Smith.

^ Am. J. Theol. 11: 706. O. '07. 540w.

"These essays exhibit a thoroly modern spirit

and both logical and literary ability of a high
order."

+ Ind. 63: 4i56. Ag. 22, '07. 40'0w.

"As a piece of Christian apolO!?etic, the effort

of Mr. Cairns is on a higher plane than that
of much recent work."

+ Nation. 84: 270. Mr. 21, '07. 720w.

"Rarely, if ever, has the subject of the book
been better treated."

4-
-I- Outlook. 85; 42. Ja. 5, '07. 410w.

Caldecott, W. Shaw. Solomon's temple: its

history and its structure. *$2.50.

Union press.

A fresh treatment, the outgrowth of diligent

research, which makes the Biblical narrative its

own interpreter, and which dwells at lengtn
upon the architectural details of the Hebrew
temple.

"Although we cannot accept all Mr. Calde-
cott's conclusions we welcome his volume as a
solid and thoughtful contribution to the subject;

he has boldly departed from the hard, beaten
track and struck out an original line, and his

reward will doubtless be an increased interest

in the investigation of the problem he has so
vigorouslv attacked."
+ -\ Acad. 73: 796. Ag. 17, '07. S50w.

"Though soimctlmes vivid and even dramatic,
it is written in a confused and repetitive style,

and occasionally we find contradictions . . .

and some uncertainty in treating of contempo-
rary Egyptian history."

J Ath. 1907, 2: 556. N. 2. 460w.

"On his proper subject, the construction of

the temple and the adjoining palaces, our au-
thor has much that is interesting to tell us."

-I Spec. 99: 235. Ag. 17, '07. 250w.

Calhoun, Mary E. Dorothy's rabbit stoiies.

t$i. Crowell. 7-24584-

A group of children's stories wliich a little

southern girl tells to her kitten Kim. "Neigh-
bor rabbit" figures as a thoroly enjoyable hero,

and seems to bear kinship to Uncle Remus's
"br'er rabbit."

"•For the child of this decade who has not

read 'Uncle Remus,' 'Dorothy's rabbit stories'

will prove fascinating."
+ R. of Rs. 36: 766. D. '07. 60w.
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Calkins, Franklin Wells. Wooing of Tok-
ala: an intimate tale of the wild life of
the American Indian drawn from camp
and trail. t$i.5o. Revell. 7-16943.

"With only a thread of a story in the con-
ventional sense, this is a thoroughly competent
study of a group of Dakotah and Sioux In-
dians. Their habits, traditions, and point of
view are given with a detail which though
painstaking is never tiresdme." (Nation.) His
Tokala is a creature of her native environment.
•'He tells you here picturescjuely how this maid
was loved- and won. in the face of at least the
usual allowance of difficulties." (N. Y. Times.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 176. O. '07. 4.

"He makes his Indians quite plain, as crea-
tures in the toils of tradition and beliefs which
they must obey. His style is clear and simple,
attaining excellent effects by dint of completely
avoiding self-conscious and labored efforts. In
fact, the whole book contains matter of real
interest, which is conveyed without parade of
knowledge and with a tottal absence of trick
or mannerism."

-f- + Nation. 84: 591. Je. 27, '07. 180w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 378. Je. 15, '07. 160w.

"The story is well told, with not a little in-
genuity and cleverness in the construction of
the plot and throughout with a simplicity that
adds to its charm."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 476. Ag. 3, '07. 300w.

Calkins, Mary Whiten. Persistent prob-
lems of philosophy: an introduction to
metaphysics through the study of mod-
ern systems. *$2.5o. Macmillan. 7-11605.

"The professor of philosophy in Wellesley
college has made a most useful r§sum6 and ex-
position of the tendencies and doctrines of mod-
ern philosophy since Descartes, The bibliogra-
phies are especially good. Readers who desire
to become familiar with the presentation of the
movement called Pragmatism will find here
succincit definitions and helpful references to
recent literature on the subject." (Educ. R.)
"It differs from most introductions of the kind
in that it is historical, and from most histor-
ies of philosophy in that it is critical." (Na-
tion.)

Educ. R. 33: 534. My. '07. 80w.

"The historical and critical portions of the
volume are written with a facile pen. Few re-
cent treatises on philosophy have combined so
constant reference to the sources with so read-
able an expository style. The writer exhibits,
moreover, a comprehensive acquaintance with
the history of modern thinking, at the same
time that she exercises independent historical
judgment." A. C. Armstrong.

-f -t- J. Phllos. 4: 440. Ag. 1, '07. 1540w.
"P*rofessor Calkins not only criticises, but con-

structs, and sets forth her own doctrine with
such ability that she should have a distin-
guished place among contemporary Hegelians."
+ -i Nation. 84: 525. Je. 6, '07. 910w..

"Insight, poise, and a fine blending of- clar-
ity with brevity make this an eminently ser-
viceable book for [serious students]. Such a
work', in addition to her well-wrought 'Introduc-
tion to psychology,' gives P'l-ofessor Calkins a
distinction among American women as meritor-
ious as it is unique."
+ + Outlook. 86: 437. Je. 2:^, '07. 420w.

Call, Annie Payson. Everyday livine.

**$i.2S. Stokes. 6-37967.
That the knowledge of God's law of liberty la

power to the person who will gain It, nay, use
it, Is the theme running thru Mrs. Call's dozen
and more essays. There is the note of Imper-
sonal freedom which everybody can catch if he
but work. She sets forth working principles,
approved by experiment, which clear away the
mists of material existence.

"The statement.'! are so bare as to read like
platitudes in many instances, and the manner
is imnecessarily didactic."

h Outlook. 84: 840. D. 1, '00. 50w.
Putnam's. 2: 621. Ag. '07. 200w.

Call, Annie Payson. Heart of good health.
*'*30c. Crowell. 7-21545.

A monologue urging the training for the hu-
man body that corresponds to the progress of
the soui in its regeneration. The little volume
belongs to the "What is worth while series."

Calthrop, Dion Clayton. Dance of love.
t$i.5o. Holt. 7-31413-

A romance of the days of the "dawn of Intel-
lect" with scenes shifting from France to Eng-
land It is a tale of a love quest upon which
Pipin, the hero, meets a dozen women. Each
one affords the author an opportunity to draw
an individual tyi>e of the dame of yesterday.
The dominant qualitiefe of the "eternal femin-
ine" are strikingly portrayed.

"Mr. Calthrop has sacrificed too much to high
morality. It -will certainly be much liked by
those who value -Originality of idea and vivid,
poetical expression, and we think that the in-
satiable readers of novels, who rather resent
these merits, will forgive them in a short book
full of attractive incidents relatedi in an un-
usual form with considerable dramatic effect."

H Acad. 73: sup. 114. N. 9, '07. 90Ow.

"Picturesque charm and a real feeling for
romance mark the story."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 580. N. 9. 950w.

"This is" a romance to be enjoyed if one hap-
pens to be in the right mood, but one that
does not command the reader's satisfaction."

-I Sat. R. 104: 642. N. 23, '07. 180w.

Calthrop, Dion Clayton. English costume;
painted and described by Dion Clayton
Calthrop. 4v. ea. $2.75. Macmillan.

6-32380
A 'nistory of English costume in four volumes

which divide the subject into as roany periods:
1, Early English; 2, Middle ages; 3, Tudor and
Stuart; 4, Georgian. "The colored illustra-
tions will appeal to everybody, but the little

sketches in thi letterpress will be invaluable
to the costumier and the stage manager if not
to many tailors and milliners as well. Scat-
tered throughout the four volumes are also a
series of word-pictures, of which mention
must be made." (Acad.)

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 7. Ja. '07. S.

"We confess to a preference for his pictures,
which, it seems to us, are a valuable addition
to English history, whereas his notes, for all

his system, are at times irritatingly scrappy,
and at others provokingly trivial."

-4- _ Acad. 72: 245. Mr. 9, '07. 530w. (Re-
view of V. 1-4.)

"He still exhibits a flippant .vtyle whicK is

out of place in such a treatise, and he has ob-
viously made careful studies of dress from- old
manuscripts and missals."

J Ath. 1906, 2: 699. D. 1. 370w. (Review of
v. 3.)

"We cannot but feel that the author had
somewhat tired of his task, particularly as he
devotes a good deal of his space to quotations.
The bcok is scrappy, and for fuller information
we must still g) to other authorities."

h Ath. 1907, 1: 672. Je. 1. 340w. (Review
of V. 4.)

"After the enormous amount of research, It

is remarkable that he can handle his subject
as lightly as he does. Interesting and read-
able he certainly is, in spite of an occasional
slip in idiom or construction. He has a happy
faculty for making his costumes live, as it

were, in the times to which they belong." May
Etetelle Cook.

-t- -f- Dial. 43: 57. Ag. 1, '07. 620w.
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"Unfortunately, however, it is impossible
entirely to endiorse this very high estimate of
a book which, though brightly and humorously
written, does not contain much that is new."

-: Int.; Studio. 29: S64. O. '06. 230w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

"The full-page illustrations in colour are by
no- means satisfactory, the artist's sartorial
lore being far superior to his technical skill

and knowledg'3 of the anatomy of the human
form. The best drawings in the book are the
small reproductions after the Dig'htons."

H Int. Studio. 31: 251. My. '07. lOOw. (Re-
view of V. 4.)

-j- — Liv. Age. 252: 571. Mr. 2, '07. 660w.
(Reprinted from Lond. Times.) (Review
of V. 1 and 2.)

"If he had gone a little further and a little

deeper, if he had kept clear of a certain an-
noying jauntiness of style, his book, valuable
already, might have been of still greater
worth."

1 Lond. Times. 6: 18. Ja. 18. '07. 660w.
(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"As a book of reference it loses half its value
from the absence of an index; as a serious his-
tory of clothes it suffers from the author's at-
tempt to be sprightly; as a book of entertain-
ment, it IS too learned. Taken as a whole, as.

a work at once moderately entertaining to read
and moderately useful for study, it may serve
a purpose."

-I Nation. 84- 454. My. 16, '07. 400w.

"This book will be invaluable to costumers and
playwrights and of delight to the casual read-
er."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 434. Jl. 6, '07. 300w.

"His facts are in the main accurate, and his
resaarch thorough, though he has a tendency
to antedate changes of costume, and his meth-
od of division into reigns involves constant
repetition and a too decided ascription of cer-
tain fashions to certain years. He is irritat-
ingly chary of reference, but this omission is

due to the popular design of the book, which
is written throu.ghout in a would-be enter-
taining way. If not a really valuable book of
reference, still less is it an amusing book to
read, merely as a piece of writing."

-I Sat. R. 102:335. S. 15, 'OG. lOSOw. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

Sat. R. 103: 88. Ja. 19, "07. lOOw. (Re-
view of v. 3.)

+ + Spec. 97: sup. 766. N. 17, '06. 160w.
(Review of v. 3.)

Calthrop, H. C. HoUway-. Petrarch: his
* life, work and times. (Memoir ser.)

**$2.75. Putnam.
A popular life of Petrarch which keeps close

to his .mission as herald and prophet of the
renaissance.

ated. . . . The author lays great stress in the
preface to his first edition on the fact that he
has given pride of place to the pictorial side of
his volume, making his chief appeal to the pub-
lic by the Ijeauty and variety of the illustra-
tions he iias collected, which include nearly 500
reproductions in black-and-white of details of
architecture, and over 100 in colour of typical
decoration." (Int. Studio.)

"The b>X)k is a work of a ripe scholar, and
is evidently the fruit of years of patient study.
Its chief defect is the complete absence of all

references, even to Fracas.setti's standard edi-
tion of the letters, to which, nevertheless, the
author acknowledges his supreme obligation. If
we now mention a few i>oints In which our au-
thor is hardly abreast of recent research, it is

in no captious spirit, but with the hope that in
the next edition, which must soon be called for,

these slight blemishes may be removed."
-I- -f- Ath. 1907, 2: 573. N. 9. 1740w.

"An interesting sketch."
-f N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Calvert, Albert Frederick. Alhambra of
Granada. *$I5. Lane.

The history which forms the background of
this volume covers the Moslem rule from the
reign of Mtohammed to the expulsion of the
Moors. "The Alhambra or the Red castle, will
ever, in spite of its lamentable state of decay,
take first rank, on account of the combined
beauty and variety of its ornamentation, and
the thrilling memories with which it is assocl-

"Mr. Calvert has a profound knowledge of the
•Alhambra as it is now and as it was at every
stage of its che(|uered life-story, and he has
the gift of imparting that knowledge in an im-
pressive and satisfying manner."

-f- + Int. Studio. 31: 164. Ap. '07. 310w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Calvert, Albert Frederick. Escorial: a his-

torical and descriptive account of the
Spanish royal palace, monastery and
mausoleum. (Spanish ser.) *$i.25.

Lane. 7-32150.

In picture and text this proves the first ex-
hausti\ e English treatment of the Escorial

—

the Spanish royal palace, monastery and mau-
soleum in one.

"The views of the garden of the Casita de
Abajo and of the interior of the Escorial itself

are satisfactory and characteristic; the photo-
graphs of pictures and tapestiies are much less

effective; while the reproductions of Alfonso's
'Cantigas de Sancta Maria' and other literary
rarities are on so reduced a scale as to he vir-

tuallv useless. Mr. Calvert's text is compiled
from Rotondo's work, but he has introduced a
considerable number of errors which imply, we
fear, insulhcient knowledge of Spanish history
and literature."

\- Ath. 1907, 1: 583. My. 11. 260w.

"The text ... is the merest hack work . . .

though readable enough. One may gather from
the whole some notion at least of what the Es-
corial is like and what it signifies in history."

-1 N. Y. Times. 12: 480. Ag. 3. '07. 390w.

Outlook. 86: 526. Jl. 6, '07. 80w.

-I- Spec. 98: 1008. Je. 29, '07. 150w.

Calvert, Albert Frederick. Seville: an his-

torical and descriptive account of The
pearl of Andalusia. (Spanish ser.)

*$i.25. Lane. 7-32150.

One of Mr. Calvert's series on Spain. Seville,

"g-reat because of her past, and actual because
of her vivid present," (Outlook) is treated his-

torically with emphasis placed upon the pres-

ervation by the Christians of the memorials of

Moslem occupation. There is an account of the

artists of Seville, including, prominently, Mu-
rillo. The illustrations include a view of the

city from various points of view, its buildings,

and fully sixty reproductions of famous works
of art.

-f Nation. 83: 443. N. 14, '07. SOw.

"This book should appeal alike to the tourist,

artist, archaeologist, and historical student."

+ + Outlook. 87:272. O. ,5, '07. 270w.

"This is a volume of the 'Spanish series,' and,

as might be expected, not surpassed—perhaps,
one might say equalled—in interest by any oth-

6r "
4. 4. Spec. 99:133. Jl. 27, '07. 260w.

Calvert, Albert F., and Hartley, Catherine

G. Prado: a guide and handbook to

the Royal picture gallery at Madrid.

(Spanish ser.) *$i.25. Lane.

One of the first volumes In a series dealing

with Spain in its various aspects, its history

its cities and monuments. This one is devoted
to Madrid's famous "congress of masterpieces"—
the Prado. "The text does no more than tell

in a g'eneral way something about the painters

represented, name the more famous master-
pieces, indicate the division Into schools, and
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Calvert, A. F., and Hartley, C. G.— cont.
show how these scliools, Spanish, Italian, and
Dutch, are represented." (N. Y. Times.) There
are two hundred and twenty-one illustrations.

"Equally pleasing as the stj'le is the general
construction of the book. I must breaJc a
lance, several lances, with authors and pro-
ducers with regard to the excellence of the il-

lustrations in this particular issue."
+ H Acad. 72: 622. Je. 29, '07. 2240w.

"It contains much sound and sympathetic criti-
cism of the principal pictures in the gallery of
the Prado, set forth in a pleasant, sober style."

+ H Ath. 1907, 2: 487. O. 19. 590w.
"The chief value of this volume lies in the

pictures."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 463. Jl. 27, '07. 320w.

Calvert, Thomas Henry. Regulation of com-
merce under the federal constitution.
(Studies in constitutional law, v. 3.) $3.
Thompson. 7-12250.

This book is based mainly upon an examina-
tion of decisions of the Suprerme court of the
United States, arranged in such order that to-
gether they maKe a critical commentary upon
a constitutional power.

"The arrangement is logical, the cases well
chosen, and the significant points in decisions
clearly formulated. The book lacks attractive-
ness for the general reader in the fact that it

contains little else than cases—almost no com-
ment, explanation, or summary. Neither does
it possess sufficient originality to enable it to
usurp the places occupied by its predecessors."

-I Nation. 85: 43. Je .11, '07. 290w.
"The law student, the practicing lawyer, tha

legislator, the man of affairs, will all find here
an orderly presentation of the subject, with
ample references to original decisions."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 267. Ap. 27, '07. 9«0w.
".\ work of this character should be a digest

having the merits which go to make an index
valuable. It should be cornplete, brief, logical-
ly arranged and clearly stated. These merits
the author cannot claim." E. Parmalee Pren-
tice. — Pol. Sol. Q. 22: 336 Je. '07. 510w.

Cambridge modern history; planned by
Lord Acton; ed. by A. W. Ward, G. W.
Prothero. and Stanley Leathes. I2v. ea.
**$4. Macmillan. 2-26356.

V, 10. The restoration.

This volume deals with the principles and
problems that occupied statesmen during "the
period of reaction and ebullition which followed
the close of the Napoleonic wars." (Outlook )

"Many of these essays are excellent and
some of them deal with the subject indicated
by the title: others are not up to the stand-
ard, and some have no apparent connection
with the the^m^ "

-i Acad. Tl: C54. D. 29, '06. 1330w. (Re-
view of v. 4.)

"The chief section of the book is constituted
by Professor Ward'3 able treatment of the war
as a whole, in its narrower sense; thorough
as is the writer's grasp of the field, he has
little gift of narration, leaves no vivid impres-
sions of either men or events, and casts no
new light on problems." Victor Coftin.
+ \ Am. Hist. R. 12: 627. Ap. '07. 1800w.

(Review >f v. 4.)

"On the whole we may conclude that the vol-
ume is, in some respects, a distinct contribu-
tion to the literature of the subject In English,
and in spite of the defects natural to such a
work, is Ukely to prove very useful for many
purposes." Wilbur C. Abbott.
+ -I Am. Hist. R. 13: 143. O. -'07. 1440w.

(Review of v. 10.)

'Ihere is altogether too little of the econ-
omic and social side of hit^tory in this work."Wm. E. Lingelbach.
+ -I Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 653. My. '07. lOlOw.

(Review of v. 4.)

"This volume has not always triumphed over
the tendency to make a history of these peri-
ods of recovery a r6sum6 of names and dates,"
+ H Ath. 1907, 2: 173. Ag. 17. 1880w. (Re-

view of v. 10.)

"It cannot but be acknowledged that no sm-
gle author in this volume has succeeded in
conveying ideas as Ijord Acton, him.self has
conveyed them in his lectures." E. D. Adams.
+ H Dial. 42: 223. Ap. 1, '07. 900w. (Re-

view of V. 4.)

"If there appears less unity in this volume, be-
cause there is no great central figure or theme,
it nevertheless possesses sound utility."
+ 4- Dial. 43: 288. N. 1, '07. 370w. (Review

of v. 10.)

"This is incontestably one of the most Im-
portant, best-written, and most homogeneous
of the volumes of the 'Cambridge modem his-
tory' that have appeared so far." W. E. Rhodes.
-h + -f Eng. Hist. R. 22: 807. O. '07. 730w. (Re-

view of V. 4.)

"A notable feature of the volume—it will re-
main an exceptional feature of this particular
volume, the editors inform us—are its biblioii-
raphies, especially that of the extant original
manuscripts and contemporary narrative ind
controversial literature of the Thirty years' war,
based on the collections in Lord Acton's li-

brary, without which, indeed, it could not have
been compiled."
+ + Ind. t^2: 1152. My. 16, '07. 530w. (Re-

view of v. i.)

"Every li'orary should have it, and the busy
scholar who wants facts, not eloquent fiction,
will secure it for reference, but no one will read
it over hi.=< evening pipe. In this regard it can-
not be esteemed an equal to the French co-
oi'-erative work, the 'Histoire generale,' which
is always lucid and sometimes interesting."
+ + Ind. 63: 1313. N. 28, '07. 310w. (Review

of V. 10.)

"The chapters are often of great merit, and
there are fewer dull parts, omissions, repeti-
tions, and Inconsistencies than in some of the
previous volumes."
+ -}- -f Lend. Times. 6: 226. Jl. 19, '07. 2610w.

(Review of v. 10.)

"Everywhere one finds care, accuracy and a
businesslike .spirit, which presents the facts in
a clear and coherent way."
+ -j- 4- Nation. 85: 166. Ag. 22, '07. 2590w. (Re-

view of V. 4.)

-I- -f Nation. 85: 327. O. 10, '07. liiOOw. (Re-
view of v. 10.)

"Altogether, it will be seen that I regard the
plan of the '(Cambridge modern liistory' as un-
satisfactory. It is a compromise, between the
needs of the general reader and the special
student." Joseph Jacobs.

"I N. Y. Times. 12: 13. Ja. 12, '07. 890w.
(Review of v. 4.)

"If the present volume happens to be mor^:)

than usually dull, it is because it deals with a
period of the world's history in which the world
was for the most part marking time and pre-
paring the way for startling developments."
Joseph Jacobs.
+ -\ N. Y. Times. 12: 493. Ag. 10, '07. 1830w.

(Review of v. 10.)

Outlook. 84: 1080. D. 29, '06. 260w.
(Review of v. 4.)

-f + Outlook. 86: 747. Ag. 3, "07. 360w. (Re-
view of V. 10.)

"The development during the first half of the
period has b^en conscientiously if not enter-
tainingly, described In the ponderous volume."
G. I,ouis Beer.

-I Putnam's. 2: 743. S. '07. 140w. (Review
of V. 10.)

R. of Rs. 36: 381. S. '07. 150w. (Re-
view of v. 10.)
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Sat. R. 103:49. Ja. 12, '07. IGlOw'. (Re-
view of V. 4.)

+ + Spec. 99: sup. 749. N. 16, '07. BSOw. (Re-
view of V. 10.)

Cambridge natural history, v. i. *$4.25.

Macmillan.
Ten large volumes will be included in this

work which will cover the natural history of
the animal kingdom.

V. 1. The present volume includes four of
the lowest groups. The protozoa are treated
by Prof. M. M. rfartog of Queen's college,
Cork. . . . The sponges are described by Miss
Igerna Sollars, lecturer at Newnham college,
. . . The extensive and important group of jel-
ly-fishes, sea-anemones, and hydroids is dealt
with by Prcf. S. J. Hickson of the Victoria
university of Manchester. . . . The last group,
including star-fishes, sea-urchins, and their
allies, is described by Prof. E. W. McBride of
McGill university, Montreal."—Nation.

"As a guide to the scientific study of those
animals with which it deals, the whole book
can be safely recommended."

-f- -^ Lend. Times. 6: ISh'. My. 3, '07. 1660v,'.

(Review of v. 1.)

"In attempting to bring together within short
compass many scatterea facts the authors of
this and of so^me of the other volumes have
failed both in giving a readable account of the
subjects and in distinguishing between what
is important and what is trivial."
4- -f-

— Nation. ^-4: 294. Mr. 28, '07. 540w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"Taken in conjunction with the earlier pub-
lished volumes, the work seems to fulfil the
purpose of providing an intelligible and ade-
quate survey of the entire animal kingdom
without giving undue prominence to pa.rticular
grouips."

-f- 4 Nature. 75:31, N. 8, 'DC. 1330w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"The zealous student of animal morphology,
or t^^e professional zoologist anxious to bring
his knowledge up to date, will find here a com-
pendium upon which he can rely."

+ -^ Sat. R. 103: sup. S. My. 4, '07. 1470w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"The different divisions are unevenly bal-
anced as to both matter and substance, and in

two of the divisions at least, the impression is

gained that the author had mainly a book
knowledge of the group he was monographing."
G. N. C.

-I Science, n. s. 26: 44, Jl. 12, '07. 620w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"The work in all cases is extremely well
done."
+ + Spec. 98: 909. Je. S, '07. 190w. (Review

of V. 10

Campbell, Harry Huse. Manufacture and
properties of iron and steel. 4th ed.
$5. Hill pub. CO. 7-13501

A thoroly revised edition brought down to
date by the inclusion of valuable new matter.
It is of importance to engineers and students
of metallurgy, and also to "those interested in
the economics of one of the world's leading in-
dustries."

Review by Henry H. Norris.
+ Engin, N. 57: 664. Je. 13, '07. 500w.

"The treatment throughout is that of a thor-
ough master of metallurgical science, embody^
ing not only sound theoretical exposition, but
including a^ well specific citations of the best
modern practice. The work . . . will be found
of exceeding value, not only to engineers and
students of metallurgy, but to those interested
in the economics of one of the world's lead-
mg industries."

-t- Technical Literature. 1: 177. Ap. '07.

550w.

Campbell, Reginald John, Newr theology.
**$i.5o. Macmillan. 7-1 1604.

A restatement of the essential truth of the
Christian religion in terms of the modern mind.
The author gives an outline of his own person-
al views, and some of the chapter headings are
as follows: God and the universe, Man in re-
lation to God, The nature of evil, Jesus the
divine man. The eternal Christ, The incarna-
tion of the Son of God, The atonement. The
authority of Scripture, and The church and the
kingdom of God.

"Mr. Campbell displays a vigorous hostility
to traditional theological opinions which will
hardly serve to help matters. In many in-
stancesT he cannot escap«e the charge of having
caricatured those doctrines in order to cast
odium upon them." Gerald Birney Smith.— Am. J. Theol. 11: 705, O. '07. 490W.
"The weak side of Mr. Campbell's thinking is

his imi>erfect grasp of finite personality. He is
apt to lose his way in reveries of the infinite.
Mr. Campbell will probably come to see that his
new theology is only a halfway house which
cannot be his permanent home." David Balsil-
lie.

H Fortnightly R. 88: 48. JI. '07. 7900w-.

"One cannot but honour Mr. Campbell for
the courage and candour with which he has ad-
dressed himself to what he believes to be one
of the crying needs of the church of to-day.
Still I cannot but think that the root of the evil,
which he, as prophet and preacher combats^
lies deeper than he realises." G. Tyrrell

•f Hibbert J. 5: 917. Jl. '07. 2270w.
Ind. 62: 911. Ap. IS, '07. 550w.

"He is an earnest preacher, but possesses a
heterogeneous mind and is a bit daft on the
doctrine of immanence and on 'psychic investi-
gations.' "

H Ind. 63: 1236. N. 21, '07. 7()w.

Outlook. 85: 879. Ap. 20, '07. 300w.
"His volume is interesting, it is intellectual-

ly suggestive, out it is not self-evidently con-
sdstent. In short, it confirms the judgiment
which we have heretofore expressed, that he
is a preacher, not a theolcgian."

I Outlook. S6: 257. Je. 1, '07. 4C0w.

"A work of unusual clearness."
-i- R. of Rs. 35: 637. My. '07. llOw.

"A really beautiful and fervently Christian
book."

+ Spec. 98: 982. Je. 22, '07. ]30w.

Campbell, Reginald John. New theology
sermons. **$i.so. Macmillan. 7-33946.

A group of sermons preached from the City
Temple pulpit, London, which teach that co-
operation must replace competition, brother-
hood must replace individualism; that the king-
dom of love must be realized on earth.

Campbell, W. Wilfred. Canada; described
by Wilfred Campbell; painted by T. Mo-
wer Martin. *$6. Macmillan. W7-130.

Here are reproduced in picture and text won-
ders of Canadian scenery "from Cape Breton
to Vancouver island. The same brush has
caught the peculiar charm of tne old Acadian
country around the Basin of Minas. with its

quaint suggestions of a transplanted Holland:
the rugged beauty of the Gut of Canso; the
ancient capital on the St. Lawrence, with its

crowding memories of other days and other
ways; the wild scenery of the Muskoka lakes;
the rich coloring of the autumn prairies; the
grandeur of the Canadian Rockies, and tha
almost tropical luxuriance of British Colum-
bian valleys." (Nation.)

"Mr. Campbell lacks the faculty of condensa-
tion, and the subjects have proved too large
for him: while Mr. Mower Martin's part of the
book is almost always happy and suggestive.
Ho Indeed, reveals throughout an amazing lack
of perception or discrimination."

-

-^ Acad. 72: 554. Je. 8, '07. 640w.
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Campbell, W. Wilfred—Continued.
"The pictures both in the coloured plates and

in letterpress, are to be commended to those
who want a Canadian view of Canada. The
doctrines of the author upon the future of Can-
ada are a little difficult to understand."

^ Ath. 1907, 1: 603. My. 18. 570w.

"The value of this book to the ordinary read-
er is that it brings together various kinds or
information which without it would have to bo
gathered from many sources. Mr. Campbell's
original work is mostly in the descriptions,
many of which are very good." May Estelle
Cook.
+ + Dial. 43: 118. S. 1, '07. 670w.

"He has much to say, but somehow has not
succeeded in saying it effectively. The water-
colour drawings of Mr. Martin show in a notice-
able degree the defects of his literary collabora-
tor."

-j Int. Studio. 32- 335. O. '07. 2S0w.
"In selecting Dr. Wilfred Campbell, the well-

known Canadian poet, -to write the descriptive
matter for this book, the publishers made on
the whole a commendable choice."
-f H Nation. 85: 148. Ag. 15 '07. 510w.

"The 'description' let it be said at once, is
rather dull reading, in a style which suggests
not so much the guide book as the promotor's
prospectus, with a dash of that sort of senti-
ment which is the stock in trade of the patri-
otic campaign orator. These pictures are, on
the whole, rather good than bad though, like
most pictures of the sort, they make the col-
ors too bright."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 482. Ag. 3, '07. 470w.
"Author and painter have combined happily

and successfully in presenting Canadian life
and scenery agreeably and with abundant and
dependable informaiion."

+ Outlook. 86: 525. JI. 6, 'o7. 130w.
"On the whole his commentary makes pleas-

ant if not often impressive reading."
+ Sat. R. 104: 372. S. 21, '07. 150w.

"In Mr. Martin Canada has an artist who is
well fitted to do her justice. He has the true
sense for both colour and space, and while he
is not afraid of rich and startling contrasts, he
always contrives to give his pictures something
of the clearness and delicacy of the Canadian
atmosphere."
+ H Spec. 99: 197. Ag. 10, '07. 690w.

Campbell, Wilfred J. Ian of the Orcades.
t$i.5o. Revcll.

A tale of the North Sea coast of Scotland
in the days of King Robert Third. "It is full
of dark deeds and violence, and the lusts of
the flesh, and we suppose that the author de-
sires to put the picture forward as a genuine
study of the past." (Ath.)

well-printed and fully illustrated study of fur-
niture from antiquity thru the Renaissance to
the present time.

"Mr. Campbell's effort cannot compare with
the best of the sort. It is more conventional,
more titanic, and somewhat sentimental."

-) Ath. 1906. 2: 768. D. 15. lOOw.
"The book is to be valued, not merely as a

thrilling tale of bygone times, but as a curious
work of art by which an author has produced
the impression of a chant with words that are
common and are musical simply by imparting
into them the meaning of old fancies."

-I- Ind. 63: 699. S. 19, '07. 170w.
"It is a good story, full of adventures and

excitements, although somewhat wordy In the
telling."

-\ N. Y. Times. 12: 517. Ag. 24, '07. 16(>w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 30w.
"There seems to be something like a mist

over the whole story."
^- Spec, 97: 181. F. 2, '07. 120w.

Candee, Helen Churchill. Decorative styles
and periods in the home; v^rith 177 il.

**$2. Stokes. 6-43919.
Purniiture makers no less than the collector

and general reader will find instruction in this

"A readable and careful study."
-t A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 39. F. '07. S.

"Mrs. Candee is somewhat flamboyant and
rhapsodic in her ''tyle, and her taste is more
generous than chaste. Mrs. Candee does not
seem to understand the importance and in-
fluence of the English eighteenth-century schools
of design."— Ath. 1907, 2: 450. O. 12. 240w.
"In spite of such fine writing, this book is a

valuable one and full of information."
H Ind. 63: 698. S. 19, '07. 220w.

"The text is oddly comrposed, with unusual
turns of langu:ige, but it is intelligible, and
the distinction between styles has evidently
been clear to the writer. There is a little too
free a treatment of the periods."

Nation. 84: ^3. Ja. 10. 07. 250w.

-i- + Outlook. 85: 238. Ja. 26, '07. 150w.

Canfield, Chauncey L., ed. Diary of a forty-
niner. *$i.25. Shepard, Morgan. 6-43550.

Questionable as to its authenticity, this vol-
ume is a record of life in a mining-camp on
one of the forks of the Yuba river from May
18, 1850, to June 17, 1S52.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 731. Ap. '07. 70w.

"Presents certain phases of a life forever
passed, simply, picturesquely, and vivAdiiy, and
hence, whether diary or reminiscence, has in-
terest and historical value."

+ Nation. 84: 293. Mr. 28, '07. 360w.

Canfield, Dorothea Frances Gunhild: a

Norwegian-American episode. t$i.5o.

Holt. 7-33199-

There is great strength in this story, and it

is so planned; that a beautiful self centered
American girl traveling through Norway in com-
pany with a sister, an admirer and an aged
aunt, is contrasted strongly with Gunhild. a
Norwegian peasant. This girl, born in America,
a child of thel people, shows among her nor-
thern •^nows a depth of soul that belittles the
conventional thought of the society girl; nnd
the man stirred by something deeper and more
profound than his life has yet known, turns from
the girl he might have married to Gunhild and
finds that she too is not for him.

" 'Gunhild' is her first novel, and a promis-
ing one."

+ Ind. 63: 1377. D. 5, '07. 260w.

Canfield, William Walker. The spotter: a

romance of the oil region. $1.50. Fenno.
7-27157.

A dramatic tale of the Pennsylvania oil region
In which a sturdy Scotchman who refused to

sell his farm to the oil syndicate is the victim
of intrigue. In it are pictured the newly rich
in the complete reaction from financial restraint,
smooth-tongued conspirators, spotters and
moonshiners.

"Melodramatic fiction."— Nation. 85:401. O. 31, '07. 280w.

Canning, Albert S. G. Shakespeare studied
* in six plays. **$4. Jacobs.

The six plays studied are Othello, Macbeth,
King John, Richard II.. Henry IV., and The
merry wives of Windsor. The method is one
of exTDOsltion rather than analysis, consisting of
a succession of quotations interspersed with ex-
planatorj' remarks.

"Its author is a master of the prosaic, nor
have we encountered any other commentator
equally skilled in the art of reducing noble
poetry to small beer."— Acad. 72: 85. Ja. 26, '07. llOOw.
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"We have seldom occasion to examine a
more unnecessary book. It contains no learn-
ing and, except in the quotations, no wit; the
style is that of a schoolboy; the general intel-
ligence is barely mediocre. The few explana-
tory notes are borrowed from an out-of-date
commentary, and are often inaccurate."

Nation. 85: 427. N. 7, '07. 240w.

"On pomts of history his adequate comments
are fitly introduced. The unsatisfactociness of
the book results from faults of omissions, leav-
ing a volume of no little usefulness on its posi-
tive side." George S. Hellman.

H N. Y. Times. 12; 745. N. 23, '07. 780w.

"These essays . . . are conscientious, but
they are nothing more. The themes upon
which Coleridge and Lamb have lavished their
genius . . . cry aloud for a more inspired
and a more original treatment than that which
Mr. Canning has given them. Nor are the pas-
sages selected for quotation always those which
particularly deserve attention and conjment."

-j Spec. 99: sup. 462. O. &, '07. 480w.

Capek, Thomas. Slovaks of Hungary,
Slavs and Panslavism. priv. ptd. T. Ca-
pek, 225 E. 71st St., N. Y. 6-6749.

Including statistical information concerning
the American Slovaks; something of their am-
bitions and efforts. "Much of the book is taken
up with matters of discontent over the Mag-
yar donidnation and others of peculiar concern
to the home country." (Ann. Am. Acad.)

"While we have no desire to question the
aim and purpose of the writer, we believe that
a greater service would have been performed
if he had aimed to interpret to the American
people more of the virtues and qualities which
make tlie Slovak immiigrant a desirable addi-
tion to our population."

-\ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 207. Ja. '07. 460w.

"The book is interesting^ as containing much
information about a country and people little

known, and especially as throwing light upon
the complexities of that wonderful polyglot
empire of Francis Joseph."

-I- N. y. Times. 11: 506. Ag. 18, 'OG. 440w.

R. of Rs. 33: 508. Ap. '06. 50w.

Card, Fred Wallace. Farm management.
(Farm lib.) **$2. Doubleday. 7-12691.

A thoro-going treatment of the subject from
the standpoint of business methods. The dis-

cussion includes business accounts, suggestions
for watching markets, time tor marketing va-
rious products, and adaptation to local condi-
tions.

"Practical, suggestive, probably the best of
the 'Farm library' series yet published."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 118. My. '07. S.

"A practical book, an intensely practical
book, it is, nevertheless, to a man with the farm
bee buzzing in his bonnet, as fascinating as a
Persian tale. The book is unique in agricul-
tural literature."

-f- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 410. Je. 22, '07. 260w.

R. of Rs. 35: 640. My. '07. 80w.

Carey, Rosa Nouchette. Angel of forgive-
ness. '$1.50. Lippincott. 7-31281.

A young girl's story of her own life from the
ago of eight to eighteen. They are full years,
for in them she learns much thru sickness and
suffering, she finds the mother she had always
thought dead in the person of her dearest cous-
in and brings her back to the home she had
left in her young wife-hood and to the husband
who loves her. Then, when the angel of for-
giveness has brouprht joy to her home she
leaves it, a bride of eighteen, to mother the
children of a husband much her senior and with
him to find true happiness.

Carling, George. Richard Elliott, financier.
$1.50. Page. 6-34796.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The aimosphiere of greed and treachery is
unpleasant from first to last but for all that the
account of these latter-day land-pirates is ab-
sorbing."

H Acad. 72: 610. Je. 22, '07. 280w.

Carling, John R. By Neva's waters; be-
ing an episode in the secret history
of Alexander the first, czar of all the
Russias. i$i.5o. Litt'.e. 7-21539.

An episode in the secret history of Alexander
the first, czar of all the Russias. There are
love and court intrigue in plenty, which center
chiefly about a young English lord whose lov«»
affair with the czarina is in the end forgiven
because ha did not know she was a wife, and
she, owing to a strange lapse of memory, had
forgotten her estate. It is a book which holds
the interest until the last strand of the plot is
untangled.

N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 50w.

Carlson, John S. Swredish grammar and
reader. *$i.S0. Wilson, H. W. 7-23330.

A practical text-book for the school-rx>om and
home, which lays no claim to a purely scientlfie
exposition of the principles of language.

"This is a book that has been much needed,
and does for the student of Swedish what Pro-
fessor Julius Olson's similar work does for the
student of Norwegian. The selections which
till the 'reader' section of the volume are judici-
ously made and of much interest."

+ + Dial. 43:291. N. 1, '07. 60w.
"A new and thoroughly practical text-book

for the elementary study of Swedish."
+ + Educ. R. 34: 535. D. '07. 40w.

Carpenter, Edward Childs. Code of Victor
Jallot: a romance of old New Orleans.
il. t$i.5o. Jacobs. 7-31421.

A story of the early nineteenth century whose
scenes are laid in Louisiana. A French refugee,
a Beau Brummel typo of hero with plenty or
sturdier qualities of manhood, fights for the
love of "mademoiselle of the magnolias" ajid
wins.

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Carpenter, Frank G. Foods; or. How the
world is fed. *6oc. Am. bk. 7-20683.

The first book of a series upon the great in-
dustries of the world. It aims to provide a
knowledge of the production and preparation
of foods, and to show how civilization and com-
merce grew from man's need of foods and the
exchange of foods between the different ra-
tions of the earth.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 207. N. '07. 4"

"The boy who has read it will be much bet-
ter prepared for economic studies later on than
the boy who has: never become interested in any
of those things."

+ Pol. Sol. Q. 22: 572. S. '07. 220w.

Carpenter, Margaret Boyd. Child in art.

$2. Ginn.
A sympathetic treatment of the child In art,

with some thirty reproductions of famous paint-
ings and worlcs of sculpture. The volume
sketches the history of the use of the child in
art and shows that the development of Chris-
tianity first brought childhood into prominence.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19. '07. 20w.
"The way out of the dilemma has beien hap-

pily contrived by Miss Carey, and the whole
book is pleasant to read."

-f Spec. 99: sup. 672. N. 2, '07. liOw.

"The present volume is STimmary and super-
ficial: the writer has an unfortunate instinct
for the obvious and the trite."— Sat. R. 103: 628. My. 18, '07. 160w.

"Even if there are omissions, there is also
plentv of interest in the book."
-h— Spec. 97: 939. D. 8, '06. 140w.
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Carpenter, Rolla Clinton. Experimental en-

gineering and manual for testing; for

engineers and for students in engineer-
ing laboratories. 6th rev. and enl. ed.

$6. Wiley. 6-16782.

'The present book is the sixth edition, and
is the result of many revisions and additions
by which, as the author states, with the aid

of colleagues ai}d assistants, he has brought
the subiect down to present-day requirements."
—Eniiin N.

"Despite these rather damag-ing- criticisms,

it must he said in coniclusion that the book has
manv features which maJce it a valuable addi-

tion
'

to engineering literature. It is to be
hoped that, in the next edition, the author will

re-odit the book throughout, correct the errors,

omit such descriptive matter and verbiage as

is unnecessary, add tc subjects which are in-

comi'leto, and thus produce a model, not only

as regards superficial pretensions, but also a3

regards real worth."
-j Engin. N, 56: 519. N. 15. '06. 2930w.

Cart, Sarah Pratt. Iron way; a tal? of the

builders of the West. t$i.5o. McClurg.
7-12974

A romance of the gold-fever days in Cali-

fornia which shifts scene to follow the course

of construction of the Central Pacific railway.

The traditions, heroic deeds and thrilling ad-

ventures associated with the building of this

highway across the continent are recorded from
the author's memory. The book has a buoyan*
pioneer atmosphere."

Reviewed by William Morton Payne.
Dial. 42: 316. My. 16, '07. 140w.

"One feels that one is reading authentic his-

tory, but such is the art of the writer that the

deftly inwoven romance—a captivating love

story—remains the predominant interest. It

would appear that the book is Mrs. Carr's debut
in literature, yet it is written with an ease, a
freshness and a power which many a practised

hand would be glad to have acquired."
4-

-t- Ind. 62: 1526. Je. 27, '07. 260w.

N. Y. Thnes. 12: 240. Ap. 13, '07. 210w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. 150w.

Carr, W. M. Open hearth steel castings.

$1.50. Penton pub. 7-3398i.

"This little book is a reprint of a series of ar-

ticles which were published in the 'Iron trade
review' and 'The foundry,' in 1905 and 1906. It

comprises chapters on: Raw materials, for acid

and basic practice and moldings; open hearth
furnace construction; fuels and accessories;
manipulation of acid and of basic heats; chem-
ical and physical tests; relation between chem-
ical composition and physical properties; blow-
holes and checks in steel castings; heat treat-
ment and annealing; repairing with thermit,
and cost of equipment."—Engin. N.

"Each subject is treated briefly and the in-

formation given is well-chosen, useful and ac-
curate, reflecting the author's own experience
in practice, and utilizing advantageously the
small amount of printed space occupied. It is

written in a clear manner and the greater part
of it will be comprehensible even to men who
have no technical education." Bradley Stough-
ton.

-t- -j Engin. N. 58: 79. Jl. IS, '07. 350w.

Carrington, Hereward. Physical phenom-
ena of spiritualism, fraudulent and
genuine. **$2. Turner, H. B. 7-17909.

A brief account of the most important his-
torical phenomena, a criticism of thoir eviden-
tial value, and a complete exposition of the
methods employed in fraudulently reproducing
the s.ime. The book is mainly devoted to ex-
posing the frauds of professional mediums.

N. Y. Times. 12: 307. My. 11, '07. 130w.

"This book is interesting, it is amusing, it is
even, in its revelation of the frauds practised
by nearly every professional medium, revolt-
ing. The paramount impression this writer con-
veys is that of being a fair and openminded gen-
tleman of excellent balance and keen intelli-
gence." Hildegarde Hawthorne.

-h N. Y. Times. 12: 425. Jl. 6, '07. 6'50w.

"It Is, indeed, a storehouse of raw mater-
ial from which one may learn to generalize
safely about the psychology of deception."

+ Outlook. 86: 790. Ag. 10, '07. 140w.
R. of Rs. 36: 511. O. '07. llOw.

Carroll, Benajah Harvey. Political history
of Europe from 1815 to 1848, based on
continental authorities. $2. Baylor
univ. press, Waco, Texas. 6-13425.

A volume which "is intended to give Amer-
ican students, an accurate if somewhat succinct
account of the course of Post-Napoleonic Eu-
ropean political liistory," and "does not pre-
tend to be more than a compilation from the
best and most accessible and usually untrans-
lated continental authorities."

"The author was apparently in too great
haste to attend much to the medium of his
thoughts. Present and past tenses and con-
ditions are mixed up indiscriminately, and ex-
traordinary language is indulged in. Most of
it is fairly good, and the characterizations of
public men are at times excellent. But the
arrangement is poor and detail is usually put
in v/hfre uncalled for; the disjointed sections
give little impression of continuity and do not
make clear the general development; nothing
stands out in bold relief." Victor Coffin.

T Am. Hist. R. 11: 947. Jl- '06. 530w.
"The work may have its place ai a survey

of tlie history of the peridd for an elementary
class. l)ut should not have been introduced to
the general public in its present form."— Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 464. N. '06. 170w.

"It does not pretend to be based en sources,
and apparently the only authority mentioned
is T.ord's 'Beacon lights of history.' The book,
however, displays coasiderable historical read-
ing, and contains a few useful suggestions and
apt quotations. In some respects it is a lit-

erary curiosity; it is written in an English
more; vigorous than elegant, and was evidently
prepared in great haste. . . . All things con-
sidered, the book seems to have no justifica-

tion for iLs existence."— Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 191. Mr. '07. 170w.

Carson. William Henry. Evelyn Van
Courtland. $1.50. Fenno. 7-29570.

Jealousy incites Howard Van Courtland to
murder his business partner. Malcolm, a young
clerk in their employ, is accused and the story
is mainly concerned with the trial in which "Van
Courtland's daughter, learning of her father's
guilt, is bent upon clearing Malcolm. She
draws information from the prosecuting attor-
ney and passes it on to the defendant's counsel,
all of which finally proves of no avail until in a
dramatic court-room scene the father confesses
his guilt and dies suddenly. In the end misun-
derstandings are adjusted and love wins a hard
fought battle.

"Here is another novel hinging on the unwrit-
ten law. It is not as unsavory as some of it.<5

kind, and, as its lack of distinction precludes
the probability of a wide circulation, it is not
likely to do any harm."— N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 230w.

Cartrie, Count de. See La Villeniere, T.-A.

T. de la C.

Carus, Paul. Our children; hints from
practical experience for parents and
teachers. *$i. Open ct. 7-2052.

Written by "one of the most distinguished
exponents of the new philosophical conception
known as monism." It supplements Froebel-
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ism with the results of recent soientific in-
vestigation and advanced psychological meth-
ods. "In the chapter which treats upon the
subject of punishment we get the key-note to
the author's ethical principles. Like Tolstoy,
and like a greater Teacher, he advocates non-
resistance of evil with evil. Retaliation is

condemned, a lie must be overcome by truth,
wrons by right and violence by patience. . . .

Punishment, Dr. Carus declares, ought to be
the 'consequence of a wrong act which Is

brought home to the knowledge and sentiments
of the child.* "—Lit. D.

"Like Huxley he knows the secret of cloth-
ing abstruse subjects in an attractive garb and
his works have a popular appeal. It will prove
of cppecjal interest and value to those engaged
in kindergarten work."

-I- 4- Lit. D. ?A: 085. JVIr. 9, '07. SOOw.

"Written in thought-provoking style. The
book contains many hints from practical ex-
perience."

-1- R. of Rs. 35: 509. Ap. '07. 40w.

Carver, Thomas Nixon, comp. Sociology
and social progress. *$2.75. Ginn.

6-5680.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by R. C. Chapin.
+ Charities. 17: 472. D. 15, '06. 430w.

"A timely and valuable book. The selections
from large works, which is no easy task, are
judiciously made. He has supplied an intro-
duction to it of his own, in which he sets forth
as clearly as has ever been done the true scope
and method of sociology. His treatment is

thoroughly sane." Lester F. Ward.
+ + — Science, n.s. 25: 27. Ja. 4, '07. lllOw.

Cary, Elisabeth Luther. Works of James
McNeill Whistler; a study. *'*$4.

Moffat. 7-3697.
Not so much a work of ultimate authority

and exhaustive knowledge, as an Intelligent
and reasoned view of Whistler's work for the
benefit of the reader of somewhat limited op-
portunities.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 119. My. '07.

Current Literature. 42: 289. Mr. '07.

SlOw.

"As a piece of critical writing, it is eminent-
ly sound and true to right principles. The apt-
ness of Miss Gary's phraseology is deserving
of more than casual comment. Exception must,
however, be taken to one expression." Fred-
erick W. Gookin.
+ H Dial. 42: 218. Ap. 1, "'07. 1540w.

"A book which comprehensively covers the
field of Whistler's accomplishments and embod-
ies a perspicuous account of his methods."
+ -f Ind, 61:1404. D. 22, '06. 130w.

+ Lit. D. 34:469. Mr. 23, '07. StiUw.

+ Nation. 84: 322. Ap. 4, '07. 90w.

"In a word, it is a survey of Whistler's ar-
tistic accomplishments, presented In an elab-
orate, beautiful, pictorial setting by an author
whose experience has given her rare insight
Into the mysteries and functions of artistic ex-
pression."
+ + N. Y. Times. 11: 808. D. 15, '06. 190w.

"Miss Cary's book Is admirably ad.1usted In
its aim. It seems . . . equally admirable in Its
manner and the selection of Its matter."

-f- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 76. F. 9, '07. 640w.

"She is admirable alike in the selection of
material and in the non-technical treatment
of liis inspiration."

+ Outlook. 85: 903. Ap. 20, '07. 210w.

"It is indeed a patient, accurate literalness
which chiefly distinguishes this book. We get
the facts, it is true, but in the end feel some-
what deprived of that spirit which animates
and transcends mere fact—a spirit which

Whistler himself possesses in so abounding a
degree and which he would seem to demand of
others." Christian Brinton.

-1 Putnam's. 2: 125. Ap. '07. 370w.

Casson, Herbert Newton. Romance of
steel: the story of a thousand million-
aires. **$2.50. Barnes. 7-25647.

"Not so much a history of the steel indus-
try itself as of the successive efforts to capit-
alize that industry and of the personal careers
of the men whose fortunes i.ave been made in
steel-making, although they themselves were
in most instances as ignorant of the industrial
processes by which their wealth was gained as
the average man in the street."—R. of Rs.

•'Mr. Casson's sitory has the merit of being
remarkably inclusive, on the historic and physi-
cal sides, as well as in its personal aspects."

4- iid. 63: 820. O. 3, '07. SOOw.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 428. Jl. 6, '07. 150w.
"One of the most reaaable books of the year."

+ R. of Rs. 34: 381. S. '07. 140w.

Castle, Mrs. Agnes Sweetman, and Castle,
Edgerton. My merry Rockhurst. '$1.50.

Macmillan. 7-34310.
"Some episodes in the life of Viscount Rock-

hurst, a friend of King Charles II. and at one
time constable of his majesty's tower of Lon-
don." These episodes, although they do not
form a consecutive story, all deal with the
same reckless, daring cynic, loyal friend and
devoted father. They tell of his fortunes, his
misfortunes, his \aried adventures, his strug-
gles with the world and with himself, and all
have as a background the strangely romantic
court at which lie played such a conspicuous
part.

N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 30w.
"The tales are so ingeniously and thoroughly

welded together that the book as a whole forms
a complete and satisfactorv romance."

+ Outlook. 87: 624. N. 23, '07. 130w.

Cathedrals of England and Wales: their
* history, architecture and associations.

2v. $10. Churchman co.

An opportunity is here afforded of becoming
acquainted with the character, the history, the
traditions and associations connected with the
cathedrals of southern Britain.

"A sumptuous gift-book and the enterprise of
the publishers is to be commended. They have
introduced to the American public a volume
which is a treasury of art, literature, and his-
tory."

-t- + Lit. D. 35: 795. N. 23, '07. 310w.

"The present volumes give an entertaining
and, for the general reader, an adequate account
and portrayal." Cameron Mann.

+ N. Y. Times. 12:629. O. 19, '07. 860w.

Catholic encyclopedia: an international
M^ork of reference on the constitution,
doctrine, discipline, and history of the
Catholic church; ed. by Chas. G. Herb-
ermann, Edward A. Pace, Conde B.
Fallen, Thomas J. Shahan, John J.

Wynne, assisted by numerous collabo-
rators. 15V. ea. $6. Appleton, Robert.

7- II 606.

An encyclopedia which as it is produced by
American Catholic scholars who have brought
to their task the freshness of view and free-
dom of inspiration that stamps Catholicism in
America may be said to represent the "ripest
and most developed product of Catholic
thought." (Lit. D.)

V. 1. In this first volume are to be found
the contributions of over 1,000 men and women
of recognized scholarship, representing 27 na-
tionalities.
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Catholic encyclopedia —Continued.
"Unfortunately, several of the articles are

egreg-iously one-sided; some others are con-
spicuously incompetent, and a few display siucii

violations of a sane and critical spirit that we
could hardly believe our eyes when we read
them."

H Ind. 62: 1150. My. 16, '07. lOSOw. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"Considered as an achievement of scholarship
alone, it will command attention.""

+ Lit. D. 34: 765. My. 11, '07. 1410w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"In spite of all criticism . . . [it] remains a
very notable contribution to science and a re-
markable example of American enterprise.'"

+ -I Lond. Times. 6:267. S. 6, '07. 2420tw.

(Review of v. 1.)

"Though thi.s important work has chief val-
ue and sig:r.iflcar;ce for Catholics, it contains a
great deal of interest to every intelligent man,
and, so far as it is used by non-Catholics, must
contribute to the correcting of erroneous opin-
ions and the breaking down of existing prejudi-

+ + Nation. 84: 5G6. Je. 20, '07. lS30w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"It will be generally admitted that the work
Is the best for themselves that English-speak-
ing Catholics have yet published, and the most
popular and the most interesting one they have
ever presented to the non-Catholic world."
Henry A. Brann.

4- N. Y. Times. 12:233. Ap. 13, '07. 2340w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"On the whole, in spite of the mediaevalism
of certain portions, and in spite of occasional
lapses from the general level of excellence

—

lapses inevitable in any work of the kind—the
first volume must be pronounced fair and sane,
and if succeeding volumes maintain the same
standard the work cannot fail to prove exceed-
ingly useful."
+ \ Outlook. 86: 787. Ag. 10, '07. 2040w.

(Review of v. i.)

"The contributors represent Catholic schol-
arship in its broadest sense throughout the
world."

-f -I- R. of Rs. 35: 757. Je. '07. ISOw. (Re-
view of v. I.J

Cattelle, Wallis Richard. The pearl: its
* story, its charm and its value, il. **$2.

Lippincott. 7-30808.

The story of the pearl is told "from it birth
and gro^i;h under tropic seas, through the
search for it by dark skinned divers of the
Orient and its journeyings by the hands of
men who traffic in precious things, until it be-
comes finally thie cherished familiar of the great.
Historical and traditional allusions, the senti-
ment and superstitions, the romance of ancient
and noble associations drawn to it through the
ages, are garnered here and to them added the
more prosaic facts which a merchant's experi-
ence suggests, to enable lovers of the dainty
sea-gem to discriminate."

Cautley, C. Holmes.
Longmans.

With a setting furnislied by a Yorkshire
manufacturing village the reader's injterest is
centered in "tho upright and self-contaJned
millimac'ter and his son, Mark, a character gent-
ler than his father but as estimable." (Lond.
Times.) A boon in which the human clement
is strong, the description informing, and which
is "stamped with the hallmark of sincerity."

Millmaster. $1.50

"The author has looked with clear and
kindly eyes upon life, and is concerned only
to portray it as it is. The result is a novel o'f

very real value."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 72. F. 2, '07. 500w.

"Mr. Cautley's novel is too long, but there
is good stuff in it."

H Sat. R. 103: 148. F. 2, '07. 150w.

Cellini, Benvenuto. Life of Benvenuto
Cellini; tr. and ed. by John Addington
Symonds, with an introd. to this ed. by
Royal Cortissoz. 2v. **$6. Brentano's.

6-40203.
This edition is complete enough for the stu-

dent and artistic enough in book workmanship
for the collector. Besides Mr. Symonds' intro-
ductory material. Royal Cortissoz presents a
"sympathetic though critical" interpretation of
the "discrepancy between Cellini's personal
forcefulness and artistic achievement."

"It may be said at once that no more dis-
tinguished piece of book-making has come
from an American press for a long while past.
The typography while usually excellent, is not
impeccable."
+ H Dial. 41: 455. D. 16, '06. 330w.
"A more satisfying edition of this classic au-

tobiography does not exist in English."
+ + Lit. D. 34: 64. Ja. 12, '07. 90w.
"This reprint is likely to remain for years

the preferable library edition of these fascin-
ating memoirs."
+ + Nation. 83: 463. N. 29, '06. 150w.
"Altogether the edition presents this classic

in a form of such good' taste and solid excel-
lence of workmanship that it will be welcomed
by all lovers of literature."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 866. D. 15, '06. 160w.

R. of Rs. 35: 114. Ja. '07. 60w.

Chadwick, Hector Munro. Origin of the
English nation. (Cambridge archaeo-
logical and ethnological ser.) *$2.25.

Putnam. 7-29044.
By making use of all branches of ethnolog-

ical study—history, tradition, language, cus-
tom, religion and antiquities—^the author "deals
with the history, social and otherwise of the
tribes whose coming, to put the matter briefly,
changed Britain to England." (Spec.)

"It is something to the credit of the author
that he has done what he evidently set out to
do, and those who can master the dialect may
like those parts of the book which fail to at-
tract us."
+ — Ath. 1906, 2: 768. D. 15. 130w.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 709. Ap. '07. 4(>w.

"Mr. Chadwick has written a book which no
speiMal student of Saxon England can neglect.
But this critical method is open to cavil. In
the first place, the criticism is too linguistic.
In the second place, being linguistic, the criti-
cism lacks principle."

-I Ath. 1907. 1: 468. Ap. 20. 480w.

"It is -a work for students, and they are not
likely to neglect it; but many years will pass
before its results can be incorporated in text-
book and h.andbook."
-f H Lond. Times. 6: 91. Mr. 22, '07. 820w.

"There was certainly room for such a work,
in w-hich all the available evidence should be
carf>fully considered, and Mr. Chadwick has
dono this with the greatest minuteness. In
fact, his book suffers to some extent from
over-minute discussion of questions which have
at best a very faint befiring upon the main
subject of his inquiry. Another general crit-

icism which migtht be made is that Mr. Chad-
wicic is rather toe much given to the common,
but very unsatisfactory, process of drawing a
strong conclusion from, a series of very weak
premises."

-I Nature. 75: 555. Ap. 11, '07. 7S0w.

"The value of the book lies in the healthry
spirit of scepticism which prevades it, and which
is the outgrowth of an unusually wide knowl-
edge of Teutonic philology-, literature and ar-
chaeology."

-1- + Pol. Sol. Q. 22: 550. S. '07. 180w.

"A ve-ry learned and careful work."
4- + Spec. 98: 337. Mr. 2, '07. 220w.
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Chadwick, Rev. John White. Cap'n Chad-
wick, Marblehead skipper and shoe-
maker. *ooc. Am. Unitar. 6-35723.

A portrait, sketched by his son, of a rug-ged
yet unvaryingly tender hearted New Englander
who plied his shoemaker trade in winter and
followed a skipper's life in summer.

"In spite of some looseness of style the book
is spell binding from start to finish." Robert
E3. Bisbee.

H Arena. 37: 111. Ja. '07. 120w.

"This little biography will be treasured not
alone by those who revere its author's memory,
but by the wider public who will find in it a
sympathetic yet discriminating characterization
of a life well worth telling about, but of a kind
not often described outside of fiction."

+ Outlook. 85: 93. Ja. 12, "07. 750w.

Chamberlin, Georgia Louise, and Kern,
Mary Root. Child religion in song and
story: a manual for use in the Sunday
schools or in the home. $1. Univ. of

Chicago press. 7-26993.
Believing in unity in lesson, songs, praye-s

and memorized texts the authors of this booii
have arranged a series of thirty-nine lessons
for children from six to nine in the Sunday
school. The development of a general religious
theme is aimeu at in each group, and the
groups follow each other in logical arrange-
ment. The book is suggestive thruout and may
be used in the home as well as in the Bible
school.

Chambers, Robert William. Fighting
chance. "i'$i.5o. Appleton. 6-29527.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Deeply interesting as it is, "The fighting
chance' is not without flaws and imperfec-
tions."

-i Acad. 72: 121. F. 2. '07. 370w.
"Mr. Chambers has achieved another suc-

ces.'s."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 193. F. Id. ISOw.
"How far Mr. Chambers is correct in his rep-

resentation of the ways and manners of
wealthy and 'exclusive' New Yorkers, espe-
cially of those who contrive to combine busi-
ness with pleasuire, must be left to the judg-
ment of critics equipped with expert knowl-
e.dge; but at any rate it is brisk and credible."
Herbert W. Horwill.

-r Forum. 38: 5t4. Ap. '07. 760w.
— R. of Rs. 35: 120. Ja. '07. 60w.

"Mr. Chamber.? ha.s handled a problem, un-
pleasant in ils^^lf, with exceptional skill and
delicacv in this story,"

+ Spec. 97: 220. F. 9, '07. 220w.

Chambers, Robert William. Tracer of lost
persons. t$i.5o. Appleton. 6-20360.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"All the light .-ide of his nature, the fun and
the cleverness, go into such a collection of
stor.'es as this, and the world is the better for
getting so much whoJesome laughter and ten-
der sentiment."

+ Acad. 72: 345. Ap. 6, '07. 350w.

"Though cast in the guise of a continuous
narrative, this volume consists in reality of
short stories and should be read as such."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 574. My. 11. 140w.
"The humor is quite delicious, and the whole

thing is carried through with great spirit."
+ R. of Rs. 35: 120. Ja. '07. 80w.

Chambers, Robert William. Tree of heaven.
t$i.5o. Appleton. 7-17386.

"The occult in everyday affairs is the theme
of this new book. . . . Each one of the stories
of which the volume is composed tells the tale
of some mysterious happening, some supernat-

ural experience, beyond thu power of material
leasoning to explain, which comes into the life
of some ordinary everyday man."—N. Y. Times.

Reviewed by Frederic Taber Cooper.
-f Bookm. 25: 603. Ag. '07. 3tiOw.

-1- Ind. 63: 458. Ag. 22, '07. 140w.
"Trim, carefully upholstered, and perfectly

imaginable tales. Very good of their extrava-
gant kind."

+ Nation. 84: 544. Je. 13. '07. llOw.
"Some of the separate stories are excellent

in their mechanism and in the way of their
telling. Nearly all of them suffer from opulent
adj<>ctivitis. Mr. Chambers too often marches
along with his head in rainbowlike clouds, which
he scatters like fragments all over his pages
until the reader fairly longs for a nice gloomy
page or two in which nothing will sparkle or
flash or flame or dazzle or scintillate."

r N. Y. Times. 12: 332. My. ;;5. '07. 030w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. 90w.

Chambers, Robert W. Younger set. ^$1.50.

Appleton. 7-26022.

"In the 'younger set' from which he gets his
title Mr. Chambers finds much that is buoy-
ant, much that augurs well for the future of
the social development of New York. His hero
is a gentleman and a soldier; his heroine a
clear-eyed pure-minded young girl, the em-
bodiment of faithfulness, good breeding, and
true-heartedness; while mere is a really
charming family picture of father, mother,
children, ana dog's—Mr. Chambers's dogs are
always capital, by the way. The more serious
purpose of the book is to discuss certain as-
pects of the divorce problem."—Outlook.

"It is this vicious, sordid element which, we
think, spoils thie genuine love story that runs
through the book. But Mr. Cliambers is a
clever writer and a close student of character."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 580. N. 9. 250w.
"Under a veil of pseudo-realism can no more

disguise its fundamental melodrama than cot-
ton-seed oil can escape notice in a sa,lad dress-
ing." Frederic Taber Cooper.— Bookm. 26:163. O. '07. 630w.
"The treatment is marred by the note of in-

sincerity, and the virtuous types that the au-
thor contrasts with the vicious ones are too un-
real to be taken seriously. It has certain ele-
ments of iK)sitive excellence, such as construc-
tive art, poetical elegance of diction, and a
sympatihetic touch." Wm. M. Pavne.

-1 Dial. 43: 252. O. 16, '07. 350w.
"A sort of perverted Sabbath school story

about the younger set in New York society."— Ind. 63: 756. S. 26, '07. 9&0w.
"This argument is the weakness in his story,

because it is out of place, and it is not sius-
tained by the lives of the characters portrayed."— Ind. €3-. 1227. N. 21, '07. 120w.
"The purpose of the novel—the inculcation of

the idea that divorce does not terminate air
the obligations of marriage—is clearly and in-
terestingly evolved, in spite of the exaggera-
tions and artificialities of expression with which
it is at times obscured."

H Lit. D. 35: 577. O. 19, '07. 620w.
"The author has taken plenty of space and

filled his stage with more men and women,
girls and boys, than we can enumerate. But
they are all' drawn with such skill and knowl-
edge that one closes the book with a pleasant
sense of its abundant vitality, breadth, and
charm."

4- Lond. Times. 6: 309. O. 11, '07. 450w.
Nation. 85: 187. Ag. 29, '07. 320w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 535. S. 7, '07. 670w.

"An absorbing story."
-h N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"The present volume is a genuine piece of
work, alive and tingling with nervous energy,
although it is inferior in some respects to Mr.
Chambers's best work."

H Outlook. 87: 44. S. 7, '07. 260w.
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Chambers, Robert W.—Continued.
"It is in more than one respect far more

pleasant than the average novel of American
society."

+ Sat. R. 104: 549. N. 2, '07. 220w.

Champlain, Samuel de. Voyages and ex-
plorations of Samuel de Champlain
(1604-1616) narrated by himself; tr. by
Annie Nettleton Bourne, together with
the voyage of 1603, reprinted from Pur
chas his pilgrimes; ed. w^ith introd. and
notes by Edward Gaylord Bourne. 2v.
ea. **$i. Barnes. 6-32458.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

'"The translation is readable, the introduction
excellent, and the notes, though not numerous,
frequently offer original and valuable sugges-
tions."

-h Am. Kist. R. 12: 424. Ja. '07. 290w.
"A very detailed account, which should be

found in any considerable collection on the
early period of American and Canadian his-
tory."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 7. Ja. "07.

"The editing and translation show pains-
taking care and appreciation of the work of
the author. Disputed points, obscure refer-
ences and seeming contradictions are satis-
factorily explained in succinct toot-notes. An
index, also, would have been of value."
-t + '— Ann. Am. Acad. 29: Z05. Ja. '07. 360w.

-f Ind. •62: 153. Ja. 17, '07. 80w.
'"The present translation by Mrs. Bourne is

a boon to the reading public as well as a trib-
ute to the great explorer and the acute obser-
ver w'hr.se lame grows as the knowledge of his
service becomes more generally known."

4- -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 133. Mr. 2, "07. 960-w.

Champney, Elizabeth W. Romance of the
Italian villas. **$3. Putnam. 7-431.

"From the vast storehouse of Italian legend-
ary lore the author has collected a dozen or so
stories Identified with as many villas and has
retold them, mostly in archaic form, so as to
present an Illusion of the past." (N. T. Times.)
"She writes not so much of buildings as of the
romantic and dramatic events which have taken
place within their walls, not to mention other
interesting incidents In the lives of famous
people who dwelt there." (Lit. D.) Numerous
fine illustrations which are reproductions of
paintings emphasize the value of the work.

"Carefully selected and delightfully told."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 65. Mr. *07.

"Will not take high rank either as a collec-
tion of tales or a literary guide-book. The style
is undistinguished, and the author's version of
the histories attaching to the villas of which
she writes is tame and undramatic."

h Ath. 1907, 1: 788. Je. 29, 200w.
"She writes with verve, communicating to

her reader the charm she feels herself."
+ Ind. 62: 1152. My. 16, '07. 130w.

"It is a book such as only careful research
could have produced well, but Mrs. Champney
can be trusted to be sure of her ground. Hav-
ing done this, she proceeds to write in a manner
tihat is always felicitous."
+ -f- Lit. D. 33: 856. D. 8. '06. 90w.

"The reader, for whom many personages of
history are perhaps but names, is brought, as
it were, into close intimacy with them in their
verj' palaces."

-f- Lit. D. 34: 547. Ap. 6, '07. 250w.

"It Is a question whether anyone has the right
to change facts even though they have no se-
curer foundation than legend. These things
Mrs. Champney has done. There is not the
slightest doubt that she has improved the dra-
matic qualities of several of the stories she has
handled."

-I N. Y. Times. 11: 770. Nl 24. '06. 630w.

"Mrs. Elizabeth W. Champney has made some
very careful selections from the treasures of
Italian legends, and has presented them In a
manner most attrftctive to foreign readers."

-f N. Y. Times. 11: 808. D. '06. 210w.

+ Outlook. 84:704. N. 24, '06. 40w.
"With the subjects she has chosen it would

be hard not to make a readable book, and this
one is eminently so." Charlotte Harwood.

+ Putnam's. 2: 445. Jl. '07. 350w.

Chajicellor, Edwin Beresford. History of
the squares of London: topographical
and historical. *$5. Lippincott.

A history of London squares thru time and
change with anecdotes of their famous occu-
pants, omitting present or recent owners. In
Interesting succession are presented Berke-
ley .square with its statue which Herbert Spen-
cer maintained Is better than the Venus de Ml-
lo; Grosvenor square with anecdotes of Alvan-
ley and Nelson, Thrale and Wilkes; Cavendish
square, with its reminiscences of the Marquis
of Steyne and Princess Amelia, and Selwyn and
Lord Bessborough.

"This book, which Mr. Chancellor has com-
piled with remarkable skill and industry, ap-
pears at a fitting time."
+ -I Ath. 1907, 2: 12. Jl. 6. lOOOw.
"Mr. Chancellor's account of his style is too

modest. There is very little indeed in his book
that can accurately be called 'dull enumeration.'
and there are plenty of anecdotes, bits of for-
gotten history, and curious reminiscence."

-I- Dial. 43: 376. D. 1, '07. 450w.

"There may be nothing new in it—and in-
deed it is the kind of book that can be written
only by grace of the books that have preceded
it; but it is never dull, and that is saying much
of a work which contains 400 large pa^es and
weighs 3 lb."

+ Lend. Times. 6: 230. Jl. 19, '07. 320w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"A work of considerable research and replete
with curious and often valuable historical In-
formation."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 769. N. 30, '07. 160w.
"Very entertaining is a good deal of the in-

formation the author has piled together about
all the principal squares in London."

+ Sat. R. 104:21. Jl. 6, '07. 390w.

Chandler, Frank Wadleigh. Literature of

roguery. (Types of English literature

ser.) 2v. **$3. Houghton. 7-31996.

The second work of a series whose plan is to
deal with all the Important literary forms in
English by a division according to types rather
than a division into chronological periods. A
concise description is given of the earlier ap-
pearances of the rogue as a typical figure in
the literatures of Spain, France, Germany and
Holland; then follows the rogue of the mediae-
val time as he appears in drama, legend, and
jest book, and the rogue of the picaresque novel
of Elizabethan time. Criminal biographies,
prison chronicles, drama, opera, sociological
studies, and lyric verse are shown to yield their
rascals, and the authors who have portrayed
them are discussed.

"Its greatest charm lies in its peculiar com-
bination of authority with human mterest, of
scholarly m.ethods and an Imposing bibliogra-
phy with a fine sense of proportion,—a large
grasp of the matter as a whole and in its re-
lation to other lines of literary research."
Edith Kellogg Dunton.

-f + DIa!. 43: 315. N. 16, '07. 1920w.

"His work Is unique in its scope."
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 195. Mr. 30, '07. 130w.

"Whoever has the courage to plow through
or the inspired wisdom to skip that dismal first

volume will find that in the second, beginning
with Defoe and coming down to Thackeray,
there is a really interesting account of the Eng-
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llsh literature of roguery, punctuated with perti-
nent critical remarks, and delivered like a man
of this world."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 744. N. 23, '07. 1400W.

Channing, Elizabeth Parsons. Autobio-
graphy and diary gleanings of a
thoughtful life. *$i. Am. Unitar.

7-25238.
A diary kept by the author during- more than

thirty years. The aim of Miss Channing's
friends in offering the volume is to lead to a
"closer realization of the value of clear think-
ing and sincere feeling in things religious . . .

to promote reverence for things deep and true,
Icve for things high and holy, patience in trial,

and above all, faith in God."

"Her diary is the simple record of a thought-
ful mind, essentially womanly, carrying on
homely tasks with patience, yet capable of
sharing In the world's movements."

-f Outlook. 87: 747. N. 30, '07. 3S0w.

Chapin, Anna Alice. Heart of music: the
story of the violin. **$i.6o. Dodd.

6-43758.
"Spinning far back in the region of legend,

the story of this most ancient of all stringed
instruments grows from the turtle shell to the
marvel of Stradlvarius, and Is enthroned as
the one perfect thing—'the lieart of music in-
carnate and triumphant.' "1—Outlook.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 39. F. '07.

"Her book is good of Its kind, replete with
curious Information, and well written."

+ Nation. S3: 542. D. 20, '06. 150w.
"This vivid style and her faculty for choos-

ing and setting forth lucidly and logically the
salient characteristics of an epoch, a nation,
or an Individual makes her pages very read-
able."

-F N. Y. Times. 12: 51. Ja. 26, '07. 570w.
"An attractive book for all passionate lovers

of the violin, and yet one that, by reason of
the great mass of facts collected will hold the
attention of students."

+ Outlook. S4: 1082. D. 29, '06. llOw.

Chapman, Frank Michler. Warblers of
North America, by Frank M. Chapman.
with the cooperation of other ornithol-
ogists; with 24 full-page colored pis., il.

every species, from drawings by Louis
Agassiz Fuertes and Bruce Horsfall,
and half-tones of nests and eggs. **$3.

Appleton. 7-14643.
"The first untechnical monograph on a single

gi'oup of American birds," imduding Gerald
Thayer's notes on songs and habits of birds.
The special treatment of the warbler family,
each species and subspecies being taken up in
turn, is followed by a list of biographical ref-
erences which "rounds out the treatment in a
way that leaves nouhing to be desired." (Na-
tion.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 119. My. '07.

"To the technical ornithologist, as well as
to the amateur with only the myrtle and yellow
warblers on his 'list,' this volume will be of
constant use."

+ Nation. 84:438. My. 9, '07. 570w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 74. F. 9, '07. 150w.

"Its plan is easy of grasp and tends to make
the book not only a pleasant reference volume,
but gives it a place as a work of permanent
and authoritative value."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: "57. Je. 1, '07. llOw.
"Its title would much better have been 'The

wood warblers of North America,' for the true
warblers, family Syiviidae, also represented In
North America, are not treated at all." Harry
C. Oberholser.
-f H Science, n.s. 26: 305. 6. 6, '07. 480w.

Chapman, J. Wilbur. S. H. Hadley of Wa-
ter street: a miracle of grace. **$i.2S.
Revell. 6-29045.

The narrative of the thoro evangelization of
a man who spent a wild youth, became a
drunkard, thief and gambler, but who after
the transformation devoted twenty years to a
useful life.

"T)r. Chapman has yielded somewhat dispro-
portionate space to the eulogies pronounced
over Mr. Hadley at the time of his death."

-I Nation. 84: 59. Ja. 17, '07. 130w.
N. Y. Times. 11: 850. D. 8, '06. 190w.

+ Outlook. 84: 894. D. 8, '06. 180w.

Charles, R. H. ed. Ethiopic version of the
book of Enoch; ed. from 23 mss., to-
gether with the fragmentary Greek and
Latin versions. (Anecdota oxoniensia,
Semitis ser., pt. XL) *$4. Oxford.

The author "holds that parts of the book were
originally comiposed in Hebrew, parts in Ara-
maic, and that some at least of the original
was in poetic form. The text is clearly printed
and there is an ample apparatus of variant
r>.'adlngs."—Bib. World.

"Professor C'aarles's long-expeoted critical
text of Enoch constituites a marked adfvance
upon previous editions of that important
work."

+ + Bib. World. 29: 320. Ap. '07. 60w.

'Tn the present careful text and ve'ry full ap-
paratus the task seenxs done with tolerable fi-

nality."
4- + Nation. 84: 106. Ja. 31, '07. 300w.

Chart, D. A. Story of Dublin; il. by Henry
J. Howard. (Mediaeval towns ser.) $2.

Macmillan. 7-25495.
This is a story of Dublin from the year 150

A.D., in which the author does his surest work
when he reaches mediaeval Dublin with its
wealth of reliable material. He writes of the
city, its topography, its buildings, of the variety
and picturesqueness of the outlying country, of
people and incidents ; and lends to the whole a
historical background. The illustrations are
principally from pen-and-ink sketches and
give value to the work.

"It is unfortunate that in his desire to write
a popular tourists' book Mr. Chart should have
spoilt the history which, so far as it goes, has
evidence of a real interest, research, and, we
venture to say, promise of better work."

V Acad. 73: 942. S. 28, '07. 820w.

"There are plenty of truths in this book

—

plenty of learning also; but there are grave
gaps and often annoying inaccuracies."

\ Ath. 1907, 2: 34. Jl. 13. 1320w.
"A narrative at once agreeable to read and

of historic value."
+ Outlook. 86: 791. Ag. 10, '07. 230w.

Chaucer, Geoffrey. Stories from Chaucer.
(Children's favorite classics.) 6oc.

Crowell. 7-25660.

A faithful prose rendering of the best of the
"Canterbury tales" written for young readers
with the hope of stimulating a later study of
Chaucer in the original text.

"When one re-tells the Canterbury stories,
adding to them material which is not part of
them, the result is of doubtful value. Mr.
MoSpadden's introduction is in many ways
worthy, and he shows a sincere effort to re-
tain the spirit of the master genius."

-I Nation. 85: 496. N. 28, '07. lOOw.

"The best that can be said about .

'Stories from Chaucer' ... is that [it is]
a literary impertinence. They are written, it is

true . . . with skill and cleverness, and
with a limpid style that brings them quite with-
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Chaucer^ Geoffrey —Continued.
in the limits of ten-year-oid understanding. But
why should mayhem be committed upon the
literary body cl' a subtle, suggestive, and intel-

lectual poet in order to malte a holiday for
babes r'

h N. Y. Times. 12: 568. S. 21, '07. 320w.

Cheney, John Vance, ed. Inaugural ad-

dresses of the presidents of the United
States from Washington to Polk, from
Taylor to Roosevelt. 2v. *$3. Reilly &
B. 6-34849; 6-35584.

Two handsome volumes which print collec-
tively for the first time the inaugural address-
es of our presidents.

"The bindings are simple and chaste, and the
presswork unexceptionable. The addresses
themselves form a subject well suited to be
clothed in the form in wl\ich they here ap-
pear."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 633. .My. '07. lOOw.

Dial. 40: 133. F. 16, '06. 5aw. (Review
of V. 2.)

Reviewed by Edward Gary.
+ N. Y. Times. 11: 682. O. 20, '06. 1130w.

Cheney, Warren. His wife. ^$1.50. Bobbs.
7-31211.

A group of Russian peasants among Alaskan
snows enact here a drama impossible in its

primitive passions to a more conventional set-

ting. The wife of Luka dies in the first chap
ter, and he, crazed by her loss, wanders away
to search for her. He fancies he has found her
In his brother's promised bride, wins her love,

is wounded in the quarrel with his brother for

her possession, and awakes after an illness to

a realization that she is not the much loved
wife he has lost. How these two souls so oddly
met, so strangely bound together, work out their

own happiness is the story of the book.

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. lOw.

Chesson, Nora. Father Felix's chronicles;

with introd. by W. H. Chesson. *$i.50.

Wessels.
"If 'Father Felix's chronicles' suggest Mau-

rice Hewlett, it is oy no means in lue ways ot

Imitation, conscious or involuntary." (Nation.)
"Father Felix is a priest of the order of St.

Benedict in the early part of the fifteenth cen-
tury, and he has knowledge, in one way or
another, of the loves and hates and desires ani
revenges of the men and women who surround
the throne of King Henry IV. The author
makes him tell the story of these vanished
people so vividly that the dust of their pas-
sions seems touched with the fire of actual
life." (N. Y. Times.)

"She had in fact, assimilated the period as
few novelists of to-day have done. Her tale is

somewhat disjointed and episodic, but its vi-

tality keeps interest for it. It is very learned
in the times, but its learning is never an obses-
sion."
+ H Ath. 1906, 2: 796. D. 22. 210w.

"It may well be said that the introduction to
this remarkable story will create antagonism.
Nevertheless, in spiite of this serious handicap,
the book itself shows ability of so rare an or-
der as to point an instructive difference be-
tween a real creation and the flimsy stuff pass-
ing current as historical fiction."

+ ^ Nation. 85: 102. Ag. 1, '07. 640w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 503. Ag. 17, '07. lOOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"The volume is well worth reading for the
vivid picture which it leaves upon the mind,
of life at the beginning of the fifteenth cen-
tury."

-f- Spec. 98: 60. Ja. 12, '07. 140w.

Chesterton, Gilbert Keith. Charles Dick-
ens. **$i.50. Dodd. 6-34069.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Not a systematic, exiiaustive biography, but
a suggestive, appreciative, and at times bril-
liant tribute to the great author; not free
from paradox or exaggeration, but illuminat-
ing and always entertaining."
-h -i A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 95. Ap. '07.

"It is more characteristically frolicsome, less
restrained and direct, than the same author's
.study of Browning." Olivia Howard Dunbar.
-f H No. Am. 183: 1047. N. 16, '06. 1530w.

"It has the real Dickens' merit of leaving the
reader exhilarated and on better terms with
all the world."

-t- Putnam's. 1: 509. Ja. '07. 620w.

"Mr. Chesterton's 'Dickens' is the best thing
he has done in criticism." H. W. Boynton.

-I- + Putnam's. 1: 634. F. '07. 620w.

Childe, Charles P. Control of a scourge:
or, How cancer is curable. (New lib.

of medicine.) *$2.5o. Dutton.

7 29144-
"The purpose of the book is to teach that the

dread disease of cancer is curable by operation
if taken in time. According to the diagnosis
of Dr. Childe, cancer is, in its earliest stages,
entirely a local disease, at least in many cases
the restilt of local irritation."

"The most optimistic book on cancer that
hia'5 p'irhaps ever come from a physician of
experience without any ulterior motive.''

+ Ind. 62: 857. Ap. 11, '07. 230w.

"Mr. Childe deserves the thanks of the pub-
lic for his very lucid explanation of the prac-
tical importance of the latest conclusions of

surgery."
4- -I- Lend. Times. 6: 67. Mr. 1, '07. 680w.

-f- Nation. 85: 83. Jl. 25, '07. 350w.

""Whether the subject could not have been
dealt with in a quarter of the space with equally
satisfactory results as regards the general pub-
lic is a question, many of the details introduced
being quite unnecessary for the average man
or woman to know." R. T. H.

h Nature. 76: 171. Je. 20, '07. 220w.

"Thepe two hundred pages are the more in-
teresting in that they are devoid of quackery
and arc composed in the most simple language,
for the encourriinnent and enlightenanent of

the srenoral public."
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 149. Mr. 9. '07. 460w

"His book is clearly written and neither tech-

nical nor sensational."

-I- Sat. R. 104: 22. Jl. 6, '07. 250w.

"His book is extremely valuable."
-I- -f- Spec. 98: 1012. Je. 29, '07. 410w.

Chisholm, Louey. Enchanted land. Pic-

tures by Katharine Cameron. t$3. Put-
nam.

Sixteen fairy tales retold and pictured in

color.

"Many of the colour pictures are insipid and
leave a great deal to be desired."— Acad. 71: 608. D. 15, -06. 30w.

.| Ath. 1906, 2: 653. N. 24. 140w.

"Many of the stories will not be familiar,

so that the 'retelling' is welcome."
-I- Bookm. 24: 527. Ja. '07. 70w.

+ Ind. 61: 1407. D. 13. '06. 20w.

"Special praise is due Miss Katharine Cam-
eron for the coloured illustrations which reach
a high standard of excellence."

+ + Int. Studio. 30: 280. Ja. '07. 40w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11:895. D. 22, '06. 70w.
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"Miss Katharine Cameron delights in colour
and indulges recklessly in paint, her drawing
is feeble, but she occasionally gets some very
pretty and Conderesque effects of colour and
decoration."

H Sat. R. 102: sup. 8. D. 8, '06. 70w.

"Among the boolts of old fairy-tales retold,

we wish particularly to call attention to Miss
Chisholm's 'Jinchanted land.'

"

+ Spec. 97: 939. D. 8, '06. 70w,

Chisholm, Louey, comp. Golden staircase:

poems for children, il. **$2.5o. Putnam.
An anthology of child verse whose aim is

wholly educative. The best writers, English and
American, who have written poems for children
are included.

"Should have a word of especially apprecia-
tive praise, because It assumes on the part of

thQ child a natural taste for that which is beau-
tiful, and a natural love for the imaginative."

-I- Outlook. 87: 358. O. 19, '07. 250w.

"Admirable anthology."
+ Spec. 98: 627. Ap. 20, '07. 140w.

Chittenden, Russell Henry. Nutrition of
man: a course of lectures delivered be-
fore the Lowell institute of Boston.
**$3. Stokes. 7-21556.

Professional men, volunteers from the hos-
pital corps of the United States army, recruits
froim the ranks of university athletic students
form what has been termed "Professor Chit-
tendon's starvation squad." These lectures
give the result of hi.s experiments in putting
willing subjects on half rations and less.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 193. N. '07.

"This book is one of first-rate importance,
not only to the physiologist and physician as
a guide to scientific truth, but also to the in-
dividual, and even to the state."

+ + Ath. 1907, 2: 45. Jl. 13. 1220w.
"It .seems safe to say that this thoroughly

revolutionarv' work will attract more general
popular attention than any other scientific
book has attracted in many years." Michael
"Williams.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 329. My. 25, '07.

2370W.

"It is interesting also to the economist, be-
cause for the first time it bridges in part the
gap between human energy and social wealth."

+ Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 568. S. '07. 200w.

Cholmondeley, Mary.
Dodd.

Prisoners. t$i.5o.

6-34683.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1900.

"Concocts a melodrama rivaling Ouida at her
most inventive, but proceeds to recount it in
a manner not unwortiiy the chronicler of 'Cran-
ford,' or 'The perpetual curate.' " Mary Moss.

-1 Allan. 99: 118. Ja. '07. 350w.

Current Literature. 42: 110. Ja. '07.

7t;ow.

"We can only characterize the new book as
a di<?aproiiitment." "Wm. M. Payne.— Dial. 42: 15. Ja. 1, '07. 250w.

-J- R. of Rs. 35: 123. Ja. '07. 120w.

Christ that is to be, by the author of Pro
Christo et ecclesia. '''Si. 50. Macmillan.

7-30464.

"A series of successive efforts to think what
the gospel of Jesus really is." Some of the
suggestive channels in which effort is directed
are the following: Our need of reform.ation, The
actions of Jesus, The doctrine of prayer, Sal-
vation of joy. The use of sin. The use of pain.
Fatalism and asceticism. The devil and his an-
gels, The scorn of superstition; Mind and dis-
ease. Fasting and, temptation, and The sword
and the muck-rake.

"This book is full of interest and ideas; it is

well, if not too copiously written; and with many
of its main arguments we are in agreement."
+ -\ Ath. 1907, 2: 646. N. 23. 1320w.

"What has been said affords but a very par-
tial glimpse of a laborious and fascinating dis-
cussion oi many things—prayers, the ascetic life,

inspiration, demonology, war and the like. Its
effect is not only to stimulate thought but to
excite obedience and to spread sincerity."
• -f + Lend. Times. 6: 306. O. 11, '07. lOOOw.

"Fulfils in a great measure the promise of
the earlier work; or perhaps it would be more
accurate to say that some chapters more than
fulfil that promise, while in the others the
shadow of modem superstition darkens the
lucidity of the thought."

H Spec. 99: sup. 751. N. 16, '07. 500w.

Christie, Grace (Mrs. Archibald H. Chris-
tie). Embroidery and tapestry weav-
ing: a practical text-book of design
and workmanship; with drawings by
the author and other il. $2. Macmil-
lan. 7-35144-

A practical rather than historical handbook.
"Of stitches alone, some forty kinds are here
expl.-'.ined and illustrated' by clearly drawn diia-
grams, methods of work, also amply illus-
trated, occupy several chapters; while others
are devoted to tools, appliances, materials,
garniture, etc." (Int. Studio.)

"Practical, clearly written, and well illus-
trated."

-F A. U. A. Bkl. 3: 66. Mr. '07.

+ Int. Studio. 30: 279. Ja. '07. 130w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 840. D. 1, '06. 60w.

Christie, William Wallace. Boiler-waters,
scale, corrosion, foaming. *$3. Van
Nostrand. 6-45054.

This work has for its object to furnish
steam-users with information regarding water,
its use, and troubles arising from the use of
water, and remedies that may be used or ap-
plied; the gain being more efficient generation,
of steam. Numerous illustrations accompany
th© text.

"Emphasis is given to the injurious proper-
ties of hard waters, and the illustrations of
corrosion, boiler scale, etc., are particularly
well set forth. This is by far the most interest-
ing and valuable portion of the book. The dis-
cussion of the chemistry of boiler-waters is

elementary and superficial. Th© attempt to
furnish simple tests for the use of engineers
is far from satisfactory. Some of the best
methods of analysis are not given, while other
descriptions are incomplete. Furthermore, con-
fusion is introduced by the use of many dif-

ferent methods of stating results. The theory
of water softening is passed over in a few
words, but the descriptions of water softening
plants as related to steam malting are clear
and concise." G. C. Whipple.

-\ Engln. N. 57: 86. Ja. 17. '07. 220w.

"The book is well written and printed; and
the material is of great value, but it wouLd be
of greater value if the ajuthor, instead of quot-
ing the opinions of engineers and chemists on
disputed points, had made a more determined
attempt to solve the difl^cult questions."

H Nation. 84: 388. Ap. 25, '07. 180w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 60w.

Christmas anthology: carols and poems old

and new. **Soc. Crowell. 7-20856

A holiday book which brings together carols

and poems which sing of the true spirit of

Christmas, of love, of charity, of peace and
good will to all men.
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Churchill, Winston. Coniston. t$i.5o, Mac-
millan. 6-19776.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by 2VIary Moss,
-i- + Atlan. ya: 123. Ja. '07. 440w.
"Reading- 'Coniston' is very like spending a

week in a remote New Eng-land village, stopping
one's newspaper and keeping away from the
post-office." Hamilton W. Matrie.

-f + No. Am. 183: 415. S. 7, '06. 840w.

Cipriani, Lisi de. Cry of defeat. $1.25.
Badger. 6-36992.

Under the sub-divisions, The cry of defeat.
Words of love and sorrow, Songs of others,
A curious world, and Crumos, appear a collec-
tion of short poems varying in subject and
merit.

"The only obvious technical defects do not
prevent tlie successful appeal to our sympathies
of a sore and wounded spirit, even where the
tone is not only sorrowful but exceedingly mor-
bid."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 431. Jl. 6, '07. 280w.

Cipriani, Lisi. A Tuscan childhood. **$i.2S.
Century. 7-31991.

With the buoyancy and naivetg of childhood
the fourth of seven children in an Italian pat-
rician family sets down the incidents of work
and play that fixed the bond of allegiance among
them. There is race temperament in abun-
dance, and yet it is the universal nature of
childhood that makes the strongest appeal.

"All in all, a not half bad hour may be spent
over the volume, which can also well be placed
on the shelf for consultation during minor do-
mestic crises."

+ Lit. D. 35: 795. N. 23, '07. 210w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"It is pleasant reading for an indifferent
mood."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 698. N. 2, *07. 210w.
"Every detajl in the book is so perfectly set

in its place and so well told that one feels a
new and pleasant sensation in its perusal."

-h Outlook. 87: 454. O. 26, '07. 180w.

Cirkel, August. Looking forward. $1.25.
Forw^ard pub. co. 6-42899.

"This is a conspicuous contributicn to what
may be called the literature of impractical re-
form. Not for one but for many vital prob-
lems in the contemporary life of the United
States does Mr. Cirkel proffer a solution. In
turn he takes up and with remarkable ease
disposes of the issues raised by the growing
pov/er of corporations, by the railway com-
panies, by the insurance revelations, by the
relations between capital and labor, by the
spread of the socialistic movement, and by the
necessity of securing an 'elastic currency.' "

—

Outlook.

"It is quite true that there Is a good deal
in his pages to stimulate thought. But this
is far overbalanced by the visionary character
of the author's principal proposals and by the
extremism of manv of his views."

f- Outlook. 85: 94. Ja. 12, '07. 160w.

Claassen, H. Beet-sugar manufacture; au-
thorized tr. from the 2d German ed.,

by W. T. Hall, and G. W. Rolfe. *$3.

Wiley. 6-38550.
"The scope .and plan of the book embraces

the entire process o^ beet-sugar manufacture
from the time of the receiving of the beets to
the finished product."—Science.

but these will unquestionably be noted and cor-
rected in a future edition, which, no doubt,
will soon be warranted." F. G. Wiechmann.
+ H Science, n.s. 25: 104. Ja. 18, '07. 590w.

Claremont, Leopold. Gem-cutter's craft.
*$5. Macmillan. 7-18824.

"Describes the appearance of the different
varieties of gem-stones, gives an outline of the
jndus-try and craft of gem-cutting, tells how
to identify the real and precious article and
note the difference between it and the imita-
tion, and provides an account of how the gems
are mined and made ready for the market
either in their ;irst rough state, after having
been freed from the minerals surrounding
them, or when cut a.nd shaped." (N. Y.
Times.) Fully illustrated.

"The history of the gem from its rough state
to its out and polished final appearance is giv-
en with remarkable clearness in this work by
a cutter of jewelo, who writes in the first place
for cutters."

-h + Acad. 71: 660. D. 29, '06. 360w.
"The work before us constitutes almost a

new departure in the literature of precious
stones." J. W. J.

-i Nature. 75: 331. Ja. 31, '07. 1270w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 840. D. 1, 'O^e. 180w.

Clark, Andrew, ed. Shirburn ballads, 1585-

1616; ed. from the Ms. *$3.40. Oxford.
They are all from a manuscript in the libra-

ry of the Earl of Macclesfitld, at Shirburn cas-
tle. "This collection help,s to bridge over the
gap between the earlier ballads and tliose of
the post-Restoration period. The variety offered
is considerable; there are bjllads of religion and
of politics, festive, ballads and ballads of earth-
quakes and monsters.' (Dial.)

"A book which ranks with the very best in
the sugar literature of the day. It is a pleas-
ure to state that [the translators'] work, too,
is <>verytliinp that could be desired. A few
typographical errors and slips have crept in,

"The notes of Mr. Shirburn are so learned
and interesting that we must admire them ni

spite of the poetry which they illustrate." An-
drew Lang.

-i- Acad. 72: 232. Mr. 9, '07. 1140w.

"The editor deserves much praise for the
pains he has taken to make this book service-
able to the student of Elizabethan social con-
ditions. Many pieces both grave anl gay, al-

though throwing no light on institutions or so-
cial conditions, yet have an interest to the his-
torian as indicating the temper of the times."

-t- Am. Hist. R. 12: 923. Jl. '07. 300w.

"The editor . . . has done his work with
great care. If we were to find fault with any-
thing, it would be that he does not always stick
to his antiquarian last."

+ H Ath. 1907, 1: 727. Je. 15. 370w.
Dial. 42:319. My. 16, '07. 140w.

Lend. Times. 6:S9. Mr. 22. '07. 1590w.

"Perhaps the greatest importance of the col-
lection is that it bridges over the gap in bal-
lad-literature between the early ballads as
represented by Prof. F. J. Child's monumental
work and those of the post-restoration period."

+ Nation. 84: 384. Ap. 25, '07. 470w.

Clark, Henry Martyn. Robert Clark of the
Panjab. **$i.75. Revell.

"This volume commemorates the life and
work of a pioneer missionary amidst a fierce
and fanatical people, in northwestern India. . . .

The courage and gentleness, the energy and
patience, the self-devotion and tactfulness of
the ideal missionary were all illustrated In
him, and he did not lack 'the saving grace' of
a sense of humor. The narrative is blended
with sketches of the land and the people, their
ways, and the lights and shadows thence re-
sulting. Especially noticeable are the indica-
tions of an active interest of both officers and
privates of the British army In Christian mis-
sions, outrunning a timid policy of the civil
government."—Outlook.
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+ Lond. Times. 6: 217. Jl. 12, '07. 430w.

+ Outlook. 86: 745. Ag. 3, '07. 140w.

+ Spec. 98: 723. My. 4, '07. 450w.

Clark, Henry W. Philosophy of Christian
experience. *$i.25. Revell. W 6-328.

Mr. Clark "approaches the problem of re-
ligion and the object of religious belief from
the ethical standpoint. He proposes to treat
religion, not as a science of God and his re-
lation to man. but as an art, the 'art of char-
acter-production.' His book Is itself evidence
that the Christian reJigion is primarily a mode
oof life and conduct, rather than a system of
science or philosophy."—Am. J. Theol.

"Mr. ClaTk writes eloquently and persuasive-
ly. His argument would be stronger and more
complete if he had pointed cut in his chapter
on 'Christian iself-culture' how identification
with Christ involves for man the realization
of a deliniite ideal of service and self-sacrifice.
But, on the whole, the book possesses rare
merit, having a freshness of inspiration and a
cogency of thought quite unusual among works
of its class." Henry W. Wright.
+ -I Am. J, Theol. 11: 358. Ap. '07. 550w.

"Not often does ono find an account of Chris-
tian experience which is ethically and philo-
sop'hicallv so sound and luminous "

-1- -!- Outlook. 84: 287. S. 29, '06. 200w.

Clark, Imogen. Santa Claus' sweetheart.
t$i.25. Button. 6-29778.

"Tells how a I'ttle maid hailed a passing
sleigh, believing it to contain Santa Claus,
heardi many wonderful things from the merry-
hearted Irishman who was driving it, and was
left by him at a lumberman's hut in the for-
est, where she found her long-lost father."'

—

N. Y. Times.

"A tender little tale of Christmas time, with
big tvpe for en.cou/ragement."

'4- Bookm. 24: 529. Ja. '07. 30w.

".Somnthing very charming in the way of a
tale has been woven."

-^• Ind. 61: 1309. D. 22, '06. lOOw.

"The incidents are the homely ones of every
day life, but they are told with such a merry
tenderness as to bring out all their humor and
all their pathos, and ma,ke them glow with
that snirit of the Christm.as time."

+ N. Y, Times. 11: 808. D. 1, '06. 70w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 895. D. 22, '06. 70w.

Clark, Mrs. Mary Mead. Corner in India.

**$i. Am. Bapt. 7-20732.

"It is a simple story of life-long devotion to

the missionary cause, ending with a hopeful, if

somewhat meagre, outlook." (Nation.) Thirty-
three years of residence in her corner of the
world have brought Mrs. Clark "into contact
with many interesting stories of the home-life
of the savages in Burma, of their life at work
and at play, their worship and strange legends,
their relationships with neighboring villages,
and. above all, their slow acceptance of the
Christian faith offered to them by the zealous
missionaries." (Dial.)

"Her book is consequently of interest botn to
the casual reader who likes to know apout
strange people in remote nooks of the world,
and to those readers who are vitally concerned
about the spread of the Christian religion." H.
E. Coblentz.

+ Dial. 43: 213. O. 1, '07. 200w.

"Mrs. Clark's account gains much by Its lack
of pretence to literary style."

+ Nation. 85:120. Ag. 8, '07. 250w.

Clark, Mrs. S. R. Graham. Gail Weston.
* '$1.25. Am. Bapt. 7-31978.

A story for young readers which follows the
struggle of a mother and her seven children
with poverty. The faultfinding mother, a pa-
tient, brave-hearted elder daughter and a loyal

son who left his grandfather's comfortable home
to shoulder his share of family burdens are the
principal actors in the little drama of toll ana
final success.

Clark, Victor S. Labour movement in Aus-
tralasia; a study in social democracy.
**$i.SO. Holt. 6-43934.

Aims to describe the "history of the political
labour party of Australasia, to analyse its poli-
cy and the results of that policy so far as ap-
plied, ^nd at the same time to make clear the
difference as well as the similarities character-
ising those countries and America, which must
affect the application to our own problem of
their experience."

"Not quite so Interesting as Reeve's 'State
experiments in Australia and New Zealand' or
Lloyd's 'Newest England' perhaps, but more
judicial than either, and more carefully pre-
pared than the latter."

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 95. Ap. '07.

"The book is moderate in tone and is the
work of an observer anxious to give correct
Impres.sions, hence students of labor and social
questions will find it a very useful volume, en-
ablitig them to understand the causes and na-
ture of the social evolution of Australasia."
George B. Mangold.

-!- + Ann. Am. Acad. 29:230. Ja. '07. 610w.
"We highly commend the impartial state-

ments of fact to be found in it, combined as
they are with a form and style of exposition
rarely to be met with among writers upon such
topics."

-f- H Ath. 1907, 1: 320. Mr. 16. 540w.
"Dr. Clark has given students of this prob-

lem a most admirable statement of the situa-
tion in Australasia,—free from bias, well ar-
ranged and comprehensive enough to Include
the essential facts." W. B. Guthrie.
+ -\- Charities. 17: 468. D. 15, '07. 480w.

"It is refreshing to find an author who is

willing to let the facts speak for themselves
without playing tricks on credulous partisans
andi furnishing food" for prejudice; and in this
interesting volume tin- author seems to be
honestly trying to place the reader in position
to form his own judgment in the presence of
the actual situation without too much prompt-
ing as to the conclusions he ought to derive
from the survey." Charles Richmond Hender-
son.

4- Dial. 42: 288. My. 1, '07. 370w.

"Written in scientific spirit, with unprejudiced
presentation of both light and shade, composed
In orderly manner with the use of clear un-
strained English."

-f-
-1- Ind. 63: 455. Ag. 22, '07. 600w.

"Dr. Clark's discussion of the working of

social .democracy in Australasia impresses one
as being eminently fair." John Cummings.

-f J. Pol. Econ. 1'5: 242. Ap. '07. 830w.

"Mr. Clark ... is at his best in the chapter
dealing with the economic and social effects of
industrial regulation, particularly compulsory
ai-bitration. Has covered a large field, and has
done hi<j ^^•ork well; to our knowledge no other
writer—in America at least—has brought back
from that er-onoi-nic wonderland so reliable a
report of the alleged maiwels wrought in the
name of 'progress.' His publisher should have
seen to it that the book was provided with a
bettor index."
+ -^ Nation. 84: 364. Ap. 18, '07. 1670w.

"While much that he says is entirely just and
true the general value of his book seems to me
to be much vitiated by important defects and
omissions. There are al.-'O in the volume a num-
ber of misstatements of fact, due. doubtless,
to mir5information or to insufficient observa-
tion. All in all. Dr. Clark's account of the
labor movement in Australasia is of more in-

terest and value to the student of theories than
to the pr.qctical man of affairs." Florence
Finch Kelly.

f- N. Y. Times. 12: 84. F. 9, '07. 1730w.
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Clark, Victor S.—Continued.
"The chief value of the present book, more-

over, lies not so much in its description as in

its interpretation of the facts." L.eonar,di W.
Hatch.
+ -J

Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 353. Je. '07. 850w.

Clarke, Henry Butler. Modern Spain, 1815-

1898; with a memoir by the Rev. W. H.

Hutton. (Cambridge historical series.)

*$2. Putnam. 7-6416.

The posthumous work of a man "of acknowl-
edged competence in matters, especially liter-

ary, pertaining to Spain, whose book is almost
the only, and certainly the best, account in

English of the unfortunate history of that coun-
try during the nineteenth century. ... Its at-

titude is historical and, a special point for

readers on this side of the Atlantic, its presen-
tation of the Cuban question is temperate and
convincing." (Nation.)

4. ^ Ath. 1907, 1:158. F. 9. 760w.

"A few important points are somewhat
slurred, as, tor instance, the matter of the

Hohenzollern candidacy; the mdex is poor, and
there are more slips and misprints than is usual

in this series, but on the whole the book may
be warmly recommended."

^ Nation. 85: 254. S. 19, '07. 140w.

"The weakest part of the book appears to be
the last pages, in which the author deals with
tlie loss of the colonies in the war with tne

United States."
-) Sat, R. 103: 81. Ja. 19, '07. 1200w.

"The present volume is a work of undoubted
authority, and exhibits a complete mastery of

the subject in all its details. It is a book writ-

ten as it were from within, from a personal
knowledge of the country and the people."

^ J Spec. 98: 91. Ja. 19, '07. 4iOw.

Clarke, Maud W. Nature's own garden. II.

**$6. Button.
"The author leils pleasantly, but with some-

what prolix sentiment, the story of her re-

searches in Elngii&h fields and woods for the
flowers she has painted." (Jnd.) The volume is

handsomely illustrated with numerous engrav-
ings and fifty colored plates of plants in their

native haunts.

"Unfortunately for her book making, she has
studied Ricliard Jefferies too much. We are
grateful to ncr a;:d to ..letsrs. Dent for provid-
ing us with another pretty gift book for our
gentle, less critical friends."

_; Acad. 72: 506. My. 25, '07. 1350w.

"Intelligence and thought and knowledge
have worked hand in hand; and we appreciate
these so much that we lament the more the
lack of restraint with which the book is writ-
ten."

.] Ath. 1907, 2: 18. Jl. 6. 390w.

"Eyes hungering for beauty are again, as
in Jefferies's enchanting pages, persuaded to

look at things that are near and common, and
to find it there; and herein lies the value of

this book." Sara Andrew Shafer.
+ Dial. 42:1364. Je. 16, '07. 1900.

"It is interesting to a lover of American
flowers to see how English flowers look, for

there are very few of thii flowers here figured
which grow here, altho many of them are fa-

miliar enough in literature."

+ Ind. 62: 1359. Je. 6, '07. ISOw.

"The manner of the book is personal In tone,

colloquial, not always quite exact in the use
of language, but fairly entertaining In the
mass."

4- Nation. 84: 572. Je. 20, '07. 560w.

••Essentially a book of the gift class, it is a
worthy recruit to the ranks of the nature
books, both in concept and execution."

-\- N. Y. Times. 12: 357. Je. 1, '07. 280w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. llOw.

"Written by a nature-lover of unusual skill

in description as well as in observing."
+ Outlook. 86: 438. le. 22, '07. 90w.

"The evident pleasure in the subject and in
the task of production is more than usually in-
fectious, and the sermons in aestheticism tend
to disappear as the book progresses."

-i Sat, R. 104: 178. Ag. 10, '07. 34aw.

"The text is written in an involved and high-
flown style, which may oocasionaliy puzzle the
understandnig of many readers."— Spec. 99: 329. S. 7, '07. 230w.

Clausen, George. Aims and ideals in art.

*$i.5o. Button. 7-15912.
Eight lectures whicn treat of suoh subjects

as quality in color, curect brush work, draw-
ing, imagination and the Ideal.

"We have much that is obvious and elemen-
tary, and see Mr. Clausen frequently retiring
beWnd the sheltering authority of Reynolds
or Millet or Leonardo."

-] — Ath. 190-3, 2: 699. D. 1. 650w.

4- -i- Int. Studio. 30: 279. Ja. '07. 60w.

"Mr. Clausen is in fact an avowed disciple
of Reynolds's teaching. He finds in the fa-
mous 'discourses' matter of pregnant interest
and help for the student of to-day; and it is

no small compliment to Ms own lectures that
they recall, in their sanity and stimuJating
power, no less than in their clear and temper-
ate stvle, their '^reat example."
+ '-j- Lond. Times. 5: 368. N. 2, '06. 1230w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 158. Mr. 16, '07. 220w.

"He has hardly mastered Reynolds' critical

position. His method is simply to juxtapose
the old and new in happy oblivion of their mu-
tual exclusions. He has the artist's lucky
knack of seeing only what he wants to see,

and the practical man's gift of holding con-
tradictory opinions. If Mr. Clausen brings us
but a little way towards the solution of the
problems which he raises, he has at least pro-
duced a modest and charming little book."

-j Sat. R. 103:84. Ja. 19, '07. llOOw.

"The views expressed here are sound and the
thouglit is clear. There seems to be little

wanting that is possessed by the literary crit-

ic, while there is much that only the painter
can know."

.1. 4. Spec. 97. 257. F. 16, '07.. 1370w.

Clausen, George. Six lectures on painting,

delivered to the students of the Royal
academy of arts in London. (London
lib.) *$i.50. Button.

Tlie six lectures include the following: Some
early pa.inters; On lighting and arrangement;
On "colour; Titian, Velasquez, and Rembrandt;
On landscape and open-air painting; On real-
ism and im'pressionism.

"Should be put into the hands of every young
student."

+ -t- Int. Studio. 30: 279. Ja. '07. 60w.

"We applaud Prof. Clausen for appealing
straight to the unself-consoious common sense
of his audience, and for not wasting time in
pedantry."

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 158. Mr. 16, '07. 220w.

Clay, Albert Tobias. Light on the Old Tes-
tament from Babel. $2. S. S. times co.

7-4784.

"A rfisumft of the material in the Assyro-
Babvlonlan inscriptions which bears upon the
interpretation and understanding of the He-
brew Scriptures. There is much material in-

cluded on Babylonian life and civilization not
to be found in other works of this kind."—Bib.

World.

"This Is a valuable addition from a conser-
vative standpoint to the abundant literature

on this subject."
+ + Bib. World. 29: 319. Ap. '07. 50w.
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"The work is so treated that it scarcely at
all duplicates the works previously published."
+ + Ind. 62: 444. F. 21, '07. 20'0w.

"The text displays a vicious tendency to mini-
mize the changes of opinion in the field of
Hebrew history and religion made necessary by
recent discoveries, and to gloss over th!; similari-
ties and magnify the differences between Baby-
lonian conceptions and those of the Biblical nar-
rative

"

-i Nation. 85: 185. Ag. 29, *07. 190w.

+ Outlook. 86: 569. Je. 13, '07. 160w.

Clegg, Thomas Bailey. Wilderness. t$i.5o.

Lane.
"This is a story of a great wrong, a bitter

hatred, and retribution complete and merciless
enough to satisfy thy most remorseless seeker
after justice. . . . The scene is laid in Austra-
lia, a country which Mr. Clegg has evidently
studied to sorno purpose; the characters are
primitive men with primitive passions."—Acad.

"Mr. Clegg writes well."
+ Acad. 71: 374. O. 13, '06. 130w.

"Its fault is that it is too rich in themes,
with the result that no one of them is ade-
quately worked out."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 578. N. 10. 270w.

"A thoroughly interesting and unconventional
piece of work, vigorous with the spirit of a
land still in its youth, so far as the over re-
finements of civilization go; and depicting per-
sons and scenes far enough out of the ordin-
ary to prove uncomjnonly attractive to the
jaded rerider of stories."

-h N. Y, Times 11: 896. D. 22, '06. 1510w.

Cleghorn, Sarah N. Turnpike lady : a tale of

Beartown, Vermont, 1768-1796. t$i.2S.

Holt. 7-30831.

A story literally steeped in the atmosphere of
"little nothingnesses" that make up the life of
a family in a Vermont hamlet at the beginning
of the revolution. It's "an old-time American
idyl with the spirit of locality strong upon it."

"One recognizes an uncommonly successful
writing-down of many of its present-day iaio-
syncrasies. For the rest, the story is quite in-
offensive, told in a rambling, artless, unprac-
ticed fashion, that almost makes one question
whether it were not intended as a juvenile."

-I Nation. 85: 423. N. 7, '07. 240w.

"A pretty story."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 681. O. 26, '07. llOw.

"One feels that the author has real sympathy
with her subject and characters, and that, de-
spite her abrupt and disjointed manner of tell-

ing the tale, it is really worth having."
-I Outlook. 87: 497. N. 2. '07. 70w.

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne (Mark Twain,
pseud.). Christian science. $1.75. Har-
per. 7-6631.

Mark Twain's viewpoint is an objective one,
humorously critical and one which character-
izes the Christian science faith in the light of
a reversal of the very things which to its fol-
lowers are possible. He counts Christian sci-
ence among the religions of the insane, and
considers Mrs. Eddy in the light of a self-dei-
fied mental despot, which picture is drawn from
the author's interpretation of her acts and
words.

"He does his wor-k coolly and Imipartlally.
'Christian science' in the United States and
elsewhere will lind the present v.'ork offensive,
and regard some portions of the humor which
pervades it as little fhort of blasphemy."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 466. Ap. 20. 2140w.

H Cath. World. 86: 244. N. '07. 760w.

Current Literature. 4:2: 321, Mr. '07.

2620W.

".A.dds nothing to the fame of the author."— Dial. 42:190. Mr. 16, '07. 140w.

"It certainly is extremelv funny—in spots."
+ Ind. 63: 1238. N. 21, '07. 40w.

Lit. D. 34: 255. F. 16, '07. 1250w.
"Mar!i Twain does not .attempt a serious ex-

amination of the doctrines ot Chrihtian .science;
probably he thinks it would be useless."

-I Lond. Times. 6: lOS. Ap. 5, '07. 1450w.
"The book is without beginning, middle, or

end; it is extremely repetitious. It cannot be
regarded as either a serious or a humorous
contribution to the discussion."— Nation. S4r lo4. F. 14, '07. 200w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 150w.
"From beginning to end Mr. Twain misun-

derstands where he does not misstate the be-
liefs of Christian scientists." Charles Klein.

No. Am. 184: 637. Mr. 15, '07. 2190w.
"His book is much more than a garland of

humor. In reality it is much more. It is a
sober, compassionate and very earnest study
of a remarkable system, the achievement of a
very gifted woman." Charles Johnston.

+ No. Am. 184: 641. Mr. 15, '07. 1580w.
R. of Rs. 35: 508. Ap. '07. 180w.

"Altoi^ether, litis book is unfortunate. Up-
roarious ixissagos in it which nave all Mark
Twain's old drollery and aelighttul extrava-
gance tell us that his great comic powers are
unimpaired. Thoy wait to be reapplied succes-
fuliy."— Spec. <JS: 536. An. 6, '07. ]570iv.

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne (Mark Twain,
pseud.). Horse's talo. i$i. Harper.

7-34780.
Our much loved humorist has done another

kindly service to his dumb brothers in this story
of the cavalry horse. Soldier Boy, and the sun-
ny little girl who loved him. and all the world.
There is much amusing satire in the story, but
beneath it there throbs a great hearted kin-
feeling for tlie animals who serve us, and there
is a plea for true recognition of this service
in the tragic death of little Cathy who lays
down her life for the horse who has once saved
it.

"We feel the throib of the kindest heart in the
world beating for the helpless, whether brute or
hurrian, in this book, as in its long line of
predecessors."

-}- ind. 63: 1377. D. 5, '07. 170w.

'The tale will interest both children and
grown-ups."

-I- Nation. 85: 519. D. 5, '07. 90w.

"A short story in a rare vein of the author.
Tenderness and swift, unexpected pathos make
it notable."
+ 4- N. Y. Times. 12: €53. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"Combining some of the best flavor of Mark
Twain's peculiar humor with sentiment bor-
rowed partly from standard nursery literature
and partly from the tracts of the Society for
the prevention of cruelty to animals."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 742. N. 23, '07. 230w.

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne (Mark Twain,
pseud.). King Leopold's soliloquy: a
defense of his Congo rule. 25c. P. R.
Warren co., Boston. 5-32801.

With the intention of aiding Congo reform,
Mark Twain arraigns humorously, but none
the less scathingly, the shortcomings of King
Leopold in his dominion over the Congo State.

"The great humorist never wielded his pen
more pointedly in behalf of honesty and Hu-
manity."

-f- Am. J. Theol. 10: 198. Ja. '06. 60w.

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 664. Je. 1. 50w.

"While we are wholly in sympathy with
Mark Twain's purpose, we cannot approve of

his method. The man so soliloquising would not
sav the things which the king is made to say,

would not quote long passages which are, in

fact, evidence against himself of the most
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Clemens, Samuel Langhorne—Continued.
damnatory kind. It is nut a case, we think, in
whicli fiction can be legitimately vised, and
as a matter of fact, it is not used with any
great subtlety or art."

h Spec. 98: 947. Je. 15, '07. 270w.

Clements, Frederic Edward. Plant phys-
iology and ecology. '^$2. Holt. 7-25525.

A book intended for use with classes In sec-
ond-year botany in college and university. In
fifteen chapters the author treats of stimulus
and response, the water of the habitat, adjust-
ment to water, to light, to temperature, and to
gravity, adaptation to water and to light, the
origin of new forms, methods of studying vege-
tation; the plant formation, aggregation and
migration, competition and ecesis, invasion and
succession, alteration and zanation. The illus-
trations, consisting of photographs and line
cuts, are many and good.

"Dr. Clements set himself a very difflcult
task, perhaps an impossible one, if we do not
mistake the trend of recent study. That must
be allowed for. Our main criticism, however.
is not upon the choice of material for a brief
treatise; it Is against the attitude of mind that
can tolerate vague explanations and Invalid
reasoning, and against a treatment of funda-
mental topics which is Ineffective and not In
accord with present knowledge." C. R. B.— Bot. Gaz. 44: 307. O. '07. 970w.
"The author writes in a peculiarly lucid and

Interesting way."
+ + Nation. 85: 257. S. 19, '07. I50w.
"Constitutes a notable addition to the litera-

ture of botany in America." Charles E. Bessey.
+ + Science, n.s. 26: 440. O. 4, '07. 620w.

Clerici, Graziano Paolo. Queen of indis-
cretions: tragedy of Caroline of Bruns-
wick, queen of England; tr. by Fred-
eric Chapman. *$;. Lane. 7-19766.

The unpleasant story of Queen Caroline, the
much disliked wife of George IV. Is given In
detail In this volume. "To speak of her In the
words of the romantic and attractive title of
this book as 'a queen of Indiscretions' is to
put her case very leniently indeed. Knowing
that scandalmongers were constantly busy with
her name, she deliberately did whatever a
mind, remarkably fertile in expedients could
devise to make herself talked about the more.
Finally she left England and spent six years
trailing her little court ... all over Europe
and even into Asia. Much of this time she
spent In Italy. And It is to the records of her
stay in that country that Signor Clerici has
especially devoted himself In the preparation
of this book. . . . The illustrations are numer-
ous and Interesting." (N. Y. Times.)

"Caroline's life was an astounding romance,
and though it Is a little clouded in the sump-
tuous volume before us by sentiment and pa-
thos which are not needed, the account Is ably
given. The numerous illustrations, which are
admirably reproduced from contemporary por-
traits and prints, would alone make the book
of interest and value."

-i Acad. 72: 55. Ja. 19, '07. 850w.
"It cannot be said that any addition of im-

portance has be^n made to history. The book
will dmibtless have its public, and is laudably
free from errors, unless we count as such the
statement that Brougham was ever the 'leader'
of the "Whig party."

H Ath. 190G, 2: 728. D. 8. 1950w.
"The index, by the way. Is evidently not

the work of an f^xpert. There I."5 a lack, too.
throughout the narrative, of definite acknowl-
edscment of sources."

h Dial. 42: 147. Mr. 1. '07. 30Ow.
"It has two great merits—really new mate-

rial and a seriously historical mind. He himself
has brought to his task Immense pains, lucid-
ity, and an impartiality of mind which does
not prevent a definite view from emerging."
+ -i Lond. Times. 6: 10. Ja. 11, '07. 870w.

'•The book has for its chief attractions a
series of illustrations, of which several are of
mterest, and some new, if not very important
evidence as to Caroline's doings In Italy."

h Nation. 84: 105. Ja. 31, '07. 140w.
.N. Y.- Times. 12: 76. P. 3, '07. 560w.

"Mr. Chapman has produced a very readable
version of the original, but he ought not to
have allowed 'Huskisson' to have been spelt
'Hutchinson.' Nor can we speak in warm terms
of his Introduction, which is largely made up
of copious extracts from the Malmesbury di-
aries and Lady Charlotte Bury, together with
much gossip that had better have been omit-
ted. Some of the Illustrations are exceedingly
curious, and the book altogether Is worthy of
a better subject."

H Spec. 98: sup. 118. Ja. 26, '07. 340w.

Cleveland, (Stephen) Grover. Fishing and
shooting sketches; il. by H: S. Watson.
*$i.25. Outing pub. 6-35962.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

'"I'he sentences are sometimes long and in-
volved and do not make what is called 'easy
reading.' "

-! A. L. A. Bki. 3: 4C. F. '07.

"Short and unpretentious chapters, written
as they are in a humane and enlightened spir-
it, with an occasional touch of humor In it."

specific sense, and a delightful prevalence or
good humor throughout."
+ + Dial. 42: 189. Mr. 16, '07. 190w.

Ind. 62: 739. Mr. 28, '07. 90w.
"This is perhaps the nearest approach the

public will ever make toward seeing an auto-
biography by Mr. Cleveland."

-I- + Lit. D. 34: 263. F. 16, '07. 80w.

"His little book Is full of sound, homely
philosophy and quaint humor."

-i- -f- N. Y. Times. 12: 64. F. 2, '07. 220w.

Clouston, Thomas Smith. Hygiene of mind.
*$2.50. Button. 7-29074.

"A convenient and sensible handbook, set-
ting forth the doctrines of sound health of
mind. . . . The nature of brain action, its de-
pendence upon the muscular, nutritive, and
supixirtlng systems, the changes of state in
the .se\eral ages of man, the momentous doc-
trines of heredity, the special liabilities of the
periods of life, the questions of diet and exer-
cise, the reflex influences of good cheer and
healthy-mindedness—all these are plainly hand-
led."—Dial.

"The book is a readable and practical con-
tribution to its topic. It reflects a clinical in-
terest In the workings of the mind, but lacks
the insight into the underlying psychological
relations that might well sharpen the contours
and add interest to the details of the ensemble."

h — Dial. 42: 291. My. 1, '07. 180w.

"His treatment of the management of in-
stincts is particularly good, and is supremely
sane."

+ Ind. 62: 858. Ap. 11, '07. 180w.

"The greater portion of the volume escapes
from the diflTiculties incidental to conflict be-
tween physics and metaphysics, and is devoted
to giving good advice concerning the physical,
moral, and intellectual training of the young.
In this part of his task Dr. Clouston, although
seldom original, is always sensible and instruc-
tive."

H Lond. Times, b: 383. D. 16, '06. 910w.

"A book that parents and others wlU find
helpful in its suggestiveness rather than in
definite directions or explicit advice."

+ Nation. 85: 105. Ag. 1, '07. 270w.

"It is sensibly written and backed by a wide
experience of the matters in hand. A good
deal of the author's advice is stated somewhat
too generally to be easily convertible into
terms of practice, but the burden of his theme
is Mear enough.'

-I Sat. R. 102: 778. h. 22, '06. 340w.
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"His materials are ample, betray wide ex-
perience, and on the whole are tlioughtfully and
wisely utilised."

+ Spec. 97: sup. 763. N. 17, '06. 390w.

Cody, Sherwin. Success in letter-writing,

business and social. **7Sc. McClurg.
6-24040.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 66. Mr. '07. S.

Colby, June Rose. Literature and life in
school. *$i.25. Houghton. 6-41522.

Concerned with the needs of elementary
schools this book "aims to show that literature
should he made a vital part of school life—not
«ner'»ly in the formal instruction, but in many
Incidental ways and in a spontaneous rather
than a conventional fashion. . . . An appendix
gives in condensed form suggestions for class
and outside reading." (Outlook.)

heroine. She is as agreeable as her name, and
lives in an atmo.spherij of flowers, mus'c, and
firelight, with pets as ill-assorted as a tortoise,
a cat, and a xJiirrot."—N. Y. Times.

Dial. 42: 233. Ap. 1, '07. 50w.

"The book is well worth reading, not merely
by teachers, but by all wno have an Interest
In the development of the child mind and in
the advance of pood taste and right standards
in literary study."

-f- Outlook. i>h: 94. Ja. 12, '07. lOOw.
"The style confuses one as to the usefulness

of the book. It is a literary style, whereas it

ought to be a scientific style. This gives it

a vague and indirect air, where one has a right
to expect directness and authority." Porter
Lander MacCllntock.— School R, 15: 400. My. '07. 460w.

Cole, Timothy. Old Spanish masters en-
* graved by Timothy Cole, with histor-

ical notes by Charles H. Caffin and
comments by the engraver. **$6. Cen-
tury. 7-32152.

This work i;ontinues the series of reproduc-
tions of paintings by old masters including Old
Italian masters, Old Dutch and Flemish mas-
ters, and Old English masters. The enduring
value of Mr. Cole's engravings has been faith-
fully imparted to these reproductions while the
text furnishes an interesting story of Spanish
art. "Starting at the moment when Italian art
was entering upon the superb achievements of
the high renaissance, it survived the latter's
decay, reached its own independent climax in
the seventeenth century, and received a supple-
mentary chapter at the end of the eighteenth.
As a connected narrative it may be said to have
begun with the birth of a United States in
1492."

"The thirty-one examples of his work con-
tained add frosh lustre to his fame. Though
not all of equal excellence, they are as beauti-
ful artistically as anything he has previously
done, and some of them are quite unsurpassed.
Mr. Cole's skill with the graver shows no sign
of diminution. His line is still as marvellously
varied, as virile and sympathetically expressive,
as ever.'' Frederick W. Grookin.

-f- + Dial. 43: 370. D. 1, '07. 1050w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 80w.
"Mr. Cole's illustrations of [Velasquez, Ribera,

and Zurhuran] . . . are too suave, but he
has certainly done the world of art a service
in his other reoroductions."
-f H Outlook. 87: 614. N. 23, '07. 340w.

Coleridge, Mary E. Lady on the drawing-
room floor. $1.50. Longmans. 7-35195.

"A dreamj prose idyl; the scone, that most
imromantic .spot, a London lodginghouse; the
persons, a middle-aged spinster and an elderly
bachelor, 'iet with these unpromising mate-
rials thft author succeeds in awakening sympa-
thetic attttition. The pleasant mystification
running through these pa^es will not bear too
close analysis; nor do we feel inclined to put
it to such a test. Lucilla is tho name of the

"Interesting, not for its plot, but for the
character sketches and conversation and the
originality of the two main character's. Un-
usually well written."

-*- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 107. Ap. '07.

"The dreamy and half-mystical charm char-
acteristic of the author is stamped on every
detail of the story, imparting' to it an individu-
ality and persuasiveness of its own."

+ Ath. 1900, 2: 730. D. 8. ]20w.
"Hers is the method, rare, Indeed, among

En.glish writers of fiction, which constructs
witliout letting the reader see the processes of
construction. There is suci. comedy or tragedy
cr fantasy on every page that the reader soon
feels that to skip even a single sentence is to
run the risk of missing something essential to
the general effect, and at once to defraud him-
self and to do injustice to the writer and there
Is something of the fineness of thought which
is rarely absent from good work."

-J- + Lend. Times, o: 352. O. 19. '06. 590w.

"This is a frankly sentimental book, without
beh'.g at all mawki.sh. There are no laughs to
be gained from it, but many comfortable
smiles. The author's style has grace and dis-
tinction."

-t- N. Y. Times. 11: 904. D. 29, '06. 130w.

"It is very well done but was it worth do-
ing'.'"

H Sat. R. :C2: 553. N. 3, '06. 170w.

"A volume in which the delicate simplicity
of Ihe style is happily attuned to the gracious
distinction of th3 author's thought."

-f- Spec. 97: 684. N. 3, '06. 1070w.

Colestock, Henry Thomas. Ministry of

David Baldwin. t$r.5o. Crowell.
7-10047.

David Baldwin, a young minister, just out of
the divinity school, receives a call to a con-
servative pulpit in a Minnesota town, one con-
dition being stipulated, viz., that he shall take
with him a wife. He fulfills the letter of the
call, and enters upon a mission full of stress
and opposition. The pillars of his church de-
nounce his ideas on the inspiration of the Bi-
ble, evolution and the higher criticism as un-
sound. How he holds to his principles and
wins out in the conflict furnishes an interest-
ing solution to a present day problem.

Acad. '72: 368. Ap. 13, '07. 180w.

+ Lit. D. S4: 509. Mr. 30, '07. 240w.

"The author designates his book a novel,
but he would be better justified in calling it

a novel once or twice removed."— Nation. 84: 341. Ap. 11, '07. 290w.

"The author, having arranged his pieces and
set his problems, having made sundry moves
as if he were going to play the game accord-
ing to the rules, finally falls back on an act
of God for his solution, which leaves the whole
business where it began."— N. Y. Times. 12: 139. Mr. 9, '07. 570w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. 180w.

"While there are many homely scenes suf-
ficiently true to life in this tale ... it lacks
grace, and fails to awaken complete sympathy
for the somewhat ordinary young preacher."

+ Outlook. 86: 340. Je. 15, '07. llOw.

CoUings, Jesse. Land reform, occupying
ownership, peasant proprietary, and ru-
ral education. *$4.20. Longmans.

7-2568.
This volume by "the well-known supporter

cf Mr. Chamberlain and president of the Rural
laborers' league . . . opens with a discussion
of the principles of the purchase of land bills,

introiUiced into the house of commons by the
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CoUings, Jesse

—

Continued.
;iuthor two years ago. Next follow seven excel-
lent chapters containing a fairly full history of
the origin and growth of the present Knglish
lan:i system, and particularly of the gradual
disappearance of peasant proprietorship. Last-
ly, a third divij^ion of nine chapters sets forth
the arguments for and against th'2 various pro-
posals which have been made for the revival
of British agriculture and the encouragement
of small holdings."—Nation.

the two." (R. of Rs.) "In this 'Whirlpool of
Europe' may be studied the eddying currents
of live or six different races, religions, and na-
tional ambitions. Every phase of European
civilization, every question, racial political, or
social, that has iigitated Europe in the last two
centuries may be here studied." (Lit. D.)

"Mr. Jesse Collings will carry a larger public
with him in his attempt to supply material for

a history of the land question, from the point
of view of the occupying owner, than he will

in his definite proposals."
H Ath. 190G, 2: 128. Ag. 4. 660w.

"Valniablc and instructive work."
-t- Lend. Times. 5: 270. Ag. 3, '06. 1420w.

"A book of which certain parts are extreme-
ly interesting, though they appear m somewhat
confused array."

^ Nation. 84: 176. F. 21, '07. 240w.

"Those who are interested in the problem of

English land tenure, whether they agree with
Mr Collings in Jiis main contention or not, will

find his book instructive; those who are inter-

ested in rural education will find it suggestive,

and all who are interested in social and econ-

omi.! problf^ms should find it worth reading."

Henry C. T.T.ylor.
'

-i Pol. Sci. Q. 22:351. Je. '07. S60w.

Sat. R. 102:808. D. 29, '06. 1050w.

"Ought to iTavo been wholly authoritative,

and vet throughout must be read with cau-

'°"l- _ Spec. 97: 682. N. 3, '06. 730w.

Collins, Thomas Byard. New agriculture.

$2. Munn. 6-40570.

"A popular outline of the changes which are

revolutionizing the methods of farming and the

habits of farm life. The v/riter maintains that

farm life was never so attractive as it is to-

day, although ne admits that present methods
of production and distribution outside the farm
leave much to be desired."'—R. of Rs.

"The hook Is a treatise rather than an experi-

ence and savors considerably of poetry as well

as of business, and he makes some mistakes.
It will be of use, however, to anyone who
wishes to easily inform himself of recent prog-
ress in agriculture or cheer that ever-Increas-
ing hope that lies in urban hearts and makes
men think of a farm home." J. Ru?sell Smith.

^ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 424. Mr. '07. 360w.

"An interestine volume."
+ R. of Rs. 35: 510. Ap. "07. 120w.

CoUyer, Robert. Father Taylor. *8oc. Am.
Unitar. 6-42972.

Father Taylor lived and preached the princi-

ples of universal brotherhood. "An untutored
son of nature, rugged of build, endowed with
keen power of wit and repartee, scathing In

his rebuke of everything low or mean, a father

to his homeless sailor 'boys,' frank, generous,
outspoken, fearless, owning no man his master
in thought or action, lovable always, with an
emotional nature generous in all its impulses,

set aflame In the cause of those to whom he
devoted his life, who made of his Seamen's
Bethel In the port of Boston."

"In his 'Father Taylor' Robert Collyer Is at

his best." Robert E. Blsbee.
4- + Arena. 37: 111. Ja. '07. 300w.

Colquhoun, Archibald Ross, and Colquhoun,
Ethel Maud. Whirlpool of Europe,
Austria-Hungary and the Habsburgs;
with maps, diag. and il. **$3.50. Dodd.

7-10613.

"Not merely .a travel book, nor yet one purely
geographical or political, but a combination of

"The book is the more important because of
the .scarcity cf matefial on Austria available at
the present time."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 161. O. '07. S.

"The value of the book—and it i.s great—does
not consist in reply to the questions which the
reader will put, but in the fact that a vast
mass of material helping him to construct an-
swers for himself is to be found in the pages
of Mr. and Mrs. Colauhoun."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 320. Mr. 16. 350w.

"The book is highly interesting to all who
wish information about the problems of the
dual monarchy. The shortcomings of the book
are in the conclusions and the observations of
the near past and the present-day life. The
intimate knowledge which cannot be taken
from books, but which can be obtained only by
an extended sojourn in the country, is often
lacking, and in its place there are categoric
statements not always reliable."

-I Ind. 63: 40. Jl. 4, "07. 720w.

"As regards political personages and living
issues, such as I'an-Germanism, Pan-Slavism,
etc. the volume is instructive and interesting.
Very interesting also is the authoritative ac-
count of the emperor's personality."

4- Lit. D. 34: 723. My. 4, '07. 280w.

''Mr. Colquhoun's book appears to us to suf-
fer to some ext'^nt from the attempt to cover
too much ground; and we believe that it would
have been more useful if he had devoted rather
more space to the history of the last forty
years and rathor less to that of the Middle

+ — Lend. Times. 6: 89. Mr. 22, '07. 1430w.

"It is pleasant to lay hands on a serious
study of an interesting problem by writers who
can bring to the task the essential historical
perspecti\-e and a capacity for making the event
of the day relate to what came before it."

+ Nation. 85: 146. Ag. 15, '07. 940w.

"As they have immeasurably accomplished
their object, they are fairly entitled to a vote
of thanks, even if they have failed to make
their narrative quite as interesting as the pic-
turesquene&s of the material might persuade
one to hope it might be."

-! N. Y. Times. 12: 293. My. 4, '07. 970w.

"A distinct contribution of value to political

literature."
+ Outlook. 86: 613. Jl. 20, '07. 190w.

R. of Rs. 35: 636. My. '07. 120w.

"The chief weakness in the book lies in the
want of arrangement, and an unfortunate ten-
dency to go off at a tangent at any moment.
Contains the mailings of an excellent book on
Austria- Hungary, but a great deal of revision
and lurther study is necessary."

-T-
— Spec. 98; 832. My. 25. *07. 2000w.

Colton, Arthur Willis. Harps hung up in

* Babylon. **$i.25. Holt. 7-30424-

A lyrical offering whose verse rings on, sings
on as do the loosened strings of his "harp of

Babylon." "Brief,, happily-fashioned records of

a mood, such as 'Let me no more a mendicant'
or 'To-morrow,' show his characteristic touch,
but the 'Canticle of the road' is perhaps more
delightful, with Its marching measure and breath
of ozone. Mr. Colton's work does not interpret

a wide range of experience nor formulate a
philosophy, though the Eastern morality poems
are thoughtful and true in ethics, but it has a
touch of its own and a charm of personality."
(Putnam's.)
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"He did well, however, to associate his col-

lection with the name and the charm of its

opening lyric, for here is as lovely a bit of mel-
ody as one v/ill find in recent poetry." Jessie

B. Rittenhouse.
-t- Putnam's. 3: 366. D. '07. 240w.

Colvin, Sir Auckland. Making of modern
Egypt. 3d ed. *$4. Button. 6-24922.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A well-written digest of official reports,
skillfully edited by a 'Financial adviser' who
had a lair share in the 'making.' "

4- -I- Ind. 62: 9S. Ja. 10, '07. 810w.

Commander, Lydia Kingsmill. American
idea. $1.50. Barnes. 7-7168.

In which the following question is consider-
ed: "Does the determination of the American
people to establish a small family point to race
suicide or race development?" The author dis-

cusses the question from first hand observa-
tion, search and interview and concludes that
unless there is a social adjustment of industrial
and social conditions, race suicide is inevit-
able."

"A volume in which one of the gravest ques-
tions of ihe hour is treated in a most enter-
taining yet deeply thoughtful and wisely sug-
gestive manner."
+ + Arena. 38: 212. Ag. '07. SOOw.

Ind. 62:562. Mr. 7, '07. 200w.

"The discussion bears none of the dogmiatic
traits' which usually characterize subjects of

this nature; it is conducted in a fair and dis-
passionate manner."

+ Lit. D. .^4: 677. Ap. 27, '07. 390w.

"Is valuable chiefly for the large amount of
first-hand testimony it contains touching the
causes of our falling birthrate." Edward Als-
worth Ross.

+ Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 544. S. '07. 310w.

R. of his. 35:638. My. '07. 90w.

Commons, John Rogers. Proportional rep-

resentation. 2d ed. ; with chapters on
the initiative, the referendum, and pri-

mary elections. **$i.25. Macmillan.
7-21300.

The main portion of the work remains un-
changed; in addition to it are several appen-
dices, embracing articles written by the author
since 1896, and dealing wth the system of di-
rect primary election, tne initiative and refer-
endum—"measures designed to make popular
government in very reality government by the
people, through enabling the people on the one
hand to propose and on the other to veto leg-
islation." (Outlook.)

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 442. Jl. '07. 130w.

+ Nation. »o: 254. S. 19, '07. ISOw.
"Certain statistical information might advan-

tageously have been brought closer to date.
We observe, also, a few tabular errors that
should have been corrected."

-i Outlook. 86: 835. Ag. 17, '07. 370w.

+ R. of Rs. 36: 611. O. '07. llOw.

Commons, John Rogers. Races and immi-
grants in America. **$i.so. Macmillan.

7-17894.
"Prof. Comnion.s believes that the dominant

factor in American life, underlying all our po-
litical, legal, economic, ecclesiastical, and moral
problem.^, is the conflict and assimilation of
races. He has shown how the heterogenous
elements that ko. to make up the American
people have influenced our institutions, point-
ing out the characteristics of the various races
and nationalities, their part in self-govern-
ment, their effect on wealth and its distribu-
tion, t'ne forces of Americanization, and the
barriers against inundation."—N. Y. Times.

"A popular study with scientific basis."

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 162. O. '07. S.

"The work is scientific as to method and
popular in style, and forms a very useful hand-
book about the American population."

+ -f Dial. 43: 122. S. 1, '07. 340w.

"Well fortified throughout by statistics, and
evidencing a wide range of observation, the
great merit of the volume is its sensibleness."
+ + Nation. 85: 229. S. 12, '07. 340w.

N. V. Times. 12: 300. My. 11, '07. lOOw.

"Prof. Commons has managed to set forth
en immense amount of condensed information
about these many-colored threads that have
lave gone into the weaving of our Joseph's
coat and has found room also to- discuss, with
a remarkable breadth of view and an unusual
amount of common sense, the causes of immi-
gration, the instruments of assimilation, and
the effect of the new conditions upon the immi-
grants."

-f -f N. Y. Times. 12: 427. Jl. 6, '07. 240w.
"Professor Commons has used the last census

to gorvd advantage, and gives much interesting
information as to the constituent elements of
this heterogeneous population, and also regard-
ing the continuous displacing of one group by
another with a lower standard of life." G.
I.»ouis Beer.

+ Putnam's. 2: 742. S. '07. 410w.
"We do not recall another book of its size

that presents so much important and essential
information on this vital Icoic."'

-r + R. Of Rs. 35:758. Je. '07. 170w.

Commons, John Rogers, ed. Trade union-
ism and labor problems. *$2.so. Ginn.

5-34201.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by W. B. Guthrie.
-I- Charities. 17: 470. D. 16, '06. 370w.

Compayre, (Jules) Gabriel. Pioneers in edu-
cation; tr. by M. E. Findlay, J. E. Man-
sion, R. P. Jago and Mary D. Frost. 6v.

ea. **90c. Crow^ell. 7-32037-32041.
A series of six studies on the rise and growth

of popular education as shown in the elforts
of the following pioneer educators: J. J. Rous-
seau and education by nature; Herbert Spencer
and scientific education; Pestalozzi and elemen-
tary education; Herbart and education by in-
struction; Montaigne and education of the judg-
ment, and Horace Mann and the public-school
system of the United States.

"M. Compayr6 possesses keen insight into the
significance of the e<3'ucational leaders and their
contributions to educaiicnal thought, and both
his critical and expository writing about them
are most excellent."

-f- Educ. R. 34:536. D. '07. 70w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 737. N. 16,- '07. 420w.

R. of Rs. 36: 636. N. '07. 140w.

Comstock, Anna Botsford (Mrs. J: H: Corn-
stock) (Marian Lee, pseud.). Confes-
sions to a heathen idol; il. from pho-
tographs, by Fred Robinson. t$i.5o.

Doubleday. 6-36878.

An irresponsive confidant in the form of an
ugly little teak-wood idol hears the nightly
heart-confessions of a woman of forty. Even
thru her puzzled wonderings there is the
wholesome sanity of a well-poised,woman who
says, "life with all its blisses and sorrows, its

ecs'tasies and commonplaces, is mightily worth
while to us mortals, because, good or bad, it

is ever and always so surprisingly interesting."

"A refreshingly unusual and whimsical
book." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-f Bookm. 24: 589. F. '07. 550w.
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Comstock, Anna Botsford—Continued.
•"The book has In it much to please and In-

terest besides Its rather thin little story. It
Is written with a refinement of taste and a dis-
tinction of manner that are to be found all too
rarely in American fiction. But it lacks vital
connection with life. It is pleasing, interest-
ing, refined, but purely academic."

-\ N. Y. Times. 11:703. O. 27, '06. 350w.
"It is, in fact, a very good mechanism for

telling a love story."
+ N, Y. Times. 11:811. D. 1, '06. 160w.

Comstock, Harriet T. Meg and the others.
t75c. Crowell. 6-25997.

"Seldom have we read a sweeter or more na-
tural and wholesome tale for little folks of
from six to ten years of age than this charming
story."
+ + Arena. 37: 222. F. '07. l&Ow.

Conant, Charles Arthur. Principles of
money and banking. 2v. *$4. Har-
per. 5-36153-

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is a woTk that marks an epoch and it is

a work to influence that epoch—would that it

m/ight have that careful reading and stiidy that
It deserves, for the resuic would be a better
Amt-ricij, because a more Intelligent one!" E.
S. Crandon.

f- + New England M. 35: 591. Ja. '07. 2350w.

Connolly, James Bennet. Crested seas.
t$i.5o. Scribner. 7-30867.

A new volume of sea stories is added to Mr.
Connolly's other three. "Many of the old char-
acters of his previous books appear in new
roles and scenes; Martin Carr, the good-na-
tured veteran; Tommie Clancy, the reckless sail
carrier; Dan Coleman, the soft-hearted skipper,
and .such familiar hands as Peter Kane, Sam
Deary and Eddie Foy. To a fanner who has
never seen the ocean these stories would be full
of interest, but to one who knows a seine-
heaver from a bite-passer, who realizes what it

Is to carry full sail when the water stands to
the helmsman's waist, and has himself heard
the rattle of reef points on a tauted sail and
the groaning of riggings under a press of can-
vas, these tales of the sea weave a spell that
is diffleult to throw off for some time." (Ind.)

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 200. N. '07. +
"The romance of a sailor's life is not a new

theme, but Connolly has lived and talked with
these rough men of the banks, and has discov-
ered the softer,, sweeter side of their lives."

-I- Ind. 63: 944. O. 17, '07. 310w.
"That the author possesses a real, If not too

versatile, narrative gift is undeniable."
+ Nation. 85: 353. O. 17, '07. 420w,

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 30w.
"Mr. Connolly appears to understand the psy-

chological make-up of sea-faring men, and he
is hypercritical who would ask too many ques-
tions of a tale teller who always spins a good
yarn and frequently one that has in it the ele-
ments of permanent value."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 683. O. 26, '07. 470w.
"Has the spiritec style that befits the sea tale

of danger, romance and adventure."
-I- Outlook. 8V: 624. N. 23, '07. lOOw.

Connor, Ralph, pseud. The Doctor; a tale
of the Rockies. ''$1.50. Revell. 6-41274.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A rather conventional tale, bu: will be very
popular with readers of earlier stories by the
.<=amo author. Like them, it has a strong re-
ligious bias."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:16. Ja. '07. +
"A worthy successor of the 'Sky-pilot.' "

-f + Ath. 1907, 1: 10. Ja. 5. 360w.
"But out of the total impression left on me

by this story two facts emerge which seem to
have significance of the right sort. One of

these is the religious tone that pervades the
book. The other significant fact is what I am
compelled to call the immorality of irartions
of the book." Ward Clark.

-1 Bookm. 24: 597. F. '07. 890w.
"Is written in his usual stringent style and

abounds in thrilling situations."
+ -^r Ind. 62:73('. Mr. 28, '07. lOOw.
"A narrative that throbs with human inter-

+ + Lit. D. 34: 25. Ja. 5, '07. 270w.

"Yet there is an artistic weakness, and it

lies in the reiterated appeal to the reader's
finest sentiment."

-I Outlook. 84: 1081. D. 29, '06. 150w.

"The plot is a little involved and Intricate,
and therefore not easy to follow, and the char-
acter drawing is not very strongly marked."

-^ Spec. 98: 94. Ja. 19, '07. 170w.

Conrad, Joseph (Joseph' Conrad Korzeni-
owski). Mirror of the sea. t$i.5o. Har-
per. 6-37221.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"In -i manner Mr. Conrad's book marks an
epoch, since it is written in praise of ships, by
a man who has sailed them, whose style and
shapes shall be mailed no more."

-t- Sat. R. 102: 777. D. 22, '06. 760w.

Conrad, Joseph. Secret agent. t$i.5o. Hai-
per. 7-29428.

A skilfully written story which looks into the
lives of anarchists and the machinery of their
organization. It tells of a secret agent in the
employ of the Russian embassy in London, and
of his relations with his employers, with an-
archists, with an inspector of police, and with
the sluggish members of his own family.

"It is a masterly study, the raw material of
which would have been turned Into crude melo-
drama by some writers. Mr. Conrad has made
it the vehicle for some of the most telling char-
acterization he has accomplished."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 361. S. 28. 630w.

"We approach Mr. Conrad's 'The secret agent'
with anticipations that are not fulfilled." Wm.
M. Paynft.

h Dial. 43: 252. O. 16, '07. 200w.

"We do not consider 'The secret agent' Mr.
Conrad's masterpiece; it lacks the free move-
ment of 'Youth' and the terrible minuteness of
'Lord Jim,' while it offers no scope for the em-
ployment of the tender and warm fancy that
made 'Karain" so memorable; but it is. we
think, an advance upon 'Nostromo,' its imme-
diate predecessor."

•f Uond. Times. 6: 285. S. 20, '07. 440w.

"Tne clia.iacters stand forth clearly enough,
but you cannot get interested in them till you
have .sTone through the first half of the volume.
This is too heavy a draft on the faith of the
reader."— + Nation. 8.>: 2s5. S. 26. '07. •2:^(hv.

"There is, nevertheless, a vast gulf fixed be-
tween Mr. Conrad and the melodramatist, be-
tween the human tragedy of 'The secret agent'
and the detectJve storv of commerce."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 562. S. 21, '07. 1230w.

N. Y. Times. 32: Gu5. O. 19. '07. 20w.

"The book will not compare favorably in nar-
rative and de&criptive ability with some of Mr.
Conrad's early work, but it has, in its strange
wav, notable tragic intensity."

4. ,_ Outlook. 87: 309. O. 12, '07. 130w.

"In an Idle Reader's opinion he is the best
man at present telling stories."

-f + Putnam's. 3: 370. D. '07. 90w.

"There are certain obvious blemishes in this
book."

j^ Spec. 99: 400. S. 21. '07. 1690w.
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Conway, Katherine Eleanor. In the foot-
* prints of the Good Shepherd, New-

York, 1857-1907; from the Convent an-
nals and from personal study of the
work. $1.25. Convent of the Good
Shepherd. N. Y. 7-21320.

A memorittl of the fiftieth anniversary jubi-
lee of the Convent of the Good Shepherd of New
York city. "Besides telling the story of the
convent's growth, Miss Conway gives an inter-
esting account of the rule of life practiced by
the Sisters, and their methoas of treating their
charges, with many touching illustrations of
tlie divine efficacy of the Good Shepherd's pow-
er." (Cath. World.)

+ Cath. World. 115. O. '07. 390w.

Conway, Moncure Daniel. My pilgrimage
to the wise men of the East. **$3.

Houghton. 6-38349.
"This volume which forms a supplement to

Mr. Conway's autobiography, published last
year, contains an account of his travels in India
and recounts conversations with leading Budd-
hists, Brahmins, Parsees, and Mohammedans.
The religious side of the author is thus brought
Into unusual prominence, with the result of
considerably enhancing the interest of the vol-
ume." (Liit. D.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 7. Ja. '07.

"His peculiar views upon Christianity may
repel or offend some readers, but the kindly
spirit in which he writes of all men and almost
all creeds is attractive, and he deals in loving
reverence with the secrets of the underlying
religious life of India."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 690. D. 1. 820w.

Current Literature. 42: 202. F. '07.

2030W.

"The work shows him in the ripeness of his
powers, and in the enjoyment of his fearless in-
dependence as a free-thinker, but never playing
the part of a scoffer. His perceptions have lost
nothing of their keenness, his hand has not for-
got its cunning and literary craftsmanship."
Percy F. Bicknell.
+ -f Dial. 42: 8. Ja. 1. '07. 2100w.

"Mr. Conway ... is a seer with a vivid po-
etic imagination, with an irreverent reverence
of his own, and goes through the religions of
the Far East with little concern for anything
but what appeals to his own sense of truth and
beauty."

+ Ind. 63: 43. Jl. 4. '07. 380w.

+ Lit. D. 33: 855. D. 8, '06. lOOw.
"Mr. Conway's acquaintance with Hindu lit-

erature is so very vague that the reader must
be warned of the valuelessness of such literary
criticism as his fertile mind offers, for in this
respect ignorance is no bar to his daring. The
one note tha/t jars in these recollections of a
venerable teacher is that teacher's too evident
pride in his own mental superiority."

-I-
>— Nation. 84: 110. Ja. 31, '07. 730w.

"This rfisumg of hi?, religlouis beliefs and un-
beliefs will appear as shocking to some of his
readers as It will appear illuminating to others.
The seasoned reader and thinker will like it

for its evident sincerity and Its suggestlveness,
but will not be sufficiently affected by it one
way or another to lose any sleep on account
of It."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 871. D. 15. '06. 1340w.
"MHiat value his book has lies in his ability

to tell a story, certainly not in his estimate
of conditions."

H Outlook. 85: 761. Mr. 30, "07. 1200w.

-f- R. of Rs. 34: 754. D. '06. lOOw.
"Any one interested in questions of morality

and religion may profitably read this volume.
If he does not mind having his toes trodden,
even trampled on."

H Spec. 98: 298. F. 23. '07. 270w.

Conway, Sir William Martin. No Man's
land. *$3. Putnam. W 6-184.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A model of painstaking research."
-}- Nation. 84: 316. Ap. 4, 07. 580w.

Conybeare, Frederick Cornwallis, and
Stock, St. George. Selections from the
Septuagint according to the text of
Swete. *$i.65. Ginn. 5-36804.

"Brif.'f introductions and copious notr^s fit

these easy historical selections from the Sep-
tuagint for use by college students. The book
should be useful in extending the knowledge
of the Old Testament in Greek."'—Bib. World.

"It is not only scholarly and clever, but
also bright and attractive."
+ + Ath. 1906, 2: 239. S. 1. 230w.

Bib. World. 27: 400. My. '06. 30w.
"The book is welcome as filhng a gap in our

list of text-books, but it is in some respects
. . . disappointing, and it may well be doubted
whether, as the publishers claim, it is a val-
uable contribution to a better understanding
of the language of the New Testament." Clar-
ence H. Young.

(- Educ. R. 33: 534. My. '07. 300w.

Cook, Albert E. Bright side and the other
side: what India can teach us; with
introd. by J. G. Haller and W. F. Old-
ham. *7Sc. West Meth. bk. 7-13927.

In which the fruits of Mohammedanism are
discussed. The study is based upon a knowl-
edge of the religion's influence on the life and
manners of its devotees.

Cook, Albert S. Higher study of English.
*$i. Houghton. 6-38399.

"The aims of the higher study of English
rather than the methods is the purport of Prof.
Cook's recent treatise, and it addresses itself
rather to the advanced and eager student than
to the established teacher." (Forum.) The
book consists of four addresses. The province
of English philology. The teaching of English,
The relations of words to literature, and The
aims of graduate study of English. "Yet the
obvious note in all four is a general elevation
of standards, both ethical and aesthetic,
throughout the entire curriculum of English

—

a broadening and deepening of our national
culture through an intensive appreciation of the
best tha.t has been handed down to us In liter-
ature." (Dial.)

"Does not solve any problems or reveal any
starllingly new point of view, but it is thought-
ful and readable and therefore to be commend-
ed."

-r Acad. 72: 292. Mr. 23, '07. 260w.

+ + Dial. 42: 17. Ja. 1, '07. 460w.

"As a presentation of an ideal the book could
.scarcely be surpassed." William T. Brewster.
-f- H Forum. 38: 391. Ja. '07. 730w.

"His work appeals to the general reader as
well as the teacher."

-I- Nation. 84: 10. Ja. 3, '07. llOw.

"The book is not only richly suggestive to
teaober? of English, but to us of the present
generation it is especially interesting for its his-
torical placing of our subject." Franklin T.
Baker.

-f School R. 15: 308. Ap. '07. 380w.

Cook, E. Wake. Betterment, individual,

social and industrial. **$i.20. Stokes.
6-40953-

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed bv W. B. Guthrie.
Charities. 17: 499. D. 15, '06. 220w.
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Cook, Theodore A. Eclipse and O'Kelly.
*$7. Dutton. Agr 7-2179.

Eclipse is a horse that has won repeated
race-course honors, and O'Kelly is his .owner.
Everything- is set down "that could possibly
be found out concerning Eclipse, his ancestors,
his birth and education, his achievements, his
appearance and measurements, the fate of his
skin and his hoofs and his skeleton, his de-
scendants and what they in turn have accom-
plished." (Acad.)

volume includes a body of literary models, for
the most part by masters of expression, illus-
trating and reiterating the salient principles of
most good handbooks on English prose compo-
sition. The -work is suggestive and of wide
scope.

"The book is a monument of thoroughness^—
also of energy." G. S. Street.

+ Acad. 72: 601. Je. 22, '07, 1040w.
"We must not hunt for small Inaccuraciea

in a big book. Let us rather acknowledge
frankly that the compiler has put together a
standard work of reference concerning the sub-
ject."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 122. Ag. 3. 1070w.

"A volume, with a good deal of information
t^.Tt is nuite new and some stimulating sugges-
tions. Even the smaller sporting library can
hardly dispense with it."

H Lend. Times. 6: 283. S. 20, '07. 1090W.
"Mr. Cook has discharged his task enter-

taingly well, and there is plenty of enjoyment
waiting in his pages."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 457. Jl. 20, '07. 510w.
"The task of attempting the visualisation of

the manners and the men of the latter half of
the eighteenth century has occupied Mr. Cook
with enthusiasm, and the result is some ad-
mirable work. He has pursued figures and
statistics with immense energy and thorough-
ness. His figures will doubtless prove of great
value to the biologist and breeder; but the
best part of the book has to do with the heroic
horse and the men who saw him race."
+ + Spec. 99: 130. Jl. 27, '07. 1590w.

Cooper, Francis, pseud. Financing an en-
terprise: a manual of information and
sngorestion for promoters, investors and
business men generally. 2v. $4. Ronald
press, New York. 7-485.

"Tn" work treats of Unrincing an enterpri.«e
that is either merely a development, proposi-
tion, or that is a growing concern, or that do-
mands liquidation. Th^ importance of prop'-r
preparation and presentation of such an enter-
prise is pointed oi;t and attention called to the
fact that without proper piesentation. it is of-
ten extrpmely difficult to finance an enterprise,
while with proper presentation, enterprises ut-
terly devnid of merit hav.;^ frequently bpen fi-
nanced. The conditions and methods of financ-
ing are lucidly stated and illustrated with suc-
cinct examples. '—Technical Literature.

"This is a book on a subject concerning
which few. if anv. books have been written
and v^ry little published anywhere. Engineerswho have to do with patented inventions and
their commercial exploitation will also find much
instructive and helpful matter in this treatise "

+ Engin. N. 58: 534. N. 14, '07. &80w.
4- Lit. D. 34: 263. F. 16, '07. 60w.

"The writer of this work displays an intimate
knowledge of his subject, evidently, at least
considerably, acquired through experience. His
attitude is well balanced, and his discussions
take both siJfes of the question. He appears
to pay equal attention to advantages and dis-
adyanta.tjes, and not to be carried to unjustifi-
able extremes Jn any of his discussion "

+ + Technical Literature. 1: 223. My '07
POOw.

Cooper, Lane, ed. Theories of style with es-
pecial reference to prose composition:
essays, excerpts and translations. *$r.io.
Macmillan. 7-27343.

Written from a conviction that the link, be-tween substance and form, between knowledgeand expression ought never to be broken this

"An interesting contribution to the apparatus
for the teaching of rhetoric."

-f Educ. R. 34: 535. D. '07. 5i0w.

Corbin, John. Cave man. il. ,t$i.5o. Apple-
ton. 7-14254.

"Specifically, Mr. Corbin's story concerns a
great motor trust and a rivalry in love, with
a pretty opening scene on class day in the yard
at Harvard. The desired and desirable lady
names one of the men (who is old-fashioned
enough to be honest") the 'cave-man.' The
story, which has many really dramatic mo-
ments, shows how love modernized this 'cave-
man'—how he ceased, in the old-fashioned
sense, to be honest and acquired the new high-
er or financial morality. Mr. Corbin suggests
sardonically that it's all right—and perhaps it

is."—N. T. Times.

"A love-story that has depth and strength,
that means more than the usual pretty, un-
convincing obligatory romance in most of the
current novels of this genre."

-f Ind. 63: 339. Ag. 8, '07. 220w.
"It is a cleverly handled novel portraying a

phase of genuine Americfan life. Ultramodern
novels of this type are apt to be disfigured by
smartness, that sin of up-to-date fiction; and
it must be said that 'The cave man' is not
wholly immune from the fault. The habit of
adopting the raw slang in vogue into the pages
of a novel ought not to be encouraged."

H Lit. D. 34: 723. My. 4, '07. 180w.

-i Nation. 84:457. My. 16, '07. ISOw.

"Piquant, interesting and readable from first

to last. The book is a rarely perfect example
of what may be achieved when an able critic
turns novelist at second hand."

-f- + N. Y. Times. 12: 234. Ap. 13, '07. 610w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. llOw.

+ Outlook. 86: 256. Je. 1, '07. 80w.

R. of Rs. 35: 761. Je. '07. 60w.

Cornford, Francis Macdonald. Thucydides
Mythistoricus. *$3. Longmans.

This volume contains not only "a study of

the Greek historian who was a contemporary
of Pericles . . . but also a theory of history,
a study of the historian's art from the modern
and sophisticated point of view."—N. Y. Times.

"Able and brilliant." R. Y. Tyrrell.

-I- + Acad. 72:311. Mr. 30, '07. 1280w.

"A book that is easy, even fascinating" read-
ing. It did not need his words of acknowledg-
ment to let us into the secret of Dr. Verrall's
influence upon his ideas and methods. There
is the same evidence of careful work and pro-
found meditation; there is an approach to Dr.
Verrall's characteristic brilliancy of presenta-
tion; but there is left in the end the same im-
pression of special pleading."

-I Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 152. Jl. '07. 490w.

"A verv delightful book."
+ -^ —Ath. 1907, 1:497. Ap. 27. 1900w.

"The challenge implied in Mt. Cornford's title

is maintained in his book in a fashion which
will be stimulating and suggestive even to those
who cannot accept Its conclusions." Paul Shorey.

-I Dial. 43: 202. O. 1, '07. 2160w.

"Mr. Cornford's brilliant and suggestive
study provides material help . . . towards re-
vising the traditional estimate of Thucydides.
Mr. Cornford does not always carry conviction.
In particular, a cautious student will hesitate
to trust himself to the insecure Icarus-flights
of a higher-criticism which treats the sequels
to the careers of Pausanias and Themistocles
as 'rationalized Saga-history influenced by
drama.' "

-j Lend. Times. 6: 195. Je. 21, '07. 1640w.
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"An inspiriting and con^mendable book."
-h + N. Y. Times. 12: 2(2. Ap. 27, '07. 250w.

"The strong: side of Mr. Comford's book is as
an analysis of Thucydides' mind."

H Sat. R. 104: 579. N. 9, '07. 950w.

"Willi this objection to his title, criticism of
Mr. Cornford ends and admiration begins. We
can only indicate Mr. Cornford's view, and
recommend all students to examine his argu-
ments for themselves. They will find every-
where much that is instructive, and, however
his apparent paradoxes may at first startle,

tlie substantial truth of his position will in the
end, we think, appear not less remarkable than
its novelty."

^ Spec. 98: 862. Je. 1, '07. 1430w.

Cornill, Carl H. Introduction to the canon-
ical books of the Old Testament; tr. by
G. H. Box. (Theological translation

lib.) *$3. Putnam.
A translation of Professor Cornill's fifth re-

vised edition. The volume renders to the read-
er "knowledge which will enable him to un-
derstand the problems of the Old Testament
and value the solutions which scholars have of-
fered." (Ath.)

"There is in our language no single volume
on the subject which contains so much mate-
rial, and especially which gives such full lists

of relevant writings, as does this book by Prof.
Cornill. There is always danger, however, that
the limitations of a short work on a long sub-
ject may make an author dogmatic, and in this
respect Prof. Cornill is not above suspicion."

H Ath. 1907, 1; 439. Ap. 13. 580w.

"The clearness and conciseness of the orig-
inal are preserved in the translation, but it is

to be regretted that the translator has made
references to previous passages by sections
only, which are not noted at the top of the page
and are therefore difficult to find in the text.'"
-j- -I

• Nation. 84: 565. Je. 20, '07. 270w.

"While primarily designed as a handbook for
critical students, it is serviceable in the main
points and general lines for intelligent readers,
though unacquainted with Hebrew, in its pre-
sentation of Old Testament critical science at
this date, both as to its closed questions and re
maining problems."

+ Outlook, 86: 614. Jl. 20, '07. 180w.

Cornish, Charles John, Animal artisans and
other studies of birds and beasts; with
a prefatory memoir by his widow; 2
pors. from photographs and 12 draw-
ings by Patten Wilson. $2.50. Long-
mans. 7-28981.

"These papers, now for the first time gath-
ered in book form . . . present many interesting
phases of animal life, particularly from what
might be called the industrial side, the under-
lying current being the existence among other
animals than man . of distinct arts and crafts
by which they either gain a mere living or
provide themselves with shelter."—N. Y. Times.

"The single defect of the book is the absence
of an index."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 580. My. 11. 450w.

"One receives the impression that the nat-
ural history here recorded is the outcome of
an avocation. It lapks the tension, and the crit-
ical point of view, of the trained scientist."
Charles Atwood Kofoid.

H Dial. 42: 366. Je. 16, '07. 390w.

+ Lond. Times. 6: 204. Je. 28, '07. 500w.
"Several of these articles display a lament-

able want of knowledge of scientific zoology
on the part of the author. After all, the vol-
ume is perhaps sufficiently accurate to suit
the requirements of me readers to whom it

is likely to appeal."
-I Nature. 75: 437. Mr. 7, '07. 380w^

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 236. Ap. 13, '07. 170w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. 80w.

"If the papers in the volume before us are
distinguished in any way from others that went
before, we should say that the observation of
the author is more ingenious than ever."

+ Spec. 98: 292. F. 23, '07. 1600w.

Corthell, Elmer L. Allowable pressure on
deep foundations. *$i.25. Wiley.

7-28847.
This work is an amplified form of a paper

to the Institution of civil engineers brought
about by Dr. Corthell's investigation of the
subject relating to the construction of a port at
the city of Rozario on the Panama river.

"The admirable form of the compilation, and
the thoroughness with which the abstracts of
published articles have been made, make the
book one of great value."
+ + Engin. N. 58: 80. Jl. 18, '07. 310w.

Cory, Vivian (Victoria Cross, pseud.). Life's
shop window. $1.50. Kennerley. 7-4158.

With the frankness of Zola. Victoria Cross
presents in this novel "the passions and the
emotions and the part they play in the life of
a young girl." (N. Y. Times.) Imagination sub-
stitutes experience in the delineation of char-
acter.

"The book is not even what is known as
'a picture of life,' since its personages are all
drawn straight from 'sensational melodrama
and their humanity is only a semblance, far
from convincing."— N. Y. Times. 12: SO. F. 9, '07. 490w.

" 'Victoria Cross' writes in the feverish
manner of Miss Corelli. and much in 'Life's
shop window' will remind the reader of that
novelist."
+ — N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. llOw.

Cotes, Everard, Signs and portents in the
Far East. **$2.50. Putnam. 7-29141.

"After a cursory glance at the Japan of to-
day, the author tells of the Chinese question in
British territory, of the situation at Canton, of
missionaries and anti-foreign riots, of Hankow
and Peking and other Chinese cities. Tnon
he takes the reader north to the scene of the
Russo-Japanese war. He describes fort Ar-
thur as it is to-day, and Mukden, and otiier
places, the names of which were so conspicu-
ous in newspapers not long ago. Glancing at
that country of problems, Korea, Mr. Cotes
devotes several more chapters to Japan and
the Japanese."—N. Y. Times.

"The book is both brightlj' written and pol-
iticallj' interesting, though we cannot go wl*.h
the author in some of his beliefs and the rec-
ommendations based unon them."

-\ Ath. 1907, 1: 252. Mr. 2. 920w.

"The author has a gift Df accurate narration
which brings places and persons clearly be-
fore the mental vision of the reader. There is

no attempt at effect; yet, none the less el¥ect-
iveness is attained." H. T. P.

4- + Bookm'. 25: 422. Je. '07. ISOOw.

"On missionary matters he is more sane and
truthful than Mr. Weale."

H Ind. 63: 757. S. 26, '07. 5&0w.

Lond. Times. 6:114. Ap. 12, '07. 410w.

^ Nation. 85: 60. Jl, 15, '07. 350w.

"Full of interesting Information."
-I- Outlook. 86: 436. Je. 22, '07. 230w.

"He enunciates certain theories and offers

some suggestions with regard to ttie significance

of the '•lew activity in China that opens up an
interesting field ror speculntion."

+ Sat. R. 103: 654. My. 25, '07. 1410w.

Couch, A. T: Quiller-. From a Cornish
window. *$i.50. Button. 6-35302.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
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Couch, A. T: Quiller —Continued.
"Is apparently a rc^-hash in book form of va-

rious magrazine' articles, literary criticisms and
reviews."— Sat. R. 102: 746. D. 15, '06. 370w.

Couch, A. T. Quiller- ("Q," pseud.). Ma-
jor Vigoureux. '$1.50. Scribner. 7-30166.

"The major is commandant of a dismantled
and halt'-forgotten naval post on certain incon-
seQuent islands off the English coast. The gar-
rison has dwindled to two, and their duties are
simply to wait upon the commandant. He has
lost his authority in the islands, and what with
shame and apathy is in a fair way to lose all

interest in life." (Nation.) A famous singer
returns to her isl.and homie and becomes the
'dea ex machina' of the plot. She "restores to

Major Vigoureux his self-respect and teaches
the Lord Proprietor his proper place" besides
performing many another telling service.

"A well written amusing tale."

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 200. N. '07. •i-

"It is seldom that one can criticize 'Q.' in de-
tails; but there is once, if we mistake not, a
discreparcv about a tide."
-j- H Ath. 1907, 2: 579. N. 9. 420w.
"His last story is like a chalice of old wine

reddened within by all the fine fires of life

and beaded high with immortal love and cour-
age."

-f- Ind. 63: 122S. Nr 21, '07. 30w.

"In 'Major Vigoureux' 'Q' marks time. It Is

full of good things, we wish we could think that
half the novels of the season would hold so
many; but in itself it lacks the flowing beauty,
the unity, what might almost be called the lyr-
ical, singing quality with which this author, at
his best, lelnds distinction to his novels."

-I- -I- Lend. Times. 6: 285. S. 20, '07. 410w.
"The tale is a most agreeable literary confec-

tion."

-I- Nation. 85: 328. O. 10, '07. 240w.
"On the whole, there is much to enjoy in this

tale, although some readers will object to its
lack of definite ending."

-\- Outlook. 87:309. O. 12, '07. 160w.
"The story verges on melodrama and barely

escapes tragedy: the ending lacks definiteness

:

but 'Q' is never commonplace."
-I- Outlook. 87: 622. N. 23, '07. lOOw.

"He limits his scene, but he brings to bear
upon it a mind enriched witli wide reading, a
pen that is scholarly yet never pedantic, and a
keen eye for the rich possibilities of adventure
and romance that underlie the daily round and
common task of modern life."

+ Spec. 99: 488. O. 5, '07. 750w.

Couch, A. T. Quiller. Pilgrims' way. *$i.5o.

Button. 7-35145-
" 'The pilgrims' way' has a more serious pur-

pose than is usually associated with antholo-
gies, the selections of prose and verse which
Mr. Quiller-Couch has chosen being definitely
arranged with a view to their suitability to the
different stages of life's journey, beginning
with childhood and ending with> death. These
selections are charming in themselves, and they
cover a wide range of literature, extending from
the Bible to the work of such very modern au-
thors as Mr. Laurence Binyon and Maeterlinck."
—Ath.

"A delightful collection."
-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 66. Mr. '07.

"The whole makes a most attractive Mttle vol-
ume."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 826. D. 29. ISOw.

"Unerring good taste is evident throughout
the collection. Not the least of the volume's
charms is the compiler's fine little prefatory
essay."
+ + Dial. 41: 457. D. 16, '06. lOOw.

+ Nation. 83: 508. D. 13, '06. 60w.

"An agreeable little collection made with
taste and a certain daintiness. "

-:• Sat. R. 103:67. Ja.'12, '07. 150w.

"A very delightful book this."
+ Spec. 97: 733. N. 10, '06. 80w.

Couch, A. T. Quiller. Poison Island. t$i.5o.

Scribner. 7-8212.

Some sixteen chapters of this adventure
story lead up thru school-boy escapades, crime,
and mystery to the secret of Mortallone island
in the bay of Honduras. The chart containing
the plan of the island and aftording the key to
the spot of buried treasure after causing a deal
of trouble falls into the hands of a little party
who set sail from Falmouth in quest of the
island and its hoard. Mr. Quiller-Couch has
drawn with clever touches the spirit of unan-
imity which, with noticable lack of greed,
characterizes the treasure seekers.

"Written with unusual spirit and charm."
-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 107. Ap. '07. +
-i- Ath. 1907, 1: 405. Ap. 6. 340w.

"The author's happy faculty for sketching
eccentric types of character is exhibited at
his best, and we thoroughly enjoy the quaint
company that he provides for us." Wm. M.
Payne.

-t- Dial. 42: 377. Je. 16, '07. 260w.

"After you have laid down the book, no
character, no dramatic situation remains in the
memory—nothin;^ but a general impression of
misapplied and wasted cleverness."

r Ind. 62: 970. Ap. 25, '07. 200w.

"A curious and wholly impossible piece of
fiction. Has many points of interest, but is

very uneven on the whole."
h Lit. D. 34: 639. Ap. 20, '07. 240w.

'Is a brave, amusing, v^xciting story, but it

is not right 'Q.' Seldom does a story by 'Q'

lose interest when you know the plot. We re-
gret that 'Poison island' does." •

-^ Lond. Times. 6: 85. Mr. 15, '07. 530w.

-f- N. Y. Times. 12:177. Mr. 23, '07. 550w.

"In the end Mr. Quiller-Couch springs some
remarkable surprises on his reader, and the
closing incidents are even so bizarre and un-
natural that the reader suspects that the au-
thor is laughing in his sleeve at the credulity
of romance-lovers."— Outlook. 85: 812. Ap. 6, '07. 120w.

"There is a lack of spontaneity about it

that renders it at times almost tedious."— Sat. R. 103: 370. Mr. 23, '07. 200w.

"If he has not the highest creative faculty,

he has at least the power of lending freshness
and vitality to time-worn and even hackneyed
themes by the agiiity of his invention and the
pict!iresi;iienoss nf his vuse-en-xcene."

J Spec. 98: 6-4. Ap. 20. 07. 1250w.

Couch, A. T: Quiller-. Sir John Constan-
tine. t$i.5o. Scribner. 6-31381.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by Wm. M. Payne.
+ Dial. 42: 144. Mr. 1, '07. 540w.

"It lacks the breath of the romantic life,

and inspires a feeling that the writer himself
has lived chieHy in books and rarely a life of

his own." „_,
\- Sat. R. 103: 54. Ja. 12. 07. 230w.

Coulton, George Gordon. From St. Francis

to Dante: a translation of all that is

of primary interest in the chronicle of

the Franciscan Salimbene: (1221-1288)

together with notes and il. from other

medieval sources. *$4.20. Scribner.
6-32412.

For this second edition fresh matter from Sa-
limbene's chronicle has been added and the
notes and appendices have been extended. "For
those who wish to see the seamy side of the
middle ages, this is the best book in English."
(Nation.)
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"Mr. Coulton is a far-seeing man and a good
writer. What is more remarkable he contrives
to unite a judicial mind with strong convic-
tions, which lend warmth and interest to his

+' + Lend. Times. 6:65. Mr. 1, '07. 1380w.

"He has read widely in the sources of his pe-
riod, and is able at every turn to illustrate Sa-
limbene's statements."

-j- + Nation. 83: 244. S. 20, '06. ISSOw.

-I- Nation. 85: 303. O. 3, '07. 70w.

"Contains more of the famous chronicle of

Fra Salirnbene, a Franciscan friar of the thir-

teenth century, than has hitherto appeared in

print in. English, and for that reason it is a
valuable book."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 602. S. 20, '06. 250w.

'iHe has a great knowledge of his period, con-
siderable attainments, and a very workmanlike
gift of exposition. But unfortunatelly he is be-
fore all things else a controversialist."

-j Sat. R. 102: 645. N. .24, '06. 1350w
"We would recommend the book, as full of

curious information, to every one who cares to
illustrate his Dante studies by a real contem-
porary picture of thd thirteenth century on its

darker side, with all the peculiarities of its so-
cial and religious life."

+ + Spec. 97: 725. N. 10, '06. 1320w.

Coutts, Francis Burdett. Heresy of Job;
with the inventions of William Blake.
*$2. Lane.

The volume contains "first, introductory mat-
ter explaining the editor's conception of the
poem's purpose and meaning; second, the poem
itself divided into three parts, Prologue, Die-

bate, ami Epilogue; third, some pages of notes
elucidating certain obscurities in the text;
fourth, an appendix containing thie speech of
Elihu the Buzite; fifth, a list of commentaries
consulted; and, finally, the 'Illustrations of the
Book of Job, invented and engraved by William
Blake,' and first published in 1825, by Blake
himself. Job's 'heresy' consisted not in a deni-
al of God or a rejection of religion, but rather
in a refusal to subscribe to the smug ortho-
doxy of his three friends, Eliphaz, Bildad, and
Zophar." (Dial.)

"M'r. Coutts has succeeded in properly em-
phasizing one important side of the argument
of Job, but his error consists in mistaking a
part for the whole."

h Ath. 1907, 2: 363. S. 28. 250w.

"An attractive and useful volume."
+ Dial. 43: 255. O. 16, '07. 320w.

"Scholarly introduction."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 542. S. 7, '07. 120w.

+ Outlook. 87: 133. S. 21, '07. 220w.

Coutts, Francis Burdett. Romance of King
Arthur. *$i.50. Lane.

"The romance of Kmg Arthur is here told
in four parts—the poem of 'Uther Pendragon,'
the plays of 'Merlin' and 'Lancelot du Lake,'
and the poem of 'The death of Lancelot.' In
his preface the author states that his 'sole im-
portant variation from the accepted legend' is

to represent Mordred as the legitimate son oi

Morgan le Fay, and thus supply the enchan-
tress with a purely human, and therefore, we
may add, somewhat superfluous, motive for her
malevolence towards Arthur."—Ath.

"The whole work in undistinguished artd dull.

It is all padded out."
h Acad. 72: 603. Je. 22, '07. 280w.

"There are some fairly effective 'curtains.'
but the blank verse is generally monotonous and
rich in commonplaces."

4- — Ath. 1907, 1: 724. Je. 15. 360w.

"In this volume Mr. Coutts has surprised us.
A poet he was known to be; a lyric poet of some
intensity and much art; a philosophic poet
whose work was unified by a coherent, if un-

dogmatic, faith, and expressed in language aa
simple as it was profound. The discovery that^
he is also a dramatic poet comes unexpected."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 180. Je. 7, '0'<
. 870w.

"The medium of the whole—idylls and play-
lets—is blank verse, whereof the quality at
times is excellent. The inspiration, in spite of
the form, is perhaps rather Kipling than Ten-
nyson, and the playlets are better than tha
idylls."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 504. Ag. 17, '07. 640w.

"Mr, Coutts's poems, while they are smooth
and flowing and show now and then passages
of much beauty or of poetic fervor, are weak
and pale when tested beside the Tennyson-
ian idylls."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 557. S. 14, '07. 390w.
"Mr. Coutts is a grave writer whose verse

moves aWays with dignity, and now and then
by dint of simplicity and sincerity rises to a
considerjible measure of poetry."

-1- Spec. 99: sup. 635. N. 2, '07. 160w.

Cowan, Samuel. Last days of Mary
Stuart and the journal of Bourgoyne,
her physician. *$3. Lippincott.

Letters of Queen Mary and the journal of her
physician are usgd to prove heir innocence of
any complicity in the plotting against Eliza-
beth.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 30w.
"The journal was the work of a man of gos-

sipy intellect of something the same type as
that of Boswell and Pepys, and consequently it

is often entertaining, and constantly gives close
at hand views of the domestic life of Mary's
court."

+ Outlook. 87:454. O. 26, '07. ISOw.
"He is a little too partisan and diead-sure to

make much of an historian, but he puts his
case with enthusiasm and some skill."

-i Sat. R. 103: 372. Mr. 23, '07. 90w.
"A contribution of importance to the litera-

ture of its subject."
+ Spec. 98: 424. Mr. 16, '07. 140w.

Cowley, Abraham, Essayt, plays and sun-
dry verses, v. 2. *$i.50. Putnam.

7-23868.
"The first volume of Oovvley's Works in the

Cambridge English classics cont.iined all the
poems published in the folio v/ihich appeared
the year after his death. The second volume,
now issued, contains the earlier writings from
the edition of 1637, together with Ihe plays and
essr'ys.' The editor, A. R. Waller, is preparing
a Supplement of notes, biographical, biblio-
graphical, and critical."—Nation.

"A very workm.anlike edition."
-!- 4- Lond. Times. 6: 29. Ja. 25, '07. lllOOw.

(Review of v. 2.)

"ft cannot be said that this edition, with its

reproduction of the old spelling and its inclu-
sion of so much that is dull, is the best for
the reader who merely desires his comfort, but
for the scholar it is altogether admirable."

-i Nation. 84: 132. F. 7, '07. 130w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

Reviewed by William A. Bradley.
-j- + N. Y. Times. 12: 222. Ap. 6, '07. 1990w.

(Review of v. 2.)

"Adinirable and scholarly edition."
_._ _j_ Spec. 96: 95. Ja. 20, '06. 2300w. (Re-

view of V. 1.)

Cox, Kenyon, Painters and sculptors: a sec-

ond series of old masters and new.

**$2.so. Dufifield. 7-31410.

In an introductory essay on "The education
of an artist," Mr. Cox compares the education
afforded by the apprenticeship custom of the
renaissance with that obtainable in the ipodern
art schools and studios. Following this chap-
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ter are six, as follows: The Pollaluoli, Painters
of the mode, Holbein, The Rembrandt tercen-
tenary, Rodm and Lord I^ighton.

"The appreciations, written in a charming
easv style, show the author's technical l<:nowl-

edge, his catholicity of taste and judgment."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 193. N. '07.

•'It is a careful and detailed work„ which will

of course appeal especially to students of art,

the numerous illustrations being valuable ad-
junctts to an appreciation of the great masters'
work."

-f Dial. 43: 379. D. 1, "07. 230w.

"Disclaiming connoisseurshTp, his scholarship
is adequate, while his insight as a painter, as
in the essay on Holbein, at times affords dis-

coveries that the connoisseurs have missed.
Above all, he is judicious, weighing gingerly his

personal admirations. As a whole, the book
lacks the consistency and dignity of the first

series '*

li. + _ Nation. 8.^: 525. D. 5, '07. 820w.

"Mr. Cox has a great faculty of seeing the
point, and of making his readers see it. There
is nothing in the volume which an intelligent

lover of art, will not find both intelligible and
interesting." Montgomery Schuyler.

-j- + N. Y. Times. 12:630. O. 19, '07. 950w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Outlook. 87: 615. N. 23, '07. 90w.

"From among the many dry details of crafts-
manship, all of rhem of importance to the prac-
tical worker, he selects what will go farthest
toward interpreting for the iminitiated the se-
crets of a masterpiece of painting or modelling."
Eiisa.beth liUther Gary.

-f- Putnam's. 3: 357. D. '07. SeOw.
"If one wants common sense in triticism,

backed by expert knowledge, he may turn to
this beautifully illustrated voluine."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 760. D. '07. 230w.

Crabbe, George. Poems. 3v. v. 3. *$i.5o.
Putnam. 7-23869.

"ThiFT, the concluding \olume of Dr. "Ward's
masterly edition of Crabbe's poems, contains
the last eleven liooks of the 'Tales of the hall,'
the 'Postluimous tales.' and 'Miscellaneous
versos' (17Sn-1829). which have all been pre-
viously printed, but are now for the first time
arrancod chronologically; and in addition a
quantity of matter hitherto unpublished. Of
the poems thus newly sriven to the world, four
are of some length—-'Tracy.' 'Susan a^nd her
lovers.* 'The deserted family' (which alone is

printed in its completeness), and 'The funeral
of the Squire.' "•—Ath.

"This is the way to edit a man's works, with
schO'larship and exhaustive thoroughness."

+ -I- Acad. 72: 118. F. 2, '07. 350w.

"The 'completeness' of the edition must be
helil the principal juFtihcation for much which
is present. The editing of the present volume
—no light task—^is as careful and schol.arly as
ever."

-4- -L Ath. 1907, 1:318. Mr. IG. 430w.

"Dr. Ward does not wear his heart upon his
sleeve, and the scheme of his book, which is

purely textual, gives him no opportunity of
confessing his affections."

4- Lond. Times. 6: 193. Je. 21, '07. 910w.

"For those, if any such there be, who wish
to study Crabbe minutely. Dr. Ward's careful-
ly collated te.'ct. bibliography, and fresh mate-
rial will be indi.spens&blp. And to the general
readier, also, who does not own the eight-vol-
ume edition of 1834, or one of the other early
editions issued by John Murray, the present
publication offers Crabbe in the most com-
fortable form."
+ + Nation. 84: 175. F. 21 '07. 180w.

Craddock, Charles Egbert, pseud. (Mary
Noailles Murfree). Amulet. t$i.5o. Mac-
millan. 6-37962.

The Great Smoky mountains during the days
when the Cherokees roved over them furnish a
background for Miss Murfree's historical tale.

"It is an interesting record of the lives of some
very human men and women who have been
transplanted from England to the savage wilds
of the new world." (Lit. D.)

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 51. F. '07.

"Touches of poetic description are frequent
in adornment of the narrative, for in this re-
spect Miss Murfree's hand has not lost its cun-
ning, but otherwise the book falls far below
the hig!i standard set in her earlier writings."
Wm. M. Payne.

1- Dial. 42: 227. Ap. 1, '07. 180w.

"'That which gives the volume a permanent
value is the amount of historical information
it contains about Indian customs, religion and
points of view."

+ Ind. 62: 501. F. 28, '07. 200w.

"There are some fine descriptive passages,
and the character-drawing reveals the firm
touch of the practiced artist. It is to the credit
of the -writer that she has withstood the temp-
tation to indulge in those orgies of slaughter
which are usually met with In this type of fic-
tion."

-f- Lit. D. 33: 913. D. 15, '06. 260w.
"Her present historical romance is a sad

affair, perfectly artificial and unreal from start
to finish. It may be historically sound, but this,
other things being equal, is an altogether trivial
consideration."— Nation. 83: 463. N. 29. '06. 120w.

"Is every whit as good as those stories with
which Miss Murfree long ago established her
enviable reputation."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 795. D. 1, '06. 760w.

"The action of the story Is somewhat slow,
and the characters move st'iffly, while both nar-
rative and descriptive passages are heavily
weighted with words. A knowledge of Indian
rites .and custonis gives evidence of the author's
careful preparation for her -work."

H Outlook. 84: 792. N. 24, '06. llOw.

R. of Rs. 35: 120. Ja. '07. 20w.

"The interest of the story lies entirely in the
author's realisation and vivid picture of eight-
eenth century personages and their surround-

+ Spec. 97: 181. F. 2. '07. 160w.

Craddock, Charles Egbert, pseud. (Mary
Noailles Murfree). Windfall: a novel.
t$i.5o. Duffield. 7-15119.

The youthful and breezy managei- of a street
fair is lured by excursion rates to take his
show to a small town in the Great Smoky
mountains, and upon arrival realizes that he
has been duped and that there are but a hand-
ful of oeople in the county. He sticks it out,
however, becomes involved in the discovery of

an illicit still, and incidentally, wins a bride,

and a windfall.

"It is a good, stirring piece of melodrama,
with here and there some characterization of a
sort superior to that of many more pretentious
works of fiction—pleasant and entertaining, but
marred bv undiscinlined verbosity."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 614. N. 16. 150w.

"The writer shows herself still capable of
using the old material to excellent effect, al-

though it would be foolish to deny that she
has worked the vein until it shows signs of ex-
haustion." Wm. M. Payne.

-I Dial. 42: 315. My. 16, '07. 290w.

"She has written a very clever story with as
much of the old fashion charm as can be pre-
served now. The story is extraordinary how-
ever, only in the fact that if contains a three-
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handed heroine. Fortunately she has not med-
dled with the Great Smokies, and the book is

worth reading for the descriptions of tiiem
which it contains."

H Ind. 63: 100. Jl. 11, '07. 420w.
"Gives her.self free rein in page upon page of

the very dullest description that ever escaped
editorial scissors."— Nation. 84: 476. My. 23, '07. 390w.

"The writer's style, ordinarily direct and
flexible, is occasionally marred by serious laps-

'

-j N. Y. Times. 12: 332. My. 25, '07. 370w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 383. Je. 15, '07. SOw.

"The plot is simple and somewhat obvioas;
the situations are not always logical, and tlie

effect of the story is rather commonplace"— Outlook. SG:118. My. 18, '07. lOuw.

Crafts, Wilbur Fisk. Practical Christian
sociology. **$i.50. Funk. 7-23083.

A revised fourth edition of a series of lec-
tures on moral reforms and social problems.
The subject is treated from the standpoint of
the church, the family and education, capital
and labor, and citizenship. The statistics are
brought down to the present time, and the vol-
ume is illustrated with charts and portraits.

but also of the political and social history of
England during the long period of liis life."
(N. y. Times.)

"The book is a repository of sociological

' + Nation. 85: 208. S. 5, '07. llOw.

Craig, Neville B. Recollections of an ill-

fated expedition to the head waters of

the Madeira river in Brazil; by Neville
B. Craig in co-oper?iion with members
of the Madeira and Mamore associa-

tion of Pliiladelphi?. **$4. Lippincott.

7-29709.

"The book before us concerns itself much
more with the human interest of the story,
than with the larger issues involved. It is a
plain tale of the adventures, trials and exploits

—

of the sufferings and privations—undergone by a
party of resolute pioneers—American engineers,
contractors and railway builders in a year of
heroic endeavor In the deadly climate of the
Amazon valley."—Engin. N.

"This book is as entertaining as a novel.
The book is a very welcome contribution to the
history of American engineering enterprise.
Certainly every American engineering school
should have a copy of the book. The young en-
gineer will learn things from it that are found
in none of the standard text-books, but which
are even more necessary for his highest success
than anvthing in his mechanics or chemistry."

-f- 4- Engin. N. 58-426. O. 17, '07. 1590w.

"He disclaims any literary qualifications for
his task, but his descriptions of life in the tor-
rid zone are graphic at times and in reporting
observations in natural history he avoids the
methods of the nature faker."

+ Lit. D. 35: 577. O. 19, '07. 400w.

"While the completeness and continuity of
the story is somev/hat sacrificed to the authenti-
cated veracity of the historical account, it will,

nevertheless, appeal to most lovers of works
on travels and adventure. The greatest value
of the bc-ok is as a contribution to engineering
literature. It may almost serve as a treatise
on organizing and equipping engineering ex-
peditions for tropical work, until an authorita-
tive text-book on the subject Is available. It

should be read by every engineer and contractor
engaged in operations in tropical countries, and
will be of value to many others engaged on
works in distant lands or far from a base of
supplies." Albert Wells Buel.
-f -f-

— Technical Literature. 2: 454. N. '07.

lOOOw.

Craig, W. H. Life of Lord Chesterfield:
an account of the ancestry, personal
character and public services. *$5.

Lane. 7-25141.
A sketch which "has materially broadened

our knowledge not alone of Lord Chesterfield,

"The style is on the whole clear and pleas-
ant, and the work well deserves careful perus-
al."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 499. Ap. 27. SOSOvv.

"It is to be hoped that this biography may
help its readers to take a reasonably compre-
hensive view of a by no means simple person-
ality." S. M. Francis.

-t- Atlan. 100: 490. O. '07. 410w.

"His apologist, if one may so designate his
latest biographer, is temperate and judicious
in tone, and has presented what appears to be
a not too flattering picture of the man."

-f Dial. 43: 56. Ag. 1, '07. 1270w.
"It is the chief merit of Mr. Craig's book to

show sterling qualities which Chesterfield was
at too much pains in concealing, to reject the
perishable trivialities of his character, and to
exhibit him as a philosophic statesman, not in-
ferior to any of his contemporaries, except Wal-
pole at one end of his life, and Cliatham at the
other."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 81. Mr. 15, '07. 2300w.

"In this elaborate biography Mr. Craig has
done an important piece of work in a compe-
tent way. The index is admirably analytical
and leaves nothing to be desired."

-I- + N. Y. Times. 12: 303. My. 11, '07. 630w.

"The author means to be disinterested, but
his animus is occasionally too much for him.
What he has to say is excellent in substance,
but there is a great deal of repetition and di-
gression in the book." H. W. Bovnton.

H Putnam's. 3: 234. N. '07. 720w.

"Those who wish to satisfy themselves of Mr.
Craig's judicial acumen, based on knowledge of
facts and sympathy with human nature, must
read his story of Lord Chesterfield."
+ -f Sat. R. 103: 428. Ap. 6, '07. 1720w.

Craigie, Mrs. Pearl Mary Teresa Richards
(John Oliver Hobbes, pseud.). Dream
and the business. ''$1.50. Appleton.

6-36053-
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 108. Ap. '07.

Reviev/ed by Marv Moss.
Atlan. 99:117. Ja. '07. 50w.

"To this the last of her novels a place must
be ficcorded not fnr below that ocouipied by
'Robert Oran.ge' and 'A school for saints.' her
unarestioned mmsterpieci^s, and it is possibly
a more remarkable production than either of
those iwo in certain respects, as cf its finished
style, its economy of ma/terial. and its nice
dramatic adiustment." Wm. M. Payne.

4- -i- Dial. 42:li5. Ja. 1, '07. 310w.

"The book comes nearer to actual life than
Mrs. Cralgie ever came before, and it has,
moreover, the exnuisite effervescing brilliancy

that so distinguished her earliest work and
made it con^mand the instant attention of ev-
er^- render witii an ear for epigram." Cornelia
Atwood Prntt.

+ Putnam's. 2: 185. My. '07. 200w.

Cram, Ralph Adams. Gothic quest. **$i.5o.

Baker. 7-2I37I-

"Contains a number of lectures and essays
that have appeared singly in various publica-
tions, which arc here brought together. . . .

They are mainly a dlscussiion of ecclesiastical

architecture from the Gothic standpoint, or,

rather, from the standpoint of the English high
church. Formalism and ritualism seem to hold

as high a place in Christian art, to Mr. Cram's
mind, as do form and abstract beauty in art

generally."—Dial.

"After all criticism of form and matter, one
must feel that what underlies the volume should

be known and appreciated by every individual
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Cram, Ralph Adams

—

Continued.
or committee or congregation Interested in the
building of a Cliristian shrine, or house of wor-
ship, or temple."

H Dial. 43: 96. Ag. 16, '07. 31(hv.

j N. Y. Times. 12: 553. S. 14, '07. 680w.

"Quite rich with plums of wisdom and axe
filled with a contagious enthusiasm for the ex-
pressiveness of mediaeval art." Elisabeth L«u-

ther Gary.
+ Putnam's. 3: 360. D. '07. 430w.

Crandall, Charles Lee. Text-book on ge-

odesy and least squares, prepared for

the use of civil engineering students.

$3. Wiley. 6-42921.

"Prof. Crandall is addressing himself pri-

marily to students of Cornell university and
presumably to those who are beginning the
study of the subject and not to professional
men" engaged in actual work. . . . The first

few chapters of the book are mainly occupied
with the dfcscription of the use and adjustment
of instruments in the field. The next three are
devoted to consideration of problems connect-
ed with the figure of the earth. ... In the
second part, which consists of three chapters,
the author server up the standing dish of least

squares. . . . The book is well illustrated, and
there are some useful tables and information
given in the appendix."—Nature.

"The book is an excellent and well-balanced
statement of past and current practice, pre-
pared with rare good judgment as to the rel-

ative importance of things. It is especially to

be commended as being thoroughly up-to-date.
The student, unaRsisted. will have difficulty at

many points in seeing the relation between the
facts presented, tor the reason that the prin-
ciples involved are noc fully and clearly stated.

If the book is supplemented in the class-room
by lectures and references to other books, de-
signed to remedy the defects indicated, it will

be found to be the best book on geodesy now
available in EInglish. The engineer in practice
will find it a mo?t excellent and suggestive ref-

erence book." John F. Hayford.

H- -I-
— Engin. N. o7: 65. Ja. 17, '07. 800w.

"For a text-book to be used by beginners It

might be objected that the author has a little

overlaid his "treatise with a superfluity of de-
tail. A greater faidt appears to be one of

omif.'Jion. There is too little, almost nothing,
concerning the methods of deriving the latitude

and longitude of a station. The information
throughout is conveyed in a clear and lucid

manner, but a little unevenness is sometimes
noticeable, as thou,!?:n the author were uncer-
tain of the degree of tiioroughness with which
the several topics should be treated."

J- Nature. 75: 339. F. 7, '07. 6t>0w.

Crane, Robert Treat. State in constitutional

and international law^. (Johns Hopkins
university studies in historical and po-

litical science.) pa. 50c. Johns Hopkins.
7-31399-

A monograph based upon the thesis that the
concept of the state in constitutional law must
be discriminated from the concept of the state

In international law-

Crane, Walter. An artist's reminiscences.

il. *$S. Macmillan. 7-37S^S-
Notable literary men and women of the Vic-

torian era people Mr. Crane's book, among them
Tennyson, Irving, "William Morris, Rossetti,
Burne-Jones. Holman Hunt, Stevenson, Henley,
Whistler and Leighton. "A feature of the book
Is the prominence given to the author's social-

istic opinions, in which he followed with the de-
votion of a pupil and the accuracy of a copyist
those of William Morris." (Lond. Times.)

"The proof-reader has been careless and
many small Inaccuracies in names &c., are to

be found. As a document for the student of the

domestic history of our times, an agreeable,
chatty volume of reminiscences for the casual,
reader and above all as the monument of a del-
icate personality, this book has an assured
place."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 486. O. 19. 1940w.

"We have a long autobiography, crowded with
trivial detail, interesting, no ooiubt, to the circle
of those immediately concerned, but not espe-
cially enlivening to the world at large. Where
detail would be of interest it is often lacking."

H Dial. 43: 374. D. 1, '07. 200'0w.

"The story of his own success is modestly re-
vealed. 'Phe book shows that among the many
crafts in which Mr. Crane has been interested
that of the v/riter is not excepted."

-I Int. Studio. 33: 167. D. '07. 300w.
"If it had been cut down to one third the

length, the volume might have been readable,
and in a certain sense valuable. Certain theat-
rical autobiographies are the only books that
can be compared with it for self-conscious-
ness."— Lond. Times. 6: 291. S. 27, '07. 710w.
"In 'An artist's reminiscences' we have the

work and the man associated for the first time.
The result is attractive even picturesque. If
M'r. Crane were a great man the result could
hardly be more satisfactorv."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 614. O. 12, '07. 1850w.
"The work will be of interest to people in

many walks of life."

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 40w.
"No o\erweening egotism parades through its

pages. But they are encumbered by reoollec-
ticns of too many unimportant personages. He
makes the further mistake of narrating his own.
long and eminently successful career in over-'
great detail."

-1 Outlook. 87: 611. N. 23, '07. 170w.
"It is tantalising to feel how little the writer

has told us all in these pages of the subject
about which he knows so much and could write
so well."

H Spec. 99: 671. N. 2, '07. 570w.

Crane, William Edward. American station-
ary engineering. $2. Derry-Collard.

6-35993-
"The author discusses in a very clear man-

ner the defects usually found in boilers, engines,
steam pipes, pumps, and accessories, and notes
the remedies that have been devised to over-
come them. The book is, in fact, a recoun^t of
his experience with such machinery, and
should prove useful to stationary engineers,
machinists and others who wish to know how
to make t-r.gines, boilers, etc., operate correct-
ly, ;ind how to remedy defects in them when
they appear. . . . The book is concluded with
notes, rules and taoles of useful information."
—Engin. N.

-'- Engin. N. 56:522. N. 15, '06. 200w.

Cravath, James Raley, and Lansingh, Van
Rensselaer. Practical illumination. *$3.

McGraw pub. 7-17392.
"The authors, in the preface to their book,

point out that their object is 'to present exa<"t
practical information of every-day use on manv
points tliat come up in arranging artificial light-

ing.' They make no attempt to treat of tho
apparattis for tho productirn of light, but rath-
er to confine the work to the much neglected
sub.jjct of how best to us-3 the light after it is

produced. A groat many tests are shown giv-
ing information on the light distribution of va-
riou.s illuniinants with dlTcrent g'obes, reflec-

tors and shades. Much of this information has
not before been available to the general
reader."—Engin. N.

"Taken all in all the book may be truly said
to cinstitute a real contribution to the litera-

ture of tho art of practical illummation. It

goes without saying that it should find a place

in the library of every illuminating engineer.

But the illuminating engineer is not the only
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one to whom the book will appeal. The authors
happily have presented the subject in such a
way that the architect, the contractor and the
central statioil man will derive much benerit
from reading it." L. B. Marks.
+ i Engin. N. 57: 549. My. 16, '07. 1710w.

Crawford, Francis Marion. Arethusa.
t$i.5o. Macmillan. 7-3391 1-

A story of Constantinople in the fourteieinth
century whose plot is built up about the expul-
sion of the usurper Andronicus from the throne
and the restoration of Johannes. Arethusa,
who with her foster parents were objects of
Andronicus' cruelty, sells herself into slavery
to sa,ve her foster mother from poverty, is

bought by Carlo Zeno the principal actor in
the Johannine faction," and becomes involved in

the plot to re-establish the deposed ruler.

-t- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 200. N. '07. +
"The breathless adventures and the hair-

breadth escapes, the scenes of torture and lux-
ury are all g'ood reading as isolated episodes;
but they hardly go to make a novel worthy of

the author."
-^ Ath. 1907, 2: 613. N. 16. 150w.

Reviewed bv Frederic Taber Cooper.
+ Bookm. 26:268. N. '07. 460w.

"More than once the narrative causes one's
breath to come unevenly—a sure test of a story
of aidventure. It would have gone all the bet-
ter for the absence of certain over-frequent and
rather sententious little asides, chiefly on the
feminine character."

-] Lond. Times. 6:309. O. 11, '07. 480w.

"He is merely, as the author of some thirty-
five novels should be, extraordinarily adept, a
master of his craft, as a craft."

-!- Nation. 85: 496. N. 28, '07. 450w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"The tale Is told with Mr. Crawford's usual
skill and more than his usual vivacity."

+ Outlook. 87: 622. N. 23, '07. llOw.

"His admitted acquaintance with his subject
exempts him from the imputation of having
studied it for a purpose, yet thereby making
more flagrant his transposition of twentieth-
century manners and morals into the corrupt
djecreptitude of Constantinople in 1376."

H Sat. R. 104: sup. 7. O. 19, '07. 750w.

Crawford, Francis Marion. Lady of Rome.
t$i.5o. Macmillan.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Current Literature. 42: 228. F. '07.

SoOw.

"It has perhaps rather less of plot and rath-
er n^.ore of psychology than the author is wont
to give us, but the story has both texture and
strejigth, bssides being thoroughly praisewor-
thy in its etliical implications." Wm. M.
Payne.

4- Dia!. 42:15. Ja. 1, '07. 440w.

-t- 4- Ind. 62: 501. F. 28, '07. 220w.

Crawford, Francis Marion. Little city of
* hope: a Christmas story. t$i.25. Mac-

millan.

A touching Christmas story which tells of an
inventor's intense struggle for a certain scien-
tific triumph, how poverty blocked his way and
how his little son constructed a model city

—

a.

miniature of the college town where the father
had been a professor of mathematics—and
wooed and held Hope within its tiny gates.
The wife who had sought a position as gover-
ness is the good Christmas angel who makes
final success a possibility.

OCltlook. 87: 623. N. 23, '07. 7uw.

Crawford, J. H. From fox's earth to moun-
tain tarn: days among the wild animals
of Scotland. **$3.50. Lane.

The wild life of Scotland inhabiting the coun-
try from Ailsa Crag and the Tweed to the

Shetlands is dealt with in true nature-lover
fashion. Mr. Crawford makes a plea for th«
preservation of eagles, hawks, foxes, and va-
rious other birds of artificial sport.

"Twenty-one short essays, all interesting and
well written, in spite of a somewhat affected
style."

-i Ath. 1906, 2: 688. D. 1. 410w.

"Mr. Crawford has a way of saying things
that makes one think." May Estelle Cook.

+ Dial. 41: 388. D. 1, '06. 250w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 263. Ap. 20, '07. 320w.

"We find him an instructive and delightful
companion, and the range and minuteness of
his knowledge is indisputable."

H Sat. R. 102: 489. O. 20, '06. 850w.

"His style is vigorous. His sentences are
short. It contains some excellent accounts of
wild life."

4- Spec. 97: 216. F. 9, '07. 90w.

Crawford, William Henry. Girolamo Sav-
onarola, a prophet of righteousness.
*$i. West. Meth. bk. 7-18143.

This volume in "The men of the kingdom"
series aims "to show what Savonarola was as
a man, and what he did as a true prophet of
righteousness."

"President Crawford . . . writes with con-
tagious enthusiasm, though his style seems far
from being as finished and full of color as the
subject demands. It is certainly a far cry
from Villari to Mr. Crawford."

h Outlook. 86: 526. Jl. 6, '07. 140w.

Crawfurd, Oswald J. F. Revelations of In-

spector Morgan. ''$1.50. Dodd. 7-25506.

Four stories founded on revelations made by
a Scotland Yard officer, "presumably the fruits
of his imagination stimulated and impelled by
Scotland Yard narratives to the defence of the
professional detective so long over-shadowed
in fiction by the popular and famous amateur."
(Sat. R.)

"Good detective stories."
-i- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 201. N. '07.

"Readers will find two of the four stories well
up to recent standards of the kind; while one,
'The kidnapped children,' works out a motive
which is as adequate and convincing as it is in-
genious and unexpected."

+ Nation. 85: 519. O. 5, '07. 360w.

"He gets himself read. Many better story
tellers are less lucky."

-j N. Y. Times. 12: 584. S. 28, '07. 640w.

"The not too exacting lover of mystery will

find plenty to amuse him in these studies of
crime, though they are somewhat naive and
crude in their development, and oocasdonally
weak in detail."

H Sat. R. 102: 53. Jl. 14, '06. 90w.

"We cannot say that these stories are bet-
ter or worse than the flood of detective fiction

which is just now poured so liberally on the
reading public."

H Spec. 96: 1044. Je. 30, '06. 130w.

Crawshaw, William Henry. Making of

English literature. *$i.25. Heath.
7-16385.

"A compact yet broadly suggestive historical
introduction to English literature for use by
students and by general readers." The sub-
ject is taken up in six successive periods: Pa-
ganism and Christianity 449-1066, which treats
of Vnglo-Saxon poetry; Religion and romance,
1066-1500, which includes the Anglo-Norman
period and the age of Chaucer; Renaissance
and reformation, 1500-1660, covering Shakes-
peare and Milton; Classicism. 1660-1780, includ-
ing the times of Drvden, Pope and Johnson:
Individualism 1780-1832, Burns and Wordsworth
and Democracy and science 1832-1892, the age
of Tennyson.
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Crawshaw, William Henry—Continued.
"In individual cases . . . we may take

exception to Mr. Crawshaw's critical estimate,
but in the mnin he is to oe commended as a
sound guide."

H Ath. 1L07. 2: 300. S. 14. 260w.

"The present work is one of the most satis-
factory of compendiums. It is conceived on new
lines and in many respects is better adapted for
the student and general reader than any treatise
of the kind that wo can recall. The book bears
strong evidence of the influence which Taine
has exercised upon contemporaneous literary
historv and criticism."
+ -t- Lit. D. 35: 25. Jl. 6, '07. 1.50w.

"The critical pages are to be commended for
their sanity, good .iudgment, breadth of spirit,

and svmpalhetic comprehension."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 433. Jl. G, '07. 260w.

"For the general reader, as well as for the
student this is an illuminating book."

+ Outlook. 86: 568. Je. 13, '07. 280w.

+ R. of Rs. 34: 383. S. '07. 80w.

"Our space does not permit us to go Into a
detailed analysis of this splendid book, splen-
did in its critical acumen, sane judgments,
breadth of spirit, and in catholic sympathy, but
we m.ust note a point or two where we think
the author might have improved his book. His
treatment of the drama before Shakespeare, es-
pecially the mystery and morality plays, is in-
adequate and not compactly grouped. We are
of the opinion, too, that many readers of the
book will be inclined to disagree with Professor
Crawshaw in his assigning Pope a place as a
forerunner of the romantic movement. With
these manifold excellences we doubt very much
if the volume has the staying qualities necessary
for classroom work. For the general reader it

Is undoubtedly an excellent book." H. K. Cob-
lentz.

H School R. 15: 624. O. '07. 700w.

Creighton, William Henry. P. Steam-en-
gine and other heat-motors. $5. Wiley.

7-8522.

A text for students rather than a reference
book for the practicing engineer. Principles
are clearly stated with ample numerical exam-
ples and problems.

"The book is clearly written. Amorjg the il-

lustrations tliere are rather too many picked
up from the trade catalogues or from other
books of similar nature. These do not always
fit in well with the text. But otherwise, the
book is excellent as to the dress given to it by
the publishers." Storm Bull.

-^ Engin. N. 57: 665. Je. 13, '07. 1140w.

"An examination of the book shows that It is

not a vade mecum of the steam engine. The
author has had in mind the needs of the engi-
neering student, and the matter is presented in

a manner which is intended to train the student
to think." John J. Flather.
4- H Technical Literature. 2: 457. N. '07.

930w.

Crockett, Samuel Rutherford. White
plume. t$i.5o. Dodd. 6-34687.

Once more the horrors of the massacre of
St. Bartholomew lie fresh upon the pages of
a historial romance in which figure Henry of
Navarre, the easy going Marguerite of Valols,
the odious Queen-mother, the Duke of Guise,
Philip of Spain, etc. "The story proper be-
gins with the day of the barricades, where
Francis Agnew, an agent entrusted with hlgij

matters by the kings of Scotland and Navarre.
is also left dead. His daughter is aided in her
extremity by a certain professor of the Sor-
bonne and a gallant young student, John
d'Albret, who became the main actors in a love
story, which nms parallel— if such a term may
be used of a tortuous history—with the events
of the wars of religion and the political ac-
tivities and cruellies of Spanish inquisitors and
statesmen." (Ath.)

"With certain deductions which seem inevi-
table in resuect of style . . . Mr. Crockett
has handled a theme of much complexity with
vivacity and skill; and the chaidcterization is
in his best form."

-I Ath. 190-'J. 2: 5C9. O. 27. 260w.

"Mr. Crockett has put his historical facts
(duly supplemented by sentimental inventions)
to skilful use. and made the old story quite
readable again." Wm. M. Payne.

+ Dial. 42: 144. Mr. 1, '07. 160w.
"The book reminds us of the elder Dumas,

partly because the author has chosen similar
situations in French history upon which to
found his story and partly because he has the
old charm for spinning a tale full of intrigue
and wild adventures."
+ + Ind. 62: 216. Ja. ii, '01. 260w.

4- N. Y. Times. 11: 721. N. 3, '0«. lO'Ow.

-f Sat. R. 102: 811. D. 29, '06. 150w.

Croly, Herbert David. Houses for towm
or country. **$2. Duffield. 7-28610.

In text and illustration are revealed the ten-
dencies of architecture in America toward na-
tionalization, and the causes for emancipation
from imitation of foreign models. The typical
town house, the typical country house and the
house for all the year are discussed, attractive
ideas are set down concerning the hall and the
stairs, the living-room, the dining-room, the
bedroom and the kitchen, and the house in re-
lation to out-of-doors.

"Anyone wishing to build, remodel, or deco-
rate a house, or to plan a suitable garden for
it, can find something suggestive and to his
purpose ... in 'Houses for town or country.' "

-I- Dial. 43: 257. O. 16, '07. 170w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 579. S. 28, '07. 130w.

"The inquiriug layman can learn much from
this exposition of architectural ideals, however,
and if he is thinking of building a house either
in town or country, he will do well to consult
these pages."

+ Outlook. 87: 271. O. 5, '07. 190w.

Reviewed by Elisabeth Luther Gary.
Putnam's. 3: 360. D. '07. 350w.

See Angell, BryanCromarsh, H. Ripley.
Mary.

Crook, Rev. Isaac. John Knox: the re-
former. *$i. West. Meth. bk. 7-14594.

In this biography of Knox in the "Men of
the kingdo:n" series, the author has "drawn
the reformer out of a cloudy past into a clear
modern vision."

Cross, Alfred W. S. Public baths and wash
houses; a treatise on their olanning, de-
sign, arrangement, and fitting. *$7.50.

Scribner. 7-12686.

A book that is conceived and executed from
the view point of the architect rather than
from that of the municipal official or the sani-
tarian.

"The volume before us is a commendable
one."

-1- -f Engin. N. 57: 307. Mr. 14, '07. 440w.

"Unfortunately, the title is misleading in

omitting to prefix the qualifying adjective Brit-
ish. In spite of its limitations, the volume
should be on the shelves of every technical li-

brary and of every architect who is likely to
design bath houses."
+ + Nation. 85: 383. O. 24, '07. 940w.

Cross, Richard James, ed. Hundred great
* poems. **$i.25. Holt.

A hundred poems of the sort of merit that
has stood the test of time. Shakespeare, Her-
bert, Herrick, Milton. Burns, Wordsworth, Lamb,
Moore, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Hood, Longfel-
low, the Brownings, and many others are rep-
resented.
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Crothers, Samuel McChord. Making of re-
* ligion. *40c. Am. Unitar.
Mr. Crothers argues less for antiquarian re-

search, for looking back at our saints and
heroes than for looking forward to the un-
changeable vision that has cheered the ages on.

Grouse, Mary Elizabeth. Algiers. **$2.

Pott. 6-38897.
"A book of impressions Is 'Algiers.' . . . The

author narrates the story of this morning land
where the East and the West have met; goes
down into its life to discover the traces of what
has been . . . tells the romance of the palaces,
desccibes the passing of the days, sees Lazarus
in his rags at the gates, the orange peddlers
rolled in their '^loaks, asleep on the ground,
and gives many glimipses of the native women
whose lives are veiled like their faces."—N. Y.
Times.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 96. Ap. '07.

"Charming as this book often is, it does not
bring p.-ssurance with its interprelations."

J- Nation. S3: 533. D. 20, '05. 260w.

"The book was worth writing, the task has
been admirably performed and the pictured
have nui'ch artistic merit." Cyrus C. Adams.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 846. D. S, '06. 540w.

Crowell, Norman H. Sportsman's primer.
$1.25. Outing pub. CO. 7-22732.

Both sportsmen and scoffers will enjoy the
humor of these satirical chapters upon foot-
ball, huntiTig ducks, automobtling, frog catch-
ing, base ball, Cennis, wrestling, angling, golf,

dog training, moose hunting, bear hunting,
snipe shooting, whaling and other sports.

Crozier, John B. Wheel of w^ealth, being
a reconstruction of the science and art

of political economy on the lines of
modern evolution. $4.50. Longmans.

6-46262.

A three-part work on economics illuminated
by the thought "that the symbol of a revolv-
ing wheel Is the natural symbol of the repro-
duction cf wealth, and that the laws of the
increase and decrease of wealth, as well as the
immediate deduction therefrom, must be iden-
tical with, and so be transferable from the
mathematics of a mechanical wheel of wealth
and the science of political economy." Part 1,

treats of "Reconstruction;" Part 2, "Free trade
and protection;" Part 3, surveys the "Critical
and historical" aspects of the subjects, passing
under review the English and foreign schools.

"So thoroughly is political economy 'recon-
structed' in this modest volume, that we fail

to recognize the battered, though regenerated,
science. The book is as disproportioned as a
monster. Vital economic problems are com-
pletely disregarded, other questions are treat-
ed at excessive " Itngth."— Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 633. My. '07. 160w.

"Dr. Crozier pos-sesses a bright and general-
ly intelligible, though perhaps occasionally
rather roystei-ing style, great learning and
great industry. It is not a book to be hastily
passed by, and should ba studied carefully by
those who disagree with it."

+ -i Ath. 'a9i>7, 1: 191. F. 16. 1700w.

"Eliminate the wheel; moderate the oratorl-
caJ rush of the writer; reduce the book to a
half of Its length by omitting many explana-
tions which really obscure, and metaphors
which are none the less superfluous because
Ingenious: substitute occasionally a short
mathematical formula for an eloquent para-
graph, and this book would take a high place
In modern economical literature."

] Lond. Times. 5: 434. D. 28, '06. 1390w.

"In a work which reconstructs an entire
science in a single stroke, it is an ungrateful
task to call attention to such minor defects as
errors of fact and inference; and in a single
number of the 'Nation' it would be Impossible

to chronicle more than a small part of Mr.
Crozier's mistakes. It is only fair to say that
the 'Wheel of wealth,' like the author's pre-
ceding works, is entertainingly written, and is

an interesting, if not successful, addition to
the books that have undertaken to reform the
unregenerate science of political economy."

h Nation. 84: 155. F. 14, '07. 1810w.

"Dr. Crozier's own reconstruction, we con-
fess, we have some difficulty in appreciating."— Spec, 97: 176. F. 2. "07. 1680w.

Cruickshank, J. W., and Cruickshank, A.
M. Christian Rome. (Grant Allen's
historical guides.) **$i.25. Wessels.

7-30815.

A small guide to Rome which follows "the
lines laid down by Mr. Grant Allen for his ser-
ies of historical guide-books, of which the pres-
ent volume forms a part. His idea was to con-
centrate the reader's attention only on wliat
Is essential, important, and typical. Hence the
compilers have made no attempt to catalogue
every church and work of art connected with
Christian Rome."—Outlook.

"In plan than which there are none better."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 162. O. '07.

"Especially valuable for the Vatican galJer-

-f Ind. 62: 1358. Je. 6, '07. 60w.

"An admirably practical guide."
+ Outlook. 86: 525. Jl. 6, '07. lOOw.

Cruickshank, J. W., and Cruickshank, A. M.
Umbrian cities of Italy. 2v. il. $3. Page.

7-30814.

A guide-book, yet it withholds information
about the details of travel. "The authors'
method is to give a brief history of the region,
and also of each city, from which the traveler
may form an idea of the states of civilization
under which thie various art treasures of each
locality were produced and of the peopie who
made them. Then follow descriptions and stud-
ies of monumetats, churches, museums, and their
contents. The books are not intended to take
the place of an ordinary guide book nor to fur-
nish catalogues of collections. The aim of the
authors has been to supplement these by giving
such a background of history and tradition and
of biographical coloring as will make the objects
studied stand out before the traveler full of

meaning and suggestion." (N. Y. Times.)

"The platis for thie identification of particular
pictures in lavishly decorated churches or other
buildings should prove very useful."

+ Nation. 85: 383. O. 24. '07. 130w.

"Through the descriptions are scattered many
tits of criticism which give to them just the per-
sonal, companionable note that most travelers
will enjoy."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 638. O. 19. '07. 190w.

Cruttwell, Maud. Antonio Pollaiuolo. *$2,

Scribner. 7-28946.

A comprehensive review of the work of this

famous Italian draughtsman meets a definite

need. "One of Miss Cruttwell s main objects
has been to draw a clear distinction between the
two brothers Antonio and Piero, whose works
are commonly classed together and whom ordi-
narily well-informed persons flndi it difficult to

separate in their . minds. . . . The book con-
tains as an appsndix all the knov/n 'documents'
bearing on the brothers Pollaiuolo, and there
is a eomplote catalogue of tlieir admitted
works." (N. .Y. Times.)

"The illustrations are excellent, and the ap-
pendix, consisting of documents relating to the

life, list of works and bibliography, makes the

book of extreme value to students. The latter,

however, is not so free from printer's errors as

is tlie text."

+ Acad. 72: 20S. Mr. 2, '07. 1170w.
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Cruttwell, Maud —Continued.
"One of the most scholarly as well as most

readable art books issued in many a day; and
no doubt It will long: remain the authoritative
treatise on the Pollaiuoli."

+ + Ind. 63: 1175. N. 14, '07. 340w.
"X book of P'M-manent value to students."
-L + Lend. Times. 6:38. F. 1, '07. 1210w.

-^ + N. Y. Times. 12: S5. F. 9, '07. 1270w.
(Koprinted from Lond. Times.)

"Has permanent vnlue."
-> Outlook. S-i: 859. Ap. 13, '07. 260w.

Cruttwell, Maud. Guide to the paintings in

the Florentine galleries, the Uffizi, the
Pitti, the Accademia. $1.25. Dutton.

7-33970
Miss Cruttwell has subtracted many of the

commonplace guide book features, among theai
descriptions, but yet supplies the necessary
facts of information in clear time-saving form.
She says that her book is not a catalog for use
in galleries but a reference volume for the stu-
dent. It is timely in view of the recent
changes made in the three galleries of Flor-
ence.

"Of the miniature 'reproductions' with whicli
this neat and handy volume is illustrated, we
cannot speak with unqualified praise."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 672. Je. 1. 410w.

N. Y. Times, 12: 551. S. 14, '07. 90w.

"All the defects of her latest book, however,
can be easily removed in another edition."

-i Outlook. 86: 613. Jl. 20, '07. 380w.

Cundall, H. M. Birket Foster, R. W. S. il.

*$6. ]\lacmillan. 7-28516.
An artistic and descriptive volume of the life

of one of the foremost representatives of the
English school of water color painting. His
landscapes, his studies of peasant and farm
life, and his architectural reproductions all be-
speak a genius that has tested its work by
the artist's standards and found it good. To
Americans he is best known for his illustra-
tions to "Evangeline."

Ath. 1907, 1: 52. Ja. 12. 1200w.
"Its author has had exceptional facilities for

dealing successfully with his subject and has
turned them to account with no little tact and
skill."

-f -f Int. Studio. 31: 81. Mr. '07. 340w.
"It is a beautifully illustrated, goesipy book,

which carries the reader back to the early days
of pictorial journalism in England."

-t- -f Lit. D. 34: 341. Mr. 2, '07. 390w.

-f -f Nation. 84: 322. Ap. 4, '07. 130w.
"In all this series there Is not a more at-

tractive volume."
-f -f N. Y. Times. 12: 76. F. 9, '07. 450w.
4- -i- Outlook. 85: 857. Ap. 13, '07. 140w.
"Somehow we cannot reconcile ourselves to

Birket Foster in the form in which he is here
reproduced. Mr. Cundall brings to bear on his
work plenty of enthusiasm of the right kind,
and is thoroughly appreciative of the exquisite
art of his man, but the book as a whole leaves
us uncontent."
+ — Sat. R. 102: 780. D. 22, '06. llOw.

Cunningham, William. Wisdom of the
wise, three lectures on free trade im-
perialism. *6oc. Putnam. 6-33507.

"The three 'wise' men whose views upon im-
perialism and trade policy are discussed in
the.se lectures are Right Hon. R. B. Haldane,
Mr. St. Loe Stachey, and Lord Rosebery. . . .

The fir.st of these essays discusses English
claasical free-trade economics. . . . The sec-
ond essay is devoted to a discussion of free-
trade imperialism, with reference especially to
Mr St.Tchey's views. . . . 'J he last essay is a
commentary upon Lord Rosebery's utterances
upon the pi-oblem of the unemployed."—J. Pol.
Econ

.

"The analysis is dispassionate, and the au-
thor shows a desire to take his opponents at
their best."

-f Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 634. My. '07. lOOw.
"There is much interesting economic specu-

lation in these essays. The argument would,
however, be more convincing if less apologet-
ic."

-^ J. Pol. Econ. 14: 523. O. '06. 350w.
Reviewed by Alvin S. Johnson.

-r Poi. Scl. Q. 21: 718. D. '06. 450w.

"Innuendoes against colleagues and political
opponents are not atoned for by pulpit plati-
tudes on religion and i>olitical life. Irrelevance
and confusion are worsened, and bettered, when
advanced under the cloak of a distinguished
reputation. The role of political pamphleteer is

not, in short, adapted to Dr. Cunningham's
genius "

— Spec. 96: 1042. Je. 30, '06. 1700w.

Cunynghame, Henry H. S. European en-
amels. (Connoisseur's lib., no. 9.) *$6.75.
Macmillan. 6-41011.

The third edition of Mr. Cunynghame"s work
on tnamels, in which he has mcluded a chapter
on a new kind of furnace invented by himself.

"Mr. Cunynghame has absorbed the whole
history of his subject and sets it before us
in so convenient and graceful a way as to
make his volume one of the most charming of
an excellent series."

+ Acad. 72: 22. Ja. 5, '07. 30Ow.

"On questions relating to the history of en-
amel the author helps us hardly at all. He
Bup'plies only scraps of comment drawn from
various sources. His style is discursive, and at
times it is impossible to take seriously his
ideas on art matters generally."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 520. O. 27. 980w.

"A book that will not stand the test of crit-
icism."—

• Dial. 42: 230. Ap. 1, '07. 340w.

"Beautiful and instructive volume."
+ Ind. 63: 225. Jl. 25, '07. 240w.

"A very interesting, and on the whole, re-
liable work on the subject."

+ Int. Studio. 30: 184. D. '06. 450w.

"The worst fault, however, from the con-
noisseur's point of view, is the absence of a
bibliography. Credit must be given him for a
real knowledge of materials and processes, and
what he- has to say on these ... is ex-
tremely valuable."

H Lend. Times. 5: 370. N. 2, '06. 460w.

"We close the volume with the feeling that
enthusiasm for the art and knowledge of its

character are to be gained by a faithful study
of these pages. Tne not very attractive pho-
tographic plates are nt least useful. It is al-

together a good book for the beginner."
+ Nation. S4: 418. My. 2, 'UL 620w.

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 113. F. 23, '07. WOw.
"A valuable volume."
-h -f- Outlook. 85: 858. Ap. 13, '07. 130w.

Cunynghame, Henry H. S. Time and
clocks: a description of ancient and
modern methods of measuring time.

*$i.5n. Dutlon. 7-11023.

"Mr. Cunynghame, after discussing the sub-
ject of time generally, proceeds to describe the
sun-dial, the water-clock (with a notice of the
complication caused by the division of the day
into twelve hours), and sand-glasses. In due
course he comes to clocks in their various
forms."—Spec.

"If Mr. Cunynghame had stuck to his subject,

a valuable book might have resulted, and >t

need not have been any shorter than the one
actually in hand."

h Ath. 1907, 1: 20. Ja. 5. 500w.

"We rather fear that the reader who has not
gone through a course of dynamics will find it

hard to grasp the significance of the various
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discussions, despite the clear reasoning and
simple examples, whilst to the science student
a greater part of the matter is unnecessary."
W. E. R.

H Nature. 75: 269. F. 17, '07. 160w,

"A very interesting book it is, though in spots
disconcertingly mathematical."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 476. Ag. 3, '07. 1090-w.

"He is always scientific, and discusses the
principle of the technical contrivances which he
describes."

+ Spec. 97: 1051. D. 22, '06. 60w.

Curtis, Carleton Clarence. Nature and de-

velopment of plants. *$2.50. Holt.

7-34596.
A work which has less of the text-book aim

than that of creating for the student a view-
point. It is put forth with the hope that the
discussion "will give the student such compre-
hension of the subject that he will come to the
lecture room in a proper attitude and that he
will approach his laboratory work with the de-
sire for investigation."

Curtis, Natalie, ed. Indians' book: an offer-

ing by the American Indians of Indian
lore, musical and narrative, to form a

record of the songs and legends of their

race. il. **$7.50. Harper. 7-31 183.

A most handsomely made book, "undertaken
primarily for the Indians, in the hope that this,

their own volumie, when placed in the hands oi
their children, might help to revive for the
younger generation that sense of the dignity
and worth of their race which is the Indian's
birth-right." "The book reflects the soul of one
of the types of primitive inan. ... It is the
direct utterance of the Indians themselves.
The red man dictated and the white friend
recorded." The songs, stories and drawings
have been contributed by Indians themselves.

"To most of its white readers the book will

be a revelation of the vaguely stirrirLg genius
and the art, mystic in its intent, spontaneous
in its symbolism, of a child race."

4- Dial. 43: 382. D. 1, '07. 640w.

"It must be said in general that the poems,
stories, and tunes collected by Miss Curtis have
the true aboriginal flavor."

+ Nation. 85: 428. N. 7, '07. 750w.

"For herself makes ciaim only to the work
of the recorder. But even the cursory reader
will see that she deserves, in addition, much
credit for the noble purpose by which she has
been animated, the tact artdi patience with
which she has carried the work through suc-
cessfully, and the painstaking labor which has
been involved." F. F. Kelly.

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 646. O. 19, '07. 1170w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. lOw.

"The appeal of the book is to the lover of
folk-lore, to the musician, to the student of
primitive art, and to all who would know about
the Indian character and the Indian traditions."

-f Outlook. 87: 568. O. 19, '07. 160w.
"A noteworthy contribution to the descrip-

tive literature of vanishing peoples."

-I- R. of Rs. 36: 637. N. '07. 280w.

Curtis, Newton Martin. From Bull Run to
Chancellorsville: the story of the Six-
teenth New York infantry with per-
sonal reminiscences. **$2. Putnam.

6-27984.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The historian's research into archives has
been faithful and laborious; but it is more than
rivalled by this loving quest of tear-bedewed
letters from the front, and recollections of ac-
tual survivors."
+ + Cath. World. 85: €85. Ag. '07. 430w.
"In its human interest, a volume like this

finds its value and its justification."
+ Ind. €2: 620. Mr. 14, '07. 300w.

Cust, Lionel. Van Dyck. (Great masters in

painting and sculpture.) $1.75. Macmil-
lan. W 7-162.

"An abridged and revised version of the ex-
haustive volume on the life and work of Van
Dyck published six years ago by Mr. Lionei
Cust, whose erudition is now placed within the
reach of a wider public. . . . The illustra-

tions .are we!l-chosen and adequately repro-
duced, and though we could wish the list of
paintings included those in private as well as
tho$e in public collections, the book must be
pronounced in every way a worthy addition to

a series remarkable for its convenience and
authority."—Acad.

"As an authoritative account of a painter
whose work is richly represented in tliis coun-
try, Mr, Gust's condensed volume should find a.

place in the library of every connoisseur."
+ Acad. 72: 162. F. 16, '07. 130w.

"The addition of new facts which have re-
cently come to light bring the book up to the
level of present-day knowledge."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 557. S. 14, '07. 140w.

Cutting, Mrs. Mary Stewart. Suburban
* whirl. t$i.25. McClure. 7-33206.

Includes "The suburban whirl" and several
shorter sketches which contain tangible precipi-
tates from every-day happenings in home rou-
tine. The titular story shows how in attempt-
ing to solve the question of providing for three
on a .slender income two charming young peo-
ple tiy suburban life. "They find themselves
speedily caught in the small local maelstrom
of clubs and dinners and subscription dances,
obliged to buy tickets to church festivals and
charitable entertainments, and double their ex-
penditures on personal effects, in order to live

up to their new standards." (Bookm.)

"One of the many well-deserved forms of
praise that may be offered to Mrs. Cutting
. . . is that her instinct for economy of
structiire is almost flawless. A larger number
[of characters] would have spoiled the illusion

of a small suburban town; a smaller number
would not have conveyed a sense of a social
whirl in the suburbs of anywhere else. In short,

she has struck the golden mean, which makes
this little story as admirable for its symmetry
as it is for the simple philosophy of its culmina-
tion." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-I- -1- Bookm. 26: 407. D. '07. 430w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 30w.

D

Dale, Robert W. History of English Con
gregationalism. **$4. Armstrong.

A book by one of England's most commanding
nonconformists which is written for Congrega-
tionalists but which will interest "Episcopal-
ians and Presbyterians especially, as well as
all Americans to whom the development of re-
ligious freedom and the delimitation of the
spheres of church and state form an attractive
subject." (Outlook.) "He tells the life-history
of a cause which suffered contempt and cruel
oppression, and of which he was the latest

—

and the most eloquent—exponent. ... So muco
only of political history is given as is absolute-
ly necessary for his purpose." (Ath.)

"By this book the author has erected a wor-
thy monument to his own memory; but it must
not be forgotten that without another's labour
it would never have seen the light. The man-
ner in which the work of arrangement, of re-
vision, of completion, and of illustration has
been performed by his son demands separate.
If brief recognition. In discretion, taste, and
literary ability it is altogether admirable."

+ -t- Ath. 1907. 1: 567. My. 11. 2030w.
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Dale, Robert W.

—

Continued.
"Let us say at once that for thoroughness ot

treatment and for exactness of detail there is

no work known to us on this subject which ap-
proaches the vohime now produced by Princi-
pal Dale out of the materials which his father
left.

-I- + Lond. Times. 6: 92. Mr. 22, '07. 1300w.

"For a historical understanding of the pe-
culiarities of religious life in England this his-

tory is eminently instructive."
+ + Outlook. 86: 748. Ag. 3, '07. 320w.

"In taking leave of a very able book we can-
not but express our thankfulness that Profes-
sor Dale has been able to preserve unimpaired
for the students of church history a valuable
work which might have lost much by the too
early death of its author."
+ + Spec. 99: 22. Jl. 6, '07. 1310w.

D'Alton, Rev. John A. History of Ireland
from the earliest times to the present
day. 3v. v. 2, from 1547 to 1782. *$3.

Benziger.
Covers the ground from the earliest period

down to the present day, and "aims not to con-
tribute anything original in tlie way of re-

.search or criticism, but to produce a popular
historv bv judicious selection of the best ma-
terials tliat his predecessors have furnished."
(Cath. World.)

"Being both a learned and an honest man,
he poUlom misstates facts, and is ready to face

them as he understands them; but one cannot
read twenty pages of the book without feeling

that he is a Roman Catholic, and takes the

standpoint of that church as his own. These
flaws do not prevent the book before us from
contrasting v^rv favorably with various Irish

histories which "have come under our notice."

-f
-- Ath. 1907. 1: 62S. My. 25. 1560w. Pwe-

view of V. 2.)

"He is simple, clear, and at times, pictur-

esque. The temper of the work is fairly crit-

ical, though not unfrequently our author does
not' aoo.uaint his readers with the existence of

an opinion r\t variance with the one he favors.
'

^'^-Cath. World. 85:248. My. '07. 480w.

(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"Father D'Altor has few graces of style, but

he is workmanlike, and is wise to avoid rhet-

oric. On the whole, whar impresses us most
is h's impartialitv: he desires to get at the

truth and tell it plainly. His view would be
broader if he had entered more closely into

English history." „
I| Sat. R. 103:620. My. 18, '0.. Io70w.

(Review of v.. 2.)

Dalton, William. Dalton's complete bridge.

**$i.25. Stokes. 6-30000.

The most recent and authoritative work on
bridge, written by the great British expert.

"We are still waiting for the Cavendish oi

bridge, but books like this help to pave th«

way for his arrival."

+ _ Ath. 1906. 1: 99. JI. 28. &50w.

"A treatise which leaves nothing to be de-

sired on the score of thoroughness."

-I- Dial. 41: 463. D. 16, 'Oe. S-Ow.

^ Nation. 83: 393. N. 8, '06. *100w.

Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.

-f N. Y. Times. 11: 866. D. 15, '96. 90w

Daly, Thomas Augustine. Canzoni. *$i.

Catholic standard and times pub. co.

6-38398.

"Mr T A. Dalv's dagoes, his darkies, and
his Irishmen all sa,tisfy one's sense of verity.

Of the dialect verses in this volume, those

dealing with the humor and sentiment of the

humble Italian liie in our large cities make up

the larger portion. ... In his Irish verses

there is .something of the quality of Samuel
Lover, an Old World flavor in the wit and lilt

as v/ell."—N. Y. Times.

"Mr. Daly is happy, likewise, in his poems
of love and home, which are always true and
sound. What is most admirable throughout
the volume is the union of wit, humor, or
sprightliness, as the case may be, with a gen-
uine respect for all that is pure, sweet, ten-
der, manly, and noble."

-I- + Cath. World. 85: 547. Jl. '07. 860w.
"(I^oniains some unusually good light vers*,

mostly dialect, part of it Irish, part Italian.
Both are handled skillfully."

-r Ir.d. 01; 14D7. D. 20, '06. 250w.
"The pervading wholesome spirit particular-

ly eom^mends this book."
-f N. Y. Times. 11: 692. O. 20, '06. 270w.

Dampier, William. Voyages, ed. by John
Masefield. 2v. *$7.50. Button. 7-26474.

"A new and attractive edition in two vol-
umes, with portrait, maps, and a brief sketch
of Dampier's lifo of the editor."—Outlook.

-f- Acad. 72: 187. F. 23, '07. 1860w.

"The 'Voyages' here presented in two handy
volumes, at a comparatively low price, are full

of popular interest and romance. They are far
more stirring leadin/,- than many a belauded
work of modern Action."

-t Ath. 1907, 1:472. Ap. 20. SOOw.

"In Mr. Masefield's reprint the type is clear
and the editing generally excellent. The in-
troductory memoir might indeed have been ful-
ler for Admiral Smyth's standard biographical
sketch in the United service journal is now
seventy years old, and no longer easy to find.

From Mr. Masefield's index we miss several en-
tries, among them the name of Selkirk." Lane
Cooper.
4- ^ Dial. 43: 205. O. 1, '07. 2420w.

T Outlook. 85: 8I0. Ap. 6, '07. ]60^v.

"A carefuliv annotated edition."
+ Sat. R. 103: H8. F. 2, '07. 240w.

Dana, John Cotton, and Kent, Henry W
Literature of libraries in the 17th and
i8th centuries. 6v. *$I2. McClurg.

V. 3 and 4. These volumes of this series deal
respectively with "The life of Sir Thomas
Bodley, written by himself, together with the
first draft of the statutes of the public library
at Oxon," and "Two tracts on the founding
and maintaining of parochial libraries in Scot-
land," by James Kirkwood

V. 5. This is "A brief outline of the history
of libraries" by Justus Lip&ius, translated from
the second edition, the last from the hand o"

the author, by John Cotton Dana. The library

of Osymandyas of Egypt is the first to be men-
tioned, then follows the brief history of other
Egyptian libraries, of Grecian and of Roman
collections. Two chapters in closing are de-
voted to historic library decoration, book cases,

shelves, tables and seats.

V. 6. The concluding volume of this series is

entitled "News fiom France," or "A description
of the libr.try of Cardinal Mazarin," p'-eceded

by 'The surrender of the library." two traos
written by Gabriel Naude.

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 616. N. 16. 290w. (Review
of V. 5 and 6.)

Reviewed by Laurence Burnham.
+ Bookm. 24:639. F. '07. ?90w. (Review
of V. 1 and 2.)

"The contents of the last volumes easily sus-

tain the high standard of the previous books In

the series and indeed are of even greater Inter-

est to the layman as well as the librarian.'

I*aurence Burnham.
4- -^ Bookm. 26: 101. S. '07. 470w. (Review

of v. 3-6.)

"As a whole, this series promises to be a
delight to • the bibliophile as well as to the li-

brarian " Percy F. Blcknell.Dranan. ^r-^^
y^_^^ ^ ^_ ,^^ ^^^^^ (Review

of V. 1-4.)

+ Dial. 43: 41. Jl. 16, '07. 450w. (Review

of V. 5 and 6.)
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"Both vohimos will havw antlQuarlan value
for those engaged in library pursuits to-day.
And the dignified sketch of Bodley's life has
also a general human interest."

-r + Nation. I?4: 243. Mr. 14, '07. IIOav. (Re-
.view of V. 3 and 4.)

+ Nation. 84: 564. Je. 20, '07. 180w. (Re-
view of V. 5 and 6.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 548. S. 14, '07. 150w.
(Review of v. 5 and 6.)

Dane, John Colin. Champion: the story of
a motor-car; il. by W. E. Webster.
t$i.5o. Dillingham. 7-15596.

The autobiography of a motor-car, which is
full of the love, adventure, and treachery of its
several possessors. "The difference between
this and the well-known autol)iography of a
horse, 'Black Beauty.' is in some respects typi-
cal of the changes in our own time since the
mid-Viclorian era." (Ath.)

"It is crude and sensational, buc the story
moves forward with spirit, and certain excit-
ing scenes in it are yreU realized; for instance,
that in th-; great motoi-car race in France."

h Ath. 1907, 1: 536. My. 4, 130w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. lOOw.

Daniels, Frank T. A text-book of topo-
graphical drawing. (Technical dravvr-

ing ser.) *$i.5o. Heath. 7-8517.

"The first chapter deals briefly and concisely
with the instruments and materials required in
topographic drafting. The next two chapters
take up the subject of paper and of plotting.
The remaining chapters take up the subjects of
drafting and the symbols used in drafting topo-
graphic maps, in ink and in colors, and the
methods of representing surface form. This is

followed by a brief treatise on earthwork and
earthwork computation."—Engin. N.

"Here is a book that makes a field of its own,
and for which there is a place on shelves of
all engineers and surveyors who have to do
with topographic drafting. The book is con-
cisely and clearly written. In reviewing so
well written a text-book it seems ungracious to
be critical over trifles."

+ -\ Engin. N. 58: 78. Jl. IS, '07. 750w.

Danneel, Heinrich. Electrochemistry; v. i,

Theoretical electrochemistry and its

physico-chemical foundations; tr. from
the Sammlung Goschen by Edmund S.

Merriam. *$i.25. Wiley. 7-7516.

V 1. Treats of the modern theories of elec-
trochemistry, as well as their physicochemical
foundations. Explains the terms work, current.
and voltage, and discusses gas laws, osmotic
pressure, theory of electrolytic dissociation and
conductivity, ionic theory, electromotive force,
the galvanic current, polarization, electrolysis
and the electron theory.

"The average student who is called upon to
study the ionic theory will obtain, we venture
to think, a better grip of the subject by a study
of Danneel's book than from that of Abegg.
The latter book treats the subject more fully
but Danneel's style is more interesting, and he
leaves none of the salient facts out."

-f- -f Nature. 76: 380. Ag. 15, '07. 200w. (Re
view of pt. 1.)

"This volume . . . contains a surprising
amount of fact and information within a very
small compass. The translation is vigorous anc!
clear." Arthur B. Lamb.
-h -i Science, n. s. 26: 170. Ag. 9, '07. 2G0w.

(Review of pt. 1.)

Dante Alighieri. Divine comedy and The
nev^^ life; ed. with introd. and notes by
Oscar Kuhns. lea. $1.25. Crowell.

An edition uniform with the "Thin paper
poets," which with its introduction, bibliography
and notes will serve to give a new impulse to
the study of Dante.

Dargan, Olive Tilford. Lords and lovers
and other dramas. **$i.5o. Scribner.

" 'Lords and lovers' is a romantic play in
two parts of the time of Henry III. of Eng-
land. It is as readable ... as a good novel,
while it has the added charm of workmanlike
and impressive blank verse and of dramatic
situations, possibly not actable, yet conceived
with a fine theatrical unction. . . . The second
play, 'The Shepherd,' is in prose. It is a power-
ful presentation of contemporary Russian life,
conceived with real force and imagination,
though weakened as a work of art — as is also
the concluding play. 'The Siege,' — by an ob-
vious concession to the desire of the senti-
mental reader for a measurably happy con-
summation."—Nation.

"Sucli verse as this leave.? no room for crit-
ici.s:n. It bears the visible mark of the divine
gift, and there is no poet of cur time who
mn'gh.t not bo proud to claim it for his own."
M^ni. M. Payne.

-^ Dial. 42: 253. Ap. IG. '07. 540w.
-^ Nation. 83: 439. N. 22, '06. 570w.
Reviewed by Jessie B. Rittenhouse.

-! N. Y, Times. 12: 30. Ja. 19, '07. 880w.
"Mrs. Dargan is a poet, not a great one, be-

cause not original, thoughi she Is decidedly in-
dividual." James Huneker.

-f No. Am. 184: 190. Ja. 18, '07. 1410w.

"If one were asked to say wherein the chief
weakness lay, one would feel that one had ac-
quired no new or individual point of view from
the reading, and that there was no serious
comment upon life." Louise Collier Willcox.

-I No. Am. 186: 95. S. '07. 280w.
'"J'here are abundant signs of immaturity

In the first book of plays, and only a very
young writer would have attempted the drama-
tization of such a character and experience as
Poe's; but there are also indisputable marks
of original force of mind and imagination; the
quality of promise which comes from strength
and vitality rather than from facility and sen-
sibility."

4- '— lOutlook. 85: 328. F. 9, '07. 1320w.
"[The reader] cannot be unconscious of cer-

tain defects of plot. Mrs. Dargan's great
strength lies in the personality with which she
invests her characters and in her remarkable
command of blank verse." Jessie B. Ritten-
house.
+ H Putnam's. 2: 349. Je. '07. 300w.

Davenport. Charles Benedict. Tnlieritancc
in poultry, pa. $1. Carnegie inst.

6-27702.
Mr. Davenport has made an application of

Mendolian principles to inheritance similar to
that carried out by Saunders, Hurst and Bate-
son in England. "In part, however, he has
studied different characters and races, and has
been able to add many new and important facts
to those already known. The present work la.

however, to be looked upon rather as a prelim-
inary—a first installment of the extensive ex-
periments under way at Cold Spring Harbor,"
(Science.)

"This is a valuable addition to the rapidly-
increasing literature dealmg with the subject
of inheritance. There are a few marks of care-
lessness in the text." F. A. D.
+ -\ Nature. 74: 583. O. 11, '06. 330w.

"The facts are presented with admirable
clearness and conciseness, and despite the large
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Davenport, Charles Benedict—Continued.
number of details that the subject demands the

matter is handled in a very attractive way."
T. H. Morgan. ^„„„
+ + -1- Science, n. s. 25: 464. Mr. 22, '07. 1220w.

Davenport, Frances Gardiner. Economic
development of a Norfolk manor, io86-

1565. *$3. Putnam. 6-37953-

The subject of Miss Davenport's study has
been the court rolls of the manor of Fomcett,
near Norwich, which formed a part of the es-

tate of the iSarls of Norfolk. She carries it thru
five centuries, and affords her readers an op-
portunity to follow in Fomcett's complex Ws-
tory the agricultural history of a great part of

England.

"With no theory to establish and no prejudice

to maintain, she gathered all the information
that could be procured relating to a smgle
Norfolk manor, arranged it logically, and thus
furnished a contribution to our knowledge of

medievnl economic conditions that is thoroughly
trustworthy." Thomas "Walker Page.

h + Am. Hist. R. 12: 609. Ap. '07. 720w.

+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 153. Jl. '07. 330w.

"This is an extremely unpretentious, but
none the less very remarkable piece of work.
We commend specially to the attention of

students the map of Forncett which accom-
panies this book."

+ + Ath. 1906. 2: 125. Ag. 4. 810w.

"The care with which the author has done
her work is worthy of all praise. Her calcu-

lations and tables are correct to a fraction.

This accuracy of inquiry bears fruit In a. series

of results with which every student of econom-
ic history will have to reckon. The writer Is

not so safe a guide in regard to the social and
legal side of the Inquiry, and this is due partly

to her insufficient use of the help to be ob-

tained from comparison with kihdred cases.

P. Vinogradoff. ,„„ ,„„„+ -J Enq. Hist. R. 22: 154. Ja. '07. 1370w.

+ + Ind. 63: 692. S. 19, '07. 260w.

"This essay publishes the results of pains-

taking and scholarly original research."

+ J. Poi. Econ. 15: €9. Ja. '07. 80w.

"In the certainty and precision of statement
that comes from an unusual knowledge of the

minute detail of her subject lies the value of

Miss Davenport's study of Forncett."

-r + Nation. S3: 267. S. 27, '06. 480w.

"Valuable as an analysis of a typical com-
munity" . ^, ,„„ -.

-r N. Y. Times. 12: 101. F. 16. '07. GOw.

"Though It leaves many questions unan-
swered, and though in some respects the picture

is not as clear as we might wish^the sokeman
still remaining something of a puzzle—we can
but feel content with a work that is in the

highest degree painstaking and scholarly.

Charles M'. Andrews.
+ + Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 726. D. '07. 1060w.

"The full value of it will appear only as

other studies of a similar kind are published
with which comparisons may be made. Mean-
while it remains a model of the way in which
such work should be done. The material has
been coilocted and examined with painstaking
thoroughness, and has been written up with
admirable discrimination." C. D.

+ + Yale R. 16: 211. Ag. '07. 720w.

Davey, Richard Patrick Boyle. Pageant of

London; with 40 il. in color by John
Fulleylove. 2v. *$5. Pott. W 6-228.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The whole book is inaccurate and slipshod.

Mr. Fi'lley'iove's charming illustrations de-

served a better suiTounding." C. L,. K.

h Ena. HiGt. R. 22: 206. Ja. '07. 370w.

Davidson, Gladys. Stories from the operas.

2d ser. *$i.25. Lipptncott.

Here "Wagner is represented by only two of

his operas—'Parsifal' and 'Die meisterslngeir.'

Of the other operas whose stories are told by
her, four—Gounod's 'Philemon and Baucis,'
Meyerbeer's 'Star of the north,' Hal6vy's 'The
Jewess,' and Bellini's 'La sonnambula'—have
practically disappeared from the stage, while a
fifth, Tchaikovsky's 'Eugene Onegin," has nev-
er become acclimated outside of Russia. The
others in the list are popular favorites of to-
day and likely to remain so for some time.
Their plots are told by the author in the form
of short stories without reference to the stage
or the music."—Nation.

Nation. 85:404. O. 31, '07. lOOw.
"The value of the book might have been ma-

terially increased had the author boiled down
each plot-story and given us all the standard
operas instead of merely a selected number."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 677. O. 26, '07. ISOw.

Davidson, John. Holiday and other poems.
*$i. Button.

The technical experiments which the form of
Mr. Davidson's poetry abounds in, are fully in
keeping with the venturesomeness of his
themes and ideas. "He has nothing to do with
civilization, except to denounce and defy it; his
self-chosen part is that of the upsetter of all
equanimities, the denier of all commonly ac-
cepted creeds, conventions, and traditions."
(I^rOnd. Times.) "The very title of the book
is manifold in its meaning. Life is a holiday,
and the holiday of holidays is the final liberty
torn by the spirit out of its material servi-
tudes." (Ath.)

"It is evident that what he lacks mostly Is

discipline and that austerity and economy of
language which go with it. The fault looks
straight out of the verse, and it is equally no-
ticeable in his essay, which rambles over th«
whole universe of thought, touching on many
things of which Mr. Davidson speaks with no
authority and yet containing many Interesting
and suggestive things. Here we have extrav-
agance both of thought and expression. It Is
the outpouring of an uncurbed, undisciplined,
and vain mind."

f- Acad. 71: 77. Jl. 28, '06, 2000w.

"This volume ought to win for Mr. Davidson
the wider audience that he deserves. But his
anarchic violence and metaphysical eccentri-
city are still rocks of offence, and he is not the
sort of man who is easily taught or tamed."

-^ Ath. 1906, 2: 161. Ag. 11. 1990w.

"In the closing passage of this 'Nqte,' Mr.
Davidson, after a tribute to Poe, enlarges upon
America in general, and makes it evident that
he has been 'seeing things.' " Wm. M. Payne.— Dial. 42: 254. Ap. 16. '07. 240w.

"His essay is a most stimulating and inter-
esting piece of work. With all its eccentri-
cities, it does the most useful thing criticism
can do: it increases our sense of the greatness
of poetry."

H Lond. Times. 5: 281. Ag. 17, '0«. 15'50w.

i Natien. 84: 200. F. 28, '07. 180w.
-4- N. Y. Times. 12: 172. Mr. 23, "O?. 640w.

"In his prose, however, as in his verse, Mr.
Da\idson betrays a touch of rodomontade, a
want of balance, and the vice of self-conscious-
ness. He disappoints by a certain want of
grip. His hands seem ever to be sliding over
a hard surface. This criticism, none the less,

must not be taken as disparagement. If not
the poet of the future, he is a forerunner—one
of the minor prophets."

-I
Sat. R. 102: 304. S. 8, '06. 1460w.

"Mr. Davidson's fault is that he is Inclined

at times to torture his fancy into conceits. He
can draw wonderful little vignettes of land-
scape; but he can also describe nature in a
way so painfully 'literary' that our teeth are
set on edge. Colour, imagination, and fire are
rarely absent from his lines, and above all he
has the singer's supreme gift of the infallible

ear."
+ ^ Spec. 97: 296. S. 1, '06. 340w.
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Davidson, Thomas. Philosophy of Goethe's
Faust; ed. by Charles M. Bakewell.
*6oc. Ginn. 6-45070.

Mr. Davidson tells in these six lectures what
the poem has come to mean to him, and has
sought to lay bare its "philosophical or ethical
skeleton." Speaking of the poem, he says: "Its
content, I believe, is the entire spiritual move-
ment toward individual emancipation, composed
of the Teutonic reformation and the Italian
Renaissance in all their history, scope, and con-
sequences."

"The merit of the book is that it presents an
individual point of view, and is not merely a
gathering from the opinions of previous critics

and commentators; while its defects arise, to
some extent at least, from this very quality ol

independence. However, many of Mr. David-
son's ideas are interesting, and some of his re-
marks on single passages are really thoughtful
and illuminating, although his work, taken in

its entirety, is, we think more acceptable as an
exposition of his own philosophy than of

Goethe's."
H Ath. 1907, 2: 153. Ag. 10. 390w.

"The book is too slight to deal thoroughly
with 'Faust' or its philosophy, and many a
reader will be more interested in what Mr. Da-
vidson betrays of his own opinions than in what
he says about Goethe's." G. Santayana.

-I J. Philos. 14:106. F. 14, '07. 880w.

-I- Lond. Times. 6: 74. Mr. 8, '07. 1660w.

"It would almost sefem that Mr. Davidson has
doni his work as guide too thoroughly. He
overloads his interpretations with meanings, h-*

scents symbolism everywhere, and constructs a
philosophy of 'Faust' which, though interesting
and instructive in itself, can hardly be proved
to have been in the poet's mind. It holds the
reader's interest from beginning to end, and
arouses in him a keen desire to take up his
'Faust' again, which is, after all, the most im-
portant function of a book of this kind." FranlJ
Thilly.
4- H Philos. R. 16: 552. S. '07. 360w.

Davidson, William L. Stoic creed. *$i.75.

Scribner.
"The book is divided into three main 'sec-

tions,' followed by an appendix on 'Pragma-
tism and humanism.' The first section deals
with 'Moulding influences and leaders of tha
school,' and shows how stoicism is mainly de-
rived, on its ethical side, from the impulse ot
Socrates and the sophists. The second section,
on 'Stoic science and speculation,' contains
chapters dealing with the conception of philos-
ophy, the logic and epistemology, the physics
and cosmology, of the school, concluding with
a chapter on the atomic theory of E5picurus in
its relation to stoicism. The third section has
for, its title 'Morality and religion,' and occu-
pies about half the book. It contains, in addi-
tion to a detailed exposition of the ethical sys-
tem and its relation to cynicism, some useful
pages of criticism, in which the defects of the
system are indicated; and an interesting chap-
ter entitled 'Present-day value of stoicism,' in
which the dicta of eminent moderns, such as
M. Arnold and Renan, concerning the stoic mor-
alists are examined and appreciated."—Ath.

"On the present-day value of stoicism and
on its aspects as the precursor of much modern
theory. Professor Davidson writes admirably
in his excellent volume. It is no dry-as-dust
treatise compact of dates and uncompromising
facts. It is a sympathetic study of the history
and development of the stoic philosophy which
no student can afford to neglect."

-f- + Acad. 73: 918. S. 21, '07. 770w.

"The book shows a competent knowledge of
the subject and a gift of clear exposition. Oc-
casionally, however, the writing is rather
loose."
+ -I Ath. 1907, 2: 37. Jl. 13. 400w.

"A most important chapter in the history of
thought on the great problems of the world is
embodied in this discriminating and interesting
volume."
+ + Outlook. 86: 836. Ag. 17, '07. 320w.

Davies, A. C. Fox-. Dangerville, inheri-
tance. t$i.5o. Lane. 6-4021 1.

"This differs from most other detective tales
in being ihe storj' 01 a mystery rather than
the glorification of a dleteclive. It also differs
from tbem in keepinp: the solution from even
the rearlor until the last page. L,ord and Lady
Dangerville seem to have been magnetised to
attract mysteries, and mj'steries of no mean
radius."—Acad.

"For the lovers of Shei'lock Holmes 'The
Daii.gerville inheritance' will be a fine detective
story; hut as an unusual drama of human life,
and as an excellently told history it will have
a more discriminating audlience."

-+- Acad. 71:553. ^. 1, '06. 180w.
"The whole story is too preposterous to be

taken seriously.'' Frederic Taber Cooper.— Bookm. 25: 393. Je. '07. 280w.
"The final outcome is slightly irritating from

its shock tu one's sense of probability.

"

-\- — N. Y. Times. 12:237. Ap. 13, '07. 90w.

Davies, A. C. Fox-. Mauleverer murders.
t$i.5o. Lane. 7-27614.

Mystery and plot abound in this story. "The
heroine leads a double life, and is suspected of
leading a triple or quadruple one. Sums like
£150,000 are juggled with airily as feathers; the
properties include bicycles, revolvers, knotted
cords, strychnine, (wholesale,) perfumed hand-
kerchiefs, half-destroyed letters, watches
stopped at dreadfully significant hours, and the
southern European kingdom of Moritania—roy-
al line extinct. There is a detective who is not
likely to displace Sergeant Cuff or Mr. Sher-
lock Holmes in our affections." (N. T. Times.)

"Begining with the title, the author furnishes
us with a thrill if not in every line, certainly
on every page. The plot does not unfold; it

rolls up and accumulates like a snowball."— N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, '07. 320w.

-i Sat R. Iu4: 210. Ag. 17, '07. 170w.
"As a detective story the book suffers a lic-

tle from the same thread of interest not being
sustained all through. The end of the story is
brutally horrible, and we are not convinced by
the author's production of the real criminal."— Spec. 99: 298. Ag. 31, '07. 160w.

Davis, Grace T. Hero tales of congrega-
tional history. *$i. Pilgrim press.

7-3702.
"The characters sketched in this volume are

all illustrious in the history of the Oongrega-
tional churches for nearly three centuries. As
pioneers of reli^'ion and civilization, and as
builders of institutions, their nanies have gone
into our national history, and their lives de-
serve th.e oommemoration here bestowed. It is

intended especially for adolescent readers, and
is effectively illustrated."—Outlook.

+ Ind. 62: 505. F. 2S, '07. 90w.
-\- Outlook. 85: 238. Ja. 26, '07. 60w.

Davis, Hayne, ed. Among the world's
peace-makers: an epitome of the Inter-

parliamentary union. $1.50. Progressive
pub. CO.

An epitome of the Interparliamentary union,
wit.a sketches of eminent members of this in-

ternational house of representatives and of pro-
gressive people who are promoting the plan for
permanent peace which this union of lawmak-
ers has esDoused.
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Davis, Hayne, ed. —Continued.
•Will be to Lhe future historian a trust-

worthy and most fruitful source of informa-

*'°"'
-L N. Y. Times. 12: 238. Ap. 13, '07. 720w.

R. of Rs. 35: 639. My. '07. llOw.

Davis, Henry William Charles. England
under the Normans and the Angevins.

*$3. Putnam. 6-1101.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed bv Ch.-V. Langlois.

+ 4. _ Eng. Hist. R. 22: 150. Ja. '07. 1210w.

Davis, Latham. Shakespeare, England's

Ulysses: the masque of Love's labor's

won, or The enacted W\\\\ dramatized
from the sonnets of 1609. *$3. Stechert.

The masaue, whose text is the sonnets of

1609 is really a k-gal document whose sole pur-

pose is to convey and re-eslablish by a will the

authorsliir 01 our Shakespearian literature.

"Tho name of Uie new heir to the Shakespear-
ian rr.ar'tle, as revealed by the 'star-like' acros-

tic that 'stands fix'd' at the termination of the

dramatis personte is that of . . . Robert Dev-
ereux, .second Earl of Essex."

"It Is a queer book, an imreadable one, and
to the ordinary mind quite unintelligible, but
it is a book and it is printed, and it will com-
fortably amaze a few of the credulous. There's
not a bit of harm in it."

1- N. Y. Times. 12: 220. My. 18, '07. 20<)w.

Davis, Mrs, Mary Evelyn M. Price of

silence; with il. by Griswold Tyng.
t$i.5o. Houghton. 7-1 1208.

New Orleans furnishes the setting for this
romance whose prologue deals with civil war
times. "Then the tale passes over the inter-
vening year's to the present time and concerns
itseli with the love ana complications of a
grandniece of the mansions's chatelaine, a son
of the Union officer who commanded the loot-

'ing provost guard, and young relatives and
friends of the heroine." (N. Y. Times.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 134. My. '07. +
"Its interest is cleverly maintained, and its

colouring is vivid and pleasing."

-f Ath. 1907, 1: 786. Je. 29. 140w.

"The story is told with unfailing animation,
and pictures with great fidelity the traits of the
old French society now rapidly passing from
view as a distinctive element in the life of the
ancient city of Bienville." Wm. M. Payne.

-1- Dial. 42: 380. Je. 16, '07. 280w.

"We suspect that the story is of a sort to be
widely read, and to be generally taken, at least
in the North, for a true and pleasing picture of
southern types and southern life. We protest
against such acceptance of it, and decline to be-
lieve that this colonel-myth is anything but a
travesty of the truth."— Nation. 84: 544. Je. 13, '07. 370w.

"It is very curious that an author who can
write as well and with as much taste as Mrs.
Davis should be so entirely lacking in artistic

Instinct. There is much in her book that is

very charming. And along with it is much that

is deplorablv clumsy and grotesque."
-{ N. Y. Times. 12: 242. Ap. 13, '07. 310w.

"The book is unsatisfactory, both as a pic-

ture of the times with which it deals and as a

^ '''^•_
J5at. R. 104: 369. S. 21, '07. 90w.

Davis, Michael M. Gabriel Tarde: an es-

say in sociological theory. $1. Mich-

ael M. Davis, 791 West End av., N. Y.
6-46265.

An analysis of M. Tarde's system. "After re-

viewing and summarizing Tarde's positions the
author introduces some evidence to show that

Tarde on!y partly understood the role of imi-
tation and has consequently over-estimated it.

The criticism is well taken. So, too, is the
criticism based upon Tarde's neglect or ignor-
ance of the work of others which might have
saved some missteps. The author gives him
greajt credit for original and suggestive dis-
cussions." (Ann. Am. Acad.)

"A piece of clean critical workmanship. Mr.
Davis is to be congratulated upon the catholic-
ity of his discussion." Albion W. Small.
+ -\- Am. J. Sec. 12: 125. Jl. '06. 450w.

"Students of social theory will find this mono-
graph of interest and value."

-f- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 154. Jl. '07. 140w.

Davis, Norah. World's warrant; with a
frontispiece by F. C. Yohn. t$i.5o.

Houghton. 7-13951.
"Briefly, it is the endeavor to get a wife by

advertisement, and the resulting tangle in the
lives of a number of persons whose charac-
ters, cultivation, and position in the world
would ordinarily remove them far from any
such complications."—N. Y. Times.

"Miss Davis merits notice chiefly from iier

treating the South as a live country, inhabited
by contemporary human beings, and not by a
set of conventional lay figures left over from
the tragedy of ihe last generation."

H Nation. 84: 501. My 30, '07. 250w.

"^liss Davis has evolved a plot of unusual in-
genuity and dotted it with situations that are
striking and unexpecteo. A good many of
them must be taken at a gulp if they are tak-
en at all. The author has' developed the
plot verv cleverly."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 299. My. 11, '07. 310w.

"Miss Davis not only makes very real both
the atmosphere of somnolent Dixieland and the
rattle and bustle and determined energy that
are waking it up, but she also has the knack
of weaving a plot and the ability to invent in-
cidents and situations and to depict character."
+ -H N. Y. Times. 12: 349. Je. 15, '07. 130w.

Davis, Richard Harding. Real soldiers of

fortune. **$i.50. Scribner. 6-42911.

Mr. Davis sketches "the kind of man who in
any walk of life makes his own fortune, who,
when he sees it come, leaps to meet it and
turns it to his advantage." The group includes
Gen. William Walker, Baron Harden -Hickey,
General Maclver, Winston Spencer Churchill,
Capt. Philo Norton McGiffen, and Major Burn-
ham.

"Written with the author's usual spirit and
dash."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 8. Ja. '07. S.

"A collection of biographical sketches of un-
equal merit."

-r —Ath. 1907, 1: 380. Mr. 30. 680w.

"The remarkable deeds of six remarkable
men, told by a writer also accounted remark-
able, furnish reading that should be and is re-
markably interesting."

+ Dial. 42: 83. F. 1, '07. 230w.

"The exploits and adventures of these real

soldiers of fortune are not a whit less interestinc
or astonishing than those of Mr. Davis's ideal

sol<iier of fortune."
+ Lit. D. 34: 25. Ja. 5, *07. 190w.

"Adventurous spirits are presented in the nar-
rative, with anecdote, episode, and adventure,
which reads like the wildest romance, and yet
through the care of the author is not disso-

ciated from the historical events In which thes«
men played important, but, for the most part,

thankless roles."

-I- N. Y. Times. 11: 801. D. 1, '06. 150w.

"The spirit and dash with which these bio-

graphical sketches are written will certainly

attract young readers."
Jr Outlook. 84: 1084. D. 29, '06. 90w.
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"Mr. Davis* study of Walker, the filibuster
kins', has resulted in a real contribution to our
knowledge of that strange character, and many
Americans, young and old, will read this new
estimate of Walker with a fresh interest."

+ R. of Rs. 35: 111. Ja. •07. 230w.

"The best sketch in the book is that of 'Major
Eurnham, chief of soouts. '"

H Spec. 99: sup. 465. O. 5, '07. 410w.

Davis, Richard Harding. Scarlet car. t$i.25.

Scribner. 7-22818.

These sprightly stories, three in number, are
brimful of adventure. A large red motor ear
furnishes th.i possibilities of romance which in-
volves tiie afiections of a charming Beatrice,
young Peabody whom she drops unceremoni-
ously, and Billy VVinthrop, "the right man" of
the scarlet car. "Knowing Mr. Davis's taking
ways where proper figured men and pretty
women are concerned, and his ingenuity in ttnd-
ing interesting situations for them—noble,
manly attributes for the men, graceful, girl-

ish tricks for tlie women, sentiment for both

—

you do not need to be told any more details of
the story of the scarlet car. You will find out
for youiself." (N. Y. Times.)

"A light, bright, little story for an idle hour
or two."

-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 176. O. '07. +
"Why should Mr. Davis, a man who knows

Gallegher, make himself the literary chauffeur
of such merely sleek, well-fed supernumera-
ries?"

+ Ind. 63: 761. S. 2-6, '07. 180w.

"The amusing incidents which happen by the
way are appropriate to the undisguisedly far-
cial nature of the whole affair."

-I Nation. 85: 102. Ag. 1, '07. 260w.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. 200w.

"Mr. Davis is not at his best in 'The scar-
let car.' It is very distinctly destined for the
most careless of summer readers. i^'Tederick
Dow Steele's pictures are excellent."— -I- N. Y. Times 12: 419. Je. 2'9, '07. 610w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"An extravaganza-like tale, in which love,
motoring, and adventure are carelessly ming-
led with a quite modern infusion of humor."

-I Outlook. 86: 610. Jl. 20, '07. 40w.

Davis, William Stearns. Victor of Salam-
is: a tale of the days of Xerxes, Leon-
idas, and Themistocles. t$i.5o. Mac-
millan. 7-I5S9I-

This piece of historical fiction deals with the
invasion of Greece by the Persiajis under
Xerxes. Altho many of the characters are
fictitious and the love story is purely imagin-
ary, the scenes are apparently true to the
times, and Ath-sns and Sparta are made to
tremble before the invader as history tells us
they trembled, while her heroes of the hour
play the gloriou;? parts which history says they
played. Perhaps the best chapters are those
descriptive of Thermopylae and Salamis.

"Interest is well sustained by the incidents
of war and fortunes of love."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 176. O. '07. 4<

"We think that Mr. Davis might have been
a little more careful in his proper names."

i Ath. 1907, 1: 724. Je. 15. 250w.

"Knowledge and deep sympathy combine to
make the book something more than readable,
which is perhaps all that was to be expected of
it." Wm. M. Payne.

+ Dial. 43: 63. Ag. 1, '07. 260w.
"It is a particularly grim story of war, with

amply abundant details to satisfy, even to sa-
tiate, the most bloodthirsty reader who ever
frequented a. circulating library."— N. Y. Times. 12: 327. My. 18, '07. 240tv.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 379. Je. 15, '07. 170w,
"The leading historical personages are made

to appear real men."
-h Outlook. 86: 254. Je. 1, '07. 90w.

"The weakness of the book is in some details,
which count, it may be, for more than they
are worth."

-i Spec. 99: 234. Ag. 17, '07. 170w.

Dawson, Alec J. The message. t$i.5o,

Estes.
A novel with a purpose which presumes to

command a 1940 view point. "His standpoint is
frankly imperial, and even partisan. He as-
sumes that the trend of the present government
is towards weakness and sentimentalism and the
neglect of national interests; and from that
postulate he has developed a pretty pickle for
the country it governs. The Germans land
in force on the coasts of East Anglia, and in an
almost incredibly short time Great Britain is at
their mercy. Thereafter oomes the rebuilding

—

the re-edification which is implied in the title.
This tack is initially undertaken by Canadian
preachers, and indeed the entire regeneration
comes from the colonies." (Ath.)

"What remains of highest value in the story
is the human current of interest, which is main-
tained from the first."

H Ath. 1907, 1:501. Ap. 27. 420w.
"Is for the most part rather frankly boresome,

with here and there a welcome oasis of some-
thing distinctly better, something that seems
almost worthy of the author of 'Hidden man-
na.' " Frederic Taber Cooper.— Bookm. 26: 81. S. '07. 310w.
"Mr. Dawson is afire with patriotic purpose,

but he is so didactic as to be at times dull
"

H Sat. R. 103: 658. Je. 25, '07. 260w.
"The whole book moves briskly, and is excit-

ing reading, altnough in the earlier part any-
thing but exhilarating."

+ Spec. 98: 802. My. 18, '07. 220w.

Dawson, Coningsby William. Worker, and
other poems. **$i.2S. Macmillan.

6-41523-
The distinctive notes of Mr. Dawson's verse

are "passionate sympathy with contemporane-
ous experiences and conditions, ardent feeling,
and a forcible though sometimes unmusical ex-
pression." (Outlook.)

"The author of these poems possesses gen-
uine lyrical feeling, and his thought, where ab-
stract themes are dispensed with, is graceful
and not too reminiscent. A more serious flaw
is the tendency, constantly noticeable, to manu-
facture refrains, as it were, in season and out.
By multiplying instances of this device, the au-
thor has gone far to defeat his own object, and
incidentally, to disfigure a book of considerable
promise."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 725. Je. 15. 310w.
Reviewed by Wm. M. Payne.

4- Dial. 42: 2o5. Ap. 16, '07. 280w.
"Shows something of James Tliomson's

poignant view of the world, something also of a
pre-Raphaelite savor of phrase, but it is only
intermittently visited by any real spell of verb-
al magic and compelling mood."

h Nation. 84:35. Ja. 10, '07. 70w.
"One reads this excellently cadenced -^^erse,

where never a note jars, but cannot recover it

when lost to the ear. A certain tenuous, imma-
terial atmosphere pervades it all, leaving one
uncertain as to what Mr. Dawson has said, or
what ha.s been won from his personal relation
to life. Mr. Dawson is a poet of white liglit,

but life is multi-colored." Jessie B. Ritten-
house.

H N, Y. Times. 12: 30. Ja. 19, '07. 350w.
"His poetry is, so to speak, "too dose to the

age in which it is written. For that reason it

is likely to be heard, for it is the voice of the
moment; for the same reason it is not likely to
endure. It would be unjust to Mr. Dawson,
however, to give the impression that he is sim-
ply a journalist in verse. Interesting and sig-
nificant volume of verse."

H Outlook. 85: 373. F. 16, '07. 360w.
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Dawson, Nelson. Goldsmiths' and silver-

smiths' work. (Connoisseur's lib.)

*$7.50. Putnam. 7-37522.

"As befits the subject, this volume is beauti-
fully printed and richly illustrated. It is in-

tended not so much for the craftsman and
worker in gold or silver as for the collector and
art lover. Beginning with the gold and silver

ere in the ground, the author follows the his-

tory of the manufacture of ornaments and ar-

ticles of use in the precious metals from the
very earliest dates, far back of the Greek and
Roman period, down to our own times, with a
specially full description of such tittle-known
periods as that of thd Irish metal-workers and
of the early English renaissance."—Outlook.

"There is really not one dull page in a publi-

cation that will no doubt appeal alike to the
antiquarian, the student of eccles'iastical his-

torv, the artist and the craftsman."
4- -1- Int. Studio. 33: 167. D. '07. 340w.

"On the historical side it is a little elemen-
tary; on the practical and artistic side it has the
interesting personal touch that is only to be
found m the notes of a man who knows from
experience what the artist aims at, what means
he employs, and what difficulties he has to face
and overcome."

H Lond. Times. €: 282. S. 20, '07. 490w.

Outlook. 87: 359. O. 19, '07. lOOw.

Spec. 99:336. S. 7, '07. 60w.

Dawson, V/illiam Harbutt. German work-
man: a study in national efficiency.

*$i.5o. Scribner. 6-23711.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190C.

"A very readable account of that splendid
system of 'social policy' by means of which
tlie health and efficiency of the workman have
been promoted as by no other people in the his-

tory of the race." Charles Richmond Hender-
son.

-I- Dial. 43: 249. O. 16, '07. 190w.

J. Pol. Econ. 14: 643. D. '06. 610w.

-f- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 31. Ja. 19, '07. lOOOw.

Day, Emily Foster (Mrs. Frank R. Day).
Princess of Manoa. **$i.50. Elder.

6-45043-
Nine sketches from the folk-lore of Hawaii.

Brown paper, black type, and full page illustra-
tions in sepia, make a unique book daring in
Its oddity.

business, shows how trusts are logical, natural
and consistent with the developing interests
of the "new age." He discusses corporations,
the distribution of wealth, organized charity,*
tainted money and labor unions. Several in-
teresting chapters are devoted to a defence of
the Standard oil company.

Dial. 41: 456. D. 16, '06. 60w.

-h Ind. CI: 1500. D. 20, '06. 70w.
"The legends of old Hawaii are rich in ro-

mance and piquant charm, and Emily Foster
Day puts Into graceful English a few of the
most interesting."

-!- N. Y. Times. 11: 808. D. 1, '06. 40w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 867. D. 15, '06. 90w.

"Very simply and sympathetically told, and
In excellent taste."

+ Outlook. 85: 143. Ja. 19, '07. 70w.

Day, Holman Francis. Rainy day railroad
war. t$i. Barnes. 6-27347.

A story for Doy.s whicii "relates the history
of .-i, ligiit oV'sr the bulMing of a railway
throiigh the timber lands of Maine. The young
hero is an assistant engineer, and develops in
this contest resourcefulness and courage."

—

Outlook.

"Only fairly well done, but will be interest-
ing to boys."

-i A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 20. Ja. '07.

-f N. Y. Times. 11:868. D. 15, '06. 60w.

"A spiriterl and vifforous story for boys."
-I Outlook. S4: :'39. S. 22, '06. SOw.

Day, James Roscoe. Rnid on prosperity.
**$i.50. Appletoii. 7-36714.

Chancellor Day, the champion of corporate

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Decharme, Paul. Euripides and the spirit

of his dramas; tr. by James Loeb. **$3.

Macmillan. 6-5711.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"As a book of reference for the contents of
Euripides's plays, or a collection of passages
bearing upon certain topics, Professor De-
charme' s work will unquestionaiily be found
useful; but for an introduction to the spirit
of Euripides we .sliould rather refer the student
to Croiset, Dr. Murray, or Dr. Verrall."

i Ath. 1907, 1:143. F. 2. 3n0w.

Deeping, Warwick. Woman's war. t$i.c;o.

Harper. 7-20869.

Tlie story of the contentions of two women
whose husbands are rival doctors in a little

English town. And in this game of chess, so
maliciously carried on by the blacks, it is the
queen that centers her energies, in the kind's
behalf, on check-mating thc^ king of the whites.
The darkest moment for the white men is wh'::n

the queen of the blacks attacks the castle of
the white king's reputation and sweeps it

from the board, and it is only by steadily push-
ing a white pawn step by step to the king-ro-v^f

that the king and queen of the whites redeem
the castle and check-mate the black king.

"In the effort to give greater life to the cen-
tral figures the minor ones appear to have been
neglected. Nevertheless we do not hesitate to
commend the book."

-j Ath. 1907, 2: 11. Jl. 6. lOOw.

Reviewed by Frederic Taber Cooper.
+ Bookm. 25: 77. S. '07. 1370w.

"Having chosen a painful but live contem-
porary theme, he proceeds to treat it with a
childish superficiality."— Nation. 85: 37. Jl. 11, '07. 270w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 457. Jl. 20, '07. 260w.

"A clever and forceful book this, but not en-
tertainmg, and hard as nails."

-I Outlook. 86: 610. Jl. 20, '07. 50w.

"As a whole, both in seriousness of oonoep-
tion and in success of execution, the novel must
bo pronounced to have attained a high level of
merit."

-f Spec. 99: 202. Ag. 10, '07. 340w.

De Garmo. Charles. Principles of second-
ary education: the studies. *$i.25. Mac-
millan. 7-6800.

The fundamental principles of American sec-
ondary education are here set forth in the
form of a text book for college and university
classes. The object being "to reveal thru an
analysis of the content of the studies them-
selves their inherent and) comparative educa-
tional value, and upon a basis of the values
thus established to determine the best possi-
ble combination of the studies mto the va-
rious curricula now demanded by democratic
society." A second object is to show how sec-
ondary education can most effectively per-
form its proper functions.

"It is evident that such a systematic treat-

ment by an authority so competent and re-
spected as Professor De Garmo will be welcomed
by students of education in America, and par-
ticularly by teachers of the principles of sec-
ondary education, who will find the book Inval-

uable as text-book and reference." Edward O.
Sisson.

-f- -I- Dial. 43: 2S7. N. 1, '07. 900w.

"The greatest value of the volume before us
lies in the stimulus that it affords for classroom-
work. An urgent need of this work, if it is
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to be truly serviceable, is a more extensive
bibliog'raphy than the present meager references
furnish." Julius Sachs.
-+ -J Educ. R. 34: 421. N. '07. llGOw.

+ Nation. 85: 234. S. 12, '07. 290w.

"So far as regards the distinctive study of
secondary education, it must be said that Dr.
De Garmo's book is the first in the field. The
name of the author and the title will arouse
general interest in the volume, and this inter-
est will be sustained by the contents." Nathan-
iel Butler.
+ + School. R. 15: 472. Je. '07. lOOOw.

De Lancey, Magdalene (Hall), lady. A
week at Waterloo in 1815. *$i.50. Dut-
ton. 7-8229.

"I.adj- de Lancey gives an account of the
wour;d received by her husband at the great
battle, of the agony of suspense caused to her
as the varying news came filtering through 1x)

her at Antwerp, and of the way in which she
tended him in a cottage in Mont St. Jean. The
story is one of genuine pathos, which is, if

that could be possible, enhanced by the fact
that they had been miarned less than thrfee
months. . . . I^etters by Walter Scott and
Dickens add interest to the volume."—Ath.

+ Acad. 71:11. Jl. 7, '06. 610w.

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 66. Mr. '07. S.

"The narrative is touching in its simplicity,
and occasionally gives new and startling
glimpses into the horrors of war."

-r Ath. 1906, 2: 70. Jl. 21. 430w.

Eng. Hist. R. 21:830. O. '06. 160w.

"Lady De Lancey's book is, however, litera-

ture, worthy to stand beside Lucy Hutchin-
son's life of her colonel and Margaret of New-
castle's life of her lord."
+ -f Lend. Times. 5: 263. Je. 2, '07. 310w.

+ Sat. R. 102: 86. Jl. 21, '06. llOw.
4- Spec. 97: 64. Jl. 14, '06. 270w.

Deland, Ellen Douglas. Friendship of

Anne. t$i.5o. Wilde. 7-26962.

A boarding school story for girls which pic-
tures the weaknesses, hopes and aims of some
very true-to-life girls.

Deland, Mrs. Margaret Wade (Campbell).
Awrakening of Helena Richie. t$i.5o.

Harper. 6-24158.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Our nearest equivalent to the old-fashioned
English novel." Mary Moss.

-t- -f- Atlan. 99:124. Ja. '07. 580w.

"Helena Richie herself is faintly, thinly con-
ceived. Her consciousness is too elementary to
feel seriously about, and one only wonders that
such grave events can hang themselves upon
so slight a character." Louise Collier Willcox.

-I No. Am. 183: 547. S. 21, '06. llSOw.

i- — R. of Rs. 35:125. Ja. '07. 280w.

Deland, Margaret W. C. Encore. t$i.5o.

Harper. 7-32562.

A slight story of Margaret Deland's favorite
spot, Old Chester. When Letty Morris and Al-
fred Price tried in early youth to elope, the
good Dr. Lavendar, whom they sought to unite
them, withdrew for a moment and sent a mes-
sage to the parents of the runaways. Their
day of bliss was over. The encore is tht repe-
tition of the love-making after fifty years, and
this time it is dissenting children who make
the way hard; but Dr. Lavendar comes to the
rescue and this time lends his clerical aid.

"This prettily bound and illustrated edition of
one of the most charming of the Old Chester
chronicles is, we suppose, aimed at the holiday
public. We hope it will hit the mark."

-I- Nation. 85: 423. N. 7, '07. 120w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 663. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"The tale is told with delightful ease and
humor."

-h Outlook. 87: 622. N. 23, '07. 60w.

De La Pasture. Elizabeth (Bonham). Cath-
erine of Calais; new^ ed. $1.50. Button.

7-28454.
"Catherine is a girl of quiet charm and 01

lifelong devotion to an ideal of romance. She
quite takes hold of the readers heart, and he
is glad that she loves to the end the state-
ly, nandsome, conscientious husband she has
awesomely admired as a girl, and that she never
penetrates the secret that he is essentially a
dull and commonplace gentleman. In contrast
to Catherine there are two capitally drawn
elderly women, one of infernal temper and
overbearing self-approval, the other of in-
dolent and self-indulgent temperament, but ex-
ceedingly clever in character-reading and in
social comment."—Outlook.

"Readers who like little star-trimmed hero-
ines who give the impression of having moon-
beam toe-s and of being incapable but good will
enjoy this story. The interest of the story de-
pends upon what the characters say, ribt what
they do."— Ind. 63: 573. S. 5, '07. 190w.

"Catherine is, in fact, a silly and meek and
dutiful and loving little creature, one of the
Aineli.a Sedleys who do not become extinct in
life, wiiether they are to be found in fiction or
not."

-f- — Nation. 84: 544. Je. 13, '07. 240w.

"It is pleasant to be able to acknowledge so
clean and sweet a book."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 476. Ag. 3, '07. 500w.
"To those who love a simple story, simply

told, but with true sentiment and gentle giace,
we highly commend this new novel. The story
entertains but does not excite; it affords a re-
freshing contras<t both to the problem novel
and to the cloak-and-sword romance."

+ Outlook. 86: 476. Je. 29, '07. 160w.

De La Pasture, Elizabeth. Lonely lady of
Grosvenor square. t$i.5o, Dutton.

6-41709.
The lonely lady is a pretty country bred girl

of twenty-five who comes to Grosvenor square
as the guest of a great-aunt and stays there
after her aunt's death to watch over the es-
tate which is an inheritance of her twin
brother who is in active service In Africa. The
account of how she tries to do honor to her
name and position by following the social code
of her country rector's wife, and how from the
dull loneliness of London state and formality
she is rescued by her distant cousin the Duke,
forms a pretty old fashioned love story.

"The author writes as gracefully and as easily
as ever—almost too easily—and her touch
both in humor and pathos is light and sure."

+ Acad. 72: 144. F. 9. '07. 270w.

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 77. Mr. '07. {«

"The characters are well drawn and natural,
andl the narrative has sufficient vitality to sus-
tain the reader's Interest."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 192. F. 16. 280w.

"The verv genuine charm of this quiet and
refreshing story of present-day London is its

simple unassuming naturalness." Frederic Ta-
ber Cooper.

+ Bookm. 25: 181. Ap. '07. 600w.

"A book of manners and sentiments; it

touches only the surface of life, but it is agree-
ably written and proves mildly entertaining."
Wm. M. Payne.

+ Dial. 42:226. Ap. 1, '07.' 220w.
" 'Charming' is the word that attaches it-

self instinctively to her work; is may not be
the highest praise, but in this case it implies
popularity as well."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 37. F. 1, '07. 390w.

Nation. 84: 291. Mr. 28, '07. 120w.
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De La Pasture, Elizabeth—Continued.
"A Story that in its sweetness and wiiolesome-

ness and simple unaffected pathos forms a re-
freshing contrast to the morbid and unpleasant
matters with which fictionmakers frequently
feel themselves obliged to deal."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 99. F. 16, '07. 990w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 380. Je. 15, '07. 280w.

"The book would be nothing if it were not
for its genuine humor, which is none the less
welcome because it is not boisterous."

+ Outiook. 85: 479. F. 23, •'07. 160w.
"Mrs. de la Pasture's powers as a narrator

are considerable: and this story is a thorough-
ly pleasant though not a very robust example
of her manner."

-F Sat. R. 103: 244. F. 23, '07. 90w.
"The book is not quite on the level of 'Pe-

ter's mother' but it is sufficiently amusing to
ranK among the most pleasing novels of the
season."

-I Spec. 97: 258. F. 16, '07. 160w.

Delehaye, H. Legends of the saints: an in-

troduction to hagiot^raphy; from the
French, tr. by Mrs. V. M. Crawford.
(Westminster lib.) *?"i.2o. Longmans.

A two-part work whose purpose is to show
the application of the ordinary rules and meth-
ods of historical criticism to hagiogiaphiral crit-
icism. The first treats of hagiography; the sec-
ond, of the relation of paganism to Christian-
ity.

fairly demonstrated; its structure is analyzed,
and the various sources shown from which its
author drew; lists and accounts of its manu-
scripts and printed editions are given; many
line illustrations, including some facsimile pa-
ges, are added; full recognition is shown to the
work of Thomas's fellow-mystics."—Outlook.

"For the elucidation of the first part the au-
thor has peculiar and rare qualiflcations.The
other part of his book is not so good. M. Dele-
haye also makes it evideint in his book that he
is but imperfectly acquainted with some sub-
jects on which he pronounces an opinion."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 326. S. 21. 1570w.
"Historical students will find the work to be

•a fine example of sound, conservative, scientific
method."

+ Cath. World. 86: 259. N. '07. 760w.

Deming, Philander. Story of a pathfinder.
**$i.25. Houghton. 7-17047.

In this volume Mr. Deming "gathers up some
loose threads of autobiography and romance.
. . . The six chapters or sections are chiefly
reprints from . . . periodicals. Opening with an
account of his rise to the dignity and emolu-
ments of a court stenographer, Mr. Doming
goes on to relate how he wrote his first suc-
cessful story, then gives a few tastes of his
quality as a narrator of fiction, and concludes
with another bit of autobiographic remini-
scence."—Dial.

"His style, easy and conversational, is at-
tractive; and the plots of his tales, which have
the touch of real life, are ingenious without
being involved, and all end with a fine- con-
ceived and unexpected stroke that pleasingly
caps the already well-developed climax."
+ + Dial. 43: 19. Jl. 1, '07. 330w.
"After reading his little volume, full of un-

obtrusive sincerity and penetrated with that
sort of poetry which marks the evening of
certain lives, one feels in contact with one of
those rare personalities which give biography
its chief charm."

-i- + Lit. D. 35: 97. Jl. 20, '07. 400w.
"Althou.^h wiitten at a much later date,

both his stories and preface bear rather the im-
press of the fifties than of the postbellum news-
paper world. It is the atmosphere of Greeley's
Memoirs, with all the mildness and restraint
of what might be called the middle Victorian
period m American fiction."

+ Nation. 84: 568. Je. 20, '07. 170w,

De Montmorency, J. E. G. Thomas a Kem-
pis. *$2.2S. Putnam. 7-1 1046.

"The mooted question of its authorship Is
here critically discussedi, and its authenticity

"Mr. de Montmorency has an axe to grind

—

and sharpens it on a Kempis. He sets up a dis-
tinction between the visible or official church,
and the invisible church, existing within the
official church of which it is truly the vital and
Catholic part. With the needful caution, th»
reader will find Mr. de Montmorency's hand-
ling of the book full of suggestion and matter
for refiection. In treating purely evidential
questions, such as the authorship, he is sane
and dispassionate enough."
+ -I Ath. 1907, 1: 67. Ja. 19. ISOOw.

+ Ind. 62: 1415. Je. 13, '07. lOOw.
"Mr. de Montmorency is full of enthusiasm

for Thomas fi, Kempis and his book and his
zeal is according to knowledge; but his know-
ledge is not alv/ays displayed with discretion.
He couid find it in his heart to spend it all
upon us."

-i Lend. Times. 5: 429. D. 28, '06. 860w.
Nation. S4: 222. Mr. 7, '07. llOw.

"Mr. Montmorency might have been with
advantage at greater pains to organize his
book, which is obviously a labor of love."

h N. Y. Times. 11: 887. D. 22, '06. 1230w.

"It Is a timely and helpful commentary upon
a great recreative and reconstructive move-
ment."

+ Outlook. 85:44.- Ja. 5, '07. 300w.
"Mr. de Montmorency has given us the re-

sults of the most recent investigations, lucidly
stated and with an absence of 'parti pris'
which is worthy of high praise." A. I. du Pont
Coleman.

r -f- Putnam's. 1: 630. F. '07. 240w.

"Mr. de ^Montmorency's general observation^
about this wonderful book are pregnant and
excellent."

-f- Sat. R. 103: 431. 'Ap. G, '07. 750w.

"Interesting and learned book."
^ -I Spec. 97: 178. F. 2, '07. lolOw.

De Morgan, John. In lighter vein. **$i.5o.

Elder. 7-24148.

An anthology of witty sayings and anecdotes
of prominent people from Elizabeth to our own
Mark Twain and Roosevelt. It is designed for
relaxation.

"It contains some good jokes and some dull

ones, some that we never iieard and some that
we are glad to have recalled to memory."

-) Ind. 63: 576. S. 5, '07. 60w.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 557. S. 14, '07. 150w.

De Morgan, William. Alice-for-short: a

dichronism. t$i.75. Holt. 7-20515.

Alice-for-short, six years old and timid,
bravely plods thru a London fog with a jug of
beer. She breaics the jug, which accident
brings to her side a pr^jtcctor, who, a litL'e

later, when the drunk-sodden parents die, res-
cues her from the basement of an old house in

Soho and places her in the care of his sister.

The chief interest of the t:ile lies in the devel-
opm-^nt of the child in intimate portrayal, the
simple life-likeness of characters, and the sur-i

tho delayed consummation of the romance.
There are ghosts and mysteries in the plot
which seems to be a sensitive conscience's con-
ces.sion to the veteran novel-reader rather than
a scheme vitally necessary to the character-
drawing.

"We applaud Mr. De Morgan in that what-
ever he writes is instinct with an infinite

knowleoge-of humanity, with a subtle and ten-
der humor, and an exqusite skill in character-
isation."
+ -t- Acad. 73: 658. Jl. 6, '07. 1080w.
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"The storj- is disconnected, and slow in moyf-
ment, full of humor, and shows exquisite skill

in characterization."
J A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 177. O. '07. *

"Before the two hundredth [page] is reached
a falling off in the quality of the work must
be noted, and a serious shrinkage in the warp
and woof of the fabric. The author has been
perhaps just a little too sure of xus readers,

just a littje too palpably in love with his crea-
tures."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 10. Jl. 6. 310w.

"You have come in contact with a rarely en-
gaging personality which, by some alchemy de-
fying analysis, is capable of being seized and
passed on through the medium of cold print."
Mary Moss.
+ + Bookm. 25: 519. Jl. '07. 1230w.

"Only a crabbed partisan of the formal
could place his hand upon his heart and sin-
cerely aver that he would willingly spare any
of these irrelevancies. They add salt and sa-
vo'.ir to a novel which even without them would
be reckoned a remarkable example of the art
of fiction at its noblest." Wm. M. Pavne.
-I- H Dial. 42: 375. Je. 16, '07. lO'OOw.

+ + Ind. 63: 397. Ag. Ii5, '07. 890w.

"Is disappointing after 'Joseph Vance.' "

H Ind. 63: 1228. N. 21, '07. 30w.

"This ripeness of vision constitutes Mr. De-
Morgan's charm. He has lived to see, to see
tolerantly, tho not without feeling."

+ Lit. D. 35: 272. Ag. 24, '07. 600w.
"When the 563 very closely printed pages are

finished, it seems incredible that the story
should ha\e been made to fill them-. The odd
thing is that we have not been bored."

-i Lend. Times. 6: 181. Je. 7, '07. 740w.
"There is no denying that Mr. T>e Morgan's

humor now and then degenerates into mere fa-
cetiousness. or that his familiar prolixity be-
comes at times mere garrulousness. Yet one
cannot help liking M. De Morgan, even when
he is most trying. The writer has, we should
say, a sensitive conscience in the matter of
plot—a desire to give the reader his money's
wortli of that staple—but an instinctive con-
tempt for it for its own salce. What really in-
terests him is his persons and his talk about
them."

-4 Nation. 84: 522. Je. 6, '07. 870w.

"To the present reviewei- at any rate it seems
that Mr. De Morgan has somehow been able to

see us, not as we see ourselves, but in a certain
perspective belonging properly to a next gen-
eration. Of the literary duality of Mr. T^e Mor-
gan's work it is impossible to speak without a
degree of enthusiasm which might invite sus-
picion of incoherence. These stories differ

from those of the old masters not in manne;.'

but in matter."
4- 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 363. Je. 8, '07. 1620vv.

N. Y. Tlrrres. 12: 380. Je. 15, '07. 80w.

"After all the truth about such a book as

'Alice-for-short' may be said in a sentence, it

is in great qualities that it is deflcient—and how
often may great qualities be found? And it is

in the lesser, but not negligible ones—m wise

comment, deft workmanship, in humor, fancl-

fulness and charm.—that it is satisfymgly re-

plete." Olivia Howard Dunbar
^ ^ No. Am. 186: 449. N. '07. 1350w.

"Mr De Morgan is not an imitator of Dick-

ens, but he has certain things in common with

Dickens, and one is that we, not grudgingly

but cordially forgive him traits that would
damn utterly a lesser genius."

+ ^ Outlook. 86: 475. Je. 29, '07. 540w.

"Is interminably long and too nebulous to talk

about."
H Putnam's. 3: 112. O. '07. 210w.

"The book is indeed an excellent example of

the manner without the matter of Mr. Thack-
eray. Here are all the faults in method in spite

of which he was great."
J- Sat. R. 104: 54. Jl. 13, '07. 460w.

"This new story will establish his right, we
think, to be accepted without further hesita-
tion as a very considerable novelist."

+ Spec. 99: 96. Jl. 20, '07. 1310w.

De Morgan, William Frend. Joseph Vance:
an ill-w^ritten autobiography. t$i.5o.

Holt. 6-25695.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Current Literature. 42: 344. Mr. '07.

ICoOw.

"Singularly rich, mellow, and human narra-
tive, which is garrulous in the genial sense,

and as effective as it is unpretending." Wm.
M. Payne.

4- + Dial. 42:13. Ja. '07. 440w.

"A book that must take its place, by virtue
of its tenderness and pathos, its wit and hu-
mor, its love of human kind, and its virile

characterization, as the first great English nov-
el that has appeared in the twentieth century."
Lewis Melville,

-t- -1- 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 395. Je. 15, '07. 1080w.

"Is probably the only book of its kind that
tlie present generation will offer; therefore the
most may as well be made of the temperate,
mellow, elderly enjoyment it affords." Olivia
Howard Dunbar.

+ No. Am. 183: 1187. D. 7, '06. 1460w.

Putnam's. 3: 112. O. '07. 390w.

Denk, Victor Martin Otto (Otto von
Schaching, pseud.). Bell foundry. 45c.

Benziger. 7-21531.

Ceroid, a young bell founder on his way from
Italy to his home in Bavaria encounters Gat-
terer, a noted bell founder of the Tyrol and
stops to work in his foundry. Thru a series
of rough and bloody incidents it is discovered
that Gatt'erer and his workmen .are a gang of
villains who plunder and murder all who travel
thru their forest. As a result of this di.scovery
Elizabeth, who has passed as his daughter, is

restored to the name and position of which the
highwaymen robbed her and becomes the bride
of Ceroid.

N. Y. Times. 12:511. Ag. 24, '07. llOw.

Dennett, R. E. At the back of the black
man's mind; or. Notes on the kingly
office in West Africa. *$3.25. Mac-
millan. 7-13004.

Mr. Dennett writes out of the fulness of a
wide experience among the Bavili both as a
private resident and as an official. About
three-quarters of the book under review deals
with the heirarchy of kings and chiefs, the
laws, social organization, marriage, birth, and
death customs, psyclvology and philosophy of

the Bavili; the remainder of the book treats

with much the same subjects as they have
been observed oy the author in Benin. Final-
ly, there is a valuable appendix by bishop
James Johnson on the religious beliefs and so-

cial laws of the Yoruba people.

"The evident sincerity of the writer find his

sympathetic appeal on behalf of a better un-
derstanding of the black man must commend
him both to those whose interest in the back-
ward races of mankind is purely scientific and
to those who (Jesire to understand the negro
for his own sake." .„_ „„^

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29:634. My. '07. 380w.

"With a little more sense of method, the

value of [his] contribution to science might
have been doubled."

.| Ath. 1906, 2:832. D. 29. 1260w.

"Not the least interesting part of this curi-

ous book is the appendix, which contains ex-

tracts from the writings of two educated ne-

groes . . and it must be confessed that they

are easier to follow than Mr. Dennett when he

sets himself to explain native symbolism."
-4- — Lond. Times. 6:43. F. 8, '07. 280w.
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"The reviewer cannot accept Mr. Dennett's

etymology of the Bantu phrases he attemp.ts
to explain. It is such a valuable contribution
to ethnology that one could almost wish a sec-
ond edition mi?ht be brought out with re-
vised and reasonable orthography."

•i Nature. 75:248. F. 10, '07. R40w.

N. Y. Times. 11:907. D. 29, '06. 230w.

"All Ptudonts will be grateful to Mr. Den-
nett for the care and labour which he lias ex-
pended in collecting and lecording [the belief.^
and customs] although some may wish that he
could have oarri'^d cut his task in a simi)ler and
less perplexing fashion."

-; Sat. R. 103:622. My. 18, '07. 1460w.

Dennis, James Shepard. Christian missions
and social progress, v. 3. **$2.5o. Revell.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is impracticable here to give any concep-
tion of the wealth of this material or of the
skill with which it is arranged and presented."
C. R. Henderson'

-f -;- Am. J. See. 12: 569. Ja. "07. 330w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

"Dr. Dennis 'aas furnished an arsenal, well
stored with weapons of many kinds, but all
effective for both offensive and defensive war-
fare." A. K. Parker.

H Am. J. Ti.eol. 11:362. Ap. '07. 510w.
(Review of v. 3.)

"Vhether as a description of Christian mis-
sions or as a source book for students of social
progress, this work is Invaluable."

-I-
J- Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 465. N. '06. 360w.
(Review of v. 3.)

"Crowded with information concerning the
beneficent results of missions."

-I- + Ind. 62: 505. P. 28, '07. 50w. (Review of
v. 3.)

"All that was said in the previous notice as
to the author's breadth ot view and catholicity
of interest, as v.'ell as of the superlative worth
of the work as a missionary apologetic, is .even
more true of this volume. Notwithstanding
defects, these volumes will stand for years to
come as a witness to the mianifol-dness and
beneficent character of one of' the most help-
ful social factors of the less enlightened lands."
Harlan P. Beach.

-\ Yale R. 15: 457. F. '07. 1150w. (Review
of V. 3.)

Denslow, William Wallace, and Bragdon,
Dudley A. Billy Bounce: pictures by
Denslow. *$i.5o. Dillingham. 6-34681.

The adventures of a messenger boy whose
Inflated rubber suit sends him bouncdng through
the air with astonishing ease and rapidity. He
visits the land of bogie men, bugbeairs and
ghosts, and exposes them to youthful readers
as entirely harmless.

-1- N. Y. Times. 11: 895. D. 22, '06. 60w.

"A whimsical and comical tale."

-h Outlook. 84: 530. O. 27, '06. 60w.

'The wit of this book is vaudeville wit and
not meant for analysis. Of Mr. Denslow's il-

lustrations, however, it may be said that the
coloring is less crude than In his previous
books."

+ R. of Rs. 34: 765. D. '06. 70w.

Densmore, Emmet. Sex equality. **$i.50.

Funk. 7-32183.

Dr. Densmorc's theories are based upon the
teachings of Darwin, Spencer, and modern ex-
ponents of the doctrine of evolution. The book
teaches that women are more intuitive, refined,
unselfish and spiiitual than men, but are* infe-
rior to them in initiative, resource, power and
breadth of view; that these mental differences
are not fundamental nor the result of sex but
are caused by environment and heredity. The
book makes a strong plea for extending democ-
racy into all phases of human life.

Derby, George, comp. Conspectus of Amer-
ican biography; being an analytical
summary of American history and
biography, containing also the com-
plete indexes of The national cyclo-
paedia of American biography. $10.
White. 6-38537.

"This suostantial volume of nearly eight hun-
dred pages contains, in indexed or tabular form,
an enormous number of facts so arranged as
to make it a helpful book of reference." (Dial.)
It i:.eludes lists of men projninent in public
or private oftice; it tabulates poems, plays and
novels in which historical characters figure;
there is a catalogue of public statutes in the
United States, a collection of "notable say-
ings," an "anniversary calendar," and a list
of "founders of American families and their
descendants."

"There are sins of omission as well as of
commission. Yet the volume will be found
useful for reference."

-I Am. Hist. R. 12: 926. Jl. '07. 180w.
Dial. 42: 259. Ap. 16, '07. 240w.

"Mr. Derby's work is as important as that
of an explorer who opens up a new country for
industrial and commercial activity. The treas-
ures were there. Mr. Derby has made them
available for all."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 257. Ap. 20, '07. 430w.

Derr, Louis. Photography for students of
physics and chemistry. *$i.40. Mac-
millan. 7-471.

"This book is eminently not for the perusal
of the 'snap-shot cam.era man,' unless he be
an ardent amateur and profoundly interested in
the scientific possibilities and details of his
subject . . . T'ne book is divided into eighteen
chapters dealing with the camera and all its
accessories. It includes articles on lenses,
photo-chemical action, development and devel-
opers, fixing, w ishing, and drying:, intensifica-
tion and reduction, halation and reversal,
printing processes, lantern slides and shutter
exposures."'—N. Y. Times.

"He may have suited his book to the needs
of his students, but the result to a stranger
presents itself as a very uneven treatment of
the subject." C. J.

+ — Nature. 7a: sup. 6. Mr. 14, '07. 670w.
"The language is simple and the diagrams

assist materially in the exposition. The book
should have unquestionable value for the class
of readers designated in the title—and for oth-
ers bent individually on experimental investi-
gation."

-^ N. Y. Times. 12:37. Ja. 19, '07. 2'50w.

De Selincourt, Beryl, and Henderson, May
Sturge. Venice, il. **$3.So; ed. de luxe,

**$7.So. Dodd. 7-31989-
A generous amount of fresh material has been

discovered for this much pictured city. "The
illustrations, after the water-colours of M'r. Bar-
ratt. who has lived for many yeSars in the city
of the l.agoons and is familiar with her in all

her moods, are real triumphs of reproduction,
interpreting with rare fidelity the delicate at-
mospheric effects that are the chief charm oC
the originals." (Int. Studio.)

"Thej' have treated it both from the art and
literary point of view with a certain amount of
freshness."

+ Int. Studio. 32: 167. Ag. '07. 310w.

"There are many admirable descriptive
touches; and if nothing is set in a new light,

that is probably because a city which has been
studied and re-studied by so many lovers is fa-
miiiar now to all the world. Mr. B;trratt's il-

lustrations are exceedingly successful, and add
materiallv to the attractiveness of the book."

+ Sat. R. 103: 820. Je. 29, '07. 260w.
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De Selincourt, Hugh. Boy's marriage. t$i.5o.

Lane.
"Beverley Teruel, nicknamed Girlie because

of his lack of sophistication, shortly after leav-
ing Oxford marries the girl of his lather's
choice." (N. Y. Times.) "Beverley flies into a
morbid suspicion of the purity of his perfectly
healthy passion. He seeks solace In a platonic
affection for a literary woman, finds it difficult

to exist without her, disobeys her by rushing to
London to see her, and, when severely snubbed,
falls an easy victim to the wiles of a woman of
the town. During his absence Eva has been
making discoveries which impel her towards a
whole-hearted bid for her husband's vanished
affection. But it is too late. Innocence has
given place to morbidity, and everything ends
as, granting the premisses, it must end, mis-
erably." (Acad.)

discusses the Vedanta's teaching regarding the-
ology, cosmology, psychology, migration of the
soul and emanicipation.

"The workmanship of the book, though sensi-
tive, is sometimes feeble. There is a good deal
of superfluous detail, and the lines are not al-
ways clear. But the choice and development of
the theme show courage, humour, and a se-
vere logic which promise well."

-I Acad. 71: 611. D. 15, '06. 440w,

"it is mainly for the promise in the book
that we commend It."

•i Ath. 1906, 2: 767. D. 15. 190w.
— N. Y. Times. 12: 120. F. 23, '07. 160w.

De Selincourt, Hugh. Strongest plume.
t$i.so. Lane.

"In 'The strongest plume' Mr. de Selincourt
tackles in characteristic fashion the problem of
the girl who in conventional phrase 'goes
wrong' before her marriage. . . . The man to
whom she is engaged is a very ordinary, com-
mon-place prig, quite incapable of understand-
ing the real nature of the girl who has given
herself to him. He is perfectly ready, indeed
anxious, to do 'the right thing' and maxry her
as soon as possible, but he is at no pains to
disguise his personal feeling thaf Joan is really
a 'fallen' woman. She resents his attitude . . .

comes gradually to the realisation that it has
all been a terrible mistake. She comes to see
that she has no love for him at all, and that
marriage, so far from setting everything right,
wiU «uly be an added wrong."—Acad.

"In his study of the girl's mental develop-
ment, in the fidelity of his psychological anal-
ysis, Mr. de Selincourt almost touches .great-
ness. His delineation bears the unmistakable
stamp of truth. It carries conviction."

H Acad. 73: 696. JI. 20, '07. 780w.

"The portraiture is much superior to the
knowledge of life displayed. Mr. De S61in-
court's cynicism Is still that of youth, without
an adequate basis; but though wie find the
work immature, we remain confident that he
will yet write a fine story."— Ath. 1907, 2: 36. Jl. 13. 150w.

"He writes well, and he has a notable gift
for the analysis of character. But at present
he does not escape dulness; he gives the im-
pression of distinction, and leaves us cold."

H Lend. Times. 6: 258. Ag. 23, '07. 270w.
— N. Y. Times. 12: 636. O. 19, '07. 150w.

"Its chief characters have been pressed Into
the service and illustration of a theory, as the
reader is constantly made to feel. This com-
pulsion makes them shadowy and Ineffectual,

and It cannot even be said that they are pleas-
ant shades."— Sat. R. 104: 177. Ag. 10, '07. 160w.

Deussen, Paul. Outline of the Vedanta sys-

tem of philosophy according to Shan-
kara; tr. by J. H. Woods and C. B.

Runkle. **$i. Grafton press. 6-35998.

The Vedanta philosophy which grew out of
the teachings of the Upanishads represents the
common belief of nearly all thoughtful Hindus.
Following a brief introduction which gives the
fundamental idea of the system, Mr. Deussen

"The name of Dr. Woods, who has studied
the Hindu systems with Deussen at Kiel as
well as with native pundits in India, Is a suf-
ficient guaranty of the accuracy of the render-
ing both of German and of Sanskrit technical
terms. It will be a convenience, especially to
those who give university courses in Hindu
philosophy, to have this compendium accessi-
ble in English." Arthur O. Lovejoy.

-1- -f- J. Phllos. 4: 23. Ja. 3. '07. 700w.

"It is the best exposition of the chief school
of Hindu metaphysics obtainable in brief com-
pass."

+ + Nation. 83.- 370. N. 1, '06. 240w.

+ Outlook. 84: 842. D. 1, '06. 180w.

Devine, E. J. Training of Silas. $1.25. Ben-
ziger. 7-2759-

A Roman Catholic story which brings a
"purse-proud plebeian millionaire to a reali-
zation that there is a greater end to be con-
sidered than the possession of wealth."

"It has a strongly didactic purpose, which is

gracefully draped in a thin suit of fiction."

+ Cath. World. 84: S35. Mr. '07. 160w.

Dewar, Douglas. Bombay ducks: an ac-

count of some of the every-day birds

and beasts found in a naturalist's El-

dorado. *$5. Lane. Agr 6-1634.

With less of a scientific smack than the title

suggests, Mr. Dewar writes of the birds and
small animals of India. Excellent illustrations

which are Captain Fayrer's photographs re-
produced on "unglazed and tonal paper give a
Japanese effect which Is quite unusual and
well worthy of imitation." (Spec.)

"The little essays or articles are pleasantly
written, and the descriptions are in essentials

correct."
+ Ath. 1906, 2: 98. Jl. 28. 480w.

"The style Is piquant and refreshing." May
Estelle Cook.
+ + Dial. 41: 388. D. 1, '06. 210w.

"Without in any way questioning the orni-
thological value of Mr. I>ewar's work, it Is in

the literary side of the volume, the facility of

expression, easy narrative style, and genial
satire, that the worth of the book lies."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 236. Ap. 13, '07. 640w.

"Mr. Dewar Is a naturalist and a good O'b-

server."
+ Spec. 97: 19. Jl. 7, '06. 220w.

Dewhurst, Frederic Eli. Investment of

truth. *$i.25. Univ. of Chicago press.

7-23074-

A posthumous volume of sermons "for une-
motional and meditative people, especially those
who are a little troubled by religious uncertain-
ty." (Ind.)

"Dr. Dewhurst was a man of unusual gifts,

among which were religious insight and the fac-

ulty of clear speech. He was not a noisy proph-
et but he could make a chosen text ring with
truth from which one could not escape."

+ Ind. 63: 885. O. 10, '07. 90w.

"Mr. Dewhurst's appeal is to the few, but to

thesie he appeals strongly."

-f Nation. 85: 208. S. 5, '07. 140w.

De Windt, Harry. Through savage Eu-

rope; being a narrative of a journey

throughout the Balkan states and Eu
ropean Russia. **$3- Lippincott.

7-29080.

This is a vivid account of a journey taken as

correspondent to the Westminster gazetta

through Montenegro, Herzegovina, Bosnia, Ser-

via, Bulgaria, Roumania, Southern Russia and
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the Caucasus. "Me found the remoter districts
hotbeds of outlawry and brigandage, where thfl

traveler must needs take his life in his hand.
Yet these same Balkans, he avers, can boast of
cities which 'are miniature replicas of London
and Paris,' civilized centers having very little

in common with the country as a whole." (Lit.

D.)

"The book is to be commended, but rather to
those who have not read recent works dealing
with the same subjects than to those who may
have had enough, of them already."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 224. F. 23. 190w.

"The distinctive merit of this book lies in thb
fact that the author visited these same coun-
tries a generation ago, and consequently is com-
petent to gauge the various lines of progress
made in these everchanging hot-beds of Europ-
ean discord." H. E. Coblentz.

-t- Dial. 42: 374. Je. 16, '07. 220w.

-I- Lit. D. 35: 61. Jl. 13, '07. 630w.

"A pleasant chatty account."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 478. Ag. 3, '07. 220w.

"A vivacious account of travel and observa-
tion."

-I- Outlook. 86: 567. Je. 13, 07. 280w.

"Mr. Harry DeWindt has written several very
Interesting and informing books of travel, but
none more attractive than this."

+ Sat. R. 103: 340. Mr. 16. '07. 280w.

"A most entertaining volume."
+ Spec. 98: 765. My. 11, '07. 380w.

Dewsnup, Ernest Ritson, ed. Railway or-
ganization and working: a series of
lectures delivered before the railway
classes of the University of Chicago.
*$2. Univ. of Chicago press. 6-41297.

A .series of twenty-five papers or lectures
that were delivered by prominent railway of-

ficials bearing upon the traffic, auditing, and
operating of the American railway.

"An admirable book in spite of Its being a
colloction."

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 8. Ja. '07.

"The papers are of high average excellence
and the volume constitutes a most welcome
addition to the fcanty literature dealing with
the management of railway traffic."

4-
-i- Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 209. Ja. '07. 200w.

"Thft book should be placed in every refer-
ence library used by railway employees; and
any young engineer in railway service will find

it "worth while to read the book, since it will

aid him to gain a broader outlook upon the in-

dustry in which he is playing a part."

+ + Engin. N. 57: 664. Je. 13. '07. 260w.

"The volume contains remarkably few repe-
titions, considering the manner of its construc-
tion, and few of the contributors have failed

to observe the limits of their special subjects.
I believe everyone interested in railways will

enjov it. And everyone who reads It will

profit bv It." Balhasar H. Meyer.
.j^ -J- J. Pol. Econ. 15: 244. Ap. '07. 470w.

"It will be found, of great practical service
to t^tudents. The treatment of the subject is

plain and imtechnical."
+ Lit. D. 34:547. Ap. 6, '07. 260w.

Dickins, Frederick Victor, Primitive and
mediaeval Japanese texts, Romanized
and translated into English. 2 v.

*$6.75. Oxford. 7-2g200-2920L
The two hundred and sixty-four lays of which

the anthology consists are "Japanese proper,
not Chino-Japanese." "They hav<; a character
of their own, giving the impression of lovely
and delicate workmanship. Mr. Dickins has
translated in vol. i, eome short mediaeval l:iiys;

the Preface to 'The garner of Japanese verse
old and new;' the Mime of Takasago.; and 'The
story of the old bamiboo wicker-worker,' the

earliest work of fiction in Japanese or any Ur-
al-Altaic tongUv=!. Volume ii, is not for the gen-
eral' reader but for students of the Japanese
language, containing the text of the Lays ro-
manised, and a short grammar, Vt'ith glossary
ana index." (Aoad.)

"He has done with splendid success the task
which he has sat himself." K. Y. Tvrrell.

-I- -I- Acad. 72: 54. Ja. 19, '07. 1500w.
"These two volumes, apart from their Inter-

est lo the general reader, comprise in them-
selves all that is necessary for very consider-
able progress in the direct knowledge of the
older Japanese literature. They take high rank
among scholarly works on Japan, and will be
the indispensable companion of the serious stu-
dent."

-f -f Ath. igO.l, 2: 576. N. 10. lS40w.
"Altogcthor. one has in these two volumes a

sufficient apparatus for the study of the mind
of pre-Mnngolian .la.pan."

-t- -f Nation. 84: 292. Mr. 28, '07. 730w.

Spec. 97: GS6. N. 3, '06. 50w.

Dickinson, F. A. Big game shooting on the
equator; with introd by Sir C: Nor-
ton Eliot. **$4. Lane.

"In brief, the volume is largely a note-book
of observations on the various species of game,
their habitat, appearance, size, color, habits,
and head measurements, jotted down in the
curtest and most uninteresting terms imagin-
able. Should any hunter of big game anticipate
a sporting; pilgrimage to Africa, however. Cap-
tain Dickinson's book will offer him some ad-
ditional information on the rarer kinds of game
in the East African country."—Dial.

"It i.s all written in a straightforward, sensible
way, without any attempt at W"ord-painting or
fin€ phrasing. All who are going to iBast
Africa on a hunting trip should read it for the
value of its advice, and all who have already
enjoyed the experience for the memories it may
evoke."

-^ Acad. 73: 107. N. 9, '07. 700tv.

"Were it not for the excellent illustrations, and
for the summaries of the game regulations of
the British East African Protectorate and the
German East African Protectorate, thie book
would have but little intrinsic value." H. E.
Coblentz.

H Dial. 43: 213. O. 1, '07. 150w.
"As regards his claim ... of accuracy, a

little more care might have laid a better foun-
dation for it. We have mentioned these few
blemishes because this book is likely to be large-
ly consulted by intending big game shooters,
and because otherwise it is so trustworthy an
authority on the subject. To the general pub-
lic the volume is likely to commend itself high-
ly by its excellent photogr.aphs and its breezy,
amusing, and interesting style."

-j Lond. Times. 6: 308. O. 11, '07. SeOw.

"Capt. Dickinson writes In tabloid style. He
wastes no words, and his crisp, short sentences
do their duty, and have done, with the clearness
and pretisior of a military command."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 535. S. 7, '07. 540w.

"Nothing could be more useful than some of
his recommendations. The style is one of the
oddest that we have met with for many days.
It is slangy to a degree far beyond what is

usual even in smoking-room gossip. The cu-
rious thing is that he can write exceedingly well
when he tries."

H Spec. 99: sup. 750. N. 16, '07. 400w.

Dickinson, Goldsworthy Lowes. From king
to king. **$!. McClure. 7-12876.

For this American edition the work appearing
in England in 1891 has been rewritten and re-
vised. "Aims at presenting 'The tragedy of
the Pui"itan revolution' in a series of dramatic
scenes or dialogue.s. "The pages that follow,'

writes Mr. Dickinson in his reprinted preface
to the first edition, 'contain an attempt to

state, in a concrete form, certain universal as-
pects of a particular period of history. The
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tragedy lies in a conflict of reforming energy
with actual men and mstitutions; and it has
been the object of the autno!' to delineate viv-
idly the characters of leadmg actors in the
strut?gle, their ideals and the distortion of
these, as reflected in the current of events.'

"

(N. Y. Times.}

"All criticism of the work must return to the
question of the success of the dramatic dialogue
as an essay form. On the whole, one finds him-
self inclined to decide that the experiment is

successful; for the dialogue has enabled our
author to realize his hope of effectively setting;

forth the clash of the individual with a move-
ment. And yet there is a little reserve about
one's commendation of the book as a whole.
In the first place, it can appeal only to a much
narrower circle than most of Mr. Dickinson's
other productions. In the second place, there
are occasional suggestions of the cold literary

exercise." F. B. R. Hellems.
-I Dial. 43:115. S. 1, '07. 1500w.

"One of the most satisfactory books of closet
drama of the extreme type that we have lately
seen."

+ Nation. 85: 35. Jl. 11, '07. 440w.
Reviewed by Cleveland l-'almer.

+ -(- N. Y. Times. 12: 153. Mr. 16, '07. 3280w.

"There is a wealth of poetic feeling and
command of noble diction doubtless hitherto
unsuspected in Mr. Dickinson." Christian Gauss.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 492. Ag. 10, '07. 240w.

Dietzgen, Joseph. Positive outcome of phi-
losophy, tr. by Ernest Untermann. $i.

Kerr. 6-.?888i.

The three principal works of Dietzgen, "The
na-tui'e of human brain work," "I^etters in log-
ic," and "The i^ositive outcome of philosophy,"
are included in this volume, whicii brings with-
in the reach of American students the work of
one of tlie greatest writers on socialist philos-
ophy.

Am. J. Soc. 12: 564. Ja. "07. 390w.

Reviewed by Franklin H. Giddings.
Int. J. Ethics. 17: 262. Ja. '07. 450w.

Dillon, Edward. Glass. (Connoisseur's lib.)

*$7.50. Putnam. 7-15911
"The first half a dozen chapters are devotee'

to primitive and early glass down to the middle
ages. . . . There are also Assyrian cylin-
ders of glass and an Assyrian cone of the beau-
tiful emerald glass. Other chapters tell of med-
ieval treatises on glass, of Saracenic enameled
glass, of Venetian glass, whether enameled or
otherwise, and that of the renaissance, French,
Spanish and Netherlandish. Two chapters are
devoted to German, two to English and one to
Dutch glass; Persia, India and China together
supply material for another chapter; while the
final pages are devoted to contemporary glass."—Ind.

"Mr. Dillon's book should aid In the improve-
ment of taste. His work is ably written."

-^ -I- Acad. 73: 5. O. 12, '07. 1940w.

"The book is technical enough to be useful to
the student, and full enough of history, roman-
tic suggestion and beautiful illustrations to hold
the attention of the untrained person with ar-
tistic impulses who is beginning to take an in-
terest in glass."

-f- Ind. 63: 226. Jl.. 25, '07. 28(>w.

"It Is a compilation, of course; but it will for
a long time hold its place as the best and most
authoritative general account of the subject to
be found in English, or perhaps in any lan-
guage."
+ + Lend. Times. 6: 142. My. 3, '07. 490w.
"We cannot blame a book or work of art for

not being what it does not pretend to be. but a
large volume with the general title 'Glass' may
be called to account if it gives no hint of the

interesting things which are being done in our
time."

H Nation. 85: 193. Ag. 29, '07. 1450w.
"The text is written in an interesting style,

as by a man intensely interested in his task,
and shows exhaustive study and thorough mas-
tery of the subject."
+ -f N. Y. Times. 12: 557. S. 14, '07. 150w.

Dinsmore, Rev. Charles Allen. Atonement
in literature and life. **$i.50. Hough-
ton. 6-45133.

"This is a philosophical rather than a liter-
ary dissertation on . . . the idea of sin, retri-
bution, and reconciliation. Assuming that lit-

erature is life in its liighest expression, Mr.
Dinsmore undertakes to show that it is this
idea 01 offence and subsequent reconciliation
which gives their value to some of the great
masterpieces of literature—Homer's Iliad; the
plays of Aeschylus and Sophocles; the Divina
Comedia; Shakespeare's Macbeth, Richard III.,
The winter's tale, Henry VIII., and The tem-
pest; Paradise lost; Adam Bede; The scarlet
letter; and some other classics."—Cath. World.

"The book is written in a style worthy of
the subject, and is singularly interesting from
Its dealing with masters in literature."

i- Ath. 1907, 1: 437. Ap. 13. 810w.

"This study is in fine contrast with the man-
ner in which the people who belong to the 'art
for art's sake' school treat the great master-
pieces of literature."

+ Cath. 'lA^orld. 85: 258. My. '07. 190w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 63. F, 2, "07. 300w.

Outlook. 85: 3/5. F. 16, '07. 340w.

Ditchfield, Rev. Peter H. Parish clerk;

wfith 31 il. *$2.50. Button. 7-27625.

A methodical record of the duties, the quaint
ways, and the peculiar manners of the race of
English parish clerks. This functionary "is stud-
ied in his substance and in his accidents, and
every trait of character is illustrated and anec-
dotes drawn from the literature and experience
and folklore of centuries. These stories by
themselves would make the fortune of an 'en-
cyclopaedia of wit,' and by bringing them to-
gether Mr. Ditchfield has certainly added to the
gaiety of the nation." (I..ond. Times.)

"The chapters themselves are badly arranged,
repetitions are frequent; ithe style is jerky and
colorless; and anecdotes have been dragged in
with little regard to probability. It is little more
than a scrap-book."— Acad. 72: 362. Ap. 13, '07. 1310w.

"In the chapter that deals with the antiquity
of the offlce and its duties in mediaeval days.
Mr. Ditchfield might, with advantage, have ex-
ercised just a little more care."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 534. My. 4. 1030w.

-f Dial. 43: 95. Ag. 16, '07. 350w.

"The book is a useful addition to the history
of English ecclesiastical institutions."

-f Ind. 63: 700. S. 19, '07. lOOw.

"A book about parish clerks which, we should
think, must be exhaustive."

+ + Lend. Times. 6:124. Ap. 19, '07. 1330w.

"May be conunended as a work of curious
erudition and as a storehousie of capital anec-
do'tes."

-t- Nation. 85: 420. N. 7, '07. ISOw.

"It makes a fascinating record, brimful of
human nature, not by any means destitute of
human failings, nor yet of lovely and gentle
traits." Hildegarde Hawthorne.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 477. Ag. 3, '07. 1910w.

"M'r. Ditchfield has much that is entertaining
to say about the subject, one which is entirely
to his liking. He tells many curious things
about the office and many more, still more cu-
rious, about the holder of it."

+ Spec. 99: sup. 752. N. 16, '07. 330w.
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Ditmars, Raymond Lee, Reptile book.
**$4. Doubleday. 7-10051.

"A comprehensive, popularized work on the
structure and habits ot the turtles, tortoises,
crocodilians, lizards, and snakes which inhabit
the United States and Norinern Mexico." "But
it is more than a popular book, for it is a gold
mine of information for tb^ zoologist."—Ind.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:119. My. '07.

"It is a great book, weLl planned, clearly writ-
ten, popular and yet scientiftc."

+ + Ind. 62: 799. Ap. 4, '07. 950w.
"The text is a notable addition to popular

herpetological literature, but we cannor. agree
with the author that this field is a gap which
'has steadily remained unchanged.' "

+ i Nation. 8-4: 504. My. 30, '07. 680w.
"Mr. Ditmars has done his task excellently.

He writes out of a large and intimate knowl-
edge, and in a clear, intelligible style." Cam-
eron Mann.

-f + N. Y. Times. 12: 281. My. 4, '07. 92&W.

Dix, Beulah Marie. Merrylips; il. by Frank
T. Merrill. $1.50. Macmillan. 6-34081.

A story dedicated "to every little girl who
has wished tor an hour to be a little boy." The
child heroine figures in exciting adventures
among Roundheads and Cavaliers during
Cromwell's time, masquerading for a time as
a boy among the King's soldiers.

"The story Is excellent in atmosphere and
has more incident and plot than the author's
previous works."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 250. D. '06. -b

+ Ind. 62: 275. Ja. SI, '07. 130w.
"A most attractive tale for young people.

Should it fall into the hands of the elders It
will surely be read at a sitting."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 668. O. 13, '06. 180w.
"This story has decidedly finer literary

flavor than most books for children or about
children."

-i- + Outlook. 84: 531. O. 27, '06. llOw.

Dix, Edwin Asa. Prophet's Landing: a
novel. t$i.5o. Scribner. 7-12634.

The rigor of monopoly In the early seventies
In its iconoclastic treatment of the cherished
Idols of sentiment furnishes the motif of this
story. A department store proprietor becomes
a magnate thru the exercise of mighty busi-
ness genius minus heart. His octopus methods
work havoc in hearts and homes in Prophet's
Landing, and the events which follow one an-
ther in rapid succession show the ultimate fu-
tility or greed, tho it shelter itself under the
moral law.

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 134. My. '07. +
"The story Is entitled to a place In the hon-

orable line of our New England fiction."

+ Ind. 63: 339. Ag. 8, '07. 240w.

"The characters in this wholesome novel are
strongly drawn. A simple tho powerful love-
story traverses it, and there are IntcrestiniS
descriptions of New England life."

-\- Lit. D. 34:841. My. 25, '07. 280w.

"A good, obvio'js tract, v.hich might be more
serviceable than literature of a higher order.
If it could conceivably be held before the eyes
of Che wicked shopkeeper and the wickedt;r
railroad man."

4. _ Nation. 84: 523. Je. 6, '07. 320w.
"It may be doubtful whether a strong and

able man would ever repent in Quite the spec-
tacular manner In which Mr. Dix, accomplishes
his hero's reform . . . but the book does pre-
sent a salutary lesson oh modern business
methods."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 420. Je. 29, '07. 230w.

"The story is unpretentious, but distinctively
cffpctix-e; and its humor aiiu sentiment give it

varietv and dramatic vitality."
4- Outlook. 8G: 116. My. 19, '07. 370w.

Dix, Morgan, ed. History of Trinity
church in the city of New^ York. 4v.
**$5. Putnam.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
"Dr. Dix has been tnorough in his search for

documents and careful in their use, and his
woTk will be invaluable to students of the mat-
ters with which it deals."

-^ -r Nation. 84: 82. Ja. 24, '07. 23(hv. (Re-
view of v. 3 and 4.)

Dix, William Frederick. Face in the giran-
dole: a romance of old furniture. **$2.
Moffat. 6-39023.

Mr. Dix makes an asset of his hobby for old
furniture in this charming book. " 'The face
in the girandole' sets forth something of the
joys, something of the sorrows of an old furni-
ture collector. Into it he has incidentally but
skilfully woven just a dash of romance as a
foil, and this added touch will make It appeal
to others besides those who collect furniture."
(Ind.)

"It Is a novelette that almost anybody might
like to spend an idle hour upon."

+ Dial. 41: 458. D. 16, '06. ISOw.

-f- Ind, 61: 1400. D. 22, '06. 130w.

-f- Nation. 83: 539. D. 20, '06. 150w.
"For the most part it is pleasantly and faith-

fully done."
-f N. Y. Times, 12: 3. Ja. 5, '07. 360w.

+ Outlook. 84: 840. D. 1, '06. 70w.

Dix, William Frederick. Lost princess.
t$i.5o. Moffat. 7-26021.

"A direct descendant of the novel of Imagin-
ary principalities and Imaginable adventures
rendered popular by Mr. Anthony Hope. . . .

The recipe for this kind of story calls for sever-
al manufactured geographical names, a group
of appropriate gentlemen and ladles, all super-
latively beautiful, brave, good or wicked, and
then a rush and tumble of extraordinary events,
ending In poetic justice for all concerned."—N.
Y. Times.

"The first chapter really makes one look for
something new, but things soon settle down in-

to the old familiar lines."— N. Y. Times. 12: 579. S. 28, '07. 230w.

Outiook. 87: 270. O. 5, '07. llOw.

Dixon, Thomas, jr. Traitor. t$i.5o. Dou-
bleday. 7-24587-

The third novel in Mr. Dixon's trilogy of re-
construction of which "The leopard's spots" and
"The clansman" were the first two. It deals
with "the dissolution of the Ku Klux Klan and
the attempt of unscrupulous men after Its dl«!

solution to use its garb and methods for per-
sonal ends." (Outlook.) "It provides a secret
panel and a secret passage, ghosts, a murder In
the midst of the revelry of a masked ball of Ku
Kluxes; a young man robbed of his heritage,
and a young woman with coquettish curls and a
Dolly Varden, who is a daughter of the thief.

It makes this willful young woman suspect thr;

young man of the murder—'twas the thief, het
father, who perished by the assassin's hand'

—

and shows her fiercely set upon bringing him to
the gallows by making him fall in love with her-
self, and, therefore, confidential enough to con-
fess all." (N. Y. Times.)

"The book cries out for the stage—the Third
avenue stage. lit is as full of situations, thrills,

climaxes, 'curtains,' as a home of melodrama
Is of gallery gods." Ward Clark.— Bookm. 26:83. S. '07. 1020w.

"The book is at least remarkable as a psy-
chological phenomenon, for it is probably the
first time a man has so successfully interpreted
himself into the character of an historical, pal-
pitating female."— Ind. 63: 762. S. 26, '07. llOw.
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"There are not lacking some dramatic scenes
in tho course of the story, but as a defense of

government by means of the Invisible Empire
the author manifestly defeats his own pur-
pose."

' h Lit. D. 35: 451. S. 28, '07. 480w.

"From a literary point of view there is much
In common between Mr. Lawson and Mr. Dix-
on. In fact, both are yellow journalists."— N. Y. Times. 12: 475. Ag. 3, '07. 1350w.

"This tale, like its predecessors, seems to us
111 written and almost hysterically high-keyed
In expression."— Outlook. 86: 832. Ag. 17, '07. 14»w.

Dodd, Helen C. Healthful farmhouse, by a

farmer's wife; witn an introd. by Ellen
H. Richards. *6oc. Whitcomb & B.

6-45718.

A book written for the average farmer's
wife from the point of view of one who does
all her own cooking, dishwashing, sweeping,
and laundry work, yet runs a lawn mower and
cares for the flower beds about the house, and
does much work in the vegetable garden. It

proves that art may be combined with the
ideas of utility and sanitation.

"An admirable little book full of practical
ideas."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 41. F. '07. S.

-}- Ind. 62: 678. Mr. 21, '07. 80w.

Dodge, Walter P. Real Sir Richard Bur-
ton. *$i.8o. Wessels.

Mr. Dodge's biography was inspired by a de-
sire "to overthrow the destructive criticism of
Burton contained in the 'Life' by Thomas
Wright." "By confining himself not without a
sense of proportion, to Burton's main exploits,

Mr. Dodge Is able to skim over several pitfalls

In which a fuller biography Is likely to be en-
meshed, and his reticence over certain thread-
bare controversies is welcome." (Lond. Times.)

"His 'Real Sir Richard Burton' is no Sir
Richard Burton at all, but an abstraction who
made certain Journeys and wrote certain books.
He settles no vexed questions and produces no
new information."— Acad. 72: 627. Je. 29, '07. 420w.

"Is actually a panegyric rather than a biog-
raphy. To original research or critical acumen
it can mako little claim, nor does the author
appear to have had any personal acquaintance
with the subject of his sketch." Percy F. Bick-
nell. — Dial. 43:114. S. 1, '07. 1530w.

-I Lend. Times. 6: 204. Je. 28, '07. 330w.

"Mr. Dodge Is too passionate an admirer to
be a good biographer. He sacrifices personal-
ity to achievement lest by chance he admit
something to his hero's discredit. In the case
of Burton such caution is superfiuous."— N. Y. Times. 12:489. Ag. 10, '07. 380w.

Dole, Charles Fletcher. Hope of immor-
tality; our reasons for it. *7Sc. Crowell,

6-34260.

Descriptive rote In Annual, 1906.

"This is as far as any thinker of any age has
ever reached, the final word for the present."
Robert E. Bisbee.
+ + Arena. 37: 110. Ja. '07. 6.20w.

"Dr. Dole has handled a hard subject In a
thoughful, sympathetic fashion."
+ + Nation. 84: 10. Ja. 3, '07. 260w.

Dole, Charles Fletcher. Spirit of democ-
racy. *'''$i.2S. Crowell. 6-26499,

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 119. My. '07.

"A most readable book."
-I- Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 209. Ja. "07. 270w.

"It is specially to be commended to young
men and women who have not yet learned the
value, the possibilities, and the triumiphs of a
true democracy." I. C. Barrows.

+ + Charities. 17: 461. D. 15^ '06. 2790w.

"Of course the treatment of so many subjects
In one small volume must necessarily be super-
ficial and unsatisfactory." Max West.— Dial. 43: 122. S. 1, '07. 320w.

"It is a reasonable and thoughtful presenta-
tion of some of the m'ost pressing problems in
our contemporary political life."

-t- Educ. R. 33: 207. F. '07. 70w.

J. Pol. Econ, 15:124. F. '07. 220w.

Dole, Nathan Haskell, comp. and tr. Rus-
sian fairy book. t$2. Crov/ell. 7-24600.

Seven stories on which a child's imagination
may feed, full of adventure, humor, mystery
and magic. They are Vasilisa the beauty. The
Bright-Hawk's feather, Ivan and the giay wolf.
The little sister and little brother. The white
duckling, Marya Morevna, and The frog-queen.

"The stories are in the nature of folk-lore^

and are all good."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12, '07. 40w.

"Opens a new and fascinating vista to lovers
of stories that are full of original beauty and
the naive appeal of ancient folk-lore."

-f- Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12, '07. 70w.

"The illustrations allure on account of their
novelty. However, in the tales there is little

or no fresnness of subject-matter or style."

H R. of Rs. 36: 764. D. '07. 40w.

Donaldson, James. Woman, her position
and influence in ancient Greece and
Rome, and among the early Christians.
*$i.6o. Longmans. W 7-73.

"The book gives one a dear picture of the
various ideals in regara to woman which pre-
vailfd through ihe Greek, Roman and early
Christian times, and oi how the women meas-
ured up to them. '—N. Y. Times.

"Dr. Donaldson's readable little book Is per-
haps quite as useful as a work of more solid
erudition would be." Paul Shorey.

4 — Am. Hist. R. 13: 121. O. '07. 620w.
"For the most part, a lucid and excellently

written summary of the salient facts which
may be gathered from the scattered and often
conflicting testimonies available to us. He has
a wide knowledge of the German writers who
have dene the '.<^pade-work' of the subject, but
he has also an advantage they generally lack

—

a clear and attractive style."

-f -I- Ath. 1907, 1: 248. Mr. 2. 4360w.

"W'j conclude by recording the Impression of
senlty and clarity produced alike by the first

and second reading of this modest work. Oc-
casionally we might quarrel about a nuance of
Interpretation or of presentation. The essential
parts are readable and instructive; the whole
is valuable." F. B. R. Hellems.
+ H Dial. 43: 86. Ag. 16, '07. 1200w.

"His statements were ba.'sed on sound schol-
arship, and were made with unusual caution,
so that he could publish them in book form
with the addition here and there of footnotes
embodying certain modeia discussions."

j- -i- Nation. S;4: 521. Je. 6, '07. 1510w.

"It has the buoyancy and freshness of a
spring clay, a frank love of beauty, an invincible
oonvtcti.in that the generous and fine is the real
and important side of human nature." Hilde-
garde Hawthorne.

4- -f- N. Y. Times. 12: 201. Ap. 6, '07. 1550w.

'•For the most part, his work is rather a
series of suggestive essays on comparative-
ly well-known facts than a fresih contribu-
tion to knowledge. As such, however, it has
great value, and the author exhibits exactly the
learning. Insight, and judgment v.hich we need'

for the full investigation of a difficult but fas-
cin3-ting subject."

-t- -H Spec. 98: 500. air. 30, '07. 1750w.
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Dos Passes, John R. American lawyer as
he was—as he is—as he can be. *$i.7S.
Banks. 7-2440.

"la this work Mr. Dos Passos discusses in
broarJ outline what lie conceives to be the real
mission of the lawyer m society, his relation
to the .STOvernment of which he is a citizen, and
his rlenrly defined duties in that relation."

—

R. of Rs.

N. Y. Times. 12: 61. F. 2, '07. 420w.
R. of Rs. 35: 509. Ap. '07. 120w.

Doubleday, Nellie Blanchan (Neitje Blan-
chan, pseud.). Birds that every child
should know: the East; 63 pages of
photographs from life. (Every child
should know series.) **$i.20. Double-
day. 7-7517.

M'hile primarily for children tliis book in-
terests other bird-lovers as well. "Nearly a
hundred species are described and talked about
in an informal, interesting- way, technicalities
being- avoided as much as Dossible, perhaps
too much for convenience of identification."
find.)

"A very good book for children, or to use
with children, for supplementary work. Does
not supplant Chapman's 'Birdlife' as an iden-
tification book, and one might hesitate to
choose it in preference to Olivp Thorne Miller's
two boolis for teajching purposes, but is su-
perior for reading-."

-i- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 111. Ap. '07.

"A book charmingly written and copiously
illustrated."

+ Dial. 42: 260. Ap. 16, '07. 20w.
"Mrs. Doubloday occasionally 'talks down' to

hor readers in a way that a child who has
pot beyond the Mother Goose stage and Is

proud of it would be apt to resent."
-i Ind. 62: 5';4. Mr. 7. '07. 140w.

"On? of the most attractive bird-books that
we have seen."
+ + Lit. D. 34: 547. Ap. 6. '07. ISOw.

"The chief criticism is the number of these
facts which is crowded into each short essay.
Slips are few. and the book, as a whole. Is

well up to the standard set by the numerous
pictures, which is verv high."

-I-
— Nation. 84: 295. Mr. 28, '07. 280w.

"One feels that it would be fine to make
the personal acquaintance of the author—and
that is saying much. Here Is an author who
knows the calls of the woodland as a man
mi.?ht know his multiplication table."

-!- N. Y. Times. 12: 227. Ap. 6, '07. 440w.

"A pleasant, chattv little book."
-f Outlook. 86:37. My. 4, '07. 140w.

-f R. of Rs. 35: 639. My. '07. 70w.

Downes, Alfred M. Fire-fighters and tlieir

* pets. il. '$1.50. Harper.
Here one finds described the bravery of the

guardians of modern life, their allegiance to the
great machine called the Fire department, the
training, the discipline of the men and horses,
and for the gentler part, the devotion of the
rnen to their pets.

Dowson, Joseph Emerson. Producer gas.
*$3. Longmans. 7-25693.

A discussion of the theory of producer gas,
the practical results obtained, best means of
securing thfm, and the use and application of
producer gas.

"It is evident all through the book that the
authors are thoroughly conversant with the
actual working of apparatus for both the pro-
duction and use of producer gas, and their
book m "jots tho needs of persons handling such
plants bf^ttor than any of the other books on
the .''ub.iect with which the reviewer is ac-
quainted." Alfred E. Forstall.

-I- + Engfn. N. 57: 306. Mr. 14, '07. 700w.

Doyle, (Arthur) Conan. Sir Nigel; il. by
the Kinneys. '$1.50. McClure. 6-34805.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Current Literature. 42: 228. F. '07.
700w.

Reviewed by AVm. M. Payne.
Dial. 42: 14. Ja. 1, "07. 130w..

R. of Rs. 35:126. Ja. '07. 120w.

Doyle, J. A. Colonies under the House of
Hanover. $3.50. Holt. 2-11920.

The fifth volume in Mr. Doyle's "English
colonies in America." It deals collectively with
the whole body of colonies from the accession
of the House of Hanover to the beginning of
those disputes which ended in separation from
the mother country.

-f- 4- Acad. 72: 184. F. 23, '07. 760w
A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 96. Ap. '07.

"Mr. Doyle's work compares favourably with
the new French volume of Prof. Sehefer in
which are discussed many of the same 'Colonial
problems.' "

4- 4- Ath. 1907, 1:99. Ja. 26. 730w.

"A work as unique as it is valuable, for a
one-volume history of the colonies under the
House of Hanover has, we believe, no mate."
4-4 Ind. 63: 98. Jl. 11, '07. 520w.

4- Ind. 63: 1232. N. 21, '07. 20w.

4- 4- ~ Lit. D. 34: 841. My. 25, '07. 480w.

4- -J Lend. Times. 6:59. F. 22, '07. 1060w.

"It is evident that Mr. Doyle's last volumes
are no better than those that preceded them,
and will do nothing to re-establish the reputa-
tion of his earlier work."

h Nation. 85: 399. O. 31, '07. 1050w.

Reviewed by Robert Livingston Schuyler.
4 N. Y. Times. 12: 444. Jl. 13, '07. 1150w.

4 Outlook. 85: 969. Ag. 31, '07. 390w.

"Hit final volume is far more fragmentary
and inadequate than any of its predecessors."

— Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 506. S. '07. 900w.

"Mr. Doyle seems quite content to accept,
without further investigation on his o-wn part,
what he finds ready to his hand in the books
of American writers on colonial history, and
has neglected much first-hand authority (or
its equivalent) of which he should most cer-
tainly have known."— Sat. R. 103: 813. Je. 29, '07. 2430w.

"Far more important than Mr. Doyle's mis-
apprehensions as to the social condition of Vir-
ginia is his bland acceptance of the 'Yankee
convention' regarding education in the colony."— Sat. R. 104: 18. Jl. 6. '07. 2370w.
"The book swarms with misprints and er-

rors in citation. Mr. Doyle's style is pleasing
in the main and often spirited and graphic —
far more eo than that of the usual chronicler
of colonial annals."

-^ Sat. R. 104: 50. Jl. 13. '07. 2620w.

Doyle, J. A. Middle colonies. $3.50. Holt.
2-1 1920.

The fourth volume In Mr. Doyle's "English
colonies in America" deals with the history of
the Middle colonies down to the accession of
the House of Hanover, coincident with the dis-
appearance of Penn from the field of colonial
politics.

— -^ Acad. 72: 184. F. 23, '07. TfiOw.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3 96. Ap. '07.

4-4 Ind. 63: 98. Jl. 11, '07. 520w.
"There is no fairer view of American colonial

development than thait contained in the five
bulky volumes of Mr. Dovle."

4- Ind. (,3: 1232. N". 21, '07. 20w.
4-4 Lit. D. 34: 841. My. 25, '07. 480w.

"It is safe to say that no one can hereafter
write about or study the colonial period of Am-
ericnn histniv v.u:ioiit rorkorung with, and con-
stantlv rofeiring to. Mr. Doyle's work."
4- n — Lend. Times. 6: 59. F. 22, '07. 1060w.
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"In orsanizing' and distributing his data Mr.
Doyle followed very conventional models, and
in the work before us has neglected some of
the most essential portions of our history."

(- Nation. 85: 399. O. 31, '07. 1050w.

"But although specialists will find fault with
him for inaccuracies, the great value of the
work is unquestionable. It is regrettable that
the indexes have not been better made." Robert
Livingston Schuyler.

H N. Y. Times. 12: 444. Jl. 13. '07. 1150w.

H Outlook. 86: 969. Ag. 31, '07. 390w.
"In the volume upon the middle colonies the

treatment is to a degree systematic and in some
parts quite detailed. Much the same method is
followed as was apparent in the earlier instal-
ments of the work. But the writer's, chief fault
lies in his failure to g'rasp, or at least to set
forth, the significance of our colonial history as
a whole." Herbert I^. Osgood.

H Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 50^6. S. '{)7. 900w.
R. of Rs. 35: 508. Ap. '07. 60w.

"Mr. Doyle has made the most of his material.
He ne\er lets us forget that if liis picture is
crowded with a mass of insignificant detail, its
outhnes nre large."

— Sat. R. 103: 494. Ap. 20, 07. 1690w.

Draught of the blue, together with An es-
sence of the dusk; tr. from the origrinal

manuscript by Francis William Bain.
t'$i.5o. Putnam. 7-6406.

A volume of love stories translated from the
original Hindoo manuscripts by the author of
"A digit of the moon." "The title, as he tells
us in his charming introduction, signifies in
some oi'cuit way the new moon, the lotus, and
the blue eyes of a 'girl. . . . The book is pure
sublimated fancy, where Western ideals appear
in the delicate garb of Eastern mysticism."
(Spec.)

"There is a very genuine pleasure in read-
ing the two curious tales that make up this new
volume, because they are not only fascinating
in tliemsf'lves, as specimens of delicate and In-
volved mysticism, but because they are so
abundantly and unmistakably saturated with
the spirit of the Orient." Frederic Taber Coop-
er.

-f- + Bookm. 25: 90. Mr. '07. 260w.
"The English of the version is sing'ularly flu-

ent, simple, and graceful."
-t- Nation. 84: 247. Mr. 14, '07. 140w.

"They breathe a delicacy and fragrance of
sentiment that are as entrancing as they are
foreign to the literature to which the author
modestly claims to be indebted, and they are
rendered in English that charms with its pure
music."

-h -f- N. Y. Times. 12: 202. Ap. 6, '07. 4S0w.

"It is superfluous to praise the charm of Mr.
Bain's style. He writes the English of a schol-
ar and an artist."

+ -I- Spec. 96:465. Mr. 24, '06. 380w.

Dreiser, Theodore, Sister Carrie. $1.50.
Dodge, B. W.

A rei.'^sue of a lealistic novel which first ap-
peared in 1900. "It is the direct, unflinching,
pitiless history of the physical and moral ruin
of one more fool, for the sake of a woman who
did not care—a pretty, seif-centred, passion-
less thing, who indifferently su;ffers his pres-
ence while he is useful to her—and then climbs
over the wreck of his life in her hasty escape
from the mire into which she has helped to
sink him." fBookm.)

'"Mr. Dreiser is no stylist. He merely writes
with great simplicity and quiet force of life as
he sees and understands it. Thj only adverse
criticism wh:ch it seems worth while to make
... is in regard to its rather colourless and
misleading title." Frederic Taber Cooper.

J Bookm. 25: 287. My. '07. 430w.

"It is a book very much worth reading. But
as about a lady one might be excused for

notic'ng that a costume . dating seven years
back was a trifle out of fashion, so in the case
of Mr. Theodore Dreiser's story, one may per-
haps he pardoned for feeling strongly, as one
begins to read, ihat the stock tricks of the
realistic method, even in 1900 somewhat dis-
credited, now almost fatally fail to impress or
to move. He moves both the intellect and the
heart—a considerable achievement." Harrison
Rhodes.

1 Bookm. 25: 298. My. '07. 1260w.

"There are two reasons why 'Sister Carrie'

is a book to be recommended in spite of its

boldness of theme. First of all for the sake of
its truthfulness, the frankness of its portrayal
of a widespread type. Secondly it is a pitiless,

unsparing portrayal of a man's ruin." Frederic
Taber Cooper.

-I- Forum. 39: 117. Jl. '07. 550w.
"We do not, recommend the book to the farf-

lidicus reader, or the one who clings to 'old-
fashioned ideas.'

''

— -N. Y. Times. 12:^^32. My. 25, '07. 350w.
" 'Sister Carrie' is a book to be reckoned

with, just as the social conditions—or defects

—

on which it rests must be reckoned with."
Joseph Hornor Coates.

+ No. Am. 186: 288. O. '07. 1500w.

Dresslar, Fletcher B. Superstition and edu-
cation, p.i. $2.50. Univ. of Cal. 7-29553.

An interesting tabulation of superstitions
gathered from students in two California nor-
mal schools. With each superstition furnished,
the student was asked to express belief, partial
belief, or disbelief. The results are classifled
and presented statistically.

Dial. 43: 172. S. 16, '07. 150w.

Dressier, Friedrich August. Moltke in his

home. *$2. Button. 7-291.34.

A sketch of Moltke written, by a musician.
"The book has little to do with the creator of
the modern German army. Instead it empha-
sizes the dome.stic side of the Field-Marshall's
chai'act'^r, his cliarming home ;ife. his sim-
plicity and refinement. . . . We learn to know,
not only Moltke more familiarly, but also other
Germans—the emperors, Bismarck, Richard
Wagner,, for instance." (Outlook.)

"Herr Dressier tells us nothing very new, and
a good deal of what he has to say is very small
beer, yet his book is interesting because he has
excellent opportunities, as a musician in great
favour, of observing Moltke is every respect of

private life."

+ Acad. 72: 139. F. 9, '07. 320w.

"The book will interest musicians, and also
admirers of quiet family life."

-f- Ath. 1907, 1: 98. Ja. 26. 60w.

"Herr Dressler's story, charming in its sim-
plicity and the whole-hearted devotion, is ade-
quately translated by Mrs. Charles Eidward Bar-
rett-Lennard."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 46. F. 8, '07. 480w.

"The picture of life in the Moltke home is

full of the homeliest German flavor, the quaint
flgure of the marshall himself as fresh and
vivid and human as possible. A monument
to the musician-author's harmless vanity and
his deep affection for the great man in whose
glory he sunned himself."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 268. Ap. 27, '07. 670w.

Outlook. 86: 76. My. 11, '07. 240w.

-j- Spec. 97: 259. F. 16, '07. 320w.

Drew, Gilman A. Laboratory manual of in-

vertebrate zoology. *$i.25. Saunders.
7-21555-

A manual prepared in conjunction with the
members of the zoological staff of the Marine
biological laboratory in Wood's Hole. "The in-

vertebrates are here considered under twelve
headings, and detailed directions are given for

the studv of each division. Following this.
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Drew, Gilman A. —Continued.
come suggestions and questions in regard to
allied form." (Nation.)

"This book possesses tiie unusual qualification
of originality and great practical value. From
a pedagogical point of view, the manual an-
swers all requirements."
+ + + Nation. 85: 258. S. 19, '07. 240w.

"A rather careful reading of several sections
reveals no serious faults, while typographical
errors are few." J. S. Kingsley.
+ H Science, n. s. 26: 250. Ag. 23, "07. 410-w.

Driver, Rev. Samuel Rolles. Book of the
prophet Jeremiah: a revised translation,
with introd. and .short explanations.
*$i.50. Scribner. 7-15938.

"The aim of Dr. Driver's book as he tells us
is 'to assist an ordinary educated reader to read
the Book of Jeremiah Intelligently and to un-
derstand the gist and scope of its different
parts.' To this end a new translation is given
which aims to be 'idiomatic, dignified, accurate,
and clear.' This aim is attained. An introduc-
tory sketch of the life of Jeremiah and a char-
acterization of his style is given and brief notes
at the foot of the page and in an appendix sup-
ply the most needed elucidations of the text."

—

Am. J. Theol.

"The book is a good illustration of the au-
thor's well-known caution in the matter of lit-

erary and textual criticism." Kemper Fuller-
ton.

-f- Am. J. Theol. 11: 668. O. '07. 180w.
"A very useful handbook."

-I- Ind. 62: 678. Mr. 21, '07. 50w.

"The reader with an ordinary education may
read the book intelligently."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 61. F. 2, '07. 30w.

"It all looks so simple and easy that we can-
not help asking why no one ever did it before;
but the very simplicity is the sign of the mas-
ter mind."
+ + Sat. R. 103: 531. Ap. 27, '07. llOw.

Druce, George C. Dillenian herbaria: an
account of the Dillenius collections in

the Herbarium of the University of
Oxford, together with a biographical
sketch of Dillenius, selections from his

correspondence, notes, etc.; ed., with
introd. by S. H. Vines. *$4.iS. Ox-
ford.

"Mr. Druce has drawn up this account of the
collections left by Dillenius, and has critically
examined the specimens preserved as vouchers,.
Illuminating many doubtful passages In the
third edition of Ray's 'Synopsis,' and practic-
ally disposing of the dubious entries which
have troubled many subsequent botanists. For
studies of this character the facilities offered
at the Botanic garden, Oxford, are extremely
good, and only to be excelled by the Sloane
volumes in the department of botany, Crom-
well road. . . . The introduction by Prof. Vlines
Is an appreciative essay on the position of Dil-
lenius as regards his contemporaries; then,
with a single page of preface, Mr. Druce gives
a life of Dillenius and bibliography.

"The technical account of these three herba-
ria would not in itself be Interesting to the gen-
eral reader, were it not for the sundry intro-
ductory notes and fragments of letters. But
(these fragments have the charm which clings
to a great part of eighteenth-century science,
and carry one back to the days when natural-
ists did not confine themselves to single and
restricted fields."

+ Nation. 85:148. Ag. 15, '07. 700w.

"This volume is a valuable contribution to
the history of the botanic preeminence of Ox-
ford in the first half of the eighteenth cen-
tury." B. D. J.

-f- Nature. 76: 289. Jl. 25, '07. 690w.

Drummond, Henry. Natural law in the
spiritual world. 35c. Crowell.

A reprint uniform with the "Handy volume
classics."

Dry, Wakeling. Giacomo Puccini, (Living
masters of music.) *$i. Lane. 7-14600.

The man and his history are sketched as fully
as is possible in the case of a "living master."
The author offers an analysis of Puccini's op-
eras down to and including "Madame Butter-
fly." There are portraits of the composer,
views of his various dwelling places and fac-
similes of his musical autographs.

"Personal intercourse with the composer has
enabled the wiiter to give point and life to
his narration of certain events in the life of
Puccini."

-f Ath. 1906, 2: 841. D. 29. IBOw.
"A biographer should, of -course, be sympa-

thetic to his subject, but critical insight would
make the book more helpful to those who have
not arrived at his standpoint. This attitude
and the fact that It is evidently very hastily
written—a haste which too often shows itself

in the use of slipshod English and badly cor-
rected proof-sheets—make the first chapters,
which ar(^ biographical and include some per-
sonal reminiscences, the most interesting read-
ing."

-J Lend. Times. 5: 378. N. 9, '06. 580w.

+ Nation. 83:541. D. 20, '06. 670w.

"Mr. Wakeling Dry possesses little distinc-
tion as a writer, and his book Is a purely jour-
nalistic compilation." Richard Aldrlch.

A N. Y. Times. 12: 148. Mr. 9, '07. 290w.

DuBois, Elizabeth Hichman. Stress accent
in Latin poetry. **$i.2S. Macmillan.

6-30472.

Dr. Du Bols' aim has been "to establish an
explanation of the purely quantitative Latin
poetry which shall reconcile the opposing views
as to an apparent clash between word accent
and verse accent." Her work "consists of ninety-
six pages only, but every paragraph is closely
reasoned, and the writer supports her argument
In each case with copious quotations." (Acad.)

"We are Inclined, indeed, to say that Miss
du Bols attributes too much Importance to ac-
cent as an element in language. We find It

difficult to believe that any one will be nearer
to scholarship for studying Miss du Bols's book,
though we do not deny that she may render
service Incidentally."

4 Acad. 71: 607. D. 29, '()«. 660w.

"We have said nothing of the thoroughness
and breadth of the author's scholarship, to
which, however, each p&ge of this monograph
bears abundant witness." Harry Thurston
Peck.
-f -f + Bookm. 24: 265. N. '06. IBSOw.

Dial. 41: 287. N. 1, '06. 60w.

"The little book of nlnety-slx pages fairly

Justifies Professor Peck's Imprimatur, notwith-
standing a too frequent looseness of statement,
careless proof reading, and the small ratio of

original discussion to mere summarizing of the
views of others."

H Nation. 83: 534. D. 20, '06. llOw.

"All the authorities on the subject have been
carefully scrutlnizfd and are duly cited, and the

book is" full of evidence of the most elaborate
and careful rest^arch on the part of the author
into a region of classical scholarship which is

practically unexplored by the average Latln-
ist

"
-!_ 4- Sat. R. 103: sup. 4. F. 23, '07. 260w.

DuBois, Patterson. Culture of justice: a

mode of moral education and social re-

form. **75c. Dodd. 7-16993-

"Justice Is here presented as the root-prin-

ciple of tlie moral life—the, rather than, as the
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Greek and Roman philosophy esteemed it, a
cardinal virtue. . . . Wisdom and justice, as
Plato tauglit, are mutually involved and insep-
arable. This is finely exemplified in Mr. \J\x

Bois's treatment of "tne culture of justice.' His
'basal rule of practice is to think justice—to do
this as an acquired habit of mind.' . . . Mr.
Du Bois draws largely upon facts both of adult
and childish experience to illustrate by dis-
criminating criticism what justice is and is

not, both in large matters and in small, down
to keeping dirty shoes off of car-seats."—Out-
look.

"If there is any better book on this subject
in our language than this small volume, we
would like to know it. To magistrates and
lawyers, to teachers and parents, to all who
care for progressive morality, social and per-
sonal, this admirable treatise cannot be too
strongly commended."
+ + 4- Outlook. 86: 611. Jl. 20, '07. 280w.

R. of Rs. 35:769. Je. '07. 30w.

Du Bose, Horace M. Symbol of Methodism;
being an inquiry mto the history, au-
thority, inclusions, and uses of the
twenty-five articles; with introduction
by Bishop E. E. Hoss. $i. Pub. house
M. E. ch. So. 7-22109.

A frank treatment which refutes the char.ge
of iriadfequucy brought to bear upon the Con-
fessional articles of Methodism, and contrib-
utes to a correct understanomg of the present
doctrinal situatioii.

DuBose, William P. Gospel according to

St. Paul. **$i.S0. Longmans. 7-1 1043.
"Humanity, he says, 'was predestined for the

gospel in the sense that the gospel, which is

Jesus Christ himself, is the natural, more than
natural, supernatural or ultimate highest nat-
ural end or completion, and so predestination,
of humanity.' His work is designed to empha-
sise the divinity of Christ. 'I bow,' he says,
'not only before the work of Jesus Christ as
truly God's, but the worker in Jesus Christ as
tiTily God.' This was, he thinks, Paul's gos-
pel."—Spec.

"We agree heartily with Dr. Du Bose's in-
terpretation of Paul as far as we understand
it. But we find it hard reading, and the in-
terpretator of Paul should make his interpreta-
tion easy reading to the thoughtful reader."

-J Outlook. 86: 76. My. 11, '07. 390w.

Spec. 98: 982. Je. 22, '07. 130w.

Duckworth, Lawrence. Encyclopaedia of
* marine law. $2. Pitman.
An encvclOipaedia including the main principles

of marine law. The latest authorities have been
consulted, and the latest statutes and decisions
are incorporated in the text. The volume makes
an appeal to all who deal with shipping in any
shape or form

Duer, Elizabeth. Prince goes fishing.

t$i.5o. Appleton. 6-35453.
"The story, one of 'yesterday,' has a familiar

background in the mythical European king-
dom. There is the prince who has the not
unnatural wish to study the princess selected
as his bride; as to the Princess H61&ne, she
fills well the part of an adorable heroine. What
befalls this royal pair is sufficiently diverting,
and the life at the toy court of Palatina ia

also amusingly described."—Ind.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 108. Ap. '07.

"The novel will while away a leisure hour
or so very pleasantly."

+ Ind. 62: 386. F. 14, '07. lOOw.
"Really it is a very entertaining little story,

very cleverly put together, and not Without a
pretty wit."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 750. N. 17, '06. 530w.

"The dialogue is vivacious, and many of the
situations are cleverly managed."

-\- Outlook. 84: 430. O. 20, '06. llOw.

Duflf, Edward G. Printers, stationers, and
bookbinders of Westminster and Lon-
don from 1476 to 1535. *$i.50. Putnam.

7-7493.
' In these lectures the first half-century ofbook-making in England is covered The West-

minster printers, Caxton, Wynken de Worde,
and Notary; the London printers, Pynson, L,et-
tou, and William de Machlinia; foreign printers
and the books they made for the English mar-
ket; the early English bookbinders—these are
some of the subjects touched upon. The lec-
tures are narrative in form, not technical, and
are filled with interesting allusions and notes
on old printers and their ways, old books, and
old bindings."—Nation.

The Act of 1534 was passed, we may Im-
agine, not (as was professed) for the protection
of printing, but in the interest of the royal
censorship of the press. The one may be de-
fended and the other condemned with excellent
reason, but to defend and condemn them on
the grounds put forward by Mr. Duff seems
to us a curious aberration in an otherwise
very sane and scholarly book."
+ H Acad. 72: 37. Ja. 12, '07. 690w.

V,
","!? ^^.nowledge of early Englisii printing and

bookbinding is probably unequalled, and his
pov/er of putting his material into an attrac-
tive a2id interesting form is verv great. We
congratulate booklovers on this important
addition to their library."

-f + Ath. 1907, 1:225. F. 23. 610w.
"They are In the nature of outlines of that

larger work on the history and development
of printing in England which 'Is yet to be
written."

-I- Nation. 83: 461. N. 29, '06. 330w.
"Without questioning the author's knowl-

edge or the value of his contributions to the
history of English printing, on this point alone
It IS not unjust to ascribe his reasons for the
deterioration of protected bookmaking to his
zeal as a free trader. This is a matter of his-
tory, and Mr. Duff should not have caused its
misinterpretation to form the one blemish onan otherwise important and valuable work "

+ ^ N. Y. Times. 12: 44. Ja. 26, '07. 470w.

Duff, Mildred. Novelties and how to make
them. 50C. Jacobs. 7-29717.

Hints and helps in providing pleasant occu-
pation for young and old. Directions are in-
cluded for making every thing from an ark
full of animals to furniture.

Duke, Basil W. Morgan's cavalry. $2. Neale.
6-18975.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Ath. 1907, 1: 470. Ap. 20. 310w.
Ind. 62: 1166. My. 30, '07. 90w.
Spec. 99: 397. S. 21, '07. 430w.

Duley, G. Wilson. Dream of hell. $1. Bad-
ger. 6-46743.

"The poem Is not geographical but physcho-
logical, having for its object the teaching of
retributive justice, and how utterly nugatory is
self ju3tification."

Dumas. Alexandre, Novels. lov. ea. $1.25.

Crowell.
The ten volumes of Dumas's novels included

in this set are Monte Cristo, two volumes, Mar-
guerite de Valois, Dame de Monsoreau, Forty-
five guardsmen, Three muskateers. Twenty
years after, Vicomte de Bragelonne, Louise de
la Valliere and Man in the iron mask. They are
uniform with the thin paper sets and each vol-
ume contains an introduction and frontispiece.

+ Lit. D. 35:533. O. 12, '07. llOw.
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Dumas, Alexandre. Aly memoirs; tr. by E.

'Si. Waller, with an introd by Andrew
Lang. 6v. ea. $i.75- Macmillan.

The first appearance of tliis work in English.
This initial volume deals with the first nineteen
years of Dumas' life chietly spent at Villers-
Cotterets. "He was beyond doubt a lazy boy,
hugely fond of bird-snai-ing and of hunting, and
it is with accounts of these pastimes, related
with the charm of a poet, the skill of a drama-
tist and the knowledge of a woodsman, that
some of the best chapters of these memoirs are
occupied." (N. Y. Tmies.) The central histor-
ical figure of this volume is Napoleon under
whom Dumas' father served in various cam-
paigns.

V. 2. The second volume continues the biog-
raphy thru the days of the druugery of a clerk-
ship to Dumas' emancipation when on "the
threslihold of success, he is surrounded by his
new-1'ound friends of literature and the drama."
(Outlook.)

"A most entcrtaininp- book. The translation
is easy and fluent, but the last sentence of the
book reads oddly."
-f H Ath. 1907, 2: 518. O. 26. 260w. (Review

of v. 1.)

"No element of completeness and accuracy
should be wanting in the present English form."

+ Lit. D. 35: 655. N. 2, '07. 270w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"A series of chapters of unending and ever
varying interest." George! S. Hellman.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 613. O. 12, '07. 760w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"Everything is preserved, even the nauseat-
ing passages that may be characteristic of their

writer but can only disgust readers of any
delicacy. Aside from this the 'Memoirs' form
an ad;mirable addition to our biographical litera-

ture."
^ _] Outlook. 87: 610. N. 23, '07. 430w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

"No book that we know of beats these mem-
oirs for a vivid, thrilling account of the state of

France from 1812 to 1815. Scientific history
may Jiave ita corrections to make, but the gen-
eral impression is not to be effaced."

+ + Spec. !>y: sup. 637. N. 2, '07. 1280w.
(Review of v. 1.)

Dunbar, Paul Laurence. Joggin' erlong.
**$i.5o. Dodd. 6-37888.

" '.Togsin' erlong' and other dialect poems by
Paul L...iureMce jjunoar are here bound in at-
tracti\e form and illustra,ted with good photo-
graphs of negro life."—Outlook.

"Will add nothing to the laurels won by the
young negro poet."

J ind. 62: 732. Mr. 28, '07. 240w.

-r Outlook. 84: 841. D. 1, '06. 50w.

Dunbar, William. Poems of William Dun-
* bar; with introd., notes and glossary

by H. Bellyse Baildon. *$2. Putnam.
A book intended for the ordinary reader or

student v^'hich throws much light upon the life

and poetry of this fifteenth century Scottish
pv;et.

"M'r. JrJellyso Baildon has given us an excel-
lent edition with an admiraole preface, most
suggestive notes, and a useful vocabulary. Lov-
ers of poetry are greatly indebted to him."

-I- Acad. 73: 717. Jl. 27, '07. 1700w.

"We are not so ready to allow that it will be
useful to 'the ordinary reader or student.' "

— Ath. 1907, 2: 332. S. 21. 540w.

"Mr. Baildon acknowledges his obligations to

the Scottish and German savants who have
edited Dunbar. His own work contains quite
as much erudition as the ardent reader of poetry
requires in a light and handy volume."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 253. Ag. 23, '07. 1360w.

"Prof. Scliipper's complaint that the text and
glossai-j- are taken bodily from his work ap-

pears substantially justified; and one may add
that whatever value the notes possess is in
thie main due to the same authority. As it is,

we have, of course, a good text and glossary,
and. in the main, adequate notes, but discredit-
ed by the circumstance.^ which we have just
recited. Various passages in both introduction
and notes cast doubt on the editor's philological
knowledge."

h Nation. 85: 469. N. 21, '07. 350w.
"All the assistance that can be given has been

supplied by Mr. Baildon, a glossary being the
chief of <:he reader's help."

-f Spec. 99: 62. Jl. 13, '07. 260w.

Duncan, Norman. Cruise of the "Shining
Light." t$i.5o. Harper. 7-15117.

The skipper of the Will-o'-the-Wisp steers his
craft UDon a reef in a furious gale, drowning
seven men and surrendering his own life in
order that the "pot o' money" in the under-
taking may "make a gentleman" of his little
Dannie. He hastily bequeaths Dannie to Nick
Top, a ship-mate, charging him to "fetch un
up as his mother would have un grow." True
to his oath, Nick, the seamed ana scarred sur-
vivor of many wrecks, assumes the education
of Dannie, comes to love him and to abhor the
rascality and the crime involved in securing the
"pot o' money." "I'll not be sorry—not even
in hell—for I'll think o' the years when you
was a wee little lad, an' I'll be content t' re-
member." "A story of mystery, of love, of
quaint humor and vigorous action."

"The characters are real, the action vigor-
ous, the mystery really illusive, the love theme
well handled, and all is touched with a quaint
and delightful humor."

-L A. L. A. Bkl. 1- 134. My. '07. +
"This is distinctly the most ambitious, and,

we think the best, book that Mr. Duncan has
written. The matter is original, and the whole
is entertaining, despite the fact that the author
overdoes such locutions as 'the boy that was I'

to an extent which sometimes becomes irritat-
ing."
+ H Ath. 1907, 2: 547. N. 2. 170w.

"An achievement that marks a long forward
stride in Mr. Duncan's career." Frederic Taber
Cooper.

-f -I- Forum. 39: 118. Jl. '07. 440w.

"To the accentuated reappeai-ance in this
book of the unmodern style which characterized
Dr. Luke we are less reconciled. A romance
beautiful and strong. If inwoven with the
quaintness of an older literature, its style is
none the less an unfailing delight; so lucid, so
vivid, so picturesque, so infused with the qual-
ity of charm that among contemporary writers
of fiction in English few outrank Mr.' Duncan
in literary technique. Mr. Duncan's fool al-
most persuades us that his creator belongs in
the glorious company of geniuses."
+ -\ Ind. 63: 101. Jl. 11, '07. 610w.
"A novel that may truly be said to make

waste paper of much modern fiction."
-f- + Lit. D. 34: 961. Je. 15, '07. 230w.

".May lay definite claim to be considered .hs
a real book, that indefinable result of origin-
al personal inip;il.<^e and conservative literary
tradition."

4- Nation. SI: 478. My. 25, '07. 360w.
"If old Nicholas Top does not become a per-

manent member of the honor roll in fiction it

will be a niarvelous case of non-appreciation."
J^ N. Y. Times. 12: 302. My. 11, '07. 930w.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 380. Je. 15, '07. 130w.
"The cruise with Normati Duncan as skipper

is invigorating, sr,i6 it ends in a sunny Viaveii.
'

Philip T.iiring Allen.
H No. Am. 1S5: 32S. Je. 7. '07. 1440w.

Duncan, Robert Kennedy. Chemistry of
commerce: a simple interpretation of
some new chemistry in its relation to

modern industrj'. **$2. Harper.
7-31086.

A work which directs the attention of edu-
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cated lay-folk to science in its subservience to
the practical needs of tlie human race. The
author develops the. theory that modern science
is applicable to the economy and progress of
manufacturing and agricultural operations. He
shows, among other illustrations of his theory,
how the fixation of nitrogen and how industrial
alcohol may otterate to increase the success of
a series of oiJerations to which they are ap-
plied.

"It is a book for the open shelves of the pub-
lic reading-room and one that the manufac-
turer and business man will profit by perusing,
for it contains information on a great variety
of topics impossible to get elsewhere in such
convenient foim."

-t- + Ind. 63: 823. O. 3, '07. a90w.
"Ha^ explained in a clear and interesting way

many of the chemical processes used in the
manufacture of common and uncommon things."

+ Ind. 63: 1238. N. 21, '07. 30w.

"This book lias the rare qualification of being
needed, for nowhere else can the average reader
find recent discoveries and inanufacturing proc-
esses so cl€^arly and accurately explained."
+ -{- Nation. 85: 522. D. 5, '07. 43Uw.

"To a reader who is not over-fastidious as
regards literary style, or whose sensitiveness has
been dulled by daily perusal of the journalism
of Kansas there is much in this book to inter-
est and amuse."— Nature. 77: 49. N. 21, '07. 2250w.

"A book full of appeal to the lay reader."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 668. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"Mr. Duncan's book sets out some of the tri-

umphs cf science in this direction in a manner
to lire the imaginations of students and men of
affairs alike."

+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 718. N. 9, '07. 470w.

Dunham, Edith. Fifty flower friends with
familiar faces: a field book for boys
and girls. $1.50. Lothrop. 7-17393-

Fifty wild flowers are described and pictured
in this volume which not only gives an ac-
curate description of each plant, tells where to
find it, but adds little slcetcJies and quotations
frotn tiowcr poems, which will awaken interest
in each flower's distmct personality.

"The boy or girl into whose hands this book
is placed can hardly fail to acquire a real and
lasting interest in our every-day wild flowers."

+ Dial. 42: 381. Je. 16. '07. lOOw.

"The grown-ups of the family will find many
things that possibly had escaped their atten-
tion.

"

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 357. Je. 1, '07. 130w.
4- R. of Rs. 34: 127. Jl. '07. 90w.

Dunmore, Walter T. Ship subsidies: an
'i' economic study of the policy of stib-

sidizing merchant marines. **$i.

Houghton.
The subject of ship subsidies is considered by

Mr. Dunmore from an unprejudiced, non-parti-
san standpoint, and he endeavors to decide what
is the best policy from the point of view of
the commercial and economic interests of the
United Scales; and also what is best, consider-
ing the question in its bearing on the national
defense. The study is well tabulated and is

provided with a bibliography of books and arti-
cles consulted.

Dunn, Robert. Shameless diary of an ex-
plorer; with il. from photographs by
the author. *$i.50. Outing pub.

7-21274.

Mr. Dunn "was one of a party that stcove
to reach the summit of Mount McKinley,
crowned with everlasting snow and ice in the
sub-arctic solitudes of Alaska. Day by day
he kept a diary of the movements and adven-
tures of the party, noting the smallest details.
After the unsuccessful attempt had ended, and

those concerned in it had returned to civiliza-
tion, the idea of publishing the diary occurred
to its author, and he determined to lay before
the public an unvarnished tale."—Dial.

"The author might advantageously have
omitted some of the profanity and coarseness
which he has retained, but apart from this
blemish the book is a vivid account of explor-
ing the sirange wilds of the remote northwest."

H Dial. 43: 20. Jl. 1, '07. 200w.
"As with many a predecessor, the result of

his self-conscious determination to avoid the
posing of which he imagines all others guilty
has been his perhaps unconscious transforma-
tion into the worst sort of poseur himself.
None the less, the volume contains here and
there a bit of effective description."

-] Nation. 85: 82. Jl. 25, '07. 590w.

Dunne, Finley Peter (Martin Dooley). Dis-
sertations by Mr. Dooley. t$i.5o. Har-
per. 6-38400.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bki. 3: 8. Ja. '07.

"As a whole tho Dooley philosophy is a work
of excellent innuendo, of polished and admir-
ably concealed artistry."

+ Ath. 1907. 1: 13. Ja. 5. 380w.
H- Ind. 62: 741. Mr. 28, '07. 390w.

"Beneath his joyous gift of extravagant ridi-
cule, he is perhaps the wisest man now writ-
ing, and America should be very proud of him."
+ + Lond. Times. 6: 14. Ja. 11, '07. 340w.
"The quality of the entertainment furnished

by the new volume is quite on a level with that
of its predecessors; indeed, in some respects
it is better, in that it is less parochial in out-
look and terminology, and consequently ap-
peals to a wider audience."
+ + Spec. 98: 93. Ja. 19, '07. 990w.

Dunraven and Mount-Earl, Windham
Thomas, 4th earl of. Outlook in Ire-

land: case for devolution and concilia-
tion. *$3. Dutton.

"Lord Dunraven makes, in measured and fit

language, a strong case for the "moderate fash-
ion in which Irish affairs have been approached
by the committee known by his name."-—Ath.

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 224. F. 23. llOw.

"Tjord Dunraven's book has an inevitable air
of being born out of due time."

H Nation. 85: 142. Ag. 15, '07. 230w.

"The book is a statesmanlike consideration
of the present status of affairs in Ireland and
of the most pressing needs of the unhappy isle,

and a masterly plea for fair play, friendliness,
tolerance, and justice on both sides of the Irish
cliannel."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 414. Je. 29, '07. 1410w.

+ Outlook. 86: 742. Ag. 3, '07. 1680w.

'"From the beginning to the end of his book
there is hardly a chapter in which he docs not
either shut his eyes to palpable facts, or at
least regard them through some distorting me-
dium of national prejudice, with the result
that, however well intended his advicp. it will
scarcely commend itself to those who have
given calm consideration to the Irish problem."

1- Spec. 98: 290. F. 23, '07. 2020w.

During, Stella M. Disinherited; with a

frontispiece by Paula B. M. Himmels-
bach. t$i.5o. Lippincott. 7-20512.

Set in England this story with its tangled
threads and continuous action shows how an
inheritance proved a pitfall A naive, uncon-
scionable girl marries the couty old Sir Peter—
of a less irascible temperament, tho in many
points not unlike Sheridan".-. Sir Peter—<ind does
it to save -lerself from the battle for bread.
After the sudden death of Sir Peter a daughter
is born, and the mother, finding that the bulk
of the estate had been willed to a nephew, be-
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During, Stella M,—Continued,
sins a long series of sham proceedings which,
to liold the propertj- for herself, require that
the child he brought up a.s a boy. At sixteen
the child takes things into lier own hands, ap-
parertly drowns, reappears as a twin sister
who, so the fiction ran, had for family reasons
been sent to California in infancy, restores to
the cousin his property, fails in love with this
cousin, and, heart-broken because it is not re-
turned and because she has all thru life served
only as her mother's tool, drowns lierself.
Plot and counter- plot abound.

wido field of interest. The seven sections In-
clude letters from Germany, letters upon gar-
dening, health, diet, children, art, and life in
general.

"The ultra crudities of the opening, where
Avice makes her entrance into society, so lit-

tle prepare the reader for any display of in-
genuity that the latter absurdities prove a
rather welcome relief."

\- Ration. 85: 79. Jl. 25, '07. 220w.

Durland, Kellogg. Red reign: the true
* story of an adventurous year in Rus-

sia, il. **$2. Century. 7-3^27.
Russia of today as an American sees it. Mr.

Durland spent a twelve-month traveling thru
Ruropean Russia, Poland, the Caucasus, and a
part of western Siberia. Mr. Durland's pres-
entation?, are not only picturesque descriptions
of a traveler, nor yet merely thrilling stories of
an active journalist, but contain accurate and
authoritative observations on the social, eco-
nomic and political conditions of ithe country.
The volume is fully illustrated.

Dutton, Maude Barrows, Little stories of
Germany. *40c. Am. bk. co. 7-6771.

"Separate stories arranged so as to form a
conn'^cted account of the history of Germany,
beginning with the mythological heroes and ex-
tending to Kaiser Wilhelm. There are stories
of the groat masters of music and painting,
as well as of kings and warriors, of the inven-
tion of printing as well as of the conquest of
land."--A. L. A. Bkl.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 139. My. '07. +
Dye, Eva Emery. McDonald of Oregon; a

tale of two shores. t$i.5o. McCIurg.
6-33578.

A story which "deals first with the occupation
of Oregon by American settlers, and later with
McDonald's expedition to Japan, undertaken in
a spirit of adventure, and resulting in the Perry
expedition, of such International consequence."
(Outlook.)

"Although the narrative Is based . . . upon
an exhaustive e.xamination of historical mate-
rial, the volume can hardly be ranked as a his-
torical publication."

-j Am. Hist. R. 12: 479. Ja. '07. 70w.

-f- N. Y. Times. 11: 703. O. 27, '06. 230w.
"There is so much vitality In the material

upon which this book is based, and the writer
expresses herself with such enthusiasm, that
the volume holds the interest in spite of the fact
that it is too loosely knit for a historical novel,
and lacks the unity of a good biography."

-I Outlook. 84: 941. D. 16, '06. 80w.
"This is history where the substantial facts

are so woven with romance and restored to vital-
ity by vivid imagination as to give atmosphere,
color and life."

-t- World To-Day. 11: 1221. N. '06. 90w.

Earle, Mrs. C. W. Letters to young and
old. *$2.50. Dutton.

Ivfitters such as Mrs. Earle has been accus-
tomed to write to her friends and family are
here collected into a volume which covers a

+ Acad. 72: 39. Ja. 12, '07. 320w.
"AltOiTether, it is a delightfuil, gossiping olla

podrida."
-^ Ath. 19;)7, 1: 13. Ja. 5. 260w.

"Her-3 is a novel and clever idea in book-
making.''

-r "N. Y. Times. 12: 197. Mr. 30, '07. 220w.
"Those who liked her three books of pot-

pourri will find it interesting, but no one to
whom the three former volumes did not appeal
should even try to read this one."

-i Spec. US: 18. Ja. 5, '07. 780w.

East, Alfred. Art of landscape painting in

oil color. *$3. Lippincott.
"Mr. East has not attempted in this book to

write of landscape painting in its elementary
stages. His aim has been rather to give the
already qualified student an insight into cer-
tain truths which have been revealed to him
in his own practice of the art. To correct a
false attitude towards nature, and to help the
reader to understand the imi>ortance of tech-
nique, has been the aim of this book. It is il-

lustrated by eight landscapes and a page of
studies of effects in colour, and many half-
tone pictures, chiefly from the painter's works;
also an admirable selection from those pencil
sketches in which he excels."—Int. Studio.

"The letterpress is somewhat elementary.
The book is redeemed, however, by a genuine
love for the subject."

-I Ath. 1906, 2: 779. D. 15. 390w.

"We cannot think of any painter who could
be a better guide than Mr. East. He is not
contemptuous of the beginner, and he has a
literary faculty which enables him to explain
his meaning very clearly."

-[- -I- Int. Studio. 30: 363. F. '07. 360w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 446. Jl. 13, '07. 520w.

"This work should be of great use to many
a student, amateur and artist. Mr. East writes
with distinctness, and has the power of making
his reader understand clearly the various proc-
esses, mental and technical, whic.i he uses for
the construction of a landscape."

+ Spec. 98: 542. Ap. 6, '07. 290w.

Eastman, Charles Alexander. Old Indian
* days. t$i.5o. McClure. 7-33219.

The chivalr>' of the Indian warrior and the
womanliness of the Indian woman are subjects
which Mr. Eastman sets forth with authority
and sentiment. In an idealized sense his tales

become more "than mere narrations of savage
exploits and records of the legends and tradi-

tions, beliefs and practices, of a primitive peo-
ple." (Outlook.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"We feel personally grateful for the refresh-
ment afforded by more than one exquisitely
idylHc tale among the dozen, or so in his vol-

ume."
-f- Outlook. 87: 744. N. 30, '07. 120w.

Eckstorm, Mrs. Fannie (Hardy). David
* Libbey, Penobscot w^oodsman and riv-

er-driver. *6oc. Am. Unitnr. 7-23501.

Another figure for the galaxy of '^rue Ameri-
can types." David Libbey is a Maine woodsman
who "met all the demands of son, husband,
father, brother, friend, citizen and soldier, and
yet had time for self-education, for aesthetic
culture, and for the exercise of a talent by no
meajis meagre."

Eddy, Arthur Jerome. Tales of a small

town by one who lived there. t$i.c;o.

Lippincott. 7-30989.

The small town element is here in the fact

that every one knows the business of everyone
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else be it the lawyer who connives to secxire the
drunkard's farm through his wife before she
has actually determined on a divorce suit, or
the adventurous young minx with the peroxide
hair who ilirts with iier uncle and her staid
next door neighbor to tlie distress of their wives.
The stories are interesting although not wholly
pleasing for the admirable traits of the villag-
ers are subordinated to their unlovely ones.

Edwardes, Marian, comp. Summary of the
literatures of modern Europe (Eng-
land, France, Germany, Italy, Spain);
from the origins to 1400. *$2.5o. But-
ton. 7-20970.

"The work, is essentially an annotated and
classifled bibliography, with, references to the
most authoritative scholarly discussions of the
writings included. It presents an immense mass
of historical and critical information in a form
that is both compact and convenient for use."
—Dial.

"In spite of these . . . defects . . . the com-
pilation is distinctly serviceable. With care-
ful revision it might be made indispensable."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 789. Je. 29. 870w.

+ Dial. 42: 381. Je. 16, '07. 120w.

"Enough has been said, we believe, to show
how defective this work is, notwithstanding its
occasionally useful citations of recent litera-
ture."— -1- Nation. 85: 469. O. 21, '07. 4fiOw.

"A very careful and painstaking work, and
should be found useful by students."

•f Spec. 98: 424. Mr. 16, '07. SOw.

Edwards, A. Herbage. Kakemono: Japan-
ese sketches. *$i.7S. McClurg. 7-20123.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A complete view of Japan, ihe book does
not give; the unpleasant features are left for
others to portr.iy. But that omission makes
it the more agreeable to read."

-t- Dial. 42: 19. Ja. 1, '07. 3o0w.

"A series of slight sketches, more ambitious
than successful."— Nation. 85: 80. Jl. 25, '07. SOw.

Edwards, Matilda Betham-. Literary ram-
bles in France, il. *$2.50 McClurg.

7-36931-
Miss Betham-Edwards, who gave us a few

years ago "Home-life in France," now gives
equally intimate glimpses of the personality of
some of the French men and women of letters.
Some of the suggestive chapter headings are:
Flaubert's literary workshop. On the track of
Ealzac—J^imoges. The genesis of Eugenie Gran-
det. In the footsteps of George Sand, Brantome
and The story of the Marseillaise.

"She gives with perfect success the atmos-
phere of the place.s and people that she writes
about. That is, we imagine, all that she set out
to do, and in any case all that was needed."

-j Acad. 73: 698. Jl. 20, '07. 610w.

"Is in our opinion one of the best of her long
series of monographs on French life and scen-
ery. Her tendency to facile literary allusion
takes her rea;ders far from the scene she is de-
sicribing. This is destructive of the French at-
mosphere which ought to characterize her books
of travel."
+ H Ath. 1907, 1: 757. Je. 22. 780w.

"It is a pleasure to discover that [it] belongs,
not to the appalling multitude of 'popular
guides,' but to the small and delightful com-
pany of artistic and illuminating travellers'
sketches. They have, in the first place, the
note of spontaneity."
+ + Dial. 43: 290. N. 1, '07. 370w.

"There nev«er was a more staunch champion
of Protestantism than Miss Betham-Edwards;
and we take leave to think that a writer who
hardly acknowledges any other religion m
France cannot be said to know France thor-

oughly."'

-I Spec. 99: 266. Ag. 24, '07. 1200w.

Edwards, Owen. Short history of Wales.
*75c. Univ. of Chicago press.

, A brief history of only a little over a hunr
dred pages for those who have never read any
Welsh history.

"The pages on Wales at the present time are
unquestionably the most interesting. The style
is simple, lucid, and picturesque. Those for
whom the book is primarily intended—readers
ignorant of Welsh and Latin—^will be led to
knowledge of pleasant paths."

+ Nation. 84: 264. Mr. 21, '07. 180w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 150w.

"His attitude is still that of the North Walian.
Despite such trifling blemishes the book Is ex-
cellent."

H Sat. R. 103: 658. My. 25, '07. 500w.

Edwards, William Seymour. Through
Scandinavia to Moscow. **$i.50.
Clarke. 6-37647.

Entertaining observations made by Mr. Ed-
wards cLs he and hjis bVide traveled in live
weeks thru Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, to
St. I'etorsburg and back to London by way of
Berlin, Hambui-g, and Amsterdam. The ac-
count is given in the form of letters written
by the author to his father and is illustrated
with snap shots taken en route.

"The personal touches and impressions—in-
teresting incidents well told—make an unus-
ually attractive account of a traveler's experi-
ences. Here and there an occasional careless
.statement threatens to shatter the reader's
faith in the accuracy of the book as a whole.
On the whole tlie book is worth reading. Its
story is pleasantly told, with many interesting
items well worth remembering."

-I Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 412. Mr. "07. 230w.

"Commonplace in many respects."
H Dial. 42: 82. F. 1; '07. 390w.

"A simple, straightforward acc-junt."

-h Outlook. 85: 576. Mr. 9, '07. 810w.

Eeden, Frederik van. Quest. $1.50. Luce,

J. W. 7- 1 532 1.

The symbolism which abounds in this book
remind.-. "one of Ibsen. A little boy seeks dili-

gently from fairy guides a solution to ...le rid-
dle of the universe and its manifold manifes-
tations. As he grows older his desire for un-
derstanding is no less keen but for the fairy
thoughts of imagination are substituted the
troll-ideas of grotesque human realities. Fin-
ally among the sordid commonplaces he falls

in witn a companion who is a "modern rein-
carnation of the Christ." There is a very hu-
man love tale, the romiance of the Imaginative
Johannes and Marjon, a little circus grirl.

"A remarkable work of sustnincd fancy, the
book presents no new 'Weltanschauung,' it

brings no new message. Dr. van Eeden has
dreamt a dream, he has not seen a vision. The
tran.clation i" on the whole, admirable." A.
Schade vanWestrum.

^ Bookm. 25: 296. My. '07. 1540W.
" 'The quest' as a romance is, by reason of

its loose construction and its generally feeble
character drawing, a negligible quantity. As a
work of philosophy it is suggestive, but tau-
tological and obscure. As a social study on the
other hand, it possesses exceptional value; is,

in fact, one of the most comprehensive arraign-
ments of the hypocrisy and corruption of the
age that has vet been written."

-i Ind. 63: 99. Jl. 11, '07. 480w.

"There is much jou:-trnt indeterminate nar-

rative as well as much didacticism, in the third

^^'V — Nation. 84: 415. Miy. 2, '07. SlOw.

"The things that hold and charm are the
glimpses of the quaint mind of 'die kleine Jo-

hannes'—little John—the scenes from Dutch
life the pictures of the mountebanks' way,
the hints of things good and bad that stirred
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Eeden, Frederik van —Continued.
our little John; the flights of fancy, now gra-
cious and now horribly gruesome; the homely
simplicity of the narrative of the hero's love
affairs. Almost equally pleasing is much of
the homelier satire. But there is other satire
that falls dully on the mind like the rhapsodies
of Markus the prophet."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 154. Mr. 16, '07. 720w.

"Weary wastes of Ions-drawn-out common-
place separate the brilliant and beautiful pas-
sages. Pages of puerile, pottering pedantic dia-
logue that might have stepped out of a Rollo
book discourage the interest. The result is a
work diffuse and discursive—not to say sprawl-
ing—and obscure." Alvan F. Sanborn.— No. Am. 1S5: 79. My. 3, 07. 1510w.

"The writer's intentions are obviously excel-
lent and his philosophy sound. To Dutch read-
ers hi<? performance is doubtless excellent as
well, but to us it is so involved, prolix and tire-
some as to be absolutely impossible. The bar-
riers between our minds and his book are quite
impassable."

1- Putnam's. 3: 111. O. '07. 240w.

"Delicately fanciful, and deeply spiritual be-
sides, 'The quest' merits wide attention."

+ R. of Rs. 35: 768. Je. '07. 30w.

Eggleston, George Gary. Jack Shelby; a

story of the Indiana back-woods. +$1.50.

Lothrop. 6-20455.
An exciting tale of the adventurous pioneer

days of 183G.

try to keep Princess Hilma from her throne,
nor that he loves the beautiful young queen,
and that both sacrifice love to duty."—Out-
look.

"Not well written, but gives an interesting,
and probably accurate picture of pioneer life."

I
A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 80. Mr. '07.

"Is of a good kind and well done."
-r Bookm. 24: r,2C. Ja. '07. 30w.

-f R. of Rs. 34: 768. D. '06. 50w.

Eggleston, George Gary. Love is the sum
of it all: a plantation romance, il. t$i.5o.

Lothrop. 7-32710.
A plantation romance whose scene Is laid in

Virginia following the reconstruction period.
"Warren Rhett, the hero, is a young Virginian,
enlightened, enfranchised, energized by educa-
tion in the north and a cosmopolitan experi-
ence as a bridge builder, not solely as the lover
of the good and beautiful heroine." (N. Y.
Times.) The heroine is the daughter of a sculp-
tor; the love-making is uninterrupted in War-
ren's step-mother's home where he is recuper-
ating and in'Cidentally rescuing the plantation
from decay and bankruptcy.

"On rlie whole, the book is wholesome as
well as pretty. If there is not a deal of excite-
ment in it, there is plenty of suggestive obser-
vation."

-I- Lit. D. 35: 533. O. 12, '07. 480w.
"As a social critic, Mr. Eggleston has noth-

ing new or important to say. He does not even
say what he has to say well. As a novel it is

impossible to praise it."— N. Y. Times. 12: 548. S. 14, '07. 540w.

Elbe, Louis. Future life in the light of
ancient wisdom and modern science.
**$i.2o. McClurg. 6-9285.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 41. F. '07.

Eldridge, William Tillinghast. Hilma; il. by
Harrison Fisher and Martin Justice.
t$i.5o. Dodd. 7-9545.

"This book belongs in that class of which
Anthony Hope's 'Prisoner of Zenda" Is the
prototype. A brave and resourceful American
is thrown into the dynastic plots of a petty
imaginary nation in eastern Europe, and plots
and counterplots develop in rapid and thrilling
succession. One does not need to guess that
the American foils the political villains who

"The author has studied the 'Prisoner of
Tlenda' carefully, and has tried to produce an-
other one; even the 'IXilly dialogue' form of con-
versation is attempted. The result written in
American language is terrible."— Acad. 73: 996. O. 5, '07. 120w.
"Perhaps above the average of its kind."

+ A. L. A. BIk. 3:1^4. My. '07.

"Nobody needs quarrel with the story merely
because it is an imitation. The important thing
is that it i? a good one."

-f Ath. 1907. 2: 476. O. 19. l&Ow.
"The story is told in nervous and soniotimes

ungrammatical English, £:nd its nomenclature
rivals that of 'Giaustark" for weirdness." Wm.
M. Payne.

-• Dial. 42: 314. My. 16. '07. 160w
"A particular trouble is that the dialogue

. . . is tremendously labored and disconcer-
tingly pointless. The author, with all the in-
dustry and eood will in the world, lacks both
the necessarv invention and the highly desir-
able knowledge of the hearts of men and
women."— N. Y. Times. 12: 159. Mr. 16, '07. 460w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 380. Je. 15, '07. 190w.
"The tale is built up in a workmanlike way,

and hac a reasonable number of thrills and
sudden turns."

-f Outlook. 85: 812. Ap. 6, '07. 120w.

Eliot, Sir Charles Norton E. Letters from
the Far East. *$2.40. Longmans.

7-3081 1.

"Thi'; vol-.ime consists of letters originally
published in the Westminster gazette during
a recent visit to China and .Japan, undertaken
with the special object of studying the lan-
guages and creeds of those countries and the
de\i=]onm°nt which Buddhism has undergone."
—N. Y. Times.

"Tile volume is one of singular interest, but
displays a fanciful and slightly paradoxical in-
tellect. The author's reflections upon Moham-
medanism and his panegyric on Hinduism will
startle readers, but provoke reflection to a
higher degree than do most works of travel."

-f — Ath. 1907, 1: 408. Ap. 6. lOlOw.

"Among the chapters on China those descrip-
tive of Canton. Ppking, and Chinese literature
will be found particularly entertaining. The val-
ue of the book would have much increased by

-

an index. There .are sixteen illustrations, very
good reproductions of photographs."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 371. Je. 8, '07. 540w.

"A studious and thoughtful examination
^
of

many sides of Far Ekistern thought and life,

written by a thoroughly competent observer.
The book has not yet been written about Far
Eastern matters that does not challenge criti-

cism or controversy on points; but it is rare to

find one so little provocati\e in that respect
and so greatly instructive as this collection of
letters."
4- H Sat. R. 103: 561. My. 4, '07. 1050w.

"Among tlie numerous works that have been
devoted of recent years to the problems of the
Far East, his unpretentious little book takes a
very high place."
+ + Spec. 99: 21. Jl. 6, '07. 1400w.

Eliot, Gharles W. Four American leaders.

*8oc. Am. Unitar. 6-42960.
Commemorative addresses on F'ranklin,

Washington. Channing and Emerson, which
present the four Americans from the point of
view of their intellectual contributions in shap-
ing the political, moral, and intellectual trend
of the Republic.

"Inspiring addresses."
-t- A. L. A. Bkl. 3:120. My. '07.
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"While the book contains suggestions apt to
stir up antagonism in certain minds, and while
we are made to feel that the author's sym-
pathies are at times misplaced and that he
lacks something of the spirit of the true proph-
et, we must confess to the beauty of his
style, his true sense of proportion and his fine
analytical powers within certain limitations."
Robert E. x>isbee.

H Arena. 37: 110. Ja. '07. 120w.

"We have rarely read a book which coudd in-
spire a more profound respect for what is last-
ingly noble in humanity than this."

-t- + Ind. 62:1092. My. 9, '07. 330w.

4- N. Y. Times. 11:801. O. 1, '06. 80w.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 42. Ja. 26, '07. 370w.

"These papers are written—all of them—in
the lucid, direct and vigorous style which we
have come to associate with their author, and
will be sure of the careful and respectful at-
tention to which everything that comes from
his strong, well-disciplined, well-stored and in-
dependent mind is entitled." Horatio S. Krans.

-I- -h Putnam's. 2: Ul. Ap. '07. lOlOw.

Eliot, Charles W. Great riches. **7Sc.
Crowell. 6-34713.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 210. .Ta. '07. 90w.
"President Eliot may be a gi-eat executive

ofticor, But we cannot count him am'ong great
and true thinkers."— Arena. 37: 333. Mr. '07. 180w.

Cath. World. 85: 401. Je. '07. 420w.
"It treats a topic of unmistakable impor-

tance and large public interest in a spirit of
sane and hopeful Americanism."
+ + Educ. R. 33: 99. Ja, '07. 4S0w.

"The economic analysis seems to be faulty.
The writer assumes that the riches of to-day
are of a new kind, which carry with them no
visible responsibility."

'r J. Pol. Econ. 14: 637. D. '06. 320w.

Eliot, George. Romola; historically il. and
ed., with introd. and notes, by Guide
Biagi. 2v. *$3. McClurg. 6-42367.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The illustrations, 160 in all, are well repro-
duced. Furthermore, they are for the most
part adiequately described, and in every case
are, for t.heir own sakes, worth possessing; but
many of them are wholly irrelevant, or are
made so by being recklessly misplaced."
+ -\ Nation. 84: 57. Ja. 17, '07. 390w.

+ -f- N. Y. Times. 12: 88. F. 9, '07. 660w.

Outlook. S5: 47. Ja. 6, '07. 120w.

"The letter-press is excellent, and the whole
work has a scholarly character."

-I- -f- R. of Rs. 35: 254. F. '07. lOOw.

Elkington, Ernest Way. Savage South
seas; painted by N. H. Hardy, de-
scribed by E. Way Elkington. *$6. Mac-
millan.

A volume whose text and Illustrations ar6 de-
voted to the native peoples of British New Gui-
nea, the Solomon islands and the New Hebrides.
The text "describes the appearance, customs,
habits, characteristics and prospects of the sav-
age natives, with some account of their past
history, shows how little real impression the
missionaries have maJde ujwn them, tettls what
the islands offer to the white man who is wil-
ling to work, and succeeds fairly well In giving
an idea of the subtle charm which the South
Sea islands can exercise over the( Anglo-Saxon."
(N. Y. Times.) The illustrations "representing
every phase of native life. Industries, amuse-
ments, and religious ceremonies, as well as the
pile houses and the scenery, enable one very
vividly to realize k." (Nation.)

"It is a good book of a bad kind—the usual
kind; there are hundreds of the sort, but few,
we may add, so well executed, for the author
has avoided many faults into which he might
have fallen—the enthusiasms, the pxolixities, and
the vulgarities which are common to the kind."'

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 202. Ag. 24. 72.0w.

"The authoritative tone and the evidently in-
timate knowledge of native customs are proof
positive of something beyond a cursory obser-
vation of life among the islanders."

-r Dial. 43: 377. D. 1, '07. 220w.

+ Nation. 85: 349. O. 17, '07. 390w.
"In this book the illustrations so far exceed

the text in importance and quality that little

need to be said concerning the latter, which
contains many inaccuracies and misprints, is

virritten in poor English, and generally falls far
below the level of other volumes contained in
this series." C. G. S.

-I Nature. 76: 541. S. 26, '07. 470w.
"It is written entertainingly, with plenty of

anecdote" interspersed."
-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 140w,

"The artist has given us many accurate draw-
ings of the genuine native in his appropriate
setting. Nor does he sacrifice accuracy ot detail
for mere pictorial effect; thus the student may
feel confident in trusting his details of oma-
nent, dress, house-structure and the like, in-
deed in some instances new facts are Inciaental-
ly given to the student in the plates. The let-
terpress is a chatty compilation of no value
to the serious student, as it is full of mistakes
of various kinds and there is no evidence that
Mr. Elkington has visited the places of which
he writes."

-] Sat. R. 104: 210. Ag. 17, '07. 360w.

Elliot^ George F. S. Chile: its history and
* development, natural features, prod-

ucts, commerce, and present condition;
v^'ith an introd. by Martin Hume. *$3.

Scribner.

A historv of Chile with full description of ex-
isting conditions. "Mr. Scott Elliot deals prin-
cipally with the romantic history of his favour-
ite republic. The adventures of President
O'Higglns and of Cochrane have formed the
theme of many well-told tales. O'Higgins was
the natural son of Ambrose Higglns, M'arquis de
Osorno, "Viceroy of Peru.'' (Ath.)

"It is the most beautiful of the 'colour books'
that we have seen, and excels the majority of
them by far in the excellence of its letter press."

+ Acad. 73: 861. S. 7, '07. 1230w.

-i- Ath. 1907, 2: 549. N. 2. 230w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"The illustrations are selected with but slight

regard for the text, and in several cases are
put wihere they mar the author's work. Those
who wish to know the natural features and
economic condirlons of the country will be able
to learn more than they can carry away in

their minds, for Mr. Elliot is a naturalist as
well as an observer of industrial and political

phenomena. Of the historical portion of the
work we must be content with saying that the
author does not seem to us to do justice to
the work of che church in Chile."

. -] Sat. R. 104: 039. N. 23, '07. 720w.

Elliott, Delia Buford. Adcle Hamilton.
$1.25. Neale. 7-14586.

A story of a little more than a hundred pa-
ges which tells of the bravery of a southern
woman who at her husband's death finds her-
self penniless, and takes her five children to

California hoping that in a new country away
from surroundings that would remind her of

her former abundance she may fight her finan-

cial battle and win.

Elliott, Emilia. Joan of Juniper inn. t$i.5o.

Jacobs. 7-27610.

A cheerful, wholesome story peopled with
true-to-life boys and girls who have real ex-
periences and who are bubbling over with in-

nocent fun.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 76'5. N. 30, '07. 90w.
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Ellis, Edward Sylvester. Deerfoot in the
forest. t$i. Winston. 5-28020.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"This series of adventures . . . will convince
his admirers that his vitality is undiminished."

-t- Acad. 71: 607. n. 15, '06. 50w.

Ellis, Edward Sylvester. Hunt of the white
elephant. t$i. Winston. 6-26188.

A sequel to "River and jungle," in which the
hero of the latter sets out with a native guide
to capture a white elephant. Before the quest
is successfully terminated thrilling adventure
is furnished by an exciting tiger hunt, an en-
counter with a wild buffalo, and interference
from thieving natives. From the first page to
the last it Is full of exciting situations.

for the winners a two months' camping trip north
from the Maine coast. The exciting experiences
of the race in which plots are foiled, and the
later cruise fairly bristling with thrilling expe-
riences, furnish rare entertainment for a wide-
awake boy.

"Is one of Ellis' very best tales, being writ-
ten in a spirited maimer and replete with ex-
citing adventures so dear to the vivid and hun-
gry imagination of the child."

+ -r Arena. 37: 222. F. '07. 270w.

Ellis, Edward Sylvester. Lost in the for-
bidden land. t$i. Winston. 6-26192.

One of three volumes in the "Foreign adven-
ture series." It is a thrilling account of the
dangers that two Americans encountered while
attempting to trace the Pilcomayo river In
South America to the Paraguay. Even Yankee
ingenuity fails at times when set to baffle so
formidable an enemy as the Tobas Indians.

Reviewed by Robert E. Bisbee.— Arena. 38: 320. Ag. '07. 200w.
Nation. 83: UU. I). IS, '06. 70w.

Ellis, Edward Sylvester. Queen of the
* clouds. t$i. Winston. 7-23712.
The last in the three-volume "Paddle your

own canoe" series. There is in this story plenty
to whet the apnetite of an adventure-loving lad—mystery, a brave sailor boy as hero, a ship-
wreck, the discovery of pirates' gold, treachery,
a search extending to India, wild beasts of the
jungle, the Sepoy rebellion, the escape and re-
turn.

Ellis, Edward Sylvester. River and jungle.
t$i. Winston. 6-26479.

Indo-Chlna is the scene of Dudley Mason's
experiences which befall him on his way thru
the jungle to his father, a missionary in the
interior of Slam. Tigers, crocodiles, snakes,
wild Indians and elephants make the way one
of perils and hair-breadth escapes.

Ellis, Edward Sylvester (Seward D. Lisle,

pseud.). Seth Jones of New Hamp-
shire. t$i.2S. Dillingham. 7-6405.

A reprint of a dime-novel published nearly
50 years ago, which supports the claim made
by the author in his introduction that dime
novel literature not only was not immoral but
was good reading for the young. Seth Jones is

a border h"i'o and his story is one of scalp-
ings and bloodshed, of rescued maidens and
darir>g escapades.

"It is such a story as the most fastidious
of telegraph boys would not hesityte to put his
imprimatur upon."

-j Lit. D. 34: 639. Ap. 20, '07. 340w.

"\S'e r-heorfully testify that It is innocuous,
simple, free from moral taint, as little sensa-
tiora' as is hiim.inly po.'5sible for a book with
Indians, a kidnapped maiden, and a hunter
wilh a coonskir r .ap to be. Is a very mild case
of Fenlmore Cooper and water."

'• Outlook. Sr,: 71S. Mr. 23. '07. 240w.

Ellis. Edward Sylvester, and Chipman. Wil-
liam Pendleton. Cruise of the Firefly,

t75c. Winston. 6-21383.

An adventurous tale In which a boat race be-
tween the clubs of two rival institutions secures

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 772. N. 24, '06. 80w.

Ellis, Edwin J, Real Blake. **$3.50. Mc-
Clure.

"Mr. Ellis gives us an immense amount of
information, heaped in bewildering fashion,
and ticketed with labels and comments which
can hardly fail to increase that bewilderment.'
(Ath.) "Readers will naturally want to know
what new material Mr. Ellis presents them
witli. not already in Gilchrist. He prints in
full for the first time 'The isla.nd in the moon,'
Blake's squib upon the literary folk he met at
the Mathews's house. . . . All Blake's comments
on Lavater are given, instead of the selection
printed by Gilchrist. But of course the main
difference between the two lives is Mr. Ellis's
insistence on the mysticaJ side of Blake."

—

Acad.

"There is a great deal that is interesting
and valuable in Mr. Ellis's book: but it is not
well composed, the writing is slovenly, and it

lias other serious faults which will assuredly
prevent it from superseding Gilchrist, in spite
of a much completer understanding of Blake's
mind and ideas."

h Acad. 72. 232. Mr. 9, '07. 1360w.

"it is written to do honour to Blake and to
explain him. but it requires both correction
and explan.atinn before it can do either."— Ath. 1907, 1: 598. My. 18. 2130w.

"If Mr. Symons writes from the point of view
of ultra-romanticism, Mr. Ellis speaks from the
region of spirit-rapping and table-turning. He
has produced a book that is almost a model of
what a biography ought not to be."

Nation. 85: 401. O. 31, '07. 750w.

"Mr. Ellis worships Blake, and he seems to
have attracted to himself se\-eral of his idol's

less amiable qualities, his arrogance, his care-
lessness in writing and .his intolerance; these
characteristics are obvious, not only in the
preface, but more or less throughout the book."

• Sat. R. 103: sup. 8. F. 23, '07. 320w.

Ellis, George. Modern practical carpentry
for the use of workmen, builders, archi-

tects, and engineers. *$5. Industrial.

"A practical discussion of the methods and
practices connected with the heavier kinds of
carpentry work. It treats of the subject as
seen in England, where wood work is used to

a much greater extent than in this country.
However, the discussions on shoring, scaffold-
ing, tunnel and bridge centering and coffer

dams are of universial interest."—Engin. N.

+ Engin. N. 57: 306. Mr. 14, '07. 330w.

Ellis, George William, and Morris, John
Emery. King Philip's war; based on
the archives and records of Massachu-
setts, Plymouth. Rhode Island and
Connecticut, and contemporary letters

and accounts with biographical and top-
ographical notes. **$2. Grafton press.

6-43914.

To this account of King Philip's war "Mr.
Ellis has contributed the narrative with the
rcforonc^s, and Mr. Morris has supplied the
biographical foot-not<-s, the local descriptions,
and the illustrations." CAm. Hist. R.)

"A history of King Philip's war, which
should be both readable and trustworthy, has
long been desired by students of early New
En;jland. The volun'.e under review meets
these renuirem-^nts. being based upon careful

research and written in clear narrative style.
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The vcTume is singiularly free from errors or
misquotations from autiiorities." Clarence S.

Brigham.
-t- + Am. Hist. R. 12: G96. Ap. '07. 400w.

"A sciiolarly liistory of tiie last struggle of
an expiring race, rather tlian a successful study
of an important episode in tlie conquest of
the continent." Carl Russell i^ish.

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 28: tj5o. My. '07. 250w.

"The genealogical interest of Mr. Morris has
resulted in a (jollection of oiographical details
that must make ihe tiooic valuable to all tracers
of New iJngland ancestry. Indeed, one criti-

cism of the book as a book lies in its multi-
plicity of names and explanatory notes."

I Ind. 62: 502. F. 2S, '07. 390w.

Elton, Oliver. Frederick York Powell: a
life and selection from his letters and
occasional writings. 2v. *$6.7S. Ox-
ford. 7-18309.

Two interesting volumes upon a man of large
personality and profound knowledge, who for
years, as tutor and professor, exercised great
influence over the young men of Oxfocd
and London. The first volume is devoted to
memoirs and letters, and the second to writ-
ings.

"Mr. Elton has failed partly because failure
was inevitable, partly because of a certain
lack of sympathy with his subject; but he has
one quality v/hich is also his main defect—

a

fine imipartiality."

H Acad. 72: 32. Ja. 12, 'W. 1280w.

"The many-sidedness of the man has been
well brought out; the attractive nature of his
personality is excellently displayed; the facts
of iiis career are correctly noted; his fugitive
worJc has been tastefully brought together; and
all the friends of York Powell—and he had a
genius for friendship-;-will be grateful to Mr.
Eltcn for pnacing this memorial of their de-
parted friendl in their hands." H. Morse Steph-
ens.

-r + Am. Hist. R. 12: 648. Ap. '07. 2100w.

"An appreciation which is rich on every page
with a just and sympathetic understanding of
the man's nature."

-^ + Ath. 1900, 2: 821. D. 29. 2400w.

"The book brings out with fine judgment and
skill Powell's love for literature, folklore and
art, but is less successful in showing that his-
tory wr.s his special province."

-t- Eng. Hist. R. 22: 204. Ja. '07. 230w.

"Mr. Elton's book would have been much im-
prov€vd by the compression necessary to bring
it into a narrower con^pass."

-i L.ond. Times. 5: 424. D. 21, '06. 2440w.

"The present memoir is clever and interest-
ing, but somewhat too diffuse. A valuable,
vivid record of a life which deserves to be held
in memory and lienor."

+ i Nation. S'J: 311. Ap. 4, '07. 2440w.

"'The book is a m.a&ter tonic."
-I- + Sat. R. 102: 775. D. 22, '06. 1340w.
"The life of York Powell was bound to be

written, and it couild scarcely have fallen into
better hands."

-1- + Spec. 98: 55. Ja. 12, '07. 1720w.

Emanuel, Walter. Dogs of war. t$i.25.

Scribner. 7-15118.
One thoroughbred and a number of mongrels

constitute a group pledged to "attack at sight
all thoroughbreds who give themselves airs or
offer Insult to plebeian canines." "Ears," the
aristocratic spaniel tells the story, which Is ac-
companied by Mr. Cecil Aldin's humorous draw-
ings.

"The collaboration Is quite perfect, and It Is
always Impossible to consider the story apart
from the pictures. Possibly the drawings are
a bit cleverer than the text, although there Is
much amusing matter in the dog biography."

+ Outlook. 85: 43. Ja. 5, '07. 70w.

Emerald and Ermine: a tale of the Argoat
by the author of ' The martyrdom of
an empress." *$i.50 Harper. 7-33591.

About the slim figure of a young widowed duch-
ess of an old estate in Brittany, the author has
woven a strong and dramatic plot using as a
background the sturdy peasant life of the Ar-
goat. The estate, in the event of the remar-
riage of the duchess, reverts to her husband's
degenerate cousin, and he to gain it, conspires
to trap her into matrimony. His villainy suc-
ceeds, but she finds true love and happiness
and he receives the coveted revenues only to
find them poor comfort and devoid of joy.

"A tale steepedi in the color and fragrance of
woodland Brittany, characterized by a mysteri-
ous plot and rare charm of atmosphere."

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Emerson, Edward Waldo. Life and letters
of Charles Russell Lowell, captain
Sixth United States cavalry, colonel
Second Massachusetts cavalry, briga-
dier-general, United States volunteers.
**$2. Houghton. 7-15315.

"This volume consists of a brief but ade-
quate biography of the young soldier; of judi-
cious selections from his correspondence, and
of very full, diS'Criminating notes upon both
the life and the letters,"—N. Y. Times.

"The episodes enshrined In these pages bear
and repay intimate study."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 731. D. 8. 70w.

"His greatest failing as a raconteur Is his
lack of humor."

H Dial. 41: 460. D. 16, '06. 23(hr.

"While Mr. Emerson's Intense admiration for

his hero is very plain he writes always with
restraint, good taste, and the best judgment."
J. K. Hosmer.

J- + Am. Hist. R. 13: 161. O. '07. 580w.

"Doubly excellent in its admiration and its

restraint." Henry Dwight Sedgwick,
-f + Atlan. 100: 278. Ag. '07. 2470w.

"Abundant notes supplement both the life-

study and the letters; to these notes are con-
fided many of tlie most intimate revelations
of the young soldier's personality. The student
of American history and literature may well be
grateful for this record, so directly and fully
told, of a life which is as inspiring in memory
as it was in companionship," Annie Russell
Marble.

4- -t- Dial. 43: 10. Jl. 1, '0'^. 1800w.

Ind. ^3: 883. O. 10, '07. 420w.

"There can be no doubt that Mr, Emerson
has created a distinct impression of General
Tjowell's superb endowment of character, Justi-
fying that attitude of reverend adoration he in-
spired in his own immediate circle."

-I- + Lit. D. 35: 534. O. 12, '07. 220w.

+ Nation. S4: 52G, Je, 6, '07, 630w,

N. Y. Times. 12: 291. My. 4, '07. 70w,

"The letters are especially valuable for their
portrayal of a beautiful and dignified charac-
ter, arid they also give man.v suggestive sketch-
es of prominent statesmen and soldiers."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 32Y, My, 18, '07. 400w.

"An admirably typical American life, worthily
told in the narrative, not less worthily when the
letters of its subject are left to tell the story."
Montgomerv Schuyler.

-f- Putnam's. 3: 101. O. '07. 450w.

Engineering index annual for 1906; comp.
by J. B. Johnson. *$2. Lng. Mag.

An inclusive guide to engineering literature

which does away with the alphabetical arrange-
ment of its former volumes. "In the present an-
nual volume all items have been grouped ac-
cording to eight grand divisions: Civil engi-
neering; Electrical engineering; Industrial eco-
nomy; Marine and naval engineering; Mechani-
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cal engineering; Mining and metallurgy; Rail-
way engineering; and Street and electric rail-
ways. Kach of these is subdiided into a num-
ber of heads." (Engin. N.)

H Engin. N. 57: 55G. My. IG, '07. 710\v.

English music. *$i.25. Scribner. 6-38907.

These seventeen lectures were delivered by
well-known artists and musical writers at the
time of the tercentenary of the existence of the
"Worshipful company of musicians" during
June, 1904. They illustrate the historical sig-
nificance of the ancient instruments and boolts
then on exhibition. "The lectures are brief and
attractive essays; several are more than a rfi-

sum6 of what the historians nave written, and
offer some interesting points more or less novel."
(N. Y. Times.)

"We close the book with but one regret; that
it pc'ssossed so kindly and lenient an editor as
Mr. CrowL'St .seems to have been. A little

more s-.-verity nii^ht have turned out a work
better ritted to oear the hardshir)s of an un-
svmpathetic world."

-i Acad. 71: 2S1. S. 22, 'OG. 17C0w.

Reviewed by Josiah Renick Smith.
-t Dial. 42: 11. Ja. 1, '07. 200w.

"An exceptionally valuable contribution to
musical literature."

+ + Nation. 83: 564. D. 27, '06. 500w.

"They are necessarily rather disjointed aa
musical history, but are likely to fulfill a good
purpose in clearing up ideas, generally vague,
which many people hold concerning ancient In-
struments and some of the ancient music and
Its composers." Richard Aldrich.

-h 4- N. Y. Times. 11: 762. N. 17, '06. 700w.

Erskine, John. Actason, and other poems.
**$i.25. Lane. 6-46756.

A boj'k of verses, songs and sonnets which
show a lyric gift and true poetic feeling.

"A series of poetical exercises, wholly deriva-
tive in merit, and of slight significance." Wm.
M. Payne.

r Dial- 43: 93. Ag. 16, '07. llOw.

"rfis work is more notable for lorm than for
substance; the most vital note in it is its fine

sens-o of the ap.i.'^tolic tradition in poetry, its

sentiment of po-iic scholarship."
., Nation. S4: 199. F. 2S, '07. SSOw.

"'^'iT. Brskino has written much that is good
since 'Actaeon.' but he seems for the most part
to hi.ve fallen upon a m^ore personal and minor
strain." William Aspenwall Bradley.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 132. Mr. 2, '07. 500w.

Escott, Thomas H. S. Society in the coim-
try house. *$4. Jacobs.

"In sixteen lengthy chapters Mr. Escott con-
ducts his readers to as many groups of country
houses, tracing the rise of each great family,
characterizing its most interesting representa-
tivis and most famous visitors, drawing upon a
store of racy anecdote and curious legend, and
fully substantiating his claim that the country
liou'se has associations with the spiritual, liter-

ary, and social movements of the nation, which
are even stronger than those more picturesque
and popularly recognized bonds which unite it

with the chase, the turf, and the stage."—Dial.

"We prefor to take the book as a cheerful
jumble of interesting side-lights on people and
events, the \alue of which consists in its mir-
roring the passing phases of thought in the
fashion and speech of the time. It is left to

the reat'er to supply his own perspective, and
to select the grain from the inevitable chaft of

anecdote and genealogy.

"

-I Acad. 72: 34. Ja. 12, '07. 720w.

"We hope that Mr. Escott's future volumes
of pleasant reminiscences may have the ad-
vantage of a 'checker' who will do the drudg-

ery and the index, and leave the writer free
to please us without calling down the cantan-
kerous critic."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 98. Ja. 26. 960w.
"Mr. Escott pursues his subject with a leis-

urely thoroughness that is characteristically
British, but his style is crisp and nervous
enough to hold the reader's interest."

+ Dial. 43: 254. O. 16, '07. 410w.
"It Is so cumbersome as to make us long once

again for the old days of two and three vol-
umes. A book of gossip that cannot be held in
the hands as one leans back in a chair is a
publisher's mistake. Wherever the book is

opened some eminent name meets the eye, with
an anecdote attached to it; and what more
can be said?"

-\ Lond. Times. 6: 15. Ja. 11, 'Ql. 280w.

Espy, Ella Gray. What will the answer be?
$1.50. Neale. 7-20705.

The question concerns the future of Jo, the
child of the orphanage who has felt the influ-
ence of Miss Jane, who gave her iife to charity
and who has also lived in an adopted home
and seen something of love and its p(jssihilities.
The reader is left to draw his own conclu-
Kio7is as to Jo'!^ decision for public service or
matrimony.

Evans, Edward Payson. Criminal prosecu-
tion and capital punishment of animals.
*$2.50. Button. 7-28640.

A study of the curious methods of mediaeval
and modern penology relating to the prosecu-
tion and punishment of animals.

Nation. 85: 208. S. 5, '07. 330w.

"The author has succeeded in making an ex-
tremely readable and in a sense a learned vol-
ume, one which is a welcome addition to the
curiosities of literature."

-t- Outlook. 85: 719. Mr. 23, '07. 310w.

Evans, Edwin. Tchaikovsky. (Master mu-
sicians.) $1.25. Button. 7-10577.

The part of this work is devoted to the com-
poser as a man is based upon the biography of
the Tchaikovsky published with his letters by
his brother Modest. The greater portion of the
study is devoted to a critical survey of the mu-
sician and his works including an estimate of
the relative values of his operas. "A valuable
feature of Mr. Evans's book is a chronological
table of Tchaikovsky's compositions." (Na-
tion.)

-I- Ath. 190G, 2: 840. D. 29. 240w.

-I Nation. S3: 564. D. 27, '06. 250w.

"Of the man and his work the book presents
a useful summary treatment, though it rarely
rises to a very high order of criticism." Rich-
ard Aldrich.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 148. Mr. 9, '07. 600w.

Evelyn, John. Biary of John Evelyn; ed.

with notes by Austin Bobson. 3v. *$8.

Macmillan.
The bicentenary of John Evelyn's death has

served to produce some good reprints of his

diary. This one edited by Mr. Dobson contains
an informing biographical introduction and
helpful notes. "Its long chronicle extends over
an unbroken period of more than sixty years,

dating from the stormy days which preceded
the Commonwealth to the early time of Queen
Anne. During all tliis age— 'an age,' as his ep-
itaph puts it, 'of extraordinary events and rev-

olutions'—Evelyn was quietly, briefly, method-
ically noting what seemed to him worthy of re-

merribrance. His desire for knowledge was in-

satiable, his sympathies wide, and his tastes

catholic."
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"Such a book as his 'Diary,* then, cannot be
too often reprinted, nor do we know a better
edition than this, skilfully edited by Mr. Austin
Dobson."

+ + Acad. 71: 567. D. 8, '06. 1730w.

"The reader of the 'Diary' is supplied with
an ample commentary as he goes along, which
will be of infinite service in elucidation of bio-
graphical and historical points. Indeed, we can-
not imagine the work better done."
+ + Ath. 1906. 2: 7fi5. D. 15. 980w-

"But what gives Mr. Dobson's edition Its im-
portance Is less its text than its 'editorial equip-
ment.' " H. "W. Boynton.

+ Dial. 41: 451. D. 16. '06. 500w.

+ Lond. Times. 5: 389. N. 23, '06. 2200w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 852. D. 8, '06. 1780w.
(Reprinted frorii Lond. Times.)

"Amrns various editions of Evelyn none sur-
passes in convenience, editorial thoroughness,
and beauty of form this edition, in three vol-
uimos. presented with a combuiation of sim-
plicity and olegance that mark only the best
book-making'."
+ -f-

— Outlook. S5: 480. F. 23. '07. 430w.

"A fine edition . . . for which we cannot
thank Mr. Dobson too much."

4- Sat. R. 103: 52S. Ap. 27. '07. 17!l0w.

"The introduction which he has prefixed to
this edition of the Diary, is an admirable sum-
mary of Evelyn's life, and supplies as careful
an appreciation of the diarist's character and
work as could be desired."
+ + Spec. 98: 60 Ja. 12, '07. 300w.

Ewald, Carl, Spider and other tales; tr.

from the Danish by Alexander Teix-
eira de Mattos. t$i. Scribner. 7-15116.

"Pleasant, readable little stories about ani-
mals and plnnts, in which insects and flowers
and birds, and even clouds and dewdrops are
made to talk as if they were human beings. "

—Im. Y.' Times.

"This little book of fables deserves to be ad-
ded to the permanent library of childhood."
+ + Nation. 84: 523. Je. 6, '07. 240w
"He has a simple, naive style, which makes

liis work very suitable for supplementary reading
on nature subjects for young children, while
older peoide can read his stories with pleasure
because of the purity and perfection of his liter-

ary method.''
-I- + N. Y. Times. 12: -iS3. Jl. 6, '07. 250w.

Ewell, Alice Maude. T-ong time a.eo; in

Virginia and Maryland with a glimpse
of old England, il. $i..SO. Neale. 7-26957,

Nine good stories of revolutionary and colo-
nial times told by a lady and dame of long ago.

Fairbanks, Arthur. Mythology of Greece
and Rome, presented w^ith special ref-

erence to its influence on literature.
*$i.5o. Appleton. 7-6167.

Tne purpose of this book is "to illustrate the
widG-re;iching inJuence of Greek myths first

on ttie t/atin j^oets, and, mainly through the
Latin poets, on later writers." There are nu-
merous illustrations taken from ancient works
of ;-trt.

"The author is progressive, yet conservative
and judicious, and has produced a useful book.'"

-t- Am. J, Theol. 11: 716. O. '07. 170w.
Dial. 42: 117. F. 16, '07. 80w.

"A scholarly and complete presentation for
school and college use."

+ Educ. R. 34: 105. Je. '07. 20w.

"The distinct merit of the book is not that
whifth is emphasized on the title-page; it is,

rather, the fact that the ancient stories are

told by a professional student of mythology
who is familiar witli the results of recent in-
vestigation."

+ Nation. 84: 387. Ap. 25, '07. 230w.

Fairlie, John Archibald. Local government
in counties, towns and villages. *$i.25.
Century. 6-23708.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A handy and valuable compendium. The
volu:ne is, how';ver, subject to serious criti-
cism because .of the mode or style of presen-
tation." F. I. HeiTiott.

-I Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 424. Mr. '07. 650w.
"He has compacted into comparatively few

pages a wealth of information on his subject.
Teachers and students of civil government in
all p.arts of the country should find considera-
ble use for the voluime." James A. WoodJlTurn.
~ -r Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 153. Mr. '07. GlOw.

Fallcw, Lance. Silverleaf and oak. $1.25.
Macmillan.

The poems inspired by South Africa, the
poems of the imperialistic voyager, are perhaps
'the best in this volume, which ineludes among
others: The Southern cross; Spirit of hidden
places. Day and night up-country. A Cape
homestead, and a poem on the churchyard at
Durban.

Reviewed bv Wm. M. Payne.
-f- Dial. 43: 167. S. 16, '07. 250w.
-)- Nation. 84: :!5. Ja. 10, '07. 2n0w.

"He is apt to fall into banal cadences, and
he is much under the infiuence of Mr. Kipling.
The last ver.?e of the poem on the churchyard
at Durban seems to us to be the highest point
reached by Mr. Fallow's muse, and is no mean
elevation."

-i Spec. 97: 931. D. 8. '06. llOw.

Fanning, Clara E., comp. Selected articles

on the enlargement of the United
States navy. *$t. Wilson, H. W

7-29552.

Descriptive rote in Annual, 1906.
Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 412. Mr. '07. SOw.

Fanshawe, Anne, lady. Memoirs of Ann
* Lady Fanshawe, wife of the Right Hon.

Sir Richard Fanshawe, Bart., i6oo-'72;

reprinted from the original manuscript
in the possession of Mr. Evelyn J. Fan-
shawe of Parsloes. il. *$5. Lane.

Of special interest as a family history rather
than of value as a side light on social or politi-

cal history of the time. "The most noteworthy
part of the present edition is the elaborate
notes, occupying far the larger part of the vol-
ume and giving full information about every
thing and every person in any way alluded to
by Lady Fanshawe." (Nation.)

"The editing of memoirs is a difficult task at
best, but we have no hesitation in saying that
these 'Memoirs' have been edited as they de-
serve, and thev deserve well."

+ -f- Acad. '73; 943. S. 28, '07. 1680w.

"These small blemishes count for nothing in

comparison with the sterling merits of the
book, which we feel confident will long main-
tain its place as the standard edition of the
'Memoirs.' "

-1- -^ Ath. 1907, 2; 437. O. 12. 1230w.

"The book remains curious, delightful as far
as Lady Fanshawe is concerned, elaborate and
admirable so far as we can absorb her editor."

-j- Lond. Times. 6: 234. Jl. 26, '07. 1260w.

"The book must remain a standard work of
reference for students of the period."
_|_ ^ Nation. 85: 425. N. 7, '07. 610w.

"^Ve are bound to say that most of Lady
Fanshaw^e's matter is dry stuff. But to all

connected with the family this book, admirably
printed, and illustated ought to appeal."

^ Sat. R. 104: 22. Jl. 6, '07. 150w.
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"The "Memoirs' can make no claim to be a

work of great literary merit, but though Lady
Fanshawe was not a stylist, there is a direct-
ness about her writing that saves it from being
wearisome."

+ Spec. 99: 402. S. 21, '07. 260w.

Farnol, Jeffery. My lady Caprice, il. ^$1.50.

Dodd. 7-31282.
"A love idyl of the summertime. A healthy

and active young boy plays a very important
part in bringing together a couple of lovers In
spite of a very worldly peeress."—N. Y. Times.

"The Imp is decidedly the most ingenious
and interesting person in the book."

+ Dial. 43: 381. D. 1, '07. 140w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 30w.
"Should anyone read the book they will find

It like rock candy—a thread to which sugar

-j 'n. Y. Times. 12: 676. O. 26, '07. 320w.

"Gay romance."
+ Outlook. 87: 496. N. 2, '07. lOOw.

Farnsworth, Charles Hubert, comp. Songs
for schools: with accompaniments writ-
ten by Harvey Worthington Loomis
and B. D. Allen. *6oc. Macmillan.

"Mr. Farnsworth has performed a muoh-
needed service to public school music by col-
lecting in one volume, well printed and bound
and sold at a moderate price, the best of the
traditional songs suitable for children's voices^
One finds here the more imiportant national
tunes, beautiful melodies of Stephen C. Foster

. . . fine old English, Scottish, Irish, and
"Welsh folk songs, a few college songs, and a
erood selection of hymn tunes."—Outlook.

"One of the best books of school nrnusic ever
issued, and occupies a place of its own."

+ Nation. 84: 161. F. 14, '07. 210w.

"Mr. Loomis's accompaniments show imag-
ination and much technical skill, though in
some instances oae might question whether he
has not elaborated his treatment more than is
in keeping with the ruggedly simiple nature of
the melodies. On the whole, this book is a
long step in advance in the literature of school
music.'"

H Outlook. 85: 766. Mr. 30, '07. 330w.

Farrer, James Anson. Literary forgeries;
with an introd. by Andrew Lang. $2.25.
Longmans. 7-26421.

With the avowed purpose of giving some
Idea of the large space which literary forgery
occupies in the history and development of the
race the author discusses forgeries of ancient
books like the "Letters of Phalaris" and the
"Consolatio" of Cicero, the works of C. J. Ber-
tram, Psalmanazar, the Eikon 13asilik6, Chat-
terton's Rowley poems, I^aunders attempts to
discredit the originality of Milton, the Shakes-
peareana of Ireland, and other forgeries.

"Mr. P'arrer has written an excellent book
on a most Interesting subject. It is Mr. Far-
rer's worst fault that he has included some in-
genious persons in his book, who are grievous-
ly out of place. Forgery is far too strong a
word, for instance, to apply to Chatterton."

-I Acad. 72: 234. Mr. 9, '07. 1540w.

"Mr. .T. A. Fasrev has given us a curious and
entertaining book, distingudshed generally for
the lucidity of its reasoning. It clearly is not
Intended to be a contribution to learning, since
it lacks an index."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 289. Mr. 9. 630w.

"If we are to judge the book by this gran-
diose purpose, it cannot be called a complete
success. The reader who will decline to gauge
the book by its author's professed purpose will
And it a very enjoyable ramble through an at-
tractive by-way of literature."

H Cath. world. 85: 256. My. '07. 470w.

"A a.uaint. lively, discursive book, a sort of
Newgate calendar in the sphere of letters. Mr.
Lang's artistic introduction is full of himself,
and therefore delightful."

H Lend. Times. 6:60. F. 22, '07. 1850w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 389. Je. 15, '07. 1380w.

"Mr. Farrer, whom Mr. Lang introduces to
the public in his best style, has vv-ritten a very
readable book."

+ Spec. 98: 505. Mr. 30, '07. 340w.

Faversham, Mrs. Julie (Opp). Squaw man;
a novel adapted from the play by Ed-
ward Milton Royle. t$i.5o. Harper.

6-45695-

The characters In this story, adapted from
the play, are a degenerate head of the house of
Kerhill, the mother whose whole aim In life Is
to preserve Intact the honor and dignity of her
house, Jim Wynnegate, cousin to the Earl of
Kerhill, and Diana, the latter' s wife. Tb«
scenes shift from Lonuon to the plains of west>
ern America, whither Jim goes to serve out a
term of self-imposed exile, having assumed his
cousin's guilt of theft to save the Kerhill honor.
The dramatic element predominates in love
scenes, wild-west quarrels, and in the tragedy
of devotion.

"A pretty story, rapid in action, with some
bright dialogue, but crudely written."

-I A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 77. Mr. '07.

"The story is here told with spirit, and the
narrative is full of variety and interest."

+ Lit. D. 34:217. F. 9, '07. 120w.

"People who have been unable to sfte the play
may find the book not devoia ol the appeal
which kept the drama on Broadway for almost
an entire season."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 8. Ja. &, '07. 400w.

Favorite fairy tales; the childhood choice

of representative men and women, il-

lustrated by Peter .Newell. **$3. Har-
per. 7-34176.

An especially attractive volume of such old

favorites as Cinderella, Beauty and the beast.

The sleeping beauty. Jack and the bean stalk.

Jack the giant killer, etc. Marginal decorations,
sixteen full-page illustrations and a white fiber

binding lettered in gold make the book a beau-
tiful holiday gift.

+ Nation. 86: 496. N. 28, '07. llOw.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 626. O. 19, '07. 1340w.

"The sixteen included are certainly among the
best. Mr. NeweU's illustrations are, of course,

delightful."
+ Outlook. 87: 618. N. 23, '07. 150w.

Fea, Allan. Some beauties of the seven-

teenth century; with 82 il. **$4. Bren-
tano's.

Seventeen chapters, each of which is de-
voted to the personal history of some famous
beautv or group of beauties most of whom be-
long "to Whitehall in the days of the Restor-
ation. "The facts about the various women

—

and the author has evidently been at some
pains to obtain real facts to the best of his

ability—are set forth ;n a simple narrative
vein, making no injudicious pleas in defense
of their actions and no superfluous attacks on
the evident immorality of many characters."
(N. Y. Times.)

-I
Nation. 84: 314. Ap. 4, '07. 210w.

"Though not to be classed among strictly

literary works, has the interest of a clever

compilation.
'

, .„„ „„„
-f N. Y. Times. 12: 3. Ja. 5, '07. 290w.
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Fenollosa, Mary McNeil (Mrs, Ernest F.
Fenollosa) (Sidney McCall, pseud.)>
Dragon painter. t$i.5o. Little. 6-37204.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ A. U. A. Bkl. 3: 16. Ja. '07. >i>

Reviewed bv l^'rederic Taber Cooper.
-J- Eookm. 24: 489. Ja. '07. 760w.

"The characters of the romance belong to
screi^ns or fans; it is the Japan of the popular
imasination, anJj the scenes are effective in a
sense, but there is nothing fine or interpreta-
tive about the writer's touch."

-, Outlook. 84: 1081. D. 29, '06. 50vv

Fernald, Chester B. John Kendry's idea.

$1.50. Outing. 7-24157-

John Kendry's idea embodied in such senti-
ments as "one's aim should be to live as a con-
scious part of the whole continuous perform-
ance," and "the one thing true of all life in
motion, and the prime instinct of ' a live man
is to go somewhere and do something" is best
fostered in the wild free mountain -side sur-
roundings which form much of this story's set-
ting. At times his idea is submerged in the
deadly atmosphere of Chinatown. The pendu-
lum swings between these two environments.
On the heights he knows the companionship of
a finely-wrought woman, at the foot of the
mountain he confronts conventionality, inani-
ties, nay more, plot and villainy.

"It Is a story of many startling surprises; in

fact, there is an ambush upon nearly every
Ijage; that anything like it ever happened, or
could happen, we greatly doubt, but that does
not prevent its being a highly readable melo-
drama with a style that comes near to exhibit-
ing distinction." Wm. M. Payne.

-f- Dial. 43: 252. O. 16, '07. 310w.

"This is a lively novel of adventure without
any of the sacrifices usually considered neces-
sary in stories of this type. Also his charac-
ters, if a trifle heavily emphasized at times,
still talk and behave as real human beings
might conceivably comport themselves under
such startling circumstances."

H Nation. 85:143. Ag. 15, '07. 380w.

H N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, "07. 510w.

"His new book has some new interesting
glimpses of Chinatown in San Francisco but
It Is too involved in plot and too improbable
in incident to be altogether satisfying."

h Outlook. 86:833. Ag. 17, '07. 50w.

Ferrero, Guglielmo. Greatness and decline
of Rome; tr. by Alfred E. Zimmern.
2v. *$S.2S. Putnam. 7-25134.

Two volumes which contain "a history of the
age of Caosar, from the death of Sulla to the
Ides of March." '"T'o the author of these vol-
umes history is drama, with its characters, its

passions, its plot and its setting—above all

with its exquisite irony, the analytical fore-
knowledge of a Greek tragedy-chorus of which
he is the leader. Roman history is no longer
a weary CMtalofrue of wars and laws, of risings
and assassinations, sprinkled with names which
by their very schoolday familiarity have become
meaningless. Still loss is it the blind hero-
worship of a s'.ngle personality to whom is

ascriljed a purpose and ambition beyond all hu-
man likelihood." (Acad.)

"Signor Ferrero is a looker-on at this game
of cross-purposes, who can use the eyes of his
mind. Hp ovprlooks all the hands at once, and
his book is the result of his observation, not
of thp plaMtudes of result, but of the human
elements of process. In reading this book of
his. -we must feel that it is not the game that
matters, but the players. If he completes his
scheme as worthily as he has begun it, he will
have written a more living, a more actual, his-
tory of Rome than any we have encountered

up to now, and we can only hope for him and
for ourselves that the task of translation may
remain in .Mr. Ziinmern's hands."

-t- + Acad. 72: 479. My. 18, '07. 1350w.

"A fresh and vigorous treatment of a great
subject, with a new handling of the evidence,
which is not indeed increased, but estimated
afresh. The whole book, though on a trite sub-
ject, is verv stimulating even in its vagaries."
+ H Ath. 1907, 1: 720. Je. 15. 1240w.

"Signor Ferrero is no safe guide in matters
where sober historical criticism is needed. It

rinnst be added that in Its English dress his
work has many blemishes for which we must
hold the translator responsible." H. Stuart
Jones.

h Eng. Hist. R. 22: 763. O. '07. 1220w.

"The chief defect of the book is the inclina-
tion to disparage the deeds of Csesar."

H Ind. 63: 998. O. 24, '07. 830w.

"The reader . . . cannot help being struck
by the force with which Signor Ferrero puts
his argument, and the admirable way in which
he supports it from authorities. Other merits
in the work can only be named, the insight in-
to the social life and psychology of the Roman
people, the full justice done to Lucullus and
Cicero, and the excellent appendices. Mr. Zim-
mern has done his work most admirably, and
has succeeded in reproducing, in a great meas-
ure, the vivacity of the original."
+ H Lend. Times. 6: 210. Jl. 5, '07. 1940w.

"His work Is generously planned; it rests
upon a familiarity with the ancient sources of
information. It has literary quality and at
times brilliancv."

-f- + Nation. 85: 305. O. 3, '07. 6000w.
"Dr. Ferrero argues his points with learning,

ability, and entire familiarity with his facts.
Hi? thoughtful work is an important contribu-
tion to the literature of Roman history, .-ind not
less so because it is by an old Italian and based
extensively upon the results of Italian scholar-
ship." Robert Livingston Schuyler.

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 415. Je. 29, '07. 940w.
"However familiar with Roman history one

may be, he will find an attractive freshness
throughout these volumes."

-f- Outlook. 86: 746. Ag. 3, '07. 470w.
"One of the most noteworthy works of classi-

cal analytical historv of recent years."
-)- + R. of Rs. 36: 636. N. '07. llOw.

"The work of Signor Ferrero, to-dav the fore-
most of Italian historians, is in a large mea-
sure iu.etitiPd. Fox- he has something to say,
though it 1:5 often hard to dig it out. He be-
longs to thp newer school of historians, who
trace not the conscious purpose of the hero, but
the inevitable march of circumstances and ten-
dencies."

-I Sat. R. 103: 718. Je. 8, '07. 1590w.

Fiala. Anthony. Fightinqr the polar ice.

**$3.8o. Doubleday. 6-44309.
In recording a two years' fight with polar

opposition north of the 81st parallel there are
bound to be sensationally dt-amatlc adventures.
"It Is a record of disaster and defeat. The ex-
pedition which was sent out by William H.
Zlegler In 1903 to reach the pole from a land
base In Fi-anz Josef Land, lost its ship, made
three attempts to cross the polar pack by sledge,
none of which lasted more than two or three
days, and returned home. The main achieve-
ments of the expedition were a reconnolssance
by Mr. Porter in Zlchy Land, and a series of
meteorological observations conducted by Ser-
geant Long." (Bookm.)

"Although it does not contribute materially
to the fund of Arctic knowledge, nor offer
much in the way of adventure, it will be found
popular with readers of exploration."

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 41. F. '07.

"Defects notwithstanding, the volume Is a
valuable record of a singularly luckless expe-
dition."

-i Ath. 1907, 1: 445. Ap. 13. 1050w.
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Fiala, Anthony —Continued.
Reviewed by E. T. Brewster.

+ Atlan. 100: 261. Ag. '07. 60w.

"The passages in the narrative which are
Mkely to inspire popular interest are the lead-
er's description of a fall into a crevasse and Mr.
Porter's lively account of a tough sledge-jour-
ney." Albert White Vorse.

+ Bookm. 24: 480. Ja. '07. 1190w.

"Is doubtless the most interesting story of
polar exploration yet written in this country."
H. E. Coblentz.

-(- + Dial. 42:185. Mr. IG, '07. IGOOw.

Ind. 61: 1403. D. 22, '06. 90w.

+ Ind. 62:1149. My. 16, '07. 420w.

"This is the most elaborate and richly llliis-

trated record of polar explorations since Nan-
sen's books."

+ Lit. D. 34: 26. Ja. 5, '07. 310w.

'.VIr. Fiala's volume is admirably illustrated
and hi<^ maps are clear and fairly accurate;
but he is too much oppressed witn his troubles
and with a sLrong sense of his responsibilities
to be an entertaining writer."

-; Lond. Times. 6: 115. Ap. 12, '07. 490w.

"Mr. Fiala's book, while not contributing ma-
terially to the fund of Arctic knowledge, and
while not supplying much in the way of adven-
ture, may yet be found enjoyable by those who
find in Arctic literature perennial charm. The
proof revision is not perfect."

H Nation. 84: 44. Ja. 10, '07. 780w.

-f N. Y. Times. 11: 806. D. 1, '06. 160w.

•'The volume is well- written. The glow of

imagination is diffused through the narrative
and the facts worth telling are well told. Few
descriptions of arctic work, conditions, and ex-
perience have been more permeated with read-
able quality. Some of these experiences are of

the first order of interest." Cyrus C. Adams.
+ 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 25. Ja. 19, '07. 1890w.

"Although unsuccessful in his quest of the
Pole, th3 brilliant young leader of this expedi-
tion Is to be congratulated on his distinct addi-
tion to the general fund of knowledge concern-
ing the Arctic regions."

+ R. of Rs. 35: 108. Ja. '07. 120w.

•We cannot approve of some of the word
nietures. 'i'hey are obviously not sciontific."

+ — Sat. R. 103: 372. Mr. 23, '07. 150w.

Ficke. Arthur Davison. Happy princess

and other poems. i$i. Small. 7-14629.

The title poem which is a poetical romance
occi.pios the tir.st part of this volume, it is

followed by seven poems upon Fancy in the

lat.^r davs, The return to Avon, 'J'o s-leep and
other subjects. Fifteen poems grouped under
t!ie head of I'ilgrim verses, and evidently in-

spired by Oriental wanderings complete the

contents.

"Mr. Ficke has to learn what to leave out,

and to recognize that even in poetic style the

happy phrase is that which flies like an arrow
to the goal, not that which plays about the
mark like a garden-hose, however charming
the rainbow tints that sparkle in its spray."

-] Nation. 85: 36. Jl. 11, '07. 2S0w.

"The titl.i poem, written from a mind satur-
ated with Tennyson, Browning, and Keats,
contains many good lines and some hne images
and promises better things to some in spite of

such rhvmes as "dawn' and 'on,' and 'love' and
'of.'

"

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 255. Ap. 20, '07. 190w.

"There is an engaging wistfulness about it

and often a rare sense of beauty. The verse
does not in all cases show fulfillment, but
promise always." Christian Gauss.

H N. Y. Times. 12: 492. Ag. 10, '07. 200w.

Fidler, Henry. Notes on construction in

mild steel; arr. for the use of junior
draughtsmen in the architectural and
engineering professions; with il. from

working drawings, diagrams, and tables.
(Longmans' civil engineering ser.) *$5.

Longmans. 7-26472.

A book for the junior draughtsman which
is intended to aid him in 'bridging the gap
between tlie stress sheet and a working draw-
ing that shajl successfully pass the ordeal of
criticism in the shops during construction and
in the field during the erection of the struc-
ture. His plan definitely excludes any compu-
tations arising out of the application of me-
chanics to design, although hints are occas-
ionally given as to theoretic considerations."
(Engin. N.)

"While many useful hints are given to the
designer regarding various details as influenced
by practical conditions, some are very general
and indefinite in character. The range of il-

lustrative examples seems to be too narrow
to accomplish the author's purpose. A com-
parative discussion of different details used for
similar structures would materially enhance
its value to the young designer or draftsman.
In this respect the latter part of the chapter
on columns is aecidedly the most valuable."
Henry S. Jacoby.

-i Engln. N. 57: 305. Mr. 14, '07. 730w.

Field, Walter Taylor. Fingerposts to chil-

dren's reading. **$i. McClurg.
7-1 1993.

These essays aim to interest parents, teach-
ers, librarians, Sunday-school workers and all

who are concerned witih the education of chil-
dren. The problem met is tnat of introducing
a child to eminent writers through their sim-
pler works.

4 A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 120. My. '07. S.

"One criticism of a general nature: the child
in the author's mind's eye would seem to be
rather precocious or priggish or both."

H Dial. 42: 228. Ap. 1, '07. 280w.

"l.s admirably planned to awaken parents to

the crying need of the best uooks in the home,
and to give practical guidance in their selec-
tion."

+ Outlook. 86: 140. My. 25, '07. 150w.

"An unusually useful book for parents who
have children just beginning their education."

+ R. Of Rs. 36: 128. Jl. '07. 60w.

Findlater, Jane Helen. Ladder to the stars.

t$i.5o. Appleton. 6-32359
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906,

Ktvifwcd bj' Wm. M. Payne.
+ Dial. 42: 15. Ja. 1, '07. 150w.

"Siie knows her story well, and she knows
her people, and draws the vulgar, convention-
ridden, lower middle class with their dull and
sordid lives, made up so exclusively of raiment
and food, with a certain truthful if incisive
cruelty.

"

+ Ind. 62: 442. F. 21. '07. 200w.

Finn, Frank. Ornithological and other od-

dities. **$5. Lane.
"A collection of thirty-eight short articles,

which ha\"e appeared in various English publi-
cations. All but six deal with birds, and some
of the subjects are of unusual interest." (Na-
tion.) "The author's aim has been to bring to-

gether all the out-of-the-way facts about the
creatures he writes about, and his choice of
instances has been a very happy one. The
chapter on the 'Toilet of birds' may setrve as a

sample. Herein he discusses the uses of the
birds' oil-gland, or as he calls it. 'pomatum-pot,'
and the still more curious 'powder-puff' and
'comb.' " (Acad.)

"There is not a dull line in the whole volume,
while the illustratinns are remarkably good."

-I- Acad. 72: 508. My. 25, '07. 410w.

"Few of the separate sketches, touching as
they do merely the fringe of the subject under
discussion, run any risk of exhausting either It
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or the reader. Being drawn mainly from tiie
aviculturist's point of view rather than from
that of the field naturalist, they should appeal
specially to frequenters of zoological gardens
and museums."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 580. My. 11. 900w.
"The width of his knowledge gives some of

his essays unusual distinction."
+ Lend. Times. 6: 204. Je. 28, '07. 380w.

"The most valuable portion is that dealing
with the birds of India, a country where Mr.
Finn has spent many years."

H Nation. 85: 356. O. 17, '07. 31Cw.
"Despite its title, which we cannot regard as

other than cheap, Mr. Finn's book is not to be
passed over by anyone interested in observa-
tion and fond of birds. Distinguished by a note
of individuality in the observations that are re-
corded and the speculations they give rise to."

+ Sat. R. 104: 20. Jl. 6, '07. 5S0w.
"It is to be wished that Mr. Finn would em-

body in fuller and inore connected form the ob-
servations and experience which this book com-
municates in a series of more or less closely re-
lated reminiscences."

+ Spec. 99: sup. 457. O. 6, '07. 1560w.

Finnemore, John. Jack Haydon's quest.
t$i.5o. Lippincott.

A blood curdling tale "about a mining engi-
neer, an expcTt en rubies, who, with a mag-
nifi( ent ruby in his pocket, was on his way home
from India when he suddenly dropped out of
sight in Brindisi. Thereupon his son and two
adventurous friends, believing him to have been
kidnapped and carried back ... to a remote
part of India by a vicked nati^^o . . . started
out to rescue him. And if there is any sort of
danger, by wind, or waves, or wild beasts, or
wiclvod men, through which they ddd not wade
up to their chins, it is merely because there
was not room in the book's 300 pages for an-
other incident."—N. Y. Times.

"Experiences in Burma, whicli Mr. Finne-
more ri'oounts witli ;:kill."

-4- Acad. 71: 607. D. 15, '06. 20w.

"Barring a marked tendency to verbosity, It
is a well-told tale."

-I N. V. Times. 11: 894. D. 22, '06. 210w.

4 Sat. R. 102: sup. 7. D. S, '06. 120w.

Finot, Jean. Race prejudice, tr. by Flor-
ence Wade-Evans. $3. Button.

7-13005-

"M. Finot argues for national peace and fra-
ternity and endeavors to find argument and
reason for universal brotherhood in the under-
lying principles and traits of our coinmon hu-
manity."—K. of lis.

"For larger libraries only."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 163. O. '07.

"The general thesis of the writer is sound.
Some of the individual illustrations and bits
of evidence are probably overdrawn or not un-
derstood. His discussion of the situation of
the negro in the United States is scarcely
fair."

-I Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 155. Jl. '07. 320w.
"On tlie whole M. Finof.s work reads smooth-

ly in its iJngiish version. His employment of
the d'cstructive method to wreck the conclu-
sions of antliropologists must be pronounced
more entertaining tlian convincing."

-I Ath. 1906, 2: 770. D. 15. 220w.
"Ihe net impression of the volume is that

of an able but somewhat too s;ealous special
pleadng for a caus.; that certainly makes a
philanthrripic anpenl."

-I Dial. 42: 2.'^;:i. Ap. 1, '07. SlOw.
"The book is from first to last uncritical:

there is no careful weighing or discrimination
of autliorities. '

— Lond. Times. 6: 75. Mr. S, '07. OlOw.

"M. Finot's volume, while it does not escape
the exaggeration natural to an enthusiastic ad-
vocate, contains much matter that is of inter-
est to students of international relations and
racial history."

-i Nation. 84: 592. Je. 27, '07. 910w.
"We observe a few instances of the entire

misapprehension of things in this country. The
only ground lor adverse criticism [of the trans-
lation! is in the fact that in some ca.ses French
worc's are retained for which there are fairly
adequate eqr.ivalents in English. The work Is
one which urge-itly demands an index, the ab-
sence of which is much to be regretted "

n N. Y. Times. 12: 145. Mr. 9, '07. 750w.
"Upon some questions of fact, with which

the writer of this paragraph is familiar, the
author has certainly failed to tell the whole
truth with impartiality. While recognizing these
drawbacks, we commend this book to the
thoughtful consideration of all students of the
race problem. It is far from furnishing a solu-
tion of that problem, but it throws no inconsid-
erable amount of light upon it."

-I Outlook. 87: 452. O. 26, '07. 840w.
R. of Rs. 35: 50S. Ap. '07. 140w.

Fischer, George Alexander. This labyrin-
thine life: a tale of the Arizona desert.
$1.50. Dodge, B. W. 7-1 1590.

The aim of this book which portravs the
strufTgles of a tuberculosis colony in Arizona is
to present camp-life as it is, so that the in-
valid can judge as to whether he is in a position
to undertake it; to show to the humanitarian
and the sociologist that really great results in
saving life and in relieving suffering 'can be
achieved liy a vny moderate outlay; to indicate
that it is the duty of the United States govern-
ment to take the subject in hand following pri-
vate initiative.

Lit. D. 34:469. Mr. 23, '07. 230w.
"Although any effort to arouse interest in

the care of consumption is entitled to respect,
when a treatise of this kind masquerades as
fiction, it is as fiction that it must be judged.
From this point of view 'This labyrinthine
life' lacks the vitality of the dime novel with-
out greatly surpassing it in probability or
workmanship."— Nation. 84: 246. Mr. 14, '07. 450w.
"Mr. Fischer has managed to make out of

his material a readable tale that is half novel,
half a series of sketches, and whollv a disquisi-
tion upon consumption and its treatment in the
desert region."

-i- — N. Y. Times. 12: 462. Jl. 27, '07. 140w.

Fisher, Clarence Stanley. Excavations at
Nippur. (Babylonian expedition of the
Univ. of Penn.) 6 pts. ea. pt. $2. C. S.
Fisher, Rutledge, Delawfare co.. Pa.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 446. Ja. '07. 60w.

Fisher, George Park. The reformation.
Rev. ed. *$2.50. Scribner. 6-1 1660.

"The book has been reset in clearer type;
tb.e notes and tVie excelient bibliography show
keen interest in the publications of the past
ten yoais; tho it must be confe.^sed that the
literature of the previous twenty find a scant-
ier re.-ognition. The text shows many minor
changes, but as the title-page states, it is sim-
ply a revision."—Ind.

"[The opinion of the reader of it] will neces-
sarily be favorable, for it lias long held a high
place, in spite of a certain timidity in dealing
witli controverted puint.^, an apologetic tone,
which miglit suggest, though erroneously, that
the convictions of the author are wavering and
we.ok." Fi-anklin .lohnson.

-i-
— Am. J. Theol. 11: 341. Ap. '07. 160w.

-f- Ind. 62: 1470. Je. 20. '07. lOOw.
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Fisher, Gertrude Adams. Woman alone in

the heart of Japan. $2.50. Page.
6-39433-

The author with only her camera, for ccwn-

pany ventured into the remotest comers of

Japan and tells in an entertaining fashion of
her experiences in the smaller villages and
towns where western civilization has not yet
penetrated.

"We can only conclude that the authoress
was employed by a yellow editor to paint the
boldest of yellow races in her livldest coloiirs.

Her pages are lively, graphic, good-tempered,

—

but never beautiful."— Acad. 73: 745. Ag. 3, '07. SOOw.

+ Ath. l&OT, 2: 180. Ag. 17. 340w.

"Her book is more frank and outspoken than
the books of mo&t men regarding this much
visited land, and impressions may be obtained
from it that are hardly to be gained from any
other recent work." Wallace Rico.

-r Dial. 41: 393. D. 1, '06. 120w.

- N. Y. Times. 11: !>06. D. 1. '06. 170w.

Spec. 99: 262. Ag. 24, '07. SOw.

Fisher, Irving. Nature of capital and in-

come. *$-<. Macmillan. 6-32431.

"In five divisions Prof. Fisher treats cf the
fundamental concepts of capital and income,
capital and income separately, then together,

and, finally, there are summaries of the dif-

ferent divisions in the last two chapters. Liike

othtT books on the subject, such topics as
wealth, property, utility, earnings, • etc., are
dealt with."—N. Y. Times.

"It must be said that while Professor Fisher
presents his arguments In defense of his con-
ceptions of capital and income with force as
well as with confidence, it Js doubtful whether
they will carry conviction to any mind not al-

ready prejudiced in their favor." Henry R. Sea-
ger.

^ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 175. Jl. '07. 2350w.

"Of little interest to the average citizen. We
believe this work of Professor Fisher's will
tend only to a-dd to the general confusion in
political science." Robert E. Bisbee.

Arena. 36: 685. D. '06. 200w.
-;• Ind. 62: 737. Mr. 28, '07. 390w.

"In point of thorough workmanship and nice
finish, the volume stands in refreshing con-
trast to much—we had almost said most—of
the economic writing in these days of un-
limited license to produce undigested and undi-
gestible literature. So workmanlike is his per-
formance that it is with regret that we aire

unable to rate the work more hi.:^hly as a con-
tribution to economic theory. Highest praise
should be given to the author's discussion of

capital and income .accounts and of capital and
income summation."

-) Nation. 84: 346. Ap. 11, '07. 950w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 653. O. 6, '06. 280w.

"The 'dreary science' has seldom received a
breezier contribution, or one of more original

treatment."
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 235. Ap. 13, '07.

i:;70w.

"?Ias not only a scientific interest for the
theoretical student of economics, but also a
human and vital interest for the accountant
and the business man."

+ Outlook. 84: 632. N. 10, '06. 390w.

Fisk, George Mygatt. International com-
* mercial policies, w^ith special reference

to the United States: a text book. (Cit-

izen's lib.) *$i.2S. Macmillan.
A thorogoing hand-book whldh provides in a

form available for students of economies and
general readers a systematic treatment of the
politics of international commerce. The author
discusses the development of modem oommerclal

politics, including free trade, protection, cus-
toms in all their phases, commercial treaties,
public trade promoting institutions and navi-
gation politics.

Fisk, May Isabel. Talking w^oman. II. t$i.2S.

Harper. 7-20962.
Quite as tho he had in reality met this pro-

cession of chatterers and been "talked to
death" does tlie reader lay down Mrs. Fisk's
book of monologues. It isn't the woman with
the forgivable little foible, but the voluble one
who parades her own selfish interests to the
exclusion of all others. The invalid, At the
theatre. The new baoy, A woman inquiring
about trains. An afternoon call, The boarding-
house keeper and Her first trip abroad are sug-
gestive of humorous as wail as true-to-life pos-
iribilitics for hits.

"Amusing but trivial."

H Outlook. 86: 610. Jl. 20, '07. 20w.

Fitch, Michael Hendrick. Physical basis
of mind and morals. $1. Kerr. 6-38885.

"A primer of socialism . . . which makes an
effective appeal to imtrained thinkers, and
for that reason deserves consideration by every
one interested in exerting counter intluence."—
Am. J. Soc.

"On the whole, it must be said that, though
the book abounds with sensible remarks and
just criticisms of present social conditions, it

is an example of that pseudo-science which has
brought disrepute upon the social sciences
among men of scientihc training; and that the
less of such books with scientific pretensions
we have published, the better it will be for the
social sciences." A. W. S.

h Am. J. See. 12: 565. Ja. '07. 200w.

Reviewed by Franklin H. Giddings.
Int. J. Ethics. 17: 264. Ja. 'Oi. 90w.

Fitch, William Clyde. Her own way: a
play in four acts. **75c. Macmillan.

7-17031.

The clever four act comedy which Maxine
Elliott made famous is now brought out in

booit form, dedicated to the actress who cre-
ated Georgiana Carlev and endeared her wilful
personality to all who watched her romping
with her brother's children, or successfully di-

recting her own love affairs despite the inter-
vention of fate and family.

Fitch, (William) Clyde. The truth; a olay
in four acts. **75c. Macmillan. 7-21331.

Becky Warder in whom has been born and
bred the habit of petty falsehood, learns in the
course of these four acts to speak the truth.
She libs to her husband, whom she adores,
about hats, about her gambler father's needs,
and finally about her meetings with Jack Lin-
don, the man from whom her best friend has
separated. The net of white lies closes about
her, her much enduring husband ceases to be-
lieve in her. and in her trouble she comes to re-
alize the truth is essential to happiness.

"A good play to 'read 'round' in a literary

club."
+ Ind. 63. 700. S. 19, '07. 60w.

Fitzpatrick, Sir James Percy. Jock of the
* Bushveld. **$i.6o. Longmans.
The storv of a brindled bull-terrier's life aJid

death, in which the development of dog-intelli-

gence goes hand in hand with realistic dog-
fights and terrifying brutality. Many passages
show the distinction between a real love of na-
ture and a mere sportman's Interest In game.
"Among the more exciting episodes are the kill-

ing of the 'old crocodile', the adventure with
the leopard and the baboons, and that of the
koodoo cow, in which Jock received the kick that
nearly killed him, and left him stone-deaf for

the rest of his days." (Ath.)
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"The narrative has all the freshness and
charm of a transcript of real life. Thougn It

is strong meat for the little ones, boys of a
larger growth and adults will find it difficult to
lay the book aside till the last page has been

+' Ath. 1907, 2: 515. O. 2G. 460w.
"To children it can be whiole-heartedly rec-

ommended. By that select audience of older
people who have been long waiting for a South
African classic it will be welcomed with sur-
prise and delight."

H Lond. Times. 6: 322. O. 2'5, '07. lQ80w.

"Here is one of the really worth while books,
one of the books which have the truth of life

and nature in them."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 749. N. 23, '07. 190w.

Fleming, Walter Lynwood. Documentary
history of reconstmction, political, mil-
itary, social, educational, and indus-
trial, 1865 to the present time. 2v. $10.
Clark, A. H. 6-39739.

V. 1. The first of two volumes whose pur-
pose is to make some of the sources relating to
the political, military, social, religious, educa-
tional, ind industrial history of the reconstruc-
tion period more easily accessible to the stu-
dent and the general reader. "The six chap-
ters of this first volume aeal with the South
aftf-r the war, theories of reconstruction, re-
construction by the president, race and labor
problems, the Freedman's bureau and bank, and
Congressional reconstruction. It covers the
years 1S65-1S6.S. Every chapter has a brief his-
torical introduction, a topical bibliography and
a collection of extracts grouped in analytical
array." (Ind.)

V. 2. The second volume of this document-
ary history "gives ample material to illuminate
actual condlitions under the Reconstruction
governments, with special reference to race
relations, political morality, and economic, ed-
ucational, and religious matters during the car-
pet-bag regime, and the final undoing of Re-
construction."—Dial.

"The work has the limitations which are in-
separable from all source-books of limited size,

but it also has what many source books have
not, namely. Interest." J. G. de Roulhac Ham-
ilton.

+ 4 Am, Hist. R. 12:700. Ap. '07! 530w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"The material throughout is interesting and
valuable." J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton.
+ ^ Am. Hist. R. 13: 166. O. '07. 470w. (Re-

view of V. 2.)

"Little can be said in the way of criticism
upon the text of the book."

_j. + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 412. Mr. '07. 390w.
(Review of v. 1.3

"The verdict is that Dr. Fleming has pro-
duced a very fair and candid work which will

be of great help to all who wish to get a first

hand idea of the great and enduring problems
arising out of the civil war and subsequent
conditions."
+ -I- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 156. Jl. '07. 390w.

(Review of v. 2.)

"On the whole, the work is very creditable to
both publisher and editor. However, one can
regret that there were not a few more editor's
notes. In several cases, these were really nec-
essary to throw light on the documents used."
David Y. Thomas.
+ -j Dial. 42:10. Ja. 1, '07. lOOOw. (Review

of V. 1.)

"To any one who wishes to make a thorough
study of reconstruction, these volumes will be
inval'.iable."

J- Dial. 42: 290. My. 1, '07. 270w. (Review
of v. 2.J

"Professor Fleming's collection will be in-
valuable to him when he comes to write his
own great history of reconstruction. It can

never be of fundamental value to another
scholar."
+ -I Ind. 62: 96. Ja. 10, '07. 690w. (Review

of V. 1.)

"As a massing together cf illustrative mate-
rial for future Wstorical work it is of extreme
value."

+ — Ind. 62: 1267. My. 20, '07. 80w. (Review
of v. 2.3

Ind. 63: 1233. N. 21, '07. 21Qw. (Review
of V. 2.)

"Like so many others, he succeeds better as
a deiver tor historical material than as a writ-
er of liistoi-\'. Not unlikely, his true vocation
is to such work as went to the making of these
volumes."
+ H Nation. S4: 435. My. 9, '07. 1340w. (Re-

view of V. 1. and 2.)

+ + Outlook. 84:938. D. 15, '06. 240w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"Th-3 most serious defect, as it seems to me,
appears in the author's readiness to accept cur-
rent popular account of certain important facts
without that thorough investigation of them,
which he might have given." Guy Stevens Cal-
lendar.
-f H Yale R. 16: 205. Ag. '07. 1030w. (Re-

view of v. 1 and 2.)

Fletcher, Charles R. L. Introductory his-
tory of England, v. 2, From Henry
VII. to the restoration. *$2. Dutton.

A historj- for boys. "With remarkable skill
Mr. Fletcher contrives to illustrate with the
minimum of dry material those clear and bal-
anced generalizations which form the main
value of history as a school study. Problems
and situations are summed up with the nec-
essary concentration which the older text-books
lacked, yet for the most part with scholarly
precision." (Acad.)

"In spite of these unconventional views, on
the whole Mr. Fletcher's book is a valuable ad-
dition to our school literature, it is the outcome
of the new historical school and puts the dilTer-
ent personages before us in a way not to be
found in any other school history."
+ H Acad. 72: 73. Je. 15, '07. 940w.

"The only blot on his book is the colloquial-
ism, not to say the 'slang,' which mars many
passages."
-f- H Ath. 1907, 2: 66. Jl. 20. 490w.

"To Mr. Goldwin Smith alone, in his history
of England, can we compare Mr. Fletcher for
his gift of luminous succinctness. He has also
the invaluable power of keeping the thread—the
artist's eye for what is salient. He gives us
the bones that we ask for. but he does not for-
get to clothe them with life."

+ -] Lond. Times. 6: 256. Ag. 23, '07. 1990w.

"Mr. Fletcher's work has but two defects. He
hates therefore to waste words, but he must
sedulously avoid the temptation to make use of
allusive compression. In tne next place, there
exists a possibility that our author may fail, as
most of us do, to see exactly where his own
strength lies.'"

+ -I Nation. 85; 210. S. 5, '07. 1680w.

"The book is full of independent yet well-
reasoned and generally reasonable opinion, and
is illuminated bv many excellent phrases."
-I- -h — Spec. 98: 902. Je. 8, "07. 1850w.

Fletcher, Stevenson W. Soils, how to han-
dle and improve them. (Farm lib.) **$2.

Doubleday. 7-6647.

Tne author savs, "This book is an attempt
to set forth the important facts about the
soil in a plain and untechnical manner. It

is not a contribution to agricultural science,

but an internretation of it." A popular treat-

ment ilealiner with the nature and manage-
ment of soils, .soil water, soil builders, bene-
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fits of tillage, objects and methods of plowing,
harrowing and cultivating, rolling, planking,
hoeing, drainage, irrigation, fertilizers, etc.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 96. Ap. '07.

"It is to be regi-etted, however, that the au-

thor has in many cases sacrificed accuracy to

happiness of statement; that in the avoidance

of technical terms and the use of everyday
ones, he has not always succeeded in choosmg
such as were truly synonymous. Had his manu-
scripts been overhauled at certain points by
a chemist, and at others by a biologist, it

would have been the better."

H Nation. 84: 19. Jl. 4, '07. 220w.

'•A simple, direct, and comprehensive state-

ment, serviceable for class use, but offered

mainly for the better instruction of the vast
American multitude of men, engaged in dif-

ferent branches of farming."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 50w.

"It is not altogether with equanimity that

we view the recent habit of publishers to push
American text-books of agriculture i;r this

country. This preliminary grumble over, we
can honestly recommend Professor Fletcher's
book as containing a well-reasoned practical
account of the nature and benefit of such oper-
ations as ploughing, subsoiling, and cultivat-
ing."

H Sat. R. 104: S5. Jl. 20, '07. 500w.

"A book which, by reason of its excellent il-

lustrations as well as its facts is a useful addi-
tion to current agricultural literature."

-f + Spec. 99: 294. Ag. 31, '07. ISSOw.

Fling, Fred Morrow. Source book of Greek
history. *$i. Heath. 7-15133-

The author has aimed "to make a collection
of sources tliat \voul.d retlect tlie life and
thought of till-; Greek people, and, to some de-
gree the evolution of tliat life and thought."
The extracts ij-om Greek literature and the full

page photographs of objects of Greek art chos-
en will be of use to the teacher as a means of
introducing the pupil to Greek literature and
art, and vvill also prove valuable as illustrative
m,aterial when supplemented by narrative his-
tory.

"Altogether, it is a work of a helpful and
needed sort, particularly well edited."
+ -f Dial. 43: 380. Je. 16, '07. 60w.

+ Nation. 85: 232. S. 12, '07. 450w.

Flint, Robert. SociaHsm. **$2. Lippincott.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is a keen, scholarly, comprehensive work,
and presents arguments which no socialist can
afford to pass by unchallenged. It contains
however, one rather serious fault as a present-
day document: mere than half of it was written
fifteen years ago, v/hen the conservative socia-
lists were less important in their class than they
now are." Eunice Follansbee.
-[- H Dial. 42: 111. F. 16, 'Ot. 370w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 151. Mr. 9, '07. 150w.

Fogazzaro, Antonio. Patriot; tr. from the
Italian with an introd. by M. Prich-
ard-Agnetti. t$i.5o. Putnam. 7-444.

"The patriot" is a "vivid portrayal of so-
cial life in Italy in 1848, the year of the tidal
wave of revolution. This was the period when
Italian patriotism burned fiercest, the period
when the idea of a united Italy was bom in the
national consciousness. It is the epoch of his
coimtry's martyrdom which the novelist de-
scribes in these throbbing pages—the ten
yeara of "deadly, cold, and awful silence
stretching from the disastrous field of Novara
to the glorious days of Magenta, Solferino, and
San Martlno (1849-59).' "—Lit. D.

"It is the epoch of storm and stress when
the iron hand of Austria prest most heavily
upon Italian aspirations. It is no figure of
speech 'o say that Fogazzaro's characters are
••eal. They are realitv itself, palpitating with
life, and are perfect types of that Italian pa-
triotism which in our time founded a great
nation."
+ + Lit. D. 34: 177. F. 2, '07. 220w.

"The translation is admirably vigorous and
idiomatic, a true conveyance, one surmises, of
a forthright and undecorated original."

-f + Nation. 84: 60. Ja. 17, '07. 380w.

"The movement of the story is uneven, but
the foreigner will hardly perceive that this un-
evenness is due to reality, but will deem it an
artistic blemish."
+ H N. Y. Times. 12: 43. Ja. 26. "07. 670w.

"As to the English edition of the 'Antico,'
though the vigorous translation may tally with
the dictionary, it does not always preserve the
novelist' s originality of expression and atmos-
phere."

1 Outlook. 85: 764. Mr. 30, '07. 460w.

"The story [is] rather diffuse and ill-bal-
anced, however affecting."

i R. of Rs. 35: 764. Je. '07. 120w.

Fogazzaro, Antonio. The saint (II santo)

:

authorized tr.; with introd. by W. R.
Thayer. t$i.5o. Putnam. 6-30924.

I>escriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Is of course the most important religious
novel of the year, though, to be frank, it is less
a novel than a protest. Purely as fiction it

lags far behind his earlier work," Mary Moss.
+ H Atlan. 'JO: 116. Ja. '07. SlOw.

" 'The saint' stirs up in the heart so much
that is worthy and generous that one is apt
to look leniently upon its technical shortcom-
ings."

H R. of Rs. 35: 121. Ja. '07. 230w.

Fogazzaro, Antonio. The sinner, tr. from
the Italian by M. Prichard-Agnetti.
"i$i.5o. Putnam. 7-18183.

The soul of Piero Maironi, the sinner, is rent
thruout ihe.'-e pages by the conflict within him
of sensuality and asceticism. His young wife
is li\ing. but in an asylum hopelessly insane.
He strives 10 be true to her mem-jiy but is

beset by temptations of the flesh until in his
spiritual struggle he develops a religious mania
which leads him to give his wealth to the
pot:r and devote his life to God. His suffer-
ings are thrown upon a background of the
Italian, political, social and religious life of
today.

"The translation is fxoellent."
->- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 78. Mr. '07.

-h rnd. 62: 673. Mr. 21, '07. 120w.

"it must be acknowledged that Miss Pri-
ohard-Agnetti's task has been a hard one, and
she has acquitted herself, if not as well as
possible, at least very fairly. The author's
masterly faculty of delineating character is

displayed in the studies, not only of the im-
portant personages of his story, but of house-
hold dependants and all the many minor char-
acters of the book."

+ Acad. 72: 394. Ap. 20, '07. SgOw.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 177. O. '07.

"Allowing for the inevitable loss that must
result thru even a good translation from the
delicate. Impassioned Italian into the sterner,
less flexible EMglish, Fogazzaro's novel is still

a masterpiece."
+ + Ind. 63: 1227. N. 21, '07. 60w.

Lit. D. 34: 961. Je. 15, '07. 300w.

"The title is rather misleading, since the au-
thor has apparently intended to represent not
so much the moral life of an individual as the
working forces distinctive of a period."

-i Nation. 85: 121. Ag. 8, '07. 470w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 351. Je. 1, '07. 970w.

"As far as general interest as opposed to
Itlalian interest In concerned, 'The sinner' far
surpa,sses its predecessor, "The patriot'—'Pic-
colo Mondo Antico.' "

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 380. Je. 15, '07. 230w.
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"A -work of art both high and clean. It is the
first half of a two-volume novel, a work of
power, which needs to be read entire."
+ -r Outlook. 86: 609. Jl. 20, '07. 360w.
"The work is veritably great." Vernon At-

wood.
+ -f + Putnam's. 2: 620. Ag. '07. 490w.

Fogazzaro, Antonio. Woman; translated
from the Italian by F. Thorold Dickson.
t$i.50. Lippincott. 7-32327.

The action of this novel, filled with a stranoS
mixture of spiritual discernment, theories ol
reincarnation, and the idea of tlie vendetta
takes place at a castle hermitage owned by
the count Caesar d'Ormengo. There falls Lo
the count the care of a beautiful niece Mari-
ana, morbid in fancies and self-analysis. She
learns from a secret compartment in lier ss-
critoire that she is the reincarnation of an an-
cestor who went mad in those very walls oe-
caui-A! of inhuinan treatment, and who com-
mands that the one whose eyes shall fall upon
the nieniorandum of her agony find the way
for levenge. Involved in the scheme of ven-
detta are the count, Corrodo Silla, a young sec-
retary whose life is linkea to Mariana's a.s the
reincarnated lover, a German secretary and his
daughter. TI12 story waxes horrible as Maii-
ana executes her mission of vengeance: she
causes the death of the count, kills Silla and
drowns herself. But through all is inexorable
fate, to which, not conscious of her own power
to baffle it, she yields.

"In bare outline tlie story would appear
m,erely a morbid tragedy. It is the treatment
of Fogozzaro that redeems and gives to it dis-
tinction."

-f^
-4- Acad. 72: 338. Ap. 6, '07. 1400w.

"An experiment in mystic melodrama which
is only saved at times from sinlcing to the level
of p'lre sensationalism by the author's fine de-
lineation of certain personages."

H Ath. 1907, 1:502. Ap. 27. 370w.

"The translation is in excellent, idiomatic
English."

-)- Nation. 84: 545. Je. 13, '07. 90w.

"The translation by Mr. F. Thorold Diclcson
is unusually good; but 'The woman' will hard-
ly have the popularity of 'The saint,' even at
this second attemiit."

+ — Spec. 98: 504. Mr. 30, '07. 280w.

Follows, George Herbert. Universal dic-

tionary of mechanical drawing. *$i.

Eng. news. 6-42948.
"]\Tr. Follows bases his dictionary on the

fundamental proposition that 'Mechanical draw-
ing is a languag-e,' with analogies to the Eng-
lish language, 'for the positive conveying of
exact information.' and he defines its alphabet
or lines, its words or views, and its boolts, or
coiT.plete drawings Numerous good examples
are given of the uses and customs of the lan-
guage rto continuie the analogy) which are
shown in 22 full page reproductions of stand-
ard drawings."—Engin. N.

"Taken as a whole the book is a distinct
step towards standardizing the usages and
practice of mechanical drawing." George O.
Oriok.

-h Engin. N. 57: SS. Ja. 17, '07. 450w.

Foolish almanak for anuther year. 75c.

Luce, J: W. 6-43522.
This almanac is '"the furst cine the intro-

dukshun ov the muk-rake in magazeen gard-
ning. and the speling reform ov our languig by
Theodor Rosyfelt."

Foord, J. Decorative plant and flower stud-
ies for the use of artists, designers,
students, and others, containing 40 col.

plates; with prefatory note by Lewis
F. Day. "$12. Scribner.

Miss Foord' s "second series of full plates
and analytical details, showing the pictorial
elements in forty plants. The whole plant, the
striking features of the branches, the details of
inflorescence, the structure of the bud and flow-
ers, and so on, are presented faithfully." (Na-
tion.) "Each subject is illustrated by a full-
page coloured plate and numerous drawings of
details in black and white, the former repro-
duced by a French stencil process as was the
case with the first series." (Int. Studio.)

"Shov.'s no falling off from the excellent
standard of foolishness set by it= pre ecessor
last vear."

+ Dial. 41: 458. D. 16, '06. 50w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 811. D. 1, '06. 130w.

H Outlook. 85: 238. Ja 26, '07. 40w.

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 704. Je. 8. 350w.

"Though intended primarily for artists and
designers, the beauty of the plates makes the
volume one to be enjoyed for its aesthetic qual-
ity alone."

4- Dial. 42: 229. Ap. 1, '07. 320w.

"We may say at once that excellent as were
her first series of drawings, those now pub-
lished show a distinct improvement."

+ Int. Studio. 30: 277. Ja. '07. 380w.

"The volume can be heartily commended to
designers as a safe reference-book, and prob-
ably students, likewise, can get good out of it;

but just how flower-artists themselves are to

be helped by it is another matter. No book
ought to stand between an artist and the plants
he ::ees."

-j Nation. 84:252. Mr. 14, '07. 490w.

Forbush, William Byron. Boy's life of

Christ. Teachers' ed. $1.25. Funk.
To the original edition of this life of Christ

have been added notes, an index, and a section
devoted to a series of suggestions and questions
be.aring on the text. It makes a complete text

book for the teacher's use.

Forbush, William Byron. Ecclesiastes in

the metre of Omar, with an introduc-

tory essay on Ecclesiastes and the

Rubaiyat. **$i.2S. Houghton. 6-28480.

"It is not so much a consecutive rendering
of the words of Koheleth as an Imaginative
construction of the Rubaiyat he might have
written, made by a very eclectic assembling
of words, phrases, and images from the Scrip-
ture, woven to a single texture and skillfully

colored and cadenced to resemble the manner
of FitzGerald."—Nation.

"The metrical version of Ecclesiastes is a

piece of clever work, and furnishes many touches
of genuine poetic insight."

+ Bib. World. 28: 432. D. '06. 60w.

"It is adapted rather tj those of sufncicnt

IHerarv training to read a book by its feeling

•md atmosphere, as one listens to music."
George F. Genung.

+ Bib. World. 29: 477. Je. '07. 6o0w.

"But forbearance ceases to be a virtue when
called upon to applaud the forcing of any other

piece of literature into the justly famed form
of Omar's quatrain."

1- Ind. 63: 101. Jl. 11, '07. 200w.

-f- Lond. Times. 6: 68. Mr. 1, '07. 210w.

"Despite some roughness, a successful bit of

-^vork—in its sympathetic insight as well as in

its technical ability."
+ 1— Nation. 83: 395. N. 8, '06. 290w.

"Our one complaint is that many of the
phrases in the orig'inal are in themselves poetry
of so pure a quality that any other version
seems odd and irreverent."

-I Spec. 97: 179. F. 2, '07. 120w.

Ford, James L, Wooing of Folly. t$i.5o.

Appleton. 0-34804.

"Folly is the daughter of a miner, who, hav-
ing 'struck it rich,' comes to New York with
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the money and the ambition to 'move' amons
the Four Hundred. It is not a pleasant story,
altho the heroine escapes into the arms of the
right man. The purpose of the book is to ex-
pose the methods by which social sharks of
New York live at the expense of their victims."—Ind.

"He writes well and venomously."
H Ind. 61: 1352. D. 6, '06. 180w.

"The book is neatly named, and the slight
plot is well handled, but the whole would have
gained in general interest as well as humor had
it been based on a more sympathetic observa-
tion."

H Outlook. 84: 584. N. 3, *06. 180w.

Ford, Jeremiah D, M., and Ford, Mary A.,

eds. Romances of chivalry in Italian

verse: selections with introduction and
notes. *$2. Holt. 6-23070.

"From these specimens cne can trace (1)
the development of the romantic epic as a lit-

erary genre; (2) the growth of the Orlando
story; (3) the characteristic qualities of Pulci,
Boiardo, Berni, Ariosto and Tasso. There are
also fragments of the early 'Orlando' and of
the 'Libro volgar.' "—Nation.

"The selections have been made with excel-
lent judgment."

+ Nation. 83:186. Ag. 3&, '06. 220w.

"Have well realized their aim to furnish ap-
propriate reading material relating to this pe-
riod."

+ Outlook. SG; 76. My. 11, '07. 140w.

Ford, Sewell. Truegate of Mogador, and
other Cedarton folks. i'$i.50. Scrib-
ner. 7-35042.

Twelve amusing tales including besides the
title-storj'; Of such as spin not, The king gan-
der of sea-dog shoal, Captain's folly. Across
a picket fence, "Shiner" Liddel's revel, The
impressing of Looney J? ipps, Seed to the -sower.
Julius, The romance of Windy Bill, The ride
for his life, and Through the Needle's eye.
There are eight illustrations.

"Yary greatly as to subject and value, but
all are written witli humor and occasional
pathos."

-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: IG. Ja. '07.

"Mr. Ford produce.s his artistic effects and
wins the reader's interest more by his por-
trayal of chnraoter, which is nil done in sharp,
vigorous outlin'Vi, and by hi.=; swift, vivid touch
in ."^etting forth backgrounds and surround-
ings than bv th-^ stori(-s lie has to tell."

-j.. _ N, Y. Times. 11: 744. N. 10, '06. 180w.

Foreman, John. Philippine islands. 3d ed.

*$6. Scribner.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"J.ike the rest of th'> book, the new part has
scarcely a page free from important errors
(not to mention \itr;l o.mlssions ). The bad
arrangement and l.Tck of revi.'^'ion involves
much duplication, which the index but poorly
remedii^s. The orthography is sometimes
freakish, and Spanish terms are sometimes
mistranslated. The statistical tables are very
inaccair.'itc in pianos; the clironologica! table
also, as well is incomplete." James A. LeRoy.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 388. Ja. '07. 1660w.

"The volume is both lucid and impartial. It

is. indeed, written in a spirit too purely aca-
demic to be altogether Interesting."

-I Outlook. 84: 842. 1J. 1, '06. 560w.

Forman, Justus Miles. Stumbling block.
t$i.5o. Harper. 7-24156.

David Rivers is wrested from his young love-
making by old Robert Henley, a self-constitu-
ted guardian, and is sent away to develop a
promising literary talent. The success and

failure of an impersonally detached ambition
become the keynote of the story. Rosemary
>-rewe whom David left behind is the embod-
iment of the strong love motif of the tale while
Violet Winter, the fascinating New York wom'
an whom he marries, is the stumbling block.
Violet contemplates full reparation to David
in allowing a threatening disease to go unop-
erated upon. How complete may have been her
sacrifice is left entirely to the reader's imagi-
nation.

"The style is distinguished, and the under-
current of passion delicately handled. The hero,
perhaps, is hardly worthy of the devotion he in-
spires; but the work should be successful as a
study character "

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 362. S. 28. 280w.

-i Ind. 63: 761. S. 26, '07. 150w.

"Mr. Forman's practise in writing novels is

shown in his easy management of technical con-
struction. His ideas have become mature; and
his way of expressing them remains quite the
most curious that is seen in any flctionist ad-
dressing the American reader. Rosemary is a
dream heroine, faultless in all points. If only
Mr. Forman applied the taste that chose her to
his manner of writing, he would have written
naturally, not corruptly, in a London patois,
which is neither the King's English nor that of
William Dean Howells."

-\ Lit. D. 35: 451. S. 28. '07. 520w.

''This novel belongs to that class turned out
in quantity every year, to which no possible
objection should be made, if—merely this—if

any one can discover the smallest reason for
reading them."

H Nation. 85: 102. Ag. 1, '07. 270w.

"The story has some idyllic and romantic
passages which are pleasant enough reading
in their way—though it is all very artificial

—

but two-thirds of the book is distressingly
drearv and futile."

i
N. Y. Times. 12: 487. Ag. 10, '07. 200w.

"Original, but not really jolly."

-I Outlook. 86: 833. Ag. 17, '07. 90w.

Forrest. Rev. David William. Authority
of Christ. *$2. Scribner.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"An exceedingly able treatment of an all-

Important theme." H. A. A. Kennedy.
+ + Am. J. Theol. 11: 157. Ja. '07. 180w.

"This book is reverent and conservative. It

concedes considerable to modem criticism, and
will probably be read with profit by a section
of the church whose orthodoxy would preclude
a more thorough discussion. But it has no new
message, it makes no real addition to biblical
or dogmatic theology, and I doubt if it proves
of great value to the scholarly world." W. C.
Keirstead.

-I Bib. World. 29: 154. F. '07. 1080w.

Forrest, J. Dorsey, Development of west-
ern civilization: a study in ethical, eco-
nomic, and political evolution. *$2.

Univ. of Chicago press. 7-20981.

A history in which the course of social evo-
lution is traced. The analysis of the condi-
tioning facts of- European social history is made
on file basis of their ethical, economic and po-
litical values. The work is the outgrowth of

a demand for a fit setting of present-dav de-
ve'iopmi^nt and conditions, and has entailed a
vast amourvt of careful selection of materials.

"The author's method and treatment offer lit-

tle ground for objection. What there Is of It

must be a matter of difference of emphasis
rather than attack upon fundamentals. The
thing of real moment is that he has grlven a new
and important elucidation of the continuity of

history." John H. Coney.
-f 4- Am. Hist. R. 13: 117. O. '07. 990w.

"If he had not stated its purpose in the pref-

ace no one would have ever discovered it."

4 — Ind. 63: 1122. N. 7, '07. 290w.
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"He fails to develop clearly the origins of

modern stales, the specific contributions of the
renaissance and the reformation and the con-
tinuini? activity of the religious and ethical im-
pulse after the breakdown in the authority of
the church. This last, indeed, is the most se-
rious blemish in his scholarly work."

A Outlook. 86: 473. Je. 29, '07. 510w.

"It is unfortunate that the author's style falls

below the dignity of his conception, the careful
marshalling of his authorities and the breadth
of his learning."
-f H Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 548. S. '07. 250w.

"The book is of value, not because it makes
any substantial contributions to our knowledge
of the past, but because it does reiterate the
reasonable demand that our knowledge of the
past should be put in such form that it can be
used to explain the processes of social develop-
ment, and to illuminate the problems of the
present." C D.
-i- -I

Yale. R. 16: 323. N. '07. 660w.

Porster, H. O. Arnold. Army in 1906: a
policy and a vindication. *$4. Dutton.

War 7-45.

A two-part survey dealing first with the
problems and measures brought before Par-
liament by the author from October 1903, to
December, 1906, as representi'tion of the War
department in the House of Commons; seconiji,

with tha impressions which the writer has been
led to fonn of some of the more important of
the British military problems.

-i Ath. 1906, 2: 683. D. 1. 3350w.

"Will no doubt be serviceable to Ajmerican
stud'ents of military economy who are desirous
of knowing just how the British army stood be-
fore Mr. Haldane brougflit out his latest scheme
of reform."

+ Ind. 63: 636. S. 12, '07. ISOw.

"Tt is much to be regretted that a clever man
who has enjoyed such exceptional opportunities
for studying the administration of the army as
a Minister of the Crown should not have been
able to clear his mind of the dust and heat of
contemporary politics and past controversies,
and should not have treated his whole subject
in the Fame spirit as that in which he has ap-
proached the question of the artillery."

\- Lond. Times. 5: 406. D. 7, '06. 1870w.

"Those civilians and military men who are
endr'avoring' to study the various schemes
should not fail to add Mr. Arnold-Forster's book
to their libraries—.special pleading though it be
for a r^^ime and policv of the past."

H Nation. S4: 154. F. 14, '07. 270w.

N. Y. Times. 12:12. Ja. 5, '07. 3.i0w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 257. Ap. 20, '07. 80w.

-f R. of Rs. 35: 383. Mr. '07. llOw.

"Whatever the views we may hold on the de-
sirability of Mr. Arnold-Forster's venture, there
can be no que.stion that an exceedingly inter-
estiner volume is the outcome. The book is un-
fortunately marred by the expression of some
of the unduly arrogant sentiments to which Mr.
Arnold -Forster is prone."

-' Sat. R. 102:740. D. 15, '06. 1970w.

"Whether we agree with his view or no, his
attack on the linked-battalion system is ex-
tremely well argued, while his impartial exam-
ination of arguments for and against an experi-
ment with a Second line field artillery is of

first rate importance."
1- Spec. 98: 254. F. 16, '07. 2260w.

Foss, Sam Walter. Songs of the average
man. **$i.20. Lothrop. 7-28179.

Plain poems for plain people. They strike the
popular note, need no interpretation, and are
written for the people who do the world's work.
Librarians who assembled at Narragansett Pier
will remomer "The song of the library staff"
included in the group.

Foster, Agiiess Greene. You, and some
others. *'''6oc. Elder. 7-29536.

A little booklet of verse which sings of truth
triumphant, of love the way and God the light.

Foster, Frank Hugh. Genetic history of

the New England theology. *$2. Univ.

of Chicago press. 7-8502.

A genetic history and not a mere record of
opinion, in which are traced the rise, course
and culmination of New England theology as
a distinct school of thought. The concluding
chapter discloses the secret of its collapse which
began in 1880.

"He has achieved a notable success. His
analysis of the contributions of the several
leaders of the movement is keen, his judg-
ments are fair, and his grasp of the stream of
thought as a whole and in its relation to the
life of the nation is clearly evident."
+ + Ind. 63: 97. Jl. 11, '07. 520w.

"Prof. Fostei- has appreciated his subject,
and bestowed upon it the labor and pains which
its importance deserves. His criticism of the
work and writings of the successive theologians
:s clear and penetrating."
+ -\ Nation. 84:459. My. 16, '07. 670w.

"We miss, perhaps, the eager insight into
certain meritorious aspects of the abandoned
theology which characterized, for instance,
Pliillips Brooks's book on Jonathan Edwards,
but we are impressed by the conscientiousness
of the trained historian."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 348. Je. 1, '07. 240w.

"Some unguarded expressions . . . raise
doubt v^hether he has yet fully freed himself
from the pull of the system whose collapse ne
records."

H Outlook. 86: 120. My. 18, '07. 440w.

Foster, George Burman. Finality of the

Christian religion. *$4. Univ. of Chi-

cago press. 6-5947.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"rOverv serious thinker. . . . may not accept
all the solutions offered here, but at least he
oan form no iud.^ment which is worthy of the
respect of intolli-^ent men unless he has weighed
these in relation to his other beliefs." C. A.
Becxwith.

-'r -f Bib. World. 29: 315. Ap. '07. lOlOw.

"In the volum; under consideration one finds

a combination of a genuinely philosophical and
scientific temper with a warmth of religious

feeiinsr that mnkes the problems discussed liv-

ing issues, and that gives a reasonable ground
for the hope that in his constructive treatment
the author will find a satisfactory solution of

the problem which he has set himself." Amy
E. Tanner.

+ 4- Int. J. Ethics. 17: 253. Ja. '07. 1670w.

Foster, John Watson. Practice of diplo-

macy. **$3. Houghton. 6-39718.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"As a whole, it must be said that the book is

a very successful presentation of the field the

author sots out to discuss."
4. + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 210. Ja. '07. 610w.

4- + J. Pol. Econ. 15: 186. Mr. '07. 170w.

"This Is a pleasing, sensible, and useful book.

If one were to pick flaws at all, it would be in

regard to some of the references to European
practices and personalities."
4-4 , Nation. 84: 87. Ja. 24. '07. 390w.

"A commf^nda.l-,lp feature of the work under
review is that it clearly states not only gener-

al diolomatic questions but indicates some that

are Tiable to become aomte or perilous and that

its author suggests solutions that seem emi-
nentlv reasonable." Gporce R. BishoD_^

++ N. Y. Times. 12: 318. My. 18. '07. 3210w.
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Foster, John Watson —Continued.
"Historically valuable, as well as interesting

to the general reader."
+ Outlook. S5: 43. Ja. 5, '07. 280w.

"There is little to criticise in the book either
as regards the point of view or the content."
J. W. Garner.
+ -i Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 137. Mr. '07. 790w.

"It cannot fall to be of much Interest to every
American who takes an active interest In the
affairs of the world."

+ R. of Rs. 35: 111. Ja. '07. llOw.

Foster, William. English factories in India,
1618-1621: a calendar of documents in

the India office, British museum and
Public record office; published under
the patronage of His Majesty's secre-
tary of state for India in council.
*$4.i5- Oxford.

A sequel to the documents appearing in the
six volumes of "Letters received by the East
India company from its servants in the East."
"International rivalry, oriental politics, the eco-
nomics of Asia, and the conduct of Europeans
under alien conditions, can all be studied to
advantage in Mr. Foster's book. The student
of American exploration and history will find
much to interest him. . . . Here he can find
further light on the character of Sir Thomas
Dale, trace the later voyages of Martin Pring,
his successor in command of the East Indian
fleet, or learn of the work of William Bofiin
in the topics. . . . Here are made clear both
the varied interests and the unity of Britisli
expansion \n the early seventeenth century."
(Am. Hist. R.)

"These are rich additions to the earlier Cal-
endar of stole papers. East Indies, for which
the student has long been indebted to Mr. Sains-
bury." Alfred L. P. Dennis.

J- Am. Hist. R. 12: 879. Jl. '07. 750w.
Nation. 84: ?M. Ap. 25, "07. 420w.

Fournier, d'Albe, Edmund Edward. Elec-
tron theory: a popular introduction to
the new theory of electricity and mag-
netism; with a preface by G. Johnstone
Stoney. *$i.5o. Longmans. 7-11034.

A book which attempts in an elementary man-
ner the consistent application of the all-em-
bracing electron theory to the whole range of
electro-magnetic phenomena. "A plea for the
recognition of electricity as a fundamental nat-
ural qiuintity, and the addition of its unit, the
electron, to the three fundamental units of
length, mass, and time, of which all dimension-
al formulas are composed." (Ath.)

"On the whole the book may be heartily com-
mended as a well-executed attempt to grapple
with a new and difficult subject."
+ •! Ath. 1906, 2: 585. N. 10. 1590w.

"Fournier d'Albe writes perfect English,
agreeably and lucidly; and his book could be
mastered by an intelligent boy. It would be
easier to read, howe\er, if the author would
not interrupt his train of thought with para-
graphs and even pages whose substance, how-
ever essential to the whole theory, forms no
part of the matter he is endeavoring to com-
municate in the particular context,"

-f -i Nation^ 84: 205. F. 28, '07. 680w.

"A glance at the table of contents of this

book is suflicient to show that it fills an acute
want at the present time. In making this at-
tempt, the author is to be congratulated both
on the choice of his subject and the skill and
originality he has displayed in accomplishing
it. It is a relief to find that the treatment,
though popular, is to the point, and little or
nothing is said of those vague and vast specu-
lations as to the ultimate constitution of mat-
ter which have unfortunately become identi-

fied with the words 'the electronic theory.'
"

F S
-f-' -t-'

— Nature. 75: 292. Ja. 24, '07. 660vv.

' A iucid popular account of the main out-
lines of the electron theory as it exists at the
present day."

-I- Spec. 98: 20. Ja. 5, '07. 120w.

Fowler, Nathaniel Clark, jr. Starting in
life: what each calling offers ambitious
boys and young men; il. by Charles
Copeland. **$i.5o. Little.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"In view of the excellent purpose of the book,
and of the general success with which that pur-
pose is carried out, it may be unimportant to
point out the slight defects of arrangement
which we find in it."

+ -i Outlook. 85: 767. Mr. 30, '07. 250w.

Fowler, William H. Steam boilers and
supplementary appliances: a practical
treatise on their construction, equip-
ment and working. $=: Scientific pub.

"The lH>ok does not differ materially from
others of its class, but it is largely devoted to
English types of boilers which are but little
known in this country."—Engin. N.

"On the whole, the book may be considered
a useful work of reference for those interested
in the subject, but it will not take the place of
any of the standard American works."—^Wil-
liam Kent.

+ Engin. N. 58: 420. O. 17, '07. 910w.

Fowles, George Milton. Down in Porto
Rico. *75c. Meth. bk. 6-13696.

Descriptive" note in Annual, 1906.

"'loo sciinty to be of much value to a stu-
dent, but accurate so far us it goes, and in-
teresting to the ordinary reader of travel."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 42. F. '1)7. S.

Fox, John, jr. Knight of the Cumberland,
il. by F. C. Yohn. t$i. Scribner,

6-37963.

Mr. Fox has created "the very model of a
story" (Nation) out of ingredients a little old
and a little new. His knight is a "quaint, pic-
turesque conception, a moonshiner's son who
seems to have been bom out of his class or out
of his century." (N. Y. Times.) His heroine
is known as "The Bhght" because "nor man
nor woman nor sixteen-hand-high mule could
resist her." (Nation.) There is an unusual
commingling of tournament, duel, and very
American stmnp-speaking. "And it is this very
incongruity which renders the tale fascinating."
(Acad.)

"Attractive and original tale."

+ Acad. 71: 612. D. 15, '06. 170W.

"Light, delightful little story."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 246. D. '06. >I>

"The whole story makes gladi the sense of

symmetry, compact as it Is of fun, manners,
and motives, as they flourish in the land that
we almost thihk of as created by Mr. Fox."

+ Nation. 83: 441. N. 22, '06. 180w.

"The story is a delight both In conception and
literary execution."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 771. N. 24, '06. 480w.

"It bears the mark of Mr. Fox's charming
talent, the fresh feeling, the naive directness, the
sympathv with everything that it touches."

+ Outlook. 84: 710. N. 24, '06. 80w.

"Is but a pretty sketch that takes an hour in

reaoing and leaves the fiction-hunger quite un-
appeased." Vernon Atwood.

^ Putnam's. 2: 616. Ag. '07. 170w.

R. of Rs. 35: 126. Ja. '07. 30w.

"'I'he v/orlv is of the slightest possible tex-
ture."— Sat. R. 103: 214. F. 23, '07. 140w.
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Francis of Assisi, St. (Giovanni Francisco
Bernadone Assisi). Little flowers of
the glorious Messer St. Francis and of

his friars; tr. by W. Heywood; with an
introd. by A. G. F. Howell. 35c. Cro-
well.

This translation of a succession of incidents
in the great work of St. Francis and his friars
is uniform with the "Handy volume classics."

"Mr. Heywood's rendering is far and away the
best and most complete of those before the pub-
lic, and he omits nothing that can make it

useful or easy of reference."
+ + Ath. 1907, 1:14. Ja. 5. 210w.

"Mr, Heywood's translation strikes us as ad-
mirably done upon the whole, and it takes
strength from the fact that he is, so far as we
are aware, the first translator to keep before
him and to use the Latin original of the 'Fl-
oretti.'

"

+ Sat. R. 104: 340'. S. 14, '07. 500w.

Francis of Assisi, St. (Giovanni Francisco
Bernadone Assisi). Writings of Saint
Francis of Assisi, newly tr. into Eng-
lish, with introd. and notes by Father
Paschal Robinson. *$i. Dolphin press.

6-717.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A very useful and trustworthy version.
Occasionally wanting in perspective."

-f- — Ath. 1907, 1: 472. Ap. 20. ISOw.

"Father Pascliai's work is a finished piece
of historical criticism. He has gone to the
sources, and bro^ight to bear on their elucida-
tion an intimate knowledge of all the later
literature of tlie subject."

-i- + Cath. World. S3: 257. My. '06. 480w.

"The English translation is almost as good
as a critical edition. Both translators have a
thorrugli knowledge of the recent literature of
the subiect, and where they touch on contro-
versial points they both show modesty, good
temper, and sound judgment." A. G. L.

+ -1- Eng. Hist. R. 22: 195. Ja. '07. ISOw.

"Excellent translation of the writings of S.
Francis, with its scholarly preface and) valu-
able critical apo.aratus."

+ + Sat. R. 103: sup. 4. F. 23, '07. 60w.
"That St. Francis was a man of genius no

one who thinks about this history of Christian-
ity can possibly doubt; but the common esti-
mate of his genius will not be enhanced by
reading Father Paschal Robinson's edition of
his writings."— Spec. 98: sup. 652. Ap. 27, '07. 310w.

Francke, Kuno. German ideals of today,
and other essays on German Culture.
**$i.50. Houghton. 7-15142.

This volume is made up of a series of es-
says and sketches on German culture and the
higher life of the German people, which have
appeared from time to time from Professor
Francke's pen, in a number of American mag-
azines and one or two German periodicals. He
admits that 'the temper of the papers is frank-
ly propagandist.' They aim 'to arouse sympathy
with German views of public life, education,
literature and art, and they try to set forth
some German achievements in various fields
of higher activity.' "—R. of Rs.

"The style is easy, the spirit broad, the treat-
ment interesting."

-t- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 164. O. '07.

"In the thought which they contain, rather
than in the style of Prof. Kuno Francke, lies
the chief value of these essays and lectures."

H Ind. 63: 632. S. 12, '07. llSOw.
Reviewed by G: Louis Beer.

Putnam's. 2: 741. S. '07. 250w.
R. of Rs. 35: 759. Je. '07. 120w.

Frank, Henry. Kingdom of love. *$i.
Fenno. 7-24829.

Part 1 of this group of essays treats of love
as a cosmic principle, the mother principle, the
social principle, and deific principle and as the
healing grace. Part 2 embraces some thirty and
more essays on "Contemplations of life's ideals."
"The human being is as comprehensive as hu-
manity, potent as Deity, vast as the infinite,
in prophecy and promise" is the note sounded
thruout.

N. Y. Times. 12: 504. Ag. 17, '07. 140w.

Frank, Ulrich, pseud. (Frau UUa [Hirsch-
feld] Wolff). Simon Eickelkatz: The
patriarch; two stories of Jewish life;

tr. from the German. $1.50. Jewish pub.
7-12639.

The Hrst of these stories is a pathetic tale
of an aged Jew who iiad spent his life with
a wife who despised him, .and had seen his only
son forsake his faith. The fact that this son
had become a great philosopher and teacher
did not dull his disappointment and he tells
tae story of his life as he has seen it sadly
from time to time to the doctor who attends
him during his last days and wlio gains much
frora him both in thought and inspiration. The
second story. The patriarch, is a Jewish ro-
mance '..iut it is also a picture of Jewish fam-
ily life with its strong religious feeling and
prejudices.

"The tales are well translated into clear, idio-
matic English. Although lacking in incident,
being rather chronicles of thought than stories
of act'on, they will repay in more ways than
one a careful reading."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 432. JI. 6, '07. 210w.

Franklin. Benjamin. Writings of Benjamin
Franklin; collected and ed.. with a life

and introd. bv Albert H: Smyth. lov.
ea. **$3. Macmillan.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Is the leading contribution of the year to
American biography. Mr. Smyth's work as edi-
tor was dignified and suitable, while the new
papers whicii he unearthed were of considerable
number and importance."
+ + Ind. 63: 3 233. N. 21, '07. 60w. (Review

of v. 1-10 )

Lit. D. 34: 594. Ap. 13, '07. 520w. (Re-
view of V. 10.)

"The editing is exact and the text is clearly
an improvement on previous editions, though
the no\eItie'^ are few in number."
+ ^ + Nation. S:J:555. D. 27, '06. 280w. (Re-

view of V. 8.)

"Mr. Smyth lias given only the outlines of a
biography, malting liis cliapters convenient
pegs on which to hang miiterial discovered
sinor his earlier volumes were published. Some
of this mntorial is very interesting."

-}• — Nation. S4: ?,09. Ap. 4, '07. ,'.20w. (Re-
view of V. 10.)

Franklin, Benjamin. Franklin year book;
maxims and morals from the great
philosopher; comp. by Wallace Rice.
**$!. Mc'Clnrg. 7-33Q26.

A bit of Franklin wisdom for every day in
the year.

Franklin, Frank George. Legislative his-
tory of naturalization in the United
States from the Revolutionary war to
1861. *$i.So. Univ. of Chicago press.

6-20847.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Ve regret th.at it does not cover completely
a subject whicli it covers so well partially.
There i.=; no other book, however, which covers
the subject at all." Gaillard Hunt.

+ — Am, Hist. R. 12: 402. Ja. '07. 720w.
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Franklin, Frank George—Continued.
"Altogether the book is a very unsatisfac-

tory trtatnient of the subject." David T.
Then as.— Ant. J. 3oc. 12: 5.=.6. Ja. '07. 790w.
"The book has been written especially for

the jurist and the legislator, but its clear style
will also make it of interest to the 'general'
reader."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 331. My. 19, '06. 70w.

Fraprie, Frank Roy. Among Bavarian inns.
$2. Page. 6-41527.

An :iccount of little journeys to Bavarian
highlands and to various quaint inns and hos-
tedries in and out of the ancient towns, to-
gether with reminiscences of student and ar-
tist life in Munich. The volume is illustrated
by a series of photographs of much merit well
produ'ced.

"The descriptive and historical matter will
interest both past and prospective travellers."

+ Dial. !1: 453. D. IG, 'Ofi. ISOw.

N. Y. Times. 11: 784. N. 24, '06. 190w.

Eraser, Edward. Enemy at Trafalgar.
*$3.5o. Button. 7-28489.

"In the 'Enemy at Trafalgar', Edward FYaser
has collected picturesque details of the great
battle obtained from French and Spanish
sources. The treatment is anecdotic, and is

reinforced by a number of illustrations and
portraits. One or two of the plans reproduced
are of some interest for the controversy as to
Nelson's tactics, though the question is not
dealt with in the text."—Nation.

"An Important contribution to the literature
of the Trafalgar campaign."

+ Am. Hist. R. 12: 196. O. '06. 40w.
"The translations are for the most part satis-

factory. We should without reserve thank Mr.
Praser for his interesting and important con-
tribution to Trafalgar literature, were it not
that he and his publishers are guilty of the sin
of issuing this book—full as it is of matter
bearing on recent controversy and living prob-
lems—with a most insufficient index, one
scarcely deserving the name.'"
+ -\ Ath. 1906, 2: 121. Ag. 4. 2480w.

f Ind. 63: 1314. N, 28, '07. 280w.

"An excellent study of the battle and its cir-
cumstances from the point of view of Nelson's
gallant adversaries. It is written throughout
with all the vigour of the author of 'Famous
fighters of the fleet.'

"

-f- -t- Lond. Times. 5: 234. Je. 29, '06. 630w.

Nation. 84: 105. Ja. 31, '07. 60w.
"A book whic',1 no student of the naval his-

tory of Great Britain can afford I0 ignore. The
portraits' are not creditable, the sacrifice to
economy liaving been too great. There is an
adequate index."
+ -I N. Y. Times. 12: 150. Mr. 9, '07. 660w.

"A novel idea, and its manner of execution
throws light on the last great naval combat
between France and England."

+ Outlook. 85: 237. Ja. 26. '07. 90w.
R. of Rs. 35: 383. Mr. '07. 80w.

"Mr. Fraser's account of the battle compiled
from French and Spanish records will be very
useful to check the numerous versions, good,
bad, and Indifferent, now in existence which
have had to rely more or less on British sources
for their information. The plates add consider-
ably to the attraction of this fascinating and
useful book."
+ + Sat. R. 102: 176. Ag. 11, '06. 1060w.

Eraser, John Foster. Red Russia. **$i.75.
Lane. 7-29041.

Mr. Fra.S!!r has given an impressionistic pic-
ture of various phases of modern Russia. "It
is the terrible story of the revolutionary terror
from below in its struggle with the reaction-
ary terror from above. There are some very
striking illustraliors." (R. of Rs.

)

"A convincing, vigorous description of Russia
as it is today."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 164. O. '07. S.

"May be commended despite a slight ten-
dency towards sensationalism."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 539. My. 4. 200w.
"It is a journalistic piece of work, and that

not of the highest kind."— + Nation. 85: 332. O. 10, '07. 130w.
'"The scene is incontrovertibly, convincingly

described i'l these hurried, disorderly memor-
anda. Mr. Fraser has . . . travelled all over the
country, and he tells what he saw, without much
evident feeling, without much sympathy with
anybody, but with great vigor of narration.
The value of the book is not in its conclu-
sions. Its value is in the self-certified accur-
acy of its picture of life and conditions in the
Czar's realm to-day."

-\ N. Y. Times. 12: 401. Je. 22, '07. 211'0w.

Reviewed by G: Loui.s Beer.
4- Putnam's. 2; 743. S. '07. 300w.

R. of Rs. 26:128. Jl. '07. 40w.
"Is more than a mere chronicle of bloodshed,

and chapters like that descriptive of the great
fair at Nijni-Novgorod are as valuable an aid
to a clear understanding of the complexities of
the Russian problem as those which dleal with
riot and massacre."

4- Spec. 99: 203. Ag. 10, '07. 280w.

Eraser, Mary (Crawford) (Mrs. Hugh Fra-
ser). In the shadow of the Lord: a ro-
mance of the Washingtons. t$i.5o.

Holt. 6-32360.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 16. Ja. '07.

"Mrs. Fraser has not succeeded so well with
her no\'el of the life and times of Mary Wash-
ington as she did with her Japanese stories."

Ind. 62: 674. Mr. 21, '07. 5uw.

"Is told with spirit and vivacity by a woman
who has something to communicate and knows
how."

+ R. of Rs. 33: 119. Ja. '07. 290w.

Eraser, Robert. Three men and a maid.
$1.50. Clode, E. J. 7-16753.

"A country squire and his most villainous
cou'-'in, a vicar and his nepliew, an innkeeper's
two handsome daughters, a scoundrelly lawyer
or two, and a most excellently drawn detec-
tive furnish the personnel of the narr.-ative. t!he
special recommendation of which is that it is

not put in the first person, and has not a vis-
ible trace of tlie tiresomeU wise deductions
and logical puzzle-reading that are the ordi-
nat-y accompaniments of the detective story."
—N. T. Ti.niPS.

'Another of those 'first books' that turn up
at plea.sant intervals on the reviewer's table
and fairly amaze him with their all-around ex-
cellence of plot construction, and style, and
their vitter lack of any sign that would indicate
a novice as their author."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 250. Ap. 20, '07. 6S0w.

"An ingenious and absorbing and tantalizing
mystery story."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12:380. Jc. 15, '07. 180w.

Eraser, William Alexander. Lone furrow.
t$i.5o. Appleton. 7-6653.

The thread of gold running through Mr.
Fraser's self-styled "homespun web" is a
broken-hearted wife whose husband, a young
Scotch clerg>-man, deserted her. "With its

leisureliness, its element of mystery (in the
vulgar sense), and its prevailing atmosphere
of religious inquiry, it recalls some of the
later stories of George Macdonald." (Nation.)

"To put it kindly, not one of his happy
efforts." Frederick Taber Cooper.— Bookm. 25: 89. Mr. '07. 420w,
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"It Ig hardiy more than a vigorous statement
of an Interesting situation followed by a pro-
longed and rambling commentary upon tbat
situation."— Nation. 84: 157. F. 14, '07. 300w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 92. F. 16, '07. 210w.

Putnam's. 2: 620. Ag. '07. 90w.

Frazar, M. D. Practical European guide:
preparation, costs, routes and sightsee-
ing. **$!. Turner, H. B. 7-i6759.

Mr. Frazar has brought eigteen ye^^rs of ex-
perience to his t£Lsk of offering condensed in-
formation to the European traveler. He offers

enlightenment on the following points; How to

travel, Steamship lines and the voyage. The
arrival in Europe, Some attractive routes, Eu-
ropean railway fares. What to see. Guidebooks,
Hotel-rates, i^inal suggestions.

+ Dial. 42: 381. Je. 16, '07. 50w.

-t- Ind. 62: l.'?59. Je. 6, '07. 60w.

+ R. of Rs. 34: 126. Jl. '07. 50w.

Frazer, James George. Adonis, Attis, Osi-
ris: studies in the history of Oriental
religion. *$p.2S. Macmillan. 7-15462,

"Mr. Frazer's thesis is that the oriental re-
ligions here studied are based upon harvest
rites which were intended to insure the fer-
tility of the soil by methods of imitative nnagic.

. . . Such a book as this ought to be of very
great value to the; student of the history of
philosophy, for it was the blending of these
eastern faiths with neo-platonlsm which
formed the soil out of which Christianity
arose."—J. Philos.

"Dr. Frazer is read no less for his learning
than for his style, and his latest book will not
be found wanting in any of the qualities which
lent charm to his former work."
+ + Acad. 71: 569. D. 8, '06. 1280w.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 446. Ja. '07. 30w.

"These fascinating studies . . . require
. . . no further recommendation from the re-
viewer. But tihiere are also perpetual phases like
'may probably be,' 'seem to indicate'; etc., which
produce in the reader a feeling of vagueness
and uncertainty."
-h H Ath. 1906, 2: 54i0. N. 3. l^BOOw.

"The exposition displays the erudition, both
literary and archaeoiogical, that we are famil-
iar wit'a in Dr. Prazer's writings; also, in spite
of certain irrelevant chapters a more orderly
method and relevance than he usually obsei^^ee.
His exposition of the great religious idea of
the death and resurrection of the God is clear
and sound and rests on solid evidence. Of
mucli less value ai-e the sociological hypotheses
that hp associates with the religious facts.
Here the weakne^ss of his work and method is

most manifest. In spite of certain defects and
hasty assumptions this book well deserves suc-
cess and a grateful recognition." Lewis R.
Famell.

-I- — Hibbert J. 5: 687. Ap. "07. 1590w.

"As compared witli the flrst series of stud-
ies destined to be incorporated in the new edii-

tion of the 'Golden bough,' the 'Lectures on
the early history of the kingship,' published
last winter, the argument in the present vol-
ume is conduct<!d wi,th more reserve, and the
conclusions are advanced with more caution.
Mr. Frazer writes with rare literary skill."

Wendell T. Bush.
-f- J. Philos. 4: 21. Ja. 3, •07. lloOw.

"We would suggest that, when the matter of
this book comes to be Incorporated In 'The
golden bough'. Dr. Frazer should make some-
what clearer what he conceives to be the rela-
tions of 'the god of Ibreez'. Sandan, and the
Baal of Tarsus resipeotlvely."
+ -\ Lend. Times. 5: 342. O. 12, '07. 12O0w.

"Whether we agree with his conclusions or
not, the work is an Important contribution to
the study of ancient oriental religions and will
have to be reckoned with in all future research-

es Into the subject. The French lucidity of
treatment, the full and excellent index, and the
attractive style, make it singularly easy to read
and understand. And the mass of material col-
lected and co-ordinated in it will be a mine for
other investigators to quarry. In some pas-
sages, more especially in the descriptions of
scenery, the language rises to an oratorical
height rarely met with in scientific books."
+ + Sat. R. 104: 53. Jl. 13. '07. 1900w.

Free, Richard. On the wall. t$i.5o. Lane.
Stories of London's East End told by a young

vicar. "The reader who makes acquaintance
with the life-tragedy of Granley, artisan, athe-
ist, poet, bravely enduring domestic martyrdom
and saving his wife's good name, will not go
away disappointed." (Sat. R.) "Occasional
hits at superflcial and arm's-length charity wiU
be appreciated by people who have been an-
noyed by such efforts." (Outlook.)

"Americans will find 'On the wall' most amus-
ing. The stories offer entertainment of a very
whole-hearted admirable sort."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 636. O. 19, '07. 60w.
"There is no affectation about these short

stories, and thei-e is much strength and also
insight into the humanity common to us all."

+ Outlook. 87: 309. O. 12, '07. lOOw.
"These sketches . . . are oddly unequal."

-I Sat. R. 104: 242. Ag. 24, '07. 120w.

Freeman, Mary E. Wilkins. By the light
of the soul. t$i.5o. Harper. 7-5069.

In some strange byways of life is the fragile
heroine of Mrs. Freeman's story led. Mother-
less at an early age, she Is soon to become a
temperamental prey to a cold, dispassionate
self-loving step-mother. A most illogical oc-
currence In the form of an untimely marriage
upsets whatever of repose her young years
were fostering. The only leavening influences
In her bare life are the pathetic devotion of a
loyal, tho weak, father and the child love of
the little half-sister, Evelyn.

"A study In self-sacrifice, containing unus-
ually strong and delicate delineation of New
Eng'land character, and next-to-impossible
situations."

-I A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 51. F. '07.

"Viewed from an artistic as well as human
point of view, Maria's story is sadder than it

should be, and leaves the reader with a sense
of dissatifaction which detracts not a little

from his pleS/Sure."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 160. F. 9. 360w.

"It seems to me to exemplify all that tho
temperamental novel should not be." Harry
James Smith.— Atlan. 100: 132. Jl. '07. 280w.

"In some years of novel -reading I cannot re-
call a more complete disappointment than this
book has given me.'' Edward Clark Marsh.— Bookm. 25: 81. Mr. '07. lllOw.

Current Literature. 42: 460. Ap. '07.

990w.

"The story has no real ending. As to the
people involved in this drama, it is plain that
Mrs. Freeman herself has not reached a clear
conception of either their personal appearance
or their character. The representation of
Maria's character is of a piece with the other
vaguenesses and self-contradictions." Herbert
W. Horwill.

h Forum. 28: 538. Ap. '07. 1410w.

"The theme required a bigger philosophy of
life than Mrs. Freeman could bring to bear
upon the subject, and the end is lamentably
unconvincing and unsatisfactory."

h Ind. 62: 443. F. 21, '07. 260w.

"She has perhaps sounded deeper levels of
the human heart than hitherto."
+ -f Lit. D. 34:385. Mr. 9, '07. 2'50w.
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Freeman, Mary E. Wilkins—Continued.
"We recommend the novel very cordially as

a piece of delicate and understanding work
and also as an interesting story; but the reader
must expect a monochrome and rather a hard
one."

4- Lend. Times. 6:30. Ja. 25, '07. 300w.
"If the present work lacks the unity and

beauty of a 'New England nun,' at least in it
she is seeking an enlarged horizon and rather
receiving fresh impressions than remaining sat-
isfied to repeat those already used."

H Nation. 84: 110. Ja. 31, "07. 530w.
"The story is told with its author's accus-

tomed skill. Mrs. Freeman brings some of her
characters vividly before the reader with the
skill in detail for which she is noted."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 300w.
"There is an effect of carefully wrought, deli-

cate embroidery about the new novel."
+ Outlook. 85: 479. F. 23, '07. 200w.

"The amount of spirituality under which the
char'icters in Wnf^lish novels will fairly reel is

born'^ lishllieavtodly by Mrs. Free-man's latest
her(jine." Cornelia Atwood Fratt.

-f -- Putnam's. 2: 186. My. '07. 310w.

Freeman, Mrs. Mary Eleanor (Wilkins)
(Mrs. Charles M. Freeman). Doc Gor-
don. 50c. Authors and newspapers assn.

6-25689.
"The interest . . . lies in the fresh illustra-

tion of the old question, should a moral and
spiritual monster] abnormal in subtlety and
wickedness be allowed 10 exist to the menace
of the common good? Again, is it a crime, or
at least justifiable to rut short the intolerable
agony of a dyin.^ human creature, if the con-
science upholds the deed? These problems play
an important part in the story of Dr. Gordon,
a n.an naturally charitable and broadminded,
but warped by an evil influence out of his orig-
inal nappy attiiiude towards life."—Acad.

"Although she has the magic touc'n that
adoi'.'is every subject she writes ;ibout, it must
be admitted !<he has no peculiar s;ift for melo-
dran^atic fiction. Doctor Gordon' is a capital
story, v.'itii scenes and characters out of the
common run."

-J Acad. 72: 20u. Mr. 23, '07. 310w.

"A stocking is not a 5.tocking when it has
been raveled, 'out inerely a skein of crumpled
thiead: just so, iliis book holds attention while
one reads it, but having finished, it seems a
ratlier i^oor affair as compared with some of
Mrs. Freeman's other stories."

h Ind. 62: IT.S. Ja. 17, '07. 500w.

Lit. D. 33: 728. N. 17, '0». 120w.

Lend. Tl-nes. 0: 119. Ap. 12. '07. 320w.

"^rips Williins' delicate talent is incongruous
wich the wildness of her plot. Altogether, we
look back regretfully to the middle-aged lovers
and the engagin;; pet cats of the author's ear-
lier stories."

>r Sat. R. 103: 498. Ap. 20, '07. 130w.

Freeman, Mrs. Mary Elf^anor. Fair Lavinia
and others. "$1.25. Harper. 7-^477^.

Under the titles: The fair I-avinia, Amarina's
roses, Eglantina, The pink shawls. The willow
ware. The secret. The gold, and The under-
ling, Mis. Freeman presents the village life she
knows po well how to picture and shows us the
very hearts of the village folks who take part
in these homely little comedies and tragedies.

French, Allen, Book of vegetables and
garden herbs: a practical handbook and
planting table for the vegetable gar-
dener. **$i.75. Macmillan. 7-16935.

A book intended for seedsmen and their cus-
tomers, that both may get full benefit from the
seedo. The latter in good crops, the former in
cont.nued custom. Mr. French gives a sum-
mary of the uses, culture and virtues of each
plant included; sowing-directions regarding
distance of rows from each other, of seeds in
the row, depth of planting, etc.; thinning, fer-
tilizing, transplanting and picking.

"Does not replace Bailey's 'Principles of vege-
table growing' but is an excellent companion to
it, and more attractive in form."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 164. O. '07.

+ Nation. 84: 18. Jl. 4, '07. SOOw.
"The directions are simple, with no chance

to go wrong."
-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 357. Je. 1, '07. 140w.

"An excellent guide."
-t- Outlook. SO: 2o8. Je 1, '07. 80w.

"A new garden handbook of great value to
the amateur."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 127. JI. .'07. 80w.

French, Allen, Pelham and his friend Tim.
'$1.50. Little. 6-32675.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 80. Mr. '07.

-h Bookm. 24: 526. Ja. '07. 30w.

French, Anne Warner. Seeing France w^ith

Uncle John. '$1.50. Century. 6-34808.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-J A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 108. Ap. '07.

"It can confidently be recommended to ad-
mirers of Mr. Jerome K. Jerome."

-t- .Ath. 1900. 2: 830. D. 29. KOw.

— R. of l^s. 3.'): 127. Ja. '07. 50w.

French, Anne Warner, Susan Clegg and a

man in the house, il. '^$1.50. Little.

7-31418.

Susan Clegg tries her hand at boarding an
editor. Of him she says: "Seems Elijah is so
smart that he'll be offered a place on one of
the biggest city papers in a little while, but
in the mean time he's just lost the place that
he did have on one of the smallest ones." As
ever, Susan in no weak fashion expresses her
opinions to Mrs. I.athrop. She gives her im-
pressions of the young editor, his flute playing,
of the women who ran the club women's bi-
ennial and of the democratic and republican par-
ties.

"Delicate and amusing sketches of village life

with charm of sentiment and grace of narra-
tive."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 20w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 711. N. 9, '07. 450w.

"The stories are like old-fashioned shell cam-
eos; the flush of life and beauty shows through
the carefully fashioned faces."

+ Outlook. 87: 745. N. 30, '07. 120w.

"In the present volume Susan Clegg is un-
deniably tiresome. She talks so unremittingly,
and alwavs in the same strain."— Lit. D. 35: 796. N. 23, '07. 190w.

"To be recommended heartily to people who
may have found refreshment in 'Three men in
a boat,' 'Chinimie Fadden,' or the sea worthies
of W. W. Jacobs."

-f Nation. 85:423. N. 7, '07. 140w.

N. Y. Times, li: 654. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"It is a rare pleasure to -find a book so whole-
some, so amusingly philosophical and so full of

the real qualitv of things that last."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 690. O. 26, '07. 140w.

French, Arthur Willard, and Ives, Howard
* Chapin. Stercotomy. 2d ed. $2.50. V/il-

ey.

A second edition, with few changes, of a
work appearing in 1903.

"The book remain? a well-written compilation
of method and example in stone-cutting and is

serviceable alike for self-study and for use in
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the class-room. The work of revision in pre-
parinij this edition has not been very extensive.
Some nxinor lapses were overlooked."

-I Engin. N. 58: 420. O. 17, '07. 200w.

"The subject-matter covers a wide range and
include.-s everytiiing that the student is likely to
have need for in his future work."

+ Technical Literature. 2: 4G0. N. '07.

490w.

French, Lester G. Steam turbines, prac-
tice and theory. $3. Technical press,
Brattleboro, Vt. 7-9802.

A book tor the student and practicing engi-
neer which contains a discussion of steam tur-
bines and principles, and early .steam tuibine
patents. "A number of chapters give detailed
descriptions of all the important turbines now
in use in this country and in Europe." 1'hen
follow chapters upon Steam and its properties,
Notc;s on efficiency and design, The commer-
cial aspect of the turbine, Care and manage-
ment. Condensing apparatus for liigh vacuum.

. . . The last chapter of the bcok treats of
the Marine turbine." (Engin. ^..j

"There is nothing very original in it; but
quite a little useful information . . . has been
given place in the book. The weakest part of
the book i? . . . the theoretical part. The
booi'C is. on the whole, a very sati-slactory one."
Storm Bull.

•j Engin. N. 57: 442. Ap. IX, '07. 500w.

"This is an unusually satisfactory book in
which theory and well-chosen practice are
judiciously balance<i, and unnecessary amplifica-
tion avoided."

H- + Teclnnical Literature. 2: 457. N. "07.

300w.

Frenssen,. Gustav. Holy land; exclusive au-
thorized tr. of "Hilligenlei;" tr. from
the German by Mary Agnes Hamilton.
t$i.5o. Estes. 6-32857.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"'The book will nev^r be popular in Amer-
ica, it is safe to say, for several reasons. It

is, like a German sentence, long-winded, in-
volved, and cumbrous. 'Holyland' contains sev-
eral passages which niaive it unfit for the
youthful, and even many older readers will find
them oifensive. And because we are in a very
difrcrent stage of theological thought from
Gerr^any, the religious purpose of the novel
will fail to arouse either the enthusiasm or the
antagonism that it has in Germany."

-I Ind. G2: 154. Ja. 17, '07. 740w.

H R. of Rs. 35: 128. Ja. '07. 70w.

Frenssen, Gustav. Three comrades; tr.

from the German by L. Winstanley.
t$i.5o. Estes. 7-20513.

"An evcry-day sort of story of ordinary life

in Germany. At the opening of the book the
throe comrades are three 10-year-old boys in
the days of the Franco-German war. Later
they are carried on into manhood, they separ-
ate, and each goes his own way. After a time
each is so hampered by his faults of character
that he is on the brink of failure. Then, at
the crisis of their misfortune, they are reuni-
ted and together they are able to avert the
threatened disaster." (N. Y. Time."?.) "Its val-
ue consists in the beauty of one or two of its
episodes, in some admirable pictures of land
and sea by the Holstein coast, and perhaps
above all in the personality of the author."
(Ath.)

"As a story it is confused and incoheremt, and
its presentation of character though wonder-
fully vivid at times, can never be called a com-
plete success. With all its shortcomings, it was
worthy of being presenter, to an Knglish pub-
lic, and we must odd a word of cordial praise
concerning the manner in which this has been
done. The anonymous translation is of unusual
excellence."

-J Ath. 1907, 1: 7S7. Je. 29. 170w.

"The story is powerful and sympathetic, and
its characters interesting and human."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 3S0. Je. 15, '07. IGOw.
"There is much charm in the simplicity of

the story, both in plot and style and the viv-
idness with which the author portrays scenes
and characters makes it verj' life-like."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 512. Ag. 24, '07. 180w.

Friedrichs, Hulda. Romance of the Salva-
* tion army; with introd. by General

Booth, il. *$i.25. Cassell.

"These sketches exhibit the Army at work
in Great Britain, and 'on the march' through
the world. Its rescue work, training of ofTicers,
'self-denial week', and farm colony are described
with affecting Illustrative experiences. The fu-
ture of the Army seems secure, though its
great General must pass away. Religious
enthusiasm for a divine end, coupled with a
sagacious, practical use of means, is the lesson
of its career to the churches."—Outlook.

+ Outlook. 87: 580. N. 16, '07. 160w.
"Miss Friederichs writes well and with re-

straint, and illustrates her narrative, as the his-
tory of the Salvation army is best illustrated,
by anecdotes of its individual triumphs. In
short, it is a history that almost any reader
may peruse with pleasure, for the human in-
terest of the movement, to say nothing of that
attachiing to to many of its workers, is undeni-
able."

+ Spec. 99: sup. 639. N. 2, '07. 250w.

Friedmjin, Isaac Kahn. The radical. +$1.50.

Appleton. 7-30992.
"The 'radical' is a Chicagoan who, beginning

life as a butcher's driver, later becomes a po-
litical leader and tries to reform the senate."
(N. Y. Times.) "He is a man of the people,
iiomely, a dreamer, yet powerful, in some of his
traits seems to be modeled upon Lincoln. His
aim is democratic, and so far as this book goes
he seems to fail of attaining it." (Outlook.)

"He is well-equipped with the facts of po-
litical life, and with the social sympathies need-
ed for their effective interpreltation. The pres-
ent book, in the detail of its workmanship, is

not as finished a production as the author's
previous writings would lead us to expect."
Wm. M. Payne.

-I Dial. 43: 318. N. 16, '07. 260w.

"Were it not that an unmistakable earnest-
ness of conviction per\'ades this novel, one's
inclination would be to let it pass unmentionea,
for a more ineffective attempt at bending lan-
guage to the uses of art rarely falls under the
reviewer's eye."— Nation. 85: 474. N. 21, '07. 280w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"The subject is intricate and may account for
the somewhat over-involved style of writing,
which leaves anything but a clear impression in
the reader's mind."— Outlook. 87: 496. N. 2, '07. lOOw.

Fry, Henry Davidson. Maternity. $1.50.

Nealc. 7-34609.

A book foa- the lay reader, the medical stu-
dent and the trained nurse whioh attacks ig-

norance and superstition and leaves healthful
enlightenment in their place.

Fuller. Caroline M. Brunhilde's paying
guest. t$i.5o. Century. 7-26461.

The modern Brunhilde of the story is the
daughter and only surviving member of an im-
poverished southern household. Two charming
cousins share her duties of hostess when she
admits a few "paying guests" to her home.
Among them is a young northerner who wars
with the spirited valkvr, falls in lo\'e with her,
and continues to quarrel. It is a pathetic pic-
ture of southern aristocracy doing battle with
poverty, it is a romance of young strength, of

maids and their levers, set in a delightful south-
ern garden.
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Fuller, Caroline M.—Continued.
"Wliile her conversations are occasionally

'bright,' they Invariably sound rather like the
baidlnage overheard in trolley cars."

^ Nation. 85: 260. S. 19, '07. 500w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"A bright, entertaining story for an Idle

hour, and one that leaves no unpleasant im-
pression."

+ Outlook. 87: 270. O. 5, '07. 90w.

Fuller, Hubert Bruce. Purchase of Flor-
ida; its history and diplomacy. *$2.so.

Burrows. 6-32122.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Mr. Fuller has failed to give us a clear
account of the unusually intricate transactions
with which his book must deal, and this failure
is chiefly owing to his sins of omission."— Am. Hist. R. 12: 404. Ja. '07. 1240w.

"The chief defect of the book lies in its

paucity of references. The author has brought
out a good deal of new and Interesting matter
for which he has given no authority whatever."
+ -] Dial. 4is: 19. Ja. 1, '07. 320w.

"In his earnest desire to deal fairly with all,

he occasionally falls into the opposite error of
doing something less ttian justice to his own
country." H. Addington Bruce.

-1 No. Am. 183: 9a0. N. 2, '06. 1230w.

"The book shows evidence of pretty thorough
research; but it ought not to be necessary at
this late day, to remind che investigator that
the historian—and this volume will appeal to
the historian rather than to the general reader
—demands foot-note references to sources and
authorities. SucJi references are too sparing-
ly given. In some cases they are lacking where
they are particularly desirable." David Y.
Tliomas.
^. 4. _ Pol. Scl. Q. 22:140. Mr. '07. 470w.

Fullerton, George Stuart. An introduction
to philosophy. *$i.6o. Macmillan.

6-37866.

The following embodies the purpose of the
boolt: "'To point out what the world philosophy
Is made to cover in the higher branches of
learning; to explain the nature of reflective or
philosophical thinking and to show how it dif-
fers from common thought and from science;
to give a general view of the main problems
with which philosophers have dealt; to give an
account of some of the more important types
of philosophical doctrine which have arisen out
of the consideration of such problems; to in-
dicate the relation of philosophy to 'science
and to the other soiences;' and to show that
the study of philosophy, is of value to us all,

and to give some practical admonitions on spir-
it and method."

"Mr. Fullerton has an expository style which
is admirably simple and clear, and his prelim-
inary defliiition of philosophy is as free as pos-
sible from the objection that he has assumed
a controversial philosophical standpoint."

+ Ath, 1907. 1: 407. Ap. 6. :'30w.

"We know of no other book in English that
can compare with this one as a manual to help
the beginner over the difficulties which beset
him in his first adventure into the unfamiliar
world of metaphysical abstractions."

-I- + Cath. World. 84:827. Mr. '07. 670w.

"'l"he book might be called 'a condensed en-
cyclopedia of the moral .ind mental sciences.' "

-t Ind. 62: 857. Ap. 11, '07. 140w.

"Like his larger 'System' it is likely not only
to Inform, instruct and practice the student
in philosophical reflection, but also to interest
and entertain him. Moreover, it contains
many practical suggestions to both the teacher
and the student well calculated to clear the
ground and the air, giving to the undertaking
of the young philosopher a wide sweep of open
territory and a wholesome atmosphere." G. A.
Tawney.

f J. Philos. 4. 356. Je. 20, '07. 1400w.

"It has many of the defects which were no-
ticeable in the larger treatise. The logical div-
isions are Imperfect, and the several parts of
the work are not well articulated. Professor
Fullerton writes, however, very inte'lligibly, and
uses few technical terms. The volume would
be more useful, if there were fuller references
in it to the philosophical theories of the later
French and German authors."

H Nation. 84:109. Ja. 31. '07. 350w.

"The first half of the book is the best pro-
legomena to metaphysics that we know for stu-
dents wbo oome entirely fresh to the subject."
-}-

-I Spec. 99: sup. 463. O. 5, '07. 370w.

Funk, Rev. Isaac Kaufman. Psychic riddle.
**$i. Funk. 7-8500.

"A remarkably clear and conservative study
of tre subject of psychic phenomena, \vith ci-

tations of a number of noteworthy experien-
ces. "

—

R. of Rs.

"Dr. Funk lightens the book by many jokes
and by some humor which is of Scotch charac-
ter. For one thing, his sincerity shines out,
and he refuses to allow an apology by a zeal-
ous defender which would compromise his in-
tellectual honesty." George W. Gilmore.

+ Am. J. Theol. ll: 555. Jl. '07. 280w.
"The general reader will find the entire vol-

ume as fascinating and compelling as ro-
mance, and to any person interested in psych-
ical research it will be far more interesting
than a well written novel."

+ Arena. 36: 668. Je. '07. 1330w.
"Anybody familiar with the volumes of Myers,

or even with the little book of Lapponl, will find
that Dr. Funk has paid little attention to sys-
tematic arrangement of his data and analysis
of the various factors of the problems with
which he deals."— Cath. World. 86: 253. N. '07. 340w.
"His purpose has been well executed."

+ Dial. 35: 131. Jl. 27, '07. 290w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 112. F. 23, '07. 280w.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 508. Ap. 'i>7. 180w.

Futrelle, Jacques. Thinking machine. t$i.so.
Dodd. 7-9843.

A book of reprinted stories whose theme In
each Instance is a marvelous exploit of Prof.
Van Dusen. "You may now read—or re-read—how Prof. Van Dusen accomplished an ex-
perimental iail delivery for himself under cir-
cumstances the most ingeniously prearranged
for that purpose . . . how Prof. Van Dusen
ascertained the identity of a man who had
mislaid all consciousness of his personality,
name, and nativity; how he solved the riddle
of a bank burglary, and by snilting the per-
fume on a handlcerchief traced the crime to a
particularly pretty and attractive young wom-
an." (Ind.)

"They are quite Ingenious In their way, and
those who like this sort of thing will find them
fair examples of their kind. They are not al-
together devoid of literary merit."

+ Acad. 73: 147. N. 16. '07. 80w.
"If, after the reading is over, one still ranks

them below the adventures of Sherlock Holmes,
it is because the latter have- greater realism
and accord more closely with the conditions of
actual life." Rafford Pyke.

-f- Bookm. 25: 433. Je. "07. 500w.

-i Nation. 81: 457. My. 16, '07. 28Uw.

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 202. Ap. 6, '07. 340w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 380. Je. 15, '07. lOOw.

"The author's Ingenuity is great, but the
element of probability is not always main-
tained."

H Outlook. 85: 813. Ap. 6, '07. 30w.

Fyfe, W. T. Edinburgh under Sir Walter
Scott; with an introd. by R. S. Rait.

*$3. Button. 7-19482.

The well known Incidents of Scott's life here
afford "some guiding lines for grouping 0'
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varied details." These details relate much
that is entertainir.g concerning "the simple,
happy social life of Edinburgli's best society,
with its curious mixture of formal manners
and informal customs." (N. Y. Times.)

"The personal element is made much of, and
many pleasing character sketches, with some
good anecdotes, are given. Of all books, this
one should have had an index."

+ Dial. 43: 44. Jl. 16. '07. 170w.
"We find nothing, or nothing of interest in

Mr. Fyfe's book, with which we have not al-
ways been familiar. Mr. J^yfe has not written
the history of Scott nor has he contributed
original matter from documents to his superflu-
ous restatement of Lockhart's biography of Sir
Walter."

Lend. Times. 6: 6. Ja. 4, '07. lOOOw.

"A useful supplement to Ixhckhart and the
•Uetters' andi •Journals'."

+ Nation. 85: 141. Ag. 15, '07. 250w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 36. Ja. 19, '07. 340w.
"Mr. Fyfe has a gift of presenting vividly

"What he writes by virtue of being simple and
direct. To read his book is like going back a
hundred years and spending a day in old-time
Edinburgh."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 372. Je. 8, '07. 480w.

+ Outlook. S6: 526. Jl. 6, '07. 130w.

+ Sat. R. 103: 57. Ja. 12, '07. lOOw.

"No fuller or better picture of that brilliant
half-century of life in Edinburgh which approxi-
mately lasted from the death of Samuel Johnson
In 1784 to that of Walter Soott in 1832 has ever
been given to the public than that presented
In this volume. Singularly, if not even para-
doxica.'ly too, the value of the picture is due
quite as much to the faults as to the excel-
lences of the artist."

H Spec. 99: 483. O. '5, '07. 1550w.

Fynn, Arthur John. American Indian as a
product of environment; with special
reference to the Pueblos. **$i.SO. Lit-
tle. 7-34B05.

A volume for the general reader rather than
for the student of anthropology, in which no at-
tempt at "profunaity of exhaustlveness" has
been made. It is a first-hand study and con-
tains chapters on: Plants, animals and man;
Concerning the aborigines of the western con-
tinent in general; Pueblo lands and homes; Food
and clothing; Government and social life; Edu-
cation; Industries, arts and sciences; Religion;
Games and festivals.

N. Y. Times. 12: 671. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Fyvie, John. Comedy queens of the Geor-
gian era. *$4. Button. 7-18122.

"A light, gossipy account of some of the lead-
ing actresses of the eighteenth and the early
years of the nineteenth centuries. It la well
illustrated by photogravure process. Among
Mr. Fyvie's queens are Lavlnla Fenton and
Elizabeth barren. That the habit of peers
marrying actresses Is not modern Is shown by
these lively chapters."—Sat. R.

"Mr. Fyvle is a little too reticent to be a
good scandalmonger, and a little too technical
to be a good historian of the stage; and his
sketches, though written from an independent
point of view and clearly the result of much
original study of his subjects, offer little that
Is new on the details of their private lives,
and nothing on the subject of their profes-
sional careers."

H Acad. 72: 8. Ja. 5, '07. 14€0w.
"There is wit, and genial humor and philos-

ophy, with occasional cynicism, in these Jot-
tings."

-1- Dial. 42:188. Mr. 1(5, '07. 270w.

"It Is disappointing to read through this
volume and to feel that the only result has been
to leam a deal of scandal."— Ind. 63: 947. O. 17, '07. 220w.

"It is only fair to say that his book, as a
rule, shows a praiseworthy desire for accu-
racy, a carefui sifting of a great mass of con-
temporary evidence, and a quick eye for sig-
nificant facts. Of course, he has nothing, or
very little, that is new to tell, but he creates
a certain Impression of freshness by drawing
liberally from sources of Information not in
common use."

+ Nation. 84: 112. Ja. 31, '07. 900w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 19. Ja. 12, '07. 280w.

"It Is readable, but Mr. F^^vie is not to be
commended for bringing to light in the twen-
tieth century the old scandalous theatrical
chronicles of the eighteenth."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 57. F. 2, '07. 250w.
"We might perhaps have been spared a little

of the scandal, and one would prefer as a
matter of proportion and taste, that there
should have been less about these actresses*
private lives and more about their public ca-
reers and their manner of acting. The book
will not rank with the recent memoirs of Da-
vid Garrick by Mrs. Parsons."

h Outlook. 85: 237. Ja. 26, '07. 130w.
Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.

Putnam's. 2: 476. Jl. '07. 210w.
R. of Rs. 35: 507. Ap. '07. 60w.

+ Sat. R. 103: 56. Ja. 12, '07. 140w.

G., A. E. Whistler: notes and footnotes
and other memoranda. $2.50. Col-
lector and art critic.

"In the Whi.stlcr part of the book the author
discusses the pamter as a man of letters, as
a realist, as a jnaster of the lithograph, as a
draughtsman, and the Whistler memorial ex-
hibition held in Boston in 1904. . . . Following
the Whi.stler Notes and) footnotes' come dis-
cussions of grotesques by Leonardo. Puvis de
Chavannes as a caricaturist, Arthur Symons
on Aubrey Beardsley, a bookplate by Otho
Gushing, the colored etchings of Bernard Bou-
tet de Mouvel, tne art of EVerett Shinn, the
English caricaturists, a 'note' on Childo Has-
sam, and some notable criticism.' " (N. Y.
Times.) Nine tinted plates share the honors
with the text.

"Mr. Gallatin's notes are thoughtful and sug-
gestive, and have the merit of brevity."
-+- + — Dial. 42: 346. Je. 1, '07. 270w.

N. Y. Times. 12: l'i7. Mr. 23, '07. 340w.
Reviewed by Christian Brinton.

+ Putnam's. 2: 126. Ap. 'u7. 60w.

Gainsborough, Thomas. Drawings. *$2.so.
Scribner.

Uniform with the other volumes of the
"Drawings of the great masters' series, this
volume contains 44 drawings by Gainsborough
printed in various tints, with a number
mounteij on darjt colored backgrounds. These
are prefaced with a brief introduction by Ix)rd
Ronald Sutherland GoWer.

-]- Dial. 42: 231. Ap. 1, '07. 40w.

+ Int. Studio. SO: sup. 53. IJ. '06. 130w.

-I- N. Y. Times. 11: f37. D. 1, '06. 240w.
Outlook. 84: 705. N. 24, '06. 70w.

Gairns, J. F. Locomotive compounding and
superheating: a practical text-book for
the use of railway and locomotive en-
gineers, students and draughtsmen. *$3.
Lippincott. 7-32868.

A help to the understanding of both com-
pounding and superheating, and an aid in pre-
paring the way to a choice or design of those
types of locomotives best suited for the re-
gion and traffic to be handled.
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Gairns, J. F. —Continued.
"It is to be regretted that the author seems

not to liave fully appreciated the rapidly-grow-
ing economic and operating importance of su-
perlieating for locomotives, and hence did not
go thoroughly into the theory and practice
on tlie subject. Mr. Gairns gives us probably
the best bDok on compound locomotives whicli
has appeared since Barnes-Woods in 1S92. As
a whole, the book is worthy of a place upon the
railway engineer's and locomotive designer's
shelves." H. Wado Hibbard.
-t- H Engln. N. 58: 291. S. 12, '07. 2400w.

Gale, Zona. Loves of Pclleas and Etarre.
t$i.5o. Macmillan. 7-30832.

Every year of Pelleas and Etarre's fifty to-
gether has heaped new graces upon them thru
the ministrv of love. They are two who never
have known that youth had gone because love
staid. They are never happier than when mak-
ing the conditions of young love-making bright-
er. For, hand in hand they wander in fancy
thru lanes and gardens of long ago of which
the 'anes and gardens of to-day are but a
continuation. A most delightful story which
attributes to love the alchemy power of ef-
facing time and change.

"The story is told with quaint humor and
much delicacy."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 201. N. '07.

N. Y. Times. 12: .380. Je. 1.3, 07. 120w.

N. Y. Times. 12: <i:,Z. O. 19. 07. 30w.

"She sees the little things in life that make
what is called atmosphere, and she is able to

paint her mind's pictures clearly for the re-

strict'^rt vision of the rest of us."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 728. N. IC, '07. 570w.

"To all who know the hidden sources of hu-
man joy and have neither grown old in cyni-

cism nor gray in utilitarianism. Miss Gale's

charming love stories, full of fresh feeling and
grace of style, will be a draught from the foun-

tain of youth."
+ Outlook. 87: G22. N. 23, '07. 150w.

Gallon. Tom. Cruise of the make-believes.
t$i.5o. Little. 7-32034-

A romantic idyl of a modern prince and a
begi?ar maid. Tlie girl drudges in a poor quar-
ter "of London to support a shiftless father and
bi'Other, but she dreams and keeps her soul
alive by a make-believe Eden. A young mil-
lionaire becomes interested in her and in trying

to help her tangles things sadly. The father

and brother drain him financially, thd girl he
would help is made unhappy; but in the end
he is fortunate enough to lose his money and
in love and poverty he and Bessie find a real

land of make-believe.

N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. ^Ow.

Gallon, Tom. Tinman. '$1.50. Small.

A young artist deliberately murders the slan-
derer of Barbara Patton, the woman he loves,

gives himself up, covers the real motive of his

crime and 15 imprisoned for life. After twenty
years he is freed only to be drawn mto a. re-

enactment of the crime for the sak< of Bar-
bara's daughter. Thruout the entire dramatic
course of the tale the love motif is strongest,

;t sounds out above the grim note of crime,
suffering and domineering will.

"The first portion of the book, though some-
what lurid in method, would have made a strong
and unusual short story; but the further de-
velopment of events . . . conveys an unmis-
takable fiavour of nothing higher or nobler than
the typical dime novel." Frederic Taber Cooper.

"— Bookm. 20: Hi5. O. '07. 220w.

"Notwithstanding an important manner, 'Tin-

man' has onl\- been strung out to store size

by the ingenious device of repeating the hero-
ine'h- adventures in the person of her daugh-
ter, merely gi\inc a happier outcome to the
fortunes of Barbara number two."— Nation. 85: 143. Ag. 15, 07. 310w.

"Is about as dolefully sensational as any-
thing that has hitherto come from his fever-
ish pen."— N. Y. Times. 12: 481. Je. 15, '07. 210w.

"Tlie plot of the story is complicated and
well managed, and, notwithstanding the dark
and lurid coloring, the tale liolds the reader's
interest from the start."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 512. Ag. 24, '07. 190w
"A gleam or two of brightness would have

vastly improved the story. But that the read-
er is held by the situations and that those sit-
uations are ingeniously thought out cannot be
denied."

-I Outlook. 86: 833. Ag. 17, '07. 60w.

Galloway, Thomas Walton, First course
in zoology: a text-book for secondary
schools, normal schools and colleges.
*$2.50. Blakiston. 6-35707.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"En point of careful balance and common-
sense use of questions, few

_
recent text-books

bear cnnparison with this volume."
f -f Nation. 84: S89. Ap. 25, '07. 210w.

"For the average school course the book in-
cludes too much, and too difRcult work; while
for the college course nt seems to fall as far
short. For the normal school, and this is prob-
ably the grade of work more directly aimed
at by the author, the book would seem to be
well suited. Of actual errors In statement of
facts or principles there seem to be relatively
few." C. W. H.

H Science, n. s. 24: 719. D. 7, '06. 1120w.

"It is evident that a good deal of thought
and effort ha^'e gone into its malting, and it

has consequently a degree of character and in-
dividuality which is rare among the members
of its eenus."' S. J. H.

+ + Science, n. s. 26: 715. N. 22, '07. 600w.

Galsworthy, John. Country house. t$i.5a.

Putnam. 7-15919.

"Two graphic pictures of the racecourse are
all that [the author] gives of definite action;
the remainder dT the book is concerned with
the entry into the self-deluding community of
Wor.^.ted Skeynes of a natural, lawless passion
which, attacking one of its members, > exercises
a paralyzing effect upon the whole. . . . The
portraiture hi the author's gallery will reward
the attention of all who love the mirror of
trutn."— .Ath.

"His work has many qualities of greatness:
but it is not yet great. A slight tendency to
bitterness and to sentimentality is the one
blemish in an extraordinarily well-written,
well-observed piece of work."

Acad. 72: 251. Mr. 9, '07. 560w.

"Occasionally, in an effort to extract the last

drain of satire from a situation, Mr. Galsworthy
is biting ana mordant to an almost painful de-
gree. His insight is keea, and he seems to en-
jov the ironj' underlymg the affairs of men."

-f- Ath. 1907, 1: ^48. Mr, 23. 340w.

"It is a wonderful, vivid and detailed picture
of stolid and complacent British conservatism,
a consistent worship of the God of things as
they are." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-f- + Bookm. 25: 497. Jl. '07. 760w.

"Mr. Galsworthy's forte lies in depicting tra-
ditional prejudices, and the types which repre-
sent them, rather than in the creation of in-
dividual characters."

-I- Cath. World.* 85: 680. Ag. '07. 270w.

"Few novelists are as successful as Mr. Gals-
V(Corthy in adapting their means to their pur-
poses, with the result, as in the present in-
stance, of giving vivid reality to a group of
commonplace people and of reproducing the
very atmosphere of the scenes in which they
move." Wm. M. Payne.

-I- Dial. 43: 62. Ag. 1. '07. 230w.
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"The pervading tone of indulgent irony justi-

fies tile classification of this volume with the

fiction which in a true sense is a criticism of

life." Frederic Taber Cooper.
+ + Forum. 39: 114. Jl. '07. 740w.

'•Is a better novel, better constructed and
better written, than either 'The island Phari-
sees' or 'The man nt property,' its plot espe-
cially, while still apparently slight, being in

realitv of much firmer and closer texture."
-\- -f- Ind. 63: 96. Jl. 11, '07. 460w.

-H Ind. 63: 1227. N. 21, '07. 60w.

"Mr. Galsworthy has not produced a real he-
ro. He lias given us his Troilus. I..et us hope
that in his next novel he will give us his Ham-
let."

H Lend. Times. 6: 77. Mr. S, '07. 1150w.

"The development of the story is workman-
like and plausible, and the whole is unfolded
in a brisk, comijetent narrative, with savor and
discretion, through the medium of a perfectly
satisfactory style.

'

-I- Nation. S4:414. My. 2, '07. 390w.

Reviewed by Lewis Melville.
^. _ N. Y. Times. 12: 394. Je. 15, '07. 150w.

"The fauUs of this unusual and interesting
novel lie upon its surface. For the sake of
Mr. Pendyce alone 'The country house' is well
worth more than one reading."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 451. Jl. 20, '07. 430w.

"When his characters come to develop some
consciousness, one of another, when they come
to be more closely and significantly linked to-
gether, this brilliant portrayer of manners may
easily come to produce something of perman-
ent value." Olivia Howard Dunbar.

-I- No. Am. 1S5: 777. Ag. 2, '07. 1430w.
"Clpver beyond anything we have seen lately

is this most artistic story. We could wish it

Avere happier."
+ -I Outlook. S6: 254. Je. 1, '07. ISOw.

'•He if. far from being detached and indiffer-
ent toward human nature in its finer manitest-
atioiis, even if he does choo.s-e to make us feel

its beauty chiefly by delineating the sordid, pa-
thetic opposite." Cornelia Atwood Pratt.

+ Putnam's. 2: 186. My. '07. llOw.

"Here is not a mere slice of life, a personal
affair, a particular instance; it is a slice from
a nation, a base of interests, an enduring con-
dition. It is. of course, the central problem in

a bonk of the kind to prevent undue domination
either of the situation or of the story, and the
author, conscious perhaps that in a previous
work he permitted the situation to dictate terms
to him, has in this been too much inclined to
restrict its scope."

4- Sat. R. 103: 433. Ap. 6. '07. 500w.

"He has devoted a great deal of skill and en-
ergy to the presentation of three or four char-
act<:^rs who are especiallj' designed to win, not
only the sympathy, but even the affection of
the reader. It is true that perhaps the most
admirable and delightful of all is a spaniel. . . .

John, an adorable personage; mdeed, many
rend'^is would rather share a dog-biscuit with
him than eat six courses in the company of the
squire's sue=ts."

-L Spec. 9S: 503. Mr. 30, '07. 800w.

Galsworthy, John. I\Ian of property. ^$1.50.

Putnam. 6-42370.
"A rather unusually thoughtful novel of Eng-

lish social life, which deals in a large, intelli-
gent way with the development of character,
the sordidness of wealth without graciousness,
and the narrowness of upper middle class Lon-
don society a generation or so ago."—Outlook.

"There is a story of a kind, connecting the
long series of carefully finished pictures. But
the" pictures, the characterization, are the main
thing. They are minute, vivid, and steadily
Interesting. The whole is a sound and equable
piece of work, deserving high praise."

-f -f Ath. 1906, 1:446. Ap. 14. 340w.

"A novel of this character is new; it shows
thought and determination and an unflagging
alertness with its companion,, ease, that make
Mr. Galsworthy's career a matter of some im-
portance to English flctlon."

-f- -I- Lend. Times. 5:116. Mr. 30, '06. 430w.

"His style is admirable, his humor incisive,

and his description of the less pleasant charac-
ters in his books splendid; but he lacks ten-
derness. He Sees all weeds in the garden, and
In his vision the rose is scarcely visible for the
thorns." Lewis Melville.

+ — N. Y. Times. 12: 394. Je. 15, '07. 150w.

"Altogether a novel well worth the reading."
-I- Outlook. 84: 941. D. 16, '06. lOOw.

"Mr. Galsworthy's grip on the point of view
of Forsyte and his way of action, is something
quite terrible. To read a chapter about Soames
Forsyte, the typical 'man of property,' is to
feel oneself literally gasping for oxygen at the
end of it. It is not an especially pleasant ex-
perience, but it occasions a profound respect
for the writer who brings it about." Cornelia
Atwood Pratt.

-f- Putnam's. 2: 185. My. '07. 520w.
"A novel at once so able that it cannot be

overlooked, and so ugly in places that it can-
not be recommended without a serious cau-
tion."

-i Spec. 96:587. Ap. 14, '06. 1270w.

Galton, Arthur. Church and state in France,
1300-1907. *$3.5o. Longmans. W7-107.

"Mr. Galton . . . begins his exposition with
the struggle between Philip the Fair and Bon-
iface VIII., where he finds the seeds of Gal-
licanism. He traces their development througu
the .sixteenth century, till the growth reached
its full expansion in the eighteenth. When ha
enters on the revolutionary period he devotes
a .great deal of attention to the Constitution
Civile, . . . He treats, with amplitude, the gen-
esis, choi-acter, and scoue of the Concordat,
and, very properly, with more brevity, the
course of events through the restoraticn, the
second republic and the .second empire. Tne
last chapter, about eight-five pages, relates the
campaign during tne thirl republic dov»'n to
the law of separation."—Cath. World.

"The book is remarkable: it has strength
without the least taint of sensation; and is

written with a finish that is both lare and de-
lightful. Two points only are there to which
we take exception: that Mr. Galsworthy at
times lingers unnecessarily over the Forsytes;
and that he has. in one passage at least, mis-
taken brutality for strength."
+ H Acad. 70:309. Mr. 31, '06. 440w.

"It is a lack of the historic sense which is the
fault of the Rev. Mr. Galton's work on the re-
lations between church and state in France.
He has written an elaborate pamphlet rather
than an historical study."'

h Acad. 72: 337. Ap. 6, '07. 1780w.

"The book is one which on literary grounds
we cannot commend."— Ath. 1907, 1:472. Ap. 20. 840w.

"Mr. Galton's book is oi considerable value,
as far as it is an exposition of historic fact.

Nor is it valueless, as far as it is an interpre-
tation of these facis, for it provid'es a good
subject for any one who would study the in-

fluence of prejudice in the writing of history. '

4- _ Cath. World. 85: 306. Je. '07. 1350w.

"The subject is treated of with splendid
knowledge, with a fine sense of coherence and
profortion. and with a style that is altogether
captivating."

-,L N. Y. Times. 12: 317. My. 18, '07. 740w.

"He has an exceptional amount of historical

JHarning ... as veil as a pithy and lucid style.

His toleration is noticeable."
-+ Spec. yS: 716. My. 4, '07. 1650w.

Gambler, J. W. Links in my life on land

and sea. **$3-5o. Button.

A career which began its adventures In th«
Baltic fieet during the Crimean war. subse-
quentlv continued in Norfolk Island, Rio de Ja-
neiro, Egypt. Cyprus, New Zealand, the An-
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Gambler, J. W. —Continued.
daman Isiands, New Caledonia, China and Ja-
pan. After his retirement Captain Gambler
acted as correspondent for the London "Times"
during the Russo-Turkish war.

"To read his book is to Imagine oneself In
the privacy of Captain Gamoier's smoking-
room, listening to very pleasant after-dinner
gossip."

+ Acad. 71: 634. D. 22, '06. 560w.

"A lively volume written in a sprightly
style."

-I Ath. 19(>6, 2: 404. O. 6. 320w.

"Commander J. "W. Gambler is an uncon-
ventional writer; and the rules of grammar are
Included among the conventions which he over-
rides. That matters little, however, for he is

a breezy writer, with plenty of stories to tell.

The book Is one to be read by all who enjoy
rollicking relations of adventure."

-\ Lend. Times. 5: 322. S. 21, '06. 470w.

"He writes in a free off-hand manner, and
is frequently unrefined, even to coarseness.
If the book has literary merit, we have failed
to discover it; or any mark of distinction. The
author's comments are, as a rule, common-

'— Nation. 84: 82. Ja. 24, '07. 360w.

Gamble, William. Straight talks on busi-

ness. **$i. Jacobs. 7-27365.

Talks for the young man contemplating a
business career, for one who is unafraid to

think, to work, to sacrifice, who looks upon
business not as a pastime, nor as an unpleas-
ant necessity, but as a human duty. The ad-
vice has grown out of the experiences of a man
who has followed a strenuous business life. He
claims no new business philosophy, but puts prin-
ciples which time has tested into new form
better suited to present day needs.

"Though unquestionably 'straight,' the ad-
vice is rather platitudinous than subtle, and is

too Informal and discursive to have any consid-
erable technological value."

1- J. Pol. Econ. 15: 501. O. '07. 80w.

Games book for boys and girls; a volume
of old and new pastimes. $2.50. But-
ton. 7-35045.

A volume "full of directions for playing
scores of indoor games and pastimes for the
playground. There are also directions for the
collection an'l ore-servation of plants, ferns,
and seaside objects, for the care of home pets,
for indoor gardening, for the making of toys,
the tying of knots of many sorts, and for the
doing of many other interestin,-j things."—N.
Y. Times.

A. L. A. Bki. 3: 21. Ja. '07.

N. Y. Times. 11: 868. D. 15, '06. 80w.

Gant, L. W, Elements of electric traction
for motormen and others. *$2.50. Van
Nostrand.

A practical handlicok intended to serve as
an introduction to the more advanced works
on electric traction and to supplement various
existing handbooks for motormen and others.

"The style is readable and as clear as could
b» expected in view of the limited space, the
large range of topics, and the presumably mea-
ger preparation of the reader. The book lacks
attractive Illustrations." Henry H. Norrls.

H Enyln. N. 58: 422. O. 17, '07. 460w.

Gardiner. John Hays. Bible as English
literature. **$i.so. Scribner. 6-33638.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Perhaps the most interesting and theologic-
ally suggestive section of Professor Gardiner's
work Is that devoted to the wisdom liter&*"re

of the New Testament epistles." Kemper Pul-
lerton.

4- — Am. J. Theoi. 11: 667. O. '07. 590w.
A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 9(5. Ap. '07.

"An admirable manual for the use of stu-
dents."

-r Bib. World. 29: 150. F. '07. 80w.
"Professor Gardiner brings to his task an

acquaintance with the accepted results of his-
torical criticism and instead of rhapsodizing
upon a few selected passages of rhythmical
scripture, he investigates the complex sources
of that literary charm which it is easier to
praise than understand." John R. Slater.
+ H Bib. World. 30: 234. S. '07. 650w.

Current Literature. 42: 81. Ja. '07.

1760W.
"From the beginning to the end of the au-

thor's discussion of his great subject, the
treatment of it is not only Tntelligent and rev-
erent; it is singularly vital and inspiring." M.
H. Turk.

-f- + Educ. S. 33: 316. Mr. '07. 810w.
"Prof. Gardiner is occasionally led to press

his conclusions further than his facts will war-
rant." William T. Brewster.
+ T Forum. 38: 386. Ja. '07. 1480w.

+ Outlook. 85: 789. Ap. 6, '07. 1390w.

Gardner, Edmund G. King of court poets:
a study of the v^rork, life and times of
Lodovico Ariosto. *$4. Dutton. 7-6794.

In which Mr. Gardner has combined a sequel
to his "Dukes and poets in Ferrara" with a
somewhat full study of the life and works of
Lodovico Ariosto.

-f- + Acad. 71: 569. D. 8, '06. lOSOw.
"Mr. Gardner takes a good deal of pains with

his authorities, and puts his information to-
gether as well as can be expected of any one
except a highly trained historian in dealing
with that complicated time. The main fault
of the book is a certain tendency to verbosity."

-j Ath. 1907, 1: 69. Ja. 19. 1510w.
"The chapters dealing with the poetry of

Ariosto are pleasing, but on the whole rather
inconclusive. The style of the book is without
distinction, and it occasionally lapses Into ele-
gance."— -f- Dial. 42: 84. F. 1, '07. I50w.
"The work of Mr. Gardner is not only a

biography ot Ariosto, and the finest biography
of the author of the 'Orlando furioso' that has
yet appeared in English, but It contains a
complete and luminous picture of the political
and literary condition of Ferrara from 1500 to
1530."

+ -f Ind. 6'2: 803. Ap. 4, '07. 430w.
"The work Is admirably done, most useful

for reference; but it is laboured, and there are
barren spaces in which the dry bones of history
do not live."

H Lend. Times. 5: 350. O. 19, '06. 2270w.

"Different portions of the book, as they deal
with political or literary history, read as if

they belonged to different studies, and were
bound together bv mistake."

H Nation. 84: 593. Je. 27, '67. lOlOw.

+ — N. Y. Times. 11:701. O. 27, '06. 1830w.
(Reprinted from Lond. Times.)

"Is a book in which the scholar may find
more to his purpose than the reader who,
without any very keen appetite for detailed
history and unimportant biographical detail,
reads for pleasure and for general Informa-
tion." Horatio S. Krans.

-j Outlook. 84:1078. D. 29, '06. 420w.

"It Is with a very sure hand, with all the
sobriety of a scholar, albeit not untlnged with
the agreeable glow of an admirer, that Mr.
Gardner writes of Alfonso I. . . .and Ludovico
Ariosto."

+ + Sat. R. 102: 679. D. 1, '06. 880w.
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Gardner, Percy. Growth of Christianity.

$1.75. Macmillan.
"The theme of the pi'esent volume, which Is

in the form of ten popular lectures, is the re-
lations of Christianity with the various forms
of culture and thought with which it has come
into contact. The germ of Christianity is found
in the Lord's prayer, and specifically in the pe-
tition, Thy will be done,' and its essential
spirit is defined accordingly as a passionate de-
votion to thfc, will of God as operative in the
world. '

'—Nation.

ditions until she is at la^t free to call her own
that happiness which she has so long and nobly
denied herself.

"No one can read Professor Gardner's book
without respect. It is earnest and lucid, and
bears witness of the profound scholarship of
its author."

+ Acad. 73: 31. O. 19, '07. 7S0w.

"His new booli is an able and striking inter-
pretation of the history of the church, from a
somevrhat unusual point of view."

-I- Bib. World. 30: 80. Jl. '07. 60w.
"The scope and purpose of the book, cast

originally for popular lectures, do not allow
space for anything more than drawing the
broad obvious outlines. When, however, this Is
done by anyone as deep-versed in antiquity as
Dr. Gardner, there is something in the sum-
mary presentation by which even professed stu-
dents niay liave their vision cleared.'

+ Lend. Times. 6: 250. Ag. 16, '07. 800w.

"Dt. Gardner has surveyed the growth and
progress of the Christian faith from a very in-
teresting point of view."

+ Nation. 85: 331. O. 10, '07. 700w.

"The reader will see therefore, that the au-
thor's view of Christian doctrine is not quite
that of the ordinary orthodox Churchman. The
strongest part of the book is . . . where he
is displaying his splendid knowledge of Greek
and Roman antiquities and their bearing on
church life and belief."

+ Sat. R. 104: sup. 8. S. 28, '07. 380w.

Garland, Hamlin. Long trail. t$i.25. Har-
per. 7-15590.

A narrative of the hardships of Jack Hen-
derson, a Mmnesota boy, in company with two
master-trailers, who together brave the dan-
gers of the old 'I'elegraph trail to the Yukon
gold fieids. "Cold and heat, hunger and thirst,
the lo\ e of gold, i^nd the rivalry of fierce men
go to make up the vivid and varied life."

"Interesting to men and boys especially."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 201. N. '07.

"This is an excellent book for a boy's holi-
day reading, thorougnly wliolesome and stimu-
lating, and in no part dull."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 634. My. 25. lOOw.

"Has the healthful, breezy traits that mark
Mr. Garland's other western tales."

-I- Lit. D. 34: 961. Je. 15, '07. 160w.
"It is perfectly safe, however, to say that if

'The long trail' does prove to contain the qual-
ity ^'hich tickles youthful paJatfs, it may be
given to the young without a shade of misgiv-
ing as to their finding it entirely wholesome
provender."

t Nation. S-4: 435. My. 9, '07. 160w.

"The striking quality of this new book . . .

is the startling and realistic effect of its utter
simplicitv."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 321. My. 18, '07. 350w.

Garland, Hamlin. Money magic: a novel.
t$i.5o. Harper. 7-32322.

By the magic of money. Bertha, a true type
of the girl of the new West, is lifted from the
hot office of her mother's wayside hotel to the
giddy heights of mistress of a millionaire's es-
tablishment. This change of fortune however,
brings with it a helpless old cripple of a lius-
band, an ex-gambler whom she had pluckily
married out of loyalty when she thought him
dying. Her story is one of development and
character expansion under these strange con-

"By some the story may be thought a trifle
too long; but it is good stirring narrative thru-
out, and the development of character through
incident and emotional crises is highly inter-
esting."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 646. N. 2. 200w.
"Is far and away the best and most signifi-

cant novel that Mr. Garland has written in
many years. It has perspective, it is firm of
plot, rich in colour, full of movement, unflag-
gingly interesting, its characters are deftly and
understandirgly individualised—it has the
semblance of life." A. Schade van Westrum.
+ + Bookm. 26: .417. D. '07. 690w.
"There is a certain amount of truth in this

narrative, and fairly effective characterizations,
although the latter must be described as crude
rather than subtle. Mr. Garland, has done much
better work than this, and will, we trust, do
it again." Wm. M. Payne.

H Dial. 43: 318. N. 16, '07. 240w.
"His people, however, will disappoint the ex-

pe.ctations raised in their favor, and will, some-
how, show coarse streaks in their composition,
of which the author is hopelessly unconscious."

H Ind. 63: 1177. N. 14, '07. 350w.
Nation. 85: 446. N. 14, '07. 230w.

"An interesting study of the mixed life in a
western city."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 30w.

H Outlook. 87: 744. N. 30, '07. 160w.

Garland, James Smith. 'New England town
lavv^: a digest of statutes and decisions
concerning tow^ns and town officers.
*$6.5o. Boston bk. 6-31416.

"This valuable volume consists of two very
distinct parts. The first eight-three pages are
taken up with in an interesting review of the
origin, development and present status of the
New England town. The second part of the
book presents tlic first systematic compilation
of the laws of the New England states in re-
lation to towns and town government."—Ann.
Am. Acad.

"Intended mainly to sei"ve a practical pur-
pose."

+ Am. Hist. R. 12: 723. Ap. 'OV. 40w.
"The volume is an excellent beginning in a

sort of v/ork in which as yet but little has been
accomplished in the United States."

-f- Ann Am. Acad. 29: 213. Ja. '07. 380w.
"The introduction ... is of interest to many

persons other than the officers and lawyers
who will use the body of the work."

-f- Nation. 83: 509. D. 13, '06. 140w.

"A complete, although succinctly written and
compactly arran.^ed. compendium of the law of
the diferent states of New England relating
to towns and town government."

-t- Outlook. 84: 384. O. 13, '06. 90w.

Garratt, Herbert A. Principles of mechan-
ism: being a short treatise on the kine-
matics and dynamics of machines. $1.10.

Longmans.
"A book for students who are under the

guidance of an instructor, rather than a com-
plete treatise for general use. It is divided
into two general parts. Kinematics of machines
and Dynamics of machines. In the former the
principles of the forms of mechaiii.''ms are con-
sidered, no attention being given to the efflcl-

encii^s of such mechanisms, to the masses
moved or to the forces exerted. In the latter
part, the dynamics of certain simple mechan-
ical motions are considered."—Engin. N.

"Vnr the class-room work, as a text to be
supplemented by extensive lectures, the book
has a use, but it is not complete enough for
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Garratt, Herbert A. —Continued.
the perioral stiidont. Too much has been left
out for the purpose of affording 'a clear per-
ception nf tho sriatomy of the .skeleton.'

"

Amasa 'Trowbridge.
-i Engin. N. 57: 308. Mr. 14, '07. 260w.

Garrick, David. Some unpublished cor-
respondence of David Garrick; ed. by
G: Pierce Baker. *$7..=;o. Houghton.

7-26122.

Some forty letters and manuscripts are in-
cluded with an interesting- reproduction of por-
tions of the marriage agreement between Gar-
rick andi Mile. V'iolette. "If of somewhat less
moment than the author deems it as a contri-
bution to Garrick lore, it will nevertheless be
sought eagerly by theatrical connoisseurs for
the excellence of its typography and the> beauty
of Its illustrations, which show the great actor
at different periods of his life and in various
characters, and afford material for an inter-
esting study in physiognomy. Several of tho
portraits will be new to most readers." (Na-
tion.)

"In lack of an index, page-headings to show
who is being addressed by the writer would
have been very welcome; sometimes it is impos-
sible to determine thds without some search, or
to ascertain at once the probable date of a
letter." Percy F. Bicknell.

H Dial. 43: 201. O. 1, '07. 1610w.
"With Mr. Baker the work of editing evident-

ly has been a labor of love, as is proved by his
ample explanatory notes, but it is unlikely that
the ordinary reader will find In the letters the
significance which the editor seems to attach
to them."

-I- Nation. 85: 380. O. 24, '07. 540w.
"This volume of hitherto unpublished letters

contains a sutticiently Interesting collection to
make it worth owning, although not a few of
the epistles, as one invariably finds in the books
of 'correspondence,' suggest no particular rea-
son for publication beyond their signature and
quaint style."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 611. O. 12, '07. 790w.

Garrod, H. W. Religion of all good men,
and other studies in Christian ethics.

**$i.20. McClure. 6-42406.

In the main a paradoxical contention that
Jesus never claimed to be the Messiah.

'07.

— Ath. 1906, 1: 697. Ja 9. 820w.

Current Literature. 42: 208. F.
1930W'.

"I think that the worth of the book very
far outweighs such faults as it may possess

—

these latter being, indeed, such necessary ac-
companiments of perfect straightforwardness
that we could not wish them absent. It will
do any man good to read such virile words,

—

and if they liarm him, he Is not worthy to
withstand the gods." T. D. A. Cockerell.

-I Dial. 42: 79. F. 1, '07. 1280w.

Reviewed by St. G§orge Stock.— HIbbert J. 4: 945. Jl. '06. 1300w.

"The spectacle of a sincere man disavowing
Christianity because it is not good enough is

sufficiently novel to pique one's interest, and
whoso is drawn by curiosity to Mr. Garrod's
pages will find his attention kept alert."

1- Ind. 63: 221. Jl. 25, '07. 340w.

"The title of the book is distinctly attrac-
tive, and the book itself is decidedly interest-
ing. There i3 learning in it, and undoubted
ability behind it Written from a frankly na-
turalistic .^standpoint, it is singularly free from
bitterness and narrowness." James Lindsay.

-I Int. J. Ethics. 18: 108. O. '07. 1770w.
"This thesis Mrs. Garrod defends with much

skill and it can scarcely be denied that impor-
tant truth at least lies close beside his propo-
sitions."

-i Nation, 84: 270. Mr. 21, '07. 380w.

"The.se 'studies in Christian ethics* one chap-
ter of which gives this volume its attractive
but quickly disappointing title, are not such as
to call for seiious consideration."— Outlook. 84:942. D. 15, '06. 140w.

'A volume of five attractively written es-
says on religious subjects."

-f 4- R. of Rs. 35: 118. Ja. '07. &0w.
"He has written a smart book, in which the

flippant theology is not meant perhaps to be
taken very seriously. But was it worth while
printing these essays merely to make elderly
dons' flesh creep? What he takes for audacity
and courage may be regarded by his readers as
only impudence."

h Sat. R. 101: 759. Je. 16, '06. 950w.

Garst, Rev. Henry. Otterbein university.
*75c. Un. breth.

The story of the founding of a Christian col-
lege, the evolution of the thoughts, opinions,
convictions that are back of its material growth
and progress.

Garvie, Alfred Ernest. Guide to preachers.
*$i.5o. Armstrong.

''Ijaymen who would qufilify themselves to
preach acceptably and effectively—and there is

need of many such—will find this an eminently
helpful book. It covera the whole subject—the
Biblical, doetrinal, homiletical, rhetorical con-
ditions of preaching and reasoning suitable to
the needs of the modern world. Such sub-
sidiary matters as language, literary style,
elocution, and delivery receive proportionate
treatment."—Outlook.

"Its counsels are in harmony with sound
scholarshiri ^nd conform to good taste."

-I- + Nation. 84: 133. F. 7, '07. lOOw.

"There is no other book that so well meets
the present want."

-I- 4- Outlook. 85: 44. Ja. 5. '07. 120w.

Gaskell, Mrs. Elizabeth Cleghorn (Steven-
son). Works of Mrs. Gaskell. 8v. ea.

$1.50. Putnam.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ 4- Acad.. 71: 519. N. 24, '06. 1500w. (Re-
view of v. 1-8.)

"Tho edition, with its informing introduc-
tions, will take its place in all well-constituted
libraries."

-j- 4- Ath. 1906, 2: 801. D. 22. llOw. (Review
of V. 7 and 8.)

+ + Nation. 84: 221. Mr. 7, 130w. (Re-
view of v. 4-8.)

"Kxcollent new dress."
-f Nation. 84: 331. Ap. 11, '07. 3370w.
(Review of v. 1-8.)

"Dr. Ward . . has performed his task with
exquisite taste, srace, and zeal."

-J.
4_ N. Y. Times. 11: 878. D. 15, '06. 450w.
(Review of v. 1-8.)

Gates. Eleanor. Good-night; il. by Arthur
Rackham. +500. Crowell. 7-20865.

The quaint story of a very human parrot
that scattered the padre's fuchsias buit fought
desperately with the cat to save a little ca-
nary's life.

Gates, Eleanor. Plow-woman. '^$1.50. Mc-
Clure. 6-34690.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This is decidedly a book to read."
4- Ath. 1907, 1: 317. Mr. 16. 2!0w.

"Is a capital .story, in spite of an indulgence
in contrast am()unting almost to an abuse."
Frederic 'I'aber Cooper.

-I Bookm. 24: 490. Ja. '07. 360w.

"There is distmction. refreshment and real-

ity about her descriptions of the Dakota prai-

rie, an original charm also about I'^llas, the
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plow-woman, so long as she follows the lean
mulii in the brown lurrow, but that is the oest
that can oe said."

-I Ind. til: 1570. D. 27, "06. 300w.

Gates, Herbert Wright. Life of Jesus: a

manual for teachers. 75c. Univ. of
Chicago press. 7-36^67.

A manual designed to accompany the outline
course on the life of Jesus which has been
prepared for intermediate grades of the Bible
school.

"The 'Manual' and 'Note book' taken together
promise to be a valuable aid in teaching the
life of Christ to children."

+ Bib. World. 28: 352. N. '07. llOw.

"Deserves commendation."
+ Nation. 85: 51'j. D. 5, '07. 13-Ow.

Gayley Charles Mills. Plays of our fore-
fathers. **$3.5o. Duffield 7-30422.

An account of the origin and development of
the early miracle and morality plays of which
"Everyman" has become so famous an example,
illustrated with reproductions of old wood-cuts.
The author's schoiarsnip is everywhere in evi-
dence as well as his keen delight in histrion-
ism, for, he says, "to laugh and weep, to wor-
ship and to revel for a season, in tlie manner
and spirit of our ancestors, were infinitely inore
pleasing than the pride of controversy or the
pursuit of Scientific ends."

"His book is not only one to be commended
to the scholar but to be enjoyed by the gen-
eral reader." Lewis A. Rhoadcs.

-f + Dial. 43: 282. N. 1, '07. 970w.

"As a reference work, it is hard to exceed
this for completeness, but its interest is for
the specialist alone."

+ + Ind. 63: 1311. N. 28, '07. 710w.

"A charming book, which may be lecommend-
ed to the general reader as the best introduction
to the su'oject at the same time that it possesses
a value for the specialist."

-I- -j- Nation. 85: 523. D. 5, '07. SOOw.

"He has made a good book which every one
interested in the theatre will be glad to own,
and the borrowin.g fiend loathe to return." An-
na Marble.

-+- + N. Y. Times. 12: 616. O. 12, '07. 220w.

Genung, John Franklin. Hebrew literature

of wisdom in the light of to-day: a syn-
thesis. **$2. Houghton. 6-39461

An interpretation of the inner and spiritual
menacing of Proverbs, ' Job and Ecclesiasles
which can be applied to the life of to-day.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 42. P. '07.

"The style sometimes offends a severe taste,
and we had rather not believe that monstrosi-
ties like 'factual' oelong to the literary idiom of
to-day—or to-morrow."

-I Nation. 84: 589. Je. 27, '07. 190w.
"Presented in a thoroughly readable and in-

teresting form."
+ Outlook. 86: 298. Je. 8, '07. 330w.

Genung, John Franklin. The idylls and the
ages. **75c. Crowell. 7-26418.

A companion study to "Stevenson's attitude
to life." It is an inquiry into the permanent val-
ue of Tennyson's epic "The idylls of the king."
The primary aim of this- volume "is neither
eulogy nor criticism, but what Walter Pater
has taught us to call appreciation."

"Our quarrel with it is chiefly for its literary
cant and esoteric eloquence, its lack of the prose
point of view. '

h Nation. 85: 498. N. 28, '07. ISOw.

George, 2d duke of Cambridge. George duke
of Cambridge: a memoir of his private
life based on the journals and corres-

pondence of His Royal Highness, ed.
by Edgar Sheooard. 2v. *$-. Longmans.

7-28494.
"Born a few years after Waterloo, in 1819.

the Duke of Cambridge lived in four reigns and
was actually present at two coronations.' At
the time of his birth he was the first direct
descendant of George III., and but for the birth
of the Princess Victoria, a few months later
than his own he might have reigned as George
v., and there is good reason to suppose that
he would have proved an excellent sovereign
This memoir not only tells the story of a long
life of usefulness and honor, but it also reveals
with much clearness an interesting and lovable
personality, and gives us, incidentally, many
suggestive portraits of military and political
leaders."—N. Y. Times.

'Dr. Edgar Sheppard might have done well
to condense the 'memoirs of his private life'
into one volume instead of filling two."

H Acad. 71: 591. D. 1, '06. 1840w.

-f Lond. Times. 5: 400. N. 30, '06. 1610w.
"The editor has done his work with taste

and discretion. The portraits are interest-
ing, and there is a satisfactory index."
+ -f N. Y. Times. 12: 40. Ja. 19. '07. llOOw.
"The book has some interest and even value,

but these scarcely correspond to its size
and what we may even describe as its pre-
tensions."

-i Spec. 98: 58. Ja. 12, '07. 530w.

George, Henry, jr. Romance of John Bain-
bridge. t$i.5o. Macmillan. 6-37965.

Part of the incidents in Mr. George's story are
taken from the life of his late father. "Being
the son of his father and also himself, it was
doubtless inevitable that Mr. George should at-
tempt to -make out of his novel a lesson in
economics. His theme is the iniquity of giving
public service franchises to private individuals
or corporations, and the resultant political cor-
ruption." CS. T. Times.)

"Dealing as this novel does with the questions
which are pressing for immediate solution,
makes it one of the really important romances
for all reformers and patriots to read."

-f + Arena. 37: 100. Ja. '07. 3990w.
"This is a wiiolesome novel of the life of

to-day. It is, we believe, the author's first
long work of fiction, altho there is nothing in
the stvle to indicate this fact."

-f- Lit. C. 34: 217. F. 9, '07. 170w.

Nation. 83:391. D. 8, '06. 40w.

"He might have cut and slashed' and blue
penciled a fourth of his copy with advantage
to the rest. Wrapped up in the plot of Mr.
George's novel there is a good story, an ex-
ceedingly good story."

-I N. Y. Times. 11: 903. D. 29, '06. 380w.

"While there are parts of the story that
too thinly for artistic effect disguise the espe-
cial message that Mr. George feels himself
commissioned to utter, the tale is well told and
worth telling."

-I Outlook. 85: 46. Ja. 5, '07. 170w.

R. of Rs. 35: 120. Ja. '07. 30w.

Geronimo (Apache chief). Geronimo's
story of his life; taken down and ed-

ited by S. M. Barrett. **$L50. Duf-
field. 6-35725.

Descriptive note in Annual. 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 67. Mr. '07. S.

Gibbs, Josiah W, Scientific papers of J.

Willard Gibbs. 2v. v. i. *!ti5; v. 2. *$4.

Longmans. Agr 7-1540.

Professor Gibbs's scattered papers on scien-
tific subjects have been collected and published
in two imposing volumes. The first includes his

papers on the equilibrium of heterogeneous
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Gibbs, Josiah W.—Continued.
substances and on thermodynamics; the second
contains twenty-cne papers, chief among which
are those occupied with the author's calculus
called "vector analysis."

"For profound thought and power of generali-
zation and abstract formulation no American
scientist has equaled Willard Gibbs."
+ + Ind. C3: 1238. N. 21, 'OT. SOw.

"The work of Gibbs may be said to round
off the constructive stage of one of the most
far-reaching scientific advances of the nine-
teenth century—the unravelling of the formal
scheme of relations which guides the trans-
formation of dead matter, as it is now set
forth in the doctrine of thermodynamics."

+ + Lond. Times. 6: 90. Mr. 22, '07. 1960w.

"In every way (except by an index) recom-
mends itself to the liking of friends of Amer-
ican science."
-I- H Nation. 84: 92. Ja. 24. '07. 710w.

"The papers have been edited with great
care by Henry Andrews Bumstead and Ralph
Gibbs van Name, and the former, in the bio-
graphical notice prefixed, discusses with knowl-
edge the scientific work done by Willard Gibbs
and gives a clear-cut picture of the man liim-
self." C. G. K.
+ + Nature. 75: 361. F. 14, '07. 1340w.

Gibbs, Philip. Men and women of the
French revolution. *$7. Lippincott.

7-8230.

Not a history but a psychological study of
some of the actors in the great drama, so ar-
ranged that the thread of the narrative is not
confused or lost.

the latest improved methods; and from the toy
known as the zoetrope—with which children
used to amuse themselves—to the latest moving
picture." (Nation.)

"A readable, but rather sketchy account of
a number of the leading personages of that
period."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 513. O. 27. 330w.
"In thus deviating from the beaten path of

history and giving rather free play to his own
fancy in this 'psychological study,' the author
has produced a work more attractive in some
respects than the formal chronicles of the
period." Percy F. Bicknell.

+ Dial. 41: 385. D. 1, '06. 210w.
"Mr. Gibbs has succeedt^d in producing a

book that is more readable (especially to those
who dcte on adiectives) than our oldi friend Dry-
asdiis't's, but there is a certain persistent striv-
ing for dramatic effect and high phrasLS that
gives the narrative false note very often."

H Ind. 02: 971. Ap. 23, '07. 540w.

-I- Lit. D. 33: 855. D. 8, '06. SOw.
"Although the value of Mr. Gibbs's work is

seriously impaired by an extremely florid and
somewhat popular style, it is to some extent
redeemed by his dramatic power, while in spite
of some inaccuracies it is manifestly clear that
he has obtained his information from no second
hand sources."

H Lond. Times. 6: 38. F. 1, '07. 780w.
"The book, though somewhat grrandlose in

style, is just the sort to spur on an indolent
reader to make the acquaintance of other, and
possibly more accurate, works on the French
revolution. But the inaccuracies are manifold
and distressing, and not the less so that, in
some cases, they seem to be the result of pure
carelessness."

H Nation. 84: 135. F. 7, '07. 870w.
"Its style is popular, vivid and realistic. Mr.

Gibbs has a command of strong epithets, and
knows how to describe what his imagination
presents to him."

+ Spec. 97: sup. 766. N. 17. '06. 180w.

Gibson, Charles R. Romance of modern
* photography. **$i.50. Lippincott.
No attempt is made in this volume "to offer

suggestions to the picture- taker, but again step
by step thie growth of the art is discussed
through the changes, from daguerrotypes to

Nation. 85: 520. D. 5, '07. 70w.
""We have found some of the most interest-

ing pages in Mr. Gibson's book to be those de-
scribing the processes of reproduction for illus-
trations. A great deal of space and pains have
been devoted to colour-photography andl its
difficulties, and some of this description has not
attracted us much. Once or twice, in the ear-
lier pages, Mr. Gibson might have been a little
clearer if he had been a little more categorical."

H Spec. 99: sup. 639. N. 2, '07. 750w.

Gibson, Thomas. Pitfalls of speculation.
*$i. Moody pub. 6-33639.

"The author of thi^ little treatise undertakes
to demonstrate that business methods are ap-
plicable to speculation, and that, when so ap-
plied, s))eculation itself becomes a 'safe busi-
ness.' . . . Chapters are devoted to Ignorance
and over-speculation. Manipulation, Accidents,
Business methods in speculation. Market tech-
nicalities. Tips. Mechanical speci'lation. Short
selling. What 500 speculative accounts showed,
Grain speculation, and Suggestions as to in-
telli.gent methods, rhe book treats mainly of
speculative deals on margins, which are re-
garded as entirely legitimate forms of specu-
lative-, trading."—J. Pol. Econ.

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 59. Ja. '07. lOOw.

"Mr. Gibson's reasons against speculating
are unanswerable, but we part company with
him in the idea that he can teach successful
JBpeo'.ilation to any considerable number of
scholars." Kdwird A. Bradford.

-I N. Y. Times. 11: 754. N. 17, '06. 1640w.

R. of R3. 35; 382. Mr. '07. SOw.

Gibson, W. R. Boyce. Rudolph Eucken's
* philosophy of life. 2d ed. *$1.40. Mac-

millan.

This second edition includes an appendix deal-
ing with Professor Eucken's doctrine of "acti-
vism" whose difference from pragmatism is ex-
plained in the following: "The pragmatism
which has lately made so much headway, es-
pecially among 'English-speaking peoples, is

more Inclined to shape the world and life in
accordance with human conditions and human
needs, than to invest spiritual activity with an
iiidependence in relation to these, and apply Its

standards to the testing and sifting of the whole
content of our human life."

"In point of form the book suffers manifestly
from the circumstances of Its origin. In spirit

and tone, however, it Is attractive, and the
reader can hardly fail to be favourably Im-
pressed by the competence of the author for
his task, both in the matter of zeal and of
knowledge." Alexander Mair.

-^ Int. J. Ethics. 18: 124. O. '07. 790w.
(Review of 1st ed.)

"An excellent statement of Eucken's practical
philosophy."

+ Nation. 85: 326. O. 10, '07. 200w. (Re-
view of 2d ed.)

"But whether or not we assent to the au-
thor's conclusions concerning the future In-
fluence of Eucken's philosophy, this statement
of it should find n:iany readers, as a very com-
pact and useful rgstimg of the Interesting and
stimulating i>oint of view." Edmimd H. Hol-
lands

-\ Phllos. R. 16: 548. S. '07. 950w. (Review
of 1st ed.)

Giddings, Franklin Henry, ed. Readings in

descriptive and historical sociology.
*$i.6o. Macmillan. 6-30002.

"Mainly Illustrative of sociological theory as
given In his preceding works, and also In part
an expansion of that theory. Its framework
Is an elaborate outline of theory given In defl-
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nitions and propositions. Its filling is com-
posed of select readings illustrative of this,
gathered from all times and from peoples
in every stage of social development, as found
In literature and laws, official records, legends,
and newspapers."—Outlook.

"The reviewer wishes to add that while these
remarks are mainly critical in character, thev
express rather the deep interest which he has
in the fundamental issues which Professor Gid-
dings' book raises than any desire to ignore
the many positive merits which the book has,
and which will certainly secure it a wide read-
ing among those who are interested in the
sources of sociological theory and in the au-
thor's own tlieory of their value and interpre-
tation for a science of society." H. Heath
Bawden.

-\ Am. J. Soc. 12: 845. My. '07, 3900w.

"It is much more than its title indicates, for
It contains, besides a careful selection of read-
ings, an outline of sociological theory which,
in many particulars. Is new and interesting."
Charles A. Ellwood.
+ -;--- Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 232. Ja. '07. 630w.

Reviewed by R. C. Chapin.
+ Charities, 17: 472. D. 15, '06. 430w.

"The selections cover a wide field and show
extensive and patient research. The greater
part of these' would probably be unavailable for
the general student were he obliged to go to
the sources himself."

+ Lit. D. 34: 26. Ja. 5, '07. 2S0w.

"The puzzle seems to be: Fit these extracts,
if you can, into the author's general scheme
of sociological classification and terminology.
The value of It all we shall leave to those who
have the courage to try it."— Nation. 84: 82. Ja. 24. '07. 450w.

Outlook. 84: 894. D. 8, '06. 260w.
"The book will be of great value to the iso-

lated student and teacher."
+ -j- Yale R. 15: 4G7. F. '07. 220w.

Gilbert, Charles Benajah. School and its

life. $1.25. Silver. 6-21911.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The fact th;it the book lacks continuity di-
minishes its value, but the treatment of some
subjects . . . shows a grasp cf the real situa-
tion and a breadth of vision born only of real
contact with a great system of schools. The
benefits of co-operation applied to parent,
teacher, and pupil are clearly show-n." J. Stan-
ley Brown.

H El. School T. 7: 368. F. '07. 220w.

"This book, it seems to me, is one of the
significant educartional contributions of the
year. What makes it significant is in large
part the rare <'ombination of j.hil'jsopbic in-
sight witli a wealth of practical experience."
Irving £. Miller.

-\ + School R. 15: 228. Mr. '07. 780w.

Gilbert, George Holley. Short history of
Christianity in the apostolic age. $l.

Univ. of Chicago press. 6-41055.

"This is a propter S'^quel to 'ConstrucUve
studies on the life of Christ' by Professors
Burton and Mathews. . . . That work was based
on the gospels; this is concerned with the re-
mainder of th? New Testament. Its succes-
sive portions first narrate events and comment
upon them, then prorose questions and sug-
gestions for study, with supplementary topics
and references to literature. . . . Tlie volume
is finely illustrated."—Outlook.

"The material is conveniently divided, and
inter'^.stinsly and ablv treated."

-r -{- Bib. V/orld. 28: ^i^^^. D. '06. 40w.

Ind, 61: 1572. D. 27, '06. 50w.

-I- -I- Outlook. 85: 141. Ja. 19, '07. 180w.

Gilbert, Nelson Rust. Aflfan at Pine Court:
a tale of the Adirondacks. t$i.5o. Lip-
pincott. 7-30455-

A fashionable house party at a New Yorker's
country home in the Adirondacks is made the
scene of this tale of love, mystery and adven-
ture. A Pomeranian count arouses the greed of
the humble natives by exhibiting the wonder-
ful "Lens of the Grau" in the presence of his
host's butler. These envious enemies of the
rich pleasure seekers at the court put the house
in a state of siege during which each guest dis-
plays his or her real character and all endji
in safety and happiness.

N. Y. Times, 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Gilchrist, Alexander. Life of William
Blake; ed. with introd. by W. Graham
Robertson, il. *$3.50. Lane. W6-37S.

A reprint of a standard source for facts and
personal interpretation of Blake's life. To the
illustrations appearing in the original edition,
Mr. Ro)<ertson has added a number of colour
prints, drawings, etc. from his own notable
Blake collection, thus emphasizing particularly
the fame of Blake the painter.

Reviewed by A. Clutton-Brock.
+ -I- Acad. 71:524. N. 24, '06. 900w.

-i- + Ath. 1906, 2: 828. D. 29. 240w.

Current Literature. 42: 169. F. '07.

llOOw.

-f -f- Int. Studio. 30: 282. Ja. '07. 690w.

+ Int. Studio. 32: 84. Jl. '07. 210w.

Lond. Times. 6: 12. Ja. 11, '07. 1370w.

"This reprint is admirable from the point of
view of the general reader, and, by reason of
its illustrations, necessary also to the special
student."

-I-
4- Nation. S3: 463. N. 29, '06. 160w.

-K + Sat. R. 102: 708. D. 8, '06. 340w.

-r -r Spec. 97: 826. N. 24, '06. 230w.

Gilchrist, Edward. Tiles from a porcelain
tower. *$i.25. Riverside press, Cam-
bridge, Mass. 6-45067.

A volume of verse chief among whose poems
are "those more expressly from the Porcelain
tower, 'the pride and symbol of Cathay,' wherein
the decaying splendors of the East are expressed
with both imagination and humor." (Nation.)
There are also included some translations from
the Greek, Danish, Russian and the Chinese.

"The lyrics of a reflecitive mind, but their
flow is far from musical—a defect due in part
to the frequent collocation of ill-matched vo-
cables, and in part to the fact that the move-
ment is too much clogged with ideas." Wm. M.
Payne.

h Dial. 43: 93. Ag. 16, '07. 210w.

"Mr. Gilchrist has plainly done a good deal
of rather virile thinking, and as he has made
his ingeniously plotted verse the vehicle rath-
er for his notion than for his moods, his work
has much of the peculiar pithiness that marked
the work of the concettists in their less fan-
tastic vein."

-I Nation. 84: 200. F. 28, '07. 340w.

Gilder, Richard Watson. Fire divine. **$i.
* Century. 7-32109.

This volume adds sixty new pieces to the
poetry of the autlior, inicluding memorial verses
on Carl Schurz, George M'acdonald, Josephine
Shaw Lowell, Emma Lazarus, and Thomas
P.ailey Aldrich; poems to music and musicians;
and a requiem for Augustus Saint-Gaudens, en-
titled "Under the stars."

N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. 60w.
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Gillespie, G. Curtis. Rumford fireplaces,

and how they are made. $2. Comstock,
VV: T. 7-11989.

"A reprint of Count Rumfonl's essay on
Fh-epiacos JK here accoinprtnied by a discussion
01 l;)e same subject by Mr. uiliespie. In tne
course ot nis discussion . . .Mr. Gillespie in-

troduced a number or drawings and .SKetones
of his own, illustrating fireplaces designed oy
liim, of the so-calied Kuiniord lypt; . . . also

mantels ot his own design, and reproductions
01 views 01 a large number ol nrepiaces, andir-
ons, and the like, both mediaeval and mod-
ern."— Kngin. .N.

Engin. N. 57: 436. Ap. IS, '07. 90w.

N. Y. Times. 11': 154. Mr. 16, '07. ilOw.

Technical Literature. 1: 224. My. '07.

GOw.

Gilman, Bradley. Open secret of Nazareth.
**$!. Crowell. 6-26086.

"Ten letters written by Bartimaeus, whose
eyes were opened, to Thomas, a seeker after

truth." A traveler in the Holy Land writes
liis impressions and conviction to a friend at
home. "The open secret' which Jesus strove

to impart—the truth which, however evident,

eludes so many—is that of the Consecrated
will'—the active endeavor on all the smah or

serious occasions presenting themselves at the

cross-roads of daily life to identify one's self

with the divine will of pure goodness to all

our fellows."—Outlook.

"It is suffused with devotional feeling and
animated with poetic imagination, but clear

in moral insight."

+ Outlook. 84: 532. O. 27, '06. 180w.

Gilman, Lawrence. Music of to-morrow,

and other studies. *$i.25. Lane. 7-10576.

Mr. Gilman "attempts to prophesy what will

be the general character of the music of the

next haU-century. He admits the temerity of

the attempt, but argues boldly and convinc-

ingly. His broad general dictum is that the

permanent elements of the music of the future

will have to do with "that region of experi-

ence which lies over the borderland of our

spiritual consciousness.' It will forsake the

•incessant exploitation of the dynamic element

in life' and urge us to listen for 'the vibrations

of the spirit beneath." "—R. of Rs.

"The general impression left by this book is

that on the whole the title has been well chosen.

Mr. Lawrence Gilman gives expression to some
interesting ideas aoout music held by himself

in common with enthusiastic modern thinkers."

-h Acad. 72: 126. F. 2, '07. 440w.

"The best written and conceived essay in

Mr. Oilman's interesting little volume is that

devoted to Claude Debussy, the poet and dream-
er. 1 do not care much for his Liszt essay.

It does not dig enough into the subject. Mr.
Oilman's book is interesting, at times grace-
fully written, and strives to undertand the

music of to-day. This latter quality is in it-

self a critical feat, for in critic-land we usually

face the setting sun." James Huneker.
-I Bookm. 25: 32. Mr. '07. 1120W.

Reviewed by Josiah Renick Smith.
+ Dial. 42:224. Ap. 1, "07. 180w.

-f Nation. 83: 518. D. 13, '06. 340w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11:869. D. 15, '06. 490w.

-I- R. of Rs. 35: 115. Ja. '07. lOOw.

Spec. 98: 139. Ja. 26, '07. 930w.

Gilman, Lawrence. Strauss' "Salome;" a

guide to the opera; with musical il. *$i.
Lane. 7-18584.

A guide containing a description of the drama,
a full analysis of Strauss's score, also musical
illustration and examples.

Current Literature. 42: 294. Mr. '07.

2410W.

Dial. 42: 118. F. 16, '07. 40w.
"It will be a useful guide for those who

desire to reach below the surface of Strauss's
remarkable book."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:?,1. Ja. 19, '07. 180w.

R. of Rs. 35: 384. Mr. '07. 50w.

Giry, Arthur, and Reville, Andre. Emanci-
'^ pation of the mediaeval towns; tr. and

ed. by Frank Greene Bates and Paul
Emerson Titsworth. (Historical mis-
cellany.) pa. soc. H'olt. 7-20319.

A translation of chapter 8 of the second vol-
ume of T.,avisse and Rambaud's 'Histodre gen-
erate.' It covers in four chapters the rise of
towns in France: Ttie origins. The communal
revolution. The communes and Towns of bur-
gessy and new towns.

"In this terse, closely compact monograph no
space has been devoted to fine writing. We
have here a concise and clearly intelligible ac-
count of tliose communities in the middle ages
v/hich were the precursors of our modern com-
monwealths."

+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 626. O. 19, '07. 230w.

"In it.s field it is unsurpassed; and the gen-
eral stu^ient will learn more by studying the
vivid picture which it presents than he could
hope to learn by attacking at the start the whole
question of municipal organization, in all its

uncertainties and complexities. The translators
have done their work well; especially do t'hiey

deserve commendation for accepting frankly the
terms for which there is really no EIngllsh
equivalent."

+ -f Yale R. 16: 334. N. '07. 140w.

Given, John La Porte. Making a news-
paper. **$i.5o. Holt. 7-16382.

"A detailed account of the business, editor-
ial, reportorial. and manufacturing organiza-
tion of the daily newspaper in a large city."
The author's deductions are made from his own
large newspaper experience. He shows how
editors gain tlieir information and how all

classes of civilisation contribute consciously or
niiconsclouslv. to the daily record of happen-
inp.<5. In addition to chapters covering the gen-
eral workings of the newspaper, he discu.sse.-?

such sub.iecrs as preparing for journalism, get-

ting a situation, prizes in journalism, with the
printers, and the money-making department.

"Interesting, apparently trustworthy, journa-
listic in style."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 165. O. '07. S.

"Clearlv and forcibly written for th'e most
p<art, but somewhat painfully devoid of ideal-

ism."
^ Ath. 1907, 2: 261. S. 7. ISSOw.

"Interesting and seemingly trustworthy ac-
count of all branches of his profession."

-f Dial. 43: 18. Jl. 1, '07. 310w.

"The book will occupv a place on the literary

journalist's shelf beside Mr. E. L. Shuman's
'Practical journalisim,' and, while it will not

wholly supersede the Chicagoan's brisk lively

compendium, it possesses the peculiar merit of

giving tlie most comprehensive and thorogoing
account of New York newspaper making that

has so far found its way into print."

-t- Ind. 63. 399. Ag. 15, '07. 380w.

"Within its lines it is excellent."

-i- Lit. D. 35: 97. Jl. 20, '07. 70w.
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"Mr. Given's style Is clear and trenchant, his
phrases well chosen, and the entire book is

srood reading- for any one."
+ + Nation. 85: 190. Ag. 29, '07. 320w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 139. Mr. 9, '07. ISOw.

"He understands his subject, or as much of
it as he has cared to write about, as well as
any one man could be expected to understand
it, and his writing is lucid."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 287. My. 4. '07. 200w.

Glazier, Richard. Manual of historic orna-
ment. *$2. Scribner.

A second edition revised and enlarged. It
is surprising how many examples of the orna-
ment of past ages in many countries "have
been collected together in this book, with its

clear pen drawings. These include not only
architecture, but glass, silver, ivory, carpets,
furniture, china, and scxilpture. There is a
running commentary wliicl; clearly indicates
the main outlines of the subject." (Spec.)

"Useful handbook."
+ Int. Studio. ?,0: sup. 58. D. '06. 250w.

"For .1 book devoted avowedly to 'ornament'
there is an unexpected amount of care and
thoug'htful analy.sis given to aiohitecture in

the larger sense of construction, disposition, and
ordonnancfi. There is no index of conse(iuence.
On this account one doubts the practical util-
ity of the book. The general tendency of the
book is to be praised."

-I Nation. 84: .'MS. Ap. 11, '07. 390w.

+ Spec. OS: 542. Ap. 6, '07. 80w.

Gloag, M. R. Book of English gardens; il.

by Katharine Montagu Wyatt. $2.

Macmillan. 7-2583.
An introductory sketch of gardening "from

Eden onwards" precedes a description of thir-
teen (famous English "out-of-door drawing-
rooms." Among them are Abbotsbury, Beckett
Sutton Place, Brownsea Island and Wrest
Park. "The author has interwoven with her
various descriptions and appreciations histori-
cal and genealogical facts agreeable to a gos-
siping palate." (Ath.)

"The writing is easy and unpretentious; and
the illustrations are effective."

-f Ath. 1906, 2: 621. N. 17. 210w.

"The book is full of laboriously collected in-
formation connected with the family history of
the owners of the famous houses and gardens
in England. They are the homes and' gardens
of the titled rich. The book has the interest
of an old curio."

-f Ind. 62: 501. F. 28, '07. 210w.

-f Int. Studio. 30: 277. Ja. '07. 250w.

"It is more than possible that the text of
this attractive volume was written to fit the
pictures, and hence it is not surprising that
there is a misfit here and there. But despite
the imperfect coordination, the treatment is
admirable in its way."

H Nation. 84: 208. F. 28, '07. 30Ow.
"SOich a volume needs no recommendation."

+ Spec. 97: 407. S. 22. '06. lOOw.

Glyn, Elinor. Three weeks. t$i.5o. Duf-
field. 7-21536.

A brief story which is an exaltation of sen-
suous fascination into an affair of the soul
and which casts the moral law to the four winds
of heaven. A titled young Englishman is sent
away from home to be cured of his love for
a rural English girl with red hands. In Paris
he meets and falls in love with the queen of
a Russian dependency, "infinitely sinuous and
attractive" who is residing at his hotel incog-
nito. They yield entirely to the sway of their
love which the author's art alms to transform
into the poetry of sentiment. They suffer the
agony of it in separation followed by tragedy.

"She is too desperately anxious to shock her
middle-class readers and impress them with
upholstery of her high-born heroine. The re-
sult is that you laugh a little and yawn a lit-
tle and are not stiocked at all, but only rather
bored by a vulgar and extremely silly story."— Acad. 72: 635. Je. 29, '07. 320w.

"It is not in the least amusing, and the sen-
timents it evokes in others are both cynical
and disagreeable."— Ath. ]907, 1: 755. Je. 22. 200w.

" 'Misrepresentation and misunderstanding'
are bound to be iier portion, because she has
slapped down a host of immaturities on the
most perilous of subjects, making the venture
bravely with :t limited capital of expression
and insight."— Lit. D. 35: 013. O. 26, '07. 310w.

"The whole leaves a bewildering doubt—has
Elinor Glyn become perfectly indifferent to her
reputation or, by any mischance, is she begin

-

nine: to lake herself seriously?"— Nation. 85: 328. O. 10, '07. 170w.

'•Ethics may require that a tale be lewd;
b\it its a crime for it to be stupid.'— N. Y. Times. 12: 580. S. 28, '07. 640w.

"She sets out to write a story of mere ani-
mal passion, but she succumbed to the atmos-
phere of the moral idea, which is still charac-
teristic of literature in these islands, and she
ended in a melodrama."— Sat. R. 103: 754. Je. 15, '07. 570w.

Godkin, Edwin Lawrence. Life and let-

ters of Edwin Lawrence Godkin; ed.

by Rollo Ogden. 2v. **$4. Macmillan.
7-12877.

An interesting biography written by one who
knew Mr. Godkin personally and who writes
appreciatively of the many phases of the man
who left Ireland in his youth, was for 35 years
a conspicuous figure in New York journalism,
and exercised a .gi'eat influence in American
political and socij.l life. The story of his life

naturally throws many side lights upon the
men and politics of his day.

"It is unfortunate that the arrangement of
the display is so defective. There is no table
of contents and no outline of topics. The divi-
sion into chapters might as well have Been
omitted, or else made to mean something. The
index seems imperfect, and worst of all, the
chronology of the story is ofttimes in a hope-
less jumble." Charles H. Levermore.
-^

-I Am. Hist. R. 13: 168. O. '07. 950w.

"It has rarely been our pleasure to read a
work at once so interesting and valuable as
this." Charles Lee Raper.

-I- -I- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 612. N. '07. 1080w.

"The reader is now and then admitted with
fair discretion into the privacies of Godkin's
life. But the book hardly, perhaps, does jus-
tice to its subject, and a slipshod index in no
way atones for the absence of a table of the
contents of its ill-arranged chapters."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 752. Je. 22. 1750w.
Reviewed by M. A. de Wolfe Howe.

-I- + Atlan. 100: 421. S. '07. 2160w.
"It is marvellously clever editing, but it lacks

something which enters into really great bi-
ographies. We rniss that full and intimate
characterisation whicii Mr. Ogden is so admir-
ably qualified to give. His method suggests
either indolence or a wrong perception of what
a book should be. Here we have pearls, not
strung, perhaps, at random, but still sugges-
tive of a too great self -suppression on the part
of him who strung them. The book is immense-
ly interesting." Richard W. Kemp.

H Bookm. 25: 184. Ap. '07. 2700w.

"The work of Mr. Ogden on these volumes
has been adqjirably done. With an editorial
self-suppression which finds its best parallel in

the work of Profe.=!sor Norton, he has given us
Mr. Godkin's story from Mr. GodKin's own
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Godkin, Edwin Lav/rence

—

Continued.
peiij supplyiner only the connecting- links with-
out which that story could not bo fully under-
stood." W. H. Johnson.

+ Dial. 42: 216. Ap. 1, .'07. 2120w.

"Mr. Godkin knew every one who was worth
knowing both in public and private life, and
his comments are singularly keen, even when
they are hasty and unfair. Moreover, these
memoranda cover a long and interesting period
of history." Harry Thurston Peck.

+ Forum. 39: 100. Jl. '07. 1270w.

"Taken collectively the correspondence forms
an unusually instructive study of a man whose
being was almost exclusively political."

-t- Ind. 63: 568. S. 5, '07. lOOOw.

+ Ind. 6;?: 1230. N. 21, '07. 140w.

"[The volumes] liave distinct vaJue and inter-
est."

+ Lit. D. S4: 678. Ap. 27, '07. 720w.

"There is far to much padding in his two
volumes, consisting of copious extracts from
Godkin's early journalistic correspondence."

-r — Lend. Times. 6: 180. Je. 7, 'U7. 1300w.
"Both in the selection and in the arrange-

ment of all this material, Mr. Of;den has per-
formed his task with admirable taste and
skill."

+ -i- Nation. 84: 360. Ap. 18, '07. 2440w.

"Mr. Ogden has done the work of editing
with great modesty and with good judgment."
Edward Gary.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 252. Ap. 20, '07.

20o0w.

"Nothing within our knowledge comparea
with them in tho vivid portrayal of current af-
fairs during the last hajf of the last century.
They will be for a long time to come a reper-
tory froni which the historian and the essayist
will draw their facts."
+ + Outlook. 86: 294. Je. 8, '07. 1900w.

"This book of Mr. Odgen's is less the biog-
raphy of an individual than it Is the revelation
of just how the silent but irresistible forces of
political and social change are fostered and di-
rected until they have done their perfect work."
Hari-y Thurston Peck.

-i- + Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 520. S. '07. 670w.

"Is a biography of the best, containing in Its
two plump volumes a minimtim of excellent
commentary, and a maximum of Invaluable
documentary material." H. W. Boynton.
+ + Putnam's. 3: 110. O. '07. 390w.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 635. My. '07. 240w.
"We earnestly recommend every thinking

man, who values the principles of honesty, de-
cency and rationality in the public life of his
country, to read every word of these two vol-
umes, and ponder well upon their significance."

+ Sat. R. 104: 82. Jl. 20, '07. 1670tv.

"As a bio.sjraphy, indeed, it is open to some
criticism. It does not follow the rules on which
most memoirs are comipMDsed."
+ — Spec. 98: 797. My. 18, '07. 1430w.

Goe, David E., ed. Transaction of business,
by Sir Arthur Helps [with], How to
win a fortune, by Andrew Carnegie;
[and other essays]. $i. Forbes.

These practical papers on business are offered
to the merchant and manufacturers who will
relish their wit, wisdom, and advice. Such sub-
jects as; Choice and management of agents, In-
terviews. Secrecy, Our judgment of other men.
Analyzing of a business proposition, Delays,
and oxpens'j, are discussed by men who have
succeeded.

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. Goethe's
Faust, erster teil; ed. with introd. and
commentary by Julius Goebel. *$I.I2.
Holt. 7-11976.

The text of this edition of the first part of
Faust is that of Erich Schmidt, in the* Jubll-

aumsausgabe of Goethe's works, to which the
editor has added an illuminating introduction
and excellent notes.

"Altogether, this edition of Faust is a credit
to American scholarship and an important step
in the development of sound methods in the
academic study of German literature."

+ + Nation. 84: 344. Ap. 11, '07. 330w.

"lie has been able to vitalize rather than
stifie the imagination In reading the poet's pa-
ges, and to enrich the reader philosophically
rather than tantalize him with evasive verbi-
age of metaphysical dissertation."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 295. My. 4, '07. 250w.

Gomperz, Theodor, Greek thinkers: a his-

tory of ancient philosophy, v. 3. *$4.

Scribner.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"In less than one hundred pages, and in a
style eminently lunninous and readable, the au-
thor has condensed a wealth of interpretation
and criticism which can only be described as
masterly." Lewis Campbell.

-i-
+' Hibbert J. 5: 439. Ja. '07. 5320w. (Re-
view of v. 3, pt. 1.)

Gonner, E. C. K. Interest and saving.
*$i.25. Macmillan.

The two essays of which tliis volumi© is com-
posed "attempt an tuialysis of the connection
which exists between interest and the process
of saving whersby wealth is accumulated and
capital supplied."

"The book offers, besides its theoretic inter-
est, rrumy common-sense remarks as to the
standaid of living and the natural objection
felt to a drop in that standard."

-1- Ath. IJOG, 2: 184. Ag. IS. 840w.

"Desfite the schoLirsliip of tlie autlior and
the acuteness of some minor arguments, the
boolc contains little new and that fallacious."
I'rank A. li'etter.

1- Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 160. Mr. '07. 690w.

"We confess that the issues involved seem
ofte'i to be too much overshadowed by the
number and magnitude of the hypotheses under
wliich cacli CiLse is considered, it is, for the
student, an admirable exercise in dialectics."

H Spec. -Jl: 300. S. 1. 06. 180w.

Goodchild, G. P., and Tweney, C. F., eds.

Technological and scientific dictionary.
*$6. Lippincott. GS7-673.

"The various arts and sciences . . . are
fretted in this dictionary. Much space is de-
voted CO chomi.stry, a fair ujiiount to mechan-
ical and electrical engineering, and relatively
little tu civil engineering. Music and heraldry
arc among the main topics. . . . Among the
other leaaiug subjects inciuded are architec-
ture, assaying, astronomy, economic botany
and zoology, building trades, geology, glass
and leather manufacture, hygiene, metallurgy,
mineralogy, motor cars, jDiJ and paint manu-
facture, photography, textiles and watch mak-
ing "—Engin. N.

"A thoroughly British point of view. The
physical make-up of the book is generally sat-
isfactory, its poorest feature boing a portion
of the illustrations, some of the line diagrams
and woodcuts oeing badly blurred."

H Enoin. N. 56: 638. D. 13, '06. 220w.

Goodell, Charles L. Old Darnman; il. by
Charles Grunwald. (Hour-glass ser.)

**40C. Funk. 6-46349.

The "Darnman" is a pathetic figure whose
mental disorder resulted from the death of
bis affianced bride upon their wedding day.
Clad in his wedding garments, for two genera-
tions h<» went the rounds of the fa'rmers'
homes, accepted one-meal hospitality, and In-
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variably asked for needle and yam to mend
his threadbare clothes. This little story has
grrown out of the traditional bits gathered from
different sources.

'•A charming but very sad little story, which
Is of value, however, as recording In permanent
form the history of one who was a familiar fig-

ure to many New Englanders of an earlier gen-
eration." Amy C. Rich.

-h Arena. 37: 332. Mr. '07. 270w.

"The story is told witih pathos and delicacy."
+ Lit. D. 34:593. Ap. 13, '07. 170w.

"It is one of those little stories which, for
the few minutes necessary to read it, taJce one
out of the humdrum of everyday existence,
and so is worth while."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 77. F. 9, '07. 80w.

Goodell, Charles Lee. Pastoral and personal
evangelism. **$i. Revell. 7-25069.

Really a dissertation upon the sort of evan-
gelism that in two years raised the member-
ship, of the Calvary Methodist church in New
York from fourteen hundred to twenty-four hun-
dred, "a record of fact and conviction wrought
out In the tnick of the fight." Dr. Goodell says
that "evangelism is the aggressive propaganda
of the Christian life."

N. Y. Times. 12: 663. O. 19, '07. 80w.

"Inspirational, practical, methodical, this is a
helpful book for the development of latent
Christian power."

+ Outlook. 87: 133. S. 21, '07. ISOw.

Goodrich, Arthur Frederick. Balance of

pow^er. $1.50. Outing pub. 6-31388.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 25. Ja. '07.

"The banality of the closing chapter is an
unfortunate sequel to an otherwise excellent
love story."

-j _ Ath. 1907, 1: 601. My. 18. llOw.

"All that was required to make it a strong
story, instead! of a story of a strong man, was
the service of an editor capable of eliminating
superfluous verbiage, dovetailing incidents and
interlacing the threads in sucn a manner that
the narrative might have run along, if not al-

together smoothly, at least without a surfeit of
interruption." George Harvey.

h No. Am. 184: 188. Ja. 18, '07. llOOw.

Gordon, Armistead C. Ivory gate. $1.25.

Neale. 7-31168.

Twenty-five slender poems written long ago
and still singing sweetly of love as a young
man dreams of it, but to several is added a
final verse dispelling the illusion by the light
of an old bachelor's experience.

Gordon, Mrs. Elizabeth Oke. Saint George,
champion of Christendom and patron
saint of England. *$5. Button. 7-29061.

The book consists of four parts. Besides a
biographical sketch of the martyr, there are
chapters on the Commemoration of St. George
in church liturgies and national institutions, on
Celebra*-.ed knights of St. George, and on St.

George m art.

"As a whole the booK has little historical
worth. The author does not appear to discrim-
inate in the least between legend, poetry, chron-
icle, and sealed documents for their value as
sources. This quality or indifference to modern
historical criticism seems to us a far more se-
rious fault in the book than the occasional ac-
tual misstatements of the author." D. S. Mtiz-
zey.

\. Am. Hist. R. 13: 173. O. '07 450w.

"Her book, on the whole, is a disappointment,
owing to its omissions and its general lack of
thoroughness."— Ath. 1907, ,2: 178. Ag. 17. 1860w.

"Those who wish to read a sober and dis-
creet attempt to unravel the actual history of

the three heroes that bore the name of George

—

the Arian archbishop, the tribune, and the mar-
tyr—will prefer to consult Miss F. Arnold-For-
ster's 'Studies in church dedications;' or, 'Eng-
land's patroii saints,' ii. 464-74." G.— Eng. Hist. R. 22: 824. O. '07. 590w.

""When one considers how much good liter-
ature can be bought nowadays for five dollars it
would be impossible to praise this book with
any heartine.ss even if it reached a higher lev-
el of style and scholarship chan it does."— Nation. 85: 348. O. 17, '07. 350w.

Gordon, George Angier. Through man to
God. *'^$i.5o. Houghton. 6-35977.

Dr. Gordon's doctrine preached in these ser-
mons is that the heart and soul of Christianity
should be interpreted, not thru nature, but thru
nature's highest concept, man, to the Creator
of man.

"One of the discourses 'Belief and fear,'
though true and strong in its main thought, is
greatly marred by an extraordinary misuse of
the text, 'The devils also believe and tremble." "

Theodore G. Soares.
H Am. J. Theol. 11: 712. O. '07. 230w.

A. L. A. Bkl, 2: 238. D. '06.

Reviewed by George Hodges.
Atlan. 99: 563. Ap. '07. 290w.
Ind. 62: 97. Ja. 10, '07. 150w.

"In soriousness of purpose, in professional
self-respect, in dignity of undertaking. Dr. Gor-
don has not violated the canons of the worthy
order to which he belongs."
-J- H Nation. S4: 227. Mr. 7, '07. 790w.

"P^or all these reasons—for their philosophic
grasp, their modern view, their poetic vision,
their vigorous faith, and their sane and tender
feeling—we commend this volume of sermons
both to the thoughtful reader and to the homi-
letical student."
+ + Outlook. 85: 141. Ja. 19, '07. 320w.

R. of Rs. 35: 118. Ja. '07. 50w.

Gordon, Samuel. Ferry of fate: a tale of
Russian Jewry. t$i.5o. Duffield. 7-12695.

Two young Jews, after struggling for two
years against poverty and opposition in tlie

Odessa University, come under the ban of ex-
pulsion. One is reinstated because he finds fa-
vor witli the prefect, who lures him into an as-
sistant seeretary;3hip, demanding that origin
and religion be forgotten. The other goes back
to his little town and with his people takes up
the cudgel against the government. The story
follows the mental agony of the traitor Jew
and the retribution which human justice fixes
for his portion.

"If tliere is a failure in the book, it is in the
portrait of Nyman the ferryman, who alone
among Mr. Gordon's personages suggests the
melodramatic Russian Nihilist of the detective
novel. 'The ferry of fate' deserves to be read
carefully. The author has aimed high, and
most of his readers will agree that he has hit
the mark."

H Ath. 1906, 1: 661. Je. 2. 180w.

"Shows the hand of the promising appren-
tice."

h Ind. 63: 219. Jl. 25, '07. 300w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 499. Ag. 17, '07. 60w.
Spec. S7: 63. Jl. 14, '06. llOw.

Gordon, William Clark. Social ideals of
Alfred Tennyson as related to his time.
*$i.5o. Univ. of Chicago press.

6-25171.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"To a refined appreciation of beautiful litera-
ture the author unites considerable knowledge
of modern sociology."

+ Am. J. Theol. 11: 715. O. '07. 150w.
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Gordon, William Clark —Continued.
"The hook, which we would gladly examine

in more detail, is well worth study. One criti-
cism we n!ust make. T^'hy does Mr. Gordon
put the 'Wcvsleynn revival' as one of I he five
causes which wrought a great social change in
Tennyson's timo? '

-\ Spec. 97: 686. N. 3, '06. 170w.

Gorky, Maxim. Mother; il. by Sigmund de
Ivanour.ski. ''$1.50. Appleton. 7-16750.

After the death of a brutal husband a mother
tui-ns to her son and in winning him back to
virtue frees herself from the "dazed, cowed"
state into which she had been beaten. "T^ed
into dangerous, forbidden ways, coming into a
Ivnowledge of the risks tney run who think for
themselves in Russia, she goes on with a coui"-
age and lo\e absolutely sublime." (Outlook.)

"Depicts present-day life in Russia without
exaggeration or morbidness."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 179. O. '07.

"As a document, it will have value for all
students of socialism."

-i- Cath. World. 85: 667. Ag. '07. 280w.
"Like all Gorky's work it is sternly realistic,

free from the tricks of the romanticists, with-
out elaborated plot, just a piece of the web of
life, as plain and patternless as when it left
the loom of the fates."

4- Ind. 63: 159. Jl. 18, '07. 340w.
"His book is a sort of rude epic of Russian

poverty and oppression, from which nothing is
omitted."

H Lit. D. 34: 961. Je. 15, '07. 430w.
"Hardly elsewhere has socialism spoken with

a voice at once so deep and so gentle."
-t- Nation. 84: 544. Je. 13, '07. 560w.

"A powerful story, which may be too senti-
mental and overwrought, but deser\'es serious
attention."

-i N. Y. Times. 12: 272. Ap. 27, '07. 60w.
"This book peculiarly merits its sacred ti-

tle."

-1 N. Y. Times. 12:333. My. 25, '07. 840w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 381. Je. 15, '07. 150w.

"This is a great and serious book; it has ex-
quisite description and idealization of nature,
and yet it has the flaw which Maxim Gorki has
himself pointed out in all his works; it does
not give us joy." Louise Collier Willcox
+ -\ No. Am. S5: 661. Jl. 19, '07. 1300w.

"(xorky has lo.=it none of his grim power."
-L Outlook. SO: 254. Je 1, '07. 160w.

"The book is not pleasant reading but it is
as much better than his previous work as
growth is better than decay."

H Putnam's. 3: 111. O. '07. ISOw.
"Since, however, Russia, and, for that mat-

ter, rilav letters geneially, are so little known,
—even if frequently talked about.—in the Unit-
ed State.-^, we would particularly commend this
excellent translation of Gerky's latest book "

-r R. of Rs. 33; 763. Je. '07. 360w.

Goron, Marie Francois. Truth about the
case: the experiences of M. F. Goron,
ex-cHief of the Paris detective police;
ed. by Albert Keyzer; ii. by A. G. Dove.
t$L5o. Lippincott. 7-17362.

Thirteen dete^-^tive stories based upon the
personal experiences of the ex-chief of the
Paris dv-tective police. Among them are stories
of crin-.o; of murder, of blackmail, and rob-
bei-y. Many interesting characters ranging
from the indiscreet society woman to the ha-
bitual criminal ?re introduced as in tale after
tale, mystifying and complicated plots are un-
tangled by the master mind of the old detec-
tive.

Acad. 72: 126. F. 2, '07. 640w.
N. Y. Times. 12: £?.5. My. 25, '07. 2Gnv>-.

"If ill these stoiies the clue is not so ob-
scuic \)ov the crime so intricate as in the best

detective romances, there is mystery enough to
mak; the account of its solution thorouglily en-
tertaining, and what they may lose in melo-
dramatic excitement they {lain in apparent real-
ity."

+ Outlook. S6: 256. Je. 1, '07. 160w.

Gorst. Sir John E. Children of the nation.
*$2.5o. Button. 7-25650.

A book whose object is to bring home to the
people of Great Britain a sense of the danger
of neglecting the physical condition of the na-
tion's children. Some of the chapters deal
with infant mortality, children under school
age, underfed children, overworked children,
children's ailments, physical training, heredi-
tary disease, and the home.

"The book under review is serviceable because
of its analysis of the conditions involved in
child health rather than for the remedies pro-
posed for physical defects." W : H. Allen.

4- -f Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 609. N. '07. 460w.

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 39. Ja. 12. 1640w.

-f- Ind. 62: S58. Ap. 11, '07. 290w.

"The book is wiitten with a glow of enthu-
siasm and conviction which makes it very de-
lightful reading and even those who would not
agree with many of his conclusions and recom-
mendations, could hardly fail to peruse it with
interest and appreciation." Millicent Macken-
zie.

-I- -i Int. J. Ethics. 18: 128. O. '07. 670w.

"Sir .John Gorst's l)ook is a great deal better
than most of its class. It is less sentimental
and is written with some restraint, though with
point and vigour, and it lays out the subject in
a fairly comprehensive and orderly way; but
it belongs to the class and exhibits, in some
degree, the usual defects. Nothing is ade-
quately discusso-d; the facts given are scrappy,
selected, and not always accurate; over-state-
ment is common; too much weight is attached
to mere opinions; some important questions
are omitted, and in regard to others the writ-
er's knowleds:e i« serlouslv defective."

-I Lond. Times. 12: 58. F. 22, '07. 1230w.

-t- Nation. f;4: 317. Ap. 4, '07. 770w.

"A wholesome common sense characterizes
the author's coimsels and sug.gestions."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 132. Mr. 2. '07. 300w.

-f Sat. R. 102:743. D. 15. '06. 1620w.

Spec. 97: 987. D. 15. "06. 520w.

Gorst, Nina Kennedy. Liglit. $i.so. Dodgo,
- B. \\-

Misery and temptation are depicted in this
story, the central figure of which is a servant
girl who has a child out of wedlock. She is

buffeted about from place to place in the un-
derworld, and, finally, after repeated stiuggle.
the light comes thru the lispings of her child.

"Mrs. Gorst is not successful in her treat-
ment of such menfolk as appear in her pages,
but hT landLidies. laundry-girls, and cottagers
deserve praise as individual and truly excellent
portraits."

-j Acad. 70: 430. My. 5, '06. 490w.

"Mrs. Gorst's new story is not an advance on
'This our sister!' The sense of form and pro-
portion is even less conspicuous, and a certain
crude and rather brutal outlook, suggestive of
force, is absent. Instead we find moie diffuse-
ness, and a fainter show of purpose and in-
dividual vision."— Ath. 1906, 1: 542. My. 5. 190w.

"We could have well spared some incidents:
and the most sordid, which is also the most
superfluous, is nearest to melodrama of the
lower oi'der."

h Lond. Times. 3: 142. Ap. 20, '06. 520w.

Spec. W,: 758. My. 12, '06. 150w.

Goss, William F. M. Locomotive per-

formance. $5. Wiley. 6 46367.
"'I'liis valu.tl.le worli by Dr. Goss covers th^

ver.-.- important licM of locomoti\e steam engi-
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neeihig from a standpoint that prior to the de-
velopment of the cng-ineering- laboratory at
Purdue university was never possible. Dr.
Gosri has combined in this volume tlie most
important results obtained from the Purdue
test^, reeords of which have Irom time to time
been separately published, together witli other
material never liefore published, thereby mak-
ing a 'permanent and aoci'ssible record of the
work of the laboratory.' "—Ji^ngin. N.

"This work of Dr. Goss' will rank at tiie

head of the scientific and technical standards
of referencp in locomotive engineering. It

presents information on important points ob-
tained with great care and accuracy and under
conditions never before made possible until the
establishing of the Purdue testing plant and
engineering laboratories.'" Arthur M. Waitt.
+ J- + Engin. N. 57: 192. F. 14. '07. 2050w.

Gosse, Edmund William. Father and son:
* biographical recollections. **$i.5o.

Scribner. 7-36407.

The "struggle between two temperaments"
forms, the subject-matter of this volume relat-
ing to Edmund Gossc and his father. The off-

spring of parents married late in life, the boy
grows up in an atmosphere heavily charged
with extreme English Puritanism. "When the
child's 'temperament' began to develop, It dis-
played itself as a passionate attachment to the
romantic in art and poetry; and there were in-
finite possibilities of discord between a father
who, though hie enjoyed declaiming the sonorous
lines of Virgil and Milton, prided himself on
never having read a page of Shakespeare, and a
son who saved up his pocket money to buy the
poems of Coleridge and Keats, and, on one oc-
casion, Christopher Marlowe." (Lond. Times.)

"Beyond doubt, the charm of the book lies in
the opening chapters, which describe the child's
sombre life in London, without playmates or
companions, the sights he saw through the win-
dow; and the experiments he conducted alike
in true religion and in idolatry, not, perhaps,
much unlike those of other children, but told
with all the skill of an accomplished man of
letters."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 347. N. 1.5, '07. lOftOw.

"The whole book is as human in spir-it as it

is scientific in method."
-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 7i59. N. 30, '07. 1640w.

"Offers to the curious an absorbing study of
temperament."

-f- Outlook. 87: 746. N. 30, '07. 520w.

Gosse, Edmund William. Modern English
literature: a short history. **$'2.50.

Stokes. W6-144.
In revising and enlarging this volume for the

fifth edition, eight photogravures and sixty-four
half tone portraits have been included. "Goethe
said . . . that the portrait of a man of let-

ters was his best monument. If that be true,
or even partly true, we cannot but hope that
this illustrated edition . . . may be found to
possess some of the qualities of a literary Val-
halla." (Author in preface.)

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: S4. Mr. '07.

Dial. 41: 463. D. 16, '06. 50w.

Ind. 61: 1061. N. 1, '06. 'iOw.

"Has real value both for the student and gen-
eral reader. The literary style, criticism, and
method of treatment are satisfying."

+ + Lit. D. 83: 813. D. 1. '06. 270w.

-f Outlook. 85: 94. Ja. 12, '07. 90w.

Gould, Francis Carruthers. Political cari-

catures. $2. Longmans.
A fourth annual collection of the political

caricatures of Sir Francis Gould which are
fully up to the former series of F. C. G."

"He has a knack of doing disagreeable
things, when he thinks fit to do them, in a
manner which excluaes resentment."

-I Ath. 1906, 2: 80O. D. 2;^ 280w.

"We may not catch all the fun of Gould's
pictures on this side of the Atlantic, but they
would certainly serve admirably as an intro-

duction to the study of contemporary British
politics.'

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 48. Ja. 26, '07. 310w.

"TCee;\, vigorous, good-humored, with the
rarest pos&ible exceptions, he is all that a po-
litical caricaturist snould be."

H Spec. :)7: lOEl. D. 22, '06. 90w.

Gould, George Milbry. Biographic clinics:

essays concerning the influence of vis-

ual function, pathologic and physiologic

upon the health of patients. 4v. ea. *$i.

Blakiston.

V. ^. The origin of the ill-health of De Quin-

cey. Carlyle, Darwin, Huxley and Browning.

V. 2. The origin of the ill-health of Wagner,
Parkman, Mrs. Carlyle, Spencer, "Vv hittier, Os-
soli, Nietzsche and George Eliot.

V. 3. Essays concerning the infiuence of vis-

ual function, pathologic and physiologic, upon
the health of patients.

V 4. Morbid symptoms due to eye strain as

illustrated by Balzac. Tchaikovsky, Flaubert,

I^afcadio Hearn and Berlioz.

"The temper of the man commends itself."

+ Dial. 42: 25S. Ap. 16, '07. 3O0w. (Re-
view of V. 4 and 5.)

"The author's attitude toward his critics, his

resentment of the very .ijeneral doubt of the

conclusions of his earlier volumes on these sub-

jects and a certain harshness in presenting his

material will much delay the conversion of

those prr^fossional brethren, and there are very
many of them, who find his theories rather too

finely drawn to be acceptable."— Nation. R3: 242. S. 20, '06. 140w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

"It would do much to gain acceptance for

the general doctrine of the writer were it buc
presented with more discretion and less acri-

moniousness, and, we may add. much moie

''^^+ Nation. S4: 29.i. Mr. 2S, '07. 160w. (Re-
view of ^. 4 and 5.)

"Dr. Goul'-l is a good writer, a man of large

learning, and his sincerity is not to be ques-

j_ N. Y. Times. 12:138. Mr. 9, '07. lOOwr.

(Review of v. 4 and 5.)
"

+ R. of Rs. 36:124. Jl. '07. 170w. (Re-

view of v. 1-5.)

Gould, Rev, Sabine Baring-. Book of the

Pyrenees. ''"'=$1.50. Dutton, 7-35350-

A timely boo'k in which Mr. Gould -not only

levipvvs the history of the past but with "per-

sonal knowledge takes us through ports and
cirfiues to tlie bare plateaus, the broken for-

St land and the Alpine pastures, patrolled by
thp shepherds with their powerful dogs, the.

haunts of the bear, the wolf and the izard.

(Sat. R.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 165. O. '07. S.

"Like its predecessors, the new work contains

a sreat deal of information, and is easily—al-

most too easily—written."
_; Ath. 1907, 1: 788. Je. 29. 400w.

"Essentially a guide-book, but one that is

readable as well as practically helpful."

+ Dial. 42: 380. Je. 16. '07. 40w.

"The illustrations, all in black and white.

are verv numerous, and are noteworthy for the

.softne,>^s and mellowness of the tones,"
-r- Ind. 62: 1357. Je. 6. '07. 140w,
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Gould, Rev. Sabine Baring Continued.
"It one must find a fault at all hazards, it

will cirtainly be with the map, which is a mere
sketch, noting not the tenth of the places
touched upon, and therefore wholly inadequate
for reference."
+ .j Nation. 85: 23^. S. 12, '07. 440w.

"It will not be Mr. Baring-Gould's fault if

an exquisite mountain region is not better
known and <".ppreeiated."

+ Outlook. 86: 525. Jl. 6, '07. 70w.

Sat. R. 103: 434. Ap. 6, '07. 220w.

Gouley, John W. S. Dining and its amen-
ities, by a lover of good cheer. *$2.so.

Rebman co. 7-10595.

"Here are tales of how men have eaten in

all ages. The savages reveling in long pig, I^u-

cullup and his Roman friends dallying over
nightingales' tongues. Here are the moving his-

tories of the beginnings and glorious consum-
mations of the wines and iiauors which to-day
make glad our hearts and I'ght our steps. Here
are anecdotes, here are the maxims of that
prince of the table, Brillat-Savarin, in their

original Fr-anch, with i.he translations append-
ed. We are given the evolution of the table

utensils a.s well as the food because of which
they exifat, and the glass and porcelain come
in lor a share of econiums as well as the soup
or the entree."—N. Y. Times.

"Can therefore scarcely fail of attracting us
to open its covers, and once open we find a lot

to keep us turning the pages. The book is

.somewhat overloaded with words of Latin der-

ivation." Hildegarde Hawthorne.
-i

N. Y. Times. 12: I'CS. Ap. 27, '07. 800w.

Graham, Harry. Familiar faces, il. $1.

Duffield. 7-25157-

Some of the familiar faces whloh Captain
Graham deserihes in rime are those of the

baritone, the dentist, the man who knows, the

waiter the policeman, the music hall comedian,
the faddist, and the gilded youth. Mr. Hall has
assisted in the impressionisni by introducing a
series of very suggestive pen and ink sketches.

Graham, Henry Grey. Social life of Scot-

land in the eighteenth century. $2.50.

Macmillan.
A new edition, T.hich gives in a cheaper and

more compact form than ever before, Mr.
Graham's exhaustive treatis=e upon the evolu-
tion which took place in the religion, educa-
tion, agriculture, science, and art of eighteenth
century Scotland.

a private ceremony of marriage ever took place
has never been authoritatively settled, although
the opinion of most students of that period is

that there actually was such a marriage. No
real light is thrown on the question by this
book, which is in its nature rather a popular
narrative than a historical search into new
material."—Outlook.

"Mr. Graham knows the minutiae of Scot-
tish social life, and with anecdotes full of the

peculiar national humor and notes that should
not be skipped, shows us the people of thrift,

faith, struggle and romance more fully than
we nave ever yet Seen tiiem."

+ + Ind. 62:1211. My. 23, '07. 330w.

"One of the historical books for which there

is a ste.Tdy demand."
+ -)- Nation. )53: 437. N. 22, '06. 330w.

"Always Mr. Graham is informing and al-

ways h'^ is entertaining, his pages being light-

ened with a wealth of gossipy hut illuminat-

ing allusion and anecdote, and his style faith-

fully mirroring the changing aspects of his

theme "

+ -r Outlook. 84: 681. N. 17. '06. 340w.

Grant, Mrs. Colquhoun. Queen and car-

dinal: a memoir of Anne of Austria, and
of her relation with Cardinal Mazarin.

*$3.50. Dutton. 7-25499-

"This is the story of the life of Anne of

Austria, chieily dealing with the events of that
life during the period when she was Queen Re-
gent. Naturally, it is largely concerned with
the relations between the Queen Mother and
Cardinal Mazarin. The question as to whether

"Mrs. Colquhoun Grant should have revised
her writing more carefully, as well as her his-
tory. Miss Pardoe and Miss Freer did not
claim to be historians, but they wrote so well
in the vein Mrs. Grant has chosen that they
fairlj' occupy the field."— Ath. 1907, i: 381. Mr. 20. 840w.

+ Ind. 63: 341. Ag. 8, '07. 310w.

"We do not feel that the book grows out of
her knowledge, but rather that her knowledge
has grown out of the book, and we turn for
reality to the pages of her chief authnritv, Aiii.

of Austria's frienxi, Mme. de Motteville."— Lend. Times. 6: 53. F. 15, '07. 1210w.

"Her volume should be attractive to those
who, while interested in the bypaths of history,
wish their study made easy."

4- Nation. 85: 100. Ag. 1, '07. 200w.

"Is not unworthy of the attention of those
readers who lack knowledge or inclination to
consult the French originals. It may be com-
mended also to the persons who object to the
freedom of those originals, for Mrs. Grant's
narrative avoids the more spicy and scandalous
details in so far as the theme she treats per-
mits such avoidance."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 95. F. 16, '07. lllOw.

"Altogether, the book is readable, although it

Is not important, and might well have been
published in less pretentious guise."

-t- Outlook. 85: 482. F. 23, '07. 200w.

Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.
Putnam's. 2: 472. Jl. '07. 380w.

"This volume is not without merit, and Mrs.
Colquhoun Grant knows a good deal about her
subject and tells h«r story in a not unpleasing
style."

+ Sat. R. 104: 178. Ag. 10, '07. 360w.

-\ Spec. 99: 235. Ag. 17, '07. 3€0w.

Grant, Robert F. S., tr. Before Port Arthur
in a destroyer: the personal diary of a
Japanese officer; tr. from the Spanish
ed. *$3. Dutton.

A version made from a Spanish translation
of a Japanese original. "The narrative takes in

a period of something less than a year: Janu-
ary 2fith, 1904—January 4th. 1905. The most
animated part of it is the story of the board-
ing of a Russian ship early in March." (Spec.)

"The book does not read like a naval oflSicer's

diary of operations In which he took the part
described, so that we cannot extend to naval
students our recommendation of the value,
readable as Is the spirited narrative of war."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 99. Ja. 26. 140w.

Nation. 85: 142. Ag. 15, '07. 170w.

Spec. 99: 62. Jl. 13, '07. 220w.

Graves, Algernon, comp. Royal academy
of arts, per v. *$ii. Macmillan.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-}- H Ath. 1906, 2: 808. Di 22. 1570W. (Re-

view of v. 7.)

-f- -f Ath. 1907, 1: 611. My. 18. 1900w. (Re-

view of V. 8.)

"A serious demerit is that Mr. Graves make*
no distinction between pictures and drawings.

+ 4 Lend. Times. 6: 86. Mr. 15, '07. 730w.

(Review of v. 5-8.)
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Gray mist, a novel; by the author of "The
martyrdom of an empress." **$i.5o.

Harper.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A tragic story with a wealth of poetic and
picturesque vision."

+ Ind. 62: 443. F. 21, '07. llOw.

"A remarkable feature of this weird and
powerful story, which, unlike most of the novels
of the present day, leaves an indelible impres-
sion upon the mind, is a degree of restraint,
rare in a woman, observed by the author." Ex-

'+' No. Am. 184: 413. F. 15, '07. 1750w.

"The anonymous author's ideas of Breton, or
any life, entirely preclude mieritorious novelis-
tic composition."— R. of Rs. 35: 128. Ja. '07. 50w.

Greely, Adolphus Washington. Handbook
of Polar discoveries. 3d ed. $1.50.

Little. 6-37224.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 51. F. '07. *
"It is strictly a 'handbook,' a somewhat en-

cyclopedic account based upon original sources,
not meant for continuous reading, it is, never-
theless, a fascinating narrative." E. T. Brew-
ster.

+ 4- Atlan. 100: 261. Ag. '07. 130w.

+ -i- Dial. i2: S3. F. 1. '07. 210w.

Green, Alice Sophia Amelia (Stopford)
(Mrs. John Richard Green). Town life

in the rifteenth century. 2v. in i. **$4.

Macmillan.
A reisssue which merely brings the two vol-

umes togetiier under one cover. "The repuD-
lication in a single volume will draw attention
anew to tnis very interesting stuay ot ii^agusn
DorougU life in a century whicn the author
thiiik.^ Co ue, in many ways, "extraordinarily
like our own.' " (N. i'. Times.)

"Mrs. Green is certainly to be congratulated
on tlie new edition in its present compact and
convenient form."

4- Ind. (i3: 945. O. 17, '07. 250w.

"A thorough study."
-r N. Y. Times. 12: 410. Je. 22, '07. 180w.

Green, Anna Katharine (Mrs. Charles
Rohlfs). Mayor's wife. t$i.5o. Bobbs.

7-17385.
A mystery lies back of the very strange be-

havior of a public man's wife. In it are in-
volved a young secretary, two v/itch-like old
women, who constantly peer into the opera-
tions of the mayor's household from the van-
tage point of their near-by window, and a
loyal servant. The author weaves a ghost spell
over the tale, in which former marriages, theft,
and other villany make hearts miserable.

"It is a mystery story of more than ordi-
nary ingenuity in its inventive resources. It

lacks in hnman interest. There is none of the
oompelling imaginative genius displayed that
makes the characters of a romance appeal to
the reader aa real flesh and blood men and
women."

-\ Arena. 38: 216. Ag. '07. 270w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 381. Je. 15, '07. 150w.

"It has a great deal more plot than most
books by its author, and possesses some psy-
chological interest."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, '07. 70w.

Green, Helen. At the actors' boarding house,
and other storjes. pa. 50c. Helen Green,
826 8th Av., N. Y. 6-45045

"The book takes its name from a boarding
house kept by one Maggie de Shine, a profes-
sional herself in her younger days, and patron-
ized by such 'top-liners' of vaudeville as the

Property Man,- the Buck Dancer, the Ingenue,
the Three Mangles, Bertine ii'eathers and her
six Panteila Girls, tiie Texarkana Comedy Four,
Mildred Molar, the Queen of Burlesque, and a
.^core of others whose dinner-table talks, punc-
tuated by an occasional 'scrap,' are described
in speech racy enough to make George Ade's
slang conventional English in comparison."

—

Bookm.

"Mrs. Green has not yet completely mastered
the art of story telling. It is as a writer of
newspaper sketches that she excells . . . real
pictures of real life, written from the inside,
and although often running cheek by jowl yith
crime and vice, never repulsive." James L.
Ford.

f- Bookm. 25: 431. Je. '07. 1220w.

Greenstone, Julius H. Messiah idea in

Jewish history. $1.25. Jewish pub.
7-4165.

A refutation of the assertion that Judaism;
has no dogmas. From the stories of Jewish
lore, the author proves that dogma played as
important a part in the development of Jewish
institutions as did the law, that Judaism reg-
ulates not only our actions but also our
thoughts."

Nation, 84: 289. Mr. 28, '07. 70w.
"For Christian as well as Jewish readers

this is an instructive book."
-f- Outlook. 85: 622. Mr. 16, '07. 150w.

Gribble, Francis Henry. Madame de Stael
and her lovers. *$3 50. Pott.

The .'iiarriage which was a "mere bargain,
and ensuing liaisons numerous and frank" oc-
cupy the writer who essays to portray this
strong personality "brought up in the salons
of the eigiiteenth century, in the midst of all
that was most brilliant in the Paris of that
day, and carried on a wave of European fame
through the revolution, the empire, and the res-
toration." (Spec.)

"The worst things about Mr. Gribble's book
are the title and the preface. A clear and vi-
vacious piece of biography which excels in in-
terest many recent novels." •

H Ath. 1907, 1: 376. Mr. 30. 1260w.

Review(?d by H. W. Boynton.
Putnam's. 3: 237. N. '07. 420w.

"This is a. very interesting and, indeed, a
brilliant book."

+ Sat. R. 103: sup. 4. My. 4, '07. 870w.

"Mr. Gribble's study of Benjamin Constant Is
curious, and a good deal of it, will be new to
English readers."

4- Spec. 99: 94. Jl. 20, '07. 1620w.

Grierson, Elizabeth W. Chlidren's book of
Edinburgh; il. by Allan Stewart. *$2.

Macmilljfn. 7-35148.
Following an introduction the author treats

entertainingly Modern interests of Edinburgh,
The sights of Edinburgh, Tales of long ago,
and Mary, queen of Scots.

"Contains too much detailed information re-
garding the institutions of the city, and not
enough about customs, to Interest American
children, but the history and legend in it will

be useful to librarians and teachers."
-\ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 81. Mr. '07.

"Is in parts entertaining and picturesque,
but the general effect is rather scrappy, and
some portions are dull."

h Sat. R. 102: sup. 8. D. 8, '06. 30w.

"Apart from this question of probability,
there is too much savagery In some of these
ballads to make them suitable material."

h Spec. 97: sup. 658. N. 3, '06. 270w.

Griffis, William Elliot. Japanese nation in

evolution: steps in the progress of a

great people. **$i.25. Crowell. 7-29750.

Tt is the young Japanese nation tingling with
righteous latter-day enthusiasm of which this
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Griffis, William Elliot—Continued.
book treats, and all "iigurelieads and imiperson-
alities" are entirely eliminated. The rise of

the Japanese is traced from prehistoric times,

with special emphasis laid upon the authior's

notion that the original stock of this people
is Aryan, or Ainu, and not Mongolian. To this

latter fact he attributes the secret of the na-
tion's superiority."

"A distinct contribution to the literature on
Japan."

-j- + A. L. A. EkI. 3: 194. N. '07. S.

"The author is conceded to be the best in-

formed American on the subject - concerning
which he writes."

-I- + Dial. 43: 321. N. 16, '0'7. 330w.

"It is a scholarly book, presenting a thorough
discussion of Japanese ethnology,—not, how-
ever, in a technical manner."
+ + R. of Rs. 36: 638. N. '07. 80w.

Griffiths, Arthur. Rome express. $1.25.

Page. 7-9550.

A pl.'er'n,!?-car tragedy occurring between I^a-

Toche and Paris furnishes the mystery which
is unravelled in the course of this story. The
Fronrh detective service is out in full force,

and frequentlv .e:ocs off on the wrong trail.

Among the implicated are an Italian countess,

her maid and an Italian banker, the latter of

whom is proven guilty and barely escapes the

guillotine.

"This is an oxcellont detective storv."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 183. Mr. 23. '07. 220w.

Griggs, Edward Howard. Use of the mar-
* gin. (Art of life scries.) *50c. Huebsch.

Huebsch.
The aim of this series of books is "to illumi-

nate the never-to-be-finished art of living," with
no attemnt at solving the problems or giving

cioarmatic theories of conduct. The present mono-
graph shows what possibilities for development
there are in the margin—the time falling to the

lot of each individual to spend as he may please

—and points out ways of using it to increase

the capital, the character, intelligence and ap-
preciation of one's life.

Sixty years with
**$i. Revell.

7-21719.

"The author's connection with Plymouth
church began four years after Mr. Beecher
came as its first pastor. The present volume
is not a history of the church, such as was
lately published of the Broadway tabernacle in

New York, but is rather a series of notes and
impressions attached to a thread of facts. Nat-
urally to the author the great predominating
figure is the first pastor, altho full credit and
honor are given to the two very able men
who succeeded him. Dr. Abbott and Dr. Hillis.

A fair account is given of the origin of the
church, find, naturally, a very slight account
of the trial of Mr. Beecher, with a view of in-

volving the name of no one."—Ind.

cote was a young man of intelligence, and owing
to the fact that he was an Euglisihman who had
been born and bred in Germany, his point of
view is fresh and enlightening."—Acad.

Griswold, Stephen M.
Plymouth church.

"The book has an excellent spirit, and gives
a correct impression of the immense influence
the church had in favor of freedom all over
the country."

4- Ind. 63: 100. Jl. 11, '07. 170w.

Outlook. 86: 525. Jl. 4, '07. lOOw.

Groben, countess Gunther. Ralph Heath-
cote: letters of a young diplomatist

and soldier during the time of Na-
poleon; giving an account of the dis-

pute between the Emperor and the

Elector of Hesse. *$S. Lane.

"These letters are of exceptional Interest.

They are intimate letters written by an only
son to his mother at the time when Napoleon
was putting Europe in confusion. Ralph Heath-

"His letters written during the
.
strenuous

time of his life must interest all who care in
any way for that most enthralling of subjects

—

the conduct of life."

+ Acad. 73: 671. Jl. 13, '07. 1090w.

"The chief, indeed the only. Value of these
letters is the insight they give into the society,
in Cassel. and incidentally, in LKjndon, Edin-
burgh, and Libson."

-I- Ath. 1907, 2: 334. S. 21. 620w.

"As a testimonial of filial afl'ection, and as
a record of the every-day life of a somewhat
gifted young man in several lands and in vari-
ous capacities, one hundred years ago, the
correspondence has interest; but its literary
value is as slight as its historical importance."

H Dial. 43: 169. S. 16, '07. 300w.

"A reader of the volume should find himself
drawn on a,lmost irresistibly until he completes
it. It is an interesting and instructive addition
tj the vear's literature." George R. Bishop.
+ -t- N. Y. Times. 12: 685. O. 26, '07. 1760w.

"Hoathcote's letters describing his services
in the Peninsula are readable though of no
particular value to the student of military his-
tory."

+ Sat. R. 104: 150. Ag. 3, '07. 150w.

Grose, Howard Benjamin. Incoming mil-

lions. *Soc. Revell. 6-.38888.

This new volume dealing with the inrrmigrant
population "is one of the home study mission
course, and is dedicated to 'the Christian wom-
en of America, whose mission it is to help save
our country by evangelizing the alien women
and teaching- them the ideals of the American
homo.' It contains valua-ble information culled
from various sources, intending to shew the
intent of the immigration to America." (Ind.)

"Plonty of good information about the immi-
grant in this volume."

+ Ind. 62: 212. Ja. 24, '07. 140w.

"The tone of the volume is moderate and
reasonable."

4- N. Y. Times. 11: 012. D. 29, "06. 140w.

Grove, Sir George, ed. Dictionary of music
and musicians; new and thoroughly
rev. ed.; ed. by J. A. Faller Maitland.

**$S. Macmillan.
V. .3. "The new volume 3, which begins with

Maus and ends with Pyne, includes for the first

time, the names of MacDowell, Mahler, Man-
oinelli, Mascagni, Milloeker, Napravnik, Pade-
rewski, Paine, Parker, Pierne, and Puccini
among the composers; while to the list of sing-
ers and conductors have been added the names
of Mallinger, Malten. Maurel, MottI, Nevada,
Nikisch, Nordica."—Nation.

-|. _ Ath. 1907, I: 419. Ap. 6. 1290w. (Re-
view of V. '6.)

"Fully sustains the reputation of its two
predecessors for accuracy of historical state-

ment, comprehensiveness of scope, and con-
servatism of criticism."

+ + J. Dial. 42: 256. Ap. 17, '07. 600w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

+ -f- Ind. 63: 342. Ag. 8, '07. 340w. (Review
of V. 3.)

"7t proves, like the previous two volumes,
that the revision is an earnest one, seeking out
the omissions and deficiencies of the original,

and placing the new tasks in hands almost al-

wavs the most caoable to be found."
".I. _ Lopd. Times. 6: 133. Ap. 26, '07. 2550w.

(Review of v. 3.)

"Altogether, the space has been expanded by
over one-fifth, and the editor and his associ-

ates have almost Invariably done their work
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well, thus making 'Grove,' more than ever, a
neciissity to every amateur and student."
+ -1 Nation. 84: 345. Ap. 11, 'OV. 770w. (Re-

view of v. 3.)

•'The revision has been tliorough, perhaps
not all points so tliorough as might have been
wished; but it has . . . completeness in cover-
ing the vast field of musical history and lit-

erature, fullness of information, and interest of
presentation."
+ -i N. Y. Times. 12: £39. Ap. 13, '07.

791JW. (Review of v. 3.

J

"A most excellent standard and really unique
work."

n' R. Of Rs. 35: 638. My. '07. llOw. (Re-
view of v. 3.)

-f- -j Spec. 98: 760. My. 11, '07. 1120w. (Re-
view cf V. 2.)

Grundy, Mrs. Mabel Sarah Barnes. Dimbie
and I—and Amelia. t$i.5o. Baker.

7-9552.
Dimbie, the Javoted and manly young hus-

band, I, his wife, the chronicler of this one
year of married life, Amelia the racy maid of
all work, and other delightful characters are
reva.'^lert in tho course of this tender little stofy
with its pathetic undercurrent of brave cheeri-
ness and undying affection.

-!- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 135. My. '07. +
"A brave, bright story is 'Dimbie and I,' and

one that is well worth the reading."
-r N. Y. Times. 12: 181. Mr. z3, '07. 470w.

Gruyer, Paul. Napoleon, king of Elba; tr.

from the French. *$3.5o. Lippincott.
7-19481.

"In the present work the search -light of his-
tory is turned full upon the little island and its
great occupant. The smallest details of the Em-
peror's life in his little kingdom are narrated
and much new light is thrown upon his charac-
ter. Interesting portraits are also given of the
sharers of his exile: Madame MSre, Pauline
his sister, the devoted Bertrand, Drouot and
the old watch-dog Cambronne."—Lit. D.

"A pleasing volume, which will introduce
Britis'h readers to an island with which few
persons are acquainted, and to one of the less
known episodes of ihe Kmperor's. career. The
rendering is at times faulty."

J- — Ath. lOOG, 2: 616. N. 17. IGOw.

"Paul Gruyer is not the only writer who has
chosen this theme. But nowhere before the
appearance of the book under review had a
complete picture of the surroundings and the
central figure been presented with the neces-
sary completeness. Now nothing remains to
be known. As to the translator's task, it has
been fairly done, as far as turning the French
into readable lunglish. But in other respects
the performance is one of which it is Impossi-
ble to write with too great severity. The trans-
lator is totally ignorant of everything French,
except to a certain extent the French lan-
guage, and of the history of the period."
Adolphe Cohn.
+ -\ Bookm. 24: 592. F. '07. 1210w.

"There is notiimg maudlin about the volume
(its autlior sureiy was among the millions who
recently voted Pasteur the greatest French-
man) and it deaarvcs to be boiight and read
by every Napoleonic student."

+ Ind. 62: ;)72. Ap. 25, '07. 150w.

"The narrative is of a vivid and striking

-I- Lit. D. 34:105. Ja. 19, '07. 150w.
"The author sets out a good i)art, though

not by any means all, that is shown in ade-
quate fashion."

H Nation. 83: 534. D. 20, '06. 90w.
"Brings together the wealth of information

contained in scattered and) forgotten sources,
and presents it in an eminently readable form."
+ -f Outlook. 85: 95. Ja. 12, '07. 300w.

"Presents a comparatively unknown chapter
of Napoleonic epic, and throws some important
light on the character and ability of the most
colossal individual of modern history." George
Louis Beer.

4- -f- Putnam's. 1: 759. Mr. '07. 710w.
"The work of Paul Gruyer will live when the

'Last voyages' is forgotten."
+ Sat. R. 103: 84. Ja. 19, '07. 950w.

Guenther, Conrad. Darwinism and the
problems of life: a study of familiar
animal life. *$3.50. Dutton. 6-17681.

"-V study of the theory of evolution, defend-
ing the doctrine of 'natural selection,' to, the
exclusion of all other explanations of individ-
ual and collective development in men and ani-
mals. . . . The bulk of the book treats in de-
tail of the manner of development of the many
species of living creatures, from the original
protoplasm or unicellular being to the complex
and mysterious physiology of man."—N. Y.
Times.

"Taken as a whole, that portion of Dr.
Guentlier's book which deals strictly with biol-
ogy can best be characterized as sadly behind
the times." Raymond Pearl.— Dial. 43: 208. O. 1, '07. 850w.
"Not only in the lucidi-ty of its presentation

and discussion, but in its arrangement of the
materials also, it is adapted above all others as
a book that may be taken up by those who pos-
sess very little idea of science, and whose ig-
norance leads them to hold very erroneous ideas
of the present state and value of evolutionary
doctrme. The point that merits much criticisn^!,m the opinion of the reviewer, is the author's
attitude toward the work of De Vries and oth-
ers, on mutation or saltation as the method of
evolution." Flenry Edward Crampton.

H J. Philos. 4: 297. My. 23, '07. 22G0w.
"It is in making a fetich of natural selec-

tion, and by its action alone explaining the
whole problem of evolution, that the volume
falls far short of being a well-balanced thesis."

H Nation. 84: 549. Je. 13, '07. 450w.
"This is a disappointing book. Many of the

author's conclusions on the main subject are
sou.'id enough. It is more to be regretted that
his statements of fact are so often open to ad-
verse criticism, and that he has been, on the
whole, so badly served by his translator." F.
A. D.

L Nature. 74: 268. Jl. 19, '06. 590w.
"It is not written in too technical a man-

ner. The presentation of the ideas is simple."
-^ N. Y. Times. 12: 2G9. Ap. 27, '07. 850w.

Gulick, Luther Halsey. Efficient life.

**$i.20. Doubleday. 7-11182.
The avowed object of this little volume is to

offer suggestions of a hygienic nature which
will enable the reader to perform more efficient-
ly the duties of life. It discusses among other
things: States of mind and states of body. Ex-
ercise, Food, Waste. Fatigue, Sleep, The bath

—

for body and soul, Pain—the danger signal,
and Gr<iwth in rest.

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 122. My. '07. S.

"The experience of a practical man of af-
fairs as well as physician recorded in the 'Ef-
ficient life' recommends the book to business
men and women as a health hand-book which
will relieve rather than add burdens to the
pressure of life and which will make efficiency
in work easier and work itself more efficient."

-I- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 158. Jl. '07. 250w.
"It is a notably sensible, frankly practical,

and popularly attractive statement of some
well-established principles of healthy minded-
nes«."

•f -i Dial. 42: 25S. Ap. 16, '07. 320w.

-h Lit. D. ol: 547. Ap. 6, '07. 260w.
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Gulick, Luther Halsey—Continued.
"i.ir. GulicK uas no nubbles and sees clear-

ly tnat the things to be commended are those
which the hearer may reasonably be expected
to do and not over-refinements of bodily care
and personal conduct impossible of general at-
tainment."
+ -f Nation. 84: 416. My. 2. "07. 330w.

"Dr. Gulick applies himself to telling us how
to counteract the deteriorating effects of (town)
life, and he has executed his task well."

+ Nature. 76:. 315. Ag. 1, '07. 310w.

"Reading and following Dr. Gulick's sugges-
tions in this book ought to help many people
to raise the standard of their individual effici-

ency, for the advice given concerning the con-
duct and regulation of life is both sound and

+'r. of Rs. 36:125. Jl. '07. 260w.

Gull, Cyril Arthur Edward Ranger (Guy
Thorne, pseud.). The serf. *$i. Fenno.

The author has chosen the rough and wicked
England of the twelfth century as the setting
for his story of Hyla.the serf, whom he has
made typical of serfdom, and within whose
misshapen body burned tne first spark of free-
dom which was to enkindle the world. The
coarse times are well depicted from the lewd
life of the barons in their castles to the hope-
less routine of the serfs in their shacks. The
personality of Hyla who rises from the herd
about him and becomes a man and a murderer
to avenge his daughters and his wrongs, is

strongly brought out and the reader follows
breatnless until he hao paid the awful price ex-
acted from such as he.

"If the reader can bear the smell of the sew-
erage of the twelfth century, and tne feel of

the big eels slipping thru his toes as he reads,

he will find in this book the most gorgeous
descriptions of water scenes that have appeared
in years. The whole meaning of the marches
and fens of the twelfth century, their menace
and their beauty, as distinct from the civilized

waterways of modern times in England is well
portrayed."

h Ind. 63: 453. Ag. 22, '07. 730w.

"He frequently leaves the straight path of

this narrative in order to preach a modern doc-
trine of brotherhood. Apart from Its didactic
quality the story has a good deal of force;

Hyla the serf and his fortunes are worth fol-

lowing for their own sake."
^ \- Nation. 85: 235. S. 12, '07. 380w.

"It is an exciting and interesting tale and
it presents a fairly truthful picture of English
life in the early middle ages."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 500. Ag. 17, '07. 140w.

Gummere, Francis B. Popular ballad.

(Types of English literature ser., v. i.)

**$i.50. Houghton. 7-18086.

"Prof. Gummere starts out with a severely
critical consideration of just what must be
meant by 'popular' as applied to ballads and
rules out all. but about 3UU specimens of the
genre. "V\Tiile he treats the ballad as a closed

account, an outcome of conditions which no
longer exist, he admits that there is nothing to

prevent the daily production of ballads which
in time mav become as popular as any In this

collection. But he restricts the present study
to these remnants of oral tradition, divides

them Into half a dozen classes, studies their

sources, and gives a critical estimate of their

worth."—N. Y. Times.

est of Prof. Gummere's work, and believe that
It will be accepted as beginning auspiciously a
series which promises great usefulness."

-I Nation. 85: 122. Ag. 8. '07. 1350w.
"Prof. Gummere writes in an interesting style.

He has a cleverness of sitatement and an ability
to use aptly and vividly a very great fund of
erudition that will make his oook entertaining
as well as instructive for the general reader,
while the .special student will find it a mine of
information."

-f -f N, Y. Times. 12: 4-33. Jl. 6, '07. 280w.

Gunsaulus, Frank W. Higher ministries of
recent English poetry. **$i.25. Re-
vell. 7-23730.

"The four lectures deal with the distinctively
Christian element in the writings of Arnold,
Tennyson and Browning, the introductory es-
say treating of the preparatory influence of
Shelley, Wordsworth and Coleridge." (Ind.)
Gun.Taulus emphasizes the classical stoicism of
Matthew Arnold, Tennyson's portrayal of con-
science and the inevitable results of sin, and
the religious element in Browning.

"The last chapter on the worth of the bal-

lad as poetry, is written 'con amore," but with
all that admirable scholarly restraint that marks
all of Professor Gummere's work."

+ Dial. 43: 170. S. 16. '07. 320w.

"Notwithstanding the differences of opinion

which we entertain regarding these matters or

controversy, we gladly acknowledge the Inter-

"Dr. Gunsaulus's essays are scholarly and se-
riously suggestive, and give a broad view of
the thouglit and cf the influence of these three
masters of the last century."

+ Ind. 63: 10O2. O. 24, '07. 330w.

"Yet while there is an appreciation of the gen-
ius of the poets about whom the author writes,
there is also in every lecture a certain amount
of bathos and sloppy extravagance."

H Nation. 85: 421. N. 7, '07. 210w.

"Dr. Gunsaulus does not add anything very
new to a well-worn subject. And his own view
of poetry seems a somewhat prosaic one."

-f
— N. Y. Times. 12: 663. O. 19, '07. 120w.

"Perhaps the best specimen of Dr. Gunrfau-
lus's work bi his analysis of Tennyson's greatest
poem. 'The idylls of the king.' "

+ Outlook. 87: 133. S. 21, '07. 260w.

Gimsaulus, Frank Wakeley. Paths to

power; Central church sermons. *$i.25.

Revell. 5-33035.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"The sU-ervgth of the book is Its weakness.
It is too wordy, imaginative, and passionate.
Thought is not sufficiently clear and compre-
hensive to serve as a basis for enduring emo-
tional power. The book is inspirational ratlier

than informing, and its power might liave been
vastly increased by gripping the intellect more
vigorously even at some sacrifice of rhetoric."

E. A. Hamley.
i

Bib. World. 29:471. Je. '07. 190w.

"In the present volume the Chicago pastor
impresses one with a sense of asymmetry. He
seems to .give disproportionate attention to the

•fair of Adam with it3 alleged consequences,
and the fall of Chicago, with its palpable con-
sequences, from the moral ideals of all good
citi/.ens."

h Outlook. 85: 46. Ja. 5, '07. 190w.

Gunter, Archibald. Mr. Barnes, American:

a sequel to Mr. Barnes of New York.
t$i.5o. Dodd. 7-9841-

"Highly dramatic scenes and characters are

provided in this volume. . . . The very ample
dramatis personae include Corslcan bandits,

supra-beautiful maidens, members of the aris-

tocracy ill-favored ruffians both imported and
domestic, and ghosts. Very exciting events

transpire and . . . slaughter is plethoric. —
Lit. O.

Lit. D. 31: 723. My. 4, 07. 200w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 243. Ap. 13, '07. 340w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 381. Je. 15, '07. 220w.

R. of Rs. 35: 767. Je. '07. 160w.
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Gunter, Archibald C. Prince Karl. t$i.25.

* '07. Dillingham. • 7-33913-
An unsatisfactory novelization of a satisfac-

tory play whose principal characters are "a
despotic mother-in-law, an Anglonianiac dude,
and a Bostonian girl fresh from Vassar. The
hero, Prince Karl, is a sort of Jekyll and Hyde
character, only in the novelization the charac-
ter is accompanied by considerable buffoonery."
(Outlook.)

"The plot is commonplace, and the dialogue
has little wit. An unusual but characterless
feature is the use of the. historicai present in
the telling of the story."— N. Y. Times. 12: 728. N. 16, '07. 90w.
"The novelization of the play 'Prince Karl'

is distinctly unsatisfactory; it is crude, sketchy,
and unreal; the faults that effective stage set-
ting and clever acting would render oblivious
in an acted drama become very salient in a
narrative read in cold blood. There is no origi-
nality in either the clot or character portrayal."— Outlook. 87^ 744. N. 30, '07. llOw.

Guthrie, William B. Socialism before the
French revolution; a history. **$i.50.

Macmillan. 7-22934
The first comprehensive attempt to meet the

need of a record of the history of social reform
from tlie time of More to the French revolu-
tion. The author emphasizes especially the fact
that social tlieory is the outgrowth of social
conditions and that social strivings and social
ideals are by no means confined to the nine-
teenth or twentieth centuries. His captions are
as follows: The beginning of social unrest of
England, The social theories of Sir Tliomas
More, Life and times of Campanella, The
socialism of Campanella, Eighteenth century
radicalism in France; The social teachings of
Morally, and revolutionary radicals.

"His references to modern socialism are not
always happy. There are frequent statements
that need the saving grace of qualification;
while the tone of some of them is jaunty rather
than judicial."

-I Ind. 63: 1004. O. 24, '07. 320w.

"If Dr. Guthrie's work is open to severe criti-

cism it is perhaps because of its conception of
the nature of socialism and his assumption
that the Utopias of the period under discussion
are to be taken as socialism." R. F. Hoxie.

H J. Pol. Econ. 15: 497. O. '07. 540w.

"He makes no effort to write an exhaustive
history of early socialism, and the title of his
book is therefore not accurately descriptive of
its contents. All that he attempts to do, and
we are grateful to him for doing this, is to re-
call to our minds those writings of the past
which best illustrate the evolution of socialistic
thirrking."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 441. Jl. 13, '07. 340w.
"There are here no hasty generalizations, un-

warranted inferences, and strainings of inter-
pretation "

4- Outlook. 87: 6'39. N. 9, '07. 290w.

+ Spec. 99: 369. S. 14, '07. 390w.

Guyer, Michael Frederic. Animal microl-
ogy; practical exercises m microscop-
ical methods. *$i.7S. Univ. of Chicago
press. 7-4839-

"'I'he topics discussed in this book are as
follows: necess.Tiry apparatus; preparation of
reagents: general statement of methods; kill-
ing, fixing, imbedding', sectioning, staining, and
mounting: mintite dissections; tooth, bone, and
other hard objects; injection of blood and lymph
vessels; in toto preparations; blood; bacteria;
embryological methods? with chick, etc.; and
reconstruction trom sections."—School R.

"The crucial test of the value of the work
must necessarily consist in the actual experi-
ment of using it in class. We venture to think,
however, that the volume will react to this test
in a most successful manner."
+ + Nature. 75: 582. Ap. 18, '07. 440w.

"As a textbook it could hardly be improved.
The advanced student cannot help but wish
that it might have been available when he be-
gan his work."

+ School R. 1.5: 306. Ap. '07. 420w.
"Concise, eminently prp.ctical and well classi-

fied treatinont. It will be found useful to a
larger number r.f people than any other book
of its kind at present in existence in English."
Irvina; Hardesty.

+ Science, n.s. 25: 339. Mr. 1, '07. 1450w.

Gwatkin, Henry Melville. Knowledge of
God and its historical development. 2v.
*$3-75- Scribner. 7-3069.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
— Acad. 72: 22. Ja. 5, '07. ISOw.

"In both its apologetic and its historical task
this work is conservative and follows in the
beaten paths of the traditional methods. On
the historical side Professor Gwatkin is more
at home, though one cannot escape here the
feehng of special pleading which does injus-
tice to many facts and persons of history
Looseness of expression and of thought charac-
terizes his apologetic work." W. C. Keirstead

-j Am. J. Theol. 11: 546. Jl. '07. 1150w.
'•Is uncommonly readable and convincing

not only by reason of its abundant learning
but by reason of its unfailing fairness and its
habitual restraint. The argument is never over-
stated, and the difficulties are never underval-
ued," George Hodges.

-J- + Atlan. yg; 565. Ap. '07. COw.
"The ordinary reader will often be somewhat

bewildered by the mass of historical material
broug'hit mto brief compass. Moreover, through-
out the work, the author stops to answer so
fully the suppost^d objections of those who dif-
fer from him that one is frequently more im-
pressed by the wealth of possible opinion than
by the author's own position. His work will be
full of suggestion to historical students; but
because of its objective point of view . it Is
primarily a book of description, rather tlian one
of interpretation." Gerald Birney Smit/h

H Bib. World. 30: 381. N. '07. olOw.
"The fre.shness and charm with which the

lecturer has de.-vlt with his subject should pro-
cure for them an abundant welcome in a much
wider rircle. Perhaips the most attractive fea-
ture of the book is the earnest and sustained
effort which Professor Gwatkin makes to com-
bine th" best modern thought upon religion and
the philosophy of religion with the sub.=tance
of the old historical faith." Robert A. Duff

-! Hibbert J. 5: 675. Ap. '07. 2670w.

Gwynn, Stephen Lucius. Fair hills of Ire-
land; il. by Hugh Thomson. $2. Mac-
millan. 7-35041

Mr. Gwynn states that his book Is writtenm praise of Ireland. And it Is such praise as
one can give who has a full understanding of
"its soil and its people. Its mountains and plains,
seas and rivers, cities and solitudes; its wavs oi
life and thought, its history and its aspirations,
its failures and possibilities. Its joy and grief."
Of these he writes: "It is. In fact, obviously in-
tended to play a part In promoting the 'Irish
revival." " (Outlook.)

Dial. 42: 48. Ja. IG, '07. 30\v.

"He sings his song of love and war so charm-
ingly, and with such sjTnpathy and Intuitive
understanding, that it seems ungenerous to com-
plain that his book is not what Its title implies.
Let us confess that we speedily forgot our sense
of disappointment in the glamour of his pages."

-j Acad. 71: 630. D. 22, '06. 850w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 9. Ja. '07. S.
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Gwynn, Stephen Lucius —Continued.
"Is intended to be suggestive and picturesque,

and succeeds tiioroughly in tiiis aim. We com-
mend it strongly to tiiose who visit Ireland with
leisure and in earnest, and are not satisfied with
following beaten tracks and hearing stale jokes."

+ Ath. 1906, 2:685. D. 1. lllOw.
"It is a book that will appeal to Irishmen in

particular and to travellers and lovers of an-
tiquity in general."

+ Canadian M. 28: 399. F. '07. 260w.
Dial. 43: 20. Jl. 1, '07. 310w.

"How he has managed lo pack, in a volume
of a little over 400 pages, so many delightfully
told legends and historic incidents, which give
to every landscape a sort of moral personality,
is Mr. G-wyiin's secret."
+ -f- Ind. 62: 1355. Je, 6, '07. 320w.

-I- Lit. D. 34:105. Ja. 19. '07. 230w.
•"riieir- is, however, one drawback to the

legends told by Mr. Gw-ynn. Tlit- orthography
of tlie names of the heroes, and even of the
heroines, is lepulsive, and will always be an
obstacle to the wide, acceptance of these his-
torical, serni-historicfil, and mythical roman-

H Nation. 84: 159. F. 14, '07. 570^-.

"The method of presentation is logical and
Interesting."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 72. F. 2, '07. 630-w.

"Its author wanders too rapidly and discon-
nectedly from theme to theme, indulges over-
freely in allusion, and demands too great a pre-
vious knowledge of Irish history, legendary as
well as authentic. Nevertheless, the book will
be found well worth the pains necessary to read
it, and should meet an especial welcome from
prospective travelers in Ireland."

H Outlook. 85: 43. Ja. 5, '07. 25aw.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 112. Ja. '07. COw.

"We do not always accept Mr. Gwynn's opin-
ions, • and we sometimes find ourselves wonder-
ing why he has said this or seems not to know
that."

H Sat. R. 102: 583. N. 10, '06. 1240w.

"We can imagine no more instructive and at-
tractive ffuide to the holy places of Irish history.
His style, while singularly free from mannerisnas,
is always full of light and colour and vivacity.
He has humour too, and a high sense of dra-
matic contrast."

-f + Spec. 97: 1082. D. 29, '06. 1410w.

H
Hadley, Arthur Twining. Baccalaureate ad-

dresses and other talks on kindred
themes. **$i. Scribner. 7-iiS55-

.sixteen brief addresses in which President
Hadley of Yale dwells "on the grand funda-
mentals of character and citizenship, of indi-
vidual and social virtue, and, in the large
wholesome .sense, of piety and religion." (Dial.)

"The simple, straightforward style of these
addresses is engaging."

-h Dial. 42: 290. My. 1, '07. 330w.

"The tone of the book is whole-'^ome and op-
timi.'5tic, but one must confess that it deals
largely in platitudes."

-i Nation, 84: 410. My. 2, '07. 70w.

"J'hey disclose in a manner at once inciden-
tal and intimate, the spirit in which Dr. Had-
ley meets thousands of young men. It is be-
cause or th''ir disclosure of this spirit and be-
cause of the extreme elevation and devotion of
the spirit disclosed that the volume will re-
ceive a considerable and a cordial welcome."
Edward Gary.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 216. Ap. 6, '07. 12S0w.

'•Simplicity of style, singleness of aim, ear-
nestness of purpose, an entire absence not only
of cant but of professionalism in all Its forms,
but above all a certain virility of spirit, char-
acterize these addresses.''
+ -i Outlook. S6: 77. My. 11, '07. 270w.

Reviewed by Montgomery Schuyler.
+ Putnam's. 3: 228. N. '07. 470w.
+ Yale R. 16: 108. My. '07. 140w.

Hadley, Arthur Twining. Standards of pub-
lic morality; the Kennedy lectures for
1906, in tlie school of philanthropy
conducted by the Charity organization
society of the City of New York. **$i.
Macmillan. 7-21398.

Five essays entitled, The formation of pub-
lic opinion. The ethics of trade. The methods
of corporate managerhent. The workings of our
political machinery, The political duties of a
citizen. In these chapters the author discusses
present evils from the standpoint of the his-
torian, the economist and the good citizen.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 165. O. '07. S.

"Excellent though the book is, a little rnore
of the 'scorn of scorn,' the 'hate of hate,' the
love of all ideals cf even impossible perfection,
might have been expected—and twenty years
ago would have been expected—in a New Eng-
land college president's treatment of the sub-
jects discussed."
+ — Dial. 43: 123. S. 1, '07. 320w.
"The book will bear reading and rereading

both by officers and bv private citizens."
+ Educ. R. 34: 210. S. '07. 60w.

+ Ind. 63: 1309. N. 28, '07. 570w.
J. Pol. Econ. 15:569. N. '07. lOOw.

"The" book is worth reading not once, but
twice. This is a rich bill of fare spread exactly
in the ripeness of appetite for the meal. May
good dig'-'Stion wait on appetite, and the com-
munity will be the better for it." Edward A.
Bradford.

4- + N. Y. Times. 12: 417. Je. 29. '07. 1460w.

Reviewed by Montgomery Schuyler.
-I- Putnam's. 3: 227. N. '07. 270w.

R. of Rs. 36:384. S. '07. lOOw.
Yale R. 16: 225. Ag. '07. 160w.

Hadow, Gerald Elliot, and Hadow, William
Henry. Oxford treasury of English
literature. 3v. ea. *90c. Oxford. 7-6793.

V. 1. Old English to Jacobean. This volume
indicates the chief landmarks in prose and po-
etry (not dramatic) from Beowulf to the writ-
ers of the Jacobean age, with good introduc-
tions.

V. 2. Growth of the drama. Under Trag-
edy, <romedy, and History, are given selections
which range from the miracle plays to Ford's
Perkin Warbeck. General introductions and
brief bibliographies are provided.

"The introductions, desriite the care and
knowlerfjge with which they are written, are
inevitably insufficient and a little dictatorial:
the selections, though chosen with fine judg-
ment, are brief and not wholly representative."

— Acad. 71: 174. Ag. 25, '06. 2040w. (Re-
views of v. 1.)

"The introductions to the various parts of
the book are most valuable and scholarly, and
contain a really noble and stimulating appreci-
ation of Marlowe and of Webster."

-i Acad. T2: 339. Ap. 6, '07. 490w. (Re-
view of V. 2.

J

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 97. Ap. '07. S. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"Perhaps this section of drama was a difficult

one to fill; but we the more regret the arrange-
ment which made it necessary for the editors
to fill it. Yet such criticisms do not prevent
this being a good and, on the whole, represen-
tative manual."

H Ath. 1907. 2: 35. Jl. 13. 1410w. (Review
of V. 2.)

"The work is admirably done, and wholly
worthy of the distinction of its Oxford im-
print."

4 Dial. 41: 286. N. 1, '06. 120w. (Review
of V. 1.)
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"The book is characterized by the nicest
scholarsiiip/'

-r- Educ. R. 33: 535. My. 07. BOw. (Re-
view of V. i.)

"The dominant feeling with which one puts
down this book is one of pleasure and grati-
tude. There is everything to learn in it and
everything to enjoy, and all the learning is

only anotner kind of enjoying. Nothing could
be better than the editorial introductions to
the different sections. They are models of
what such things should be; as true as if they
were written by dulness itself; as striking as
if they were made up of wilfulness."

-f Lend. Times. 5: 301. S. 7, '06. 5330w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"The Introduction to each extract gives just
the information that will be needed by the ordi-
nary reader, and the -general introduction errs,
if at all, only in its brevity."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 339. N. 8, '07. 1370w.
(Review of v. 2.)

Nation. 84: 411. My. 2, '07. 120w. (Re-
view of V. 2.

J

N. Y. Times. 12: 433. Jl. 6, '07. 270w.
(Review of v. 2.)

Haeckel, Ernest Heinrich Philipp August.
Last words on evolution: tr. from 2d
ed. by Joseph McCabe. *$i. Eckler.

6-14562.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 214. Ja. '07. 270w.
"The presentation of the subject is marred

by -.i. controversial treatment of the work of
Wasmaiin and by an unnecessarily harsh ar-
raignment of Virchow on account v/f his atti-
tud'i toward evolutionary questions."

-I
• rJation. ii: 228. Mr. 7, '07. 150w.

"That part of his work which deals with sci-
ence shows him an investigator who will stand
with the foremost of his century. He has the
rare distinction of having contributed material-
ly to the sum of human knowledge. But all his
science has here become only the stair to his
philosopher's tower of ivory. To us this tower
is a mere castle in Spain, and the last words on
evolution are still unuttered." Christiaan Gauss.

-I No. Am. 186: 130. S. '07. 189flw.

Haeselbarth, Adam C. Patty of the palms:
* a story of Porto Rico. $1.25. Kenny

pub.
A romance thru which are portrayed some of

the conditions in Porto Rioo since American oc-
cupation showing what degree of success has
resulted from attempts at "benevolent as-
similation."

Haggard, Andrew C. P. Real Louis the
fifteenth; with 34 full-page portraits, in-

cluding 2 photogravure plates. 2v.

*$S. Appleton. 7-18151.

"Colonel Haggard tells at considerable length
the whole story of the reign. . . . He gives the
whole history of the Seven years' war, the life

and adventures of Frederick the Great and of
Prince Charles Edward, the history of Stanis-
las of Poland and of his court at Lun§ville,
with many other personal narratives not al-
ways quite correct in detail. . . . He at-
tempts to describe all the varying opinions, all

the crimes of the Jesuits, the vagaries of the
philosophers, the intrigues of unprincipled pol-
nicians, and to make us intimately familiar
with Fleury, Choiseul, Voltaire, and the Ency-
clopedists, as well as with the succession of
women who influenced "this hoggish king'
and through him, to a certain extent, ruled
Fiance and poisoned the air of Europe."—Spec.

"If the present volumes on the life of Louis
XV. wore what one might call good gossip

—

good' hi the artistic sense, lively, pointed, sig-
nificant, they would be thoroughly acceptable
in spite of their slight historic value. Frankly
they are little more than a dictionary of scan-
dal, an encyclopedia of eighteenth century de-
pra\ ity, the results of a research offensive in its
thoroughness." M. B. M.— N. Y. Times. 12: 109. F. 23, '07. luOOw.
"The author has probably told his kind of

story fairly well."
!- Outlook. 85: S13. Ap, 6, '07. 70w.

"With all its faults in art and more serious
faults in taste, the book makes a sufficiently
striking impression."

'r Spec. 97: sup. 758. N. 17, '06. 1290w.

Haggard, Henry Rider. Margaret: a novel
* of the England of Henry VII. i$i.50.

Longmans. 7-32845.
Set in the times of the Tudors, this tale is

one of daring adventure by land and sea. "It
involves the slaughter of a retainer of the
Spanish ambassador in the opening scene, and
the escape of an Anglo-Jewish merchant from
thie Spanish inquisition in the last. The for-
tunes of the Jew's daughter—who has been ab-
ducted, by a nobleman in the train of De Ayala,
the ambassador, and is pursued across the sea
by her lover, brave Peter Brome, and his com-
rades—form the main thread of tlie story. In-
cidentally we meet with many well-fancied
types of militant and ecclesiastical humanity,
with effective portraits of monarchs and great
men" (Ath.)

""Will hardly rank as a serious contribution to
the history of the eighteenth century in
Franco."

-I Ath. 1906, 2: 301. S. 15. 260w.

"There is a reminiscence of Kingsley in much
of the story, but Mr. Haggard has no master in
this brightly conceived and deftly executed
drama of action."

-f Ath. 1907. 2:362. S. 28. 170w
"In incompetent hands, a plot for a dime novel

and nothing more; but Mr. Haggard has the
craft of a born stage manager . . . and sends us
away with the feeling that we have witnessed
a big, spectacular show that was eminently
worth while." Frederic Taber Cooper.

4- Bookm. 26:408. D. '07. 360w.
"It is all as vigorous, circumstantial, and im-

aginative as Mr. Haggard can make it^ but the
effect is often m8J'red by the effort to combine
simplicity of diction with a flavour of Tudor
English."

H Lond. Times. 6: 301. O. 4, '07. 450w.
"But notwithstanding all its many excel-

lencies, Mr. Haggard's work does not belong
on the high levels of fictional art. There is
none of that rich and satisfying quality which
invests the pages of novelists who deal with the
inner forces of character and temperament."

-1 N. Y. Times. 12: 743. N. 23, '07. 1140w.
"The merchant who is the principal figure in

his drama does not convince us. When we come
to the story itself all is excellent."

H Spec. 99:534. O. 12, '07. llOw.

Haggard, (Henry) Rider. Spirit of Bam-
batse; a romance. t$i.5o. Longmans.

6-27709.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"We feel that Mr. Haggard's formula is less
satisfj-ing than formerly, and yet a cool analy-
sis tells us that this story has as many good
points as the others."

H Spec. 98: 504. Mr. 30, '07. 260w.

Haines, Alice Calhoun. Luck of the Dud-
ley Grahams: as related in extracts
from Elizabeth Graham's diary. ^$1.50.

Licit. 7-32036.
The story of a family of boys and girls who

tried to share their mother's burdens. On the
day of selling a dump-cart patent the father
had died suddenly without revealing the hiding
place of the contract. The family struggles
continue until one day the contract is found and
the Graham luck turns.
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Haines, Henry Stevens. Railway corpora-
tions as public servants. **$i.50. Mac-
millan. 7-30619.

A work which to some extent is supplemen-
taxy to the author's previous discussion of "Re-
strictive railway legislation." "The treatment
of the subject is, however, more particularly di-
rected to an amelioration of the existing rela-
tions between railway corporations and the pub-
lic whom they serve."

"Some of the Statements in the book are
more striking than true. This volume deals
with a large number of topics in connection
with railway management and the facilities af-
forded. While these are not handled in detail,
they are presented in an attractive way that
ought to stimulate the interest of the general
reading public in the question of the efficiency
of the American railway service under its pres-
ent organization." Ernest R. Dewsnup.

-I J. Pol. Econ. 15: 555. N. '07. 1470w.

"One of the most timely of the fall books."
+ R. of Rs. 36:6.40. N. '07. llOw.

Haines, Jennie Day, comp. Christmasse
tyde. **$2. Elder.

A collection of seasonable quotations beauti-
fully set to the best things in book accompani-
ment.

Haines, Jennie Day, comp. Ye gardeyne
boke. **$3. Elder. 6-43790.

"The text has been gathered and arranged
. . . from huntlredd of sources, poetical and

prosaic. . . . The various quotations are ar-
rang'^rt under about forty heads, and Cardinal
Newman offers the first answer to the ques-
tion, "WHiat is a grirden?' .... Then come
such topics as "Mediaeval gardens,' 'Monastic
gardens,' 'Old-fashioned gardens.' and gardens
identified with various nationalities—Dutch,
German, Italian, Spanish—and so on, and even
'The poet's garden,' and 'Gardens of the sea'
are not neglt^cted."'—N. Y. Times.

"Garden-lovers need look no further for an
approprinte gift."

-f- Dial. 41: 455. D. 16, 'OS. 60w.

i- N. Y. Times. 11: 867. D. 15. '06. lUOw.
' TastefuUv de:orated and beautifully print-

ed."
-r- Outlook. 85: 48. Ja. 5, '07. 70w.

Haldane, Elizabeth S. Descartes: his life

and times. *$4.50. Button.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

'"Miss Haldane's book seoms to me well-pro-
portioned and v/ell-vyritten. The most recent
soiu'ces of information have been utilized, and
the material arranged in clear and orderly
fashion. The accounts of the philosopliical
staiidpcfint and contents of the important works
are clear, coherent, and well-suited to the
general plan and purpose of the volume, which
is ititended quite as much for the general read-
er as for the special student of philosophy.
The book is to be welcomed as a real and val-
uabl-^ addition to thu literature of philosophy."
J. E. C.

-f -h -i Philos. R. IC: 94. Ja. '07. 220w.

Hale, Albert Barlow. South Americans.
* **$2.so. Bobbs. 7-36.?3i.

An illustrated story of the South American
republics, their characteristics, progress and
tendencies; with special reference to their com-
mercial relations witli the United States. Spe-
cial attention has been given to the East An-
dean republics because within their boundaries
must take place the great industrial advances
of the century.

Hale, Edward Everett. Tarry at home
travels, il. **$2.so. Macmillaii. 6-35582.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Dr. Hale is rather too fend of applying the
epithet 'dear' to every person of whom he

speaks. We wis'a also that he had not adopted
the slang term 'Dago' when speaking of an
Italian."

-i Ath. 1907, 1: 194. F. 16. 230w.
"His reminiscences are poured out of a full

heart, treely, lamiliarly, picturesquely." Harri-
et Waters Preston.

-h .^tlan. 99: 417. Mr. '07. 860w.

"Half mischievous, half militant, he goes
wherever his mood takes him, finding only what
Is good in men, and gently prodding this good
to make it better."

+ Ind. 63: 159. Jl. 18, '07. 520w.
"The purjiose and execution of the work are

infused throughout with high ideals and gen-
erous patriotism."

f- + Outlook. 84: 534. O. 27, '06. llOw.

-f R. of Rs. 35: 108. Ja. '07. 70w.

Hale, Will T. True stories of Jamestown
and its environs. $1. Pub. house M. E.
ch.. So. 7-19587.

A little volume whose spirit perpetuates the
"human" interest in the past liio of this de-
serted village."

Hall, Bolton. Three acres and liberty; as-
sisted by Robert F. Powell; with an
introd. by George T. Powell. $1.75.
Macmillan. 7-10568.

A handbook of tested theory regarding land
and its possibilities. And Mr. Hall is not satis-
fied with tiie mediocre results of a three-acre
plot but shows what can be accomplished at the
high tide of productive capacity. He shows
where the right three-acres may be found,
what kind of land must be had. what it will
cost, and what must be done with it. The au-
vhor "has not attempted so much to deal with
the technique of agriculture or to give instruc-
tion in its requirements, as to awaken active and
earnest thought upon the social betterment of
our rapidly increasing population."

"This is, we think, one of the most important
volumes of the year."

-I- -I- Arena. 38: 211. Ag. '07. 1260w.

"The author is not always sufficiently spe-
cific In regard to regions adapted to special
products, probably assuming that those who
are interested in the subject will investigate
further."

-^ Dial. 43: 67. Ag. 1, '07. 430w.

"The book should be highly interesting to
amateur farmers and to social workers."

-}- Lit. D. 34: 593. Ap. 13, '07. 340w.

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 434. Jl. 6, '07. 360w.

Outlook. 85: 904. Ap. 20, '07. 120w.

R. of Rs. 35: 639. Mr. '0''. 140w.

Hall, Rev. Charles Cuthbert. Chri?t and
the human race; or. The attitude of

Jesus Christ toward foreign races and
religions; being the William Belden
Noble lectures for 1906. **$i.25.

Houghton. 6-42357.

"In these lectures . . . Dr. Hall ... is con-
cerned with the proper attitude of a Christian
man toward the non-Chrislian religions. . . .

To-oay, he affirms, 'the East denounces West-
ern Christendom, yet in spirit approao.he-3 near-
er and nearer to the worship of Christ.' . . .

In conclusion. Dr. Hall gives the standpoints
now to be taken by the Christian educator,
physician, and minister in the East."—Out-
look.

Reviewed by A. K. Parker,
.j Am. J. Theol. 11: 363. Ap. '07. 810w.

"He approaches tlie East with a courtesy
equal to that fo.- whioh the Bast Is eminent.
He is a student as well as a teacher, and ex-
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pects to receive as well as give." George Hod-
ges.

+ Atlan. 09: 562. Ap. '07. 380w.
Ind. 62: 390. F. 14, "07. 40w.
Nation. 84: JOS. Ja. 31, '07. 70w.
Oiitlook. 86: 237. Ja. 2(5, '07. 370w.

Hall, Charles Cuthbert. Christian belief
interpreted by Christian experience.
*$i.5o. Univ. of Chicago press. 5-25392.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"His irenic tone, and tactful, almost ajdirolt,

presentation of the points of difference between
Cliristianity and Hinduisim, are certainly admir-
able." Andrew C. Zenos.

+ Bib. World. 29: 397. My. '07. 790w.

Hall, Edward Henry. Paul, the apostle, as
viewed by a layman. **$i.50. Little.

6-19782.
A sympathetic estimate done in the historical

spirit of "a great, though very huiman actor in
an l.nportant crisis in the world's spiritual life.

Critical scholarship tiince Baur has been laid
under tribute, and rne opinions of such stu-
dents as Ptieiiierer, Hausrath, Wernle, and
Weizsacher hav3 been dilijgently compared and
carefully estimited." cNation.)

"Gives his view of the apostle's religious
character and theological doctrines, in an in-
teresting and instructive way."

+ Am. J. Theoi. 11: 530. Jl. '07. 170w.
"A rapid and suggestive survey."

+ Bib. World. 29: 79. Ja. '07. 20w.
"A just and sympathetic appreciation. The

author's limitation would appear to be lack of
graop of the importance of the service which.
Paul rendered to early Christianity."

-I — Nation. 84: 33. Ja. 10, '07. 250w.

Hall, Eliza Calvert. Aunt Jane of Ken-
tucky; il. by Beulah Strong. t$i.5o. Lit-
tle. 7-12978.

As Aunt Jane cuts squares for patchwork
out of "caliker that won't fade in the first

washiii' and wear out in the second," and
fashions them into her wild-goose pattern quilt

she grows reminiscent and with pristine verve
and histrionism recounts delicious tales of
long ago: how "Sally Ann delivered her mes-
sage of deriunciation to the men of Goshen
church for demanding that their wives be the
submittin' kind, and how the women of the
Mite society bought a new organ for the church
In spite of the husbands who thought it a
frivolous proceeding. Unruly human nature,
bits of scandal and gossip are all softened by
time, and as Aunt Jane recalls them she
touches them up with her quaint philosophy
and delightful sentiment.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 177. O. '07. +
"The musings of Aunt Jane's anonymous lis-

tener are somewhat startlingly in contrast to

the prevailing rusticity and simplicity of the
anecdotes. Even a note of great beauty may
produce discord; and discord, as the portrayers
of New England life have so well realized, is

even less desirable than monotony. With this
possible exception, the book is one of the most
creditable of its kind, and Aunt Jane's sympa-
thetic optimism should win her many friends."
-t- H Cath. world. 85: 688. Ag. '07. 290w.
"The author who listens to Aunt Jane, and

who records the stories, has added much to
their beauty by her sympathy of expression."

-f- Ind. 62:1212. My. 23, '07. ISOw.

"The flavor of the book lies in the point of
view of the old woman, in the wise things she
.«ays, and the homely wav she says them."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 188. Mr. 30, '07. 860w.

"In this little volume Eliza Calvert Hall has
achieved the unusual—except in the matter of
the title."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 381. Je. 15, '07. 250w.

"Her stories of Aunt Jane's experiences are
full of real human feeling, and awaken thor-
oughly wholesome emotion."

-f Outlook. S6: 117. My. 18, '07. 150w.
"A little more humour as pungent and appeal-

ing as that in the opening sketch, 'Sally Ann's
experiences," and 'Mrs. Wiggs,' would have had
a rustic rival."

+ Putnam's. 2: 749. S. '07. llOw.

Hall, Florerxe Howe. Social usacjes at
Washington. **$i. Harper. 6-41786.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 42. F. '07.

Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.
N. Y. Times. 11: 866. D. 15, '06. 310w.

+ Outlook. 85: 144. Ja. 19, '07. 60w.

Hall, Gertrude. Wasrnerian romances.
**$i.50. Lane.

A volume of essays in which the author takes
the poems too often submerged in the Wagner
music and reveals the intrinsic value of the
myth, poetry and romance in them. Beginning
with "Parsifal" and ending with "The flying
Dutchman," she includes ten of the Wagnerian
romances.

"There can be no doubt that her conscien-
tious transcript will be welcomed by many op-
era-goers."

-I- Nation. 85: 404. O. 31, '07. 240w.
"While the author's method in this book is

excellent, and she is able to preserve the in-
tense spirit and mystic atmosphere of the great
romances, her English occasionally suffers from
too literal a rendering of the German. With
that unimportant reservation, one can thor-
oughly enjoy her conscientious and sympathet-
ic work."
-h H Outlook. 87: 499. N. 2, '07. 190w.

Hall, Granville Stanley. Youth: its educa-
tion, regimen and hygiene. **$i.50. Ap-
pleton. 7-30473-

An abridgment of "Adolescence" which offers
in briefer form and at less cost the far-reach-
ing pedagogical principles and conclusions of the
original volume. There have been added a chap-
ter on moral 3,nd religious training and a glos-
sary of seven pages, the latter being useful
as well to the larger work.

"The book has been more carefully proofed
and the biblio.:?raphic references made more
complete than in 'Adolescence.' Good judgment
has characterized the selection and condensa-
tion, and normal schools and teacher's classes,
outside of tbe preferred geographic zone, are
certain to find it a useful book, if they can get
hold of it." Will S. Monroe.
+ + J. Philos. 4: 218. Ap. 11. '07. 130w.
"There will' be great advantage in the exist-

ence of t'nis handbook to 'Adolescence,' tho it

might be regretted that the terminology and
philosophical allusions have not been adapted to
the understanding of the layman."
-F H Lit. D, 35: 695. N. 9, '07. 120w.
"The anxious parent or teacher, seeking for

the light upon his problems of how best to deal
with either child or youth, no matter what his
troubles are, will be able to find help of some
sort in these pages, crammed full as they are,
with the wisdom of the scientist, the observer,
the lover of his kind."

-F -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 581. S. 28, '07, 960w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Hall, H. R. Days before history. 50c Cro-
v/ell. 7-21361.

A book for children which in story form tells

of uncouth men who lived in caves and on
floating islands in the days before history.

Ath. 190fi, 2: 732. D. 8. lOOw.
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Hall, H. R. —Continued.
"We congratulate ttie author on a singularly

attractive little book, the very thing for imag-
inative boys."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 537. My. 4. 60w.

"The writer has a good subject, although his

handling of It is not of the best."
^ R. of Rs. 36: 764. D. '07. 90w.

Hall. Prescott F. Immigration and its ef-

fects upon the United States. **$i.50.

Holt. 6-6769.

Descriptive note in' Annual, 1906.

"I cannot find that Mr. Hall has inaccurately
or carelessly stated or omitted any of the es-
sential facts, though he has not failed to indi-

cate the conclusions he draws from them. Only
a few minor errors can be noted, and they
proceed from the mistakes of others upon non-
essential points, or from the imperfections of
gov:=!rnm.ent statistics, whose weaknesses Mr.
Hall points out. Altogether the book stands
out as the most important contribution that
has been made to the study of this most im-
portant American problem." John R. Commons.
+ _] Charities. 17: 504. D. 15, 'OS. 400w.

•'The treatise is detailed and exhaustive in

summiri?: up the experience of the United
States in solving its hydra-headed immigra-
tion problem."
+ + J. Pol. Econ. 15: 125. F. '07. 130w.

"A book quite indispensable to serious stu-
dents of the problem of immigration." Mont-
gomery Schuyler.
+ -I- Putnam's. 3: 231. N. '07. 400w.

H Spec. 37: 540. O. 13, '06. 250w.

Hallock, William, and Wade, Herbert T.
Outlines of the evolution of weights
and measures, and the metric system.

*$2.25. Macmillan. 6-36443.

"The book contains a clear and well-written
account (largely taken 'from M. Bigourdan's
'L,e syrtt^me metrique ') of the foundations of

the metric system by the French, who were its

real Inventors, and of its gradual spread since

1872 over nearly the whole of Europe and Amer-
ica with the single exception of these islands."

—Ath.

mornings, to sit on a log for long June after-
noons and look at 'the landscape ... to perch
on the meadow gate by the hour and watch
the mowers and the mowing m?.chine ... to
wander far and aimlessly across fields and
through woods—and afterward to write exquis-
ite water-colors in words describing all he has
seen and thought and felt, and delicate little

bas-reliefs of the people with whom he has
met and talked." (N. Y. Times.)

"The archaeological part, touching, among
other things, on the Babylonian cubit and the
Egyptian measures, we cannot commend, for

there is no evidence that the authors have any
first hand knowledge of the subject, and neither
Professor Hommel nor the Rev. W. Shaw-Calde-
cott, whom they quote, is so great an authority
upon it as the authors evidently imagine."

_l Ath. 1906, 2:776. D. 15. 210w.

"The work is an argument for the metric
system, but it is not partisan. It is excellently
handled and should have general attention; it

should certainly be read by every senator and
representative at Washington."

-I- Ind. 62: 504. F. 28, '07. 360w.

"This is an admirable piece of work, in which
the result of much tedious research is pre-
sented in a bright and lucid narrative."

+ + Nature. 75: 290. Ja. 24, '07. 1740w.

"A noteworthv piece of special pleading."
4.-1 Outlook. ^3: 768. Jl. 28. '06. 190w.

"A complete and exhaustive discussion—for

the general reader, at le.ast—of the whole sub-
ject.

'

-J — R. of Rs. 34: 254. Ag. '06. lOOw.

"This book c.\n well be declarec" the most com-
plete and most authentic work extant on this

important subject." J. H. Gore.
+ -f -r Science, n.s. 24: 652. N. 23. 'O'e. 390w.

Halsham, John. Lonewood Corner: a

countryman's horizon. *$i.50. Button.

Leisure, an unknown luxury to commercial
America, fills this volume. "The author has am-
ple time in which to read Theocritus—not in

translation—in the beech tree shade on summe

"We heartily commend it to all lovers of the
contemplative life. The style is admirable—rich
without being ornate."

4- Ath. 1907, 1: 784. Je. 29. 970w.
"There is much good browsing in the unpre-

tentious pages of thi^ modestly learned and
pleasantly chatty writer."

+ Dial. 43: 170. S. 16, '07. 370w.

"It is on the whole better reading than Tdle-
hurst,' written with more gusto and less pedan-
try. His pessimism does not dismay us. but
rather amuses us as a mood which we like to
share in holiday hours."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 180. Je. 7, '07. 1460w.

"Arrives at a certain charm from its impreg-
nation with the quality—so grateful to some
palates—of being unutterably, deeplv English."

-r- — Nation. 85: 211. S. 5, '07. 420w.

"It is the sort of book that demands of the
reader a sympathetic mental temperament and
given that, the sort of book in which such a
reader can find a companion and intimate and
an unfailing source of pleasure and content. But
to those who have not that' temperament its

pages will be even as the Greek sentence which
forms its motto."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 534. S. 7, '07. 410w.

"We have read his book twice from end' to
end and we do not feel we have wasted time.
Could critic say more?"

-L -1- Sat. R. 104: 515. O. 26, '07. 1500w.
" 'Tdlehursf quickly became a classic; 'Lone-

wood Corner,' its sequel, or second volume, will
stand beside it, we fancy, on most shelves
where the earlier book has established its foot-
ing. If not on all, it is because of a slight sug-
gestion of what is not exactly bitterness, but is

rather like it—an added hint of aloofness

—

that may not be agreeable to the palate of all."
-^ Spec. 99: 164. Ag. 3, '07. 1890w.

Hamilton, Angus. Afghanistan. *$5. Scrib-
ner. 6-41815.

Descriptive note in Annual. 1906.

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 43. F. '07.

"The work lequired two years tc be spent in
its preparation and the result is most satisfac-
tory, as the book contains much information
under historical, geographical, ethnographical,
commercial and political gi^oupings." Laura
Bell.

-I- -f Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 610. N. '07. 220w.

'"Ii should take a high place as a book of
reference. It sliould be prized not only as that,
but for its clear presentation of an inadequate-
ly understood subject." Ge(irge tl. Bishop.

-h -^ N. Y. Times. 12: 108. F. 23, '07. 3590w.

Hamilton, Anthony Count. Memoirs qf
Count de Gramont; ed. by Allan Fea.
*$5. Scribner.

A handsomely illustrated edition of the me-
moirs of Count de Gramont, "a soldier of for-

tune, and a boldly unscrupulous gamester and
wit in ttie reign of Louis XIII, and Louis XIV."

"Mr. Fea also supplies copious footnotes—al-

most too copious. The half-tones are not al-

ways distinct, partly because many of the
originals are dimmed with age."

^ Nation. 84:32. Ja. 10. '07. 330w.

"The volume would be desirable if only for

the sake of these illustrations, but these repre-
sent onlv a small part of the editor's work."

4- +"N. Y. Times. 12:58. F. 2, '07. 750w.

+ Sat. R. 102: 682. D. 1, '06. 90w.
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Hamilton, Cosmo. Adam's clay. '$1.50.
* Brentano's.
A diatribe against the thoughtless, heartless,

irreverent "wonian of the world."

"In spite of clever delineation of character,
plenty of humour, and considerable skill in
skating over thin ice, we cannot say that this
novel has left a pleasant impression on us."— + Ath. 1907, 1: 193. F. 16. lOOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. lOw.

Hamilton, Sir Ian Standish Monteith. Staff
officer's scrapbook during the Russo-
Japanese war. 2v. ea. ^$4.50. Long-
mans. 6-1 100.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Powers of Keen observation and the facile
pen O'f a cultured citizen ot the world are no-
ticeable on every page, and perhaps the great-
est cnarni ui the writer lies in tne tact that,
while tne proiessional reader cannot fail to
profit by his expert criticisms, tne layman
iin<is himseii lea on troni episode to episode
with ever- increasing interest, it is hardly an
exasrgeration to say tnat, luii thoiugh it be of
brilliant ajid expert pruxessional knowledge and
criticism, no worli or more entnrajling inter-
est could well be placed before a reaxler."

-t- -r Acad, rz: ZIZ. Mr. 'A, 07. I;i40w. (Re-
view 01 V. 2.

J

"It is even Ijetter than its forerunner."
-t- Ath. 1907, 1: 2li. F. 23. 530w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

"A vivid and trustworthy account. General
Hamilton's pictures of tne atrocious sides of
war are among the most striking features of
his admirable book."

-r Lit. O. :i4: 7z3. My. 4, '07. 490w. (Re-
view of v. 2.)

"The peculiar charm of this second instal-
ment . . . lies in the extreme humility and tak-
ing simplicity of lajiguage in which he narrates
the stirring scenes of which he was a witness.
Most fascinatinji' military work."

-i + Lond. Times. 6: 60. F. 2ii, '07. lllOw.
(Review of v. 2.)

"This really brilliant book deserves a wide
public."
+ + Nation. 84: 390. Ap. 25, '07. 380w. (Re-

view of v. 2.

J

N. Y. Times, 12: 124. Mr, 2, '07. 120w.
(Review of v. 2.)

"Gen. Hamilton has a style that draws the
reader irresistibly along with hinl. His com-
ments from the standpoint of a highly compe-
tent military authority, greatly enhance the
value of his volumes." George R. Bishop.

+ -i- N. Y. Times. 12: 487. Ag. 10, '07. 1120w
"T.his volume is more reticent, is fuller of

really useful inlormation, and is altogether
more valuable."

+ + Sat. R. 103: 271. Mr. 2, '07. 1220w. (Re-
view of V. Z.)

"Undoubtedly a work of first-rate impor-
tance."

+ Spec. 98: 499. Mr. 30, '07. 2180w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

Hamilton, Joseph, Spirit world. **$i.50.
Revell. 6-36932.

The author "thinks that we have not only
proof of the existence of a supernatural world,
but also knowledge of its inhabitants and gov-
erning laws. He bases his views almost en-
tirely Opoii the accounts given in the Bible of
angelic visitations, miraculous events, etc. It
is a3tonishing what an elaborate structure he
reara on their foundations. The supernatural
world he conceives on the analogy of the nat-
ural. . . . The angelic beings . . . have bodies
like the human, only more ethereal; senses
like the human, only more refined; and are
nourishod, not by food taken in the mouth,
but by elements absorbed from the atmosphere.
Fancies like thc^e are multiplied, and curious
speculations abound."—Am. J. Theol.

"One is bound to respect the reverence with
which he approaches his subject, and the frank
and earnest manner in which he avows his
beliefs." Henry AV. Wright.— -r Am. J. Theol. 11: S61. Ap. '07. 340w.
"Only the need of protesting against it en-

titles such books to serious notice."— Outlook. 84: 633. N. 10, '06. 160w.

Hamilton, M. First claim. t$i.5o. Double-
day. 7-5067.

"This is the story of a woman who, having
made in extreme youth an uncongenial mar-
riage, is tempted beyond withstanding to skip
blithely away with a young subaltern, Charley
Osborne, less from love of him than from aver-
sion to her husband." (Nation.) "It may be a
very just punishment for a woman who elopes
with another man, leaving a little child behind
her, to find that this child is treated with a
strictness amounting to cruelty bv the woman
whom her husband marries after the inevitable
divorce. There is,, however, no reason why the
innocent reader's feelings should be wrung by
such a recital." (Spec.)

"It is not great creative work, but it is re-
markably good of its kind; it is the work of a
novelist with an eye for character, a spontane-
ous .<?ense of humour, and a standard of truth
to which every line of the story is adjusted."

+ Lond. Times. 5: 360. O. 26, '06. 450w.
"The ending in a ghastly triumph of false-

hood makes an unsatisfying conclusion to a
story of struggle not without genuine power."

1- Nation. 84: 292. Mr. 28, '07. 230w.
"There is no denying that 'The lirst claim'

is interesting; but it is an unpleasant tale."
-1 N. Y. Times. 12: 242. Ap. 13, '07. ISOw".

"The plot which Miss Hamilton has chosen
for her book is carried out with great clever-
ness and detail; but we feel bound to say that
the story is one which very few people will be
able to take any pleasure in reading."

1- Spec. 97: 990. D. 15, '06, 140w.

Hamilton, Samuel. Recitation. **$i.25.

Lippincott. 6-15713.
"The lirst part of the book treats of the pur-

pose and essentials of the recitation and the
art of study; t'ne second part, of the five for-
mal steps of general method; and the third
and last part, of the more specific problems of
individual method, the use of text-books, oral
and written work. Knglish. etc., in the reci-
tation."—J. ITiilos.

"A sensible and practical book."
-i Ind. 61: 262. Ag. 2, '06. 90w.

"Made accessible by marginal topics and
synoptical summaries and outlines." W. F.
Dearborn. .

4- J. Philos. 4:217. Ap. 11, '07. 420w.

"The pre.sentaiion. is clear and orderly; the
subdivision of topics is minute." J. JD T.

-h School R. 15: 239. Mr. '07. 200w.

Hammond, Harold, Further fortunes of
F'inkey Perkins. t$i.5o. Century.

6-30932.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Boy readers can scarcely help being ab-
sorbed in his doings."

-f Bookm. 24: 529. Ja. '07. 60w.

-I- R. of Rs. 34: 767. D. '06. 40w.

Hamp, Sidford F. Boys of Crawford's
Basin: the story of a mountain ranch
in the early days of Colorado. t$i.5o.

Wilde. 7-26966.

Experiences in ranching, prospecting, and
working as a miner in the early seventies has
afforded the author a first-hand intimacy with
facts and scenes which he records here. He
shows how two sturdy young men, prone to
honesty and not afraid to work, do their share
in advancing the prosperity of the state in its

irjfancy.
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Hamp, Sidford Frederick. Dale and Eraser,
sheepmen. t$i.5o. V/ilde. 6-30460.

Descriptive aote in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 82. Mr. '07.

Hampson, W. Paradoxes of nature and
science. $1.50. Dutton. W 7-163.

"In this, which may be perhaps regarded as
the true type of 'popular' science book, Mr.
Hampson explains, in language clear to the
ordinary man the principle of the boomerang, of
the gyroscope, of bird flight, of double vision,
and of much else. . . . 'Curiosities of freez-
ing and melting,' and his discourse on 'Liquid
air,' on -which, as a subject he has made his
own, he is particularly lucid and Informing."

—

Ath.

"On one page we find him laying down that
electricity is 'a form of energy.' This idea,
which was popular in the seventies, may be
said to have received its quietus at the hands
of Prof. Silvanus Thompson. Except for this
we have nothing but praise for Mr. Hampson's
book, which is excellent reading, and written
with a sense of humour as unexpected as it

is pleasant."
H Ath. 1906, 2: 776. D. 15, 320w.

"His 'explanations are appeals to prejudices
as unscientific as those which gave rise to the
appearance of the paradox. Even when his argu-
ments are sound they must convey to a reader
a wholly untrue idea of scientific method. But
they are not always sound."— Nature. 75:341. P. 7, '07. 160w.

"His book is an extremely readable one, and
in the article on the navigation of the air it

supplies many useful and timely hints."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 462. Jl. 27, '07. 1040w.

Handasyde. For the week-end. t$i.5o.

Lane.
"The week-end here is the country house

gathering of an exalted social circle, animated,
it would appear, by the purpose of philandering
with each other's wives and husbands, while
prudently keeping on the safe side of the di-
vorce court—a half-hearted method of proced-
ure which has perhaps suggested the author's
curious pseudonym."—Ath.

"This book is slight, but what there is of it

is tn;e, direct, and simple."
-h Acad. 72:539. Je. 1, '07. 290w.

"The style, though marred by grammatical
lapses, shows considerable facility both in dia-
logue and description."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 660. Je. 1. llOw.

"The character drawing is excellent, the at-
mosphere is well preserved, and the details in
excellent taste."

-] N. Y. Times. 12: 636. O. 19, "07. 70w.
"The writer seems to be a rather inefficient

disciple of Mr. E. F. Benson."— Sat. R. 103: 787. Je. 22, '07. llOw.

Haney, William H. Mountain people of

Kentucky. $1.50. W: H: Haney, P. O.
box 431, Lexington, Ky. 6-26563.

A book -whose purpose Is to show the existing
conditions in the mountains of Kentucky and
the attitude of the people of tnis region toward
the impro\pment of the conditions affecting
life and character.

"The style is not always clear and one at
times is not quite sure just how much of a giv-
en statement is one of fact and how much is

what a young and optimistic teacher hopes to

see realized. On the whole, however, the au-
thor has shown up the modern, progressive side
of the m.ountain people in a very creditable
manner." Samuel MacCllntock.

H Am. J. Soc. 13: 273. S. '07. 920w.

"The work is rather crudely arranged and
written."

-I- — Ann. Am. Acad. £9: 637. My. '07. 130w.
"Most interesting sketch."

-i- R. of Rs. 36: 638. N. '07. lOOw.

Hankin, St. John. Three plays with happy
endings. French, S:

The three plays are "The prodigal's return,"
"The charity that began at home" and "The
Cassilis engagement." "They have no plots,
present no contlicts of character, and are prac-
tically destitute of dramatic action. . . . Famil-
iar as most of the personages are in the world
of the footlights—the rich and vulgar parvenu,
the complacent parson, the self-excusing was-
trel, the East Indian military bore, the quack,
the music hall siren, her mother, an-d their rich
young dupe—they are sketched with such happy
dexterity and vivacity that they assume a cer-
tain semblance of freshness and reality." (Na-
tion.)

"Since realism has come to mean something
violent, something even indecent let us call
Mr. Hankin a naturalist who is doing for the
En^lisli stage what Constable did for European
landscape. He contrives beauty and interest,
decoration even, by keeping the tones and val-
ues of drama in their true relation to life. He
is a fairy godmother who has saved the rather
vulgar coach from being run over by the mo-
tor-car of realism."

-}- Acad. 73: 941. S. 28, '07. 1280w.
"He has a fine, fastidious, deft talent, as any

one who reads the three plays in his present
volume (and- skips the preface) will agree.''

H Lond. Times. 6: 278. S. 13, '07. 1070w.
"As a dramatist Mr. Hankin has a good deal

to learn, but there ought to oe a future for a
man who can see the humorous side of things so
clearly."

-I
• Nation. 85: 2SS. S. 26, '07. 4O0w.

Hannis, Margaret. Emancipation of Miss
Susana. **40c. Funk. 7-24766.

The story of Susana Adams who relieves the
monotony of hor spinsiter life by going to New
York and entering upon a fictitious matrimonial
venture which finally leads to a real one.

N. Y. Times. 12: 683. O. 26, '07. lOOw.

Hanotaux, Gabriel. Contemporary France;
tr. b}^ John C. Tarver 4v. ea. *$3.7S.
Putnam.

V. 3. France from 1874-1877 occupies this vol-
ume. It includes the latter days of the Nation-
al assembly with its work on the constitution,
the first year's sittings of the Chamber and
the Senate, and closes with Marshal MacMa-
hon's opposition to Gambetta and the Left ma-
jority, announced in his letter to M. Jules Si-
mon of May 15th, 1877.

"The translation appears to be fairly exe-
cuted, but we regret to find that the serious
blunders in the French original pointed out In
our review are not corrected, even in cases
where they concern English facts and names."

-I-
— Ath. 1907, 1: 758. Je. 22. 590w. (Review
of V. 3.)

"M. Hanotaux's third volume is In no way
inferior in interest to the first and second. The
English translator, who has to attempt no easy
task in rendering M. Hanotaux's picturesque
periods and somewhat violent metaphors. Im-
proves Ijv practice. But he might do better still

If he took more pains." P. F. Willert.
4- H Eng. Hist. R. 22: 817. O. '07. llOOw.

(Review of v. 3.)

"It is indeed a historian's history of the Third
French republic."
+ + Lit. D. 35: 489.-0. 5, '07. 710w. (Re-

view of V. 3.)

"While M. Hanotaux leaves the impress of a
painstaking scholar, while he records a states-
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manlike judgment on wellnigh every page, he
also Jeaves u deeper Impress—that of a psychol-
ogist and of a philosopher."
+ + Outlook, 87: 355. O. 19, '07. 450w. (Re-

view of V. 3.

"When he philosophises, as he does In chap-
ter V. at length, he is far from convincing, and
the tale of later years has not unfortunately re-
vealed to us th<jse qualities of 'abnegation, con-
ciliation, and persevering optimism' for which
he hopes."

H Sat. R. 104: 276. Ag. 31, '07. 310w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

"It will not be surprising if the general pub-
lic find the present volume rather less readable
than its forerunners."

-I- Spec. 99: 484. O. 5, '07. 1700w. (Review
of V. 3.)

Hapgood, Hutchins. Spirit of labor. **$i.50
Duffield. 7-8549.

The author of "The autobiography of a thief"
offers in this volume a first hand study of the
life of a Chicago labor leader and trade union-
ist. After a long search Mr. Hapgood found a
German who, both as a type and a person, com-
bined the desli-ed temperament, character and
experience for his impressionistic study. Born
in Germany, Anton came to America as a child,
shifted much of the time for himself, lived thru
the various stages of tramp life, rural, sordid
conditions, worked off and on at odd .lobs, final-
ly married and settled down in Chicago as a
wood-worker. His quick Intelligence discov-
ered the injustice of organir.ed society on every
hand and led him to the basic principles of
radicalism wl-th which the book deals.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 165. O. '07. S.

"It is extremely well done, and particularly
admirable is the adroitness with which Mr,
Hapgood has extracted from the 'inexpressive
ego' of semi-illiterat(j labour such salient facts
as are here assembled. The trouble with 'The
spirit of labour' regarded thougiitfuHy is, that
it has in ii very little of the spirit and less of
labour." Florence Wilkinson.

i Bookm. 25: 294. My. '07. 530w.

"A faithful and photographic picture of as-
pects ot tlie urban activity. " Charles Richmond
Henderson.

-h Dial. 42: 2S7. My. 1, '07. 480w.

"Tho the book deserves the severest censure
for its false coloring, its fatuous confusion of
the anomalous with the typical, and its oblivi-
ousness of many of the distinctive characteris-
tics of the movement, there are other respects
In which it deserves cordial praise."

1- Ind, 63: 340. Ag. 8, '07. 600w.
"For those who would see the Industrial world

as the workingman sees it, the book is inval-
uable."

-f H- J. Pol. Econ. 15: 572. N. '07. 170w,
"Throws much fresh light upon that radical

political movement loosely denominated social-
Ism."

4- Lit, D. 34:509. Mr. 30, '07. 330w.

"It is all extremely interesting, valuable as a
human document, ana still more valuable as a
contribution to the study of laboring men and
their conditions. But it will not do to call the
man a tA'pe."

-I N, Y, Times. 12rl73. Mr. 23, '07. 6S0w.

Reviewed by Montgomery Schuyler.
+ Putnam's, 3:232. N. '07. 530w,

"A highly informative volume, containing, no
douDt, large quantites oi' substantial, solid
truth."

H R. of Rs. 35: 761. Je. '07. 200w.

Hapgood, Isabel Florence. Service book of
the Holy orthodox-Catholic apostolic
(Greco-Russian) church; comp., tr.,

and arranged from the old church-
Slavonic service books of the Russian

church and collated with the service
books of the Greek church. $4. Hough-
ton. 7-526.

"This volume contains the order of services
as prescribed for vespei-s, compline, matins
the communion, the great feasts, ordination,
marriage, unction, 'the ofhce at the parting
of the soul from the body,' the burial of the
dead, requiem offices, services for the found-
ing and consecration of churches, thanksgiv-
ings and various special prayers. For the
Scripture lessons, as translated into English,
the King James's version is used, and for the
'Psalms and verses' the prayer-book version
of the Psalter."—Outlook.

"Reverence can call forth such labors of 'de-
votion as thi.s compilation."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 141. Mr. 9, '07. 310w.
"This laudable volume thould be of value,

not only to American eci;lesiastics and their
congregations, but also to students of liturgies
and to sojourners in the various lands where
the Eastern church exists, and to all who would
become better acquainted with its undeniabl^i
majesty, impressiveness, and exquisite symbol-
ism of ritual."

-J- Outlook, 85: 524. Mr. 2, '07. 720w.

Harben, William Nathaniel. Ann Boyd.
t$i.50. Harper. 6-32356.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Marked by genuine power and real emo-
tion."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 767. D. 15. 210w.
"Easily the strongest piece of work that Mr.

Harben has thus far produced." Wm. M. Payne.
+ Dial, 42: 16. Ja. 1, '07. 150w,

"For the first time the author has met the
dem-ands of literary art in the construction of
his book."

+ Ind. 62: 211. Ja. 24, '07. i590w.

Harben, William Nathaniel. Mafn' Linda.
t$i.5o. Harper. 7-29431.

A story with a Georgia setting which involves
the negro question, politics and romance. The
champion of Mam' Linda, a faithful negro mam-
my, and her "no count" boy who, however, is
unjustly accused of murder, is a young southern
attorney. He takes up the cudgels of defense,
and in so doing overcomes time-honored preju-
dice, fights lawlessness, and outwits lynching
bands. The story is permeated with southern
atmosphere.

"At last tirn South has produced an author
who writes with strength and beauty and ab-
solute veracity about living issues. Here is
Harben with his message told with such sim-
plicity that few will recognize its great val-
ue."

-^ + Ind, 63: 1058. O. 31, '07. 890w.
"Mr. Harben's novel is the most significant

book that has appeared relating to the negro
since Bishop Haygood wrote 'Our brother In

'+ Ind. 63: 1228. N. 21, '07. 80w.
"This is a simple, straightforward, and read-

+ Lit, D, 35: 795. N. 23, '07. SlOw,

"The hero and heroine behave themselves in
the usual situations with about as much ease
as an English peasant in his Sunday clothes.
But this is insignificant beside the Impression
which he gives us of a vigorous young popula-
tion striking out with arms and legs, careless as
yet of the proprieties."

H Lend. Times, 6: 301. O. 4, '07. 520w.
"A modern story of the south with a pretty

love story and a plot involving a significant new-
attitude on the negro question."

4- N, Y. Times, 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 20w.
"Mr. Harben, who may have sketched a Geor-

gia cracker or two with some faithfulness, is
not on that account a novelist."— N. Y. Times. 12: 764. N, 30, '07, 230w.
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Harben, William Nathaniel —Continued.
"The romance inevitable in Southern novels

is as wholesome and sweet as possilile."
+ Outlook. 87: 309. O. 12, '07. lOOw.

"Illustrates afresh his direct and effective
style and his ability to tell a love story full of
purity and sweetness in a natural and delight-
ful way."

+ Outlook. 87: 623. N. 23, '07. 30w.

Harboe, Paul, pseud. (Paul Christensen).
Child's stc^ry of Hans Christian Ander-
sen. t$i.5o. Duffield. 7-29563.

Tho life of deprivation and penury which
falls to the lot of the man renowned for fairy
tales was at variance with the results of his
fine imagination. The sketch follows the cob-
bler's son thru the sore trials of his early life

to hi.s day of fame, which proved a sad real-
ization inasmuch as it was bereft of the ful-
filfiient of his one romance.

"An interesting, trustworthy account, simple
and straightforward in telling. Will, perhaps,
be enjoyed best by the children of an age most
interested in the fairy tales if read aloud to
them, for the style is adapted, rather to older
children."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 207. N. '07.

"There is not much attempt at coherent con-
struction in the little book. Anecdotes are given
sometimes without much point or much connec-
tion. And the style reminds us frequently that
the author is writing in a language other than
the one to which he was born." Grace Isabel
Colbron.

-I Bookm. 26:418. D. '07. 570w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. 13Qw.
"There is a touch of quaint stiffness in the

style of the book that harmonizes with the
childlike temper of the Danish romancer."

+ Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12, '07. 120w.
R. Of Rs. 36: 767. D. '07. 50w

Harcourt, Mrs. Charles. Good form for
women: a guide to conduct and dress
on all occasions. $1. Winston. 7-12681.

Believing that all commendable convention-
alities are more or less directly traceable to
some altruistic or utilitarian principle, the au-
thor presents the fundamental features of good
form bv combining ethics with etiquette. She
aims particularly to help girls who have not
liad the benefit of proper home training.

Harcourt, L. W. Vernon. His grace the
steward, and the trial of peers: a novel
inquiry into a special branch of con-
stitutional government. *$S. Longmans.

A two part work. "The first describes the ev-
olution of the Lord High Steward of England
up to the/ reign of Henry VIII., and the second
treats of the gradual working out of the prin-
ciple that peers shall be judged only by their
peers. In both sections it is M'r. Harcourt's de-
light to show the fraudulent basis of what have
been honored as historic English institutions."
(Nation.)

"The inter€(st of Mr. Vernon Harcourt's book
lies less in the main theme than in his often
original and always acute interpretations of
men and motives, and the side-lights he throws
on many disputed points of constitutional his-
tory."

+ + Ath. 1907, 2: 66. Jl. 20. 790w.

"Wo have here, in short, a notable contribu-
tion to our institutional history not merely for
the results attained, but also for its rigid in-
vestigation, reminding us how often close in-
quiry may modify accepted views. One rises
however from its perusal with the feeling that,
howsver impartially the appendices may set the
evidences before us, the author has throughout
a case to prove, is a counsel speaking to his

brief. And that case is prejudiced rather than
assisted by the use of forensic methods." J. H.
Round.
+ -i Eng. Hist. R. 22: 778. O. '07. 2420w.
"This lengthy and erudite work ... is

scarcely intended for general reading."
-f- -I- Nation. 85: 332. O. 10, '07. 6S0w.
"We suspect that Mr. Harcourt is not really

very interested in the stewardship; he uses it
only as convenient padding to his pet theory
that procedure in the trial of peers is founded
on a forged document; and herein he has ex-
pended a great deal of useless energy."— Sat. R. 104: 337. S. 14, '07. 640w.
"He i.s steeped in the political and personal

history of his period, he possesses a sense of
humor, and that gift of imagination without
which the past is a sealed book alike to those
w^ho write and those who read. We are pay-
ing a high, but not an excessive, compliment
when we say that no better piece of work of
its class has been accomplished since Bishop
Stubbs penned the last of his prefaces in the
'Roll^3 series."

"

-f 4- -I- Spec. 99: 198. Ag. 10, '07. 2300w.
"If the reader grants 'the right of the author

to choose what subject he pleases he can feel
only admiration for tlie manner in which the
study is executed."

+ Yale. R. 16: 334. N. '07. lOOw.

Harcourt, Leve'son Francis. Sanitary en-
gineering with respect to water sup-
ply and sewage disposal. *$4.50. Long-
mans. 7-35189.

A valuable general text-book. "In addition
to a very complete discussion of the subject of
water supplies in all its aspects, including
sources, collection and storage, purification,
distribulion and statistics of water consump-
tion, and a rather brief summary of the meth-
ods of sewage disposal, the writer takes up
very fully the whole subject of sewerage, and
more briefly that of garbage disposal." (Tech-
nical Lit.

J

"Important book."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 97. Ap. '07.

"We think we do the author no injustice in
saying that throughout his book he writes like
a person experienced in g»=neral civil engineer-
ing construction rather than like a sanitary
engineer, at lea.st as we in America now un-
derstand that' term. Nevertheless he has epi-
tomized a considerable part of waterrworks and
sewage practice, including purification in each
field, and seems to have produced a book re-
markably free from errors and vagaries."
+ H Engln. N. 57: 551. My. 16. '07. 670w.

".Vn addition of undoubted value to an engi-
neer's library. Its pleasing style, moreover,
makes it a very readable work, while the abun-
dant references to historical and current engi-
neering work, its general breadth of view and
full citations of original sources of information,
commei'd it. in ijarticular, to th.- student and
to the engineer in general practice or special-
izing? in other branches. The book lacks prop-
er balance as a book on sanitary engineering."
Earle B. Phelps.
-^ ^ — Technical Literature. 1: 176. Ap. '07.

1870w.

Hare, Christopher. High and puissant
Marguerite of Austria, princess dow-
ager of Spain, duchess dowager of Sa-

voy, regent of the Netherlands. *$2.so.

Scribner. 7-25681

A full biography which incidentally makes
use of the interesting events of Marguerite's life

and leadership for reflecting the royal customs
of her century.

"That writer has given evidence in previous
works of various excellent qualities, such as.

sincerity and literary charm; but she lacks
grip, and shows the defect much more in this
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than in her last book. Although the author is

usually accurate in her facts, a few slips will
be found in her text."

1- Ath. 1907, 2: 90. Jl. 27. 940w.
" Character-study is not Mr. Hare's strong

point. He is more skilled in the art of setting
forth his story and wea\ing his fairly copious
material. !<:< is a book worth reading, concern-
ing persons not too well known. And the story
is clear and well outlined."
+ — Lond. Times. 6: 132. Ap. 26, '07. 22G0w.

"Mr. Hare has written a book which at the
lowest appreciation is creditable. Our worst
censure is directed against a style of composi-
tion."

-I Nation. 85:497. N. 28, '07. 870w.
"Mr. Hare has drawn witii minute and lov-

ing detail—for his sympathy with his subject
is evident on every page—a complete picture
of a very interesting character. The reader
wislies heartily for more of the liistorical back-
ground."

H • N. Y. Times. 12: 373. Je. 8, '07. 740w.

"The subject and the period of this book
could not be more interesting, tiie treatment
perhaps is a little too ambitious."

-I-
— Spec. 99: sup. 466. O. 5, '07. 46'Ow.

Harnack, Adolf. Luke the physician.

(Crown theological lib., no. 21.) *$i.50.

Putnam.
"In Dr. Harnack's view, Luke as a historian

is inferior to Luke as a stylist; he is uncrit-
ical, and blunders for want of exact informa-
tion. But the author contends that the present
trend of criticism is toward the belief that
between A. D. 30 and 70 the primitive Christ-
ian tradition as a whole took the essential form
it has since attained."—Outlook.

+ Bib. Worid. 30: 240. S. '07. 30w.

"The assertion that the language of both Gos-
pel and Acts betrays the hand of one familiar
with Greek medicine Is not new, but never be-
fore has the argument received such skilful
treatment."

-f- Ind. 63: 940. O. 17, '07. 630w.

Ind. 63:1379. D. '5, '07. 240w.

"Whatever be one's opinion of the proposition
on which Harnack lays chiefest stress, the value
of the book as a contribution to the history of
the fixing of the evangelic tradition cannot be
questioned."
+ + Nation. 8;5:163. Ag. 22, '07. 340w.

Outiook. 86: 792. Ag. 10, '07. 17i0w.

-I- + Spec. 99: 252. Ag. 24, '07. 19.50w.

Harnack, Adolf, and Herrmann, Wilhelm.
Essays on the social gospel; tr. by G.
M. Craik. *$i.25. Putnam.

Containing "The evangelical history of the
church," and "The moral and social signiflcance
of modem education," by Dr. Harnack, and
"The moral teachings of Jesus," by Dr. Herr-
)nann. "Dr. Harnack insists that the chief task
of the ohurch is still the preaching of the mes-
sage of redemption and of eternal life, and in-
sists, too, that the church has a social mission."
(Ath.)

"The essay by Herrmann will be the most
welcome part of the book." Gerald Bimey
Simlth.

+ Am. J. Theol. 11: 708. O. '07. 340w.

Ath. 1907. 1: 695. Je. 8. 470w.

"The essay is not light reading, but the read-
er who takes the pairis to work his way into its

spirit will be rewarded."
+ Ind. 63: 457. Ag. 22, '07. 350w.

"These essays by distinguished German theo-
logians throw instructive side-lights upon the
social problem of the modern church."

-f Outiook. 86: 569. Je. 13, '07. 280w.

R. of Rs. 3.6: 126. Jl. '07. '50w.

Spec. 98: 566. Ap. 13, '07. 1480w.

Harris, J. Henry. Cornish' saints and sin-
ners. t$i.5o. Lane. 7-35146.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 67. Mr. '07.

"Assuredly Mr. Harris is not witty, but his
animal spirits are. inexhaustible." Harriet
Waters Preston.

-f — Atlan. 99: 41S. Mr. '07. oOOw.

Harris, Miriam Coles. Tents of wicked-
ness. t$i.50. Appleton. 7-31979-

"Types of the New York smart set are vividly
portrayed in this story. The chief female fig-
ure, is a young, motherless American girl, who
has been brought up in a French convent. She
is a Roman Catholic, and is shocked at many
of the things she sees, and has only one con-
genial friend among her father's many ac-
ciuaintances. This friend is the hero, from whom
she is separated through misunderstandings."

—

N. Y. Times.

"The book treats in an able way a theme of
the utmost practical importance to-day, and we
bespeak for it an encouraging and hearty wel-
come."

-f Cath. Worid. 86: 403. D. '07. 430w.

"If this book were not marred by one or two
unnecessary bits of artificial coarseness, one
would be tempted to say that after skimming
through a dozen linotype historical romances
here at last is a novel to sit down and read."

-I Lit. D. 35: 759. N. 16, '07. 200w.

Nation. 85: 378. O. 24, '07. 220w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 70w.

"This is a novel of more than ordinary
length, but it is by no means wearisome, and
will better repay attention than most of the
stories offered in such profusion to a long-suf-
fering public."

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 230w.

Harrison, Frederic. Creed of a layman:
apologia pro fide mea. **$i.7S. Mac-
millan. 7-16987.

The author calls his book "my simnle story of
conversion and conviction," an account of a
"regular and calm development of thought."
He expresses a hope that the story of how
spiritual rest might be achieved may 'prove
useful to some 'perturbed spirit' in our troub-
led times." The exposition of his creed in-

cludes chapters upon: Day of all the dead, Sep-
tem contra fidem. A Socratic dialogue. Panthe-
ism and cosmic emotion, Aims and ideals, A
positivist prayer. The presentation of infants,

Marriage, Burial, Day of humanity, and a Val-
edictory, Twenty one years at Newton Hall.

"Mr. Harrison begins with a somewhat nar-
row egotism, and his first pages are irritating,

meagre, and disappointing; but the latter half

of the book becomes universal in its interest,

and cogent in its claims, so that these essays
well repay the reflective reading which they ac-
quire."

•1 Ath. 1907, 1: 751. Je. 22. 1460w.

H Dial. 43: 94. Ag. 16, '07. 37&w.

"May not attract new proselytes to the gos-
pel of humanity as expounded by Auguste
Comte; but, in spite of its .rather uncompro-
mising polemic, it compels respect by its man-
ifest sincerity and genuine fervour of convic-
tion."

H Lond. Times. 6: 157. My. 17. '07. 1830w.

Nation. 85: 124. Ag. 8, '07. 1320w.

"A sense of humour is a sense of proportion.
And if Mr. Harrison had had a deeper sense of
proportion he would not have taken himself
quite so seriously, and he would have been
savecj from some of the solemn' absurdities of
the positivist religion."

J. N, Y. Times. 12: 550. S. 14, '07. 460w.
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Harrison, Frederic —Continued.
"We do not . . . know of any book which

will give to the curious and interested reader
so good an interpretation of tlie religion of hu-
manity as this volume of Mr. Fi-ederic Har-
rison's."

+ Outlook. 86: 523. Jl. 6, '07. 540w.

R. of Rs. 36: 383. S. '07. 80w.
"This indifference to facts is characteristic

of the whole book; it marks both Mr. Harri-
son's criticism of Christianity and defence of
his own creed. When we turn from Mr. Har-
rison's criticism to this construction, we are'
still in the same abstract region. Facts are still
held of no account."— Spec. 98: 945. Je. 15, '07. llOOw.

"It may be safely predicted that this book will
take a permanent and conspicuous place among
the too few similar works of distinguished men
and women." Arthur Ransom.
+ + Westminster R. 168: 49. Jl. '07. 3440w.

Harrison, Frederic. Memories and thoughts:
men—books—cities—art. **$2. Macmil-
lan. 6-35547.

"This volume is a collection of articles which
appeared during the past twenty-four years In
various American and English periodicals of the
better class. By the author the book Is de-
scribed as 'a chapter from certain Memoirs that
[he] intends to retain in manuscript penes se.'
The articles are occasional in origin, and in
character they are miscellaneous, varying In
topic from discussions of card-playing and t»-
barcco to appreciations of Tennyson and Renan
on the occasion of their deaths."—Am. Hist. R.

Am. Hist. R, 12: 422. Ja. '07. 260w.
A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 67. Mr. '07.

"At one time Mr. Harrison goes to the bot-
tom of his subject, at another he merely
touches its surface. Still these 'Memories and
thoughts,' it approached with an open mind,
will be found to reflect seriousness of purpose
and insight into life. They frequently provoke
dissent, they never forfeit respect."
+ -i Ath. 1906. 2: 476. O. 20. 940w.

"It Is the fine tone, the genial atmosphere,
the rich suggestlveness, of Mr. Harrison's writ-
ings that attract the reader and win him over
to the cause of good literature."

-f Dial. 41:212. O. 1, '06. 140w.
"But the papers are not all of equal value

and Interest. He presents them 'as permanent
impressions left on his mind by a somewhat
wide experience.' Some of tnese permanent Im-
pressions will appear to many readers to be
not much more than rather violent and per-
sistent prejudices."

-j Lond. Times. 5: 342. O. 12, '06. lOSOw.
"The personal note Is dominant throughout

Mr. HaiTlson's book, which leaves us with a
sense of friendly and close acquaintance with a
writer In whom seriousness of purpose, firm con-
victions, broad culture, and generous sympathies
combine with the thinker's love of truth, the
artist's love of beauty, and a keen zest for the
joys of living." Horatio S. Krans.

-f- -f- Outlook. 84: 1076. D. 29, '06. 930w.
"If they are not marked by the quality which

we call 'artistic' or 'literary' they at least ex-
press a freshness and alertness by no means
common in men of letters who have passed
their prime of years." H. W. Boynton.

+ Putnam's. 1: 632. F. '07. 780w.

"About the biiik of [these papers] the most
we can say is ihat unless one has an exag-
gerated opinion of thd significance of Mr. Har-
rison's rersonality, their interest expired Avith
their occasion."

- Sat. R. 103: sup. 2. F. 23, '07. 750w.

"The American paper Is particularly well
worth studying. So much, doubtless, may b«
said of the whole of the volume, one or two
minor articles possibly excepted."

+ + Spec. 97: 1080. D. 29, '06. 1710w.

Harrison, Frederic. Philosophy of common
* sense. **$i.75. Macmillan. 7-36260.
A companion to "The creed of a layman." "It

is designed to form a summary of the philo-
sophical grounds on which the preceding work
was based; and it carries on the autobiograph-
ical account of the stages by which the author
reached those conclusions."

"He has been well advised to gather these
trophies of his skill for a newer generation,
which ought to find them of interest."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 748. N. 23, '07. 850w.

Harrison, Mary S. K. (Lucas Malet, pseud.).
Far horizon. t$i.5o. Dodd. 7-983.

"Mrs. Harrison's first work In five years. It
deals with the acts and opinions of a foreign-
born man, who, after many years of hard work,
becomes suddenly possessed of a moderate for-
tune and leisure. The time covered is from 1899
to 1901. Matters of modern finance, manners,
and morals, theatrical and religious, are touched
upon."—N. Y. Times.

-1 A. L. A. EkI. 3: 78. Mr. '07.

"The merits of the book are more obvious
than its defects."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 729. D. 8. 690w.
"There is little humour in the book, no love-

making, and the hero is a man of between
fifty and sixty, and yet from what might be
called unpromising material the author has
givt-n us a story of never-flagging Interest,
rich in tliought and feeling." Mary K. Ford.

+ Bookm. 24:595. F. '07. 1560w
"The book is a vivid, masterful, human docu-

ment, fulfilling the strictest demands of great
art. We need but add that any one who does
not read it, and read it thoughtfully, will suf-
fer a distinct loss. 'The far horizon' is worthy
to take its place among the great English nov-
els."

'+ + Cath. World. 85: 538. Jl. '07. 1770w.
Current Literature. 42: 343. Mr. '07.

13o0w.

"May be reckoned among the more consider-
able fictional productions of the season." Wm.
M. l*ayne.

-;- -r Dial. 42: 225. Ap. 1, '07. 420w.
".\ story so well told; so finelv finished, with

such real people of the British middle-class
sort moving thru its pages, that the critical
faculty is d:sarm<^d from the first, and one
vields to the charm of unique art."

+ -;- Ind. 62: 739. Mr. 28, '07. 420w.
"f.if Charles Kingsiey's purely literary tal-

ents and graces of style his daughter, the au-
thor, evinces hardly a trace."

-I Lit. D. 34: 264. F. 16, '07. 200w.
"A clever and an Interesting book. But It

would be more than that If the main story were
only as good as Its setting."

-\ Lond. Times. 5: 394. N. 23, '06. 500w.
"It does not strike one as a book which had

to be written, or will have to be read. But It

possesses th« treasure of a really original and
affecting central motive."

H Nation. 84: 39. Ja. 10, '07. 460w.

"It is readable In no ordinary way. One does
not hurry through Its pages Intent only on the
story, but It both Invites and repays leisurely
attention. One reads, also, with no very dis-
tinct sense of the author's style, which Is un-
obtrusive and free from vagaries."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 18. Ja. 12, '07. 750w.
" 'The far horizion'—with Its very obvious

faults—has one great virtue: creative spon-
taneity; and that is so precious, in the mass
of perfunctory work, that criticism must be
delicate." M. B. M.

H N. Y. Times. 12: 77. F. 9. '07. lllOw.

"A certain siibjeotivencss of Ftyle disting-
uishes it, a sort of reminiscent touch, which
by some conjuror's trick becomes the most ob-
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ject;ve thing in the world, and as a result the
characters actually live and move and he.ve a
very real existence." Madison Cawein.
+ + -i- N. Y. Times. 12: 202. Ap. 6, '07. 1440w.

"It is more than a little puzzling that a
writer of I.ucas Malet's experience and skill
should have produced a novel bearing so majiy
dreary resemblances to a 'first book.' " Olivia
Howard Dunbar.— No. Am. 184: 645. Mr. 15, '07. 1380w.
"One notes ilrst that it has the negative

merit of being- entirely devoid of any passages
of questionable taste. Afllrmatively speaking,
its highest merit is in the distinction and quieit
nobility of its chief figure, Dominic Iglesias."

+ Outlool<. 85: 479. F. 23. '07. SlOw.
"It seems incongruous, almost unseemly, as

coining from the pen of one born a Kingsley."
Cornelia Atwood Pratt.

f- Putnam's. 2: 183. My. '07. 740w.
R. of Rs. 35: 760. Je. '07. 450w.

"Is the dreariest and dismallest novel we have
ever read. Its tragedy does not make us weep;
Its comedy does not make us laugh: It bores us
acutely."— Sat. R. 102: 744. D. 15, '06. 630w.

" 'The far horizon,' while fully as clever as
'Sir Richard Calmady,' Is free from the ugly
blemishes which disfigured that brilliant but con-
spicuously uncomfortable novel. The theme and
Its treatment are higher and finer, there is less
reliance on violence or sensationalism, and the
narrative has 'shining moments' which trans-
cend the capacities of ordinary talent. On the
other hand It cannot honestly be contended that
this Is a pleasing or a satisfying book."

H Spec. 97: 937. D. 8, '06. 1020w.

Harrison, Newton. Practical alternating
currents and power transmission. $2.50.
Hedenberg. 6-39743.

"Of the fifteea chapters comprising the vol-
ume, the first two are devoted to conditions
governing the diiteront forms of electric llgiht-
ing, th;; third and fourtli to the factors enter-
ing into the various methods of alternating-
current distribution; fifth, sixth, and seventh,
to the principles and performance of trans-
formers; the eighth to thirteenth inclusive, to
alternators and a practical consideration of the
current generated; the fouiteenth to transfor-
mer testing and operation, and the fifteenth
to definitions and formulas associated with
alternating-current practice."—Engln. N.

"One of the few successful attempts thus far
made to discuss alternating currents without
the use of mathematics. In clearness and orig-
inality of expression, neat press work, and gen-
eral appearance, the book is a credit to both
the author and publisher."

+ Engln. N. 56. 527. N. 15, '06. 250w.

Harrison, Peleg D, Stars and stripes and
other American flags, il. **$3. Little.

6-42447.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 719. Ap. '07. 50w.
A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 43. P. '07.

"Something of this inclusiveness might profit-
ably have been sacrificed for a more methodi-
cal arrangement and a more critical spirit of
inquiry."

-I Ind. 62: 1095. My. 9, '07. 340w.
"Mr. Harrison has interwoven many Inter-

esting incidents of history with Ms history of
the national flag."

-t- Lit. D. 34: 577. P. 2, '07. 230w.

Hart, Albert Bushnell, ed. American na-
tion: a history from original sources
by associated scholars. 28v. per v. *$2.

Harper.
V. 20. Hosmer, James Kendall. Appeal to arms.

7-4798.

A work with which Its successor, "Outcome
of the civil war." is intended to afford a brief,
compact and Impartial view of the military aad
civil side of the civil war. Not so much a
study of contestants' motives as their behavior
on the field. Dr. Hosmer says "I have tried
to criticize men In the light of their opportun-
ities at the time."

V. 21. Hosmer, James Kendall. Outcome of
the civil war. 7-7446.

Although independent in field and in arrange-
ment, this volume is a continuation of Dr. Hos-
mer's "Appeal to arms," the foregoing volume
of this series. It takes up the story from mid-
summer, 1803 and carries it forward to the sur-
render of I.ee, the collapse of the confederacy
and the assassination of Lincoln.

V. 22. Dunning, William Archibald. Recon-
struction, political and economic.
This volume is the first in the last group

of the series devoted to "National expansion "
The purpose of the study is "to show that re-
construction, with all its hardships and inequi-
ties, was not deliberately planned as punish-
ment and humiliation for those formerly in re-
bellion." It deals with "the stormy administra-
tion of Johnson, the year of trouble and unrest
in the south, the gradual recovery from the
strain of war, the great industrial developments,
and railroad building to the Pacific, the stormy
Hayes-Tilden contest."

V. 23. Sparks, Edwin Erie. National develop-
ment (1877-1885). 7-33222.
Professor Sparks' volume begins with the

year 1877 that marks the break between old is-
sues and the intermediate, vital question of the
adaptation of American gov€)mment to the in-
dustrial and social needs of the country. The
first five chapters are devoted to a summary of
the social and economic conditions of the time;
six to eight, to the party struggles due to Pres-
ident Hayes' withdrawal of thd federal troops
from the south; nine to twelve discuss silver
coinage and the national civil service; thirteen
and fourteen discuss the Isthmian canal and the
exclusion •>f the Chinese; fifteen and sixteen
follow the effect on the nation of the rapid set-
tling up of the west; seventeen to nineteen
deal with conditions which Cleveland found in
1884.

V. 24. Dewey, Davis R, National problems.
7-33G14.

Beginning with the new economic conditions
that the Cleveland administration of 1884 found,
Professor Dewey traces the course of the na-
tional problems to 1897. He deals with organ-
ized labor, civil service, the tariff, silver, rail-
roads, foreign relations, the reorganization of
the Republican party, foreign policy, commer-
cial organization currency, and the free coinage
cam.paign of 1896.

"The merit of this volume is the thoughtful
and judicial treatment of a period of compli-
cated political conditions and of problems new
to the national life. If any fault is to be found
with the book, it is in its lack of proportion.
This, however, appears to be due rather to the
plan of the work than to the author's execu-
tion of it." Jesse S. Reeves.
+ -i Am. Hist. R. 12: C73. Ap. '07. 9S0w.

(Review of v. 17.)

"Our author is eminently fair in his treat-
ment of the South, though the parts of the
book dealing with that section exhibit less
complete information than do otlier portions."
+ -i Am. Hist. R. 12:075. Ap. '07. 790w.

(Review of v. 18.)

"The military and naval situation is present-
ed with unusual clearness, and this whole por-
tion of the book has the ring of a definitive ac-
count. Errors are few." Carl Russell Fish.

+ T Am. Hist. R. 12:677. Ap. '07. (Review
of V. 19.)

"Aside from a sometimes too literal follow-
ing of authorities where opinion rather than
fact is stated. Professor Hart has given us the
best general description and study of the so-
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Hart, Albert Bushnell, cd. —Continued.
cial and moral aspects of the American slav-

ery controversy that has yet appeared. J. <-.

Bal^gh.
^^ ^,^^^ ^ ^^_ g^^, jj ,^„ ^,g^j^ ^j^^_

view of V. 16.)

"The work under examination, therefore,

while an excellent record as far as it goes and
on the whole the best civil war history yet

written, is too little objective to serve as the
final history of that war." E. Benj. Andrews.
+ _^ Am. Hist. R. 12: 907. .11. '07. 1270w.

(Review of v. 20 and 21.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 39. F. '07. (Review of

V. 19. >

"Thf- be.>?t Piir-\^ev of its field."

+ + A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 42. F. '07. S. (Re-
view of V. 17.)

"Fe.''t brief siirvev of the subjict."

+ + 4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 74. Mr. '07. S. (Re-
view of V. 18.)

"Perhaps the best general account of the
size, and for the price,"

-I-
-J- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 97. Ap. '07. (Review
of V. 20 and 21.)

'"It is the most readable account of the pe-

riod with which the reviewer is acquainted;

there is no better treatment of that tangled
business of Buchanan, Seward and Lincoln
from November, 1860 to April, 1861." Walter L.

Fleming.
+ .-j Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 174. Jl. '07. 560w.

(Review of v. 19.)

"Some points deserve slight criticism. The
author does not seem to have a clear under-
standing of internal conditions in the south.
Some objection might reasonably be made to

the comparison between Stonewall Jackson and
John Brown, and the 'craziness' of Jackson is

entirely too much insisted upon." \V. L. Flem-
ing.
-j-

-i
Ann, Am. Acad. 30: 182. Jl. '07. 650w.

(Review of v. 20.)

"This undertone of scholarly geniality makes
the book not merely easy reading, but gives to

it an interest for every intelligent American."
Harry Thurston I*eck.

+ ^ Bookm. 26:166. O. '07. 1090w. (Review
of V. 22.)

"It is indeed questionable whether the series
as a whole is not too large for the general
reader, to whose interests it is professedly de-
voted." St. George L. Sioussat.
-f H Dial. 43: 15. Jl. 1, '07. 4100w. (Review

of v. 14-21.)

"It Is a matter of gratification that all [these
books] are good and tnat there are no very
horrible examples."
+ -!- Ind. 62: 1411. Je. 13, '07. 780w. (Review

of v. 16-21.)

"He has brought to his task that somewhat
rare quality, historic imagination."
-(-4-4- Lit. D. 34:433. Mr. 16, '07. 380w. (Re-

view of v. 20.)

"A thoughtful and scholarly study of a period
which has long needed impartial examination."

+ + Nation. 84: 84. Ja. 24. '07. 730w. (Re-
view of V. 17.)

"The readableness of Professor Smith's pages
merits particular commendation."
4-4 Nation. 84: 156. F. 14, '07. 730w. (Re-

view of V. 18.)

"The most distinctive contribution of Admiral
Chadwlck's book, however. Is Its thorough-go-
ing examination of the military and naval sit-

uation on the eve of hostilities."
4- 4- 4- Nation. 84: 202. F. 28, '07. 670w. (Re-

view of v. 19.)

"Outside of military affairs, in short. Mr
Hosmer's narrative is, as a whole, convention-
al."
4-

-I Nation. 84: 502. Mv. 30, '07. 670w. (Re-
view of V. 20 and 21.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 24. Ja. 12, '07. 780w.
(Review of v. 19.)

"Mr. Hosmer succeeds In making [military
matters] not only intelligible but interesting to
the layman."
-f -I- + N. Y. Times. 12: 133. Mr. 2, '07. 850w.

(Review of v. 20.)

"He has prepared a splendid bibliography in
the final chapter on the authorities, the best
in his period which exists."
+ -}- 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 482. Ag. 3, '0i7. 220w.

(Review of v. 21.)

"The work is marked throughout by schol-
arship, sound judgment, and critical insight,
and is the best short history of the subject
with which we are acquainted."
-f + 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 549. S. 14, '07. 770w.

(Review of v. 22.)

-f- H- + Outlook. 85: 93. Ja. 12, '07. 320w. (Re-
view of V. 18.)

"As a narrative It Is easy, compact, and
lucid. The Admiral, it seems to us, is inclined
to take an over-roseate view of Southern slav-
ery, and a rather narrow one of the motives
and conduct of those who lent comfort and
aid to John Brown."
-I- ! Outlook. X5:332. F. 9, '07. 220w. (Re-

view of V. 19.)

+ -f- + Outlook. So: 7G4. Mr. 30, '07. 340w.
(Review of v. 20.)

"Ilis treatment of the assassination of Lia-
coln is distinctly inadequate."
+ -{ Outlook. 86: 302. Je.'S, '07. 330w. (Re-

view of v. 21.)

"Possibly he over-emphasizes the accentua-
tion of the speculative instinct as one of the
results cf the war, but there can be but little

disposition to question the accuracy and essen-
tial fairness of the pictures he draws of the
conditions which prevailed, north and south,
from the assassination of Lincoln to the elec-
tion of Hayes."
-f- -i

' Outlook. 87: 312. O. 12, '07. 340w. (Re-
view of V. 22.)

"As to qurility the general average is good,
and some of the volumes, marked by more
originality than could be expected In others,
contain distinct contributions to historical
knowledge. Out of this comes, however, a
certain unevenness of treatment . . . and the
mequality which comes from having succeed-
ing volumes from men who have different
points of view." John Spencer Bassett.

f 4- Putnam's. 2: 253. My. '07. 1090w. (Re-
view of V. 16-21.)

Harting, James Edmund. Recreations of a
naturalist. $4.50. Wessels.

"The writer of the 'Recreations' gets much
tha;t is stimulating to himself and to his readi-

ers out of a marsh walk In May. Wtth note-
book in hand he sees and records things that
might otherwise easily be overlooked or forgot-
ten. When the enthusiast thus writes down th»
things that appeal to him because he writes
under the poell of enthusiasm he makes the
story read with all the greater zest."—Ind.

"Mr. Hartlng's flowing and easy style renders
these chapters very agreeable reading, and a
considerable amount of information is therein
afforded on sport and natural history, often in

association with antiquarian research."
+ Ath. 1906, 1: 106. Jl. 28. 129(>w.

+ Ind. 61: 1405. D. 22, '06. 90w.

"These 'Recreations' may be cordially recom-
mended to the lover of nature as a companion
on his summer holidays." F.

4- Nature. 74: 82. My. 24, '06. 610w.

"There is a certain dryness about Mr. Hart-
ing' s style of writing, and for this reason he Is

at his best when he has learning to impart."

4 Spec. 96: &83. Ap. 14, '06. 920w.

Harvard studies in classical philology: ed.

by a committee of the instructors in

classics. Harvard univ., Cambridjre,

Mass.
Among these Informing studies are the f9N

lowing: An unrecognized actor in Greek com-
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cdy, Tlie batUe oi' Salamis, The origin of Pla-
to's cave, Notes on Vitiiivius, The diamatic
art of Aeschylus, The use of the high-soled
shoe or buskin, ana Five new manuscripts of
Donatus on Terence.

"A good specimen of the general character of
those preceding it, perhaps more than usually
inlt'resting, because it deals more with ques-
tions of i'.istory and literature, and less with
speonlationb." K. Y. Tyrrell.

-h -Jr Acad. 72: 432. My. 4, '07. 1440w.

"An especially interestin;:? series of papers in
literature as well as in technical scholarship."

-f -f- Nation. 84: 63. Ja. 17, '07. 840w.

Harvey society, New York. Harvey lec-
* tures delivered under tlie auspices of

the Harvey society of New York. *$2

Lippincott. 7-2726
Thirteen 'lectures given before the Harvey so-

ciety, an association of physicians organized for
the purpose of making the work of investigation
better kTiown to the practitioner. "The range
of subjects is wide, from the implantation of the
ovum to old age. . . . Even the general reader,
not altogether unversed in science, will find it

worth while to examine the lectures on try-
panosomes, fatigue, tuberculosis, the catise of
the heart-beat, and possibly one or two more."
(Nation.)

ing- her new clothes with his savings and enter-
taining her lavishly in his drygoods box home.
Then after he had prospered at his trade of
news boy he found kind aunts who took him to
England to be educated, and who promised the
princess that they would some day bring him
back to her.

4- Nation. 84:250. Mr. 14, '07. 120w.
"The volume constitutes a most valuable col-

lection of first-hand information given by some
of the most prominent investigators in this
coimtry and Europe." Victor C. Vaughan.

-h + Science, n.s. 26: 030. N. 8, '(17. 3860w.

Harwood, Edith. Notable pictures in Rome.
* *$i.50. Button. W 7-135.

Numerous illustrations and an alphabetical
li5?t of artists represente<i in Rome increase the
reference value of the book. It "aims to fur-
nish the visitor to that city with a guide by
which he can find, and which will help him to
understand and appreciate, the important pic-
tures in the galleries, churches, and palaces.
The author's method is to indicate the causes
which led to the production of the painting and
to tell something of the personality of the art-
ist. Then she describes the work itself and its
meaning, with occasional extracts from famous
critics." (N. Y. Times.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 194. N. '07. S.

Ind. 62: 1358. Je. 6, '07. 60w.

-t- N. Y. Times. 12:528. Ag. 31, '07. 120^.

"As a guide this book might be of great use
In Rome. But the unwary must be warned
against some of the writer's fanciful ideas."

-I Spec. 98: 1O07. Je. 29, '07. TOw.

Harwood, William Sumner. New creations
* in plant life: an authoritative account

of the life and work of Luther Bur-
bank. 2d ed **$i.75. Macmillan. 7-33936.

An intimate account of the life, scientific
achievements and methods of the foremost
plant-breeder in the world. The appearance of
this second edition is justified by the facts that
Mr. Burbank vouches for the statements both
scientific and practical made in the volume, that
the interest in the man and his work has stead-
ily increased since the first edition appeared,
and that a "closer study of the work during the
period since the book was first issued demon-
strates that this is one of the greatest con-
structive enterprises ever established among
men."

Haskell, Helen Eggleston. Billy's princess.
$1.25. Page. 7-29688.

Billy was a boy of ten who ran away from
the boarding house after his mother had been
carried off to the sanitarium, and his princess
was the little French girl whom he found on
the streets and befriended to the extent of uuy-

N. Y. Times. 12: 749. N. 23, '07. lOOw.

Hasluck, Paul Nooncree, ed. Caswell's car-
pentry and joinery: comprising notes
on materials, processes, principles, and
practice, including about 1800 engrav-
ings and 12 plates. $3. McKay.

A practical, exhaustive treatment of the sub-
ject with full description of tools and processes
commonly found in daily use in the workshop.

Hasluck, Paul Nooncree, ed. Metal work-
ing: a book of tools, materials, and
processes for the handyman; 2206 il.

and working drawings. $2.50. McKay.
Very nearly eight hundred pages are devoted

to the practical pjiases of metal-working, the
theory being discussed only where it is an es-
sential preliminary to principle underlying a
method, a process or the action of a tool. The
scope of the book embraces the whole art of
working metals with hand tools and with such
simple machine tools as the small engineering
shop usually contains.

Hasluck, Paul Nooncree, ed. Woodwork-
ing: a book of tools, materials, and
processes for the handyman; with 2545
il. and working drawings. $2.50. McKay.

An exhaustive presentation of woodworking.
"The book is intended tor all those who would
handle tools and who, by the use of them, wish
to furnish tlie aome and to pront their pockets.
Tlie treatment adopted throughout is simple
and practical, and there has been a consistent
endeavor to combine accurate intormation, with
clear and definite instruction."

Hastings, James, ed. Dictionary of Christ
and the gospels. $6. Scribner.

6-44352.
V. 1. "'J'his volume extends from 'Aaron' to

'Knowledge," and the work when completed
will 'include everything that the gospels con-
tain, whether directly related to Christ or
not.' "—Ath.
'Apart from varieties of opinion, which are

inevitable where many contributors are con-
cerned, the dictionary is a scholarly work,
which ought to foster learning among the
preachers for whom it is written."

-f- Ath. 1907. 1: 131. F. 2. 370^'.

"To sum up our judgmient on this work, we
would say that, from the standpoint of a rather
strict conserva,tive scholarship, it is a highly
creditable accomplishment; and that it will be
of great service to students and' preachers
whose opinions are free from a tendency to
radicalism."
+ — Cath. World. 85: 117. Ap. '0i7. lOSOw.

"Is learned and deoidedlly conservative, and
is a(?iapted for both the exegetic and homiletic
use of the proachi^r."

-I- Ind. 62: 566. Mr. 7, '07. 340w.

"It will, no doubt, be ob.iected against the
'Dictionary of Christ and the gospels' that it

contains sorne otiose matter, suich as the some-
what inferior discussion of 'Art,' which takes
us little if at all furth.^r than Westcott's fa-
miliar essay. But equaliy it will be admitted
that the- preacher's purpose is better served
than it has ever been before. The articles have
a tendency to make him think, and, in so far,
thev earn the gratitude of his congregation."

H Lend. Times. 6: 107. Ap. 5, '07. 1290w.

'•The work contains, in the first place, an In-
tolei-able amount of extraneous and irrelevant
matter. A far more serious defect is the
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Hastings, James, ed.

—

Continued.
choice of MTiters of a decidedly reactionary
poirt of view for articles on important sub-
jects."

\- Nation. 84:315. Ap. 4. '07. 780w.

"Undoubtedly the work contains a great deal
that is of value. But it is not to be compared in

value with the 'Dictionary of the Bible.' And the
minister who already possesses that dictionary,
and who has not very much money to spend on
books, will not find this later work indispens-
able."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 597. O. 5, '07. 1180w.

"The principal criticism indeed that we have
to make on this volume is that both editor and
contributors havfe tried too much to be com-
plete; there are too many articles and they are
too long."

H Sat. R. 103: 498. Ap. 20, '07. lOSOw.

"Criticism, history, geography, and ether
matters have not been neglected, but as a
whole the book is of a distinctly practical char-

'+ Spec. 98: 1005. Je. 29, '07. 220w.

Hatch, F. H., and Corstorphine, George
Steuart. Geology of Sotith Africa.
*$7. Macniillan.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"The book contains some defails that were
hardly intended for the student so far away as
America, and. on the other hand, many gener-
al points of vital interest are passed over all

too brit:1y. This is especially true of the phys-
ical history and dynamical problems of the re-
gion. Nevertheless, the volume is a valuable
and welcome summary of the geology of this
distant land." J E. C.
+ H J. Geol. 15: 81. Ja. '07. SOOw.

Reviewed by W. M. D.
+ Science, n.s. 24: 684. N. 30, '06. GOOw.

Hattersley, C. W. Uganda by pen and
camera; with preface by T. F. Victor
Buxton. $1. Union press.

In which is reflected the progress made by
this African province during the years since
Stanley's visit. The author shows how the jour-
ney is made from London, describes the na-
tives, their government, religion, schools, the
work of missionaries and the results of Christ-
ianity.

Haultmont, Marie. By the royal road.
*$i.6o. Herder.

"The church of Rome is here presented as
'the living church.' . . . The heroine is a high
church member of the English establLihment
by education, but passes througli scepticism to
the Catholic fold, while two or three of the
most, attractive characters remain Protestants.
The lively narrative is mainly concerned with
pro^'inciai society and family life as affected
by mixed attachments and marriages between
French and English Catholics anci Protest-
ants."—Ath.

"Considerable taste and skill are displayed
in striictiu-e and characterization and the style
occa<=;ionally recalls Charlotte Yonge's work."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 10. Ja. 5. 150w.

"A good English novel of the old Miss Aus-
ten family sitthig-room type, •written by a
woman who understands womtjn, andi does not
strive to carry her analysis of the masculine
soul much below the surface."

+ Cath. World. 84:839. Mr. '07. 250w.

Havell, Herbert Lorde. Tales from Herod-
otus. 6oc. Crowell. 6-33586.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 111. Ap. '07.

Haw, George, ed. Christianity and the
working classes. $1.50. Macmillan.

6-33643.
Descriptive note in Annual. 1906.

J. Pol. Econ. 14. 57S. N. '06. 370w.

Hawk, Philip B. Practical physiological
chemistry, il. *$4. Blakiston.

"Written for students of medicine and general
science, who have already secured a good
groundwork in the more fundamental branches
of chemistry, and presents a very good outline
of those facts of physiological chemistry which
may be claarly demonstrated in a laboratory
course. While the title might be taken to in-
dicate that the work is a laboratory manual
only, this is by no means the case, .as many of
the discussions are full enough to constitute a
general treatise on the subject."—Science.

"Although there is nothing strikingly original
in his presentation of the subject, the book he
has f roduceu is free from error, is clearly writ-
ten, is practical, and sufficiently full for most
purposes." W. D. H.

-h + Nature. 76: 268. Jl. IS, '07. lOOw.

"Most of [the tests] are clearly described, and
are full enough for working conditions, taut in
a few cases the value to the student would be
greatly increased by the addition of fuller ex-
planations." J. H. Long.

H Science, n.s. 26:688. N. 1, '07. 300w.

Hawker, Mary Elizabeth (Lanoe Falconer,
pseud.). Old Hampshire vignettes. $1.

Macmillan.
"Twenty-three very short chapters present

'The valley' and a score or more or its odd and
interesting inhabitants. These i)ortraits are
the slightest of thumb-nail sketches."—Dial.

"She has wit and insight and that quality
gratefully and instantly recognized, yet difficult

to label, the quality of saying just the thing
that should be said in just the words that
should express 't."

-^ 4- Acad. 72: 296. Mr. 23, '07. 220w.

"They are newspaper articles of a superior
sort, and very pleasantly written, and full of
the pathos and humours of the village."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 410. Ap. 6. 60w.
"Daintily executed, and touched with life and

reality."

-f- Dial. 42: 259. Ap. 16, '07. 230w.

"The writer has attempted, for the most part,
to catch her po.'^e or quality on the wing as it

were; and it says much for her skill that she
has almost always succeeded. If she falls it Is

because her sketch is sometimes so slight as to
be almost evanescent; but In most cases she
has swiftly touched off the humour or the odd-
ity and batbed the people meanwhile in an at-
mosphere of tenderest banter."

-r Lend. Times. 6:94. Mr. 22, '07. 700w.

"Miss Hawker has taste, feeling, exquisite
nicety. Beyond all doubt she writes of village
character better tuan anyone has written since
George Eliot. No one comes near her in her
combination of crystal clearness, fine point, dis-

crimination and simplicity. Where she is

wan^'ing, of course, is In dramatic power."
-I- -I Sat. R. 103: 401. Mr. 30, '07. 420w.

Hawkes, Clarence. Little water-folks: stor-

ies of lake and river. '75c. Crowell.
7-24033.

Dedicated to the boy who ?ees, these stories
sketch Intimately the habits of water-dwellers,
among them muskrats, otters, frogs, water-
weasels, and turtles.

"It is like living In the open to read the
stories."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12, '07. 50w.

R. of Rs. 36:768. D. '07. 50w.
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Hawkes, Clarence. Shaggycoat; the biog-
raphy of a beaver. $1.25. Jacobs.

6-36434.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 21. Ja. '07.

Hawkes, Clarence. Tenants of the trees, il.

$1.50. Page. 7-20722.
How the author cultivated his acquaintance

with his friends of fur and feather makes a
most Instructive and entertaining chronicle for
the youthful lover of tree-folks.

"The coloured illustrations . . . are mainly
pretty bad. The text, too, contains some curi-
ous blunders." George Gladden.— Bookm. 25: 622. Ag. '07. 380w.

Hawkesworth, John. Graphical handbook
for reinforced concrete design. *$2.50.
Van Nostrand. 7-469.

"This book contains 15 plates of diagrams lor
use in determining the size and the amount of
reinforcement for floors, bearps and columns of
reinforced concrete construftion."—Engin. N.

"Graphical representations have advantages
over tabular statements, and these diagrams
are to be commended for their simplicity, clear-
ness and convenient form. Such criticisms as
are siven here show a limit to their usefulness,
but it must be remembered that these limita-
tions are partl.y inherent in the building regu-
lations followed." Arthur N. Talbot.

-^ Engin. N. 57: 550. My. 16, '07. 1200w.

Hawkins, Anthony' Hope. Helena's path.
i$i.25. McClure. 7-29569.

An entertaining little comedy over a right of
way which involves the dignified but firm re-
fusal of a young woman land) holder to allow a
young nobleman to continue to pursue his way,
adopted by generations before him, across her
recently aeouire<i estate to a strip of beach, ly-

ing beyond, for his daily swim. The quarrel
leads straight to a romance.

"It is several years since Mr. Hope has pro-
duced anything so thoroughly artistic." Fred-
eric Taber Cooper.
+ + Bookm. 26: 269. N. '07. 410w.

"The first chapter of this story is so good
that the reader is almost outraged at the inaine
character of the rest of it."

h Ind. 63: 1378. D. 5, '07. 480w.
"Neither the characters nor their actions are

of this earth, earthy; but the tale is not on
that account the less vivacious and amusing."

-I- Nation. 85: 306. O. 3, '07. 200w.

"There is much comedy in this little story."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"The trouble is that Mr. Hope's extraordinary
versatility has made him in- the past nearly all

things to all men, and 'Helena's path' comes
dangerously near being nothing to anybody."

-\ N. Y. Times. 12: 678. O. 26, '07. 350w.

"Is light-hearted farce, unexpected in inci-
dent, witty in dialogue, and wholly entertain-
ing, except the extracts from the hero's diary,
which' may be skipped to advantage."

H Outlook. 87: 622. N. 23, '07. 30w.

Hawkins, Anthony Hope (Anthony Hope,
pseud.). Sophy of Kravonia. t$i.5o.

Harper. 6-36178.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Current Literature. 42: 230. F. '07.

IX'lOw.

"Mr. Hope's nand has lost little of its coin-
nlng since the days when he invented Zenda,
and his 'Sophy of Kravonia' is a capital story,
albeit the type is now somewhat worn." Wm.
M. Pavne.

4- + Dial. 42: 112. Mr. 1. '07. 140w.

-f- R. of Rs. '35:120. Ja. '07. 30w.

Hawkins, Anthony Hope. Sport royal.
t$i.50. Harper. 7-34772.

rrhese chapters record the adventures of an
Englishman who, while idling at Heidelberg,
becomes unexpectedly drawa into a court quar-
rel issuing from domestic misunderstandings.
He is champion-in-general and possesses the
quiet wit and unfailing courage of all of An-
thony Hopo'3 heroes.

"Is a very light and airy trifle, hardly impor-
tant enough to deserve the special honor of dec-
oration and ornamental binding here given to it.
It has, in a minor way, some of the dash of 'The
prisoner of Zenda.' "

-^ Outlook. 87: 745. N. 30, '07. 40w.
Haworth, Paul Leland. Hayes-Tilden dis-

puted presidential election of 1876.
*$i.5o. Burrows. 6-22324.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
"Ihe monograph is thoroughly scientific In

method and sound in its criticism of fact, but
is equally unscientific in spirit and temper.
The style occasionally descends perilously near
flippancy and vulgarity at the expense of
southern democrats."

-1 Am. Hist. R. 12:410. Ja. '07. 950w.
"V/orthy of notice, although not of first-rate

pretensions." John Spencer Bassett.
-t- — Putnam's. 2: 255. My. '07. IfiOw.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel. In colonial days.
$2.50. Page. 6-29091.

"Four of Hawthorne's delightful stories of
the Old Province house in Boston have been
grouped under the general title 'In colonial
days,' copiously illustrated by Mr. Frank C.
Merrill. . . . Anybody would enjoy the tales
in their new setting, which ought, however to
prove particularly acceptaole to younger read-
ers."—Dial.

"Mr. Merrill's pictures, redolent of old
times and customs, and yet full of life and
spirit, are evid.^ntly the fruits of congenial and
sympathetic effort."

-t Dial. 41: 461. D. 16, '06. lOOw.
•'In costumes and other appurtenances he is

historically correct, while his figures are ani-
mated and lifeliive."

-f N. Y. Times.. 11:879. D. 15. '06 170w.

Hawtrey, Valentina. Romance of old wars.
t$r.5o. Holt. 7-8220.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"To those who have admired the author's
previous work It is sufficient to say that ['Ro-
mance of old wars'] reaches her usual high
standard in interest and execution."

+ Acad. 71: 16. Jl. 7, '06. 320w.
"Miss Hawtrey has a real gift for instilling

an atmosphere of freshness and vitality into
the historical background of her stories."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 182. Ag. 18. 280w.
"In spite of the sorrows and poverty and the

pathetic ending, the author has cau.ght that
glamour which is the sunset radiance of the
past ever shining behind us."

+ Ind. 62: 673. Mr. 21, '07. 40w.
"The vividness with which it makes alive and

thrilling the life of noble and peasant five cen-
turies and more ago is the book's special claim
to consideration."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 101. F. 16, '07. 260w.
"The writer . . . sees the past pictorially,

romantically, showing the superfiolal pageant
and leaving unexpressed that absolute humani-
ty which makes it as real and living as the

-I

'- Outlook. 85: 47. Ja. 5, '07. lOOw.

Hay, John. Addresses. **$2. Century.
6-30898.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"What he said is valuable first of all be-
caus*^ of the content, but it is equally inter-
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Hay, John - Continued.
esting and instructive to one wItj is in search
of standards of graceful Knglish."

4- + Ann. Am. Acad. 29; 214. Ja. '07. 200w.

"Few are the books that possess the charm,
apart from their contents, of the recently pub-
lished 'Addresses of John Hay.' "

-! -i- Dial. 42: 1S9. Mr. 16, '07. 160w.

Hayden, Arthur, Chats on old prints. *$2.

Stokes. 7-6391.

"This book is meant for novices and collect-
ors of moderate ambition. . . . The •chats'
give good advice to those who have pounds as
well as shillings to lavish on their hobby."

—

Ath.

'•^A''ritten for E'nglish readers but interesting
and will excite enthusiasm for the subject.
Profusely illustrated witu half-tones, good as
to subiect but poor as to execution."

-\ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 43. F. '07.

"As regards quality, indeed, Mr. Hayden sets
the standard all too l;iw. The information criv-

en concerning them [early German or Italian
masters) is the least satisfactory part of the
bonk. The bibliography and glossary of tech-
nical terms are generally good."

1- Ath. 190*J, 2: 742. D. 8. 440w.

".\;\ admirable book, full of information,
sound tidvice and pleasant reading. The senti-
ment of the sincere collector pervades the vol-
ume and the gold \alue is not, as is usual in
coll.'c-ters' guide, ma^e the first and last point
of cnnsideration."

-f Sat. R. 103:150. F. 2, '07. lOOw.

Hayden, A. L., comp. Book of the V. C:
a record of the deeds of heroism for

which the Victoria cross has been be-
stowed, from its institution in 1857 to

the present time. $1.50. Dutton.
7-20536.

''Certainly a .good • idea for a boy's book is

this n!;rrating the storica of exploits by wiiich
the Victoria cross has been won by soldier he-
roes. Some thirty of these narratives are in-
cluded in this volume. . . . Altogether 522 men
have been decorated by this cross, and some
two himdred of these are alive at the present
time. "--Outlook.

-; Dial. 42: US. l''. IC, '07. r,Ow.

N. Y. Times. 12:257. Ap. 20, '07. 90w.

"Mr. Haydon relates the stories of the many
deeds of heroism with spirit and in a way to
interer=t all boy readers."

-^ CLitlook. 84:337. O. €, '06. 150w.

R. of rt3. 35: 383. Mr. '07. 40w.

Haynes, George Henry. Election of sena-
tors. **.$!. 50. Holt. 6-18603.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This work may be recommended as a
scholaily, impartial, and rational discussion
of a great national problem." Herman V. Ames.
+ + Am. Hist. R. 12: 400. Ja. '07. 910w.
"Arguments for and against popular election

of senators . . . are fairly and clearly stated,
though the author does not hesitate to reveal
bis sympathies for the affirmative. For his
work in bringing before the public the results
thus f;ir accomplished Dr. Haynes is deserving
of hearty thanks." David Y. Thomas.
+ -\ Am. J. Soc. 12: 553. Ja. '07. 1380w.

"On the whole. Professor Haynes' work de-
ser^'es n. hearty welcome, for he has succeej-
ed in tlie difficult task of writing a book whicii
the layman can under.=:tand and which is at
the same time worthy the attention of the spe-
cialist."

+ -f Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 638. My. '07. 360w.
"Timely, thorough and invaluable as a refer-

ence work. Those who wish to prepare them-
selves to fight the b.attles of democracy with
Intelligence should possess this book." Robert
E. Bisbee.

-h •\- Arena. 37: 216. F. '07. BOOw.

•M'rofe-.^soi- Hn.vnes iias . . . vevj- thoroly pre-
scnt-^d the whole matter from 'he historical
standpoint."

-r Ind. r.2-f'72. Ap. 25, '07. 2"0w.

"A full and fair discussion of an important
question." .Tames Breck Perkins.

-I- + Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 151. Mr. '07. 920w.

Hays, Joseph Waller. Combustion and
smokeless furnaces. *$i.5o. Hill pub.
CO. 6-45712.

The matter contained in this volume may
not be new to the engineer. "But it may be
of .=er\ice to the layman, and, especially, to
merrbcrs of city colutcIIs and others who are
wrestling with the smoke problem. . . . The
theoretical part of the book, treating of the
chemistry of combustion, contains practically
the same matter as is found in other treatises
on the subject. . . . The latter half of the book
is d-'^vot. d to the discussion of smokeless fur-
naces."— Kngin. N.

"(V concise and clearly written treatise." \Vm.
Kent.

-;- — Engin. N. 57:303. Mr. 14, '07. 1920w.

Hazen, Allen. Clean water and how to get
it. $1.50. Wiley. 7-30139-

A book primarily for mayors and aldermen,
and of interest to water-works superintendents
and members of water-boards into which the
author has put "some of the principles—common
sense, technical and financial—to be followed in

obtaining and paying for a plentiful supply of
clear water," (Engin. N.)

'The book abounds with facts and suggestions
that will be new and valuable to even the vet-
erans of the water-works fraternitv."

-I- -f Engin. N. 58: 427. O. 17, '07. 660^.

"In a new edition, which is sure to be called
for soon, the path to the solid knowledge the
book contains might be made easier by a more
logical arrangement of its contents and by the
addition of two elementary chapters, one out-
lining, at the beginning of the book, the general
characteristics of a good water supply and one,
in the middle of the book, on the general plan
and principles of water filtration." C.-E. A.
Winslow.
4-

-i Science, n.s. 26: 662. N. 15, '07. llOOw.

Headley, Frederick Webb. Life and evo-
lution, '''^^..^o. Dutton. 7-34602.

"A series of 'the fairy-tales of science,' in
which we are shown the slow steps by which
life crept into higher forms from moneron to

man, the text being largel.v supplemented ty
excellent illustrations from drawings and pho-
'vogTaph.«. The value of the book lies in The
strong impulse :t is sure to raise in many read-
ers to verify the statements for themselves,
and thereby enlarge the C'rcle of students oi
science."—/vth.

"The author has ran.ged his facts admirably
and the book, bein.g written in very simple and
almost non -scientific language, should be very
v.idelv lead."
+ H Acad. 72: 150. F. 9, '07. 220w.

"It may be said at once that Mr. Headley has
done very well indeed what he set out to do in

this book. In the reviewer's opinion, there ex-
ists no other book which in the field covered
can compare in general excellence witli this."

Ravmond Pearl.
+ -f Dial. 43: 209. O. 1, '07. 550w.

"It is a book for browsing in and should in-

terest scientiflo students as well as lay readers."
,4- Ind. 63: 511. Ag. 29. '07. 40w.

"Although the author has written carefully,

and has made nut few slip=: of stat'-nient. tlrs

volume is. in a number of ways, unsatisfactory,
and not least so in regard to the mechanical
make-up."

4 Nation. 84:459. My. 16, '07. 360w.
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"The author has succeeded in producing a
very readable and thoughtful book, which de-
serves a large clientele of readers." K. L.

-h -f. Nature. 75: 434. Mr. 7, '07. 1140w.

"While a serious and erudite discussion of
many points of a difflcult philosophy, is well
calculated to be a wonder book for the infor-
matinn and delight of a novice in natural his-
tory, or even of a child."

+ N. Y. Times. 1:^:348. Je. 1. '07. 140w.

-F Spec. 98: 909. Je. 8, '07. 140w.

Headley, John William. Confederate opera-
tions in Canada and New York. $2.

Neale. 6-16287.

D'escriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 211. O. 'OG. 60w.

Ind. 62:1267. My. 30, '07. 160w.

Heilprin, Angelo, and Heilprin, Louis, eds.

Lippincott's new gazetteer. *$io. Lip-
pincott.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Revicnved ))y J-Jarriet Waters Preston.
+ -i- + Atian. 99:42;;. Mr. '07. 650w.

Heine, Heinrich. Works. I2v. $25. Button.
The first eight volumes of this edition give

Heine's prose writings translated by Charles
G. Leland. After Leiand's death the work was
completed by Thomas Brooksoank who trans-
lated the ninth volume, "The book of songs"
and Margaret Armour who translated the last
three volumes of poetry.

"We have noted a number of passages in
which the German seems to have been mis-
apprehended, and many others in which it iia.s

not been rendered with sufficient fidelity; but
otherwise the translation is for the most part
distinctly meritorious, for Miss Armour is a
skilful and fluent versifier, and often catches
the spirit of her author very successfully. Some
slips in classical matters ought to have been
avoided."
-h H Ath. 1906, 1: 197. F. 17. 280w. (Re-

View of V. 12.)

"The best of Heine evaporates in translation,
no doubt, but readers who possess no German
may be congratulated upon having offered to
them so close an approach to the original as
is found in the present version."

-h -I- Dial. 42: 48. Ja. 16, '07. 140w. (Review
of V. 1-12.)

Ind. 62: 102. Ja. 10, '07. 60w. (Review
of V. 1-12.)

"Yet granting all defects, this edition stands
as the best presentation in English of the bulk
of Heine's writings."
-f H Nation. 84: 33. Ja. 10, '07. 440w. (Re-

view of V. 1-12.)

+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 149. Mr. 9, '07. 760w.
(Review of v. 1-12.)

"With the prose the translators of the pres-
ent edition have succeeded fairly well. With
the lyric poems they have failed, but have come
perhaps as near to succeeding as has ever been
done."
-f H R. of Rs. 35: 384. Mr. '07. 180w. (Re-

view of v. 1-12.)

Heller, Albert Henry. Stresses in struc-
tures and the accompanying deforma-
tions. 2d ed. *$4. A. G. Geren, 1602 N.
High St., Columbus, O. 7-15561.

Only a portion of Professor Heller's contem-
plated treatise was completed before his death.
This part includes probably half of what the
work was to comprise. "It covers the princi-
ple.s of statical analysis, stresses in beams and
in columns, and stresses in simple trusses."
(Engin. N.)

and conditions are exhibited generally in the
work. A full statement of how the phenomena
of flexure vary from those expressed in the
commonly-used formulas, and remarks on fa-
tigue action and on the elastic properties of
iron and steel merit special commendation."

-i- + Engin. N. 57: 669. Je. 13, '07. 370vv.

Heming, Arthur. Spirit Lake. t$i.5o. Mac-
millan. 7-21229.

In this novel the white man plays but a
small part. It is a story of the Indian of to-da.s-.

of the hunters of the Hudson bay country, and
it tells of their life, their adventures, their
superstitions, and their customs; closing like
the conventional romance with the marriage of
a young brave and an Indian maiden according
to the rites of their tribe.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 177. O. '07.

"The author would seem to have made in-

struction his aim rather than artistic excel-
lence."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 210. Ag. 24. ISOw.

"The book is not properly a novel, but it

has an abundance of dramatic force and there
is a simple directness in its style that makes
you feel that you arc getting pretty close to

the truth about the red man of the Canadian
fur-lands." Frederic Taber Cooper.

+ Bookm. 25: 602. Ag. '07. 160w.

"This is an excellent book for boys just
emerging from the stage where they 'play In-
dian' and not yet old enough to relish their
Parkman."

+ Nation. 85: 58. Jl. IS, '07. 130w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 381. Je. 15, '07, llOw.

"The book is readable in parts, as it would
appear, because those parts really are drawn
from the personal observaton of the author."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 494. Ag. 10, '07. 170w.

"The book is a pleasant change after the us-
ual run of common novels, and its readers will
enjoy the glimpses which it affords of a ro-
mantic and still primitive world."

+ Spec. 99: 202. Ag. 10, '07. 300w.

Henderson, George R. Cost of locomotive
operation. $2.50. Railway gazette.

6-34658.
"In discussing thiy subject the various ex-

penses are classified under three general head-
ings—Supplies, Maintenance and Service—and
each heading is subdivided into its elementary
items, each of which is exa.mined in regard to
all phases of quality and quantity which affect
the cost of operation, and also as affected by
grade, speed, curves, loading, weather, etc."

—

Engm. N.

"Valuable contribution to railway technical
liter:itiire. A book that should bo in the hands
of r'very railroad officer who has in any way
to Jo with the superN'isioii or criticism of loco-
motive operation "and its cost." Arthur M.
Waitt.

-f + Engin. N. 57: 84. Ja. 17, '07. 15T0w.

Henderson, John. Jamaica; painted by A.
S. Forrest; with 24 full-page il. in col.

*$2. Macmillan. 7-20521.

Rather a traveler's impre.ssions of the country
and its people than a "profound or long con-
tinued" study. "The author brings out vivid-

Iv tile character and human .side of the natives,

the commercial needs and difliculties of the Ja-
maican situation, and makes for the reader
.scores of little pen-pictures of queer and out-

of-the-way features of the life in the island."

(Outlook.)

"The woi'k is extremely well done. Simpiifl-
cation and conciseness are secured by the most
desirable method. A good knowledge of his sub-
ject and a sound view of the underlying facts

"Told in a satisfactory style. Many of the

illustrations are very good, but some are re-

produced in too crude colors even for tropical

scenes."
H Ind. 62: 2H. Ta. 24, '07. 200w.
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Henderson, John—Continued.
"The book, and especially the bright colored

pictures, will satisfy the average reader's wish
for a popular account of life as it was lived in
the community now suffering under such a
calamity."

+ Nation. 84: 88. Ja. 24, '07. 350w.

"It is written in a notably sprightly style of
description and is very far removed either from
dull historical writing or from guide-boolc min-
uteness."

+ Outlook. 85: 331. F. 9, '07. ISOw.

Henderson, Reuben Stewart.. Railroad
curve tables. *$i. Eng. news. 6-41298.

A volume which contains a comprehensive
table of functions on a one-degree curve, with
corroction quantities giving exact values for
any do:?reo of curve, together with various
otli'ir tables and formulas, including raxiii, nat-
ural sines, cosine.s, tangents, cotangents, etc.
To which is added a method of finding any
function of a curve of any degree or radius
without a field book.

"It will find a place with the railroad engi-
neer on .iccount of the excellent table of func-
tions for a one-degree curve." Charles L..

Crandall.
-r Engin. N. 57: 89. Ja. 17, '07. 450w.

Henderson, Thomas F., and Watt, Francis.
Scotland of to-day. il. **$2. Pott.

"The authors take up the religion, the art,
the literature, the games, the institutions, the
food and drink, the education, the wit and hu-
mor, of the Scotland; of to-day, and treat them
all briefly but entertainingly. Therel is descrip-
tion also of towns and scenery, but preference is

constantly given to the human element. But
modern Scotland is sliown against the back-
ground of its history and its achievements of
former ages "—N. Y. Times.

"Small things these, perhaps, to comment up-
on, but an irritating air of superiority in the
writers which is forever cropping up suggests
retort."

-I Acad. 73: 920. S. 21, '07. 7G0w.

"There are many indications in this work both
of craftsmanship and thought; but bad punctu-
ation and Gpolling in many instances mar the
enjovment of the reader."

-^ Ath. 1907, 2: 325. S. 21. 1590w.
"Whoever wishes to enjoy a picture of the

Scotland of to-day, somewhat sketchy in effect,
but still strnjig .and interesting in its outlines,
will find it in 'Scotland of to-day."

"

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 36?,. S. 21. '07. 170w.

Henderson, William James. Art of the
singer. **$i.25. Scribner. 6-33621.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The book is eminently practicnl; and -with
a minimum of techniioal phraseology it explains
to the student the principal physiological prob-
lems in \-oice trainin'J: and the best methods of
soh'iner thrni." .ri">piah Renick Smith.

-!- -V Dial. 42:11. Ja. 1, '07. <30w.

"There are few singers in the world who
could not profit at some point from a careful
stady of Mr. Henderson's recent book."

-i -f Ind. 02: 498. F. 28, '07. DlOw.

"This material is well arranged, and Mr.
Hen'derson's own views are clearly expressed."

-f Lond. Times. 6: 22. Ja. IS, '07. 310w.

Henderson, William James. Sea yarns for
boys, spun by an old Salt. tooc. Har-
per.

The old sailor who sat at the end of the pier
and looked' out over the waves, amused him-
self and two small sea-eager boys by a series
of most remarkable tales. They are all of the
couldn't-possibly-have-happened kind, about a
shark that towed a blockade runner, a monkey
that was captain of a ship, a merman who

dined with the old salt upon a coral reef, 'a
whale a cannibal king and other strange and
equally entrancing things.

"The tales are genuine flights of an imag-
ination that stops at nothing. Moreover, they
are adorned with many bits of laughable re-
flection and wiseacre philosophy of the wea-
therbeaten brand."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 237. Ap. 13, '07. 500w.

Hendrick, Burton Jesse. Story of life in-
surance. **$i.20. McClure. 7-17891.

"Mr. Hendrick begins with the scandals
growing out of the "surplus," traces the notori-
ous career of Henry B. Hyde and the others
who contributed to the demoralization of Am-
erican life insurance, gives a sympathetic ac-
count of the reforms secured through the good
offices of Elizur Wright, presents a concise his-
tory of the 'tontine,' and describes the race for
business, the .speculative manageanent, and the
actual corruption disclosed a couple of years
ago."—Nation.

"A clean concise, accurate history of life in-
surance."

+ A, L. A .Bkl. 3:166. O. '07. S.

"Such a T\'ork ought to perform a usetul serv-
ice in helping to thwart future schemes for evil
on the part of unprincipled insurance man-
agers."

-I- Lit. D. 34: 842. My. 25, '07. 80w.
"In writing a trustworthy popular account of

the evils that have attended the insurance busi-
ness Mr. Hendrick nas performed a distinct
public service; his volume should reach a wid«
circle of readers."

-L-
-f Nation. 84:486. My. 23, '07. 230w.

"These articles not only 'give a good exposi-
tion of the somewhat intricate subject of mod-
ern life insuranc?, but contain much historical
material not otherwise aecpssible."

;- -f R. of Rs. 35:758. Je. "07. 130w.

Spec. 98: 986. Je. 22, '07. 390w.

Hendrick, Frank. Power to regulate cor-
porations and commerce. "'''^4. Put-
nam. 6-38328.

The following paragraph from Mr. Hendrick'a
preface states thf scope of the volume: "This
book is an attempt to define the limits within
which the governments of the several States and
of the United States may secure freedom of
trade by control of the persons and things en-
gaged therein, and to Indicate the respective
powers of the three departments of the Govern-
ment in the exercise of such control. The rela-
tion of the three departments of the Government
of the United States to one another and to those
of the State governments in the control of Inter-
State commerce and of corporations is set forth
with references to over two thousand cases in-
volving questions of constitutional law."

Ind. 61: 1569. D. 27, '06. 71 Ow.

J. Pel. Econ. 15: 60. Ja. '07. 230w.

"The author's discussions are. it must be said,

not alwavs Intelligible."

h Nation. 83: 634. D. 20, '06. 20(>w.

"More will be heard of Mr. Hendrlck's proposal
of law, for such it must be called rather than
an exposition of existing law, despite the trend
of recent rulings." Edward A. Bradford.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 896. D. 22, '06. 1900w.

"The book will be of value to the lawyer en-
gaged in railway or other forms of corporate
law; to the legislator who is asked to deal with
this general subject; to the journalist who Is

called upon to Instruct his readers respecting
pending legislation; and to oflllclals of great cor-
porations whose sins against the law are some-
times sins of ignorance not of willfulness. But
the lay reader will find it not only heavy but In-

tricate reading, and will legitimately desire

some one to interpret it to him."

+ ^ Outlook. 84: 894. D. 8, '06. 370w.
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Henry VIII., King of England. Love let-

ters of Henry VIII. to Anne Boleyn.
lea. $1.50. Luce, j: W. 7-430.

"Each letter is dated as exactly as the evi-
dence warrants, and there are a few textual
notes. A peru.sal of the letters shows Henry in
the character of a fairly ardent though not
passionate lover, -with a strong tendency to
moralize and to lay emphasis upon the prac-
tical rather than the sentimental aspects of
his affection." (Dial.) "The format of the book
expresses the period in a most satisfactory
way, with its woodcut headbands and initials,

and titles and running head in Old-English
black letter, and folios in black lettered numer-
als at the foot of each psLge." (Bookm.)

"A very satisfactory trade edition."

-f- Bookm. 26: 103. S. '07. llOw.

"A curious little book, fraught with interest
both as a historical study and a human docu-
ment."

-f- Dial. 42: SI. F. 1, '07. 350w.

Henry, Alfred Judson. Climatology of the
United States. $10. Chief of the
weather bureau, Washington, D. C.

"After an interesting review of climatic rec-
ords for the ITnited States, 85 pages are devot-
ed to a general discussion of climatology, tak-
ing up temperature, precipitation, sunshine,
winds and .seasonal variations. . . . Numerous
mapr and charts are employed by way of illus-
tration "—Engin. N,

"Contains a vast amount of compact, well-
arranged information needed almost daily by
engineers, so much, in fact, as to make cer-
tain omissions very noticeable and regret-
table."

-f — Engin. N. 57: 90. Ja. 17, '07. 510w.

Henry, C, pseud. (Sydney Porter). Four
million. t$i. McClure. 6-12856.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"In a general way the stories suggest the
thumbriail studies of Prapife, Provins, and the
other flashlight Frenchmen, but without their
pessimisim and despair." Mary Moss.

+ Atlan. 99: 126. Ja. '07. 510w.

Henry, O., pseud. (Sydney Porter). Heart
* of the West. ^$1.50. McClure. 7-33208.

A group of humorous stories of frontier life.

"The whole collection might be taken as an
example of how conventional and tiresome the
raciest slang may grow, when used in excess, as
a means of enlivening flimsy and carelessly con-
ceived commonplaces."

-i- — Nation. 85: 496. N. 28, '07. 350w. ,

"The funniest stories by this well-known
writer have been collected in the volume."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 30w.
"If he has a fault it is that he sets forth too

opulent a spread; like a rich parvenu's ban-
quet."

+ N, Y. Times. 12: 747. N. 23, '07. 430w.

+ Outlook. 87: 497. N. 2, '0'7. 70w.

Henry, O., pseud. (Sydney Porter). Trimmed
lamp, and other stories of the four mil-
lion. t$i. McClure. 7-16486.

"Free from the too common trick of embel-
lishing actuality with traditional cant, tins au-
thor wins the intolligent reader through a sym-
jyathetic c>Tiicism denoting experience and hon-
esty, the whole expressing itself in most hu-
morous form. Shopgirls and bartenders and
pseudo-Bohemians and 'that sad company of
mariners known as Jersey commuters'—such
types are hit off with immense cleverness."

—

R. of Rs.

commentary, and so pleasantly colored by a
sentiment which, if as sophisticated as Broad-
way itself, is still perfectly spontaneous and
sincere." Harry James Smith.

+ Atlan. 100: 134. Jl. '07. 290w.
"The reader who sk^ips a single story in the

collection runs the risk of losing something that
he would have liked quite as well as those he
read, if not rather better." F^rederic Taber
Cooper.

-f- Bookm. 26: 79. S. '07. 530w.
"It is with the same humor that he still gra-

ces his stories; but there has crept into hia
work some other qualities which give it d worth
and charm that it did not have before."

-^ -f- Ind. 63: 880. O. 10, '07. 3'70w.
"For stories of their kind, are fine."

-f Lit. D. 34: 7G6. My. 11, '07. 80w.
" 'O. Henry' is actually that rare bird, of

which we so often hear false reports—a born
story-teller."

-t- + Nation. 84: 16. Jl. 4, '07. 300w.
"It Is not to much to say that O. Henry

achieves the Carlylian miracle of taking the
roofs off—lifting the lid—and shows what lies
beneath."
+ -F N. Y. Times. 12: 430. Jl. 6, '07. 839w.

+ Outlook. 86: 833. Ag. 17, '07. 220w.
" 'The trimmed lamp' must appeal to all dls-criminatmg devotees of local fcharacter studyand each one of them will wish to stay ac-

quainted with 'O. Henry.' "

-I- R. of Rs. 35: 766. Je. '07. 130w.

Henschel, George. Personal recollections
of Johannes Brahms: some of his let-
ters to and pages from a journal kept
by George Henschel. $1.50. Badger,
R- G. 7-10574.

Excerpts from a journal kept while traveling
with Brahms In the seventies form the nucleus
of Mr. Henschel's reminiscent study, to which
have been added some recollections and letters.
Several reproduced photographs of the great
composer are included.

"It is an interesting contribution to the side-
lignts that have been thrown upon the person-
ality of the great master by a number of his
friends and contemporaries since his death "
Richard Aldrich.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 148. Mr. 9, '07. 430w.

Henshaw, Julia W. Mountain wild flowers
of America. *$2. Ginn. 6-25647.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.
"The incompleteness of the book, however

inevitable, is a more serious drawback than its
unscientific plan, and a drawback that must
affect all kinds of readers. However, she has,
on the whole, made a good selection, and her
descriptions are as c'lear as they can be with-
out the use of botanical terms."
4-

-i Lord. Times. 6: 53. F. 15, '07. SCOw.

Hensley, Mrs. Sophie M. Heart of a wom-
an. **$i.5o. Putnam. 7-3092.

"A book of verses of unobtrusive quality
written by Mrs. Hensley, who adds to her po-
etic gifts the largeheartedness of a woman in-
terested in philanthropic reforms. . . . The ver-
ses are carefully grouped under the different
heads, Love lyrics, A woman's love-letters. Na-
ture poems. Narrative poems. Child poems and
songs. Sonnets, and Rondeaus."—N. Y. Times.

"There is something Irresistible about the
stories, with all their crimes upon them; they
are so buoyant and careless, so genial in their

"Tliough the verses are not tinged with any
oppressive »thos, we feel throughout a grace
and simplicity of goodness. The meter and
rhythm are smooth, the meaning is not too
deep-hidden, and the moods vary from grave
to gav."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 373. Je. 8, '07. 170w.
"While there is nothing in the least objection-

able in the Heart disclosing itself in these ver-
ses, there is also nothing of special value. The
lines are of easy, rippling quality, and the sen-
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Hensley, Mrs. Sophie M.—Continued.
timent is perhaps as perfectly exempUlied in
the poem called Prayer as in any of tlie col-
lection. Real passion never babbles."

1- Outlook. 85: 526. Mr. 2, '07. 90w.

Herbert, Agnes. Two Dianas in Somali-
* land: the record of a shooting trip. il.

$4. Lane.
Two young huntresses face lioms and leopards

in the African wilds as unflinchingly as any
toughened game-bagger of the sterner sex.
They go for game and adventure, and; find It.

Their caravan consisted of forty-nine camels,
seven horses, at>out a half hundred camel dri-
vers, men of all work and guides. There is a
thrill on almost every page to keep the adven-
ture-lover's blood tingling.

"The book is exceptionally interesting and
well turned out."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 476. O. 19. 870w.
"This record of adventures and achievements,

although realistic and at times heartless, is

nevertheless a fascinating one."
+ N. Y, Times. 12: 720. N. 9, '07. 310w.

"Miss Herbert, judging by her trophies, is

readier with the gun than the pen."
-i Sat. R. 104:582. N. 9, '07. 2i50w.

"The tone of bravado and devil-may-care-
ness is irksome at first, when it is only a few
simple conventions which the Dianas are defy-
ing. When it comes to be lions and rhinos and
every known discomfort, we are captivated in

spite of ourselves."
H Spec. 99: sup. 749. N. 16, '07. 630w.

Herford, Oliver. Little book of bores.
**$i. Scribner. 6-36032.

"Z\Sr. Herford has discovered twenty-four
species of Bores, one for each 4eiter of the al-
phabet. . . . One may be assured of_ finding
all his enemies and most of his friends' among
the borf^s—and possibly he may discover him-
self thi^re."—Di.-al.

"His rhymes and pictures . . . are inimit-
able."

+ Dial. 41:398. D. 1, '06. 90w.

Nation.- 83: 463. N. 29, '06. 50w.

Herrick, Albert Bledsoe, and Boynton, Ed-
ward Carlisle. American electric rail-

way practice. *$3. McGraw pub.
7-I7J88

The first two chapters of the work "cover the
general engineering preliminaries, such as es-
tini-ites and field engineering. Location and con-
struction of track, power stations and over-
head circuits are next described and Illustra-
ted from the best current practice. The remain-
der of the \olume deals with the many details
of operation beginning with the essential fea-
tures of time-tables, schedules, dispatching and
signals."—Engln. N.

"As a whole, the book is well printed, bound
and indexed. ... It will be convenient for ref-
erence, especially to those engineers who are
not regular readers of the electric railway peri-
odicals" and to those who do not have access to

the bound volumes of the Street railway jour-
nal." Henry H. Norris.

+ Engln. N. 57: 663. Je. 13, '07. 610w.

Technical Literature. 2: 97. Ag. '07.

270w.

Herrick, Rufus Frost. Denatured or indus-
trial alcohol. *$4. Wiley. 7-19427.

A treatise on the history, manufacture, com-*
position, uses, and possibilities of industrial al-
cohol in the various countries permitting its use,
and the laws ana regulations governing the
same, including the United States. It appeals
to the chemical manufacturer on the one hand.
and the engineer who would use it as fuel on
the other.

"Probably the best treatise available in Eng-
lish."

-r + A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 166. O. '07.

"A careful reading of the book by any one
even partly well informed on the subject mat-
ter must lead to the conclusion tiiat the author
was very unfamiliar with his subject: that he
depended almost entirely on other than first
hand information: that he was unable or un-
willing to criticise this information when ob-
tained." Charles Edward I^ucke.

Engln. N. 58: 76. Jl. 18, '07. 1790w.
"A needed and timely book."

-f Nation. 85: 287. S. 2i6, '07. 38Cw.

Herridge, William Thomas. Orbit of life;

studies in human experience. **$l.
Revell. 6-33546.

A volume of religious and social essays in
which Dr. Herridge "sees life whole, both in
exte;it and contfjnt, and aims both to show it

as he .sees it, and to redeem it fiom monotony
and triviality by putting its emphasis in the
right place." (Outlook.)

"Pr. Herridge has something to say that is

worth hearing both for the matter and the
manner of it."

+ + Outlook. 84:893. D. 8, '06. 200w.
"The book abj>unds in common-sense, and is

full at the same time of religious and ethical
suggestion. Dr. herridge speaks profoundly,
and carmot but set his readers thinking."

-f -f Spec. 97: 204. P. 9, '07. 1360w.

Hershey, Amos Shartle. International law
and diplomacy of the Russo-Japanese
war. **$5. Macmillan. 7-3157-

"A fairly complete history, from the view-
point of international law and diplomacy, of the
war between .Japan and Russia. The material
is cfist in a general narrative form, although
each chapter is more or less complete by it-

self. The rights and dutifes of belligerents and
neutrals are. of course, the main theme, al-
though the que.stions of war correspondents,
wireless telegraphy, and submarine mines come
in for treatment. Copious notes and explana-
tory references, and last but not least, an ex-
cellent index, make the contents of the volume
very accessible."—R. of Rs.

"He is judicial, he is temperate, he is sound,
he is wonderfully fair and liberal in his cita-
tions of authorities. In minor matters here and
there one might take issue, but on the other
hand there is original well-digested comment
on almost every page upon a variety of hotly
disputed questions, which will make the book of
permanent value." Theodore S. Woolsey.
-f -^, — Am. Hist. R. 12:652. Ap. '07. 1130w.

"Professor Hershey writes in an easy style
and the subject is treated in a way that at-
tracts not only the student of international law
but also the general reader. The manner of pres-
entation is semi-historical giving the reader
thus a view of the progress of the conflict as
well as the diplomatic incidents, and legal ques-
tions that arose during its course." Chester
IJovd Jones.
+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 656. My. '07. 750w.

-f -i Ath. 19U7, 1:195. F. 16. 2070w.

"The most scholarly, exhaustive, and illumi-
ating r,ludy of the Russo-Japanese conflict
from tile standpoint of international law and
diplomacy." J. W. Garner.

4- -f Dial. 42: 285. My. 1, '07. 1350w.

"Thi.s is a scholarly and authoritative vol-
ume, altogether unlike the popular books on
this over-written war."

+ + Ind. 62: 1473. Je. 20, '07. 370w.

"An interesting and suggestive volume."
+ Outlook. S.-,: 860. Ap. 13. '07. 290w.

"A valuable book." G: Ix)uis Beer.

-f Putnam's. 2: 745. S. '07. 140w.
"\ particularly useful volume."
-r -i- R. of Rs. 35: 381. Mr. '07. 140w.
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"Mr. Hershey's work is a success. He haia
!abor<^d hard to ascertain fficts, the existence of
which are of great concern to civilization. His
ju«ig.iTiont thereon has bee!i that of one posses-
sing tooth a close knowledge of international
law and an instinctive sense of justice."
Charles Cheney tJyde.
+ + Yale R. 10: 98. My. '07. 1150w.

Herter, Christian Archibald. Common bac-
terial infections of the digestive tract
and the intoxications arising from
them. **$i.5o. Macmillan.

A medical work on typhoid fever written es-
sentially for physicians but wiiich, however,
contains much that will interest the sanita-
rian.

"Dr. Herter's book is bound to have the
effect of broadening our conception of the sub-
ject of infectious diseases of the digestive tract,
and deserves a wide reading." Cieorge C Whip-
ple.

f Enciin. N. 57: 6G1. Je. 13, '07. 730w.

"Those to whom the terminology of the bac-
teriologist is not unfamiliar will find here not
only a well written but also an interesting and
suggestive study of a rich fauna and a discus-
sion of questions of much import, for thiey are
fundamental in relation to a great human woe,
indigestion."

+ Nation. 85: 522. D. 5, '07. 140w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 465. Jl. 27, '07. 140w.

Hervey, Arthur. Alfred Bruneau. (Living
masters of music ser ) *$i. Lane.

7-29I7.S-

All impartial study of the artist and his work
which includes his conservatory days, his work
for the rnuoical drama, and his relations with
Zola who was a faithful companion and whose
stout ally Bruneau became during the Zola
trial.

"Tnose who are interelsted in EYench musical
developments will be glad to have it."

+ Nation. 85: 367. O. 17, '07. 1840w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 5012. Ag. 17, '07. 360w.

Herzfeld, Elsa Goldina. Family mono-
graphs. For sale by Brentano's and
Charity organization soc, N. Y. 6-1551.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The generalizations in the first fifty pages
are, to the extent that tliey are generaliza-
tions, open to criticism. But taken as an as-
semblage of related incidents, instead of state-
ments of general truths, they are interesting and
valuable. Appaiently no effort was made to dis-
criminate between characteristics and beliefs
peculiar to teneiient-house families and those
that are to be found in all economic grades,
between conditions which merely impress an
observer unaccustomed to life among the poor
as exceptional to the neighborhood and those
which really are exceptional."

-1 Charities. 17:501. 1). 15, '06. 670w.

Hewitt, Emma Churchman. Ease in con-
versation; or, Hints to the ungrammat-
ical. 5th ed. 50c. Jacobs. 7-29161.

A pi-actical little volume for tlie ungramma-
tical and for the timid talker devoted to a study
of the correct forms of English used' in conver-
sation. The errors are of the "genteel" rather
than the "vulgar" sort and are discussed in a
iseries of letters written to a group of girls
bent upon improving their conversation.

Hewlett, Maurice H. Stooping lady; front,

by Harrison Fisher. t$i.5o. Dodd.
7-30839-

" 'The stooping lady' carries us back some-
thing less than a hundred years, to the days
just preceding the regency in England. . . .

Here the historical background is largely a
matter ot externals of dress and manner; the

spirit is modern enough to require no groat
backward leap of the imagination." (Forum.;
The .c;tory has a London setting and deals with
a pixjud Irish girl who "stoops" to one beneath
her in station, but to one whose, "clean fine
mrinhood has taught her to respect and honor
him." (Bookm.)

"We know of no book of Mr. Hewlett's that
is more vivid, more graphic or more engrossing.
We delight in his style, his similes, his brilliant
flashes of humour, and occasionally in the
glimpse vre have of the Satyric horns, with
Which we have become so intimate in, say, 'The
forest lovers,' or 'Pan and the young shep-
herd.' "

+ Acad. 73: sup. 115. N. 9, '07. 80Ow.
"Carries you swiftly along with an absorb-

ing love story, and charms you with the exceed-
ing grace and skill of its telling."

-h A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 201. N. '07. +
"This tale is characteristic of his genius.

Judged as a mere novel of politics the book is
biilliaht, outshining the attractive but thin
work of Disraeli, and much truer to human na-
ture and history."

+ Ath. 1907, 2:475. O. 19. 310w.

"Yet. line as the story is in conception and
in workmanship, it someliow lacks the bigness,
the finality, the enduring interest of 'The queen's
quair' or 'Tlie fool errant.'" Frederic Taber
Cooper.
-f- + — Bookm. 26: 160. O. '07. llOOw.

"If 'The stooping lady' be not positively a
great book, it at least has great qualities. Leav-
ing aside a few careless moments, its style is

such as cannot be surpassed, if indeed it can
be matched, by more than one or two men of
our day. It paints tlie manner of a period with
altogether unusual truth and delicacy. Great-
est virtue of all, it gives us knowledge of great
men and women, displaying them under the
stress of emotions that raise them out of the
common and make them typical of humanity."
Edward Clark Marsh.
+ H Forum. 39: 2GG. O. '07. 201Ow.

"All told, it is an admirable story, but as un-
fflilhiul in spirit to the times it is supposed to
portray as it is loyal to that of the present."

-f- — Ind. 63: 1173. N. 14, '07. 740w.

"Altogether Mr. Hewlett, we are inclined to
think, has somewhat lost his way in writing his
latest book, though it must not be supposed that
it is not readable, and at times even charming."

-\ Lond. Times. 6: 309. O. 11, *07. 670w.

"The whole book might be taken as conclu-
sive illustration of the disputed trulh that a
high degree of skill need in no way hamper an
author's- individuality or warmth of expression,
tliat a classic restraint of manner by no means
reduces the emotional quality to the academic
level of an eighteenth centurv essayist."

H- Nation. 85: 377. O. 24, '07. 560w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 50w.

"We have Mr. Hewlett writing sheer Meredith,
naked and unabljanrtd—one might almost say re-
writing "Diana of tlie Crossways.' And yet the
book is his own, one of the most brilliant pieces
of work done in our time, with a heroine I, per-
sonally, would not exchange for Diana." Rich-
ard Le Gallienne.

-f + N. Y. Times. 12: 709. N. 9, '07. 1470w.

"A story which belongs at the head of the
autumnal list, but does not quite reach the solid

ground on which 'Dittle novels of Italy' rest."
4- -i Outlook. 87: 621. N. 23, '07. 270w.

"It is because he has given so much that one's
disappointment, when he falls beneath his prom-
ise, must plead his very generosity to excuse Its

air of ingratitude in declining to be content
with even the dexterous accomplishment of 'The
stooping lady.'

"

H Sat. R. 104: 454. O. 12, '07. 1440w.

"One obvious criticism may be made In con-
clusion,—that the author has fallen deeply be-
neath the sway of Meredithian formula, with-
out, liowevcr, lapsing into the obscurity of his
great exemplar."

H Spec. 99: 574. O. 19, '07. 690w.
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Hichens, Robert Smythe. Barbary sheep:

a novel. '$1.25. Harper. 7-24588.

A slight story steeped in the atmosphere, the
mystery, the f.iscination of the Algerian des-
ert. An Enghsh nobleman falls in with the

whims of his wife who must be amused and
taJies her to the edge of the Algerian desert.

While he hunts Barbary sheep, she succumbs
to the wiles of an Arab army officer who prac-

tices his hypnotic arts upon her. It is a daring
bit of romantic color that Mr. Hichens flings

upon his canvas.

"It is merely a small thing supremely well

done." Edward Clark Marsh.
+ + Bookm. 26: 167. O. '07. 1240w.

Ind. 63: 939. O. 17, '07. SOOw.

"As for the style and proportions of the nar-
rative, they suggest ... a distinct advance in

the art of the novelist. The purple passages
of description are few and not over-long; and
there is a general abstention from 'piling on
the agony.' "

^ Nation. 85: 211. S. 5, '07. 300w.

"Hardly reaches the dignity of a novel either

in length or substanqe."— N. Y. Times. 12: 535. S. 7, '07. 510w.

"On the whole, not a pleasant tale."— Outlook. 87: 45. S. 7, '07. 80w.

Hichens, Robert Smythe. Call of the blood.
t$i.5o. Harper. 6-34641.

I>escriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"When the emotional impulse is lacking, his

ideas become singularly dull and his manner
quite without distinction. But at the first sting
of sensation, the style leaps into vitality; and If

always deficient in a certain finality of touch,
it continually delights with its resiliency and
exuberance." Harry James Smith.

H Atlan. 100: 129. Jl. '07. 800w.

"in respect of pcene-painting, dramatic con-
struction, and emotional force alike, the book
deserves unusual praise." Wm. M. Payne.

~ -t Dial. '42: 143. Mr. 1. '07. 230w.

"On the whole we think that in 'The call of
the blood' Mr. Hichens's aim as a romancer
and his aim as a novelist were at odds." EJdith
Baker Brown.

H No. Am. 183: 923. N. 2, '06. 1630w.
^ R. Of Rs. 35: 120. Ja. '07. 220w.

Higginson, Thomas V/entworth. Life and
* times of Stephen Higginson. **%2.

Houghton. 7-30144.

Here is offered a clear insight Into the char-
acter of Stephen Higginson and also Into post-
revolutionary times at Boston. His prominence
in New England councils both before and after
the revolution, the importance of the "Laco" let-

ters, his career as shipmaster, merchant, pa-
triot and politician are all emphasized in the
sketch.

"The attractive touch of the amateur, so no-
ticeable in all of Colonel Higglnson's writings,
is peculiarly well adapted to these memorials of
his Federalist grandfather."

-f- Lit. D. 35: 613. O. 26, '07. 540w.

"A book which though largely a compilation
from oorrespK)ndence and official records, is alive
with human interest from the first to the Isist

of its gracefully written pages."
+ Outlook. 87: 613. N. 23, '07. 180w.

"There Is much material in the letters pub-
lished In this volume which has an Important
bearing on the manners and politics of that
day."

-f R. of Rs. 36: 636. N. '07. 140w.

Higinbotham, Harlow Niles. Makinc: of

a merchant. $1.50. Forbes. 6-37948.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The book before us Is unlikely to prove of
thf> slightest vnlue to anybody."— Acad. 72: 339. Ap. 6, "07. 220'V.

"The book is full of good business aiJvlce,
and is especially to be recommended to young
business men." George M. Fisk.

-f 4- J. Pol. Econ. 14: 645. D. '06. 190w.

Spec. 98: 764. My. 11, '07. 280w.

Hildreth, Richard. Japan as it wras and is.

2v. *$3. McClurg. 6-40974.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 84. Mr. '07.

"To this day Richard Hildreth's book (pub-
lished in lb55) gives the best pictures of Jap-
an as seen by the various early travelers."

-L _i_ Ind. fi2:329. F. 7, '07. lOOw.

"Had our diplomatists and merchants and
missionaries studied Hildreth many costly er-
rors would have been avoided."

+ Nation. 85: 80. Jl. 25, '07. 500w.

R. of Rs. 35: 384. Mr. '07. 50w.

Hildrup, Jessie S. Missions of California
and the old Southwest; v\rith 35 il. from
photographs. **$r. McClurg. 7-13929.

An interesting account of the old missions
and settlements of the days of Spanish rule.
"This is the sort of a book that one loves to
pick up and linger over. The profuse and well-
executed illustrations catch the eye, the nar-
rative is full of interest, and the historical chap-
ters are brief and accurate, and evidence con-
siderable study." (Cath. World.)

"It Is a bright, popular treatment of the
theme, very thorougiily and sympathetically
done."

+ Cath. World. 85: 684. Ag. '07. 410w.

Dial. 42: 232. Ap. 1, '07. 40w.

Hilgard, Eugene Woldemar. Soils, their

formation, properties, composition and
relations to climate and plant growth
in the humid, and arid regions. *$4.

Macmillan. 6-26528.

"Profi^ssor Hilf,'ard"s book, in broad outline,
deals with the urigin and formation, the phj's-
ics and the chemistry, of soils, and with na-
tive vegi^tation as an aid to the study of the
agricultural valuo of soils."—Engin. N.

"The section of the most value to engineers
as a cla=:s is the one on the 'Phvsica of soils."

-f- Engin. N. 57: 309. Mr. 14. '07. 300w.

"The book is a little heavy for classroom use.
It contains a larger number of printers' errors
than ought tn exist. Yet, when all is said, there
is so much valuable matter packed into its six
hundred pages . . . that it remains indispen-

-I- -I- — Nation. 84: 19. Jl. 4, '07. 140w.

"This volume should be introduced to a much
wider circle of students than those of the agri-
cultural colleges generally. It will be found
well suited to serve as the foundation of Im-
portant seminars in chemistry, in geology and
especially in plant physiology and ecology." F.
H. King.
+ + Science, n.s. 24:681. N. 30. '06. l€20w.

Hill, Constance. House in St. Martin's
street. **$7. Lane.

"The subject of Miss Hill's book is the Burney
family in the la.st of their London homes; that
is, from the autumn of 1774 to the spring of
1783. The author has been fortunate enougrh
to obtain new material In the shape of unpub-
lished letters from the Burney Mss.; and she
has .also had the use of a copy of Madame
D'Arblay's 'Diary and letters' annotated by a
granddaughter of its first editor. By interweav-
ing with the new matter passages from the
'Early diary,' the 'Memoirs of Dr. Burney* and
other printed sources dealing with the Burney
and Thrale circle, she has produced a most
agreeable volume of handsome appearance."

—

Ath.

-f Ath. 1906, 2: 647. N. 24. 1760w.
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"If Its pages sometimes repeat what should
be a familiar tale, they also illustrate and sup-
plement it." S. M'. Francis.

+ Allan. 100: 489. O. '07. 480w.
"Granted the limitations of her method and

of her present opportunity, she deserves noth-
ing- but praiso for her conscientious and capable
invctigatiun of the resources at her command
and for her judicious selection and arrangement
of her well-chosen material. '" Edith Kellogg
Dunton.

-I- Dial. 42: 177. Mr. 16,. '07. 1480w.
"Miss Constance Hill writes of the happy lit-

tle household with all her wonted grace, and
the book abounds In quotations from diaries and
other documents, hitherto unpublished, and is

further enriched with charming illustrations."
+ Lend. Times. 5: 376. N. 9, '06. 770w.

"Of the tribe of gentlewomen who are exploit-
ing the eighteenth century at their ease, Miss
Hill Is the least amateurish and most entertain-
ing."

+ Nation. 83: 486. D. 6, '06. 980w.

-t- N. Y. Times. 11: 800. D. 1, '06. 200w.
-L N. Y. Times. 12: 72. F. 2, '07. 560w.

"Miss .Constance Hill has made the happy
discovery of a new lode in the Burney mine."

+ Sat. R. 102: 742. D. 15, '06. 960w.

"She has little to tell us that we do not al-
ready know. Her stories have been told a
hundred times."— Spec. 97: 828. N. 24, '06. 1270w.

Hill, David Jayne. History of diplomacy in

the international development of Eu-
rope. 6v. ea. **$5. Longmans.

V. 2. The establishment of the territorial
sovereignty.

"Having- shown how the struggle between the
Empire and the Papacy gave room and occasion
for the rise of national monarchies. r>r. Hill
noAv proceeds to trace the evolution of the mod-
ern state through the warring efforts of these
monarchies to attain, if not supremacy as con-
ceived in the earlier ideal of univers.al domin-
ion, at least primacy; and their subsequent ad-
justment to a sy^jtem of balanced and co-ordi-
nate power based upon the principle of terri-
torial .sovereignty."—Outlook.

"Should take rank among the best of our
books of reference." George L. Burr.
+ -\ Am. Hist. R. 12: G17. Ap. '07. 1130w.

(Review of v. 2.)

"In effect, then, Mr. Hill seems to the re-
viewer to have just arrived at the true be-
ginning of his task—to have expanded in one
volume, and in all but one chapter of the sec-
ond, matter that might have been described
and analysed 'n an introduction of reasonable
length." K. D. Adams.

-f — Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 426. Mr. '07.

1200w. (Review of v. 2.)

"The book is little more than a rgsum6 of
general history from a particular standpoint.
We do not say that the thing was not worth
doing, for the book is both readable and accur-
ate, and the author keeps fajrly close to inter-
national interests."
4- H Ath. 1907, 2: 13. Jl. 6. 380w. (Review

of V. 2.)

"It is perhaps, the most meritorious charac-
teristic of Mr. Hiir^ work that he shows a
good sense of proportion."

4- Cath. World. 85: 258. My. '07. 370w.
(Review of v. 2.)

"As a history of Europe mainly from the
point of view of international relations, Mr.
Hill's work possesses conspicuous merits; but
It has only a very limited value for the student
of diplomacy."
+ — Dial. 42: 189. Mr. 16. '07. 2S0w. (Review

of V. 2.)

It is ... a history I / diplomacy without the
dry and technical features that usually char-
acterize works indicated bv this title."

-f Lit. D. 34:178. F. 2, -07. 330w. (Review
of v. 2.)

"By any other name than diplomacy, It would
have smelled as much of the lamp."

H Nation. 84: 520. Je. 6, 'O'l. 210w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

"The book covers an interesting period of the
world's history; it is an honest, able, and well-
told stcry." Wm E. Dodd.

4- -h N. Y. Times. 12:73. F. 9, '07. 2100w.
^Review of v. 2.)

"As before. Dr. Hill's tone is admirablv im-
partial and his treatment scholarly. But the
promise of that volume is hardly so well ful-
filled in the matter of narrative, which is
somewhat lacking in the ease and freshness ex-
hibited in the account of the crude diplomacy
of the earlier centuries, and is, it seems to us,
overburdened with detail."
+ H Outlook. 85: 331. F. 9, '07. 20Ow. (Re-

view of V. 2.)

"Misstatements of detail here and there, bear
witness of Shortcoming. It represents extraor-
dinarily wide reading in both primary and de-
rived sources; its matter is set forth always
conscientiously and often effectively. It may
be reed with profit." Earle W. Dow.
+ H Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 711. D. '07. llO-Ow. (Re-

view of v. 1 and 2.)

"The second volume maintains the high
scholarly standard set uv the first."

4- 4- R. of Rs. 35:111. Ja. '07. lOOw. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

'Ihe reader receives the impression that Dr.
Hill selected his subject, set himself to work
up the necessary bacKground of history, and
found this so novel and engrossing that he felt
it must be presented, and as a result, lost sight
of his central theme." Guy Stanton Ford.— Yale R. 16: 105. My. '07. 380w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

Hill, Frederick Trevor. Decisive l^attles
of the law. **$2.25. Harper. 7-33964.

In this volume are described the great legal
contests which have proven to be of the deepest
significance in the history of our country. That
the full historic value may be appreciated the
scene is vitalized and peopled with the human
beings who dominated it—the judges, the jury,
the witnesses, the lawyers andi the laymen.
Among the eight "decisive battles" thus pre-
sented are the following: the United States vs.
CaJlender: a fight for the freedom of the press;
The commonwealth vs. Brown: the prelude to
the civil war; and The impeachment of Andrew
Johnson: a historic moot case.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 30w.
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 727. N. 16, '07. 150w.

"Mr. Hill is not only a well-read lawyer, but
also a writer who knows how to make his nar-
rative clear, direct, and often in a high degree
dram.atlc."

4- Outlook. 87: 589. N. 16, '07. 220w.
"So well does he succeed in humanizing dry

records of legal procedure that the readers be-
come, as it were, listening spectators. Few
writers upon legal topics have acquired so mas-
terly a skill in narration."

4- 4- R. of Rs. 36: 758. D. '07. 120w.

Hill, Frederick Trevor. Lincoln the law-
yer. **$2. Century. 6-34845.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Mr. Hill has undoubtedly rendered a con-
spicuous and important service." Floyd R.
Mechem.

4- 4- Ann. Am. Acad. 12: 673. Ap. '07. 560w.
"This is an e.xtreinely interesting and well-

written work, a contribution of real value to
the already voluminous literature dealing with
the life of the great Emancipal or. There is
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Hill, Frederick Trevor —Continued.
one criticism tint we think can be justly made.
Tiie author lays far too muich stress and im-
portance, in our judgrment, on Lincoln's legal
training, and attributes a value to it out of all

proportion to the proper relation it bears to the
action of the srvint and single-hearted states-
man."

-i Arena. 37: 215. .F. '07. 330w.

-T- Dial. 42: 20. Ja. 1. '07. 300w.

']\'fr. Hill, has done the public and the pro-
fession a f;r,-or in showing how it came about
that Mr. Lincolrt was one of the great lawyers
of this country."

--
-i- Ind. 62: 275. Ja. 31, '07. 440w.

"No one familiar with the qualities which the
legal profession demands and generates in its

best representatives needs to be told how much
of Lincoln's strength in the presidency resulted
from that daily exercise which the practice of
law had provided. It is the special virtue of
Mr. Hill's book that it will bring home to many
readers this important fact, and will help them
to realize what a great man and a great pro-
fession may owe to each other." M'. A. De-
Wolfe Howe.

+ No. Am. 183: 1303. D. 21, '06. 1440w.

Hill, George Birkbeck. Letters of George
Birkbeck Hill, arranged by his daughter,
Lucy Crump. *$3.50. Longmans.

7-2Q013.
A subjective view- Is afforded in these letters

of a man whose chief literary service wa.s ren-
dered thru his edition of Boswell's Johnson.
Unassuming candor and sincerity create an at-
mosphere in which can be made a sympathetic
study of the leader and scholar.

Reviewed bv Joseph Jastrow.
-i- H- Dial. 42:78. F. 1, '07. 1560w.

"His letters, here collected by his daughter,
will interest all readers who care to know
something of the man, his life, and his work
from day to day."

+ Lit. D. 34:63. Ja. 12, "07. lOOw.

Lond. Times. 5: 375. N. 9, '06. 860w.

-i- Nation. 84:133. F. 7, '07. 250w.

"This i.s one of the best examples that have
been given to the public of that now popular
form of biography which allows its subject to
speak for himself bv means of letters."

+ -\- Spec. 99: 26'5. Ag. 24, '07. 2150w.

Hill, George Francis. Historical Greek
coins. *$2.so. Macmillan. 6-45173.

Descriptive note- in Annual, 1906.

"We can speak with great satisfaction of the
interest of the book, which is written with
caution and sanity."
+ + Ath. 1907, 1: 173. F. 9. 320w.

Ind. 62: 503. F. 28, '07. 320w.

"As an elementary treatise it presents the
suibjr-ct in a clear, ttraishtforward style, un-
hai(n)ei'ed by details, yet with some attention
to the historical problems involved. In some
cases the reader may be unwilling to accept
the authoi-'s view."

-; Nation. 84: r>8. Ja. 17, '07. 460w.

Hill, George W. Collected mathematical
works. (Carnegie inst. of Washington
publications.) 4v. ea. $2.50. Carnegie
inst.

Dr. Hill's valuable ccnitributlons to practical
astronomy are collected here, covering seven-
teen hundred pages. Among his best known pa-
pers are those which set forth his theory of
the moon's motion and the theory of Jupiter
and Saturn.

-f- -f Nature. 7.5: 123. D. 6, '06. 600w. (Re-
view of V. 2 and 3.)

"It is, indeed, difficult to overstate the inter-
est of the whole volume—at least, to those oc-
cupied in the subjects treated of." R. A. S.
+ -t- Nature. 76:635. O. 24, '07. 550w. (Re-

view of V. 4.)

Reviewed by E. W. 13.

+ + Science, n.s. 25: 933. Je. 14, '07. 1840w.
(Review of V. 1-4.)

Hill, Headon, pseud. (Francis Edward
Grainger). The avengers. $1.50. Dodge,
B. W.

To free her lover from an insane asylum, a
young heires.s searches out his double, offers
him ample remuneration to assume insanity,
become an inmate of the asylum, exchange pla-
ces with the lover and help the latter to es-
cape. The one feigning irtsanity finds the
other too hopelessly mad to execute the com-
mission; so after a few weeks goes fortli him-
self, weds the girl, who supposes him to be her
rescued lover, and then the complications be-
gin which involve a vendetta meant for the
man 3hut away in the Yefractory cell" but
whioh in reality menaces the life and happiness
of the innocent double. The tangle is straight-
ened by the death of the real maniac.

"Immaturity marks the treatment of an idea
which nromiscs well."— + Ath. 1906, 1: b95. Je. 1. 140w.

N. Y. Times. 12:332. My. 25, '07. 280»V.

Hill, Marion. Pettison twins. t$i.5o. Mc-
Clure. 6-35942.

A mother, wlio with the best of intentions
strives to bring up her Children according to
the rigid ideas put forth in child-study books,
meets with unexpected sez backs due to the
vigoious personalities of Rex and Regina, con-
fronting her with problems not dealt by the
editor. A series of amusing stories full of gen-
tle sarcasm is tne result.

-i
A. L. A. Bkl. 3:51. F. 'C7.

"We defy any one wiiose sense of humor is

not submerged to resist a laugh at Marion
Hill's fun over the Pettison twins and Fanny
Y. Cory's pictures of them."

-r N. Y. Times. 11: 790. D. 1, '06. 210w.

Hilliers, Ashton. Fanshawe of the Fifth;
being memoirs of a person of quality.

t$i.so. McClure. 7-4159
"Those who relish Besanfs novels, with

their quiet movement, gentle sentiment, and
abundance of detail, will be apt to like 'Fan-
shawe of the rifth.' The hero, who tells the
story of his own life, is the younger son of a
noble family. Not succeeding in the army, for
which he was intended, he works his way to
success through many hardships and perils.

There is plenty of adventure."—X. Y. Times.

+ Nation. 85: 355. O. 17,
view of V. 4.)

Reviewed bv R. A. S.

-f + Nature. 73: 40'9. Mr. 1,

view of V. 1.)

'07. lOlOw. (Re-

'0^3. 990w. (Re-

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 177. O. '07.

"The episodes Mr. Hilliers handles with
great skill, but he is somewhat at fault in the
process of co-ordination. Tlie author's study
of the period must have been profound, and he
has absorbed the spirit of the times with re-
markable auility. His narrative is thus con-
vincing, except in the London part, which
rea.'ls almost like a piece of Dickensian cari-

cature."
+ J Ath. 1907, 1: 161. F. 9. 21Ow.

"A book to be cordially commended to the
consideration of the discriminating few." Fred-
eric Taber Cooper.

-I- Bookm. 25: 498. Jl. '07. 560w.

"It offers us the real thing, as distinguished
from the artificial fabrication of the novelist
who 'gets up' his subject." Wm. M. Payne.

4- + Dial. 43: 61. Ag. 1, '07. 260w.
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"But to be enjoyed, it is a book that must
be read at leisure, and when you are in a con-

g-enial mood." Frederic Taber Cooper.
+ Forum. 39: 119. Jl. '07. 390w.

"Without afEectation, it has a pleasant flavour
of sedate Georgian prose, and its polish and lu-

cidity reflect the best qualities of that period."

+ -I Lond. Times. C: 45. F. S, '07. 450w.

"The plot is interestina: and Avell sustained,
and there are several cha'-acters drawn with
dramatic insight. It has much quiet charm
and is written in a style of marked distinc-
tion."

-^ N. Y. Times. 12:2;-5. Ap. 13, '07. 180w.

"The eighteenth-century manner is well sus-
tained without affectation or strained elegance,
the style being indeed throughout of conspic-
uous and consistent treatment. The series of
adventures and experiences . . . are admirably
conceived and describedi, and the characters,
if not brilliant pieces of portraiture, are effect-

ivfe and real."
._ -i- Sat. R. 103: 244. F. 23, '07. 130w.

"The long scenario of Mr. Hilliers' romance
given on his title-page prepares the reader for

something unconventional and unusual, and
these expectations are richly fulfilled in the
contents of this admirably written and engros-
sing romance."
+ + Spec. 98: 335. Mr. 2, '07. 700w.

Hillis, Newell Dwight. Fortune of the re-

public. **$i.20. Revell. 6-41943.
Si:urd>' optimism is shown thruout these es-

says and addresses. In the course of his trav-
els thru every .state and territory of the Union,
Dr. Hillis has found that " 'any darkness there
is on the horizon is morning twilight and not
evening twilight.' This evidence is summed
up in the growth of tho religious spirit, the
increasing populari7;ation of education and cul-
ture, and the passing of sectionalism. Dr.
Hillis believes that everything points to a still

greater America." (Outlook.)

"Such thinking and such writing furnish the
soil that win forever produce corruption in

business and in politics. Fortunately, it may
be said that the optimism, which the author
says has been forced upon him bv much travel
and by the pressure of events, is not the kind
that the leading pulpiteers of the country are
meeting in tlv^ir travels and are being forced
by the pressure of (;vent:= to preach to their
congregations." William H. Allen.

: Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 428. Mr. '07. 600w.

4- Ind. 62:1092. My. 9, '07. ISOw.

"In a word, liis book makes for religious and
intellectual betterment and for a whole-heart-
ed, robust patriotism that must be up and do-
ing."

4- 4- Outlook. 85: 44. Ja. 5, '07. 290w.

R. of Rs. 35:115. Ja. '07. 50w.

Hilprecht, Hermann Vollrat, ed. Babylo-
nian expedition of the University of

Pennsylvania. Series A. Cuneiform
texts. $6. Dept. of Archaeology of Univ.
of Pennsylvania, Phil.

y. 6. pt. 1. Legal and business documents
from the time of the first dynasty of Babylon,
chiefly from Shippar; by Hermann Ranke. An
inter'^sting collection of tablets preceded by a
scholarly introduction.

V. 20. pt. 1. Mathematical, metrological, and
chronological tablets from the temple library of

Nippur. This volume contains "an unusually
large number of tablets which may be called

the school exercises of a temple school. . . .

There are over thirty including multiplic&,tion
tables, division tables and square roots. . . .

The metrological texts . . . have value. More
miportant is a single tablet containing a dy-
nastic list of some of the kings of Ur and
Isin."— (Ind.)

"[The] wf>rk h.as been done in an exception-
ally satisfactory manner."

+ Ind. 62: 44. Ja. 3, '07. 1540w. (Review
of V. 6, pt. 1.)

"The work is done in a thoro and scholarly
way with abundant credit to other scholars
as shown by the multitude of citations."

+ Ind. 62: 444. F. 21, '07. 820w. (Review
of V. 20, nt. 1.)

"The value of the entire material is impaired
because of the lack of frank and honest state-

ments with regard to the place of discovery

and the environments of that material. So far

as the actual publication of texts is concerned.
Professor Hilprecht's work seems to be admir-
ablv done."

4 Nation. 84: 413. My. 2, '07. 2600w. (Re-
view of V. 20, pt. 1.)

Hilty, Carl. Steps of life, further essays

on happiness; tr. by Melvin Brandovr.

*$i.25. Macmillan. 7-6i59.

Eight helpful essavs which "lead toward the

things that are unseen and eternal." They are

entitled. Sin and sorrow. Comfort ye my peo-

ple, On the knowledge of men. What 13

culture'' Noble souls. Transcendental hope.

The prolegomena of Christianity, The steps of

life.

"In chapters on the knowledge of men, there

is a fund of practical psychology and shrewd
observation of a Baconian quality, but anima-
ted with a tenderness and glow of human sym-
pathy to which Bacon was a stranger."

4- Cath. World. 85: 549. Jl. '07. 560w.

"Manv striking passages in his book evoke
cordial assent, and some, equally striking, call

forth the opposite. The translation is smooth,
but has a few unidiomatic or awkward ex-

pressions, and at least one slip in grammar."
4 Dial. 42:188. Mr. 16, '07. 300w.

Nation. 84: 176. F. 21, '07. lOOw.

4- N. Y. Times. 12:159. Mr. 16, '07. 25'Ow.

"The essav upon Transcendental hope is

lofty and most stimulating, reflecting the no-

ble.=t sentiments, and interpreting life here and
hereafter from the disciplined standpoint of a

man acouainted with sorrow, sin, and victory."

4- Outlook. 86:78. My. 11, '07. 260w.

Hinckley, Frank Erastus. American con-

sular jurisdiction in the Orient. *$3-5o.

Lowdermilk. 6-29752.

"An exDOsitioii of the system of consular ex-

tra-territorial jurisdiction under which Amer-
icans have been permitted to reside and) trade

in Oriental countries. In seven chapters—'His-
tori(> forms of cxtra-territoriality;' 'The United
States OrientP.l treaties;' 'Acts of Congress es-

tabli'ihing the system of consular courts;' 'De-

fal rights under the iurisdiction:' 'internation-

al tribunals of Egypt;' 'The foreign municipal-

ity of Shanghai', and 'Grounds for relinquish-

ing jurisdiction.' "— X. Y. 'J ime.s.

4- 4- Ath. 1907, 2: 330. S. 21. 830w. (Review
of V. 20, pt. 1.)

"The style in which the book is written is

clear, the statement exact. The exhaustive foot-

notes place the source material easily at the

service of one who wishes to consult the origi-

nal authorities." _ ,„„ „_„
4- 4- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 160. Jl. '07. 270w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 59. F. 2, '07. 60w.

Outlook. 85: 857. Ap. 13, '07. 370w.

Hind, Charles Lewis. Education of an art-

ist. $2.50. Macmillan. 7-19742.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-. Sat. R. 103:145. F. 2, '07. 650w.

Hinkson, Henry A. Golden morn. $1.50.

Cassell.

The story of a young man fighting ill-health

quite as much that a hated uncle may not in-

herit his property as for the love of life.
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Hinkson, Henry A.—Continued.
"The story is brightly told and full of inci-

dent."
+ Ath. 1907, 2: 263. S. 7. 160w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Hinkson, Katharine Tynan. For Maisie.

t$i.2S. McClurg.
The title sounds the keynote of this story in

which an uncouth foster father turns all of his
courage and indomitable will to the task of amas-
sing wealth for M'aisie. While under his deter-
mined hand ruthless industry obliterates the
landmarks that tradition and sentiment hold
dear, yet right is right and integrity rules him.
Maisie, obediient, ambitious, proud-spirited,
learns in time that she is kin to the lords and
ladies of the adjoining estates.

"Not one solitary event bears the faintest
likeness to anything in real life. As a mere
narrator, however, she is smooth, practised, and
totallv unobjectionable."— + Nation. &5: 400. O. 31, '07. 230w.

"There is enough action to keep up the read-
cr's intsrcst "

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 732. N. 16, '07. 120w.

Hinkson, Katharine Tynan, Story of

Bawn. t$i.25. McClurg. 7-35216.

Bawn is a young Irish girl whose love af-
fairs form the sum total of her life affairs.

For a time it looks as tho she might be forced
into an undesirable marriage to keep the fam-
ily skeleton well closeted, but the sacrifice is

not exacted. A trusty red setter and faithful
Irish servants deserve some share of credit in

bringing the tale to a happy close.

Acad. 71:374. O. 13, '0«. 150w.

"Not remarkable in any way, but diverting."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 135. My. '07. +

"Is in Mrs. Hinkson's familiar Irish vein,

pleasant, easy, tiowing over the surface of life.

We notice that the use of 'shall' and 'will' is

still a difficulty, if not with the author, at least

with lier characters."
J Ath. 1908, 2: 578. N. 10. 160w.

"A good book for those readers who like

their novels to be chronicles of the heart rath-
er than of soul problems, finance, machinery,
or economics."

-I- Nation. 84: 342. Ap. 11, '07. lOOw.

"It is told with taste and with some skill

in the handling of incident and with much
evident affection for the quiet life, the beau-
tiful fields, and the contented people of se-
cluded corners of Ireland."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 243. Ap. 13, '07. 230Tf.

"Miss Tynan will not increase her reputa-
tion by this book."— Spec. U7: 790. N. 17, '06. 120w.

Hirst, Francis Wrigley. Monopolies, trusts

and kartells. *$i. Button. 6-14026.

Mi . Hirst contends that competition is still

the life of trade and that the greater trusta
restrict output and increase price. As to the
origin of the trust "Mr. Hirst seems to think
that in England it is the child of English law,
and that in America it is the child of our ultra
tariff. While the German kartell may have
this double parentage." (Outlook.)

Nation. 82: 37. Ja. 11, '06. 300w.

"Persons who believe that the 'trust move-
ment' nourishes in a free-trade country like

England will learn much to their advantage
by peru.sing tlie volume in either its English
or its American dress."

-I- Nation. 84:82. Ja. 24, '07. 70w.

"While in the general discussion of the trust
problem Mr. Hirst's book will be a helpful faic-

tor, it would have been still more helpful had
it included some later information, especially
concerning the results of governmental inves-
tigation of monopolies in this country."

-i Outlook. 85:767. Mr. 30, '07. 550w.

Hiscox, Gardner Dexter, ed. Henley's
twentieth century book of recipes,
formulas and processes, containing
nearly ten thousand selected scientific,

chemical, technical and household re-
cipes, formulas and processes for use
in the laboratory, the office, the work-
shop and in the home. $3 Henley.

7-8246.
A handbook for various processes and re-

cipes needed by every one. "Such informa-
tion, for instance, as the formula for photo-
graphic developer, the composition of une vari-
ous paint-pigments the manufacture of glu'^
or of solder, or the thousand and one detailed
bits of information which come up, as the
title reads 'in the laboratory, the office, th'e

workshop and in the home'—such a book as
this is very useful." (Engin. N.)

"It seems rather out of its province to en-
deavor to give in so short a space as can be
allowed to any one article any account of the
larger materials of engineering."

-I Engln. N. 57: 308. Mr. 14, '07. 190w.

Hiscox, Gardner Dexter. Modern steam
engineering, in theory and practice. $3.
Henley. 6-43Q49.

A complete and practical work for steam-
users, electricians, firemen, and engineers.

"Useful information is contained in this vol-
ume, but this information is accompanied by
so many inaccurate statements that the book
becomes of doubtful value." Storm Bull.

1- Engln. N. 57: 665. Je. 13, '07. 300w.

Hishida, Seiji G. International position of

Japan as a great power. *$2.50. Mac-
millan. 6-23069.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"His book, which is based on wide study, Is

a most useful guide to British and American
readers through a region still imperfectly ex-
plor'^'d, and its value is enhanced by his dis-
passionate treatment of controversial ques-
tions "

+ -}- Lend. Times. 6: 18. Ja. 18, '07. 1080w.

Hitchcock, Frederick H., ed. Building of

a book: a series of practical articles

by experts in the various departments
of book making and distributing with
an introd. by Theodore L. De Vinne.
**$2. Grafton press. 6-46354.

Each of the thirty seven chapters constituting
this volume Is contributed by a person of aai-

thority. The articles together furnish all the
steps thru which books must pass in their mak-
ing and distribution.

-f Ind. 60: 744. Mr. 24, '06. 70w.

"A very handy book to have on the open
shelves in the public library."

4- li)d. 62: 218. Ja. 24, '07. 120w.

Lit. D. 34: 63. Ja. 12, '07. llOw.

"The book may satisfy the curiosity of a good
many and prove directly useful to a few."

-t- Nation. 84:222. Mr. 7, '07. 70w.

"For the layman with a natural curiosity

as to methods of handling manuscript and
making books this volume should be fascinat-

ing in its very concise and' incisive state-

*"
4. N. Y. Times. 12: 8. Ja. 5, '07. 290w.

-f-
-}- R. of Rs. 35: 384. Mr. '07. 200w.

Spec. 99: 828. N. 23, '07. 290w.

Hoare, J. Douglas. Arctic exploration. *$3.

Button. 7-35190.

Thirty-three brief out interesting chapters
whl<.>h tell of the sufferings and achievements
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of those heroic men who braved the dangers of

the far North. The work of Hudson, Phipps
and Nelson is given, the successive expeditions
of Sir John Franklin and of the searching par-
ties, the voyages of Hall, Nares, Greeley, Nor-
denskioM, De Long, Nanseii, Peary, Andree,
Wellman. and all the others are described with
well chosen detail. The book is illustrated

with some 20 full page plates.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 95. Ap. '07.

"This work is not in any sense complete, nor
is it based upon a scientific study of the con-
stantly increasing collection of Arctic litera-

ture."
1- Ath. 1906, 2: 579. N. 10. 400w.

"Thoroughly good reading." E. T. Brewster.
+ Atlan. 100: 261. Ag. '07. 20w.

"On the whole the author has given a very
satisfactory bird's-eye view of his subject."

+ Dial. 42: 231. Ap. 1, '07. 280w.

"The accounts of the expeditions, however,
are given in somewhat more detail than those
in Greely's book, and the work certainly has a
place among those readers who have not the
original narratives at han'l."

H- Ind. 62:1149. My. 16, '07. 160w.

"Neither in its estimate of researches nor in
the analyses of the different journeys do the
pages betray special fitness on the part of the
author. Indeed, .a casual glance at the con-
cluding chapters reveals a carelessness which
detract.^! from the usefulness of the book."— Nation. 84:318. Ap. 4, '07. 280w.

"The book is well adapted either for enter-
tainment or for edification, as far as it goes."
Cyrus C. Adams.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 298. My. 11, '07. 210w.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 384. Mr. '07. 40w.

"The story of all this adventurous travel,

with its attendant hardships and gallantry, is

admirably narrated by Mr Hoare, who con-
denses into a single volume the essence of a
whole library of polar literature."

+ Spec. 08: sup. 117. Ja. 2G, '07. 480w.

Hobart, George Vere. Cinders (diary of a
drummer) ; by Wright Bauer. *75c.
Dillingham. 7-9507.

To win a bet a drummer records in diary
form all the stories of a printable kind which
he hears in the course of one trip, and they
are exactly what migui. be expected.

Hobart, Henry Metcalfe. Elementary prin
ciples of continuous-current dynamo
design. $3. Macmillan. 7-2318.

"The book consists of a series of statements
expiiining the way in which a dynamo should
be considered as a .successful machine or the
reverse, and of a short account of several
methods whereby the designer may himself es-
timate the first cost. After prelimiinary chap-
ters on what may be called the practical the-
ory of the continuous current dynamo, Mr. Ho-
bart deals at length with those considerations
which form the limits in the design, namely,
heating, sparking, and efficiency. . . . The
book contains a large number of tables in
which the various calculations ai'e set out."

—

Nature.

"The present book is a model of its class and
it is especially adapted to the use of students
or others who desire a working knowledge of
design practice. The mechanical features of
the book are ex'^ellont." Henry H. Norrls.
+ -t- Engln. N. 56: 523. N. 15, '06. 640w.

•'The value of the book lies in the essential
soundness of this framework, more particular-
ly of the fundamental Ideas on which it is it-

self based than on the framework itself."

+ Nature. 75: 221. Jfi. 3, '07. 610w.

Hobhouse, Leonard Trelawney. Morals in

evolution: a study in comparative eth-
ics. 2v. *$5. Holt. 7-1 1047.

An encyclopaedic work which is "the out-
come of a hundred specialisms." The first

volume deals with the standard of morality and
the second with its basis. This means that in
the first volume the author considers the lines
of conduct that have been approved at different
times among different peoples; in the second,
tiie reasons 'that liave been, or may be, assigned
for this approval. In accordance with the evo-
lution Ixypothesis, no linfi is drawn between
human and animal, or even vegetable intelli-

gence." (Sat. R.)

"He has gone over an immense literature;

his quotations are apt and accurate; his inter-

pretations in the main sound. Careless state-
ments are not common. Naturally some slips
are inevitable." Carl Kelsey.
+ H Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 180. Ji. '07. 710w.

"He has dealt with the different phases and
stages of human conduct in a manner that never
fails to be lucid and careful; and although he
has occasionally allowed his own particular pre-
judices to be in evidence, he has not only de-
scribed the different moral forces of which he
writes with vigour and learning, but has also
criticised them, in the light of their past and
future, in a scientific spirit."
4- H Ath. 1907, 1: 784. Je. 29. 650w.

"I do not think it is any particular novelty of
opinion that constitutes the importance of thds
book, but the strength of conviction, the abso-
lute frankness and directnes-s, the fer\-our and
power of popular exposition which have brought
liberal theology down from the schools into the
market-place." H. Rashdall.
-f H Hlbbert J. 5: 921. Jl. '07. 4140w.
"Every page of Mr. Hobhouse's book furnishes

food for reflection. It is brimful of facts from
beginning to end; but his facts are not the
'disjecta membra' of a mutilated corpse, but the
coherent parts of a living organism." G. E. Un-
derbill.

+ -\ Hlbbert J. 5: 928. Jl. '07. 2410w.
"Measuring the work by its own standard,

which is not that of originality of theory, one
must ascribe to it a unique value as a collec-
tion of the facts upon which any interpretation
of morality must be based. But there is the
interpretation and it does rest upon the facts,
and in this consists the essential value of the
work." Norman Wilde.

-i- -f J. Phllos. 4:183. Mr. 28. '07. 1930w.
"Mr. Hobhouse spends no time in tilting

against what is commonly known a^ 'meta-
physics;' he has culture enough to know that
history and philosophy are not exclusive but
complementary, and moreover, tliat in the read-
ing of history it is impossible to exclude the
philosophical id^as of the inquirer. In the his-
torical survey Mr. Hobhouse is lucid and judi-
cious, without any distinctly novel suggestions
or original points of view."

-h Lond. Times. 5: 414. D. 14, '06. 1750w.
"The criticism of customs and of systems of

religion and of ethics is generally sound; the
part played by the higher religions in support-
ing moral rules is recognized. The whole discus-
sion is marked by good sense and the careful
collection of data will be very useful to the
student of ethics."

4- + Nation. 84: 568. Je. 20, '07. 940w.

"The wonder of these Immense volutnes to
the lay reader who opens the covers with trep-
idation is that they should be so intensely
readable. One cannot but enjoy the curious
side lights thrown on our own beliefs and su-
perstitions. The various references to ghosts
for example, would, if collected, be in them-
selves most entertaining."

-i- -f N. Y. Times. 12:93. F. 16, '07. 1590w.
Outlook. 85: 523. Mr. 2, "07. 330w.

"Mr. Hobhouse has produced a very able
work, one of the best of its kind that has ap-
peared in many years. It is a careful, interest-
ing, and instructive presentation of the sub-
ject, giving evidence of wide reading and char-
acterized by intelligent judgment. It not only
gives us facts, but attempts to see a meaning
in them; it not only theorizes about the course
of ethical progress but bases its conclusions up-
on liuman experiences. To be sure, in a dis-
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Hobhouse, Leonard Trelawney

—

Continued.
eussion covering- so broad and rich a field, there
will be many points here and there to which the
student may take exception." Prank Thilly.
+ H Philos. R. 16:527. S. '07. 6000w.

"It would lie iipplyliig: a lalse measure to es-
timute [these volumes) by the amount of in-
formation they contain, 'there is something
better than that, a philosophic grasp of prin-
ciples. We feel that we are in the hands of a
genuine thinker, whose conclusions we may
accent or reject, but may not neglect."

+ Sat. R. 103:400. Mr. 30, '07. llSOw.

Hobson, H. Overton. Helouan; an Egyp-
tian health resort and how to reach it.

$1. Longmans.
A well illustrated guide book to one of the

•most prominent health resorts in Egypt. In-
formaticn about routes, climate, baths, charg-
es, the golf-links, .and other amusements, as
well as the many places of interes-t is alluring-
ly given.

"It belongs to the cla.=s of books that are
not books, po we need only say that it con-
tains .all the information which the Intending
visitor should require."

4- Ath. 100r>, 2:805. D. 22. 230w.

"The information given Is extremely prac-
ticn! and reliable, the author having spent six
winters at Helouan."

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 21. Ja. 12, '07. lOOw.

Hobson, John Atkinson. Canada to-day.
* *$!. Wessels. /-.".2187.

Mr. Hobson "handles such questions as the
so-called Americanization of Canada, British
Columbian problems, the immigration policy of
the country, the French in Canada, the colonial
preference, etc., with fairness and more than
a measure of intelligence. A large portion of
the book is devoted to a discussion of Canada's
fiscal policy, past, present, and prospective."

—

Dial.

"An excellent book."
+ Ath. 1906, 2: 476. O. 20. 260w.

"His analysis of the Canadian tariffs and
their influence upon the growth of Canada's
trade with Great Britain and the United States,
respectively, is a valuable addition to the lit-

erature of the subject."
-I- Dial. 43: 256. O. 16, '07. 320w.

Hobson, Richmond Pearson. Buck Jones
* at Annapolis, ^$1.50. .Appleton. 7-29590.
Captain Hobson's own experiences during the

days spent at the naval academy at Annapolis
furnish material for a story of "solid adven-
ture."

Nation. 86: 520. D. '5, '07. 30w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19. '07. 20w.

"It certainly carries a serious impression of
absolute truth, which occasionally deadens into
commonplace reality. Yet it is an attractive
story of life at the naval school, and abounds in
thrilling events happening to the hero, a really
fine fellow, after he entered the service."

+ Outlook. 87: 311. O. 12, '07. 90w.

Hooker, Gustav. Joseph Haydn; a study
of his life and time for youth; tr. from
the German, by George P. Upton.
(T^ife stories for young people.) **6oc.
McClurg. 7-3f>875-

A sketch whieh reveals all the lovable qual-
ities of a good man and the scholarly attributes
of the master. Haydn's personality is full of
charm and furnishes an atmosphere which In
Itself is an invitation to study the career of
the m.an who created the artistic patterns of
the sonata, the quartette, and the symphony,
who also enlarged the scope of the orchestra
and who became the father of instrumental
music

Hodge, Frederick Webb, ed. Handbook
or American Indians north of Mexico.
2 pts. pt. I. $1.25. Supt. of doc.

7-35198.
Treats of all the tribes north of Mexico, in-

cluding the Eskimo, and those tribes south of
the boundary more or less afRliated with those
in the United States. It has been the aim to
give a brief description of every linguistic
stock, confederacy, tribe, subtribe or tribal div-
ision, and settlement known to history or even
to tradition, as well as the origin and deriva-
tion of every name treated, whenever such is
known, and to record under each every form
of the name, and every other appellation that
could be learned.

"Though confessedly incomplete, the hand-
book represents a vast amount of research by
an army of observers, and students of ethno-
graphy will look forward to the publication of
the second part with keen anticipation."

-I Nature. 76: 149. Je. 13, '07. 160w.

"It is fair to say that in tl.e future, students
of the American Indian must have this man-
ual always at hand. The Bureau and the edi-
tor are to be congratulated upon this publica-
tion .which is. in a certain sense, among many
contributions to scholarship, the greatest which
the Bureau has vet made."

-r Yale R. 16: lOS. My. '07. 230w.

Hodges, Rev. George. Holderness: an ac-

count of the beginnings of a New
Hampshire town. *$i.25. Houghton.

7-19786.

A little hundred-page volume in which Dr.
Hodges tells the .=tory of "a tyiiical little Nevr
England hill town, named from the Yorkshire
Holderness. and pleasantly situated on Squam
lake, not far from Plymouth, in Grafton county."
He makes interesting personalities of the men
who built up the town. "Thpre is some modern
matter relating to walks and drives and moun-
tain tops, but the main value of the book is

historic, and it Is a worthy pendant for Mr.
Sanborn's 'New Hampshire.' " (N. Y. Times.)

+ Dial. 43: 43. Jl. 16, '07. 280w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 434. Jl. 6, '07. 60w.

Hodges, Rev. George. Year of grace. **$i.

Whittaker. 6-46334.

A book of serm^ons whose burden is liberty,
enfianciiisement of rciigious scholarship, the
end of fear and the beginning of faith.

"The author has a senso for what is vital in
piety, shows himself a keen observer of the
tendencies of modern lite, exhibits tact in the
encouragement of spiritual living, and piles the
lash on current foibles pleasantly, wisely and
to good effect."

+ Nation. 84:499. My. 30, '07. 120w.

"Their clearness and freshness of presenta-
tion, and closeness to the needs of modern
thought and life, are such as belong to the best
type of university sermons."

+ Outlook. 6: 480. Je. 29, '07. 50w.

Hodges, Rev. George, and Reichert, John.
Administration of an institutional
church: a detailed account of the oper-
ation of St. George's parish, in the city
of New York. **$3. Harper. 6-42355.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190G.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 43. F. '07.

Ind. 61: 1572. D. 27. '06. 70w.
"Everything connected with the work of the

churr-h ... is carefully describe.l' and well il-

lustrated."
4- Nation. 81: 176. F. 21. '07. 90w,

Outlook. 84: 940. D. 15, '06. 150w.
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Hodgson, Geraldine. Primitive Christian
education. *$i.50. Scribner. 6-41016.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A scries of u.seful essays.''

-i- A.'T). Hist. R. 12:448. Ja. '07. 30w.
"'i'he interest r, nd value of this educational

worlc of tlie primitive Ciiristians is brought
vividly before us; but while admitting its val-
ue, we are inclined to differ from Miss Hodg-
son as to its offlcacv." Millicent Mackenzie.

-j Int. J. Ethics. 17: 259. Ja. '07. 460w.

"The materials which the author's diligence
has accumulated are, in themselves, interest-
ing, but scrapr)y and ill-digested. Everywhere
the nbsf'nce of the Large lin-niLi-re of knowl-
edge, whicli an investigation of such a subject
demands, makes itself felt."

-I Nation. 84: C4. Ja. 17, '07. 450w.

Hodgson, Mrs. Willoughby. How to identi-

fy old Chinese porcelain; with 40 il. 2d
ed. *$2. McClurg. 7-2048.

A book for the amateur. It aims "to assist
the tyro or the ordinary collector who may be
the fortunate possessor of some fine work up-
on Chinese porcelain." It discusses the glazes
and enamels, figures and symbols, periods and
date-marks.

"A careful stud>" of her brief and accurately
worded chapters should enable the beginner to
view collections, cla,?sify his own specimens, and
buy others, with a fair amount of intelligence;
and this is more than he could do after perusing
many more ambitious but less systeniatic trea-

' + Dial. 43: 290. N. 1, '07. 210w.

Hoffding, Harald. Philosophy of religion.

*$3. Macmillan. 6-18580.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Apart from the main argument of the book
there nre many criticisms and suggestions of
real insight and power."

-f -h Ind. 62: C64. Mr. 7, '07. 430w.

"And no one who is aware of the perplexi-
ties of the religious mood can read his sym-
pathetic intf rprctation of its meaning without
being grateful lor this balanced and well-or-
dered statement of his conclusions." J. B.
Baillie.

H Int. J. Ethics. 17: 371. Ap. '07. 2870w.

"A work of rare philosophical perspicacity
and broad religious svrtipathy."

+ Outlook. 84: 909. Ap. 21, '06. 540w.

"We do not think that Professor Hoffding
possesses the necessary qualifications to write
a p!iilosophy of religion. He is a psychologist.
He is distinguished in philosophy. But it needs
more than this and other gifts than this to
write on Christianity. And neither the sympa-
thy nor the theological learning requisite is

found in Dr. Hoffding's book."— Sat. R. 103: GS7. Je. 1, '07. lS90\v.

Hofmann, Ottokar. Hydrometallurgy of

silver, with special reference to chlorid-
izing roasting of silver ores and the ex-

traction of silver by hyposulphite and
cyanide solutions. $4. Hill pub. co.

7-1.S483.

"The book is divided into two parts, of which
the fir.st deals with chloridizing roasting of sil-

ver ores (1J4 pages), the second with the ex-
traction of the silver (174 pages). The author
points out in the preface that in tne hydromet-
allurgicnl process for the extraction of silver
from complex svilphide ore^. tne final result de-
pends entirely on the quality of the roasting. '

—Engin N.

Hogg, Ethel M. Quintin Hogg: a oiog-
raphy; with a preface by the Duke of
Argyll. *$i.5o. Dutton.

A popular edition of the biography of Quin-
tin Hogg which sketches his life and work in
the London slums. See volume one of the
Book Keview Digest.

'Ihe book is too long and contains much
that is trivial and unworthy of publication, but
as a wliole it is a stimulating account of a
noble, self-sacrificing life."

H Nation. 84:222. Mr. 7, '07. 360w.
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 156. Mr. 16, '07. 250w.

Hohenlohe-Schillingsfiirst, Chlodwig Karl
Victor, prince von. Memoirs of Prince
Clilodwig of Hohenlohe-Schillingsfursf
tr. by G: W. Chrystal. **$6. Macmillan!

6-44316.
On the stage which is created bv these mem-

oirs. Prince Bismarck is well to the fore.
"Prmce Hohenlohe says very characteristically
that while Bismarck was in power he dominated
all, but after his retirement other and smaller
personalities swelled like sponges. The light
shed on the negotiations preceding the Franco-
Prussian war are of historical value. The ac-
count of the plenipotentiaries who met to dis-
cuss what afterward became the Treaty of Ber-
lin is described with acuteness of vision, and
there are many other portions of the book that
cannot fail to command attention." (Acad.)

"On the whole, the book is well written, in an
easy and interesting style, and even if the hy-
po-sulphite method has seen its day, this vol-
ume will be read with interest." Bradley
Stoughton

4- Engin. N. 57: 554. My. 16, '07. 400w.

Students of politics will no doubt toll con-
scientiously through the nine hundred odd pages,
but we question whether any one will make
this exploration for pleasure."
+ -I Acad. 71: 604. D. 15. '06. 390w.
"The index Is as imperfect as is unfortunately

usual, but in several cases shows that slips In
the text are not to be attributed to the translator—except, indeed, that proofs should have been
more carefully corrected."
+ -\ Ath. 1906, 2: 734. D. 8, 9970w.

"If the Hohenlohe memoirs do nothing more
than arouse men in power to the sacredness of
their trust, they will serve an excellent pur-
pose."

-f -1- Canadian M. 28: 398. F. '07. 380w.
"The chief sotirce of regret is that Piince

von Hohenlohe did not live to supervise the
preparation of the work; in that case those
elements that have provoked censure would
doubtless have been omitted, and the whole
work rounded out into a biography in the or-
dinary sense of the term." Lewis A. Rhoades.
4- H Dial. 42: 71. V. 1, '07. 2400w.

"The experienced old diplomat would unques-
tionably have excised many an indiscretion
which the editor has allowed to remain—not dip-
lomatic Indiscretions, be it understood, but amus-
ing personalities."

-f- H Ind. 61: 1492. D. 20, '06. 630w.

"Written in a crisp, epigrammatlcal style,
they present some Interesting flash-lights on
the history of Europe during the most important
part of the nineteenth century. There is lack
of continuity in the book, however."
-I- -^ Lit. D. 34: 63. Ja. 12, '07. 200w.

"The instant success of scandal which these
memoirs attained has resulted in obscuring even
their true personal interest. The English trans-
lation, so far as we have been able to test It,

appears to be fairly satisfactory. It betrays signs
of haste, and the printing, especially of French
is carelessly done."
+ ^ Nation. 83: 511. D. 13, '06. 1470w.

"Though in the main hard to read, they re-

pay the trouble. It cannot be honestly said

that Chlodwig Prince Hohenlohe shines in its

pages either as man or politician." Wolf von
Schierbrand.
4- H N. Y. Times. 12: 60. F. 2, '07. 3500w.
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'•It shares the faults of the German edition—lon.^-windfdness and futile digression—and
has a full sufficiency of faults of its own, par-
ticularly in the spelling of German words."
Grace Isabel Colbron.— No. Am. 184:866. Ap. 19. '07. 1990w.

+ + Outlook, 85:016. Mr. 16, '07. 4130w.
"The greater bulk is of interest only to the

special student." George Louis Beer.
H Putnam's. 1: 764. Mr. '07. 1440w.

-^ R. of Rs. 35:254. F. '07. 120w.
"Is to be recommended without reserve to all

students of European history not by reason of
any startling revelations it contains, for It con-
tains none, but because It throws much light
on a complicated and important series of events
and is the recprd of an upright, courageous and
far-seeing statesman."

-f- + Sat. R. l^,^: 709. D. 8, '06. 2590w.

+ Spec. 97: 1049. D. 22, '0«. 550w.

Hohler, Venetia. (Mrs. Edwin Hohler).
* Peter: a Christmas story. t$i.25. But-

ton. 7-31482.

"Little Sir Peter Moberley is as charming as
little Lord Fauntleroy, and Bill, his ugly pet,
the huge and gentle bulldog, is one of the most
fascinating of dream-hounds."—Ath.

vestlgatlon of all the literature relating to that
country, and has summarized his studies In an
accurate and systematic manner. For those
who wish to plunge 'in medias res' concerning
Tibet, his book will be most acceptable."—Dial.

"The child-lover will delight in 'Peter;' we do
not feel sure that the child himself will be
greatly attracted."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 732. D. 8. 60w,
"Is worth while."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 749. N. 23, '07. lOOw.

Holbach, Maude M. Dalmatia: the land
* where the East meets the West. *$i.50.

Lane.
A first-hand series of sketches, descriptive

and historical of the principal places along the
Dalmatian coast. "The architectural glutton
has an almost unending feast prepared for him.
. . . The same may be said of all the Mediterra-
nean littoral; but the unique position of this rich
coast peopled by a brave race and the home of
successive civilisations but little changed by
modem conquests must of necessity spell the
survival of much that is picturesque and local
to the artist." (Spec.)

"It Is so easy to be accurate, careful—and te-
dious. Mrs. Holbach is certainly the two for-
mer, and narrcwly escapes being the last."

+ Acad. 73:163. N. 23, '07. 240w.

"One can hardly glance over these fifty or
more plates without at once being seized with
a wild desire to start upon an Adriatic trip."

+ Dial. 43: 385. D. 1, '07. 80w.

'In one or two respects it offers hostages to
criticism; the style is a little unskilful . . . the
scholarship is sometimes imperfect. But apart
from these blemishes, which can be easily
removed, the volume is attractive and enter-
taining."

-I Lend. Times. 6: 326. O. 25, '07. 300w.

"Mrs. Holbach's account of 'the land where
East meets West' is picturesque, her descrip-
tion of Its people and places of Interest being
admirably supplemented by the numerous Il-

lustrations."
-f Sat. R. 1(W:486. O. 19, '07. 220w.

Spec. 99:673. N. 2, '07. 210w.

Holdich, Sir Thomas Hungerford. Tibet,
the mysterious. **$3. Stokes. 6-40557.

"The immediate Interest in the Tibetan sit-
uation is sufficiently acute to demand a hand-
book which will serve both as an Introductdon
to and a summary of the various expeditions
and travels, and of the geographical and politi-

cal features of that well-nigh impregnable
land. Such a book is 'Tibet the mysterious.'
Colonel Holdich, although not an explorer or
traveller in Tibet, has made an exhaustive In-

"A volume in every way worthy of the se-
ries."

+ Acad. 72: 14. Ja. 5, '07. 130w.
A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 68. Mr. '07.

"While the casual reader may wish that the
names of the places were less diflScult and the
different routes less confusing, yet after the
first few chapters the book holds the interest."'
Lurona Wilson lower.

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 657. My. '07. 670w.
"We fear that in the preparation of this

volume he did not sufficiently realize that his
acquaintance with the details had become a
little rusty. We mention these circumstances
as the only explanation we can thijik of for so
experienced a geographer lapsing Into inaccu-

+ — Ath. 1907, 1:50. Ja. 12. 970w.

"These minor errors, however, detract but
little from the otherwise scholarly work of the
author, which will be held in high esteem as a
general reference-book for the history of ex-
ploration and travel in Tibet." H. E. Coblentz.
+ -I Dial. 42: 44. Ja. 16, '07. 440w.

+ Lit. D. 34:105. Ja. 19, '07. 190w.

'•The book is marred by repetitions, and in a
second edition the author should avoid as poi-
son the iteration, if not the subjects, of tea,
dogs, and ants."

-I Nation. 84: 15. Jl. 4, 07. 610w.

"The present account is disappointing In that
Its Information Is neither very trustworthy nor
up-to-date. It would be pleasant to be able to
congratulate the author on the Illustrations, but
nearly all of these we have seen elsewhere be-
fore. They are not very closely connected with
the letterpress nor are the landscapes very char-
acteristic whilst some of ihem are not what
they profess to be." L. A. W.

h Nature. 76: 346. Ag. 8, '07. 880w.
'•It is a serious, w^ll-written treatise, worked

out from the point of view of the scientist who
would contribute something of practical and
general value and Interest. As a reference book
of all expeditions into the 'forbidden land' It

will be found most comprehensive and conven-
ient."

-(- -f N. Y. Times. 11: 801. D. 1, '06. 250w.

+ Outlook. 85: 527. Mr. 2, '07. llOw.

R. of Rs. 35: 384. Mr. '07. 50w.

Holland, Clive. Old and new Japan; 50 col.
* pictures by Montagu Smith. **$5. Dut-

ton.

"The text leads open the way for some spe-
cially good illustration; for Mr. Holland has
much to say about the superstitions, legends,
and stories of Japan concerning the national
spirit of Japan and her legendary genesis, con-
cerning Japan's religions, her Buddhist and
Shinto temples and ancient shrines, concerning
the quaint, pathetic, and beautiful Japanese fes-
tivals, concerning Japanese gardens, old and
new, and the life of the country folk."—Out-
look.

"An authoritative book."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. lOw.

"This Is just the book and these just the Il-

lustrations to make one who has not seen Jap-
an long to see it, and to make the one w4do has
sojourned In Japan long to return."

-f Outlook. 87: 617. N. 23, '07. 130w.

Holland, Clive. Things seen in Egypt. *75c.
* Dutton. W7-184.
An "expanded Baedeker" containing Interest-

ing chapters on Egyptian life, monuments and
scenery.
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"A little more study on certain points would
have im,prov©dl the treatment and given it a
greate^vame^;^^

S5: 470. N. 21. '07. 41.0w.

N. Y. Times. 12:665. O. 19, '07. SOw.

"Contains much of general interest, and is

well written/'^
^^^^^_ ^^^ ^^^ ^ 2. '07. 80w.

"It is a handy, convenient size, a small quar-

to and altogether a most attractive little book.

'

+ Spec. 99: 719. N. 9, '07. 40w.

Holland, Clive. Things seen in Japan. *75c.

Dutton. 7-29128.

'•A little book about as big as a man's hand,
richiv illustrated with Underwood's photo-
graphs, which is full of chat about things and
folk seen in Dai Nippon."'—Ind.

"A pleasant hour may be spent with this au-
thor, who touches only the surface of tlhings,

but that ver\' pleasantly."

-i- Ind. fi2: £29. F. 7, '07. 50w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 888. D. 22, '06. 210w.

"This is a small volume, but it contains ad-
mirably arranged and well-written accounts of
much that is essential and characteristic."

+ Outlook. 84:895. D. 8, 'Ofi. 80w.

Holland, Clive. Wessex; painted by Wal-
ter Tyndale; described by Clive Hol-
land. *$6. Macmillan. 6-24919.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"For a guide-boolc it is too heavy In bulk
and too full of irrelevant matter; for a serious
history it is too ill-arranged and indefinite."— Nation. 83: 224. S. 13, '06. 300w.

Spec. 96: sup. 1011. Je. 30, '06. SOw.

HoUiday, Carl. History of southern litera-

ture. $2.50. Neale. 6-41030.

The purpose of Mr. Holliday's volume is "to
make a study of the various literary movements
and their results, and to show that the writings
of this section are not merely disconnected ef-
forts of isolated thinkers, but, rather, the nat-
ural, logical, and continuous productions of a
people differing so materially In views and sen-
timents from their neighbors on the north that
even civil war was necessary to prevent their
becoming separate nations." The subject is
treated under the following headings: The be-
ginnings, The period of national consciousness,
The revolutionary period. The period of expan-
sion, The civil war period, and The new South.

"Not to mince words, it contains 400 pages
of elegantly printed platitudes, and little else
except an occasional quotation. Apparently,
howe.ver, the author has been industrious in tne
collection and careful in the verification of his
data, and his work, with its good inuex and
bibliography, should make ain excellent refer-
ence book for mere facts."

h Ind. 62: 276. Ja. 31, '07. 170w.
"As a critic he is quite without authority and

almost equally lacking in insight. He makes
some astonishing misstatements."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 2. Ja. 5, '07. 750w.

"Seems to be a carefully prepared work."
+ R. of Rs. 35: 256. F. '07. 30w.

Holman, Frederick Van Voorhie's. Dr.
* John McLoughlin: the father of Ore-

gon. *$2.5o. Clark, A. H. 7-31427.

A grreat deal of Oregon's pioneer history is

Included in this sketch. After the coalition of
the Northwest company, which' McLoughlin had
joined, and the Hudson bay company, he was
engaged to manage the company's interests In
Oregon. His work which finally led up to
American occupation makes an interesting per-
sonal account as well as an informing historical
docuntient.

Holme, Charles, ed. Old English country
cottages. *$2.50. Lane. 6-45169.

"An attempt to preserve some record of
these antique buildings that form one of the
chief charms of rural England. They are dealt
with in tlie text by counties. . . . Some 135
pen-and-ink drawings by Mr. Sidney R. Jones,
depicting general views and architectural de-
tail with charm and marked artistic skill, are
scattered through the text; and in addition
there are fifteen beautilul full-page plates in

color, after paintings by Mrs. Allingham and
others.''—Dial.

"While no, attempt has been made to cover
the "Subject thoroughly, a most interesting gen-
eral outline has been achieved."

-1- Dial. 41: 396. D. 1, '06. 250w.

"The two hundred drawings of old English
cottages form a record at once useful and in-
teresting."

4- Spec. 98: sup. 119. Ja. 2G, '07. 440w.

Holmes, Daniel Henry. Pedlar's pack. $5.
E. D. North, 4 E. 39th St., N. Y.

6-26458.

Ninety clever short poems which the author
declares are intended to help a "tired man to
kill a Sunday, " but they are really better than
their mission implies.

Lit. D. 33: 727. N. 17, '06. 40w.

"It is, indeed, the temperament of the paint-
er blessed with humor, the temperament of the
'limb of the spectrum,' that gives effectiveness
to Mr. Holmes's work."

4- Nation. 83: 440. N. 22, '00. 300w.

R. of Rs. 35: 254. F. '07. 20w.

Holmes, Gordon. Late tenant. $1.50. Clode,
E. J. 6-34806.

"A bronze young man who has spent his
youth nn a "Wyoming ranch and has gone to

London to grow rich and famous 'in the city,'

rents a furnished apartment iti Eddystone Man-
sions, and there you are. You smell violets,

you hear the swish of trailing garments, you
get tangled up in the most extraordinary 'af-

fair.' . . . There are missing papers to be plot-

ted for, there are serving women to be bribed,
there are mad drives in hansom cabs, with
the hero on the driver's perch and the speed
regulations of the greatest city in the world
set at naught. There are love scenes, hand-to-
hand struggles in the dark, dramatic tableau
of marriage settlements interrupted, and a
dropping of the curtain on the tragic finish of

a misguided life."—N. Y. Times.

Lit. D. 3S: 759. N. 16, '07. 390w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 20w.

R. of Rs. 36:635. N. '07. 150w.

"It is a story in the 'genre' which Miss Bran-
don popularized and which, whatever may be
said by the realists, has never entirely lost fa-

vor."
-I Lit. D. 34: 217. F. 9, '07. 220w.

"It is, in short, too much like the ordinary
mv.'stery story by, say, Fergus Hume. Yet if

you op'-n the book you v/ill read it through
unless something or somebody very important
interrupts." .__ ,„„

1- N. Y. Times. 11: 635. O. 6, '06. 420w.

"In the present tale he has grown less clever

than he was in 'The Arncliffe puzzle,' but he
has not ceased to be clever."

h N. Y. Times. 11: 796. D. 1, '06. IBOw.

Holt, Byron W., comp. Gold supply and

prosperity. *$i. Moody corporation.
7-26334-

"An able Introduction and conclusion by the

author, with a symposium of twenty-two pa-

pers by leading authorities on various phases

of the gold supply question, make up an Inter-

esting and attractive book. In summing up the

statements in the various papers of this syni-

posium the following points are brought out:

Fir.st, that for many years the output of gold

will increase rapidly; second, that, therefore, a
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Holt, Byron W., comp. —Continued.
depreciation in the value of gold will inevitably
result. . . . Ijike several books, which have ap-
peared during the past few years, the author
takes one item, in this case the gold supply,
and attempts to show that 'all the ills that flesh
is heir to' arise from this one cause."—^Ann.
Am. Acad.

"It is not the part of wisdom to state that
all of our problems can be traced to such an
artificial thing as the gold supply. On the whole,
however, the book is well written, and repre-
sents a valuable compilation of knowledge in
this field."

-\ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 160. Jl. '07. 290w.

+ Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 560. S. '07. 240w.
R. of Rs. 35: 638. My. '07. 80w.

Holt, Henry. On the civic relations. *$i.75.

Houghton. 7-18299.

Mr Holt's "Talks on civics" has been "much
amplified, modernized and actualized" (Put-
nam's) to produce the present revised edition.
The book has been written in the hope of "do-
ing a little something to develop in young peo-
ple a character of inind which is proof against
political quackery—especially the quackary
which proposes immediate cures by legislation
for the abiding ills resulting from human weak-
ness and ignorance."

"Those who do not 'desire to be deceived'
will find much 'dry light' in Mr. Holt's pages
on current and burning questions, concerning
which there is much more of heat than of light
in most current discussion." Montgomery
S'chuvler.

+ Putnam. 3: 231. N. '07. 33i0w.

R. of Rs. 36: 511. O. '07. llOw.

"The author takes no pains to conceal his real
opinion of the abilities of a very large part of
'so-called civilized' mankind, especially that
part that labors with its hands for a living.
This contempt steams up from every page un-
til it nearly suffocates the appetite of the expect-
ant reader. Yet there is an abundance of food
in Mr. Holt's book for readers with a suitable
digestion." Edward E. Hill.

h School. R. 15: 695. N. '07. 1440w.

Homans, James Edward. Self-propelled
vehicles: a practical treatise on the the-
ory, construction, operation, care and
management of all forms of automo-
biles; with upwards of 500 il. and dia-
grams. 5th ed., rev. and enl. $2. Aiidel.

6-35990
"The book is thoroughly revised and brought

up to date, describing the latest innovations
of the present day practice, while all obsolete
material has been discarded."—Engin. N.

"The volume is a useful handbook for the
owner of an automobile, and it is also calcu-
lated for use as a manual for class instruction."

4- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 161. Jl. '07. lOOw.
"It is a very satisfactory production for the

man who wants to know the 'why and where-
fore' of the automobile, as designed to-day,
and its proper care and manipulation."

4- Engin. N. 57: 198. F. 14. '07. 120w.

Homer. Iliad for boys and girls told from
Homer m simple language, by Rev.
Alfred J. Church. *$i.5o. Macmillan.

7-30639.
To reset classical literature in the language

of the child has become a worthy task of the
present day. This juvenile renders the thril-
ling Incidents of the Trojan war life-like and
true to the Iliad's text. The illustrations in
color are suggestively good.

"The narrative is suited in every possible way
to a child's umderstanding; it is childlike with-
out a trace of childishness; and it is a rare
pleasure for old readers of Professor Church to
see that his zest is as keen as ever, his fact as
unfailing, and his instinct for seizing essen-
tials as swift and true."

-f- -t- Spec. 99: 712. N. 9, '07. 29'Ow.

Homer. Odyssey for boys and girls, told
from Homer by the Rev. Alfred J.
Church. t$r.5o. Macmillan. 6-34824.

A simplified version of the Odyssey, attractive
in its illustrations, which is intended for young
readers.

"The style Is much more attractive than that
of the author's 'Story of the Odyssey.' "

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 21. Ja. '07. +
"Is a model of what such adaptations should

be."
-!- + Ath, 1906, 2: 653. N. 24. 90w.
"The story is intact, and the characters are

there, but there is not much of that oigness for
which Homer was noted."

H Ind. 61: 1409. D. 22, '06. 130w.

+ Nation. 83: 485. D. 6, '06. 60w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 822. D. 1, '06. 70w.

"Mr. Church has no superior in the art of re-
telling classical stories so as to interest girls
and boys."

-t- + Outlook. 84: 632. N. 10. '06. 70w.

+ R. Of Rs. 34: 764. D. '06. 50w.

"We have taken the precaution of having
the book submitted to the true arbiter of this
form of literature,—a boy under five. He has
listened to it with breathless attention and
sparkling eyes'."

+ + Spec. 97: 580. O. 20, '06. 730w.

Hone, Nathaniel J. Manor and manorial
records. ='$3. Button. 6-10492.

"Half Mr. Hone's book is devoted to a rea-
sonably short account of the history of the ma-
nor, no undue space being given to the dispute
concerning its evolution. With this we have
the story of the lord and his tenants andofflceis
and of their daily life and work as a communi-
ty, the illustrations i>eing for the most part
already familiar. . . The second half of the
book shortly explains the procedure of the ma-
norial courts, and then gives a very well chosen
series of examples of court rolls, accounts and
extents."—Acad.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 208. N. '07. +
"Shows that he understands how to rehearse

the classics for childish minds."
+ R. of Rs. 36: 764. D. '07. 30w.

"Mr. Hone's treatise on the manor offers it-

self rather as a popular introduction to its his-
tory and customs than as an original study
of a subject on which much good ink has been
spent. The result is a book which may be com-
mended especially to those who are entering
upon the study of English topography."

+ Acad. 70: 226. Mr. 10. '06. 1750w.

"Forms a very suitable introduction for the
beginner in the study of manorial court rolls,

of which many are in private hands. The trans-
lations are not in all respects accurate."

H Ath. 1906, 1: 761. Je. 23. 500w.

"Is more general and popular than Dr. Dav-
enport's volume. The first half of Mr. Hone's
work is but slight, and seems scarcely worthy
cff the large amount of research which he ap-
pears to have undertaken."

-I Ind. 63: 693. S. 19, '07. 41Cw.

"Wo can think of no book which presents in

a lucid manner a picture of the mode In which,
or the extent to which, our fathers living re-
mote from London were governed; none at all

events whicli gives abundance of extracts from
original records."

+ Lond. Times. 5: 243. Jl. 6, '06. 480w.

"The uninitiated reader, should be grateful
to Mr Hone for giving him an opportunity to
obtain a good general idea of old country life

without too severe a mental effort."

+ Sat. R. 101: 497. Ap. 21, '06. StiOw.
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Hood, Thomas. Poetical works, ed. by
Walter Jerrold. *$i.io. Oxford.

" 'The C0inplete poetical works cf Thomas
Hood' ... is adiled to tiie excellent Oxford edi-
tion of the poets. . . . Mr. Jerrold has provided
a more comprehensive edition of Hood than has
hitherto been available, searching out from the
magazines whatever could be certainly at-
tributed to him, and addiny half a dozen new
poems from manuscript."'—Nation.

"We confess ourselves in general hostile to
this mania for making up insignificant matter
and addling to it the works of writers who al-
ready suffer from the preservation of too much
that is mediocre. The notes are capital, and
the make-up of the voluime attractive."

h Nation. 84: 81. Ja. 24, '07. 220w.
— Spec. \)S: 90. Ja. 19, '07. 1790w.

Hornaday, William Temple. Camp fires

in the Canadian Rockies. "'*$3. Scrib-
ner. 6-35980.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Perhaps the chief charm of the book is that
he manages so faithfully to convey a sense of
the recrudescence of boyish energy and spirits
in staid middle-life, aroused under the stimu-
lus of unusual and invigorating surroundings. "

G. W. L.
-;- -i- Nature. 75: 410. Mr. 14, '07. 1190w.

-I- R. of Rs. 36: 109. Ja. '07. llOw.

"It is the best of advocates for true sport
and game preservation."

-t- -r Spec. yS: 60. Ja. 12, '07. 310w.

Hornblow, Arthur. End of the game; i!. by
A. E. Jameson. t$i.5o. Dillingham.

7-14587-
Instead of marrying a shallow-minded girl

with a two-hundred-thousand dollar dowery,
Roy Marshall chooses to wed his sister's gov-
erness, a girl whose literary career had been
checked by her father's loss of money and suu-
sequent death. From an unsuccessful begin-
ning in life on a New York paper his course
is turned into the channel of Pittsburg steel
interests and he rises to a multi-millionaire's
position of prominence and power. The loose
morals that result in his abandoning and div-
orcing his wife are astonishingly at variaatce
with his early integrity; he pays a heavy pen-
alty, and the book has a moral.

"The characters, if somewhat tamely drawn,
are good huonan creatures ana not the Hat pa-
per dolls found in the pages of so much cur-
rent fiction. It is a thoroughly wholesome story,
better for general purposes perhaps than many
novels better written."

i Lit. D. 34: 885. Je. 1, '07. 190w.

The worK is creditable—somewhat 'slow' and
unformed in many of the earlier portions, but
gaining constantly in assurance as it pro-
gresses "

N. Y. Times. 12: SIG. My. 18, '07. 690w.

Home, Herman Harrell. Psychological
principles of education. *$i.75. Mac-
millan. 6-26518.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The real strength of Dr. Home's book is

found in its treatment of emotional, moral, and
religious education; these vital subjects are
handled with brjadtli, warmth, and frankness,
and with an unusually full comprehension of

their supi'eme importance."
-i Dial. 42: 45. Ja. 16, '07. 630w.

"Home's theoretical assumptions, both in this
discussion and thruout the book seem to me to
show evidence of a certain confusion of tliought
of so fundamental a nature as to justify notice
here. The author has given to teachers many
suggestions of practical value and very likely
an inspiration toward better teaching, but he
has not based' these suggestions upon a consist-

ent and accurate system of psychology." Guy
Montrose "Whipple.

1- Educ. R. 34:317. O. '07. 1950w.
Reviewed by Charles Hughes Johnston.
+ + Educ. R. 34: 478. D. '07. 5000w.

"One can tiut regret casting a disparaging
word at so adimirably written a book as Home's
'Psychological principles of education;' but, in
spite of its concain.ing much excellent material
and maiiy good sugge.=tions for practical teach-
ing, it does not present any particularly orig-
inal point of view, nor does it mark any ad-
vance in the general field of education psychol-
ogy, living Kin,.r.

-i School R. 15: 227. Mr. '07. 790w.

Horner, Joseph G. Modern milling ma-
chines: their design, construction and
operation: a handbook for practical
men and engineering students. $4. Hen-
ley.

"The author has endeavored to treat the
subject, both in the text and by the illustra-
tions, in such a manner, as will make clear
the essentials of the art, and to provide a
book which will be useful to both the designer
and the operator." (Engin. N.) He "describes
very fully many different types of machines,
and probably one of the best chapters is that
dealing with the design and manufacture of
cutters."—Nature.

"The skilled workman as well as the ama-
teur will find much that is valuable and worth
while and little of the usual padding. Any
one collecting a library of shop books should
include this volume." Wm. W. Bird.

-f -t- Engln. N. 57: 194. F. 14. '07. 160w.
"Chapter 11 is too short, though very in-

teresting; it deals with the subject of feeds
and speeds. We can recommend this volume
to all interested in machine-shop practice. The
machines dealt with are of the latesu type,
and much useful information will be found
scattered through its pages." N. .7. L.
+ H Nature. 74:149. Je. 14, '06. 460w.

Horner, Joseph G. Practical metal turning:
a handbook for engineers, technical
students and amateurs, il. $3.50. Hen-
ley. 7-19433-

"The work in all its varied forms is dis-
cussed, its many tools and appliances are
shown and described and the question of
speeds and feeds for various tools and metals
is well treated. A good deal of valuable in-
formation is given regardiifg the use of high-
speed steel for lathe work."—Engin. N.

"Whilf^ nothing new or especially novel is

found, the book as a whole is well arranged,
the illustrations are good, and a copy is worth
owning for those interested in this line of
work." "Wm. "W. Bird.

-i- Engln. N. 57: 194. F. 14. '07. lOOw.

Horniman, Roy. Lord Cammarleigh's
secret; a fairy story of tn-day. t$i.5o.

Little.
'

7-34173-

Anthony Biooke, unwilling to battle for bread,
hits upon a bold plan. During his aimless wan-
dering through Grosvenor square he espies Lord
Cammarleigh, whom he knows by reputation, in

conversation with a woman. Brooke observes
the restlessness of his eyes and concludes that
he is a man who has a secret, one who is afraid.

"With none of the malice of blackmail but spurred
on by a fortune-hunter's necessity of the
things of life, Brooke looked the peer squarely
in the eye and said, "I know your secret." A
private secretaryship, the management of the
household affairs and, in truth of the obdurate
Cammarleigh himself follow for the imposter in

a most surprising manner.

"The book abounds with unfeeling fun, cul-
minating in a rhetorical flourish of impudence.
Fortunately for the nerves of the ordinary read-
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Continued.
er, the victim of blackmail is a puppet; but the
other important characters are vigorously
drawn."

-\ Ath. 1907, 2: 546. N. 2. 150w.

"Granted, however, a single initial Impossibil-
ity, the story goes on smoothly and naturally
enough; and this, we take it, represents a more
artistic method of dealing with the impossible
than that which demands our acceptance of new
miracles in every chapter." Wm. M. Payne.

H Dial. 4."?: 319. N. 16, '07. 230w.

Nation. 85r417. N. 28, '07. 210w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 30w.
"Mr. Horniman is to be congratulated on a

capital idea fully but not tediously exploited."
+ Sat. R. 104:519. O. 26, '07. 180w.

Horsley, Sir Victor A. H., and Sturge,
* Mary M. Alcohol and the human body:

an introduction to the study of the
subject; with a chapter by Arthur
Newsholme. *$i.50. Macmillan.

An indictment against the use of alcohol In
which "its ill effects on body and mind, on
health and strength, on moral action and intel-
lectual activity, are set forth by argument, by
facts, by figures, by representations, gruesome
in outline and hue, of the morbid conditions
which it induces in the chief organs of the hu-
man frame." (Spec.)

"This hook is sound literary performance artd
an ea.rnest tract for the times but we do not see
that it can achieve much."

+ Acad. 72: 600. Je. 22, •07. 1080w.
Ind. 63: 1119. N. 7, '07. 320w.

"Though on the main issue we do not feel
oompeteiit to give judgment—the conflict of evi-
dence is too great—^we are bound to record the
opinion that a book like that under notice is sure
to do a great deal of good, and can hardly do
any harm even if it is mistaken in fact."

+ Spec. 98: 946. Je. 15, '07. 190w.

Horstmann, Henry Charles, and Tousley,
Victor Hugo. Electrical wiring and
construction tables. *$i.S0. Drake, F:

J. 7-472.
A pocket hand-book for the wire man, con-

tractor, engineer and architect. "The book
contp.iiis tables for direct-current calculations,
for aiternating-current calculations, for the
smallest size of wiro permissible, and Tor the
mosT; economical loss in different installations.
Tables and diagrams are given showing the
proper size of conduits to accomodate different
combinations or numbers of wires; also tables
and data ior estimating the quantity of mate-
rial required for ditferent lines of work." (Eti-
gin. N.)

"Contains much useful information."
+ Engin. N. 57: 89. Ja. 17, '07. 120w.

Hoskins, Leander Miller. Text-book on hy-
draulics, including an outline of the
theory of turbines. *$2.so. Holt. 6-38547.

A text for the use of instructors of experi-
ence .and tliorough training in the subject, a
work giving the fundamental principles in a
clear and concise form without elaboration.

"As a whole it may be said that the book
presents the laws and theories of hydraulics
as they were recognized 20 to 26 years ago.
There is authoritv for most of its statements
in the treatises of that time, but it can hardly
be said to cover the field as we regard it to-
day." Gardner S. Williams.—• Engin. N. 57: 304. Mr. 14, '07. 940w.

"The book is distinctly elementary, and as
such is well written and supplied with good ex-
amples."

-u Nation. 84: 3S8. Ap. 25, '07. 210w.

"This book will be valuable In training engi-
neering students possessing a fair knowledge of

mathematics to solve any problems in hydraulics
they are likely to meet with in practice, ajid It
will also furnish them with aji insight Into the
principles on which the working and efficiency
of turbines are based."

+ Nature. 76:542. S. 26, '07. 510w.

-f- Technical Literature. 1: 177. Ap. '07.
320w.

Hough, Emerson, Story of the outlaw: a
study of the western desperado, il.

*$i.50. Outing. 7-5705.
Historical narratives of famous outlaws, the

stories of noted border wars, vigrllant move-
ments and armed conflicts on the frontier. It
is a contemplative study of the American des-
perado as he is, and in spite of the author's
intention to do away as far as possible with
melodramatic thrills, the character of the sub-
ject precludes their complete elimination.

"Not particularly interesting, but contains
material not easily available elsewhere."

-\ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:122. My. '07.

"It is a concise, clearly-reasoned, well-bal-
anced and admirably written piece of work—

a

real contribution to our economic literature, and
interesting to the average reader."
+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 638. My. '07. 420w.
"The pages exhale the smell of blood and

hemp. The realism is almost too raW for lit-

erature."
F Lit. D. 34: 766. My. 11, '07. 280w.

"His book certainly shows no trace of a
tendency to exaggeration, but on the contrary
is distinguished by a scrupulously careful mod-
eration of statement."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 202. Ap. 6, '07. 210w.

"It is all interesting and suggestive, aa ma-
terial lifted bodily from life always is, but a
little of it goes a long way."

+ Putnam's. 2: 748. S. *07. 270w.
"Mr. Hough's philosophising is the weak part

of his book."
H Spec. 98:761. My. 11, '07. 1950w.

Hough, Emerson. Way of a man. $1.50.

Outing pub. 7-27615.
The scene of Mr. Hough's story is once again

laid in the west, chiefly during the time of the
westward movement previous to the civil war.
It concerns a young Virginian who, tho bound
to an eastern girl, finds that he loves his com-
panion of many adventures on the great plains.
Their love-making, interrupted for a time by a
villainous emissary from the cotton interests
in England, and by the war Itself, finally ter-
minatts happily. It has been the wish of the
author to show the effect of a broad strong en-
vironment on human beings.

"The style of the hero's narrative in the open-
ing pages. Is too archaic for the period treated,
but becomes more appropriate as the story goea
forward."

-I Lit. D. 35: 695. N. 9, '07. 340w.

"Is chiefly of interest in the illustration it af-
fords of several tendencies in contemporary fic-

tion, as denlorable as they are conspicuous: the
glorification of the violent, the primitive, and the
crude; a sophomorical searciiing after effects of
stvle; and a habit of cheap philosophizing."— Nation. 85:377. O. 24, '07. 610w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 656. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"Mr. Hough writes a dignified and forthright
sort of tale, which, although it has a good plot

and plenty of incident, yet moves along quietly
and without the clatter-and-bang effect w*hich
characterizes so many novels of action. But
this mood seems all the time a little over-
strained, as if he wrote at high pitch and foxmd
it rather painful."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 769. N. 30, '07. 590w.

"There is plenty of thrill and suspense—pos-
sibly a trifle too much."—

-I- Outlook. 87: 497. N. 2, '07. lOOw.
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Hough, Romeyn Beck. Handbook of the
trees of the northern states and Can-
ada, east of the Rocky mountains;
photo-descriptive, buck. $8. Hough.

7-31 197.

"A new guide-book to the trees of the north-
ern states and Canada devotes two pages to
each species. One page bears a photographic
reproduction showing a group of leaves (Doth
sides) and fruit. The other page has a photo-
graph of the trunk of the tree, showing the dis-
tinguishing peculiarities of the bark, a small
map showing by shading the range of the tree's
growth, and a short, clear description of Its
characteris tics.

'
'—Outlook.

"We cannot think of an item which would
contribute to greater completeness. Everything
that has been attempted seems to have been
well planned and well executed. The book may
be commended as Indispensable for public and
school libraries, for all students of trees, and
botanical laboratories." C. R. B.
+ + + Bet. Gaz. 44 : 384. N. '07. 46(hv.

-f- Educ. R. 34: 636. D. '07. 30w.
"Thefe is nothing but praise for the work as

a whole. This handbook should be widely use-
ful in nature libraries, schools and colleges."

+ + + Nation. 85: 355. O. 17, '07. 460w.

'"The book is admirably adapted for the aver-
age person who wants to be able to tell the trees
apart with the least possible study."
+ + Outlook. 87: 358. O. 19, '07. lOOw.

"These photographs are of unusual excellence
and give to this handbook its distinctive value
as a work of reference!"

-I- -f R. of Rs. 36: 640. N. '07. 140w.

Hough, Theodore, and Sedgwick, William
Thompson. Human mechanism; its

physiology, and hygiene, and the san-
itation of its surroundings. *$2. Ginn.

6-.37595-

""I'nis is a textbook of hygiene on new lines.
Anatomy, 'both sro.ss and microscopic, is re-
duced to the lowest terms, and tlie emphasis
of the book, a.s statefl in the preface, is placed
on physiolo,q:y, hygiene, and sanitation—on
fun'jtion and conduct."—School R.

"First half of the l,iook . . . avoids unneces-
sary details, but omits nothing c-ssential. It is

so lucidly written that the w.iyfaring man will
have to be a terrible fool if he does not under-
stand it. We can aw.ard to [the second] part
no nishor praise than to say that it is as ex-
cellent as the preliminary physiological por-
tion. It teems with sound practical common-
sense; it points out convincingly, avoiding too
great t.^chn!cality. the scientific reason for their
[the aiithors'1 faitij."

-f Nature. 75: 318. Ja. 31, "07. 320w.

R. Of Rs. 35: 256. F. '07. 50w.

"It seems to be altogether the best work upon
the subject for use either as a textbook or for
private reading." Joseph E. Raycroft.

-r -i- School R. 15: 308. Ap. '07. 310w.

Houghton, Louise (Seymour), Hebrew^ life

and thought; being interpretative stud-
ies in the literature of Israel. *$i.50.

Univ. of Chicago press. 6-22298.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"One is disappointed that he finds no at-
tempt at the unity of purpose, except to enter-
tain the reader, indicated in the title of the
book. We are glad to find thai each lecture
has a definite purpose, and some of them are
admirablv treated." Ira M. Price and John M.
P. Smith.

-i Am. J. Theol. 11: 150. Ja. '07. 260w.

"The aim of the book is good'. It breathes
a profound faith. Its author loves the Bible all

the more because it is not only a book of re-
ligious instruction, but appeals to her as lit-

erature in the way the 'Iliad' or 'Odyssey'

does. The defects of the book are occasional
extravagances of statement, too great an effort
to make out biblical laws and family life su-
perior to anythmg else in antiquity, and an
artificial Interpj-etatioii of such books a.s Can-
ticles and Ruth."

H Bib. World. 29: 72. Ja. '07. 720w.
"Mrs. Houghton writes with enthusiasm and

con amore, and if we were able to name a de-
fect it would be a certain light passing over
the limitations and defects of Old Testament
motals and belief."

-i Ind. P2: 803. Ap. 4, '07. 160w.

Houghton, Louise (Seymour). Russian
grandmother's wonder tales. t$i.5o.

Scribner. 6-32363.
"Louise Seymour Houghton openly confesses

to having been prompted by 'Uncle Remus' In
her mode of treating 'The Russian grandmother's
wonder tales,' a collection revealing the simple
life of the Slavonians; at the same time In a
short preface the author Indicates analogies
which reveal how close in contact legends of
different lands often are. The book Is excellent-
ly printed and effectively illustrated by W. T.
Benda."—Ind.

"An excellent collection from authentic
sources."

-I- + A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 219. N. '06.

"Since Slavonic-tales do not seem yet to be
'vieux jeu,' we recommend this charming lit-

tle woriv as a gift-book."
-I Ath. 1907, 1: 14. Ja. 5. 210w.

H- Bookm. 24: 528. Ja. '07. 40w.

+ Ind. 61: 1407. T>. 22, '06. 70w.

-f Nation. 83: 514. D. 13, '06. 40w.

"The tales are exceedingly well written."

-f- -f N. Y. Times. 11: 718. N. 3, '06,. IOOtv.

"A fascinating little volume."
+ -h R. of Rs. 34:512. O. '06. 30w.

Houston, Edwin James. Discovery of the
* North Pole. T$i. Winston. 7-23532.

The second of three volumes in the "North
Pole series." Andree and Eric, two American
boys, are the heroes who pass thru thrilling ad-
ventures and exciting situations while they are
learning many facts of modern scientific dis-

coveries.

Hovey, Richard. Holy graal, and other
* fragments by Richard Hovey; being

the uncompleted parts of the Arthur-

ian dramas; ed. with introd. and notes

by Mrs. Richard Hovey, and a preface

by Bliss Carman. $1.25. Duffield.

Fragments of the Arthurian legends which
are presented for the sake of the psychological
problem involved rather than for their historic

and picturesque value as poetic material or for

the sake of their glamour and romance. From
notes, jottings, and outlines set down in note
books or upon scraps of paper, Mrs. Hovey has
completed the work of her husband who left it

unfinished.

N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"An Inestimable service has been rendered to

the memory of Richard Hovey by the publica-

tion of 'The holy graal and other fragments' of

the uncompleted Arthurian dramas; not so much
by virtue of the new material which they con-
tain for this i.'5 slight, as for the illumination

thrown ut>on the whole scheme of the projected

cycle by* the introduction and notes of Mrs.
Hovey." Jessie B. Rittenhouse.

-{ Putnam's. 3: 365. D. '07. 430w.

Howard, Burt Estes. German empire. **$2.

Macmillan. 6-34863.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 68. Mr. '07.
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"riK" woi)v makes up in solidity for what-

ever it lacks in interest. As a wliole the book
is a serious and concise summaTy of value in
itself and a basis for wider study."

-t- — Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 216. Ja. '07. 380w.

"We have examined no better book for the
American student of German institutions."
Robert K. Eisbee.

-f -f Arena. 37: 2] 6. F. '07. ITiOw.

"Will probably rank among the standard
briefer treatisi^s of the Germans. The only
criticism worth mentionins? relates to the title

of this book, which is misleading, since the
work relates almost entiiely to a single as-
pect of the German Empire, its constitution."
J. W. Garner,
-t- -^ Dial. 42: 105. F. 16, '07. 1290w.

"It is, indeed, a defect of the book that it

does not present us with a liviner picture of
how the various' organs of the constitution per-
form their tunctions. Dr. Howard has ob-
viously l.iased his book upon extensive research,
and possesses tha great merit of writing clear-
ly on legal subjects." W. M.

-T Eng. Hist. R. 22: 412. Ap. '07. S'lOw.

i- N. Y. Times. 12: 37. Ja. 19, "07. 310w.

"The text, though specifically ."iuristical, and
not, except in place, historical, never falLs under
the influence of Dr. Dryasdust; it is laboricu.s-
ly accurate, and supported by excellent ex-
planatory notes, which our daily lecturers on
foreign affairs should studv."

H- + Spec. US: 141. Ja. 26, '07. 2430w.

Howard, Earl Dean. Cause and extent of
the recent industrial progress of Ger-
many. (Hart, Schafifner and Marx orize
essays in economics.) **$i. Houghton.

7- 1.300 1.

The book "is divided into two parts, the first
of which treats of the extent of Germany's i3-
cent industrial progress; and the second, the
causes. Industrial progress in general is ae-
fined in an introductory chapter, as the 'in-
crease in the amount of goods produced and
transported, and the improvement of methods
by which this increased production is accom-
plished." The course of this development sinje
the industrial revolution is briefly reviewed."

—

Ann. Am. Acad.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 166. O. '07. S.

"It is a concise, clearly reasoned, well bal-
anced and admirably written piece of work—

a

real contribution to our economic literature,
and interesting to the average reader."

-f + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 638. My. '07. 420w.
Dial. 43: 69. Ag. 1, '07. 150w.

"It is a careful and discriminating .study, and
undoubtedly offers the best concise discussion
of its subject that has yet appeared." O. D.
Skelton.

-f- -t- J. Pol. Econ. 15: 662. N. '07. 300w.
"It cannot be said that Mr. Howard has made

any substantial contribution to our knowledge
of the subject."

+ Nation. 85:163. Ag. 22, *07. ;;70w.

"There is no questioning the intrinsic value
of his work, which assuredly makes for a
clearer understanding of modern Germany and
her people."

-f Outlook. 86: 438. Je. 22, '07. 500w.

R. of Rs. 35: 759. Je. '07. 50w.

"The book is well worth perusal, and it does
not detract from its value if we add that it is

for the most part, and properly so, a careful
and moderata exposition of the obvious."

+ Spec. 99: sup. 643. N. 2, '07. 540w.

Howard, George Bronson. Noi-roy, diplo-
matic agent; il. by Gordon Ross. $1.50.

Saalfield. 7-5683.
Seven diplomatic detective adventures in

which Yoi'ke Norroy figures as secret agent of
the United States. He always has in his pos-
session the means to foil his opponent in the

big international games being played, and the
analysis of his method of securing the trump
card reveals shrewd practical imagination at
work and the adroit handling of resulting situ-
ations.

"The seven stories are good reading at any
time, and particularly wheii the mind longs for
diversion."

-f- N, Y. Times. 12:181. Mr. 23, '07. 260w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 381. Je. 15, '07. 200w.

Howard, John Raymond, ed. Prose you
ought to know. **$i.5o. Revell.

"I'he editor's "aim in the present volume is to
gathc-r, from a wide range of authorship and
subjpct-matter, a series of brief excerpts, each
of which shall be typical of its author's best
style, and, besides exciting a m^jmentary in-
terest, shall 'at least hint at the richness of
an rssay, a tale, a history, an oration.' "

—

Dial.

"TIas been edited .with an intelligence
and originality that will make it acceptable
even to the avowed enemy of the ordinary book
of extr.acts."

-;- Dial. 41: 460. D: 16, 'M. 220w.
"The selections he makes are brief and nu-

meicus rather tlian few and choice."
-J N. Y. Times. 12: 31. Ja. 19,' '07. 280w.

Howard, Newman. Christian trilogy. 3v.
ea. *$i.25. Dutton.

"Religions may come and go; the forms of
morality may change, and what is right in one
age and clime be wrong in another; but the es-
sential virtue remains the same—nothing else
than faithfulness to what a man holds to be
right. That is the idea running through the
three plays which Mr. Newman Howard calls
his 'Christian trilogy.' . . . Kiartan was, ex-
ternally, true to his false friend; Savonarola
to his false city; Minervina and Crispus, Con-
stantine's discarded wife and son, to their false
husband, wife, and emperor. In each case
there lies behind the occasion, the sense of
honor, the conviction of the necessity for
truth to an ideal of right."—Lond. Times.

"Mr. Newman Howard's 'Christian trilogy' is

real poetry and it is real drama. Mr. Howard's
work is so fine that it seems captious to point
out what we feel to be a defect in it. Though
in each of his dramas, tragedy is implied in

the character of the chief personage, too much
of the action is controlled by the persistent
malignity of another individual. Free from
most of the tricks of the playwright, Mr.
Howard still relies too much on his villain."

-t- -i Acad. 71:469. N. 10, '06. 1560w. (Re-
view of V. 1-3.)

"Starting with the essential idea, he devel-
ops it broadly, simply, even severely, preserv-
ing always the distinction between what is

theatrical and what is dramatic."
-I- Lond. Times. 5: 345. O. 12, '06. 15S0w.
(Review of v. 1-3.)

"The work of Newman Howard which has
but lately made its way to us, though published
first some years ago in England, evinces a
diamatic talent of a high order, but a talent

not yot wholly disciplined." Jessie B. Ritten-
iiouso. _ ^„

.^ Putnam's. 2: 350. Je. '07. 360w. (Re-
view of v. 1-3.)

V. 1. Kiartan the Icelander: a tragedy.

The motif of the first part of the trilogy is

the introduction of Christianity into Iceland.

"Tn 'Kiartan the Icelander' his very care for

local colour and characteristic expiession
makes his meaning sometimes not easy to fol-

low. Possibly in the theatre this difficulty

would disappear, though we cannot help feel-

ing that he has been so intent on making his

people tenth century Icelanders that they lose

something of their probability as men and wo-
men." , ^
-f -I Acad. 71:469. N. 10, '00. 390w.
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V. 2. Savonarola: a city's tragedy.
A drama filled with the "forlorn anti-pagan

hope of Savonarola." Its interest is centered
in "the public career of the Frate, the dramatic
incident of the Trial by fire and the tragic
spectacle of the Execution."

"Without any sacrifice of dramatic propriety
he has so arranged that you see not only peo-
ple but their surroundings. As a result, the
play is full of the stir and colour of mediaeval
Italy. Indeed, though he has handled the cen-
tral theme in a masterly manner, what will de-
light most readers is the extraordinary sense of
atmosphere created by the minor characters."
+ -\ Acad. 71: 469. N. 10, '06. 390w.
"In 'Savonarola,' Mr. Howard's more recent

drama, the lack of sharp definition in the plot
and dialogue is much more apparent than in
'Kiartan,' since all the rival factions and orders,
civil and religious, of that turbulent period are
represented in the play and by their machina-
tions so involve the plot that it is difficult to
keep the various characters and their alleg-
iance distinct." Jessie B. Rittenhouse.

-I Putnam's. 2: 350. Je. '07. SBOw.
V. 3. Constantine the great: a tragedy.

7-18134.

The establishment of Christianity as the
state religion of the Roman empire furnishes
the k(;y-note of the third part of the trilogy.
"In this play Mr. Howard gets his background,
his atmosphere, mainly by a single figure; that
of the little degenerate Fabius. By an almost
savage piece of irony, Fabius is made the vic-
tim of the plot to murder Constantine. The
state of paganism at the period of the play is

admirably indicated by the priests of Demeter
with their pitiful machinery for working an ap-
parition of the goddess Proserpine. Bombo is

one of the best clowns out of Shakespeare."'
(Acad.)

"Mr. Howard reaches his highest level of
workmanship in 'Constantine the great.' The
chief characters stand out with something of
the objective reality of sculpture but with all

the life and movement of human beings. The
dialog is reiluced to its bare essentials, and be-
cause no word is allowed for its own sake, every
word is not only significant but decorative, so
that the texture of the verse is as if woven of
some precious metal."
+ -\ Acad. 71: 469. N. 10, '06. 390w.

"When we have put together all the poetical
achievements of this tragedy, when we have
set them beside its mastery of dramatic speech
and structure and when we have dispassionately
weighed against these excellencies its defects,
we cannot hesitate to place it among all but
the highest English dramatic poetry."
-f H Ath. 1906, 2: 398. O. 6. 2160w.
"The conception—a rare failing—is superior

to the art or technique."
-\ Sat. R. 103: 207. F. 16, '07. 280w.

"We cannot praise Mhr. Howard more highly
than by saying that he is one of the very few
living poets who stand in the great tradition.
It is a book which every lover of good i)0€try
must read and cherish."
+ + Spec, 97: 930. D. 8, '06. 230w.

Howard, Oliver Otis. Autobiography. 2v.
* **$5. Baker. 7-35640.
The volume "takes us once more to the fa-

miliar battlefields, shows how campaigns were
fought and won and lost, and describes In de-
tail the efforts of the government, after peace
had been rcistored, to relieve the emancipated
but helpless slaves whom the war had set at
liberty."—Outlook.

_
"Bulks large on the shielf, but so Interest-mg that the reader will not regret the magni-

tude. '

-1- Outlook. 87: 609. N. 23, '07. 410w.

Howden, J. R. Boys' book of locomotives
* $2. McClure.
An informing book for young readers which

traces with many accompanying illustrations
the evolution of the steam engine from its be-gmnmg to its replacement by the electric loco-
motive.

"The book will tempt old as well as young "

-f- Nation. 85: 620. D'. 5, '07. 40w.
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 749. N. 23, '07. 50w.
+ R. of Rs. 36: 767. D. '07. 90w.

Howe, Frederic Clemson. British city: the
beginnings of democracy. **$i.so. Scrib-
ner. 7-21305.

A companion to Mr. Howe's study of the
American city. It is not only an exnosition full
of historical and statistical detail but is a crit-
ical discussion of the workings of the British
city and of the lessons contained "for the so-
lution of parallel, but by no means identical,
Ameiican problem.^." The author's strictly eco-
nomic Doint of view accounts for all the mo-
tives of a commonwealth's interests, ne has be-
come "convinced that it is the economic en-
vironment th.it creates and controls man's ac-
tivities as well as his attitude of mind."

"He takes the reader delightfully into his con-
fidence, and writes with an astonishing recol-
lection of detail. An autobiography at once so
full of incident ajnd so free from matters of
small ImjKirtance has rarely been produced."
Percy F. Bicknell.

+ + Dial. 43: 244. O. 16, '07. 1800w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 166. O. '07.

"No social reformer can afford to be without
this volume." B. O. Flower.
+ + + Arena. 38: 200. Ag. '07. 3260w.
"The book contains a good deal of informa-

tion, not all of it full or pertinent, but It is not
presented with especial attractiveness or force."

h Educ. R. 34:430. N. '07. 70w.
"In sijite of these numerous mistakes and

misconceptions, Mr. Howe has formed some
very sound and well-grounded opinions as to
the working of British institutions."

H Ind. 63: 880. O. 10, '07. 420w.
J. Pol. Econ. 15: 441. Jl. '07. 210w.

"Mr. Ilowe never lets himself forget that he
is writing for American readers and the con-'
trast which he draws between municipal con-
ditions in the tVo countries is really the book's
most valuable and illuminating feature."

-i Nation. 85: 81. Jl. 25, '07. 1220w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 376. Je. 8, '07. lOOw.
N. Y. Times. 12: 547. S. 14, '07. 530w.

Howe, Frederic Clemson. City: the hope
of democracy. **$i.5o. Scribner.

5-33225.
Descriptive note in December, 1905.
Reviewed by J.ewis E. Palmer.

Charities. IV: 511. D. 15, '06. 630w.
"For our part, we believe that in his main

principles the author is right, as also in many
of his applications of those principles to judge
the success or failure of the British city. We
also believe tiiat he carries some of his theories
too far."
+ H Engin. N. 58: 533. N. 14, '07. 1240w.
"Writfs as a propagandist rather than as a

student. Th(! work is interesting in style,
stimulating in thougiit and treatment, hopeful
in tone and is well worth a careful reading
by the student of miunicipal affair.s." Clinton
Rogers "Woodruff.

-I Yale R. 15: 463. F. '07. 710w.

Howe, Frederic Clemson. Confessions of
a monopolist. *$i. Public pub. 6-32427.

An autobiography "showing how easily a
man of medium capacity and no scruples can
accumulate a fortune by exploiting public fran-
chises and 'playing Wall street.' " (N. T.
Times.) "Never before has a work appeared
In which the methods of the high financiers and
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Howe, Frederic Clemson —Continued.
political bosses have been more clearly ex-
posed. Here the reader is made to see how
certain feats that appear from before the foot-
lights as little short of miraculous are per-
formed. Here he sees how by learning the
rules of the game a modern high financier is
able to divert the wealth of thousands into the
till of the crafty monopolists; how, in short, the
thousands are made to labor for the few just
as actually as in the days of the feudal lords
the serfs slaved for the barons. And here be
sees how politics are made the handmaid of
the modern plutocracy in its attempt to en-
slave labor while destroying the soul of dem-
ocracy." (Arena.)

"It is far and away the finest political satire
on ])resent-day American politics,—a book that
every thinking patriotic citizen should read."

-+- + Arena, 36: 680. D. '0€. 950w.

"It is not pleasant reading—it Is too true to
life, though possibly somewhat exaggerated oi
unnaturally concentrated either for artistic ef-
fect or for the sake of argument." Max West.

-1 Dial. 43: 121. S. 1, '07. 310w.
J. Pol. Econ. 15: 125. F. '07. 120w.

"The little volume is both interesting and in-
structive, whether regarded as a vade mecum
for those desirous of practising the new high
finance, or as an addition to the horrors which
our professional purifiers have revealed in or-
der to reform them."

H N. Y. Times. 11: 595. S. 29, '06. 240w.

Howe, Malverd Abijah. Symmetrical ma-
sonry arches, including natural stone,
plain concrete and reinforced concrete
arches; for the use of technical schools,
engineers and computers in designing
arches according to the elastic theory.
$2.50. Wiley. 6-33609.

"In the first chapter, fundamental formulas
for ihe elastic arch are derived; in the second
chapter, symmetrical arches without hinges and
of ijonstant or variable sedition, are considered.
... In chapter 3 the author applies the
theory in detail to a segmental circular arch
of constant section and also to a reintorced-
conrrete arch. . . . The last chapter of the
book is devoted to drawings of typical arches.
An appendix is given on the physical proper-
ties of stone and concrete and data for about
five hundred masonry arch bridges."—Engin.
N.

"The book is a strong, sound handling of a
difiieult subject. The one criticism that can
be matle of the thec-ry developments in the
bonk is that they are a little too condensed."
Wro. Cain.
4- -I- ^ Engln. N. 5G: 522. N. 15. '06. 9S0w.

Howe, Samuel Gridley. Letters and jour-
nals of Samuel Gridley Howe; ed. by
his daughter, Laura E. Richards; with
notes and a preface by F. B. Sanborn.
3v. ea. **$3. Estes. 6-38340.

V, 1. Following a brief .story of his early years,
Mrs. Richards has sketched her father's life
from his letters and journals written In Greece
during his espousal of that country's fight for
independence. "The book gives a convinc-
ing picture of the conditions of Greece at the
time of the war of independence, and intro-
duces u.« to an American working among these
conditions who was a credit to his country for
firmness of character, coolness of judgment,
disinterestedness, and humanity." (Nation.)

rank with the very best Greek travels of that
day." J. Irving Manatt.
+ -1- Am, Hist. R. 12: 640. Ap. "07. 1040w.

(Review of v. 1.)

"If they are to be regarded as historical ma-
terials, they require much more annotation to
make them generally comprehensible. Their
omissions are too serious to give them much
weight as a contemporary record of events."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 189. F. 16. 2090w. (Review
of v. 1.)

"Mrs. Richards's prefatory and Interspersed
notes add no little to the value and complete-
ness of the book as a detailed account of her
father's eventful young manhood."

+ Digl. 42: 187. Mr. 16, '07. 3'50w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"The letters and journals are written In a
spirited fashion, but are lacking in notable In-
cident, and deal with few personalities who are
of interest to any except special students of
this period of European history."

+ Lit. D. 34: 26. Ja. 5, '07. 240w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"The book is readable throughout."
+ Lond, Times. 6: 51. F. 15, '07. 550ir.
(Review of v. 1.)

"Mrs. Richards would probably be well ad-
vised were she to use the pruning knife more
freely in succeeding volumes. There Is no In-
dex, and the printing and production of the
book leave much to be desired."

H Nation. 84: 248. Mr. 14, '07. 680^'. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

-f- R. of Rs. 35: 113. Ja. '07. llOw. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

+ Sat. R. 103:276. Mr. 2, '07. 180w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"This is an interesting volume, but the read-
er need not consider himself bound to go thru
It from cover to cover."

+ Spec. 9S: sup. 652. Ap. 27, '07. 400w.
(Review of v. 1.)

Howell, George. Labour legislation, labout
movements, and labour leaders. 2d ed.

2v. *$2.50. button.
A new edition of a work which serves to

throw "light on the nature, aims and methods of
trade-unionism.

"Full of facts and judgments of high histor-
ical value. There was hardly a keener eye on
Greek affairs than Howe's; hardly a man of any
age w'no saw so much and interpreted it so
well. His incisive judgments of men have, In
the main, stood the test of time. Apart from
the historical value of this volume. It takes

Ind. 60:1287. My. 31, '06. 50w.

"He chronicles a great deal not to be found
in other liistories, and his book fills a gap for
England which needs filling for ourselves."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 176. Mr. 24, '06. 500w.

"It is marred by fragmentariness, by repe-
titions, and by unpolished style, but Its merits
are fo conspicuous that it deserves the thought-
ful consideration of every student of economic
and social questions."

H Outlook. 84: 675. N. 17, '06. 580w.

Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 181. Mr. *07. 70w.

Howell, James. Familiar letters of James
Howell; with an introd. by Agnes Rep-
plier. 2v. $6; Specal ltd. ed. 4v. *$i5-

Houghton. 7-15871-

An attractive new edition of letters which
"speak for thtmselves, and surely no reader
will pine for erudite guidance through the maze
of curious anecdote, lively narrative, and char-
acteristically intimate comment and reflection

which Howell has constructed.', writing always
crisplv and lucidly, in accordance with his be-
lief that a letter should be 'short- coated and
closely couch'd' and should 'not preach but
epistolize.' " (Dial.)

"The letters themselves . . . possess all the
charm and gossiipy interest of their time that
the letters of Horace Walpole contained a cen-
tury later." L,aurence Burnham.
+ + Bookm. 26: 101. S. '07. 360w. (Review

of 4 V. ed.)

-f + Dial. 43: 214. O. 1, '07. 430w. (Review
of 2 v. ed.)
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"In her pleasant way Miss Repplier brings
out, by incident and characterization, the qual-
ities which have made his letters the constant
reading of lovers of literature since they first

appeared."
+ + Outlook. 87: 357. O. 19, '07. 280w. (Re-

view of 2 V. ed.)

"It is a book that seems as fresh to-day as
when it was written nearly three centuries ago,
and, though it may never be popular, it will al-
ways be vaJued bj' the discriminating few."
Charlotte Harwood.
+ -I- Putnam's 2: 446. Jl. '07. 700w. (Review

of 4 v. ed.)

"The wide careless world will pay little at-
tention to these volujnes, but they will have
their own sure welcome." H. W. Bo3mton.
+ + Putnam's. 3: 233. N. '07. 830w. (Review

of 2 V. ed.)

Howells, William Dean. Between the dark
and the daylight. ''$1.50. Harper.

7-34775-
Of the seven tales told by old friends at the

club four are psychological romances, stories of
that mental borderland suggested by the book's
title. "A sleep and a forgetting" tells of a
strange lapse of memory in a young girl; "The
eidolons of BroOKS Alford" concerns the visions
of a broken down professor and the pretty wid-
ow who disperses them; "A memory that worked
over time" is a confusion of memory and im-
agination; end "A case of metaphantasmia" en-
ters into the question of dream-transference.
The three stories which conclude the book,
"Editha," "Braybrldge's offer," and "The chick
of the Easter egg" are plain day-light stories,
a protest against war, a speculation as to the
average proposal, and an amusing Easter com-
edy.

Altruria as seen by the American wife whom
he takes home with him, and who has a diffi-
cult time adjusting her American ideas to a
country which has neither money nor social
gradations, and, where lord and farmer work
happily for their living, side by side.

Reviewed by A. Schade van Westrum.
-I- Bookm. 26: 276. N. '07. lOOOw.

"They are queer and creepy without being
exactly supernatural."

+ Ind. G3: 1377. D. 5, '07. 160w.

"The stories are graceful social pictures writ-
ten witli charm and humor."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"We can onlj' congratulate ourselves that he
does not sit before his fire enjoying It all to
himself, as he might be tempted to do."

+ + Outlook. 87: 624. N. 23, '07. 190w.
"All the stories are full of delightful reading.

They would not be Mr. Howells's if they were
not."

-f- + Spec. 99: 717. N. 9, '07. 210w.

Howells, William Dean. Certain delightful
English towns, with glimpses of the
pleasant country between. **$3. Har-
per. 6-38895.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
"It is only a Stevenson or a Howells who

could achieve fascination for [this task]. But
Mr. Howells is triumphantly successful. The
American humor, which has always been at-
tuned, in Mr. Howeils, to a delicate strain,
be<-r>mes tender whimsicality. We know no one
who writes moro beautifully in modern Eng-
lish."

-!- + Ath. 1907. 1: 435. Ap. 13. 1040w.
"How dare we use anything so rough and

rude as the downright word praise of anything
so delicate?"
+ -f Lond. Times. 6: 100. Mr. 2«, '07. 1590w.

-f Spec. 98: 45i\ Mr. 23, '07. 1560w.

Howells, William Dean. Through the eye
of the needle. t$i.5o. Harper. 7-15545.

Part 1 of this sociological story contains a
view of modern New York as seen by a travel-
er from Altruria. The tall, bleak apartment
houses, the social distinctions, and the greed
for gain impress him so strongel?/ that he says
at the very outset,—"If I spoke with Altrurian
breath of the way New Yorkers live, I should
begin by saying that the New Yorkers do not
live at all." Part 2 contains an account of

"Done in the author's usual delightful man-
ner."
+ + A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 135. My. '07.

"Unhappily, these sociological criticisms are
not conveyed In an interesting form of fiction.
We cannot be absorbed in Mr. Homos's love af-
fair with an attractive American widow, and
we are thrown back for diversion on his strict-
ures on American conditions."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 786. Je. 29. 250w.
"He is writing, not a thesis on the future eco-

nomics of the world at large, but a kindly sa-
tire, a sort of twentieth century parable."
Frederic Taber Cooper.

+ Bookm. 25: 394. Je. '07. 270w.
Reviewed by A. Schade van Westrum.

Bookm. 25: 434. Je. '07. 1230w.
+ Ind. 62: 1207. My. 23, '07. 670w.

"In this novel, dealing with a theme peculi-
arly congenial to him, we have an example of
Mr. Howells's style arrived at its perihelion."

-f + Lit. D. 34: 885. Je. 1, '07. 330w.
"We should rather be thankful for a piece of

very grateful fancy, and not the least for a
deft and witty introduction which Is an almost
faultless little piece of irony."

+ Lond. Times. 6:165. My. 24, '07. 630w.
"The account of these plutocrats endeavor-

ing to maintain the forms of an obsolete social
order verges perilously upon comic opera.
This, however, is of small consequence, the
point of interest being that with Mr. Howells's
deep love of humanity as he finds it, the ap-
ostle of realism in American fiction should care
to spend (almost waste) his precious gifts up-
on such a toy of the imagination as the island
of Altruria."

H Nation. 84: 134. My. 9, '07. 69(>w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 255. Ap. 20, '07. 170w.

"Certain it is tliat whatever be our attituae
toward socialism, or our opinion of what we
may presume to be Mr. Howells's own theories,
we must needs enjoy the exquisite literary fla-
vor of these letters to and from Altruria, and
can hardly fail to be lifted to a higher plane
by the author's own sincere enthusiasm of hu-
manity and widely inclusive sympathies." M.
Gordon Pryor Rice.

H- N. Y. Times. 12:297; My. 11, '07. 3370w.

"Mr. Howells has written in his characteris-
tic whimsical vein."

'

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 581. Je. 15. '07. 210w.

. "Mr. Howells writes, not as a reformer with
a grievance, but simply as a lover of his kind,
perturbed over current errors but too wise to

let them warp his Judgment." Royal CJortissoz.

+ + No. Am. 186: 127. S. '07. 6&0w.

+ + Outlook. 86: 339. Je. 15, '07. 400w.

"Somehow, it leaves the reader not half so
kindly disposed toward his fellow-men, not half
so eager to make this a better world, as he
was after reading 'Lemuel Barker' or 'Silas
Lapham.' " Vernon Atwood.
+ -j Putnam's. 2: 619. Ag. '07. 290w.

"It embodies much cogent criticism of every
Important phase of American life."

-}- R. of Rs. 35: 761. Je. '07. 80w\

"Mr. Howells Is always welcome in whatevrjr
guise his message comes, and a special inter-
est attaches to his new romance, since it ex-
hibits his distinguished talent in an unfamiliar
light."

+ + Spec. 98: 836. My. 25, '07. 840w.

Hoy, Mary Lavinia Thompson (Mrs. Frank
L. Hoy). Adrienne. $1.50. Neale.

6-46252.
A southern story of Civil war davc in which

the fair play-day world is transformed for a
group of irresponsible Southern girls into a
dreary world of waiting and anxiety.
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Hoyt, William Henry. Mecklenburg declar-
ation of independence. **$2.50. Put-
nam. 7-15929.

A study cf e\'idenc-e that the alleged early
declaration of independence of Mecklenburg
coniity, North Carolina, on May 20, ,1775, is

spurious.

"The last page leaves the reader as helpless
as the first, in ability to separate hearsay from
evidence. But the book is valuable as a his-
tory of a controversy."

-I Dial. 43: 123. S. 1, '07. 400w.

"The book oniers a vei-y good evample of an
historical investigation, conducted in a judicial
spirit, and carries conviction with its conclu-
sions. The illustrations are excellent, but noth-
ing can excuse the absence of an index."
+ -] Nation. So: 1S7. Ag. 29. '07. 540\v.

R. Of Rs. 3G: 128. Jl. '07. 120w.

Hubbard, Elbert (Fra Elbertus, pseud.).
* Little journeys to the lujmcs of em-

inent orators. (Little journe}'?. new
scr.) $2.50. Putnam. 7-36125.

An unusual aggregation of orators is pre-
sented here. The group includes Pericles, Mark
Antony, Savonarola, Marat, IngersoU, Patrick
Henrv, Starr King. Henry "Ward Beecher and
Wendell Phillips.

"It is an incongruous array in time, char-
acter, and purpose, but the author bnngs out
stronglv their common characteristics."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 711. N. 9, '07. lOOw.

"The book has real interest, especially to that
curious boy. or man, who 'wants to know.' "

-f- Outlook. 87: 618. N. 23, '07. 60w.

Hubbard. Frank McKinney. Abe Martin,
of Brown county, Indiana, il. **$l.

Bobbs. 7-15475-
Mr. Meredith Nicholson characterizes Abe

Martin as a "Plato on a cracker barrel; or ra-
diant Socrates after Xantippe's departure to
visit her own folks in Tecumseh townsMp."
Cartoons of Abe's neighbors '^ho are charac-
teri:^ed in epigram appear, accompanied by brief
bibliographical bits. Then follows the "mirth-
provoking epigrams" themselves, which do jus-
tice to an Artemus "Ward.

Hubbard, George H. Teachings of Jesus in

parables. *$i.5o. Pilgrim press.

7-16710.

"Mr. Hubbard recognizes the fact that the
parables of Jesus were addressed to plain peo-
ple. . . . He abstains from dogmatizing and
from critical exegesis, and gives a free hom-
iletical exposition of what he sees as the cen-
tral truth of the short story."—Outlook.

"These popular and interesting expositions of
the parables reveal clear religious insight, prac-
tical common-sense, and no small degree of lit-

erary skill."

-f Bib. World. 30: 79. Jl. '07. 20w.

"Fresh thoughts in new points of view make
this volume a helpful addition to the abundant
literature of its subject. Those who have read
an> number of workSj upon the gospel parables
find need to supplement or correct one author
by another, and this volume, though excellent,
occasions no exception to that experience."

-i Outlook. Sr,: 835. Ag. 17, '07. 140w.

Hubbard, Winfred D., and Kiersted, Wyn-
koof. Water-works management and
maintenance. $4. Wiley. 7-21739.

"Part 1.. which fills 217 out of a total of 419
pages, deals with the securing of water sup-
plies from various sources, and the selection
and ins'tallation of pumps; Part 2. 167 pages,
discusses more particularly the various features
of management and maintenance, but also ne-

cessarily contains much that relates to construc-
tion work; and Part 3, 35 pages, treats from
various points of view the subjects of franchise,
water rates and depreciation."—Engin. N.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 167. O. '07.

"The title of this important book is some-
what misleading, as less than half the volume
is devoted to the management and maintenance
of water-works. Along with a reproduction of
many facts already well known to every com-
petent water-works man, and many citations
froin papers which have already been frequent-
ly published, there are a great many useful and
practical suggestions nearly all of which are in
the line of good modern practice. All of these
make the work a valuable addition to water-
works literature." Dabnev H. Maurv.
-f -I Engin. N. 58: 294. S. 12, '07. 1720w.

+ Nature. 76: 517. S. 19, '07. 340w.

Huber, John Bessnes. Consumption. **$3.

Lippincott. 6-17682.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This work, though binclened b.v a too am-
bitious title, is really a very valuable co^mpi-
lation of the fact.s of the present day anti-
tuberculosis campaisn in this and othei' coun-
tries!." Christopher Easton.
-r -^ Charities. 17: 493. D. 15. '06. 980w.

Huchon, Rene. George Crabbe and his
times, T754-1832: a critical and biog-
raphical study; tr. from tlie French by
Frederick Clarke. *$5. Button. W7-T49.

With less of narrative and more of criticism,
M. Huchon aims tii write " a psychological bi-
ography of the» poet, with a view to the inter-
pretation of his works."

"The picture he presents of the vnung Crabbe
is clear and convincing. When in the later
portion of his book he is dealing with the ac-
tual poems he develops these tendencies at
which he has previously hinted, with great
skill, so that he brings the reader very close to
the intimate side of the poet's character."

-I- -f Acad. 72: 2S6. Mr. 23, '07. 1360w.

"As a biographer M. Huchon is full, clear,

and precise, rivalling the late James Dykes
Campbell in his zest for researcii and verifica-
tion."
f -f Ath. 1907. 1:407. Ap. 6. 2090w.

"At times the narrative is too discursive . . .

but on the whole it is a just and clear biogra-
phy, with sympathetic interpretation." Annie
Russell Marble.
-f- H Dial. 43: 39. Jl. 16, '07. 1290w.

"To speak frankly, a book that proposes to
Introduce an English poet to the French, and
yet in some 700 pages scarcely quotes a line of
his verse as he wrote it, seems to us an ab-
surdity. The truth is that it has gone a long
way to spoil an admirable book. It is an in-
justice to the French reader; to the English
reader it is a constant annoyance. And yet the
book, even as it is, deserves to have plenty
of English readers."

i Lond. Times. 6: 193. Je. 21, '07. 1370w.
"Its abundance of literary judgment is pre-

sented rather in dispersion than compactness,
for the purpose of elucidatmg the biographical
theses; and the complete proportion and har-
mony preserved throughout may well tie con-
sidered the crowning achievement of the work"

-L -f Nation. 84: 476. My. 23, '07. 1170w.

"Though the French scholar may have pre-
pared a better biography than the younger
Crabbe's, time will have to judge whether he
has written a better book." H. W. Boynton.

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 491. Ag. 10, '07. 1790w.

"Is distinctlv original and vmconventional."
-(- Outlook. 87:41. S. 7, '07. 1720w.

"Of M. Huchon's volume (not at all badly
translated by Mr. Clarke) we may say, In one
word, that it is the work of an expert. If only
as a piece of social hlstor.v the work Is full of
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value. Our main praise, however, we reserve
for the judgment and taste with which M.
Huchon has made his Quotations."
+ -f- Sat. R. 103: 462. Ap. 13, '07. 1020w.

Huck, A. Synopsis of the first three Gos-
* pels arranged for English readers; ed.

by Ross L. Finney. *$i. Meth. bk.

An English version of Huck's "Synopse,"
a Greek harmiony used widely in Germany as an
aid to Holtzmann's "Hand-commentar." "The
present volume exhibits Mark as the basal work
of the evang'elic records, the use of Mark by
both Matthew and Jjuke, the collection of Logia,
and the material peculiar to each evangelist.
The use of fhiis harmony does not blind the stu-
dent to the special characteristics of the several
evangelists and their relations of mutual de-
pendence, as is often the case with the older
manuals.

"The work is faithfully done, but it is based
on Huck's second edition in 1898. This is most
unfortunate, ac in his recent third edition, 1906,

Huck has fundamentally remodeled his work,
greatly improving and enriching it."

H Bib. World. 30: 480. D. '07. SOw.

"This is decidedly the best harmony for his-
torical study, and its wide use would promote
greatly the knowledge of the New Testament."

+ Ind. 63: 1314. N. 28, '07. 190w.

"This harmony, which follows the order of
Mark, is the most useful in existence for Ms-
torical students."

-F + Nation. 85: 398. O. 31, '07. 140w.

Huckel, Oliver. Modern study of consci-

ence. (Boardman lectureship in Chris-

tian ethics.) 50C. Univ. of Pa. 7-13922.

The study looks into the origin and nature
of consioience, its means of education and en-
lightenment, and finally considers the grounds
for the present and perpetual authority of con-
science.

Hudson, Charles Bradford. Crimson con-
quest: a romance of Pizarro and Peru,
il. t$i.5o. McCIurg. 7-32156.

A story of aboriginal America. The events
fall in the period of Pizarro's conquest of the
Peruvian chief and his determined hosts. The
hero, Viracocha Christoval, is one of the brav-
est of tlie Castilian knights and the heroine
Is an Inca princess for love of whom Christoval
fights against his own army. Barbaric splendor
and Spanish chivalry combine in producing
splendid dramatic coloring.

N. Y. Times. 12: €56. O. 19, '07. 20w.
"There Is not a bit of harm in the book, ex-

cept that it is very long and strikes us as being
very dull."

h N. Y. Times. 12: 678. O. 26, '07. 90w.

Hudson, William Henry. Crystal age.
**$i.5o. Button.

"This is a second editicn of a Imok published
in the eighties. . . . One Smith of Great Britain
lose? consciousness through a fall and wakes
to find himself in a crystal age of organized
human beings with senses of exquisite keen-
ness and souls of crystal f)urity. . . . The cloud
on Smith's horizon is the strange fact that
warmer than fraternal love is unknown. The
passion that he conceives for a daughter of 'The
hou.oe' brings him against a bla:ik wall of in-
comprehension. For the perfecting of the race
it has come about that its renewal is vouch-
safed only to elect morals who must be fitted
for their high office by a sacred training. A
cryptic catastrophe ends the story, leaving the
reader free to .suppo.=e anything."—Nation.

Unlike most, it has the ring of genuine poetry,
the zeal of the open air, kinship with beauty
of all sort.s. and a relieving glim of humor."
-f- + — Nation. 84: 341. Ap. 11, '07. 400w.

-L N. Y. Times. 12: 178. Mr. 23. '07. 2S0w.

Hueffer, Ford Madox. England and the
English: an interpretation. **$2. Mc-
Clure. 7-19051.

The three divisions of Mr. Heuffer's book
"The soul of London," "The heart of the coun-
try," and "The spirit of the people," consti-
tute a view of modern life. "Mr. Hueffer here
dedicates himself to essays in descriotive im-
pressionism" (Ath.) offering to the traveler in
and about London almost every type to be met
with and revealing an intimate understanding
of prevailing conditions.

"The volume may be profitably read by any-
one proposing a trip to England for the intro-
ductory impressions it affords of the people and
their environment. The reader of serious pur-
pose will feel no little disappointment that the
'interpretation' is not more interpretative. The
author's over-fondness for dissertation is a
blemish that grows more trying to the reader as
he advances."

H Dial. 43: 255. O. 16, '07. 370w.

"Here is an antidote to the tour of the sights
which leaves an American visitor far better In-
formed about historical monuments and the
homes of distinguished Englishmen than any
English resident, but without any real insight in-
to the lives and ideals of the English of to-day.
It is a pity that a volume otherwise admirably
got up should be marred by so many errors in
proofreading. Their number is inexcusable."

-I Nation. 85: 148. Ag. 15, '07. 400w.

"As for the success of the book in its desire
to interpret for us the spirit of England and her
people, that is as it may be. But it does give
a wonderful series of pictures—a vitascope, as
it were, of life on the island, yet not a photo-
graphic one; for each picture is tinged with the
personality of the author, if It be no other than
the desire he feels that his personality shall not
Intrude." Hildegarde Hawthorne.

H N. Y. Times. 12:650. O. 19, '07. 2900w.

"A voluminous 'author's note' is prefixed,
supplemented by one of similar length, in which
egotism and over-sophistication of view-point
and utterance contend, as, indeed, they do
throughout."— Outlook. 86: 746. Ag. 3, '07. 140w.
"A rather ambitious volume which, on the

whole, fairlv reaches its aim."
H R. of Rs. 36:128. Jl. '07. lOOw.

Hueffer, Ford Madox. Hans Holbein the
younger: a critical monograph. *75c.
Button. 6-1911.

Uniform with the "Popular library of art."
"A striking feature of Mr. HuefCer's text Is his
comparison of Holbein with Dtlrer. Both stand
between the Old World and the modern, between
the old faith and the new learning. With Dflrer
the oil] age ends; witli Hoibein a new age be-
gins . . . Durer stands for the great imag-
iners who went before—the Minnesingers, the
Tristan poets, the great feudal upholders. As
.defining his country's great place In art, Hol-
bein represented what Bach did in music—name-
ly, completeness and thoroughness in getting out
of a preceding epoch and in getting into our
own." (Outlook.)

Lond. Times. 5: 368. N. 2, '06. 1060w.
••T>ike most stories of the impossible future

It contains its 1 ouches of the credible among
the prevailing absurdities and the occasional
touch of the tiresome amid many fascinations.

"Is a model of what such a study should be."
-f- + Dial. 41:285. N. 1, '06. 240w.

"Authoritatively Informing, sufficiently criti-

cal and admirably well written."

-I- -f Ind. 61: 818. O. 4, '06. SOw.

N. Y. Times. 11: 329. My. 19, '06. 240w.

"A worthy addition to that attractive series."

-I- + Outlook. 83: 670. Jl. 21, '06. 180w.
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Hugo, Victor. Novels. 8v. ea. $1.25. Cro-
well.

Uniform with the thin paper sets. Tlie eight
volumes Included are Les Miserables. two vol-
umes, Notre Dame, Ninety-three, Toilers of the
sea. Man who laughs, Hans of Iceland, and Bug
Jargal.

Hugo, Victor. Poems; ed. by Arthur
Graves Canfield. $1. Holt. 6-43525-

A student's edition of Hugo's poems In handy
form, containing an introduction, biographical
summary and notes.

turn were supplanted by the heterogeneous mul-
titude of pioneers." (Dial.)

+ Nation. 84: 387. Ap. 25, '07. 130w.

Hugo, Victor Marie, viscomte. Victor
Hugo's intellectual autobiography; tr.

with an introd. by Lorenzo O'Rourke.
**$i.20. Funk. 7-21356.

A translation ofwhat will hereafter be re-
garded as Victor Hugo's ultimate Confession of
faith. The volume dates from the period of the
great roma.nticist's exile in the English island
of Guernsey, to which he fled when Napoleon
III. usurped the throne of France. It is com-
posed of a group of rhapsodies on such themes
as 'Genius', 'Life and deatli', 'Reveries on
God', in which the most versatile of nineteenth
century men-of-letters sets down his final con-
victions on art, on religion, and on life."—Ind.

"Of the sons of the nineteenth century, Victor
Hugo, it seems to us, was preeminent as a
transmitter uf th« light." B. O. Flower.
+ + Arena. 38: 263. S. '07. 9000w.

"An interesting and, on the whole, a well-
written volume."

-) Ath. 1907, 2: 238. Ag. 31. 600w.

"A graceful and scholarly translation."

-f Ind. 62: 1469. Je. 20, '07. 610w.

"A well-written and illuminating piece of

work, being not only critical but to some extent
biographical."

+ Lit. D. 35: 131. Jl. 27, '07. 170w.

"The effect of the volume in its English form
Is of a wild medley of jerky phrases."— Nation. 85: 124. Ag. 8, '07. 540w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 383. Je. 16, '07. lOOw.

"Lorenzo O'Rourke, has contrived to throw
into his rendering some of the eloquence of
the Titan—moie than a suggestion of his vol-
canic force and white hot rush of his burning
wordsi."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 414. Je. 29. '07. 1050w.

"The whole book is but a last illustration of
Hugo's incomparable gift of phrase-making, of
his self-consciousness, his egotism, his reliance
upon a superb, but purely external, literary
gift, upon a craftmanshlp that apparently never
was in close communion with its possessor's
essential inner self, which, instead, always
looked abroad for stimulation to the intellect-
ual, social or political preoccupations of the
hour." A. Schade Van Westrum.

H No. Am. 185: 783. Ag. 2, '07. 1470w.
R. of Rs. 36: 636. N. '07. 90w.

"We cannot but feel however, that Mr.
O'Rourke is not always qualified for his task."— Spec. 99; 170. Ag. 3, '07. 250w.

Hulbert, Archer Butler. Ohio river; a course
of empire. **$3.50. Putnam. 6-35979.

The sixth river to be treated in the series
known as "Great waterways of America." "The
illustrations which are numerous, are from pho-
tographs, old prints, maps, an<I paintings, and
are a distinct contribution to the value of the
book. . . . The age of the canoe, the flatboat,
and the steamer, as he names the divisions of
tho Ohio's history, are each treated fully and
entertainingly, in a fashion to vivify the heroes
of each period, from La Salle, Boone, and the
Clarks, to St. Clair, 'Mad Anthony' Wayne, ana
the rest of the Indian fighters who in their

"By far the most valuable portions of the
book are those which deal with the distinctly
human side of the subject—the conditions of pi-
oneer existence with which the emigrant had
to wrestle, the life of flatboatman and trader,
the reign of outlaw and rowdy, the intermin-
gling of racial elements, and particularly the
jealous contact of Yankee and Virginian on the
north and south banks of the river. So far as
political history is concerned, the student will
find nothing new. The book is unfortunately
subject to the limitations and defects of a hasty
and somewhat scrappy narrative." Frederic
Austin Ogg.
-h H Am. H^st. R. 12:662. Ap. '07. 790w.
"A useful survey, not scientific, but helpful

in i'lustrating the successive phases of social
life on the river."

-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 68. Mr. '07.

"Mr. Hulbert brings to his work unusual qual-
ifications, for he unites a local Interest and pride
in the region of which he writes, with a lafge
perspective, and accuracy and perseverance In
research with picturesque and pungent style."

-1- -I- Dial. 41: 395. D. 1, '06. 320w.

"Fewer extracts and more concise treatment
would make for vividness, but the book, with its

excellent illustrations, shows careful research
and gives a thoro knowledge of the region with
which It deals."
+ -\ Ind. 62:100. Ja. 10, '07. 220w.

"Comes near to being a model of what such
a book ought to be."
+ + Ind. 63:1233. N. 21, '07. 140w.

"Mr. Hulbert has made what we are Inclined
to think is a most intrinsically important ad-
dition yet made to the Messrs. Putnam's series."

-f + Lit. D. 33: 727. N. 17, '06. 140w.

"There Is no chapter In this book which Is

not of historical interest and value. But with-
out depreciating its genuine worth, it must
be said that the treatment should have been
more systematic and complete."
-j- H Nation. 84: 60- Ja. 17, '07. 910w.

"On the whole the author has produced
a volume of great historic value and interest."

-f ^ N. Y. Times. 12:12. Ja. 5, '07. 2300w.

Hulbert, Archer Butler. Pilots of the re-

public. *$i.50. McClurg. 6-41537-

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 721. Ap. '07. 50w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:69. Mr. '07. S.

"Narrated in a pleasant popular manner."
4 Dial. 12: 147. Mr. 1, '07. 260w.

-1- Ind. 63: 457. Ag. 22, '07. 270w.

"The book is a direct ar.d forceful contribu-
tion to Ainprican history, and is well printed,
as its text merits."

-t- -I- Outlook. 85: 526. Mr. 7, '07. 200w.

"Mr. Hulbert's style is attractive and in

general, his pres.^ntatJon of hiscorical facts is

good. One of the best chapters of the book is

that on Marcus Whitman, the hero of Oregon."
-;• R. of Rs. 35: 112. Ja. "07. 250w.

Hulbert, Homer Beza. Passing of Korea.
**$3.8o. Doubleday. 6-32372.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Exhaustive, authoritative, and readable."
-f A. L. A. Ski. 3: 10. Ja. '07.

"The author has long leslded in the country,
and is conversant with its language and liter-

ature. He is, we bjlieve. the first writer on
Kori^a who po.s.sesses the latter indispensable
quEilificatioii."

-L + Ath. 19.16. 2: 765. D. 15. 1720w.

"Certain fundamental changes which are
coming about as results of the late war In the
far east are described with Insight and vigor."
Frederic Austin Ogg.

+ Dial. 43: 85. Ag. 16, 'OV. 90Ow.
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"One '^f the !)est books on Korea that has
yet been written."
+ -t Sat. R. 103: 114. Ja. 2G, '07. 1440w.

"In so far as it is a picture of the social life

of a backward people, it is intensely interest-
ing; but Mr. Hulbert is bitter when he ven-
tures on politics, so much so that one feels
that he should have named his l>ook 'The be-
trayal of Korea." Ha has nothing good to say
of the Japanese. Mr. Hulbert knows Korea and
Koreans thi)rou.:?hly, and writes of both au-
thoritatively and attractively."

-;- Spec. yS: sup. 646. Ap. 27, '07. 620w.

Huling, Caroline A. Letters of a business
woman to her niece. *$i. Fenno.

7-S08.
In a series of personal letters to a young

woman there Is a vas>t deal of sound sense
which forms a general and impersonal contri-
bution to conduct. The writer is a woman of
keen observation and ready sympathies who
has solved her problems of business life In a
great city thru experience, and from her fund
of acquired wisdom, talks freely to iier niece.
Matters of conduct, morals and dress are
taught with matter-of-fact allegiance to in-
dependence and dignity.

"The advice Is sensible, if trite."

H . Ind. 62: 742. Mr. 28, '07. 80w.

Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.
N. Y. Times. 12: 41. Ja. 2€, '07. 1220w.

Hull, Walter Henry, ed. Practical prob-
lems in banking and currency; being a
number of selected addresses delivered
in recent years by prominent bankers,
financiers, and economists. **$.3.50.

Macmillan. 7-17036.
The -sixty addresses included in this volume

cover the period since 1900 and deal authori-
tatively with practical problems as they affect
actual conditions. The papers are grouped m
three sections; General banking. Banking re-
form and currency, and The trust company,
and they discuss these subjects in three va-
rious subdivisions and from various points of
view. The volume is Intended as a reference
book in connection with studies in banking and
cun-ency.

"The collection will be found useful to stu-
dents of our monetary situation even though
few of these papers have any such value as
would make them worthy of a permanent place
In the literature of money." L.

+ J. Pol. Econ. 15: 494. O. '07. 390w.
N. Y. Times. 12:296. My. 11, '07. GOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 300. My. 11, '07. 560w.

"It brings together a mass of valuable infor-
mation not usually dealt with—or, at any rate,
not dealt with In detail—In the standard text-
book."

-i- + Outlook. 86: 972. A^. 31, '07. 480w.

-f- Pol. Sol. Q. 22: 560. S. '07. 150w.

"The present volume Is a valuable addition to
our knowledge and understanding of th© the-
ory of credit, and when this is said no fuller
acknowledgment of its importance can be
made."

-f- Spec. 99: sup. 642. N. 2, '07. 310w.

Hume, Martin Andrew Sharp. Through
Portugal. **$2. McCIure. 7-25498.

The author says that this volume Is a self-
prescribed penance for Iiis former injustice
toward the most beautiful country and the
most unspoiled and courteous peasantry In
Southern Elurope. So he makes amends for
hitherto rating the Portuguese as a Spaniard
without any good qualities. His greatest inter-
est centers in such places as "Bussaco, Thomar
and Leiria, of which he gives a vivid series of
impressions, picturesque, alert, and eminently
good-humoured." (Ath.)

His vivid description of the scenery and the
people, and his observations on art, histoiry and
archaeology make up a book of more than usual
interest and charm."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:167. O. '07. S,
"The easy, flowing style of the book takes one

from one scene to another without effort, and
the vivid descriptions enable the reader to *see
without traveling.' "

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30:594. N. '07. 140w.
"Th<- book is charmingly illustrated, and a-

bounds in engaging, sincere enthusiasm."
+ Ath. 1907, 1: 350. Mr. 23. 190w.

"Whatever Mr. Hume describes in and about
Oporto, Bussaco, Coimtara, Alcoboca, Cintra,
Lisbon, or places of lesser note, is done witli
a well-considered and creditable enthusiasm,
and in an unusually graceful style."

+ Dial. 42: 373. Je. 16, '07. 200w.
"It ought to be a revelation to those who

know Portugal only from a gxilde book, or who
think of it only as an unimportant strip of sea-
shore to be neglected for royal Spain."

+ Nation. 85: 236. S. 12, '07. 490w.
"The fault we have to find with the clever

sketches in colour is that they are somewhat
faint in tint and rather too much en vignette,"

H Sat. R. 103: 434. Ap. 6, '07. 190w,

Hunt, Thomas Forsyth. How to choose a
farm. *'*$i.75. Macmillan. 6-2652S.>

"The chief elements considered are: First
character and topography ot tho soil; second!
climatic conditions, including healthfulnoss and
wattr .supply; third, location; fourth, improve-
ments. A comi)lete and somewhat technical
classification of the soils of the United States
is given, along with the crops best adapted to
thein. . . . The subject is treated I'rom an eco-
nomic point of view, abundant statistical "Jata
being given in support of statements."—Ann.
Am. Acad.

"The book su'fers through an attempt to
cover too wide a field. The style is ordinary.
Thongh at timos involved, it is generally lucid.
The subject is treated practically and) dispas-
sionately. The book is valuable to persons
considering the possibility of owning or liv-
ing on a farm."

-{• •— Ann. Am. Acad. 29; 216. Ja. '07. 310w.
"A remarkable volume for the amount of

information that has been compressed without
loss of enthusiasm and dryness of styli^."

-i- Nation. i^S: «ii37. N. 29, '06. 270w.

Hunt, Rev. William, ed. Irish parliament,
'^775', from an official and contemporary
manuscript. *$i.20. Longmans.

7-26445.
An Interesting addition to the literature of

Parliament. It fs a reprint of a manuscript,
supposedly a confidential document, prepared
probably with the object of guiding the Irish
government in Its course of bribing the Par-
liament. Dr. Hunt has prefixed an introduction
describing the regime of the time.

"The volume adds less than might be expect-
ed from a document introduced by Dr. Hunt."
C. Litton Falklner.

4- Eng. Hist. R. 22:811. O. '07. 770w.
"As a collection of character-portraits by a

keen, If prejudiced critic, the black list of Sir
John Blaouiere presents a very curious study."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 116. Ap. 12, '07. 19.")0w.

"Had the manuscripts been put forward
quite alone it would have told its own .sordid
story, and more graph icallv' tban any mono-
graph on the Irish parlinment that now exists
It would have exemplified the character of the
institution that disappeared at the Union of
1800."

-f Nation. 35: 78. Jl. 25. '07. IGOOw.

"The book adds nothing of the substance to
v^hat Is .Uready known of the state of politics
or of political morality in the period Immedi-
ately preceding Grattan's. Though Mr. Hunt's
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Hunt, Rev, William, cd.

—

Continued.
essay exhibits the acumen and judgment which
are characteristic of all his work, it supplies
nothing of importance which cannot be as read-
ily found in familiar authorities."
+ _ Sat. R. 104:368. S. 21, '07. 660w.

Spec. 98: 544. Ap. 6, '07. lOOw.

Hunt, Rev. William, and Poole, Reginald
Lane, eds. Political history of Eng-
land. I2V. ea. *$2.6o. Longmans.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"Ve must confess that Mr. Fisher's portrait

of Henrv VII. is not satistactory."
-j 'Acad. 72: I-jU. F. ]i3, '07. ISlOw. (Re-

\'iew of V. .''i.)

"We L-Jive his book convinced of its very
great historical, and we might add literary

value." „
.). ^ Acad. 73: 247. Mr. 9, '07. 2270w. (Re-

view of v. 4.

J

"He writes, not as an advocate pleads, but
as a judge sums up. And the outciome is real

history." „
4- + Acad. 73: 722. Jl. 27, '07. 1340\v. (Re-

view of V. 7.)

"In some respocts, in a freshness and new-
ness of viewpoint, the volume has an advan-
tag<i o\ er its predecessors. For this, however,
the -Huthor must share the credit with the pe-
culiar opportunity offered by the field assigned
him.. Tliis part of English history has been
somewhat neglected by English historians of

the 'ast generation."" Benjamin Terry.
4. -I Am. Hist. R. 12: ei3. Ap. '07. 1520w.

(Review of v. ".)

"One error of real importance is the ascrip-

tion of arbitrary power to the 'Warden' of

London, who wag a.ppointed by the king when
tae citizens were deprived of the right to elect

a mayor." „+ -i
Ath. 1901', 1: 165. F. 10. 920w. fRe-

view of v. 3.)

"Marked both bv great merits and considera-
ble defects. Professor Oman's faults do not
much matter; but the accumulated weight of

scores of small errors becomes serious. To
these limitations must also be added a too rigid

adhoreneo to mere clironological order, some
wan*- of perspective, a judgment that is not
alwavs mature, or even consistent, and occas-
ional weakness of insight into constitutional
and economic problems. The result Is to di-

minish the value of an Interesting work."
-I

Ath. 1907, 1: 65. Ja. 19. 3020w. (Re-
view of V. 4.)

"It is beyond iiuestion an admirable example
of historv treated from the ethical point of

view. Probably it is the ablest instance which
has been produced in modern days, and some
of its descriptions—such as that of Bamburgh
and its neighborhood—rival in their own fash-
ion those of Froude or of Macaulay. Here, if

any where, history is human and attractive.

The emotional interpretation of events has ex-
cluded much that is proper matter for the his-

torian."
4 Ath. 1907, 1: 468. Ap. 20. 420w. (Review

of v. 1.)

"One most important aspect of the times is

too scantily, or at least too allusively, treated.

We get no adequate impression of the economic
problems which loomed large at this period."

+ H Ath. 1907, 1: 655. Je. 1. 2460w. (Re-
view of V. 5.)

"There is a something wanting. ... It Is pul-

sation, life." ^^^ ,„ , _
-I

Ath. 1907, 2: 471. O. 19. 208Ow. (Review
of V. 7.)

RcvievrOd by Ch.-V. Langlols.

-I- -I Eng. Hist. R. 22: 150. Ja. '07. 1210w.
(Review of v. 3.)

"If. however, we are hardly prepared to en-
dorse all the opinion.s which are scattered
throiigh Mr. Bronrirk's p.oges v/e gladly ac-
knn\viec:ge the clearness and accuracy of his

narrative. We do not know where it is possi-

ble to find a better summary of English his-
tory during the first tliird of the nineteentli
century." Spencer Walpole.
+ H Eng. Hist. R. 22: 183. Ja. '07. 1330w.

(Review of v. 11.)

"The boolv is written from a lai-ge and al-

most exhaustive study of all available sources."
James Lrairdnor.

-4- Eng. Hist. R. 22: 364. Ap. '07. 1980w.
(Review of v. 5.)

"Mr. Oman's clear and forcible narrative
presents a review of the period which is in all

its main aspects substantially sound." C. L.
Kingsford.
+ -i Eng. Hist. R. 22: 576. Jl. '07. 1620w.

(Review of v. 4.)

"The [fifthl volume . . . contains what is

probably the best account of Henry VIII yet
written."
+ -\ Ind. 62: 1527. Je. 27, '07. 780w. (Re-

view of V. 4. and 5.)

"Able and exhaustive book. It will be an
unfailing resource of the student, while it

proves the despair of the captious critic; for
its author can never be found nodding, and he
put"^ fon\'ard no plausible theories to serve as
a target for the enemv's bullets"
+ -r + Lend. Times. 5: 50. F. 16, '06. SuOw.

(Review of v. 3.)

"The best history that has yet been written
of the reigns of the first two Tudor princes.
Whether he looks for instruction or for amuse-
ment, the reader wlio takes up Mr. Fisher's
book -will not be disappointed."

-; + Lond. Times. 6: 21. Ja. 18, '07. 2010w.
(Review of \. 5.)

"Within the limits thus prescribed for him,
Mr. Montague has produced a model book, and
if sometimes these limits seem irksome to the
reader, they must have been more so to the
writer."
+ -i Lond. Times. 6: 194. Je. 21, '07. 1360w.

(Review of v. 7.)

-i- + Nation. 84: 132. F. 7, '07. 410w. (Review
of v. 4 an-i 5.)

"Although the high praise bestowed on this
series in earlier notices must be continued yet
as the volumes accumulate certain deep seated
weaknesses begin to show more conspicuously."
-f- -I Nation. 85:146. Ag. 15, '07. 720w. (Re-

view of V. 7.)

"His present work is authoritative, and based
upon the results of the most recent scholar-
ship. It is a valuable contribution to the lit-

erature of one of the most significant periods
of English historv."

+ + -:- N. Y. Times. 12: 37. Ja. 19, '07. 630w.
(Review of v. 4.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 181. Mr. 23, '07. 880w.
(Review of v. 5.)

"A little of Macaulay's art would make his
reliable history more entertaining."

+ H N. Y. Times. 12: 487. Ag. 10, '07. 160w.
(Review of v. 7.)

f + Outlook. 85: 96. Ja. 12, '07. 280w. (Re-
view of V. 4.)

'perhaps an over-zealousness for detail Is

manifest here and there, as, for example, in
the disf"Ussion of fo.-eign relations, but even
where detail is most abundant the sense of
continuity and unity and ititerest is preserved.
And. on occasion, Mr. Fisher shows himself
capable of rising to heights of superb elo-
quence."
+ -I Outiook. 85: 763. Mr. 30, '07. 340w.

(Review of v. 5.)

"It is regrettable to find economic oondltlona
practically unnoticed."
+ 4 Outlook. 86: 836. Ag. 17, '07. 480w. (Re-

view of v. 7.)

"Professor Tout has done his work well; his
volume Is essentially military and narrative
histirv, accurate enough and full enough, it

may bo hoped, to satisfy students and general
readers for many a decade." Charles A. Beard.

4- Pol. Sol. Q. 21:700. D. '06. 620w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)
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"\ cli^ar, scholarly and adequate account
which will find a serviceable place in the lit-

erature of the period."
+ -f Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 188. Mr. '07. 210w.

(Review of v. 4.)

"Unhappily the volume is marred In many
places by vehement expressions and loose char-
acterizations which seem unworthy of so digni-
fied a work." Charles A. Beard.

H Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 522. S. '07. 740w. (Re-
view of V. 11.)

"As a narrator ... he is admirable; his style
is clear and, without striving after epigram,
epigrammatic."

-j Sat. R. 103: 559. My. 4, '07. 1430w. (Re-
view of V. 5.)

"We must say, however, that Professor Mon-
tague's flag is hoisted at once, and that there
l.s scarcely an attempt to be fair to the side he
does not like. "We are not imputing to M'r.

Montague any deliberate 'suppressio veri.' But
his history has a particular focus. It proceeds
on the assumption that one man may steal a
horse while another may not look over the
hedge."

H Sat. R. 104: 483. O. 19, '07. 920w. (Re-
view of v. 7.)

"In style, judgment, and exhaustive knowl-
edge of sources it leaves little to be desired."
+ -h + Spec. 98: 1011. Je. 29, '07. 490w. (Re-

view of V. 5.)

"A broad, accurate, restrained and scholarly
book. Admirable in its reliance on this author-
ity and objectivity of the records, it is, however,
a book which will appeal to the scholar rather
than to the general reader." Chalfant Robin-
son.
+ + Yale R. 10: 324. N. '07. 900w. (Review of

V. 3.)

Huntington, Arria Sargent. Memoir and
letters of Frederic Dan Huntington,
first bishop of Central New York. **$2.

Houghton. 6-39740.
"Tn a career so varied as that of Dr. Hunt-

ington's there is much of general interest.
Nourished in what might be termed evangel-
ized Unitarianism, and educated by orthodox
Congregationalists, he became pastor* of a
Unitarian churcli, and subsequently preacher
to Harvard University and Plummer professor
of Christian morals. On change of view he was
made rcotor of an Episcopal church in Boston,
and later, for thirty-five years bishop of cen-
tral New York. "—Nation.

"The liiographir has produced a pleasing
picture of one of t'lie most conscientious and
useful men of the American church."

-;- Nation. S4: 243. Mr. 14, '07. 210w.

"This book is for the lew—for those who
find a delight in simplicity and clarity and sta-
bility."

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 3. Ja. 5, '07. 860w.

Huntington, Ellsworth. Pulse of Asia. il.

* **$3-5o. Houghton. 7-36725.
A Journey in central Asia illustrating the

geographic relation between physical environ-
ment and man, and between changes of climate
and history. Mr. Huntington gathers up the
various hypotheses relating to geography, me-
teorology, archeology, folk-lore and history and
combines them into a consistent geographic
theory of history. The book is the outcome of
personal adventure from which an analytical
mind has deduced material which is a worthy
contribution to science.

Huntington, Helen. Days that pass. **$i.25.
Lane. 7-Q78s.

Some fifty little verses, slight and pleasing.

Hurll, Estelle May. Portraits and portrait
painting, being a brief survey of por-
trait painting from the mddle ages to
the present day. il. $2.50. Page. 7-3041 1.

Tn this survey the aim has been to show what
has been contributed to the art of each age and
by each nationality as well as by the several
most notable portrait painters. The work
sketches history, temperament and types, throw-
ing sidelights on subjects as well as painters.
Some famous portraits are included among the
illustrations.

"The ability ... to hold the reader's In-
terest by a crisp style, and by a skilful presen-
tation of salient points and large issues, is evi-
dent throughout the book, which is an unusual-
ly satisfactory example of its class."

-f + Dial. 43: 379. D. 1, '07. 330w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. aOw.

-t- Outlook. 87: 615. N. 23. '07. lOOw.
"She has the valuable gift of awakening

promptly the desire to examine at first hand
the subject of her description." Elisabeth Lu-
ther Gary.

-[- -J- Putnam's. 3r 357. D. '07. 280w.

Huston, Paul Griswold. Around an old
homestead; a book of memories. *$i.50
Meth. bk. 6-39445]

"This "book of memories,' though it cele-
brates a particnlar house, will serve to stir
home memories in the heart of anyor.e who
has livtd in the country. It has much to say
of the house its?lf, the open fire, the orchards,
the woods, the .sguirrels, the dogs, and the ac-
tivities of farm life."—Dial.

"A finely-made book, whose open print and
abundant pictures will especially delight old
people." May Estelle Cook.

-r Dial. 41: 389. D. 1, '06. t20w.
"It is a sympathetic book to handle as well

as to rt-nd
"

-j- N. Y. Times. 11: 812. D. 1, '06. llOw.

Hutchinson, Alfred L. Limit of wealth,
**$i.2S. Macmillan. 7-22404.

A narrative based upon a report made in 1944
by a committee appointed by the Eurasian con-
ference, which represented the allied powers
of Europe and Asia to investigate the system
of government in the United States, by which
that nation had so quickly outclassed the old
nations of the world. The narrative presents
the findings of this committee and shows us a
United States based upon Utopian laws, the
most significant being that which allows the
aecumulatinii of wealth by any individual but
which limits his ultimate sale of it.

"All thoughtfully fashioned and delicate in
expression." Wm. M. Pavne.

+ Dial. 42: 254. Ap. 16, '07. liOw.

"A volume of slight but graceful verse."
+ Nation. S4: 35. Ja. 10, '07. 70w.

Engln. N. 58: 296. S. 12, '07. 350w.
Ind. 63: 1061. O. 31, '07. 160w.
J. Pol. Econ. 15: 501. O. '07. 170w.

"Mr. Hutchinson's book is at least written
by one who understands present conditions.
From these conditions he draws logical conclu-
sions."

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 451. Jl. 20, '07. 190w.
"On the whole, we think these publications

are more useful in giving the student of the
present economic conditions a historical back-
ground than in giving to. the reformer any clear
light on methods for their improvement."

H Outlook. 87: 539. N. 9, '07. 360w.

Hutchinson, Frances Kinsley. Our coun-
" try home. **$2. McClurg. 7-36734.
A delightful account of how two people—

a

man who had always wanted a farm, and a
woman who had never wanted a country house
—were captivated by a bit of Wisconsin wood-
land bordering upon a lake. They immediately
become the owner? of seventy-two acres of this
wilderness and in a few year bring about a
wonderful transformation, each step of which
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Hutchinson, Frances Kinsley —Continued.
combining the artistic with the practical, Is

recorded in this fully illustrated volume.

"Mrs. Hutchinson tells her story most en-
tertainingly, giving many suggestions to read-
ers who use interested in having country homes
of their own."

+ Dial. 43: 383. D. 1, '07. SOOw.

Hutchinson, Jonathan, jr. Leprosy and
fish eating: a statement of facts and
explanations. *$3.25. Keener.

The object of this work is stated in the pref-
ace to he "to (!arry conviction to the reader
that the fundamental cause of the malady
known as true leprosy is the eating of fish in

a state of commencing decomposition."

+ Ath. 19(>6, 1: 703. Je. 9. 5»0w.

"In criticising Mr. Hutchinson's theory we
do not in tlie leatt desire to belittle his work,
which is of the greatest interest, and his book
is a valuable contribution to tho epidemiology
of Iftprosy."

H Nature. 75: 412. Mr. 14, '07. 740w.

"We can lay down Mt. Hutchinson's book
with a feeling of greater respect for his per-
severance than for his judicial capacity."— Sat. R. 102: 244. Ag. 25, '06. 380w.

+ Spec. 9G: 504. Mr. 31, '06. 180w.

Hutchinson, RoUin William, jr. Long dis-

tance electric power transmission; be-
ing a treatise on the hydro-electric .e;en-

eration of energy; its transformation,
transmission and distribution. *$3. Van
Nostrand. 7-10589.

"One-third of the book is devoted to the
principles and pr.'ictice of hydraulics. . . . The
electrical section of the book o^iens with a
brief study of the electric generator and its

aoco?!Rorie.s. . . . Following this is a long cTiap-
ter on the transr.iLssion line. . . . Transform-
ers, motors and rotary converters have each a
separate chanter. . . . The book closes with
a. few illustrations from actual practice of trans-
mission-plant construction."—Engin. N.

"As an epitoiTio of the subject indicated in
the title, the booic is excellent. It is well-bal-
anced in several parts and leaves the read-
er with an impression that the problem of pow-
er transmission is a large one." Henry W. Nor-
ris.

-f- Engln. N. 57: 439. Ap. IS. '07. 450w.

"The treatment is concise, the language clear,
and the mathematics elementary. A work in
which theory and reliable every-day experience
are well and judiciously combined."

+ + Technical Literature. 1: 270. Je. '07.

230w.

Hutten, Baroness Bettina von. The halo.
* il. '$1.50. Dodd. 7-36982.

An unusual sit'iation Is handled by the au-
thor here. To free hers.3lf from drudgery and
poverty as well as the retinue of Ineliglbles
which her mother has forced upon her, an im-
pulsive girl engages herself to a mere boy and
later finds out that it is his father, the wizard
of the violin, whom she loves, notwithstanding
the fact that there is a wife. "The book is

really a study of the artistic temperament."

"There is about some of the people an air
of verisimilitude and actuality; but one looks
In vain for that fineness of perception, nicety
of phrase, and sense of true contrast which
would have added greatly to the whole."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 650. N. 23. 220w.

"Gives us In 'The halo' much the same wide
raji'ge of life and variety of type that con-
tributed to the popularity of 'Pam' and Its se-
quel." Frederic Taber Cooper.

+ 3ookm. 26: 407. D. "07. 690w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. &0w.

"Is disappointing, owing to the improbability
of the main situation. The situation is intense
enough, and novel enough; but it lacks, some-
how, that touch of reality, of sympathetic in-
terest, which is ever needed to bring the reader
completely en rapport with the joys or tribula-
tions of the dv.-ellers in romance." "

-^ N. Y. Times. 12: 742. N. 23, '07. 850w.
"The portrait of the violinist is a.n admirable

sketch in the florid style, and it is a pity that
the extreme depravity of mind which taints
the atmosphere of the story like an unpleasant
odour should prevent readers from enjoying
the pictures of Anglo-French life in London,
which are both amusingly and picturesquely
drawn."

H Spec. 99: 672. N. 2, '07. 190w.

Hutten, Baroness Bettina von. One way
out. **$2.5o. Dodd. 6-38553.

The hero, who is f-omiething of a cad, pro-
poses to throe girls in one evening andl is re-
fused by each in turn. A fouTth proi>osal, one
which promises nn acceptance, he does not
make. The cxpi.mation of all this forms the
story.

"The hook is a slight rollicking comedy of
English life, told with much vivacity and con-
siderable skill in the invention of incident."

-I N. Y. Times. 11: 888. D. 22, '06. 290w.

"Apart from ics lioliday make-up, the novel-
ette has little to commend it."— Outlook. 84: 893. D. S, '06. .-^Ow.

Hutton. Edward. Cities of Spain. *$2. Mac-
millan. W7-52.

"Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"An enthusiastic and well sustained treat-
ment of Spanish life and scenos. At times
sentimental and pseudo-phlloEophic."

-I A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 69. Mr. '07. S.

"After reading the book, the reviewer sug-
pests, as a mc-e fitting title, 'Spanish phant-
asies' or, 'Sobs of the desert.' George G.
Brovnell.— Dial. 42:135. Mr. 1, '07. 1240w.

"A piece of the true literature, in which the
very spirit of the scenes described has been
caught and reproduced."

+ Int. Studio. 32: 84. Jl. '07. 240w.

Hutton, Edward. Sigismondo Pandolfo
Malatesta, Lord of Rimmi: a study of a
fifteenth century Italian despot. *$4.

Dutton. 7-11548.
A record of fact retold as fiction. "The vol-

ume, which Is a study of the 'Quattrocento' in
Italy, with the principal figure an Italian despot,
is supposed to be a translation of 'the memoirs
of the most material transactions' in the life
of Malatesta, 'written in Tuscan by Pietro
Sanseverino, with a sketch of his own life and
account of his meeting with Leon Battista Al-
bert.' . . . The book Is fully illustrated with
photogravures of portraits, documents, etc." (N.
Y. Times )

"As a means of arriving at this result he
has Invented a contemporary of his hero who
shall tell the tale for him. The idea is ingenious
and gives rise to some pages of interesting re-
flection and comment by the old humanist in the
course of his narrative. Yet in this very scheme
lies also the initial weakness of the book."

^ Acad. 71: 655. D. 29, '06. 920w.

"Although the memoir is a Action the author
has lield loyally to historic fact and shows re-
markable familiarity with the authorities as is

evidenced bv notes and references."
-h A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 122. My. '07. 110-w.

"Alternately we are tantalized by our au-
thor's refusal, as historian, to go one step be-
yond his documents, and annoyed by his airy
readiness, as novelist, to brush aside a diffi-

culty, without making the slightest effort to
clear it up."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 97. Ja. 26. 1420w.
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"A product that is neither history nor ro-
mance something that historians will not read
because they must regard it as fiction, while
novel readers will avoid it because it adver-
tises itself as history. In his attempt to be too
clever Mr. Hutton has overreached himself."

j- Ind. 62: 1151. My. 16, '07. 390w.

"This is an excellent book, worthy to be read
by every lover of good English, and unquestion-
sibTy the finest piece of work Mr. Hutton has
as yet done."
-f- H Nation. 83: 559. D. 27, '06. 850w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 828. D. 1, '06. 350w,

"Might perhaps have been as well expressed
wjth slightly less evident straining after effect."

H Outlook. 85: 41. Ja. 5. '07. 210w.
" There is but one real blot in Mr. Hutton's

fine work of art, and that should be instantly
painted out or painted over; Sanseverino de-
scribes as an eye-witness a supposed brutal
murder by Sigismund of an Ultramontane
lady."
+ { Sat. R. 102: 270. Mr. 2, '07. 1640w.

"It is an artistic piece of work, with a few
flaws indeed, for only a consum^mate artist
oould have kept it quite on the sanie level
throughout."
+ + — Spec. 97: 214. F. 9, '07. 1500w.

Hyde, A. G. George Herbert and his times.
**$2.75. Putnam. 7-2429.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Such virtues as the merely careful and tem-
perate writer, whose gifts do not include art
or style, may command, his book has."

-i Ath. l'J07, 1: 313. Mr. 16. lS20w.

Reviewed by A. I. du Pont Coleman.
Putnam's. 1: 631. F. '07. 530w.

Hyde, Henry M. Upstart. t$i.5o. Cen-
tury. 6-34689.

"Pat, 'the upstart,' son of a drunken Irish
soldier who yet dies a heroic death, and of a big-
hearted washerwoman, fights his way up brave-
ly. Is not ashamed of his mother or of his flne-
splrlted and jolly Aunt Bridjget, makes his mark
as a lawyer and politician, and finally 'gets th«
girl'—the daughter of a raging Berserker of a
Swede (we suppose It is a Swede, the book says
'Dootchman'), who is 'King' of the country all
about, and with his six stalwart boys has ter-
rorized the people."—Outlook.

"It is a realistic narrative, simple and
straightforward, with touches of humor, and
unpretentiously successful in its execution. '

Wm. M. Payne.
+ Dial. 42: 314. My. 16, '07. lOOw.

"Mr. Hyde has wrdten a novel that Is inter-
esting as a story and not without value as
a 'document of that phase of American life
that Is seen In the Middle West."

+ Lit. D. 34: 64. Ja. 12, '07. 130w.

"The book has some strikingly good qualities
which, since it Is a first no\'el, give promls>e
of good work In the future. It has also some
strikingly bad qualities. This atmosphere of
unconscious democracy Is the best thing in the
book."

-I N, Y. Times. 11: 719. N. 3, '06. 390w,
"Altogether, this Is a vigorous tale, homely but

dramatic."
-f Outlook. 84: 684. N. 3, '06. 130w.

Hyde, Rev. James. Old faith re-stated. *6oc.

Warne.
The subjects treated are the cardinal articles

of the Christian faith, the titles for the chap-
ters being taken from Scriptures; as "What
think ye of Christ?" "The Word was God,"
"If thou wilt enter into life, keep thet com-
mandments," "When the Son of Man shall
come In His glory." The aim of the restate-
ment of faith is to aid the church in getting
back to Its original foundation.

Hyrst, H. W. G. Adventures in the great
deserts, romantic incidents and perils
of travel, sport, and exploration
throughout the world. *$i.50. Lip-
pincott. 6-45335.

"Desert stories of twenty-four travellers and
expiorers. . . . The majority of these explora-
tions belong to the first half of the last cen-
tury, and tlie ai-ms and equipment of tlie men,
often single-handed, who undertook them must
appear miserably inadequat-i to any schoolboy."—Spec.

"Thi.s volume is, in stirring details, in no wav
inferior to its companions."

4 Ath. 190y, 2: 511. O. 27. 120w.
"On the whol3, the author has produced a

good and entercaining volume. He is content
to write simply and let the actual facts supply
all the tnrills required to stimulate juvenile
mterests." Cyrus C. Adaji;s.

H N. Y. Times. 11: S46. t). 8, '06. lOOw.
"Therr? is material enough to keep a boy's

interest up to the highest pitch, and tlie book
is well put together."

-!- Spec. -Jl: sup. 659. N. 3, '06. 260w

Hyrst, H. W. G. Adventures in great for-
* ests. **$r.5o. Lippincott.
"The author observes that the period 1760-

1860, which is roughly covered by his book,
was the golden age of forest wanderings, and
not unreasonably deplores the wasteful destruc-
tion of one of the finest features of nature. In
this volume we are introduced to sportsmen and
explorers in all parts of the world, from Sted-
man on his march through the forests of Guiana
to De Saulcy botanizing in the forest region of
the Jordan."—^Ath.

"Will revive recollections in adults; and in-
spire the young reader with something of the
spirit of the past."

-f- Ath. 1907, 2: 515. O. 26. llOw.

H- Nation. 85: 520. D. 5, '07. 90w.
"Rricorded in a style which should attract all

juvenile readers."
-f- Nature. 76: 635. O. 24, '07. 160w.

Hyslop, James Hervey. Borderland of psy-
chical research. **$i.50. Turner, H.
B. 6-33631.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Many of his sentences are so obscure and.
confused as to be almost unintelligible." HenrvW Wright.— Am. J. Theol. 11: 361. Ap. '07. 80w.

-1- Arena. 86: 670. Je. '07. 600w.
'"Its aim is cautious, its method conservative

and its theme of absorbing interest." I. Wood-
bridge "^ilty.

+ Bookm. 25; 79. Mr. '07. 1380w.

-r Lit. D. 34: 217. F. 9, '07. 160w.

Hyslop, James Hervey. Science and a fu-
ture life. **$i.so. Turner. H. B.

5-17300.
Descriptive note in December, 1905.

Reviev/ed by Henry W. Wright.
Am. J. Theol. 11:361. Ap. '07. 150w.

I

Ibsen, Henrik. Collected works of Henrik
Ibsen; rev. and ed. by William Archer.
iiv. ea. $1. Scribner. 6-39770.

An edition of Ibsen to be complete in eleven
volumes, translated by Mr. Archer whose ver-
sion was approved by the late poet. All the
volumes have new Introductions by Mr. Archer.
The volumes are as follows: Feast at Solham?,
Lady Inger, Love's comedy; Vikings, Pretend-
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Ibsen, Henrik—Continued.
ers; Brand; Peer Gynt; Emperor and Galilean
(2 parts); League of youth; Pillars of society;
Doll's house; Ghosts; Enemy of the people;
Wild duck; Rosmersholm, Lady from the Sea;
Hedda Gabler, Master builder; Little Eyolf.
John Gabriel Borkman, and When we dead
awaken.

"It wil! bo lonjT bifore these handsome and
cheap red volumes are likely to be superseded
as the standard edition of Ibsen."

-f -j- Acad. 72: 288. Mr. 23, '07. 1390w. (Re-
view of V. 2-4. U and 7.)

4- + A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 84. Mr. '07. (Review
of V. 1-11.)

Ath. 1907, 2". 163. Ag. 10. 760w. (Review
of V. 9.)

4- -f Dial. 42: 117. F. 16, '07. 60w. (Review
of V. 4.)

Dial. 42:19-0. Mr. 16, '07. 80w. (Re-
view of V. 2, 3, 6' and 7.)

Dial. 12: 260. Ap. 16, '07. lOOw. (Re-
view of V. 8.

J

f Dial. 4?: 385. D. 1, '07. 60w. (Review
of V. 11.)

"Mr. Archer makes good use of the material
that has appeared since the first editions."

-f- -I- ind. 61: 1495. D. 20, '06. 150w. (Review
of V. 2, 6 and 7.)

Ind. 62: 622. Mr. 14, '07. 80w. (Review
of v. 3 and 4.)

"This new copyright edition is indispensable
to the student or reader of Ibsen for two rea-

sons, it is the only complete and authoritative
translation in English, and the series of intro-

ductions which William Archer has contributed
forms the best exposition and analysis of the
dramas that we have in the language."
J. _|. -I- Ind. C3: 824. O. 3, '07. 250w. (Review of

v. 5.. 9 and 10.)

"Is particularly timely, not only for the com-
prehensive view of that playwright which it

presents thru the introductions as well as in

the rounded mass of his writing, but also for

the example offered by one who, with all his

faults, is nevertheless one of the great modem
dramatic technicians."

+ + Ind. 63: 1230. N. 21, '07. 60w. (Review
of V. 1-11.)

"Mr. Archer's work gives notable distinction
to this edition of Ibsen's writings. Exceptional
care has been taken to secure accuracy of

text." _
-\- + Lit. D. 34: 263. F. 16, '07. 50w. (Re-

View of V. 1-7.)

"Ibsen's language Is much more direct—much
more English, one might almost say—ihan that
of his translator. The diction of Mr. Archer Is

too often circuiious and stilted. The introduc-
tion to each play throws valuable light both on
the plays and their author. Together, these
introductions will form a pretty complete review
of Ibsen's life, as well as of his art. His Intro-

ductions form the first systematic survey of

Ibsen in English."
-f -f-

— Nation. 84: 17. Ja. 3, '07. 670w. (Review
of V. 2, 3, 6 and 7.)

"Of the translations, that by Mrs. Marx-
Aveling- ... is by far the most successful.

Mrs. Archer's } translations] show unmistak-
ablo kinship to those undertaken by William
Arclier himself. There is in thom the same
stiff and stilted language, the same conven-
tional ai-tiricialitv, the same failure to make
the tone of the original audible."

;.. Nation. S-i: 417. My. ?., '07. ETOw. (Re-
vif^w of V. 7 and '9.)

Nation. 85: 170. Ag. 22, '07. 940w. (Re-
view of V. 10.)

^ ^ Nation. 85: 477. N. 21, '07. 1620w. (Re-
view of V. 5.)

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 631. O. 19, '07. 260W.
(Review of v. 5.)

"Where [revision] appears it has been done
with good judgment."

f -)- Outlook. 85: 281. F. 2, '07. 280w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

Ibsen, Henrik. Letters of Henrik Ibsen;
tr. by John Nilsen Laurvik and Mary-
Morrison. *$2.5o. Duffield. s-42524.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is impos.sible within the limits of a re-
view to suggest a tithe of the interesting
things in this valuable human document. Suf-
fice it to say . . . that the translators have
done their work in a most praiseworthy fash-
ion." Grace Isal^el Colbron.
+ I- -^ 800km. 24: 477. Ja. '07. 1690w.

lies, George. Inventors at work; with
chapters on discovery. **$2.50. Dou-
bleday. 6-36472.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Current Literature. 42: 94. Ja. '07.

460w.
"The book is a very superficial but also very

inclusive collection of references."
h Engin. N. 57: 197. F. 14, '07. 230w.

'It is a contribution to popular rather than
technical literature, but in the main fails to
fulfil tbo promise of its title in tliat it does not
sliow us the inventor at work, but aims rather
to catalog the lesults of invention in certain
departments of the world's work."

h Tnd. 62: 676. Mr. 21, '07. 790w.

Inchbold, A. Cunnick. Under the Syrian
* sun; the Lebanon, Baalbek, Galilee,

and Judaea, il. *$6. Lippincott. 7-29089.

Pictures and descriptions of Syrian countries
with a great deal of sunshine and warmth in
both.

"The chief merit of this book lies in the col-
oured plates, most of which are interesting,
while a few are of great beauty. The letter-
press, oddly unconcerned with the pictures, is

a lady's account of her travels—pleasant, but
much too wordy—interspersed with a lot of trite
and often worthless information which simply
embodies the commonplaces of social inter-
course in a land where every one sets up for an
authority."

H Ath. 1906,2: 809. D. 22. 500w.

N. Y. Times. 12, €65. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"[Has] a compelling charm."
-f Outlook. 87: 617. N. 23, '07. 180w.

Indiana state teachers' association. In hon-
or of James Whitcomb Riley. soc.

Bobbs. 6-16282.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Ind. 62: 733. Mr. 28. '07. 140w.

Ingalls, Walter Renton, ed. Lead smelting
and refining, with some notes on lead
mining. $3. Eng. and mining journal.

6-46366.

A reprint of various articles pertaining to
the mining, smelting and refining of lead.

'•Notwithstanding the number of different
authors who have discussed the various ques-
tions, the whole book is very concise in its

treatment, and there is an astonishingly small
amount of duplication. The book is not a com-
plete textbook of the subject of which it

treats, but presupposes a knowledge on the
part of the reader of the fundamental princi-
ples involved. For the use of practitioners and
as a supplement to textbooks of the subject
it is of great value." Bradley Stoughton.

4- + Engin. N. 57: 195. F. 14, '07. 540w.

Inge, William Ralph. Truth and falsehood

in religion. *$L50. Dutton. 7-8274.

In six lectures delivered to under-
graduates of the University of Cambridge, Mr.
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Inge's object "Is to commend Christianity as a
religious system to the attention of thoughtful
young men. . . . He candidly admits the dif-
ficulties of the subject, and recognizes the de-
fects of mucli of the current Christianity and
the value of modern scientific and philosophical
thought. Religion, he holds, is not chiefly an
affair of the intellect; the necessary postulate,
or act of faith, is the belief that 'our higher
reason is in vital ontological communion with
the power which lives and moves in all things.
and most chiefly In the spirit of man." (Nation.)

from a butterfly's wings, locking the kitten in
the coal bin, and melting the nose of his sis-
ter's doll. He is visited by the fairy queen who
punishes him by taking him to the land of Did-
n't-think to find the Did.

Ind. G2: 390. P. 14, '07. 40w.

"Though we cannot regard his treatment of
the Logos Idea as convincing, we can heartily
commend the spirit of his lectures."

-\ Nation. S3: 359. D. 27, '06. 570w.

"Thoroughly judicious and constructive."

+ Outlook. 84: 843. D. 1. '06. 190w.

IngersoU, Ernest. Eight secrets. t$i.5o.

Macmillan. 6-42426.

"This is the life story of an ingenious Amer-
ican boy who works out his destiny despite all

sorts of difficulties and dangers and who is

helped in his struggle by a wideawake girl.

Both live in a simpli; Pennsylvania village and
both are cndowc^d with unusual inventive tal-

ent, which enables them to do tilings of a
rather extraordinary nature."—Ldt. D.

-f Adari. 72: 295. Mr. 23, '07. 300w.

"The story is full of varied incidents. It will

instruct as well as amuse young readers, for

whom it i? intended."
-F Lit. D. £4: 217. F. 9, '07. loOw.

H N. Y. Times. 11: 904. D. 29, '06. lOOw.

"Ve " unhesitatingly pronounce this one of

the best boys' books of the season. Mr. Inger-
soU is always to be depended upon for faith-

fulne,«s to nature, and whether he deals with
animals or Vvith boys he gives us the genuine
thing."

-I- -f Outlook. 85: ^S. Ja. 5, '07. 140w.

Ingersoll, Ernest. Life of animals: the
mammals. *$2. Macmillan. 6-18321.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"^.'e do not expect that this oook will be
snicoessful in this country: we liave already
many publications ef a similar sort which are
as good, and wliich avoid, of course, the spell-

ing and diction of our neighbors."
— Ath. 1907, 1: 201. F. 16. SOw.

-f- ^ Nature. 75: 176. D. 20, 'OG. 670w.

"J'he book has great merits, and we do not
know of anything by an English zoologist v/hich
exactlv covers tne same ground."
-j- f — Spec. 97: 216. F. 9, '07. ?.lOw.

Ingersoll, Robert Green. Philosophy of In
gersoll, ed. and arranged by Vera
Goldthwaite. **$i.5o. Elder. 6-42943.

"Tne pungent quotations are arranged under
vari-^us lioadings, so that it is possible in a few
moments to get the gist ol Incersoirs views
on any main subject of human interest." (Dial.)
"The suiijects are arranged under such titles

as Life. Cause and effect. Nature, Man and
woman, Marriage, Love, Home, Children, etc."
(N. Y. Times.)

Dial. 41: 455. D. 16, '06. 50w.

"In brilliant epigram, in exqui.sito imagery,
and flashes of wit and liumor, it shows tlie

hater of superstition and cant in a manner
impossible to be revealed by a prejudiced pe-
rusal of ills entire works, where the finest
thoughts are vefy often turned to unworthy
abuse and o.= tentatious irony."

-I- N. Y. Times. 11: 867. D. 15. '06. 140w.

Inman, Herbert Escott. Did of Didn't-
think: a fairy story for boys and girls;

il. by W. Tayler. t$i. Warne.
The "didn't-thinks" of the young hero of this

tale result in such things as his wiping the fluff

N. Y. Times, 12: 618. O. 12, '07. 90w.

Innes, Charles Herbert. Air compressors
and blowing engines, specially adapted
for engineers. *$2. Van Nostrand.

W 7-82.
•'The book begins with the application of

thermodynamics to the compression of air un-
der various circumstances. . . . The -second
chapter is concerned with experiments on com-
pressors." ("Nation.) The remainder of the
boolc is concerned with descriptions of various
valves, blowers, and compressors.

"'V'hile the book contains no distinctJy new
matter, it is distinctly valuable because of the
scarr^ity of literature dealing with this sub-
ject." AmasH Trowbridge.

-1^ — Enqin. N. 56:634. D. 13, '06. 570w.
Nation. 84: 117. My. 2, '07. 160w.

Innis, George S. Wycliffe: the morning
star. *$i. West. Meth. bk. 7-18306.

This volume in the "Men of the kingdom" se-
ries is an adequate answer to the question
"What would a busy, earnest man want to
know about John Wycliffe and his work?"

"It is the story of a great man, told in a
spirited style for plain, busy, and earnest peo-
ple by one who has imbibed all that history
relates of that 'morning star of the reforma-
tion,' and has reproduced it in a well-disested
and graphic abridgment, from which nothing
essentia] seems omitted."

-f + Outlook. 86: 576. Je. 15, '07. 80w.

Ireland, William W. Life of Sir Henry
Vane. *$3. Button. 6-2311.

"The sbory of this remarkable Puritan Is
told with vigor and effect by Mr. Ireland, who,
tho not a 'professed' historian and decidedly in
sympathy with his hero, writes with good
judgment under his frank recognition of the
many sides to the Puritan-Royalist controver-
sy."—Ind.

"While finding Mr. Ireland's book lacking in
some ways, its good purpose, scholarship, and
sound republican spirit lead the reviewer to
commend it as throwing much light upon Its
hero and the age in which he moved."

-j Am. Hist. R. 12: 369. Ja. '07. 1040w.
"There are many minor inaccuracies in the

book, but its main defect is the want of a firm,
definite outline, which is due to imperfect com-
prehension of the man and the period." C. H.
F. — Eng. Hist. R. 21: 414. Ap. '06. 170w.
"His volume bears evidences of careful and

Independent research, and tho the style is
sometimes pedestrian, interest is readily sus-
tained to the end."

-t- Ind. 61: 1234. N. 22, '06. 130w.

"I>i\ Ireland's limits require a severe process
of selection, yet he includes much that is al-
most offensively superfluous. It would be im-
possible in this review to point out all the faults
of type, faults of phraseology, faults of gram-
mar that disfigure these pages. A single rapid
reading has shown no less than sixty in four hun-
dred and forty pages. The history Is by no
means immaculate."

+ — Nation. 82: 248. Mr. 22, '06. 1140w.

"The book, we grant. Is a scholarly and In-
teresting presentment of a noted man and a
glorious period. We believe It would have been
better had the author considered If, only to
confute them as unsound and extravagant, the
conclusions of his co-laborers."

-I
Nation. 84:59. Ja. 17, '07. 95()w.
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Ireland, William W. —Continued.
"Mr. Ireland has said the final word, and In-

corporates in his volume a vast amount of
original literature which, although familiar to
students of English history, has not hitherto
been employed in elucidating the character of
the fourth Governor of Massachusetts."
+ + N. Y. Times. 11: 368. Je. 9, '06. 1740w.

"l.">r. Ireland saoceeds in making his portrait
sin^Mlarly attractive without the use of flat-

tering or adulatory phrases."
4- N. Y, Times. 12: S7. F. '07. 670w.

"If his conclusions must largely be rejected,
his book Is nevertheless substantially helpful in

some respects. It has certain corrective value,

and—albeit in a rambling way—brings together
from many scattered sources a quantity of in-

teresting dlata shedding new light on the period."

H Outlook. 82: 140. Ja. 20, '06. 250w.

"It abounds In all the stale old schoolboy
rants and third-hand formulas about liberty and
tyranny, about priestcraft, Protestanism."

— Sat. R. 101: 304. Mr. 10, '06. 10€0w.

Irving, Henry Brodribb. Occasional pa-
* pers, dramatic and historical. **$i.50.

Small.

Eight essays on subjects as follows: The Eng-
lish stage in the eighteenth century, CoUey Gib-
ber's apology. The art and status of the ac-
tor. The calling of the actor. The true story
of Eugene Aram, The fall of the house of Good-
ere. The Piralder case, and The early life of
Chief Justice Scroggs.

"Mr. Irving's [defense of the profession and
art] is one of the best yet written."

+ Acad. 71: 415. O. 27, '06. 1090w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. 0- 19, '07. 40w.
" 'The English stage In the eighteenth cen-

tury,' being decidedly the most able and inter-

esting paper in a volume which deserves these
epithets m no common degree."

+ Spec. 97: 892. D. 1, '06. 310w,

Irwin, Wallace Admah. Random rhymes
and odd numbers, il. **$i.50. Macmil-
lan. 6-41958.

"Humorous verse on timely subjects. . . .

In the best we find not only remarkable deft-
ness in the use of rhyme and meter, but much
good-humored and shrewd comment In yerse on
questions and Incidents of recent news Inter-
est."—Outlook.

"Shows the range of his humor and metrical
skill, and is always good reading. But It falls
'to show quite the poetic energy of the volume
of 'Chinatown ballads,' of which we lately had
to SDSElk '*

-I Nation. 84: 36. Ja. 10, '07. 40w.

"It is after all the vein of seriousness run-
ning through the volume of gay verse that
makes Mr. Irwin's 'Random rhymes andl odd
numbers' more than the light amusement of a
passing hour."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 30. Ja. 19, '07. 560w.

"Mr. Irwin is really a sort of poetic Dooley."
-f Outlook. 84: 941. D. 15, '06. lOOw.

Irwin, Wallace Admah. Shame of the col-

leges. $1.25. Outing pub. CO. 7-22412.

In these days of the muck rake almost every-
thing has figured in the literature of exposure
and now the dread instrument is run "over
the field of waving rah-rahs." Dedicated to
Leland Stanford Junior, this little volume with
its amusing illustrations makes its witty ac-
cusations in a series of papers entitled Har-
vard, the crimes of the amalgamated-gentle-
man trust; Vassar, delicious but dyspeptic;
Princeton, frenzied but unashamed; The Uni-
versity of Chicago, a self-made antique; Tale,
the democratic machine at Yale; and West
Point, a reign of drill-terriers.

"Might almost be described as a small body
of liquid verse entirely surrounded by dull
prose."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 442. Jl. 13, '07. 300w.

Irwin, \yilliam Henry. City that was: a
requiem of old San Francisco. *50c.
Huebsch. 6-23693.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It deals with I'.acts as well as feelings, but
lie wrote froar. the heart, and every word shows
It. He caught and expressed something of the
spirit of a light-hearted city whose charm even
the most casual vijjitor never failed to feel."

-f- -t- Putnam's. 2: 119. Ap. '07. 60w.

Island stories, retold from St. Nicholas.
(Geographical stories.) *65c. Century.

7-29584.
A good deal of geography is entertainingly

taught here. Robinson Crusoe's island as it is
to-day is sure to interest boys to whom it has
been bequeathed as a "playground for the imag-
ination." Then there are the Phiilippines, the
Hawaiian islands, the Cannibal islands, Madeira
and Samoa, and interesting experiences that fail
to the lot of the story-teller while sojourning in
them.

"This book contains . . . stories that every
normal boy will read with avidity."

-f R. of R«. 36: 768. D. '07. llOw.

Ives, George Burnham. Bibliography of
Oliver Wendell Holmes. *$5. Hough-
ton. 7-10313.

"By means of a series of classifications, the
bulk and detail of Dr. Holmes's work have
been made acci»ssible from several points of
approach. There are six lists concerned with
Holmes's own work and four relating to mat-
ter written about him. . . . There is subjoined
information as to the circumstances under
which the poem or book was written and first

pubiishc'd, with other relative items. Such a
work is of course essentially a guide book."'

—

N. Y. '.rimes.

"Mr. Ives's work has been done well."
+ Nation. 85: 363. Ap. 18, '07. 1260W.

"This is a very careful piece of work, and
while absolute completeness is not claimed for
its data, one may be coifident that nothing of
great importanoe is likely to have been omit-
ted. The p^ese^nt task has not been performed
in the spirit of meticulous yet critically un-
discr'minating diligence of which the bibliog-
rapher is sometimes guilty." H. W. Bo>Titon.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 218. Ap. 6, '07. 2150w.

J

Jacberns, Raymond. Discontented school-
* girl. T$i.50. Lippincott.

The story of the English school days of an
impish little girl of French and English parent-
age. "In the juvenile fiction of a bygone gen-
eration Marcella would have been held up as
an awful warning to young readers, and would
probably have incurred some terrible fate as
a punishment. Now her disobedience, insolence,
ingratitude to a kind guardian, and general in-

subordination, are gleefully related as being
rather amusing than otherwise, and the happy
ending to the story is indirectly due to her bad
behaviour." (Ath.)

Ath. 1907, 2: 662. N. 23, 200w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 765. N. 30, '07. 60w.

Jackson, Abraham Valentine Williams. Per-
sia pasi and present. **$4. Macmil-
lan. 6-33596

Descriptive note in Annual, 1&06.

"For the general reader the work possesses
all the elements that go to make books of tra-
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vel In strange lands Interesting reading. For
the scholar the book is valuabU; both for the
richness of its bibliographical references and for

Its own contributions to the subject." George
Melville Boiling.

-t- + Am. Hist. R. 12: 602. Ap. '07. 174(hv.

"An exhaustive and scholarly work, well il-

lustrated, fully indexed."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 44. F. '07.

"It is a book of travel and of research, and
Is of interest and value -alike to the scholar
and the traveler,—an unusual combination, for
few travelers are scholars, and few scholars
are travelers." Dora Keen.
+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 659. My. 'o7. 1090w.

"It is hardly possible to overpraise the vivid
representation by Prof. Jackson of what he
actually saw."

-!- -^ Ath. 1907, 1: 191. F. 16. 1160w.

+ + Lend. Times. 6: 66. Mr. 1, '07. 1390w.

Reviewed by George R. Bishop.
^+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 443. Jl. 13, '07. 2500w.

"It has enduring value. It has scientific pow-
er. It has historical interest and, what is rarer,
the feeling for what is genuinely interesting in
history. It has a sense of the humanity of life,

the poetry, the mysticism." Charles Johnston,
-f- + No. Am. 186: 446. N. '07. 1320w.

"A volume which has a permanent value, and
will take its place by the side of those of Sir
Robert Ker Porter and Lord Curzon."

+ Sat. R. 103:, 432. Ap. 6. '07. 790w.

"The information which he gives is to a cer-
tain extent limii;ed by his absorption in his
own studies . . . He is however fully conver-
sant with the work of his predecessors, and he
does not fail to provide an excellent general
survey of the ground they have covered. The
excellent photographs of the Sassanid rock-cut
monuments reproduced in this book will be of
great value to archaeologists."

-i Spec. 08: 623. Ap. 20, '07. 910w.

Jackson, Charles Ross. Sheriff of Wasco.
t$i.5o. Dillingham. 7-16754.

Wasco County, Oregon, terrorized by an out-
law of numberless crimes and unheard of cruel-
ty elects a young railroad man its sheriff. The
story follows the trail of the outlaw with the
determined young oflicer until he brings down
his inhuman prey and wins the love of a mil-
lionaire's daughter whom he has rescued from
the bandit's clutches. It is a wild tale in which
brute passions are described with a strength
and vividness that does not admit of delicacy.

^ N. Y. Times. 12: 492. Ag. 10, '07. 120w.

Jackson, Frederick Hamilton. Shores of
the Adriatic: the Italian side. *$6. Dut-
ton. 7-13428.

"The twenty-two chapters treat of the sea-
board provinces . . . and small, well-known
places. Mr. Jackson describes the churches.
dwellings, and other places and things of ar-
chaeological and artistic interest, telling some-
thing, too. about the people and their charac-
teristics in the various towns. There are also
extracts from the histories of churches, pic-
ture.<3 or persons, the towns themsselves, as well
as the political and national history of the
placets visited. The illustrations . . . are pho-
tographic reproductions, drawings, plans, etc.
of buildings, natives, scenes, interiois, etc."

—

N V. Times.

"His descriptions of aa-chitecture are exceed-
ingly close and careful, though at times rather
too technical for the layman to follow quite
clearly: and the historical matter which he
gives suffers from a compression which per-
haps was unavoidable. He has spared neither
time nor labour in his work, and has produced
a valuable and delightful book."
+ 4- — Acad. 72:186. F. 23, '07. 1400w.

"If this volume has a few weak points—one
of which Is a very imperfect index—these are

more than counterbalanced by many and solid
merits."

-J Ath. 1907, 1: 582. My. 11. 900w.
"A good book; in fact, the only fault one is

inclined to lind with it is that it is too monot-
onously good. A little more liveliness would
atone even for a lapse in grammar."
+ H Ind. 62: 1358. Je. 6, '07. 120w

"i_.ovors of fine architectural construction and
decorative detail will delight in the many fine
drawings that enrich Mr. Jackson's delightful
volume."

-r- Int. Studio. 30: 276. Ja. '07. 320w.

"His work from the mere fact of its bulk
could never serve as a guide-book. The want
of maps, too, is a serious drawback in a prac-
tical hand-book. On the other iiand, for those
who ask for charming impressions, the volume
is too practical, too conscientious. Very differ-
ent and full of detail are his architectural de-
scriptions, and here we feel him thoroughly at
home."

-1- — Lond. Times. 5:400. N. 30, '06. 13G0w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 876. D. 16, '06. 310w.

"Mr. Jackson has discovered and described
three or four times as many, things as the or-
dinary traveler would find out for himself, un-
less he were, indeed, a many-sided man."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 456. Jl. 20, '07. 330w.

"It contains much information clearly and
compactly put. Nevertheless, we wish that
tlie author's manner were more vivacious, and
that tlie color of the history described were as
equallv evident as its outline."

-i Outlook. 85: 904. Ap. 20, '07. 140w.

"Mr. Jackson has described and drawn with
a care worthy of all praise. One regrets a lit-

tle this somewliat stolid tone as ci:& turns over
the only work of value which an Englishman
has ever written on tliis region."

-; — Sat. R. 103: 207. F. 16, '07. 860w.

Jackson, Mrs. Gabrielle E. S. Wee Winkles
and her friends. t$i.25. Harper. 7-30868.

Another chapter in Wee Winkles' life telling

of her dolls, the little baby kittens, and of Jer-
ry, tiie fire-engine horse, that rescued Wide-
awake from an old tumble down house where
an accident had befallen him. Any child might
profit by the lesson of love for animals that is

taught thruout the story.

N. Y. Times. 12: 669. O. 19, '07. 20w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. 30w.

"The author has mastered this art, and her
story deals with simple incidents, in simple lan-

guage, well suited to liold the interest of the
little readers."

+ R. Of Rs. 36: 766. D. '07. 70w.

Jackson, Henry Latimer. Fourth gospel

and some recent German criticism.

*$i.io. Putnam.
"The present volume takes up in detail the

authorship, historicity, criticism of the gospel

acco'-ding to St. John, the identification of John
the beloved apostle and John of Ephesus, and
the Fourth gospel and the Synoptics. The foot-

notes are numerous and fuii."—N. Y. Times.

"A ver\- useful compendium. The frequent
summaries are helpful to the reader and make
amends for som^s needless repetition."

-I Am. J. Theol. 11: 368. Ap. '07. 80w.

"A careful, judicial, and up-to-date examin-
ation of the Johannine problem."

-!- Bib. world. 28: 432. D. '06. 40w

"The book may be strongly commended, es-

pecially for its accuracy of information and Im-
partiality in presentation of both sides of a con-
tix>versy, and Jt is hoped that it will receive
attention from any who may suppose that Pro-
fessor Sanday and Principal Drummond have
spoken the last word on this important subject."

+ + Ind. 63: 453. Ag. 22, '07. 270w.
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Jackson, Henry L,atimeT—Continued.
"The book is a valuable supplement to Er-

nest F. Scott's essay on the theology of the
fourth gospel."

+ Nation. 85: 185. Ag. 29, '07. 230w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 750. N. 17, '06. 130w.

Jackson, Holbrook, Bernard Shaw. *$i.50.

Jacobs. W 7-i87-

"Mr. Jackson discusses Shaw in the fourfold

aspect of man, Fabian, playwright and philoso-

pher and proves to his own satisfaction that

Mr. Shaw is the incarnation of all that is best

in modern thought." (Nation.) "Mr. Jackson
shows that tlie real Shaw is a serious man with
a serious purpose, 'that all his art has been
an evolution toward a means of expression for

the sake of propaganda,' and quotes his admir-
able Fahian tracts to prove that if Shaw has
undc-taken to transform sociology from a 'dis-

mal into a joyous science,' it is from no lack

of earnestness but from a fine sense of the adap-
tation of means to ends."—N. T. Times.

makes especial appeal to masculine readers,
feminine ones should observe that it is alwajs
the woman who gets the best of it."—Nation.

"Truth to tell. Mr. Jackson has so soaked him-
self in the Shaw drama, the Shaw economics,
ethics and politics, and the Shaw philosophy,

that he is not able to stand sufficiently away
from his subject to see him objectively. His
whole book is oppressed with the w-eight of Mr.

Shaw's personality."— Ath. 1907, 2:376. S. 28. 58Cw.

"The book is well written, and. In its blo-

eraphical pages especially, highly eniertammg.
-f Dial. 43: 321. N. 16, '07. 370w.

+ Lit. D. 35: 578. O. 19, '07. 250w.

"Still since 'it is obvious that' Mr. Shaw,
like Alice, is incapable of explaining hmipelf

and needed some one to write him do-vvn to the

level of the hvper-self-conscious middle class,

Mr. Jackson has performed the kind office very

fairlv well."/— Lend. Times. 6:261. Ag. 30, '07. 1450w.

"The book is also likely to prove interesting

to connoisseurs in human intellectual vagaries,

not ciily because it is cleverly written, in a way
that often reflects what the faithful call the

Shavian attitude and manner but because it

gives an apparently authoritative sumrnary of

Mr Shnw's \nrious th.eories. social, political and
the like, and furnishes some significant facts

which may help to account for a good many of

them "

+ Nation. 85:334. O. 10, '07. 49Gw.

Jackson. Lucie E. Feadora's failure; il. by

J. Macfarlane. $i. McKay. 7-22917.

A book for young people which records the

rebellion of six spirited children against 'the

rule of their wilful, inexperienced, eighteen-

year old sister who insists upon managing the

household and servants when the mother dies.

Jacob, Robert Urie. Trip to the Orient:
* the story of a Mediterranean cruise.

**$!. 50. Winston. 7-9812.

In the main a revised and elaborated person-

al journal of the happenings incident to a sev-

enty-day tour of the Mediterranean districts.

"The book itself is likely to interest few, if

anv, outside of the restricted circle of those who
happened to take the same tour or are plan-

ning to take a similar one in the future. The
book has lost much through the inferior qual-

ity of the illustrations." ^„„— + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 594. N. '07. 180w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Jacobs, William Wymark. Short cruises; il.

by Will Owen. t$i.5o. Scribner. 7-16484.

"These cruises, largely by sailors, but of the

land or at the most, of the port, are In the

author's familiarly amusing vein. . . . The
practical joke, the admonition by craft, the ob-
ject lesson through wile have their perfect

work in these pages. If the fun possibly

"This volume is fit to stand on the shelf be-
side "Many cargoes' and 'Sea urchins.' "

+ + Acad. 73: 873. S. 7, '07. 210w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 178. O. '07.

"To be frank, the s^^ailormen we meet with in
these pages—at all events, where they are deep-
water sailormen—are not in the least the real
thing; but they are much more amusing than
the real thing is wont to be, and so we welcome
their appearance."

H Ath. 1907, 1. 789. Je. 29. 1170w.
"There are. we regret to say, signs in his

latest book that Mr. Jacobs is tiring. He is
still funny, but he has receded further from
life." — Lond. Times. 6: 149. My. 10, '07. 300w.

"His invention is varied, his humour on his
chosen lines of cartoon and caricature, bound-
less, and his mastery supreme of what in re-
spectful homage we venture to term slan-
guage."

+ Nation. 84: 501. My. 30, '07. 90w.

-I- Outlook. 86: 340. Je. 15, '07. 60w.

James, George Wharton. Wonder.s of the
Colorado desert (southern California").

**$S. Little. 6-43916.

Two volumes, each containing over two hun-
dred and fifty pages, tell of "strange, wonderful
Bind beautifui things . . . unknown to cities and
to the unobservant eye." Mr. James locates the
desert with a good deal of exactness because
the world at large is misled by the word "Colo-
rado." He has gathered together in the volume
twenty-four years of observations and experi-
ences all characterized by the vague sense of
mystery surrounding an untamed, unused
and unnourished stretch of country. There
is a wealth of pictures attending his sketch of

rivers and mountains, canons and springs, life

and history.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 69. Mr. "U..

"it is a book that it is a genuine pleasure to

recommend to discriminating readers."

+ + Arena. 37: 327. Mr. '07. 940w.

"A remarkable and valuable work."

-I- + Dial. 41:454. D. 16, '06. 350w.

"To manv people who are quite ignorant of

the Colorado desert, and this includes nearly

everv one outside the desert and vicinity, th«

book will be full of pleasant surprises. Per-
haps the chapters on the wild animals, birds,

reptiles, insects and plant life of the desert

contain as mnny surprises as any in the book.
_|. ^ Engin. N. 57: 550. My. 16, '07. 510w.

"A very comprehensive and Interesting work."
+ ind. 62: 42. Ja. 3, '07. 410w.

"Written 'con amore' and under the immedi-
ate inspiration of the unwonted scenes which
they describe, the volumes will have an in-

timate appeal for those interested in the won-
ders of their own land."

+ + Lit. D. 34: 263. F. 16. '07. 300w.

"Actual perusal inspires a wish that the au-
thor had limited his field and compressed his

material into one volume. He should remember
that a plethora of superlatives only weakens a
eulogy."

^ Nation. 84: 294. Mr. 28, 07. 520w.

"He has gifts of observation far above the

common and the literary art of viVid and pic-

turesque description." Cyrus C. Adams.
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 121. Mr. 2. '07. 1640w.

"Occasionally the reader feels that the author

is giving a little too much detail, and. is even

Inclined to question whether the material might

not to advantage have been presented In a single

vo um^
Outlook. 85: 42. Ja. 5, '07. 300w.

R. of Rs. 35: 383. Mr. '07. 90w.
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Jeimes, Henry. American scene. **$3. Har-
per. 7-5704.

After an absence of nearly a quarter of a
century Mr. James viewed once more his na-
tive land, and wrote in tiie style which he has
made his own, of what his eyes, fresh after
long absence, saw in her. New England, in
the autumn, New York in the spring, Tha
Bowery, Newport, Washington, Richmond,
Charleston, and sunny Florida, the beauty of
them, the very atmosphere ana air of them axe
to be found between these covers.

"The book is undeniably difficult to read;
full of psychological subtleties, involved expres-
sion, baffling to the average reader."
+ — A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 98. Ap. '07.

"Throughout four hundred and sixty-five
broad pages there is no oasis in the level, un-
broken expanse of Jacobean style. Nor has his
style improved with years. In this latest ex-
ample 'it has an irritation once absent; for to
the defects of his own qualities he has added
carelessness."

H Ath. 1907, 1:282. Mr. 9. 2640w.

"Despite his consummate analytic power,
perhaps not the one after all to wham we should
willingly allow the last word on what America
stands for." James F. Muirhead.

H Allan. 100 : 566. O. '07. 1330w.

"Mr. James is, if at his worst, also at his
best in this book." Edward Clark Marsh.

h Bookm. 25: 188. Ap. '07. 1270w.

"The book is one to read in at length, if not
to read through. Its pages are sitrewn with
the happiest phrases and turns of expression.
'They teem with passages' of exquisite artistry,
"Which, without .'•eference to the scenes and ob-
jects so delicately depicted, are a joy to the
lover of the gracefully elaborate, the subtilely
expressive and still more subtilely suggestive,
in English prose." Percy F. Bicknell.
+ + Dial. 42: 176. Mr. 16. '07. 1570w.

"No book which Mr. Henry James has writ-
ten makes so severe a tax on the loyalty of even
his most enthusiastic readers as his 'American
SCGTIGS.'

"

— Ind. 63: 95. Jl. 11, '07. 1090w.
"Crowded, sensitive, intricate book, probably

the most remarkable book of impressions of
travel which we possess. It cannot be pre-
tended that It can be read without considerable
concentration of attention; once drop the fine-
spun thread, and you are lost. But to follow
it out to the end is to have a positive revel-
ation of the amount of insight and exactness
of expression which can be packed between the
covers of a single book."
+ + Lend. Times. 6: 44. F. 8, '07. 1970w.
"A work of marvellously keen and subtle an-

alysis; it transfixes the defects and shortcom-
ings of American civilization with unerring
thrusts; but it is less successful on the positive
and synthetic side. Its vision is, if anything,
too personal, too microscopic."

•J Nation. 84:266. Mr. 21, '07. 1260w.

"It would be impossible within reasonable
limits to give much idea of the rich and fan-
tastic humor that plays about the revisited
towns nf America, leaves behind it sugges-
tions to awaken our serious thought." Elisa-
beth Luther Carv.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 221. Ap. 6; '07. 1760w.

"There is but one way In which to read 'The
American scene:' refuse to let it antagonize
you, remember constantly that it is the utter-
ance of a 'restored absentee;' and with every
page you will come more and more under the
charm of his descriptions and the subtlety of
his judgments." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-^ No. Am. 185: 214. My. 17, '07. 1830w.

Outlook. 85: 622. Mr. 16, '07. 450w.

"He has written not a guide-book, but a
drama, the dram.i of a continent; and he has
contrived with illuminating subtlety that the
'persons' of it shall be not the varieties of
humanity upon its surface, but the evidences,

the more or less enduring records of their as-
piration and their content."

+ Sat. R. 103: 395. Mr. 30, '07. 2400w.
"The faults we have to find with it are only

the faults which cling to all Mr. James's work.
He is exceedingly difficult to read. Mr. James
writes with such urbanity and so genuine a
love for the land that the most nervous patriot
could not take offence at his pages, whiie to a
certain limited class of readers they will be a
source of acute intellectual pleasure."

-I Spec. 98: 334. Mr. 2, '07. 1750w.

James, William. Pragmatism: a new name
for some old vi^ays of thinking. **$i.2S.
Longmans. 7-2064.3.

A popular presentation of pragmatism. Pro-
fessor Jiames claims Socrates, Aristotle. Locke,
Berkeley and Hume as pragmatists. But these
"forerunners of pragmatism used it in fragments;
they were a prelude only. Not until in our time
has it generalised itself." The volumes teach
that truth comprises all principles, ideas, and
beliefs that lead in the long run to the best
practical results. Pragmatism is the same meth-
od in philosophy that utilitarianism is in ethics,
which pronounces monogamy right and gam-
bling wrong, not by previous intuition, but by
the test of experience. What wears best is good;
and, because proved good, is true." (Outlook.)

"We should not be doing justice to Profes-
sor James's style did we not refer to the col-
loquialisms and American slang which abound
in the book."

H Acad. 73: 772. Ag. 10, '07. 1180w.

Reviewed by I. Woodbridge Rllev.
Bookm. 26: 215. O. '07. 2070w.

"His presentation of the pragmatic method
Is of course unique by reason of the author's
own charming literary style, comprehensive
knowledge of philosophy, literature and philos-
ophy, literature and philosophical principles, and
great skill as an expositor."

+ Educ. R. 34: 430. N. '07. 80w.

+ Ind. 63: 630. S. 12, '07. 930w.

"The lectures contain nothing new, and, on
the whole, nothing that was not more concisive-
ly put in some of tliese previous pronounce-
ments; but it Is always a pleasure to hear Pro-
fessor James talking."

-f- Lond. Times. 6: 210. Jl. 5. '07. 730w.

"Professor James has an unconventional way
of dealing with philosophical questions, so that
by graphic illustrations and by simple language
he attracts attraction and wins assent."

H Nation. 85: 57. Jl. 18, '07. 970w.

"It Is scarcely possible to exaggerate one's
appreciation of the lucidity and skill with which
so abstract a topic has been treated." Josieph
Jacobs.

-t- -f- N. Y. Times. 12: 527. Ag. 31, '07. 2610w.

Reviewed by Carolyn Shipman.
No. Am. 185: 884. Ag. 16, '07. 1950w.

"His well-known, vivacious and breezy style
of address, garnished here and there with racy
colloquialisms, working, as it does, to enliven at-
tention to his arguments. Is itself felicitously
pragmaiic."

4- Outlook. 86: 748. Ag. 3, '07. 330w.

"Professor James's volume is Interesting and
srtlmulatlng throughout, and It Is needless to
add that It contains a deal of practical wisdom
and much useful advice which all philosophers
would do well to heed. And It seems to me to

be moich stronger In what it affirms than in
what It denies." Charles M. Bakewell.
-f- H Phllos. R. 16: 624. N. '07. 4780w.

"I am therefore bound to record the opinion
that the present volume fails to rise to the lev-

el of its author's reputation. There Is some-
thing too much of 'the large loose way' about
It." R. M. Wenley.

H Science, n.s. 26: 464. O. 11, '07. 2480w.
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James, Winifred. Bachelor Betty. **$i.25.

Dutton. 7-23302.

"Bachelor Betty is a vivacious young Aus-
tralian girl who comes over to England to seek
her fortune as a journalist. She is an independ-
ent young person who means to make the best
of things, and for this purpose she adopts an
aggressively cheerful attitude, extracting fun
out of all sorts of unpromising material. . . .

'There is not,' she writes, 'one woman in a
hundred who chooses an independent life be-
cause she prefers it. . . . We know full well that
whimsical Betty with her continual babble and
chatter, her delicate philandermgs with the
'youngest man,' the 'oldest man' and other ad-
mirers will come at last into the safe haven
of matrimony."—^Sat. R.

"All her characters are made living by some
touch or phrase which renders the least impor-
tant of them a personality."

+ Acad. 73: 706. Jl. 20, '07. 230w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 202. N. '07.

"Here is an author who takes herself not too
seriously, and knows how to entertain us. "VVe

find canity and humanity also ini the develop-
ment of the story."

+ Ath. IM^, 2: 11. Jl. 6. 120w.

"What redeems it entirely from the common-
place is the author's lively turn of phrase and
fresh, untrammelled observation."

^ Nation. 85: 188. Ag. 29, "07. 320w.

"Her talk is quite pleasant, too, and every
now and then she says quite womanly-charac-
teristic things in a quite womanly-characteris-
tic way. There is nothing very remarkable
about it, but there have been worse love stor-

ies—many of them."
-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 457. Jl. 20, '07. 400w.

"We should have found 'Bachelor Betty'
much more amusing but for the author's
obvious determination to be humorous at all

costs. Is full of promise and we feel sure is

only an earnest of better work to come."
-1 Sat. R. 104: 148. Ag. 3, '07. 310w.

Jameson, E. M. Peggy Pendleton. $1.25.

V/est. Meth. Bk.
A first rate story for young readers. The

heroine, Peggy Pendleton, found favor with
those who enjoyod "The Pendletons," and here
she continues the fulfillment of numerous bud-
ding promises, among them good cheer, gen-
erosity, and quick thoughtfulness for others.

Jameson, John Franklin, ed. Original narra-

tives of early American history, per. v.

**$3. Scribner. 7-6643-

A series of twenty volumes entitled "Original
narratives of early American history." under-
taken under the auspices of the American his-

torical society and edited by J. F. Jameson.
"The series is to consist of such volumes as
will illustrate the early history of all the chief

parts of the country, with an additional vol-

ume of general Index. The plan contemplates,
not a body of extracts, but in general the pub-
lication or the republication of whole works or

of distinct parts of works." (N. Y. Thnes.)

V. 1. Olson. Julius E., and Bourne, Edward G.,

eds. Northmen, Columbus, and Cabot. 6-3t.!88L\

This first volume of the series Is divided Into

three parts: "The voyages of the Northmen,
edited by Professor J. E. Olson, which presents
the saga in Hauksbok and that in Flatey-Jar-
bok, together with some minor Northern and
papal pieces; "The voyages of Columbus" and
"The voyages of John Cabot," edited by Pro-
fessor E. G. Bourne.

V. 2. Burrage, Henry S., ed. Early English

and French voyages, 1534 -1608. 6-44365.

The account of these voyages is largely ta-

ken from Hakluyt and covers the voyages of

Cartier, Hore, Hawkins. Drake, Gilbert. Bar-
lowe. I.ane, White, Grenvllle, Brereton, Prlng,

Waymouth, and Popham.

V. 3. Hodge, Frederick W., and Lewis, Theo-
dore H., eds. Spanish explorers in the south-
ern United States, 1628-1543. 7-10607.

"This volume includes the contemporary ac-
counts of the three most important Spanish
explorations in the region now comprised in

the southern part of the United States. These
are Cabeza de Vaca's narrative of his remark-
able wanderings, the account of the expedi-
tion of Hernando de Soto by the gentleman of
Elvas, and Pedro de Castaneda's narrative of
the expedition of Coronado. Apart from the
requirements of the series there was not the
same necessity for the issuing of this particu-
lar volume as for the other two as two of these
narratives already have been published in han-
dy and inexpensive form under the competent
editorship of Messers. Bourne and Winship
respectively."—Ann. Am. Acad.

V. 4. Grant, William Lawson, ed. Voyages
of Samuel de Champlain, 1604-1618. 7-22899.

This volume includes extracts from the writ-
ings of Champlain from which the student may
construct a theory of the value of Champlaln's
work as explorer and colonizer.

V. 5. Tyler, Lyon Gardiner, ed. Narratives
of early Virginia. 7-33220.

"Selections from the douglity John Smith fill

about two-thirds of the volume; the remaining
contents include narratives and letters by
George Percy, Lord De-la-Ware, ODion Diego de
Molina, Father Biard, John Raefe, and John
Pory. The period covered is that from the
first settlement to the dissolution of the Com-
pany in 1624 by the aggrieved monarch."—Dial.

"Most serviceable and in all ways to be wel-
comed is this volume. But It might have been
made still more serviceable." C. Raymond
IBeazIev.
-j- H Am. Hist. R. 12: 654. Ap. '07. 940w. (Re-

view of V. 1.)

"This publication edited by Dr. Burrage Is

one which meets a long-felt want. The reader
has sufficient information about the narrators,
both historical and bibliographical to whet his

appetite and increase his interest." P. Lee
Phillips.

-i- -f Am. Hist. R. 12: 692. Ap. '07. 460w.
(Review of v. 2.)

Reviewed by G. P. W^.

+ 4- Am. Hist. R. 12: 926. Jl. '07. 260w. (Re-
view of v. 3.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 125. My. '07. (Review
of V. 1.)

"If the remaining volumes are edited with
a similar degree of skill and intelligence as
these under review, the series will prove to be
a most admirable one and will be recognized
as a standard collection of source publica-
tions." Herman V. Ames.
+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 183. Jl. '07. 700w.

(Review of v. 1-3.)

+ -f- Dial. 42: 84. F. 1, '07. 30w. (Review of
V. 1 and 2.)

Dial. 42: 266. Ap. 16, '07. 70w. (Review
of v. 3.)

Dial. 43: 322. N. 16, '07. lOOw. (Review
of v. 5 )

"There Is a sanity and freedom from con-
troversial bitterness in the editorial portions
which commends the volume warmly to us."

-I-
-1- Ind. 62: 41. Ja. 3, '07. 730w. (Review
of V. 1.)

"Each narrative has been carefully edited as
to an Introduction and foot-notes, an excellent

index being added."
+ + Lit. D. 33: 727. N. 17. '06. 140w. (Re-

view of V. 1.)

Nation. 84:245. Mr. 14, '07. 750w. (Re-
view of v. 1 and 2.)

"Furnishes the best possible introduction to

a further study of the large and intricate

problem of Spanish explorations in America,

+ 4- Nation. 85: 77. Jl. 25. '07. 340w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

Nation. »5: 493. N. 28, '07. 610w. (Re-
view of V. 4 and 5.)
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"To a careful student it is simiply invalu-
able, the many footnotes giving tiie various
authorities on any possible disputed point."

-f -h N. Y. Times. 12: 71. F. 2, '07. 260w.
(l^eview of v. 2.)

"The notes, without being burdensome, are
adequate for purposes of explanation."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 481. Ag. 3, '07. 140w.
(Review of v. 3.)

"Mr. Grant, the editor, succeeds well in eluci-
dating difticult points and illuminating obscure
passages."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 4&8. Ag. 10, '07. 190w.

(Review of v. 4.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, ''07. 50w.
(Review of v. 5.)

"The selection and editing could not, in fact
have been better done for the purpose which
the editors had in view." H. Cabot Lodge.
+ + No. Am. 183: 1289. D. 21, '06. 2100w.

(Review of v. 1.)

"It s.-iemis a pity, however, that room was
not found for the Ribaut, Laudonniore, and L'i
Moyne narratives, having to db with the early
and ill-fated French settlements in Florida
and South Carolina.

"

+ -\- — Outlook. 85: 376. F. 16, '07. 260w. (Re-
view of v. 2.)

4- -f- Outlook, 86: 570. Je. 13, '07. 180w. (Re-
view of v. 3.)

"The reprint Is well adapted to the use of
both the special student and the general reader
of history. From the standpoint of the latter,
however, it is to be regretted that Mr. Grant
has not seen fit to write a more detailed biog-
raphical introduction."
-f- -I Outlook. 86: 974. Ag. 31, '07. 280w. (Re-

view of V. 4.)

"One could wish that President Tyler had ex-
panded his Introductory comment on certain of
the documents"
+ -\ Outlook. 87: 788. D. 7, '07. 260w. (Re-

view of V. 5.)

R. of Rs. 35: 507. Ap. '07. 60w. (Re-
A-lew of V. 2.)

R. of Rs. 35: 637. My. '07. 160w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

R. of Rs. 36: 756. D. '07. lOOw. (Review
of v. 6.)

Janet, Pierre. Major symptoms of hys-
teria: fifteen lectures given in the med-
ical school of Harvard university.
*$i.75. Macmillan. 7-23068.

A summary of the psychological research
work of the French in the subject of hysteria
is given in this series of lectures. They treat
of Monoideic somnambulisms, Double personal-
ities, Convulsive attacks, Motor agitations, Par-
alysis, The troubles of vision, of speech, and
other phases of the disease.

Hen, who together entertain tenderfoot eastern-
ers with mock hangings, stage holdups and
shootings. "More folks in Palomitas has names
that had tumbled to 'em than the kind that
had come regular. And when they sounded reg-
ular they likely wasn't."

"On the whole, one may say that this is the
most readable and interesting book on clinical
psychology since the days of John Abercrombie
and his 'Intellectual philosophy.' " Irving Wil-
son Voorhees.
+ -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 463. Jl. 27, '07. 1230w.

Janssen, Johannes. History of the Ger-
man people at the close of the middle
ages. V. 9-10, *$6.25. Herder.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Dr. Janssen )ias done a service for Cath-
olic scholarship which it would be hardly possi-
ble to overestimate."'

-I- + Cath. World. 84: 566. Ja. '07. 370w.
(Review of v. 9 and 10.)

Janvier, Thomas Allibone. Santa Fe's part-

ner. t$i.5o. Harper. 7-29432.

Palomitas. bearing a striking resemblance to
Wolfville, is the scene of the pranks played
by Santa F6 Charley, a professional gambler
who frequently assumes the garb and speech
of a minister, and his partner, the Sage-Brush

"Humorous yams of life in a mining town
forming a contkiuous narrative, told in the first

person In the racy vernacular of the place."

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 202. N. '07.

"The book has charming freshness and a
southwestern flavor that is delightully amus-
ing, and suggestive of oonddtions that have been
rapidlv passing away."

-f Lit. D. 35: 633. O. 12, '07. 180w.

"It is all good magazine copy, though hardly
more."

-i Nation. 85: 306. O. 3, '07. 350w.

"Mr. .Janvier has latterly been playing not
unskillfully with the picturesque material In-

vented and oequeathed to literature by the late

Bret Harte."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 612. O. 12, '07. 310w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Jastrow, Joseph. Subconscious. *$2.5o.

Houghton. 6-16729.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"As a result of incontinent use of rhetorical
figures, the size of the book has been made un-
duly large. For this fact alone the book be-
comes tediouF to the man whose time is lim-
ited. Tiie lack of a critical and scientific form
of presentation, of specific historical refer-
ences, and of close articulation with the re-
sults of advanced' researches in experimental
and annlytical p9Vchology, prevents the book
from h.-.ving any wide sphere of usefulness in

the psychological research world." John B.
Watson.

Am. J. Soc. 12: f.58. Ja. '07. 1380w.

"The rich material of the much better told

observation is too often hidden in the elabor-
ate context. It is indeed difficult to fjay to

which kind of public the book would adapt It-

self." Adolf MeV'T.
.( J. philos. 4: 79. Ja. 31, '07. 1840w.

"In spite of a few criticisms . . . the book
is a strong and interesting one, displaying the
extent and intent of Dr. Jastrow's grasp on
the field which it covers." Knight Dun!ap.
-I-

J Science, n.s. 24: 84S. D. 28, '06. 2090w.

"A useful, well-i-easnned and careful investi-

gation. The book is, unfortunately, much too
long at'.d diffuse."

-I Spec. 98: 537. Ap. 6, '07. 2400w.

Jaures, Jean Leon. Studies in socialism; tr.

with an introd. by Mildred Minturn.
**$!. Putnam. 6-14021.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"The presentation cf the subject is atle and
its spirit tolerant."

-i- Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 217. Ja. "~' ISOw.

Reviewed by John Graham Brooks
+ 4- Atlan. 00: 280. F. '07. j230«'

"The merit of the whole volume is not ia

any nev matter, so mucli as in the calm, di-

rect way that things are stated. It is one of

the most satisfying presentations of the fiery

subiect tliat one can find."
4- -1- Cath. World. 84: 834. Mr. '07. 280w.

"Optimistic yet sane, of strong convictions
vet consei-\ative, M. Jaures has not laid him-
self onen to the familiar accusation that so-
cialists beg the question, for he has gone to

its very roots. The beauty of his diiction has
been well preserved by his translator." Eun-
ice Follansbee.

-t- Dial. 42: 111. F. 16, '07. 280w.

Jebb, Sir Richard Claverhouse. Essays and
addressee. *$3-50. Putnam.

A collection of seventeen essays made by the
author's wife from a mass of literary material
left by Sir Richard Jebb. "Nearly all deal with
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Jebb, Sir Richard C. —Continued.
one or anof.her phase of Greek literature or
life, or with its influence upon the intellectual
life of our own time." (N. Y. Times.) Some
of the subjects are The genius of Sophocles,
Pindar, Lucian, Sophocles and the trilogy. The
influence of the Greek mind on modern life,

The position of classical studies, and Humamlsm
in education.

"Lady Jebb should receive the thanks of all

lovers of scholarship and humane letters for col-
lecting these papers by her distinguished hus-
band."

+ -f Ath. 1907, -2: 9. Jl. 6. 1570w.

"Prof. Pachard Jebb . . . united in a remark-
able degree profound scholarship with the capa-
city for graceful and luminous exposition. And
these qualities are eo manifest in every page
of thia present volume that tne reader is moved
quite as much by admiration for the man's
mental gifts as by interest in what he says."

-f + N. Y. Times. 12: 557. S. 14, '07. 270w.

+ + Lend. Times, fi: 172. My. 31, '07. 1650w.

"These extracts . . . are typical of the salient
characteristics of the writer, that rare com-
bination of profound and ripe scholarship with
worldy wisdom and insi.ght, that grasp of first

principles, which showed him that scholarship
is one and indivisible and can convey the same
message in a different guise to the first clas-
sic and the budding extensionist."

+ + Sat. R. 103: 816. Je. 29, '07. 1150w.

"The occasional and less formal work of a
great scholar or writer can hardly fail to con-
tain much that is both of personal interest and
permanent value nor is the present volume
wanting in either merit."

+ + Spec. 99: 203. Ag. 10, '07. 970w.

Jefferies, Richard. Essays. 3v. ea. 75c.

Crowell. 7-26039-41.

The three volumes reprinted in this set are
Natuie near I.,ondon, The open air, and The
life of the fields. Each is furnished with an in-
troduction by Thomas Coke Watkins which re-
flects the author's passionate love for nature
in all its aspects. The lover of woodland and
stream will find in Jefferies a companion for all

his moods.

Jefferson, Charles Edward. New crusade:

occasional sermons and addresses.

**$i.So. Crowell. 7-25555-

A group of sermons whose aim is to aid
in reclaiming our Holy Land—America—from
the Saracen of the twentieth century—the rum-
seller, the gambler, the unprincipled politician,

the unsciupulous capitalist and the anarchistic
wage-earner. Consecrated personality and
Chris'iian unity are the watchwords in bringing
about internation.ai peace."

"Their tone is militant and virile; they lift

up the standard and eloquently call to aims
against the forces at work in the community
for moral decay."

+ Outlook. 87: 271. O. 5, '07. 90w.

Jefferson, Charles Edward. Old year and
the new: the art of forgetting. **75c.

Crowell. 7-28171.

A holiday sermon based upon Paul's words
"Forgetting the things which are behind, and
stretching forward to the things which are be-
fore, I press toward the mark."

Jenkins, Stephen. A princess and another.
* $1.25. Huebsch. 7-38268.

A story which has grown out of a study of
the records of French soldiers who took part
in our revolution. The interest centers about
the events that lead to the identification of a
French child that had been kidnapped by a jeal-

ous uncle and sent to America in charge of a
girl who became a colonist's bondservant. Not
until he had grown to manhood and had been
courtmartialed as a British spy does he come

face to face with the ti-eachery that had kept
him from his father and his birthright privi-
leges.

Jenks, Jeremiah Whipple. Citizenship and
the schools. *$i.25. Hell. 6-18602.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is a collection of essays that deserves
the attention of public-school workers for its
vital c^mtact with the i'eal present, its cour-
ageous but temperate id';alism, and its sane
coLinpel.^, It is characterized rather by a seml-
proverbial style than by sustained argument,
and contains numerous fresh and terse pres-
entations of wise and weighty principles and
practical conclu.sions." Edward C. Hayes.

-f-
-;- Am. J. Soc. 12: 569. Ja. '07. 230w.

"The presentation is always interesting and
illunn'natod by a wealth of happy illustrations."

4 Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 217. Ja. '07. 160w.

-f J. Pol. Econ. 15: 442. Jl. '07. 170w.

-F Pol. Sci. Q. 22:573. S. '07. 80w.

Jenks, Jeremiah Whipple. Political and
social significance of the life and teach-
ings of Jesus. 50C. Y. M. C. A. 6-46236.

"This is not a book to read, but a manual
for study. About a series of twelve topics
Profos!-'jr Jrnks groups references for read-
ing, suggestive quotations, and stimulating
comment."— Bib. World.

-t- Bib. Vyorld. 29: 160. F. '07. 70w.
"Among many recent works on the social

teachings of Jesus this is of unsurpassed value.
For all pastors and other teachers in this field,
too oft>'n negU.'Oted in the churches, it is an
emiiientlv desirable liel'p."

+ Outlook. 85: £81. F. 2, '07. 190w.

Jenks, Tudor. Electricity for young peo-
* pie. **$i.50. Stokes. 7-33979-
Mr. Jenks "tells in concise and simple lan-

guage the progress of electricity, showing its
discover.y and its practical uses. A commend-
able feature is the combination of biography
with scientific accomplishment."—Nation.

"The book will please any young electrician
from ten years up."

+ Nation. 85: 519. D. 5, '07. 80w.

"He has made the present voluma interest-
ing as v.'i?ll as valuable reading not only for
children bXit for older people interested in the
subject."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 40w.

Jenks, Tudor. In the days of Goldsmith.
**$!. Barnes. 7-10578.

"Mr. .fenks does not attempt to go int<i over-
much iletnil in ro'counting his subject's life.

His pft'ort is rather to give a rapid moving
picture of the jiian's de\ clopmont from child-
liood and of his years 01 struggle and final .'suc-

cess. And this he j^rojects again,=t a back-
groi;nd of the cliief (Events of the time iii Eng-
land. u)ion the continent, and in America."

—

N. Y. Times.

"Capital reading for young people."
4- Dial. 12: 232. Ap. 1. '07. fiOw.

Educ. R. 34: 209. S. '07. 40w.

"The volume is a good sample of hasty book-
making."— Nation. 85: 77. Jl. 25. '07. 160w.

"Approaches his subject in a spirit so in-

tensely s>Tnpathetic that it bfx'omes contro-
versial. For the general reader the .«chemo
unc-n wnich th'^ book is laid out is excellent."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: :i45. Ap. 13. *07. 340w.

Jenks, Tudor. When America was new.
t$T.25. Crowell. 7-3"468.

The homes of the colonists during the seven-
teenth ce-ntury furnish the material far Mr.
Jcnks's sketch. He tells of the home making,
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indoor life, manners and customs, what the
colonists knew and thought, their books, read-
ing and education, the women and cliildren,

the growth of a new people to the point of in-

dependence and union.

Nation. 85: 519. D. 5, '07. AOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 20w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12:684. O. 26, '07. 150w.

"Wnile the language used is simple enough
for a child to grasp its meaning easily, the book
is one which older people can read with pleasure
and profit."

+ Outlook. 87: 359. O. 19, '07. 120w.

"Mr. Jenks has tried to do for young people
what we are sure will be appreciated by many
older heads."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 757. Di '07. llOw.

Jennings, Edward W. Under the Pompa-
dour. t$i.5o. Brentano's.

A romance which begins with an eighteenth
century smuggling adventure. "There are plots
and counterplots, political and personal, and al-

thougn the hero, to judge by his own narra-
tion, was the most innocent idiot that ever acted
cat's paw to a lovely woman, and played cup-
and-ball with kingdoms without an inkling of
it, the reader finishes the book with a distinct
liking for him. The heroine is quite out of the
common, and very charming." (Acad.)

"A story told in the first person is hampered
by the restricted point of view involved, the im-
possibility of relating all things as they happen,
and the modesty which prevents the hero from
eulogising himself. Apart from these drawbacks
Ml-. Jennings has written a readable story of
life, the simplest forms of life, the meaning
both in England and France."

-I Acad. 72: 273. Mr. 16, '07. 130w.

"When all is said, if at times quite prepos-
terously opulent in material it is still a very
entertaining, even plausible and suitably told
story."

H Nation. 85: 211. S. 5, '07. 450w.

"Mr. Edward W. Jenning's story is no worse,
certainly, and perhaps a little better, than the
average of its numerous predecessors in the
same class."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, '07. 190w.

"If the reader does not like it we shall think
him a real realist, and we shall be sorry for
him accordingly."

-f Putnam's. 3: 240. N. '07. 340w.

Jennings, Herbert Spencer. Behavior of
the lower organisms. **$3. Macmil-
lan. 6-24590.

"This book Is eminently worthy of the ex-
cellent series ['Columbia university biological
series'] to which it belongs, for It is the most
detailed, accurate and complete description,
analysis and interpretation of the behavior of
lower organisms in existence. More than this,
the work stands alone, the first representative
of a class of books in which animal behavior Is

to receive thoroughly scientific treatment."—J.
Phllos.

Current Literature. 42: 217. F. '07.

2090w.

"By his researches Professor Jennings has made
himself the authority on the behavior of unicel-
lular organisms. His book is admirable with
respect to material, method of presentation and
form. Its future influence will certainly be
tremendous, for it Is a work which will deter-
mine the direction of research as well as mould
popular and scientific opinion. It Is the most
Import.ant book on animal behavior that has ever
been written." Robert M. Terkes.

+ + -f J. Phllos. 3: 658. N. 22, '06. 4800w.

"Professor Jennings's admirable presentation
of the results of his observations In this most
attractive field of study will appeal to thfc

professionals and laymen. The style of the book
is clear, straightforward, and convincing."

+ + Nation. 83: 424. N. 15, '06. 840w.

"From the standpoint of the contribution of
facts, tue Uuok is exceedingly valuable. Tnat por-
tion of the book dealing with the analysis of be-
havior has a somewhat doubtful value because of
its vaguenes.s and complexity, and its consiant
allusions to pleasure and pain and to other phys-
ical processes in man. The final chapter deal-
ing overtly with the relation of the behavior of
lower organisms to psychic behavior should be
undoubtedly greatly modified when the book
comes to a second edition." J. B. W.
-t- H Psychol. Bull. 4: 228. S. 15, '07. 1070w.

"It would seem that Jennings in his enthus-
iasm for ills own views had become blinded to
the real strength of the tropism theory and not
only was unable to accord it fair treatment, but
also lacked appreciation of its real value. It

is to be regreited that a book excellent in so
many particulars should be marred by so con-
siderable a defect." G. H. P.
+ -I Science, n.s. 26: 548. O. 25, '07. GlOw.

Jensen, Carl O. Essentials of milk hy-
giene; tr. and amplified by Leonard
Pearson. **$2. Lippmcott. 7-23316.

A practical treatise on dairy and milk inspec-
tion and on the hygienic production and hand-
ling of milk, for students of dairying and sani-
tarians.

"A valuable contribution to the inspection of
milk, and his treatise is well translated."

4- -h Ath. 1907, 2: 243. Ag. 31. 640w.

Jephson, Henry. Sanitary evolution of

London. *$i.8o. Wcssels.
A narrative of the sanitary history and con-

ditions of life of the people of London based up-
on the experiences, inferences and conclusions
of men in a position to "observe how London
people live, including the principal measures
passed from time to time by the legislature and
the administration of those measures by local

authorities charged with their administration.

"The book is valuable as an outline of the
sanitarj' legislation affecting Greater London,
and as an abstract of reports of health officers

and others durin.^ a numoer of decades past.

The book would have gained, both in interest
and in force, if the author had put more of

his ;niorm£>tion in his own language and had
used smaller type for such quotations as he em-
ployed, and had grouped or classified his dis-

cu.ssion more thoroughly."
+ -) Engln. N. 58: 541. N. 14, '07. 510w.

"It is regrettable that Jephson has overbur-
dened his book with too many quotations, which
are too tiresome for the ordinary busy lay-

man who should read it, and which obscure the
generalizaticns." Charles E. Woodruff.

-] N. Y. Times. 12: 612. O. 12, '07. 1700w.

Sat. R. 103: 719. Je. 8, '07. lOOOw.

"A very interesting and Instructivo history of

London sanitation."
+ -j- Spec. 98: 865. Je. 1, '07. 1350w.

Jepson, Edgar. Tinker two: further ad-

ventures of the admirable Tinker.

t$i.5o. McClure. 6-34688.

A sequel to the "Admirable Tinker." The
multiform activity of the invincible young hero,

is suggested in the following: "Tinker adopts
people. He adopts a sister, a pretty child near
his own age, and a daughter, a beautiful young
woman who is quite grown, and a Russian rev-

olutionist to boot. Tinker is a matchmaker,
though as a real boy he cannot endures to be
kis.'^ed. Tinker is a detective and a fugitive

from justice. He drives a big motor car . . .

and he goes tiger hunting In the leafy coverts

of Beauleigh park. Tinker is an amateur
actor as well. He plays female roles to adj-

miration in a blond wig and a pinafore. —N.
Y. Times.
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Jepson, Edgar

—

Continued.
"For interesting as this story is—and it must

be confessed that it goes witn a good swing

—

it will not bear reading a second time, and the
author has a command of workmanship that

we feel sure is wasted on such unlikely hap-
penings."

H Acad. 71: 400. O. 20. '06. 140w.

"If one can get over the irritation caused by
a small boy who is allowed to go anywhere and
do anything—indeed, encouraged by adults to

act as a man—the series of adventures here
presented will be found entertaining."

-I Ath. 1906, 2: 543. N. 3. 80w.

"It is astonishing how ingenious Mr. Jep-
son has been in giving both adventures and
conversation a turn so refreshingly original

and whimsical, and, in a way, so human, that

it is impossible not to feel at the end (unless

you are one of the serious) that this playful-

ness is of the identical sort which prevents

Jack—in knickerbockers or a full beard—from
becoming a hopelessly dull boy."

+ IM. Y. Times. 11:673. O. 13, '06. 560w.

"Mr. Jepson's playful vein is refreshing. The
novelist's responsibility rests very lightly on

his shoulders; he simply shares with the

reader his own enjoyment of his origmal anq
impossible little hero."

+ Outlook. 84:79«. N. 24, '06. 50w.

Jermain, Mrs. Frances D. In the path of

the alphabet: an historical account of

the ancient beginnings and evolution

of the modern alphabet. $1.25. W. D.

Page, Fort Wayne, Ind. 6-46295-

A painstaking history of our alphabet which
gives in popular form the results of much re-

search, and follows the "path" from a time
before the earliest hieroglyphics and cunei-

form inscriptions down to modern times with
accounts' of modern explores in this field of

in(iuir>-.

"An excellent treatise clearly epitomizing a

large amount of laborious research."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 195. Mr. 30, "07. 450w.

R. of Rs. 35: 507. .A.p. '07. oOw.

Jerrold, Maud F. Vittoria Colonna; with
some account of her friends and her
times. *$4. Button. 7-32139-

A nev biography of this giftdd woman whose
friendship not only with Michael Angelo, but
with bishops, cardinals, popes, artists and po-
ets made her a conspicuous figure of her time.
Many of her sonnets are included in this vol-

ume which also contains a complete bibliog-

raphy, jfencalogical tables, and an index.

"Mrs. Jerrold has not given us a final 'life'

. . . but she has produced a pleasant book treat-
ing of movements and personalities which must
always be full of interest for students of the
renaissance and human nature."

-f- Ath. 1907, 2: 126. Ag. 3. 390w.

"A book to be recommended, and to be en-
joyed."

+ Ind. 62:1152. My. 16, '07. 190w.

"Though Mrs. Jerrold's prose is often marred
by .macoluthia, her verses are almost invari-
ably equal in charm and style to the originals
which they so faithfully translate."

-I Nation. S4: 342. Ap. 11, '07. 670w.

"[Mrs. Jerrold] has gleaned from all the
sources of inform.ation with a truth-seeking
hand, and in all matters of fact has produced
an authoritative biogi'aphy."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 77. F. ;^. '07. 690w.

"Whiio this latest biography of Vittoria Co-
lonna lucks some of the grace of Mrs. Ady's
studies, it !S a book full of charm and inspira-
tion."

.] Outlook. f;5:8l4. Ap. 6, '07. 700w.

R. of Rs. 35:635. My. '4)7. 140w.

"Mrs. Jerrold has marshalled her facts with
indu^'try and judgment and has produced a
work which can be read with pleasure."

-!- Sat. R. 103: 430. Ap. 6, '07. 530w.

"She has collected all the available informa-
tion on her subject, but has hardly made the
best use of it. Arranged with more skill, the
picture would have been far more telling."

H Spec. 98: 676. Ap. 27, '07. 1590w.

Jevons, Herbert Stanley. Essays on econ-
omics. *$i.6o. Macmillan. 5-42515.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

Revi(n\ed hy H. J. Davenport.
J. Pol. Econ. 14: 640. D. '06. 510w.

Jevons, William Stanley. Principles of eco-
nomics: a fragment of a treatise on the
industrial mechanism of society and
other papers. *$3.25. Macmillan.

5-33567.
Descriptive note in December, 1905.

*"'l\ie only novel thing about the work is it.?

arrangement, which suggests in many respects
an imIl^o^ement over tiie traditional arrange-
ment of the time."

H- Pol. Sci. Q. £2: ISo. Mr. '07. 150w.

Joachim, Harold Henry. Nature of truth:
an essay. *$2. Oxford. 7-2578.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The author's argument is genuine and sin-
cere throughout, his analysis of current theor-
ies patient and thorough-going, his criticism of
them acute and searching. Moreover, the book
is writteu In a style that befits a philosophical
treatise. Philosophic reflection cannot fail to
be furthered by the stimulating and helpful criti-

cism contained in Mr. Joachim's book. That
criticism will certainly assist in clearing away
much sham knowledge and in preparing the
ground for the 'construction' that is to come."
G. Dawes Hicks.
+ + Hlbbert J. 6: 197. O. '07. 5220w.

"Mr. Joachim does not discuss t)ie view of
truth commonly described by the term Prag-
matism, and it is doubtful whether the rea-
son"^ given for this omission are adequate.
There can be no doubt that Mr. Joachim's
booiv is a very valuable contribution to phil-
osophy, though it confessedly leaves some fun-
darai'ntal diihculties unsolved." J. S. Macken-
zie.
-)- H Int. J. Ethics. 17: £64. Ja. '07. 250w.

"It seems to the reviewer that his main con-
tribution to the subject lies in the various criti-

cisms he takes up apart from the rather unsat-
isfactory negative result." M'. Phillips Mason,

^ Psychol. Bull. 4: 264. Ag. 15, '07. SOOw.

Johnson, Clifton, ed. Birch-tree fairy book.
t$i.75. Little. 6-40590,

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The stories have been softened by drop-
ping savag<-ry, distressing details, excessive pa-
thos' from the old versions."

-I A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 52. F. '07.

+ Bookm. 24: 528. Ja. '07. 80w.

Johnson, Clifton. Country school, il. **$i.50.

Crowell. 7-30474-

In which the author preserves the salient

features of the schools of the last century in

their picturesque and poetic aspects. He writes
from personal experiences of friends and ac-
quaintances, and goes back to the year 1830.

"Readers who have had similar experiences
will find Mr. Johnson a very competent conduc-
tor back to the happy land of childhood."

+ Dial. 43: 383. D. 1, '07. 160w.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. 50vv.

"AU is told in an animated and entertaining
manner."

-i- Outlook. 87:358. O. 19, '07. POw.

+ R. Of Re. 36: 75«. D. '07. 40w.
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Johnson, Clifton. Farmer's boy. **$i.50.

Crowell. 7-2971 1.

A companion volume to "The country school."
It is a falthu! portrait of the farmer boy of
fifty years ago who was a sturdy product of
sunshnie and fresh air ready in all seasons to
undertake the primitive tasks allotted to him.

+ Dial. 43: 3.83. D. 1, '07. 160w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12:703. N. 2, '07. 50w.

+ Outlook. 87:358. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"Mr. Johnson has exfercised unusual diligence
and skill in the selection of material, and text
and pictures alike contribute to an intensely
realistic view of scenes and incidents that are
fast fading into oblivion."

-f- R. of Rs. 36: 758. D. '07. 40w.
"Wo question whether the child himself will

be interested In Clifton Johnson's one hundred
photographs of child-life in New England, which
strung together with voluminous text, is pub-
lished as the 'Farmer's boy.' But grown-up
readers will find these photographs, even if just
a bit posed faithful pictures of 'Childhood's sim-
ple life.'

"

— + R. of Rs, 36: 767. D. '07. 60w.

Johnson, Clifton. Highways and byways of
the Mississippi valley. **$2. Mac-
tnillan. 6-40988.

An addition to the "Highways and byways"
series. The journey from the mouth of the
Mississippi to its headwaters carefully avoids the
usual highways of travel. The author-traveler
"haunts the country roads, lodges with the farm-
ers, studies life In the negro cabins, wins the
confidence of the common people, and gets them
to talk of their lives and toil and their aspira-
tions. If they have any, and out of the hum-
drum he garners what is quaint, characteristic,
and little known." {K. Y. Times.) His illustra-
tions are made from snap shots taken along the
way.

"The treatment is popular, does not furnish
a great deal of information, but presents a
vivid and faithful picture."

+ A. L. A. Ski. 3: 10. Ja. '07. S.

"Is a T)ook of social studies rather than a
technical work."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 218. Ja. '07. 140w.

-r Dial. 41:452. D. 16, '06. 290w.

+ Ind. 61:1496. D. 20, '06. 190w.

+ Lit. D. 33: 914. D. 15, '06. 140w.

"Especially valuable Is his knack for penetrat-
ing without offence into the more intimate life of
the farmers, lumbermen, and villagers, so that
we get much that is practically first-hand ma-
terial for the study of the average social life of
the great valley."

+ Nation. 83:509. D. 13, '06. 360w.

"Mr. Johnson is a \oluminous writer, but he
has written no book of more Interest to Ameri-
cans than this one." Cyrus C. Adams.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 841. D. 8, '06. 340w.

"The book Is eminently readable."

-t- Outlook. 84:892. D. 8, '06. 200w.

+ R. Of Rs. 35: 108. Ja. '07. 80w.

Johnson, Eleanor H. Boys' life of Capt.

John Smith. (Young people's ser.).

t75c. Crowell. 7-26621.

Dedicated to all American boys who are in-

terested In the beginnings of their country, this
sketch follows as nearly as possible the ex-
plorer's own words. And to give more of the
man's personality to the volume, some of his
letters are appended.

Johnson, Emory Richard. Ocean and in-

land water transportation. *$i.50. Ap-
pleton. 6-20201.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Ann. Am. Acad. 28:467, N. '06. 50(hf.

"We believe the book is a useful one for the
commercial courses ol study now becomin.i;
popular in our institutions ol learning and that
it siiQuld be included in the reference libraries
of engi!ieering schools and engineering socie-
ties. The practicing engineer who meets prob-
lems in connection with tlie econumics of water
transportation will find in it up-to-date in-
formation obtainable only with great difficulty
from other sources.'

-^ -t- Engin. N. 57: 195. F. 14, '07. 300w.
"For the general reader the book has com-

paratively little interest, since it is necessarily
elementary in matters most likely to attract
him."

H Ind. 62: 1094. My. 9, '07. 440w.
"The entire lack of general treatises upon

the subject of water transportation will incline
teachers and students of tne subject to extend
a warm welcome. The most valuable portions
of the volume are the chapters devoted to
ocean transportation. Far less satisfactory is
his discussion of shipping subsidies."
+ -i Nation. 84: 21. Ja. 3, '07. GOOw.

'"J^he book is of importance, making, with its
predecessor, almost tlie sole compleve succinct
presentation of the problems which confront
the transportation managers and the lawmak-
ers of the United States."

+ N, Y, Times. 11: 414. Je. 23, '06. l€Ow.

Johnson, George Ellsworth. Education by
plays and games. *Qoc. Ginn. 7-26152.

"Its first part is a study of the meaning of
play, its relation to work, and its application to
education, 'ihe second part is a series of games
chosen from a thousand or more, and judicious-
ly graded, for progre.ssive use. The author has
wisely chosen the older forms in all the games,
thus giving the pupil the key to many refer-
ences in literature and folklore quite unintellig-
ible if he knew only the modern variations of
the original game."—N. Y. Times.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 372. Je. 8, '07. lOOw.

Johnson, Thomas Cary. Virginia Presby-
terianism and religious liberty in colo-
nial and revolutionary times. 50c. Pres-
byterian com.

A sketch of the services of Presbyterians
during colonial and revolutionary days to the
cause of religious liberty.

Johnson, Trench H. Phrases and names,
their origins, and '^meanings. **$i.50.
Lippincott.

"In alphabetical order the author has gone
through a great number of names and phrases
heard in everyday speech, colloquialisms and
expressions and references of less usual occur-
rence, explaining in brief statement their ori-
gin and meaning, In the preface the author says
that his sole design has been to account for the
origin of popular phrases and names."—N. Y.
Times.

"This is a very curious book that teems with
every possible kind of error. Had it been much
elaborated and compiled by a man of learning
it might have been useful; the hotch-potch be-
fore us is almost too bad to serve as a ground-
work for a book of reference."— Acad. 72: 136! F. 9. '07. 890w.

"The book is uncritical in its popular deri-
vations, many of which .have been long explod-
ed; and extremely careless in quoting foreign
languages. It is diffioult to believe that the au-
thor knows Latin or Greek. If he does, he ought
to have seen that some care was taken with
his 'proofs.'

"

— Ath. 1907, 1: 223. F. 23. 140w.

"Compact and handy volume."
-f N. Y, Times, 12: 434. Jl. 6, '07. 280w.

"It is one of those books which, once vou
start to read, lure you on from page to page
and you riso longing to trip up your friends on
all sorts and kinds of catchy little points."— Sat. R. 103: 340. Mr. 16, '07. 270w.
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Jchnson, Trench H.—Continued.
• Many ti-rors and defects may be found, but

tho book gives much out-of-the-way informa-
tion.'

r Spec. 97: 260. F. 16, '07. 150.

Johnson, Willis Fletcher. Four centuries

of the Panama canal; with maps and
illustrations. **$3. Holt. 6-42401.

"The design of Spanish adventures in the fif-

teenth century is being fulfilled by American
engineers in the twentieth." So says Mr. John-
son, and he deals with the incidents and cir-

cumstances leading from Columbus to Roosevelt.
His aim is to give the "salient and essential
features of the 'story,' with as little as possible
of detailed description of the Isthmian country,
of its conditions of resources, soil, climate, peo-
ple, of the technical features of the canal and
its auxiliary work."

"The book shows its newspaper origin by
such glaring inaccuracies as those referred to

above, bv the fact that it comes quite down to

the date" of publication, by its newspaper Eng-
lish, and by its readability. It is interesting

reading, and we need for easy consultation

such an account of the origin and progress of

the Panama republic and its relations with the

United States." J. Russell Smith.
_ _ Am. Hist. R. 12: 6S4. Ap. '07. 880w.

A. L, A. Bkl. 3: 148. My. '07.

"fn doaling with the technical features the
author has been led into several errors. Some
result from his bias in favour of a sea-level

canal, v/hich he makes no effort to conceal.

These errors, however, are not of great im-
portance and do not detract in great degree
from the merits of the book. It is but just

to .=;av that on the whole the woric is very
creditable and will form a useful addition to

the librarv of any student of Isthmian canal
affairs." Peter C. Hains.
+ -I Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 429. Mr. 'O,. 700>.v.

"Exhaustive historical study."
_|. _|_ J. Pol. Econ. 15:126. F. '07. 190w.

"The views and information which he imparts
may be regarded as authoritative."

+ Lit. D. 34: 64. Ja. iJ, '07. 340w.

"This is the most thorough and comprehensive
work that has yet appeared on the Panama
canal. The discussion of the engineering side

of the question is very inadequate. For a work
of such detail, covering a new field, It is—except

•when the author gets enthusiastic and eloquent
^remarkably free from errors."

+ ^ Nation. 83: 561. D. 27, '06, 920w.

"We should! have had the assistance of a
large map in detail; the clearly printed small

maps in color inserted with the text are useful,

but inadequate. As a whole. Dr. Johnson's vol-

ume seems the most exhaustive contribution yet

made to the popular understandmg of a great

aubject^
Outlook. 84: 10S3. D. 29, '06. 30&W.

"In matters having a legal or semi-legal

character, the author is not at his best. J.

B. Mo^r^p^i^
g^,_ Q 22:139. Mr. '07. 430w.

"Diescribed in a satisfactory manner." G:

Louis Been
^^^^^^ 2: 745. S. '07. 200w.

"Is a praiseworthy contribution to our knowl-

edge of the project."

+ 4. Spec. 98: 1012. Je. 29, '07. 430w.

Johnston, Alexander. American political

history, 1763-1876. 2v. ea. *$2. Putnam.
5-36483-

Descriptive note in Annual. 1906.

"The exigencies governing the author In their

preparalion account largely no doubt for the

remnrkahle compression that characterizes the

several Ptudies; ihe .style is concise, the narra-

tive compact, and the discussion penetrating

and rigorous. The solid worth of the .author's

contributions is shown by the nifrcquency of

editirial corrections. The editor's metliod of
indicating hi.^ additions to the t-xt leaves the
reader in peri>lexitv at times." F. I. Herriott.

-I- + — Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 480. N. 'OG. 920w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"The editor's method of citation and cross
reference cannot be commended either for lu-
cidity or seviceableness. Professor Johnston's
acuteness in discerning the vital and fundamen-
tal facts in the currents of our political life, his
remarkable industry, accuracy and' thorough-
going research constantly impress one."
+ -h .— Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 162. Jl. '07. 2S0w

(Review of v. 2.)

Johnston, Mrs. Annie Fellows. Little

colonel's knight comes riding. $1.50.

Page. 7-33204.
The little colonel, in this ninth volume of her

series, rinds her ovvn true knight and leaving
her girlhood behind her, fares forth in veil and
orange blossoms to begin her new life near her
old home.

"No boy or girl will be harmed, but only
mildly entertained, by the chronicle."

-I Outlook. 87: 828. D. 14, '07. 80w.

Johnston, Sir Harry Hamilton. Liberia. 2v.

*$I2.50. Dodd. 6-44331.
Cyclopedic in treatment and, accordingly ex-

tensive in scope, the author covers a vast
amount of ground in his two large volumes. The
first is devoted to the history of the Liberlan
republic from 1847 to the present time, incident-
ally revealing Great Britain's andl America's
colonization policy. The second is devoted to
the fauna, flora and anthropology of the country,
the latter being treated in its historical, physical
and social aspects.

"Less objective than Lindsay's book . . . well
written, interesting and the most comprehensive
book on the subject which has yet appeared."

-}- -t- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 10. Ja. '07.

"Our complaint against Sir Harry Johnston
is that, with all his cleverness and brilliance as
a draughtsman ... he is somewhat wrong In

his perspective, if not also in his facts."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 63. Jl. 21. 1970w.

"The Interest with which the welfare of the
negro race is followed in this country should se-

cure for the book the attention to which It Is

entitled by virtue of the industry and learning

that have been bestowed upon It."

-I- Lond. Times. 5: 234. Je. 29, '06. 610w.

"A vast amount of intelligent and widely
diversified labor has been expended upon these

volumes, which give a comprehensive view of

the Republic of Liberia."
4- + N. Y. Times. 12: 14. Ja. 12, '07. 470w.

"It is a book not only of great utility to the

traveller, but of genuine interest to the untrav-

elled- and the wonderful illustrations from the

author's brush and pencil are suflacient of

themselves to fire the imagination."
-^ 4- Spec. 97: 201. Ag. 11, '06. 1330w.

Johnston, John Black. Nervous system of

vertebrates; il. *$3. Blakiston. 6-35709.

".A. text-book of functional neurology. The
unit of description is the functional system of

neurones, that is, the aggregate of related neu-

rones which co-operate in the performance of

any given type of reflex movement. . . . While
this work is primarily a text-book. of the mor-
nhology of the nen-ous system. Its great merit

lies in the fact that its facts 90 far as they go

also express the functions of the parts, so that

comparative phj'siology and comparative psy-

chology will both find in it an immediate point

of departure, for their special researches. —
Science.

"A volume of this kind has been needed In

English."^^^
63: 1178. N. 14. '07. llOw.
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"The book will be of great use to all engaged
in instruction or research. It would be easy
to point out omissions in the text and topics
which deserve more adequate treatment. Satis-
faction with certain features of the author's
terminology is alioyed by his indifference to
the labors of his predecessors in that regard."

H Nation, iii: 20. Ja. 3, '07. 730w.

"The book gives the impression of having been
written by an abla zoologist interested in neu-
rology, rather than by a pure neurologist, and
therein lies a good deal of its value. In the
present work the author jjresents a very read-
able and succinct account of his subject, which
forms a valuable and welcome addition to the
literature relating to it." W. Page May.
+ -\ Nature. 77: 73. N. 28, '07. 1040w.

"The basis of the wot1< is sound and the
leading conclusions abundantly supported by
the singularly concordant results of the studies
of the new school of comparative neurologists."
C. Judson Herrick.

+ Science, n.s. 24: 845. D. 28, '06. llOOw.

Johnston, Mary. Goddess of reason [a

drama]. **$2. Houghton. 7-16726.

Miss Johnston's first drama "opens in Brit-
tany on a summer morning- in 1791. and the
curtain falls at the end on the banks of the
Loire at Nantes. The plot is as skillfully de-
vised to awaken and sustain interest from tlie

beginning to the end as any of Miss Johnston's
stories, and not until the last scene does the
reader face the solution to the problem. The
play has a beautiful setting of terraces and
ancient homes, and the refinement, dignity, and
wit of the old order, set in striking contrast to
the turbulence, the passion, the intense convic-
tion, of the revolutionary movement."-—Outlook.

"The piece is conceived in terms of romantic
Bituation, and for that reason it is the most
readable poetic drama in the popular senSe of
the word, that has lately been seen." Ferris
CxrG GUTS1Gt

+ Atlan, 100: 849. D. '07. '530w.

"Deserves no permanent place in the library,

and on the stage would, in its present shape,
be soporific."— Ind. 63: 570. S. 5, '07. 200w.

"A rather extraordinary literary performance,
very uneven in character. Altho there is a cer-
tain richness of historic background and a vi-
vidness of characterization, the defects of the
piece are glaring."

-^ Lit. D. 35: 62. Jl. 13, '07. 140w.

"If much of the verse is simply fiuent prose
cut into lengths, if there are many crude and
not a few liroken, halt, or utterly common-
place lines, there are occasional passages of un-
common descriptive power, full of pretty imag-
ery and verbal eloquence, and som.e that thrill

with ardor, scorn, or vigorous passion."
1- Nation. S4: 460. My. 10, '07. 850w.

"Readers of her other work will not be dis-

appointed, for in the 'Goddess of reason' she
gives full play to her power over romantic sit-

uations, poetical backgrounds, and sentiment."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 382. Je. 15, '07. lOOw.

"As romantic as her stories and as interest-
ing. As a drama 'The goddess - of reason' is

probably too complex for successful presenta.-
tion. It is lyrical rather than dramatic; but as
a piece of writing, both in construction and dic-
tion, it will advance Miss Johnston's reputa-
tion."

-^ Outlook. 86: 453. Je. 29, '07. 230w.

"The verse is very dainty and musical, though
Miss Johnston takes strange liberties with
metre, and the final tragedy is finely conceived-
and executed. Our one criticism would be that
her talent is a little too delicate to reproduce
the rude horrors of the revolution."

-I Spec. 99: sup. 635. N. 2, '07. 180w.

Johnston, Robert M. Leading American
soldiers. (Biographies of leading
Americans.) **$i.75. Holt. 7-24610.

The initial volume in a series to be devoted

to leading Americans. Thirteen soldiers from
George Washington to Joseph B. Johnston are
sketched here in the light of their military fit-
ness and attainment. "Their principal battles
are treated in considerable detail, which makes
the book, as a whole, a composite militarv his-
tory from the interesting view-point of " dom-
inant personalities."

'Neither his sanity nor his splendid lack of
bias enables him to weed out the sheep and the
goats; he makes no allowance for contemporary—and therefore untrustworthy—records."

i Acad. 73: 140. N. 16, '07. 870w.
A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 167. O. '07. S.

"From fifteen to sixty-five pages are given
to each subject, including the main facts of
his life and an outline of iiis campaigns, with
intelligent criticism of them. This criticism, tho
briefly expressed, is the valuable feature of
the book and makes it worth a careful read-
ing, especially by those who have accepted the
traditional opinions found in the popular his-
tories."

+ Dial. 43: 124. S. 1, '07. 220w.
'"though many things in the story of Ameri-

can soldiers strike us differently we do not fail
to recognize in this narrator knowledge, fair-
mindedness, and good sense."

H Nation. 85: 378. O. 24, '07. 900w.
"In spite of the number of contradictions and

many inaccuracies in this book, the arrange-
ment is scholarly, brief, precise, and contains in
a A-ery few pages the most important events
which have made the men whose lives are
des( ribed from the point of view of the Ameri-
can ..-eader, historical characters. I am placing
this book in my libi'ary as a useful index to
other book3 in v/hich the lives of the same men
are described more in detail. I would recom-
menj it to every military . student as a ma-
teria, addition to his military library." W. G.
Haa!!.
-f- H N. Y. Times. 12: 711. N. 9. '07. 240w.
"This also is a valuable compendium for those

who wish to know our wars in outline but have
not the time or inclination to read of them in
detail." Montgomery Schuyler.

-1- Putnam's. 3: 101. O. '07. 240w.
"For the reader who is puzzled to know how

to choose between the numerous and volumi-
nous biographies of the great captains of our
Civil war period this compact volume performs
a real service in preserving the essentials."

4- R. of Rs. 36:381. S. '07. 150w.
"This is an excellent book."

+ Spec. 99: 673. N. 2, '07. 340w.

Jones, Chester Lloyd. Consular service of
the United States, its history and ac-
tivities. $1.25. Pub. for the Univ. of
Pa. by Winston.

'

6-25758.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This is a timely and scholarly monograph
bnsod on a careful study of documentary
sources, interviews with officials of the consul-
ar .si-rvice and on personal observation of Am-
ericana consulates in Europe." J. W. Garner.
^ -r Ann. Am. Acad. 2S: 482. N. '06. 750w.

-i Ind. 62: 1095. My. 9, '07. 240w.

Jones, Harry Clary. Electrical nature of
matter and radioactivity. $2. Van
Nostrand. 6-16984.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A Bkl. 'i: 44. F. '07. S.

"A book whi(ra on the whole justifies its ex-
istence by the treatment, tound in the last
sev<>T)t.v-fi-\-e pages, of the results of investi-
gations and discussions so recent that they
have not yet found place in other books on
radioacti-.-ity. The book as a whole lacks some-
what in unity of treatment, the different sec-
tion.', .liffering oonsi.lera.bly in value and in
method of presentation." R. A. Millikan.

-; Science, n.s. 25: 300. F. 22, '07. 820w.
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Jones, Jenkin Lloyd. Love and loyalty.
* *$i.50. Univ. of Chicago press. 7-37980.
A book of sermons preached to boys and girls

which "represent a cross-section of twenty-five
years of a busy city ministry."

Jones, John William. Life and letters of
Robert E. Lee, soldier and man. $2.

Neale. 6-30495.
An intimate sketch of Lee which has been

the result of a personal study of the man and
a careful handling of the mass of facts contained
In letters and various papers and documents.

based. The remaining t«n chapters are devoted
to special topics related to the subject of evolu-
tion." (Dial.)

"The few pages of personal reminiscences of
Lee are perhaps the most interesting part of
the book."

+ Am. Hist. R. 12: 470. Ja. '07. 60w.
-!• Ath. 1007, 1: 469. Ap. 20. 320w.

"Dr. Jonps's volume gives a fairly readable
collection of letters and other data regarding
General Lee. Put it Is marred by a narrow
partisanship and a good deal of Inaccuracy of
statement."

H Ind. 62:1166. My. 30, '07. 290w.

"Dr. Jones writes with excellent spirit as to
the bitterness of the past."

+ Lit. D. 33: 514. O. 13, '06. lOOw.

"His title is imposing, his fulfilment scant.
He does no<t in the least accomplish the
purpose announced in his preface of
giving his subject fresh treatment.
Unfortunately, he fails all along the line. He
has a few unpublished letters to set out, but
these are all of slight Importance; they are
burled under a mass of other letters reprinted
from previous books on the subject, and there
is no system to indicate to the reader which
letters are hitherto unpublished and which
not."

h Nation. 83:466. N. 29, '06. 390w.

Jordan, David Starr. College and the man:
an address to- American youth. 8oc. Am,
Unitar. 7-13491.

A book addressed to students who look
forward to making the most they can of them-
selves. It is a plea for higher education, for
better preparation for the duties of life.

N. Y. Times. 12: 255. Ap. 20, '07. llOw.

Jordan, David Starr. Human harvest. *$i.
* Am. Unitar. 7-28174.

A revision and an enlargement of Dr. Jor-
dan's "Blood of the nation," which gives a more
extended exposition of "the decay of races thru
the survival of the unfit."

Jordan, David Starr. Philosophy of hope;
originally published under the title of
The philosophy of despair. *7Sc. Elder.

7-16384.

A robust optimism is preached in this brief
monograph, which searches the sources of pes-
simism, discovers their weakness, and finds a
surer foundation for "that philosophy of joy
and hope which must be the mainspring of suc-
cessful life."

N. Y. Times. 12: 428. O. 19, '07. »0w.

Jordan, David Starr, and Kellogg, Vernon
L. Evolution and animal life. **$2.5o.

Appleton. 7-29033.
An elementary discussion of facts, processes,

laws and theories relating to the life and evo-
lution of animals. "The first three chapters
are occupied with preliminary definitions of evo-
lution and discussions of the physical basis of
life, the simplest form of life, the meaning
of species, and similar fundamental points. The
naxt eight (chapters deal with the various
theories as to the methods of evolution which
have been proposed, and the facts and sup-
posed fads of nature on which they have been

"It would be difficult, if not impossible, to
find a better work to put into the hands of se-
rious students of evolution, to be used either as
a text-book or for so-called 'colllateral read-
ing.' " Ravniond Pearl.
-f -I Dial. 43: 210. O. 1, '07. 340w.
"Lack of care in the legends is characteristic

of the illustrations. This apparently petty crit-
icism of the English has as its excuse the well-
known fact that both the authors are, when
they try, masters of literary style. One cannot
escape the convictions that this book was hur-
riedly, even somewhat carelessly, 'reeled off,'

out of the the abundant knowledge of the busy
authors. Mistakes of fact are rather few."

H Ind. 63: 818. O. 3, '07. 1340w.
"Notwithstanding the ex:;reme condensation,

the text is clear and pleasant reading, bright-
ened by original similes."
+ + Nation. 85: 426. N. 7, '07. 570w.
"The book is perfectly capable of being un-

derstood by the reader who Is not trained tech-
nically in science, provided that he will give
it his fair and careful attention."
+ + Outlook. 87: 271. O. 5, '07. 25«w.

Joseph, Horace William B. Introduction
to logic. *$3.i5. Oxford. 7-29050.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Mr. Joseph's work as a whole shows much
learning, industry and acuteness; and we can
only express our regret that a logician of such
evident ability has restricted his researches
within the narrow traditional limits .and ne-
glected to avail nimself of the powerful instru-
ment^ which modern symbolic logic has placed
at his disposal."
+ — Ath. 1907, 1: 638. My. 25. 930w
"The author has attempted to escape the re-

proach of drynes.-?, which is proverbial in books
of this chciracter, by introducing controversial
matter. The book as a whole is well knit to-
gether and certainly not vtithout value, but it

cannot be recommendied as a text-book for be-
ginners." Adam Leroy Jones.

H J. Philos. 4: 215. Ap. 11, '07. 980w.

"The strength of the book lies in the sound
judgment which the author has displayed in
knowing whom to follow than in any new ideas
of his own. A good book and worth reacling.
though we think it would have been better if

the author could have brought himself to com-
press^ it."

-f- -I S?t. R. 102: 680. D. 1, '00. 1760w.

Joutel, Henri. Joutel's journal of La
Salle's last voyage, 1684-7. *$5- Mc-
Donough. 6-14763.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A fine historical volume."
-) Cath. World. 85: :;50. My. '07. 320w.

"'I'his edition of Joutel's Journal is so ad-
mirable in many respects that it seems un-
grateful to offer any criticism. At the same
time it does appear somewhat regrettable that
in selecting the text for it the most complete
one aviiJlable was not taken." Lawrence J.
Burpee.

-I Dial. 12: 283. My. 1, '07. 18;0w.

+ + Ind. 62: 154. Ja. 17, '07. 40w.

Jowett, Benjamin, Interpretation of Scrip-
ture, and other essays. *$i. Button.W 7-97.

"The present '.^ssaj's are nearly all on Bib-
lical and theological topics. . . . Tliey reveal
the keenness and force as well as the limita-
tions of the groat M.\.ster of Balliol, a charac-
ter sketch of whom by Sir Leslie Stephen ap-
pi'opriately introduces them."—Outlook.

Dial. 12: 232. Ap. 1. '07. 40w.
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"It would be Jifflcuit to find a voiunne con-
taining more valuable material on Biblical sub-
jects in clifaper lorm than is here offered."

4- Ind. 62: 678. Mr. 21, '07. 90w.

"An endeavor altogether deserving of com-
mendation."

-t Nation. 84: 310. Ap. 4, '07. 90w.

Nation. 84: 454. My. 16, '07. 80w.

"This collection is of historical importance
as well as of intrinsic value."

H- Outlook. 85: 481. F. 23, '07. 170w.

Joyce, Patrick Weston. Smaller social his-

tory of ancient Ireland. *$i.25. Long-
mans.

"An abridgment of the author's large and
important work on the samie subject
He has treated very fully and In an interesting
way the governrtient, military system and law,
the religion, learning, and art, the trades, in-
dustries, and commerce, the manners, customs,
and life of the ancient Irish people as they
were before the Anglo-Norman invasion."—N.
Y. Times.

and may be confidently recommended to all
earnest students of the science." W. B.
+ -i Nature. 76: 540. S. 26, '07. 510w.

Jude, Alexander. Theory of the steam tur-
bine. *$5. Lippincott. 7-75o8.

"The theory of the steam turbine forms al-
together the least essential part of the liook,
whereas the principles that should govern the
design form its most important portion. There
cannot be any question but that the book has
been written for the use of the designers of
turbines. . . . The most important chapter ti-

tles are: Historical notes on turbines; Velocity
of steam; I'ypes of steam turbir.es; Practical
turbines; Efficiency of turbines; Turbine vanes;
Disk and vane friction in turbines; Strength
of rotating disks; Governing steam turbines;
Ste.im consumption of turbines; The whirling
of shafts; opeed of turbines."—E'ngin. N.

"Certain criticisms which were made with ref-
erence to the larger work hold true in equal
measure of the abridgment, though they are
perhaps less fairly urged against a popular pro-
duction."

H Am. Hist. R. 12: 917. Jl. '07. 450w.
"The main traits of this early society are

clearly and convincingly portrayed, and, in
spite of certain minor defects of treatment,
such as tlie too frequent introduction^—for the
non-Celtic reader—of the old Irish terras, and
of the unnecessary comparisons with Greek and
Ronian customs, it is the most instructive
sketch of ancient Irish society that has yet
appeared." A. C. Howland.

-;• — Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 430. Mr. '07. 2040w.

"IJr. Joyce's -work has been done with due
regard for the methods and responsibilities of
scholarship."

-I- Cath. World. 85: 247. My. '07. 440w.

"It is a valuable Composition, accurate and
full of sound learning."

-!- Nation. 84:197. F. 28, '07. 200w.

"The author . . . has not made his book a
mere array of dry facts. It is all told intertjst-

ingly, and with comment and allusion, and oc-
casional entertaining reference to tradition or
literature."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 350w.

Sat. R. 102: 714. D. 8, '06. 220w.

Judd, Charles Hubbard. Psychology; gen-
* eral introduction: volume one of a se-

ries of text books designed to intro-

duce the student to the methods and
principles of scientific psychology.
$1.50. Scribner. 7-23072.

"Professor Judd Indicates in his preface the
four ba.sic principles which characterize the
treatment of mental phenomena In this work.
1. The functional view Is adhered to thruout.
2. The genetic method of treatment is followed.
... 3. The physiological conditions of mental life

have been emphasized. ... 4. The dominant
Importance of ideation as a unique and final

stage of evolution Is strongly insisted on. 'The
work is intended to develop a point of view
which shall include all that is given in the bio-
logical doctrine of adaptation, while at the same
time It passes beyond the biological doctrine
to a more elaborate principle of Indirect idea-
tional adaptation.' "—Educ. R.

"While the language of the discussion may be
a trifle difficult for the teacher, yet if he per-
severes and masters the thought he will be am-
ply repaid in the new and stimulating outlook
on mental life here presented." J. Carleton Bell.

+ -I Educ. R. 34: 416. N. '07. 2080w.

"On the whole, the book is an excellent treat-

ment of the general principles of psychologry.

"The book is. on the whole, very satisfac-
tory. It is well gotten up and the large num-
ber of numerical examples worked out add ma-
teriallv to its value." Storm Bull.

-i Engin. N. 56: 636. D. 13, '0'6. 630w.

Jusserand, Jean Adrian Antoine Jules. Lit-
erary history of the English people,
From the renaissance to the civil war.
V. 2. *$3.S0. Putnam. 7-35185.

"M. Jusserand continues his ii^nglish version
of the 'Histoire litteraire vlu peuple Anglais;'
the present instalment is half the original
second volume, which appeared In 1904, ami
went from the Renaissance to the Civil war.
This stops just before the drama; it takes in
Spenser, Sidney, and 'Euphues,' but the pred-
ecessors of Shakespeare are kept for the
second part."—Lond. Times.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 9S. Ap. '07. (Review
of V. 2, pt. 1.)

-I Ath, 1906, 2: 440. O. 13. 590w. (Review
of V. 2, x^t. 1.)

"He may be heartily welcomed by every lov-
er of Englisti literature as a well-formed sym-
pathetic and brilliant critic." Edward Fuller.

+ + Bookm. 25: 77. Mr. '07. 1180w. (Review
of V. 2, pt. 1.)

"A work of solid merit and a valuable contri-
bution to the history of English literature."

+ -j- Lit. D. 34: 264. F. 16, "07. 340w. (Re-
view of y. 2, pt. 1.)

"Brilliant in every chapter and every page. It

puts forward an original view, drawn from life

—from the life that M. Jusserand brings Into all

his writings. There is never any suspicion herd
of 'index-learning' or merely law-abiding criti-

cism. M. Jusserand does not go out of his
way to traverse ordinary accepted judgments,
but his opinions, even when they agree with
the majority, are uttered with such a zest

as commonly goes with paradoxes and extrav-
agances."

-f + Lond. Times. 5: 376. N. 9, '06. 900w.
f Review of v. 2, pt. 1.)

"Owi'.ig partly to the liberty of selection

which the design of the book permits, and still

more to an unfailing charm of style, there is

not a dull page in the volume. As regards the
style of the book in its English dress, we may
remark that the natural order of subject and
verb is InvertecU with a frequency which Is ir-

ritating and opposed to English idiom. On the
whole, however, the work is satisfactorily ex-
ecuted." , ,^+ .j Nation. Si: 247. Mr. 14, '07. 760w. (Re-

view of V. 2, pt. 1.)

"The translation Is so nearly perfect that,

but for a few phrases here and there, in which
the French idiom overcomes the EngUsh, the
book gives the Impression of being written In

English, and in a sot-t of English as unusual
as the French from which It is set over. It

may be said, Indeed, that this is a literary

history in the very obvious sense that its form
Is touched with the indefinable, unmistakable
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Jusserand, Jean A. A. J.
—Continued.

charm vi literature, and thus contributes to
and continues the noble development which it

traces." Edward Gary.
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 74. F. 9, '07. 1580w.

(Review nf v. 2, pt. 1-)

"It is not too much to say that if the third
volume is equal to its two predecessors, M.
JussGrand will have given us what is on the
whole the best ,'iistory of the literature of our
lan.jjuage which has jet been written." Bran-
der Matthews.
+ -f + No. Am. 1S4: 759. Ap. 5, '07. 13S0w.

(Review of v. 2, pt. 1.)

'"The volume is never dull and never super-
ficial; out it is very long and very diffuse: it

deals with an enormous variety of subjects;
and at last, after five hundred and fifty pages,
it stops short without having reached the con-
fines of mature Elizabethan literature, an<J
without haxing touched upon Elizabethan dra-
ma at all."

-I Spec. 98: 457. Mr. 23, '07. 1850w. (Re-
view of V. 2, pt. 1.)

K

Kaler, James Otis (James Otis, pseud.).
Aboard the Hylow on Sable Island
bank. t$i.5o. Button. 7-28976.

The Hylow was a fishing schooner and two
boys came aboard her as stowaways; the one,
a messenger boy, carried off by mistake while
helping the other, an English lad, to escape the
officials who would have deported him. The ac-
count of their voyage will interest other boys
and teach them much of the ways of the sea
and the sea-men and of the life on the New-
foundland banks.

"[Adventures are described] with sufficient
frequency to sustain the interest without ex-
ceeding the bounds of probability."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 140w.
"A vivid picture is given of the fisherman's

life on the Newfoundland banks."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"No very definite idea' of sea life is gained
from this story; there is a great deal of nautical
dialogue in it and v€^ry little action."

1- Outlook. 87: 451. O. 26, '07. 70w.

Kaler, James Otis (James Otis, pseud.).
Joey at the fair. 75c. Crowell. 6-27349.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

•'The tale is well told and cannot fail to be
the source of much pleasure to young read-
ers."

+ .Arena. 37: 222. F. '07. 170w.
"A f."e.''h, vi.gorous little storv."

-I- N. Y. Times. 11: 851. D. ti. '06. llO-.v.

Kaufman, Herbert, and Fisk, May Isabel.
Stolen throne; illustrated by Howard
Chandler Christy and Hermann Roun-
tree. t$i.5o. Moffat. 7-14250.

"The story of the Duchy of Stromburg, of
which the Russians are planning to gain pos-
session, and tlie plotting Slav is suown in his
deepest dye. As seems to be almost invariably
the case in such contributions to current lit-
erature, the hero of the story is an Englisa-
man of ancient race and no particular occupa-
tion—a man who is finally awakened to real life
by the fascination of a woman."—N. Y. Times.

"Extravagant as the story is, it is not with-
out interest. If it is an imitation of Anthony
Hope, it is a very good article of Its kind."

H Lit. D. 34:886. Je. 1, '07. 200w.
"The adventures are of the purest romance

untroubled by any hint of realism—but inter-
esting and entertaining withal."

T N. Y. Times. 12: S17. My. 18, '07. 560w.

'A high degree of literary v.'orkmanship in
which are blended Mrs. Fi.sk's well known qual-
ities of subtlety and humor, and Mr. Kaufman's
long-recognized gift as a natural story teller of
much vitality."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 382. Je. 15, '07. 120w.

Keays, Hersilia A. M. Road to Damascus:
* a novel. t$i.5o. Small. 7-31480.
A young wife, unbeknown to her husband,

adopts his child born out of wedlock. The story
abounds in struggles which result from her fast-
keeping of the secret such as "the desire of the
child to know who he is, the antagonism be-
tween the boj' and his unguessed father, the
irritation of the husband at her insistanee upon
keeping this alien element in their life, and the
determination of the woman that neither of
them shall know the truth. Toward the end
Richarda seems to sum up the whole book when
she says: 'It is the sweat of one soul for an-
other that counts.' " (N. T. Times.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 60w.
"It is as bare of incident as an Ibsen drama.

And like an Ibsen drama it grips the attention
as the years of its movement roll by. The book
has a certain distinction of difference from the
fiood of novels, not only because of the artistry
of its handling, but also because it is not con-
cerned with material things and the outside
facts of life."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 728. N. 16, '07. 450w.

Kebbel, Thomas Edward. Lord Beacons-
field and other Tory memories. *$4.

Kennerley. 7-37964.

A ,sk<»tch which is written entirely from the
biograpliers own person<ai experiences and
which is not indebted eit'aer to "books or hear-
say." ^Vith a freedom that departs at times
from anecdote, narrative and description, the
autiior turns to "such reminiscences as are in
any way connected with the name and fame of
the Tory leader, snowing how his influence per-
meated all ranks of society, and how wide an'l
how deep v.-as the impre:-;sion created, apart
from all political considerations, by his uniqu.i
personality."

"There are a good many slight inaccuracies
In the volume."

-^ Ath. 1907, 1: 470. Ap. 20. 450w.

"Few American journalists, one imagines,
would have the material, drawn from their own
experiences, upon which to base so charming
and informing a volume of reminiscences as
this." Edward F\iller.

-f- Bookm. 26: 185. O. '07. 120aw.

"It is as a Boswell to Beaconsfleld that Mr.
T. E. Kebbel will make his strongest appeal
to American readers of English political biog-
raphy." Edward Porritt.

+ Forum. 39: 102. Jl. '07. 1990w.

"Some [chapters] are distinctly trivial, and
scarcely worth publication, even in an English
Tory magazine."

-I Ind. 63: 695. S. 19, '07. 420w.

+ Lit. D. 35: 62. Jl. 13, '07. 350w.

"His Disraelian reminiscences are as much
personal as political, and throw pleasant side-
lights upon the strange personality of the chief.

We do not, however, find him always accurate
in his retrospect."

H Lend. Times. 6: 139. My. 3, '07. SaOw.

"Is rather thin spun 'copy.' Still the book has
a good deal of lightly entertaining political
and personal gossip, which might while away
an idle hour."

f- Nation. 85: 77. Jl. 25, '07. 190w.

"They are memories of one who only saw
from afar, but judged shrewdly of what was
happening. Within these bounds the book is

a good one, interestingly written, and well put
together, and altogether worthy of a few hours
of a busy man's time." Wm. B. Dodd.

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 503. Ag. 17, '07. 1860w.
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"The best features of Mr. Kebbel's volume
are those that have the Boswellian flavor." Ju-
lius Chambers.

+ No. Am. 186: 134. S. '07. ISOOw.

"A book of rare and manysided interest."
4- Outlook. 86: 746. Ag. 3, '07. 180w.

"The 'Memories' which refer to Lord Bea-
consfield . . . will remain, it may be said, the
most important part of the book, The histor-
ian who would rightly appreciate the 'Educa-
tor of the Tories' must certainly take them in-

to account. 'Tory journalism and literature' is,

at least to the journalist, one of the most in-

teresting of Mr. Kebbel's chapters."
+ + Spec. 98: 905. Je. S, '07. 1300w.

Keeler, Charles Augustus. Bird notes

afield: essays on the birds of the Pacific

coast with a field check list; il. with
reproductions of photographs. 2d ed.

*$2. Elder. 7-19063.

A revised edition of a bird book for the or-

nithological tourist to California. "A certani
skeltlon of scientific classification" underlies

tne work "in order to convey to the irainitiated

some inkling of the systematic grouping of the
various species." The first part of the volume
describes the life and habits of the birds, the
second, furnishes a descriptive list with a key
for classification.

"Mr. Keeler's text shows . . . much accurate
and discerning observation." George Gladden.

+ Bookm. 25: 624. Ag. '07. TlOw.

+ + Ind. 62: 1353. Je. 6, '07. llOw.

"Taken all in all this is the best popular
work which has appeared on the birds of the

Pacific coast region—interesting both to the
Californians and to the bird-lover of other, less

favored lands."
+ + Nation. 85: 83. Jl. 25, '07. 370w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 410. Je. 22, '07. 140w.

"All Californians, and especially visitors to
the state from the east may profit greatly by
the information contained in Mr. Keeler's inter-
esting book."

+ R. of Rs. 36:126. Jl. '07. 150w.

Keith, Marion. Silver maple, a story of up-
per Canada. t$i.5o. Revell. 6-34644.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 17. Ja. 07. »}<

Kelley, Florence. Some ethical gains
through legislation. *$i.25. Macmillan.

5-33677.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed tav A. G. Spencer.
-I- + Charities. 17: 459. D. 15, '06. 1790w.

Kellogg, Vernon L. Darwinism to-day.
**$2. Holt. 7-29032.

A discussion presenting simply and concisely
to students of biology and to general readers
the present-day standing of Darwinism in bio-
logical science, and outlining for them the va-
rious auxiliary and alternative theories of spe-
cies-forming which have been proposed to aid
or replace the selection theories.

"The value of F*rofessor Kellcgg's book to the
working student of organic evolution cannot be
overestimated.. It is a book that tlie student must
have at hand at all times, and it takes the place
of a whole library. No other writer has at-
tempted to gather together the scatted litera-
ture of this vast subjeat and none has sub-
jected this literature to such uniformly tren-
chant and uniformly kindly criticism." David
Starr Jordan.
-h + + Dial-. 43: 161. S. 16, '07. ISOOw.

"Although the volume contains comparatively
little new work, it is none the less valuable as
a summary to date of investigations."
+ + Nation. 85: 475. N. 21, '07. 1120w.

Kellor, Frances A. Out of work. **$i.25.
Putnam. 4-32737.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

Reviewed bv W. J3. Guthrie.
Charities. 17: 469. D. 15, '07. 230v/.

Kelly, Edmund. Practical programme for
working-men. $1. Scribner. 7-22709.

"After discussing the influence of environ-
ment upon man, and pointing out the evils of
private property and competition on the one
hand and the present impracticability of 'or-
thodox' Socialism on the other, he makes an
amazing suggestion, viz., that the 'unwealthj^'
classes organize in order to secure a candidate
for the next Presidential election, possibly ab-
sorbing the Domociatic party! The 'practical
programme' itself is then discussed, and a na-
tionalization and municipalization of industries
is considered expedient in opening the road to
cooperation."—Dial.

"As a theoretical discussion the book has
some merit. It is pretty weak as a practical
program."

-I Ann. Am. Acad. 28:338. S. '06. 50w.
Reviewed by John Graham Brooks.

Atlan. 99: 279. F. '07. 130w.
"Many of the questions raised, though not

always clearly answered, are very thoughtful
and timely and the book closes very much
stronger than it opens." W. B. Guthrie.

H Charities. 17: 469. D. 15, 'OG. 620w.
•"Of the book as a whole it may be said that

a superabundance of rhetoric has somewhat
usurped the place of scientific reasoning, and
it can hardly be regarded as a serious contri-
bution to sociology." Eunice FoUansbee.— Dial. 42:110. F. 16, '07. ]80w.

"It is an admirable example of keen analysis
and strong constructive reasoning."

+ -t Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 177. Mr. '07. 320w.
R. of Rs. S4: 383. S. '06. 70w.

Kelly, Myra. Isle of dreams. t$i.2S. Apple-
ton. 7-14256.

"The heroine of the story is a young woman
artist who ... is believed by herself and her
friends to be on the high road to . . . success.
At a country house, whither she had gone as a
week-end guest, she finds that it is her host
who has been buying all her paintings. Deep-
ly v/ounded and humiliated by tne discovery
that her public is represented by only one man
. . . she rushes home and off to Europe without
giving him a chance to make nis explana-
tions. She stays away for a year . . . and wins
some real fame in the shape of a salon medal,
and while she is gone her admirer makes chiv-
alric amends. And, of course, she comes
back."—N. Y. Times.

"Is not, by any means, equal to her short
stories of slum children."

+ A. L. A. BKl. 3: 135. My. '07.

"Her novel would appear to indicate that sne
lacks the novelist's greater gift of imagination;
the power of visualizing to herself the web of
her invention."

-\ Ind. 62: 1268. My. 30, '07. 160w.

""While 'Katherine Merrill' and 'Robert Ford'
are on the whola well-drawn characters, they
are marred by that fatal gift of young novel-
ists—smartness, whioh has a blasting effect up-
on style. Another fault which looms large in
the hook is affectation. In spite of these very
palpable defects, however, the book has good
points."

\- Lit. D. 34: 724. My. 4, '07. 170w.

"Imagining a really strong, if painful situa-
tion, instead of bravely and patiently unravel-
ling it, she positively submerges it in sugary
optimism. It should, however, be confessed
that her method will undoubtedly give perfect
satisfaction to those readers who look upon a
novel as a mental form of sweetened pepsin."— Nation. 84:389. Ap. 25, '07. 860w.
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Kelly, Myra —Continued.
•'Her aumirers will be disappointed to find

that she does not handle this new .medium with
the skill that she showed in her use o-f the

short story." „ ,„„ „,„— N. Y, Times. 12:245. Ap. 13, '07. 640w.

"The same qualities which brought her suc-

cess in the depiction of the east side children

will charm the readers of her first novel "

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 3S2. Je. 15, '07. 140w.

"The novel has touches of humor and good
characterizations, but it is not extraordinary-
only one more entertaining, pleasantly writ-

ten, unimportant story."

-f- Outlook. 86: 340. Je. 15, '07. 40w.

Keljmack, Theophilus Nicholas, ed. Drink
* problem in its medico-sociological as-

pects, by fourteen medical authorities.

(New lib. of medicine.) *$2.5o. Dutton.
7-291 17.

"Oonitainis fifteen chapters, written by four-
teen medical men, many of whom are known as
advocates of the temperance movement. The
articles range from such highly speculative sub-
jects as the evolution of the alcoholic to the
practical means which should be taken to ar-

rest the spread of alcoholism."—^Ath.

"Upon the purely social aspects of the liquor

problem the book is not as complete as one
could desire. One or two absurd statistical er-

rors have crept into the text. On the whole,
then, the work will be found exceedingly val-

uable for the scientific student of the liquor
problem, and will furnish a mass of useful and
reliable facts for the practical temperance re-

former." Charles A. Ellwood.
^ Ann. Am. Acad. 30': 611. N. '07. 510w.

"For those wlio are interested in the subject
Dr. Kelynack's book furnishes interesting read-
ing."

-f- Ath. 1907, 1: 414. Ap. 6. 280w.

"The volume may be unreservedly recom-
mended as a careful study of the various prob-
lems which have to be handled."

-I- Spec 98: 336. Mr. 2, '07. 250w.

Kempster, James Aquila.
Appleton.

Salvage. t$i.5o.

6-3Q730-

The hero of this novel is, at the opening of

the sti.ry, a penniless outcast. He luarrels

with a stranger, fancies he has killed him, puts
on his clothes, takes his money, and comes to

New Yoi-k where he begins a new life and wins
wealth .'ind friends. Of course the stranger is

not dead, but cr'Osses the hero's path again and
there are complications galore and a miuch en-
tangled love story.

"The characters are alive and the atmosphere
Is fresh."

+ Ind. 63: 102. Jl. 11, '07. 280w.

"There has not been much attempt by the
author—or if th.'^re was an attempt it was
without success—to m.ake either the story or

its <^ei.'arate incidents seem credible or its

characters lifelike."
J N. Y. Times. 11: 867. D. 15, '06. 380w.

"A successful story of its kind, with no
underlying philosophy or special motive, but
good in plot and style."

-I- Outlook. 85: 47. Ja. 5, '07. SOw.

Kennedy, Charles William, and Wilson,
James Southall. Pausanias: a dramatic
poem. $1.25. Neale. 7-22893.

Pausanias, beloved of Sparta, is tempted by
Ills thirst for power and his sudden passion for

the Bvzantine maid, Cleonice, to ally himself
with Xerxes and turn traitor to his faithful

wife and to Greece. How he yields but is held
to his honor bv the the death of the maid he
cannot win is told' in the three acts of this well
wrought poem, which closes with his own tra-

gic death.

Kennelly, Arthur Edwin. Wireless tele-
graphy: an elementary treatise. **$i.
Moffat. 7-482.

As slated in its preface this is "a presenta-
tion of the elementary facts concerning the
nature and operation of Vireless telegraphy in
language as frea from technicality as possi-
ble, and/ without the use of algebra, so els to
permit of the book being submitted to the con-
sideration of persons not technically versed in
electricity or its applications."

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 9S. Ap. '07.

"The author . . . explains in language com-
prehensible to any one who has studied ele-
mentary physics as much about the principles
and the apparatus as any but an expert needs
to know."

-1- Ind. 63: 1006. O. 24, '07. 280w.

+ Nation. 85: 2i57. S. 19, '07. 90w.

"A careful study."
-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 50w.

Kenney, Courtney Stanhope. Outlines of

criminal law; rev. and adapted for

American scholars by James H. Webb.
*$3. Macmillan. 7-8557-

"This volume is a revision, adapted for Am-
erican scholars, of the second edition of the
well-known work of Courtney Stanhope Kenny,
of the University of Cambridge. The changes
cWefly consist in the insertion of citations of
American oases and paragraphs bearing on our
own laws ajid the omisision of some irrelevant
matter."—Ann. Am. Acad.

"The volume is chiefly designed as a text-
book for law students. It is stdmirably adapted
for this purpose. Its usefulness will, however,
be greater for a large number of persons who
wish to know more definitely about criminal
law will find this manual very valuable."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 649. My. '07. aOOw.

"A particularly well written text-book."
-f- Educ. R. 34: 2-09. S. '07. 40w.

"Broadly, the book covers the subject as
completely as -t. general treatise of its com-
pas.s (400 Svo pages) may. It is a very handy
volume to have around the house in a day so
full of rasuisticril questions, and judicial ac-
tivities so many, various, and novel as at pres-
ent."

-^ N. Y. Times. 12: 171. Mr. 23, '07. 990w.

+ Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 574. S. '07. 250w.

R. Of Rs. 35: 510. Ap. '07. 170w.

Kent, Charles Foster. Israel's laws and
* legal precedents, from the days of

Moses to the closing of the legal can-
on; with plans and diagrams. (Stu-
dents' Old Testament, v. 4.) **$2.7.=5.

Scribner. 7-20667.

The legal portion of the Old Testament is ar-
ranged in five general divisions: (1) personal
and family laws; (2) criminal laws, comprising
injuries to persons, property, and society- (3)
human laws, emphasizing the duty of kindness
to animals and men; (4) religious laws, defin-
ing obligations to God; and (5) ceremoniallaws.
containing minute directions regarding worship
and the ritual.

"The volume does not profess to be a com-
mentary, yet in the footnotes to the translation
there is scattered a large amount of valuable
information relative to ancient Hebrew society
and every opportunity is taken to illustrate or
contrast the Hebrew codes of law with that of
Hammurabi By the aid of this volume, the
study of the legal books of the Old Testament
Is made lucid and interesting." John E. MtaFad-
yen.

+ + Bib. World. 30: 378. N. '07. 980w.

"A thoro, accurate, and scholarly treatment
of this exceedingly Interesting subject."

+ + Educ. R. 34: 430. N. '07. 50w.
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"Prof. Kent reaches a field where a classifica-
tion and rearrangement of thie Scripture text
Is of great value to the student of the develop-
ment of Hebrew religion and social usages."
+ + Nation. 85: 229. S. 1?-. '06. 23&w.

Kent, Charles Foster. Origin and perma-
nent value of the Old Testament. **$i.

5cribner. 6-14527.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This hook perhaps lacks the charm of style

and the closely articulated structure necessary
to secure for it the widest reading and to en-
able; it io hold the reader's interest, but it is

packed full of information and will do good
wherever it goes." Ira I\I. Price and John M.
P. Smitli.
+ .J Am. J. Theoi. 11: 140. Ja; '07. 270w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 123. My. '07. Hh

"On the whole, however, Professor Kent has
presented a large and dilficult subject in small
compass and popular form, with admirable
clearness, fairness, and success. A copy of his

book should be in the home of every churcli
member in the country." George A. Barton.
+ -J Bib. World. 29: 73. Ja. '07. 540w.

"Old Testament students of all shades of
opinion must be grateful to him for an orderly
and painstaking presentation of the complica-
ted legal system of the ancient Jews. Moreover,
his work is highly valuable as giving an insight
Into the methods of highei; criticism, and as
such should be welcomed by such students as
desire to be acauainted with an intellectual
position before they either support or condemn
it."

4- Cath. World. 85: 688. Ag. '07. 240w.

Kenton, Edna. Clem. t$i. Century.
7-26020.

A clear-cut western girl with crudities of
heredity, training and environment comes into
sudden wealth and innocently unashamed, skirts
upon the edge of conventional society. She is
tweny-six and possesses the integrity of a
man. She falls in love with a youth of twenty
who is loyal in spite of the determination of
his little fashionable set to end his infatua-
tion. The story dwells upon the mother's cruel
scheme of flicking the girl upon the raw by
inviting her to an exclusive house party, count-
ing her son's disillusionment as a result of the
gulf which she will spare no pains to make ap-
parent. Clem rises phoenix-like from the fire
of her persecution and shames the persecutor's
snobbi'^hness by means of her heroic sense of
honor quite beyond their comprehension.

A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 202. N. '07.

"Considered either as a love sftory a psy-
chological story or a social satire, 'Clem' is
eminently worth while." Frederic Taber Cooper.

+ + Bookm. 26: 162. O. '07. 730w.
"The author has accomplished a difficult

thing in an excellent manner—a manner that is
more than literarv."
+ + Ind. 63: 691. S. 19, '07. 580w.

"It you want a book. . . in which every sen-
tence stands up and kicks with its boots on for
the ideas it represents, read what Clem has to
Bay."

-f Ind. 63: 1227. N. 21, '07. laOw.

-I- Nation. 85: 234. S. 12, '07. 490w.

"Clever in its conception .and sometimes ap-
proaching the brilliant in its execution. The
other characters in the book, although less
prominent than Clem are sketched very clev-
erly and have, to an unusual degree, the touch
of life and actuality."

-f -f N. Y. Times. 12: 522. Ag. 31, '07. 330w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: €54. O. 19, '07. 70w.

"Too much piazza talk and too little prob-
ability mar the general effect."

-1- — Outlook. 87: 45. S. 7, '07. 60w.

Keon, Grace. "When love is strong." $1.25.
Benziger. 7-17046.

A bank robbery and the search for and dis-

covery of the robber form the plot of this nov-
el which, contrary to the usual detective story,
hinges upon the love of the heroine for the
guilty man who has become her husband, and
whom she raises to her own level by the heilp
of her Catholic faith. It is TealLy a tale of
regeneration through love, altho much of the
book is concerned with the unravelling of a
mystery in which hypnotism plays a part.

"Miss Keon's very good story is artistic
enough to deserve the attenUon of mature
readers who are not too sophisticated by indul-
gence in contemporary problems-plays or the
bold realism which caters to the prevalent

'-f Cath. World. 85: 690. Ag. '07. 70w.

Kephart, Horace, Book of camping and
wood craft, a guidebook for those who
travel in the wilderness. *'$i.5o. Out-
ing- 6-45323.

Everything the camper could wish for in the
line of practical suggestions on outfitting, mak-
ing camps, dressing and keeping game and fish,
camp cooking, forest travel, how to avoid get-
ting lost and what to do if one does get lost,
living off the country, wliat the different spe-
cies of trees are good for from the camper's
viewpoint, backwoods handicrafts in wood,
bark, skins and other raw materials, the treat-
ment of wounds and other injuries, etc., can be
found in this little volume. There are many
Illustrations from photographs.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 11. Ja. '07.

"Mr. Kephart buttonholes you gently, fixes
you with his woodman's eye, and if you can es-
cape the longing to start for the wilderness at
the first vacation moment you must be an un-
usual man."

-i- Ind. 62:566. Mr. 7, '07. IGOw.
-1- Nation. 84: 222. Mr. 7, '07. 40w.

"Should be the friend of every intending so-
journer in the wilderness."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 410. Je. 22, '07. 140w.
"The volume is small enough to go in the

duffel-bag, but packed full of the facts and
suggestions, and redolent of the atmosphere of
the woods."

-f -f Outlook. 86:38. My. 4, '07. 210w.

Ker, William Paton. Sturla, the historian.

*3Sc. Oxford. 7-29019.

'"This is the 'Romanes lecture" of the year.
. . . Sturla was one of llie products of that
very strange growth, Icelandic culture. . . .

Vacant, or nearly vacant, ns far as we know,
from the beginning of time, Iceland was set-
tled in the tenth century by some Norwegian
gentry, who desired to be free from an intru-
sive royal government. . . . Late in the life

of this strange community came tlie literary
development. In Snorri Sturlason it found its

greatest expression, and Sturla was the son
of Snorri's brother, 'J"hord."--Spec.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 716. Ap. '07. 50w.
-^ Lond. Times. 6: 52. F. 15, '07. lOSOw.

"Professor Ker has a light touch and a play-
ful humor not often to be found in the expert.
Giv^s us glimpses which will certainly do what
is tlie true object of a lecture,^—make the hear-
er or reader study the subject for himself."

+ Spec. 98: 24. Ja. o, '07. 390w.

Kern, John A. Idea of the church; aspects,

forms and activities. $1.25. Pub. house
M. E. church So. 7-25171.

A study of the church, actual and ideal, in its

most significant features.

Kernahan, Coulson. The Dumpling, il.

* $1.50. Dodge, B. W.
This story "deals with a reincarnation of Na-

poleon, nicknamed 'The Diumpling,' who is filled

with a noble love of his fellow men, if only
they be poor enough, and sees no other way of
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Kernahan, Coulson—Continued.
bettering their condition than by indulging In
robbery and murder, plotting In an opium den,
and evolving the picturesque combination: 'God,
Napoleon and the Dumpling strike with a gran-
ite arm.' " (Acad.)

ly winter of bloodshed and famine which fol-
lowed." (Bookm.)

"Coincidences rage throughout the book, but
Impossibilities are more rampant still. There
Is no characterization, but there is a speech
eleven pages long about labour, delivered by a
murd?roi.'s madman. The grammar is uncer-
tain, and the style, is frequently facetious. It
is possible that there is a public which demands
such books; it is a thousand pities that Mr.
Kernahan should condescend to cater for it."— Acad. 71: 399. O. 20, '06. 220w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 567. O. 19, '07. 30w.
"The whole novel is quite impossible, the most

Insatiable lover of sensation could hardly find
satisfaction in it, and it is difficult to under-
stand how a writer of Mr. Kernahan's stand-
ing oould submit such a work to public criti-
cism,."— Sat. R. 102: 618. N. 17, '06. 80w.

"Is an excellent melodrama. The reader of
the story is hurled from adventure to adventure
in a breathless manner, but it must be con-
fessed that the interest is well kept up and does
not flag."

H Spec. 97: 626. O. 27, '06. 160w.

Kerr, Alvah Milton. Diamond key and how
the railway heroes won it. il. t$i.5o.

Lothrop. 7-8218.
With their scenes laid in the mountain re-

gions of Colorado and Arizona, these stories
show how courage and devotion to purpose
dominate the laying of tracks, the building of
bridges, and the tunneling of mountains for the
western railroad. "Each of the twelve is rep-
resented by a deed of rare heroism or one which
shows conspicuously a quick and ready hand
and a cool, resourceful head." (N. Y. Times.)

"Some gems of the story-teller's art, very
pure in ray. Strictly speaking, it is not a novel,
yet the ten stories are so welded together by
the rails of the 'Western central.' the brother-
hood dt the characters, and the common at-
mosphere of the events, tliat the book posses-
ses a ononess unattained by many a professed
unity. They are thrilling hpalthful tales, told
in crisp, lucid, scintillating Enjilish."

+ Ind. 62: 1520. Je. 27, '07. ITOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 382. Je. 15, '07. 130w.

Kerr, Walter S. Arcadian prescript: a his-
torical drama in live acts. pa. $1. Wal-
ter S. Kerr & co., P. O. box 377 Oak-
land, Cal. 7-17379-

The Grand Pre' which Longfellow's poem im-
mortalizes furnishes the setting of Mr. Kerr s
drama. His hero is a "proscript," a legal out-
law. The British governor of Nova Scotia "Is
one of the villains of the r^lay which is tragic,
of course, and romantic, and was obviously de-
signed for theatrical representation." (N. Y.
Times.)

"Has evidently worked with great zeal and
unmistakable faith in the historical value of
his subject. It is graphicaly written and full
of movement."

+ N. Y. Thnes. 12:301. My. 11, '07. 260w.

Kester, Vaughan. John o' Jamestown.
* t$i.5o. :\IcClurc.

. 7-36098.
History and love are mingled in this tale of

an English vicar's son. His love-making is In-
terrupted when he embarks for America and
becomes closely identified with the fortunes of
Captain John Smith. "The story chronicles the
career of the latter, his rescue at the hands of
Pocahontas, his brave services on behalf of
the Jamestown colony, in the face of jealous
opposition and treachery, the injuries which
forced him to return to England, and the ghast-

"That Is really the only serious defect of the
book,—a weakness of structure. And since the
great majority of the reading public care little
for structure so long as a book is readable, there
is no question that the vivid portraiture,, the
stirring incident, the manifest sincerity of pur-
pose of 'John o' Jamestown' will give abundant
pleasure to a large number of readers." Fred-
eric Taber Cooper.

H Bookm. 26: 409. D. '07. 450w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 657. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"An exciting story."
-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 762. N. 30, '07. llOw.

"While there Is nothing very unusual in the
telling, the author, Vaughan Kester, uses the
abundant material well."

+ Outlook. 87: 745. N. 30, '07. llOw.

Ketchum, Mile Smith. Design of steel
mill buildings and the calculation of
stresses in framed structures. 2d ed.
*$4. Engin. news. 6-37208.

'I'ho first edition of this book was issued in
1903. This new edition contains much addi-
tional matter the major part of \vhich is con-
fined to the part of the work on stresses.

"The problemrs give evidence of thorough
preparation, and tlie data are so arranged that
the graphic solution will be confined within
the lin\its of the standard sheet adopted.
thereb^ economizing the student's time." Henry
S. Jacobv.

~- Engin. N. 50: 633. D. 13, '06. 700w.

Ketchum, Milo Smith. Design of walls,

bins and grain elevators. *$4. Eng.
news. 7-23625.

"Professor Ketchum's latest work is divided
into three parts, treating of the three branches
indicated by the title. The first part is a pre-
sentation of the theory, or the theories, of re-
taining walls. . . . The second part takes up
the subject of coal bins, ore bins, etc., giving
theory, principles of design, cost and actual ex-
amples. . . . Part three is on the design of
grain bins and elevators.—Engin. N.

"Anyone desiring to make a specialty of this
line of -work cannot auord to be without this
book, and it will no doubt be a valua.^le as-
sistant to any specialist, as showing the dif-
ferent ways of meeting different conditions. The
most disappointing feature of the book is the
treatment of theory, of which there is too
much."

-j Engin. N. 5S: 73. Jl. 18, '07. 2050w.

Keys, Alice Maplesden. Cadwallader Col-
den: a representative eighteenth cen-
tury official. **$2.25. Macmillan. 6-40257.

'•\ very ont('rtainiiig account of New York
politics before the rj(;volution. By taste, Col-
den was a speculator in science. . . . Circum-
Etan?es drew him ir.to the p-olitical and fac-
tional differences of the day. . . . Miss Keys
bases her narrative largely upon manuscript
material."—Nation.

'"The style is a bit loose, the maimer a bit
casual: one is perhaps somewhat at sea in the
mass .-il' facts, unrelieved for the most part
by a.ny very suggescive generalization. What-
e\er the 'general reader' may think, the spe-
cialist will nevertheless be grateful for much
new light on the web of intrigue which en-
meshed the colonial governors from Burnet to
Clinton." Carl Becker.

h Ann. Am. Acad. 12: 006. Ap. '07. 350w
'•Writes in a full )naster.v of lier subject. As

a re'siilt. her wo.-k is a. vahiabl- study in po-
litical biography."

- Nation. SI: 242. Mr. 11, '07. GOOw.
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Kidd, Dudley. Savage childhood: a study
of Kafir children. $3.50. Macmillan.

7-7i54.
Descriptive note in Annual, 190C.

•'In tlio work before us he has to a certain
extent broken new ground, and rerformed his
task excellently."
+ -I Ath. 1907, 1: 16S. F. 9. 2020\v.

"His book may be relied on as accurate in

its statements of fact."
+ Nation. SI: 33. Ja. 10, '07. 170w.

Reviewed by H. Rider Haj^gard.
+ -I- Sat. R. 103: 265. Mr. 2, '07. 2230w.

Kidd, Walter. Sense of touch in mammals
and birds. *$i.90. Macmillan.

"A great number of facts are here brought
together concerning the skin structure of the
hands and feet of mammals. The chief forms
of epidermic modification are shown to assume
eleven leading types in eighty-six mammals that
are dealt with. Eleven birds examined show
only one type of Epidermic modification, though
the degree of this varies much. After describ-
ing the papillary ridges in a variety of animals,
Dr. Kidd discusses the physiology of the sense
of touch. "^—Spec.

"It :s not at all concise, it is not very clear,
and it has no index. It seems to us that a great
deal of labor has been misspent."

L Ath. 1907, 1: 764. Jc. 22, 90w.

Nation. 85: 334. O. 10, '07. 240w.
"Although the subject is by no means new,

tlie author has studied it in a fuller manner
than at least most of his predecessors." R. L.

•f Nature. 76:101. My. 30, '07. 240w.
"Dr. Kidd's book is the rriost important con-

tribution to the matter since Miss Whipple's pa-
per was published."
+ + Spec. 99: 367. S. 14, '07. 170w.

Kildare, Owen Frawley.
t$i.5o. Revell.

My old Bailiwick.
6-3S913.

"The author of 'My Mamie Rose,' Mr. Owen
Kildare, has given us a picture of the Bowery
'bum' in this volume of stories and sketches."
(Ind.) rie says "Beds, bunks, cots . . . can be
had on the Bov/ery for as little as 5 cents a
night, and because there are men who have lost
tne faculty of earning, begging or even bor-
rowing tliat sum, a nocturnal procession of
over 10.000 parade in our streets, winter and
summer, from midnight until dawn." Ho
speaks well of the work of the Young men's
Christian association but finds little that is ac-
ceptable in the "spectacular methods of the
Salvation army' and the 'mission workers. '

"He has intertmned comment and descrip-
tion, so that one not only gets a vivid idea of
the 'bum' and the reason for his continuing a
has-been,' but also an understanding of the
difficulties encountered in endeavoring to raise
him out of the mire and the futility of the ef-
forts some agencies are makin.g toward that
end."

4- Ind. 62:1360. Je. 6, '07. 240w.

"The most impressive idea one gets from his
book is, perhaps, that of a vast amount of
wasted time, effort, money and good intentions
on the part of those who wish to do somethint?
for the region of which he writes."

^- N. Y. Times. IIT 847. D. 8, '06. 360w.

Kimball, George Selwyn. Lackawannas at

* Moosehead; or, The young . leather

stockings, il. *$i.25. Ball pub. 7-2,7270.

A nature book in the form of an aooount of
the adventure of a party of college boys with
two guides who hunt, fish, camp and study the
secrets of woodcraft.

King, Cardenio Flournoy, jr. Boy's vaca-
tion abroad: an American boy's diary
of his first trip to Europe. $1.50.
Clark. 7-978.

The atitlior "writes as a boy at school would
be expected to write—from i ho bo5''s point of
view andi with a boy's interfstins enthusiasms.

. . . He assures his readers that he 'lost a
lot of fun writing th(i book.' The pictures are
many and usually good."—Lit. D.

"The book is very well illustrated and is as
interesting as could be expected under the cir-

cumrtances."
H Ind. '32: 567. Mr. 7, '07. 90w.

Lit. O. 34: 264. F. 16. '07. ]60w.

"The main Interest of the book is the simple
and boyish manner in which the record has been
kept."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 237. Ap. 13, '07. 590w.

King, Charles. Captured: the story of
Sandy Ray. $1.50. Fenno. 7-15592.

'An 'out of tae way cantonment' known as
Camp Boutelle, a traitor caught in his own
toils bur. possessed of a daughter as fair as
she is misunderstood, a young lieutenant newly
come fiom the States." these are the chief fac-
tors in General King's nev/ story of an army
post in the I'hilippines. (N. Y. Times.)

"The story will be of most interest to mili-
tary men. To tiie general reader it seems pro-
lix at times. The characters are fairly well
drawn and there are some interesting descrip-
tions of characteristic Filipino warfare."

-\ Lit. D. 34: 3S5. Mr. 9, '07. 160w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 101. F. 16. '07. 210w.

King, Gen. Charles. Rock of Chickamauga.
"$1.50. Dillingham. 7-221 13.

A civil war story whose events center about
General George H. Thomas. Its historical de-
tails, presented from intimate observation, are
accurate and show something of the relation of
Sherman, Grant and Stanton with Gen. Thomas.
There is romance mingled with the alarms of
war and a charming heroine to make it worth
while.

"As a humble monument to the memory of
the commander whom he entitles 'the noblest
Roman of them all' the book should have spe-
cial interest for all lovers of civil-war histoiy."

-f Lit. D. 35:489.*0. 5, '07. 300w.

"Gen. King ... is much more at home in the
thick of battle than in the turgid and mystify-
ing love vicissitudes of his hero."

-^ N. Y. Times. 12: 490. Ag. 10, '07. 120w.

King, Henry Churchill. Rational living:

some practical inferences from modern
psychology. **$i.25. Macmillan.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Practical, helpful, enlightening and well
grounded."

-h A. L. A. BkL 3: 44. F. '07.

King, Leonard William, and Hall, H. R. H.
History of Egypt, Chaldea, Syria, Bab-
ylonia, and Assyria in the light of re-

cent discovery. Grolier society, N. Y.
7-10615.

"A supplement to the longer work which
Messrs. Hall and King were comTOissioned to

write with the purpose of supplying a full ac-
count of all the important discoveries not al-

ready included therein. Of the nine chapters
nve aro devoted to Egypt and the remaining
four to western Asia. . . . The photogravures
. . . are of a high order, and th-3 other illus-

trations, manv of which are from unpublished
photographs by the authors, are exceedingly
interesting andl numerous."—N. Y. Times.
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King, L. W. and Hall, H. K. H. -Continued.
"We have noticed some slips in the book. But

these are trifles which do not reduce the merit
of a most excellent book."
+ -\ Ath. 1907, 2: 588. N. 9. l«80w.

"The authors have traver.sed the field of re-
cent discovery and research, have extracted
the vita! facts, and have set them down with
care and critici^^m."

+ Nation. "84: 225. Mr. 7, '07. 570w.

"Taken as a whole, it is admirably done. The
geographical arrangement is somewhat con-
fusing, but perhaps a strictly chronological
ajccount would have been loss easy to uinder-
stand. Certainly nowhere else are the results
of modern scholarship so well snmimed up, nor
can one lind' the credit for labors and success
so punctiliouslv given." Holland Thompson.

•1 N. Y. Times. 11: 638. O. 6, '06. 1300w.

King, Most Rev. William. Great arch-
bishop of' Dublin, William King; his

autobiography, family, and a selection
from his correspondence;" ed. by Chas.
S. King. *$3. Longmans.

""\Villiam King played a most important part
in church and state. . . . J^e was well described
as 'a state Whig, a church Tory, a good bish-
op.' . . . His kinsman Sir Charles King hero
prints for the first time a translation of the
orchhisliop's Lazin autobiography and many
letters adding extracts from cprresponi^ents
already published, with notes on family his-
tory and cognate matters. . . . King corres-
ponded with Swift, Addiisrn, Berkeley, and
many churchmen and politicians."—Siat. R.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 452. Ja. '07. 30w.

"The occa.sional theological notes [of the
editor! are blots upon his pages, and lead us
to put little trust in his discretion. The 'Ox-
ford movement' and the very appearance of
a crucifix are bugbears to him. We will not
quote any of these outbreaks, lest we should
prejudice thf reader ttgainst an interesting and
useful book."

-I Ath. 190G, 2: 469. O. 20. 2100w.

"The most that can be said for the book is

that it furnishes illustrations not only of the
character and activities of Archbishop King,
but also of some of his contemiporarles and of
Irish life and politics."

+ Ind. 62: 1212. My. 23, '07. 330w.
"He has done his work with care. The notes

are generallv accurate and sufficient."

-t-"
— Lend. Times. 5: 3.?5. O. 5, '06. 1270w.

"The autobiography is interesting, and
throws valuable light on contemporary social
conditions, as do the letters"

T Sat. R. 103: 402. Mr. 30, '07. 250w.

King, William Benjamin. Giant's strength.
t$i.5o. Harper. 7-1 1209.

Paul Trafford, the giant of the tale, is a rich
coal king. The forcing process that has made
him a monopolist has been .sheltered behind
the law, and when the necess3,ry laws did not
exist he bought legislatures to pass them. The
machinery of his system crushes one Roger
Winship whose family is a living judgment
upon Trafford's methods and .success. The
dramatic element and the strong ethical lesson
are to be found in the romance which springs
up between the daughter of Trafford and Roger
Winship's son, both of whom are ready to re-
nounce their life happiness for the principle
which renders it Impossible for young Winship
to accept one penny of TralTord's wealth.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 178. O. '07,

"The book is, on the whole, a sincere and
careful piece of work, the author's tendenf^y

to preach—excusable, perhaps, in a book deal-
ing with such a theme—being kept steadily In

hand."
+ Ath. 1907, 1: 601. My. 18. 150w.

Reviewed bv Wm. M. Payne.
Dial. 43: 64. Ag. 1, '07. 270w.

"Mr. King has appreciated the epic possi-
bilities of this theme and has given us an in-
ter&sting picture of a niodern financial Titan.
... In the hands of a master craftsman It
would indeed be a fascinating theme, and Is
perhaps the one reserved for the long-awaited
American master."

H Lit. D. 34: 724. My. 4, '07. 230^v.

"Neither the father nor the lover is convinc-
ingly drawn, but the slow development of the
daughter Paula's character under the stress
of trial and trouble is admirable."

-i Nation. S4: 363. Ap. 18, '07. 230w.

-i- N. Y. Times, 12: 231. My. 4, '07. 710w.
"There is much to admire in the character-

drawing, but occasional false notes indicate
that the author had not fully mastered his ma-
terial."

4 Outlook. S6: 117. My. 18, '07. 180w.
R. of Rs. 35: 761. Je. '07. 300w.

"Mr. King has not bestowed on the persons
In his story, those continuous small industrious
touches which amount in the mass to real sig-
nificance, But he has written a direct story,
all of one piece, which is interesting .tlirough-
out, and frequently drajnatlc."

-^ Spec. 99: 168. Ag. '07. 1070w.

Kingsbury, Susan Myra, ed. Records of the
Virginia company of London, 1619-
1624. 2v. $4. Supt. of doc. 6-38015.

A work whose value is suggested in the fact
that it makes' accessible to students for the
first time history tliat has been shut up in
carefully guarded manuscript for two centuries.
The volumes contain a careful transcript of
the court records of the Virginia company,
with introduction, notes, bibliography, and In-
dex.

"Many efforts have been made through a
period of nearly fifty years, to secure the pub-
lications of these priceless records Of our first

colonizing company. But all those who have
taken part in former efforts to publish ought
to rejoice that they have failed, since the de-
lay has resulted in bringing out, in the fulness
of time, a mucn better edition than would
have been produced earlier."

-f H Am. Hist. R. 12! 424. Ja. '07. 500w.
(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"A work of fundamental importance to the
student of American history."

+ + Dial. 42: 46. Ja. 16; '07. 330w. (Review
of V. 1 and 2.)

-f Eng. Hist. R. 22: 406. Ap. '07. 350w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

+ + Ind. 62: 567. Mr. 7, '07. 130w. (Review
of V. 1 and 2.)

'As material of history ita value cannot be
too highly estimated."

-h -r Nation. f4: 84. Ja. 24, '0?. lOOOw. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"The text now appears in full for the first

time, and all the excellencies noted in the first

volume are continued in the second. The In-

dex is. unfortunately, entirely inadequate, and
it is diflficult to see on what plan it was pre-
pared."
+ 4- — Nation. 84: 175. F. 21, '07. lOOw. (Re-

view of V. 2.)

"These papers are all of great value to the
student of the beginnings of American his-
tory."

+ 4- N. Y. Times. 11:778. N. 24, '06. 2S0w.
(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"Prom the student's standipoint, too, the
value of the present publication is Increased by
Miss Kingsbury's elaborate expository and
critical Introduction."

-I- -f- Outlook. 85: 93. Ja. 12, '07. 320w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

"Exhaustive and scholarly introductory es-
says.
+ -f Outlook. 86: 967. Ag. 31. '07. 240w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)
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Kingsley, Florence Morse. Princess and
the ploughman. t$i.2S. Harper. 7-18593.

A pretty pastoral this, altho It is set In the
present time. Mary, the princess in distress,

is to inherit a large fortune from a spinster
aunt If she marries before her twenty-third
birthday. The ploughman, a recluse and a
farmier, offers her his name in order that she
may secure her fortune and promises to ask
nothing in return. Of course they are madly
in love with each other, else he would not have
made the offer, nor she accepted it, but each
is proud so they marrj' but to part and it is

long before they come to know each others
hearts.

"An Idyllic little novel, Infused with grace
and sly humor. Men and women both ought to

like It; and for the suspiring college girl, it

can not but prove a tonic."
+ Lit, D. 35: 613. O. 26, '07. 570w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 438. Jl. 13, '07. 190w.

"Their story Is a bit of romantic absurdity,
or a sweet and refreshing love idyl, as the in-
dividual reader's view-point will determine."

-t- Outlook. 86: 476. Je. 29, '07. 180w.

Kingsley, Florence Morse. Those queer
Browns. +$1.50. Dodd. 7-25050.

A seQuel to "The singular Miss Smith." Miss
Smith who left her Back Bay luxury to become
a servant in order to study sociological condi-
tions marries Mr. Brown, a Harvard professor,
who plays foundryman and boards with Miss
Smith's employer. They spend a year in the
Ne"w York slums, and this story records their
experien<',es."

"There is plenty of fun in 'Those queer
Browns,' but plenty of sound sense, too, and
amateur philanthropists would undoubtedly
profit by reaJdlng it."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 683. O. 26, '07. 300w.

"Is entertaining, often bright, and sometimes

' + Outlook. 87: 309. O. 12, '07. 90w.

Kingsley, Florence Morse. Truthful Jane.
T$i.5o. Appleton. 7-5685

"The farrviliar drama of the poor relation.
. . . Jane Blythe, a beautiful, high-spirited
girl, is flung by fate on the charity of her Lon-
don relatives. . . . Baited by her cousin, ' who
is envious of her beauty and insufferably pat-
ronized by her aunt and uncle, she . . . re-
solves to put Iha sea between herself and her
bloovl relatives. The story of Jane's battle for
her rights in her hard environment is told wltli
the real touch of humor. ... In the crisis of
Jane's trials the inevitable knight of romance
turns up in the person of John Everett, who
marries her and takes her back to England."

—

Lit. D.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 135. My. '07.

"There is a thoroughly human touch in the
handling of the whole storv."

-I- Lit. D. ;-!4:3&5. Mr. 9, '07. 220w.
"Not a remarkably good story, but it has a

certain modest integrity which places it above
the ruck of petty inventions."

-] Nation. 84: l."6. F. 7, '07. 70w.
Reviewed by Hiiuegarde Hawthorne.

4- N. V. Times. 12: 105. F. 23, '07. 250w.

Kinross, Albert. Da-venant. t$i.5o. Dodd.
7-13436.

"An American publisher of brains and heart
tells an Irish mother and her son in London
his experience with a crippled, original, and
brilliant hack writer in that city, whose work,
rejected at home, finds acceptance here, and
to whom America becomes a symbol of free,
generous, brotherly life."—Outlook.

to a considerable achievement. He has pathos
also"

-K + Ath. 1907, 2: 13. Jl. 6. 330w.
"Full of a quality that comes near being

charm, but fails just short of it. The style Is
too self-conscious, and the whole scheme lacka
simplicity, so that the mind is taxed by its sug-
gestivenoss."— N. Y. Times. 12: 355. Je. 1. '70.- 220w.
"The story is wholly off the well-defined lines

of fiction, is told in an unhackneyed way, with
a vein of deep feeling and of unforced humor.
There is a deeper strain in the book for those
who read it with imagination; for it is safer to
venture the assertion that Mr. Kinross had be-
fore him not only the America of gross mater-
ialism, but America as a symbol of great and
beautiful ideas."

-I- Outlook. 86: 316. My. 18, '07. 270w.

+ Spec. 98: 947. Je. 15, '07. 250w.

Kipling, Rudyard. Puck, of Pook's hill.

t$i.5o. Doubleday. 6-35734.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"So hidden and delicate is the intention, that
the book has been reviewed merely as a se-
ries of fairy tales; so spontaneous that one
even wonders if Mr. Kipling liimself knows the
full extent of his accomplishment." Mary
Moss.

-;- + Atlan. y9:113. Ja. '07. lOSOw.

"Mr. Kipling has apparently passed through
that political fever which for so long a time
made him almost unreadable. His genius is re-
stored to itself, and he writes as one would al-
ways have ihim write. For this reason alone I
would rejoice in the new book. It is a brilliant
performance, and it is a golden promise." Royal
Cot*tissoz
+ + No. Am. 183: 926. N. 2, '06. 2700w.
+ Putnam's. 1: 510. Ja. '07. 580w.

'.\ot only shows him grand master of the
English language, but marks his ability to fit

witn perfect verbal clothing any subject he
may pick out."

-t- + R. of Ks, 35: 126. Ja. '07. 90w.

Kirk, Mrs. Ellen Warner (Olney) (Henry
Hayes, pseud.). Marcia: a novel. 1'$i.5o.

Houghton. 7-9553-
An autobiographical society novel in which

the heroine at twenty-one "refusing to gain
riches as the price of her ancestral acres and
home accepts a position as secretary to a wom-
an of wealth, and the story begins. . . . Mrs.
Kirk introduces us to high-minded men and
women, who eschew gambling and abhor div-
orce, who recognize the existence of duty, and
are loyai to obligation." (N. Y. Times.)

"Mr. Kinross has humour, and he has irony.
This work Is the work of a man who can rise

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 135. My. '07. <i>

" 'Marcia' is remarkable for nothing but the
facility with which a practiced hand can make
a fairly readable tale out of indifferent materi-
al."

+ Ind. 62: 1268. My. 30, '07. 20ftw.

"Its merit rests almost whoUy I'pon its truth
to nature and its interesting psychological anal-
ysis."

+ Lit. D. 34:677. Ap. 27, '07. 180w.
"Unfortunately, the workmanship of the nov-

el is not equal to its excellence of intention.
Its characters are characters rather than peo-
ple. The book is, however, sincere and whole-
some, and will not disappoint the public which
Mrs. Kirk has already won."

1- N. Y. Times. 12:159. Mr. 16, '07. 510w.

Kirkham, Stanton Davis. Ministry of beauty.
**$i.5o. Elder. 7-18089.

An ontological discussion of beauty, life, re-
ligion, philosophy, work, health and happiness,
with chapters on The world message. The heart
of it, The tendency of good. The preacher. The
teacher, and The poet. The author treats of
good in its abstract sense and emphasizes
strongly the ^ development of ethical perception
to the point of consciousness of truth's expres-
sion.
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Kirkham, Stanton Davis. Where dwells the

soul serene. ="*$!. 50. Elder. 7-19460.

A group of essavs similar in teacliing to those
IncU.dod in Mr. Kirkham' s "Ministry of

beautv." They make thcii plea for the im-
personal idea of truth to which the Christian
scienti.'^ts have wakened. Among the essays
are Elements of freedom, The ideal of culture.

The idea of reli.:;ion, The nature of prayer.
The beauty of poise. Ethical relations, Wealth,
Free aims, Higher laws, and The soul of na-
ture.

Kirkup, Thomas. History of socialism.

*$2.25. Macmillan.
"This third edition . . . has been revised at

a few points and enlarged by some forty pa-
ges. The tirst twelve chapters are substan-
tially unchanged, K,ut the thirteenth, treating
of the growth of socialism, has been completely,
rewritten to bring it up to date. The conclud-
ing chripters deal with the alleged forces now-
making for the coming of socialism, and review
In a dispassionate, if sympathetic way the phil-

osophy of the movement."—Nation.

"But none have surpassed Mr. Kirkup in

philosophical grasp of the essentials of social-

ism, or have presented the doctrine in more
intelligible form."

.|- 4- Nation. 84: 82. Ja. 24, '07. 190w.

"No man who reads this generous and im-
partial volume, the work of a socialist suffi-

ciently broadminded to appreciate the weak
points of the propaganda and optimistic enough
to analyze modern progress from a healthy
point of view, can but feel that such a contri-
bution to the literature of the subject must
help to ameliorate old misunderstandings and
enmities."

-f- 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 66. F. 2, '07. 580w.

"We Question whether the spirit of cheerful
optimism and an amiable love of compromise,
which are the characteristics of this volume,
are un adequate mental equipment for a treat-
ment of the subject."

H Spec. 98: sup. 646. Ap. 27. '07. 1030w.

Kiser, Samuel Ellsworth. Thrills of a bell

boy. 60C. Forbes. 6-16496.

"S. E. Kiser, under this title, writes 4n his

v;ell known style. His bell boy is a close ob-
server and sees many things in the hotel

where he works in an humble capacity, hiding
a Philosopher under his careless exterior.

Johii T. McCutcheon hiis happily illustrated

the text."—Ind.

Ind. 51 r 1400. D. 22, '06. 50w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 411. Je. 23, '06. 230w.

Kitson, Arthur. Captain James Cook, "the
circumnavigator." *$4.50. Dutton.

7-28952.

Mr. Kitson departs from the material from
which narratives of Cook are usually produced,
and has gone to the Admirallty papers for da-
ta. This story of the discoverer of the Sand-
wich islands tells of one who made the best
use of every opportunity as fast as it pre-
sented Itself. "It tells the remarkable exper-
iences of the man who, after rising from cabin-
boy In a collier to captain in the royal navy,
discovered Australia, sailed three times around
the world, and was killed, as we all know, by
the natives of the Sandwich islands." (Outlook.)

"Cook's latest biographer, while a most faith-
ful and painstaking chronicler Is either devoid
of the capacity of awe, wonder, and romance
which the ' voyages of Cook excite, or he has
put these qualities under severe restraint."

-I Acad. 72: 626. Je. 29, '07. 1400w.

"There has been until now no complete or
satisfactory biography."

-I- + Ath. 1907, 2: 229. Ag. 31. 3200w.

"To say that Mr. Kitson never stumbles
would be fulsome; It Is enough to say that his

errors are few and unimportant and will not
prevent his book from being accepted as a

+ H Lond. Times. 6:187. Je. 14, '07. 1470w.
"Mr. Kitson's work shows great painstaking

labor; he corrects several misstatements of pre-
vious biographers, and adds some new and In-
teresting facts."
+ + Nation. 85:123. Ag. 8, '07. 1370w.
"His book Is entitled to take rank as the

most careful, trustworthy, and complete record
of Capt. Cook's life that has yet been pub-
lished."

+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 475. Ag. 3, '07. 760w.
"It may be cordially praised as a capital

piece of narrative writing."
+ + Outlook. 86: 791. Ag. 10. '07. 260w.
"Mr. Kitson has made some discoveries about

the life of the great explorer, Captain Cook,
which are well worth the trouble he has ex-
pended on them, and they leave the voyages nei-
ther less nor more fascinating than they were
before."
+ + Spec. 98: 944. Je. 15. '07. 1420w.

Kitson, Charles Herbert. Art of counter-
point and its application as a decora-
tive principle. *$2.50. Oxford. 7-38043.

"The work of a man of wide views, yet of
one wiio values the work of antiquity, and is

careful to show how rationally the new has
been developed from the old. There is a large
class of contrapuntists, both in England and in
Germany, at tne present day, who are accus-
tomed to sneer at the ancient writers, and to
whom the researches of Rockstro and others are
anathema. It is satisfactory to see that Dr.
Kitsou is not of this number; he has evident-ly
studied Morley and the ancients thoroughly,
and his very concise resumS of ancient practice
is so little superficial that we see at once that
he is deeply read."—Lond. Times.

"He writes well and clearly, and his treatise
is e.Kcellent alike on the modern and ancient
counterpoint. Such a book should do much to
dispel the popular delusion that counterpoint
is dry."

+ Lend. Times. 6: 222. Jl. 12, '07. 150w.

"Dr. Kitson's 'The art of counterpoint,' we
are pleased to say. is not one of the many trea-
tises on that suuject which are based on pre-
vious treatises."

+ Nation. 85: 193. Ag. 29, '07. 280w.

Kittrell, Norman G. Ned, nigger an' gent'-

man: a story of war and reconstruction
days. $1.50. Neale. 7-25078.

Desiring to learn details of the fate of two
members of his family who fell in the civil
war, a northerner makes his first Journey into
the south. He becomes a guest of true southern
aristocrats, faithful representatives of tlie very
highest class of southern society. The aim of
the story seems to be that of modifying a
northerner's abhorrent attitude toward the sys-
tem of slavery by dropping him into surround-
ings where master and negro alike are bred to
the chi^'alry of the "quality."

Kleiser, Grenville. How to speak in pub-
lic. *$i.25. Funk. 6-42418.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This work as a wiiole is so excellent wc feel
It would be diiTlcult to overstate its value to
serious students."
-f -r -r Arena. :J7: 220. F. '07. 420w.

"A good deal is taken for granted. The au-
thor's system is nowhere treated clearly as a
whole. There is no very plain intimation as to
the time is desirable to be given to each chap-
ter. There are exercises and selections, and
there are brief passages of exposition and com-
ment, but there is hardly sufficient organization
of the material to make the method easy to fol-

low." W. B. Parker.
-\ Educ. R. 34: 322. O. '07. 480w.

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 2. Ja. 5, '07. 220w.
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Klenze, Camillo von. Interpretation of

Italy during the last two centuries: a
contribution to the study of Goethe's
"Italienische reise." *$i.S0. Univ. of

Chicago press. 7-18308.

One of the decennial publications of the Chi-
cago university. In this study Goethe's "Ital-

ienische reise ' is compared with the travels of

his Dredecessors of the eighteenth century to

show how far Goethe was original and to what
degree he nas been supplemented.

"The book is a work of. research representing
a vast amount of reading and labor, and will

be of service to any one who desires to follow
the story of modern culture and intellectual
life."

+ -I- Dial. 43: 42. Jl. 16, '07. 460w.

"Dr. von Klenze' s style and treatment do
not, we regret to say, rise above the level of
th'e doctor's dissertation; while there is too
much cataloguing of details and too little origi-
nal reasoning and writing, some important facts
are left out."— Nation. 85: 142. Ag. 15, '07. 380w.

Knauss, Williarti H. Story of Camp Chase;
a history of the prison and its ceme-
tery. $2.20. Pub. house M. E. ch. so.

6-22869.
"An interesting volume, compiled by a South-

erner, but written impartially. . . . Made up
of letters, extracts from documents, and per-
sonal recollections of the civil war, dealing
especially with the Confederate prisoners at
Canip Jhase, .Johnston's island in Lak'j Erie,
and Camp Dennison near Cincinnati, as well
as -)th(n- places. Records are given of the dis-
posal of the prisoners. . . . The numerous illus-
trations include teveral majis and diagrams of
cemeteries, with graves marked, so that
friends can locate them."—N. Y. Times.

"The author has given his later years devot-
edly to this noble work, and has contributed In
no small degree to the restoration of good feel-
ing between the once hostile sections."

-f hid. U2: 619. Mr. 14, '07. 190w.

N. Y, Times. 12:56. Ja. 26, '07. 160w.

Knight, William Angus, ed. Memorials of
* Thomas Davidson, the wandering

scholar. *$i.25. Ginn. 7-26349.
The author has collected from various sources

estimates, or characterizations, by friends from
opposite points of view—a series of mental
photographs or appraisals of the man—and has
allowed these Jn their separateness to tell the
story of Thomas Davidson's life and work.

KnoUys, George. Ledgers and literature.
*$i.25. Lane.

A collection of essays upon such subjects as;
A professor of sentiment, Luinching in the city.
On the adventures of living in a lunatic asy-
lum. An officer of the boys' brigade. On the
cultivation of the spirit of Greek archaeology,
and A week on the Thames.

"[*t times] Mr. Knollys, possibly under the
influence of a lunch-cake which he despises,
allows the pro3e-poet ^n him to diminish into
the poeticule of iirose."

-^ Ath. 1906, 2: 547. N. 3. ISOw.

"Some of these humorously fa.nciful sketches
might also have come from the pen of Ciiarles
Lamb at his desJc in the East India house."

-}- Dial. 41:328. N. 16, '06. 360w.

"These essays, on the whole, are kept up to
a very respectable standard, a standard cer-
tainly far higher than that whicli the ordinary
novelist reaches. But the standard rarely
reaches really brilliant and -original work."

-i
Sat. R. 103:340. Mr. 16, '07. 210w.

"There is often common-sense, quite good
cominon-sense in it, but not wisdom."

-I Spec. 97:830. N. 24, '06. 140w.

Knowles, Robert Edward. Undertow.
t$i.5o. Revell. 6-38396.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1900.

"Is a good novel, and a pleasant one, and in
every respect worthy of tlie author of 'St. Cuth-
bert of the West.' "

-r Acad. 72: 274. Mr. 10, '07. 200w.

Knox, Charles Edwin. Electric light wir-
ing. *$2. McGraw pub. 7-18292.

The author has considered the wiring of
buildings by the two and tlirce-wire systems
only. •'The diiierent generating systems, such
as double-generator, single-generator with a
balancer set or vv'ith compensating transform-
ers are then very simply outlined by tiie aid of
diagrams. Methods of wiring buildings approved
by the National board of fire underwriters,
and the proper use of conduit, cables, tubes,
porcelain fittings, etc., are described. The au-
thor l;as included considerable information on
the manufacture of interior conductors with the
National code requirements." (Engin. N.)

The volume presents the subject of building
wiring in actual practice. For this reason the
book should be erf especial use to young engi-
neers who have not had time or opportunity
to acquire a system of practice for themselves.
To those who have had little opportunity to ap-
proach" electrical engineering mathematically,
this book should be equally useful."

-j- Engin. N. 57: 669. Je. 13, '07. 750w.

Knox, George William. Development of

religion in Japan. **$i.50. Putnam.
7-6732.

"In three religions 'the religion of Japan'
finds various expression. Shintoism is re-

ligious patriotism; Buddhism is the faith of the

unlettered and poor; Confucianism is 'the re-

ligion of gentlemen." These three have been
variously modified during the comparatively
brief period of fourteen centuries covered by
historical dates. The account of these changes
constitntes a liistory 01 the development of

that innate reli'^ious feelmg in which all reli-

gions root. . . . The rehgion of Japan already
finds a fourth expression in Christianity, as -l

parr of the nation's new enlightenment."—Out-
look.

"Witli the ease and poise of a trained schol-

ar, he shows us the development of religion In

Japan." William Elliot GrifRs.

-f -f Dial. 42:335. Je. 1. '07. 1220w.

"Less interesting as a human story than
'The religions of Japan,' by another American
author, this work is far superior as the phil-

osophic presentation of a most fascinating chap-
ter in the grand story of the human mind."

+ ^ ind. 63: 224. Jl. 25, '07. 470w.

"In the possible elements of human interest

this book may be lacking but as a philosophical

treatment of a great theme in a spirit at once
catholic, critical, and sympathetic, it is a mas-
tGroiGCG *'

_|. ^ Nation. 85: 37. Jl. 11, '07. 1270w.
"Shows in an admirable manner how the re-

ligious feelings of the nation have been excit-

ed, and how in the course of the ages they
have changed and progressed." K. K. Kawa-
kami.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 217. Ap. 6, '07. 890w.

"This volume has interest tor the general
reader. Its author is peculiarly qualified for

appreciative treatment of his si^bject by his

long residence in Japan."
-+- Outlook. 85: 765. Mr. 30, '07. 2i60w.

Knox, George William. Spirit of the Ori-

ent. *$i.SO. Crowell. 6-348.';S-

Descriptive note in Annual, 190*.

A.- L. .A. Bkl. 3: 45. F. '07. S.

"He is able to express himself in an easy
and graceful style."

.^ + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 218. Ja. '07. 350w.
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Knox, George William —Continued.
•'i'his work is, in our judgment, the best

volume on the subject that has appeared. No
one who wishes an intelligent grasp of the
great Eastern problem should fail to read
"Thf spirit of the Orient.' "

+ + Arena. ".7: 219. F. '07. 910w.

Current Literature. 42: 314. Mr. '07.

2110W.

"It is one of the keenest in analysis, perhaps,
of any book written on the Far Bast."

+ + Nation. 83: 561. D. 27, '05. 810w.

"The still too ignorant Occidental will find
not only a sympathetic study of the peoplas
and customs of India, Chir.a and Japan, out
also an appreciation of ch:; peculiar spirit and
problems oi eacii country."
+ + Outlook. 86:296. Je. 8, '07. 1390w.

Knyvett, Sir Henry. Defence of the realme.
*$i.75. Oxford.

"A hitherto unpublished manuscript now ed-
ited by Cliarles iiughts. Knyvett was a coun-
try a;entleman, a soldier and a magistrate who,
whi;n Kngland was, as it appeaieu, threatened
with a Spanish invasion in lo96, composed this
little treatise lor presentation to Queen Eliz-
abeth. In it he Set forth with the authority
of his long expiirience his views as to the best
way to master, train, equip, and handle an
army to beat uit the invasion."—Nation.

"The tract was written in haste. On the
technical side the treatise is at its weakest.
It advocates the use of the antiquated long-
bow."— Am. Hist. R. 12: 688. Ap. '07. 140w.
"The volume is very pleasan/t to read and

handle."
+ Ath. 1906, 2: 828. D. 29. 2S0w.

"His style is direct with an occasional quaint-
ness of turn, but not in itself noteworthy."

-i Nation. 84: 132. F. 7, '07. 130w.

Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 550. S. '07. lOOw,
"Is well edited ajid commented on by Mr.

Charles Hughes."
+ Sat. R. 104: 149. Ag. 3, '07. 290w.

"The book as a whole is exceedingly inter-
esting as well as curious, and Mr. Htighes de-
serves the gratitude of students, not only of
history but of military science, for his discov-
ery of Sir Henry Knyvett's pamphlet."

+ Spec. 98: sup. 653, Ap. 27, '07. 240w.

Kobbe, Gustav. Famous American songs,
il. **$i.50. Crowell. 6-35736.

Descriptive cote in Annual, 190€.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:11. Ja. '07. S.

"The work is admirably adapted for a pres-
entation volume, appropriate for all tastes."

-i- Arena. 37: 109. Ja. '07. 130w.
"Tells about everything one can in reason

wish to know about soane dozen native airs."
-r + Ind. 62: 498. F. 2S, '07. llOw.

Kobbe, Gustav. How to appreciate music.
**$i.5o. Moffat. 6-38904,

An attempt in wholly untechnical language,
to satisfy tne desires of those who enjoy mu-
sic and wish to itnow more about it. The vol-
ume is divided Into three sections: How to ap-
preciate a pianoforte recital. How to appreciate
an orchestral concert, and How to appreciate
vocal music.

"Enthusiastic, sometimes gushing, but as a
whole, interesting, readable and instructive.
Does not replace Krehbiel's 'How to listen to
music;' it Is not so well written nor so system-
atically arranged, but it is more suggestive
and contains material on later composers, suoh
as Richard Strauss, not to be found In Kreh-
blel "

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 11. Ja. '07. S.

"Avowedly 'popular' in Intent, and even at
times a bit careless In style, the book contains
a deal of gossipy chat about miusicdans."

+ Ind. 62: 916. Ap. 18, '07. 560w.

"Hero ar-,» elucidation, history, criticism, gos-
sip, anecdote, cleverly commingled, making the
book one that can be read for entertainment as
well as instruction."

-;- Nation. 53:445. N. 22, '06. 390w.
"The seeker after musical knowledge will

find much that is entertaining and instructive
in these pages and much that is suggestive;
but we are constrained to say that he is also
likely to find much that is misleading and un-
balanced." Richard Aldrich.

{ N. Y. Times. 12:149. Mr. 9. '07. 380w.

Kobbe, Gustav. Signora. t$i. Crowell.
7-21369.

The incidents of this sketch take place be-
hind the scenes in the Metropolitan opera house.
New York. They are associated with a little waif
that was left at the stage entrance one stormy
night when Calv§ and other famous singers
were rendering Carmen. The child is adopted
by the company and grows up to be the central
figure in a romance whose side-light touches
reveal characteristics of well known singers who
are seen under thin disguises.

"Is as interesting to the older people as to
the children."

+ N. y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12, '07. llOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 40w.
"It is a pleasant story of kindness, and is

Interesting from its original setting."
+ Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12, '07. llOw.

Koenigsberger, Leo. Hermann von Helm-
holtz; tr. by Frances A. Welby. *$5.25.
Oxford. 7-1 1038.

A translation, slightly abridged, of a well
known German work. "This volume, of absorb-
ing interest, outlines a life which was intim-
ately bound up in the life of the scientific world
during the last century." (Nation.)

"(^re has been taken to retain what is es-
sential, and the work has therefore suffered
but little. The translation has been carried out
with skill, and the writing is on the whole
good."

-i- Ath. 1907, 1:260. Mr. 2. 410w.
— Nation. 84: 416. My. 2, '07. 730w.

Kraus, Edward Henry. Essentials of crys-
tallography. *$i.6o. Wahr. 6-38911.

A book Intended for beginners. "A bibliog-
raphy of forty-one titles of Important refer-
ence books and articles Is at the beginning of
the book. This is followed by a sixteen-page
general discussion of the properties of crystals
their arrangement Into systems, the symbols
used, the symmetry, and tractlonal forms. The
systems are then taken up in order, beginning
with the cubic and following through to the
trlcllnlc. The relations of axes, symmetry, and
possible classes are taken up with considerable
care in each system." (J. Geol.)

"The book seems well suited to its purpose,
and puts in a concise and compact form that part
of its subject which is absolutely essential for
an understanding of crystallography." J. C. J.

4- -f- J. Geol. 15: 507. Jl. '07. 300w.

"The six pages devoted to compound crys-
tals will seem to many Inadequate. Not the
least valuable part of the work Is an appen-
dix." "Wm. Herbert Hobbs.
+ + Science, n. s. 24: 807. D. 21, '06. 770w.

Kropotkin, Petr Alexeivich. Conquest of
bread. *$i. Putnam. 7-1T010.

The undertone of Prince Kropotkln's discus-
sion is that "every society which has abolished
private property will be forced to reorganize it-

self on the lines of communistic anarchy."
"He attempts to demonstrate that communistic
and socialistic ideals, despite setbacks and re-
actions have ever been approaching nearer to
practical realization." (R. of Rs.)
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"The translator has done his work well, but
has been unable to conceal tne extent to which
the plausibility of the book rests upon a large
use of vague words and of the fallacy of com-
position and division when talking about 'the

people' and 'the workers.' "

-I
Ath. 1907, 1:380. Mr. 30. 640-w.

"He Is a close reasoner, a learned traveller,

a keen observer, and he brings into brilliant

light uninterpreted truths." Charles Richmond
Henderson.

H Dial. 43: 230. O. 16, '07. 25.0w.

"Kropotkln's chapters lack the charm and
the i,oientific serenity of his 'Autobiography*
and his 'Fields, factories and workshops." "

— Ind. 62: 1207. My. 23, '07. 680w.

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 441. Jl. '07. 150w.

"An extremely interesting- exposition of the
gospel of anarchy."

i Lend. Times. 6: 71. Mr. 1, '07. 960w.

"The present volume adds nothing to what
he has said elsewhere and it is hard to under-
stand why it has been brought out in American
drBSS '

*

'— Nation 84: 20. Jl. 4, '07. 130w.
R. of Rs, 35: 759. Je. '07. 80w.

"Prince Peter Kropotkin lives in another
world and talks another la:iguage."— Spec. 97: 9:^3. D. 8, '06. 250w.

Krusi, Hermann. Recollections of my life;

ed. by Elizabeth S. Ailing. **$2.so.

Grafton press. 7-26153.

An autobiographical sketch supplemented by
extracts from the educator's personal records
and a review of his literary productions togeth-
er with selected essays. The record of the au-
thor's educational career chiefly identified with
the Oswego normal school, is enlivened "record
book" material which afford glimpses into his
Intellectual life and his character.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 40w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 718. N. 9, '07. 140w.

Kuhn, Franz. Barbarossa, tr. from the Ger-
man, by George P. Upton. *6oc. Mc-
Clurg. 6-35590.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:21. Ja. '07. !«

Kuhns, (Levi) Oscar. John Huss: The wit-
ness. *$i. West. Meth. bk. 7-23894.

In this volume in the "Men of the kingdom"
series it has been the author's aim "to give a
plain, straightforward, and concis'i account of
the life, death, and influence of one of the
world'.s most inspiring witnesses of the truth."

Kyle, George A. Morning glory club. $1.25.
Page. 7-12001.

The women of a northern Isew England town
are seized with the spirit of club organization
and the "Morning glory club" is the result.
General improvement, a definite force for good
In the toyn\ seem to be their theoretical watch-
words yet they go far afield for bits of gossip
to retail indiscriminately at their meetings. An
equally gossipy group of husbands in the back-
ground, a village parson who believes tliat the
club is the devil's own disguise, a charming
young school teacher, misunderstood and much
maligned, and the parson's son, dismissed from
college for his pranks, furnish some of the per-
sonalItii='s with which the story deals. Comic
as well as tragic happenings abound, but all
ends well amid wholesome reform and recon-
ciliation.

"He has displayed no startling originality,
but the story is readable."

-r N. Y. Times. 12: 292. My. 4, '07. 170w.

Labriola, Antonio. Socialism and philoso-
phy; tr. by Ernest Untermann. $1.
Kerr. 7-3090.

This volume in the "International library of
social science^'' has been translated! from
the third Italian edition, which has been
revised and amplified by the au-
thor. In the form of a series of letters, "a
conversation in writing" with Mr. G. Sorel,
Labriola has shown "that we must study the
social conditions which were the cradle of his-
torical materialism, if we would understand
Its full meaning. He has demonstrated to us
that we must familiarize ourselves also with
the individual growth of the founders of sci-
entific socialism, of its prominent interpreters,
its present day elaborators."

Ladd, Horatio Oliver. Chunda: a story
of the Navajos. $1.25. Meth. bk.

6-37926.

"The career of an Indian girl and her lover,
who broke away from their barbaric tribe to
learn for its redemption the principles and arts
of civilization. Years afterward they emerge
from their training . . . and go back to their
native mountain ... to labor together for the
civilization and Christianization of their peo-
ple. . . . Dramatic and tragic interest is add-
ed to the narrative, which breathes a deeply
religious spirit ihroughout with an evident
purpose of stimulating a missionary interest."
—Outlook.

+ N. Y. Times. 11:808. D. 1, '06. llOw.
"It is an excellent book for Sundiay-schoo'

libraries. All that it seems to lack is a pref-
atory note to indicate how far it is fiction and
how far it is fact."

-! — Outlook. 84: 938. D. 15, '06. 130w.

Lafargue, Paul. The right to be lazy and
other studies. 50c. Kerr. 7-23081.

Papers whose purpose is to incite the social-
ist to march up to the assault of the ethics and
the social theories of capitalism and establish
a future communist society "peaceably if we
may, forcibly if we must."

Lamb, C. G. Alternating currents: a text-
book for students of engineering. *$3
Longmans. W 7-137.

"The first seven chapters cover the prelim-
inary statements of the usual methods of treat-
ing alternate-current problems in general, also
of measuring instruments, and discuss the the-
ory of the sin;?le-phase transformer. ... A
very brief mention of single-phase commutator
motors occupies the eighth chapter. . . . The
rest of the book is devoted to the considera-
tion of alternators both as generators and mo-
tors, and of Induction motors."—Nature.

"He has succeeded in produ'cing an excel-
lent reference book for engineers, but from the
reviewer's experience it is too heavy a text for
undergraduates." Henrv H. Norris.

4 — Engln. N. 56:635. D. 13. '06. 530w.

H Nature. 75: 97. N. 29, '06. ISlOw.

Lamb, Charles. Essays of Elia; with an in-

troduction and notes by Alfred Ainger,
and a biographical sketch by Henry
Morley. $1.25. Crov^-ell.

Uniform with the "Thin paper classics," this
volume is furnished with such additional helps
as a biographical sketch of Lamb, an introduc-
tion and notes.
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Lambert, Preston A. . Computation and
mensuration. *8oc. Macmillan. 7-30461.

A short course whose chapters are as follows:
Approximate computation, Graphic computation,
Method of co-ordinates, Volumes of solids
bounded by planes. Use of trigonometric func-
tions. Use of logarithms. Limits, Graphic alge-
bra, Areas bounded by curves. Volumes of sol-
ids. "These headings give in a general way the
subject matter of the book. Greatest attention
is givdn to concrete applications of principles.
The solution of characteristic problems is illus-
trated and several additional are given for so-
lution at numerous points throughout." (Engln.
N.)

-t- Engin. N. 58: 427. O. 17, '07. 330w.

Lampson, G. Locker-. Consideration of the
state of Ireland in the nineteenth cen-
tury. *$5. Button.

"A dictionary of English misgovernment of
Ireland." (Spec.) It is "expressly, intended to
gibbet the incompetence of Ireland's governors
for five centuries and in suffusing British cheeks
with shame to evoke better intentions for the
future." The author "dloes not believe Ireland's
ills will be cured by home rule. He proposes
closer union, rather than separation. Only hie

suggests that that union be commercial and
social, not political." (N. T. Times.)

"Relates, though not in well-arranged order,
the chief political events connected with recent
Irish Jiistory."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 757. Je. 22. 130w.
"It is a combination of history, character-

drawing, political discussion, and the eviscera-
tion of blue books which Mr. Lampson's volume
offers. He is a shrewd observer of men."

-j Nation. 85: 142. Ag. 15, '07. 470w.
"Mr. Loclcer-I/ampson makes an exhaustive

examination of Irish conditions—and finds what
others have found. The chief Interest of this
book is in the remedy he proposes."

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 545. S. 14, '07. 1400w.
Outiook. 87: 589. N. 16, '07. 270w.

"It is a pity that so much labor should have
been marred by such want of judgment."

h Sat. R. 104: 422. O. 5, '07. 1630w.
"Regarded, however, as a thesaurus of Iilsh

history, this volume, well arranged, well indexed,
almost too lavishly appendixed, is of the high-
est value as a reference book; it is 'the case'
against Irish misgovernment."
-t- H Spec. 99: 93. Jl. 20, '07. SQOw.

Lanciani, Rodolfo Amedeo. Golden days of
the renaissance in Rome from the
pontificate of Julius II. to that of Paul
III. **$5. Houghton. 6-39434.

Against the glowing background of Rome's
renaissance, Signor Lancianl's five distinct fig-
ures are traced: "Paul III., who during the fif-

teen years that he occupied the chair of St. Pe-
ter's accomplished such wonders In rescuing
Rome from the degradation Into which It had
fallen: Michelangelo and Raphael, supreme in
art; Vittoria Colonna, the most cultured of six-
teenth century women; and Agostino Chigi, the
banker whose splendid financial abilities and
great wealth gave him the surname of '11 Mag-
nlflco.' " (Dial.)

A few slips in dates which we have observed
may be due to oversight on the part of the
proof-reader, but inconsistency In giving the
modern equivalent for sums of money can
hardly be duo to that cause. In general there
is good reason to soeak well of the book."

-h '— Am. Hist. R. 12: 623'. Ap. '07. 840w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 241. D. '06.

"The work is one of permanent value and In-
terest, and a special word of praise must D©
given to the Illustrations. There is an excellent
index."

+ -f Ath. 1907, 1:545. My. 4. 1230w.

"Fills a gap in the important series of top-
ographical and antiquarian studies whereby
the most readable of archaeologists has done
so much to render the chaotic Rome of to-day
an intelligible spectacle to the passing pil-
grim." Harriet Waters Preston.

+ Atlan. 99: 424. Mr. '07. 1350w.
"The many matters which Signor Lanciani has

taken out of their seml-obscurlty in the Italian
archives of learned societies and made available
to the English reader, the many stories which
be has himself aided in unfolding, entitle him to
to not a little gratitude." Anna B. McMahan.

4- + Dial. 41:446. D. 16, '06, 1390w.
"It is really in this elaborate introduction to

his main topic ihat the professor best proves
his originality of thought and literarv skill."

J Int. Studio. 31: 165. Ap. '07. 320w.
"The volume contains much hitherto-unpub-

lished information gained from study of the old
monuments."

4- Lit. D. 33: 855. D. 8, '06. 70w.
"The general attractiveness of Lancianl's

writing is indubitable. His sentences run flu-
ently. He is singularly effective in the man-
ner of telling a story as it were to a single lis-

tener. The writer can hardly hold himself
down for two consecutiv.'? minutes to tiie top-
ic lie has in hand. Anothei- fault is the tend-
ency to inaccuracy, which appears so frequent-
ly in matters that can be checked, that it

arouses distrust of the author's accuracy in
matters of perhaps greater moment that lie

within the scope of his peculiar knowledge."
H Nation. 84: 2C8. Mr. 21, '07. 1340w.

-f N. Y. Times. 11: 810. D. 1, '06. 170w.

"Rodolfo Lanciani seems now to have reached
the age when his accumulation of knowledge
vaguely obscures his point of view as to the
essentials required for popular interpretation."

-f — N. Y. Times. 12: 309. My. 11, '07. 760w.

"A notable and impressive looking volume."
4- Outlook. 85: 765. Mr. 30, '07. 270w.

4- R. of Rs. 35: 115. Ja. '07. 30w.

"Professor Lanciani, indeed, who. In the
course cf a gossiping and diverting book, de-
votes a chapter to the subject, writes of these
poems with somewhat lesa than his customary
insight."

H Sat. R. 103:430. Ap. 6, '07. S80w.

"Signor liancianl knows his subject thor-
oughly and at first hand, and he Is able to
bring to bear a vast amount of curious and in-
teresting detail."

f Spec. 98: 1007. Je. 29, '07. 250w.

Landon, Perceval. Under the sun. *$4.8o.
Doubleday. 7-35221.

"Twenty-five chapters 'written in the course
of annual wanderings over India during the
last five years. . . . Every province in India,
including Burma, is represented. . . . The final
char)ter pui'ports to describe the later days of
Na:ia Sahib. . . . The book is well Illustrat-
ed."—Ath.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 124. My. '07.

"The chapters are mainly impressions of
many Indian cities, and they are generally cor-
rect and just; the writer Is faithful as to local
colour, and not less trustworthy as to local

smells, which are often more Insistent, If less

insisted on by descriptive writers."
.^ Ath. 1906, 2: 828. D. 29. 500w.

"Many of his narratives of famous persons
and events . . . are of thrilling interest." H. E.
(ioblentz.

4- Dial. 42: 372. Je. 16, '07. 250w.

"Has most of the attractive literary features
of the author's recent volume on Tibet. The Il-

lustrations, an important feature of the book.
Include many unusual aspects of India."

4- + Lit. D. 35: 207. Ag. 10, '07. 560w.

"Even the reader who has never seen India
may enjoy these impressions; but it Is the
visitor reading on the spot, or, still more, the
old resident refreshing his memory with them
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for whom they will have ttie greatest charm.
As far as it is possible to do so in words, they
certainly cotivey the impression of the colour-
ing and the atmosphere of the scenes which
they describe."

-j- Lend. Times, 5:391. N. 23, '06. 780w.
"He certainly has produced a readable book,

though many of his sketches convey less clear-
cut impressions of the places than those of
some other writers who have gone over the
ground before, Steevens, for instance; and they
lack proportion. Some point is seized on and
overstrained with a discursiveness that causes
the reader at times to lose the thread of the
narrative, whilst other more characteristic fea-
tures of the nicture are omitted."—

-I- Nature. 75:268. F. 17, '07. 880w.

"The author has had a quick eye for the dis-
tinctive features of the Eastern wonderland."

-\- N. Y. Times. 12: 285. My. 4, '07. 400w.

"Mr. Landon's book is valuable because it

comprises suggestive impressions of an acute
observer as to the actual present."

+ Outlook. 86: 340. Je. 15, '07. 140w.

+ R. of Rs. 36: 512. O. '07. 60w.
"He writes well and picturesquely. Book-

making of this sort is overdone, and the chief
novelty in it is the account given at the end,
of the last days of Nana Sahib. It is a some-
what incongruous chapter in such a book, and
at best is not a very valuable or entertaining
contribution to historv."

h Sat. R. 102: 747. D. 15, '06. 150w.

Landor, Walter Savage. Charles James Fox:
a commentary on his life and charac-
ter; ed. by Stephen Wheeler. *$2.75.

Putnam. 7-29125.
A hitherto unpublished work of Walter Sav-

age Lander's—a study of the life and charac-
ter of the statesman Charles James Fox. The
book was printed in 1812, but suppressed, and
the manuscript and all but one copy of the
book were destroyed. "The memoirs were, of
course, highly eulogistic of Fox, .and hence a
bgte noire to Landor, who was in the habit
of hurling abuse with impartial hand at most
of the political leaders of his day." (N. Y.
Times.)

"It is handsomely set forth and the editorial
notes are good and sufRcient." G. S. Street.

+ Acad. 72: 73. Je. 15, '07. 880w.
"No reader of discrimination can lay the vol-

ume aside without feeling that, despite its ex-
travagance and occasional perversity it is the
product of a noble and magnificently endowed
Intellect."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 656. Je. 1. 1270w.

"Its present day claim is upon students of
literature rather than of politics. It is the vig-
orous unconventional prose in which Landor's
political and literary convictions are expressed
that gives the volume any permanent value
that attaches to it."

-I- Ind. 63: 881. O. 10, '07. 490w.

+ Lond. Times. 6: 138. My. 3, '07. 1320w.

"As an historical estimate of Fox the book
is too polemical to have much value, but the
st^'le has a rare energy and color."

-i Nation. 85: 12-6. Ag. 8, '07. 270w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 504. Ag. 17, '07. 400w.

"Well worth the painstaking labor that Mr.
Stephen Wheeler has bestowed upon it, for in
its present form the 'Commentary' has both a
literary and a political value." Edward Porritt.

+ No. Am. 185: 664. Jl. 19, '07. 1810w.

"A work which, for all its defects, bears in
certain particulars the stamp of true genius."

-I Outlook. 88:562. Je. 13, '07. 1910w.
"It was certainly well worth publishing, and

the editor has done his work with care and pre-
cision."

+ Sat. R. 103: 625. My. 18, '07. 130w.
"It is as a glimpse into Landor's mind, as an

additional chapter in the life of one of the

strangest and most original among Englishmen of letters, that his 'comnieniary' posses-
ses its real and permanent value."

+ Spec. 99: 292. Ag. 31, '07. 2430 w.

Lang, Andrew. Homer and his age. *$3.50.
Longmans. 7-2323.

"The present volume, while it contains much
that is to be found in its predecessor ['Homer
apd the epic'] is less general, and deals rather
with problems of archaeology, the writer seek-
ing to show that throughout the Iliad there is a
consistency in regard to such details as the
peculiar leudal relations of the chiefs to their
over-lord, the burial of the dead, the use of
bronze for weapons, or the descriptions of ax-
mour, which affords convincing proof that all
parts of the poem are approximately of tne
same date." (Spec.)

"We welcome another powerful counterblast
from the graceful and vigorous pen of Mr..
Andrew Lang against the disintegrators of tha
poems of Homer." R. Y. Tyrrell.

-I- Acad. 71:543. D. 1, '06. 1600w.
"It is a fascinating book, and a noteworthy.

Mr. Lang was born too late to keep the wolf
from the door of the Homeric house, but this
championship of Homer will go far to bring
the poets scattered goods together again un-
der one roof, to be the heirlooms of Achaean
glory."

-r -}- Acad. 72: 624. Je. 29, '07. 2200w.
"Altogether, from frontispiece. . . to finis,

the book is one for which every Homeric stu-
dent may well oe grateful." J. Irving Manatt.

i- -f Am. Hist. R. 12: 605. Ap. '07. 700w.
"We are sorry that Mr. Lang has not treated

his subject more thoroughly, because we are
at one with him in most that he says, and
would fain go the whole way if we could."

-I Ath. 1907. 1: 38. Ja. 12. 1260w.
"Mr. Lang's polemic, despite much repetition

and some wearisome details, holds the atten-
tion by a wealth of pertinent illustration from
Norse and Old French literature, and by the
force and cunning of his dialectical sword-
play." Paul Shorey.

-I Dial. 42: 24i>. Ap. 16, '07. 1450w.
"ISxcellent book."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 75 Mr. 8, '07. 1790w.
"He has evidently written up bis notes cur-

roitc. oalamOj >vith littlo . concern for system
and unity of presentation, consistency In argu-
ment, or the elimination of wearisome repiti-
tion."

-i Nation. 84: 458. My. 16, '07. 580w.
"Mr. Lang has written such a sound, humane

and scholarly book that we can say directly:
This is of the absolute truth."

-}- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 26. Ja. 19, '07. 1630w.
+ Sat. R. 103: 304. Mr. 9, '07. 1740w.

"Those who love Homer or admire Mr. Lang
will take up this volume with eagerness, only
to close it with a sigh, while the critic who
dreamed of finding matter for a pleasant essay
discovers that he has to deal with a dispute
the pleadings in which would perplex and
vve.iry even the Court of Chancery."

H Spec. 97: 1046. D. 22. '06. 1850w.

Lang, Andrew, ed. Olive fairy book. **$i.6o.
Longmans. 7-31208

Colored plates and numerous other illustra-
tions give additional life to these tales derived
from various sources, from India, France, Tur-
key, Armenia, and Denmark.

"As fascinating as those that have gone be-
fore. The book is sure to enthral any child who
may possess it, and many persons of more dis-
creet years."

+ Ath. 1907, 2:478. O. 19. 90w.
Nation. 85: 496. N. 28, '07. 70w.

"At times are gruesome and without moral,
to an extent that prohibits their being whole-
some reading for very j'-oung children."— R. of Rs. 36: 764. D. '07. lOOw.
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Lang, Andrew, ed.—Continued.
"The collection is an excellent one—Mr. Lang's

editorship vouches for that—and one and all are
entertaining."

+ Spec, 99: sup. 748. N. 16, '07. l&Ow.

Lang, Andrew, ed. Orange fairy book; il.

* by H. J. Ford. **$i.6o. Longmans.
6-34647.

Mr. Lang says that his stories " 'are taken
from those told by grannies to grandchildren In
many countries and. many languages—French,
Italian, Spanish, Catalan, Gaelic, Icelandic, Cher-
okee, African, Indian, Australian, Slavonic, and
what not' As he says, the old puzzle remains

—

"why do the stories of the remotest people so
closely resemble each other?' " (Sat. R.)

+ Acad. 71: 584. D. 8, '06. llOw.
4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3:52. F. '07. ^«

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 511. O. 27. 70w.

+ Cath. World. 84: 408. D. '06. 60w.
"Mr. Lang's 'Orange fairy book' will not have

to look far for eager hands."
+ Ind. 61: 1407. D. 22, '06. 40w.

"High among fairy books must be placed An-
drew Lang's annual offering."

+ Nation. 83: 514. D. 13. '06. 70w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 718. N. 3, '06. 140w.

+ Outlook. 84: 632., N. 10, '06. 60w.
"Some of them again, as In past years, too

gruesome for child reading."
H R. of Rs. 34: 765. D. '06. 50w.

Sat. R. 102: sup. 8. D. 8, '06. 170w.
"There is less of the grruesome than we seem

to remember in one or other of the earlier vol-
umes, and there are, as usual, some Illustrations
of excellent quality."

+ Spec. 97: sup. 659. N. 3, *06. 230w.

Lang, Andrew, ed. Poets' country, il. **$S.
Lippincott.

In text and picture the purpose of this book
Is to trace the relations of i)oets with the as-
pects of "their ain countrie." Among the poets
are Scott, Shelley, Wordsworth, Coleridge, By-
ron, Chaucer, Goldsmith, Keats, Spencer, M'oore
and Burns. A number of men have participated
In producing the volume.

"The fact is that the 'spirit of place' domi-
nates a few poets only, and a more careful se-
lection would have made this book more repre-

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 787. Je. 29. 520w.
"The book is one to delight lovers of poetry

and lovers of the English country."
+ Dial. 43: 377. D. 1, '07. 280w.

+ Nation. 85: 397. O. 31, '07. 480w.
N. Y. Times. 12:666. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"It Is chock-block full of telling quotations,
and it really has plenty of pleasant and in-
formed matter."

+ Sat. R. 103: 788. Je. 22, '07. 160w.
"All the essays included in the volume may

be read with great pleasure."
-f Spec. 99: 133. Jl. 27, '07. 300w.

Lang, Andrew. Portraits and jewels of
Mary Stuart. *$2.7S. Macmillan. 7-2430.

A pictorial history of Mary Queen of Scot*
from her tenth yeaV to that preceding her
death. Mr. Lang has selected, in all, thirteen
portraits which he proves to be contemporary
and authentic. He is aided In accepting or re-
jecting a portrait by jewels represented to b«
worn at different sittings.

"The text is noteworthy for Its criticism. Ita
freshness, and its suggestiveness."

-f- -f- Ath. 1906. 2: 193. Ag. 18. 1020w.
"An inquiry from this point of view has added

considerably to our knowledge of the subject,
both with regard to portraits and miniatures.
Mr. Lang's most Important result is a rehabilita-
tion of a fascinating portrait in the possession of
the earl of Leven and Melville." Robert S. Rait.

-f- -f Eng. Hist. R. 21: 803. O. '06. 670w.
"With infinite care and rare critical acumen

he has summed up the arguments."
+ + Int. Studio. 30: 90. N. '06. 340w.
"The object of Mr. Lang, supplementing as he

does the researches of Sir George Scharf, Mr.
Lionel Cust, Mr. Foster, and others, is rather to
correct over-scepticism and to indicate if possible
the claims to consideration of certain portraits
on which doubts are thrown."

+ -I- Lond. Times. 5: 298. Ag. 31, '06. 2590w.
"Especially in its account of the Queen's jew-

els this study is a valuable addition to the
knowledge of all who have not the advantage of
being Scottish antiquarians."

-t- -t- Nation. 83: 418. N. 15, '06. 950w.
-f + N. Y. Times. 11: 557. S. 8, '06. 2220w.

(Reprinted from Lond. Times.)
"Mr. Lang has had several predecessors in

this field of research about Mary Stuart's per-
sonal appearance and ornaments, but he has
drawn information from original sources, and
added some fresh facts."

+ + Sat. R. 102: sup. 10. O. 13, '06. 150w.
"It is a subject after his own heart, and he

has done it ample justice."

+ + Spec. 97: 173. Ag. 4, '06. 450w.

Lang, Elsie M. Literary London; with in-

trod, by G. K. Chesterton. *$i.50.

Scribner. 7-13410.
Cfyclopedic In its manner of treatment and al-

phabetic in its arrangement Miss Lang's book
becomes one of handy reference.

"Will prove useful to the tourist who is in
search of the spots associated with the great
English writers."

-1- Dial. 42: 48. Ja. 16, '07. 60w.

"As a book of reference, It has merits, though
they do not include completeness."

H Nation. 84:57. Ja. 17, '07. 380w,

"To one who knows London well enoixgh to
have its broad map and the relative position of
its neighborhoods In his mind, the book Is a de-
light. It is a collection of prosalo but agreeable
memories."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 885, D. 22, '06. 1180w.

Langdon, Amelie, comp. Just for two: a

collection of recipes designed for two
persons. 3d ed., rev. and enl. *90c. Wil-
son. H. W.

A now edition of a popular cook book which
deals in amounts small enough to serve two
people without waste.

Langfeld, Millard. Introduction to infec-

tious and parasitic diseases, including

their cause and manner of transmission;
with an introduction by Lewellys F.

Barker. *$i.25. Blakiston. 7-17014.

A book for nurses, physicians and students
which gives a clear description of the funda-
mental principles of the causation and manner
of transmission of infectious diseases, and In-

cludes chapters on bacteriology, animal para-
sites and disinfectants and disinfection.

"Mr. Andrew Lang has now gone over the
ground again with an historical acumen greater
than that of any of his predecessors in the field."

J. H. Pollen, S. J.

+ + Acad. 70: 543. Je. 9, '06. 116Cw,

"For the general reader, it would be hard
to find a better concise statement of the more
modern view of micro-organisms in their rela-

tion to disease. But the classification of the
non-specific bacteria (p 51) is somewhat ob-
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scure, and the terminologry, although justified by
numerous precedents, is inconsistent."

i Nation. 85: 238. S. 12, '07. 220w.

+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 465. Jl. 27, '07. 200w.

Lankester, Edwin Ray. Kingdom of man.
**$i.40. Holt. 7-29194.

This is not "as its title might indicate, an
anthropological treatise, but rather a group of
three very interesting and striking essays on
scientific subjects, especially as related to the
needs and interests of humanity. The first is

the Romanes leciture at Oxford in 1906, and is

a . . . plea that the English universities aban-
don the compulsory study of Greek and Latin
and make the study of nature an integi-al and
predominant part of every man's education. . . .

The second essay is an outline of the advance
in science made in the last quarter of a cen-
tury, being the presidential address at the re-
cent meeting of the British association for the
advancement of science. . . . The closing essay
is on the 'Sleeping sickness' which is now
devastating tropical Africa and bids fair to be-
come the third great plague of the race."—Dial.

"He has conjured up for us, in the three chap-
ters of this book, a lurid picture of our posi-
tion to-day; while, at the same time, he gives
us a masterly exposition of what the new learn-
ing will do for us, both as regards our private
and our public affairs. The latest discoveries
in astronomy, physics, chemistry, and biology
are here lucidly set forth; and in such a way
that even the most skeptical must feel that we
have too long neglected our duty in this mat-
ter." W. P. Pycraft.

+ Acad. 72: 206. Mr. 2, '07. 1350w.

Review by Charles Atwood Kofoid.
+ Dial. 43: 14. Jl. 1. '07. 740w.

"The volume is a valuable addition to popu-
lar scientific literature. Its skeptical, almost
contemptuous attitude toward certain conclu-
sions of psychologists, quite as well established
as the human nature of the 'pithecanthropus,'
e. g. telepathy, freshly illustrates the streak of
provincialism observable in men of the highest
special learning."

-I Outlook. 86: 479. Je. 29, '70. 320w.

"A work of interest and scientific insight."
+ Spec. 9'8: sup. 644. Ap. 27, '07. 1220w.

Lansdale, Maria Horner. Chateaux of
Touraine. **$6. Century. 6-34856.

Descriptive note in Annual, lfl06.

"Authoritative, accurate, and charming in

Stylo."
4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 45. F. '07.

"The only chapter in which the author brea.ks
new ground is that on Luynes, which relates
at some length the history of the descendants
of Charles d'Albert."

-f- Ath. 1907, 1: 583. My. 11. 180w.

Reviewed by Harriet Waters Preston.
-t Atlan. 99: 422. Mr. '07. llOw.

Lapponi, Giuseppe. Hypnotism and spirit-

ism: a critical and medical study; _tr.

from the 2d rev. ed. by Mrs. Philip

Gibbs. *$r.5o. Longmans. •7-11197.

"The doctor carefully distinguishes hypnotism
from spiritism; and he points out the two con-
siderations that have led some writers to con-
found them. The first Is that hypnotic sub-
jects, as well as spiritistic media, belong to the
neurotic class; the second is that from hypnot-
ic to spiritistic phenomena the distance is not
great, and very frequently they are found side
by side, alternately, or even together."—Oath.
World.

"The author treats his subject In a simple,
popular fashion, and does not iwofess to have
any personal experience of spiritistic manifes-
tations, and no expert acquaintance with hyp-
notism."

+ Cath. World. 85: 403. Je. '07. 400w.

Nature. 76: 348. Ag. 8, -07. 3»(>w.

"Unquestionably it is highly interesting, but
its interest is for [one] who wants to study tho
mind of a pope's physician rather than occul-
tism, or for an araent disbeliever in metaphys-
ics who may be pleased oy an agreement with
his thoughts."

+ N. Y, Times. 12: 173. Mr, 23, '07. 280w.

Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.
N. Y. Times. 12: 425. Jl. 6, '07. 710w.

Larned, Josephus Nelson. Books, culture

and character. **$i. Houghton. 6-36012.

Descriptive note lu Annual, 190€.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 687. Ap. '07. 140w.

"Mr. Larned's book to some degree shows
the limitation under which many good treatises
suffer. They deal with what ought to be, to
the exclusion of what is." Wm. T. Brewster.
+ -\ Forum. 28: 382. Ja. '07. 1210w.

"Tihe addresses are neither erudite nor 'lit-

erary.' But they are commendable for the plain
common-sense andi simple clear-sightedness
with which they resolve some of the confusions
and sophistries of the day."

+ Nation. 84: 10. Ja. 3, '07. 170w.

'"fhe appeal for a more humanistic teacliing

of historv and tlie straightforward attack upon
manv sophistical subtilities of the present day
commend the oook to those who are not bored
by the plain good intention and right-minded
common-sense. ' George H. Browne.
4- .| School R. 15:401. My. '07. 850w.

Lasance, F. X. Thoughts on the religious
* life. *$i.5o. Benziger.

On the general principles of religious life,

on perfect charity the end of the religious life,

on vocation, the vows, the rules, the cloister

virtues and the main devotions of the church.

Lathers, Richard. Reminiscences of Rich-
* ard Lathers. **$2.50. Grafton press.

7-21270.

Reminiscences of sixty years of active life

spent in South Carolina, Massachusetts, and
New York. Tho a Southerner, the author's at-
titude was o.gainst secession and he stood for
the ijreservation of the Union.

N. Y. Times. 12: 6«4. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"The many friendships that he formed dur-
ing and after the civil war with men of promi-
nence give a peculiar interest to his letters,

which chiefly make up the present volume."
+ R. of Rs. .36: 755. D. '07. 90w.

Lathrop, Elise. Where Shakespeare set his

stage. **$2. Pott. 6-33547.

"Lovers of Shakespeare will be particularly
interested in the J^athrop volume."

J- Ind. 61:1403. D. 22, '06. 150w.

"The book is a welcome, if not a weighty,
addition to the Shakespearian literature, and
will form a profitable companion volume to an
edition of his works."

+ Spec. 99: sup. 4&6. O. 5, '07. 180w.

Latta, Marion Nisbet-. Handbook of Amer-
ican gas-engineering practice. *$4-50.

Van Nostrand. 7-30142.

A three-part work as follows: 1, Water-gas
manufacture, from the considieration of the
fuels and materials to the gas-holder; 2, Gas
distribution, including also a discussion of the
various gas-burning appliances and their at-

tendant data; 3, General technical data, con-
taining theoretical, mathemaltical. and technical
information on the properties of gases and steam
caloric values, temperature data, etc.

"The sweeping condemnation of any work
shr>uld ever be unpleasant and KOt lightly done.
Not>'lng else seems possible, however, in the
case of this book and gas engineers, should be
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Latta, Marion Nisbet Continued.
prompt to disavow it as representing to any
appreciable extent 'American gas engineering
practice.' " Walton Forstall and Charles J.
Ramjsburg.

Engin. N. 5S: 531. N. 14, '07. 1940w.

Lau, Robert Julius. Old Babylonian tem-
ple records. **$i.SO. Macmillan.

6-46312.
•'In the winter of 1894-95 DeSarzec, the ex-

plorer of Tello, unearthed . . . large collections
of inscribed clay tablets, estimated to number
about 30.000. . . . Columbia university ac-
quired 25S of them, which Dr. I.au has pub-
lished in this small and handy volume. A little

more than one-third of the tablets he has
transcribed. These appear in facsimile repro-
duction with a sign list and glossary. Pre-
fixed to this is a catalogue of the entire col-

lection, containing a description of each tablet
and its contents."—Nation.

"It is a line piece of work, accurately done,
and a credit to the university's scholarship;
while it illustrates the importance to a univer-
sity of having access to such original material
for study."

-f -^ Ind. 62:445. F. 21, '07. 330w.

"Intended primarily for Assyxiclogists, they
contain material of the first value for the stu-

dent of the history of mankind."
-f Nation. 84: 414. My. 2, '07. BOOw.

Laughlin, Clara E. Felicity: the makin.er of

a comedienne. ''$1.50. Scribner. 7-10619.

The story of a stage career. Felicity Fergus,
orphaned in babyhood, is brought up by an
austere grandmother who fought the child's

irrc'prf fusible sense of humor, vivid imagination
and general spirit of hero worship. Felicity
comes under the snell of an old com?dian, who
discovers the spark of histrionism in her, but
who discourages an ambitious aunt in starting
the child upon the long road to stage fame.
Nevertheless the start is made, and the reader
is gi\en an intimate view of hardships that
pave the way to success, of heartaches and
struggU-s that lie just back of the footlights.

The great charm of the story lies in the un-
sullied freshness with which Felicity emerges
from her developing process against odds to

grace the high places in her profession.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:136. My. '07.

"It leaves you with the pleasant feeling that
the world is full of gentle and brave people;
that suffering is accounted for by the sweeten-
ing of character under its ministry; and that
love will not pass by on the other side if one's
heart is ready to receive it." Harry James
Smith.

-f Allan. 100: 133. Jl. '07. 380w.
"Studies of theatrical life, that bear the im-

print- of accurate kmiwledgo r.re so few and far
betv/een that 'Felicity' would still Vie a note-
worthy book even without the bli-nding of ten-
der humour and pathos which it in no small
degree possesses." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-1- -f- Bookm. 25: 284. Aji. '07. 390w.

"It is, on the whole, a i?ovel of such interest
and charm that we are content to accept It,

with whatever defects may accompany Its qual-
ities, as one of the most pleasing contributions
to the season's output of fiction." Wm. M.
Payne.

-\ Dial. 42: 315. My. 16, '07. 500w.

"It is the first American story of stage life

that promises to achieve a popular success,
perhaps because it does not go too far below
the surface."

-f Ind. 62: 1268. My. 30. '07. 120w.
"The story gives a very fair idea of the

wholesome side of th'S stage."
-I- Lit. D. 34:593. Ap. 13. '07. 2S0w.

"The merits of this book lie largely In Its

freedom from the usual features of the the-
atrical novel."'

+ Nation. St: 291. Mr. 28. '07. 310w.

"There are some awkward constructions. The
stoi-y upon the whole, however, is an admirable
one, ouite out of the common, and full of varied
interest."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 189. Mr. 30, '07. S80w.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 382. Je. 15, '07. 130w.
"It is full of ui'usual aualities, but there are

too many monologues and duets in it; every-
body except Phineas Morton talks' too much."

-I Outlook. So: 115. My. 18, '07. ISOw.

Laughlin, James Laurence. Industrial Amer-
ica; the Berlin lectures of 1906. **$i.25.
Scribner. 6-37187.

These lectures given at Berlin by Prof. Laugh-
lin of Chicago university were delivered in the
German language and include the following in-
dustrial subjects: American competition with
Europe, Protection and reciprocity. The labor
problem, The trust problem. The railway ques-
tion. The banking problem. The present status
of economic thinking in the United States,

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 99. Ap. '07. S.

"The volume is to be commended to all who
are seeking to understand these questions."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 468. N. '06. 120w.
"But while we believe Professor Laughlin has

not over-stated the facts concerning the Senate
we wonder at his inability to reason consistent-
ly when he attempts to discuss some other im-
portant problems." Robert E. Bisbee.

H Arena. 36:675. D. '06. 1950w.
"Interesting and well-written volume."
-r + Ath. 1907, 1: 314. Mr. 16. 12H0w.

"It must be admitted that he has not duly
considered in his argument some very impor-
tant aspects of the subject." Charles Rich-
mond Henderson.

-I Dial. 43: 248. O. 16, '07. 140w.
"Tho much contained tlierein may appear to ua

trite and commonplace, the volume, neverthe-
less, forms a noteworthy addition to our eco-
nomic literature."

+ Ind. 61: 1230. N. 22, '06. 860w.

"There is nothing now in print better worth
the attention of American readers of average
intelligence, who are looking for explanations
of those proVjlems at once clear, calm, and of
moderate compass." Horace White.

-f -f- J. Pol. Econ. 15: 48. Ja. '07. 2280w.

"Professor Laughlin has acquitted himself
creditably, and we trust that his successors may
be equally fortunate in their diplomatic mis-
sions."

-f Nation. 83: 538. D. 20, '06. 880w.

"The topics touched are pregnant with pres-
ent and future interest, and even those who dis-
sent from the author's views upon highly con-
tentious matters will find much said in little

compass." Edward A. Bradford.
+ N. Y. Times, 12: 2. Ja. 5, '07. 1600w.

"Not all readers will agree with all of Dr.
Laughlin's conclusions. There can be but tew
readers, however, to whom tae book will not
be suggestive, and that is the highest merit of

any work of utility .or art."
-^ .Outlook. 86:252. Je. 1. '07. 930w.

"It must be said, however, that the lectures
are so elementary and the lecturer's conclu-
sions so trite that it is doubtful whether they
will be of much use to those who have time for

even a brief course of reading."— Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 572. S. '07. 240w.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 115. Ja. '07. 230w.

Laurie, Simon Somerville. Synth etica; be-

ing meditations epistemological and on
tological; comprising the Edinburgh
university Gifford lectures of 1905-6-

2v. *$7. Longmans. 7-19465.

The first of these volumes contains nineteen
meditations on knowledge, the second, eighteen
meditations on God and man.
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"As we read Dr. Laurie we cannot escape a
sense oi strangeness, amounting almost to de-
spair. It all seems aloof and unfamiliar. He
has a language and a terminology of his own,
which we ciin only regard as gratuitously
scholastic and unhomely. Ihere can be no
que.sLion but that his tiiought would have come
to us more easily if he could have written
more simply."

-, Acad. 71: 224. S. S, '06. 3540w. (Review
of V. 1.)

Acad. 71: C57. D. 29, 'OU. 2110w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

".^Vgain, the first volume is by no means free
frO'iii the confusions between psychology- fi-nd

epistemology, against which Sidgwick uttered
an empliatic warning, iiowever, whether we
agree or disagree with the conclu.sions drawn

—

and they are many and controversial—the book
well repays the not inconsiderable trouble of
reading it."

-1 Ath. 1906, 2: 267. S. S. S20w. (Review
of V. 1 and 2.j

"The interest of these volumes as a whole,
apart from the feeling, and in many parts reai
inspiration and 'elan,' witli which they are
written, will probably be found in the compre-
hensiveness with which the problem of philos-
ophy is grasped, and the sustained effort that
is made to escape from the Scylla of the static
or 'stagnant' ADsolute without falling into the
Cha.rybdis of subjectivism and pluralism. In
their own peculiar way they contain much that
is helpful towards .the restatement of idealism
which is the chief philosophical requirement of
the present time. Why this irritating form?
It is not only that the second volume is merely
a somewhat less technical restatement of the
first, but in the argument of each there is end-
less repetition. For whom, again, is the boolc
written "^ The uninitiated Will find far too
little; the initiated would be satisfied with much
less; the positivist who could understand it If

be would is not likely to persevere long in the
attempt. But all this might be passed over if

the writer had not made clear the point on
which, as he rightly perceives, the whole must
rest." J. H. Muirhead.

H Hibbert. J. 6: 207. O. '07. 2700w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

"Difiicult in expression and intellectually
confused as the work is, its general aim and
metnod as well as its philosophical affiliations
may yet be detected."— Nation. S4: 390. Ap. 25, '07. 7S0w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

"Regard for a rigorously clear form of ex-
position would have resulted in the simplifica-
tion of many passages as well as the elimina-
tion of numerous repetitions. The author also
has a tendency to construct for himself an ela-
borate terminology quite his own, and to em-
ploy unusual words when those of more gen-
eral accepts nee among philosophical writers
would often h..ave served his purpose equally
well. These defects are the more to be re-
gretted, as Dr. Laurie, at his best, is the mas-
ter of a style which is clear, forceful, and not
wanting in a note of distinction." Walter G.
Everett.— -K Philos. R. 16: 639. N. '07. 2370w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

"It is by no means easy reading, but it will
reward a careful study."

-I- Sat. R. 103: 83. Ja. 19, '07. 1230w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

La Villeniere, Toussaint-Ambrose Talour
de la Cartrie, comte de. Memoirs of the
Count de Cartrie; with introd. by F:
Masson, and appendices and notes by
Pierre Amedee Pichot. *$S. Lane.

W6-336.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Cartrie's narrative is thrilling; M. Pichot's
editing almost perfect; and Mr. Lane's book-
making very attractive." G: M. Dutcher.

-f -I- Am. Hist. R. 12:376. Ja. '07. 600w.

Certainly M. Pichot's distinguished successm discovering the' identity of the Count de
Cartrie, and in tracing his family history is
a very pretty piece of highly skilled detective
work.' S. M. Francis.

+ Atlan. 100: 492. O. '07. 370w.
"Though of no particular historical value

sheds a good de.il of light on the condition of
provincial France during the months of the
TeiTor."

+ Spec. 97: 1081. D. 29, '06. 3330w.

Lavis, Fred, Railroad location, surveys and
estimates. *$3. Clark, M. C. 6-34656.

A work that combines detailed instruction
on modern American methods of location with
data on the estimating of quantities and unit
prices.

"Despite the reviewer's criticism of some of
the author's methods, yet he quite agrees witri
the autnor that the method of location ad-
vocated by him ia most thorough and up-to-
date, and the best practice. j...e book is
comprehensive, is an excellent epitome of good
modern practice, and well adapted to the pur-
poses for which it was designed." M. P. Paret.
t -\ Engin. N. 57: 81. Ja. 17, '07. 2560w.

"After the teacher has given us what he can
out of his study-room, then the young engineer
will turn to such books as this one, gaining
much information and getting by proxy valuable
experience which, without such a book, would
cost him much time and pains to acquire. The
railroad engineers will appreciate this book and
feel thankful to its author." Willard Beahan.
+ + Technical Literature. 1:174. Ap. '07.

1950w.

Lawrence, C. E. Pilgrimage. t$i.5o. But-
ton.

"Peruei, an angel of the army of the lost,
seeks reentrance into heaven. Being given a
chance, t.hrough the influence of Azi;ael, he be-
comes incarnate as a foundling baby in a coun-
try called Argovie. There he grows up a:i Luke,
swineherd to the monastary of St. Dunstan,
where the situation between some of the fri-
ars vividly recalls Browning's 'Soliloquy of th'>
Spanish cloister.' The entire book is devoted
to Luke's spiritual struggles, his persecution
by bigoted monks, by outlaws, and men at arms.
. . . He ends, triumohant, a leper in a lazar
liouse."—Nation.

"Mr. Lawrence has no quaint humour, no im-
passioned sincerity, no r.uperb poetry, that can
do justice to such an idea. His tiook is little
more than pleasantly sentimental; there is no
backbone of earnest or new thought."~ Acad. 72: 73. Je. 16, '07. 280w.

"His present work, we fear, is too shadowj",
too remote from experience, and too ethereal. '

— Ath. 1907, 1: 786. Je. 29. 170w.
Ind. 63: 762. S. 26, '07. 120w.
Nation. 85: 188. Ag. 29, '07. 190w.

"The story is written with unusual delicacy
of touch and witli a knowledge of human na-
ture that considering the spiritual quality of
the tale, is somewhat surprising."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 504. Ag. 17, '07. 230w.
Sat. R. 104: 117. Jl. 27, '07. 180w.

La'wrence, Sir Thomas. Sir Thomas Law-
rence's letter-bag; ed. by G. S. Layard.
*$4. Longmans. 7-28948.

Letters collected from Sir Thomas Law-
rence's voluminous correspondence which
"correct and proper" epistles that they are and
having little to do with his love affairs, tend to
banish from the reader's mind the story of the
artist's unhappy relations with Mrs. Siddons'
two daughters.

"In these letters there is a good deal that is
valuable as well as interesting."

+ Acad. 71: 656. D. 29. '06. 1090w.
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Lawrence, Sir Thomas—Continued.
"This volume does not make material addi-

tions to the known circumstance of I^awrence's
life as set forth in Williams's ponderous biog-
raphy, but it is undeniably interesting."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 649. N. 24. 1510w.

+ Dial. 42: 82. F. 1, '07. 280w.

"This volume contains much new and inter-
esting personal information about the great
English painter."

+ Lit. D. 34:341. Mr. 2, '07. 240w.

"It should be added that the Illustrations are
excellent and well chosen, and that the 'Rec-
ollections' by Miss Croft, who was an intimate
friend of the painter for many years, are a
very Interesting addition to the book."
+ -f Lond. Times. 5: 407. D. 7, '06. 1150w.

"A more delightful volume than Mr. Lay-
ard's it would be hard to find."

+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 56. Ja. 26. '07. 560w.

"We do not relish Mr. L.ayard's literary
style. It Is vehement and familiar. Nor are
the letters of Sir Thomas Lawrence pleasing,
as letters. They are dry and formal and gen-
erally ungrammatical and obscure. The facts
of the great artist's life as exhibited in the
letters are however interesting enough."

-I Sat. R. 103:177. F. 9, '07. 1510w.

"With the material at his command, Mr.
Layard might have produced a satisfactory
biography. He has been content to give us this
material (or a part of it) instead of the finished
work."

+ Spec, 98: 458. Mr. 23, '07. 1360w.

Lawson, Thomas W. Friday the T3th.

t$i.so. Doubleday. 7-8213.

The spirit of frenzied finance hovers over
this tale in which figure a proud ex-govern-
or of Virginia, who loses in a spe.culatlon game
carried on with trust funds, a .loyal daughter,
and a hero who plays the stock market to re-
trieve the. Virginian's fortune. "It may be
characterized as a nightmare of love and stock
gambling, wherein the 'System' shakes its
gory locks and brandishes a handful of blood-
stained razors, stalking the while prodigious
over the necks of Its prostrate victims." (N.
Y. Times.) "What Mr. I^awson attempts to do
is to show the degrading effect of speculation
upon character." (Nation.)

"The author fails to convince us that his
theory is without flaw, or that it could be de-
pended upon in practice, to produce the re-
sults which he desires."

h Ath. 1907, 1: 436. Ap. 13. 140w.

"A crude, shrieking dime novel Is this story,

and therefore not likely to be without its host
of readers. It Is an incendiarv book as well."— Ind. 62: 798. Ap. 4, '07. 370w.

"The reader has an uncomfortable impression
of a stuffed dragon and a stage St. George.
But thore are stirring incidents in the book,
many pieces of lurid description, and not a
little moralizing."

h Lit. D. 34: 509. Mr. 30. '07. 210w.

"The delineation of character requires more
literary art than Mr. Lawson, with all his red-
hot, hyphenated adjectives, can show, and as
for his plot, it steadily thins instead of thick-
ens. Of course everyone that has been within
a mile of Trinity church knows that the book,
as a picture of Wall Street life and methods. Is

absurd."— Nation. 84: 201. F. 28, '07. 410w.

"The moral was Mr. Lawson's first thought,
perhaps, but the book shows him as a senti-
mentalist of the deepest dye. He quite loses
in the depth of that sentiment sight of the
fashion in which his moral turns and rends his
own chosen personages and protagonists of the
tragedy of grefd."— N. Y. Times. 12: 124. Mr. 2, '07. 880w.

Outlook. 85: 718. Mr. 23, '07. 120w.

"Mr. Lawson is another offensive partisan
in literature—or perhaps I had better say fic-
tion. It's a poor novel." Vernon Atwood.— Putnam's. 2: 619. Ag. '07. 180w.

R. of Rs. 35: 761. Je. '07. 90w.
"We are certain that such a novel as 'Friday

the loth' will do little or nothing to cure the
evil of stock-gambling. None of Mr. Lawson's
characters—if Indeed they deserve the name,
for they are merely puppets—are lovely or lov-
able."— Sat. R. 103: 4!;7. Ap. 20, '07. 750w.

Lawton, Frederick. Life and work of Au-
guste Rodin. *$3.75. Scribner. 7-13425.

A "life" mada authoritative and significant
through M. Rodin's personal assistance. "From
first-hard sources and with infinite pains, Mr.
Lawton has compiled a connected account of
Rodin's career which is vastly more valuable
as a document than as an interpretation."
(Putnam's.) "Stress, strain, and struggle
havo been from first to last the dominant char-
acteristics of the life of a man who stands al-
most alone amongst his contemporaries as a
realistic exponent of plastic art, and who in
spite of the great value of everything from his
hand. ... is not even now in what can be
called easy circumstances." (Int. Studio.)

"Viewed in the most favourable light it is

a useful compilation and gathering together of
scattered fragments of criticism and biography
emanating from more competent pens. It has,
consequently, some value as a work of refer-
ence, more especially to the student who is

conversant with Mr. Lawton's sources of in-
formation. A more favourable opinion of the
author would have oeen created were these
sources more clearly acknowledged. As crit-

icism, his book cannot have, even for the gen-
eral reader, more than a slight, and generally
borrowed value."

H Acad. 72: 38. Ja. 12. '07. 90Jw.

"The biographer is too near his subject to
see him in true relation with the rest of the
world, and the book, pitL..ed on a note of mon-
otonous laudation, makes small attempt at a
balanced judgment."

-! Ath. 1907, 1:172. F. 9. 2630w.

"Mr. Lawtori's well-illustrated volume is a
work of close and cogent reasoning, eminently
fair and candid, and must promote a better
undei-standing of the relative positions of rep-
resertatives nf the plastic art on questions
which seem to involve serious but not neces-
sarilv ii-reooncilable antagonism."

-f Dial. 42: 290. My. 1, '07. 420w.

-f Int. Studio. 31:164. Ap. '07. 2iv)w.

"His biographer . . . after a sufficiently en-
tertaining yet exhaustive description of the
man and his work, leaves us in considerable
doubt whether Pheidias or Praxiteles or Mich-
ael .Angelo all together could bulk as large and
satisfy the soul of the esthete as well as the
author of 'Le Penseur.' " Charles de Kay.

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 169. Mr. 23, '07. 2360w.

"Though possessing neither psychological
penetration nor literary distinction, the book,
because of its size and general sincerity of
purpose, ranks as one of the most Important
studies yet published on the solitary plastic

iitan of the dav." Christian Brinton.

H Putnam's. 2:126. Ap. '07. 220w.

Layard, George Somes. Shirley Brooks of
* 'Punch;' his life, letters and diaries.

**$3.50. Holt.

A rather voluminous biography of a London
journalist written over thirty years after his

death. It is written from the memorials that
he left of himself in his own letters, diaries

and journals.

"The biographer is unnecessarily outspoken
at the expense of his subject."— Ath. 11907, 2: 680. N. 30. S80w.
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"It is so painstaking', its intentions are so
honourable, and yet it is impossible conscienti-
ously to say that more than one-tenth of its
pages aro necessary or, indeed, ordinarily read-
able. Teohnically the book is good, for Mr.
Layard has a pleasant easy style; but a biog-
rapher's style is nothing if his judgment is not
sound, and in the disproportion of thds work
we find the gravest reason to doubt the sound-
ness of Mr. Layard's."

-I Lend. Times. 6: 3'55. N. 22, '07. 1350W.
"Mr. Layard's volume was very well worth

making."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 758. N. 30, '07. 1520w.

Lea, Henry Charles. History of sacerdotal
celibacy in the Christian church. 3d ed.

2V. *$5. Macmillan. 7-37256.
Originally published in 1867 this work has

come to its third edition which includes addi-
tions and changes. "The futility of a fifteen
centuries' struggle against the nature of things
appears throughout the narrative, and is em-
phasized by the scandalous conditions reported
In Italy and in Latin America during the lat-
ter part of the nineteenth century. Through-
out all these centuries the church has been more
tolerant of concubinage than of marriage among
her clergy. . . . The republication of this mon-
umental work is timely for the new crisis which
the apparent irreformability of the Vatican
seems to be bringing on."

"The revision for the new edition has not
been so thorough as the subject deserves. The
proof-reading is not quite up to Mr. Lea's high
standard. It is a pity that references are still

griven to antiquated collections ... In cases
where the texts cited are to be found in more
correct and rrore accessible modern editions."
+ -J Nation. 8!E: 492. N. 28, '07. 380w.

"Scholars are already acquainted with the
earlier editions, and will welcome their enlarge-
ment."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 677. O. 26, '07. 290w.
"It is non-controversial history, content with

a record of facts."
-f + Outlook. 87: 453. O. 26, '07. 360w.

"It is an accurate and exhaustive account of
a clearly defined object, and well merits the
place which is commonly assigned to It among
standard authorities."
+ + Sat. R. 104: 366. S. 21, '07. 1260w.

"Dr. Lea's reputation for impartiality and a
judicial temper, needed in this as much as in
any subject, stands high, and the reader will
find that it is not undeserved."

-f- -f Spec. 99: 27. Jl. 6, '07. 60w.

Lea, Henry Charles. History of the In-
quisition of Spain. 4v. ea. **$2.50. Mac-
millan. 6-2996.

V. 3. The tirst two chapters of Mr. Lea's
third volume are upon " '±orture' and 'The tri-

al' and complete his study of the practice of
the Inquisition; five others, beginning with
'The sentence' and ending with 'The auto de
f6,' cover what he has to tell us of its punish-
ments; and the closing four, on 'Jews' 'Moris-
cos,' 'I*rotestantism,' and 'Censorship,' open
that survey of its spheres of action which is to
fill also most of his final volume."—Am. Hist.
R.

V. 4. The author's study of the Inquisition,
brought to a close in this volume, results in the
conclusion "that its work was almost wholly
evil, and that, through reflex action, the perse-
cutor suffered along with the persecuted." The
vol'ume deals with curious phases of doctrine
and superstition prevalent at that time, such as
sorcery and the occult arts, witchcraft, Jansen-
ism and the varied political and social condi-
tions which fostered not only the Inquisition it-

self but the tendencies that it was intended to
combat.

lleviewed by 'George L. Burr.
Am. Hist. R. 12: 625. Ap. '07. lOoOw.

(Review of v. 3.)

Reviewed by Franklin Johnson.
Am. J. Theol. 11:342. Ap. '07. lOOw.

(Review of v. 2.)

"The ripe work of a great scholar, acknowl-
edged to be the greatest living authority in
his lield—the history of the inquisition."

-h -r A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 45. F. '07. (Review of
V. 1 and 2.)

"To say that he has written the best book
on the subject is scarcely to convey an ade-
quate idiea of its merit, for there is really no
book that deserves to be compared with it."

+ -1 Ath. 1907. 1: 127. F. 2. 12S0w. (Review
of v. 1 and 2.)

"Written in the impartial spirit character-
istic of the author's earlier publications, this
is the crowning achievement in the career of
the octogenarian who is generally recognized
on the continent as second to no other Ameri-
can historian."
+ -f- -r Ind. 62: 496. F. 2S, '07. 1130w. (Re-

view of V. 1-3.

J

"N)o other work of the year approaches this
in significanice, altho in the general field of
European hi.story there have been some notable
contributions."
-I- -t- -r Ind. 63: 1231. N. 21, '07. llOw. (Review

of V. 4.)

Lit. D. 35: 534. O. 12, '07. 520w. (Re-
view of V. 4.)

"The author keeps the larger aspects of the
subject well in mind, and is not afraid to gen-
eralize at the proper time, but he is in accord
with the recent tendencies in institutional study
in striving to be as concrete as possible."

4- -i- Nation. 84: 455. My. 11, '07. 2350w. (Re-
view of V. 2 and 3.)

"In substance, as we have seen, It Is almost
immaculate. It is complete, accurate, impar-
tial. But its form leaves much to be desired.
Mr. Lea seems to have almost gone out of his
way to avoid making his history 'interesting' by
\avid presentation or captivating style." Jo-
seph Jacobs.
+ H N. Y. Times. 12:693. N. 2, '07. 2390w.

(Review of v. 1-4.)

Outlook. 86:119. Mj'. 18, '07. 320w. (Re-
view of v. 3.)

+ -f R. of Rs. 36:636. N. '07. 90w. (Review
of V. 3 and 4.)

"There can be no doubt as to Mr. Lea's
views, but he does not write as a partisan."
+ -\- Spec. 98: 425. Mr. 16, 'OV. 280w. (Re-

view of V. 3.)

Leach, Henry, ed. Great golfers in the mak-
* ing, by thirty-four famous players.

**$2.5o. Jacobs.
A group of autobiographical sketches. "The

stories are nearly all on one plan: "Where I

was born; when I got my first club; how I

learned the game; where I won my first cham-
pionship. Almost no direct instruction is given
but tlie theory of the book appears to be that

golf fulfills the Arabian proverb that the fig-

tree, looking on the fig-tree, becometh fruitful."

(Nation.)

Reviewed by George L. Burr.
Am. Hist. R. 12: 059. Ja.

(Review of v. 2.)

'07. 800-w.

Nation. 85: 325. O. 10, '07. 90w.

"Well edited book."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 702. N. 2, '07. 380w.

"The egoism Is frank and ingenuous, that la

what the editor no doubt wanted, but it is in al-

most everv case quite free from any silly affec-

tation or any outrageous claims on behalf of the

^™®"-f Sat. R. 103: sup. 6. My. 4, '07. 330w.

"A golfer, whether good or bad, will find this

volume interesting, and it is at least possible

that he may learn something from It.
'

-j- Spec. 98: 259. F. 16, '07. 250w.
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Leage, Richard W. Roman private law,

founded on the "Institutes" of Gaius
and Justinian. *$3.25. Macmillan.

6-35562.

The book aims "to give as simply as possible

the subiect matter of the Institutes of Gaius
and Justinian." This the author does "not by
translating or commenting on the original

texts, but by descriDing clearly and concisely

the substance of the law revealed to us by
those texts. The historical point of view is

omitted, except so far as it is necessarily in-

volved in recording the fact (e. g.) that the

forms of execution under the Antonines were
different from those employed under Justm-
ian." (Nation.)

"The book falls between two stools. It is

not a simple digest of the Institutes, nor is it

a proper critical treatment of the subject.

Many of the sections show considerable power
of lucid exposition, notably that on servitudes,

and again that on legacies and that on dos.

There is a good summary of the slave's posi-

tion in the matter of contract. But it is a pity

that an elementary work should contain so

many mistakes, and it is not altogether de-

sirable that a work, professedly of that partic-

ular character, should now and again, on no
apparent principle, give a cursory account or

what requires deeper treatment."
-] Acad. 71:131. Ag. 11, '06. 1190w.

"The chief objection which can be taken to

the author's treatment of the subject is that

it is not sufficiently Roman. The author has.

we think, followed Maine a little too blindly in

several instances. Despite these blemishes
however, the book is, in our view, a great ad-
vance on anv previous work of the same char-
acter written for the student, and should prove
of considerable utility to him."

-] Ath. 1907, 1:162. F. 9. 410w.

"Mr. Leage's attempt may be said to be a
thoroughly successful one. He has stated

clearlv and simply the law of the Institutes,

avoiding controversy and showing good judg-
ment where the evidence is conflicting. A few
passages will need revision in a second edition,

which will no doubt soon be called for." H.
Bd.
4. + _ Eng. Hist. R. 22:192. Ja. '07. 520w.

"The woik is admirably done, and should
prove useful, not only to elementary students,

but to anyon.T who wishes to be saved the

trouble of referring to the original Institutes."

+ Nation. 84:154. F. 14, '07. 150w.

"It will serve admirably for reading with the

various titles of the Institutes either as intro-

duction or review; and we do not suppose that

without such aid even Roman law students
found themselves equal to the bare texts, much
less English students."

+ Sat. R. 101: 764. Je. IG, "06. 170w.

"A Don-legal reader, if he is interested in

historical and social questions, will find it full

of noti^worthy matter."
+ Spec. 96: 589. Ap. 14, '06. 270w.

Leblanc, Maurice. Exploits of Arsene

Lupin; tr. by A. Teixeira De Mattos.

i$i.2S. Harper. 7-31976.

Ars6ne Lupin is a gentleman burglar whose
mind, cunning, gracious manners and clever

histrionic powers are all employed in paving

an artistic way for the trickery of his profes-

sion. Followed out into mid-ocean by a wireless

message, his disguisfr wards off suspicion, and
even while oro3sing he steals money and jewels

and tucks them away in the verv kodak that

aids him in his love making with the girl

whose aunt he robs; Lupin is his o-wn narrator,

and occasionally in whisking about to an ob-

jective point of view he tracks himself to cover

with the reader eager in pursuit.

"The stories, aside from the unaccountable
manner of their unfolding, are of uneven merit,

but some are capital."
+ — Nation. 85: 545. D. 12, '07. 280w.

"His adventures are thrillingly and gracefully
told."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:653. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"The book is lively and witty in the French
manner, and the courteous trial of wits between
Arsene and Sherlock Holmes at the end is most
impressive."

+ Outlook. 87: 497. N. 2, '07. 60w.

Le Bon, Gustave. Evolution of matter; tr.

from the 3d French ed. with introd.

and notes by F. Legge. *$i.50. Scrib-

ner. 7-38 r,63.

A translation of the third French edition by
Mr. Legge who stands "as sponsor for the rec-
ognition by scientific experts in Europe, Eng-
land and America of the value of Dr. Le Bon's
experiment? and their reception in vaiious de-
grees of the soundness of his theories." (Sat. R.)

"We may say, then, that readers who, with-
out being scientific experts, wish to inform
themselves of the latest developments of phys-
ical science may safely trust themselves to the
guidance of this book. It has the prestige on
which the general reader must rely; andl it is

as fascinating for its literary qualities as for
its combination of marvellous facts and bold
speculation and suggestion."

H- Acad. 72: 495. My. IS, '07. 580w.

"In spite of the faults upon which we have
commented, the present book is one of wide-
spread interest. The translation here given is

adequate, inasmuch as it renders, for the most
part into readable English, the meaning, and'

—

in some cases onlj^ too faithfully—the style of
the author. But it has been very badly prepared
for the press, and the misprints are a great
deal m.ore freauent in it than they should be."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 20O. F. 16. 1620w.

Nation. 85: 257. S. 19, '07. 340w.

"A translation of this work . . . was very
much to be desired, for it would be liard to
conceive anv reading more fascinating."

+ Sat. R. 103: 209. F. 16, '07. 310w.

Le Braz, Anatole. Land of pardons; tr.

by Francis M. Gostling. *$2. Macmil-
lan. 6-46329.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-i- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 45. F. '07.

Le Dantec, Felix Alexandre. Nature and
origin of life, in the light of new knowl-
edge. *$2. Barnes. W7-76.

"The plan of Professor Le Uantec's book is

admirably adapted for the amateur student of
science, all technical terms being explained in
simple language. The subjects are divided as
lollows: Tlio objective study of natural bodies;
analysis of natural and vital phenomena; de-
comi.osition into tunctions; agreement of Dar-
win's and Lamarck's systems; phenomena, ev-
olution, and bipolarity of livmg and not li\"ing

matter; formation of species and appearence
of life. Illustrations in diagram accompany
the volume."—Lit. D.

"M. Le Dantec's book is for the most part a
superficial survey of the present situation as
he himself appears to see it."

H Acad, 73: 944. S. 28, '07. 1460w.

Reviewed by Raymond Pearl.— Dial. 43: 210. O. 1, '07. ISOw.

"Life is chemism, says he. And he says It

in the book before us lucidly, sparklingly, posi-

tively—but not convincingly."

h Ind. 63: 510. Ag. 29, '07. 4S0w.

"Written in a clear simple style, it makes
plain to the understanding of the general
reader one of the most fascinating theories of

recent science."
+ Lit. D. 34:677. Ap. 27, '07. 560w.

— Lend. Times. 6:115. Ap. 12, '07. 4J)0w.
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"The volume is worthy of philosophical con-
sideration as advocating an unproved possibility,
but the 'light of new knowledge' will have to
become much brighter than at present before
one can pencil q. e. d. on the margins of many
of the pages."

H Nation. 85: 169. Ag. 22, '07. 290w.
"With a humour which we appreciate he has

entirely shirked the question of origin, only re-
ferring to it in a casual, half-hearted sort of
way on the last page." J. A. T.— Nature. 76: 2. My. 2, '07. 720w.

"The mechanical processes that build up and
sustain living bodies are exhibited in the pres-
ent volume with remarkable clearness and com-
pleteness. On this side of the subject given in
its title it is all that eould be desired."

H Outlook. 86: 437. Je. 22, '07. 310w.

Ledoux, Louis Vernon. Soul's progress,
and other poems. **$i.25. Lane. 6-46753.

"The titular piece in his volume is a lyric
sequence of some forty pages—the old poetic
wayfaring of the 'soul' through the dubious ex-
periences of life to the 'higher optimism.' "

(Dial.) The remaining poems reflect equally
plainly "the elevated .spirit in which he ac-
cepts the call to poetry."

"Technically there is little fault to find ex-
cept in the case of the blank verse, which is

not successful."
H Ath. 1907. 1: 319. Mr. 16. 2S0w.

Reviewed by Wm. M. Payne.
Dial. 43: 93. Ag. 16, '07. 140w.

"There is an engaging fervor in the spirit of
his work. Embodied as it is in clear and flu-
ent verse, with an unusual melody of vowel-
sound, it makes a gently insistent appeal, not
unlike that to be felt in certain pieces of Long-
fellow's."

+ Nation. 84:199. F. 28, '07. 270w.

"Singularly engaging . . . 'The soul's prog-
ress," with its fine, high seriousness of tone
and intention, its evidences of an ardent en-
thusiasin for the traditional Ideals of English
verse, and its frank, youthful assumption of
an interest on the part of the world in the
motions of a soul newly awakened to the uni-
versality of its own individual life." William
Aspenwall Bradley.

4- + N. Y. Times. 12: 132. Mr. 2, '07. 650w.

"In a pleasing variety of metrical forms, and
with sincere poetical feeling, this vision of ad-
vancing spiritual growth through beauty and
truth is presented simply and clearly."

-i- Outlook, 86: 258. Je. 1, '07. llOw.

Lee, Gerald Stanley. Vo'ce of the ma-
chines; an introduction to the twentieth
century. $1.25. Mount Tom press,
Northampton, Mass. 6-46754.

Since this is an age of machines, the author
feels that we miuist iearn to see in this ma-
".hlnery, poetry, religion, love, liberty and im-
mortality. He puts forth this necessity in
chapters entitled The men behind the ma-
chines. The language of machines. The ma-
chines as poets, Ihe ideas behind the ma-
chines.

"Some passages go a step beyond the sublime
and some of the epigrams rhiss fire, but it is

so encouraging to find a man who can recog-
nize contemporaneous poetry that we are not
Inclined to be critical."

-I Ind. 62:350. F. 14, '07. ISOw.

"At least he is as eloquent about machinery
as the author of job about Leviathan, and it

is impossible not to approve his eloquence,
whatever reservations one may have about his
philosophy."
+ — Putnam's. 2: 120. Ap. '07. 490w.

Yale R. 16: 109. My. •'07. llOw.

Lee, Jennette Barbour. Ibsen secret: a key
* to the prose dramas of Henrik Ibsen.

**$i.25. Putnam. 7-Z^S77-
A reprint in book form of a series of papers

on Ibsen published a year ago in Putnam's
monthly. Her discussion is devoted principally
to the symbolism in the Ibsen drama. "Many
essayists before her have probed, to their owii
satisfaction, and proclaimed the meaning of
many of his alleged mysteries, and her conten-
tion is that each of the social plays is con-
structed around one central symbol, a knowl-
edge of which is essential to a proper under-
standing of the work. Thus the Tarantelle is

the key to 'A doll's house,' the pistol to 'Hedda
Gabler,' and Eyolf and his crutch to 'Little
Eyolf.' " (Nation.)

"It might be dismissed with brief mention

—

for it has nothing new or significant to say
in the way of either criticism or interpretation—if it were not so entirely representative of the
attitude of a large class of professed Ibsen wor-
shippers, who have more enthusiasm than dis-
crimination."— Nation. 85: 500. N. 28, '07. 550w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Lee, John. Religious liberty in South
America, with special reference to re-
cent legislation in Peru, Ecuador and
Bolivia; with an introd. by Bishop John
H. Vincent. *$i.2S. West. Meth. bk.

7-1 1041.
In the spirit of broad religious tolerance, the

author traces the movement for religious lib-
erty in the South American republics of Peru,
Ecuador, and Bolivia.

"The volume points out flagrant conditions
and aims to create a sentiment against exist-
ing religious intolerance. It is of special in-
terest to students of religious social and polit-
ical conditions, and from either of these stand-
points is scientific."

-I- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 164. Jl. '07. 290w.
"Dr. Lee, we repeat, has done a good ser-

vice in iiublishing this book; and if it were
read by American Catholics as well as by Prot-
estants, the world would be the better for it.

It is to be regretted that the author has once
or twice slipped into an expression which is un-
necessarily bitter, and, perhaps, even unjust.
Neither would the volume have suffered, if an
occasional bit of padding had been left out."

H Ind. 63: 882. O. 10, '07. 330w.
R. of Rs. 35: 638. My. '07. 50w.

Lee, Marian, pseud. See Comstock, Anna
Botsford.

Lee, Sidney. Shakespeare and the modern
stage, with other essays. **$2. Scrib-
ner. 6-38524.

"Although It is composed of papers written at
different times and for various occasions, and al-
though it breaks into three divisions, the group
already cited, contributions to historical and bio-
graphical Shakespeareana, and Shakespearean
essays properly so called, the volume possesses
more unity than such collections of occasional
addresses and articles are wont to have."—Fo-
rum.

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 241. D. '06.

"Mr. Lee writes here rather as a 'popularlzer*

than an expert, but his work has none of the
slipshod rhetoric of the increasing crowd who
demand the public favour."

-f + Ath. 1906, 2: 648. N. 24. 1060w.

"It was a happy thought of Mr. Lee's to

write a paper on 'Pepys and Shakespeare,' and
this, no doubt, many readers will find the most
amusing thing in the volume." Charles H. A.

Wager.
f -f Dial. 42: 220. Ap. 1, '07. 1090w.
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Lee, Sidney —Continued.
"Mr. Lee's latest contribution to Shakespeare-

an literature Is based, as ail Ills otlver books ax©,
upon a schoiarsiiip tliat is remarkably solid and
sane. Hence It is sure to appeal to the limited
audience Interested In English and, particularly,
in Shakespearean studies." W. P. Trent.
+ + Forum. 38: 376. Ja. '07. ITZOvf.

"These are good, sound papei-s, werth preserv-
ing; and if we sometimes wish that the 'inten-
tion' were kept a little more 'private' ... it is
an intention in which all may join."
+ H Lend. Times. 6: 385. D. 14, '06. 1160w.
"Among the most interesting papers in Mr.

Lee's volumes are those on Shakespere's phil-
osophy, oral traditions, and the perils of unsci-
entific research. There is not a dull page in the
book."
+ + Nation. 83: 444. N. 22, '06. 1160w.
"Though another student of the stage may

be moved to dispute an occasional opinion of
Mr. Lee's, no student of the stage can fail to
feel respect for the solid scholarship which
sustains these collected essays and for the so-
briety and sanity which is visible in whatever
Mr. Lee writes." Brander Matthews.
+ H N. Y. Times. 12:42. Ja. 26. '07. 900w
"One of his strongest claims to attention is

the fact that he has rigorously held the specu-
lative impulse in check, and has brougiit to
the study of the dramatist, not only as much
knowledge as any man of his time, but robust
common sense."
+ -f Outlook. F5; 482. F. 23, '07. 250w.

"In his new volume of essays on Shakespeare-
an subjects he is always interesting, and in-
structive, but he is very rarely sympathetic. Mr.
Lee's essays, however, have a great deal more
In them than an oocaslonal unpleasant hardness
of tone. They are full of matter, lucidly ar-
ranged and carefully substantiated. They are
serious and scholarly contributions to the litera-
ture of .Shakespearean criticism."
+ -J Spec. 97: 887. D. 1. '06. 2190w.

Lee, Sidney. Stratford-on-Avon: from the
earliest times to the death of Shake-
speare; il. by Herbert Railton. *$i.50.
Lippincott.

"Among the mass of modern Shakespeariana
which grows vaster with every publishing sea-
son, it is a relief to find one book on Stratford
that deals with the town for its own rather than
for the great poet's sake. This picturesque ac-
count of Stratford's early history,—Its old mar-
kets and fairs, its nobility, its guild, its village
sports and industries,—serves not only to make
a setting for the life of Shakespeare, but also to
bring out much that, having nothing to do with
him, is nevertheless quaint and characteristic."
—Dial.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 54. F. '07.

"Mr. Lee has revised his text to bring It

strictly up to date, and has added considerable
information which historical researches since
1890 have brought to light."

-f- Dial, 41: 461. D. 16, '06. 200w.

+ Int. Studio. 30: 185. D. '06. 190w.

"The book deserves to be read not only as be-
ing supplementary of Mr. Lee's biography of the
poet, but also in connection with George Bran-
des's 'Life of Shakespeare,' whose bold theories
become more interesting in the comparison."

+ Lit. D. 33: 94. D. 15, '06. 350w.

"The book is written with the seriousness and
caution that are characteristic of all Mr. Lee'a
work, and Is In all cases based on documents."

-f- Nation. 83: 437. N. 22, '06. 160w.

"It if accurate, entertaining and handsomely
Illustrated."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 778. N. 24, '06. 150w.

Lees, Dorothy Neville. Scenes and shrines
in Tuscany. *$i.2S. Dutton.

Twenty-three sketches of Tuscan scenes and
customs, written while 'the author was con-

nected with an Italian family of the upper class.
"To this family belongs her little six-year-old
friend, Mafalda, who, with her big sister,
Francesca, and the contadini on the villa es-
tate, form a group as interesting as if they were
characters in a story." (Nation.)

""We advise every lover of Italy to read
'Scenes and shrines in Tuscany.' It is a care-
ful and delightful piece of work, marred by few
errors of taste or fact."
+ H Acad. 72: 533. Je. 1, '07. 930w.
"Episodes in the daily life of the people, like

the Harvest, the Vintage, and All Souls' day in
Florence, are described with knowledge and in-
sight. We advise even those to whom a so-
journ in Tuscany is a future experience to read
this book."
+ -i Nation. 84:14. Jl. 4, '07. 260w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 482. Ag. 3, '07. 480w,
+ Spec. 98: 947. Je. 15, '07. 360w.

Lefevre, Edwin. Sampson Rock of Wall
street. t$i.5o. Harper. 7-8216.

The vast centripetal action of all the issues
that make toward the center of a big New
York stock-brokerage office shows the author's
complete understanding 'of the "technique of
speculation." The son of a magnate of finance
deplores the methods by which his father aims
to get possession of the Virginia central rail-
road, and plans to outwit him. In so doing he
plays a Wall street game that lacks neither
characters nor situation to make it realistic.

"Spirited and full of incident. Will probably
be Dopuiar with men."

-f A. L. A. Bki. 3: 110. Ap. '07.

H Ath. 1907, 1: 349. Mr. 23. 230w.

"It makes a fairly interesting story upon a
subject that is essentially devoid of any vital
human interest." Wm. M. Payne.

H Dial. 42: 37S. Je. 16, '07. 320w.

"Mr. Lefevre's growth in his art is constant."
-f Ind. 62: 799. Ap. 4, '07. 160w.

"It is a strong and interesting characteri-
zation of a modern money king that Mr. Le-
fevre has given ;)S."

-I- Lit. D. 34: 509. Mr. 30, '07. 240w.

"Is ontirejy readable. To the diligent read-
er the story may almost be recommended as a
hand-book and ready reference guide to spec-
ulation."

+ Nation. 84:210. F. 28, '07. 190w.

"Here is undoubtedly a novel with a pur-
pose—a didactic purpose—a purpose, too, which
will not meet with everybody's approval. For-
tunately the author as the thing progressed
and his scent grew warm, almost lost sight of
his own purpose in his own interest in the
story."

-j N. Y. Times. 12: 115. F. 23, '07. 660w.

"It was a bold thing to base a novel so ex-
clusively on financial battling—for the love
story is extremely slight. One feels that the
author has succeeded by sheer weight of abil-

ity, but the experiment is one not to be easily

repeated."
+ Outlook. 85. 718. Mr. 23, '07. 220w.

"Is convincingly realistic." Vernon Atwood.
-1- Putnam's. 2: 619. Ag. '07. 120w.

"A dreary epic of barter In railway shares,
comparing unfavorably with his brisk short
stories."— R. of Rs. 35: 761. Je. '07. 80w.

Lefifler, Burton R. Elastic arch, with special

reference to the reinforced concrete
arch. $1. Holt. 6-45715.

A work which contains among new features
a deduction of the subject from one simple
equation, graphic application of the easy meth-
od of drawing the closing line of the equilib-
rium polygon, a correct and simple method of
designing a reenforced concrete section for
combined thrust and movement, and a graphic-
al analysis of an arch for oblique forces.
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"We can commend the book only to the
careful and intelligent reader."

-I Engin. N. 57: 85. Ja. 17. '07. 320w.

Leger, Jacques Nicholas. Haiti: her his-
* tory and her detractors. *$3. Neale.

7-25045.
The author who Is Envoy extraordinary and

Minister plenipotentiary of Haiti in the United
States addresses himself especially to students
of international affairs and political history and
to the reader of sociological literature. The
first part deals with the history of the Island
from before Its discovery by Columbus to the
election of General Nord Alexis to the presiden-
cy; the second, with the natural conditions of
the country, the gemeral organization, the cus-
toms and manners of the people, and their con-
tinued efforts to better their condition.

Legg:e, Ronald. Admirable Davis. $1.50.

Cassell.
" 'The admirable Davis' Is the valet of a

member of the British foreign office who is sent
to an Eastern potentate with an important
treaty. The valet is intimately connected with
his master's adventures, for which the latter is

mostly to blame. The valet, in the end, sets
things to rights."—N. T. Times.

"A crude product on the popular model of
'The prisoner of Zenda.' "

— Ath. 1907, 2: 438. O. 12. 140w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 50w.

Legler, Henry Edward. Poe's Raven: its

* origin and genesis: a compilation and
a survey, pa. bds. $3. Philosopher press.

A good deal of interesting material concerning
"The raven" has been collected for this vol-
ume. MV. Legler discusses its genesis and the
circumstances attending the writing and pub-
lishing of the poem; gives the alleged sources
of "The raven" including "To Allegra Florence
In heaven." a chapter from "Bamaby Rudge,"
"T^ady Geraldine's courtship," "Clare," "The
rime of the ancient mariner," "The funiao,"
and "The parrot;" discusses the manuscript of
"The raven" and adds bibliographical notes.

Leigh, Oliver. Edgar Allan Poe: the man,
the master, the martyr. *$i.25. Mor-
ris. 6-32457.

I>escriptive note in Annual, 1906.

— Acad. 71:617. D. 15, '06. 250w.

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 29. Ja. 19, '07. 140w.

Leighton, Joseph Alexander. Jesus Christ
and the civilization of to-day: the eth-
ical teaching of Jesus considered in its

bearings on the moral foundations of
modern culture. **$i.S0. Macmillan.

7-TS115.

A practical rather than technical considera-
tion of the ethical teachines of .Tesns Chri«!t
In their bearings on the sniritual life of civil-
ization, in which no account is taken of the ex-
ternal events of Christ's life or of his deeds
further than necessary for an interpretation of
the meaning and application of his teaching.
It addresses all "intelligent persons who are
honestlv and onen-mindedly seeking to deter-
mine the relation of tne words of the Great
Master of Life and Religion to their own lives
and to the complex and confused life of con-
temporary civilization."

"A rar'^^'nl stndv

"

+ Bib. Wor!H. SO: 80. Jl. '07. 20w.

Ind. 63: 571. S. 5, '07. 44'Ow.

"Professor Tjeighton would seem to be more
at home in the field of ethics than in matters
of New Testament criticism. One can but wish
him well in his doctrine of the freedom of the
Individual and victory over the forces of time,
but It must be said that a more critical atti-

tude toward
. early Christian traditions would

have added not a little to the soundness of his
results.

f- Nation. 85: 119. Ag. 8, '07. 220w.
+ Outlook. 86: 706. Ag. 10, '07. 500w.

R. of Rs. 36: 127. Ji. '07. S'jw.

Lemaitre, Jules. Jean Jacques Rousseau-
* tr. by Mme. Ch. Bigot. **$2. McClure.

In which M. Lemaitre, "the most clear-sight-ed and independent of critics" deals with Jean-Jacques Rousseau's influence on the history ofhumanity He shows what propaganda thereare m the "Contrat social," "La nouvelle
Heloise, and "Emile," that helped to precipi-
tate the revolution.

N. Y. Tinges. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"Af ^ brilliant picture, painted with the sym-pathy .and the justice of a true artist."
+ -f- Spec. 99: 57. Jl. 13, '07. 290w.

Lenotre, Gosselin. Flight of Marie Antoi-
nette; tr. from the French by Mrs
Rodolph Stawell. ^$3.50. Lippincott.

7-28490
The incidents of the flight of Marie Antoi-

nette to Varennes, where she is overtaken and
compelled to return a prisoner flash before uswith panoramic swiftness and dramatic Inten-
sity. She Is the one strong flgure amid the de-
plorable weakness of husband, children and de-
pendents, and "wherever she passes" strikes
"the note of something great, of something gra-
cious, whimsical, and sweet." (Lond. Times.)

"M. LenOtre's work is one of minute research,
in which no detail is neglected, and conjecture
is never allowed to masquerade as fact."

-h + Ath. 1907, 1: 379. Mr. 30. 520w.
Reviewed by S. M. Francis.

+ Atlan. 100: 491. O. '07. 300w.
"He has used the historical method as se-

verely in determining each detail of the story
as if he were engaged on a far duller task. The
fulness and exactness of the author's infor-
mation has not impaired his sense of the re-
quirements of the story." Henry E. Bourne.

+ Dial. 42: 141. Mr. 1, '07. 1230w.
"It is a schola.-ly and documented account of

a .striking episode, told in an entertaining
fashion."

-t- Ind. 62:971. Ap. 25, '07. lOOw.
-f Lit. D. 34: 106. Ja. 19, '07. 310w.

"We have no words In which to criticize this
book. If any one who takes it up can lay it
down ere the last page is turned he may be
calm enough to criticize. The whole volume Is
not only alive. It Is on fire."

+ + Lond. Times. 5:408. D. 7, '06. 1970w.
"The skillful use he makes of this material,

balancing probabilities against probabilities,
checking one document by another, and always
picking out with unerring finger the convincing,
essential fact, is as striking as the intensity of
life which he manages to give to his revival of
the past."

-I- Nation. 84:58. Ja. 17, '07. 490w.

"The volume may have a useful place among
historical documents, but it will be found tedi-
ous and almost trivial In Its exhaustlveness."

H Outlook. 85: 44. Ja. 5, '07. 270w.

"There was never another story like this,
and told as it is here it wrings the heart."
Hildegarde Hawthorne.

+ Putnam's, 2: 474. Jl. '07. 540w.
"He has acquired the requisite knowledge;

he is endowed with a delicate and vivid Imag-
ination; he has learned how to construct a
story, and. more difficult still, he can tell the
story he has constructed. The book is both
easy and pleasant to read in Its English dress,
and nothing better can be said of a trans-
lation."
+ + Sat. R. 103: 241. F. 23, '07. 1630w.
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Lenotre, Gosselin

—

Continued.
"One forgets that the English book Is a trans-

lation, and there can be no higher praise. No
one who cares to study the French revolution
at all, and no one who loves a true story uncom-
monly well told, including many Interesting char-
actei-s Impossible to be mentioned here, should
neglect to read this book."
+ + Spec. 97: sup. 756. N. 17, '06. 1800w.

Lenotre, Gosselin. Last days of Marie
Antoinette; tr. from the French by Mrs.
Rodolph Stawell. *$3.5o. Lippincott.

Not a life of Marie Antoinette but a collec-
tion of narratives, written by eyewitnesses, of

the life of the royal family from their imprison-
ment in the Temple to the execution of the un-
fortunate queen.

"The book is of poignant interest, and its in-
terest is heightened by the illustrations."

+ Acad. 73: 87. N. 2, '07. 890w.

"He has performed a task needing not only
research, l3ut restraint, so that every reader
can knov/ the truth and be his own interpreter."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 339. N. 8, '07. 720w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"Certainly no one can deny that the pathos
of these narratives is deep, and exceeds that of
any novel, since they deal with retal characters
and events."

4- + Sat. R. 104: sup. 5. O. 19, '07. 1520w.

"Intenselv interesting, if very painful, book."
+ Spec. 99: 870. N. 30, "07. 1270w.

Leonard, Arthur Glyn. Lower Niger and
its tribes. *$4. Macmillan. 7-1 1550.

"The book opens with a description of the
physical features of the country, the tribes in-
habiting the various divisions, and of the local
traditions, . . . Then come chapters on the
philosophy of the people tis expressed in cer-
tain wcrds in their voco^bulary, names, prov-
erb?, and fables. The third division of the
volume is devoted to a discussion of the 'nat-
ural' religion of the various tribes dealt with.
. . . Other chapters take up emblemism, cere-
monials, and practices of Naturalism, etc."—N.
Y. Tiroes.

"The defect of his book is its verbal exu-
berance, and its overflow of theories about the
origin of religion." Andrew Lang.

-I Acad. Tl: 62S. D. 22, '06. 1730w.

"Whilst Mr. Dennett's book suffers from too
little synthesis, Major Leonard's suffers from
too much. His facts, not his theories, will be
valuf^d most by the expert. A rich quarry, but
the stone that is to serve for building purposes
must be selected with some care."

-i Ath. 1906, 2: 832. D. 29. 240w.

"Behind bis self-complacency and occasional
arrogance there is evidence of real sympathy
and insight."

-f-
— Lond. Times. 6: 43. F. 8, '07. 470w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 905. D. 29, '06. 290vv.

Le Rossignol, James Edward. Orthodox
socialism. (Lib. of economics.) **$i.

Crowell. 7-12999.

A brief exposition and criticism of the
Marxian or scientific socialism. It is a thoroly
practical treatment which defines the creed of
socialism and traces the historic rise; discusses
the labor-cost theory of value; the iron law of
wages; surplus value; the use of machinery
and its effects upon skilled labor; panics,
strikes, and industrial crises; the struggle of
the man with the class; and the social revo-
lution which has been threatened.

"Attractively and helpfully presented."
+ Educ. R. 34: 209. S. '07. 50w.

'His style Is didactic, and his diction clear,
but a confusion of thought is otten apparent."

4 Ind. 63: 1370. D. 5, '07. 120w.

Lethaby, William Richard. Westminster
abbey and the kings' craft'^men: a study
of mediaeval building. ^$3.50. Dutton.

7-19737-
Less a description of the edifice than an ac-

count of the craftsmen who built and decorated
it. "The author seeks to rebuild in our imag-
inations this 'supreme work of art' in all its
perfection of form, its beauty of adornment, its
suavity of environment, Its church and chapter-
house. Its monastery and mill, its garden and
farm, seated by the side of the king's palace
on the bank of the clear-running Thames." (Ac-
ad.)

Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 596. N. '07. 140w.

"Mr. Le Rossignol makes his points skill-

fully."
+ Dial. 4S: 69. Ag. 1, '07. ISOw.

"For genuine love of the past; for unwearied
study of its records and minute observation of
its example; for accurate marshalling of facts
and for incontrovertible conclusions, In support
of admirable principles, Professor LethaOy's
Look deserves high commendation."

+ -I- Acad. 72: 34. Ja. 12, '07. 1720w.
"Altogether the work is of first-rate impor-

t.ance—by far the most autlioritativd that has
yet appeared, and likely to remain so for many
years to come."

-I- + Ath. 1907, 1: 388. Mr. 30. 1530w.
"The book is so thorough a piece of work

from beginning to end that slips are very rare.
Mr. Letnaby's fascinating book is so emphatic-
ally a new departure that no one could have a
better or more trustworthy guide to the glorious
abbey church of Westminster." W. H. St. John
Hope.
+ -\r — Eng. Hist. R. 22: 355. Ap. '07. 1230w.
"The characteristic feature of this new work,

the outcome of twelve years of close research,
is its recognition of the importance of Individual
craftsmen in the evolution of the great abbey."

-I- Int. Studio. 31: 250. My. '07. 270w.

"Mr. Lethaby has rummaged his 'documents'
to very good effect and has secured some valu-
able rays of illumination on the practical organ-
ization of building operations."
-i- -f — N. Y. Times. 12: 63<j. O. 19, '07. 700w.

"Written in a style which must win readers
among all woo love Westminster abbey or care
to read at all, it contains a body of research at
first hand vvhich we do not hesitate to declare
unequalled In Importance by any similar publi-
cation on either side of the channel, for the
double reason that there are no such complete
records elsewhere, and no archaeologists pos-
sessing Mr. Lethaby's combination of qualities."

-i- + + Sat. R. 103: 303. Mr. 9, '07. 16<0w.

"It Is quite safe to say that not since Dean
Stanley's 'Memorials' has a book been written
on the abbey which has succeeded In conveying
so much of the fascination of its subject, and
not since Sir Gilbert Scott put together his
•Gleanings' has so much fresh light been thrown
on the history of the fabric and its ornaments."
+ + Spec. 97: 1079. D. 29, '06. loOOw.

Levasseur, Pierre Emile. Elements of po-
litical economy; tr. by Theodore Mar-
burg. *$i.75. Macmillan. 5-17608.

Descriptive note In December, 1905.

•The present work is a rather small volume,
following the conventional lines, clear and log-
ical in style, but treating the subject in a very
elementary way."

+ Yale. P?. 15:468. ]••. '07. 50w.

Levussove, Moses Samuel. Nev^^ art of an
ancient people, the work of Ephraim
Mose Lilien. *75c. Huebsch. 6-45172.

Ephraim Mose Lilien Is among the younger
intellectual Galiclan Jews who are reflecting
the race's awakening to newer activity and
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larger creative effort. Here are reproduced a
dozen or so of his studies in black and white,
and Mr. Levussove points out the excellencies
of style and content a^ they reveal JLilien's
mastery of the technic of composition and his
understanding of Hebrew nature.

"The work will appeal alike to those who
have an interest in the rejuvenation of an an-
cient race, and to those who will be attracted
by a technique suggestive of the skill of Jap-
anese aecorators and of the European masters
of line-work."

+ Dial. 42:149. Mr. 1, '07. 130w.

"Mr. Ijcvussove leaves the reader not only
with an understanding of the highly poetic
value of the artists work, but with a vivid
sympathy for the racial quality of serious as-
piration, which iie exemipiities."

+ Ind. 6-2:804. Ap. 4, '07. 190w.

Lit. D. 34: 103. Ja. 19, '07. 670w.

Nation. 84:140. F. 7, '07. I50w.

"Mr. Levussove entertainingly covers his
subject, keeping always in mind the fact that
the awakening art spirit among the Jews is

exemplified by Lilien's works."
+ N. Y. Times. 12:44. Ja. 26, '07. 250w.

R. of Rs. 35:256. F. '07. 40w.

Lewis, Alfred Henry. When men grev\^ tall;

* or, The story of Andrew Jackson. **$2.

Appleton. 7-36233-
"Tells the story of Andrew Jackswn's career

in, we conceive, precisely the way Andrew Jack-
son himself would have delighted to tell it.

... It has the true Jacksonian flavor of un-
quenchable ardor to twist the tail of the Brit-
ish lion, supreme contempt for the Spanish
Dons, burning a,ntipathy to the 'corrupt bar-
gainers' Adams and Clay—poor 'Machiavelli'
Clay, as Mr. Lewis persists in calling him—and
unrestrained enmity for 'serpentine' Banker
Biddle and the rest of the money crew."—Out-
look.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"It is written in a virile, intense, vehement
strain that keeps the reader wide awake. As
a 'story' it certainly has much to commend it,

bringing out in vivid relief some of the most
dramatic episodes of Jackson's life, and being
distinctly human from beginning to end."

+ Outlook, 87: 788. D. 7, '07. 240w.

Lewis, Charlton Miner. Principles of Eng-
lish verse. **$i.25. Holt. 6-27939.

"In the main a plea for common sense as op-
posed to metaphysics in the treatment of the
subject."—Dial.

"Many a bewildered reader of larger works
will be grateful for the breath of fresh air that
comes to them from these pages."

-h Dial. 41:246. O. 16, '06. 60w.

"Mr. Lewis shies at the notion of the foot In
English. If [he] could take this one logical step,
he might give us a book which would reveal
to all who care to penetrate it, the whole heart
of the mystery of English verse-rhythms."
+ H Nation. 83: 420. J<r. 15, '06. 950w.
"Compact and easily read volume."
-f -\- Outlook. 85:526. Mr. 2, '07. lOOw.

Lewis. Elizabeth. Lorenzo of Sarzana.
$1.50. Badger, R: G. 7-20618.

In Genoa, just before the plague descends
upon her, is set this story of a group of art-
ists, studying under the old Italian Maestro in
his attic studio. A three stranded love motive
tangles the plot into which is woven a double
thread of mystery in the persons of a white
swathed figure which haunts a young American
art i?tudent and a demented painter who de-
stroys her canvases as soon as she finishes
them. All this throws a glamour over an oth-
erwise modftrn romance in which a, match-mak-
ing mother and a dowry hunting Italian figure
conspicuously.

Lewis, Emily Westwood. Next door Alore-
lands. t$i.5o. Little. 7-30990.

. .-^ ^^2^7, '°^ ''"'•'^ ^'''^"^ twelve to sixteen which
tells of tlie commg of Corinne, an orphan, from
J
ranee to the home of an American uncle TheMorelands are five rollicking children who ini-

t:ate Corinne into the mysteries of their mirth-
loving circle.

Lewis. Rev. Howell Elvet. With Christ
among the miners; incidents and im-
pressions of the Welsh revival *$i
West. Meth. bk.

Devotional in its aim and compass this vol-ume contams a series of peisonal impressions
and mcidents of the great Welsh revival of 1904
It reveals the hearts of the people, shows how
they opened to the coming of the Spirit re-
joices in the good results of the movement arwd
to be wholly fairminded, does not overlook its
shortcomings.

Lewis, Mary Elizabeth. Ethics of Wag
ner's The ring of the Nibelung. **$i.5o.
Putnam. 7-30.

In which the author recounts "everv detail
of the legend from which the Trilogy "is com-
piled and assigns to each one a definite place
in an ethical system which she conceives to
have b'jen in Wagner's mind." The cycle she
discovers to be 'a logical and coherent ethical
doctrine," which she regards "as presenting a
panoramic picture of the evolution of the hu-
man consciousness struggling to free itself
from the hampering conditions of self, until at
last, selfless, it is lost in the Divine Will."

"The author of this book has done her work
carefully, so carefully indeed that every detail
is weighed and appraised at a certain value,
while in order to facilitate the analytical proc-
ess the story of the drama is told in short,
bald sentences, often resembling a newspaper
report of a parliamentary debate or proceedings
in the law courts." H. C. C.

H Acad. 72: 194. F. 23, '07. 960w.
"She retells in prose, and it must be admit-

ted prosaically, the complete story of this drama
of gods and men, and gives her interpretation
of its complex symbolism. She does not pro-
fess that it is Wagner's interpretation, and the
reader will not be apt to flnd it his own, but
he will at least be drawn to think about it,

and so, by getting more meaning from it, he
will give to the music more power."

h Ind. 62: 498. F. 28, '07. 140w.

h Nation. 84: 42. Ja. 10, '07. 250w.

Leyds, Willem Johannes. First annexation
of the Transvaal. *$6.3o. Wessels.

7-18148.
A work on the relations of the English and

Dutch in South Africa in which the author has
prepared an indictrrient against Britain's South
African policy during the past century. "He
is not bitter about England, though he is very
bitter about English colonists, and cannot men-
tion the name of Sir Percy F'itzPatrick with-
out losing his temper." (Spec.)

"In this book the author displays the same
combination of smart intelligence and rash
blundering which was conspicuous during his
European mission."— Ath. 1906, 2: 332. S. 22. 1090w.

"The tone of the book is, however, so bitter
that he damages rather than strengthens his
cause."

h Nation. 84: 178. F. 21, '07. 580w.

"The book is well-written, orderly in arrange-
ment, adroit in argument, and extremely read-
able. His narrative is too much a design in
snow and ink to convince even the ill-informed

._ + Spec. 97: 492. O. 6, '06. 1920w.
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Lidgett, Rev. John Scott. Spiritual prin-

ciple of the atonement: as a satisfaction

made to God for tli-i sins of the world.

4th ed. *$i.50. West. Meth. bk.

The twenty-seventh Fernley lecture. The ed-
itor in these ten chapters covers all phases of

the atonement, its historical causes, the Biblical

doctrine concerning it, the theology of the
atonement, the satisfaction of God, the ethloal

perfection of our Lord, the relationship of our
i-ord to the human race, the atonement iu rela-

tion tr> the spiritual life of individuals and the

atonement and social progress.

Lighten, William Rheem. Shadow of a
* great rock. t$i.5o. Putnam. 7-18100'.

Frontier life and the types of nj.en whom it

calls aj-e portrayed here true to the reckless

abandon of "the formless western wilderness."

"A short story—and a very ordinarj-, conven-
tional short story that might almost have ap-
peared in any monthly magazine—and nothing
more." ^.„— Acad. 73: 755. Ag. 3, '07. 250w.

"Written in a grandiose style, this story of

American pioneering in the fifties is interesting
rather than remarkable."

^ Ath. 1907, 2: 150. Ag. 10. 120w.

"Occasionally marred just a little b^ 'fine

writing,' [it] is nevertheless, a good story of the
winning of Nebraska in the early fifties."

-1 N. Y. Times. 12: 410. Je. 28, '07. lOOw.

Lillibridge, William Otis. Where the trail

divides; with il. in colors oy the Kin-
neys. t$i.5o. Dodd. 7-9842.

"As a result of an Indian raid, with its trail

of smoking ruins and scalped and tortured vic-

tims, only two human beings were found alive

by the rescue party in the .whole devastated set-

tlement—a white girl baby and an Indian boy,
scarcely older or larger. These two waifs are
taken in charge by Colonel Bill Lander, the
cattle king, and brought up together w:th the
same impartial care that he would have be-
stowed upon children of his own." (Bookm.)
The story mainly concerns these two, their ill-

assorted union, and an inevitable tragedy.

"A Isook that needs no borrowed glory to bol-

ster it into notice, a book which may well
stand on its own merits, both for novelty of

situation and keen picturing of character."
Frederic Taber Cooper.

-I- + Bookm. 2-5: 285. My. '07. 540w.

Lincoln, Abraham. Complete works of

Abraham Lincoln. I2v. ea. $3.75- Tandy.
6-a554.

Descriptive note In Anni-aJ, 1906.

^ ^ _v. Dial. 42: 190. Mr. 16, '07. 160w: (Re-
view of .V. 11 and 12.)

"This is the edition v/u.cn should be select-

ed for purchase by any public or private li-

brary of Import.ance on account of its com-
pleteness and reliability."
^. 4. + ind. 62: 678. Mr. 21, '07. llOw. (Re-

view of V. 11 and 12.)

"Altogether, this Gettysburg edition takes
Its place worthily among the great euitions of

our statesmen."
4- -f- Nation. 84: 384. Ap. 25, '07. 200w. (Re-

view of V. 11 and 12.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 79. P. 9. '07. 130w.
(Review of V. 11 and 12.)

"These two volumes bring to an end a publi-

cation of permanent value, not only In Ameri-
can political history, but to American litera-

ture."
-I- + + Outlook. 85: .524. Mr. 2, '07. llOw. (Re-

view of V. 11 and 12.)

Lincoln, Charles Henry. Naval records of

the American revolution, 1775-1788; pre-

pared from the originals in the Library
of Congress. $1. Supt. of doc. 6-35020.

"More than half of this volume Is occupied
by a list of the bonds filed under the letters ot
marque, in which are indicated all who are con-
cerned in the vessels, as master, bonder, own-
er, or witness. This is a valuable contribution
to history, as the bonds also give the nature of
the ship, and the size of crew and armament,
as well as the state to which she belonged. It

will now be possible for investigators to identi-

fy the ship, and from local records trace her
performances."—Nation.

+ Am. Hist. R. 12: 930. Jl. '07. 310w.

"We note some obvious misprints of names."
+ ^ Nation. 84: 288. Mr. 28, '07. 330w.

Lincoln, Charles Z. Constitutional history
of New York from the beginning of
the colonial period to the year 1905.

5v. $15. Lawyers' co-op. 6-7387.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1903.

"Expressions of his own opinion on questions
of law and conduct are rare and usually sound.
There are few accessible authorities which
have not been examined and digested. The
absence of cross-references to earlier and later
pagf.s imposes much needless labor. Except
in the case of law reports and session laws,
there are hardly any citations of the original
authorities, not even of the page.^ of the con-
vention reports, from which quotations are
made. Tlie book is indispensable to all consti-
tutional lawyers, legislators, and statesmen in
New York. It v,-ill be the standard authority
upon the subject for at least a generation.'
Roger Foster.
+ -1 Am. Hist. R. 12:392. Ja. '07. 2370w.

+ Ind. 63: 1233. N. 21, '07. 180w.

Lincoln, Joseph C. "Old home house."
t$i.25. Barnes. 7-21534-

Eleven stories told by a 'longshore skipper
who watched the gx>ings-on at "Aunt So-
phrony's wind plantation" and plied his trade of
"amputating the bank accounts of the city
folks."

"'In these entertaining yarns Mr. Lincoln suc-
ceeds in expressing the true salt humor of the
Cape-Codder."

+ Nation. 85: 235. S. 12, '07. 160w.

"Ptesentlng eleven of thte best tales recently
written bv the well-known Joseph C. Lincoln."

+ N. Y, Times. 12: 382. Je. 16, '07. 120w.

"Joseph C. Lincoln has not yet come to the
end of the fresh strain of humor."

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 510. Ag. 24, '07. lOOw.

Lindsay, Anna R. B. Spiritual care of a

child. **30c. CroweU. 7-31 179-

Some suggestive thoughts for the guidance of
a child's spiritual growth which are based upon
definite and continuous teaching. Uniform with
the "What is worth while" series.

Lindsay, Mrs, Anna Robertson. Warrior
spirit in the republic of God. **$i.50.

Macmillan. 6-42942.

"A plea for the virile element in Christianity,
which has too often been denied an equal em-
phases with the feminine. . . . The outlook is

comprehensive, optimistic, and martial. The
conquest to he won is the molding of the mod-
ern en'.'ironment to spiritual use.^. This is the
point in view throughout. Practical sugges-
tions for all social groups show insight, sym-
pat!iy, and good sense."—Outlook.

Nation. 84: 133. F. 7, '07. 50w.

"Altosrether it is a thoroughly wholesome and
tonic book."

— Outlook. 84:1084. D. 29, '06. 140w.
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Lindsay, Charles Harcourt Ainslee Forbes-.

America's insular possessions. 2v. $5.

Winston. 7-1324-

A two-vciume photogravure edition of a work
devoted to America's island possessions. The
first volume includes the Great Antilles, Porto

Rico, Guam, and Hawaii, while the second is

devotPd entirely to the Philippines. The his-

tory growth, political development. Industries,

and ' resources of the islands are treated with

littl'' attention to controversial questions. For

which omission in the second volume the au-

thor inserts a chapter of extracts from public

addresses of the former governor, William ti.

Taft.

"With all its possible weaknesses and omis-

sions from the point of view of historical, eco-

nomic and sociological science, the work is

nevertheless the most comprehensive general
treatise on some of our outlying possessions in

relatively small space and for the 'general read-
er' that exists in the English language." Carl

C. Plehn.
+ ^ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 179. Jl. '07. 670w.

"In short, as to the past and present, this

book is interesting and valuable. As to the
problem of th s near future it is almost voice-
less."

+ Nation. 83: 263. S. 19, '07. 620w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 404. Je. 22, '07. 160w.

"The author's views are frankly stated, but
we see no indication that they have led him
either to misreport any facts, to omit in his
report any facts of significance, or to present
the facts in false proportions on false rela-
tions."
+ + Outlook, 86: 479. Je. 29, '07. 790w.

Lindsay, Charles Harcourt Ainslee Forbes-.
John Smith, gentleman adventurer.
t$i.5o. Lippincott. 7-29850.

Over the story of John Smith the author has
thrown the glamour of romance. He has writ-
ten a historical novel in which all that is his-
tory and all that is novel is alike familiar to our
ears. It is a tribute to this early hero which
will help to keep him before a coming genera-
tion .as a man, a gentleman and an adventurer.

Lindsay, Charles Harcourt Ainslee Forbes--
Panama: the isthmus and the canal.

**$i. Winston. 6-26562.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1903.

~ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 11. Ja. '07. S.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 148. My. 07.

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 157. Jl. '07. 120w.

"Evrry feature of this vast undertaking is

pictured in detail with simplicity and intelli-

gibility, and without imdue argumentative dis-
cussion. Although the book is written in top-
ical style, an index would enhance its useful-
ness."

+ Dial. 42: 84. F. 1, '07. ISOw.

Lindsay, Charles Harcourt Ainslie Forbes-
Philippines under Spanish and Ameri-
can rules. $3. Winston. 6-44314.

In this volume "The Philippine islands are
treated, des^ripcively, historically, industrially,
commercially, and politically, . . . Twenty-six
photogravure illustrations from photographs
are gi\en."—Dial.

Dill. tl:454. D. 16, '06. 220w.

Lit. D. 33: 856. D. 8, '06. 60w.

Lindsay, Thomas Martin. History of the
Reformation. 2v. ea. *$2.50. Scrib-

ner. 6-23686.

V. 2. Tracts of the Reformation outside' of
Germany, of the ante-pedo-baptist demonina-
tions of the period, and of the counter -Ref-
ormation in Roman Catholicisin that reached
its limit in the Council of Trent.

"We have dwelt too long on the defects of

an excellent book; many of them are super-
ficial and can be easily remedied. The total
impression left by the two volumes of Princi-
pal Lindsay is very favorable; they are the
best thing v/e have in English on the subject.
They combine scientific worth with literary
charm, and will appeal strongly not merely to
students but also to the thoughtful layman."
William Walker Rockwell.
+ H Am. Hist. R. 12: 874. Jl. '07. H80w.

(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"When the author works from the sources,
he is able, vigorous and stimulating, but when
he trusts his general imprtssions, he is soiiie-

times liable to error. On the whole, his vol-
ume is a valuable contribution to our knowl-»
edge of the subject." Franklin Johnson.

-{- — Am. J. Theol. 11:341. Ap. '07. 180w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"The bias against everything Catholic both
in form and spirit, and the belief that Luther
made 'a new heaven and a new earth,' as su-
perior to the mediaeval conception as light to
darkness, is unfortunate. No reader will be
misled if he bears in mind that the writer Is

Principal of the Free chufch college In Glas-
gow."
+ -i Ath. 1907, 2: 176. Ag. 17. 860w. (Review

of V. 2.)

"The heroic elements in the life of the great
leador are magnified in a way to satisfy the
most devout Lutheran; while the extrava-
gances, inconsistencies, intolerance, and cruel-
ties of the liero are passed over as lightly and
dealt with as apologetically as anyone could
desire. It is probable that no niodiern, scien-
tific. Lutheran writer has presented on the
whole so sympathetic an account of Luther."
Albert Henry Newman.

-!- Bib. World. 29: 39 i My. '07. 830w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"The book is good reading; in parts, absorb-
ing. Dr. Lindsay's history deserves to be widely
read bv ministers and theological studf^nts,
who will find it full of ethical and religious
suggestions; and the swing of its style and
its subordination of the technical to the vital
will make it for the general reader the stand-
ard English work on the subject."
+ + Ind. 62: 1470. Je. 20, '07. 520w. (He-

view of v. 1 and 2.j

"Is taking its place as the standard English
work on its important theme."

-t- + Ind. 63: 1236. N. 21, '07. 40w. (Review
of v. 1 and 2.)

"There are but few and slight blemishes in
these masterly volumes."
+ -i Lond. Times. 6: 281. S. 20, '07. 3100w.

(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"It brings forth new infcrmation for many
who regard themselves as sufllclently familiar
with the subject."

+ Outlook. 86:299. Je. 8, '07. 280w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

Linville, Henry R., and Kelly, Henry A.
Text-book in general zoology. *'?i.5o.

Ginn. 6-2^318.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Bps.ides being comprehensive and accurate,
is readable. In place of the old stock cuts, it

has been freshly illustrated with a large num-
ber of original drawings direct from nature."

.^ j^ Nation. 83:204. S. 6. '06. 120w.

"The introduction to the science which they
have presented seems to us, not only interest-

ing, but educationally wholesome."
+ + Nature. 74: 633. O. 25, '06. 160w.

••This is a distinct adJdition to the many text-

books of general zoology for secondary schools.

The plan adopted by the authors seems not
only interesting, but educationally wholesome."
Robert W. Hegner.

-{-
-t- School R. 15: 233. Mr. '07. 440w.
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Lippmann, Friedrich. Engraving and etch-
ing. 3d ed. rev. by Dr. Max Lehrs; tr.

by Martin Hardie. *$3. Scribner.
6-33516.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Alto.i;etlifr the book cannot be commended
too highly for its educating value on the sub-
ject of wiiifh it treats." Laurence Burnham.
-t- 4 -t Bookm. 2i: 640. F. '07. IVOw.

"The translation ... is all that could be de-
sired."
+ + Dial. 42: 346. Je. 1, '07. 240w.

Lithgow, William. Totall discourse of the
rare adventures and painefull pere-
grinations of long nineteene yeares
travaj'les from Scotland to the most
famous kingdomes in Europe, Asia and
Africa. *$3.25. Macniillan. 7-28951.

Lithgow's work "contains many picturesque
•descriptions of cities and customs as they
seemed in the early seventeenth century to the
eyes of a roving Englishman. He was tortured
In Spain as a spy, and thereafter ceased his
w^anderings. which covered, he tells us, over
36,000 miles, chiefly traversed on foot." (Out-
look.)

"It is a record of the most varied and often
diverting character, written with a spirit and
in a style which should ensure a large sale for
the reprint before us."

-f- Acad. 71: 633. D. 22, '06. 43(hv.

":i"'he publi.'^bers have treated a book of great
interest in their usual sumptuous fashion."

-f- Ath. 1907, 1: 224. F. 23. 760w.

-f- Nation. 84: 310. Ap. 4, '07. 280w.

"The narrative is well worth reprinting In
the 'Library of travels.' "

+ Outlook. 84: 842. D. 1, '06. IGOw.

-h Sat. R. 102:f.r.4. N. 3, '06. 190w.

"His rare adventures are well worth reading."
4- Spec. 97: 931. I>. 8, '06. 1540w.

Littlehales, George W. Altitude, azimuth,
and geographical position; comprising
graphical tables for finding the alti-

tude and azimuth, the position-line, and
the variations of the compass; and for

identifying observed celestial bodies,
and finding the course and distance in

great circle sailing. *$25. Lippincott.
6-24890.

"An attempt to bring within the grasp of
the ordinary navigating officer those more re-
condite methods of his art, which, for their
complete understanding, involve a considerable
knowledge of mathematics anu nautical astron-
omy. Great circle sailing, astronomical deter-
minations of the compass error, oumneir's
method for finding the position of a ship, all

involve the solution of spherical triangles, and
it is the function of the present work to sub-
Rtitnte for the conventional logarithmic solu-

tion of these triangles the use of certain dia-

grams here published in great detcii "—Engln.
N.

"The labour undergone In the preparation
can only be appreciated by those used to such
matters; and the result in the saving of labour
and time to practical navigators, by a graph-
ical process easy to understand and follow must
lay them under a deep debt of gratitude to the
author. We feel sure that his method will be
extensively adopted."

4- + Ath. 1907, 2: 74. Jl. 20. 250w.
"As respects accuracy, the chajrts appear

adequate to all demands of nautical practice."
George C Comstock.

-f -f- Engln. N. 57: 194. F. 14. "07. 1200w.

-f- -f -f- Nation. 85: 310. O. 3, '07. lOOOw.

Spec. 99: 170. Ag. 3, '07. 50w.

Livingstone, Alice. Sealed book. $1.50. Fen-
no. 7-5060.

Much mystery and some adventure compli-
cate the already tangled plot of this story
which is built upon the old melodramatic plan.
The hero, who is supposed to have attempted
the murder of his father, disappears and Is
thought to be dead, the beautiful heroine lives
on, a society queen accepting the attentions of
the villain. Eighteen years later the villain's
true character is exposed and it is found that
the hero and heroine have all this time been
secretly married and their grown daughter ap-
pears in time to have a love affair of her own
before the book reaches its happy ending.

"llsually in modern sensational literature,
books :ire not sealed unless they contain some-
thing of a particularly startling nature, and we
approneli this one, prepared to i-pvel in hair-
breadth escapes, daric plots, and thwarted vil-
lainv. We are not disappointed."— Acad. 71:111. Ag. 4, '06. 410w.
"A long story of mystery .and extraordinary

coiiicirlencrs which is tolerably exciting."
H Ath. 1906, 2:182. Ag. 18. 120w.
"Four [stories I are skillfully tangled together

into a whole mysterv as gloomy as the old
English castle of Wrendlebury Towers. And
in the end every thread is .as satisfactorily un-
tangled again as heart could desire."

-^ — N. Y. Times. 12: 99. F. 16, "07. 170w.

"The interest grows more Intense to the
end."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 382. Je. 15, '07. 190w.

Lloyd, Albert B. In dwarfland and canni-
bal country: a record of travel and dis-

covery in central Africa. *$3. Dutton.
The author is a missionary-explorer with

more than ordinary zest for thrilling adven-
ture. This record follows his course far into the
wilderness of Central Africa to the "forest of
pygmies in whom Stanley was so much inter-
ested, and he had the bf^st of opportunities for
studying and describing this strange nation of
dwarfs, who have kept their identity as a race
from time immemorial." (Outlook.) "With
boatmen of the cannibal Bangwa tribe he sped
down the Aruwimi, and at night in the vil-
lages saw their savage dance.? and the orgies
of their warriors over the kola-nut pot." (N. T.
Times.)

"The reader who gets beyond the common
place narrative and reflections of the opening
chapters will be likely to continue to the end."

-1 Nation. 85: 263. S. 19, '07. 460w.

"It is rather a pity that he did not find some
literary friend to edit his book and correct his
weird ideas as to the form and function of the
sentence. Otherwise his naive and straightfor-
ward style adds to the charm of his work and
makes it all the more vivid."

+ — N. Y. Times. 12: 522. Ag. 31, '07. 1470w.

"The book i.^, as a. personal narrative of ex-
perience, decidedlv readable, but It has the us-
ual fault of books of this kind in that it re-
lates too minutely and without careful dis-
crimination the unimportant as well as Import-
ant matters."

-j Outlook. 86: 971. Ag. 31, '07. 20Ow.

Lloyd. Albert B. Uganda to Khartoum:
life and adventure on the upper Nile
with pref. by Victor Buxton. *$3. Dut-
ton. 7-35191-

An English missionary's account of five
years' experience in the northern provinces. of
the British Uganda Protectorate.

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 99. Ap. '07.

"One of the most fascinating books we have
come across for a long time. He has the art of
selection. He knows how to convey a vivid
Impression, and refrains from burdening the
reader's memory with unnecessary details."

+ 4- Ath. 1906, 2: 404. O. 6. 650w.
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"Alike for readers interested in missionary
work in Africa, and for those interested in it
as a land of adventure, Mr. Lloyd's book will
be satisfactory. H. E. Coblentz.

+ Dial. 42: 372. Je. 16, '07. 300w.
"It is written without system or plan, and is

artless and inconsequent in its style—some-
times almost ludicrously so."

H ' Ind. 63: 946. O. 17, '07. 190w.

+ Nation. S4: 3G6. Ap. 18, '07. 500w.

"As a record of travel, sport and adventure
the book lias considerable interest, and the au-
thor gives a clear idea of the customs and su-
perstitions of the natives."

+ Outlook. 85: 238. Ja. 26, '07. 60w.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 384. Mr. '07. 50w.

"Mr. Lloyd is a missionary and something
more; he seems to blend the qualities of a
Livingstone with those of a Selous."

-h Sat. R. 102: 402. S. 29, '06. 250w.

Lloyd, Henry Demarest. -Man, the social
creator. **$2. Doubleday. 6-16757.

Descriptive note in A_nnual, 1906.

"Whenever they were written, at intervals
during the last ten years of his life, it was
when he was at his best. The loftiness of
spirit and sententiousness of style indicate mo-
ments of exceptional clarity of vision and ele-
vation of soul." Graham Taylor.
+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 483. N. '06. lOSOw.

"As a whole the book is a germinal, thought-
provoking book. It is deeply religious and .eth-
ically lofty. It is written in Mr. Lloyd's lumi-
nous, eloquent style, with many flashing epi-
grams and keen strokes of wit. Occasionally
the thread of the thought is not quite as
smooth as 'if Mr. Lloyd had lived to finish it,

but the work of the editors is exceedingly 'well
done. Probably no two people in more com-
plete, sympathy v/ith Mr. Lloyd's thought and
work could be found than his sister and Miss
Addams." Eltweed Pomeroy.
+ -f .Arena. 36:569. N. '06. 780w.

"The painful labor of compiling a posthu-
mous volume has been performed with tact and
skill, and the book is a precious contribution
to the thought of the new century." Florence
Kelly.
+ -f- Charities. 17: 466. D. 15, '06. 1610w.

"Nattirally the treatment is somewhat frag-
mentary and at times vague; as a whole, how-
ever, the editors have succeeded in giving to
the exposition ooth symmetry and connecto«J-
ness. The book, as a whole, contains deeply
suggestive writing in a style which curiously
recalls both Emerson and Carlyle. It is a pity
that the proofreading should have been so
wretchedly done."
+ H Nation. 83: 99. Ag. 2, '06. 370w.

Loane, M. Next street but one. $2. Long
mans. W7-77.

"This book, mainly about the poor who are
always with us and may be supposed to live
in the next street taut one, is the work of a
trained nurse. . . . The book i." a collection
of studies of family and economic conditions;
each chapter contains a wonderful variety of
personal illustrations and is entertkiningly
written. . . . The conclusions and deductions
are convincing, as they are drawn from specific
incidents."—N. Y. Times.

"She has a great gift for telling stories. . . .

There is no attempt at formal or systematic
treatment; the author puts down her experi-
ences and reflections, just as they occur to
her, in an easy, natural way. A little over-
statement does not appreciably detract from
the value of her charming and enlightening
book."

H Lond. Times. 6: 99. Mr. 29, '07. 1330w.
"The mere data contained in this work is

wonderful. The method of chatty and sym-
pathetic treatment is even more to be ad-
mired."

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 245. Ap. 13, '07. 470w.

[One] will find Miss Loane's womanly com-mon-sense ahd robust humour an admirable
corrective to the pleas for sapping the strength
of the nation which are the evil fashion of the
hour.

+ Spec. 98: 281. F. 23, '07. 1730iw.

Lock, Robert Heath. Recent progress in
the study of variation, heredity, and
evolution. *$2. Button. 7-12650.

"The book begins with an introduction in
which are briefly discussed: Linnaean species,
Jordan's species, variation, mutation, discon-
tinuity of species, the work of Mendel and evo-
lution theories. Later chapters are largely giv-
en to a fuller discussion of the topics here in-
troduced. The first half of the book is rather
elementary. . . . Natural selection, evidences
of evolution and 'biometry' are treated in de-
tail."—rfcience.

'•The style is clear, but in many sections so
many highly technical terms are used that the
lay reader will be in trouble. The concluding
chapter at least, however, should be carefully
read by all who are dealing with problems of
human progress."

-I Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 640. My. '07. llOw.
"On the whole, this is probably the best avail-

able book from which the layman may get a
reasonably complete and nontechnical account
of recent investigations in the last two of the
three fields covered. Unfortunately, the treat-
ment of the subjects is not strictly even and
impartial." Ravmond Pearl.
+ H Dial. 43: 209. O. 1, '07. 280w.

+ Ind. 63: 511. Ag. 29, '07. 150w.
Lond. Times. 6: 259. Ag. 23, '07. 810w.

"The subjects and their facts are well ar-
ranged, but are set forth with a heaviness of
diction which makes it difficult for any one
except a biologist already familiar with the
subject properly to correlate the facts as he
reads. The sphere of usefulness of this volume
will be among senior biological students rather
than among either advanced scientists or gen-
eral readers."

•! Nation. 84: 344. Ap. 11, '07. 230w.

"An elementary but genei-ally clear and skil-
ful exposition of the present aspects of the
evoliitionarv problem." F. A. D.

4- — Nature. 75: 573. Ap. 18, 07. 1490w.

"Even In the driest parts of the work there
are sharp and valuable criticisms of the the-
ories of the daj'." Francis Ramaley.

-I Science, n.s. 25: S40. Mr. 1, '07. 830w.

"The author is no Miss Agnes Gierke; but he
is at his best in his somewhat discontinuous
sketches of the history of the idea of 'muta-
tion.'

"

• + Spec. 09: 204. Ag. 10, '07. 820w.

Locke. William John. Beloved vagabond.
t$i.5o. Lane. 6-37606.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The story is told with delightful humor, but
also with realism noi altogether pleasing."

-I- — A. L. A. Bkl. 3:78. Mr. '07.

"Pleasant is tlie wora! Fantastic, improbable,
impossible! Granted freely, that and more!"
Maiy Moss.

-h Atlan. 99:119. Ja. '07. 420w.

"It is delightful because it is full of the
breath of springtide and Bohemiani.sm."

-^ Current Literature. 42: 461. Ap. '07.

8S0w.

"The hero is one of the most genial and hu-
man figures ever encountered within the pages
of a book. It would take a very stern moralist
indeed to find him, iJespite his obvious faults,
anything but sympatlietic and lovable in all the
phases—even in most sordid—of his pictur-
esque 2nd eccentric career."

-f- + Dial. 42:142. Mr. 1, '07. 690w.
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Locke, William John

—

Continued..
'Ihere is many a novelist much better known

who migrht well envy Mr. Locke the privilege
of having written 'The beloved vagabond.' "

Frederic Taher Cooper.
-1- + Nq. Am. 184: 525. Mr. 1, '07. 1530w.

-f Putnam's 1: 766. Mr. '07. 5?0w.

-h Sat. R. 102:810. D. 29, 'OG. V30w.

"On the whole [Mr. Ixicke] must be congrat-
ulated on the skill, the spirit and the tact with
whii.h he has composed these exotic variations
on a Rabelaisian theme."

4- Spec. 'j7: 989. U. 15, '06. 750w.

Lockwood, Laura Emma. Lexicon to the
* English poetical works of John Mil-

ton. *$3. Macmillan. 7-37515-
"Miss Lockwood has used the text of the

Globe edition, and retained the modern spelling;
in the arrangement and classification of the
meanings of words she has followed the 'New
English dictionary.' Except in the case of the
very commonest words, she has aimed at mak-
ing her record of occurrences complete, and she
has laid particular stress on definitions."—Na-
tion.

of all ages." The book is addressed to the
many who experience some difficulty in recog-
nizing the old landmarks amid the rising flood
of criticism.

"We hiave attempted to test the work by a
single short poem, the 'Lycidas,' and we have
only [a few] points of criticism on that diffi-

cult poem. Nevertheless, this is a very valu-
able work."
+ H Ind. 63: 1003. O. 24, '07. 330w.

"Tills is a welcome work and will hence-
forth be indispensable to any serious student
of the poet. Of course, only systematic use
can prove the accuracy of such a book in de-
tail, but the impression which one gains from
a cursory examination cf its pages is tliat the
task has been accomplished in a reliable and
painstaking maainer."

+ -f- Nation. 85: 516. D. 5, '07. 210w.

Lodge, Henry Cabot. Frontier town and
other essays. **$i.50. Scribner. 6-34821.

The frontier town is Greenfield, Mass., the
150th anniversary of whose Incorporation was
celebrated in 1903. The other essays are on the
Senate, Samuel Adams, Theodore Roosevelt,
Senator Hoar, The United States at Algeciras,
etc.

"All of the essays are written in Senator
Lodge's agreoabls manner; he, at least, has
preserved a literary finish in these essays upon
historical and allied subjects. It is often re-
freshiTig to find such a book, which do"s not
pretend to add to the store of human knowl-
edge, but presents old views and known facts
in a pleasing and attractive form."

-t- Am. Hist. R. 12: 701. Ap. '07. 440w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 12. Ja. '07.

Lit. D. 33: 595. O. 27, '0€. 70w.

"As a whole, the contents of the volume have
less distinction than the same author's 'Fight-
ing frigate and other essays,' but that any man
in public life should be able to write so mudh
and so well is Itself gratifying."

-!-• Nation. 83: 482. D. 6, '06. 180w.

"To our surprise we find Mr. Lodge at his
clumsiest in speaking of the matters which con-
cern him, or our interest in him, most." H. W.
Eoyntcn.

-I No. Am. 183: 1185. D. 7, 'OS. 750w.

R. of Rs. 35: 110. Ja. '07. 50w.

Lodge, Sir Oliver. Substance of faith allied

with science; a catechism for parents
and teachers. **$i. Harper. 7-Q613.

Thru quesiinns and answers the author for-
mulates a way to achieve a harmonious condi-
tion in which the Divine Will is perfectly obeyed.
His task has been that "of formulating the fun-
damentals, or substance of religious faith in

terms of l~)ivine Immanence, in such a way as
to assimilnto sufficiently all the results of ex-
isting knowledge and still be in harmony with
the teachings of the poets and inspired writers

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 168. O. '07.

"We can hardly doubt that even his cate-
chism, when preached oy liimself, is interest-
ing and profitable; but we venture to suggest
that it he seems to find it practically a source
of inspiration, that is because any man so com-
bining learning and good-will is worth listen-
ing to, whatever his topic." T. D. A. Cockerell.

h Dial. 42: 341. je. 1, '07. 900w.
Ind. 02: 911. Ap. 18, '07. 470w.

Ind 63: 1236. N. 21, '07. 40w.
Outlook. S.5: 879. Ap. 20, '07. 280w.

R. of Rs. 35: 638. My. '07. 60w.

"We have rarely seen a simpler or clearer
account of what science can teach us now on
such fundamental problems as the formation of
the earth and the development of life; it will
be a real boon to the religious teacher; though,
simple as. it is, we doubt whether he could
make it intelligible to children."

+ Sat. R. 104: 276. Ag. 31, '07. 2&0w.

"His book we are sure, will be a source of
happiness and consolation to many who, con-
fused by the new discoveries of history and of
science, have become shaken in their religious
faith."

;- + Spec. 98: 946. Je. 15, '07. 120w.

Loftie, Rev. William J. Colour of London,
* historic, personal and local; with an in-

trod. by M. H. Spielmann; il. by the
Japanese artist, Yoshio Markino. *$6.

Jacobs.
"Mr. liOftie has interpreted the term 'colour*

in its broadest sense and has drawn extensively
uipon the wonderful traditions of the great
metropolis; indeed, the mo.st interesting chap-
ter in the volume is devoted to the history and
description of the Tower. To many, iiowever,
the most attractive feature of the book Will be
the series of delightful illustrations by Mr. Yo-
shio Marltino, reproduced in colour and mono-
tone, the originals of which were recently ex-
hibited at the Clifford gallery in the Haymar-
ket."—Int. Studio.

"As for the letterpress by Mr. W. J. Loftie,
its chief defect is that it has nothing to do
with the pictures. From the antiquarian and
topographical points of view It seems to us of
very high interest, marked by strong common
sense and enmity to popular fables."

-f Acad. 72: 501. My. 25, '07. 1060w.

"The artist . . . has given us a London
which is new. Mr. W. J. Loftie as an antiquary,
has naturally and property given us in the text
anecdotes which are old, though pleasantly

-I- + Ath. 19'07, 1: 612. My. 18. 420w.

"Mr. Loftie writes of a few of the myraid as-
pects of London . . . treating them all in
a delightfully suggestive fashion, with a true
feeling fbr the oddities and ramifications of Ills

subject. The enterprising young Japanese
seems to know all parts of ills beloved London,
and to have observed it with the stranger's
open-mindedness and the artist's sensitiveness
to effect."

.-f -I- Dial. 43: 376. D. 1. '07. 310w.

"Possessing a delicate sense of colour and
tone harmony, the artist has been inspired by
some typical scenes of London street life to
produce a number of drawings which are ex-
tremely fascinating, and bear the stamp of ex-
ceptional ability."

-t- + Int. Studio. 32: 83. Jl. '07. 270w.

"Mr. Loftie has done his share of the work
in a competent manner. These drawings, the
larger part of them in color, ought to make the
fortune of any book."

-I- -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 230w,
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"His di-awings are equally admirable for sim-
plicity, spontaneity, and sincerity—so much so,
indeed, as quite to take all of one's attention
in opening the well-printed book, even though
its text be by such an erudite authority aa Is
Mr. W. J. Loftie."
+ + Outlook. 87: 616. N 23, '07. 34<)w.

"Well above the colour-book average."
+ Sat. R. 103: 626. My. 18, '07. 2S0w.

Loliee, Frederic. Short history of compara-
tive literature from the earliest times to
the present day. *$i.75. Putnam.

7-18136.
"M. Lolifee's aim is to present a picture of

the litprary output of all the centuries: to
mark the periods of growth, florescence and de-
cay, and to indicate the relations of one prod-
uct to another."'—Spec.

"We have read this work with dismay and
disappointment. And as for M. Lolifee's com-
parisons, they are ht only to be made at a pen-
ny-reading. It remains to add that the boolc
is very ill- translated, and that it bristles with
misprints."

Acad. 70: 423. My. 5, '06. 1520w.
"As a result of such a gigantic undertaking,

oonfined within the narrow limits of 350 pages,
his book is conspicuous for broad surveys and
vague generalities. By its lack of close indi-
vidual characterization and accurate detailed
description it lies at the very antipodes of
Sainte-Beuve's critical method. The transla-
tion is not so good as it might be."

\- Nation. 85: 143. Ag. 15, '07. 970w.
"Each step in his work is so carefully taken

and the proportions so well maintained that
one can have no possible doubt of the underly-
ing truth of his whole theme."

4- 4- N. Y. Times. 12:338. My. 25, '07. 800w.
"It is certainly safe to say that the wider a

reader's acauaintance witii the literature of
the world, tlie more benefit he will get from
M. I^oliee's work. It has been well translated
by Mr. Power."

-i- -f- Spec. 97: (j5. Jl. 14, '06. 190w.

Loliee, Frederic/ Women of the second
empire: chronicles of the court of Na-
poleon III; comp. from unpublished
documents; tr. by Alice M. Ivimy. *$7.
Lane,

[n this volume "pageant . . . defiles before
you in all its magnincence. The empress Eu-
genie, who set the fashion to tlie women of
Europe, the Countess de Castiglione, Madame
de Rutz, Laure de Rothschild, the Princess
Matliildrj, Countess le Hon and many others

—

all pass on their way, and the place of each in
the procession is defined. As each iiasses too
you leaTn something of her chara,cter and at-
tainnioiizs: and in a discreet wliisper stories
are told of her doings. . . . Moreover it is il-

lustrated with fifty-one photographs of the
celebrities, superbly reproduced."—Ac-ad.

"Exceedingly well written and interesting as
gossip may be. But M. Loliee's preface and
work are more reasonable and without that
desperate brightness—of a salesman exhibiting
wares. He has been imtiring in his search
for information and successful. The transla-
tion is well done."

.j. -|_ Acad. 72: 266. Mr. 16, '07. 600w.

"The volume appears . . . like 'the book of
the opera,' and a very light opera at that."

^ Nation. 84: 17. Jl. 4, '07. 460w.

"Amusing, shocking, interesting, disgusting,
trivial, important, sometimes by turns and
sometimes all on the same page is M. Frederic
Lolige's book of biographical sketches.

h N. Y. Times. 12: Z89. My. 4, '07. 920w.

+ N, Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 140w.

Reviewed bv Hildegarde Hawthorne.
-I- Putnam's. 2: 475. Jl. '07. 90w.

"It all smacks too much of a society's jour-nal s small talk about pretty faces and dress-

— Sat. R. 103: 372. Mr. 23, '07. 130w.
"Brilhant and amusing as M. Loli6e's bookundoubtedly is, such a tone of cynicism rather

repels any one who has ever had even a pass-ing acquamtance with members of that long-dead society whose actual charm he does notwe think quite succeed in perpetuating here '•

4- — Spec. 99: 129. Jl. 27, '07 1490w
London, Jack. Before Adam. t$i.5o Mac-

millan.
7-7191.

Mr. London sets about the novel task of de-ducing from the dream glimpses of the present

fhl ^n:^%'^
evidences of his evolution from

E^LfP?- ^^^- instance, the falling-through-
hllu ..'^S'"

'^ ^ f^^'^' memory ^hich dSesbaek 10 our remote ancestors who lived In
}l^%l ,^/^-'^-, "^'^^ experienced terrible falls. "ItIS decldealy ingenious, this story of tree dwell-ers, cave dwellers and fire makers, who aremasters also of the bow and arrow—of threestages of human evolution going on side bvside in a remote geological age.'" (Ind.)

A^-^" ,*^® subject of his latest story, 'Before
;^f h?^'

^''- Jack London shows no diminutionof his characteristic audacity. This is a braveendeavor to enlist our interest in these dto
Tlfe't?o;.^n*

'' .'^"s„«hort of complete succe^The story occasionally stirs our curiosity butnever our sympathy." Harry James Smith— Atlan. 100: 125. Jl. '07. 1640w.
'!}i

i"3.y be the result of a good deal of «!oi-
entific research into the latest Icceptedtheon";of evolution and atavism, but the popularftv ofa work of fiction is seldom in direct rat^ to itsscientific accuracy." Frederic Taber Cooper— + Bookm. 25:183. Ap. '07. 3]0w.
"The story fails to make a distinct imore"?-sion upon the reader, who finds n it, Tn^ the

iv^l M^^Pu^- 1"* another animal story of the

decide or sa" " '° P^P"'^" ^^""ng the las!

f- Ind. '62: 620. Mr. 14, '07. 210w.
"Jack London's unbridled imagination ishero exhibited in full career " <^'"<>-'-'yn is

-f Lit. D. 34:639. Ap. 20, '07. 420w.

fJ.!^^-^^
London has performed a wonderful

f^t'^
J" ^5- <i«scribing the lives and passions ofthese rudimentary beings. He has builded a

Ih^'r^tJ'V^^
unknown ages, of the creature!

Snrnfre'Srty.'^"'"' ""'^ ^"'^°^^<^ " ^^ -"^
+ N. Y. Times. 12:145. Mr. 9, '07. 690w.

f^l'^? °.T
/aspect 'Before Adam' is weak; it istoo truth-loving as regards scientific records to

fft^'® n"i"^'\'"°°'" ^°^ *h® emotional aspects of
i!; . ^t, ^^^^^ 's a sort of literary 'tour detorce, .-ibly done and curiously fascinating"

T Outlook. 85:718. Mr. 23. '07. 120w.
R. of Rs. 35: 762. Je. '07. 260w.

London, Jack, Love of life, and othe*
stories. r$i.5o. Macmillan. 7-29680.

A group of cliaracteristic Jack London stories
set in the rim of the polar sea." Cold andhunger battle with the love of life, even hu-mamty itself is often chilled Into insenslblhtvand the animal instinct of self preservation at
all hazards remains. The stories are Love of
life, A day's lodging. The white mans way,
w^, ^^.''^ °^ Keesh. The unexpected, BrownWolf, The sun-dog trail arud Negore, the cow-

"AU good, some of them of distinctive merit,
ivot so brutal as some of his earlier stories ofthis author."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 202. N. '07.

"Taken altogether these stories have all thegood points of their author's work—strength
aliveness, vividness of colouring." J SSir-
chand.

-I- Bookm. 26: 419. D. '07. 470w.
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London, Jack —Continued.
"They are quite equal to his previous accom-

phshments in tiiis direction, and are not ap-
proached by tlio efforts of any other writers,
save cJlizo.beth ilobins's 'The magnetic north,"

which remains the chief achievement in arctic
romance."

+ Lit. D. 35: 655. N. 2, '07. 450w.

"This is much the usual Jack London thing:
wolf-dogs and miners and Indians; starving and
freezing and killing."— Nation. 85: £53. O. 17, '07. 130w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 594. O. 5, '07. &80w.

N. Y. Times. 12:652. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"Jack London certainly has the story-teller's
gift, and he uses it to the greatest effect when
he tells us of the north."

+ Outlook. 87: 450. O. 26, '07. 80w.

London, Jack. Moon-face; and other sto-

ries. t$i.5o. Macmillan. 6-32351.

Descriptive note in Armual, 190€.

"Of varying ;nt;resc and merit they seem, by
the natural limitations of the short story, to

hinder ihe powi.Ts of the author from coming
into full play."

1- Cath. World. 84: 833. Mr. '07. 190w.

"These short ctorios of Mr. London's are
rather poor stu;f, as lacking in quality as in

imaginarion : and there is little to be said for
them on the score of originality."— Sat. R. 103: 178. F. 9, '07. 180w.

London, Jack. The road. t$2. Macmillan.

Jack London is the Invincible tramp In these
pages. Often enough the vulnerable heel is ex-
posed to the arrows flying thick in "hobo" land,
but by means of quick v/its, his alertness and
master strength he wards them off. "The road"
records his round of underworld experiences
which began at eighteen, and it abounds in
tramp tricks, tramp scrapes, and . tramp ver-
nacular, interesting both to the curious reader
and the student of sociology.

London, Jack. Scorn of women; in three
acts. **$i.25. Macmillan. 6-43530.

A three act comedy, wiih Daw.s.on City in
1897 as its settintr. "The heroine is a dazzling-
ly beautiful and very rich dancer, who is wor-
shipped by all the men and suspected by all

the women. . . . Tiie incidents of Arctic life

are portrayed' with unmistakable veracity, and
the humors and mystifications of a masked
ball, under frontier conditions, are set forth
with freshness .and vivacity." (Nation.)

Canadian M. 28: 399. P. '07. 80w.
"In the last a-ct there is a touch of the wiln

which is, perhaps, a trifle too realistic, but tlie

piece a"? a whole, is decidedly entertaining, and
contains some well-drawn sketches of charac-
ter."

-J Nation. 83: "jgS. D. 6, 'Ou. 220w.

N. Y. Times. 11:778. N. 24, '06. 80w.

"The length of the second act and the numer-
ous irrelevant episodes might weaken the play
on the stage, but there can be no question
about the dramatic effect of the conclusion."

H Spec. 99: sup. 461. O. 5, '07. 180w.

London, Jack. White Fang. t$i.5o. Mac-
millan. 6-35449.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is a capital story, marred a little by the
brutality of detail given in the fight with the
bull-dog."

-i Acad. 72: 2H. Mr. 16, '07. 220w.
"His tale is packed full of absurdly precious

idioms, literary •clichfes', and pompous little
mannerisms."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 161. F. 9. 270w.
"The Illustrations by Charles Livingston Bull

are not the least good thing about the book.
The virility of this artist is as strong and as

alive as tluit of the author he companions, but
there is a greater sense of self-control in it. a
power of restraint and reserve which makes
his rvork a lasting delight." Grace Isabel ,Col-
bror.

-f- -h Bookm. 24:599. F. '07. 950w.
"The manner m which the author manages

to interest one in the history of the wolf is an
achievement.

"

+ -I- Current Literature. 82: 111. Ja. '07.

500w.

"It would be an exaggeration to call this
no\'el a socialistic tract in disguise, but it is
certainly not the least clever stroke of its au-
thor's that he has succeeded in interweaving
into a dog-and-v/olf story so subtle a reminder
of the pressure of feral conditions in the midst
of civilized human society." Herbert W. Hor-
will.

-I- + — Forum. 38:547. Ap. '07. 1020w.

"The Canadian wolf needs the rehabilitation
which the Indian wolf owes to Kipling, and
Mr. London is entirely successful in express-
ing his litheness, which is worthy of rikki-tik-
ki at his best, his hardihood, and the germ of
the fidelity which remains the master attribute
in the dog. Some scenes are admirably vivid
bits of natural nistory."

i Lond. Times. 6: 46. F. 8, '07. 550w.

"Done in this author's best style."
+ -i- R. Of i^s. 35: 128. Ja. '07. 40w.

-i Spec. 97: 219. F. 9, '07. 360w.

Lonergan, W. F. Forty years of Paris, il.

* **$3-50. Brentano's.
Contemporary Paris as seen thru the eyes or

a newspaper correspondent. Mr. Lonergan "has
attended sittings of the Chamber and the courts,
met many politicians and men of letters, un-
hitched Boulanger's carriage, talked with Cl§-
menceau, interviewed Zola, corresponded wnth
HalSvy, and had a squabble with Sardou. In
the midst of his feverish existence, however,
he found the time to read something else than
newspapers, namely, some books on Taine, Re-
nan, and Abb§ Loisy, especially the latter; and
he gives us the benefit of his readings." (Na-
tion.)

"The .genial and observant spirit which is

visible in Mr. T^onergan's new volume on Paris
inclines us to praise it, and to recommend its

pui chase to our readers."
H Acad. 73: 110. N. 9, '07. 320w.

"There ar6 a good many small mistakes, and
some unnecessary passages."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 548. N. 2. 400w.

"While this narrative, covering the main
events of recent history, does not take the
place of Seignobos or Hanotaux, it supplements,
thanks to its generous supply of gossip from
the editorial rooms and the 'brasseries,' those
more dignified and reserved chronicles."

-^ Nation. 85: 470. N. 21, '07. 340w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19. '07. 20w.

"It contains a good deal of more or less en-
tertaining gossip, more or less valuable criti-

cism, literary and dramatic, and some pages
well worth reading on the conflict with the
Vatican."

H Spec. 99: suip. 753. N. 16, '07. 170w,

Long. William Joseph. Brier-patch phil-

osophy. *$i.50. Ginn. 6-34265.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A book somewhat different from his previ-
ous animal studies, but equally well worth
reading."

- Ath. 1906. 2: 805. D. 22. 150w.
-i- 4 Nature. 75: 177. D. 20, '06. 170w.

"W'h'n Mr. Long i", describing the habits of

aniTi.Tl.^. and telling us stories about them, he
is interfPting and readable; but when he puts
his own ideas into th.» mouth of a wild rabbit,

the result is ant to be a little tedious."
^ Spec. ;'<8: sup. 653. Ap. 27, '07. 160w.
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Long, William Joseph. Whose home is

* the wilderness: some studies of wild
animal life. il. *$i.25. Ginn. 7-37000.

A book of intimate observations recorded at
ithe end of a season of "Watching tlie wild
tilings." It aims first, to show some of the un-
recorded facts of animal life exactly as the au-
thor has seen them; second, to reproduce as
far as possible the spirit of the place and the
hour, and to let one also feel something of that
gladness and peace which the author has al-
ways found in the silent places.

Long day; the story of a New York work-
ing girl as told by herself. *$i.20.

Century. 5-29965.

Descriptive note in Decem,ber, 190i5.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 26. Ja. "07.

Reviewed by Margaret Dreir Robins.
-! Charities. 17: 484. D. 15. '06. llSCw.

Loomis, Charles Battell. Araminta and the
automobile, tsoc. Crowell. 7-21370.

Araminta and the automobile, The deception
of Martha Tucker, and While the automobile
ran down are three stories which reveal "cheer-
ful Americans" in the act of testing the joys
and sorrows of the motor, car.

Loomis, Charles Battell. Bath in an Eng-
lish tub; il. by Robert A. Graef. t75c.

Barnes. 7-11578.
A series of letters written to the New York

sun which give the author's experiences In
England.

"It is not a guide book, but Is franker and
funnier than most guide books and will be ap-
preciated bv all who have been there."

+ Ind. 62: 1359. Je. 6, '07. 40w.

"Mr. L.oomis sees the absurdities of life and
relates them with cheerful vivacity."

J- Nation. 84: 432. My. 9, '07. 50w.

Lorimer, Norma Octavia. By the waters
of Carthage. **$2.so. Pott. 7-4809

"There is something fresh and original about
this book of travel. 1'he writer . . . expresses
herself in letters to her husband, andi her ob-
servations are full of personal bits and scrappy
digression. . . . The Oriental life of Tunis is

presented in all its color and variety, and the
ruins of Carthage are suggested with quite an
imaginative touch. . . . The photographs, by
Garrigups, a Tunis photographer, are unusually
fine."—Outlook.

"The book is open to many criticisms, with
its bits of improbable romance and its free and
eas5'' style; but it is really interesting."

-\ Outlook. 84: 8^9. U. 1, '06. 130w.
— Spec. 06: 713. My. 5, '06. 360w.

Loti. Pierre, pseud. Disenchanted. t$i.5o.

Macmillan. 6-32677.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The work is written in Lotl's beautiful
style, but is less superficial in character than
manv of his stories." Amy C. Rich.

-i- Arena. 37: 108. Ja. '07. 4lOw.

Current Literature. 42: 109. Ja. '07.

730w.
"As a matter of fact, M. Loti conspicuously

fnils to present tlie v^se of the contemporary
hart^m in its most telling light. It strikes the
present reviewer that the author's taste runs
somewhat excessively, for once, to the senti-
mental." H. G. Dwight.

•-! Putnam's. 1:718. Mr. '07. 1790w.

"Supei-bly translated by Clara Bell, the new
booK bj' Pierre LiOti is no less than irresist-

ible:"
-J n- R. of Rs. 35:122. Ja. '07. 240w.

Lottridge, Silas A. Familiar wild animals.
*6oc. Holt. 6-13335.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
-+- A. L. A. Bkl. 3:82. Mr. '07. 4«

-h Ind. 61:;'61. Ag. 2, '06. 30w.

Lounsbury, Thomas Raynesford. Text of
Shakespeare; its history from the publi-
cation of the quartos and folios down
to and including the publication of the
editions of Pope and Theobald. **$2.
Scribner. 6-36417.

The third instalment of Prof. Lounsbury'g
work on "Shakespearean wars." "An elaborate
account of an eighteenth-century literary con-
troversy, of which the protagonists were Alex-
ander Pope, author of 'Dunciad,' and the ShaJces-
perean scholar, Lewis Theobald, the original he.
ro of that famous and infamous poem." (Fo-
rum. )

"Dr. Lounsbury, with a learning, a penetration
and a scholarly thoroughness beyond all praise,
has added to his already Invaluable Shakespear-
ean labours by attacking the thorny subject
of Pope, Theobald, and the text of Shakespeare;
has cleared the tangled brake and disclosed mat-
ters which had been long forgotten."
+ + Acad. 71 : 605. D. 16, '06. 880w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 241. D. '06.

"His style is heavy, and he writes at unnec-
essary length, laoouring points that have long
been pretty clear to those who know anything
about the subject."
+ -1 Ath. 1907, 1: 253. Mr. 2. 540w.

"In style, this volume is delightfully clear and
*>ntertaining, despite some rather painful 'lon-
gueurs.' Professor Lounsbury wears his learn-
ing lightly, and the reader, therefore, feels no
burden." Charles H. A. Wager.

4- -h Dial. 42: 39. Ja. 16, '07. 1510W.

"He has rendered a new critical edition of tbe
'Dunciad' and a revising of Pope's biography
necessary, and a fuller life of Theobald desirable
—despite the fulness and excellence of his own
treatment of the great commentator's career;
and, all the while, he has been steadily nearlng
the goal he originally set himself of tracing
the history of the works and fame of William
Shakespeare." W. P. Trent.

+ + Forum. 38:373. Ja. '07. 1150w.

+ Ind. 62: 99. Ja. 10, "07. 370w.

"Much of this investigation of necessity wan-
ders far from Shakespere; but it is difficult to

see how it could have been avoided, and the sub-
stantial results 6f the author's researches
ought to silence the critic who is Inclined to

quibble over the appropriateness of the title of

the volume."
+ Nation. 83: 416. N. 15, '06. 1360w.

."It is for these additions to exact knowledge
and for the tedious labor spent In exhaustive
investigation of dusty sources that students will

be grateful to a volume condensing for them the

results of ardent toil. But the general reader

will find it almost equally rewarding for Its ex-
traordinarily vivid representation in the sur-

roundings and atmosphere of their age of two
notable figures." Elisabeth Luther Gary.

-I- -f N. Y. Times. 11: 834. D. 1, '06. 2140w.

"While scholars and students will gratefully

acknowledge iTofessor Lounsbury's notable con-

tribution to Shakespearean literature, the last-

ing importance of his work in this field uea

in the clear light it throws on the conditions

in which the dramatist lived, and the method
or order of his growth."

-f- -f Outlook. 87: 330. O. 19, '07. 310w.

"Another book that must take an eminent

place among recent contributions to Shakes-
peare literature—if, Indeed, it be not by far the

most imiKirtant and the most mteresting In its
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Lounsbury, Thomas R.
special field of criticism—Is 'The text of Shakes-
peare.' " Wni. J. Rolfe.

+ + Putnam's. 2: 724. S. '07. 1250W.

R. of ns. 35: 253. F. '07. 70w.

Reviewed by George H. Browne.
+ t- School R. 15: S04. Ap. '07. 52'Ow.

"A book which deserves the attention of

every one Interested in the history of English

+ + Spec. 98: 979. Je. 22. '07. 1690w.

Louthan, Hattie Horner. "This was a

man:" a romance. $1.50. Clark. 6-45355.

The author emphasizes the sentiment that
"the only safe principle in our American life

lies in ignoring social distinctions and in pay-
ing hon;ase to what each man really is."

"The vulgarity of it consists in the author's
effort to interpret the scandalous lives of two
Don Juans by tha free use of their own vocab-
ularies."— Ind. 62:503. F. 28, '07. 130w.

"It is a very tangled skein of events that
this novel piesents to the reader to unravel,
and th«re is little unity of plan or plot, but
these faults are partially atoned for by a cer-
tain freshness and exuberance of feeling and
expression that give the book the stamp of hu-
man interest."

-\ Lit. D. 34:341. Mr. 2, '07. 130w.

"The principal incidents of the story border
on melodrama. There are some parts of genu-
ine dramatic interest and the character of the
rector is well drawn."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 91. F. 16, '07. 130w.

Lovett, Robert M. Winged victory. T$i.5o.

Duffield. 7-12977.
The whole story is animated by the spirit of

the neroine who champions thru early life the
caure of a feeble-minded brother, and later that
of an unsuccessful man whom she marries be-
cause iie needs her. She was "winged in her
hope; armed in her faith. In the presence of
the groat fulfillment of life all individual com-
plications of mere living seemed contemptible
and petty. Slie walked firmly, exulting in her
strength."

"The book ... is rich in interest."

-f Ath. 1907, 2: 400. O. 5. 230w.

"The story is interesting and cleverly
wrought, but is marred by a vein of the sort
of sentimeiitaiism that affects the modern am-
ateur sociologist, and by a false sense of \-al-

ues in the social life of the college commun-
ity." Wm. M. Pajne.

-I Dial. 42: 378. Je. 16, '07. RlOw.

"The climax Is long in coming, and when It

does arrive one fails to see clearly its relation
to most of what has gone before."— Ind. 63: 340. Ag. 8, '07. 190w.

"While the book is seriously lacking in unity
and coordination, it has features of genuine
merit "

-I
Lit. D. 34: 962. Je. 15, '07. 120w.

"All the virtue of this story lies in the first

of its three parts. Here is an affectionate and
reverent study of child-nature, grateful enough
in the midst of our sentimental or facetious or
condescending manipulations of the child as
literary 'copy.'

"

-I Nation. 85: 36. Jl. 11, '07. 460w.

"The book as it stands is excellently writ-
ten, in a style free from literary self-conscious-
ness; .'American in its ideals, and full of first-
liand interest in huriian cliaracter. Because of
this very freshness the title is not quite fortu-
nate; u.sed her.' it gives an academic touch in
spite of its real beauty."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 215. My. 18, '07. 690w.

Low, Sidney James Mark. Vision of India
as seen during the tour of the Prince
and Princess of Wales. *$3.50. Dutton.

W7-6.
A general picture of the life and socaal con-

ditions in India today. Beginning with Bom-
bay, the author takes us thru the cities of Raj-
putana, to Punjab and the borders, past the
cities of tlie Mogimls on to Bengal, Madras and
the Southland. There is an account of the
Mohammedan college at Ajugarh, a discussion
of the Indian army, and a concluding chapter
which raises the question of the endurance of
the present strange form of Indian government.

"Mr. Sidney Low, in 'A vision of India,' . . .

Is admirable: thoroughly detached and non-offi-
ciai, but conservative in the best sense, in
spite ol a good deal of criticism of British
faults."

-L ^- Ath. 1905, 1: 606. My. 19. 1160w.

"A book so orofitably full and accurate, so
acute in observation, and so enlivening, that
it may be called a remarkably illuminating
book about India." H. E. Coblentz.

-f- + Dial. 42: 372. Je. 16, '07. 270w.
"Mr. Low's booit is full of facts; it is bright-

ly and ably written; and we hope that many
men^bers of our "not too attentive democracy'
will turn over these pages to see what our In-
dian ennrire is like."

I- -I- Lona. Times. 5: ISO. My. 18, '06. 1780w.

"Our only quarrel is with the title Mr. Low
has chosen, for there is more careful study
than 'vision' in his book; but it is better for
that."

-h Nation. 84: 15. Jl. 4, '07. 410w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 177. Mr. 23, '07. 190w.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 292. My. 4, '07. 770w.

"Mr Low's [book is valuable] because Eng-
land's course for the future is clearly and im-
pressively disclosed."

+ Outlook. 86: 340. Je. 15, '07. 130w.
Reviewed by F. A. Sceel.

Sat. R. 102:199. Ag. 18, '06. 370w.
"The book might with advantage have been

considerably shortened. But, on the whole, it

is an excellent piece of work, showing India as
it appears to a keen observer, whose mind has
been trained in the study of peoples and poli-
tics."

_4 Spec. 97: 131. Jl. 28, '06. 2040w.

Lowel), Percival. Mars and its canals.
**$2.5o. Macmillan. 6-45164.

On the hills of northern Arizona, Mr. Lowell
built an observatory and equipped it with appa-
ratus for a life study of Mars. He offers in this
volume the deductions from his observations to
date. Not only does he convince the reader that
Mars is Inhabited but "that the inhabitants of
Mars are carrying ou a system of irrigaton for
agricultural purposes on an immeasurably larger
scale than has ever been dreamed on our planet,
that they possess a high degree of agricultural
and mechanical intelligence, and a degree of
moral development so far in advance of any we
have yet reached that in all probability war Is

among them unknown." (Outlook.)

"A longer and rather more serious book than
that of Morse on Mars."

-^ A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 69. Mr. '07.

Ath. 1907. 1:478. Ap. 20. 4S0w.

Reviewed by E. T. Brewster.
Atlan. 100: 262. Ag. '07. 670w.

"With all respect, then, to Professor Lowell,
and with all trust In the accuracy of his ob-
servations, they seem explicable enough with-
out any idea of Mars being Inhabited. It seems
pretty clear that he has let his imagination run
away with him." George M. Searle.

-i Cath. World. 84: 577. F. '07. &900w.

Current Literature. 42: 211. F. '07.

1790W.
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"Whether the reader can accept the author's
conclusions or not, he will at at least be forced
to admit, after reading 'Mars and Its canals,'
that the booTc is an exceedingly able and Inter-
esting exposition of the subject." Herbert A.
Howe.

+ Dial. 42: 76. F. 1, '07. 1170w.
"In every way the worlc is a worthy presenta-

tion from a recognized Martian leader. Mr.
Lowell's observations have every claim to ac-
ceptance. The theories propounded are by no
means so clear."

-\ ^Ind. 61:1567. D. 27, '06. 290w.

Lond. Times. 6:108. Ap. 5, '07. 1510w.
"The most adverse critic cannot but adn»ire

the tireless industry with which the planet has
been scanned night after night, every note-
worthy appearance regarded, and the mass of
facts ttius acquired moulded into a consistent
whole."

I

+ H Nation. S4: 317. Ap. 4, '07. 710w.

"Written in a very clear style, free from scien-
tific technicalities, and illustrated by maps and
diagrams, so that the non-expert layman can un-
derstand it."

-f + Outlook. 85: 142. Ja. 19, '07. 320w.

-f R. of F5S. 35:508. Ap. '07. ll:0w.

"While this book is published as a popular
exposition of the most recent investigations, it

presents practically all that is Itnown, or thus
far suspected, presumably, concerning this plan-
et and its inhabitants." Herman S. Davis,

-j- + Science, n.s. 25: 499. Mr. 29, '07. 520w.

Lowery, Woodbury. Spanish settlements
wuhin the present limits of the United
States: Florida; 1562-1574. *$2.5o.

Putnam. 5-32489.
Descriptive note in December, 1905.

+ -i Am. Hi;5t. R. 12: 423. Ja. '07. 370w.

Lucas, Charles Prestwood. Canadian war
of 1812. *$4.i5. Oxford. 6-30901.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-1- Am. Hist. R. 12: 420. Ja. '07. 500w.

"'J'nai the results 00 not present much that
is novel is due rather to the diligence of Mr.
Lucas's predeoissors than to his own lack of
zea'. The few errors ... do not bear directly
upon the narrative." Carl Russel Fi.sh.

-i Ann. Am. Acad. 29:433. Mr. '07. 430'W.

Lucas, Charles Prestwood. Historical geog-
raphy of British colonies, v. i. *$i.25;
y. 2. *$i.90. Oxford.

V. 1. The Mediterranean and ^Eastern colon-
ies revised and brought up to date by R. E.
Stubbs.

"This volume begins with Gibra'tar, and trav-
els through the ^Mediterranean by way of Mal-
ta aid Cyprus to the Asiatic islands of the
Far East. Except for the three European pos-
sessions and Somn.liland in Africa, the book
deals exclusively with the islands in the Indian
ocean and the minor Asiatic possessions."—Na-
tion.

V. 2. West 'ndies rev. and brought up to
date by Chewton Atchley.

"This volume deals not only with the West
Indian islands proper, from Jamaica round to
Trinidad, but also with the Bermudas, the Ba-
harn;:;s, the mainland colonies of Guiana and
Honduras, and even the far distant possessions
in the Cape Horn region—the Falkland islands
and South Georgia."—Nature.

V. 6. Australasia, by J. D. Rogers.

A history of the southern! continent and the
islandi of the Pacific.

"The work of revision has been satisfactorily
accomplished."

-h Nation. S3: 242. S. 20, '06 780w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

"Mr. Rogers himself has apparently taken
great delight in the writing of the book. Every
page seems to be a labor of love, with its clever
descriptions, witty allusions, apt quotations. Bib-
lical and classical, and swift judgments of men,
of policies, and of events."

-I- + Nation. 85: 190. Ag. 29, '07. 770w. (Re-
view of V. 6.)

"ATr. Lucas has accomplished his task most
successfully."

-f Nature. 73: 245. Ja. 11, '06. 630w. (Re-
view of v. 2.)

Lucas, Edward Verrall, ed. Another book
of verses for children, il. 1"$i.5o. Mac-
millan. 7-32337-

An anthology of "Poetry-for-children" which
is capable of a many-sided appeal to the imag-
ination, and which, the author hopes, will serve
as a preparation for the real poetry of the
grown-up. A poem's fitness for being read
aloud has been a principal consideration for in-
cluding it.

"Is a delightful compilation, and noticeably
excellent in the method of its arrangement."
+ + Ath. 1907, 2: 515. O. 26. 190w.

+ Nation. 85: 495. N. 28, '07. 130w.

"Mr. Ijucas has a sound taste in humor and
in literature at large, and he seems equally to
have good judgment in his choice of what will
please children."

+ Outlook. 87: 544. N. 9, '07. llOw.

"It would be difficult to get a more valuable
edition for household use."

-t- -f R. of Rs. 36: 76'5. D. '07. 30w.

"Altogether a most suitable and acceptable
nursery, S'Choolroom, and playroom anthology.''

-f + Spec. 99: sup. 640. N. 2. '07. 160w.

Lucas, Edward Verrall. Character and com-
* ed3^ *$i.2S. Macmillan.

1'he first part of this book "consists of pleas-
ant little essays of a Lamblike gentleness and
humor, but the best of the book is the second
part, 'Life's little difRculties,' in which by means
of life-like letters the tiny social tragedies of
small places are told with exquisite dexterity
and good nature." (Ind.)

"Its revision has been most carefully car-
ried out, and the politician will be as grateful
for the precise statement of recent changes as
the historical student will be for the more am-
ple scale on which the earlier stages of explora-
tion and settlement are treated." W.

-t- Eng. Hist. R. 22: 414. Ap. '07. 200w.
(Review of v. 1.)

"Mr. Lucas is a pretty humorist, and in this
dainty volume he shows, very prettily, the va-
riety of his range."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 334. S. 21. 290w.

"A most delightful book."
+ Ind. 63: 1317. N. 28, '07. 60w.

"Mr. Lucas knows how to write trifles with
something much better than dignity; with a
cheerful communicativeness and transparent
candour that malce every reader his warm
friend."

-I- Lond. Times. 6: 300. O. 4, '07. 820w.

"The informality, intimacy, unaffected humor,
of these unpretentious papers make them de-
lightful reading."

+ Outlook. 87: 767. D. 7, '07. 240w.

"Mr. Lucas's last, but not least charming,
book of essays."

+ Spec. 99: 521. O. 12, '07. ISSOw.

Lucas, Edward Verrall. Fireside and sun-
shine. **$i.25. Button. 7-29018.

Nineteen "T,amb like" essays upon such sub-
jett."; as: breakfast, squirrels, clolhing old and
"nev/. the days of the week, and letter writing.

"His nages not only have the expected Elian
air. hut also something of a sybaritic savor, a
more than suggestion of the gourmet, a Dick-
ens-l>ar.ib-Scntt enjoyment of the things of
sens" as embodied iTi certain favorite eatables
and drinlfahles."

-h Dial. 42: 288. My. 1, '07. 500w.
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Lucas, Edward Verrall —Continued.
"This writing is in Mr. Lucas's -weU-kno^vn

vein—agreeable, vivacious, withi bits of irnter-

esting observation of men, women, and beasts,
and with touches of gentle humor. The mat-
ter, however, is rather thin, good enough for
a casual contribution to the London 'Outlook'
or "Country gentleman,' but much of It hardly
worth preservation in permanent form."

-J Nation. 84:338. Ap. 11, 'Q7. 200w.

"Among the best collections of essays of this
day of their popular revivai.''

+ N. Y. Times. 12: £02. My. 11, '07. 520w.

"Whether old or new or half new, the es-
says may be commended to the public as ex-
cellent reading."

+ Spec. 97: 791. N. 17, 'OS. 420w.

Lucas, Edward Verrall, comp. Forgotten
tales of long ago. $1.50. Stokes.

7-35046.
Twenrt;y stories, from early writers for chil-

dren, of a period ranging from 1790 to 1830,
with three later contributions. "In the dis-
covery of an anonymous production entitled
'Lady Anne' the editor finds his reward for
much fruitless rummaging. We share his grat-
ification, for it is a gem well wonth preserv-
ing." (Ath.)

"Interesting to the occasional child who fan-
cies quaint tales, and to all students of chil-
dren's literature. Well printed and illustrated,
and attractively bound."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 22. Ja. '07. 50w.

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 652. N. 24. 80w.

+ Ind. 61: 1407. D. 22, '06. 60w.

+ Sat. R. 102: sup. 8. D. 8, '06. 60w.

Lucas, Edward Verrall, comp. Friendly
town: a little book for the urbane.
$1.50. Holt. 6-10500.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-r Ind. 62: 733. Mr. 28, '07. 140w.
"Among anthologies the boolc deserves an ex-

ceptional plaoo."
H- + Lit. D. :J3: 857. D. 8, 'Oii. 140w.

"It would Ijc flifRcult t6 find a collection of
more appealing verse and prose than this."
+ -;• N. Y. Times, li: 904. D. 29, '06. 250w.

-j- Outlook. 85: 94. Ja. 12, '07. lOOw.

Lucas, Edward Verrall, ed. Gentlest art:

a choice of letters by entertaining
hands. **$i.25. Macmilh.n. 7-32334.

The gentlest art, according to Mr. Lucas' in-
terpretation, is that of letter-writing. This an-
thology of letters is varied in content and in-
cludes a wide range of letter-writers, many of
them well-known eighteenth and nineteenth
century English people. There are eighteen
headings under which letters are grouped, some
of them being Children and grandfathers. News
bearers. The grand style. The little friends, Ur-
banity and nonsense. Literature and art, Hu-
morists and oddities, The pen reflective. Rural
recluses, and Shadows.

"A more charming volume It would not be
easy to find."

+ Spec. 99: 874. N. 30, '07. 140w.

Lucas, Edward Verrall. Listener's lure:

a Kensington comedy. t$i.5o. Macmil-
lan. 6-32676.

Descripti\e note in Annual, 1906.

"Ir i.s the best pf England, old and new, told
at random in letters \vhic!i also serve to piece
out one of the prettiest love stories of the
year."

-I- Ind. 62: 502. F. 28, '07. 180w.

Lucas, Edward Verrall. Wanderer in Lon •

don. **$i.75. Macmillan. 6-32702.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 12. Ja. '07.

"He here shows himself to be an uncommon-
ly shrewd observer of the many and varied as-
pects of the great metropolis, and the no less
heteroeeneous ways a,na moods of its tee^ming
population."

-t Int. Studio. 30: 2/9. Ja. '07. 200w.
"Mr. liUcas ;;akes his London lightly, skims

the cream, revives the reader with the most
modern frivolous bits of jnlormation, and nev-
er oppresses him under a load of facts. A
good modern map is needed."

+ — Nation. S3: 560. D. 27. '03. 610w.

Luce, Robert. Writing for the press: a man-
ual. 5th ed. pa. 50c. Clipping bureau
press. 7-18088.

The fifth edition revised. It is a guide for
beginners, furnishing information and instruc-
tion on all matters relating to the preparation
of copy for the press.

"The book is worth its room, wete It only
for the copious lists of words and phrases

—

correct and incorrect—common mistakes, and
trite expressions, which it contains."

4- + Cath. World. 85: 682. Ag. '07. 170w.

-I- Ind. 63: 763. S. 26, '07. 70w.

+ Nation. 85: 191. Ag. 29, '07. 70w.
"The hiindiest and most useful work of ref-

erence in its line we have ever seen."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12:368. Je. 8, '07. 170w.

Lupton, Arnold, Parr, G. D. A., and Per-
kin, Herbert. Electricity as applied to
mining. *$4.50. Van Nostrand.

"Electrical theories and principles are dealt
with at considerable length. . . . Jjess than one
third of the book is given over to the applica-
tions of electricity to mining. . . . Kor the
mining engineer, colliery manager, or others
who af* contemplating the adoption of elec"
tricity for power or lighting and who know
Httl'.^ or notliin;? of electricity, the book pre-
sents many valuable features."—Engin. N.

H Engin. N. 56:527. N. 15, '06. 290w.

Lusk, Graham, Elements of the science of
nutrition. *$2.5o. Saunders. 6-41748.

"Scientific analysis of the processes of nu-
trition, and the chemical constituents of various
foods, together with numerous explanatory ta-
bles. Contains separate chapters on 'The food
reciuiretnent.'^ during the period of growth' and
on metabolism under abnormal and diseased
conditions, including anaemia, diabetes, fever,
and gout."—.N. Y. Times.

"The discussion is usually illuminating, but
here and there a more liberal summary of gen-
eralization would be most helpful to students
at least to beginners, who need broad state-
ments rather than an enumeration of facts
whose bearing they do not easily apprehend."
+ -I Nation. 85: 266. S. 19, '07. llOw.

"Prof. Graham Lusk is to be congratulated
on nnving produced a very interesting and im-
portant book." W. B. H.

-I- + Nature. 75: 413. Mr. 14, "07. 470w.

N Y. Times. 12:138. Mr. 9, '07. 40w.

Luther. Mark Lee. Crucible. t$i.5o. Mac-
millan. 7-33211.

Jean Fanshaw is right as a trivet, though wil-
ful and a born fighter. Her ungovernable tem-
per sends her to the reform school, she escapes,
but is persuaded by a clean, strong young artist

rusticating in near-by woods to return and
serve out her time. She does it, goes forth with
3 clear record, and enters the maelstorm of shop-
girl life in New York. Her fight against the
temptation on every hand is finally rewarded
when her artist hero of long ago finds her and
makes her castles in Spain a reality.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 40w.
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Lyford, James Otis. Life of Edward H.
Rollins: a political biography. $1.50.

Estes. 6-41541.

"The political activities of New Hampshire,
which state RolJins represented in both Con-
gressional houses, are here set forth in suffi-

cient detail to make the book of interest as a
study in that field. But it chiefly aims to set

Senator Rollins, an able, consoientious, useful

man rightly in history."—Ind.

"His style is clear and graceful, and skill is

shown in the selection and arrangement of sal-

ient facts, as well as due sense of proportion.

It is the only book which has thus far ap-
peared which gives a clear, orderly and accur-
ate narrative of the political life of New Hamp-
shire during this important epoch, and by his
painstaking labor Mr. Lyford has made a dis-
tinct contribution to the history of the state."
James F. Colby.
+ -f- Am. Hist. R. 12: 906. Jl. '07. 710w.

"This is a good example of the political bi-
ography."

+ Ind. 62:910. Ap. 18, '07. HOw.
N. Y. Times. 11: 823. D. 1, '06. 220w.

Outlook. S5: 526. Mr. 2, 07. 180w.

Lyle, Eugene P., jr. Lone star. t$i.5o. Dou-
bleday. 7-25502.

A tale of the winning of Texas which begins
•with the Mexican exclusion of Americans and
ends with the battle of San Jacinto. The book
Is autobiographical in nature, the narrator fig-

uring "as blunderer and sometimes as dupe,
but always retrieves himself by candor and a
high courage.'' (Nature.'* Such personages as
Crockett, Houston, Bowie and Austin figure
in the narrative.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 178.- O. '07. -h

"Mr. Lyle has chosen to open his novel with
a few pages of rather aggressive smartness;
but once in motion, he flings aside spangles
and rides gallantly to the close. His tale is

a captivating one."
H Nation. 85: 211. S. 5, '07. 350w.

"He has m.arked individuality of st\le, he
understands the mechanics of plot construction,
he has considerable skill m the portrayal of
character, and he can write English without
making a blunder on evory other page."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 548. S. 14. '07. 500w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 20w.

+ — Outlook. 87: 45. S. 7, '07. lOOw.

Lynde, Francis. Empire builders. t$i.5o

Bobbs. 7-26019.

A story for would-be^ captains of industry
which follows the enterprise of putting thru
a difficult section of railroad, with no obstacle
wanting that "nature,, rivals, inside treachery
and high finance" could present. The young
engineer with the determination of a Titan sur.-
mounts thom all. He "outgeneraled and out-
fought the unscrupulous old grafters and finally

brought some of the more decent among their
enemies over to his own way of thinking." (N.
T. Times.)

"Fairly good reading for its class." Frederic
Taber Cooper.

-t- Bookm. 2«: 1«4. O. '07. 270w.

"This story is not so powerful as the title

Intimates."
J Ind. 63: 1006. O. 24, '07. 130w.

"Capital reading, even if it may seem wildly
exaggerated at points."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, '07. 350w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 6€5. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"The book is crisply written, has action and
life, and holds the interest throughout."

+ Outiock. 87: 45. S. 7, '07. lOOw.

Lysaght, Sidney Royse, Her Majesty's reb-
els. t$i.5o. Macmillan. 7-35217.

"Back in the days of tumult and shouting, of
bitter strife and fostered crime, of no-rent man-
ifestos and coercion bills, Her Majesty's rebels,
led by one of the greatest political leaders of
the century, had Ireland in a ferment." (Ath.)
In this time of unrest the story has its setting,
and the hero is Parnell in the disguise of Mi-
chael Desmond, "a notable hero, compounded
of giant strength and strange weakness—

a

man, in fact, and a man full of magnetic force
to draw men and women to him, now the vic-
tim of a passion he would not stop to control,
now cold, reserved, and unscrupulous. ... It

is seldom we are given a picture of the Ireland
of the early eighties half so finished, or so just
as Mr. Lysaght's." (Ath.)

"Few Irish books of such good parts have
come into our ha.nds since Carleton's days, for
few authors hold the balance so accurately or
write so restrainedly and so simply as Mr. Ly-
.saght, content to fill their pages with the mov-
ing figures of men, animated by the spirit of

life itself."

+ -t- Acad. 72: 188. F. 23, '07. 690w.

"Compelling story."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 136. My. '07.

"The worst fault, indeed, of the story is a
certain want of what journalists style actual-
ity."

J Ath. 1907, 1: 250. Mr. 2. 270w.

"ATr. Lvsaght often shows a keen perception
of character without the art of sustained devel-
opment. Many of his people are quite shadowy.
He is likewise guilty of self-indulgence in the
matter of length."

^ Nation. 84: 267. Mr. 21, '07. 440w.

".\part from its general fairmindedness, the

book is notable for many passages affording

welcome relief to its prevalently serious char-

"'+ Spec. ;i8: 295. F. 22, '07. 1540w.

M
Maartens, Maarten. New religion: a mod-

ern novel. t$i.5o. Appleton. 7-29090.

A novel which embodies a satire on the med-
ical profession whose aim is to disgust people
with doctors and medicine. "Mr. M'aartens
gives us no inkling of what we are to do with-
out doctors, but one of his characters whose
legs have been mutilated in an accident Is re-

stored by faith. Several surgeons pronounce his

case hopeless unless he will have both legs am-
putated. He refuses and is healed by prayer.
Perhaps Mr. Maartens is an apostle of Faith
healing or Christian science in disguise." (Sat.

R.)

"There is not a human character in the book,

and not a wise idea. It is pretentious, badly
constructed and badly written."

Acad. 73: 928. S. 21, '07. 700w.

"Such a book will not please those who seek
for sensation; but as a criticism of modern
western civilization, especially of its excessive
care of the body, and ne^glect of the spirit. The
new religion' has its charm and claim."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 362. S. 28. 240w.

""Will not bear comparison with 'Dorothea,'

still less 'Gold's fool,' but it contains interesting

characters, witty comments and pathetic scenes,

and its satire, unfair and exaggerated, like' all

satire nevertheless has point and significance.
'

+ '— Ind. 63:1121. N. 7, '07. 440w.

"The personages in the novel are masterly
portrayals, but they do not excite the reader's

sympathy, while the story, as a whole. In spite

of its many brilliant passages, Is not entirely

convincing, and leaves the Impression that In

the treatment of his main theme the author has
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not been free from a tendency to exaggeration,
which rather weakens his arraignment of the
medical profession."

H Lit. D. 35:759. N. 16, '07. SSOw.

"We have not believed in the loves or the dis-

eases; nor have we profited by the satire; but
we have been very much entertained, and wit
and fantasy are good, call them what you will."

+ — Lond. Times. 6:269. S. 6, '07. 870w.

"Somehow the author has failed to hit the
kev; the story is neither fantastic enough nor
sober enough to be more or less than a gentle
irritant."— Nation. 85: 423. N. 7, '07. 310w.

N. Y. Times. 12:655. O. 19, '07. 80w.

"The characters and happenings of the story
are mere pegs on which to hang the author's
theories, but none the less the pages of the book
are illumined with numerous flashes of wit and
startling examples of acute observation."

H Sat, R. 104: sup. 7. S. 28, '07. 1300W.

Maartens, Maarten. Woman's victory and
other stories. t$i.5o. Appleton. 7-35218.

'The book takes its title from the caption of

the first story, but it is suitable for the collec-

tion as a whole. For most' of the stories re-

count a contest of some sort, of wit or will, or

feeling, or intention, between people of oppo-
site sex, in which the woman is usually the
victor."—N. Y. Times.

"Tt is a pity that work so admirable as tha
stories mentioned and some others should be
jostled by work po feeble and inferior as 'The
diamonds' and several stories better unnamed."

^ Acad. 71:161. Ag. 18, '06. 390w.

"Will appeal to students of human nature,
and lovers of analytical and psychological sto-

ries, but not the casual fiction reader."

-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 136. My. '07.

. "The book exhibits to advantage the author's
creative iiower and artistry."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 545. N. 3. 200w.

"One can only wonder that a novelist of Mr.
Maartens' standing has cared to gather in per-
manent form these unimportant contributions
to various periodicals." A. £chade van West-
nmi.

-t Bookm. 25: 190. Ap. '07. 820w.

"The skill in representing women joined with
one or other of the hatreds makes up more
than a few vivid stories of action and the num-
ber of apparently swiftly sketched moments,
improssions of persons and moods, which have
the artiptic quality of a fine etching and must
have taken quite as much work."

H Lond. Times. 5: 284. Ag. 17, '06. 390w.

"The tales in the present collection display

in form a factitious versatility; in substance
thev are ratht^r monotonous."

^ h Nation. 84:201. F. 28, '07. 420w.

"This present sheaf of short stories gives
evidence, for the most part, of little more than
the habit of writing, although there is, now
and then, a bit of clever craftsmanship or a
strf^ko of subtle character-drawing."

.^ N. Y. Times. 12: 95. F. 16, '07. 190w.

"Tlifre is a fineness and acuteness In these
sketches, for they are little more, that few
fiction writers of our day could equal."

-I- Outlook. 85:717. Mr. 23, '07. 60w.

1 R. of Rs. 35: 762. Je. '07. 40w.

Mabie, Hamilton Wright. Famous stories

every child should know; ed. by Ham-
ilton W. Mabie, assisted by Kate Ste-

phens. **90c. Doubleday. 7-29005.

"Dicksns, Ruskin, Ha-wthorne, Ouida are
among the authors represented, and the Bibli-

cal story of Ruth is also included. There is an
introduction by Mr. Mabie in which he empha-
sizes the value of really good literature for
children and the unfortunate amount of cheap
literature written especially for them, and the

uselessness of the goody-good and unreal sto-
ries."—N. Y. Times.

"Will be found more useful for reference than
general reading."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 208. N. '07.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12, '07. 80w.

+ Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12, '07. 70w.

Mabie, Hamilton Wright, ed. Heroes every
child should know. **90c Doubleday.

6-36046.

"Heroic figures of many races, ages, and
types are here presented for young people to
admirp—.some legendary, some semi-legendary,
but for the mosi part men of actual and re-
corded deed, like David, Roland, King Alfred,
Robert Bruce, Washington, Lee, Lincoln, and
Father Damien. 1'he stories are told by rec-
ognized writers of ability and fame, and the
narratives have been selected not only because
of the subjects but because of dramatic and
vivid story-telling power."—Outlook.

Nation. S3: 514. D. 13, '06. 40w.

"To read it strengtnens one's pride in hu-
manity."

+ Outlook. 84: 677. N. 17, '06. 150w.

"Most happy in its title as in its contents."

-I- R. of Rs. 34: 764. D. '06. 40w.

Mabie, Hamilton Wright. Legends that

every child should know; a selection of
the great legends of all times for young
people; il. and decorated by Blanche
Ostertag. **90c. Doubleday. 6-32353.

Legends as told by famous authors in verse
and prose, with some adaptation from other
collections. Among them are Hiawatha, Beo-
wulf, Childe Horn, Sir Galahad, Rustem and
Sohrab, The seven sleepers of Ephesus, Guy of
Warwick, Chevy Chase, The fate of the chil-
dren of Llr, The beleaguered city, Prester John,
The wandering Jew, King Robert of Sicily, The
life of Beato Torello da Poppl, The Lorelei, The
passing of Arthur, Rip Van Winkle, The gray
champion, The legend of Sleepy Hollow.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 22. Ja. '07. +
"A book judiciously supervised by Mr. Mabie."

+ Ind. 61: 1410. D. 22, '06. SOw.

"Many an older person would profit by con-
ning the legends. Mr. Mabie's introduction Is

interesting, even though not Illuminating."
+ Nation. 83: 485. D. 6, '06. 90w.

McAdoo, William. Guarding a great city.

**$2. Harper. 6-18052.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"The volume would have been much strong-
er had the autnor diopped the controversial
tone and found a more logical arrangement for

his material."
^ .. Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 219. Ja. '07. 320w.

McAllister Addams Stratton. Alternating
current motors. *$3. McGraw pub.

6-42400.

"This is a general treatise on single-phase
and polvphasc induction motors, synchronous
motors and convenors, and single-phase com-
mutator motors."—Engin. N.

"The book is good, plain physics from begln-
ninj;' to end."

-f Ergin. N. 57: 83. Ja. 17, '07. 230w.

McArthur, Peter. Prodigal and other
poems. *$i. Kennerley. 7-19470.

Two score verses which range in subject from
a mother's lullaby to an Indian wind song, from
Boh Fitzsimmons to Sarah Bernhardt. from
sentiment to slang.
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"Is a thoughtful poet, although his inspiration
is apt to be a little tame." Wm. M. Payne.

(- Dial. 43: 92. Ag. 16, '07. 260w.

"Shakespeare himself stands like a ghost be-
hind tne word-play and clever artistry of Pet-
er McArthur." Christian Gauss.

+ N. Y. Times. 12. 492. Ag. 10, '07. 400w.

McCabe, Joseph. Talleyrand: a biograph-
ical study; with 25 portraits including
a photogravure frontispiece. *$3. Ap-
pleton. 7-35192.

The author aims to present Talleyrand as a
"consistent and intelligible personality." The
study is a defense of the man "who had faith
in no principle, gratitude to no master, loyalty
to no cause; who loved money, power and
pleasure and sought each without scruple."

"From the historical point of view the book
cannot be compared with Lady Blennerhas-
set's dotailed biography."

-i A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 99. Ap. '07.

"He has written a readable book, giving an
artistic sketch of the life of one of the most re-
markable men, and certainly the most skilful
diplomatist of the period; but the work is at
several points sltetchy and inadequate, and
lacking here and there in knowledge and sound-
ness of judgment."

•T -- Ath. 1907, 1: 190. F. 16. 1200w.

"His biography is interesting if not convinc-
ing." Joseph O'Connor.

-i N. Y. Times. 12:137. Mr. 9, '07. 3840w.

"Mr. McCabe, accordingly, must be said to
have failed completely In his efforts to make
out a case for the gentleman, of many govern-
ments—albeit he has done some service in
brushing away sundry myths that in the course
of the years have clustered about the figure of
this man of mystery."

\- Outlook. 86: 336. Je. 15, '07. 610w.

"Has set out to solve the enigma, and in the
solution to redeem his subject's reputation.
That his task was difficult Mr. McCabe, doubt-
less, would not deny; that he has been to some
extent p.uccessful in this task is high praise,
nothing but the highest praise is due to his
masterly and fascinating defence."

i Spec. 98: sup. 111. Ja. 26, '07. 24«0w.

McCarthy, Justin Huntley. Illustrious

O'Hagen. t$i.5o. Harper. 6-39729.
Descriptive r.ote in Annual, 1906.

"A clever, but scarcely edifying story."
-I Cath. World. 85: 104. Ap. '07. lOOw.

"Here ends (jur entertainment, a romantic
one withal, and a merry." Wm. M. Payne.

J- Dial. 12: 145. Mr. 1, '07. 290w.

"It is a stirring tale written with the au-
thor's accustomed grace and with a certain
wanton sprightliness, which, for all its fascin-
ation, is a distinct lowering of his literary
staiidaids after the ;^rave beauty and fine ex-
altation with which he wrote 'The flower of
France.' "

+ Ind. 62: 677. Mr. 21, '07. 220w.

McCarthy, Justin Huntley. Needles and
pins. t$i.5o. Harper. 7-18594.

The old adage of "When a man marries his
trouble begins," is here applied to Frangois Vil-
lon, the "beggar rhymer" whom Louis of
France ennobled when Lady Katherine of Vau-
celles loved and married him. When the story
opens they have begun their married life on
Katherine's estate in Poitou, where her new
lord is ill received. There is much fighting and
bloodshed and also much marital skirmishing
before Villon wins his wife's respect and learns
how to keen her love.

"Notable in the novel are its gaiety and
brightness, and its deft literary workmanship.
We must not seek dull realism here; it is a
field of sheer entertainment."

-f- Ath. 1907, 1: 393. Je. 8. 180w.

"The tale is told with quiet humour, sym-
pathy, and an underlying vein of poetry that
lends a definite charm to many of the pages."
Frederic Taber Cooper.

+ Bookm. 25: 500. Jl. '07. 370w.
"Mr. McCarthy presents Villon in the light

of a perfectly monogamous Shelley. Apart from
this somewhat trying piece of originality, the
book has merit."

-i Nation. 84 567. Je. 20, '07. 260w.
"It is a more thoughtful book than 'If I were

king,' a harder book to write, a book with
much subtle analysis, and quite probably Mc-
Carthy himself likes it better. It's a question
whether the public, fain to stay unjarred in
their rose-colored dream of romantic passion,
will agree with his possible estimate."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 387. Je. 15, '07. 450w.
Sat. R. 103: 690. Je. 1, '07. 280w.

McClellan, Elisabeth. Historic dress in
America, 1607-1800. **$io; hf. lev.

or mor. **$20. Jacobs. 4-331 IS-

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"The chapter on uniforms in America, 1775-
1800, is more complete than anything of the
kind we have seen before, and the glossary of
the nomenclature of dress, while it is hardly
so full as that fo be touhd in the 'Cyclopaedia
of costume,' is curious and useful."

-i- -- Acad. 72: 245. Mr. i>, '07. 450w.
"iillisabetli McClellan and Sophie Steel have

written and illustrated a work invaluable for
reference on the subject of dress in America.
The pictures, often copied from originals yet
extant, arc beautiful; the portraits of govern-
ors most interesting; and the glossary of 'the
odd language of dress—it rivals that of her-
alds in eccentricity—is extremely useful."

-- -r Lend" Times. 6:18. Ja. 18, '07. 1550w.

MacClintock, Porter Lander. Literature in
* the elementary school. *$i. Univ. of

Chicago press. 7-37019.
Such topics are discussed as the service ren-

dered by literature in the education of children,
the kind of literature and the elements of liter-
ature serviceable In the elementary school, the
story, folk-tale and fairy-story, hero-tales, na-
ture and animal stories, symbolistic stories, fa-
bles, poetry and drama. The presentation of
the literature, the correlations of literature and
outside reading are also treated.

McClure, Alexander Kelly. Old time notes
of Pennsylvania. 2v. *$8. Winston.

6-9$ II.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

N. Y. Times. 11: 808. D. 1, '06. 140w.

MacCoU, Hugh. Symbolic logic and its

applications. *$i.50. Longmans. 7-29053.

"Points on which he lays considerable stress,
and in which he does not command the uniform
assent of the other symbolic logicians, are
these:— (a) that he takes statements and not
terms to be in all cases and necessarily the ul-
timate constituents of symbolic reasoning; (b)

that he goes quite beyond the ordinary notation
of the symbolists in classifying propositions ac-
cording to such attributes as true, false, cer-
tain, impossible, variable; (c ) that in regard
to the existential import of propositions, while
other symbolists define the null class O as con-
taining no members, and understand it as con-
tained in every class, real or unreal, he, on the
otl er hand, defines it as consisting of the null

or imrcal members, O,, O,, O3, &c., and consid-
ers it to be excluded from every real class. A
chapter is devoted to the solution of Prof. Jev-
on's so-called inverse problem."—Nature.

"There are some respects in which Mr. Mac-
Coll appears too much dominated by ordinary
language. The present volume is interesting

and instructive, and the points in which it is
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incontrovertible are much more numerous than
those in which it is open to doubt."

-i Ath. 1906, 1:396. Mr. 31. 1480w.

-i Nature. 75:1. N. 1, '06. 190w.

Reviewed bv John Grier Hibben.
P+iilos. R. 16: 190. Mr. '07. 2020w.

McCook, Henry C. Nature's craftsmen:
popular studies of ants and other in-

sects; il. from nature. **$2. Harper.
7-12257.

A book which has grown out of a series of
nature articles printed in Harper's magazine
during the past four years. The papers deal
principally with popular phases of insect and
aranead life, with themes drawn chiefly from
the author's own specialties, ants and spiders.
In addition, the products of some original stud-
ies have been included, as, for instance, wild
bees, water-striders, caddis-flies, wasps and
ant-lions.

The last chapters deal with people who had
more or less connection wtia the towns on the
lakes." Clnd.)

"Well written, printed, illustrated and
bound."

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3:168. O. '07. S.

"Ore of the m^osit interesting and instructive
entomological publications of recent date. Its

method is popular in the best sense of the
term."

+ + Ath. 1907, 1: 764. Je. 22. 950w.
Reviewed by George Gladden.
+ + Bookm. 25: 624. Ag. '07. 230w.

"The character of the corutents, the interest-
ing nature of the observation related, and the
clearness and grace of the author's style, all

combine to place the book in the first rank of
nopular natural histories." Charles Atwood Ko-
foid.

-I- + Dial. 42: 366. Je. 16, '07.- 460w.

",\n admirable voUiime for the open shelves
of the public or school library."

+ -f Ind. 62:1353. Je. 6, '07. 190w.
'"There is throjghout a strict adherence to

truth and a spirit of careful research. Close
to the ideal type of nature book, well written,
well printed, and well illustrated."

r -!- Nation. 84: 416. My. 2, '07. 290w.

'The book is written in a very pleasing style
throughout, with the exception of the last few
pa.fjes, which bear signs of haste."
4- -I Nature. 76: 516. S. 19, '07. 410w.
"In his years of close study of Insects he has

seen many a weird spectacle of which he writes
here most entertaininglV."

-I- -f N. Y. Times. 12 383. Je. IS, '07. 120w.

"The stories contain so little that Is tech-
nical, and that little so easily explained, that
teachers and others who wish to interest chil-
dren in insect study will find the book one of
the most valuable of all the flood of nature
books which recent years have brought forth."

-f -f N. Y. Times. 12: 431. Jl. 6, '07. 360w.
"Although free from technical terms, Dr.

McCook's work is thoroughly scientific in its
treatment."

-f R. of Rs. 35:640. My. '07. 80w.
"Well suited for the general reader who la in-

terested In entomology."
+ Spec. 99: 367. S. 14, '07. 120w.

McCrackan, William Denison. Italian lakes.
(Little pilgrimages ser.) II. $2. Page.

7-15494.
"Mr. McCrackan first gives a brief genaral

description of the 'lakes of azure, lakes of lei-
sure,' and then takes up, one by one, the lakes
themselves, the points' Of greatest interest upon
or near their shores, and the journeys to be
made from each." (N. Y. Times.) "The pic-
turesque towns and villa gardens on the shores
are vividly descrioed, and not only those which
are famous the world over, but many which
ha\'e succeeded in shyly hiding their loveliness
from all eyes but those of the author, who has
done his work with conscientious thoroness.

"Enthusiastic, trustworthy, but not remark-
able in style."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:169. O. '07.

"A very readable and not unprofitable book."
H. E. Coblentz.

+ Dial. 42: 373. Je. 16, '07. 220w.
"He is enthusiastic and sympathetic, and ev-

ery lake and island has lor him its own special
charm, its own distinctive beauties and its own
historical or artistic associations."

+ Ind. 62: 1357. Je. i-, '07. 2.'}0w.

"It is a pleasure to commend 'The Italian
lakes.' We have not^d a few errors."

H Nation. 84: 565. Je. 20, '07. 330w.

"He has always a keenly appreciative eye
for whatever 's striking or picturesque or
beautiful, and lets none of it escape the trav-
elers attention, from tne snowclad peaks Jn
the background to the flowers by the wayside."

-r N. Y. Times. 12: 309. My. 11, '07. 290w.

"Certainly it offers to tourists and sojourn-
ers a feast contrasted with the scant fare with
which, perforce, they have had to be content
in reading their necessarily condensed Baed-
eker, Meyer, Murray, or Boniforti."

-t- Outlook. 86: 567. Je. 13, '07. 400w.

McCuUough, Ernest. Engineering work in

towns and small cities. $3. Techni-
cal bk. agency. 7-19430.

"After discussinij the city engineer and his
duties the author takes up, in turn, roads and
streets, sidfwallts, . curbs and gutters, pave-
ments, sanitation in general, drainage, sewer-
age, water supply, concrete, building depart-
ments, misctllanoous data (in the course of
which a few paragraphs on lighting are given),
contracts and specifications, office systems,
records, field woik and engineering data. Ap-
pendixes are devoted to concrete mixing ma-
chines, trenching machines, bibliography, trade
literature and specification index."—Engin. N.

"The book is unique, for one of its class, in
the amrnnt of information it contains on how
to CO things. Ivluch r>f this is based on the
practical exp^irience of ths author, and the bal-
ance, for the most part, lias been selected with
goodi jude:ment. '

H Engin. N. 56: 638. D. 13, '06. 490w.

MacCurdy, Hansford, and Castle, William
* Ernest. Selection and cross-breeding

in relation to inheritance of coat-pig-
ments and coat-patterns in rats and
guinea-pigs. (Carnegie institution of
Washington. Publication no. 70.) pa.

50c. Carnegie inst. 7-21347.

The results of the authors' recent researches
which have included the study of a thousand
animals throughout several generations.

Nation. 85: 266. S. 19, '07. 170w.

Reviewed by T. H. Morgan.
+ Science, n.s. 26: 751. N. 29, '07. 480w.

McCutcheon, George Barr. Daughter of
-Anderson Crow. t$i.5o. Dodd. 7-25508.

It is not the real but the adopted daughter
of Anderson Crow, town marshal, about whom
this story centers. After many adventures in-
cUiding a kidnapping and a hold Up, in which
the Inhabitants of the small western village in

which the tale is sot, play a part, the parentage
of Rosalie is discovered and' her real wealth
and position maue known.

"The humour and spirit of the book are well
sustained by the illustrations."

-I- Ath. 1907, 2:613. N. 16. 170w.

"Siiice the pursuit of literature, on the part
of both authors and publishers—has transmuted
itself from the desire to do something worth
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while into the endeavor to hit the bull's eye
of popular taste, that fact is perhaps justifica-
tion for Mr. McCutcheon's numerous books.
Otherwise it is impossible to understand why
they should be either written or published."— N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 670w.

"In addition to the various good qualities of
the author shown in the book there is a good
bit of character drawing in Crow."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 70w.

"Mr. McCutcheon, who told a good story In
'Jane Cable,' tells a better one in 'The daughter
of Anderson Crow.' "

+ Sat. R. 104: 582. N. 9, '07. 270w.

McCutcheon, George Barr. Jane Cable.
t$i.5o. Dodd. 6-22204.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The plot does not strike one as being par-
ticularly probable, and the action is a little
jerky and uncertain."

[- Ath. 1907, 2: 11. Jl. 6. 80w.
Current Literature. 42: 459. Ap. '07.

850w.

"It is admirably done up to a point, but some-
how it fails to carry conviction. It is at least
a hundred pages too long. It is discursive
where it should be reticent, verbose where It

should be merely suggestive."
1- Sat. R. 104: 369. S. 21, '07. 540w.

McDavid, Mittie Owen. Princess Pocahon-
tas. $1.25. Neale. " 7-32383.

A simple story of Pocahontas, her brief career
and her relation to the English colonists.

Macdonald, Alexander. In search of El
* Dorado: a wanderer's experiences. $2.

Jacobs.
"True romances, no fiction with the 'Deus ex

machina,' at the psychological moment, but un-
adorned risks, escapes, and adventures . . . and
little epics of comradeship—impressions of men
to whom gold and jewels are much, but to
whom loyalty Is the one thing better." "They
are adventures of the Klondike, the Never-Nev-
er Land of Australia, and British New Guinea.

Lamb, and is even caught quoting, with admir-
able effect, from Eugene Field's 'Bibliomaniac's
prayer." "—^Dial.

"The chief merit of the work lies in its
graphic pictures of life in the mining camps,
and of the quaint humours of their inmates,
whom the author portrays in the most kindly
spirit. As Mr. Macdonald in his preface lays
claim to entire accuracy in geographical detail,
we ma,y mention one or two points on which
his memorv seems to be at fault."

H Ath. 1905, 2: 759. D. 2. 620w.
"At times his adventures are a little too mar-

velous, the coincidences a bit too striking, and
the luck or ill-luck slightly too much colored;
but we can appreciate the stories for they are
capitally told." H. E. Coblentz. (

-1 Dial. 43: 374. D. 1, '07. 170w.
"Their adventures are worth the telling, and

Mr. Macdonald has told them well. These are
right good stories."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: (:99. N. 2, '07. 140w.
"He has experiences to recount which we do

not expect to find outside the boy's adventure
book. He writes admirably and picturesquely,
notwithstanding his reminder that he knows
more of the rifle than the pen."

-)- Sat. R. 100: sup. 10. O. 14, '05. 320w.
"No book of the kind we have come across

for long so decidedly merits reading."
+ + Spec. 97: sup. 473. O. 6, '06. 180w.

MacDonald, Frederick W. In a nook with
a book. *$i. Scribner. 7-24202.

"Mr. Maedonald's eighteen short chapters
touch on all sorts of themes dear to bibliophiles.
. . . While he writes understandingly of the
church fathers and historians, and of the Angli-
can divines, from Latimer and JeKvell to Mozley
and Liddon, this ministerial book-lover can also
gossip about Pepys and Mrs. Fiozzi and Charles

"It is clear that, like some divines of an older
period, he belongs both to literature and reli-
gion."

+ + Ath. 1907, 1: 45. Ja. 12. 340w.
"A little volume of unusual charm. This is

the most brightly entertaining book about books
that has fallen into our hands for a Jong time."

-f- + Dial. 43: 169. S. 16, '07. 400w.
"Of actual criticism in Mt. Macdonald's book

there is little, but that good."
+ Lond. Times. 6: 20. Ja. 18, '07. 790w.

Macdonald, Frederika. Jean Jacques Rous-
seau: a new criticism. *$6.5o. Putnam.

7- II 002.
An "attempt to rehabilitate" the character of

Rousseau by showing that he has ever been
viewed In the light of the false reputation which
attached itself to him as the result of a con-
spiracy between two contemporaries.

"Mrs. Macdonald has presented a very good
case in a very bad manner. Her book is nar-
row in scope, and written In an uncritical frame
of mind."

H Ath. 1906, 2:470. O. 20. 1960w.

Current Literature. 42: 175. F. '07.

1500w.

"So far as the impression made by the book
on the present reviewer is concerned, the fu-
ture of tlie reputation of 'the virtuous Jean
Jacqu(s Rousseau' lies still on the knees of
the .-jods."

-^ Ind. 62: 327. F. 7, '07. 1230w.

"She writes rather like the advocate who
sought to secure the acquittal of his client by
abusing the plaintiff's attorney. That Is th«
weak side of her work. But she has neverthe-
less made a literary discovery for which credit
must be ungrudgingly accorded."

H Lond. Times. 5: 337. O. 5, '06. 1850w.

"Her woik id an honor to her head and heart,
and as a repository is indispensable to every
Rousseau library."

+ + Nation. 83: 556. D. 27, '06. 3490w.

"Mrs. Macdonald has only brushed away som*
calumniating gossip; the main questions at is-

sue are as they were a century ago." Jamea
Huneker.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 902. D. 29, '06. 1330w.

"However significant the results of Mrs. Mac-
Donald's investigations may prove, she herself

has not woiked them out In a manner above
criticism."

1- Outlook. 86: 337. Je. 15, '07. 900w.

"The new evidence which she has unearthed
Is so striking that it cannot be lightly put aside."

+ Sat. R. 102: 487. O. 20, '06. 2630w.

Macdonald, George. Princess and the gob-
* lin. il. t$i.5o. Lippincott. 7-12642.

A charming new edition of George M'acdon-
ald's most popular children's story. The origin-

al wood engravings after the drawings of Ar-
thur Hughes have been retained, and Miss Ma-
ria 1-. Kirk has contributed some attractive col-

ored illustrations embodying the atroosphere
and spirit of the story.

+ Nation. 85: 4«6. N. 28, '07. 70w.

Macdonell, Anne. Touraine and its story;

il. by A. B. Atkinson. *$6. Dutton.
W7-36.

Leisurely does Miss Macdonell conduct her
follower thru the land of chateaux, and takes
him into the byways of the "thousand valleys."

"Indeed, she finds more of the flavor of by-gone
days in the lesser castles, where there are no
guides to hurry the visitors, and where the ehab-
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blness and quiet decay give the Imaginaton free
rein. It is to »hese that she takes her readers;
to the grim fortresses, also, that guarded the
lands: to the humble dwellings that nestled In
the shadow of the lordly manors; and to the
rivers—shy and silent or swift and rapacious

—

that water this 'Garden of France.' " (Dial.)

-i- A. L. A. Bkl. 3:99. Ap. '07.

"The book is especially strong on its histor-
ical side."

+ Ath. 1907. 1: 575. My. 11. 450w.

"Her history systematizes and rounds out the
stoi'y of the twelve individual chateaux, as told
by Miss l.ansdale, and her itineraries some-
times duplicate but often supplement the other
writers."'

H- Dial. 41: 394. D. 1, '06. 380w.

+ Ind. 61:1397. D. 22, '06. 180w.

"One that, in spite of all the competitors
already in the field, will undoubtedly hold Its

own, so beautiful are many of the illustrations
it contains, so freshly is the apparently Inex-
haustible theme treated."

+ + Int. Studio. 30: 364. F. '07, 330w.

"Perhaps the difference between her writing
and that of Mr. Cook is chiefly the difference
between the man and woman author. His 1b

more complete. Hers is more picturesque, more
literary, more diffuse, above all, more personal.
It is inseparable from herself as a traveller;

and If we sometimes feel a little too much col-

our, a faint desire for dry bones and for form,
we also feel that her style has more charm than
that of her predecessor."
+ -I

Lend. Times. 5: 432. D. 28, '06. 950w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 811. D. 1, '06. 160w.

"A sympathetic chronicler has been found In

Miss Macdonell who possesses the historical
knowledge which is essential In treating of this
district of France where every site has Its story
and association; she also has no little capacity
for describing scenery and introducing the Inci-
dents appropriate to the locality."

+ -f- Sat. R. 103: 56. Ja. 12, '07. 220w.

"The blemishes are so really insignlflcant
that we feel safe in recommending the book,
with its pretty illustrations, to all who oare
for a fascinating subject."
+ -I Spec. 98: 121. Ja. 26, '07. 200w.

McFadyen, John Edgar*. Prayers of the Bi-
ble. $1.75. Armstrong. 7-7i87-

"Contains valuable devotional and liturgical
materl.1l, together with discussions of the char-
acter and content of both Old and New Testa-
ment petitions." (Ind.) It is divided into four
parts; The prayers of the Bible, Modern prayer,
The prayers of the Bible collected and classi-
fied, and Biblical prayers for modern use.

"It Is a timely contribution to the understand-
ing of the devotional elements in the Bible by
an mterpretor thoroughly In sympathy with the
modern scientific and historical spirit."

-h Bib. World, -./:159. F. '07. 60w.

"The method of the author is scientific, the
spirit devout. The study of biblical prayer is of
interest alike to the student of the Bible and to
the man of religious life and temper whether he
be a student or not. To both, this volume will
prove of Interest and value." Frederick Carl
Elslen.

-f- Bib. World. 30: 297. O. '07. 600w.

+ Ind. 62: 742. Mr. 28, '07. 60w.

-H Outlook. 84:941. D. 15, '06. 60w.

MacFall, Haldane. Ibsen, the man, his art

and his significance; il. by Joseph
Simpson. *$i.50. Shepard, Morgan.

7-3098.

A running narrative composed of the plots of
tho plays and the incidents of the biography.
The material is drawn chiefly from Jaeger,
Brandes, Gosse, Archer and Boyesen.

"Boiled down, his enthusiastic chapters
amount to a fair exposition of some portions of
Ibsen's genius."

i Acad.' 72: 288. Mr. 23, '07. 30w.
A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 124. My. 07.

"I-Iis individual contribution is a jerky emo-
tional commentary, which makes a brave pre-
tense .of being impressive, but exhibits no par-
ticular insig-ht or sense of perspective."— Dial. 42:116. F. 16, '07. 270w.

"This book ... is a curious compound of In-
disicriminating eulogy and sound criticism."

H Nation. 84: 137. F. 7, '07. 68'Ow.

"We fear MacFall has read too much Shaw."
+ - N. Y. Times. 12: 242. Ap. 13, '07. 610w.

•'On the whole, though doubtless Mr. MacFall
would resent it, his book is a good one for be-
ginners."

-i Putnam's. .2: 120. Ap. '07. llOw.

McGaffey, Ernest. Outdoors: a book of
the woods, fields and marshlands.
**$i.2S. Scribner. 7-14649.

"Mr. MoGaffey's book tells of the pleasures
of out-door life in the fields and prairies and
marshlands of the northern part of the Missis-
sippi valley, and it is written from the point
of v,ew of the hunterman and fisherman who
take the chase of fur. scales, and feathers
more as an excu:>e, for getting into the open
than as an object in. itself."—N. T. Times.

Reviewed by George Gladden.— Bookm. 25:623. Ag. '07. 410w.
"The advice to sportsmen which the book

contains is not full enough 1 or new enough to
compensate for the disappointment this point
of view causes the nature lover. Nevertheless,
Mr. McGaffey's appreciation of the background
of these naturalistic plays in one act is so del-
icate and often so poetically worded as to gain
him grateful acknowledgment." May Estelle
Cook.

H Dial. 42: 370. Je. 16, '07. 550w.

"The style of the book vouches for Itself."
-I- Ind. 62: 1354. Je. 6, '07. 70w.

Nation. 85: 66. Jl. 18, '07. lOOw.

"Will give a pleasant hour to any one who
loves and knows the out-of-doors."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 284. My. 4, '07. 330w.

+ R. of Rs. 36: 127. Jl. '07. 60w.

McGehee, Lucius Polk. Due process of
law under the federal Constitution. $3.

Thompson. 6-32130.

A volume which "deals accurately and clear-
ly with .1 subject of which .some phase or other
Is under dally dlscn.ssion. The regulation of
railway rates, the protection against Impure
food, tho suppression of child labor and of
mnnopollos. tha validity of a decree for divorce .

bas^d' on constructive service, arc but a few of
the problems in which 'due process' is Involved.
. . . The rules expounded are as far as possible
based on decisions of the Supreme Court of

;he United States." (Nation.)

'•The author . . . succeeds in being concise
as well as readable; and he criticises modestly,
but firmly."

+ Nation. 84:133. F. 7, '07. 190w.

"The text of the book Is admirably unob-
structed bv confusing detail."

-I- N. Y. Times, il: 624. O. 6, '06. 1160w.

"He displays a sense of proportion and a fac-
ulty for generalization, arrangement and con-
cise and exact statement which render his work
lucid and readable and remarkably free from
the clumsiness of much legal writing." Thom-
as Reed Powell.

+ Pol. Sol. Q. 22: '541. S. '07. llSOw.
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McGinley, Anna M. A. Profit of love: stud-
ies in altruism; with preface by Rev.
George Tyrrell. **$i.50. Longmans.

7-4504-

"Is the world growing in love as well as in
knowledge? This is the fundamental question
dealt with in the present volume of essays on
human love and its relation lo our common dai-
ly experiences. . . . The dedication of the ser-
ies 'to my neighbor' Is significant, and the aim
of the author thruout is to show from a study
of the elementary laws of natural growth that
the trend of all human progress is toward uni-
versal brotherhood, enlightened and sustained by
a supremely dominant altruism rather than by
man-made laws. ... It deals with principles
rather than with their practical application,
tho many useful hints in this direction can be
easily gathered by way of influence."—Ind.

"The main point is: Has this book power
and vitality enough to arouse v^ews, thoughts,
ambitions of any kind in the mind of Its read-
ers? This book has that power and vitality,
and we wish a wide circulation lor it."

+ + Cath. World. 84:705. F. '07. 840w.

"The book is deeply spiritual, but it does
not belong to the conventional and still less
the conventual type of such writings. Certain
accepted educational and religious notions are
called In question with a frankness which,
while It may alarm the timid, cannot fail to
prove stimulating to the thoughtful, and for
these alone the book Is intended."

+ Ind. 63: 162. Jl. 18, '07. 390w.

McGrath, Harold. Best man. t$i.5o.
Bobbs. 7-30162.

Three stories: "The best man," "Two candi-
dates," and "The adventures of Mr. 'Shifty'
Sullivan," make up this volume. The first is
the story of a young lawyer who finds that the
millionaire father of the girl he loves has made
more millions by a dishonest transaction and he
Is torn between love and duty of disclosure. He
chooses duty, but the girl's grandfather comes
to the rescue and the honest lawyer is ablel to
keep her love and to see the wrong righted.
The second is a tale of love and politics, and the
last tells of how a young minister fought a good
fight.

general views in tho two finial chapters—the
attitude of public opinion and legislation."—J.
Pol. Econ.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 687. O. 26, '07. 170w.
+ Outlook. 87: 451. O. 26, '07. 140w.

MacGrath, Harold. Half a rogue. t$i.so.
Bobbs. 6-43779.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"There Is nothing new and striking about
the story as a study of American life; while
as a romance pure and simple It Is far Inferior
to the 'Man on the box.' " Amy C. Rich.

f- Arena. 37: 221. F. '07 190w.
"There Is very little plot In the story, tho

much diversity of Incident marks the rather
lively narrative. Upon the whole, It Is a good
machine-made novel."

-t- — Lit. D. 34: 217. F. 9, '07. 160w.
"We cannot give unstinted praise to Mr. Mc-

Grath's last novel. His tendency to be epi-
grammatic is occasionally a trifle wearisome."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 3. Ja. 5, '07. 880w.
"A bright, entertaining story."

+ Outlook. 84: 1082. D. 29, '06. lOOw.

Macgregor, David Hutchison. Industrial
combination. *$2.50. Macmillan. 7-12496.

"Bverythlng that can be said either in fa-
vor of or against trusts, cartels, and unions
is stated fairly and minutely. . . . [The au-
thor] analyzes with much skill the N-arious
phases of modem organizations—their produc-
tive efficiency, the greater or less risk as com-
pared with coonpetltive methods, their bargain-
ing strength, their resources—and discusses at
length their relation to labor, especlalliy in con-
nection with trade unions. He sums up his

"No student of comibinations can afford to
dispense with this book 9.nd no reader will fall
to learn from it. Copious material has been
used, but it has been so adequately digested
thai; the reader will nowhere find himself ov-
ei-burdened with detail, though the touch of re-
ality is jjieserved throughout by the illustra-
tions selected. The arrangement suits well
the method of treatment." S. J. Chapman,

-f Int. J. Ethics. 17:393. Ap. '07. 990w.
"Mr. Macgre.^or's style and mode of presen-

tation are disappointing. His method, while
detailed, is essentially abstract. There is no
guiding purpose visible in the work. It is al-
together a fair ;tnd impartial study of the sub-
ject, and in this, respect is who'liy admirable.
But there seems to be no point to which the
author is aiming. It is as if he did not
see the wood for the trees, and yet the trees are
all abstractions, not concrete things. This
quality will prjve a serious handicap to the
success of the work." Garrett Droppers.

T J. Pol. Econ. 15: 120. F. '07. 710w.
"The most careful t^cientiflc study which has

yet bf:f:n made in this field of investigation.
Mr. Macgret,'or's conclusions are generally as
sane as his methods of procedure are correct.
The chief, if not the only ground for criticism
is his dispo.sition to take too seriously 'official'
material dealin,^' with the trust movement in
the United States."

-I Nation. 84:153. F. 14, '07. L'30w.

N. v. rimes. 11:768. N. 17. '06. 310w.
"Mr. McGregor does not share the view of

his compatriot, Mr. Macrof.ty, that cartels and
trusts are stages In a movement toward social-
ism. The reasonsr for his dissent from that
view are given in the third division of his book
and must be considered the least satisfactory
part of his work." Henry L. Moore.

-j Pol. Sol. Q. 22: 337. Je. '07. 660w.
Spec. 97:177. F. 2, '07. 300w.

"Perhaps the most instructive feature of the
work Is Its discussion of the eCEeots of the pro-
tective tariff upon the operation of the trusts.
On the whole the work is a valuable addition
to the literature of the general trust movement.
It Is, however, likely to find Its chief usefulness
among the pcholarly students of the subject
since It Is marred by the constant use of tech-
nical terms many of which seem to have been
coined by the author and which he does not
usually explain." Maurice H. Robinson.
+ + Yale R. 16: 330. N. '07. 1050w.

Mach, Edmund Robert Otto von. Outlines
of the history of painting, from 1200-
1900 A. D. *$i.5o. Ginn. 6-30483.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"In small compass Js given all the informa-
tion that 'has so far been scattered through
encyclopedias."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 65. F. 2, '07. 310w.

Mach, Ernst. Space and geometry in the
light of physiological, psychological, and
physical inquiry. *$i. Open ct. 6-34085.

"The first essay deals with the relation cf
the spatial concept to the senses. In the sec-
ond we have an attempt to trace the natural
develoijment of geometry from psychological
causes, whiles the last essay discusses tlie sub-
ject from the point of view of phyaical inquiry.
Incidentally, a number of Illustrations are in-
troduced, some of which are admirably adapt-
ed for teaching jiurposes."—Nature.

'•The translation is well-nigh perfect."
+ Nation. S3: 519. D. 13, '06. 580w.

'"There could ne no more suitable book for
giving the elementary or secondary teacher
some intelligent ideas about geometry than Dr.
Mach's series of essaj's."

^- Nature. 75: 603. Ap. 25, '07. 210w.
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Msch, Ernst—Continued.
•Ve certainlv have to thank thp Open court

publishing company for adding this little book
to the other works of Professor Mach that they

have published in English." W. T. Marvin
+ Psychol. Bull. 4: 259. Ag. 15, '07. 670w.

Machen, Arthur. Hill of dreams; il. by S.

H. Sime. t$i.5o. Estes.

"The 'Hill of dreams' is a study of the per-

verted mental and moral development of a bo^
with an absorbing love of the beautiful. 'Beauty
for >)eauty's sake' and 'art for art's sake his

cult are accustomed to call it when they drench
a poisonous swamp with perfumes and cover

it with rose leaves."i—N. Y. Times.

"There is something sinister in the beauty of

ATr Machen's book. It is like some strangely

shaped orchid, the colour of which is fierce and
terrible, and its perfume is haunting to suffo-

cation by reason of its intolerable sweetness.

+ — Acad. 72:273. Mr. 16, '07. 330w.

"His M'use is a kind of L,ilith—not a drop of

her blood is human—and thus, except froni^ the

decorative point of view, he leaves us cold.

t-
Ath. 1907, 1. 317. Mr. 16. 410W.

"Although written with noticeable ability,

the book in itself has not sufficient strength to

deserve attention here, did it not mark a curi-

ous morbid phase of English fiction in which
sound, color, and scent are put to superfine

uses by neurotic young gentlemen who should

be shut up, or set at manual labor."
\- Nation. S5:37. Jl. 11, '07. 420w.

"This 'Hill of dreams' is like nothing so much
as a long-drawn-out bad dream from which one

awakens with a feeling of thankfulness that it

isn't tr^e^_after^f^.''_
^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^_ ,^^ ^^^^

Mackail, John WiUiam, ed. Select epi-

grams from the Greek anthology. *75c.

Longmans.
"A new edition ol . . . a book which has

long been o:it ji' print. . . . The word 'epigram'

is the equivalent of 'inscriptions,' and the

greater number of the pieces have tliis charac-

ter,—lines inwribed en tombs and altars and
votive offerings and family memorials. In the

antholo^v as we know it to-day other verses

have been added, fragments of idylls, lyrics,

quotations, from forgotten gnomic and dram-
atic poets."—Spec.

"Is an elevated and clo.=ely knit moral sj's-

tem with an outcome frankly socialistic." John
Graham Brooks.

+ Atlan. 'J9: 279. F. '07. 580w.

N. Y. Ti.'Ties. 11: 119. F. 24, '06. llOw.

MacKaye, James. Politics of utility: the

technology of happiness—applied: be-

ing book 3 of "The economy of hap-
piness. **5oc. Little. 6-37899-

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The book is well written and contains some
very incisive criticisms of modern society, and
several interesting economic distinctions and
theories, but on the whole, it can be fairly

said that the average thinker would find diffi-

culty in seeing just where the proposed scheme
differs from modern socialism."

^ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 641. My. '07. 250w.

Ind. 62: 102. Ja. 10, '07. SOw.

J, Pol. Econ. 15: 313. My. '07. 140w.

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 4:.. Ja. 26. '07. 120w.

Spec. 98: 1007. Je. 29, '07. 230w.

Mackaye, Percy Wallace. Jeanne d'Arc.

*$i.2S. Macmillan. 6-35545.
"Til constriicting his drama Mr. Mackaye has

focused tlie interest upon the child nature of
the present iieroine—the simplicity that the
recoi-ds abundantly show was hers—and the
my.Ttery of power ar.d inspiration behind that
simplicity. Tiie contr.Hsting character is the
Due d'Alengon, a skeptic with a lationalism
which differs in no essential from tliat now in

vogue."—N. y. Times.

"Mr Macii^iil's introduction is an entirely

dlelightful piece of work. The subtle and
beantifully expressed analysis of the Oxford
professor ' of poetry makes it quite a different

thing from the .-rdinary introduction to a clas-

sical edition." R. Y. Tyrrell.
4 Acad. 72: 85. Ja. 26, '07. IBGOw.

"This little volume 'alone suggests that

Greek is 'worth while.'
"

-1- Ath. 1907, 1:441. Ap. 13. 140w.

"Would that the number of Americana who
could make use of r,o delightful a book were
many times greater."

-{- Nation. 84:432. My. 9, '07. 40w.

"Its charm is its homeliness, its intimate ap-
peal, and its amazing range."

+ Spec. 'Jl: 779. N. 17, '06. 1580w.

"It is not easy to choose where there Is so

much beauty and pathos."
+ Spec. 98:581. Ap. 13, '07. 220w.

MacKaye, James. Economy of happiness.

**$2.5o. Little. 6-28423.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"The volume seems to be the work of a man
who has not stooped learning, and who is like-

Iv to use the clues in th>3 present argument 'to

good purpose in further study of social prob-

lems. He is well entitled to a hearing. The
absence of an index is unfortunate," A. "W. b.

^ Am. J. Soc. 12: 566. Ja. '07. 920w.

"A dignified fir;d poetic treatment of one of
the nobie.st of all pos.<;ib!e themes. Such pub-
lications are among the most welcome signs of

the times."
-f- Dial. 41:463. D. 16, '06. 60w

"There are passages that quite tiirill you in

the first act of Jeanne d'Arc. But at the same
time there is a kind of inconsequence about
the piece as a whole which destroys, at least
to some extent, the effect."

H Ind. 63: 222. Jl. 25, '07. 400w.

'It is a succession of moods and pictures
with no real dr.imatic knot, and with but one
or two dramatic situations; and the tradiitions
of .leanne d'Arc ara sentimentaHzf d to such
a dogrer' that t'ney cease to be quite convinc-
ing, either as history or as material for trag-
edy embodying a criticism of life."— Nation. SS: 440. N. 23, '00 220w.

N. Y. Times. 11:806. D. 1. '06. 240w.

"An excellent poetical drama eminently fitted

for the stage." Louise Collier Willcox.
-f- No. Am. 186: 96. S. '07. llOw.

"While Mr. Mackaye has not succeeded in
fusing this mass of material into a wholly or-
ganic drama, he has succeeded much more
nearly in doing so than would have seemed
probable at the outset." Jessie B. Rittenhouse.

-I Putnam's. 2: 348. Je. '07. 240w.

Mackaye, Percy Wallace. Sappho and Pha-
on: a tragedy, set forth •with a pro-

logue, induction, prelude, interludes, and
epilogue. **$i.2S. Macmillan. T-'i-lZJ^.

In the prologue of this drama the dramatist
has imagined the players' quarter of a theatre
of Herculaneum to be unearthed. An archae-
ologist present finds a papyrus scroll contain-
ing the plavers" copy of "Sappho and Phseon."
The play presents Sappho created entirely

from the bits of her verse that have been pre-

served. Among Sappho's lovers are Plttacus,

tne Mitylene tyrant, and Alcaeus, while Sappho
herself loves Phaon, a slave, who is bound to

his slave mate Thalassa. Pittacus relinguishes

his suit while Alcaeus persecutes Phaon. Toe
tragedy grows out of these conditions, and into

it are woven the traditional vengeance of the

gods, with the modern note of symbolism and
mysticism.
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"The trait that llngrers In the mind as the
finest promise is the way in which he has In-

vested the old passionate story with intimations
of tender and wistful humanity." Ferris Green-
let,

+ Allan. 100: 848. !>. '07. 700w.

"The least convincing episodes in Mr. M'ac-
Kaye's very unusual and interesting- work are
those in which, to suit his own fancy rather
than fact, he has endeavored to restore to us
the life, customs and habits of the ancient Ro-
man stage."

-\ Ind. 63:569. S. 5, '07. 650w.

+ Ind. 63: 1230. N. 21, '07. 80w.

"Dr. Mackaye's work is the most notable ad-
dition that has been made for many years to
American dramatic literature. It is a true po-
etic tragedy, classic in form and spirit, not al-
ways glowing with the fire of genius, but nev-
ertheless charged with happy inspiration; dig-
nitied. .eloquent, passionate, imaginative; a.-id

thoroughly human in its emotions."
+ -\- Nation. S4: 504. My. 30, '07. 1060w.

"A work of unusual merit, in which the au-
thor's high aspirations are measurably justi-
fied by his powers of expression, and his feel-

ing for the spirit of Greek life and art is shown
to be allied with knowledge."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 332. My. 25. '07. 1540w.

"Considered as a poem to be read . . . 'Sappho
and Phaon' surpasses all his earlier produc-
tions. Considered as a play to be acted, it does
not pass beyond their ineffectiveness." Clayton
Hamilton.

H No. Am. 185: 880. Ag. 16, '07. 1490w.

"Here once m.ore Mr. Mackaye's fantasticality
runs riot." Louise Collier Willcox.— No. Am. 186: 96. S. '07. 140w.

+ + Outlook. 86: 452. Je. 29, '07. 460w.

McKenzie, F. A. Unveiled East. *$3.5o.

* Dutton.
A serious dissertation upon the growing Im-

perialism of Japan as attested by her, territori-

al expansion, increased fighting power, and ag-
gressive commercial campaign. The author of-
fers his deductions as a wajning to Great Brit-
ain and the United States whose trade and
prestige are being threatened.

"We are inclined to fear some little prejudice
on the author's part."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 575. My. 11. 520w.

"His book is well-balanced and reserved in
opinion and in fact, and makes interesting and
profitable reading for anyone concerned in Far
Eastern affairs." H. E. Coblentz.

-I- Dial. 43:372. D. 1, '07. 370w.

"Altho Mr. MeKenzie's book is avowedly
written for a purpose ... it is not lacking in

entertaining descriptions of the countries he
has visited, and furnishes, on the whole, a val-
uable contribution to the literature dealing with
the problems of the Far East."

+ Lit. D. 35: 796. N. 23, '07. 390w.

"Although we are quite unable to accept all

MV. MeKenzie's conclusions with regard either
to Japan, China, or Russia, his book certainly
constitutes a skilful presentation of the case
of Korea."
+ -i Lond. Times. 6: 238. Ag. 2, '07. 1200w.

N. Y. Times. 12:474. Ag. 3, '07. llOOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"We call it 'remarkable' for, though the book
is full of faults of manner, including an undue
sentimentality, and of arrangement, including
constant repetitions, yet it has the great merit
of stating adequately a point of view which has
hitherto been confined to the conversation of
certain Far East residents."

H Spec. 99: 262. Ag. 24, '07. 1150w.

Mackenzie, John Steuart. Lectures on hu-
manism. (Ethical lib.) **$i.2S. Macmil-
lan. 7-33950.

"Prof. Mackenzie's own humanism is de-
scribed as 'a point of view from Which human

life lb regarded as an independent centre of
interest'—as contrasted with a naturalism and
supernaturalism which seek the explanation of
human life either in the forces around man or
in some powers distinct from man and those
forces. In the light of that description the
influence of humanism in philosophy, politics,
economics, education, and religion is studied,
and the two closing chapters examine the lim-
itations and implications of humanism."—Na-
ture.

"Prof. Mackenzie's lectures provide excellent
reading. The metaphysical expert is offered, in
a final lecture, a few choice nuts to crack;
whilst for the sociological expert—if, indeed,
there is such a person, it matters less if the ar-
gTiment comes scarcely within bowing distance
of liim."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 437. O. 12. 730w.

Ind. 63: 1369. D. 5, '07. 820w.

"While in the earlier part of the book dis-
cussions are somewhat abstract and sometimes
obscure, even those not metaphysically trained
can read with perfect understanding, lectures
iv-ix., which deal with the applications of thesa
teleological principles to politics, economics, ed-
ucation, and religion."

H Nation. 85: 448. N. 14, '07. 600w.

"Prof. Mackenzie fears that the style of treat-
ment may be regarded as sketchy; sketchy it is,

and the title of the volume perhaps induces ex-
pectations that are not realised; but undeniably
the work has substantial merits."

H Nature. 76: 220. Jl. 4, '07. 250w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 512. Ag. 24, '07. 300w.

MacKinlay, Malcolm Sterling. Antoinette
* Sterling and other celebrities. **$3.50

Appleton.
These stories and impressions of artistic cir-

cles have for their central figure Madame Ster-
ling. In her youth she studied under the most
famous teachers of Europe and later became an
interesting factor in American music tho "no
singer is likely in the future to achieve such a
position as she undoubtedly held with so limit-

ed a repertory or such disregard for the higher
technical developm.ents of the art." (Spec.)

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"Mr. MacKinlay's memoir of his mother,
written in a spirit of true filial piety, yet with
refreshing candour, is well worth reading by
amateurs as well as professionals." C. L. G.

+ Spec. 96: 617. Ap. 21, '06. 2100w.

McKinney, Mrs. Kate Slaughter. Silent

witness. $1.50. Neale. 6-46772.

A story of hurried action built up about a
crime and the accusation of the wrong man.

Mackinnon, Albert G. Tangible tests for
* a young man's faith. *75c. West. Meth.

bk.

This book offers a remedy for the belief that
one must look to scholars for an answer in all

matters pertaining to religious belief. It Is

intended to aid self help in arriving at conclu-
sions regarding the truth of the gospel.

MacKinnon, James. History of modern
liberty, set, *$io. Longmans. 6-15083.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

••Dr. Mackinnon has produced a superlatively

good book, marred onLy by an occasional loose-

ness of style that detracts from the dignity of

an important work."
+ ^ _ Spec. 98: 421. Mr. 16, '07. 1690w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

Macklin, Herbert W. The brasses of Eng-
land. (The antiquary's books.) *$2.S0.

Dutton. 7-38576.

"In this volume, the chronological as opposed
to thp class division has been adopted, with
the advantage of bringing its subject Into a
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Macklin, Herbert W.—Continued.
closer relation with history. The earliest brass
is that of Sir John Daubernon at Stoke D'Aber-
non. This is dated 1277. Nineteen other ex-
amples belons to the next half-century, the
latest but one being anotlier Daubernon at the
same place (1327). These are treated at lengt>i.

The regular series begins with chap. 3. The
Plantagenet, Lancastrian, Wars of the roses,

and Tudor periods are successively dealt with.
A chapter is given to the spoliation of the
monasteries, . . . and another to the Eliza-
bethan revival. The illustrations are plentiful

and excellent."—Spec.

"The indexes are thorough, and the whole
arrangement will be found convenient to the
hasty searcher as well as pleasant to the more
leisurely reader."

+ + Ath. 1907. 2: 104. Jl. 27. 580w.

"The nuanerous and interesting brasses of
Lancashire and Yorkshire and of the other
northern counties are not Included, and his book
thus falls short of being a complete account of

the brasses of England."
H Ind. e."?: 825. O. 3, '07. 300w.

"Though It contains little that is new, and
some of the illustrations have been copied or
reduced from those in other books, the author
has managed to give a certain freshness to a
somewhat hackneyed theme by connecting it

more closely than has hitherto been done with
the history of the country in which the quaint
memorials of the dead he so eloquently de-
scribes were produced. The various appendices
dealing with minor groups of brasses, which
might perhaps have been with advantage incor-
porated in the text, display a really remarkable
grasp of a subject that would appear to be
practically inexhaustible."

+ Int. Studio. 32: 168. Ag. '07. 220w.
"The entire book Is certain to Interest stu-

dents of the literature and art of the centuries
In whloh monumental brasses were produced."

+ Nation. 85:312. O. 3, '07. 800w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 356. Je. 1, '07. llOw.

Reviewed by Charles De Kay.
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 452. Jl. 20, '07. 2000w.

"He has already earned a right to champion
the cause of brasses, and his thorough and
comprehensive survey of them gives him a fur-
ther claim to plead for their better perserva-
tlon."

+ Sat. R. 103: 686. Je. 1. '07. 900w.
Spec. 98:425. Mr. 16, '07. 140w.

Maclaren, Alexander. Expositions of Holy
Scripture. 30V. ea. *$i.2S. Armstrong.

"A commentary on the entire Bible, in 30 vol-
umes. Sold in series of six volumes. The treat-
ment proceeds on the plan of an 'anthology of
the passages best suited for homlletic treatment
In the expository method.' "

8er. 1. Genesis, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Mat-
thew.

ser. 2. Exodus, Leviticus and Numbers; Deu-
teronomy, Joshua, Judges, Ruth and the First
book of Samuel: Second book of Samuel and
the First book of Kings; St. Mark, 2 v.; and
Acts of the Apostles, 1st. v.

"Full of insiarht and sutrgestiveness."
+ Bib. World. 29: 400. My. '07. 20w. (Re-
view of first ser.)

"The work is rather voluminous and diffusive,
making it cumbersome aod expensive for prac-
tical use."

h Ind. 62: 804. Ap. 4, '07. 90w. (Review
of first ser.)

"Dr. Maclaren is always Intent on splrltuftl
truths, felicitous In drawing instru-ctlve mod-
ern parallels to ancient experiences, ingenious
in making unpromising sentences yield fruitful
lessons, and putting fresh point into trite
texts."
+ '4- Outlook. 86:301. Je. 8. '07. 200w. (Re-

view of second ser.)

Macleane, Douglas. Reason, thought and
language; or. The many and the one:
a revised system of logical doctrine in
relation to the forms of idiomatic dis-
course. *$6. Oxford. 7-29051

A book whose object is "to strengthen and
revivify formal logic by bringing into close
connection with the living facts of thought and
speech." "His work is rather a restatement
and a defence of traditional doctrines." (Na-
tion.)

"This is a pleasantly written, discursive, fair-
ly comprehensive book on logic, and a notable
feature of it Is the unusual number, variety,
and freshness of the examples given. The chief
objection which Mr. Macleane has failed to
meet is that the more intentionally formal our
logic the less can the actual risk of 'ambiguous
middle' be taken into account."

H Acad. 71:606. D. 15, '06. e20w.

"Apart from the defects of the traditional
standpoint, Mr. Macleane' s book has much to
recommend it. Though In some places need-
lessly prolix, the author generally expresses his
views with much sense, point, and an abundant
supply of appropriate and often humorous ex-
amples."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 1«5. Ag. 17. 18S0w.
"In so far as it deals with logic as an art,

Mr. Macleane's book will be useful for refer-
ence even if it is too long and discursive for
the classroom. In his discussion of extra-logic-
al subjects, he is not always convincing."

-i Nation. 84: 291. Mr. 28, '07. 530w.

"There can be no question of its learning and
ability. Formal logic is apt to be heavy reading
to the average mind, and the lavish introduc-
tion of this relieving element of bright and
amusing illustration Is a real gain In the lengthy
and solid volume before us."
+ + Sat. R. 104: 518. O. 26, '07. 1370w.

Macleod, Mary, A book of ballad stories.

$1.50. Stokes. 7-35074-
Many old friends will be found in new prose

dress. Patient Griselda, The beggar's daughter
of Bethnal Gresn, Thomas the rhj-mer. The
Robin Hood cycle. King Cophetua and the beg-
gar ma:d. The friar of orders gray, and two
score more.

"Much of the charm of the originals is un-
avoidablv sacrificed In the change of form."

-I
— A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 53. F. '07.

"Prof. Ed'vard Dowden has written an ex-
cellent .historical introduction. [She turns] the
swinging rhythm Into something else without
wel.i?hing carefully the taste for poetry which
j-oung people largely possess."

f- Ind. 61; 1407. D. 22, '06. 60w.

McMahan, Mrs. Anna B. Shakespeare's
Christmas gift to Queen Bess. '•'*$i.

McClurg. 7-33927-

A story woven around the first presentation of
"A midsummer night's dream" at the court of
Queen Elizabeth.

"A whimsical bibelot, which may be counted
upon to please fastidious readers both In sub-
stance and mechanical features."

-I- Dial. 43: 384. D. 1, '07. 160w.

McMahan, Anna Benneson, ed. With Byron
in Italy; being a selection of the poems
and letters of Lord Byron which have
to do with his life in Italy from ..816

^to 1823. **$i.40. McClurg. 6-34853.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Tn one sense the compiler Is certainly a fol-

lower of Byron—in the carelessness of her
style. The information which she imparts could
be rea-.l just as easily in almost any literary
historv. The selections from the letters and
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poems are aggravatingly cut about by lacumse
and curtailments."— Acad. 72: 92. Ja. 26, '07. 650w.

"Is a pleasant, if not quite equal companion
to the admirable 'With Shelley in Italy,' which
appeared last year. The new book has a little

the air of having 'neen made as an after-
thought, or to order, because of the merited
success of ihe earlier." Harriet "Waters Pres-
ton.

H Allan. 99: 422. Mr. '07. 5C0w.

"It does not throw any new light on Byron
or holp us to more understanding or enjoyment
of his Doems."— Sat. R. 103: 150. F. 2, '07. 120w.

McMahan, Anna Bennesqn, ed. With
Wordsworth in England. **$i.40. Mc-
Clurg. 7-31456.

A selection of the poems and letters of Wil-
liam Wordsworth whi;h have to do with English
scenery and English life. An author's viewpoint
and the world he looks upon are nO' where bet-
ter commanded than from the subjective realm
of his own poetry, for that reason thds volume
of Wordsworth's verse is offered as "a guide
to some of his well-beloved haunts."

"Mrs. McMahan has already proved herself
... a singularly inspiring guide to intimate ac-
quaintance with recondite poetic treasure."
+ + Rial. 43: 255. O. 16, '07. 370w.

Lit. D. 35:918. D. 14, '07. 80w.

"The volume is thus an excellent supplement
to Mr. Ronnie's (which is illustrated less free-
ly), although her own introductions and com-
ments are of no special value."

+ Nation. 85: 521. D. 5. '07. 80w.

Reviewed by Bliss Carman.
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 701. N. 2, '07. 1280w.

McMaster, John Bach. History of the peo-
ple of the United States, from the Rev-
olution to the Civil war. v. 6, 1830-1842.
**$2.50. Appleton.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The volume before us presents a coherent,
comprehensive, and illuminating narrative. It
is not a series of monographs, but gives the
impression of the progressive development of
national powers in relation to one another. A
few typographical errors have been noted." C.
H. Levermore.
+ H Am. Hist. R. 12: 899. Jl. '07. 1230w.

(Review of v. 6.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:124. My. '07. S. (Re-
view of v. 6.)

Reviewed by David Y. Thomas.
+ ! Dial. 42: 179. Mr. 16, '07. S90w. (Re-

view of V. 6.)

"This big book, which may well be called a
lifp-worli, is a mine of information. All the
severest demands of the new school as toscbol-
arship and industry are fully met, and there
is in it a wholesome human sympathy." John
Spencer Bassett.

+ Putnam's. 2: 251. My. '07. 180t\. (Re-
view of V. 6.)

McNaugher, John, ed. Psalms in worship;
a series of convention papers bearing
upon the place of the Psalms in the
worship of the church. *$i. Un. Presb'.

7-18116.
These papers were presented at two Presby-

terian conventions called to promote the claims
of the Psalms in the field of worship and thev
are now published in the hope that they may
influence the Christian church at large to "re-
store the Psalms to their true place in the
hearts and on the lips of Christian believers."
The volume contains "a comprehensive state-
ment of the reasons for the exclusive use In
worship of the Bible Psalms. Definitely argu-
mentative discussions of a dootTinal and crit-
ical kind are in the forefront. Others of broad-
er type succeed."

Macnaughtan, S. Lame dog's diary. t$i.5o
Dodd. 6-6931.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The whole is like a bit of 'C'ranford' with
a few more masculine complications." Mary
Moss.

+ Atlan. 99: US. Ja. '07. 19Cw.

McPherson, Logan Grant. Working of the
railroads. **$i.50. Holt. 6-43941.

"The author does not so much analyze the
tecimical work of the individual railroad de-
part.nents as the general principles which they
pursue in their work. . . . The separate chap-
ters deal with construction and operation, traf-
fic, -Hccounting and statistics, financial and ex-
ecutive administration, correlation and inte-
gration of the railroads and with their rela-
tions to the public and the state." (Ann. Am.
Acad.) "It would pay the railroads to buy
a million copies of this book' and place it in
the haiids of the public for educational pur-
poses." (Dial.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 125. My. '07. S.

"The general and elemen''.ary principles of
railroad transportation are explained in an in-
terestins way."

-j Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 416. Mr. '07. 210w.
"In a most scientific and careful manner it

presents the various functions of railroading."
John J. TIalsey.

-)- Dial. 42: 282. My. 1. '07. 1170w.
"The valTie of the book lies in the fact that

it is a clear and concise exposuion of its sub-
ject, written by one who is both a practical
railroad man and a trained economist."

f- Ind. 62: 1211. My. 23, '07. 390w.
"Wliile the attitude of Mr. McPherson Is nat-

urally favorable to the railroad, he is very fair
in his treatment of mooted questions."

+ J. Pol. Econ. 15: 570. N. '07. 130w.
"To the subject 01 actual government con-

trol and regulation, and to the arguments that
support this agitation. Mr. McPherson has giv-
en a careful and impartial study "

-1- Lit. D. 34: 593. Ap. 13, '07. 290w.

"A modest attempt, distinctly successful
within its limits, to explain the operation of
an American railway."

-f Nation. 84: 20. Jl. 4, '07. 260w.
Outlook. 86: 38. My. 4, '07. 470w.

"This little volume provides material for In-
struction in railroad economics, much needed,
but difHcult of attainment by most teachers."

4- -t- Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 559. S. '07. 120w.

"For those who wish to get a good general
outline of the railroad situation in this country
without going much Into details, Mr. McPher-
son' s book can be heartily recommended, and
not the least important part of it is the list of
references with which the book concludes." Ray
Morris.
4- H Yale R. 16: 326. N. '07. 1280w.

Macray, Rev. William Dunn. Register of
of the members of St. Mary Magdalen
college. Oxford, from the foundation of
the college, v. 5. *$2.50. Oxford.

V. 5. "The oreseni; volume consists of two
portions. In the first we have extracts from
the registers and accounts, in the second biog-
raphical notices of fellows and demies,—every
one may not know that 'Demy' is the Mag-
dalen name for a scholar. . . . There is a quite
mdescribable medlev of facts in the extracts.
All of them will have an interest for members
of the collenrf-. iind many liave a general sig-
nifior.nee."—Spec.

Ath. 1907. 1: 44. Ja. 12. 490w. (Re-
view of V. 5.)

Nation. 84: 264. Mr. 21, '07. 170w. (Re-
view of v. 5.)
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Macray, Rev. William Dunn—Continued.
"The extracts in the volume have been care-

fully compiled."
-f Sat. R. 103: SS. Ja. 19, '07. 320\v. (Re-
view of V. 5.)

-i- Spec. i)7: 6S5. N. 3. '06. 370w. (Review
of V. O.J

McSpadden, Joseph Walker. Famous paint-

ers of America. **^2.S0. Crowell.
7-30413-

This book does not discuss art, altho it deals
with artists. The personal and picturesque side

of men linown to the casual reader is presented
here with much amusing anecdote and com-
ment. The lives of Benjamin West, Copley,
Stuart, Inness. Vedder, Homer, La Farge,
Whistler, Sargent, Abbey and Chase are given
and thea-e are three dozen handsome full page
illustrations from photographs of the artists and
their works.

"The book is not well written, is florid in

style, but contains material on some of the later

artists of which little is to be found elsewhere
except in magazine files or expensive works."

-f-
— A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 195. N. '07.

"It ought to appeal to the holiday buyer who
is interested in art from the outside."

+ Cath. World. 86: 404. D. '07. 190w.

"While its point of view is popular there is

nothing superticial about its method."
+ Dial. 43: 379. D. 1, '07. 200w.

"The author has done what he has tried to

do, which is more than can be said about every
writer."

+ Ind. 63:1121. N. 7, '07. 240w.

•'The general reader might find some mild en-

tertainment in it—it makes no pretense to give

any information about art."

H Nation. 8£: 383. O. 24, '07. 50w.

-I- Outlook. 87: 615. N. 23, '07. SOw.

Reviewed by Elisabeth Luther Gary.
Putnam's. 3: 361. D. '07. SOw.

"It is anecdotal in the extreme."
-j R. of Rs. 36: 760. D. '07. 50w.

McTaggart, John Ellis. Some dogmas of

religion. ^^$3. Longmans. 7-7484-

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Dr. MicTaggart is a master of' clear defini-

tion and concise ratiocination. Indeed, his
clearness and conciseness are of such exquisite
quality that almost of themselves they afford
the impression of wit."

+ Ath. 1906, 1: 320. Mr. 17. 1240w.

Cath. World. 84: 563. Ja. '07. 200w.

"This arbitrary method of criticism seems to

us to vitiate a good deal of the book. It is un-
deniably clever, and very many good things are
said; and it fully sustains Dr. McTaggart's rep-
utation as a cle.ar thinker and a lucid writer;
but much of it is likely to produce irritation

rather than reflection." David Phillips.

-I Int. J. Ethics. 17: 383. Ap. '07. 2260w.

"This very curious volume has interest as
disclosing a personality and as illustrating a
phase of thought. It is written in a simple
almost childlike style, without the slightest pre-
tence. The author does not seem to be aware
of the conflict and incompatibility of the va-
rious elements in his mind."
+ >— Sat. R. 101: 591. My. 12, '06. 1240w.

MacWhirter, John. MacWhirter sketch
book; being reproductions of a selec-
tion of sketches in color and pencil
from the sketch book of John Mac-
Whirter, designed to assist the student
of landscape painting in water color.

$1.50. Cassell.

"Wonderfully exact reproductions of sketches
in ('olor and pencil by a famous Scotch water
colorjst. design(?d to assist the student. There
are no fewer than twenty-four full-page re-
prodT:ctions of water color studies, the land-

scape Vjoing generally either Scotch or Swiss
or Italian. . . . 'Diere is an introduction by Ed-
win F.ale, and some interesting notes by the
artist are also included."—^N. Y. Tim.es.

"The pencil sketches, even the slightest of
them, will be found of value bv the student."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 304. My. 11. '07. ISOw.
'In spite of this flavour of a bygone time,

there ai-e one or two sketches which have in
them that fresluiess and charm which are so
often worried out of finished exhibition pic-
tures."

+ Spec, 98: 542. Ap. C, '07. 130w.

Macy, Arthur.
B.

Poems. *$2.25. Clarke. W.
S-36098.

"A memorial volume of an unrisually pleas-
ant quality. . . . Mr. Macy was essentially the
poet of good-.fellowship. If such an impulse
does not produce, in his own phrase, 'Poetry
with a big P,' yet ... it does possess a very
comfortable and lasting appeal. "—Nation.

"It is informed with a genuine warmth of
sentiment, a Thackerayan humor, and a mel-
low morality, and is expressed with a clean
music of phrase."

-f Nation. 81:- 507. D. 21, "Oo. 300w.
"Mr. Macy showed a felicity in the choice

of v/ords an<l an alniost unerring ear for per-
fection of rhyme, combined witli an unusual
exactness in the use of difficult meter."

-I- N. Y. Times. 11: 523. Ag. 25, '06. 230w.

Madden, John. Forest friends: the wood-
land adventure of a boy pioneer. t$i.25.

McClurg. 7-12644.
It is of a little lad of seven with a passion-

ate, enduring love of the forest and its wild
inhabitants that Mr. Madden writes. The ex-
periences that result from a child's quick fas-
cination of things of the woods are told reflec-
tively out of the fulness of the man's memory.

"A good example of the static drama. It
Alls a real need in supplying a record of the
animal life of regions near at hand in the early
days of man's occupation." Mav Estelle Cook.

+ Dial. 42: 369. Je. 16, '07. 630w.

"Will be read with profit by many other
men's sons."

+ Ind. 62: 1355. Je. 6, '07. 60w.

"Although no new facts arc added to our
store of knowledge, it is a relief to read a book
treating of just ordinary creatures with ordi-
nary habits."

+ Nation. 85: 83. Jl. 25, '07. 190w.
"Net necessarily for thi boy, but quite as

attractive to the bov's father."
-r N. Y. Times. 12: 357. Je. 1. '07. 140w.

Madison, James. Writings; comprising his

public papers and private correspon-
dence, including numerous letters and
documents now for the first time print-
ed: ed. by Gaillard Hunt. *$5. Putnam.

V. 6. 'l-his volume covers the years 1790 to
1802. There is little that is new. . . . About
half of it consists of Madison's speeches in the
First Congress, . . . his various contributions
to Freneau's 'National gazette,' 'Helvidius."
his speech on thj Jay treaty, an-l his Virginian
rep-Drt of 1799-1800. The rest is correspondence,
embracing a dozen (.-v so of family letters.

. . . There are also a few new letters, and
from Madison's assumption of the secretary-
ship of state in May, 1801, an important series
of instructions to the American representatives
in ICngland, I-Yance, and Spain. The footnotes,
thoueh not numerous, are almcfct uniformly
good." (Am. fihit. R.)

-|. _- Am. Hist. R. 12: 697. Ap. '07. 440w.
(Review of v. 6.)

"The printing of so many spee<'hes Is of
doubtful utility, as the reporting of that day
was notoriously defective, and these summa-
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T-ies can onlv be coimprehendeti from their con-
text in the 'Annals.' The space thus occupied
couirt have been better employea by including
more 0/ the corr3spondenee, and especially the
letters to Jefferson. The notes of the editor

are judicious and accurate."
^ _ Nation. S4: IT.'i. F. 21, "07. 2G0w. (Re-

view of V. 6.)

Madison, Lucy (Foster) (Mrs. Winfield
Scott Madison). Maid of Salem towne.
t$i.2S. Penn. 6-1 1309.

Into this story of the charming- little maid
who came so near being hanged for a witch,
and who was rescued in oramatic fashion by
her friends at a critical moment, are woven
sketches of the good; old colony folk including
Cotton Mather himself. The whole forms a vivid
picture of life in a time more picturesque
than comfortable.

"Most happilv told."
4- N. Y. Times. 11: 880. D. 15, 'OG. 150w.

Madonna of the poets; an anthology of only
the best poems written about the

Blessed Virgin. *85c. Benziger.
"An anthology covering a long period of lit-

erature. "Many of the verses . . . are far from
being widely known to-day. Robert Grosse-
teste. William Forest, Richard Rowlands, Ben
Jonson, Sir John Beaumont, George Herbert.
Richard Crashaw, Henry Vauglian, represent
the inspiration of the Madonna in English life,

from the middle ages till long after England
had cetiyod to be Catholic. Among the modern
contributors are Wordsworth, Newman, Hawk-
er, .Aubrey de Vere. Coventrv' Patmore. George
Macdonald. Fathir Tabb, Alice Meynell, Louise
Imogen Guiney, Francis ThonTpson, Lionel
Johnson, and Rudyard Kipling." (Cath. World.)

"A verv curtous mingling of pieces."
_; Acad. 70: 374. Ap. 21, '06. 1340w.

Cath. World. 84: 558. Ja. '07. 230w.

Maeterlinck, Maurice. Measure of the
hours; tr. by Alexander Teixeira de
Mattos. **$i.40.' Dodd. 7-1SS83.

Some new essays and others lately appear-
ing in magazines are included among the
twelve of this group. The collection "is some-
what heterogeneous, and ranges over questions
of morality, social duty, literary appreciation,
scenery and popular science." (Nation.)

"A book of fragments, not all of equal value."
H Ath. 1907, 1: 46G. Ap. 20. 1150w.

"All of them are admirably translated, so far
as one niav judge without comparing the
French, by Mr. Alexander Teixeira de 2\T^ttos,

and many of them offer something novel and
woi'thy of more than a. moment's pondering."

-I Dial. 42: 346. Je. 1, '07. 250.

"The main interest of nearly nil these es-
says is essentially that of the earlier volumes;
the aim is still to combat insensibility to the
possibilities of unguessed mysteries in what
lies around us."

H Nation. S4: 546. Je. 13, '07. S70w.

-I- Nature. 76: 198. Je. 27, '07. 120w.

"Maeterlinck can weave mysticism, educe a
moral, out of whatever comes to his hand. The
merit of his style, of its pellucid originality, Is

the metaphor and that metaphor generally a
single type, personification. It is no willful
trick of style, no imposed elaborateness of lo-
cation. It is the simple expression of his vi-
sion." Florence Wilkinson.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 662. O. 19, '07. 1570fw.

+ R. of Rs. 36:512. O. '07. lOOw.

Maffitt, Emma Martin. Life and services of
John Newland Maflfitt; il. $3. Neale.

7-429.

A sympathetic sketch of Captain John New-
land MafHtt, seaman, surveyor, commander, au-
thor and patriot.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 722. Ap. :07. 90w.
Ind. 62: 619. Mr. 14. 13'Ow.

R. of Rs. 35: 386. Mr. '07. 80w.

Magda, queen of Sheba; tr. into French
* from the original Ghese, by Hugues Le

Roux, and from the French into Eng-
lish by Mrs. John Van Vorst; with an
introd. by Hugues Le Roux. **$i.20.
Funk.

The alleged romance of the historic Queon of
Sheba translated from "The glory of the kings,"
an ancient royal Abyssinian manuscript.

Lit. D. 35: 920. D. 14, '07. SOw.
"Textually It Is a remarkable book—curiously

compounded of stately phrases imitated from
the authorized version and other phrases sin-
gularly bald, modern, and pedestrian."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 695. N. 2, '07. 1680w.

"The volume, which is half story, half study,
has an undoubted literary charm as well as
historic value\"

-f- R. of Rs. 36: 756. D. '07. 80w.

Magill, Edward Hicks. Sixty-five years in

the life of a teacher. **$i.5o. Hough-
ton. 7-9847.

"Dr. MagiU's career as a teacher began when
he was sixteen. He is now over eighty, so tliat

his career as an aducator literally spans the
whole history uf the development of American
education.''—Lit. D.

"The work is A^ery unpretentious in style
and naive in its simple-hearted levelations of
the writer's feelmgs, filial, iDaternal, and pro-
fess!.inal."

-f- Dial. 42: 25S. Ap. 16, '07. 210w.

Educ. R. »4: 208. S. '07. 80w.
"Given with much c;etaii, and forms one of

the most interesting chapters of American edu-
cational history."

-r l.it. D. 34: 678. Ap. 27, '07. 240w.

"Taken as a human document, this autobi-
ography has somethirig of the charm and flavor
of the old-time Quaker journals, their uncoa-
scious wholesomeness and delightful naivete.

-J- Nation. 84: 524. Je. 6, '07. 810w.

"To those interested in educational matters
his book would have been of more value if it

had had more of the pedagogical and less of
the personal note."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 1S5. Mr. 30, '07. 390w.

"It is . . . an exemplification of the rule that
autobiographies are never dull." Montgomery
Schuyler.

-P Putnam's. 3:104. O. '07. 480w.

Magnay, Sir William, 2d baronet. Master
spirit. t$i.5o. Little. 6-35732.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"If it had been handled with considerably
more restraint, and if the ch.araciers concei-ned

had been a little mere like ordinary' human be-
ings and ni>t quite such impossible combina-
tion? of superlative virtue and cleverness, vin-

dicti-"encps and villainy, it might -asily have
mad'^ a better book." Frederic Taber Cooper.

1- Bcokm. 24: 591. F. '07. 340w.

"Is the strongest novel yet written by Sir

William Magnay."
+ -f Ind. 62: 1529. Je. 27, '07. ISOw.

Mahafly, John Pentland. Silver age of the

Greek world. *$3. Univ. of Chicago
press. 6-20870.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"After all. it is the only book of its kind.

Nowhere else can one get a connected survey
of v/hat the Greeks were doing and thinking
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Mahaffy, John Pentland —Continued.
and saying under tho dominance of that em-
pire whose social life lias been deiJicted) in such
a scholarly and yet fascinating manner by Pro-
fessor Dill." B. Perrin.

-f -+- Am. Hist. R. 12: 414. Ja. '07. 580w.
"It is nnicli to be regretted that a scholar

of distinction sliould have published a work
which everywhere exhibit.5 the wide range of
his learning, bur which aeems to bear clear
sign?, of hasty compilation and f;n imperfect
appr'=>ciatinn of what readers may justly look
for in a ccFtly and, it might have been pre-
sumed, authoritative work."

-1 Spec. 08: sup. 116. Ja. 2i5, '07. 750w.

Mahan, Alfred Thayer. From sail to
steam: recollections of naval life.

**$2.2S. Harper. 7-32861.
This narrative of naval affairs, much of it in

the form of personal reminiscences, tells of the
change from sail to steam power, and so be-
comes a history of the old navy and the new.
It is an authoritative account and although in-
timate, none the less permits of imoersonal con-
clusions and generalizations.

"A very attractive book, which albeit devoid
of much striking incident or much stirring ad-
venture, is full of Captain Mahan himself."

-f Lend. Times. 6:356. N. 22, '07. 1870w.
"A capital book, this, to take up of a winter's

evening, when the day has been long and try-
ing."

+ Outlook. 87:610. N. 23, '07. 210w.

+ R. Of Rs. 36: 764. D. '07. lOOw.
"The author has, indeed, 'let himself go,'

which must have been a very pleasant change
from his usual austerity of construction and ar-
gument, and the reader shares the delights of
the escapade. The mixture of 3,utobiography,
anecdote and essay is only less casual than the
autobiography Mark Twain is publishing."

-f Spec. 99: 614. O. 26, '07. 7800w.

Mahan, Alfred Thayer, Some neglected as-
* pects of war; together with The power

that makes for peace, by Senry S.
Pritchett, and The capture of private
property at sea, by Julian S. Corbeti.
**$i.5o. Little.

"A group of articles demonstrating the neces-
sary and righteous part played in modem civ-
ilization by war, broadly considered, and the
impossibility of replacing it shortly by any oth-
er agency, the conditions of the world remain-
ing as they now are."

Maine, Sir Henry James. Ancient law
with introduction and notes by Sir
Frederick Pollock. **$i.7S. Holt.

7-26409.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 221. Ja. '07. 360w.
-r -f Nation. 84: 159. F. 14, '07. 480w.

Maitland, Frederic William. Life and let-
ters of Leslie Stephen. *$4.5o. Put-
nam. 7-15902.

The biographer holds the reader's attention
Close to the moral and intellectual qualities
which gradually made Leslie Stephen the firstamong English critics and thinkers and one of

the most influential among English moralists."
(Nation.) "Quite apart from the admirable lit-
erary form of the record, Professor Maitland
has presented us with the portrait of an In-
tensely human character, who took life, sunshine
and thunder alike, with a free forehead and a
free heart." (Sat. R.)

"Will amply repay reading."
+ + Acad. 71: 463. N. 10, '06. 1620w.

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 70. Mr. '07.

-f Ath. 1906, 2: 684. D. 1. 1830w.

"The biography now published should be the
most welcome of books to all whose interests
are engaged in the highest ideals of thought
and conduct." Wm. M. Payne.
+ + Dial. 42: 102. F. 16, '07. SOOOw.
"It may be doubted if the present year will

bring us from England a biographical work
surpassing this in real literary distinction and
literary value."
+ + Lit. D. 34: 178. F. 2, '07. 440w.

"Mr. Maitland has done as well for Leslie Ste-
phen as Leslie Stephen did for Fitzjames, and
the only possible ground of complaint Is that
he has not given us quite enough of himself."
Sir Frederick Pollock.
-t- -f- -f Living Age. 252: 153. Ja. 19. '07. 2990w.

(Reprinted from Independent Review.)
-f- -I- Lend. Times. 5: 384. D. 16, '06. 2290w.
"He has composed a biography which thrills

in every line with affection and admiration for
his hero, but never lies."

-I- + Nation. 84: 12. Ja. 3, '07. 2410\y.

"Part of its charm is the unconscious sub-
sidiary portrait that the biographer has done of
himself."

4- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 14. Ja. 12, '07. 1520w.
Reviewed by Ferris Greenslet.
+ + No. Am. 184: 195. Ja. 18, '07. 1680w.

"For American readers the book would have
been better had the author, or editor—for he is
more editor than author—given a little more
historical background. Historically the letters
need some interpretation."
+ H Outlook. 85:759. Mr. 30, '07. 1720w.

"It has not a trace of the cant of conven-
tional biography. He has the double advantage
of having known Stephen Intimately and of
having deserved to know him." H. W. Boyn-
ton.
+ + Putnam's. 1: 633. F. '07. lOOOw.

"Professor Maitland's book is neither a criti-
cism, nor an appreciation, nor a panegyric; It

is a living and breathing portrait of a modest,
strong, active-minded, melancholy, tender-
hearted man. The lights are not heightened,
the shadows not deepened."

+ + Sat. R. 102: 580. N. 10, '06. 1920w.

"It would be difficult to overpraise the merits
of Mr. Maitland's work. "Written In a style
which rivals Stephen's own In nervous strength,
and excels It, perhaps, in colour and certain
whimsical humour. It presents a most living por-
trait of a most vital being."
+ -}. + Spec. 97: 1047. D. 22, "06. 1850w.

Malet, Lucas, pseud. See Harrison, M. S.

K.

Malim, Margaret F. Old English wood-
carving patterns; from oak furniture of

the Jacobean period. ^$4.50. Lane.
7-29184.

'A large portfolio containing reproductions
of facsimile drawings from rubbings, designed
especially for teachers, students and classes.

Thirty examples are shown on twenty plates.

. . . All the patterns given in this portfolio
have been collected from, genuine pieces of old

oak furniture fr'im various parts of the coun-
try."—Int. Studio.

Int. Studio. SI: sup. 85. My. "07. 510w.

"A reallv useful portfolio."

-i- Spec. 'J7: 930. D. 8, '06. 130w.

Mallock, William Hurrell. Critical exam-
* ination of socialism. **$2. Harper.

A controversial treatment of the entire sub-
ject of socialism which may serve as a first in-

troduction to the subject and which points out
with equal fairness the strong and weak points
of the system as It exists at the present time.
The author discusses the historical beginning
of socialism, Marxian socialism^ the proximate
and ultimate difficulties. Individual motive and
democracy. Christian socialism, the just reward
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of labor, Interest and abstract justice, equality
of opportunity and the social policy of the fu-

ture.

"The book contains some crudities of plan
and detail and an inexcusable number of gram-
matical or typographical errors."— Engin. N. 58: 2>96. S. 12, '07. 230w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 668. O. 19, '07. lOw.

Malvery, Olive Christian. Soul market.
* t$i.5o. McClure.
The experiences and observation of Miss Mal-

very who impersonated various types of slum
folk for the sake of studying their lives at close
range.

"The cleverly delineated views from an Inner
standpoint are more fresh and impressive than
methodical statistics."

+ Ath. 1907, 1:133. F. 2. 210w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19. '07. 20w.

Manly, John Matthews, comp. English po-
etry, 1 170-1892. *$i.50. Ginn. 7-1 1577-

A high school and college text which Includes
between fifty and sixty thousand lines of po-
etry from the beginning of the Middle-English
period down to the death of Tennyson. Intrin-

sic worth and beauty, and special significance

in the history of English literature have de-
termined the choice of the poems.

-f Dial. 43: 213. O. 1, '07. 400w.

Mann, Charles Riborg, and Twiss, George
Ransom. Physics. *$i.25. Scott.

5-33989
In Prr.fes^sor Mann's thoroly modern text-

book, "intended for third or fourth year high
school or freshman collegiate students ... he
has abolished such \)roblenis as "let the forces
a, b and c meot at the point q' andl substi-
tuted real concrete examples of the applica-
tions of physical formulae. He has substituted
photographs of modern machinery, such as
turbine engines, motors and loop-the-loop, for
the antiquated and diagrammatic illustrations
of tne old text-books." (Ind.)

"Professor Mann has made a special effort

to make the student realize that physics is a
practical subiect and necessary to the under-
standing of the operations of daily life. Some
of his pictures seem unnecessary and some-
what kindergartenisli."

-! Ind. d1: 259. Ag. 2, '06. ]70w.

Nation. 83: 203. S. 6, '06. GOw.

Mann, Horace K. Lives of the popes in

the early middle ages. v. 2 and 3: The
popes during the Carolingian empire,
Leo III. to Formosus, 795-891- ea. *$3.

Herder.
These volumes "include a period of thirty-

three years and six pontificates,—Popes In those
days very seldom even approached the 'annos
Petri.' This was the time of the 'false decre-
tals,' and Mr. Mann is at great pains to show
that the Popes with whom he is concerned did
not use the evidence which these forgeries
offered to support their claims."—Spec.

"He has gone over his sources with painstak-
ing care, and has thrown an extensive mass of
historical erudition into an easy and well-
ordered narrative. If there is anything in this
volume against which one might feel inclined
to utter an adverse criticism, it is the polem-
ical note which strikes us as over-assertive in
Father Mann's pages."
+ -\ Cath. World. 84: 413. D. '06. 4J0w.

(Review of v. 3.)

"As Mr. Mann has given us the facts, we need
not be in any way prejudiced by his deductions.
But here we think the value of 'the work before
us ceases. It will be known as a handy and
compendious book of reference (it would be still

more handy if the Index were not so Inade-
quate), and though we cannot deny that the
author has, to some extent, read himself into
the atmosphere of the early middle ages, he
gives us little that is new or original in the
encyclopaedic knowledge which he has so dili-
gently culled from well-known sources. To lit-

erary style he disclaims all pretension, but by
the want of it his volumes miss the charm
which might otherwise surround his subject.

H Lond. Times. 6: 2. Ja. 4, '07. 1300w.
(Review of v. 2 and 3.)

Spec. 96: sup. 1017. Je. 30, '06. 250w.
(Review of v. 2.)

"Though we differ from Mr. Mann on various
points, we may sincerely congratulate him on
bringing this learned work to a successful con-
clusion."
+ -I Spec. 97: 238. Ag. 18, '06. 180w. (Review

of V. 3.)

Manners and social usages: revised and
corrected. $1.25. Harper.

A complete revision of a standard work which
offers suggestions for proper conduct in all the
ordinary walks and emergencies of life. It is

based on broad principles of good taste and
consideration for others, and on the social con-
ditions of our country.

"We know of no other book that so amply
meets the need."

+ Ind. 63: 226. Jl. 25, '07. 170w.

"The present volume is excellent of its sort,
well-written, clear, tactful. It tells the social
aspirant all he needs to know." Hildegarde
Hawthorne.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 266. Ap. 27, '07. 640w.

Mannix, Mary Ella. Patron saints for Cath-
olic youth. 6oc. Benziger.

V. 3. Includes St. Francis Xavier, St. Patrick,-
St. Louis, St. Charles, St. Catharine, St. Eliza-
beth, St. Margaret and St. Claire.

Mansfield, Blanche McManus (Mrs. M. F.
Mansfield). Our little Dutch cousin.
t6oc. Page. 6-18353.

Descriptive note in Annual, IM'6.

'•'i'he visit of a little New York boy to his
cousin in Holland is the pretext for much in-
teresting inform.ition that an American child
would most enjoy."

-r Bookm. 24: 530. Ja. '07. 40w.

Mansfield, Milburg Francisco (Francis Mil-
toun, pseud.). Automobilist abroad;
with il. and decorations by Blanche
McManus. *$3. Page. 7-21289.

"Mr. Miltoun . . . might have called his book
'The autoRiobilist's hotel abroad,' for in his
running commentary on the roads and routes
of Europe he lays special omphasis upon the
methods of catering to motorists, and he has
no hesitancy in meniloning by name the good
and inferior inns one may meet in different
towns. . . . The European motorist will find
considerable practical information in the clos-
ing chapters of the book. One gives a short
account of the leading European races and
winners; another tells how to join the touring
club of France, and another gives a compre-
liensive digest of the automobile regulations,
custom duties, and methods of securing driv-
ers' licenses and registrations in aifferent
countries."—N. Y. Times.

"Mr. Miltoun's enthusiasm for the motor-car,
however, does not overbalance the practical
and practicable problems of touring abroad.
B\'^ery point of such a tour ... is adequately
and interestinglv recounted by the author of
this book." H. E. Ooblentz.

-I- + Dial. 43: 211. O. 1, '07. 730w.

"His book has the distinction of being one of
the first satisfactory volumes of travel written
bv an automobilist,"

4- -I- Nation. 85: 308. O. 3, '07. 770w.

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 397. Je. 15, '07. 340w.
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Mansfield, Milburg Francisco—Continued.
"While not exactly an automobilist's vade

mecum, it contains aJl the essential elements
of a motor guide through Europe, presented
through the medium of a personal and very
practical experience."

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 432. Jl. 6. '07. 1020w.

Mansfield, Milburg F. (Francis Miltoun,
pseud.). Castles and chateaux of old
Touraine and the Loire country; il. by
Blanche McManus. $3. Page. 6-29521.

Leisurely wanderings thru the Loire country
have made possible in this sketch more of at-
mosphere and historic setting than convention-
al rambles usually permit. It is Tourame's feu-
dal and Renaissance chateaux that chiefly oc-
cupy the author. Blois, with its counts who
rivalled in power and wealth the churchmen
of Tours and the dukes of Brittany, Cambord
with its master-builders' massive art, Am-
boise, the rival of the capital in cradling the
thought and action of fifteenth and sixteenth
century monarchs, are described, with many
another chateau, in the light of their monu-
mental glory. The volume is handsomely 11-

lusitrated.

"It is a pity that Mr. Miltoun should con-
tinue to present his material in so disorderly
a form. His arrangement lacks both method
and sequence, and hi.? style has a qualified and
un-^ertain ring that is very annovir.g."

-I Dial. 41: 394. D. 1, '06. 210w.

"Old Touraine ... is here vividly por-
trayed with brush and pen."

-f -f Lit. D. 33: 914. D. 15, "06. 120w.

"Thus we have in this hook, a series of per-
sonal impressions unrolled) like a panorama,
the course of which is stayed from time to
time, while author and artist bring up some-
thing from the pa.st which may pleasurably
Instruct without a too he.ivy laying on of ar-
chiPOlogy. historv or architectural technique."

-f N. Y. Times. 11:769. N. 24, '06. 450w.

"Both in piotur'^s and text much of interest
and value is furnished."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: SIO. T>. 1. 'OR. IfiOw.

"This is a pretty and attractive but rather
confusing book. Though very pleasant reading,
the book as a whole, rather lacks proportion,
repetition is not absent, and the wanderings
become a little bewildering."

H Spec. 99: sup. 641. N. 2, '07. 3S0w.

Mansfield, Milburg F. (Francis Miltoim,
pseud.). Rambles on the Riviera: being
some account of journeys made en
automobile and things seen in the fair

land of Provence; il. by Blanche Mc-
Manus. $2.50. Page. 6-29989.

Not a book of historical or archaeological im-
portance, not a conventional book of travel or
a ''glorified guide book," but a record of per-
sonal observations on the picturesque, roman-
tic and topographical aspects of the French
Riviera proper.

Reviewed bv William Rice.
Dial. 41: 393. D. 1, '06. 140w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 572. S. 15. '06. oSOw.

Mantle, Beatrice, Gret: the story of a
pagan. t$i.5o. Century. 7-29091.

An Oregon lumber camp furnishes the setting
of this story whose young heroine is more the
tlaughter of the camp than of her selfish father
who spends his wealth in the cities and returns
home now and then to nag and to criticise the
vnrestrained manner in which his wife is bring-
ing Gret up. The wild free life of the camp,
Gret's unthinking Joy in Its content suffer never
an Interruption until love comes when she is

changed into a thoughtful woman.

"A sterling book unmarred by convention."
Frederic Taber Cooper.

-1- Bookm. 26: 270. N. '07. 580w.

"With so much of the smart and the tailor-
made in our fiction, it is a pleasure to come now
and then upon a novel which holds one such hu-
man breathing creature as Gret."

+ Nation. 85: 400. O. 31, '07. 590w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"But vivid as Gret's personality is made and
absorbing as is the story of her triumphs, there
Is never a moment when either gets out of the
realm, of romance into commonplace reality."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 764. N. 30, '07. 300w.
"Altog:ether the story has a refreshing novel-

ty, and is well worth reading."
+ Outlook. 87:450. O. 26, '07. 180w.

Marble, Annie Russell. Heralds of Anier-
* . ican literature: a group of patriot writ-

ers of the revolutionary and national
periods. *$i.S0. Univ. of Chicago press

The aim of this book is to recount in detailed
study, and largely from original sources, the
lives and services of a group of typical writers
during the pioneer days of national growth,
who revealed the standards and aspirations of
their time, and who announced the dawn of a
national literature, although their own products
were often Immature and crude. The group in-
cludes Franklin. Francis Hopkinson, Philip
Freneau, John Trumbull, a group of Hartford
wits, Joseph Dennie, William Dunlap and
Charles Brockdcn Brown.

Marchmont, Arthur Williams. By wit of
woman. t$i.5o. Stokes. 6-16736.

"Givon the ingredients of the girl, the prince,
the kin^dom-in-the-mountagns, jiarnished with
palaces, gold-laced officials, and highly spiced
witii an unprincipled la.dy spy. one can stir to-
gether a roinanlic pudding that is sure to ap-
peal to the average appetite. . . . The author
. . . has sought to do nothing more than to
turn out pronisaly such a readable yarn."—N.
Y. Times.

'".H novpl devoid of evidence of artistic am-
bition.''— Ath. 1906, 1: 662. Je. 2. ISOw.

''Obviously one need claim nothing strikingly
new for the booJc."

-I N. Y. Times. 11: 419. Je. 30, '06. 250w.

Marchmont, Arthur Williams. In the cause
of freedom; with a front, in colors by
Archie Gunn. t$i.5o. Stokes. 7-16375.

"A travelling Englishman comes upon a Pol-
ish maiden, in the company of a notorious con-
spitatcr, both pursued by the police, in a vil-
lage of Russian Poland. The conspirator is

dispatched early in the game, and tne maiden
is left on the Englishman's hands, i^eing high-
spirited and impressionable, the Eglishman is

notliing loth to accept the charge, and the pair
lead the police a merry chase all the way to
Warsaw, where the action culminates in street
riots and other forms of excitement."—Dial.

Reviewed by Wm. M. Payne.
Dial. 42: 379. Jo. 16, '07. llOw.

"The pages fairly sizzle with excitement from
beginning to end."

-^ N. Y. Times. 12:500. Ag. 17, '07. ISO-w.

"If our crtdulity had not been S)trengthened
by much similar strong food, it would be over-
taxed to learn of the succession of hairbreadth
escapes and gallant rescues credited to Robert
Anstruther, the hero. But, if we must read
these romances, it is less fatiguing to believe
than to question."— Outlook. SO: 340. Je. 15, '07. 90w.

Marden, Orison Swett. Optimistic life; or,

In the checring-up business. **$i.25.

Crowell. 7-27001.

Thirty-eight chapters of optimistic wisdom
which constitute what might be termed the
"scriptures of the tollers." The keynote is the
higher success, and Mr. Marden points out how
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and when it may be discovered in all phases of
business. He discusses such subjects as busi-
ness integrity, the need of proper vocations,
leaving one's troubles at the office, the differ-
ence between work and drudgery, the cost of an
explosive temper, and the habit of not feeling
well.

+ N. Y. Xrmes. 12: 5«4. S. 21, '07. 180w.

Marden, Philip Sanford. Greece and the
* Aegean islands. **$3. Houghton.

7-36085.
A book of travel and description whicihi will

serve as a guide to many who have the Gre-
cian archipelago in view and as a book of rem-
iniscence to all who have taken the journey.
Entering Greece by "the front door of the king-
dom"—by way of the Piraeus—the tour includes
Athens, Delphi, Mycenae, Nauplia, Epidaurus,
Olympia, and among the islands, Delos, Samos,
Cos, Cnidos, Rhodes, and others. The book Is
handsomely illustrated.

Markham, Sir Clements Robert. Richard
III, his life and character reviewed in
the ligh't of recent research; with a
portrait and a map. *$3.So. Button.

7-10996.
In which the character of Richard III is re-

habilitated, and this last of the Plantagenets
is made to appear as "a good son, a devoted
husband, and a loving father;" in which it Is

aflh-med "that he cherished his relatives, was
a. kind and trusty friend, and an honorable and
magnanimous foe." (N. Y. Times.) The de-
fense goes to prove that the two sons of Ed-
ward IV. did not die in the reign of Richard
III. but sui'vived until after the accession of
Henry VII.

"He seems to imagine that to repeat a state-
ment over and over again makes it true, and
that citations from earlier writers take the
place of original documents."— Acad. 72:10. Ja. 5, '07. 1220w.

"The reasoning that Sir Clements Markham
uses Is very ingenious but hardly convincing,
and he does not improve his case by attempt-
ing in his closing chapter to show that Mr.
Gairdner is inconsistent in his portrayal of
Richard." N. M'. Trenholme.

H Am. Hist. R. 13: 134. O. '07. 870w.

"His book is ingenious, bright and readable;
he marshals his arguments cunningly, and he
scores some good points. But it is not too
much to say that he approaches the whole sub-
ject in the spirit of an advocate, and conse-
quently his essay can hardly be considered a
serious addition to historical literature."

f-Ath. 1907, ] : 220. F. 23. 7.'i0w.

"Had Sir Clements been content to show
that the allegations of Tudor historians were
in some matters unfounded, we might have
been more ready to accept a verdict of not
proven on the serious charges; more than this
he has not after all been able at the best to
establish." C. L. Kingsford,

1- Eng. Hist. R. 22: 579. Jl. '07. 1190w.
"Shakespeare students as well as those In-

terested in English history cannot afford to ne-
glect the volume. It is based upon critical re-
search, and makes out a strong case against
Henry."

+ Ind. 63:1122. N. 7, '07. 380w.
"He has shown us how very uncertain any

verdict must be, and he has done good service
in sweeping away many of the myths with
which Tudor prejudice and falsehood have ob-
scured the reign of Richard III."

H Lond. Times. 6:11. Ja. 11, '07. ]570w.
"If he could have imposed upon himself some-

thing of the cjmical temper and cool judgment
with which Horace Walpole, first of Richard's
defenders, wrote his 'Historic doubts,' his book
would have been doubled in value to the gen-
eral re.ader." Florence Finch Kelley.

h N. Y. Times. 12: 226. Ap. 6, '07. 1350w.
Outlook. 87: 360. O. 19, '07, 3i9O0w.

'.sometimes the chain of argument is really
pitiable. That most fallacious method of writ-mg history is adopted, that of treating official
versions and transparent pretexts as actual
facts."

Sat. R. 103: 657. My. 25, '07. S40w.
"Though we judge him to have failed in his

main contention, the author has painted a viv-
id picture of the epoch between the battles of
Northampton and Boswortli; he has bestowed
the skill of a trained geographer in elucidating
the topography of Towton, and Wakefield, and
Barnet; and he was swept into limbo a mass
of crude absurdity."

h Spec. 97: 175. F. 2, '07. 1720w.

Marks, Edward C. R. Mechanical engi-
neering materials: their properties and
treatment in construction. 60c. Van
Nostrand.

"A very useful little volume of information
on methods of manufacture, properties and tests
of steel, iron, copper and the various copper,
manganese, tin and aluminum alloys used, for
the most part, in machinery."—Engin. N.

"The one criticism of this book is that the
author has selected 3. too pretentious title."
+ ] Engin. N. 57: 197. F. 14, '07. 60w.

Marks, Mrs. Mary A. M. England and Am-
* erica. 1763-17^3- 2v. *$6. Appleton.

7-34222.
Something of the spirited attitude which Mrs.

Marks assumes toward her work is summed up
in the statement that her book is the Tory re-
action against the monopoly of office by the
Whigs and the consequences of that reaction,
the loss of American colonies and an addi-
tion of £129,000,000 to the national debt. "The
years covered by this historj- are those in which
the final effect of the causes of the American
movement toward independence are studied, as
well as the conduct of England brought to face
the new situation. A characteristic of the book
Its determining characteristic, is that it keeps
to the point of view of the time and the point
of view of the Elnglish." (N. Y. Times.)

"To students of history this book should be
invaluable; it puts things in a clear, simple
light, and is the work of one who has made
careful research into the records of the period."

-t- Acad. 73: 675. Jl. 13, '07. 420w.
"A spirited piece of work, to which much con-

scientious search has been devoted and which
displays sobriety of judgment in dealing with
the motives of individuals placed in desperate
circumstances. Though Miss Marks as a rule
write-g clearly, if rather colloquially, she is
guilty of an obscure allusion or two."
+ H Ath. 1907, 2: 209. Ag. 24. 680w.
"She has produced a book which is very read-

able and interesting in spite of obvious faults.
The style, which is equally free from the dignity
which was formerly and the dullness which Is
now thought appropriate to history, is too often
careless and even slipshod. The arrangement is
not happy. There is a disregard of proportion
and not seldom a superfluity of unimportant de-
tail. It is the most serious defect of the book
that the author writes throughout as a parti-
san."

-i Lond. Times. 6: 265. S. 6, '07. ISOOw.
N. Y. Times. 12: 333. My. '07. 240w.

"It is apparent that this work violates the
most fundamental requirements of modem
scholarship. Nor Is it in minor points more sat-
isfactory Gross blunders, glaring inconsisten-
cies and Ill-considered conclusions abound.
While the narrative Is lively, its style is more
undignified than that usually countenanced by
the Muse of history."— N. Y. Times. 12: 742. N. 23, '07. lOOOw.
"Thoroughness, fullness, and fairness are the

distinctive characteristics [of the book] which
into the bargain is written with a keen sense
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Marks, Mrs. Mary A. M.

—

Continued.
of the dramatic value of the great events of
twenty years whose history she narrates."
+ + Outlook. 87: 543. N. 9, '07. 350w.

"Miss Marl<s has studied the period thorough-
ly, ajid her work can hardly fail to take a perma-
nent place among the authorities on the siub-

+ — Spec. 99: 133. Jl. 27, '07. 330w.

Marriott, John A. R. Life and times of
Lucius Gary, Viscount Falkland. *$2.25.
Putnam. 7-25683.

"Mr. Marriott has not only written a life of
the young statesman whosy career and charac-
ter inspired one of Matthew Arnold's most
brilll.ant essays, but he l^as also given us a
masterly treatise upon one of the most absorb-
ingly interesting periods of English history,"
(N. Y. 'J'lmes) viz., "the times ot J^aud and of
Strafford, of vexed issues in church and state,
of the petition of rights and the grand remon-
strance. . . . Among the n.ost charming of his
chapters are those describing Falkland's exist-
ence before the revolution, in his well-loved
home at Great Tew." (Lond. Times.)

"Mr. Marriott has done a real service in con-
veying to us in a volume of absorbing human
interest so much of the vital charm and per-
sonality of the man. He has managed in mas-
terly fashion to disentangK; the real pomts at
issue. He has given us an estimate of Falk-
land's character that bears the impress of
truth."

-I- -f Acad. 72: 383. Ap. 20, '07. 1470w.

"In the Industrious and sympathetic analy-
sis of Falkland himself, of his character and
the part ho played, Mr. Marriott's work ap-
pears to us to suffer from the fact that he sets
out with a strong preconception, a preconcep-
tion founded, no doubt, upon close and loving
study before he began his book."

-i Ath. 1907, 2: 61. Jl. 20. 2060w.
"This is a delightful book, on a delightful

subject. Mr. Marriott is a historian of the new
school in so far .as he is a student and scholar;
but, unlike many of his contemporaries, not so
far as to be a scientific pedant. He never for-
gets the importance of the personal element,
'and is a painter no less than a critic."

+ -4- Lond. Times. 6: 153. My. 17, 07. 2300w.
"The facts are well presented, the characters

clearly drawn, but the transmuting skill is
not present that would make literature of one
of the richest themes in English history."

-I Nation. 85: 103. Ag. 1, '07. llOOw.
"May well be deemed .1 representative type

of tne highest literary scholarship of our time.''
^- -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 373. Je. 8, '07. 500w.
"There is thus ample reason for the biogra-

phy now written by Mr. J. A. R. Mlarrlott. It
is not a book of Inspiring Interest." H. Adding-
ton Bruce.

-t- Outlook. 87: 783. D. 7, '07. 3250w.
""We have no fault to find with Mr. Marri-

ott's graceful biography of one of the most in-
teresting figures in a fascinating age except
the air of confessorship and greatness eclipsed
by a conspiracy of detraction which he throws
around the 'apostle of moderation and martyr
of the via media.' "

+ — Sat. R. 103: 751. Je. 15, '07. 1290w.
"In pleading the claims of Falkland to con-

sistency and foresight he has produced a sober
and well-balanced study of those times, so
sorely out of joint, against which his hero was
doomed to struggle in vain."

+ Spec. 99: 54. Jl. 13, '07. 2550w.

Marsh, Harriet B. Point of view in modern
education. 6oc. Public school.

"Consists of a collection of lectures delivered
before Mothers clubs. It is an attempt to state
In simple concrete terms the changes In ideas
In education brought about by fundamental,
philosophical, scientific, social and religious
thought. '

'—Bookm.

"Despite the na'ive manner in which most
complex problems of science, of ethics, or of
social, practical or economic relationships are
settled, the lectures aie at least suggestive and
give a point of view of education differing from
the formal and mechanical one."

-I Bookm. 23: 219. Ap. '06. llOw.
"There Is much sound advice and instruction

in these pages, which will repay the study of
a teac'ner.*'

-! Cath, World. 84:823. Mr. '07. 360w.

Marsh, Richard. Who killed Lady Poyn-
der? ''$1.50. Appleton. 7-26342.

" 'Who killed Lady Poynder?' is a story of
nearly 130,000 words, constructed on the prin-
ciple which has produced so many rattling
stories in the past, that of supplying really
damning evidence against every person, male or
female, who has any connection with the plot at
all. Lady Poynder was shot in her own house
In London. The author's ingenuity is expended
in showing how many persons had or might
have had the opportunity and motive for the
murder."—Nation.

"Granting one tremendous coincidence—a co-
incidence of coincidences, in fact—the reasoning
is plausible and the tale entertaining enough.
But in respect to method it is a horrible exam-
ple of the effect of trying to put a novel of mys-
tery and a novel of manners between the same
covers."

H Nation. 85: 285. S. 26, '07. 280w.

"A promising situation, surely, for a vigorous
minded novelist, and Mr. Richard Marsh is quite
equal to it in the remainder of the book."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 633. O. 19, '07. 140w.

Marshall, H. E. Island story: a child's his-

tory of England; with col. pictures by
A. S. Forrest. *$2.5o. Stokes. 7-35150.

A child's history of England to be placed not
at the lesson-book end of the shelf, but with
"Robinson Crusoe" and the like,—so the pref-
ace suggests.

"The especial value of this book Is that the
stories Include legendary as well as historical
events. Well written, though with no particu-
lar quality of style; beautifully made as to pa-
per and print, but illustrated by poor colored
pictures."

-I A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 82. Mr. '07.

"It is not a history. If by that we mean facts
and dates alone, but if we want motives as
well, and the personality of the chief actors,
then this thick ornamental book accomplishes
its aim admirably."

-I- Ind. 61:1409. D. 13, '06. 70w.

R. of Rs. 34:764. D. '06. 60w.

"It is eminently readable, a success, we
would say, in what looks much easier than It Is,

telling a story in simple words."
-!- Spec. 95: 1091. D. 23, '05. 80w.

Marshall, Herbert Menzies, and Marshall,
* Hester. Cathedral cities of France.

*$3.50. Dodd. 7-32829.

A finely illustrated book of French cathedral
cities which serves to enlighten the stay-at-
home tourist and to refresh the memory of one
who has covered the ground.

"Is one of the best of Its class. [The au-
thors'] very lack of familiarity with the coun-
try might make their original notes of travel
the more valuable, as they are evidently Intel-

ligent as well as 'artistic observers."
-f Ath. 1907, 2: 536. N. 2. 580w.

"The author seems oppressed by the weight
of her authorities."

-I Dial. 43: 426. D. 1, '07. 140w.

"Her knowledge of architecture Is singrularly
accurate and discriminating."

-f + Lit. D. 3i5: 918. D. 14, '07. llOw.
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"The -writing Is simple and dignified; the pic-

tures are in some cases clear and attractive,

but in others show that blotchy, messy surface
which is still the bane of most color printing."

^ Nation. 85: 543. D. 12, '07. 80w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"The pictures have a charm of their own,
even to those who are familiar with the most
famous of the buildings with which they deaJ
in so original and unconventional a way."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 82'8. D. 14, '07. 330w.

"The authors of this book have been more
successful than many of their predecessors.
They have lingered in the localities and have
fortified their observation, by some study of

what others have written. ITnfortunately, though
they always indicate quotations, they by no
means alwaj-s mentiom whence they came. "We
regret that Mr. Marshall's great skill as a
draughtsman is often neutralized by the fail-

ure of the medium he has chosen to convey
what he was clever enough to perceive."

H Sat. R. 104: 642. N. 23, '07. 230w.

Marshall, John. Constitutional decisions;

ed. by Joseph P. Cotton, jr. 2 v. ea. *$5.

Putnam. 5-39509-

T>escriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A compilation of the constitutional decis-
ions of Marshall is well worth the making. .It

.seeres captious to mention two typograpliical
errors— in volume one, page 255, where,
'185S' is printed tor '1758,' and in volume two,
page 1, where 1875' appears instead of '1775.' '

Frederick C. Hicits.

+ -l Ann. Am. Acad. 1:8 : 475. N. '06. 990w.

Marston, Edward, Fishing for pleasure and
catching it, and two chapters on ang-
ling in North Wales, by R. B. Mars-
ton! *$i.25. Scribner. 6-34385.

"The booic is quite varied in its contents,
turning aside from tlie author's own angling
experiences to extracts from thj nature books
of William J. J^ong, paraphrases of portions of
'The so;ig of Hiawatha,' and other not very in-
timately related subjects."—Nation.

Dial. 40: 396. Je. 18, '06. lOOw.

+ Nation. 82: 407. My. 17, "06. 120w.

"Readers who know how pleasantly Mr. K.
Mar.ston can write need not have his new vol-
uro<j any furtlier recommended."

-f Spec. 96: 546. Ap. 7, '06. 300w.

Marti, Karl. Religion of the Old Testa-
ment: its place among the religions of

the nearer East. (Crown theological
lib., no. 18.) *$i.25. Putnam. 7-37540.

"A sketch giving a bird's-eye view of the
development of Israel's religion in its relation
to other religions of western Asia. The point
of view is that of the historical school of which
Marti is a leading representative."—Bib. World.

"An interesting and suggestive sketch."
4- Bib. "World. 30: 239. S. '07. 40w.

"The novice will scarcely appreciate the sikill

with which .f*rofessor Marti has selected salient
facts and the features which need to be kept
prominent, and avoided confusing the learner by
a mass of details."

-J- + Ind. &3: 760. S. 26, '07. 330w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 372. Je. 8, '07. lOOw.

"It is a pity that so good a 000k should be
published without an index."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 548. S. 14, '07. 140w.
"It is a valuable contribution to a grreat

theme by one who has devoted his life to its
study. Not only the general reader, for whom
It is especially intended, but the theologian
will learn not a little from its pages."

+ + Spec. 99: 127. Jl. 27, '07. 1390w.

Martin, Benjamin E., and Martin, Charlotte
M. Stones of Paris in history and
letters. $2. Scribner. 6-35587.

A new edition of a book which traces the his-
tory and letters of Paris thru its structures.
There are numerous illustrations from photo-
graphs.

•! Ath. 1907, 1: 261. Mr. 2. 530w.

"An entirely admirable book." Harriet Wat-
ers Preston.

H- AtlaP. 99: 420. Mr. '07. 71 Ow.

"The streets of Paris have also been carefully
scanned and a most entertaining story has been
created out of the assembled material and has
been skillfully synthesized."

-I- Ind. 61: 1397. D. 22, '06. llOw.

"In all essential respects the work holds its

own."
-f Nation. 83: 392, N. 8, '06. 90w.

4- Outlook. 84: 682. N. 17, '06. 20w.

"We have a good deal more of the real social

and political history of the French capital than
is found in many a more pretentious historical

work."
+ R. Of Rs. 35: 111. Ja. '07. lOOw.

"The charm of these records is unquestion-
able, and for this reason, as we have said before,

the faults in their construction may be over-
looked."

H Spec. 99: 201. Ag. 10, '07. 1390w.

Martin, George Madden. Abbie Ann. t$i.5o.

Century. 7-29096.

Abby Ann, Emmy Lou's successor, is a little

Coal City inhabitant, who with only a father's

care has not made much headway towards the
graces. She is a spirited little miss who is fin-

ally sent away to school, to the school that had
onice claimed her mother as a pupil. Children
will take keen delight in the part Abbie Ann
plays in bringing about a reconciliation between
her father and two very austere aunts.

"The story is told with much of the sym-
pathy and humor that characterizes 'Emmy
Lou' by the same author, but the incidents of

this book will appeal more to a child than those

of its charming predecessor."
-!- A. L. A. Bki. 3: 209. N. '07. +

" 'Abbie Ann' skips into our affections as
gaily as she skipt along the railroad station at

the opening of another bright story by the au-
thor of 'Emmy Lou.' "

4- Lit. D. 3'5: 796. N. 23, '07. 260w.

"The little girl is sure to be warmly wel-
comed by other little girls outside the story
books."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 765. N. 30. '07. 60w.

+ Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12, '07. 60w.

"Not only shows that she understands her
art thoroughly, but, like Mrs. Burnett, she lets

the facts move the reader, and abjures adjec-
tives."

-f- R. of Rs. 36: 763. D. '07. 150w.

Martin, Mrs. Helen Reimensnyder. Be-
trothal of Elypholate, and other tales

of the Pennsylvania Dutch. ''$1.50.

Century. 7-30437-

The sturdy qualities of Mennonite men and
maidens are revealed in their life and love-
making with which these stories deal.

"Decidedly more interesting than the longer
stories by the same author."

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 202. N. '07. •{•

N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"The contrasts that she depicts by bringing
in now and then an outsider from the city, or

a son who has gone into the outside world and
won success and culture, are almost too vivid

to be artistic."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 676. O. 26, '07. 130w.
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Martin, Mrs. Helen R. —Continued.
"The tales are charmingly written and dis-

close a phase of unusually intexesting life."

+ Outlook. 87:450. O. ^6, '07. 120w.

Martin. Helen R. (Mrs. Frederic C. Mar-
tin). His courtship; il. by Alice Barber
Stephens. t$i.5o. McClure. 7-i5920.

A professor of psychology rusticating among
the Pennsylvania Dutch during his vacation, be-
comes interested in a much persecuted slave

of the kitchen. That the girl proves to be the
daughter of cultured parents and had been kid-

napped in infancy, that during ner pondage she
had found solace and books in a haunted room
suggest the lines along which the professor

may make some impersonal observations for

the cause of psychology but more especially for

his own personal cause of happiness.

"The author is certainly more successful when
she confines herself to Dutch characters, and
has In this case spoiled an excellent short storj^

by expanding it into the more ambitious novel,

-f — A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 203. N. '07.

"The book is a curious mingling of keen-eyed
observation, great naturalness In narrative and
dialogue, and exasperating artificiality of con-

struction." Frederic Taber Cooper.

H Bookm. 26: &0. S. '07. 440w.

"A story marked by unusual powers of pene-

trating observation." Wm. M. Payne.
+ Dial. 43: 65. Ag. 1, '07. 220w.

"This is a short story -which made up of

its mind to grow into a novel, and got spoiled

in the process."— Nation. 85: 37. Jl. 11, '07. 300w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 382. Je. 15, '07. 180w.

"The author's management of the dialect is

commendable, for she does not oyerdo the mat-
ter and put in dialect for its own sake."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 434. Jl. 6, '07. 360w.

"As long as she portrays the Mennonites, or

the ordinary Dutch, she has a field unique and
worthv of her talents, but in introducing out-
siders from The gay world she strikes as ordi-

nary a note a? did the fascinating .Tubilee

singers of long ago when they tried to sing our
concert pieces."— Outlook. 86: 256. Je. 1, '07. lOOw.

Martin, Louis Adolphe. Text-book of me-
chanics. *$i.25. Wiley. 6-17261.

V. 1. Statics. "This is the first part of a
text-book di^signed for an introductory course

to applied mechanics, for use in colleges and
technir;il schools. The author has arranged
the book so that statics only is covered in this

volume."—Knsin. N.
V. 2. Kinematics and kinetics. "Chapters

are included on the following subjects: Kine-
matics—Rectilinear motion of a particle; curvi-

linear motion of a particle; motion of a rigid

body; Kinetics—Kinetics of a particle and of

thp mass-center of a rigid body; application of

the equations of motion for translation and for

rotation; work and energy; impact." (Techni-

cal Literature.)

"The book is a very goodi one for class work
in t?«bnirai schools." Amasa Trowbridge.

^, Fngin. 'N. 56: 50. Jl. 12, '06. 390w.
(Rp'.iew of v. 1.)

"The fundamental principles of elementary
mechanics are presented in simple manner and
in logical order in this volume."

+ Engln. N. 58: 659. D. 12, '07, 60w. (Re-

view of v. 2.)

Technical Literature. 2:334. O. '07.

140w. (Review of v. 2.)

Martin. Martha Evans. Friendly stars.

**$i.2S. Harper. 7-14831-

A personal friendship with the stars which
the author shares with her readers. It is an
untechnicai study and points out to the naked
eve the most interesting facts about the stars.

Their rising and setting, their number, colors.

distances, inovements and distinguishing char-
acteristics are made clear to the observer who
has had no preparatory instruction.

-j- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 125. My. '07. S.

"The delicate, yet sure and accurate touch of
the author, and her genuine love for the sky,
combine to charm the reader, and to maJte him
wish to have the book within reach, in case he
too is a lover of the heavens."

+ Dial. 42:317. My. 16, '07. 360w.
"The graceful introductory note of comimend-

ation from Doctor Jacoby leaves nothing more
to be said as to the scientific accuracy of the
author's work."

+ Lit. D. 34: 766. My. 11, '07. 160w.

"This volume will appeal to the beginner In
astronomy and to the general reader quite as
much as to the astronomer." W. E. R.

+ Nature. 76: 412. Ag. 22, '07. ISOw.
"[Told] in a plain simple way, quite free

from the technical language which baffles the
unscientific mind."

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 254. Ap. 20.' '07. 620w.

"A useful and even interesting study."
+ R. of Rs. 36: 512. O. '07. 60w.

Martin, Percy Falcke. Mexico's treasure-
house (Guanajuato): an illustratjed and
descriptive account of the mines and
their operations in 1906. $3. Chelten-
ham press. 6-40260.

"A full account, with many illustrations, of
the mi^es of a region which has been pro-
nour.ced more 'thoroughly mineralized' than
any equal portion of the globe. . . . Perhaps
the most sug.g'.^stive p.i.rts of the volume are
those v/hich tell of the new methods, mostly
de'i'ved by Americans, to draw fresh wealth
from tlie old workings."—Nation.

"The story of what has been done, and tha
discussions of present conditions in the Mex-
ican labor market and in industry are the fea-
tures that render ihe book valuable. These
subjects are treated in an interesting manner,
and so far as the reader can judge, with im-
partiality and accuracy."

-I Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 641. My. '07. 500w.

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 187. Mr. '07. 250w.

"The des^'ription is technical and highly de-
tailed."

- Nation. 84: r,S4. Ap. 25, '07. SOw.

Martin, Percy Falcke. Through five re-

publics (of South America"); a critical

description of Argentine, Brazil, Chile,

Uruguay and Venezuela in 1905; il. *$5.

Dodd. 6-18334.

The subtitle furnishes the scope of this book
of which the author says: "First, I believe it Is

timely, in view of the enormous advances made
by the South American republics of late years,
and the amount of British capital invested there-
in. Secondly, I have in my journalistic canacity
been enabled to gather much information of
value, which I have found no opportunity for
utilising in the newspapers I have represented,
but which, accompanied by Illustrations and
somewhat fuller descriptions, should be accept-
able as a critical account of the countries vis-

ited."

"The book contains a great deal of informa-
tion—though it lacks arrangement."

^ Acad. 69: 1366. D 30. '05. 27(>w.

"A book which will be found of some value

by commercial men and possibly by politicians

In matters apart from trade and figures Mr.

Martin Is hardly a safe guide. There are minor
inaccuracies scattered throughout the volume.

-I
Ath. 1905, 2: 760. D. 2. 1300w.

"The industry with which Mr. Martin has

collected his flgunes and endless mlnuOae is com-
mendable In spite of the rather deadening effect
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when they are all massed and offered you in lieu
of entertainment."

H Nation. 84: 63. Ja. 17, '07. 450w.
'"Perhaps no book ever was written the Il-

lustrations to which more cornpletely supple-
mented the shortcomings of the letter-press."
George H. Bishoo.

H N. Y. Times. 12: 44. Ja. 26, '07. 2580w.
"If only Mr. Martin had 'boiled down* these

four hundred and sixty-five closely printed pages,
and set forth plainly his conclusions, it would
have been better. As it Is, we do not quit*
know what he means."

H Spec. 95:1130. P. 30, '05. 240w.

Martin, Sir Theodore. Monographs: Gar-
rick, Macready, Rachel and Baron
Stockmar. *$3.50. Button. 6-41036.

Descriptive note in Annual. 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 46. F. '07.

"In less than a hundred pages this accom-
plished man of letters and wise commentator
on things dramatic has produced a model brief
biography [of Garrick]." S. M. Francis.
+ + Allan. 100: 490. O. 19, '07. llOw.

"Uacli is interestingj tue paper on Stockmar
having many touche.s of intimacy."

+ Sat. R. 102: 86. Jl. 21, '06. 80w.

Martin, William A. P. Awakening of China,
il. from photographs. (Geographical
lib.) **$3.8o. Doubleday. 7-19477-

Written as a result of close-range study this
work represents China as "the theater of the
most important events now taking place in the
world." It is an optimistic study, and the au-
hor "aims to explain those subterranean forces
which seem to be raising the China of to-day
from the bo'som of the deep. Political agita-
tion, whether periodic like the tides or un-
foreseen like the hurricane, is in general su-
perficial and temporary, and the present re-
form movement in China, the author believes,
has its root in forces more deep seated than
such sporadic phenomena." (N. Y. Times.)

"Optimistic in tone, philosophic in temper."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:196. N. '07.

Ath. 1907, 2: 439. O. 12. 700w.

+ Lit. D. 35: 98. Jl. 20, '07. 690w.
" 'Awakening of China' maintains Dr. Mar-

tin's reputation as a leading authority on Chi-
nese affairs, and though some allowance must
be made for the optimism of a writer whose
deep sympathy and interest have induced him
to spend the evening of his days among the
people where his life work has been done, it

is a valuable snd interesting contribution to our
knowledge."

+ Lond. Times, 6: 290. cJ. 27, '07. 1200w.
Nation. 85:00. Jl. '07. 580w.

"Not many authors are so well qualified as
Dr. Martin to write a great book on the move-
ment now taking place in China." K. K. Kawa-
kami.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 440. Jl. 13.' '07. 1960w.
"It is safe to say that no volume yet issued

in this valuable series is of such immediate im-
portance as Dr. Martin's work. But it is round-
ed out by an index so hopelessly inadequate as
to be a burden rather than a help to the stu-
dent who would use the work for reference
purposes."
+ -\ Outlook. 87: 266. O. 5, '07. 1900w.
"A well informed work, and describes, in a

readable, though somewhat succinct manner,
the process of transformation now going on in
China." G: Louis Beer.

+ Putnam's. 2: 746. S. '07. 30w.
"Dr. Martin's book Is scarcely equal to the

expectations which the reader naturally forms
from Its title and Its general appearance."

H Spec. 99: 743. N. 16, '07. 1290w.

Marx, Karl. Capital: a critique of political
economy. $2. Kerr. 6-43940.

V. 2. This second volume devoted to the cir-
culation of capital is edited by Frederick En-
gels and is translated from the second German
edition by Ernest Untermann. Pt. 1, deals with
The metamorphoses of capital and their cycles,
pt. 2, with The turn-over of capital, and pt. 3,
The reproduction and circulation of the aggre-
gate social capital.

Reviewed by Ernest Untermann.
+ Arena. 38: 457. O. '07. 3480w. (Review
of v. 1.)

'"This edition is well made, and; easy read-
ing."

+ N. Y. rimes. 12: 151. Mr. 9, '07. ISOw.
(Review of v. 1.)

Outlook. 87: 537. N. 9, '07. 230w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

Marx, Karl. Revolution and counter-revo-
lution; or, Germany in 1848. 50c. Kerr.

Articles collected and brought forward from
the years 1851-1852. They form an "invaluable
pendant to Marx's work on the coup d'etat of
Napoleon III.," and give readers some idea of
the conditions under which Marx was working
and under which he prepared the papers as
well as his "Achtzehnte brumaire" and "Zur
kritik der politischen and oeconomle."

Marx, W. J. For the admiral. t$i.5o. Jacobs.
7-28959-

A story for young people which turns back to
France in the 16th century when Catholics
and Huguenots were engaged" in hostilities. The
hero is a youth who enters upon the perilous
undertaking of carrying an important packet to
the Huguenot leader. Admiral de Coligny. and
later joins him in a campaign filled with daring
adventure.

"It is by much the best book of its kind sent us
for review this season, and stands head and
shoulders above its rivals."

+ + Acad. 71: 607. D. 15, '06. 140w.

Marzials, Sir Frank Thomas. Moliere. $1.
Macmillan.

Ilhistrated with reproductions of portraits and
title-pages this little volume' contains "a bib-
liographical criticism of the man of letters."
<;N. y. Times.) "The literary criticism is par-
ticularly good. The great dramatist's genius
has never been better appreciated." (Spec.)

"It is a seemly little book." Brander Mat-
thews.

H- -— N. Y. Times. 11: 792. D. 1, '06. 990w.
"Sir F. T. Marzials writes with unflagging

spirit, and shows a sane and sober judgment."
-h Spec. ;t7: 733. N. 10, '06. 2E0w.

Masefield, John, ed. Sailor's garland. $1.50.
MacmiUan. 7-12996.

An anthology of sea poems. Miscellaneous
poems, poems based upon historical fact, poems
of mermaids and sea spirits, of pirates and
smugglers and love poems are fo^nd here. The
last thirty pages are devoted to a collection of
sea chanties with a goodly bit of interesting
folk-lore.

"The exercise of a little judgment might hava
made it so much better."

-I Acad. 71: €42. D. 22, '06. 490w.

"The selection Is good ajid wise, one we should
like to see In the forecasitle, as well as in the
saloon of every British ship afloat."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 827. D. 29. 660w.

Ind. 61: 883. O. 11, '06. 30w.

-f Lond. rimes. 6: 44. F. 8, '07. 1170w,
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Masefield, John, ed.

—

Continued.
•'Containing a surprising amount of good sea-

verse."
+ Nation. 83: 508. D. 13, '06. 40vr.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 100. F. 16. '07. llTOw.
llleprinted from Liond. Times.)

..J Spec. 07: sup. 760. N. 17, 'OG. 210w.

Mason, Alfred E. W. Broken road. t$i.5o.

* Scribner. 7-37552.

An Indian prince educated at Eton and Ox-
ford and a young Englisliman continuing tlie

work of opening the great road thru Chiltistan

begun by his father, are the principal figures

in this story which deals with the English rule

over India.

"It is a vigorous story, and a strong story

—

an earnest .story also. The lights and shades
are cleverly put in, and the narrative in Mr.
M'ason's hands becomes a veritable fragment of

Doom "

-\- + Ath. 1907, 2: 682. N. 30. 270w.

"The style suffers from a touch of the over-
emphatic, a slight suggestion of parade in its

implication of significances, which the story
does not go deep enough to warrant. But in

spite of these shortcomings, the author succeeds
in conveying to us his own regretful sense of

life's contrasts, ironies, and frustrations."
-\ Lond. Times. 6: 357. N. 22, '07. 450w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. BOw.

"His new book will rank with his 'The tour
feathers' as a capital piece of clear, direct, ro-
mantic narrative—intensely exciting, yet not un-
duly sensational."

+ Outlook. 87: 827. D. 14, '07. 260w.

Mason, Alfred E. W. Running water.
t$i.5o. Century. 7-7196.

Whatever of deep sentiment, of resolution
and also of villainy there is in the tale is mag-
netically associated with the ice fields of the
Alps above Chamonix. There is an imrelated
company of people upon the stage of the little

drama, chief among whom is a brave-hearted
girl who took her lesson of life from the Al-
pine guides—"If you have knowledge that can
save a life—well jou have got to use it, that's
the law." Tired of her mother's vain life, she
hunts up her father, whom she has never seen,
and tries to operate the law she had learned
by saving a soul from the net which her dis-
solute father had drawn about it. The tale

is one of her failures and successes.

"Here it would seem that all the elements
that go to make a novelist of the highest rank
were present, and yet the novel 'itself belongs
to the hopeless second grade of literature."

h Acad. 72:205. Mr. 2, '07. 1640w.

"The characters are more than ordinarily
well-drawn, but the situations are painful,
and, on the whole, the book leaves an unpleas-
ant impression."

i- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 110. Ap. '07.

"It is a sheer melodrama on ono side, but so
treated as to appear a human document."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 349. Mr. 23. 270w.

"A thoroughly readable story." Grace Isabel
Colbron.

4- Bookm. 25: 300. My. '07. '?50w.

"Elements of human and natural interest
combine to make a tale of singular fascina-
tion, over which the mountain glamour is cast
with such compelling effect that it acts as a
shaping Infiuence upon the lives of all the per-
sons chiefly concerned." Wm. M. Payne.

-f- Dial. 42: 376. Je. 16. '07. 460w.

Lit. D. 34: 509. Mr. 30, '07. 350w.

"The book ends tamely, and leaves an im-
pression of casual workmanship."— Lond. Times. 6: 70. Mr. 1, '07. 270w.

"The story is told with great fluency—too
much, in fact. Throughout It resembles the
last act of those congenltally three-act plays

to which a fourth is added, to lengthen the en-
tertainment till supper-time."— Nation. 84: 246. Mr. 14, '07. 390w.

"It is a pretty and pleasing tale notwith-
standing the numerous extremely repulsive
people who move through its pages."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 157. Mr. 16, '07. 500w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 382. Je. 15, '07. 160w.

"While he always interests his reader's mind,
does not always convince him as to the plaus-
ibilitv of the incidents."

-] Outlook. 85: 717. Mr. 23. '07. 230w.

"The author is really more concerned with
telling liis story than with portraying charac-
ter and interpreting experience, but the very
story he selects to tell proves how wide-spread,
for the moment, is tiie grip of the ideal upon
the mind of the novelist." Cornelia Atwood
Pratt.

J Pulivam's. 2: 185. My. '07. 180w.

R. of Rs. 35: 764. Je. '07. 40w.

-f — Sat. R. 103: 369. -ir. 23, '07. 810w.

"Happilv named, but unequal, romance."
f- Spec. 98: 377. Mr. 9, '07. 1320w.

Mason, Daniel Gregory. Romantic compos-
ers. **$i.7S. Macmillan. 6-43759.

Following an introductory chapter on Ro-
manticism in music, there are studies of Schu-
bert, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Berlioz
and Liszt. "In his two previous volumes Mr.
Mason has already dealt with Beethoven and
his forerunners, and with the development of
composition from Grieg to Brajhms; in his pres-
ent volume he fills the gap, and traces the
wandering paths which led from one to the
other of these frontier lines." (Lond. Times.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 70. Mr. '07. S.

"That Mr. Mason so singularly misapprehends
the e"5sential significance of modern music
seems little short of lamentable, for it vitiates
what would otherwise be an influential and im-
portant bodj' of critical writing." Lawrence
Gllman.

1- Bookm. 25: 77. Mr. '07. 1460w.

"To the study of the widely varying natures.
Mr. Mason brings acute musical perception, a
sure grasp of Ills thesis, and an intelligent
.sympathy which never weakens into partisan-
ship." Josiah Renick Smith.

+ Dial. 42: 224. Ap. '07. 270w.

"This series of essays, tho they would be both
servicable and satisfactory to tlie professional
musician, are quite intelligible to the average
reader, and will find their best public among
concert -goers who wish to get the most out of
their concerts."

-i- Ind. 62: 497. F. 28, '07. 330w.

"His book is an excellent piece of work
throughout; delicate and sensitive in criticism,
clear and often felicitous in style, marked by
wide knowledge and carefully considered judg-
ment. Now and again his taste appears to us
a little fastidious."
+ -i Lond. Times. 6: 14. Ja. 11, '07. 550-w.

h Nation. 83: 518. D. 13. '06. 28&w.

"This book is written with more liexibility

and interest of style than his earlier one on
'Beethoven and his forerunners.' " Richard Al-
drich.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 148. Mr. 9, '07. 1030w.

R. of Rs. 35: 114. Ja. '07. 70w.

Mason, Edith Huntington. Real Agatha.
* **$!. McClurg.
Tho will which leaves a man's millions to his

step-daughter contains a clause intended to
thwart fortune-hunting husbands. The Honor-
able Agatha must surround herself by "not less

than Ave nor more than six" young women of
her own age each of whom Is to be known as
the Honorable Agatha. The caprice of the real
Agatha moves her to assume the r61e of pri-

vate secretary to hef chaperon, leaving the field

to the six Agathas and the puzzled suitors. Of
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course the real romance concerns the secretary
and a young lord who in the face of conventiou
woos her.

Dial. 43: 428. D. 16, '07. IWv.

Masse, Henri Jean L. J. Oxford. (Lang-
ham series of art monographs.) *$i.

Scribner. 6-46316.

A handy pocket volume of information which
will interest the traveler. The picture accom-
paniment does full justice to the historic uni-
versity town.

"Tt is as unreadable as a guide-book, and
more like one than anything else, yet we Im-
agine it would be an inetflcient guide. For
those who love dessicated information it may
have its place, but its place is not in a series
of art monosrraphs."

i Nation. 84:185. F. 21, '07. 70w.

"That peculiar rhetoric which guide books
almost infallibly possess does liot taint the
language here. Considering the shortness of
the book ... its amount of information is

amazing. It does not seem possible that one
single art treasure can have been omitted."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 91. F. 16, '07. 390w.

"In many ways it would be vastly superior
to the ordinary guide-book."

+ Outlook, 85:46. Ja. 6, '07. 90w.

Masson, Thomas Lansing. Bachelor's baby,
* and some grown-ups. **$i.6o. Moffat.

7-29740.

"Here are to be found short stories, dialogues,
whimsical-serious essays, strings of modern ap-
othegms, bits of verse, and what not."—Nation.

Ind. 63: 1007. O. 24, '07. 40w.

"To speak of the volume comprehensively Is
not easy, consi<'ering its hodge-podge make-up,
nor are any of the component elements impor-
tant enough in themselves to need partlcularl-
zation. Mr. Masson's wit is facile, occasionally
smart, often pungent, never very penetrating."

H Nation. 85: 423. N. 7, '07. 240w.

"There is always a touch of whimsicality In
the treatment, whether the author is writing a
treatise on the decadence of husbands or a pa-
thetic short story. There is aiways also vivaci-
ty of style, a sense of .humor, and much good-
natured irony intertwined with warm human
feeling."

H- N. Y. Times. 12: 715. N. 9, '07. 160w.

Masson, Thomas L., comp. Humor of
love: an anthology. **$2.5o. Moffat.

6-45700.
A two-volume anthology; one, a selection of

hum.orous writings on love in verse, the other,
a similar treatment in prose.

"Tvo more delightful volumes could scarcely
be conceived."
+ + Canadian M. 28:399. F. '07. 220w.

"Is done from a full knowledge of the light-
er erotic literature in English with an excel-
lent 'fiair' for the things that are at once
graceful and amusing."

-I Nation. 84: 201. F. 28, '07. 50w.
Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.

-^ N. Y. Times. 12:1. Ja. 5, '07. lllOw.

Masson, Thomas Lansing. Von Blumers;
il. by Bayard Jones. **$i.5o. Moffat.

6-41275.
The Von Blumers are a young suburban cou-

ple whose efforts to accommodate "their prej-
udices and their tempers to one another" result
In numerous capitulations of serio-comic aspect.
"Mr. Masson's novel fairly bubbles with humor
of the quiet kind, but none the loss effective
because of its homeliness and truth to nature."
(Lit. D.)

"The characters are well drawn and there Is
much innocent entertainment in this thoroughly
wholesome book."

+ Lit. D. 34: 26. Ja. 5, '07. SSOw.
"Tom Masson is in his best vein of humor In

this story."
+ N. Y, Times. 11: 873. D. 15, '06. 130w.

"A quietly humorous semi-story."
-f Outlook. 84: 895. D. 8, '06. 40w.

Master-man. t$i.5o. Lane. 6-28224.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Is a Douk tint will Y»'in its way quietly.
There is aliout it a persuasive and unmistak-
ably feminine touch." Frederic Taber Cooper.

+ Bookm. 24: 688. F. '07. 440w.

"This is a story that will interest some peo-
ple s.nd disgust others."

-I Ind. tJ2: 100. Ja. 10, '07. 320w.

Masterman, Charles Frederick Gurney. In
peril of change: essays written in time
of tranquility. *$i.5o. Huebsch.

6-6975
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906,

R'iviewea by ii.'dward T. uevine.
Charities. 17: 463. D. 15, '06. 770w.

Masterman, Charles F.G., Hodgson, W. B.
and others. To colonise England: a
plea for a policy. *$i. Wessels.

The first portion of this volume consists ot a
series of sketches by Mr. Hodgson "graphically
describing the loneliness of rural England; the
waste of its fertile lands given up to rough pas-
ture, wide hedges, and coppices carefully pre-
served for the sake of the game, while cottages
fall in ruins, and small farms are swept out of
existence. . . . The second section by Mr. Mas-
terman ... is bccupied with details of schemes
which offer a remedy for the creeping paralysis
of English rural life." (Nation.) The third part
of the volume consists of contributions on the
land question from thirteen Liberal members of
Parliament, and part four gives a summary of
official testimony issued by the Board of agri-
culture.

"The second section by C. F. G. Masterman
has a literary value that should give its author
high rank among modern essayists. The third
part ... Is the least valuable and least inter-
esting part of the book."

-I Nation. 85: 262. S. 19, '07. 1080w.
"Worth reading but [it seems] to leave out of

account not a fe)w considerations which have to
be reckoned with in attempting a solution of the
question of the labourer and the land."

-f-
— Spec. 99: sup: 463. O. 5, '07. 340w.

Matheson, George. Representative men of
the New Testament. **$i.50. Arm-
strong. 5-26910.

I'he a'Jthor has taken the representative men
just as they are presented and has attempted
"without inquiring whence or how they come,
to find the special thought v/hich each reveals."
He discusses John, Nathaniel, Peter, Nicode-
mus. Thomas, Philip, Matthew, Zaccheus,
James. Barnabas, Mark, Cornelius, Timothy
and Paul.

Bib. World. 27: ?0. Ja. '06. 40w.

"Well adapted for private reading."
-f Ind. 60: 223. Ja. 25, '06. 60w.

Matheson, George. Representative women
* of the Bible. *$i.5o. West. Meth. bk.

7-.'^.'^Qi9-

A volume supplementary to the author's three
bonks on "Representative men of the Bible."
After completing ten of the studies the author
died suddenly. The ten with the outline of the
eleventh are: Eve the unfolded, Sarah the
steadfast, Rebekah the far-seeing, Rachel the
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Matheson. George—Continued.
placid, Miriam the gifted, Deborah the drastic,
FUith the derided, Hannah the pious, Mary the
guidins, Mary the thought-reading, and, in the
appendix, Notes to the study of Mary Magda-
lene.

"The religious spirit, the poetic genius, and
the literary skill of Dr. Matheson are indisput-
able. The excessive idealizing into which such
qualities are prone to run appears in his por-
trait of Rebekah."
-I- -f — Outlook. S7: 790. D. 7, '07. 130w.

Mathe'.v, Frank. Ireland; painted by Fran-
cis Walker; described by Frank Ma-
thew. *$6. Macmillan. 5-35680.

Descriptive note in December, 190o.

?.Tr. Mathew exhibits a very strong feeliii?
for the picturcsciue and a very ardent desire
to be e.vnct. comrjlete and impartial."

4- Itid. 62: 1355. Je. 6, '07. 140w.

'"Mr. Walker's pictures are admirably repro-
duced, but thi'ir coloring gives no true impres-
sioi. of Trrland's tender greens and browns and
gray?."

; Mation. 81: 411. My. 2, '07. ISOw.

-f- Oiit'OOk. S6: 25S. Je. 1, '07. 40w.

Mathews, Frances Aymar. "Allee same."
t5oc. Crcwell. 7-22821.

A slum worker in New York takes a Chinese
child away from its parents and the latter to

retaliate steal the American's baby. Seventeen
years of separation lead to a dramatic reunion
of parents and children.

Mathews, Frances Aymar. Undefiled. t$i.5o.

Harper. 6-29094.

Descriptive note in Annual, l^OG.

"Judith's story is abundantly supplied with
exciting incident: this is about all that may
possibly be said in its favor, for it is both un-
real in characterization and preposterous in in-

vention." Wm. M. Payne.— Dial. 43: 65. Ag. 1, '07. 380w.

"Seems to aim at the popular suffrage by
means of what we might call the megaphonic
method."— R. of Rs. 35: 124. Ja. '07. 140w.

Mathews, Shailer. Church and the chang-
ing order. **$i.So. Macmillan. 7-18117.

Mr. Matthews believes that the church in its

broad .significance of institutional Christianity
is facing a crisis, namely, the need that it de-
fine its attitude toward formative forces now
at work. He looks to the church to correct
these forces, to inspire them with its own
ideals, to insure that the results shall bring
about a better to-morrow. He discusses the

church in its relation to scholarship, to the
gospel of the risen Christ, to the gospel of

brotherhood, to social discontent, to the social

movement and to materialism.

"Broad minded, yet conservative, and highly

readable." „ ,„„ ^
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 169. O. '07. S.

"He has diagnosed the disorders of the mod-
ern world with a skill and range rare indeed."

.u 4- Bib. World. 30: 80. Jl. '07. 50w.

-I- Nation. 85: U'i). Ag. 15, '07. 6S0w.

+ Outlook. 86: 765. Ag. 10, '07. 470w.

"Perhaps the m.ost important chafpters in the

book are those which deal with the church and
social discontent and the church and the so-

cial movement. These chapters are deserving
of serious consideration by clergy and laity

'

-I- R. of Rs. 36: 127. Jl. '07. llOw.

Matthews, (James) Brander. American
character. **75c. Crowell. 6-17850.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

'A beautifully written and beautifully
printed essay."

-1- -I- Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 219. Ja. '07. 30w.

r Putnam's. 1: (i39. F. '07. 130w.

Matthews, (James) Brander. Inquiries and
* opinions. **$i.25. Scribner. 7-29534.
"The inquiries, which range from 'Invention

and imagination' to 'The art of the stage man-
ager,' and the opinions, which are expressed
upon such various subjects as Mark Twain and
Maupassant, are the inquiries and opinions of a
writer who is shrewd, clear-headed, well-in-
formed, 'au oourant,' a craftsman."—Nation.

"They are comparatively devoid of tempera-
ment, of the discursive touch, of charm; they
afford us no unexpected lights or sudden vistas,
but they furnish us many interesting facts and
just observations set forth with singular lucid-
ity and coherence."

-t- Nation. 85: 498. N. 28, '07. lOOw.

"His essays are models of that interior logic
which follows the line of vital unfolding of a
subject, and his style is lucid to a degree."

-f- Outlook. 87: 767. D. 7, '07. 520w.

Matthews, Irma B. Under a circus tent.

t75c. Jacobs. 7-29099.

Instruction and entertainment are furnished
in the stories o: life before captivity which the
animals of tho circus menagerie tell to a little

boy brought ur- among them.

Mauclair, Camille. Antoine Watteau. *75c.

Button. W7-64.
"T.t. Mauclair sets out with a double aim;

to show that Watteau by his discovery of the
deconiijositjoh of tones was 'the inventor of
impre.'siiiniFm and the link that connects Ruys-
dael and Cl-.iude T^orr.ain with Turner, Monti-
celli and Clfiud-; Monet;' and 'tnat in reality
Watteaii was no painter of j;'ay and laugh-
ing scenes, but that underneath this decorative
exterior lay a great soul that liad . . . been
stricken by what has been called the "malady
of the infinitf-. —Acad.

"Hiitf but stimulating monograph. TTie 11-

kistritinns to ihe volume tire well chosen, but
the printing leaves much to be desired, subtle-
ties of modelling and daintiness of brushwork
alike being lost in vau;ue blurs."

-J- AcEd. 71: 667. D. 29, '06. 330w.
'Bxf 'I'-^nt little boak for the price."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 100. Ap. '07.

"This biographer, like many another admirer,
seems to have fallen a little under the spell of
a painter pectjliarly liable to hypnotize those
who approach him."— Ath. 1907, 1: 671. Je. 1. 480w.

-{ N. Y. Times. 12: 36. Ja. 19, '07. 400^.

Maud, Constance Elizabeth. Felicity in

France. *$i.50. Scribner. W6-392.
"This book is really a guide-book In disguise,

being concerned with the travels of two ladles
through Brittany and Touraine, and the shorter
voyage of one of them in Provence." (Spec.)
"Felicity, the younger of the natives of England,
undertakes to 'chaperon' an admirable lady. Aunt
Anne. who. in spite of her threescore yeajs and
the fact that she has a granddaughter of 8
years of age, has neither white hair, nor a lace
cap, nor spectacles. Being slight and active, yet
she Is athletic. She is 'a curious compound of
an abnormally Intelligent and active boy of 16,

and an exceedingly dignified, stately, and some-
what sarcastic little lady of 60.' " (N. Y. Times.)
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"The reader must turn for himself to these
enchanting pages. If he does not feel the charm-
of Felicity's progress through Mistral's Provence,
he is to be pitied."

+ + Acad. 71: 10. Jl. 7, '06. 710w.
"Not remarkable as to style but lively and

svnipaLhetic, andl gives enchanti'i? glimpses of
French life."

-1- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 100. Ap. '07.

"It is a pity that in spite of all the literary
gifts this volume indicates, the author should
write in such a slovenly style as she does. We
feel sure that these bright sympathetic, clearly
seen glimpses of French life deserve a little more
care from their author in this presentment."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 71. Jl. 21. 170w.

+ Nation. 83: 414. N. 15, '06. 280w.
"The book represents a personally conducted

tour of much charm—rich in the revelat3ion of
pleasing characteristics."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 770. N. 24, '06. 360w,
"The narrative style is constantly pleasing,

and there are many choice bits in the way of
ancient legends and modern peasant studies."

+ Outlook. 84: 581. N. 3, '06. 90w.

"Miss Maud writes with a light touch emi-
nently suited to her subject."

+ Spec. 97: 171. Ag. 4, '06. 120w.

Maugham, Reginald Charles Fulke. Por-
tuguese East Africa; history, scenery,
and great game of Manica and Sofala

*$4.S0. Dutton. 7-10990.
"Mr. Maugham has collected into book form

the knowledge and experiences gained during
an official connexion with the country which
has lasted for some twelve years. . . . The
earlier chapters dealing with the history, scen-
ery, flora and fauna are followed by others on
the great game and on personal adventures in
pursuit. These in turn are succeeded by what
will be to many the most interesting portion
of all, some sixty pages devoted to native cus-
toms, characteristics, and dialects."—Lond.
Times.

"Should be interesting to naturalists at home
as well as to travellers in search of game."

-f Ath. 1906, 2: 579. N. 10. 410w.

"As Mr. Maugham has more than ordinary
skill in nar.ation and description, his book will
Interest the casual as well as the confirmed
reader of records of travel.'' H. B. Coblentz.

-I- Dial. 42: 373. Je. 16, '07. 320w.
"In the earlier part he seems to be rather

too general, and not always quite accurate, in
his desoriDtions; he leaves us with the sort of
feeling that we might be reading of many oth-
er I'ortions of tropical Africa just as well as
of the strip which lies along the east coast
immediMtely south of Zambesi."

H Lond. Times. 5:385. D. 16, '06. 5'50w.

"Mr. Maugham makes a valuable contribution
in t'nis book to the not very easily obtainable
existing stock of knowledge about Portuguese
East Africa."

-f Outlook. 85: 860. Ap. 13, '07. SOw.

Maurin, M. J. Pauline Marie Jaricot, foun-
dress of the order for the propagation
of the faith and the living rosaryj tr.

from the French by E. Sheppard.
*$i.35. Benziger.

"A biography based on that of Mile. Maurin.
a friend of Mile. Jaricot in her later years.
. . . The life of one of those women who recall,
in a less conspicuous way, St. Catherine of
Siena. . . . The daughter of a wealthy bour-
geois of L,yons, she was Just one of those la-
fiies who, devoting themselves at an early .Tge
to r'i^ligion, speni their lives in the quiet prac-
tice of good works. . . . She died in obscurity,
and to most people this biography will be the
first revelation that she ever existed."—Ath.

"The style of the book, we may add, is for
the most part plain and simple, without dtry-
ness. as religiou.s biography should be, and the
Engi'sh rendering is idiomatic and good."

-f Ath. 1908, 2: 180. Ag. Vd. 1600w.
"[The author's! devoted »eal for the honor of

his pious heroine manifests itself in the frank-
ness and enthu.siasm which enhance the intrin-
sic interest possessed by the story of this re-
markable life."

+ Cath. World. 84:419. D. '06. 450w.

Maxey, Edwin. International law; with
illustrative cases. *$6. Thomas law bk.

6-11647.
A volume which "embodies the results of

Profes.-or Maxey's many years' experience as
a teacher. ... In treatment the- emphasis is
thrown upon peace and neutralUy rather than
upon war. The questions arising out of the
recent Uusso-Japanese war are di.scussed freely
and impartially. There is also a very complete
chapter on contraband."

—

R. of Rs.

"On the w.hole, tiie work is inaccurate and
ill-digested."— Nation. 84: 154. F. 14, '07. 210w.
"The analysis and the style are clear and

concise."
-r R. of Rs. 31: 126. Jl. '06. I60w.

Maxse, Frederick I. Seymour Vandeleur.
*$4. Longmans. War 7-22.

Brevet-Lt.-Col. Vandeleur, soldierly and dar-
ing as he was, is engulfed in the events which
surrounded him and the problems which he
faced. "The record of his life is therefore the
record of our Imperial development during the
past decade." (Spec.)

"If in his admirable chapters on Uganda and
Nigeria he leads us a long way from his hero,
we are contented by the excellence of his nar-
rative, and his easy presentation of facts which,
in a less skilful hand, might easily be tedious;
he becomes on more general subjects, such as
education, so discursive as to call attention to
the disadvantages of the method he has adopted.
This, however, Is a slight defect in a delightful
book."
-i- -I Acad. 69: 12. Ja. 6, '06. eiOw.

"A book which combines literary merit with
all the special historical value arising from the
important share which the author himself took
in many of the campaigns wnlch he passes In
review."

+ -f Lond. Times. 4: 448. D. 15, '05. 620w.

"Col. Maxse presents with animus, vigor, and
ability, the whole case against the people called
'Little Englanders.' and in particular shows what
dry rot has done for the British army between
Waterloo and the beginning of the Boer war."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 889. D. 22, "06. 1420w.

"We do not know any other book which sets
out so succinctly and clearly Imperial achieve-
ments which are wholly creditable, and which
are too apt to be forgotten in the present windy
war of theories. And in addition there is the
portrait of the brilliant soldier, done with all

the sympathy and knowledge of long friendship."
-1- -I- Spec. 96: 59. Ja. 13, '06. 1390w.

Maxwell, Donald. Cruise across Europe:
notes on a freshwater voyage from
Holland to the Black sea. *$3. Lane.

7-19483.

"A light, humorous chronicle of a freshwater
voyage in a small bC'at, from liolland to the
Black sea, by way of Ludwig's canal, a water-
way begtm by Charlemagne which unites the
basins of the Rhino and ]:>anuhe. but is sel-
dom used and little known."—Acad.
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'Maxwell, Donald —Continued.
••The autnor writes entertainingly of the

peoDie l-.o met' the country he passed through,

and the incidents of his voyage; ^nd Mr Col-

Ungton^ -n.yior's^ illustra^:o.s_ a^e ^^^ielightful.

"He writes brightly and naturally, and maJtes

Uttie atTempt to be laboriously funny-no small

xnexit -wa^ays^^
^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^^^

••"^he entire vovage ... is well narrated, and

stil' better nh.straled by the autl>or himself

and^another^artlst.'-.^ ^ ^^ ,^, 220w.

"The book is a notable cne, proving for the

'°"''
+ int. Studio. 31: 33i. Je. '07. 240w.

^ Spec. 98: 14fi. Ja. 26, '07. 390w.

Maxwell, Gerald. Miracle '^'>'^^^-
f^.f^'

Luce
The scene of this story is laid In and about

t?Insf.r. the "-'-ory section o^^^.he b |m Jrom
the dead cour.tess to t^e giri wm

^^^

^^"..^^Vr^r^ Tr^e'SorTtlln^Vas effect-

ed by a skin-grafting operation.

"The story exhibits considerable construct-

tion_s
-'^^'|,»^t^e^"|r509. O. 27. 120w.

"Tt is hi^^eniouG and up to a 9^rt,^^" P^il**

interesting, but credulity and sensibility finally

"^^t'l Nation. 84: 362. Ap. 18. '07. 260w

",. the articles Of novelty, audacity, ^andj^n-

genuity of plot this story ^. ^ strains af-

piayedjo^- all t^ev -e^
^Si?- Ap. 6. '07. 500w.

N. y! Times. 12: G67. O. W. '07. SOw.

Maxwell. Sir Herbert Eustace. Memories

of the months. $2.50. Longmans.

fteautles of nature." (Nature.)

""-he overriding of a harmless hobby is apt

to become' weirfsome. The illustrations are

onnrmine and are uncommonly wen repro

duced:whils" errors of print are few and not

01 great conseaupnce.''
4. _ Ath. 1907. 2: 46. Jl. 13. 160w.

"In such a volume one desires PerPet"a"y t°

pencil notes on the margin, an inclination that

llnerally implies three Qualities In the work;

it Is pleasant, suggestive and incomplete.

^ + _ Lend. Times. 6: 204. Je. 28, '0*. 540lw.

'The ibility to combine literary grace with
scientific accuracy, and the power to interest,
and at the same time to impart useful infor-
mation, i.= unfortunately rare, and we are grate-
ful to Sir Herbert Maxwell for placing his
gifts Tt the disposal of a large audience by
means of these pages."

+ Nature. 76: 7. My. 2, »1. 120w.

"Another volume, of delightful rambling
along nature lanes, here, there, everywhere."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 4H». Je. 22. '07. 7Qw.

"Literary excellence and scientific accuracy,
two Qualities which often ao not accompany
each other, combine to increase the value of
these notes."

+ Spec. 98: 1011. Je. 29. '07. 460w.

Maxwell, William Babington. Guarded
flame. t$i.50. Appleton. 6-27Z07.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"the impressiveness with which its ethical
teacMng is enforced is th« justification for
miiich tliat seems at the time intolerable in
the presentation." Wm. M Payne.

-i Dial. 42: 14. Ja. 3 '07. 560w.

"There is far too much weientitic terminology
and a rather ineroddble amount of human per-
fection, hut there is also intellectual breadth
and maturity, tmely expressed Intensity, high
moral sensibility."

-I R. of Rs. 3.5: 126. J a. '07. 230w.

Maynadier, Gustavus Howard. Arthur of
the English poets. '^'Si.SO. Houghton.

7-1 5547-

"The purpose of Mr. Maynadier's book is

to trace Arthurian legends to their sources,
to tell more fully of their origin and growth,
and to keep more closel> to English countries
than MacCallum had dono. The new book has
srown from a ._nurse 0/ lectuies delivered at
Harvard university and Radcliffe college in
19U0. . . . The autlior examines the sources of
Arthur's immense literary fame and sets forth
the diver.etTit views of various contempoiary
scholars. Separate chapters deal with Lance-
lot, Tristram, and Iseuh and the Holy Grail."
—Lit. D.

"For literary students—as distinct from spe-
cialists—who wish to gam a good general view
of the rise and flourishing of the legend the
book will b€ most useful. The writer is evl-

dentlv ignorant of the valuable assistance ren-
dered bv the Welfeh hagiology in estimating the
various elements which went to the formation
of the wonderful story of the Graal."

H Acad. 73: 182. N. 30. '07. 3200w.

"Dr. Maynadier's treatment of his subject

is mo.st srholarly and oympathetic, and no-
where is it more so than in his discussion of

Tennyson's presentatioi' in modern form of this

old world legend."
J- Dial. 43: 20. J:. 1. '07. 270w.

"Despite some few errors, is the best popu-

lar account in the language of the growth and
vicissitudes of the Arthurian legend, particu-

larly with reference to its earlier development.

+ 4- — Ind. 63: 1230. N. 21. '07. 40w.

"It is in general a work of original research,

and is a contribution "f value to one of the

most interesting departments of English ut-

erature."^^^
D. 35: 'Zy Jl. 6. '07. 220w.

"The book, taken am a whole, is one of de-

cided value. It is very agreeably written,

and has a basis of accurate scholarship.

+ _ Nation. S4: 5«n. Je. 27, '07. 1080w.

+ N. V. Times, i.': 426. Jl. 6. '07. 200w.

"Is the most complete treatment of the ori-

gin development, and history of the Arthurian

legends In English poetry that we ha^'e

-I- + Outlook. Sfi: *34. Ag. 17, '07. 280W.

"It Is not a work of original scholarship nor

nf eenlus living in «ts princely fashion upon

oJhe^r men's schflar-^o. but something between.
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and in Its kind admirable. Onoe or twice we
have been surprised by the gaps in Mr. Mayna-
dier's Imowledge . . . and by his excessive
respect for Tennyson and lus misunderstanding
cf Morris."
+ — Sat. R. 104: 364. S. 21, '07. 1630w.
"The work was well worth doing and the au-

thor has done it well. No teacher of English
can afford to miss reading this delightful book.
It is most scholarly in tone and treatment, and
sympathetic in a just appreciation." H. E.
Coblentz.
+ + School R. 15: 768. I>. '07. 450w.

Mayor, Rev. Joseph Bickersteth. Epistle of
St. Jude and the Second epistle of St.

Peter; Greek text, with introd., notes
and comments. *$4.50. Macmillan.

"I'rofessor Mayor's commentary presents the
Greek text of these epistles, abundantly anno-
tated, together with an extended introduction.
The propriety of treating these two epistles to-
gether is obvious in view of their close literary
relationship. Professor Mayor discusses fully
the relationship of II Peter to I Peter, conclud-
ing, with most scholars, that they are from
different hands."—Bib. World.

She gives a great deal of information—historical,
topographical, sociological—which Is of consid-
erable interest and value."—Spec.

Bib. World. 29: 480 Je. '07. 50w.
"His notes here are marked by sound learn-

ing and accurate scholarship."
-r + Nation. '6i: 525. Je. 6, '07. 450w.

Mazzotto, Domenico. Wireless telegraphy
and telephony; tr. from the original
Italian, by S. R. Bottone. *$2. Mac-
millan. 6-16242.

'"Prof. Mazzotto, a countryman of the in-
ventor Marconi takes up the subject of what
is now called radiotelegra.phy, and discusses it

historically and technically . . . and places at
the service of noth scientific and ordinary
reH'iers in clear language all that is known on
the 5;ubject up to the present."—N. Y. Times.

'"Some of the descriptions remain obscured
by somewhat longwinded—and therefore in-
volved—sentences. Tliis defect possibly re-
suIt.T from tran53lation."— .Ath. 1907, 1: 50. .Ta. 12. 630w.

"Mr. Bottone's tran.slation is clear and well
done."

-f N. Y. Times. 11: 403. Je. 16. '06. 180w.

Meade, Richard Kidder. Portland cement;
its composition, raw materials, manu-
facture, testing and analysis. *$3.50.
Chemical. 6-32139.

"A )iook . . . whicli fairly represents to date
the American Portland cement industry, as
seen fri)m the standpoint of the technical staff.

. . . VV^Iiile the chapters on 'Proportioning raw
material' and on 'Analytical methods' are nat-
urally tlie strongest in the book . . . yet Mr.
Meade deals with machinery and processes of
manufacture extremely well."—Engin. N.

"Mr. Meade is to be congratulated on a really
notabh^ eftort. lJnd^>ubtedlj' the book will be
well received by the many people interested
In cements, and will occupy a place in cement
literiitiire which every body has known was
vacant and which should be filled by some one
comoetent for the task." Frederick H. Lewis.

-)- -f Enc]ln. N. 57: 87. Ja. 17, '07. 720w.

-I- + Nature. 76: 123. Je. 6, '07. 610w.

Meakin, Annette M. B. Russia, travels and
studies. *$4. Lippincott. V/ 6-316.

"Starting with Rousseau's view that Naples
should be visited In summer ajxd St. Petersburg
In winter, Mrs. Meaken makes the Russian cap-
ital the starting-point for a literary. If not lit-

eral, journey all over the European dominions of
the Czar, closing with KlefE and the Caucasus.

"Contains much more definite information on
a wider range of subjects, than the usual per-
sonal narratives of travel."

-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 212. N. '06.

"This book is a valuable contribution to the
too small list of good books on Russia, because
it contains so many first hand observations,
put in such a clear and attractive form." Sam-
uel N. Harper.
+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 661. My. '07. 630w.
"The slips and little errors In the earlier

pages are, though unimportant so numerous that
we began to suspect the qualifications of the
writer for the task undertaken. But we gladly
admit that in reading on we found reason to
change our view."

-I Ath. 1905, 2: 891. D. 30. 980w.

"They are somewhat desultory and discursive,
but they contain nothing uninteresting, and they
cover fields ordinarily left untouched even In a
country so voluminously written of as Russia."
"Wallace Rice.

-I- Dial. 41: 393. D. 1, '06. 150w.

"This volume Is an Interesting and ejillghten-

ing narrative of Russia's many-sided life, by
a woman whose investigations have been thor-
ough and discerning."

+ + Lit. D. 33: 914. D. 15, '06. IlOw.

"The thing that strikes the reader of Miss
Meakin's 'Russia' is a certain inconsequence
O'f matter and style. We know of no popular
bonk in English that deals so fully with the
treasures of the Russian monasteries and mu-
seums, both public and private. There is a re-

grettable weakness in the matter of the names
of the Russian governmentE."

]
Nation. 84: ]F,1. F. 14, '07. _450w.

"Every chapter is solid without sacrifice of

entertainment. The author rather skillfully

avoids the hackneyed." Cyrus C. Adams,
-f- + N. Y. Times. 11: 846. D. 8, '06. 410w.

"We look in vain for a glossary to explain

the interesting text in this well printed, illus-

trated, and mapped book, brimful of little-

known facts about Russian towns."
+ — Outlook. 85: 522. Mr. 2, '07._ 280w.

+ Sat. R. 101: 0/6. Ap. 28, '06. ISOOw.

"The chief charm of this book Is that one can
take it up at any time and find something. If

not positively new, at once informing and non-
controversial." „ „ .„„ „„„

-I- Spec. 97: sup. 470. O. 6, '06. 390w.

Meakin, (James Edward) Budgctt. Life in

Morocco and glimpses beyond. *$3.

Button.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-H Outlook. 84: 679. N. 17, 'Ot!. 300w.

Meakin, Walter. Life of an empire. *$i.8o.

Wessels. 7-38582.

A work whose aim is "to give clear and
definite expression to some of the problems
which confront the British Empire. . . .

[The author] first traces the growth briefly,

with compact and vivid narrative, of the em-
pire from the time of the Romans to the pres-

ent, presents the salient features of its differ-

ent parts, discusses the problems and the ten-
dencies of each locality, and in the final chap-
ter considers the necessity of the unity of the
empire and how it can be attained." (N. Y.
Times.)

"Mr. Meakin . . . displays sound princi-

ple and good feeling' generally expressed in

commonplaces. On many of the grave questions
of which ne writes at length Mr. Meakin has
failed to clear his mind. We find also a good
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Meakin, Walter —Continued.
many trifling errors wliich seem to show some
deficiency in tiie equipment of our autlior."
H Ath. li'OT, 1: 164. F. 9. 630w.

'H;s discussion of the color problem in the
different localities of the empire has interest
and some practical value for Americans. But
when he finds the cause of race hatrea in the
southern United Sttates to be in the struggle for
existence the American reader will begin to
feel some doubt as to the keenness of his ob-
servation."

4- ._ N. Y. Times. T2: 551. S. 14. '07. 420w.

"His book is as flimsy as it is pretentious.
His ideas are cosmopolitan, his economics are
childish, and his ways of expressing himself
would not redound to the credit of a schoolboy
essayist."— Sat. R. 103: 210. F. 16, '07. 190w.

Meany, Edmond Stephen. Vancouver's dis-

covery of Puget Sound: portraits and
biographies of the men honored in the

naming of geographic features of north-
western America. **$2.5o. Macmillan.

7-14804.

The volume deals with the broad general
sub.iect of ^^'osfe^n Canadian discovery, and is

based principally upon th-i second edition of

the journal of Captain Vancouver, published in

London in 1801. Many interesting portraits sup-
plement tils' text, and th'^re are biographies of

a num.ber of men whose names now appear
conspicuously upon the map of the North Am-
erican continent.

"In the main the work is trustworthy. If

the portion of Va-ncouver's 'voyage' had been
faithfully reproduced it would require no com-
ment in this review. But there are numerous
errors in copying (changes, omissions, and in-

sertions) which should have been corrected in

proof-reading." William R. Manning.
_| Am. Hist. R. 13: 160. O. '07. 530w.

"It is disappointing to find so much genuine
scholarship expended to, comparatively speak-
ing, so little purpose." Lawrence J. Burpee.

H Dial. 43: 60. Ag. 1, '07. 800w.

"It would be difficult to exaggerate the in-
terest and charm of these vivid pages, written,
as they were, under tne spell and inspiration of
a new world."

H- 4- Lit. D. 34: 886. Je. 1, '07. 390w.

"This is a valuable contribution to the early
history of Puget sound region of the State (jf

Washington."
+ Nation. 85: 147. Ag. 15. '07. 960w.

"A volume which adds materially to the early
history of this continent."

-f N. Y. Times. .12: 620. O. 12, '07. 180w.
'",-1. distinctly original and helpful historical

monograph, valuable not only for the informa-
tion it affords concerning Vancouver's voyage
itself and the significance of the names applied
to prominent geographical features of the Ore-
gon country, but for the light it throws on the
operations of Spain in that region and nego-
tiations which ended in the relinquishment to
England of the Spanish territorial claims."

+ Outlook. 86: 610. Jl. 20, '07. 250w.
"A noteworthy addition to the subject of

Americana in its largest sfnse."
-!- 4 R. of Rs. 35: 637. My. '07. llOw.

"This volume is of definite historical Impor-
tance In the literature of geographical biography,
and a handsome tribute to the memory of a
great Englishman."

-t- Spec. 99: 205. Ag. 10, '07. 440w.

Mears, Mary M. Breath of the runners; a
novel. t$i.5o. Stokes. 6-37599.

One of the runners Is a large-souled, unselfish
girl, the other a Jealous, narrow-mlndedv self-
constituted rival. Bfeulah Marcel's art career
from the lowly rounds of a cameo-cutter's ap-
prentice to the point of distinction as a sculptor
Is unselfishly subordinated to that of E^Id Rah-

fleld spares no effort,, good or evU, to win
much-coveted fame. The scene shifts from New
York to Paris, and at every pause of the run-
ners, the love Interest creeps In, and with it,
misunderstandings which are fully accounted
for at the mention of "artistic temperament."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 17. Ja. '07.

"There is much knowledge of the art world,
much keen insight into the hearts of men and
women, and no small amount of healthful phi-
losophy of life in this unpretentious story."
Frederic Taber Cooi)€r.

-t- Bookm. 24: 488. Ja. '07. SlOw.
Ind. 02: 621. Mr. 14, '07. 460w.

-I Nation. S3: 417. N. 15, '06. 560w.
"Tliere is something in the youth and fresh-

ness, the first poetic outlook upon dawning life,
never to be seized a second time, but which
permeates 'The breath of the runners.' " Lou-
ise Collier Willcox.

+ No. Am. 183: 1058, N. 16, '06. 14€0w.
"The characters are unusual and significant,

and they are alive. The writer has much to
learn in the matter of construction."

H Outlook. 84: 708. N. 24, '06. 200w.

Meline, Jules. Return to the land. *$i.50.
Dutton. 7-19755-

Senator Jules M61ine, sometime minister of
agriculture. President of the representative
chamber of France, and Prime Minister, has
here given minute and careful instruction on
maiiufacturing and industrial questions in a
most interesting manner. "The great object of
the book." says Justin McCarthy in his preface
"is to convince the world that the return to
the land, and the work that the land still of-
fers in all or most countries. Is now the near-
est and the surest means for the mitigation or
the removal of the troubles which have come
on the working populations everywhere, and
that the present is the appropriate time for
the beginning of such a movement."

'M. M61ine ... is a statesman of the highest
rank, who approaches the question in a man-
ner that is at once widely philosophic and
highly practical."

+ Acad. 71:326. O. 6. '06. 690w.

"He is a clear thinker, and presents his ar-
guments in an oLtractivi' as well as convinc.-
Tng form. He has graced his pages witii art!.-=;-

tic, at times almost poetic language, and from
cover to cover the book is sure to interest the
reader. To many of his conclusions few wouii
give assent. The remedies he proposes are
foreign to all our habits of thought. This does
not render the argumont any the less Inter-
esting and thought-provoking."

^ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 642. My. '07. 250w.

"It is not likely that we shall learn much
that can bear on the land problems of Great
Britain from the leading French Protectionist."— Ath, 1906, 2: 405. O. 6. 280w.

"Its thoroug'ii, though general, and sugges-
tive treatment, promises interestinj^ reading
for Americans."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 238: Ap. 13, '07. 200w.

"r^enator Meline discusses most interestingiy
.an interesting thesis, witii blemishes in detail
which are apart from the merits of the idea.''

Edward A. Bradford.
\ N. Y. Times. 12: 331. My. 25, '07.

1270W.

"It is, in fact, in his recommendations, and
In his review Of the present state of French
agriculture, that his work is most valuable, for
here, by reason of long experience and thor-
ough study, he is master of his subject."

-I- Outlook. 86: 474. Je. 29, '07. 380w.
"We have much to learn from France, and

M. M^llne by constantly drawing examples
from England makes his book as Instructive
reading for Englishmen as for his own coun-
trymen."

-H -f Sat. R. 102: 809. D. 29, '06. SlOw.
— Spec. 97: 933, D. S, '06. 350w.
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Melville, Lewis, pseud. Farmer George: a
* study of the life and character of

George III. 2v. **$7.50. Brentano's.

"George III.'s home and court life, his rela-

tions with his ministers and other prominent
persons of his reign are presented. Fully de-
scribed, too. is the king's trouble with "Wilkes,

as well as the attitude of his court and subjects
toward the American colonies, from the Stomp
act down to the acknowledgment of the United
States of America."—N. Y. Times.

"In their unambitious style Mr. Melville's
pages are readable enough."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 653. N. 23. 290w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"The book may be popular, and, as it is bet-
ter that people should know something about
George III. than nothing, it will serve a purpose
in the libraries."

H Sat. R. 104: 612. N. 16, '07. 570w.

Mendelssohn, Felix. Thirty piano com-
positions; ed. by Percy Goetschius, with
a preface by Daniel Gregory Mason.
$2.50; pa. $1.50. Ditson. 7-.S083.

Unifijrm with the "Musician's library." The
volume includes eight "Songs without words,"
the Sonata in E major, the Rondo copriccioso,
besides various preludes, fugues, studies, etc.

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 100. Ap. '07.

4- Dial. 42: 190. Mr. 16, '07. 90w.

+ Nation. 84:207. F. 28, '07. 430w.

Menpes, Mortimer. Paris; painted by
Mortimer Menpes; text by Dorothy
Menpes. 24 full-page il. in color and
line drawings. *$2. Macmillan. W7-110.

Here the reader finds less of the art galler-
ies, churciies, and museums than of the "life

of Paris, aad above all, the joy of the life of
Paris. . . . The streets and boulevards, the
cafes and restaurants, the various forms of
amusement, the poveity and the picturesque-
ne.ss of the shiftless and generous students of
the Latin Quartier, and many other phases
of Parisian existence, are rendered in all their
lights and shades with astonishing accuracy."
(Ind.)

"It is a great accomplishment to have caught
as much of it all within the pages of one book
as the Menpes have done." May Estelle Cook.

-I- Dial. 43: 120. S. 1, '07. 390w.

"The 'Paris' of Mortimer and Dorothy Men-
pes may not have much of that practical qual-
ity of serviceablenes.s which we look for in a
guide, but it has a brilliant impersonal style
and will supplement in a very pleasant fashion
a work more purely utilitarian. The illustra-

tions in color, as well as those in line, are
smooth and harmonious. The former are not
glaring, but faithful and delicate, with subtle
gradations of tone that are very striking."
+ -L (nd. 62: 1356. Je. 6, '07. 230w.

"She writes in a somewhat abrupt style; her
se:-ies of pirturps of Paris life have been jotted
down in short, terse sentences, which somehow
fail to match the 'grace and humour that float

everywhere in the golden, hazy atmosphere of

that city. But her book, with its vivid descrip-
tions, is a pleasant contribution."

.| Nation. 84: 541. Je. 13, '07. 3a0w.

"Miss Menpes takes up various manifesta-
tions of Parisian ways of thinking, acting, and
living, "and manages to invest her subject,
hackneyed though it is, with a great deal of
freshness and charm. The two dozen full-page
illustrations in color, devoted to street scenes
and famous buildings, are not equal to the
former publications of Mr. Men^jes's work."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 451. Jl. 20, '07. 160w.

Meredith, Ellis. Under the harrow. t$i.so.
Little. 7-12976.

Ail about three bi'ave hearted girls' struggles
for success on Grub street in the city of New
YorK. There is a touch of pathos in the pen-
ury that tills the life of these "attic geniuses;"
their little successes, more often reverses, their
simple romances, above all their naturalness
and love of life are well worth following thru
the pages of the story.

"Amusing here and theie, but unimportant
as a wiiole."

H Ind. 62: 1269. My. 30, '07. 60w.
"The older generations of readers, who re-

member Murger's 'Sc&nes de la vie de BohSme'
and Du Maurier's 'Trilby,' will find Mr. Mere-
ditn's^ little story of Bohemian life in New York
insipid and futile but it will not be without in-
terest and encouragement for the younger gen-
eration."

I
Nation. 84:363. Ap. 18, '07. 230w.

"The story has its good points, but produces
an uncomfortablo impression at times from the
effort of the author to incorporate in it like
patchwork all ths smart things possible to col-
lect. Many of tue patches are incongruous. '

~. Outlook. S6: 118. My. 18, '07. 90w.

Meredith, Owen, pseud. (Edward Robert
Bulwer-Lytton). Personal and liter-

ary letters of Robert, first earl of Lyt-
ton, (Owen Meredith); ed. by Lady
Betty Balfour. 2v. *$6. Longmans.

7-26424.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The present vvinter season has produced at

least an averagre crop of biographical works,
but none of th'^m, to far as we have seen,
can suipas-s this one for attractiveness and
interest."
-j. _|_ + Blackwood's M. 181: 36. Ja. '07. 59] Ow.

"It is a far raoro touching and interesting
record than the biography ot many a greater
man." Charles H. A. Wager.
+ 4- Dial. 12: 182. Mr. 16, '07. 2320w.

Ind. 63: 697. S. 19, '07. 290'W.

"Considering her object—a picture of the man
rather than of his times—Lady Betty Balfour
must be congratulated on a model achieve-
ment."

-t- -T- Nation. 84: S8. Ja. 10, 07. 1060w.

"A very interesting book this, and a very
mteresting man Lord Lytton, and one who,
notwithstanding his distinction as a diplomat,
earns our sympathy because of his ungratifled
ambition in other directions." Jeannette L. Gil-

der.

-f + Putnam's. 1:504. Ja. '07. 1300w.

Merejkowski, Dmitri. Peter and Alexis; tr.

by Mr. Herbert Trench. $1.50. Putnam.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"In this last volume of the trilogy the faults
of the author's style become intolerably exa^g-
gerated. A la^.^Jc of symmetry, subordination
and clarity seems to be a general fault with
Russian literature and doubtless also of their
life, for a like confusion and aimlessness appear
to characterize their politics." Edwin E. Slos-
son. — Ind. 61: 114S. N. 15, '0'5. 910w.

Merrill, George Perkins. Treatise on rocks,
rock-weathering and soils; new ed. rev.

throughout. *$4. Macmillan. 6-46275.

"There has been very little attempt to har-
monize conflicting views, and almost none at
independent interpretation. The pages devoted
to rocks and to soils reflect current views rath-
er than suggest new ones. The chapters de-
voted to rock-weathering are the best in the
book, and constitute in the aggregate our most
authoritative treatise on this subject."—Dial.
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Merrill, George Perkins—Continued.
'•The t)Ook is especially useful to readers who

desire a knowledge of the general facts and
principles involved in the study of rocks and
their change into soils."

+ Dial, 42: 149. Mr. 1, '07. 180w.

"Combines a large amount of matter of a
purely categorical and descriptive scientific
character with an almost equally large amount
of matter of interest and value to any wide-
awake person wishing to know about the earth
on which he lives."

.

+ -f Engln. N. 57:309. Mr. 14, '07. 470w.

"Having used it for years, the present re-
viewer has yet to find it fail him in his class-
room needs."
+ + Nation. 85: 19. Jl. 4, '07. 440w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 5. Ja. 5, '07. 250w.

Mcrriman, Mansfield. Elements of sani-

tary engineering. 3d ed. *$2. Wiley.
7-6418.

A new edition of a book published) in 1898.
"B'ew chanses of importance have been made
in the first 180 pages of the present edition
. . . Tl;e two chapters on 'Disposal of sewage'
and 'Refuse and garbage' have been rewritten
and extended to cover some of the advances of
the past eight years, and an ap'pendix has been
added which contains matter on water supply
and purification suppleimentary to that in the
first ediition." (Bngin. N.)

"Not only a creditable production but prac-
ticailv the only one covering just its field."

J Engln. N. 56: 640. D. 13. '06. 530w.

Merriman, Mansfield, and Jacoby, Henry
Sylvester. Text-book on roofs and
bridges, pt. 4, Higher structures. 3d
ed., rev. and enl. $2.50. Wiley.

7-6418.

"Not a treatise, but only a text-book, and
only an elementary text-book. The authors
nov/here pretend to thoroughness in treat-
ment. They discuss only the principal types
of 'higher structures:' the coiitinuous girder,
the drnwbridge, the suspension bridge, and the
metal arch (tho inclusion of the cantilever
bridere and three-hinged arch, which are stat-
ically determinate, seems somewhat inappro-
priate.)"—Engin. N.

"The book has many excellences, both in

plan and detail. A few minor faults also re-
main."
+ 4. __ Engin. N. 57: 442. Ap. 18. '07. 490w.

"Despite its brevity and limitations, the
work on higher structures by Merriman and
Jacoby is the best general work in America
to-day. Indeed, there is no other one book of
the same size that gives so general a treat-
ment. The volume is worthy of the attention
of every student and designing engineer. It

indicates the trend of modern analysis." C.
Derleth, ir.

+ -\ Technical Literature. 1: 268. Je. '07.

1660W.

Merritt, Albert Newton. Federal regula-
* tion of railway rates. **$i. Houghton.

7-37945
This discussion was awarded first prize In th©

1906 Hart, Schaffner and M'arx prize essays In
economic.*!. The phases of the subject present-
ed are the following: Are American railway
rates excessive'? Federal control of rates la
necessary. Objections to rate-fixing by a com-
misainn. The interstate commerce act and Its
interpretation by the commission and by the
courts, and A rational plan for public control
of rates.

Merwin. Samuel, and Webster, Henry K.
Comrade John. t$i.5o. Macmillan.

7-3.3593-

The subtle satire upon our modern tendency
to embrace newly coined religions which unler-

lies this story will not mar the tale for mere
lovers of romance but will make it for those who
see the humor in today's sects and religious col-
onies. One Herman Stein has invented a re-
ligion ot "toil and triumph" and associates with
him in the creation of a fitting setting for his
commiiniry a voung architect with a showman's
instinct. To this combined Mecca and Luna Park
comes 'the one woman. The two men contend
for her favor and the one by sacrificing all to
save her gains her love.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 40w.
"Altogether the book, while It cannot be very

strongly praised as a novel of character and
motive, has the story-interest strongly devel-
oped and well maintained."

H Outlook. 87: 624. N. 23, '07. 270w.

Metchnikoff, Elie. Immunity in infective
diseases; tr. from the French by Fran-
cis G. Binnie. *$5.2S. Macmillan.

5-41797.
Descriptive note in December, 1906.

Current Literature. 42: 332. Mr. '07.

9')0w.

Meyer, Balthasar H. History of the North-
ern securities case. pa. 6oc. Univ. of
Wis. 6-37905.

"The ten chapters in eighty-two pages give
a clear, concise, and readable history of the
litigation [in the Northern securities case], in-
cluding the genesis of the idea of a holding com-
pany and the causes of organization, tha action
of the state authorities and the federal govern-
ment, with an analysis of the decisions in the
main case, and in the ancillary litigation over
the liquidation of the company. The appendix
gives a number of the briefs or documents of
the litigation in a form convenient for refer-
ence."—Yale R.

"It is fortunate that the greatest attempt to
effect railroad consolidation should have had so
able a historisji as Professor B. H. Meyer."
Emory R. Johnson.

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 618. N. '07. 520w.

"A careful and scholarly treatment from the
economic view-point." Wm. Hill.

+ J. Pol. Econ. 15: 182. Mr. '07. 370w.

"The style is clear and forcible. In some
places, particularly in the introductory chapters
it would seem that the author had studied con-
ciseness at the expense of the clearness which
would have been gained by fuller amplification
of the narrative. The author is manifestly fa-
miliar with the material and thorough and ac-
curate research is shown throughout. Full jus-
tice is done to the dissenting as well as the
prevailing opinions." Frederick N. Judson.
-t- "j Yale. R. 16: 208. Ag. '07. 1040w.

Meyer, Ernst von. History of chemistry
from the earliest times to the present
day; being also an introduction t«) the

study of the science; ir. with the au-

thor's sanction by George McGowan. 3d
Eng. ed., tr. from the 3d Germ. ed.

*$4.25. Macmillan.
This third edition includes additions and al-

teiations wliicli bring the work down to date.

"The worlt is convenient, because there is

no better one (except Ladenburg's, which is

too small), and in spite of its numerous in-
conveniences. Among these is the avoidance
of dates."
+ H Nation. 84:181. F. 21, '07. lOSOw.

"The work is a perfect treasure-house in Its

wealth of bibliographical and biographical de-
tail. Its literary charm lies in the simplicity
and directness of its style, characteristics
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which Dr. McGowan has well preserved In his
admirable rendering into English."
+ + Nature. 75:169. D. 20, '06. llOOw.

"An unbiased historical research study."
-t- -f N. Y. Times, 12: 79. F. 0, '07. 50w.

Meyer, Hugo R. British state telegraphs.
**$i.50. Macmillan. 7-33625.

Prof. Meyer here resumes his study of the
history of public ownership in Great Britain. It

is a two-part story which the author tells of
the British state telegraphs: the purchase of the
telegraphs, in 1870, from the companies that
had established the industry of telegraphy; and
the subsequent conduct of the business of te-
leerraphy by the government. "Both parts con-
tain a record of fact and experience of impor-
fince to the American public at the present mo-
ment, when there is before them the proposal
to embark upon the policy of the municipal
ownership and operation of the so-called muni-
cipal public service industries."

Meyer, Hugo Richard. Municipal owner-
ship in Great Britain. *$i.5o. Macmil-
lan. 6-10877.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"So far as it goes, the book is a model In
Its way. No one need feel any doubt as to
where the author stands. It shows an excellent
grasp of the subject and Is a scholarly, though
somewhat uninteresting, presentation of the ev-
idence from his own point of view. He no long-
er assumes the attitude of the judge, but rath-
er that of the special pleader." Garrett Drop-
pers.

-I J. Pol. Econ. 15: 370. Je. '07. 1850w.

"The best that can be said of Professor Mey-
er's book is that It is an able 'ex parte' state-
ment of the case against municipal ownership
In Great Britain." Delos F. Wilcox.

-I- Pol. Sci. Q. ?2: 528. S. '07. 1950w.

"A noteworthy contribution, to a vexed ques-
tion. It is a careful and minute study, show-
ing vast research and erudition. The work not-
withstanding its appearance of great learning,
will, in the opinion of the reviewers, fall to
carry conviction to the reader. The prejudice
of the author crops out too plainly at every
turn. The book smacks more of the library
than of the world of affairs." John H. Gray.

H Yale R. 16: 102. My. '07. 650w.

Meyer, Hugo R. Public ownership and the

telephone in Great Brit.nin. **$!. 50.

Macmillan. 7-31983-

Still a further continuation of Professor Mey-
er's history of public 'ownership In Great Brit-
ain. It gives the history, written from original
documents, of the efforts of the British govern-
ment to administer the telephone service In
England.

Michael, Mrs. Helen C. Studies in plant

and organic chemistry, and literary pa-

pers; with biographical sketch. *$2.S0.
Riverside press. 7-I73I9-

"The volume contains an extended biographi-
cal sketch; an introduction to Mrs. Michael's
work In chemistry, by Dr. Wiley; sixteen pa-
pers on organic chemistry, four of them in Ger-
man; and four literary papers which discuss
such themes as 'Science and philosophy in art,"

'The drama in relation to truth,' Whitman
Browning, etc. A photogravure portrait forms
the frontispiece .and shows the face of a most
attractive woman."—Dial.

Michel, Etnile. Rembrandt: a memoriai; il.

with seventy plates in color and photo-
gravure. *$5. Lane. 7-28517.

This volume has grown out of the renewed
interest in Rembrandt which was awakened by
Holland's tercentenary celebration of the birth
of tlie great master.

-1- Dial. 43: 44. Jl. 16, '07. 290w.

"The sketch itself is well proportioned and
discriminating, and is thoroughly appreciative
of Mrs. Michael's remarkable powers. Every
student of plant-physiology will oe glad to have
in this compact form the scattered papers
which, under her maiden name of Abbott, Mrs.
Michael contributed to many scientific publica-
tions."

+ Nation. 85: 127. Ag. 8, '07. 320w.

-f -I- Acad. 70: 294. Mr. 24, '06. 300w.

"Altogether this 'Rembrandt' will be a book
that all lovers of art will want to have on
their shelves and in their hands; and when It

is complete with the special plate that is to
be presented to subscribers, It will be one of
the most artistic productions of the time."

4- + Acad. 70: 461. My. 12, '06. 490w.

"The omission of an index is the great blem-
ish on the work; and this is intensified by the
not over-careful way in which the list of plates
in colour and in photogravure has been drawn
up."
+ -i Ath. 1906, 2: 163. Ag, 11. 2550w.

"The book as a whole is one of the best of
the art books of the present season."

+ -I- Ind. 61: 1403. D. 22, '06. 90w.

-f- + Int. Studio. 29:274. S, '06, 210w.

Int. Studio, 30: sup. 58. D. '06. 240w.
-t- + Lit, D, 33: 856. D, 8. '06, SOw.

MIghels, Phi?ip Verrill. Sunnyside Tad,
t$i.25. Harper. 7-30440,

Sunnyside Tad and Diogenes, the tawny lit-

tle pup that he rescued from drowning, are
outcast chums who suffer and rejoice together.
The two in their David and Jonathan relations
teach a lesson brimful of love and fearlessness.

"A first-class boys story."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. SOw.

Mijatovich, Chedomille. Royal tragedy;
* being the story of the assassination of

King Alexander and Queen Draga, of

Servia. *$2.50. Dodd.
A full story of the Servian tragedy with all

the elements that entered into the plot and its

execution.

"He writes of matters which almost Involve
passion, but he writes (as might be expected
of him) dispassionately. The story that he has
to tell is full of interest, and he tells it ad-
mirably."

-f- Ath. 1906, 2: 690, D. 1, 760w.,

N, Y. Times, 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 70w.

"The writer, is frankly a partisan of King
Milan. Its chief defect lies in the excessive In-

trusion of the author's personality."— Sat. R. 103: 660. My, 25, '07. 160w.

"M. Chedomille Mijatovich tells the tragic

story in a remarkably interesting book,"
+ Spec. 98: 293. F. 23, '07. 2340w.

Miles, George H. Said the rose, and other

lyrics; with an introd. by John C. Col-

lins. **$i. Longmans. 7-i8559-

Poems of a writer who died forty years ago.

They have been rescued from the past, and have
met with appreciative comment. "The titular

lyric is the plaint of a rose, plucked by a lady
to wear upon her bosom for an hour, and then
cast ruthlessly away. ... A number of the
poems in this volume are impressions of Italy,

particularly of Italian art, and the infiuence

of Browning is very evident." (Dial.) A grace-
ful biographical and critical introduction by Mr.
Churton Collins will serve to acquaint the pres-
ent generation with the amiable and gifted
man who, in the preceding one, adorned the
chair of English in Mount St. Mary's college,

Emmetsburg." (Cath. World.)

-f Cath, World, 85: 827. S. '07. 410w.

"Reading the fifty pages of Mr. Collins's ap-
preciative essay, we learn anew the lesson of
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Miles, George H. —Continued.
fame's caprice, for we become acquainted with
a writer of admirable qualities, whose perform-
ance certainly deserved something less than the
entire forgetfulness that seerns to have become
its portion." Wm. M. Payne.

+ Diai. 43: 90. Ag. 16, '07. 580w.
Reviewed by Christian Gauss.

N. Y. Times. 12:492. Ag. 10, '07. 360w
"All of the work is accomplished, but none

save perhaps 'Beatrice,' shows any trace of orig-
inal talent.''

+ Spec. 99: sup. 635. N. 2, '07. 120w.

Mill, John Stuart. Subjection of women;
new ed.; ed. with introductory analysis
by Stanton Coit. *40c. Longman.s.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Dial. 40: 239. Ap. 1, '06. 50w.

Millard, Thomas Franklin Fairfax. New
Far East. **$i.5o. Scribner. 6-10925.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Js written a littlo too much in the spirit
of a man who feels that he is tilting against
generally accepted opinions, but his volume is

none the less an excellent one, indeed one of
the mrvst enlightening we have on the present
Far Eastern situation." Archibald Gary Cool-
idge.
+ -\ Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 136. Mr. '07. 560w.

Miller, Elizabeth Jane. Saul of Tarsus; a
tale of the early Christians; with il. by
Andre Castaigne. t$i.5o. Bobbs.

6-36043.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

'"Vivid and absorbing narrative."
-!- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 17. Ja. '07.

"One of the most interesting and 'well-writ-
ten novels of the year." Amy C. Rich.

+ Arena. 3'7: 218. F. '07. 610w.
"As far as historic truth is concerned, there

is little fault to be found with the novel. It is
a pity that as much can not be said of the
style. It is lacking in life, and the Interest of
the reader often flags."

1- Lit. D. 34:26. Ja. 5, '07. 220w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 833. D. 1, '06. 14(>w.

Miller, Rev. James Russell. Christmas-
making. **30c. Crowell. 7-22861.

Descriptive r,ote in Annual, 190€.

"A «ood, optimistic little book, but with
nothing very striking about it, either in con-
tents or style " Robert E. Bisbee.

-! Arena. .".7: ?34. Mr. '07. 40 w.

Miller, Rev. James Russell. For the best
things, pa. bds. **65c. Crowell.

7-26992.
"A trumpet call for striving 'for the best

things.' an appeal to the best impulse in the
human heart."

N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 80w.

Miller, Rev. James Russell. Glimp.'ies of
the heavenly life. **30c. Crowell.

7-20953.
Belonging to the "Wliat is worth while" se-

ries, this little book aims to give some of the
glimpFes of tlie heavenly life which the Bible
reveals.

Miller, Rev. James Russell. Morning
thoughts **65c. Crowell. 7-21332.

Page sermons for every day in the year, whose
aim is to start the reader out upon his new
day with soma actively helpful thought.

N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 60w.

Miller, John Henderson. Where the rain-
bow touches the ground. t$i. Funk.

6-44370.
A Kansas cyclone is responsible in a freakish

way for the restoration of property to a man
who had surely known the hardships of the
"submerged tenth." The book is full of local
color in which herbs and simples, and homely
philosophy abound.

"We do not share the high opinion of this
story which the oublishers seem to entertain
nor can we agree with them that the author
i.s a writer of exceptional power. The ethical
tone of the work is good and the lessons of
practical value."

h Arena. 37: 221. F. '07. 120w.

"The story is told with a quaint sort of art
which will appeal to the jaded novel-reader."

+ Lit. D. 34:510. Mr. 30. '07. ISOw.

Miller, Mrs. Harriet (Mann) (Olive
Thorne Miller, pseud.). Harry's run-
away. "$1.25. Houghton. 7-32035.

A sure cure for the runaway malady. The
good work of parents in restraining dissatis-
iled boys is helpfully supplemented in Mrs. Mil-
ler's story. Harry Barnes persuades a playmate
to run away with him. Their experiences lead
to a lialf starved condition in which their par-
ents find them. To make Harry's lesson more
impressive each night some one drops in and
tells a runaway story which shatters some
youthful ideal of heroism and reduces the
would-be hero to the suppliant state.

Miller, Mrs. Harriet (Mann) (Olive Thorne
Miller, pseud.). What happened to
Barbara. "$1.25. Houghton. 7-15599-

A littla girl of thirty years ago is the hero-
ine of Mrs. Miller's story. "The story has the
air of being autobiographical, and is interesting
for two reasons, and two only: It furnishes a
kind of proof that there is a type of healthy
child life in which the thing we know as sen-
timent is non-existent; and it demonstrates the
possibility of converting into quasi-literary form
the amazing gift of being able to discourse 'ad
libitum' about absolutely nothing." (Lit. D.)

1- Lit. D. 35: 62. Jl. 13, '07. 170w.

"It might be, and doubtless is, in the main,
a carefully expurgated account of the part of
the author's own life whicli lies in the school-
girl stage."

f- N. Y. Times. 12: 302. My. 11, '07. 430w.

Millet, Jean Francois. Drawings of Jean
Francois Millet: 50 facsirnile reproduc-
tions of the master's work with an in-

troductory essay by Leonce Benedite.
*$20. Lippincott.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The disapvioiniment is in the relection. Now
and tiien thera is an obvious blunder in the
title siven. If a competent technical study of
the merits of j\]illet's drawing, as drawing,
was unattainable, why not omit the text alto-
gether and publish a portfolio? Well worth
more th.'in the price asked, if one has the money
to spend."

- — Nation. 81: 90. Ja. 24, '07. llOw.
"The volume beforf^ us is a really desirable

possession, and not merely another so-called
'art hook.'

"

Spec. !I7: 620. O. 27, '06. 120r.w.

Millikan, Robert Andrews, and Gale, Henry
Gordon. Laboratory course in phys-
ics for secondary schools. *40c. Ginn.

6-31644.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A possible objection to the proposed course
lies in the introduction of the vernier and the
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micrometer calimeter. The use of thiese In-
struments seems contrary to the authors' at-
tempt to avoid the 'creeping-over* of the meth-
ods and the instruments of research and spe-
cialization from the university into the high
school, where they have absolutely no place.
The same objection might be urged against the
use of per cent, errors and discussion of ac-
curacy of measurements. The book Is to be
commended, not only for its Inaprovements
over older manuals, but also as part of a
completed and tried course." F. R. Watson.
+ -1 School R. 15: 168. F. '07. 280w.

Mills, Lawrence Heyworth. Zarathuslitra,
Philo, the Achaemenides and Israel. *'$4.

Open ct.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Frojn Uie tirst vi'ords of the preface . . .

to the end of the book, there is so moich in-

volved construction and veroiage, combined with
mispritits that Ihp author's 'reasons are as
two grains of wheat hid in two bushels of
chaff."

"

— Ind. 62: 217. Ja. 24, '07. 290w.

Mills, (Thomas) Wesley. Voice produc-
tion in singiner and speaking, based on
scientific principles. **$2. Lippincott.

6-38905.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 46. F. '07. S.

J- + Nation. 84: 18. Ja. 3, '07. 450w.

"It is scientilic in the best sense." Richard
Aldrich. ,

-i- + N. Y. Times, 12: 149. Mr. 9, '07. 580w.

Milton, John. Complete poetical works;
with a biographical sketch by Nathan
Haskell Dole. $1.25. Crowell.

Milton's poetical works uniform with the
"Thin paper poets." The introduction liy Mr.
Dole aims to elucidate the circumstances, mo •

tives and intention of each of the poems indi-
vidually.

Minchin, George M., and Dale. J. B. Math-
ematical drawing. *$2.io. Longmans.

An exnosition of the subject which presup-
poses a knowledge of analytic geometry and the
calr-iilus so far as methods are concerned, but
which makfs no use of theorems proved by
them. Nearly half of the book is devoted to
a discussion of conical and parallel projection.

"This book is of rather more Interest to the
mathematician than the engineer; it has sev-
eral fe.atures that are of value to both, but is

too brief to be of greatest service to either."

-I Engin. N. 57: li>i. F. 14, '07. 480w.

Mitchell, John Ames. Silent war. $1.50.

Life pub. 6-38893.
Descriptive tnote in Annual, 1906.

"T:^ no more Impressive as a warning than it

Is interesting as a rom.nnce. The interest of
the reirier is aroused at the very beginning
and held in Ipash throughout until the final de-
nou'sment." Ellis O. Jones.

-t -f^ Arena. 57: 446. Ap. '07. 350w.

"The book is in many ways strong. It is

original, improbable, and not so well written
as "Amos Judd' and others of Mr. Mitchell's
bool<s." Madeleine Z. Doty.

• Charities. 17: 487. D. 15. '06. 250w.

Mitchell. William. Structure and growth
of the mind. *$2.6o. Macmillan.

W 7-111.

A treatis-? on descriptive and genetic psy-
chology in four main parts: The direct ex-
planation of the mind, Sympath<^tic and aes-
thetic inte!li£cence. The growth of intelligence,
and Rxtension of direct explanation and the
direct explanation."

"It is, however, frankly technical: it is a
book to be studied, not to be read. It has the
discursive foini of lectures, yet, after all, of
written lectures that reflect the slow and care-
ful growth of his phrasing and presentation,
and assume a like attentive and painstaking
attitude on the part of the student in the
class-room or the study. To the circle of those
specifically minded to follow the pursuit the
work is enthusiastically recommended as a
notable addition to the modern literature of
psychology."

4- + Dial. 4?: 19. Jl. 1, '07. 350w.

"The fact that the views which are supported
are throughout reasoned views gives it an un-
usually stimulating quality. And this quality
would be still more in evidence were it not for
a certain occasional elusiveness in the presenta-
tion of the aigument, which is not altogether
removed by the detail analysis that is provid-
ed." W. G. Smith.
-f H Hibbert J. 6: 218. O. '07. 1300w.

"It is an abstruse, laborious book, the work
of one who is not fanatically attached to eithei*
school, who studies both the direct and indirect
explanations of the structure and growth of
mind."

H Lond. Times. 6: 283. S. 20, '07. 680w.

"The discursive style and the absence of
prominent landmarks would often give the
reader a rather vague idea of the plan of ex-
position, were it not for the table of contents,
which is a model of scientific analysis, and al-
most makef up for the absence of an alpha-
betical index."

H Nation. 84: 591. Je. 27, '07. 1050w.

"Mr. Mitchell's work will compare very fa-
vourably with the best philosophical books of
recent years."

-j- -H Nature. 76: 196. Je. 27, '07. 350w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 138. Mr. 9, '07. 50w.

"A stinmlating and serviceable guide-book in
psychology, devoted to elaborate and searching
criticism for the benefit of readers who are not
in a hurry to run while reading."

+ Outlook. 86: 974. Ag. 31, '07. 170w.
"One of the most interesting chapters In this

book is on the power of suggestion, or the
power of a thought to determine a course of
thought."

-I- Sat. R. 104: 365. S. J,l, '07. 1080w.

Mitton, G. E. Jane Austen and her times.

*$2.7.S. Putnam. 6-2322.

Descriptive note in Decem.ber, 1905.

H Sat. R. 102: 743. D. 15, '06. 230w.

Miyakawa, Masuji. Life of Japan. **$3.

Baker. 7-28500.

Dr. Miyakawa was educated in America and
returning to Japan became'' interpreter for the
imperial armv. He reveals intimately "to mil-
lions of American homes" a knowledge of Japan
and Japanese conditions. The book is dedicated
to Commodore Perry whom thei author calls the
"national redeemer of Japan." "The bulk of
the book is uevoted to tracing the rapid growth
of Japan since the making of the treaty with
the United States, in the reform of its financial
-system, in the development of its 'domestic In-

dustry and its foreign commerce, the expansion
of its army and navy, the establishment of a
constitutional form of government, and the
adoption of American methods in education and
journalism." (N. Y. Times.)

"For the most part, however, the book is ac-
curate and well suited to the needs of readers
who do not care to go deeply into the subjects
treated."

-I- Dial. 43:290. N. 1, '07. 250w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 536. S. 7, '07. lOOOw.

Miyakawa, Masuji. Powers of the American
nenple. Congress, president, and courts.

*$3. N. Hayes, cor. N. Y. ave. & iSth

St., Washington, D. C.

A manua' of instruction which points out the
various powers and duties which are imposed
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Miyakawa, Masuji—Continued.
by the c:onst;tuiiuii, writtjn by a Japanese at-

torney— tlie first to be admitted to the Amer-
ican bar.

"To the average American student, the book
Is a Drimer of the simplest type. To the for-

eign 'lawyer who wishes to become familiar
with the theoretical side of our government the

book will bp of considerable assistance, but to

a foreisrn business man or a foreigner studyin'4

modern institutions, the book is of little value,

for it 'lives in the dim, forgetful past, not in

the pulsing present."
-] Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 643. My. '07. 320w.

"\VhiIe there are some iniperfections in the
style, and while for the general reader the book
would be more valuable il it had undergone
revision by an iiIngHsh scholar, it is a remark-
ably clear and ccSmprehensive statement of tho

fundamental principles of cur American con-
stitution and might well be commended to the

lay reader who dtsires to obtain a nonpartisan
impression and scholarly view of the nature of

our Tovernment find the functions of it.s vari-

ous departments." „ ,„„ , .n
.^ _ Outlock. SC: 302. Je. 8. '07. 140w.

R. of Rs. 36:638. N. '07. 50w.

Modern pilgrim's progress; with introd. by
the Very Rev. H. S. Bowden. *$i.6o.

Benziger.
A description of the "phases of thought

through which an educated and thoughtful

woman passed on her spiritual journey from the

Anglican to the Roman faith. The arguments
in favor of the Roman faith are as old as its

attractions, and the author does not lay claim

to any polemical originality." (Spec.)

Cath, World. 84: 264. N. '06. 840w.

"The book is a striking one."

+ Sat. R. 102: 462. O. 13, '06. 630w.

"The interest of the book lies in the trans-

parent sincerity of the writer, and in the man-
ner in which she .emphasises the strange fact

that a mind constitutionally restless and hungry
for new ideas may be completely transformed
and forever pacified by drugs of sacredotal an-
aesthetics."

+ Spec. 98: 24. Ja. 5, '07. lOOw.

Moedebeck, Hermann W. L. Pocket-book
=" of aeronautics, by H. W. L. Moede-

beck in collaboration with O. Chanute
and others; authorized Eng. ed. ; tr. by
W. Mansergh Varley. *$3.25. Macmil-
lan. 7-29T18.

The present work aims to review the history

of aerial navigation and its present develop-
ment and to give scientific Information on the
physics of the atmosphere.

"In this handy little volume we have an ex-
cellent comprehensive summary of the whole
subject of aeronautics, and the English read-
ing public have to thank M'ajor Moedebeck for

producing such a work which has been so ca-

pably translatecl by Mr. Verley."
+ -f Nature. 76: lOO. My. 30, '07. 370w.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 274. Ap. 27. '07. 210w.

•'TVefui and tim<^ly hand-hook. No refererc*^

is made to the large amount of data collected

with kites in the TTnited States by our Weather
bureau and at the Blue Hill obsen'atory, nor
to the more recent observations with balloons

at great height's, which were instituted by this

observatorv." A. Lawrence Rotch.

+ 4 Science, n. s. 25: 936. Je. 14, '07. 700w.

Moffat. Mary Maxwell. Queen Louisa of

Prussia; *$.^. Button. 6-43228

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"A svmivitiietic and admiring portrayal of

QiK-en Louisa, and a clear and interesting pic-

ture of her times. While it throovs no new light

on I'russian history, it never degenerates into
a court calendar, but is dignified and worthy
of its subject throughout."

+ A. L. A. Bkl, a: 100. Ap. '07.

""Well-written, well arranged, and always In-
teresting memoir." S. M. Francis.

+ Atlan. 100 : 493. O. '07. 400w.
"If not taken as a balanced history of the

period it will do no harm, and may serve to
interest casual readers to a period of German
history of crucial importance."

-i Ind. 63: 43. Jl. 4, '07. 180w.
"A good deal of new nuatter liOt found in

Horn or even Lionke. There is, too, a good in-
dex and a fair bibliography, though it lacks
any mention of Martin's German biography
(1887), and is wholly deficient in American ref-
erences. "

+ -\ Nation. 84: 227. Mr. 7, '07. 940w.
Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.

-i- Putnam's. 2: 476. Jl. '07. 220w.

Moffat, Rev. James, ed. Literary illustra-

tions of the Bible, ea. *40c. Armstrong.
Six volumes of commentaries entitled; The

booic of Eccic siaates. The book of Lianiel, The
gospel according to Saint Murk. The epistle to
the Romans, I'ne t;ospel according to Saint
LiUke, and The book of Revelation.

"The treatment is novel and interesting, and
we think miglit be lollowta with educational
effect by every reader of the Scriptures."

-i- N. Y. Times. 11: 289. My. 5, '06. 210w.

"A small but cnoice assortment of gleanings
from a fruitful field."

-f Outlook. 81: 1084. D. 30, '05. 80w.

Moller, Muriel. Wood-carving designs.
*$2.5o. Lane.

"Six slieets of excellent; working di'awings
of paneLs. frames, ecc, with examples of furni-
ture sudtable for them, as to wltich Mr. Wal-
ter Crane writes an appreciative foreword."

—

Int. Studio.

"Should prove of jrreat utility to the carver
in vs'ood."

-r Int. Studio. 31:251. My. '07. lOOw.
Int. Studio. 31: sup. 86. My. '07. 350w.

+ Spec. 98: 722. My. 4, '07. 70w.

MoUoy, Joseph Fitzgerald. Sir Joshua and
his circle. *$6.so. Dodd. 7-13429.

Less of a sketch of Sir Joshua Reynolds' life

and character than a portrayal of his relation*
to the group of men and women prominent in
the literature and art of his day.

•'Mr. Molloy has re-told the old stories fairly
well, and produced the sort of book that very
many people like to read."

-i- Dial. i2: 115. t. IG. '07. 280w.

"The book certainly cannot be said to have
been necessary; but It Is written with such
infectious good humour and apparent zest, th«
touch is so spirited and flowing, the local colour
thrown on with so light and lavish a hand, that
it may be skimmed with amusement and pleas-
ure."

-f- Lond. Times. 5: 364. O. 19, '06. 390w.

"It cannot be said that Mr. Molloy's attempts
to be vivacious are always highly successful, nor
does it inspire confidence to describe scenes as
if the writer were present and spoke from mem-
ory of 'wistful eyes' and the like."

^ Nation. 84: 31. Ja. 10, '07. llOw,

"Worth reading, and even by those who ar«

already more or less saturated with Reynold*
biographical material."

+ Outlook. 84: 1082. D. 29, '06. 290w.

Molmenti, Pompeo Gherardo. Venice, its

individual growth from the earliest be-

ginnings to the fall of the republic; tr.
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from the Italian by Horatio F. Brown.
Sold in 2V. sections, per section, *$S.

McClurg.
This is the second installment of Molmentl's

"Venice" It contains two volumes as did the
first section, and deals with "the golden age"
from the viewpoints of conditioning factors,

constitution, climate and public health, festiv-

als the arts, industry, scientific movements,
schools, private life, the stage, palaces and hous-
es, fashions, entertainments, the family and the

corruption of manners.

"Mr. Molmenti is certainly a learned man in

the limited sense of the word, that is, he is a
collector pure and simple, whose primitive no-
tion of a book is a succession of scrap-heaps,
labelled chapters, which his readers are set to
pick over for bright and valuable matter ap-
pearing here and there like raisins in a cake."'
Ferdinand sJchwlU.

1- Am, Hist. R. 12: 866. Jl. '07. 1220w.
(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"The ideal volume from the standpoint of
me reputable publisher is one which combines
literary interest with an appropriate and at-
tractive type settmg and a new edition that
goes far toward the accomplishment of this are
two volumes recently published with the title

'Venice.' " Laurence Burnham.
+ + Bookm. 24: 639. F. '07, 210w. (Review

of v. 1 and 2.J

"Among those who have made a serious study
of the Venetian past, perhaps none Is more
eminent than the Italian historian Pompeo
Molmenti." Laurence M. Larson.
-h -f — Dial. 43: 38. Jl. 16, '07. 1610w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

"In the main, we find Molmentl's verdicts
sound, and his attitude Judicial. We must
praise the very readable translation of Mr. Ho-
ratio Brown, himself a recognized authority on
matters Venetian,"
+ + Ind. 63: 1435, D 12, '07, 820w.

"Admirably translated by a scholar whose
erudition is e'^ual to that of their author."
+ -I- Int, Studio, 31: 331. Je. '07. 400w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

"He nas what many who attempt works of
this kind lack—charm, the gift of presenting a
great body of material so that it not only con-
veys ini'orniation. but gives pleasure."
+ + Nation, 84: 499. My, 30, '07, 1170w, (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

"The material w^hlch enables the author to
describe these subjects in the most minute de-
tail has been collected with the greatest care,
patience and industry from origrinal sources.
So complete, indeed, are tne descriptions that
in many cases we have pages of sheer enu-
meration—of estimable value to specialists, but
of doubtful attractiveness to the lovers of the
romantic phases of Venetian history."

-i- -I N. Y, Times. 12: 88, F. 9, '07. lOOttw.
(Review of v, 1 and 2.)

"That tlie translation itself is excellent goes
witl'iout saying. The reader's pleasure is in-
terfered witli 'jy no heavini^ss of style, no awk-
ward tiirn of a sentence. "J'he straightforward
tale of the old Venetians, the most interesting
community in "li'urope, is told with a frank
simplicity, and yet with every detail that can
be desired by a- careful student."
+ + Spec, 98: 535. Ap. 6, '07. 1470w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

"The book Is not a history of events, but of
thought and character,—a far more intricate
subject, and one involving a far profounder
knowledge. The erudition is as amazing as
ever. Our one complaint Is that Mr. Brown
does not underrate the scholarship of his read-
ers. About one -tenth of the text of the first

volume consists of untranslated quotations from
acme foreign tongue,"
+ -i Spec. 99: 868, N. 30, '07. 1350w.

Moncrieff, A. R. Hope. Surrey; painted by
.Sutton Palmer, with 75 il. in col. *$6,

Macmillan. W 7-171.

Brush and pen have worked in pleasing con-
sonance to reproduce the "enchanting by-ways"
of Surrey. Mr. Palmer's full-page colored Illus-
trations are accompanied by description that are
"chatty and spring from point to point very
much as William Combe in verse rattled amia-
bly along as an accompanist and reciter for
Rowlandson's pictures of the schoolmaster on his
trips," (N. T. Times.)

+ Nation. 83. 349. O. 25, '06. 280w,

"As a rule the neat and simple method of the
artist suits the process fairly well," Charles de
Kay.

-I- N. Y. Times. 11: 885, D. 22, '06, 120w,

"Altogether, the book is one of the most agree-
able of this series."

+ Outlook. 84: 386, O. 13, '06, 180w.

Monroe, Will Seymour. Turkey and the

Turks: an account of the lands, the

peoples, and the instituu'ons •• of the

Ottoman empire. $3. Page. 7-26348.

A brief but unified picture, gained thru study
and travel, of the Incoherent Ottoman empire
and its complex civilization, A chapter is de-

voted to the rise, another to the decline of the

empire one is given to the significant events In

Turkish history during the past thirty years,

but the most of the book is devoted to matters
of purely human interest, including eight chap-
ters upon CJonstantinople, its monuments, char-
acteristic quarters, street scenes, bazaars,

baths kahns, fountains, mosques and dervish-

Dlal. 43: 426. D. 16, '07. 130w,

"As a whole, the book is to be commended for

the useful mformation which it gives, but in

some points it merits criticism."
^ Nation, 85: 349, O. 17, '07. 310w,

N. Y, Times, 12: 616. O. 12, '07, 160w.

Montague, Margaret Prescott. Sowing of

Alderson Cree; with a front, by W. T,

Benda. t$i.5o. Baker, 7-12272.

Vlderson Cree is shot by an enemy and upon
his death-bed exacts from his young son the
promise to avenge the deed. "His 'sowing' is

thp spirit of revenge and hatred which is thus
implanted in the child's heart, and the reaping
comes ten years later, when the boy must
choose between revenge and love. The story

has in it all the rough strength of the moun-
tain valley where the scene is laid and of the
rough mountain people who figure in its

pages." (N. Y. Times.)

"A book of extraordinary sweetness and
strength, for in reading one is led along -by the

sure touch of the writer, who, born anri. livmg
all her days among the mountain people, knows
their lives and touches them with truth and
tenderness." Harriet Prescott Spofford.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 345. Je. 1, '07. 1770w.

Montgomery, Edmund. Philosophical prob-

lems in the light of vital organization.

**$2.5o. Putnam. 7-5071-

"This work is divided into two parts: 1,

Philosophical survey; 2, Biological solutions.

Some of the problems discussed in the first part

are su^istance, identity, causation, the prob-

lem of the external world, universals and par-

ticulars innate faculties, subject and object,

etc The problems of substantiality, caus-

ation, mechanical necessity, living substance

as sensorimotor agent, sentiency and purpose

in movements, teleology in nature, etc., are

discussed in th'^ second part, in conjunction

with the author's own views."'—Psychol. Bull.
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Montgomery, Edmund —Continued.
"I'uiile as 1? all such pnilosoiihizing-, there

.ire vali;able praotic.il applications of biology,
in -thirs. education, and sociology, and these
Mr. Montgomery has instructively presented,
thciiph disadvantaged by a heavy and other-
wise sorncwhat defective literary style."

4 — Outlook. 85: G21. Mr. 16, '07. 390w.
"A somewhat peculiar setting- forth of a fa-

miliar view, relating to what is here termed
the psvchophysical puzzle. What is peculiar is
the mystical, or mystifying phraseology in which
these views are presented." E. A. Norris.— Psychol, Bull. 4: 243. Ap. 2.5, '07. 670w.

Montgomery, Hugh, and Cambray, Philip
G. Dictionary of political phrases and
allusions with a short bibliography.
*$2. Button. W7-84

A rio\-ol hook of reference in which "foreign
political phrases, terms, and catch-words of
international significance, but with particular
refeionce to Gr'jat Britain, are defined in sim-
ple language." .'X. Y. Times.) "This, book will
help a hasly journalist to write in .such a lash-
lon as t(i pass muster with a hasty sub-edi-
tor." CAth.)

"Numerous catch phrases of recent political
campaigns are discussed which surely do not
deserve a place in a one-volume work of this
character, and even the allusions to strictly
Eng-lish politics are not treated with compre-
hension of their relative importance. The worst
fault of the book is the lack of judicial attitude.
Almost every page is tinged with a national
prejudice which warps the discussion so as
largely to destroy its value."— Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 598. N. '07. 150w.
"Mosi 01 the entries fall a little short of the

exa.'tness to be desired in such a dictionary."— -f Ath. 1906, 2: 769. D. 15. 1090w.
1" N. Y. Times. 12: 285. My. 4, '07. 250w.

"'i'o any one having occasion to refer to Brit-
ish acts of h-gislation or to catchwords of
British politics the usefulness of this volume
is obvious."

+ Outlook. 85: 904. Ap. 20, '07. lOOw.
Spec. 97: 991. D. 15, '06. llOw.

Montgomery, James Alan. Samaritans, the
earliest Jewish sect. **$2. Winston.

7-15492.
An exhaustive study of the Samaritans which

treats of their history, theology, and philology,
with a closing chapter devoted to the literary
history of the sect.

"It Is a mine of information. The author has
apparently overlooked nothing. The method and
n\y\-} are clear and simple, and the book do-
serx o.'5 a. I'lace in any library."

f + Bib. world, 29: 479. Je. '07. 40w.
"A large amount of diligent research Is evi-

dent."
+ Nation. 85: 141. Ag. 15, '07. 130w.

"It.'- accoujit of the ron;antic story of this
curious sect will be an authoritative work upoa
the subject, for it pre.ser.ts an amount and va-
rietv of material which ctin be found nowhere
else."

-I- N. Y. Times. 11: SOS. D. 1, '06. 140w.
"The book Is a contribution to the literature

of an obscure subject. It makes no pretense to
popularity. But it will Interest scholars who
will be especially thankful for the csireful 'Sa-
maritan blbllographv.' "

•f N. Y. Times. 12: 548. S. 14, '07. 90w.
"We commend to our readers his volume."

-f Spec. 99: 133. Jl. 27, '07. 260w.

Montgomery, Thomas Harrison, jr. Analy-
sis of racial descent in animals. *$2.5o.
Holt. 6-16987.

Descriptive note in Annual, IMG.
"Our author undertake." the herculean task,

we ven*^ure to think successfully, of setting

the .study cf phylogeny on a surer foundation."
A. D. 1).

-I- -r Nature. 75: 530. Ap. 4, '07. 990w.
"Kvery teacher and advanced student of bi-

ology should become acquainted with the views
of an autlior who has studied so many and
widely separated biological phenomena." Rob-
ert W. Hegner.

4- 4- School R. 15:167. F. '07. 320w.

Montresor, Frances Frederica. Burning
torch. t$i.5o. Button.

The story of an orphan child endowed with
second sight which has descended to her from
a Highland ancestor. "The heroine not only
does not marry, she is killed in a railway col-
lision. This, being a kind of domestic Cassan-
dra, she has foreseen, as, helpless to prevent
or to convince, she has foreseen all the other
catastrophes which have befallen her circle

—

the suicide of her father, the almost patricide
of her favorite cousin, the violent death in the
desert of the man she loves." (Nation.)

"It is only just to state that in spite of a
considerable lack of sympathy with its philos-
ophy we read 'The burning torch' with an In-
terest that surprised us."

-\ Acad. 73: 731. Jl. 27, '07. 400w.
"One does not realize it (there are so many

diverse interests touched by a sympathetic and
exceedinjjly obser^'ant perception) till nearly the
end; but the tale is compounded of elements
which do not coalesce quite happily."

H Lond. Times. 6: 212. Jl. 5, '07. 330w.

Nation. 85: 268. S. 26. '07. 200w.
"Parts of the story are pretty dull, and the

style tends to be tedious, but for all that there
is really good stuff in the rather nondescript
and futile whole called 'The burning torch.' "

-\ N. Y, Times. 12: 548. S. 14, '07. 380w.

"While there are many grim and not alto-
gethci pleasant traits distiibuted among the
actors, there is also a decided hopefulness for
humanity and faith in God pervading the story."
+ — Outlook. 87: 269. O. 5, '07. 270w.

"A book heavier with fate and fatalities we
have never seen. It is not an easy book to
read."— Putnam's. 3: 239. N. '07. 760w.

"Miss Montresor can always be relied upon
for a straightforward .story without ellipse or
obscurity; she tells it fluently and at some
length, as though she could not help telling It.

She has delicacy and enough observation to
make everv one of her numerous characters dis-
tinct."

-!- Spec. 99: 59. Jl. 13, '07. llSOw.

Moody, Winfield Scott. Pickwick ladle and
other collector's stories. ''$1.50. Scrib-

ner. 7-35226.

Sketches of "two hardened bric-a-brac hunt-
ers. . . Kach story breathes an agreeable leis-

ure, and the thread of the Wyckoffs' adven-
tures amniig the antique dealers Is enriched
by a shrewd characterization of the dealers
themselve.s, from Dirck Amstell, the honest
Dutchman, to a proud representative of Da
Val unon Fifth avenue."—Nation.

"Lnusuallv well told stories."
-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 136. My. '07. +
+ Ind. 63: 1377. D. 5, '07. 130w.

"Dainty in touch, with humor that is real

and peivaded by an atmosphere of good soci-

ety."
+ Lit. D. 34: 886. Je. 1, '07. 40w.

"The pl(>asant surprise of the stories as a
whole is that treating of the infinitely small,
they constantly broaden into a larger perspec-

4 Nation. SI: 523. Je. 6, '0/. 220w.

"Altogether delightful little stories."

-I- 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 494. Ag. 10, '07. 340w.
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"After reading much or' the fiction of the
(lay, uiiii le^is as it in th.s modest volume he
is re;iily Ui.ct; more in good society."

T Outlook. Sti: lis. My. 18, '07. lOOw.

Moore, Edward A. Story of a cannoneer
under Stonewall Jackson, in which is

told the part taken by the Rockbridge
artillery in the army of northern Vir-

ginia; with introds. by Robert E. Lee,

jr., and Hon. Henry St. George Tucker;,

il. $2. Neale. 7-21269.

"In which is told the part taken during the
civil war by the Rockbridge artillery in the
operations of tne army 01 nortnern Virginia.
. . . , It is history and romance in one, and
at the same time a chronicle and a picture gal-
lery. To read it is to know intimately the brave
and noble young fellows who formed the com-
pany, a command that proved its mettle in
twenty-three engagements. "»

—

in. Y. Times.

"We heartily commend the volume as a truth-
ful picture of real war."

-f- Ath. 1907, 2: 151. Ag. 10. llOw.

"The book possesses genuine value despite oc-
casional eccentricities of style which careful
editing would have avoided."

-I Nation. 85: 229. S. 12, '07. 340w.

"He tells the storj? of thfe four years' struggle
in a clear, direct, soldier like way, always with
a sense of the humorous, and always sympa-
thetically, like a man to whom life is larger
than any one man's experience."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 383. Jc. 15, '07. 190w.

"The story is well told, and gives a real In-
sierht into the every-day life and typical priva-
tions of the confederate soldier-boy. Mr. Moore's
sympathetic narrative is full of 'human interest'
of a very genuine kind."

-h R. of Rs. 36: 511. O. '07. 140w.

Moore. Frederick. Balkan trail. $3.50. Mac-
millan. 6-41820.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The story throughout is as straightforward
and as thoroughly to the point as could be de-
sired. There is no pretension, the facts are
told in simple style, readable and interesting
from beginning to end. The book as a whole
gives a better idea of the life in the Balkan
region than any other similar volume yet pub-
lished."

-f Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 598. N. '07. 190w.
"Up nas the capacity to see the reaJly in-

teresting things and record his impressions so
as to convey them to the reader. And this he
dbes without the tall writing which as a rule
disfigures the work of a newspaper corrf^spon-
dent. tie pos.'^eH.ses also tlie gift of humor."

-J- Sat. R. 103: 54. Ja. 12, '07. 730w.

Moore, George. Lake. t$i.5o. Appleton.
S-37i.=;6.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is Irish to the core, but with a quiet and
contP'mplative melancholy. Of the few events
none is cheap or trite." Marv Moss.

+ Atlan. 99: 116. Ja. '07. 190w.

Moore, George. Memoirs of my dead life.

**$i.50. Appleton. 6-42372.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The collection is a rather sickening blend
of Henry Harland at his flufflest and of Gon-
court at his feeblest." H. T. F.

1^ Bookm. 24i 479. Ja. '07. lOSOw.

Current Literature. 42: 398. Ap. '07.

1270W.

"It probably contains mere of himself than
is to be found in the sum of hid other works,
which would be equivalent to saying that
It Scirpn.sses them in interef.t."

-t- Lit. D. 1.4: 218. tf. 9. '07. 260w.

Nation. 84: 62. Ja. 17, '07. 730w.

" 'The memoirs of my dead life' is even more
dead than Mr. Moore is wont to be. It is

worse than dead— it is defunct."— Putnam'5. 1: 767. Mr. '07. 540w.

R. of Rs. 35: 113. Ja. '07. l?.Ow.

Moore, John Bassett. Digest of interna-
tional law. 8v. per set, $10. Supt. of

doc. 6-35196.

Eicrht large volumes in the preparation of

whi^:^h Prof. Moore, "analyzed, digested and
epitomized diplomatic discussions, treaties, and
otlu;:- intern:! tioii-il agreinnents, international
awards, the decisions of manicipal courts, the
writinj;s of .lurists, the documents—published
and unpublished—of presidents and secretaries
of 5tato of the United States, the opinions of
attorneys-general, and Hie decisions ol state
and federal courts." vR. of Rs.)

Am. Hist. R. 12: -166. Ja. '07. 160w.

R. of F-5S. 34: 384. S. '06. 120w.

"By far the best feature of these volumes
is their admirable analysis of the subject-mat-
ter with which they deal."

+ Sat. R. 103: 783. Je. 22, '07. 1550w.

Moore, John Trotwood. Bishop of Cotton-
town. t$i.5o. Winston. 6-17871.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"'J"he .•^tory has so much that is excellent in

it, and the author's spirit is so l^.ne and fair,

and his humanity so broad, that it is a source
of sincere regret ihat the book is so diffiise."

•f — Arena, a?; 108. Ja. '07. ?.90w.

Moore, Joseph Augustus. School house;
its heating and ventilation. $2. Joseph
A. Moore, 28 Conway St., Roslendale,
Bost. 5-39873-

"The author has here embodied in conven-
ient form a large amount of useful information
based on his experience during the past
eiehreen years m inspecting public buildings
in Massachusett.s and 'in supervising the con-
struction of ami testing the various methods
of heating and venLdatiori, especially in school
hou.^os.' He has also included -further useful
matter in the way of quotations from state
taws and re=:ula,.ion3 on the oon?truction and
state supervision of public buildings."—Engin.
N.

"'I'ho book is written in an easily under-
stood, direct manner. It would constitute a
good beginning of a library for a school janit-

or's library."

-t- Engin. N. 56: 182. Ag. 16, '06. 170w.

Moore, Mrs. N. Hudson. Collector's man-
ual; with 336 page engravings and with

borders by Amy Richards. **$S. Stokes.
6-43921.

A guide for the collector of antiques in which
the author gives helpful information about old

furniture, old glass, brass and copper articles,

English pottery and porcelain, old clocks, pew-
ter, etc.

"Pleasant reading but not particularly valu-

^ + A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 46. P. '07.

"Mrs. Moore writes definitely and concisely."

-f- + Dial. 42: 81. F. 1, '07. 380w.

"These chapters are all full of information,

given in a popular, chatty way from the col-

lector's standpoint, giving account of shrewd
bargains and the money value of things, rather

than of their artistic merit."

-h Ind. 63: 697. S. 19, '07. 3Ww.
-}- + Lit. D. 34:470. Mr. 23, '07. 270w.

"The book is evidently the work of a prac-

tiisod and ardent pursuer of this peculiar game,
one moreover, who can point to what exists In

old 'books about this favorite sport. And yet the
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Moore, Mrs. N. Hudson—Continued.
space occupied by rather useless borders might
well be filled with careful footnotes."
+ + Nation. 84: 208. i' . 28, '07. 480w.

"Not only the collector, but the home builder,
will find much in the book that is of vaJue to
him. The illustrations are very good and clear-
ly show the different articles presented."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 118. F. 23, '07. 490w.

R. of Rs. 35: 115. Ja. '07. 50w.

Moore, Mrs. N. Hudson. Deeds of daring
done by girls. t$i.5o. Stokes. 6-40212.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is to be regretted that these stories,
whi^ h iire based on acts of heroism and are
inspiring to girls, should l3e so poor in work-
manshiiJ."— A. L. A. Bkl. 3: S3. Mr. '07.

Moore, T. Sturge. Correggio. *$2. Scrib-
ner. 7-35193-

"The originality of the book lies largely In
the asides, chough the author does good serv-
ice in challenging previous vague attempts to
define the peculiar sort of entasy wherein Cor-
reggio's Corregiosity must surely consist. Mr.
Moore's own viev/ is that the master fully re-
aliz:'d himself only a handful of the classical
pictures, notably the lo, the Ganymede, and
perhaps the Antiope. As the favored decorator
of the provincial and by no means highly cul-
tured court of Parma. Correggio lacked the
sustaining forces behind a Titian or a Michael-
angelo, frequently availing himself too readily
of hi.«! nwn .formulas, seldom' realizing the full

dignity of his position as artist."—Nation.

"Not so readable as Brlnton's book in the
'Great masters' .«eries, nor does It contain so
much about the life of Correggio, but is much
more exhaustive as to technique."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 101. Ap. '07.

"Rarely have we read a book more bewilder-
ing in general plan, and this in spite of not a
little classification into divisions and subdivi-
sions. It is moreover, written In a style of
liquid and wandering reverie."

H Ath. 1906, 2:624. N. 17. llSOw.

"He again devotes rather too much space to
the exploitation of his own critical creed; and
he Is unnecessarily hard on Mi". Berenson and
Signor Conrado RIcci."

-I Ind. 63: 1126. N. 14, '07. 290w.
"When Mr. Sturge Moore shakes himself free

of tlie other critics and deals with his professed
subject. Correggio, he reveals himself as ad-
mirably qualified for the task. He brings to
his work that rare combination, a practical
training in art and a wide knowleage of liter-
ature, v/ith a power of philosophical analysis
to which very few writers on the history of
art can pretend. The catalogue 'ralsonn6,' In
which Mr. Moore has been helped by his
friend, Mr. C. S. Ricketts, is fairly complete."
i- H- — Lend, Times. 5: 399. N. 30, '06. 1030w.

"The style is occasionally crabbed. Its dis-
cursiveness extreme, but as the sincere effort
of* a poet's mind to Interpret a most poetical
painter it abounds in wisdom even in the by-
ways of the theme."

-i Nation. 84: 230. Mr. 7, '07. 620w.

•'I'lie result [of defining the temper, address,
inspiration and quality of works], though some-
what spun out in generalizations, is interest-
ing, suggestive, and important, especially as
coming from one who quettions the value of
the aims and methods of modern historical art
criticism."

H Outlook. 85: T'OS. Ap. 20, '07. 200w.

"There is much in this volume with which
it is p.->ssible to disagree; there Is, I think, too
much controversy in it. and Mr. Moore Is not
at his happiest in controversy. Nor is the de-
sign of the book quite satisfactory. But, what-
ever the faults, I believe that It Is on the main
lined of such work as this that aesthetic crit-

icism. If it Is to have any vital hold on the In-
telligent interests of the world, must proceed."
Ijaurence Binyon.

-^ Sat. R. 102: 799. D. 29, '06. 1900w.

Moore, Thomas. Complete poetical works;
with biographical sketch by Nathan H.
Dole. $1.25. Crowell.

Uniform with the "Thin paper poets."

Moore, William Harrison. Act of state in

English law. *$3. Dutton. 7-18175.
"jV systematic treatment of 'Matters of

state.' with nuT.erous citations of important
cases. 'The tyoe of "matter of state" is the
matter between states, which, whether it be
regulated by international law or not, and
whether the act.s m question are or are not in
accord with international law, is not a sub-
iect of municipal jurisdiction.' "•—N. Y. Times.

N. Y. Times. 12: 59. F. 2. '07. 60w.

"Mr. Moore has taken a generous view of
what his subject includes, and his book Is not
only interesting to read but it will facilitate
the work of those high legal personages whos'-"
digiiifled labours lie on this borderlajid of in-
ternational and municipal law."

-1 Sat. R. 102: 812. D. 29, '06. 280w.

More, Mrs. Louise Bolard. Wage-earners'
budgets: a study of standards and cost
of living in New York city; with a
preface by Franklin H. Geddings.
(Greenwich house series of social stud-
ies, no. I.) **$2.5o. Holt. 7-30623.

A study of the social, economic and Inuustrlal
life of the wage-earners of a city neighborhood,
based upon an inquiry Into the economic status
of two hundrec^ families whose struggle for ex-
istence is most intense. The Investigator s final
list was made up of families who proved able
and willing to cooperate with her intelligently
and patiently in keeping simple accounts, and
in making careful, verifiable statements. The
statistics are presented In tabuiated form and
throw light upon incomes, expenditures and
standards of living.

"As a contribution to our concrete knowl-
edge of social conditions the present work bears
the only test to which It need be subjected—It

is accurate, specific, and detailed." John Cum-
mlngs.

+ J. Pol. Econ. 15:660. N. '07. 560w.

"The value of the book consists, then. In Its

detailed .study of how a certain class of working
people live." Charles S. Bernhelmer.

+ N. Y. Times. 12:642. O. 19, '07. 1050w.

More, Paul Elmer. Shelburne essays. 4
ser. ea. **$i.25. Putnam. 6-45344.

ser. 4. This closing series of Mr. More's
essays contains, "informing and delightful
criticisms" of such celebrities as Robert Steph-
ens Hawker, Fanny Burney, George Herbert,
John Keats, Benjamin Franklin, Charles Lamb
and Walt Whitman. There are also three oth-
er essays In the group. A note on 'Daddy*
Crisp, The theme of 'Paradise lost' and The
letters of Horace Walpole.

"Scholarly, th.jiightful essays on literature.
Styl(> clever, sometimes charming. For the
student rather than the average reader."

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 46. F. "07. (Review of
v. 4 )

"Is the most Interesting which he has pub-
lished since his first."

+ Ind. 63: 759. S. 26, '07. 530w. (Review
of v 4.)

"By this time Mr. More has got his philoso-
phy of life sufficiently well In hand to use It

rather as a means of orientating himself with
reference to his subject than as an end In It-

self."

-f- Ind. 63: 1229. N. 21, '07. llOw. (Review
of V. 4.)
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Nation. 83: 4S1. D. 6, '06. 60w. (Re-
view of V. 4.)

"Never here shall we find anything more
than comfort and instruction. The one thin^
more that we should desire to find is inspira-

+ _ N. Y. Times. 12: 42. Ja. 26, '07. 380w.
(Review of v. 4.J

"Ho makes no cheap bid for favor. He dis-

penses altogether with smartnes!^, and almost
altogether with humor. He is never auda-
cious like Mr. L,ang, nor ironical, like Mr.
Saintsbury. He possesses no gift of style, but
writes in clear, unembarrassed sentences, mak-
ing a legitimate demand upon the intelligence

of his readers." Agnes Repplicr.

-h N. Y. Times. 12: S8. F. 9, '07. 840w.
(Review of v. 4.) (Reprinted from Phila-
delphia public register.)

"By the soundiaess of his critical method,
and bv virtue of the range, depth, and precision

of knowledge, combined with literary charm
and human interest, which these essays evince,

Mr. More, takes a secure place in the lore-

front of America.i criticism." Horatio S. Krans.

-f- -+ Putnam's. I: 752. Mr. '07. 1060w. (Re-
view of V. 4.)

"The essays are appreciative, and it is say-
ing little for them to assert that no one, how-
ever familiar he may be with the men into
whose characters and works they probe so
tenderly and searchingly, can fail to receive
Instruction from the book. Moreover, the style
Is limpid and easy; the author is never 'clever'
or paradoxical, according to the new fashion;
he is never startlingly witty, but always sane
and apt; ^nd a spirit of sweet reasonableness
prevades all."

+ •{ Spec. 99: 91. Jl. 20, '07. 1460w. (Re-
view of v. 4.)

Morgan, Conway Lloyd. Interpretation of
nature. **$i.25. Putnam. 6-42351.

"This little book Is an extension of an article
which appeared in the 'Contemporary review'
of May, 1905. It d«als with the scientific and
teleological aspects of the interpretation of na-
ture, the aim of the book being. In the author's
words, to show that a belief In purpose as the
casual reality of which nature Is an expression
Is not Inconsistent with a full and whole-hearted
acceptance of the explanations of naturalism
within their appropriate sphere." (Int. J. Eth-
tcs.)

"The book Is enriched with extremely well se-
lected examples, which serve to make clear and
precise the author's meaning and to make the
book Intelligible and interesting to the general
reader." C. T. Preece.

-f- Int. J. Ethics. 16: 517. Jl. '06. 670w.
"This little book deals with big questions, and

many who have pondered over them will be
grateful to the author for the lucidity of his
argrument, which Is an expression of his own
clear vision."

+ Nature. 73: 265. Ja. 18, 'OS. 1410w.

Outiook. 84: 940. D. 15, '06. 200w.

Morgan, George. True Patrick Henry.
**$2. I.ippincott. 7-27032.

An intimately analytical biography of Patrick
Henry thruout which the white light Is turned
upon him. He lives again in the atmosphere of
the revolution, becomes the center of situations
and scenes which he dominated, is lawyer, ora-
tor, soldier, statesman and executive, and Is

seen surrounded by his contemporaries and
friends. The historical value of the study is

apparent, while it is as fascinating as any ro-
mance.

Morgan, Jarries. Theodore Roosevelt: the
boy and the man. $1.50. Macmillan.

7-3 1 182.

A simple, straightforward, withal complete
sketch of our president, showing the rounds b>
which he did a.scend to the present heights
from which he defends and promulgates Amer-
ica's sturdiest democratic principles. "Its aim
is to present a life of action by portraying the
varied dramatic scenes in the career of a Man
who still has the enthusiasm of a Boy, and
whose energy and faith have illustrated before
the world the spirit of Young America."

"Written in a mechanical style and without
originality but will be useful until replaced by
a better work."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 196. N. '07.

"The book Is one that will appeal to the 'plain
people.' "

+ Lit, D. 35: 614. O. 26, '07. 350w.

+ Lit. D. 35: 917. D. 14, '07. 70w.

"He has accomplished a difficult task accur-
ately and impartially."
+ -f- Nation. 85: 424. N. 7, '07. 240w.

"Rarely is a living man so adequately cele-
brated. Mr. Morgan's appreciation t)f hiS sub-
ject is hearty; his selection of material out of
the enormous mass of Rooseveltlana available Is

so admirably calculated to his purpose ..lat the
reviewer can do no better than quote from the
text. An almost Ideal biography."
-f- -f -f- N. Y. Times. 12: 6i0. O. 12, '07. 1250w.

"Altogether, this new biography Is one of the
Indispensable books of Its class so far as con-
temporary literature is concerned."

-I- + R. of Rs. 36: 635. N. '07. 300w,

Morgan, Lewis H. Ancient society; or,

Researches in the lines of human pro-
gress from savagery through barbarism
to civilization. $1.50. Holt.

Mr. Morgan classifies his study under four
general heads as follows: Growth of intelligence
through inventions and discoveries. Growth of
the idea of government. Growth of the idea of
the family and Growth of the idea of property.
His presentation is logical and suggestive.

Ind, 63: 1313. N. aS, '07. 280w.

"It Is gratifying to see a reprint of a work
which may be called one of the minor classics
among American archeologlcal monographs."

+ Lit. D. 34: 842. My. 25, '07. 120w.

"We are glad to see so valuable, scnolarly, and
interesting a work again made accessible."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 546. S. 14, '07. 350w.

"Really epoch-marking work In the history
of thought."
+ + Outlook. 87: 537. N. 9, '07. 180w.

Morgan, Thomas Hunt. Experimental zo-

ology. *$2.75. Macmillan. 7-3114.

"A work of 4'50 pages, based on thirty-flve
lectures; a treatment that does not pretend to

be entirely exhaustive, but for which 'the plan
has been to select the most typical and in-

structive cases.' Divided into main sections on
the Experimental study of evolution; Growth;
Grafting; Influence of environment on the life

cycle: Determination of sex, an'd Secondary
sexual characters."

"The rapid narrative style, plentifully sea-
soned with personal details quite upholds the
claim of the publishers that the book is 'as

readable as a spirited romance.' "

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 702. N. 2, '07. 280w.

"The noveltv of the field covered In this work
and the very fundamental bearings of the data
and hypotheses here gathered in a critical sum-
mary combine to make Professor Morgan's
work indispensable to anyone who wishes crit-

ical information of recent movements in the
biological world."

-1- + Dial. 42: 228. Ap. 1, '07. 460w.

"Professor Morgan's book is the best, indeed
the only up-to-the-monient abstract of the re-

sults and the various phases of this experi-
mental investigation of the life and make-up
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i.f animals. It is not primarily a book for the
general reader, but there is no other for him
on the same subject. And he can better af-
ford not to understand a few of Professor
Morgan's references and yet be able to rely
on what he does understand as being true,
than to look for a more popular and less reli-
able account."

-t- +- Ind. (>3: 21S. Jl. 25, '07. 820w.
"Theio is Tnuch original mattrr, in spite of

the space necessarily given to compilation. The
most serious defect is in the index, which is
all too scant for such a mass of diverse sub-
.icct matter."

-; Nation. .S4: r;43. Ap. 11, '07. 490w.
"We may be allowed to compliment tlie au-

thor on his highly successful execution of an
arduous task; his workmanship is marked by
carelessness, lucidity and impartiality, by the
salt of good-tempered criticism." J. A. T
+ + Nature. 7G: 313. Ag. 1, '07. 1160w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 60w.

"The book treats primarily of those subjects
and problems of experimental zoology which
have not been considered in other books. The
material which is presented is not always ful-
ly digested. Style and method of presentation
present certain features which can be due only
to haste or lack of care." C. M. Child.

H Science, n.s. 26: 824. D. 13, '07. 3920w.

Morgan, William Conger. Qualitative an-
alysis as a laboratory basis for the
study of general inorganic chemistry.
*$i.90. Macmillan. 6-42922.

"[..ess a work for the beginner than for the
student who has already acauired a certain
familiarity with exp<^rimental chemistry. It is
In fact, a comprehensive f.tudy of analysis
from the theoretical side. . . . The book is di-
vided into sections, the first of which deals
with general principles, such as mass action,
eciuilibrium., reversible changes, and dissocia-
tion; the second section is devoted to reactions
of the common elements, arranged according
to the periodic system, and the third deals with
systematic analysis."—.Nature.

"To those who want a textbook with ionic
notation, and do not mind having the names
of certain elements and compounds written in
the American spelling, this book Is to be highly
commended."

4- Ath. 1907, 1: 543. My. 4. 300w.

"A course of general educational value."
H- Nation. S4: 388. Ap. 25, '07. 360w.

"It Is simply and clearly written, although
the Anverican :ipelling and the alternate use
of names and symbols in the text are a little
confusing to the English reader. Nevertheless,
the book has a distinct character of Its own,
it is interestin,:? and sui^gestive, and will fill

a gap in chemical philosophic literature." J. B.
C.

H Nature. 75: 582. Ap. 18, '07. 170w.

N. Y, Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 50w.
"The press woric of the book is excellent and

typoicraphical errors are very few. There is

a complete index." Jas. Lewis Howe.
-f- Science, n.s. 25: 53.o. Ap. 5. '07. 1120w.

Morley, Margaret Warner. Grasshooper
land. "'$1.25. McClurg. 7-17914.

The foreword to this careful Inciuiry into the
affairs of the deiiisons of grasshopperland ex-
plains that the oook is not for children but for
their "grajidfathers and grandmothers who
were once Ixfys and girls in the country and
who may be in danger after all these years, of
forgetting about grasshoppers." But the little

^ olume will not only refresh the memories of
those who have forgotten, but will also tell

those, who never knew, much that is interest-
ing about the way.s of the grasshopper folk.

There are many illustrations from drawing.^.

"She evidently knows a great deal about such
Insects, and what she knows she has set forth
in very entertaining and lucid form." George
Gladden.

+ Bookm. 25: 625. Ag. '07. 130w.
"The book is a well executed piece of sugar-

coated science, intended for children or ama-
tuer naturalists, and is couched in literary
rather than scientific form."

-L Dial. 42: 380. Je. 16, '07. 90w.

"This information will be convenient for
teachers by giving them something more to
talk about."

-i ind. 62: 1354. Je. G, '07. 80w.

Morris, Charles. Heroes of discovery in
America. **$i.25. Lippincott. 6-i,S4ii.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Useful in the chiluren's room as well as in
the seneral library."

-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 12. Ja. '07. S.

Morris, Charles. Heroes of progress in
America. *'''$i.25. Lippincott. 6-43S46.

iShort chapters deal with forty-five men who
have taken the Initiative along the highroads of
statesmanship, Invention, scientific research, be-
nevolent activity and moral earnestness from the
days of Roger Williams to the present.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 12. Ja. 07. S.

"The language is simple and easily under-
stood by the younger readers."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 902. D. 29, '06. 70w.

Morris, Charles. Heroes of the army in

America. **$i.2S. Lippincott. 6-43547.
America's fighters by land and sea, "striking

for liberty and union and sowing the land with
memories of valiant deeds" furnish many a nar-
rative for the youthful patriot of to-day. There
are thlrty-slx men In Mr. Morris' group includ-
ing men from George Washington to Nelson A.
Miles.

+ A. L. .A. Bkl. 3: 13. Ja. '07. S.

"tjiiould be a valuable form of supplementary
reading."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 902. D. 22, '06. lOOw.

Morris, Charles. Heroes of the navy in

America-. *$i.25. Lippincott. 7-15488.
Accounts of conllicts on the high seas which

do iionor to both our navy and the heroes who
fouglit in it. There are chapters upon: John
Paul Jones, William Bainbridge, Stephen Dec-
atur. James Lawrence, David Porter, Oliver
Perry, Farragut, Dewey, Hobson, and a score
of others as brave if not as well known.

"Is exceedingly well adapted to the needs of

young readers. Treating chiefly, although not
entirely, of our naval successes, it presents a
rather one-sided and flattering picture of our
naval history as a whole."" Charles Oscar Paul-
lin.

-t- Am. Hist. R. 13: 185. O. '07. 410w.

Dial. 43: 21. Jl. 1. '07. 180w.

"Mr. Morris knows how to tell a story, and
his compendium ought to attract many who do
not see their way to attacking the minute Ma-
han, the much-questioned Maclay, the entirely
discredited Buell, or the laborious Spears."
Montgomery Schuyler.

+ Putnam's, 3: 100. O. '07. 150w.

Morris, Charles. Home life in all lands.

**$!. Lippincott. 7-28638.

A book that might be used as a supplemen-
tary reader foi geography classes. It tells of
the people of far-away quarters of the world,
tlieir queer food, strange clothing, curious hab-
its, customs and methods of securing a living.

Morris. Charles. Old South and the new.
**$2.25. Winston. 7-36220.

A complete illustrated history of the southern
states, their resources, their people and their
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cities, and the inspiring story of their wonder-
ful growth in industry and riches from ttie ear-
liest times to the Jamestown exposition.

N. Y. Times. 12: 6G5. O. 19, '07. 2()w.

Morris, George Van Derveer. Polly. $1.50.

Neale. 6-46773.

A fairy tale of love in which it is shown that
men love not so much the reality, the sub-
stance, as they do the ideal.

Morris, J. Makers of Japan. *$3. McClurg.
W 6-266.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190G.

"Mr. Morris, has given lis in his volume a
iniost entertaining and valuable review of the
work of the great statesmen of our rising Far
Eastern neighbor." Laura Bell.

4- -f Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 233. Ja. '07. 420w.

"Convenient for newspaper reference, and
for all those who do not seek more than tlie

current notions about distinguished men."
-f Nation. 85: 80. Jl. 25, '07. 30w.

Morris, William. Stories from Morris, bj'

Madalen Edgar. (Children's favorite
classics.) 60c. Crowell. 7-22916.

S.tories from "The earthly paradise." Tlie au-
thor has held close to Morris' rehabilitation of
the spirit of tlie middle ages with its supersti-
tious belief in magic, and its love of mystery
and romance.

"To strip his work of all its poetic Doauty,
its meaning, and its intellectual distinction is

unfair both to him and his childish readers."
h N. Y. Times. 12:568. S. 21, '07. 320w.

Morrison, Arthur. Chronicles of Martin
Hewett, detective. $1.50. Page. 7-12979.

A new illustrated edition of the earlier ad-
ventures of Hewett whose " "well known pow-
ei's' are nothing but common sense assiduously
applied and made quick by habit."

Morrison, Arthur. Martin Hewitt investi-

gator. t$i.25. Harper.
A new edition of Mr. Morrison's detective

stories. Martin. Hewitt, master of both the
science and ait of detective study, is an inter-
esting personality. In addition to the usual
keen perception, shrewd observation, and deft
logic requited of sleuths, he operates the law
nf human kindness.

Nation. 84: 457. My. 16, '07. 280w.

"The stories present many varied phases of
crime, and thev are very well told."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 239. Ap. 13, '07. 130w.

-f Outlook. 83: 812. Ap. 6, '07. 50w.

Morse, Edward Sylvester. Mars and its

mystery. **$2. Little. 6-31643.

Descriptive rote in Annual, 1906.

"Charmingly written, well worth reading, but
deais witli perhaps too much assurance about
matters concerning which there are wide dif-
ferences of opinion among astronomers."

H A, L. A. Bkl. 3: 47. F. '07.

"His book is carelessly put together, repe-
titious, dcc;dedl^ partisan—and always lively."

K". T. Brewster.
h Atlan. 100: 262. Ag. '07. 40w.

"Tlie present author takes the viewpoint,
rather, of tlie special pleader, marshals the evi-
dence that bolsters up the theory he is advanc-
ing, ridicules opinions divergent from his own,
and lea\es tlie reader in a state of wonder as
to what arguments might be advanced on the
other side of the question." Herbert A. Howe.

h Dial. 42: 75. F. 1, '07. 950w.

-! Ind. 61:1567. D. 27, '06. 160w.

"One cannot but admire the ingenuity of his
,nrgument| even if unable to accept his conclu-
sion."

; Nation. C4:S]7. Ap. 4, '07. 400w.

"The book is a useful guide to further study
of the subject, as it gives full references to the
original sources of information."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 846. D. 8, '07. 190w.

+ R. of Rs. 35:117. Ja. '07. 60w.

Moryson, Fynes. Itinerary of Fynes Mory-
' son. 4v. ea. *$3.25. iVlacmillan.

"Containing his ten yeeres travell through the
twelve dominions of Germany, Bohmerland,
Switzerland, Netlierland, Denmarke, Poland,
Italy, Turky, i'Yance, England Scotland* and
Ireland." This reprint is the first in full .since

the original was published in 1617.

+ Nation. 85: 470. N. 21, '07. 90w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

"Is worthy of a place on the shelf which con-
tains that delightful work of ancient travel and
whimsical humor, 'Coryat's crudities.' "

-i- Outlook. S7: 748. N. 30, '07. 240w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

+ Sat. R. 104: sup. 8. N. 16, '07. 240w.
(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"Full of interesting matter."
+ Spec. 99: 871. N. 30, '07. 5i50w. (Review
of V. 1 and 2.)

Mosenthal, Philip J., and Home, Charles
F., eds. City college; memories of sixty

years; ed. for the Associate alumni of
the college of the city of New York.
*$5. Putnam.

A memorial volume recording the life and
history of tlie college of the city of New York,
prior to its removal to its new home on St.
Nicholas Heights.

"The work has been done and notably well
done."

-I- Outlook. 86: 972. Ag. 31, '07. IGOw.

"It is a mosaic of admirable arrangement
whose separate stones have been polished for
the setting by a number of distinguished
alumni."

+ Putnam's. 2: 721. S. '07. 250w.

Moses, Bernard. Government of the United
States. *$i.05. Appleton. 6-12152.

"This is a sketch of the organization and gen-
eral methods of working of the United States
government. "I'he subject matter rather out-
runs the title, as all grades of government, and
not the national alone, are covered." (Ann. Am.
Acad.) "Especially noteworthy is an inclusion
among the topics of that new phase of American
government—the dependencies. Roosevelt's let-
ter instructions to the Philippine board and
an act of Congi'ess bearing upon it are append-
ed." (Ind.)

"The style of the work is pleasing and there
is no unnecessary padding."

-f- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 1G3. Jl. '07. 90w.

"The discussion of the various topics are very
lucid and followed by the fullest topical refer-
ences, perhaps a little too advanced lor the
average student."

+ Ind. 61: 256. Ag. 2, '06. SOw.

Moses, Josiah. Pathological aspects of re-

ligions. *$i.50. Stechert. 6-32848.

"A dissertation for the doctorate at Clark
university, madj by a diligent collection of

more or less important instances of the por-
ver'sion of the religious instinct, such as mysti-
cism, fetichi.sm, .-itualism, emotionali.sm, etc."
—Ind.

••There is vevy little originality perceptible
eitlier in his methods or conclusions."

(- Ind. 61: 759. S. 27, '06. 50w.

•Its value is impaired! by a number of mis-
statements of fact, and bj- the author's ; ick
of traii:ing in Historical research. The_ proof-
readinf-'. also, is very bad. As Dr. .•Tos'^s's

gener-il points of view are good, we feel i.'on-
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fident tliat he will be able to revise his book
in such a way as to bring out more clearly it5

fundiimc-ntal idea."
1- Nation. ii4: 158. F. 14, '07. lOOOw.

Moses, Montrose Jonas. Children's books
* and reading. *$i.so. Kennerley. 7-38221.

A practical, workable guide to children's
books and reading prepared after consultation
with leading librarians. There are chapters
covering the history of children's books from
early Umes to the present day and others deal-
ing with the general purpose of the books be-
sides a sixty-seven page appendix of book-Hats
carefully arranged and classified.

+ R. of Rs. 36: 7&9. D. '07. SOw.

Moses, Montrose Jonas. Famous actor fam-
ilies in America. **$2. Crowell. 6-34709.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Contains m.icii useful material, but little

that is new; some of it is trivial. In spite of

it, it will be referred to often in reference Avork
and will Interest readers who care for the
drama."

H A, L. A. Bkl. 3: 47. F. '07.

"Not many of the books whic-h have been
published about actors have had the interest or
the i'terary merit of . . . "Famous actor fami-
lies in America.' "

+ Ind. 62: 331. F. 7, '07. 440w.

R. of Rs. 35: 508. Ap. '07. 90w.

Moss, Mary. Poet and the parish. t$i.5o.

Holt. 6-34369.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by Wm. M. Payne.
+ Dial. 42: 16. Ja. 1, '07. 380w.

Mother Goose. Mother Goose in silhou-

ettes cut b}^ Katharine G. Buflfum. t75c.

Houghton. 7-30443-

Mother Goose uniquely illustrated In silhou-
ettes that have a taking way of speaking for
themselves.

Mott. Lawrence. To the credit of the sea.

t$i.5o. Harper. 7-17361.

Eight dramatic stories of the sea and the
fishermen of the Labrador coast: To the credit
of the sea. The white squall, The world of wat-
ers. The leaving of a dory. The best man out
of Labrador, Uncle Sam Simmons. To'mie's
luck, and Adrift.

"Will Interest the lover of sea yarns."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 178. O. '07.

"We are glad to recommend this book as
the best its author has produced."

-I- -h Ath. 1907, 1: 789. Je. 29. 200w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 359. Je. 1, '07. 120w.

"The stories . . . are quite brutal, yet light-
ened by attempts at current popular senti-
ment."

h Outlook. 86: 477. Je. 29, '07. 60w.

Mott, Lawrence. White darkness and other
stories of the great Northwest. $1.50.

Outing. 7-4162.
Sixteen "tales of the blood-anJ-iron men of

the Northland." Stories of the trappers and
the brave hearts that beat beneath their rough
exteriors, stories of the Indians and the work
of the Canadian mounted police; all are in-
tensely dramatic and are told with much feel-
ing and few words as befits the lonely snow-
curtained land where passions are elemental
and death is a matter of dally encounter. The
tales include beside the title story; Jaquette,
The silver fox. The current of fear, Wa-gush,
Follette, The talking of Almighty voice, and
others.

4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3:78. Mr. '07.

"The stories are all picturesque, and some
contain really vivid descriptive writing. There
Is a photographic quality about them. Clean-
cut and clever, they have craft, but not art, ex-
cept, perhaps, In two cases."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 686. N. 30. llOw.
"What differentiates the stories of Lawrence

Mott from those of Mr. London Is the occasion-
al unforscen flash of generosity and self-sac-
rifice, the revelation of tenderness in unex-
pected quarters, that shines out like a beacon
light across the gloom of the pictures he
draws."

4- Bookm. 25: 183. Ap. '07. 440w.

"These stories are all of the type known as
'magazinable;' which means that the chances
are against their proving (to Invent a similar
verbal horror) really 'bookable.' "

-1 Nation. 84: 201. F. 28, '07. 120w.

"They have less of that strength, boldness,
and incisiveness which make London's life pic-
tures stand out like silhouettes against a full
white moon, but they have more appreciation
of the lights and shadows in the picture, more
gentleness of mood, and a more poetic apprecia-
tion of nature."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 114. F. 23, '07. 30Ow.

"Mr. Mott writes Incisively with no waste of
words, and he has the dramatic sense In a
high degree, but tragic bloodshed is much more
frequent in his pages than in Parker's tales
of the same sort." Vernon Atwood.

-}- Putnam's. 2: 619. Ag. '07. 160w.

Mottram, William. True story of George
Eliot in relation to "Adam Bede."
*$L75. McClurg.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"The reader wlio picks up the volume in
search of a sensation will be sorely disappoint-
ed. It ip a jumble of family traditions, diffuse-
ly writt(?n. and displaying a marvellous lack of
transition: but it is a genuine production
nevertheless."

i Nation. S4: :;93. Mr. 28, '07. 860w.

R. of Rs. 35: 113. Ja. '07. lOOw.

Moulton, Forest Ray. Introduction to
astronomy. *$i.6o. Macmillan. 6-14049.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"A good text book. Its chief Viistinctive fea-
ture is the exposition of the 'planetesimal the-
ory' propounde'd as a substitute for the nebu-
lar hypothesis of Laplace."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 47. F. '07.

"Prof. Moulton's point of view is his own.
in rnatiy ways unlike that of the textbooks
in general use. Although the order and em-
phasis of presentation may be sometimes criti-

cized, there can be no question that the book
is throughout suggestive and stimulating. '

Mary W. Whitney.
-f --I Astrophys. J. 25: 151. Mr. '07. 920w.

Reviewed by E. T. Brewster.
+ Atlan. 100: 263. Ag. '07. 160w.

Moulton. Richard Green. Modern reader's
Bible: the books of the Bible with
three books of the Apocrypha pre-
sented in modern literary form; cd.

with introds. and notes. *^'$2. Macmil-
lan. 7-34574.

A one-volume edition of the reader's Bible.
The text used is that of the Revised version
and the chapters and verses of the King James
version are noted in figures on the margfln. The
general divisions follow the topical arrangement
used In the volumes of the smaller separate edi-
tions.

Moulton, Richard Green. Shake.«;pear3 as a

dramatic thinker: a popular illustration

of fiction as the experimental side of

philosophy. *$i.50. Macmillan. 7-29024.

The introduction of Dr. Moulton's study con-
siders "What Is Implied in 'The moral system
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of Shakespeare.' " Following: his preliminary
observations he conducts his inquiry along
three lines of thought: the first presents par-
ticular dramas to illustrate what may be recog-
nized as root ideas in the philosophy of trhakes-
peare; the second surveys the world of Shakes-
peare's creation in its moral complexity; the
third considers the forces of life in Sliakes-
peare's moral world, so far as these c-xpress
themselves in dramatic forms from personal will
at one end of the scale to overruling providence
at the other end.

"The weakness of the book lies chiefly In
just this neglect of the oft-despised sources.
The reputation of the work as suggestive and
stimulating is of course deserved, and it will
doubtless long continue to serve as a useful
guide In a fruitful kind of study."

-J Dial. 43: 291. N. 1, '07. 130w.

Mozart, Johann. Twenty piano compo-
sitions; ed. by Carl Reinecke. (Music-
ian's lib., V. 26.) $2.50; pa. $1.50. Dit-
son. 7-1326.

The twenty selections from Mozart composi-
tion are prefaced by a sympathetic biographic-
al slcetch by Dr. Reinecke.

"There is probably no one volume better fit-

ted to arouse the piano student's interest in
Mozart."

H- A. L, A. Bkl. 3:101. Ap. '07.

-f- Dial. 42: 260. Ap. 16, '07. l'90w.

+ Nation. 84:319. Ap. 4, '07. 42aw.

Mudd, Samuel A. Life of Dr. Samuel A.
Mudd; ed. by his daughter, Nettie
Mudd; with preface by D. Eldridge
Monroe. $3. Neale. 7-3.

Containing his letters from Fort Jefferson,
Dry Tortugas island, where he was imprisoned
four years for alleged complicity in the assas-
sination of Abraham Lincoln, with statements
of Mrs. Samuel A. Mudd, Dr. S. A. Mudd, and
Edward Spangler regarding the assassination
and the argument of General Ewing on the
question of the jurisdiction of the Military com-
mission and on the law and facts of the case,
also "diary" of John Wilkes Booth.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 722. Ap. '07. SOw.

Ind. 62: 619. Mr. 14, '07. 50w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12:63. F. 2, '07. 330w.

R. of Rs. 35: 386. Mr. '07. 120w.

Mudge, James. Fenelon: the mystic. *$i
West. Meth. bk. 7-14595-

An appreciative treatment of Fenelon, his
life, character, and influence is contained in
this volume of ihe "Men of the kingdom" se-
ries.

Mulford, Clarence E, Bar—20. $1.50. Out-
ing. 7-23640.

"Twenty-five chapters of gunpowder smoke, of
shanty towns in New Mexico or Texas, thick
with dust, pierced with bullets, strewn with
prostrate forms of cowboys. Terse descriptions
of alkali plains, of Gila monsters cayuses and
the playful manners of the Bar-20 outfit."—Na-
tion.

"Bellghtful one dollar and a half 'dime nov-
el.'

"

+ Ind. 63: 942. O. 17, '07. 180w.
"The narrative is full of swing, so full as to

swing past at top speed without making any
particular impression beyond the fact that Bar-
20 invariably worsts its enemies."— Nation. 85: 168. Ag. 22, '07. SiOw.
"A rattling good story."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 383. Je. 15, '07. 140w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 502. Ag. 17, '07. 380w.

Mumby, Frank Arthur, ed. Letters of lit-
* erary men. 2v. ea. *$i. Dutton. 7-18132.
Two volumes of letters which begin with

Fences Burney and end with Robert Buchan-
an. The collection is divided into four groups
as follows: The age of Wordsworth and Scott,
The age of Byron, The early Victorian age and
The age of Tennyson.

"Mr. Mumby might have left his work to re-
sponsible critics, v/ithout suggesting that It
was thorough and painstaking. It is both, and
the volumes afford some of the most interest-
ing reading which we have come across of late.
The editors short notes by way of introduction
are capable, and his taste in selection, on the
whole, admirable."
+ -\ Ath. 1907. 1: 99. Ja. 2€. 280w. (Review

of V. 1 and 2.)

"A very attractive and companionable book.
In these two volumes you have not only an
index museum to most of the best letter writ-
ers of the last two centuries, but also a quan-
tity of invaluable material for testing and re-
vivifying many of the salient or amusing pas-
sages in literary annals."
+ -] Lond. Times. 5: 426. D. 21, '06. 130Ow.

(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

"There is a wealth of good reading which is
of exactly the right kind to take up and dip
into at any olace for a half-hour's rational en-
joyment."

-f- Outlook. 87: 356. O. 19, '07. 170w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

"Mr. Mumby has done his work well. One
or two letters could have been spared."

-j Spec. 98: 25. Ja. 5, '07. ISOw.
"It is the autobiographical interest of these

letters that appeals most to the reader."
+ Spec. 98: sup. 643. Ap. 27, '07. 1800w.

Munn, Charles Clark. Boyhood days on
* the farm: a story for 'young and old

boys. il. '$1.50. Lothrop. 7-38603.
In which the old gambrel-roofed farmhouse

with open fireplace, big woodshed and tall well-
sweep, the meadow and stream, and the iso-
lated school at the cross roads are rescued
from oblivion and made thp environment of a
farmer lad of the old New England type. The
winter and summer humdrum is pictured with
all a youngster's resentment of the irksomeness
of so tame a life yet it is made the all-impor-
tant factor in the sturdy development of a type
that has ever been prominent in the nation's
development.

N. Y. Times. 12: 769. N. 30, '07. 150w.

Munro, Neil. Bud. t$i.5o. Harper. 7-20870.
Bud is a h'ttle Chicago .siri who steps serene-

ly iiito the home of her staid aunts in a Scot-
tish village. She is a conrradictory mixture of
owlish wisdom and baby ignorance, and when-
ever she e-presses her thoughts it is with a
goodly bit of slang that shocks her newly found
relatives. It is a charmin? book with a fresh-
ness entirely its om'u.

"We cannot readily forgive Mr. Monro
for permitting the child to have the inevitable
attack of pneumonia in chapter thirteen, and
his descriptive style when elated is like that of
Dickens at his worsr. But, after ail. Bud is
the thing, and Bud. if we may use an expres-
sion that might have come from her lips, is a
peach with .1 stone in it."

-I Acad. 72: 562. Je. 8, '07. 230w.
"Although the child Is overdrawn and speaks

a language too picturesque, and the story has
no particular merit, there is a freshness about
it that many will find charming."

-\ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 179. O. '07. 4«

"Not perhaps a book of solid merit, or daz-
zling wit, but neither is it in the least dull
or in the least pretentious."

-I- Nation. 84: 16. Jl. 4, '07. 270w.
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Munro, Neil—Continued.
"A pretty story this, but badly constructed."

-\ Outlook. 86: 610. Jl. 20, '07. 40w.
"She is a fascinating- child, and though the

book is spun out unnecessarily, and Mr. Mun-
ro's humour is at times strained, her dealings
with her neighbors make a very pleasant sto-
ry."

H Sat. R. 103: 787. Je. 22, '07. 160w.
"Though the little American plav-actress is

the central ligure of this higli-spirited and
wholesome entertainment, its abiding charm
resides in the portraiture of the 'people of the
placid, old. half-rustic world, that lives forevei
with rpalitif^s, and aeldom sees the passions
eoujiterfeited.' "

+ Spec. 98: 90S. Je. S, '07. 700.

Munro, William Bennett. Seigniorial sys-
tem in Canada: a study in French
colonial policy. *$2. Longmans. 7-11561.

"Beginning with an introductory chapter on
the European background of French coloniza-
tion. Dr. Munro traces the history of the seigni-
orial grants from 1598 to 1760. After this, with
the elaborate critical apparatus and bibliog-
raphy of the 'scientific historian,' he describes
the relations of the seignior to his superiors and
his dependents, and the fiscal and religious sys-
tems of New France. He concludes with chap-
ters on British Canada which strengthen our
growing conviction that the American revolu-
tionists were uninformed when they ma'de the
famous Quebec act a chief grievance against
Great Britain."—Ind.

Dixon's line among a people imaginative and
emotional, but not analytical or introspective."
and.)

"Within the limits he imposes on himself he
has done his task extremely well. He is always
accurate. The bi-bliographical apparatus is ex-
cellent and altogether the book attains to a very
high standard both of historical insight and of
scholarship."

-t- + Am. Hist. R. 13:171. O. '07. 1040w.
"For the student of colonial history this book

offers a valuable sidelight; for the Canadian
student its direct value must be great. It will
be long before the work has to be done ag-aln."
+ -I- Ind. 63: 944. O. 17, '07. 240w.

"It has been reser^'ed for Professor Munro not
only to coordinate materials which were brought
together fifty years ago with those which have
leen accumulated by his own efforts, but to
supply the proper perspective, enliven obscure
oetails by critical insight, and set forth the
seigniorial system, as an organic whole."

+ + Nation. 85: 283. S. 26, '07. 1530w.
"The foreg-oing- criticisms, it will be noted,

deal with minor matters, Professor M'unro's
book is to be heartily recommended to all stu-
dents of Canadian institutions." F. P. Walton.
+ H Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 729. D. '07. 960w.

"It is indeed a mine of information, all the
more valuable that it is written throug-hout witli
absolute dispassionateness."

-f -I- Sat. R. 104: 517. O. 26, '07. lOOOw.
"We congratulate the autlior on the success

with which he has accomplished his task. The
only portion of his work that seems to fall be-
low the high level reached in the earlier chap-
ters Is that which deals with the period of
British control, a phasei of the subject which
might well receive separate and fuller treat-
ment." Charles M. Andrews.
+ H Yale R. 16: 321. N. '07. 600w.

Munson, John William. Reminiscences of
a Mosby guerrilla. **$2. Moffat. 6-40255.

Mr. Munson became one of the Partisan
rangers at the .ueginning of their career and
remained until the final surrender. "The spir-
it of the author is fair and his admiration of
courage impartial. Every one who rode with
Mosby has exciting experiences, hot fighting,
fast ridine. and narrow escapes." (Outlook.)
"It Is hardly history that he gives, but rather
adventure with a historic setting. Or If It be
called history, it must be classified as of that
specialized type produced south of Mason and

"Contains much repetition, but is otherwise
Interesting in the manner of telling as well as
matter, and is characterized by considerable
humor."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 47. F. '07.

H- Dial. 42:145. Mr. 1, '07. 590w.
"Tells in a spirited and captivating way the

-itory of Mosby'.g cuerrillas."
+ Ind. 62 61S. Mr. 14, '07. 330w.

Nation. 84: 82. Ja. 24, '07. 160w.
"This is a plain, clear narrative, told with

no pretense of literary grace or historical ac-
curacy, but with abundance of stirring inci-
dent."

+ Outlook. 84. S-,'2. D. 1, '06. 80w.

Munsterberg, Hugo. Eternal life. **85c.
Houghton. 5-11083.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"It is concei'/fd in a somewhat sentimental
fashion. The argument, though expounded in
an attr.iotive and popular manner, is, however,
essentially metiphvsical."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 377. Mr. 30. llOw.

Munsterberg, Hugo. Science and idealism.
**85c. Houghton. 6-15720.

"This little book gives the text of a lecture
delivered last winter before the students of
Yale university. In it Professor Miinsterberg
indicates in brief compass his position in re-
gard to certain fundamental philosophical prob-
lems, restating in somewhat popular form the
theories of the relations of science to experi-
ence, and of the classification of the sciences,
which are already familiar to readers of the
books and articles which he has published dur-
ing the last few years."—Philos. R.

"This little book is remarkable in that it pre-
sents m clear and simple outline a system of
transcendental philosophy that is admittedly
both abstruse and elaborate." W. P. Mon-
tague.

-f -F J. Philos. 4:161. Mr. 14, '07. 1370w.

"The form of this presentation is admirably
clear and direct. Moreover, it is throughout
dignified and earnest, as becomes an address
on serious topics, and does not seek to gain
popularity and effectiveness by the adoption
of slang or phrases caught up from the man
on ihe street." J. E. C.

-I- + Philos. R. 16:95. Ja. '07. 520w.

Murray, A. M. Imperial outposts, from a

strategical and commercial aspect; with
special reference to the Japanese alli-

ance; with a preface by Earl Roberts.
*$3.5o. Button. 7-38236.

"Colonel Murray makes a strategical and com-
mercial survey of imperial outposts with a spe-
cial eye to the obligations of the Japanese alli-

ance. His book is .the result of a journey to the
Mediterranean. Aden, Hong Kong and other
British fortified stations, as well as to Japan
and Canada. It is based on first hand-informa-
tion which should be useful to all who wish to
make a study of the conditions in which the
Empire would find itself on the outbreak of a
great war. When Colonel Murray wants to ex-
press an opinion, as a rule he gives that of an
expert whose views he has had the advantage of
obtaining direct."—Sat. R.

"If we note those opinions from which we
differ, it must be with the preliminary remarks
that there is still more in the book with which
we thoroughly agree, and that the whole of it

is suggestive and worthy of the most careful
consideration."

-I Ath. 1907, 1:533. My. 4. 1140w.
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"He knows how to put things shortly, and he
does not hesitate to state the conclusions
which his information has led him to form,

whether they are or are not favourable to the

existing- state of things." . ,„„„_
+ Lond. Times. 6: 275. S. 13, '07. ISOOw.

"The number of material points touched on is

great; the work is one of much value." George
R. Bishop.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 501. Ag. 17, '07.

1250W.
"Colonel Murray's is a volume of peculiar in-

terest to the military strategist of whatever
country."

+ Outlook. 86: 611. Jl. 20, '07. 720w.

"It Is In no sense of the word authoritative
and is but a slight contribution to our knowl-
edge." G: Louis Beer.

+ Putnam's. 2: 74.j. S. '07. 70w.

"This book will materially assist the study and
closer knowledge of the Empire from Malta
round the world to Halifax."
+ + Sat. R. 103: 660. My. 25, '07. 230w.

"The book has made us feel two things: first,

that we should like to see every officer in the
British army with t'ne wide vision and interest
in the strategical and commercial organization
of the empire which Colonel Murray displays:
and secondly, that we should desire more e\i-

dence before accepting all the very definite vnn-
clusions of the author."
+ — Spec. 9S: 831. My. 25, '07. 1050w.

Murray, David. Japan; rev. ed. (Story of
the nations.) **$i.35. Putnam. 6-37650.

Continuing the history to the close of 1905,

with tho provisions of the Treaty of Ports-
mouth between Russia and .Japan, and supple-
mentary chapters by Baron Kentaro Kaneko.

"Yet deserves a place in a popular library,

however, for its comparative freedom from sen-
timental and moral juogment of the things
narrated, as well as for its wealth of descrip-
tive, though uncritically presented data. Mr.
Vorse's two supplementary chapters on the con-
stitution and the Chinese and Russian wars
seem to possess singularly strong and weak
points. Baron Kaneko's two lectures cannot be
said to deserve a place in a book of history.

Jhey are pleas of an advocate, as well as
amenities of an envov." K. Asakawa.

-I-
— Am. Hist. R."l3: 152. O. '07. 1230w.

"The real claim of the book depends not on
tho revised features so much as on the whole
view it gives of .Tapaiiese Mslorv fri-rn the be-
ginning of the empire down to the present
time."

-t- Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 417. Mr. '07. 220w.

Nation. S5: SO. Jl. 25, '07. 30w.

-I- Outlook. S5: 95. Ja. 12. '07. 230w.

-f R. of Rs. 34:753. D. '06. 80w.

Murray, James Erskine-. Handbook of

wireless telegraphy; its theorv ana
practice; for the use of electrical engi-

neers, students, and operators. *$3.:;0r

Van Xoslrand. 7-37604.

A handbook -which is not encyclopedic yet is

-more than a simple exposition of the su)>.iect.

It is intended for those -whr) understand some-
thing of the theory and practice of wireless
telegraphy and who are familiar with th<^ t<'cli-

nical terms.

"The author has arranged what niay be fair-

ly considered a niost thorough general treatise

of wireless telegraphy, and one brine:ing to-
gether the latest knowledge and theories."

-f- -I- Engin. N. 58: 540. N. .14, '07. 490w.

"With all due respect to Dr. Erskine-Murray.
we submit that this handbook is a striking ex-
ample of how not to write on wireless teleg-

raphy or any other sub.iect. [Containsl much of

Intrinsic value and interest, particularly, for

example the seventeenth chapter, on theories
of transmission." M^aurice Solomon.

h Nature. 70: 563. O. 3, '07. 660w.

Murrcll, Cornelia Randolph (Mrs. David
Gamble Murrcll). What Marjorie saw
abroad. $1.50. Neale. 6-43797.

A bright, wide-awake account of a trip abroad
in which are given helpful bits of information
for the prospective traveler. "It Is not intended
for a guide-book—only a forerunner."

"The descriptions are accurate and good, and
not so long drawn out as to be tiresome."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 19. Ja. 12, '07. 120w.

Muther, Richard. History of modern paint-
ing; rev. ed. continued by the author
to the end of the 19th centuI}^ 4v.
*$25. Button.

A revision of the first German edition, ap-
pearing in 1894, which has been continued to
the end of the nineteenth century. "Besides all
the old illustrations from woodcuts and photo-
graph.'^, each of the new volumes contains about
a dozen full-page plates in color—a fine gallery
in themselves." (Dial.)

"For a survey of so wide a field this is just
what is wanted; a bold rather than a subtle vis-
ion and a valuable style that carries the reader
along to the next chapter before he thinks of
criticising the last."

-r Acad. 73: 093. Jl. 20, '07. 790w.

"Suffers precisely from a eertain determinism
which prevents him from realizing the artistic
life of this period in relation not only to the
past, Init also to the future."

+ — Ath. 1907, 2: 160. Ag. 10. 14S0w.

"The whole latter portion of the second vol-
ume is inferior to the rest of the work, and
gives the effect of having been written in a
much more hurried and perfunctory manner."
Elizabeth Kendall.
4-

-I Bookm. 25: 619. Ag. '07. 1430w.

Re\-iewed by Anna B. McMahan,
4- Dial. 43: 11. Jl. 1, 'o7. 130w.

"It is not often that one is permitted to write
with unqualified enthusiasm of a history of art
that is encyclopedic in its range, for the reason
that few men who ha\'e written upon the sub-
ject combine Professor iluther's profound eru-
dition, soreness of judgment, excellence of taste
and grace and fluency of expression."

-t- -I- Ind. 63: 220. Jl. 25, '07. 550w.

"At the end of the English survey only does
he fail us."

H Int. Studio. 32: 167. Ag. '07. 310w.

"The author, though there is a certain origi-

nality in his method (which is rather psycho-
logical than chronological) does not tak(^ the
very high rank amongst art critics of the day
claimed for him. In spite, however, of certain
peculiarities of style, he has brought together
in a convenient form a vast amount of infor-

mation, and now and then hits on a very apt
comparison."

-I Int Studio. 32: 334. O. '07. 230w.

"NoAvhere else can the student turn for an
exhaustive critical study of the nineteenth cen-

tury, a statement which, in itself, declares the

unique value of this work."
+ Lit. D. 35: 417. S. 21, '07. 700w.

"Everv one—artist, connoisseur, and critic

—

who desires to learn the real mission of modern
art and comprehend its present status as indi-

viduallv and still more or less nationally ex-
pressed should read Prof. Muther's work."

-1- -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 349. Je 1, '07. 1620w.

"Americans . . . will feel some sense of dis-

appointment, therefore, in not finding more
pages devoted to American art in Dr. Muther's
books. Dr. Muther writes with an incisive

phrase, far removed from the ponderous, in-

volved stvle of some of his compatriots."

H Outlook. 86: 478. Je. 29, '07. 550w.
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Muther, Richard. History of painting; tr.

from the Germ, and ed. with critical

notes by George Kriehn. **$S. Putnam.
7-1 1026.

An "attempt to explain from the psychology
of each period rts dominant style and to In-

terpret the works of art as 'human docu-
ments.' " "The work is in two volumes and
contains eighty illustrations. "It deals with th<»

entire development of European paintings from
the 'downfall of the antique world,' the fourth

century, to the early years of the nineteenth."

(N. Y. Times.)

"A valuable book."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 125. My. '07.

"The excellent bibliography and the index of

artists are additional merits of these exhaus-
tive, original, sumptuous volumes." Anna B.

McMahan. „„„+ -I- Dial. 43: 12. Jl. 1, '07. 1920w.

"It is only by comparison with the larger

work that this two-volume 'history of paint-

ing" elicits criticism. There is hardly another
work of similiar scope that is at once so com-
pact with information and so pleasant to read."

H Ind. 63: 220. Jl. 25, '07. llOw.

"He seeks the explanation of the painter's
work as a product of the times. Though Dr.
Muther has not been the only writer to em-
ploy this method in the study of art, it is not
the general fashion, and his development of it

is conspicuous particularly for the breadth of

the field to which he has applied it. The style

Is, for a book of the kind, unexpectedly spon-
taneous and free from the pedantic touch."

+ + Int. Studio. 31: sup. 51. Ap. '07. 880w.

"His book reveals considerable familiarity
with a very wide range of art, and may be read
with as much advantage as entertainment, if

the reader will constantly remain on his guard
and take frequent opportunities of testing the
author's statements, especially when they
strike him as particularly clever."

H Lend. Times. 6: 182. Je. 7, '07. 680w.

"Dr. Muther's faults are what seem to us
the faults of broad philosophical generaliza-

tions based on erroneous or insufficient prem-
ises—the faults of a man who would take a
large view of things without allowing himself
to be hampered by inconvenient or tedious
facts, who would, in a word, evolve his camel
from his inner consciousness."

;- — Nation. 85: 85. Jl. 25, '07. 2110w.

"It is more elaborate and less encyclopaedic
than 'The story of art throughout the ages,' by
S. Reinach, and is hardly a 'history' in the gen-
eral acceptation of the term. Its principal fea-

tures are exposition, criticism and connoisseur-
ship."

-f- + N. Y. Times. 11: 811. D. 1, '06. 80w.

"His criticism is entirely modern^—his ap-
praijemenls justified by the effect produced! on
the modern mind. Vain endeavor, idiosyn-
crasy, custom—all are gauged according to the
modern standard of satisfying results."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 300. My. 11, '07. 580w.

"His books are distinguished from others be-
cause, as far as possible, their author ap-
proaches every great movement and every
great man from a purely psychological point
of view. The result is gratifying."

+ + Outlook. 86: 568. Je. 13, '07. 480w.

"From a strictly scientific standpoint the
work as a whole is somewhat lacking in a due
appreciation of the racial element in art, for
the author is manifestly more of a psychologist
than an ethnologist. And yet so grateful Is

one for these fresh, vital and inspirational vol-
umes that criticism is almost disarmed." Chris-
tian Brinton.
+ -i Putnam's. 2: 124. Ap. '07. 59(hv.

"Scholarly work."
-)- R. of Rs. 35: 639. My. '07. 50w.

Myers, Frederic William H. Human per-
sonality and its survival of bodily death;
ed. and abridged by his son, Leopold
H. Myers. **$3. Longmans. 7-1302.

An abridged editions of a work whose aim
"is principally, to collect evidence of the phe-
nomena discussed. Nevertheless, the author
enters to some extent, on the more difficult and
dangerous path of interpretation and theory."
(Cath. World.) Following an introduction the
chapter headings are as follows: Disintegration
of personality, Genius, Sleep, Hypnotism, Sen-
sory automatism. Phantasms of the dead, Mot-
or automatism and Trance, possession and
ecstasy.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 144. My. '07.

"One of the most valuable contributions that
has been made to the literature of psychic sci-
ence."

4- + Arena. 36: 671. Je. '07. 520w.
"Without eliminating anything characteristic

or typical, the editor has compressed the orig-
inal into thjs one volume."

4- Cath. World. 85: 254. My. '07. 280w.

N
Naish, Ethel M. Browning and dogma;

seven lectures on Browning's attitude
towards dogmatic religion. *$i.40. Mac-
millan. 7-6792.

Tn this volume the author "takes half a doz-
en poems—'Caliban upon Setebos,' 'Cleon,'
'Bishop Blougram's apology.' 'Christmas eve
and Easter day,' and 'L.a Saisaz'—and subjects
them to minute running analysis."—Acad.

"In all her two hundred pages there is no
notii of freshness or originality, and she has
nothing of importance to contribute to our
knowledge either of the special works selected
or of Browning's poetry in general."— h Acad. 70: 328. Ap. 7, 'OU. 990w.

"The style is clear and workmanlike, the
matter often thoughtful, and the plan most pa-
tiently elaborated. The reader whose concern
is witli poptry, the reader, that is to say, who
can hop with catholic delight from Milton to
Shakespeare and from Keats to Wordsworth,
will not get through this book. It is too con-
scientious."

H Sat. R. 101: 398. Mr. 31, '06. 1090w.

Naylor, James Ball. Scalawags. $i.SO-

Dodge, B. W. 7-11210.

This story opens upon .a wintry afternoon in
a district school house when a class reciting
in "Green's grammar" is interrupted by a
tramp and his dog who beg shelter and warmth
for an hour. Tlie tramp finds among the pu-
pils a kindred .so-jI who one day joins the wan-
derer and casts in his lot with him. Their ex-
periences end in the boy's reforming the "bad
man," who in turn plans for the education of

the lad whose mother had been his sweetheart
and ha'd found him unworthy.

"Some of the descriptims are fairly well
done, but the incidents aro often extravagant,
and the characterization cannot be highly
praised."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 365. Je. 8, '07. 200vv.

Neame, L. E. Asiatic danger in the colo-

nies. *$i.2S. Dutton. 7-32192.

Six voars of study in Asia and South Africa
lie back of Mr. Noame's portrayal of the sub-
ject. He shows "how insidiously the patient

and stable races of the Orient are at work un-
dermining the white man's boasted powt r, and
how .concrete is the peril." (.N. T. Times.)
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"Undoubtedly the facts presented by tlie auth-
or lead to the conclusion that the only effec-
tive method of securing that a land equally
adapted for Europeans and Asiatics should be
/nade a home for European settlers is that of
almost total exclusion, adopted by Australia,
joined to a fixed determination on the part of
iSuropeans to engage in all forms of manual
work themselves." (Lond. Times.)

Ind. 63: 691. S. 19, '07. 580w.

J. Pol. Econ. 16: 642. D. '07. 260w.

"Mr, Neame's book is one of very great value
to anybody desirous of understanding this
question, not only in South Africa, but also In
Australia and Canada."

-j- Lond. Times. 6:122. Ap. 19, '07. 450w.

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 413. Je. 29, '07. 1480w.

Near East: the present situation in Monte

-

* negro, Bosnia, Servia, Bulgaria, Rou-
mania, Turkey and Macedonia, il. *$3.

Doubleday. W 7-173.

An sinonymous publication which reveals the
author In close touch with European rulers and
prime ministers. "He sipped coffee, smoked
cigarettes, and talked with the 'various kings
and princes of the Balkan states,' the Sultan
of Turkey, and nearly all the members of the
various cabinets, as well as with people of the
middle class and with peasants, in order to
form some conclusion as to the real situation

—

political, economical, social, and financial—in
this European hotbed of discord." (Dial.)

"The author is animated by strong, though
obviously unconscious, bias against the Hellen-
ic element in the BaJkans, as well as against
Germany and Austria."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 661. Je. 1. 550w.

"Every page reveals the author as one who
investigates his subject thoroughly, discrimin-
ates his Information carefully, and writes con-
vincingly." H. E. Coblentz.

-I- DIat. 43: 3T2. D. 1, '07. 690w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 50w.
"The book is specially valuable in the light

It throws upon Servia."
-f Outlook. 87: 589. N. 16, '07. 200w.

"A trenchantly written volume."
4- R. of Rs. 36:639. N. '07. llOw.

"That he has been told the whole truth and
nothing but the truth on all occasions he does
not himself contend. But by separating the
grain from the chaff of official information and
relating It to his own private investigations he
claims to have obtained a uniquely accurate in-
sight into Balkan affairs."

H Spec. 99: sup. 462. O. 5, '07. 320w.

Neely, Thomas Benjamin. South America,
a mission field. *3Sc. West. Meth. bk.

6-42354.
A compact presentation of South American

missions intended to awaken interest In the
field and its evangelical possibilii.»es.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 118. Ja. '07. 20w.

Neihardt, John Gneisenau. Lonesome trail.

t$i.so. Lane. 7-19597-
Twenty short stories which are concerned

with the Indians of the Omaha and Ponca
tribes, with French and Indian half-breeds,
with gamblers and trappers and ranchmen and
[various] types of the frontier.

"One or two of the stories, regarded from
the point of view of art, pure and simple, are
excellent specimens of their class. "We should
be reluctant to pass judgment on Mr. Neihardt
on the strength of this collection of stories, and
we are inclined to think that he will do better
work when he has learnt restraint."

h Acad. 72:610. Je. 22, '07. 270w.

"Despite their undeniable charm and the viv-
id manner in which they picture the life of the
Indian and the haJf-breed trapper of the west,
they leave a distinctly depressing effect on the
mind." Amy C. Rich.

H Arena. 38: 222. Ag. '07. 130w.
"[The stories] have good workmanship in

them; strength of incident and feeling, and no
padding. The author has more feeling for style
than usually falls to the man who knows the
extreme limits of civilization."

-1- Ath. 1907, 1: 789. Je. 29, 60w.

"Mr Neihardt overdoes his effects very fre-
quently, and he is much given to allowing his
people to talk in grandiloquent style. ... It
will be a pity if he continues to allow his excel-
lent endowment of strength and vividness of
imagination to be marred by such obvious
faults of taste and style."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 350. Je. 1, '07. 250w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 383. Je. 16, '07. 130w.

"He gives us an over-accumulation of vivid
detail which defeats Its own ends. He Is orig-
inal, he Is frequently haunting and Inspirlngr,
but somehow he Just 'misses.' "

h Sat. R. 104: 369. S. 21, '07. SOw.

Nelson's encyclopaedia; ed. by Frank
Moore Colby and George Sandeman.
I2V. $48. Nelson. 7-7496.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"On the whole, we think highly of this en-
cyclopedia, which fairly realizes the German
ideal of a konversation-lexicon, and which is
published at a price moderate enough to place
it within the means ol a laige number of read-
ers."

+ + Dial. 42: 259. Ap. 17, '07. 220w. (Re-
view of V. 1-12 )

+ + — Ind. 63: 338. Ag. 8, '07. 760w. (Review
of V. 1-12.)

"The blurred and badly printed illustrations,
the poor maps, andl the comparatively large
proportion of space given up to subjects of
'current interest' are still the points that most
seriously detract from the permanent value of
the books."
+ + — Nation. 84: TiQ. Ja. 17, '07. 380w. (Re-

view of V. 5-10.)

"In general, the most obvious faults appear
to be (1) too great a condensation resulting
sometimes in vagueness, but oftener in a fail-
ure to bring out properly the comparative im-
portance of real significance of facts and
events, (2) a lack of propoi'tion from which no
encyclopedia is ever free, but which is here
possibly more marked as a result of its bi-
national origin, and (3) too great emphasis on
matters of current or contemporary interest,
both as to text and illustration. No great re-
liance should be placed on the atlas feature of
the work."

] Nation. 84: 524. Je. 6, '07. 730w. (Re-
view of v. 11 and 12.)

"Searching through this book at random we
are pleased with the articles, however on the
whole."
+ -i N. Y. Times. 12: 42. Ja. 26, '07. 1320w.

(Review of v. 1-10.)

"Some of th(; longer articles are compre-
hensive and as nearly exhaustive as encyclo-
pedia articles can well be made. The minor
subjects are treated In a terse and condensed
manner."

-r -I- R. of Rs. 25: 256. F. '07. 90w. (Re-
view of V. 1-12.)

Nernst, Walter. Experimental and theo-
retical applications of thermodynamics
to chemistry; Vi^ith diagrams. **$i.25.

Scribner.
Ten lectures delivered on the Silliman founda-

tion at Tale university in 1906.
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Nernst, Walter—Continued.
"The chief value of the work is its suggestive-

ness and stimulus to tliought and research. It

will be of that value to every one vi^ho will 'read^

mark, learn and mwardly digest' its contents."

J. W. Richards.
+ + Engin. N. oS: 180. Ag. 15, '07. 790w.

Nation. 85: 256. S. 1<J, '07. 4&0w.

"Whether the reader is interested in the fun-

damental theoretical speculations or the prac-

tical amplication of the derived formulae, Prof.

Nernst's series of lectures cannot be too warm-
ly recommended."
+ + Nature. 77: 52. N. 21, '07. 230w.

"Nernst has here produced a thoroughly in-

teresting and readable book on a very abstruse

and difficult subject. As a rgsumfe of the ques-

tion of chemical equilibria at high temperatures

it will have a distinct value."
4- + Technical Literature. 2: 5(9. D. 07.

540w.

Nesbit, Wilbur Dick. Land of makc-bc-

lievc, and other Christmas poems.

**$i.40. Harper. 7-36127.

Mr. Nesbit weaves in rime the fancies of

make-believe land that every child loves to

cherish. His poems are all about Christmas
and the unrealities and impossibilities that make
a veritable stalk to meet the sky
"And Jack goes up and down it—we have seen
him, you and I."

"Children will like them, but grown people

will like them even better."

-I- Dial. 43: 431. D. 16, '07. 90w.

"Taking it as a whole the book is a trifle

tiresome." _ .„— R. of Rs. 3G: 765. D. '0/. oOw.

Netfcleship, Richard Lewis. Memoir ot

Thomas Hill Green, late fellow of Bal-

liol college, Oxford, and Whyte's pro-

fessor of moral philosophy in the uni-

versity of Oxford; with a short preface

specially written for this edition by
Mrs. T. H. Green. *$i.50. Longmans.

7-15903-

"The waitings of 'J honias Hill Green lie in

the thicc lields of philosopiiy, religion and pol-

itics xVlr. Nettleship in tliis monieir . . . brings

out the developm.,nt of the auilior's thought

in eacii of these three tields."—Ann. Am. Acad.

"The estimate of the thought and personal-

ity of the statetman-philcsopher is sympa-
theric and appreciative."

'

-f Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 220. Ja. 07. 90^v.

-f- Dial. 42: 47. Ja. 16, '07. 250w.

"I do not know where one could look for a
worthier portrayal of the philosopher's life and
mind nor for a simpler statement of the cen-

tral position of idealism, than in this short bi-

oerraDhy." B. Bosanquet.
°^+'^ + Int. J. Ethics. IS: 117. O. '07. IGOOw.

"So adniirabli; an account of a great man
well deserves the wider circulation which one

hones it mav obtain in this independent form."
.;. _ Nation. a4: 3:J. Ja. 10, '07. llOw.

"It is indeed a smgularly frank and faithful,

and vet loving account/"

-t- Spec. 97: 9So. D. li>, 'OG. 1420w.

Nevill, Lady Dorothy Leaves from the

- note-books of Lady Dorothy Nevill; cd.

by Ralph Nevill. *$3-75- Macmillan.

Mr. Ralph Nevill, aided by the note books and
the good memory of Lady Nevill, has produced

a book of reminiscences which reflects the cur-

rent thought of the period and pictures its prom-
inent men. It is a supplement to the History

of the Victorian era."

"There arc only slight blemishes on some very

bright recollections."

+ % — Ath. 1907, 2: GIO. N. 10. llaOw.

"Full of sidelights on many great characters
affording with its cheerful gossip a picture of
the times such as the more formal historian sel-

dom attempts."
-r N. Y. Times. 12: 762. N. 30, '07. 140w.

"Mr. Ralph Nevill would have discovered a
more tactful care of his mother's literary repu-
tation if he had resisted the temptation to pub-
lish thes*^ notes."
+ — Sat. R. 104: 5S0. N. 9, '07. OSOw.

"Lady Dorothy Nevill's memory yields a valu-
able picture of her times."

-i- Spec. 99: 777. N. 16. ISOOw.

Nevill, Dorothy, lady. Reminiscences of
Lady Dorothy Nevill; ed. by Ralph
Nevill. *$4,20. Longmans. 7-9818.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 101. Ap. '07.

-f Dial. 42:148. Mr. 1, '07. 2S0w.

"She chats pleasantly through the pages of
thi.s bf ok—always in good humor and alwa.vs
bright and t ntertaining." Jerinneite L. Gilder,

-h Putnam's. 1: 5U6. Ja. '07. 360w.

Nevinson, Henry Woodd. Dawn in Russia;
or, Scenes in the Russian revolution.
*$2.25. Harper. 6-35593.

The author has included in tliis volumf: "a
diary of the revolution ciry acts which have fol-

lowc-d in all parts of Russia the disasters of
the war witii Japan. ... A catalogue of well-
known horruis . . . andi inuch personal evi-
dence of his own, drawn liom visits, neces-
sarily short, to widely separated parts of Eu-
ropean Russia." (Ath.) The volume is illus-

trated with cartoons and photographs.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3; 102. Ap. '07.

"We should prefer a treatment of the sub-
ject in which the record of the writer's own
obs(;l•^•a lions w:is: distinct from his chronolog-
ical account of events which pa.s.'^ed during hi.^

jOurric\-.'5, but of which he was not a witness."
H Ath. 191)6, 1: 730. Je. 16. 280w.

-! l-ond. Times. 5: 20o. Je. 8, '06. 1290w.

"The all-pervading melancholy of Russian life

as it manifests itself in the music and the lit-

erature of the nation—all this is treated with
the sympathetic insight and the charming sin-
cerity of true art, yet with a conversational In-

formality, liberally interspersed with humor,
which gives the reader a pleasing sense of In-

timacy with the writer, as well as with an ir-

resistible subject." Abraham Cahan.
-f -h No. Am. 183: C68. O. 5, '06. 1520w.

Nevinson, Henry Woodd. Modern slavery.
**$2. Harper. 6-18826.

Dcsci-iptive note in Animal. IIKHI.

'Mr. Nevinson's account is very interest-
ing. tiT" illustrations are good and the total

iinprts.sion is that it is an account of a truth-
ful t ^•c-\vitn(s.'."

r -r Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 220. Ja. '07. 250w.

Newberry, Percy Edward, and Garstang,
John. Short history of ancient Egypt.
**$i.20. Estes. 4-21092.

iJos.-riptiv.- r.otf in Drctmbfr, 190.'..

"Opini-ins may differ as to some of the au-
thor's conclusions, but they give in concise
form material which is practically unobtain-
able el.^-cwhere in so small a compass, and the

book v%ill be found useful. A defect which
might be remedied in future editions is the ab-
sence; of a bibliography."

-I Acad. 72: u.".. Ja. 19, '07. 70w.

Newbolt, Henry John. The old country: a

romance. •$1.50. Dnttoii.

"The story begins at the present time, and
suddenly shifts to the year in which the battle

of Poicliers was fought, 'mo characters for th^

most part remain the same, nor does the scene
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change. Stephen Bulmer, in the early chapters
is a young Englishman, of Colonial upbringing,
who 'speaks of things to come as if he saw
them.' In the later chapters, he is the same
Englishman, modified by an Italian education.
But the sense of time has vanished from his
brain." (Acad.) "He is taken into 'the back-
woods of time,' where 'the real work of men
was going forward, with sweat of the brow and
blistering of hands, with action and agony and
endurance in place of talk and speculation." He
sees that all his doubts are long descended, that
Ralph Tremur, the eternal dissident, is an image
of himself, and that the future must lie with
the constructive minds, who serve under disci-
pline and keep close to the earth in their toil."
(Spec.)

"Ingenious as is Mr. Ncwbolt's thesis, it is not
for that that we would most highly praise his
book. The story is told with a tact and deli-
cacy rarely found in the modern novel."

-f + Acad. 71: 465. N. 10, '06. SlOw.
"In his dedicatory epistle he frankly ac-

knowledges that he has a purpose and we as
frankly state our conviction that that purpose
Is wrong. Nor can we commend the machinery
of the novel."— Ath. 190(3, 2: 730. D. 8. 240w.
"Beautiful romance."

+ Lend. Times. 5: 358. O. 26, '06. 1770w.
"The end far more than atones for the stiff-

ness of the beginning."
+ — Nation. 85: 79. Jl. 25, '07. 340w.

N. Y. Times. 12. 548. S. 14, '07. llOw.

"Very clear indeed is the picture of rural
mediaeval England set before us in the unfold-
ing of the tale."

-I- Outlook. 86: 832. Ag. 17, '07. 200w.
"An uncommonly thoughtful and interesting

novel. The style is distinguished, and there is

no lack of good images. It is an admirable ex-
pression of the genuine Tory spirit."

+ + Sat. R. 102: 682. D. 1, '06. 340w.

"Mr. Newbolt reads his countrymen an elo-
quent lesson, none the less profound because
it is decked with all the graces of romance."
+ + Spec. 97: 789. N. 17, '06. 1210w.

Newcomb, Simon. Side-lights on astron-
omj^; and kindred fields of popular sci-

ence. **$2. Harper. 6-34834.

Descriptive nota in Annual, 1906.

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 834. D. 29. 500w.

"Pr, Nev/comb's clear generalization of the
progress o'f astronomy has great interest and
reveals some romance in the work of the 'far-

seekors' which is lost in the tracing of the de-
tails."

-^ Ind. 61: 1568. D. 27, '06. 190w.

"A volume which is at once interesting and
instructive."

H- -t- Nature. 75: 294. Ja. 24, '07. llOw.

"He is certainly a star of the first magni-
tude in the astronomical world."
+ -f Spec. 98: 1011. Je. 29, '07. 440w.

Newman, Ernest. Wagner. (Music of the
masters ser.) $1. Brentano's. 5-40985.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"Done in a clear terse style, avoiding tech-
nical jargon."

+ Ath. 190G. 2: 840. D. 29. ISOw.

Newman, George. Infant mortality: a

social problem. (New lib. of medicine.)
*$2.5o. Button. 7-32191.

Dr. Newman studies the distribution and ex-
tent as well as the causes of infant mortality,
and directs attention to the best means of pre-
vention.

..^ i J^ written well and clearly, and should belead by every one who is interested in prevent-ing the waste of child life which is occurring

ci°v*ilS^Su^S^'""'
^"^ ^'^^ throughout everf

+ + Ath. 1906, 2: 17. Jl. 7. 360w.
-f Ind. 62:858. Ap. 11, '07. 240w.

"Dr. Newman has gotten together an im-mense amount of statistical data bearing uponinfant mortality-rates, of which data he makesmost etteciive use."
+ -r J. Pol. Econ. 15:247. Ap. '07. 150w.

Lond. Times. 5: 218. Je. 15, '06. 230w.
+ -1 Nation. 85: 104. Ag. 1, '07. 1280w.

'''Th^se thoughtful and intelligent studies can-
not fail to interest all who apply themselves to
sociology, political economy and philanthropy

"

+ + N. y. Times. 12: 132. Mr. 2, '07. 31 Ow.
+ Sat. R. 103: 402. Mr. 30, '07. 300w.

+ + Spec. 96: 951. Je. 16, '06. 500w.

Newmarch, Rosa. Poeti-y and progress in
Russia. *$3.50. Lane. W 7-152.

"In five chapters Miss Newmarch considers
tiie literary development of Russia from Push-
kin to the present. In the empire of the Czar,—as, indeed, throughout the rest of the civil-
ized world, the poets have been the pioneers
of liberty and enlightenment. This phase of
Russian culture is represented by the poets
Pushkin, Koltsov, Nikitin, Nekrassov, Khomi-
akasov, and Nadson. Translations of a number
of the representative poems from these mas-
ters supplement the essays."—R. of Rs.

Her book is practically a re-writing of what
is generally known about Pouschkin, his life
and works. Of the translations . . by Mrs
Newmarch and others perhaps the less said
the better."— -r Acad. 73: 698. Jl. 20, '07. 320w.

"We wish all success to this book: we know of
none which will give the reader more just
ideas of what is? good in Russian poetry."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 205. Ag. 24. &50w.

"The translations by the author and Prof.
Morfli; are, for the most parr, without much
distinction; those of Miss Helena Frank are
somewhat better. The value of the book lies
in its clairvoyant and interpretive criticisms,
which should do much toward creating a de-
served interest in Ru.ssian poetry." Anne Pea-

+ — N. Y. Times. 12: 566. S. 21, '07. 2400w.
R. of Rs. 36: 512. O. '07. llOw.

"Candidly speaking, the reviewer must allow
that the fault is more with the title than with
the actual scope of the book. But when all Is
said and done, Mrs. Newmarch deserves to win
readers for the poets to whose humour she has
devoted so much scholarly pains and ingenuity."

H Sat. R, 104: 454. O. 12, '07. ISOOw.

Newmarch, Rosa. Songs to a singer and
other verses. *$i.25. Lane.

"A small collection of verse, mainly concern-
ed, as its title indicates, with the emotions
evolved by another's singing, and suffers some-
what from the conseauent lack of variety."

—

N. Y. Times.

"His familiarity with his theme is unques-
tionable, and the volume of the facts and sta-
tistics that he has arranged and co-ordinated
Is a proof of painstaking effort."

+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 165. Jl. '07. 450w.

"These songs might pass muster, as being
well up to the average, if read between staves
of music. Considered as poetry, or even
verse, they are weak."

1- Ath. 1906, 2: 183. Ag. 18. 430w.

Nation. 84:35. Ja. 10, '07. lOOw.

"Miss Rosa Nev/march's lyrics are very slight
and quite unambitious; they flow pleasantly
and are free from solecisms and self-conscious
oddities. Just why any one of them was writ-
ten would perhaps be difHcult to say, for none
show much Individuality or depth of feeling."

-I Sat. R. 102: 389. S. 29, '06. 120w.
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Newton, Samuel Donald. Dolorous blade:

being a brief account of the adventures
of that good knight of the Round Ta-
ble, Sir Balin, called "Le Savage" done
into rhyme by Samuel Donald New-
ton. $1. Badger, R. G. 7-10041.

A new pootic vei-sion of the tragic story of

Sir Balin, Le Savage, and his laievfui dolorous

bla<le.

Nibelungenlied; translated by John Storer

Cobb. *$2. Small. 6-37588.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The form is a rhymed four-line stanza in

iambic octometer, the rhymes being in coup-
lets. It is a jog-trot movement, and grows
very monotonous after a few pages. But a,

great poem in the higher sense, this epdc is not,

and a fair sense of its historical importance l3

obtainable from the present version."
— Dial. 42: 20. Ja. 1, '07. 70w.

••\11 in all. this effort seems praiseworthy;
but a comparison of the average; of tho verse

with tho Lachmann text shows more th:m one
radical departure from tho senso of th-i orig-

inal , departures that other versions seem not

to liave required."
-I Nation. 84:158. F. 14, '07. 720w.

"A fine swinging translation."

-t- R. of Rs. 35:254. F. '07. 40w.

Nicholson, Frank C. Old German love

songs; translated from the Minnesing-

ers of the twelfth to the fourteenth

centuries. *$i.50- Univ of Chicago

press.

A selection from Minnesong sufficiently va-
ried and extensive to illustrate roughly the na-
ture and range of the art, indicating the main
lines of its development.

"On the whole, we have real admiration for

the manner in which Mr. Nicholson has carried

out his difficult task, and are confident that his

book will prove a stimulus to the study of the
subject."
+ -^ Ath. 1907, 1: 158. F. 9. 1170w.

Dial. 43: 314. N. 16, '07. 60w.

"Mr. Nicholson's book is the fir.st attempt to

deal with the Minnesang as a whole, and to

give to English readers specimens of the poetry
of all its more conspicuous masters. For this task
he is in many ways exceedingly well equipped;
his work is evidently a labour of love, and
he has prepared for it by a very close and intel-

ligent study of his subject."

+ + Lend. Times. 6: 237. Ag. 2. '07. 2100w.

Nicholson, Meredith. Port of missing men.
t$i.5o. Bobbs. 7-5062.

A stirring drama which involves the throne
of Austria is here enacted among the Virginia
hills just outside of Washington. The love
story of the truly American heroine who, in

spite of herself, follows her heart against her
reason, and of the hero, heir to much Austrian
greatness, who does his country service and
then renounces all for the democratic life of

an American, in itself holds the reader en-
thralled. But there are added to it many other
interesting characters and some scenes of war
and strategv, which will endear the book to

lovers of adventure. The plot is well devised,

the romance pretty, the encounters of both
sword and word are clever; in all the story Is a
worthy successor to "House of a thousand can-
dles."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 110. Ap. '07.

"This tale not only lacks the element of

probability . . . but it is wanting in the clever-

ness of 'House of a thousand candles.'
"

— Arena. 37:447. Ap. 'O7..370w.

"Is frankly only a story of adventure bullded
on a shop-worn model, but very well done of
its kind." Grace Isabel Colbron.

+ Bookm. 25: 85. Mr. '07. 450w.

"The story is fashioned after the conven-
tional romantic pattern, and displays no little

skill in both plot and characterization." \Vm.
M. Payne.

+ Dial. 42: 227. Ap. 1, '07. 220w.

"Something more than a mere catalog of hor-
rors is needed to produce tlie thriller aimed at
by this type of novelist."— Lit. D. 34: 510. Mr. 30, '07. 240w.

-\ Nation. 84:246. Mr. 14, '07. 360w.

"Except for an occasional pleasing passage of
scenic description, written with a poetic touch
and an artistic restraint not evident in other
parts of the book, and now and then a bit of
clever conversational fencing, the novel offers
nothing of intellectual entertainment except its
exciting story."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 131. Mr. 2, '07. 360w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 383. Je. 15, '07. 130w.

R. of Rs. 35: 768. Je. '07. llOw.

Nicholson, Watson. Struggle for a free
stage in London. **$2.50. Houghton.

6-38899.
"Dr. Nicholson, who is instructor in English

at Tale, traces the history of nearly two cen-
turies in which London tried to free herself
from the theatrical monopoly. The triumph
was reached when the passage (on August 22.

1843) of the parliamentary act known as th«
Theater regulation bill deprived the two pat-
ent theaters, .Drury Lane and Covent Garden,
of their monopoly of playing Shakespeare and
the national drama."—R. of Rs.

J- Acad. 72: 503. My. 25, '07. 1650w.

"A record so sntisfactory is a welcome addi-
tion to the libraries of all who are interested
in the drama and its varying fortunes."

-t- -f- Ath. 1907, 1: 586. My. 11. 380w.

-f Dial. 42: 114. F. 16, '07. 310w.

"Evidence Is scrupulously weighed, original
documents are carefully collated and minutely
examined, the whole thing is done with scien-
tific precision; the artistic aspects of the matter
are severely let alone."
4- -^ Lond. Times. 6: 36. F. 1. '07. 1080w.

"This book although not likely to prove very
attractive to the ordinary reader of theatrical
biography or gossip, will be valuable to the
genuine student of dramatic history."

+ -I Nation. 83: 467. N. 29. '06. 830w.

"Mr. Nicholson, who has approached his sub-
ject in a thorough and scholarly manner, has
drawn his material from a multitude of

sources including many old documents.

-h + N. Y. Times. 11:904. D. 29. '06. SOOw.

R. of Rs. 35: 253. F. '07. 90w.

"Mr. Nicholson has given a carefully con-
structed narrative."

-j- Spec. 98: 64t. Ap. 6, '07. laOw.

Nicoll, William Robertson (Claudius Clear,

pseud.). Key of the blue closet. *$i.40.

Dodd. W7-54.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"So wholesome and enjoyable a book as this

littlv^ volume of essays should find many read-

+ Dial. 42: 47. Ja. 16. '07. 280w.

"It ought to be a compliment to say that this

book is thorougiily sound, genial and interest-

ing without benig in the least clever, and with-

out any nf the little tricks of paradox and
epigram that appeal to our decade."

+ Nation. 84: S2. Ja. 10, '07. 190w.

Nicoll, William Robertson (Claudius Clear,

pseud.). Lamp of sacrifice; sermons
preached on special occasions. *$i.')0.

Armstrong.
"The koynote of Dr. Nicoll's sermons Is re-

ligious optimism. . . . The preacher docs not

reckon without the sorrows of lile . . .
but

the booi{. as a whole, and each chapter in par-

ticular, impresses upon the reader the convlc-
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tion of the writer that they are none of them
incurable, and are in some sense discounted
by religious faith."—Spec.

"The pen of n ready and vigorous writer is

easily recognizable in his pages. Et[ually so
is an intensely evangelical spirit.''

+ Outlook. 85:377. F. 16, '07. 150w.
Spec. 97: 1049. D. 22, '06. 120w.

Nielsen, Fredrik Kristian. History of the
papacy in the XlXth century. *$7.50.

Dutton. 7-2580.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"The weakness of the book is to be found
... in its narrowness of treatment and In Its
lack of precision of detail. The book sins
nnost of all by its lack of breadth and of his-
torical proportion." R. M. Johnston.

H Am. Hist. R. 12: 377. Ja. '07. 1080w.
"The reader ia never pulled up by the diffi-

cultj' of understanding some obviously foreign
construction, and is not often repelled by ugly
English. The work of a leariied I^utheran
bishop of broad symrathies andi massive eru-
ditioni"
+ 4-4- Ath. 1907, 1: 439. Ap. 13. 4(;0w.

"In all this Dr. Nielson gives evidence of
wide reading and a sane historical judgment.
The book is a mine of interesting matter col-
lected from Innumerable scattered memoirs,
collections of documents, and other works. But
though these are presented with a sufflcient
Impartiality, little attempt Is made to interpret
their deeper significance. His narrative is
overloaded with detail and obscured by di-
gressions, which, however interesting in them-
selves, would have been better relegated to
notes or appendices. Certain criticisms in de-
tail remain to be made which may prove use-
ful In the event of a new edition of the book."

-I Lend. Times. 6: 9. Ja. 11, '07. 2230w.
"Timeiv in the best sense of the word."
4- + Nation. 84: 316. Ap. 4, '07. 470w.

"His two volumes make not only an interest-
ing and careful narrative, they are also a sig-
nificant and important contribution to the his-
tory of the past hundred years." Christian
Gauss.

4- + N. Y. Times. 12: 390. Je. 15, '07. 2870w.

"We have to tharuk the Master of Pembroke
college, Cambridge for his excellent editors'hip
of the English translation.

"

+ + Sat. R. 10,i: 176. F. 9, '07. 1410w.

"Readers who are acquainted with the lan-
guage of Holberg, Hans Christian Andersen,
and the Brandes of to-day, with its delightful
post-articles, passive verbs, and amusing nu-
merals, will be well satisfied with the present
version of the Danish text."

4 Spec. 98: sup. 113. Ja. 26, '07. 2100w.

Noble, Edward. The issue: a story of the
river Thames (or Fisherman's Gat).
t$i.5o. Doubleday. 7-5686.

(2d ed. with title. Fisherman's Gat.
7-I344I-)

"A story of the Thames estuary, a drama of
London's great river, a romance of lives of
those who come and go in the lesser crafts in
which deep-sea certificates are not required of
a man. . . . Love, treachery, passion, crime,
the stress and strain of dangers afloat and la-
bour complications ashore; owners, sailors, good
simple folk and smug hypocrites, evil livers and
honest dealers—all figure in this story."—Ath.

"Horror Is piled upon horror a little clumsily,
so that strength gives way at times to brute
force, and brute force is never convincing. But
the book is essentially one to read. It grips,
and its grip is rough as a sailor's grip may be."

4 Acad. 71: 286. S. 22, '06. 170w.
"A dirama of real Interest, strong in atmos-

phere, characterization, and first-hand observa-
tion."

4- Ath. 1906, 2: 362. S. 29. 350w.

"A .strong and unusual story." Frederic
Taber Cooper.

4- Bookm. 25:182. Ap. '07. 430w.
"He has the rare gift of verbal dry-point

which fixes a picture indelibly upon both mem-
ory and imagination."

4- Lit. D. 34:470. Mr. 23, '07. 270w.
"His drawings, which Illustrate the book, give

their messages better than his words. But the
whole is rich, vivia, comprehensive, and like his
picture of the lives and characters of his sailors,
it has tiie sharp realization that comes of knowl-
edge."

4- Lond. Times. 5: 322. S. 21, '06. 390w.
"His chief character, 'Windbag' Saunderson,

Just misses being a remarkable achievement
But only a few telling artistic touches, a little
more here, and a little less there, would have
made it a much more striking figure and the
book much more significant."

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 135. Mr. 2. *07. 510w.
"Tt needs compression and it lacks bright-

ness, but it is ambitious in its dissection of mo-
tives and character."

1- Outlook. 85: 719. Mr. 23, '07. 80w.
R. of Rs. 35: 767. Je. '07. 50w.

Noble, W. Arthur. Ewa; a tale of Korea
$1.25. Meth. bk. 6-36433.

':\lr. Noble shows two Korean heroes with
their Asiatic prejudices ana beliefs crumbling
awaj- vir.der the influenca of western ideas.
Both Sung-Yo, a son of rank, whose chief duty
had hitherto been idleness and incapacity, and
his friend, Tong-Siki, of a lower class but
greater ability, devote their lives to their coun-
try and their hopes of seeing it free. . . .

'J'his little story, with its love interest woven
about a slave ^'irl wno becomes a convert to
Christianity and suffers for her faith, may be
relied on to find many eager readers."—N. Y.
Times.

"The book is fairly reada.ble."
-i Ind. 61: 1493. D. 20, '06. 120w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 721. N. .", '06. 160w.
R. of Rs. 35: 122. Ja. '07. 50w.

Nolhac, Pierre de. Versailles and the Tri-
anons; with 60 full-page il. in col. by
Rene Binet. . *$3.5o. Dodd. 6-40558.

M. de Nolhac is the keeper of the Versailles
museum and writes out of the fulness of his
historical information. "He has recorded in
connexiim with various portions of the palace
the remarkable events they have witnessed, and
in the course of this volume manages to tell the
whole story of the locality." (Sat. R.) "M. de
Nolhac indicates, in a large and poetic descrip-
tion, how much artistic stimulus the place con-
tains and will increasingly disengage as 'the art
of Versailles' recedes into a softened perspec-
tive." (Nation.)

"There is ample guaranty of the historical
correctness of the information he imparts. He
writes also with sympathy and enthusiasm."

4- + Lit. D. 33: 856. D. 8, '06. 70w.
"It is a pity that no credit is given to the

painstaking and able translator."
4- Nation. 83: 565. D. 27, '06. 310w.

"An extremely interesting monograph, which
might well be a model for this kind of book."

4- -1- Sat. R. 102: 713. D. 8, '06. 150w.

Nordau, Max Simon. On art and artists;
* tr. by W. F. Harve}\ **$2. Jacobs.

7-28523.
A series of detached essays thru which may

be traced the development of modern art as
represented by the following painters and sculp-
tors: Whistler, Frank Brangwyn, Rodin, Puvls
de Chavannes, Mounier, Bartholomg, Carrifts,
Gustave Moreau, Carrif>re, Zorn, Zuloaga, Bou-
guereau. Problems of art are Illustrated thru-
out the treatment of the classic school of David,
the romantic school, the Barblzon clan, and the
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Nordau, Max Simon—Continued.
realists, to the recent school of symbolism and
impressionism.

"There is much that is instructive, much that
irritates by its bumptiousness, and not a little

that seems tedious, in his book."
H Ind. 63: 695. S. 19, '07. 410W.

"Despite its faults as a purely critical work,
the book throug-hout has one quality which
ranks it with the most valuable art criticism,

and that is its author's skill in stripping from
his subjects those pretensions to literary mo-
tive, which in so many cases obscure the minds
of thinking people as to the real issues in dis-
cussion of the plastic arts and the nature of the
motives which alone are responsible for artistic

success.' *

^ 1 Int. studio, 32: 83. Jl. '07. 3&0w.

"Mr. Nordau has not made up his mind,
which seems to vary with the stale of the wea-
ther, and he contradicts himself again and
again. Yet there is in the book a great deal
of wisdom and not a little acute criticism."

H Lond. Times. 6: 69. Mr. 1, '07. 900w.

"We may note also that Dr. Nordau has a
keen nase for indecency, and finds it both
where it is and where no one else perceives it.

There are many bits of shrewd criticism and
many remarks the soundness of which leads
one, temporarily, to think of the author as of
a person really equipped with some judgment
and knowledge of his subject, until the next in-
credible caprice upsets the notion and leaves
one wondering what Nordfiu would be at and
what is the real basis of liis confidently pro-
nounced opinions. The translator is to be con-
gratulated on his success in avoiding foreign
idiom and in making his translation read like

a piece of original and onlj' too vigorous Eng-
lish."

f- Nation. 85: 502. N. 2&, '07. 2730w.

N. Y. Times. 12: G67. O. 19, '07. 30w.
— R. of Rs. 36: 759. D. '07. 210w.

Nordau, Max Simon. Question of honor;
authorized translation by Mary J. Saf •

ford. *$i. Luce, J: W. 7-18817.

A tragedy of present-day Germany in four
acts, which deals with the strong anti-Semite
feeling of the Germans by presenting the case
of a young Jewish mathematician, and by
showing the odds against which he fights in his
efforts to win a professorship, and finally the
insults to which he is subjected when he asks
for the hand of the German friiulein who loves
him. It is a dramatic plea for the man who is

denied position, love, and even life itself be-
cause he is a Jew.

"Though the translator has done well, in a
few places she might have done better. The
play is excellent reading, and offers food for

thought."
.j Dial. 43: 95. Ag. 16, '07. 3G0w.

"It is not at all likely that any manager here
would dream of producing anything at once so
undramatic and contentious. But as a .<5tudy

of one of the problems in European politics it

is both illuminating and interesting."

h Nation. 85: 42. Jl. 11, '07. 300w.

Norris, Mary Harriott. Storv of Christina.

$1.50. Neale. 7-21537-

A western girl as unconscious of her beauty
ns nf her great wealth practices rigid economy
during her four years at an Illinois college. The
serenity of lier wholly satisfactory life is inter-
rupted by the co-executors of hv\' estate, one a
Chicago lawyer who wislies to marry her, the
other a New York cousin wlio plans to take her
east to be properly trained by wealthy relatives.

She accepts the latter proposition, becomes
plastic to the toucli of a skilled social artist, is

led into an engagement with an English duke,
breaks it and weds tiie man ot^ier old college
rlays who had devoted liis life to becoming wor-
tliv of lier.

Norton, Charles Eliot. Henry Wadsworth
Longfellovvr: a sketch of his life, to-
gether with Longfellow's chief auto-
biographical poems. **75c. Houghton.

7-1293.
Written for the Longfellow centenary. The

book "can be read through in less than two
hours, and can be bought for less than a dol-
lar; but neither of these facts should be of
use in measuring the amount and duration of
the impression it ought to make upon a recep-
tive reader. The poems chosen number thirty,
and include 'A psalm of life,' "The wreck of
the Hesperus,' 'The bridge,' 'The cross of
snov/,' and other favoiites, concluding with
'Moritm-i salutamus." . . . Perhaps the most
valuable point made by Mr. Norton is to be
found in the paragraphs in which he shows
how completely Longfeiiow was the product of
a simple and refined New England, which had
gently broken with the Puritan regime and was
filled with an optimistic belief in the orderly
evolution of men to individual and national fe-
licity in a new and favored world. Purity,
naturalness and kindness were tiie fundamen-
tal characteristics of Longfellow, and these
were in the main, the fundamental characteris-
tics of the people who first welcomed his self-

revealing poems." (Forum.)

Current Literature. 42: 285. Mr. '07.

1900W.

"He has honored other friends in a more
elaborate and impressive fashion, but none, I

think, with more true sympathy and reverent
Doise . . . than he has displayed in this brief
inemoir of Longfellow. The essential facts are
given, the right note of praise is struck, there
is no meaningless and confusing parade of lit-

erary references and allusions." W. P. Trent.

•t- -h Forum. 38: 555. Ap. '07. 770w.

-r Lond. Times. 6: 57. F. 22, '07. S70w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 144. Mr. 9, '07. 200w.

"Mr. Norton's centenary memorial of Long-
fellow is perfect in its kind." H. W. Boynton.

-f f- Putnam's. 3: lOt;. O. '07. 700w.

"This is a most pleading Mttle look, and
worthy of its author,—an author whom we may
fitly describe as one of the most cultivated men
who speak and write the English language,
whether on his or our own side of the Atlantic."

+ Spec. 99: 2G8. Ag. 24, '07. 240w.

Noyes, Alfred. Flower of old Japan, and
other poems. **$i.25. Macmillan.

7-21391.

Poems in which "the feet of children are set
dancing." They deal with tlie Kingdom of
dreams in which a journey is made to old Japan.
Back of the fantasy are serious lessons and viv-
id pictures of Japan with kaleidoscopic glimps-
es of pirates, mandarins, bonzes, priests, jug-
glers, merchants, ghastroi, etc.

"There is a proficiency in the workmanship
that, coupled with Mr. Noyes's humorous len-
derness in approaching his theme, all but dis-
arms criticism. Yet if we look at the matter
in a cool objective light, it must be said that
the attempt is only partially successful." Fer-
ris Greenslet.

-I Atlan. 100: 843. D. '07. G20w.

"In "The flower of old Japan' ... it is possi-
ble to see little but futile ingenuity in the mis-
direction of poetic energy-." Wm. Aspenwall
Bradley.— N. Y. Times. 12: 539. S. 7, '07. 1420w.

"MV. Noyes has the instrument, the lute, in

tune, but has not mot the revealing hour which
shall give him a messagv for Its strings." Jes-
sie B. Rittenhouse.

H Putnam's. 3: 304. D. '07. 260w.

Noyes, Alfred. Poems; with an introd. by
Hamilton Wright Mabie. **$i.2S. Mac-
millan. 6-38094.

The poems of an Oxford man, only twenty-
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six years of age, who is looked upon in Eng-
land as destined to "be of the greatest servicfe
in the re-establishment of the great traditions
of English song." "Mr. Noyes has "drawn in-
spiration from a rather exceptional range of
literature—classic poets, Celtic legends,
travellers' tales, English ballads, Holy Writ,
tales of the road, and Lord Rosebery on Na-
poleon; but he has digested this heterogeneous
beebread with the eupepsy of vigorous poetic
youth." (Nation.)

'•Acquaints us with a singer whose note is

Ijoth fresh and vital." Wm. M. Payne.
+ -h Dial. 42: 255. Ap. 16, '07. 3a0w.

"There is a gusto in his work, a savor of
opulence, variety and ease that is full of hope.
As yet Mr. Noyes is a little too adventurous
in his quest of the striking subject, too proud
of the mere muscles of his verse."

H Nation. 83: 439. N. 22, '06. 270w.
"Mr. Noyes does not show the faults usual

in a young poet. You will never be in any
doubt about his meaning, but neither will you
be carried out of yourself by any exaltation of
words, any intensity of passion, any abandon
of beauty." Bliss Carman.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 68. F. 2, '07. 230w.

"I am sure that [the reader] will not need
ine to point out tlieir spontaneous power and
freshness, their imaginative vision, their lyrical

magic." Richard Le Gallienne.
+ -h No. Am. 183: 1179. D. 7, '06. 1050w.

"He is . . . a singer and not a thinly dis-
guisod philosopher or ;; reformer who has pos-
sess:?d himself of a musical instrument. He
has a voice of compass and sweetness, and his
tones flow clear and sweet, with the courage
of a real talent and the richness of a full na-
ture."
+ + Outlook. 85: 372. F. 15, 'nv. 1120w.

R. of Rs. 35: 254. F. '07. 60w.

Noyes, Carleton Eldredge. Gate of appre-
ciation: .studies in the relation of art

to life. **$2. Houghton. 7-15336.
A personal record of the author's "adventures

with the problem of art." He wishes "to sug-
gest the possible meaning of art to the ordinary
man, to indicate methods of approach to art,
and to trace the way of appreciation." He be-
lieves that the final meaning of art to the ap-
preciator lies in his sense of its relation to his
own experience.

"The book is not a mere summary of art his-
tory and criticism, but the outcome of original
study and possesses real value."
+ + Lit. D. 35: 62. Jl. 13, '07. 180w.

N^' Y. Times. 12: 300. My. 11, '07. 240w.

Nugent, Maria, lady. (Mrs. George Nugent).
Lady Nugent's journal: Jamaica one
hundred years ago; ed. by Frank Cun-
dall. *$2. Macmillan. W 7-122.

I.aciy Nugent was the wife of the Governor
of Jamaica a hundred years ago and this jour-
nal was intended only for her children and
friends. "A great part of the journal is de-
\oted to things r>3rsonal end domestic; hence
the propriety of its private circulation when,
five years after the writer's death, it first saw
the light in a modest way. . . . Historical, bi-

ographical, and bibliographical matter is fur-
nished in abundance."—Dial.

"All that editorial skill could do to render
attractive her sometimes n^onotonous chronicl-
ing of imimportant details—for she had few
others to record—has been done."

-f- Dial. 42: 31G. My. 16, '07. 390w.

"The intrinsic Interest of what she has to
tell us is not a little enhanced by the skilful

and scholarly editing of Mr. Cundall."
-j- Lend. Times. 6:102. Mr. 29, '07. 520w.

"This journal [contains] . . . pictures of so-
cial life drawn by a close and delicate observer;
shrewd comments upon the usages of a civil-

ization o.uitc ali3n to everything in the writer's
iormor experience; an elaborate account of the
process 01 making sugar; amusing stories -of
the u;)s and downs of uipioinatic life; sugges-
tive sketches of character.

-I N. Y. Times. 12: ;',^9. My. 25, '07. 500w.
"We think [Mr. Cundali] miglit have omit-

ted far more tlia.-i he has done. But there ar-?
a good many passages . . . which are inform-
ing and of vahie.'"

H Sat. R. 103: 500. .^p. 20, '07. 24iiw.

Nunez Cabeza de Vaca. Journey of Cabeza
de Vrca, tr. by Fanny Bandelier. **$i.
Barnes. 5-18321.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

Ind. 62: 153. Ja. 17, '07. 140w.

Ober, Frederick Albion. Amerigo Vespucci
(Heroes of American history.) *$i.
Harper. 7-7447-

His early life amid Florentine surroundings,
the avidity with which he absorbed accounts of
Marco Polo's wonderful journeys, his study of
charts, globes, nautical instruments for the
sake of acquiring skill in cosmography lead up
to a very informing narrative of his four voy-
ages. His relations with Columbus, and the
diverging characteristics of the two explorers
are interestingly sketched.

"Scholars will object to his interesting but ir-
relevant digressions. It is a real contribution
to popular history."
+ -I Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 599. N. '07. 180w.

-f Dial. 43: 44. Jl. 16, '07. 140w.

+ Nation. 84: 264. Mr. 21, "07. 60w.
"Within very moderate limits, and in a clear,

attractive way, Mr. Ober succeeds in present-
ing an interesting portrait of the man."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:149. Mr. 9, '07. 230w.
"For several reasons it is less satisfactory

than its predecessors. Far too much promin-
ence is given to secondary figures. There is

also too liberal a piecing-out of the narrative
by nuotations. Mr. Ober has paid scanty at-
tention to the results of recent investigations."

h Outlook. 80: 301. Je. 8, '07. 240w.
'"The story is told in an entertaining waij' from

original, authentic documents, and is illus-
trated with portraits and maps."

+ R. of R?. 35: 508. Ap. '07. 30w.

Ober, Frederick Albion. Ferdinand De
Soto, and the invasion of Florida. **$i.

Harper. 6-32459.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This little volume is neither dry nor dull.

and in its pages is recreated a good story of
the adventures, dangers and thirst for gold of
De Soto and his sturdy band."

-f Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 417. Mr. '07. 550w.

Ober, Frederick Albion. Ferdinand Ma-
gellan. **$!. Harper. 7-15946.

Magellan is the subject of this volume in the
"Heroes of American history" series. The
story of the life and voyages and tragic death
of the great P'ortuguese explorer, his discovery
of the Straits of Magellan, Guam, and the
Philippines in the first transpacific voyage, is

told in compact detail.

"Worth buving for the small library because
of the brevity of material found in the general
works that most small libraries can afford."

-\- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 196. N. '07. S.

"Tht. book is an instructive and interesting
one to add to a boy's library."

-(- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 599. N. '07. lOOw.
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Ober, Frederick Albion —Continued.
"In clear and convincing style, and with can-

dor as well as sympathy, Mr. Ober traces the
short and stormy career of Magellan."

-f Dial. 43: 42. Jl. 16, '07. 420w.
"Is even more interesting than the excellent

life of VesDuccius."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 299. My. 11, '07. 440w.

"Mr. Ober's volume is not the least interest-
ing of an interesting series."

+ Outlook. 86: 524. Jl. 6, '07. llOw.
R. of Rs. 35: 757. Je. '07. 60w.

Ober, Frederick Albion. Vasco Nunez de
Balboa. **$i. Harper. 6-37625.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"It is a book for young readers and will un-
doubtedly hold their attention. Its chief value
is that it presents in rapid story form facts
affording a correct general idea of early Span-
ish exploration and settlement."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 643. My. '07. llOw.
"young and old readers alike should be in-

terested in the present volume, especially in
its chief dramatic episode, ihe discovery of the

+ Outlook. 85: E23. Mr. 2, '07. 120w.

Oberholtzer, Ellis Paxson. Jay Cooke,
financier of the civil war. 2v. **$7.S0.
Jacobs. 7-33957-

A complete biography of this great patriot
and marvelous financier in the preparing of

which the author has had the interested aid of

the family and free access to the chests full

of letters and documents preserved by Mr.
Cooke during his life. Dr. Oberholtzer pre-
sents an open, good and honest career, and
shows how impossible It would have been for
the Federal government to have carried on the
civil wax without the help of so great and
loyal a financier.

"The historian, who estimates accomplish-
ments by their ultimate effect rather than by
the brilliancy of their execution, Is certain to
take larger account of him as time goes on.
"To such students Dr. Oberholtzer's volumes of-
fer themselves as a standard work of reference."

-f- -t- Nation. 85: 546. D. 12, '07. 960w.

"Dr. Oberholtzer's voluminous work will be
found interesting, not only to the financier, but
to the ordinary reader in search of entertain-
ment. It should be many years before another
life of this honest man and patriot Is called
for."

-t- + N. Y. Times. 12: 710. N. 9, '07. 1940w.

+ Outlook. 87: 609. N. 23, '07. 70w.

"Always the view-point Is that of an ardent,
even an undlscrlmlnating admirer of Jay Cooke.
This, Indeed, constitutes the chief defect of a
work that is otherwise of real value."
4- H Outlook. 87: 790. D. 7, '07. 450w.

"Dr. Oberholtzer has made a valuable con-
tribution to the history of the civil war period."

-f -f- R. of Rs. 36: 753. D. '07. 360w.

O'Higgins, Harvey Jerrold. Don-a-dreams.
t$i.50. Century. 6-29530.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by Mary Moss.
+ Atlan. 99: 125. Ja. '07. 2i0w.

Oldmeadow, Ernest J. Susan. $1.50. Luce,
J: W. 7-221 15.

"Susan, a beautiful and Impossible maid, re-
ceives a letter proposing marriage to her froon
a young and imaginative peer, who has pre-
sumably fallen in love with her pretty face
without ever having spoken to her. Susan,
greatly embarrassed . . . consults her mistress,
who ends by conducting her correspondence for
her, eventuailly falling in love with her corres-
pondent. The climax comes when the young
lord—his love fanned by the beaiuty of his la-
dy's letters—discovers that there has been a

mistake, and that the girl whom he saw and
loved is the mistress and not the maid."—Sat.
R.

"Mr. Oldmeadow knows how to write, and
should entertain a wide circle of readers this
spring. His book has a sense of character,
too, which is the more effective for not being
lost in a cloud of verbiage."

4- Ath. 1907, 1: 437. Ap. 13. 90w.

-I Nation. 84: 16. Jl. 4, '07. 240w.
"The sprightly tale of 'Susan' is delicately,

and at times humorousl./ leminine, in its
grasp of that only constant theme, love, to
which it is a delightfully clever variant."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 3S0. My. 25, '07. 470w.
"It has a unique and daring plot, and is

written with an airiness and humor tliat make
its pages most entertaining and attractive."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 383. Je. 15, '07. lOOw.
N. Y. Times. 12: 657. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"It is a dainty trifle, pleasantly written, but
it ha^s, in spite of its modern setting, no re-
lation to the life and action of to-day. The
story is developed with considerable skill and
humour, and although it is written in the lit-

erai'y diaa'y form, it is never tedious."
-I Sat. R. 103: 370. Mr. 23, '07. 310w
"[Though] it strains the reader's credulous

powers to breaking-point, is at any rate lightly
and freshly written."

H Spec. 98: 625. Ap. 20, '07. 30w.

Oliver, Frederick Scott. Alexander Hamil-
ton: an essay on American union. *$3.75.

Putnam. 6-16717.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"lie ought to have enough discrimination to
see the point of view of the other side and to
recognize that his own favorite had some short-
comings. Neither of these things has Mr.
Oliver done." John Spencer Bassett.

r Am. Hist. R. 12: 3PS. Ja. '07. 1090w.

"It is so broad, so generous, so just to both
sides in its analysis of the great struggle for
liberty, its estimates of all the actors in that
plctureque drama. It is so evidently a labor of
love In an infinite leisure, above all so classic
in style, and so interesting in mere reading,
that, in an era when the American public was
more addicted to serious books than now. It

would have become a handbook at once and ex-
erted a powerful infiuence." Gertiude Atherton.

-I- + No. Am. 183: 407. S. 7, '06. 1500w.

OUivant, Alfred. Redcoat captain: a story
of that country, il. t$i.5o. 1^'lacmillan.

7-29092.

A story fraught with tender symbolism which
"contains the key to the right of entry Into
'that country'—the country of those who have
learned to remain young in heart and to look
out upon life with the frank serenity of little

children." (Bookm.)

"The form of nonsense that finds expression
in 'Redcoat captain' does not please us at all."— Ath. 1907, 2: 515. O. £6. llOw.

"Curious, alluring and altogether unique vol-
ume." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-I- Bookm. 26: 271. N. '07. 280w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 749. N. 23, '07. 70w.

"Those who bring the heart and mind of a
boy will discover that It is a striking piece
of work, and also that It is a veiy beautiful
parable."
+ + Outlook. 87: 473. N. 2, '07. 690w.

Olmsted, Frederick Law. Journey in the
* back country in the j'car 1854. 2v. *$5.

Putnam.
"This book, originally published In 1860 on

the eve of the war of secession, is one of the
most remarkable indictments of negro slavery
to be found In the arsenal of abolitionist liter-

ature. It records a personal study of the oon-
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ditions and habits of the people of the south
... [in order] to obtain and report the facta
of ordinary life, not to supply arguments. Mr.
Olmstead was no abolitionist, ... he aimed
at emancipation through the gradual cultivation
and education of the capacities of the slaves,
and the awakening of the masters to the eco-
nomic waste of the existing system. His most
interesting pages are not those devoted to the
sordid realities of the cotton-flelds and the va-
ried conditions of life in the cabins of the 'dar-
kies;' but those which contain a searching and
pitiless analysis of the southern planter and the
'mean' whites."—^Spec.

+ Lit. D. 35: 578. O. 19, '07. 310w.

"Negro slavery has gone forever, but the ne-
gro problem is still acute, and those who would
understand both the real nature of the 'pecu-
liar institution' and the causes of the great war
should study this very opportime reprint of Mr.
Olmstcad's work."

+ Spec. 99: Sae. N. 23, '07. 640W.

Olney, Oliver, pseud. Novelty circus com-
pany. t$i.5o. Jacobs. 7-29151.

How some school boys organized a company
and gave a series of circus performances for
the benefit of their town library provides ma-
terial for a capital story.

Oman, Charles William Chadwick. Great
revolt of 1381. *$2.90. Oxford. 6-42914.

"The late Andr6 Reville had projected a
work on this movement, and nad got together
a vast collection of records of trials, inquests,
petitions, and escheators' rolls for this purpose.
Professor Oman has enjoyed the use of all of
these documents, and also includes some new
and unpublished material regarding the poll-
tax. He thinks he has discovered why that im-
post met with such universal detestation, how
the poorer classes in England conspired to de-
feat its operation, and how the counterstroke
made by this government provoked the re-
bellion." (Nation.)

"Mr. Oman has written his account without
prejudice, and its value, we imagine, lies less
in any thesis It may be thought to establish,
than in the picture It gives of Bngland In
1831."

-h + Acad. 71: 57. Jl. 21, '06. 14€0w.
"It is because Prof. Oman's book, as we

have said, supplies a want for teachers and
situdents, that we have drawn attention to cer-
tain points which will require revision If he
should undertake a fresh edition."
+ -\ Ath. 1906, 2: 124. Ag. 4. 1810w.
"We have dwelt at what may appear dispro-

portionate length upon his treatment of the i)oll

tax returns because it is here that he specially
lays claim to originality. What is valuable in
his suggestions is not materially affected by the
inaccuracies pointed out above, but we rise from
the examination with a somewhat shaken confi-
dence in the scientific exactitude of his meth-
ods of research. The narrative of the rebellion
itself can be more unreservedly commended. It
is full, well digested, and spirited. But even
here we must not look for pedantic accuracy
In details." James Tait.

-I Eng. Hist. R. 22: 161. Ja. '07. 2300w.
"Alike from its summing up of recent re-

sults, and from the new material it contains
and the freshness and suggestiveness of Its
style, this book will be indispensable to the
student of the fourteenth century. It will also
find reauers beyond the ranks of professional
historians, for it narrates a dramatic story,
and Professor Oman has told it well."

-I- -t- Lend. Times. 5: 277. Ag. 10, '06. 930w.
"The most interesting. If not the most valu-

able feature of Prof. Oman's book, is the diver-
sity of material which it contains. The whole
episode assumes new meaning under his skil-
ful analysis of the causes which prompted
such a widespread and spontaneous uprising."

-h -I- Nation. 83: 557. D. 27, '06. 940w.

"Brilliant narrative."
+ Sat. R. 102: 429. O. 6, '06. 1240w.

"A valuable historical study, picturesque and
compact."
+ + Spec. 97: sup. 464. O. 6, '06. 21i90w.

Oman, John Campbell. Problem of faith
and freedom in the last two centuries.
*$2.75. Armstrong. 7-29073.

"A critical review cf two centuries of debate
upon the proVilem of faith and freedom, which
arose in the Protestant reformation. . . . Jes-
uitism and Pascal's "Pensf^es," Ei'ngllsh deism
and Butler's Analogy, Rationalism and Kant
on Pure reason, Romanticism and Schleier-
macher's Discourses on religion, The French
revolution, and Newman's 'Apologia,' the De-
velopmtnt theory, and Baur's Church history,
the Theory of experience and Ritschlianism
. . . make up a conspectus of a highly diversi-
fied field."—Outlook.

' frfp has . . the defects of individualist Prot-
estantism; but lie hsis also its good qualities,
and that m.akes his book suggestive and inter-
esting."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 122. F. 2. 470w.

"His book is full of courage and hope, accept-
ing joyously and eagerly the results which the
best scholarship has attained, and yet cheered
with the outlook for true religion and for the
higher interests of humanity."

+ Ind. €3: 636. S. 12, '07. 460w.

"It will be seen at once that the lecturer had
fixed upon a subject of great interest and Im-
portance, both to the speculative thinker and
to the common man. His selection of mater-
ial for study and discussion indicates no less
discernment. As an analyst and critic. Pro-
fessor Oman exhibits marked abihty."

4- 4- Nation. 85: 82. Jl. 25, '07. 800w.
Outlook. 85: 376. F. 16, '07. 350w.

Omar Khayyam. Rubaiya : a new metri-
cal version; rendered into English
from various Persian sources, by
George Roe, with introd. and notes.
**$i.50. McClurg. 6-41520.

Descriptive note in Annual, WOe.
"He has caught the spirit of Omar—though

not, wo think, so completely as FitzGerala

—

and his translation, though it is not hkely to
bring many new worshippers to the shrine of
the old tentma.k'ir ot Naishapur, should be wel-
comed by scnolars. Much learning and re-
search nave gone to its making, and the mar-
ginal and other notes are valuable; but judged
as literature, it is—inevitably—vastly inferior
to FitzUerald's."

H Acad. (2: 13. Ja. 5, '07. 360w.
"Workmanlike 'little book."

+ Nation. 84:176. F. 21, '07. 240w.

Omond, Thomas Stewart English metrists
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centur-
ies; being a sketch of English prosodi-
cal criticism during the last two hun-
dred years. *$2.40. Oxford. 7-37517.

A book for students which not merely enu-
merates and summarizes but traces "the gradual
development of sound views of verse-structure."
Mr. Omond divides the two hundred years of
his survey into four equal periods, to each of
which he devotes a chapter, as follows: The old
orthodoxy, Resistance and rebellion. The new
verse, and The new prosody.

"In recommending the present pamphlet to
Qur readers, we do not intend to indorse Mr.
Omond' s conclusions, nor to subscribe to his
criticism. We have not yet examined the pam-
phlet with all the care and thought which It de-
serves, and there are points on which we dis-
tinctly disagree with Mr. Omond."

-I Acad. 73: 945. S. 28, '07. 650w.
"The finest part of Mr. Omond's book con-

sists in the exposition of his own ideas."
+ + <— Ath. 1907, 1: 465. Ap. 20. 1790w.
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Omond, Thomas Stewart —Continued.
"Is one of the most Important books on versi-

fication that have appeared since Sidney Lan-
ier's 'Science of English verse.' " Edward Pay-
son Morton.

+ + Dial. 43: 33. Jl. 16, '07. 2210w.
"But neitlier these strictures nor some omis-

sions and slips and even misjudgments, which
are inevitable in such a work, can change the
fact that the work is carefully done, and is to
be received with gratitude."
-t- H Nation. S5: 144. Ag. 15, '07. 1020w.
"Has no competitor in this history of pros-

ody save Prof. Saintsbury. It is eminently
scholarly and conscientious, and a noteworthy
and valuable contribution to this much-debated
and still debatable subject."

+ + N. Y. Times. IS: 463. Jl. 27, '07. 660w.

Oppenheim, Edward Phillips. Enoch Strotie.

t$i.5o. Little.

A new illustrated edition. Enoch Strone, me-
chanic and Inventor, In a moment of humiliation
raused by a rejected suit, marries an Impossible
factory girl. His struggle between relinquish-
ing his career as member of parliament and sav-
ing his wife from herself ends In his facing his
duty and in findng definite reward.

Oppenheim, Edward Phillips. Lost leader.

'$1.50. Little. 6-18998.

"The prolific Mr. Oppenheim has again
brought forth a mouse." (Nation.) It is a
story of English politics in which one Manner-
ing retired from the political arena, is dragged
back to the scene of his former successes by
the villain of the plot, there to suffer Intrigues
of both love and politics.

Ath. 1906, 2:473. O. 20. 150w.

"Mr. Oppenheim Is one of the few writers
who can make a political novel as interesting as
a good detective story where the reader is ex-
pecting some one to be shot on every page."

H Ind. 63: 1376. D. 5, '07. 21&W.

"This is a story that grips one from the start,
notwithstanding its opening, which contains a
dialog of platitudes."

-f- Lit. D. 35: 534. O. 12, '07. 480w.

"The truth is, MV. Oppenheim's manner is a
bit too candidly professional. He has done the
trick many times, and is confident of doing it

many times more; one may Imagine him bland-
ly aware of the fact that It is not much of a
trick after all."

h Nation. 85: 285. S. 26, '07. 440w.

"There Is at least one person in the book

—

Mrs. Phillimore—which is a well conceived and
convincing character. This is the best thing
in the way of character study that Mr. Oppen-
heim has done. His hero is a weak man, and
most of the other characters are far from taking
the flesh and bone of reality."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 510. Ag. 24, '07. 460w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"The story Is readable enough, but not of
great Importance."

+ Outlook. 87: 44. S. 7, '07. 160w.

Oppenheim, Edward Phillips. Malefactor.
t$T..'^o. Little. 7-984.

One finds In the malefactor of Mr. Oppenheim's
story a companion study to the hero of his
"Prince of sinners." Grown ascetic and bitter
during a period of unjust imprisonment. Sir
Wlngrave Seaton, at the end of his confinement,
slips Into the world Incognito for purposes of
rervenge. His nature Is too generous to permit
Mm to carry out his scheme of Injury. Under
the mask of Indifference, even cruelty, he Is a
philanthropist. After numerous logical digres-
sions the love Interest shapes Itself Into a typ-
ical bachelor's romance.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:79. Mf. '07.

"Had Mr. Oppenheim been content to make
the outcome of the story a little less obvious

from the beginning, the novel would have
gained in strength." Amy C. Rich.

H Arena. 37: 559. My. '07. 250w.
"Mr. Oppenheim's latest venture will bring

no discredit upon his reputation as a story-
teller."

+ Cath. World. 86: 404. Je. '07. 440w.
-r Ind. 62: 1269. My. 30, '07. 240w.

"This is a typical example of the modern
realistic novel which, without any pretence to
literary art, coatrives to hold tlie interest of
the reader."

+ — Lit. D. 34: 342. Mr. 2, '07. 230w.
"An amusing yam, and not without a moral."

-t- Nation. 84: 61. Ja. 17, '07. lOOw.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 902. D. 29, '06. 840w.
"It Is i.ue most enticing excuse for suspenld-

ed mental activity that has yet come from Mr.
Oppenheim's gifted pen."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 47. Ja. 26, '07. 370w.
"Is a frankly sensational story with little

pretence to litorary art but con.rtructed with
all that skill in development of ]iowor and ex-
citing interest of which the author is an ac-
knowled.c;ed master."

+ Outlook. S.i: 377. F. 16, '07. 140w.

Oppenheim, Edward Phillips. Sleeping
memory. t$i.5o. Little.

A new edition with frontispiece. The story
records a physician's experiment of performing
an operation upon a willing patient which re-
sults in a loss of memory. With the memory
disappears also the soul of the girl leaving only a
superficial, i^leasure-lovlng, heartless coquette.
A second operation restores her to her former
self, and eliminates any memory of her seven
months of changed Identity.

Oppenheim, Lassa. International law.
*$6.5o. Longmans.

Descriptive note in December, 190.'i.

"I'he part of the book dfaling with the de-
velopment and present state of the law of neu-
tralitiv is perhaps th^ most valuable."
+ -I- Ath. 1907, 1: 162. F. 9. 250w. (Review

of v. 2.)

"The general arrangement is admirable; the
style is careful, though sometimes a little cum-
broup. Solid merit is the distinguishing char-
acteristic of these ^&lumes" T. Raleigh.

-i-
-^ Eng. Hist. R. 22: 388. Ap. '07. 200w.
(Review of v. 1 and 2.)

Orczy, baroness. Beau Brocade. t$i.5o.

Lippincott. 7-28961.

The daring incidents which give life to this
tale take the reader back to the days of the
Pretendier, Oharle.<5 Edward Stuart. Beau Bro-
cade, a cashiered army officer of high birth,

is dropped from the army for justly chastising
a superior officer. He becomes a chivalrous
highwayman, robbing rich men and extortion-
ers and dropping many of the guineas so se-
cured into Wirkworth's poor box. His hero-
ism, his chivalrj'. all his qualities of knight-
hood are co.lled into play in aiding one Lady
Patience GascojTie to free her brother from the
charge of traitorship to the king. As a re-
ward he is restored to the army and wins the
hand of the heroine in spite of the machina-
tions of a titled rival.

N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"Baroness Orczy writes In a breezy, gallop-
ing style, which does not scorn any amount of
meretricious adornment."

-\ N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 320w.

Orczy. Baroness. Gates of Kamt; il. by the

Kinneys. t$i.5o. Dodd. 7-2IS38.

"In 'The gates of Kamt,' two young English-
men discover ancient Egypt hidden away beyond
the desert, with language, customs, Pharaohs,
embalming and all Just as It used to be. The
author out-Haggards Haggard in riotous and
luxuriant description."—Outlook.
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"There is no question that 'The gates of
Kamt' ranks high in its own class as a piece of
pure imaginative audacity." Frederic Tabor
Cooper.

H Bookm, 25: 601. Ag. '07. 520w.

"Granted her situation, the author has made
the human heart terribly convincingly true to
it."

^ Ind. 63: 515. Ag. 29, '07. 270tw.

"Baroness Orczy has a vivid imagination and
a fertile fancy, and she has woven a gorgeous
web of splendid pageants and beautiful scenes
and no end of exciting adventures."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 504. Ag. 17, '07. 150w.

Outlook. 86: 610. Jl. 20, '07. 40w.

Ormond, Alexander T. Concepts of philos-
ophy. 3 pts. *$4. Macmillan. 6-35520.

The three parts to Professor Ormond's book
are, "(l) an analysis which sets forth the two
methods by which man seeks to realize his
world: the method of external observation . . .

and the method of inner reflection ... (2) a
synthesis which, while it justifies the two
methods revealed by the analysis, sets forth
the necessity of a synthesis of them and an
attempt to realize it; (3) a series of deduc-
tions, which might more properly be called cor-
ollaries, dealing with a number of themes of
general philosophical Interest." (Nation.)

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 69. Jl. 20. 300w.

"It is remarkably free from blemishes of the
polemical spirit, a thoroughly notable and
helpful addition to our standard works on the
philosophy of religion. It is to be hoped that
the next edition of the work will give us a
good index." J. Macbride Sterrett.

+ ^ J. philos. 4: 46. Ja. 17, '07. 2160w.

"We confess that Professor Ormond's book
has aroused in us the suspicion that he has 1

—

without malice, we may admit — developed
his philosophy in support of certain beliefs,

but has not exhibited it as a source from
which those beliefs spontaneously sprung."

^ Nation. 84: 108. Ja. 31, '07. 1900w.

"Clear and straight thinking characterizes
Dr. Ormond's work throughout."

+ + Outlook. 84: 676. N. 17, '06. 340w.

"Professor Ormond's last book takes, in the
opinion of the reviewer, a very high place
among recent systematic works of philosophy.
A large measure of agreement with his con-
clusions may emphasize this judgment; but the
powers of analysis and the philosophical in-

sight which the book reveals, any unprejudiced
critic must recognize. Compared with the re-
markable clear cut treatment of the scientific
concepts, the religious concept is largely taken
on trust, and this seems to me the point in
which the book is weakest." A. K. Rogers.
,+ -\ Philos. R. 16: 425. Jl. '07. 3980w.

"To many, and especially to non -professional
readers, is likely to seem much fresher and
more interesting than ['Foundations of knowl-
edge']." Arthur O. Lovejoy.

H Psychol. Bull. 4: 339. N. 15, '07. 1200w.
"The book may well be read by those who

are not philosophical specialists, for, unlike
much American philosophical work, it is writ-
ten in lucid English, and Is largely free from
the preposterous terminology affected by certain
modern metaphysicians."

+ Spec. 99: sup. 461. O. 5, '07. 63Qw.

Orr, Rev. James. Virgin birth of Christ.
* (Bible teachers' training school lec-

tures, 1907.) **$i.5o. Scribner. 7-3123 1.

"The aim of these lectures is 'to establish
faith in the miracle of the Lord's incarnation
by birth from the Virgin, to meet objections,
and to show the intimate connection of fact and
doctrine in this transcendant mystery.' The
purpose is not to discover truth but to defend
it." (Bib. World.) There is an appendix giv-
ing the opinions of living scholars.

Bib. world. 30: 480. D. '07. 60w.

"He never quotes an opponent's position un-
fairly, nor intentionally presses his own argu-
ment beyond his honest conviction of its worth.
His book is probably the clearest and strongest
defense of the traditional view that can be
made at the present time."

+ Ind. 63: 1174. N. 14, '07. 590w.

"Dr. Orr is a past master in argument. He
keeps the main point at all times clearly in
mind, marshals his facts in effective order, is

shrewd in the discernm.ent of an opponent's
weak points, understands how to make his ad-
versaries appear to refute each other, and,
above all, lends to the weight of his reasoning
the force of sincere and positive religious con-
viction. His attitude however, is that of a
douglity defender of the faith, a polemic theo-
logian, not of an historical critic or a seeker
after light."

H Nation. 85: 449. N. 14, '07. 750w.

Osborne, Duffield. Angels of Messer Er-
cole: a tale of Perugia. (Little novels
of famous cities.) il. '''$1.25. Stokes.

7-28457.
The scenes of this series of novels are all

laid in some city of the Old world vitally in-
teresting from the standpoint of history. "Mr.
Osborne has selected Perugia and the period of
Vannucci Perugino as the place and time of his
romance. The artist and his pupil, Raffaello.
appear as characters, but mostly the tale is

devoted to the love of the Lady Ottavia, daugh-
ter of the noble house of Baglioni, for Messer
Hroole, another pupil of Perugino." (Lit. D.)

Dial. 43: 381. D. 1, '07. llOw.

"Both author and publisher have begun prom-
isingly and expressively their intended series of

"Little novels of famous cities.'
"

+ Lit. D. 35: 614. O. 26, '07. 160w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 657. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Osbourne, Lloyd. Adventurer. t$i.5o. Ap-
pleton. 7-31207.

Somewhat similar to "The wrecker" written
by the author and his step-father, Robert Louis
Stevenson. Answering an advertisement for men
willing to take risks for great gain, "the ad-
venturer" enlists in a mysterious project of
seeking treasures hidden beyond the South
American pampas.

"In spite of this defect of taste, and the too
liberal amplification of a plot which. Is at best,
only a ccnceit, "The adventurer' bids fair to
take its place among a not too numerous com-
pany of Stocktonian and Stevensonian kindred."

H Nation. 85: 518. D. 5, '07. 330w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"If the culmination has in it a hint of flat-

ness, if the ending is more or less smothered in
detail, it must be conceided that no solution pos-
sible to put into words would have quite the
quality expected by the irresponsible and exact-
ins: reader."

^-] N. Y. Times. 12: 702. N. 2, '07. 220w.

"The opening chapters are capitally managed
so as to excite curiosity and foreshadow a mys-
tery. ILater] the tale becomes ordinary and
hardlv worth while even as a plot-story."

_!__ Outlook. S7: 497. N. 2, '07. 90w.

Osbourne, Lloyd. Schmidt; il. by Allen
True. t5oc. Crowell. 7-21226.

Schmidt is a stolid East-Side German shop-
keeper. "The inner Schmidt was as much a
butter-slicer and ham-shaver as- the outer ar-
ticle. He was consistently Schmidt all the way
through." Yet when he loved Ella, his colorless

life changed, he became a man of feeling, cap-
able of joy and grief. It is the human note in

the story "that holds the reader.

Osbourne, Lloyd. Three speeds forward:
an automobile love story with one re-

verse. t$i. Appleton. 6-31657.

The motor mad hero and heroine of this

story meet unconventionally by the roadside
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Osboume, Lloyd —Continued.
when the heroine's car breaks down oppor-
tunely and all .?oes well save for tht sorry fact

that htr parents cannot bring themselves to

approve of a young man" who made his fortune
thru the invention of a popular puzzle. The
hero, undaunted, sets about winning them to

his cause, despite the puzzle, and finally suc-
ceeds by cleverly mending a break in their car,

a breaif which he had with equal cleverness
previously arranged for.

"While it has its amusing moments, its hu-
mour Is for the most part distinctly thin and
rather forced."

_| Ath. 1907, 2: 617. N. 16. 160w.

"It is a bright and sprightly little story, very
strongly flavored with gasoline, but quite read-

able."
-f N. Y. Times. 11:663. S. 15, '06. •440w.

Osboume, Lloyd. Tin diskers; the story

of an invasion that all but failed. t5oc.

Altemus. 6-25690.

"An amusing although entirely trivial short

storv about an An>erican girl who has curious

adventures in England, growing out of the re-

cent newspaper sensation known as 'treasure-

hunting.' "—Outlook.

"This is .1 bright, breezy love story written

with no other object than to entertain. One of

Mr. Osbourne's best short stories
"

+ Arena. 36: 574. N. '06. 260w.

H Outlook. 84: 45. S. 1. '06. 30w.

Osgood, Herbert Levi. American colonies

in the 17th century. *$3- Macmillan.

V. 3. "The present volume contains a history

of British colonial administration during the

period under review, together with treatment in

some detail of the external development of Vir-

ginia and of domestic relations in the other
royal provinces. The author attempts in this

volume, to trace the history of the British sys-

tems of control as a distinct and separate fea-

ture of colonization."—R. of Rs.

pigments, fresco oils and tempera Is given, alao
a discussion of academies, etc.

"Mr. Osgood combines In a remarkable de-

gree the quality of patient research and a mas-
tery of numerous details with the power of

nhilosowhic generalization." Hugh E. Egerton.

+ 4 Eng. Hist. R. 22: 804. O. '07. 1490w. (Re-
view of v. 3.)

"This work marks an epoch in the writing

of colonial history." __, ^„^^ _
-I-

-\- Nation. 85: 444. N. 14, "07. 2250w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

"Admirable work."
-t- -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 494. Ag. 10, '07. 780w.

(Review of v. 3.)

"It is distinctly a product of real scholarship,

distinguished by a constant and conscientious

weighing of authorities and a keen discrimina-
tion between the trustworthy and the unreli-

able "

+ + Outlook. 86: 968. Ag. 3. '07. 990w. (Re-
view of V. 3.)

R. of Rs. 36: 128. Jl. '07. 130w. (Review
of V. 3.)

Ostwald, Wilhelm. Individuality and im-

mortality. 1906. **75c. Houghton.
6-4176.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by W-. A. Hammond.
Philos. R. 10: 211. Mr. '07. 510w.

Ostwald, Wilhelm. Letters to a painter on
the theory and practice of painting;

authorized tr. by H. W. Morse. *00C.

Ginn. 7-3698.

The technique of painting is dealt with in

thePG letters which advocate the "emipirlcal ex-

pfrlTnental" method. The artist's explanation

of the rise of his "tools," of pastel painting.

"The art student will find in these letters
much food for reflection, particularly in the
treatment of media, their optical characteris-
tics and results."

+ Dial. 43: 44. Jl. 16, '07. 160w.

"The placing of the book In the hands of ev-
ery art student would do more for the cause of
sound education than any number of lectures on

+ Nation. 85: 241. S. 12, '07. 440w.

"Will be found attractive to the lay reader
interested in painting."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:482. Ag. 3, '07. 290w.

+ Outlook. 86: 614. Jl. 20, '07. llOw.

"Professor Ostwald' s scientific explanations
. . . may at least stir up a more vital inter-
est among professional artists and lead them
toward Independent investigations useful to
themselves and others." Elisabeth Luther
Gary.

-f- Putnam's. 3: 35«. D. '07. 290w.

Otto, Rudolf. Naturalism and religion; tr.

by J. Arthur Thomson and Margaret
R. Thomson. *$i.50. Putnam. 7-18190.

"The present volume by a Gotiingen profes-
sor gives in a compact form to the general
reader the main points in the great contro-
versy that now seems to have been fought al-
most through. . . . He points out that it is not
in the proper domain of science, but 'in the
teacup of logic and epistemology that the
storm in regard to the theories of the universe
has arisen.' And he acutely concludes that
the thf "yry of naturalism, that there is no such
thing a.s free creative mind, is refuted by Its

own ex'stence as the actual progeny of such a
mind."—Outlook.

"He pursues I his argument] with enthusi-
asm as well as with logical force."

-f Nation. 84: 391. Ap. 25, 07. 330w.

"Presented here in eleven chapters by a dis-
criminating thinker, as hostile to exaggerated
assertions in a leligious as In a sclentiflc in-
terest."

-r Outlook. 85: 482. F. 22, '07. 230w.

Oudin, Maurice A. Standard polyphase
apparatus and systems. *$3. Van
Nostrand.

'

7-27156.

The fifth edition revised and enlarged to keep
pace with the notable increase in the size of
aiiparatus units and in the development of ap-
pliances for their control and protection.

"As a whole the book Is readable, Intereslng
and stimulating. Will be intelligible to any one
who is reasonably familiar with electrical m&-^
chines." Henry H. Norris.

4- Engln. N. 58: 536. N. 14, '07. 670w.

Oufcault, Richard Felton. My resolutions:

Buster Brown. t75c. Stokes. 6-35950.

Buster Brown becomes a sage, a philosopher,
and a humorist by turns in Mr. Outcaulfs "Res-
olutions." Of course It is Mr. Outcault with
his little favorite as a mouthpiece, yet Buster
and Tige suddenly grow virtuous beyond their

years.

Oxenham, John. Long road. t$i.so. Mac-
millan. 7-10620.

The long road Is the way that marks the ex-
ile's journey from Russia to Siberia. Trav-
eled by a Russian and his wife and child in
punishment for the offence of snuff-taking, It

terminates in a little Siberian village where the
grim cruelty of a despot governer works havoc
in hearts and liomes.

•Rut when ad is said, it remains a stralgnt-

fom-ard narrative, capable of giving pleasure
to a not too exacting or critical public."

J Acad. 72: 345. Ap. 6, '07. 120w.
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"Notwithstantjing the painful incidents of
their travels, the effect of the story is inspir-
ing, not depressing."

+ A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 1T9. O. '07. 4«

"It verges more than once upon melodrama,
but at least it pictures the desolation of un-
broken stretches of snow with a haunting force
not easily to be duplicated in modern fiction."
Frederic Taber Cooper.

+ Bookm. 25: 500. Jl. '07. 360w.
"The story is deeply moving and is related

with knowledge of the life depicted and a rare
degree of artistic strength." Wm. M. PajTie.

+ Dial. 42:376. Je. 16, '07. 37(>w.

"A charming story, charmingly told."

-h Ind. 63: 219. Jl. 25, '07. 280w.

-f Nation. 84:314. Ap. 4, '07. 370w.
"We cannot but be grateful to Mr. Oxenham

for remembering mercy and for permitting his
reauers to close a novel of unusual sincerity
and strength with minds less penetrated by
the wrongs and the anguish of its hero than
by his moral victory and ultimate peace."

H- -t-
N. Y. Times. 12: 181. Mr. 23, '07. 860w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12; 383. Je. 15, '07. 210w.
"He has exceeded his former work in human

sympathy, quiet charm, " and dramatic force.
For freshness of sentiment and vividness of
narrative it seems to us unexcelled by any re-
cent romance."

J- -f Outlook. 85:812. Ap. 6, '07. 360w.

"Mr. Oxenham's vein of pathos is melodra-
matic—and therefore false."

1- R. of Rs. 35: 763. Je. '07. 240w.

Oxenham, John. Man of Sark. il. t$i.5o.

Baker. 7-29685.

A story which tells "in the first person, of the
adventures of a sturdy youth who seeks his
fortune as a privateer during the Napoleonic
wars. Although loyal to England, he is mlstaic-
on for a Frenchman after an exciting engage-
ment, and his English captors take him to a
prison stockade by the North sea. When h«
escapes and finds his way back to Sark, he is

welcomed as one from the dead. He is also
just in time to rescue the maiden whom he has
loved all his life from the hands of certain vil-

lainous persons who have abducted her." (Dial.)

"The vivid account of island life and cus-
toms, of landscapes and sea-scapes relieves the
obsessiion produced by this competent villain."

-I Ath. 1907. 2: 54.6. N. 2. 180w.

"The author has evidently steeped himself in

the history, the folk-lore, and the customs of
the island folk whom he describes, and tells a
tale that is deeply appealing and full of varied
interest." Wm. M. Payne.

+ Dial. 43: 252. O. 16, '07. 150w.

"To sum up, 'A man of Sark' shows a brisk
imagination and capable workmanlike treatment
of wholesome, legitimate mataWal."

-I- Nation. 85: 400. O. 31, '07. 240w.

"The novel is very well written, with much
poetic feeling and with a certain distinction of
style, which, with its vigorous manner and its

ha.rdy and manly characters, makes it a very
pleasing romance."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 612. O. 12, '07. 170w.

"It i.« a stirring story, but one likely to please
the young rather than the experienced reader."

H Sat. R. 104: 842. N. 23, '07. 180w.

Oxley, James Macdonald, North overland
with Franklin. +750. Crowell. 7-22915.

This vokime in the "Crowell's young people
scries" teils the story of the boy Denis who
went with Franklin and his party ftxjm York
factory overland to the farther north and whose
flute cheered the men in time of despair and
danger. It is a tale of hunting and adventure,
of hardship and of peril.

Page, Thomas Nelson. Coast of Bohemia.
**$!. Scribner,

Collected for the first time, Mr. Page's
poems could be launched witu no better I'envol
than the autiiur s "fiae conlession 01 uie lajth
of a mmor poet:" "There is lor a minor poet
also a music that the outer world does not
catch — an inner day which the outer world
does not see. It is this music, this light, which,
lor the most part, is for the lesser poet his
only reward."

•r>o trained a hand as his could handily fail
to produce a creditable worn., even in tne un-
wonted medium ol inyme and rnythm." Wm.
M. Payne.

-r Dial. 42: 252. Ap. 16, '07. 290w.
"Poetic sensibility ... is very evident In

Mr. Page's verse, and he has an admirable
command of tradltionai poetic tone."

+ Nation. 84:35. Ja. 10, '07. 280w.
"It is well modulated song, mellow as a. Sou-

thern voice. While not varied in form nor ex-
perimental in meter, it is refined, smoothly
textured, always melodious verse." Jessie B.
Kittennouse.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 30. Ja. 19, '07. 480w.
"The ixjems ring true; they have the quality

of sanity throughout; they are conspicuously-
free from self-consciousness; and they are often
happy in the ease and freedom of tneir phras-
ing."

-j- Outlook. 87: 743. N. 30, '07. 350w.
R. of Rs. 35: 254. F. '07. 50w.

Page, Thomas Nelson. Novels, stories,

sketches and poems. "Plantation ed."

I2V. $18. Scribner.

Twelve illustrated volumes make up this
"plantation edition," so called because all th«
stories, novels, verses and essays present phases
of plantation life.

-I- + Dial. 42:190. Mr. 16, '07. 190w.

"What one might almost call definitive edi-
tion."

-i- + Ind. 61: 1351. D. 6, '06. 480w.

-t- + N. Y. Times. 12: 27. Ja. 19, '07. 780w.

Page, Thomas Nelson. On Newfound river.

T$i.5o. Scribner., 6-35938.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-r A. L. A. bkl. 3: 18. Ja. 'U7. +
Ind. 62: 677. Mr. 21, '07. lOOw.

Page, Thomas Nelson. Under the crust.

* t$i.5o. Scribner. 7-37269.

"In the seven stories which make up the vol-

ume of short tales, 'Under the crust,' the dis-

cerning reader will find the characteristic ideal-

ism of Mr. Page expressing itself in delicate and
sympathetic studies of men ajid women to
whom commercialism exists only to be resisted,

and who live in the world as if life were still

a matter of the spirit and not a matter of phys-
ical luxury."—Outlook.

N. Y. Times. 12: 65'2. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"The lack of distinction is made up for by
a healthy, cheerful tone, and there is reality
to the men and women the author depicts."

-{- N. Y. Times. 12: 826. D. 14, '07. 120w.

"The stories in this volume are not of equal
excellence, but it contains work which Mr.
Page has never surp>assed."

+ + Outlook. 87:742. N. 30, '07. llOOw.
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Paine, Albert Bigelow. From van dweller

to commuter. t$i.5o. Harper.

A breezy account of the trials that overtook

a man, his wife and the "Precious Ones" while

moving from fiat to flat in New York in quest

of a reallv comfortable and livable place that

they miKh't call home. Comparative peace falls

to their lot only when they enter upon the

commuter's life in a near-by suburb. The en-

tire story is a "sort of general unburdenmg
of the troubles that haunt one during an at-

tempted solution of the problem of living with

a view to "relief of spirit which is said to fol-

low confession."

"Though the narrative for the most part runs

too familiarly along well-worn grooves^ its ta-

cile humor and abundant sentiment may well

afford some innocent diversion-especially to

readers whose memory turns backward to ad-

ventures of kindred nature."

-f Nation. 85: 353. O. 17, 07. ^70w.

"It will find its clientele among those who en-

,oy W_arner-s_-My^summer^m a garden.
^^^^

"There is much humor of a popular kind, and

many clever character sketches.

+ Outlook. 87: 544. N. 9. 07. /uw.

Paine, John K. History of music to the

* death of Schubert. $2.75- Ginn.

The posthumous work of Professor Paine

which includes his lectures on the history^of

music to the death of Schubert. The iect\u-es

?^e arranged under the headings Ancient and

midiaeva"" music and Origin of dramatic mu-

sic, opera and oratorio.

Paine. Ralph Delahaye. Greater Americn.

*$i.5o. Outing. 7-i4«03.

A series of glimpses of the BP'endid activi-

ties of the American west of to-day. ihe au

tfor introduces the reader to numerous acti^i-

lies iVong the line of extensiori movement

which show great creative and pioneering

Sees at work^ Some of his ch"I>ters are as

follows: Past and P'-^sent of the boo. The

storv of a copper mine. The magnet oi ine

whelt The cow puncher versus lirigation. The

heart of the big timber country A breath from

SsL and Gold camps of the desert.

"To read the book is to get a new appre-

Hntinn of the greatness of America, the gjeat-

nis ?f her prfsent and the possibilities of her

^"*+^i' Ann. Am. Acad. 3»: 599. N. '07. 200vr.

"Belongs to a class of books which "lay be

caMed rare even in this age of print. It bears

the same relation to the ordinary youme of

travel and description that the realistic novel

of actual events hears to the novel of roman-

"^+^+'Llt. D. 35: 132. Jl. 27. '07. 430w.

Mr Paine has felt and has put into his book

the verv spirit of energy and enthusiasm and

confidence and ambition and kindliness which

fills the vast miles to the west of New York.hus tn_e ^^asl^^
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ .^^ ^.^^

Paine, Ralph Delahaye. Praying skipper

and other stories. $1.50. Outing pub.
6-1 1303.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Uncommonly good tales of the straight-

ahead sort."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:110. Ap. '07.

Paine, Ralph Delahaye, ed. Romance of an
* old time shipmaster. *$i.25. Outing

pub.

A collection of letters and Journals written
by an American sea captain during the early
part of the nineteenth century. "It reveals a
most charming and lovable personality, a sort

Of IiOTd. Chesterfield of the quarter-deck, and

throws a curious light on life at sea at that
time."

Pais, Ettore. Ancient legends of Roman
history; tr. by Mario E. Cosenza. *$4.

Dodd. 5-33942.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Indeed every page of the book is full of il-

luminating and original ideas. For the most part
the tran.slation reads well, and a certain num-
ber of un-Rnglish expressions do not detract
from its value, nor can we say that much is

added by the greater part of the illustrations."
G. McN. Rushforth.

-I-
-^ Eng. Hist. R. 22: 556. Jl. '07. 610w.

"Professor Pais is a difficult writer. There
is m.uch to be learned from his book. His
notes cite the f/ources with considerable ful-
nes.s, occasionally . . . possessing an interest
for students outside the narrower limits of the
subitct."

H Sat. R. 103: 366. Mr. 23, '07. 1510w.

Palgrave, Francis Turner. Treasury of
sacred songs; selected from the Eng-
lish lyrical poetry of four centuries:
w^ith explanatory and biographical
notes. *$i.i5. Oxford. 3-25607.

A well chosen collection of sacred songs
which includes many of our best sacred poems
and such of our hymns as can be termed poet-
ry.

"On the whole it is a good selection and
gives a just idea of the quality of our sacred
poetry."

H Acad. 71:325. O. 6, '06. 2290w.

-f A. L. A. bkl. 3: 102. Ap. '07. S.

Palmer, Frederick William, ed. With the
sorrowing: a handbook of suggestions
for the use of pastors, missionaries, and
other visitors in the homes of sorrow.
**75c. Revell. 5-41616.

"Appropriate prayers, hymns, and passages
of Scripture for use at funerals."—Bib. World.

Bib. World. 27:480. Je. '06. lOw.

"A'lost profitable for the avoidance of mo-
notony and formalism in the effort to dis-
charge a sacred duty."

-r Outlook. 82: 278. F. 3, "On. llOw.

Pardo Bazan, Emilia. Midsummer mad-
ness; tr. from the Spanish by Amparo
Loring. $1.50. Clark. 7-11214.

"The story tells of a gentle flirtation, oc-
casionally verging on the dangerous, and al-

wa>"s inclining to the superficial. The book
is readable, however, while not elevating. The
best feature is tiie minute detail with which
the story describes the everj^day life of the
characters, both nobility and peasantry."—Ind.

"The English translation ... is well ren-
dered, and follows the Spanish form of con-
versation with great conscientiousness. Of plot

and counterplot there is very little."

H Ind. 62: 915. Ap. 18, '07. 150w.

"The little tale is conceived in a spirit of

tender gayety which marks it for that raire

thing, a work of true humor."
-f Nation. 84: 363. Ap. 18, '07. 140w.

"The pages . . . are full of the deplorable
effects of rapid production, clever, vivid, and
interesting picture of Spanish life though it Is."

-\ N. Y. Times. 12: 178. M'r. 23, '07. 500w.

"Besides, the translation, by Amparo LiOring,

fulfills the difficult task of conveying the orig-

inal writer's sprightly, r^nimated style^ in a
manner ouite spontaneous and natural."

-f R. of Rs. 35: 764. Je. '07. 25!)w.

Pares, Bernard. Russia and reform. *$3. Dut-

ton.

"Beginning with a rather Impressionistic but
distinctly readable sketch of the rise and ad-
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vance of Russia from the earliest times, Mr.
Pares, with the emancipation of the serfs, en-
ters into a detailed study which is really wor-
thy of comparison with Mackenzie Wallace's
great book. Like Wallace, Mr. Pares evidently
knows his Russia thoroughly, and his Russian
in every walk of life. The geographical and eco-
nomic aspects of the country, the governmental
system, the educational facilities, the home life

of the noble and the peasant, the literature that
has been produced and the men who have pro-
duced it—all this and much more is expounded
by him in a ^vay that is equally interesting and
authoritative."—Outlook.

is a reenactrnent of the terrors of Shadraeh,
Meshach and -Abednego in the fiery furnace,
and of Dani#l in the lions' den; for David, In-
vincible in the might of truth, is unharmed by
the fire which is the consuming traditional and
superstitional hoAthenism and the lions which
aro treacherous oriental trickery and love of
revenge.

"We have many faults to find, but they do
not affect the value of the work."
-I- -I Ath. 1907, 1: 439. Ap. 13. 500w.

"In our opinion, Mr. Pares would have added
to the value of his work by more concentration
and by resolutely leaving on one side those mat-
ters which have already been adequately dealt

with by other authorities."
-j- 4- ^ Lend. Times. 6: 131. Ap. 26, '07. 1360w.

"On the whole, It may be said that he has
succeeded in gaining a place close to Wallace
and to Leroy-Beaulieu's 'Empire des Tsars.'

In its range, method, and adequacy of knowl-
edge and insight, it is certainly the best ac-
count that the Russian liberation movement
which began in 1904, has brought forth."

+ -I
Nation. 85: 332. O. 10, '07. 680w.

"For all who wish to broaden their knowl-
edge of a highly complex question Mr. Pares's
volume may be recommended as a safe giilde."

-4- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 615. O. 12, '07. 480w.

"The work is in reality encyclopedic. We feel

that in some matters, particularly with respect

to prison methods, Mr. Pares takes an over-ro-
S69.tG Vi6W."
4. ^ Outlook. 86: 971. Ag. 31, '07. 390w.

"If Mr. Pares tells us nothing sensational in

this stout volume, we are all the more ready to

believe his word . . . and if he tells us nothing
exactly new, he at all events presents his points
with a lucidity of the first order. Altogether,
this book is valuable because it contains the
comments and judgments of a competent and
wise observer."
+ + Spec. 98: 674. Ap. 27, '07. 1960w.

Paret, William, bp. Place and function of

the Sunday school in the church. *Soc.

Whittaker. 6-34266.

A discussion of the place and function of the
Sunday school in relation to the grreater subject
on which it rests, namely, the duty and rela-
tion of the Church tb children.

Park, James. Text book of mining geology,
for the use of mining students and
miners. *$2. Lippincott. GS 7-1129.

"The author deals with the subject in nine
chapters. The first contains a brief summary
of geological principles, and the following
chapters are devoted respectively to the classi-
fication of mineral deposits, ore veins, the dy-
namics of lodes and beds, ore deposits consid-
ered gi^netically, the theories of vein formation,
ores and minerals considered economically,
mine sampling, and the examination and val-
uation of mines."—Nature.

"The chapter dealing with the genesis of ore
deposits is of special interest. The perplex-
ing problems by which the subject is surround-
ed are judicially dealt with."

-f Nature. 74: 520. S. 20, '06. 540w.

Parker, Gilbert. Weavers. t$i.5o. Harper.
7-30167.

A finely wrought tapestry reproducing the
house buildcd upon a rock. David Claridge, a
sturdy English Quaker carries the new civiliz-
ation of the West to the Egyptian East. He
becomes counsellor and confident of Prince
Kaid and fights his battles for him. The story

"Is an excellent book and splendid reading.
Alike in the manner and matter of the story,
there are the ease and fulness that come of
both the writer's and the reader's assured In-
terest in the career of David Claridge."
+ + Acad. 73: sup. 116. N. 9, '07. 640w.
"Not so artistic as the author's earlier work,

and rather long drawn out, but holding the in-
terest, without question, to the end."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 179. O. '07.

"He spoils his material by wilfully romanti-
cizing it; nevertheless he produces an interest-
ing tale, set forth with such a serious air that
we are bound to take it seriously."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 399. O. 5. 190w.
"The truth is that Sir Gilbert has tried to

write a story without first thinking it out
clearly to the end; he has tried to make his
readers realise characters which he has never
successfully projected in his own imagination;
and the result, with all allowance made for
good intention and .a certain amount of good
workniansliip, cannot be called a success."
Ward Clark.

i- Bookm. 26: 169. O. '07. lOOOw.
"A work that, despite certain quite obvioxis

faults, is nevertheless endowed with unity of
design and fine idealism." Wm. M. Payne.
-j- -\ Dial. 43: 319. N. 16, '07. 40'Ow.

"The whole conception is as dead as any
mummy in Egypt, the chief difference being
that it is embalmed in an excellent literary
style."

-j Ind. 63: 1309. N. 28, '07. 5&0w.
"Sir Gilbert Parker's book is not lacking in

well-drawn, dramatic scenes growing out of the
conflict between Oriental subtlety and the
straightforward Quakerism of David; and the
picture of Egypt, although possibly not an alto-
gether accurate one, emerging from its centu-
ries of political darkness, is an interesting con-
tribution to the romance of history."
+ -\ Lit. D. 35: 695. N. 9, '07. 650w.
"Deserves and has achieved a place among

the leading novels of the year."
+ Lit. D. 35: 920. D. 14, '07. lOOw.

"Ungrateful though it may seem it is not
easy to follow this long drama with any keen
interest or to feel that the people in it are any
more sensitive than the props that sustain old-
fashioned cumbersome draperies. It is ungrate-
ful because tlie purpose of the book is earnest,
and Sir Gilbert evidently writes with knowledge
and from his own observation."

H Lond. Times. 6: 309. O. 11, '07. 450w.

"Although Sir Gilbert Parker uses a civilized
if sojnewhat hea\y English, and puts his book
together in practised fashion, his treatment of
Egyptian ti'oubles ... on the whole lacks the
brilliancy given to the same event by the late
Archibald C!avering Gunter. It is hard to be-
lieve tliat The weavers' comes from the same
hand which once gave so thoughtful and sin-
cere a study of character as Charley in 'The
right of way.' "

H Nation. 85: S06. O. 3, '07. 140w.

"The ide.x has obtained very generally of
late that the good old three-volume novel of
the mid -Victorian age was forever extinct, like

the dodo or the drama in blank verse. There
were to bo no more wronged or missing heirs,

no more 'papers' turning up in old cabinets,
no n.ore 'heavv' old men telling their stories
in quavering voices with the lights burning
low and the violins going soft, no more benevo-
lent low-comedy gents coming in slapdash at
the cntical moments, no more singularly fatu-
ous villains getting caught in their own toils.

It is a mistake; read 'The weavers' and be
convinced. All, all are here, the old familiar
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Parker, Gilbert

—

Continued.
faces. The book is written with the author's
usual facility and command of English."

1- N. Y. Times. 1^: 579. S. 28, "07. 10«*w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"Is full of brilliant and striking passages,
but the parts of the story do not perfectly
cohere, and the tale is a series of dramatic
episodes rather than a well-knit narrative of
action."

H Outlook. 87: 622. N. 23, '07. 150w.
Putnam's. 3: 368. D. '07. 1460w.

"Much practice has made Sir Gilbert Parker
a skilful weaver of a kind of plot which has no
relation to reality, or even to probability, but
which always fascinates a large novel-reading
public. Sir Gilbert Parker writes about society
and. politics as if he were an outsider."

H Sat. R. 104: sup. 8. O. 19, '07. 450w.
"Whatever fault may be found with the novel,

It certainly shows no sign of scamped work or
perfunctory handling. In every sense in which
the phrase is applicable to a novel, the author
has given us full measure,—length, wealth of
colour and exciting incident, careful portrai-
ture, minute character analysis. It may not be
unfairly urged that Sir Gilbert Parker has been
too lavish of his materials, and that his book
loses in directness of appeal from the complex-
ity of his theme, the kaleidoscopic nature of
the narrative, and the widely divergent phases
of life which he essays to depict. Yet of its
picturesqueness, its eloquence, and its exciting
quality there can be no doubt."

H Spec. 99: 533. O. 12, '07. 1140w.

Parr, G. D. Aspinall. Electrical engineering
in theory and practice. *$.3.25. Macmil-
lan. 6-36474.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Although the book is generally quite read-
able, the English is by no means perfect
throughout. The reasoning is here and there
unsatisfactory, loose language creeps in, or the
style btjicomes diffuse. The descriptive portion
of the work is tnroughout very carefully writ-,
ten and illustrated." D. K. M.

-t- — Nation. 71: 581. O. 11, 'OC. 1200w.
N. Y. Times. 11:332. My. 19, '06. 280w.

Parrish, Randall. Beth Norvell. t$i.5o. Mc-
Clurg. 7-30865

Again the West furnishes the setting of Mr.
Parrish's story. An ambitious young actress,
with a past that has linked her with an adven-
turer and gambler, and a young mining engi-
neer meet in a small town of Colorado. Their
romance is brought well into the foreground of
the story while western color is provided by the
sturdy miners of i,ne Little Yankee whose claims
the young engineer defends aginst the afore-
mentioned gambler. Tragedy, misunderstand-
ing and years of waiting precede the wholly sat-
isfactory denouement.

"It is occasionally amateurish as to the man-
ner of telling but absorbing as to incident and
plot."

-I A. L. A. Bkl. 3. 203. N. '07.

"Here is the good old style of western melo-
drama, which, we suppose and hope, will never
die out."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 580. N. 9. 130w.
"The story itself fairly revels in the old fa-

miliar conventions." Frederic Taber Cooper.
h Bookm. 26:270. N. '07. 320w.

"It is all melodrama of a rather preposterous
sort, and the hero's conversation is a little more
preposterous than anything else in the book."
V/m. M' Payne.— Dial. 43: 318. N. 16, '07. 130w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 570. S. 21, '07. 170w.
"He wallows in adjectives, his conversations

are stilted, and the actions and motives of his
characters are unconvincing."— N. Y. Times. 12: 702. N. 2, '07. 560w.

"Some striking situations are evolved, but the
high-flown language of the hero and heroine
when in peril of their lives on various occasions
seems unnatural and detracts from the effect Of
several strong scenes."

i Outlook. 87: 451. O. 26, '07. 90w.

Parrish, Randall. Bob Hampton of Placer.
t$i.5o. McClurg. 6-34646.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"One would like to see the same quality of
narration expended upon a simpleo" and more
natural plot." Fi-ederic Taber Cooper.

-; — Bookm. 25; 90. Mr. '07. S30w.
"Mr. Randall Parrish lias mastered the trick

of popular narrativs after a comparatively
brief apprentice-saip to the trade, and is to-day
one of the most effective of our story-tellers."
Wni. M. i'ayne.

-f Dial. 42:16. Ja. 1, '07. 330w.

Parrish, Randall. Great plains. **$i.75. Mc-
Clurg. 7-29851-

To write accurate history so clothed as to ap-
peal to the imagination has been Mr. Parrish's
aim. He tells how the stretch of country be-
tween the valley of the Missouri and the foot-
hills of the Rockies was discovered and settled,
emphasizes its possibilities and picturesque
wonders, and dwells upon the characteristics of
men and customs of the frontier towns.

"The choice of material is commendable, the
weaving skilful, and the interest well sustained."
Edwin Erie Sparks.

+ + Dial. 43: 283. N. 1, '07. 780w.

"He shows care and judgment in the balanc-
ing of contradictory accounts. And he lias told
the story well and in Interesting style. But he
has missed not a little of the high spirit, the
valiant courage, the dauntless expectations of
the men who conquered the plains."

-! N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 530w.
"Much of the narrative is avowedly based on

the work of others, but he has combined and
arranged tlu: materiil in sucli a way ^.s to pro-
duce a well-proportioned historical sketch. The
book is alive with incident, adventure, and odd
happenings in the days of Indian trappers, army
camps, and frontier scouts."

+ Outlook. 87: 356. O. 19, '07. 120w.
"A book of far more than ordinary interest.

WTiatever else is attempted, Mr. Parrish has at
least set forth the romantic aspects of the story
in a most vivid and fascinating way."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 637. N. '07. 90w.

Parshall, Horace Field, and Hobart, Henry
Metcalle. Electric railw^ay engineering.
*$io. Van Nostrand. W 7-100.

"This book concerns itself mainly with the
application of electricity to heavy traction as
distinguished from tramway work, and gives
an exceedingly comprehensive view of the
progress which the new motive power has
made up to the present time, besides contain-
ing a great store of collected data regarding
the results obtained in representative examples
of its application."—Ath.

"A high standard of excellence has been
maintained in the preparation of the volume."

H Ath. 1907. 1:385. Mr. 30. 1130w.

"The most comprehensive book on electric

railway practice which has yet appeared."
Henry H. Norris.
+ -f Engln. N. 57:663. Je. 13, '07. 1130W.

"The present volume endeavors, not unsuc-
cessfully, to combine [the practical and techni-
cal phases] and to give the reader a clear
knowledge of the fundamental principles that
underlie the application of electricity to haul-
age."

-I Nature. 75: 531. Ap. 4, '07. 1080w.

Parsons. Elsie Worthington Clews. Family.
**$3. Putnam. 6-42901.

An ethnographical and historical outline.

with descriptive notes, planned as a text-book
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for the use of college lectures and directors
of home-reading clubs.

'•Tbe best book yet prepared for the student,
whethf-r in school or at home." Carl Kelsey.

+ •+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 185. Jl. '07. 820w.
"Mrs. Parsons has written a most valuable

contribution to sociological study. She has pur-
sued the scientific and not the theologlc method,
and therein lies her sole offense. This world
will be a better one to live in because of this
thought-stimulating and exhaustive guide to
the scientific study of the family." Theodore
Schroeder.

-j- -f Arena. 37: 105. Ja. "07. 1690w.
Ath. 1907, 1: 445. Ap. 13. 720w.

Reviewed by Edward T. Devino.
Charities. 17: 475. D. 15. '06. 1200w.

"A better book to put into the hands of the
matur-i person looking for trustworthy informa-
tion and judicious guidance of his thinking up-
on the family problem, it would be hard to
find." Franklin H. Giddings.

-f 4- Educ. R. 34: 202. S. '07. 670w.
"Outline notes constitute the greater portion

and the chief value of the work. The fact that
the author is not obsessed by a novel theory of
her own, like some of her more original prede-
cessors, makes the book more useful to the ele-
mentary student."
+ -f Ind. 61: 1348. D. 6, '06. 780w.

+ + J. Plilios. 4: 467. Ag. 15, '07. 440w.
"It is scholarly, abounds with references to

auithorities and to text-books for the student's
reading, but deals almost wholly with the fam-
ily in its primitive forms. In our judgment it

is wholly inadequate as a text-book for the
stud.v of the family, because it practically ig-
nores the nature, origin, function, and laws of
the modern Christian family, which is what
the student most needs to comprehend."

H Outlook. 85:899. Ap. 20, '07. 120w.

"The attempt of the author to subject the
family to careful scientific examination is ex-
ceedingly praiseworthy and altogether helpful.
And there will be no question in the mind of
the reader that the work has been courageous-
ly and honestly done. As a broad-minded piece
of inductive research it is worthy of Imitation
in other fields. The book will probably stand
as one of the many single and helpful pieces
of inductive sociological study." Frederick Mor-
gan Davenport.

-I- + Poi. Sci. Q. 22: 744. D. '07. 1750w.
"Is essentially a work for students of sociol-

ogy, teachers, and men of temperate and stu-
dious minds, and takes its place, for Instance,
with sucli books as Stanley Hall's 'Adoles-
cence,' which, by the way, it surpasses in ori-
ginal research." Dr. Allan McLane Hamilton.

-I- -I- Putnam's. 1: 557. F, '07. 1850w.
"Judging from the scope of the book and the

method of instruction recommended, the author
imposes no bounds to the subject to be studied
by these young people, and it is on this point
that she is most open to adverse criticism.
Whatever may be the criticism to which her
conclusions are subjected, no one can object
to the tone of the book or doubt the courage
and transparent honesty of the writer."

-\ Sat. R. 103: 689. Je. 1, '07. 1310w.

Parsons, Florence Mary (Mrs. Clement
Parsons). Garrick and his circle; il-

**$2.75. Putnam. 6-45350.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-^- A. L. A. Bki. 3:85. Mr. '07.

"Not only does she appear to have read—and
to have mastered—everything the most exact-
ing could require; but she has shown excellent
judgment as to fact and fable, essentials and
non-essentials." S. M. PVancis.

+ + Atian. 100: 489. O. '07. 2«0w.

"Mer portraits have that fulness and unity
which impart a conclusive notion of personal-
ity, set with a due sense of perspective against
a w'»)ll-balanced background."

-!- -i- Dial. 42:18. Ja. 1, '07. 390w.

Parsons, Frank. Heart of the railroad
problem: the history of railway dis-
crimination in the United States, with
efforts at control, remedies proposed,
and hints from other countries. **$i.5o.
Little. 6-13090.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906,
"Vivid, concrete, interesting; covers with

great detail one problem only, that of discrim-
ination and its remedy."
+ r — A. L. A. Bkl. 3:102. Ap. '07.

Reviewed by Emory R. Johnson.
Ann. Am. Acad. 3€: €17. N. '07. &60w.

"While he occasionally disturbs the reader's
confidence by basing his charges upon rumors
and hearsay evidence, after the manner of the
newspaper reporter, he relies principally upon
oftioiai investigations, hearings and reports, and
in his handling of this material he shows a
thorough familiarity with his subject." Frank
Haigh Dixon.
-H H Poi. Sol. Q. 22: 156. Mr. '07. 270w.

Parsons, Frank. Railways, the trusts, and
the people. 25c. Taylor, C. F. 6-46268.

"A comprehensive work on the political, in-
dustrial, and social effects of different systems
of railway control. . . . The work is divided
into two parts, the first dealing with the re-
lations of tlie railways to the public, . . . and
the second analyzing the railway problems."

—

R. of Rs.

"As a source of information Professor Par-
sons's volume is a rich mine. It is unfortunate
that so valuable a work should suffer so from
the author's lack of literary discretion." Em-
ory R. Johnson.

H Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 617. N. '07. 360w.
"As far AS bu'k and comprehensiveness are

concerned, all previous contributions are out-
done. Despite the many facts and figures pre-
sented by Professor Parsons, there is still want-
ing a comprehensive and scientific study of the
railroad problem."

-; Ind. 62: ?87. F. 14, '07. 720w.

-t- R. of ;^s. 34: 760. D. '06. 210w.

Pastenr, Violet M, Gods and heroes of old
* Japan; decorated by Ada Galton. *$3.5o

Lippincott. 7-18124.

Faint gray drawings of Japanese plants and
flowers furnish marginal decoration while the
text consists of "short stories taken from the
sacred writings and ancient histories of Jap-
an. Some are legendary and miraculous; oth-
ers correspond to the tales of our own age of
chivalry." (Dial.)

"Interesting, to those especially who have a
real sympathv with old Japan."

-(- Ath. 1906, 2: 838. D. 29. 170w.

"Simply and gracefully told, with a qualnt-
ness that suits the primitive type of the sto-
ries."

-\- Dial. 43: 384. D. 1, '07. 190w.

"The work should appeal to young and old

readci-s alike."
+ Outlook. 87: 618. N. 23, '07. 90w.

"There is much that is beautiful and poetic
in the-se heroic legends, but the story gets fre-

quently very involved, and the names are most
confusing."

-I "^Sat. R. 102: sup. 8. D. 8, '06. lOOw.

"The stories . . . are well told, and Miss
Pasteur cleverly brings before us the strange
far Eastern outlook on life."

+ Spec. 97: 939. D. 8, '06. 50w.

Paston, George, pseud. (Miss E. M. Sym-
onds). Lady Mary Wortley Montagu
and her times. *$4-50- Putnam.

"This is, for three reasons, a very interest-

ins: hook. In the first place Lady Mary is her-
self a woman who claims attention. . . She
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Paston, George, pseud. —Continued.
became a national oenefactress, and her char-
actor deserves to be studied. Secondly, the
times in which Lady Mary lived, though dif-
ferent from our own in many respects, wuie
in seme ways alarmingly like them. ... In
the third place. Lady Mary knew well enouga
that she was an excellent letter-writer." (Lond.
Times.) The sketch is keenly alive to her
learning, her fascination, her eccentricities and
her wit.

goes back to uondon to do settlement work in
that, unlovely quarter known as The Nile. Here
he works side by side with a young woman who
is secretary of his district and this. Of course,
furnishes tlie romance of the book, but its vi-
tal interest lies in the life of the criminal
quarter in which they labor and in the strong
characters, both gooa and evil, which they en-
counter.

"There are but slight deductions to be made
from our praise of this excellent piece of bi-
ography. The notes are numerous and inform-
ing, and the few errata are chiefly to be found
in the text."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 568. My. 11. 1710w.

"It is because of her letters almost exclusive-
Iv that we now feel much Interest In Lady
Mary, and in her letters from Constantinople
we have the best of her."

+ Dial. 43: 96. Ag. 16, '07. 250w.

"By some lack Mr. Paston fails to show the
charm that Lady Mary's contemporaries for the
most part cordially owned, and that the read-
er of her letters feel, today."

\ Ind. 63: 343. Ag. S, '07. 390w.
"The book is written with great discretion,

wit)i a certain reticence, for which in these
days we cannot he too grateful."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 140. My. 3, '07. 2550w.

"We feel we have been 'personally conducted'
over an interesting tract of time."

-i Nation. 84: 589. Je. 27, '07. 1970w.
"When the author speaks herself, she does

so wit'n delightful appreciation of the whole
business, and links the mass of manuscripts
into a coherent and agi'eoable book." Hild^i-
garde Hawtliorne.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 313. My. 18, '07.

23!s0w.

"The true significance of Lady Mary's life

story, that which gives it value to readers of
to-day, is the light it throws on the period In
which it was lived, and the fact that
Lady Mary herself was par excellence a prod-
uct of her times."

+ Outlook. 87: 80. S. 14, '07. 3700w.

Reviewed by H. W. Boynton.
-I- Putnam's. 3: 235. N. '07. 1030w.

-r Spec. 98: 901. Je. 8, '07. 2140w.

Paternoster, George Sidney. Lady of the
blue motor. $1.50. Page. 7-16942.

An automobile story which does not content
itself with tlie gentle excitements incident to
motoring, but which involves a young English-
man, wlio undertaltes to champion a mysteri-
ous lady who drives a blue car, in a series of
strange complications whicli do not stop short
of murder. Tlie villain, also equipped with a
car, is as diabolical as any of his class and the
whole story moves at third speed along a high-
way bristling with dangers to a conventionally
happy ending.

"The misprints are sometimes serious. Apart
from this, the story is a well-constructed mel-
odrama, interesting in its own way, and with
less hysteria and more character-study than
one usually finds in books of this type."

H Acad. 73: 43. O. 19. '07. 220w.

"The character of this delectable volume Is

that of the 'shilling shocker.' It is an ordina-
ry sensational story of the stereotyped sort."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 297. S. 14. 70w.

"While audacious and seemingly rather bold
in the beginning of Sydney Pasternoster's new
motor car story, is proved in the end to be
couiageous and loving."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 384. Je. 15, '07. llOw.

Paterson, Arthur Henry. John Glynn;
a novel of social work. t$i.5o. Holt.

7-14252.
John Glynn is an Englishman who has made

a fortune in America on her rough frontier and

"The more serious will welcome a book
which contains more than a mere love-story,
while those who do not care for too thoughful
fiction will find an exciting and convincing
novel, in which tiie characters are alive, and
the interest is sustained to the end."

H Acad. 72: 414. Ap. 27, '07. 400w.

"The characters are well drawn and, on the
whcle, convincing. What is lacking in literary
merit i^ overlooked in the swift succession of
incidents."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 136. My. '07.

"The characterization is stereotyped, each
figure being plainly labelled, good or evil, and
painted in bold c olours. Plot and general treat-
ment are in keeping with this class of work;
but the book is not without its instructive side,

and despite occasional tendencies to claptrap,
and frequent exaggeration, has here and there
touche.s of genuine human wisdom, and indica-
tions of sincere thought regarding some of the
problems which face the worker among the
poor."

-i Ath. 1907, 1: 502. Ap. 27. 130w.

"The book holds more entertainment—if only
you can forget that first chapter—than many
a better one.^' Edward Clark Marsh.

J Bookm. 25: 520. Jl. '07. 930w.

-i Ind. 63: 97. Jl. 11, '07. 130w.

"The pictures of the seamy side of London
life are said to be true without being unwhole-
somely realistic."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: £S4. Je. 15, '07. 190w.

"The author evidently knows thoroughly the
region he describes. He is less happy, however,
in his allusions to the western United States,
whence his hero has just com.e with a fortune
made In the cattle busines.s."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 457. Jl. 20. '07. 340w.
"The tone throughout is frankly and conven-

tionally sentimental and emotional, and though
John Glynn" is a well-intentioned and even
entertaining story, it can hardly be considered
as a serious attempt to add to our" knowledge
of ci-iminology or of the best methods of
social reform."

H Sat. R. 103: 722. Je. 8, '07. 290w.
"Like many stories witli a purpose, 'John

<Jlyntr would be very much better without the
love interest which Mr. I'aterson has thought
it necessary to introduce, and perhaps it

would be truer to life but for a certain melo-
uraniat'c tendency which he has not been able
to keep out of its pages."

-r — Spec. !iS: 7i2. My. 4, '07. 270w.

Paterson, William Romaine. Nemesis of
nations: studies in history: the ancient
world, Hindustan, Babylon, Greece,
Rome. *$3. Button. W 7-123.

Tl;e first of a series of studies analyzing the
causes why civilizations—ancient, mediaeval,
mod(-rn—have broken down, and the manner in
which national oins . . . have avenged them-
selves by brin.ging retribution on the sinners."
(Atli.) "Tn each of tnesc studies the method
pursued is substantially the same: There is an
examination of the oiigin of the race in ques-
tion; an effort to trace its afflliations with oth-
er j-aces; a sketch of the salient features of
the land. The leligion, laws, politics, and so-
cial customs of the r'<'oplo are then considered;
and, firally, we are given a comprehensive ac-
count of that slavery which was at the base of
all these civilizations." (N. Y. Times.)

"Tnrou.gliout this learned book, covering an
immense range, and parading a large bibllog-
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raphy. there are hardly any citations to verify
the assertions of the text; yet these are often,
to our knowledge, loose or inaccurate."

f- Ath. 1907, 1: ?.46. Mi". 23. 1440w.

"It is no common piece of work dreamed out
without labor—but betrays on every page en
intimate acquaintance with the beat modern
literature on antiquity and also with the orig-
inal sources themselves."

+ + Ind. 63: 1315. N. 28, '07. 350w.

"Mt. Paterson's book is on the whole too
audacious. He admits the complexity of the
subject, and yet practically he writes as though
the fall of his four great empires could be ex-
plained by the same simple causes acting in
the same simple way." F. Melian Stawell.

H Int. J. Ethics. 18: 121. O. '07. 600w.

"Thouahtful and scholarly essays."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 305. My. 11, '07. 490w.

"Viewed not as a philosophical interpreta-
tion of the downfall of ancient civilizations,
but as a history of their slavery systems, it

is clearly a product of thoughtful and pains-
taking research, and contams much that is in-
forming to a high degree. 'Die reader, however,
cannot be too strongly warned against unre-
served acceptance of the sweeping conclusions
Mr. Pctterson would draw from his investiga-
tions."

-\ Outlook. S6: 472. Je. 29, '07. 580w.
"Remarkable book."
+ + Spec. 98: 834. My. 25, '07. 2000w.

Patmore, Coventry Kersey Dighton.
Poems; with an introd. by Basil
Champneys. $1.75. Macmillan. 7-2591.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ Cath. World. 85: 407. Je. '07. 350w.
"It is fitting- that there should be a definitive

edition of his poetical work, and nothing could
be ir. better taste than the volume 'Poems.' "

-;- -r Ind. 62:567. Mr. 7, '07. ISOw.

Spec. 38: 17. Ja. 5, '07. 1420w.

Patten, Gilbert (Burt L. Standish, pseud.).
Frank Merriwell at Yale. 75c. McKay.

Little that fills the life of a college youth of
to-day is missing from, this spirited tale. Frank
Merriwell is made of true stuff, and with manly
courage dominates every situation unexpected
and prearranged that confronts him during his
four years.

Patten, Helen Philbrook, comp. Intima-
tions of immortality: significant
thoughts on the future life. **$i.SO.
Small. 7-2422.

An anthology which aims not so much to pre-
sent an orderly, rhetorical argument for any
theory of immortality as to bring before the
reader a composite picture of the spiritual in-
tentions of mankind thru the ages.

"This is the best work of the kind that has
appeared in anything like the same compass.
The compiler has displayed rare judgment and
discrimination in her selections. Should be
found in every well-ordered library."

-I- + Arena. 38: 213. Ag. '07. 680w.

Patten, Simon Nelson. New basis of civil-

ization. (American social progress se-

ries.) **$!. Macmillan. 7-18589.
A book designed for collateral reading and

class dii^ussion which "interprets in a spe-
cially suggestive and stimuJating way the mean-
ing find significance of recent social changes
with which the practical social worker is .''o

activply engaged and to which he is so close in
point of time and contact that he may well
tail to secure for himself the stimulus of the
larger outlook upon the events in which he is

a participant." It discusses the basis in re-
sources, heredity, family life, social classes,
social consciousness, anxusement, character and
social control.

"Prof. Patten . . . too often obscures his
meaning to the common mind by expressing
perfectly sensible observations and conclusions
m the formulae they frequently employ to con-
ceal lack of thouglit, but he has nevertheless
an astonishing number of really vital and sug-
gestive things to say. In short, in many points,
at least, he has hold of the truth."

-i N. Y. Times. 12: 347. Je. 1, '07. 2000w.

Outlook. 86: 765. Ag. 10, '07. 360w.
"Even if some of these things seem Utopian,

no fair-minded thinker can deny that Professor
Patten has vividly brought out important dif-
ferences between our civilization and any past
regime, has called attention to the inevitable-
ness of readjustment, has offered illuminating
interpretations of our standards and ideals, and
has made many wise and stimulating sugges-
tions for practical effort." George E. Vincent.

H Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 741. D. '07. 1330w.

Patterson, Annie W. Chats with music
lovers. **$i.25. Lippincotv.

Miss Patterson talks illuminatingly on such
subjects as the following: How to enjoy music;
How to practice; How to sing; How to compose;
How to read text-books; How to be an organ-
ist; How to conduct; Preparing for examina-
tions; How to get engagements; How to ap-
pear in public; How to organize musical enter-
tainments; and How to publish music.

"It is a compendium of really practical hints
in almost every branch of music, expressed with
great shrewdness, and in a way that carries
weight."

-I- Lond. Times. 6: 222. Jl. 12, '07. 240w.

"Covering so much ground, she has neces-
sarily covered it very thinly."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 270w.

Pattison, James William. World's painters
since Leonardo. *$4. Duffield.

"The author lias taken up the long succes-
sion of artists of whom he treats in chronolog-
ical order, without regard to nationality,
schools or character of work. In this he has
soug'ht to present tlie influence exerted by con-
temporaries upon one another, even at great
distances. ... It is as though he had produced
an abri.lged Bryan's Dictionary of painters, ar-
ranging by date instead of alphabet, and giv-
ing the whole affair the lively inspiration of
alert thought and ready sympathy."—Int. Stu-
dio.

"The student who uses it merely as a court
of last resort on minutiae will have missed its

import, which consists rather in its spirit of
sincere conviction and its direct delight in
men rather than theories."

H Int. Studio. 30: sup. 24. N. '06. 72Qw.

Patton. John Shelton, and Doswell, Sallie

J. University of Virginia: glimpses of

its past and present. 25c. Bell. 5-39859-

"An account, based on the correspondence of
Jeft:erson and Joseph C. Cabell, of the founding
of the university, a sketch of the institution's
early history, a description of the Jefferson-
ian buildings, and accounts of the various
pha.^es nf the university's development, to-

gether with lists of honor and prize students,
orators, participants in the civil war, etc."

—

Am. Hist. R.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 473. Ja. '07. 80w.

"Notwithstanding oversights, the volume
contains much mformation that an alumnus
may be glad to have in convenient compass."

H Nation. 83:466. N. 29, '06. 370w.

N. Y. Times. 11:382. Je. 16, '06. 130w.

Paul, Herbert Woodfield. History of mod-
ern England. 5v. ea. **$2.5o. Macmillan.

4-2649.

Descriptive note of v. 1-3 in Anmual, 1906.

V. 4 and 5. Volume 4 opens with the Tiu-k-

Ish troubles of 1876 and closes with the defeat
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Paul, Herbert V/dodfield—Continued.
of the Gladstone government in 1885. The
closing volume begins with June 8, 1885, "a
memorable day in English history . . . from
[which] all subsequent events in this history
take in some degree their colour," and closes
"With the events that led up to the defeat of
the Liberal party in 1895.

"The weakest part of the whole work is the
conclusion. We have to thank Mr. Paul for a
book which, if not profound, has at least the
merit of putting great matters clearly, at-
tractively and simply, of being at once in-
structive and entertaining." Wilbur C. Abbott.
+ -; Am. Hist. R. 12: 385. Ja. '07. 1420w.

( Keview of v. 5.)

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 48. F. '07. (Review of
V. 1-5.)

"Mt. Paul's comfments on public men and
parties are ke-^n and incisive; his narrative
vivid, terse and clear. The general style is

midway between the severe classic stateliness
of Morley's 'Life of Gladstone', and the easy
gossipy style of Justin McCarthy's 'History of
our own times.' With very Iittl>j dissertation,
no rhetoric, a good sprinkling of wit, recorded
and first hand, this history may be read for
enjoyment as well as for information."
+ -r -f Cath. World. 84:829. Mr. '07. 9S0w.

(Review of v. 1-5.)

"Mr. Paul's work, is, in brief, a readable
journalistic enterprise, sufficiently accurate in

details, but lacking in stud)>-, in erudition, and
in thought, and largely deficient in all save
avowed pijlitical information."

-, Dial. 42: 114. F. 16. '07. 290w. (Review
of v. 5.)

"Surely Mr. Paul's wisdom and foresight
must have fallen short when he accords such
a high place to the man [Mr. Balfour] whom
both Conservatives and Liberals now realize to

be a failure as the leader of a modern political

party and whose successor iss being discussed
in his own political camp. 'The history of
modern England' will certainly not hold its own
either as history or as literature."

h Ind. 63: 454. Ag. 22, '07. 570w. (Re-
view of v. 1-5.)

"Giving always a picturesque and interest-
ing narrative of contemporary events, not al-
ways, it is true, without prejudice and bias,
but possessing all the virtues of an honest ac-
count by an intelligent participant."
+ + Ind. 63: 1232. N. 21, '07. 70w. (Re-

view of v. 1-5.)

+ + Nation. 84:177. F. 21, '07. 2240w. (Re-
view of V. 5.)

"Xo one can question the breeziness and vigor
of l"iis style or the cleverness of his epigrams;
but however successful the work may be as lit-

erature, as history it leaves much to be do-
sired." W. Roy Smith.

H Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 129. Mr. '07. GlOw. (Re-
view of V. 4 and 5.)

"The present volume is distinctly inferior to
its predecessors, both in arrangement and form,
and in the objectivity of its criticisms." George
Louis Beer.

f — Putnam's. 1: 760. Mr. '07. 1240w. (Re-
view of V. 5.)

Paullin, Charles O. Navy of the American
revolution. *$i.25. Burrows. 6-42974.

"A small well-printed duodecimo, into whose
narrow compass the author has packed an as-
tonishingly succinct and trustworthy account
of the administration of the maritime forces
of tlio revolted colonies. Dealing with the cre-
ation, organization, and control of the Contln*
ental navy and the various state navies in turn,
he has emphasized that neglected page of our
history rather than the well-known brilliant
exploits of a few popular heroes."—Nation.

"This book Is In all respects admirable, and
the author may be congratulated uj>on the pos-
session of the painstaking industry and ripe-
ness of judgment which disarm the most cap-
tious of critics." Herbert C. Bell.

+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: €14. N. '07. 6S0w.
Ind. 01: 1170. N. 15, '06. 20w.

"Dr. PauUin's references to authorities are
so frequent and scrupulous that his book be-
comes i'n indispensable guide to the student of
this epoch."

{- + Nation. 84: 81. Ja. 24, '07. 170w.
"Details of a number of actions unknown to

the general reader are given, and all together
it IS a valuable work of reference."

-I- N. Y. Times. 11: 903. D. 29, '06. 70w.

Paulsen, Friedrich. German universities
and university study; authorized tr. by
Frank Thilly and W: W. Elwang. **$3.
Scribner. 6-12846.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"In many respects it is an extraordinarily
good translation—spirited, idiomatic, and even
racy—but it contains some queer words and
some awkward constructions. The weakest
things are the references to the English univer-
sities, whicii Professor Paulson evidently knows
only at second nand and comprehends very Im-
perfectly."
+ -! Lond. Times. 6:34. F. 1, '07. 2450w.

-h -t- -I- Nature. 75: 338. F. 7, '07. 1340w.

"I know of no book discussing university
problems and their solving which I can more
heartily commend to others who are working
at these same problems." J. H. Finley.

-f -i- No. Am. 183: 410. S. 7, '06. 1450w.

Paulus Diaconus. History of the Lango-
* bards, by Paul, the Deacon; tr. by Wil-

liam D. Foulke, w^ith explanatory and
critical notes, a hiography of the au-
thor, and an account of the sources of
the history. (Translations and reprints.
N. S. V. 3.) $1.50. Dept. of history,
Univ. of Pa., Phil. (Sold by Long-
mans.) 7-20902.

The first English version of Paul's history.
The introduction, notes and appendices are a
compilation from modem writers.

"It is in fact a masterly little book, well con-
ceived, thoroughly studied, and judiciously
written. It Is a real contribution to the study
of the American revolution." C. H. Van Tyne.

+ + Am. Hist. R, 12: 666. Ap. '07. 720w.

"The translation is on the whole well donie,
but the constant Introduction of 'Indeed' Is
not English, it Is comical to firui Plinius Se-
cundus appearing as 'Pliny the Second,' and
'quite distinguished' does not translate 'eml-
nentiores' (p. 142). Commas are strewn about
in profusion, with the odd result that on p.
380 Paul is quoted as the authority for the fact
that Kiepert made a map for Mommsen." BL
W. B.

-I Eng. Hist, R. 22: 826. O. '07. 230w.

"This account of his own people by one of the
most learned of medieval historians will be a
pleasant surprise to the English reader who
has hitherto had no opportunity to put this vi-
vacious chronicle of the seventh century on
the shelf with his Herodotus and Frolssart."

+ Ind. 63: IWi. O. 24, '07. 90w.

Payne, Will. When love speaks. t$i.5o.

Macmillan. 6-40589.

A novel with a Middle "West town for the set-
ting portrays the conflict between two civic
standards, the one absolute. Invlhclble against
bribery and graft, the other, avowedly stamped
by a leaning toward "big game" methods. "The
strife between the two men who have adopted
these standards respectively Is further compli-
cated by their close domestic relations, the wife
of one being the sister of the other. "The
problem of the book, as Implied In the title, of
course, is whether, whenever the Inevitable
cla.sh comes, the voice of love will speak
strongly enough to outweigh the voice of the
wife's Inherited convictions." (Bookm.)

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 18. Ja. '07. «i«
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"It 1^ worked out with Mr. Payne's usually
strong grasp of the affairs of men and the emo-
tions of women." Frederic Taber Cooper.
+ + Bookm. 24: 480. Ja. '07. 390w.

"Truthfulness rather than idealism is t(he

note of the book, although it has latent ideal-
ism a-plenty." Wm. M. Payne.

-f Dial. 42: 228. Ap. 1, '07. 26(>w.

"The whole tone of the book is wise, toler-
ant, and unimpeachably sincere. [Grammat-
ical] blemishes are few and trifling, only no-
ticeable because they are growing so rife In
Western Action as to create a menace."
+ + — Nation. 83: 441. N. 22, '06. 4&0w.
"The tale is told with directness and

strength. The incidents are dramatically han-
dled, ajid throughout Mr. Payne writes with
vigor and is in close touch with human na-
ture."
+ + Outlook. 84: 942. D. 16, '06. 250w.

Payne, William Morton. Greater English
poets of the nineteenth century. **$2.

Holt. 7-32172.
A study of a group of English writers includ-

ing Keats, Shelley, Byron, Coleridge, Words-
worth, i-.andor. Browning, Tennyson, Arnold,
Rossetti, Morris and Swinburne. The aim of
the work is not to consider these men in their
characters as poetic artists so much as to view
them in their relations to the world of thought
and action, to examine their poetry with respect
to intellectuul content, to set forth their Ideaa
upon reliijious and philosophic subjects, and to
discuss their attitude toward the political and
social conditions of their time.

"They deserve wide reading."
-t- Educ. R. 34: 636. D. '07. 30w.

"His best chapters are on Tennyson, Brown-
ing, and Arnold; the treatment of Oolerldg*
and Morris cannot be regarded as adequate."

-I Nation. 85: 491. N. 28, '07. 31'0w.

Peabody, Francis Greenwood. Mornings
* in the college chapel: short addresses

to young men on personal religion.
Second ser. **$i.25. Houghton. 7-37984.

Short chapel talks to students which are in-
tended to point out the way of life and to stim-
ulate a desire to have a living faith.

Peake, Elmore Elliott. Little king of An-
gel's Landing. t$i.2S. Appleton. 6-34050.

"A pathetic story with a happy ending about
a little cripple who had been blown up when a
baby in a steamboat explosion, and had grown
into such a quaint, elflike, lovable child that he
fairly dominated the little town on the Ohio
river where he lived."—N. Y. Times.

N. Y. Times. 11: 895. D. 22, '06. 60w.
"The study is keen as well as tender, and

there is something peculiarly American in the
traits revealed—a material shrewdness coupled
with an idealism unusually pure."
+ -I- Outlook. 84: 531. O. 27. '06. 160w.

Pearson, Elizabeth Ware, ed. Letters from
Port Royal, written at the time of the
civil war. *$2. Clarke. 6-46220.

These letters set forth the experiences of
the colony of Northerners who were delegated
to take charge of the negroes and the cotton
crop of 1862 when, after the capture of the
fortP at Hilton Head and Bay Point, , South
Carolina, the Sea Island region fell into the
hands of tho federals. "How they blundered
and struggled on to very considerable success,
and how their military superiors seemed m
league to ruin their whole undertaking, because
of poor judgment, or jealousy, or intrigue,
is set forth in the volume before us in their
own simple, unaffected words." (Nation.)

"The 'Letters from Port Royal' have been
painstakingly edited and elucidated by Mrs.
Peaison."

4- Nation. S4: 203. F. 28, '07. 860w.

Pearson, Norman. Some problems of exist-
ence. *$2.io. Longmans. 7-32165.

"This little book sketches a philosophy of re-
ligion from the standpoint of theistic evolution.
The questions discussea are such as 'inevitably
present' themselves to anyone who seriously
considers the problem of human existence.'
The postulates—or conclusions?—of the author's
theory are: '(1) The existence of a Deity; (2)
the immortality of man; (3) a Divine scheme ot
evolution of which we form a part, and which,
as exprest-'ing the purpose of the Deity, proceeds
under the sway of an inllexible order" .(p. 2).
With these principles in hand, Mr. Pearson finds
singularly facile answers to the question of the
mlnd."i—Philos. R.

"If one overlooks its crudities of method and
its scientific and philosophical dilettanteism, the
book as a whole Impresses one as rather a hap-
py blend of naturalism and theism, reflecting
both an attractive personality and a broad ten-
dency characteristic ol the age."

H Nation. 85: 125. Ag. 8, '07. €00w.

"More Instructive than the author's conclu-
sions are the spirit in which he has approached
his subject and the Intellectual weapons with
which he attacks his task." A. C. Armstrong.

+ Philos. R. 16: 550. S. '07. 360w.

Peary, Robert Edwin. Nearest the pole.

**$4.8o. Doubleday. 7-35225.
A narrative of the Polar expedition of the

Peary Arctic club in the S. S. Roosevelt 1905-6.

belli? Peary's own accoumt of his achievement,
the dangers encountered, and the problems
solved. The volume is well illustrated.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 932. Jl. '07. 280w.
Atlan. 99: 868. Je. '07. 970w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 126. My. '07.

+ -\ Ath. 1907, 2: 118. Ag. 8. 1900w.

Reviewed by F. T. Bre\\ster.
Atlan. 100: 260. .Tl. 11. '07. 190w.

"Is an energising book. It is a story of
achievement, the kind of story that appeals to
what is called the American appreciation of
succesp. It is distinctly a personal work." Al-
bert White Vorse.

4- + Bookm. 25: 424. Je. '07. ISOOw.

"A very readable record of a heroic achieve-
ment." Percy F. Bicknell.
+ + Dial. 42: 304. My. 16, '07. 1890w.

"For American readers it is the most im-
portant book on Arctic exploration that we
have had for manv years."
+ + Ind. 62: 1147. My. 16, '07. 890w.

"Peary's volume will be accepted as the best
and most authoritative acoount of polar ex-
ploration that has in many years appeared."

+ -f Lit. D. 34: 962. Je. 15, '07. 380w.

+ Lonti. Times. 6: 227. Jl. 19, '07. 760w.

-f + Nation. S5: 41. Jl. 11, '07. 900w.

"He knows his field as no other man knows
it, and his methods of work are the outcome
of his own originality and experience. There
is charm, too, in his way of telling things;
nervous energy in his written records. The
dramatic element is strong in many a situa-
tion that confronts him, and it does not evap-
orate when he tries to put it on paper." Cyrus
C. Adams.

-i-
-- N. Y. Times. 12: 297. My. 11, '07.

1790W.

"fie writes rather as a scientist than as an
adventurer. His journal of necessity deals with
adventure, and yet the spirit of the analyst is

the scientific spirit."
4- R. of Rs. 35: 757. Je. '07. 130w.

"The story of the journey must be read at
length to be appreciated."

-I- Spec. 99: 435. S. 28, '07. 750w.
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Peck, Harry Thurston. Hilda and the
* wishes, il. t$i. Dodd. 7-36100.

The story of a little girl and her five wishes
which a fairy godmother gave her the power
to make.

N. Y. Times. 12: 669. O. 19, '07. 2&W.
"No children can resist it, and grown peo-

ple will add to their enjoyment of the pretty
tale the ainusement they find in noting the es-
pecial characteristics of the author, which they
are accustomed to find in writing of a very
different stvle."

-r Outlook. 87: 829. D. 14, '07. 80w.

Peck, Harry Thurston. Twenty years of
the republic. **$2.5o. Dodd. 6-39787.

A summary of the most significant events oc-
curring in our country's history from Presi-
dent Cleveland's inauguration in 1885, to the
end of the McKinley-Roosevelt administration,
in 1905.

-t- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 70. Mr. '07. S.

Ath. 1907, 1: 253. Mr. 2. 250w.
"To tell the story of such a period so that

its significance shall be plain to the uncritical
reader requires evidently two gifts, of both of
which Dr. Peck is possessed the gift of analys-
ing and picturing a personality, and the gift of
tracing and describing the slow working of
those social forces whose evolution may be
recognized only after its results are accom-
plislied—in short, to trace and describe 'history
in the making.' Dr. r'eck has also the gift of
a lively narrative style, and he is not deterred
by a false sense of the dignity of history from
making use of any lively anecdotes which have
come his way." Arthur Reed Kimball.
+ + Bookm. 24: 473. Ja. '07. 3080w.

"Sensational episodes, up-to-date pictures,
and journalistic spellbinding are absent. No
pervrrsion of historiography is attempted; in-
stead appears a series of short stories, delight-
fully told, with I'Ow and then a thouglitful
word of comment, about men, women, and
things as they are depicted on the shifting
panorama of two decades of a nation's life."
William R. Shepherd.
+ -\ . Educ. R. 33: 313. Mr. '07. 1020w.

"Professor Peck's annals are as good as we
ran hope for today. We find no intentional
bias in them and some excellent portrayals.
We cannot hope for the present, to have our
immediate needs better met."
4- + — Ind. 62: 1469. Je. 20, '07. 630w.

"We are Inclined to believe the book will be
accepted as the best contribution Its author
has made to contemporary literature."

+ + Lit. D. 33: 855. D. 8, '06. 12&W.
"Professor Peck writes entertainingly. He

has woven the events of five presidential terms
into a racy and eminently readable narrative

—

qualities not impaired by a tendency to snap
judgment, a habit of rather sweeping generali-
zation, and a love for unusual words. Mis-
takes which crept into this history as published
serially have been corrected. There remain
slips which seem to show lack of familiarity
with the minutiae of government machinery
rather than downright blundering."
+ -i Nation. 84: 15. Ja. 3, '07. 440w.
"Such a history is of particular value to put

on record In a country which Is passing through
a transitory stage of eager endeavor and unat-
talned ideals."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 810. D. 1, '06. 190w.
"Professor Peck speaks his mind more freely

than does Mr. Paul, and occasionally with un-
due warmth. Sometimes, too, he writes with
an air of finality that Is unwarranted In view
of the fact that all the evidence is not yet at
hand. And now and again his pen portraits are
hardly fair to their historic subjects. For all
of this, we have read his work with satisfac-
tion, recognizing that in more than one Im-
portant way it Is soundly informative."
4- H Outlook. 85: 47. Ja. 5, '07. 290w.

"Although on . . . [some] matters—mostly
triv'.al— the reader will feel an occasional im-
pulse to rise up and disagree, there can be no
question tliat the author has succeeded in
what he has undertaken. His characters ap-
pear as living and breatl)mg human beings;
his story is told with genuine literary skill."
Paul Leland Ha.vorth.
-H !

Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 331. Je. '07. 1050w.
"For Americans who like hearty distribution

of praise and condemnation he will be a pleas-
ant and satisfactory authority. In the mere
matter of narration his book contains many
rK)ints which the more stately writers would do
well to study." John Spencer Bassett.

-f Putnam's. 2: 255. My. "07. 140w.

R. of Rs. 35: 111. Ja. '07. 60w.
Spec. 9S:379. Mr. 9, '07. 260w

Peck, Theodora. Hester of the Grants: a
romance of old Bennington. **$2.50.

Dufifield. 7-23717.

A special Vermont edition of a novel
first issued two years ago, illustrated with pic-
tures of Green mountain localities and char-
acters. The new dress enhances the historical
flavor of this tale of revolutionary times in
Vermont when it was still a part of the Hamp-
shire grants, and adds interest to the roman-
tic story of the patriotic heroine, her lovers,
and her turncoat father.

"There are many evidences of youth In the
composition of the narrative, but on the whole
it i.s a surprising piece of work for a young
author, and furnishes very pleasing and satis-
factory reading to all Interested In the events
and spirit of our countrv's most romantic days."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, '07. 80w.

Peixotto, Ernest Clifford. By Italian seas.
**$2.50. Scribner. 6-37648.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Mr. Peixotto is a very excellent artist, but
as a writer he leaves much to be desired."

-I Acad. 73: 969. O. 5, '07. 170w.

"The text is clear and only less charming
than the exquisite pictures by the author."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 70. Mr. '07.

"The text is to be read rather as a com-
mentary upon the many excellent drawings
than for its own sake. Even so it seems rath-
er shallow and superficial."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 478. O. 19. 290w.
"The word-painting is exactly as good, in its

way, a:> the penciling, and so curiously like it

in style that the two seem to make upon the
reader's mind a single harmonious impression."
Harriet Waters Preston.

-f- 4- Atlan. 99:423. Mr. '07. 560w.

Lit. D. 31: 64. Ja. 12, '07. 220w.

Peloubet, Francis N. Studies in the Book
of Job: a Biblical drama illuminating
the problem of the ages. **$i. Scrib-
ner. 6-32405.

For advanced classes in Sunday-school, for
Biblical literature courses in high schools and
colleges, for evening service and for individual
use.

"The critical standpoint of the author is un-
certain, and his estimate of the literature on
Job Is In many points at fault, but the inter-
pretation of Job is affected by errors of this
kind perhaps less than that of any other Old
Testament writing."

-I Am. J. Theol. 11:184. Ja. "07. 90w.

"There was need of just such a book as this,

which Is not inferior to Moulton or Genung in

its powers to bring to the ordinary Bible-read-
er a new and vivid realization of the treasure
ViJddon in this Arabian ash-field, while for
teachei-s it Is of unique value." Camden M.
Cobern.

-h -f Bib. World. 29: 235. Mr. 07. 910w.
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"A real vade mecum on this most trouble-
some but lascinaiing book of the Old Testa-
ment."

^- -f Dial. 4J: 318. My. 16, '07. 250w.

Pemberton, Max. Diamond ship. t$i.5o.

Appleton. 6-28763.
"Another machine-made yarn ot crime an-l

alleged mystery. The diamond ship is a huge
floating- repository of the booty collected by an
org-anized band of jewel-thieves. The leader
employs the method of a captain of Industry,
and his operations are conducted upon a vast
scale. . . . The usually helpless maiden is In-
volved."—Nation.

"It is all very interesting, if somewhat In-
genuous, and those in search of a well-written
book of adventure are recommended to buy it."

H Acad. 73: 42. O. 19, '07. 320w. "

"Max Pemberton is usually a fairly safe
choice, if your ideal of hammock Action re-
quires abundance of sensation and not too
much literary quality." Frederic Taber Cooper.

H Bookm. 25: 602. Ag. '07. 210w.
"Rather above the average of his later work.

It escapes his besetting tendency to be over-
fantastic, and tells a reasonably straightfor-
ward tale of villainy unearthed and virtue re-
warded. It is, of course, cheaply melodramatic
throughout, but the excitement is well-con-
trived." Wm. M. Payne.

] Dial. 42: 377. Je. 16, '07. 180w.
"A veritable pot-boiler of the poorest qual-

ity." — Ind. 62: 970. Ap. 25, '07. lOOw.

Nation. 84: 136. F. 7, '07. 240w.

"The most that can be said in the book's fa-
vor is that the author has shown a good deal of
ingenuity in the invention of incident. For the
rest it is an illy-done piece of novel writing,
clumsy in the construction, and in the telling
splotched all over with the discredited tinsel
and ginv-gaws of melodrama."

r N. Y. Times. 12: 119. F. 23, '07. 370w.

Pendexter, Hugh. Tiberius Smith: as
chronicled by his right-hand man Billy-

Campbell. t$i.5o. Harper. 7-11207.
A new edition of the adventures of Tiberius

Smith, the clever showman, who never faces
a. situation so perilous that his (luick wit and
keen sense of humor cannot effect a way of es-
cape. T^ven lunatics and lions do not daunt
him.

"For the lover of the circus in literature
here are thoughts that breathe; for the col-
lector • )f the ultra modern and vaudevillainous
in slang, words that burn; remain, for the lov-
er of n book in the accepted sense of that
word, feelings not fit for publication."— Nation. 84:314. Ap. 4, '07. 250w.

"The rough and ready conversational style
of the narrative and the grotesque humor of
its similes and comparisons . . . make a fitting
garb for the breezy, absurd, amusing tale."

-I- N, Y. Times. 12: 239. Ap. 13, '07. 360w.

Penfield, Edward. Holland sketches, il.

* **$2.so. Scribner. 7-36404.
Entire sympathy exists between the Illustra-

tions and text as both are the work of Mr.
Penfield. "Nothing could be better suited to
his style than the quaint Dutcb peasants In
their baggy trousers or voluminous skirts, pic-
turesque caps, and clumsy wooden sabots. Queer
little by-streets, flapping -windmills on the
banks of quiet canals, fishing smacks with
patched brown sails, 'interiors' hung with Delft
and old brasses,—these are the things that Mr.
Penfield paints and -writes about, . . . He
never has a beaten-track experience." (Dial.)

Penfield/ Frederic Courtland. East of Suez,
Ceylon, India, China and Japan; il.

from dra-wings and photographs. **$2.

Century. 7-8551.

"The world's turnstile at Suez" is the head-
ing of the opening chapter of a book of "jour-
nayings loaded v/ith gentle preachment." Af-
ter a brief survey of the history and of the
utilitarian phases of the great marine highway,
the author becomes a very informing guide
thru Colombo, the Ceylon hill country and Bom-
bay, on to sluggish China and to Japan where
the "old is bein.e supplanted by the new with
amazing rapidity."

"It Is seldom, even In these days of unique
and beautiful travel books, that anything 00
thoroughly delightful as 'Holland sketches' la
published."
+ + Dial. 43: 376. D. 1, '07. 310w.

Outlook. 87: 617. N. 23, '07. 13»w.

"He has assimilated much useful informa-
tion, many statistics, and not a few superficial
impressions. These he has clothed in pictur-
esque language, decorated here and there with
such gems as 'truthlet' for a little truth."

-I Acad. 72: 507. My. 25, '07. 350w.

A. L. A. BKl. 3:103. Ap. '07. S.

Ann. Am. Acad. 29. 644. My. '07. 450w.

"It is one of the best books of travel of the
year."
f -\- Arena. 86: 672. Je. '07. 280w.
"The clear manner in which Mr. Penfield pre-

sents his ideas CoUd the fact th-it he has had
such excellent opportunities to know whereof
he cpeaks should entitle his opinions to serious
consideration." l^lizabeth Kendail.

-f Bookm. 25:301. My. '07. S90w.

"Few books of travel lately written In this
country excell it, and we predict it -will be more
than a book of an hour." H. E. Coblentz.

-r Dial. 42: 371. Je. 16, '07. 480w.
"Throughout the whole of this portion of the

Bast there is an almost total lack of American
products. This state of things is regarded by
the autlior as wholly inexcusable. His views
upon the sub.iect are timely and deserving of
general attention."

-I- Lit. D. 34: 510. Mr. 30, '07. 550w.

"Most of these spots are familiar, but de-
scribed from his point of view in an attract-
A'e, often humorous way, they acquire a fresh
interest."

-I- Nation. 84: 289. Mr. 28, '07. 370w.

"It is well worth while to travel in Mr. Pen-
field's company, and look at unfamiliar scenes
with his fresh yet experienced eyes." Edward
A. Bradford.

+ N. Y. Times. 12:158. Mr. 16, '07

1390W.
-i- Outlook. 86:38. My. t, Oi. llOw.

"The book is mere journalism and, though In-
teresting, is by no mean." trustworthy." G:
Louis Beer.

f- Putnam's. 2: 745. S. '07. 130w.

"An excellent book of travels unusually -weU
told."

-h R. of Rs. 36: 639. N. '07. 40w.

"This is an eminently readable book."
+ Spec. 98: 948. Je. 15, '07. 250w.

Pennell, Elizabeth Robins (Mrs. Joseph
Pennell). Charles Godfrey Leland: a
biography. 2v. **$S. Houghton. 6-31406

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

•'Only for the larger library."

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 14. Ja. '07.

Atlan. 99: 429. Mr. '07. 980w.

"In spite of much that is delightful, the book
is longer than discretion would have dictated."
Elizabeth Kendall.
+ -j Bookm. 24: 593. F. '07. lOSOw.

"A graceful writer of unerring taste."
+ -r Ind. 62: £14. Ap. 18, '07. (30w.

"Her ready pen runs away with her, and she
employs in expansion the time which would
have iDeen more profitably devoted to condensa-
tion."

1- Lond. Times. 5: 416. D. 14. '06. 1460w.
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Pennell, Elizabeth Robins—Continued.
"It must be conceded at the outset that these

absorbing volumes do not offer a uniformly an-
alytical or judicial estimate of the picturesque
and magnetic 'Hans Breitmann.' " Christian
Brinton.

H No. Am. 183: 1299. D. 21, '06. 1780w.

Peple, Edward Henry. Semiramis: a tale Of
battle ana of love. t$i.5o. Moffat.

7-26347.
A romance of ancient Assyria. "The figure

of the warrior qufier., iialf goddess, half mortal,
stands out brilliantly wherever she is placed.
Her love for the Assyrian prince, their adven-
tures, her clever manipulation of the jealous
King >;;iiu.s, and her final grim triumph are
vividly described." (Outlook.)

"Like the vast majority of novels that woula
feign reincarnate a buried antiquity, the sense
of actuality is ineffectual." PYederic Taber
Cooper.— Bookm. 26: 269. N. '07. 330w.
"Whether he entertains or exasperates de-

pends upon the character of the reader. To one
acquainted with accepted profane and religious
history the book is, to say the least of it, dis-
concerting. The story is written in a kind of
delirious prose, that is to say it has the rigid-
ity of poetry without its grace or high meaning,
and the form of prose without its flexibility."— Ind. 63: 946. O. 17, '07. 130w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 557. S. 14, '07. 470w.
"Imagination almost routs history, and the

result is a highly entertaining storj*."
+ Outlook. 87: 270. O. 5, '07. 80w.

Pepper, Charles Melville. Panama to Pata-
gonia: the Isthmian canal and the west
coast countries of South America.
**$2..so. McClurg. 6-10671.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 148. My. '07.

"Our ignorance of the sister republics Is so
great that a work such as Mr. Pepper's is to be
welcomed as a contribution toward the enlight-
ening of Americ.'\n public opinion."

t + Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 468. N. '06. 16nw.

Pepys, Samuel. Pepys' memoirs of the
Royal navy; ed. by Jos. Robson Tan-
ner. (Tudor and Stuart lib.) *$i.7S. Ox-
ford. 7-29045.

Memoirs that were published originally by
Pepys in Jutie. 1690. They are a defense of his
own naval administration prior to 1688, and a
criticism of that of his opponents Interesting
details concer^iing the navy of this period are
included.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 689. Ap. '07. 160w.

-t- Nation. 84:132. F. 7, '07. 130w.

Periam, Annina. Hebbel's Nibelungen. its

sources, method and style. *$i. Macmil-
lan. 6-24558.

"Tn her five rhapters the author of these
studies treats of the genesis of Hebbel's 'Nibel-
unsen.' Hebbel's conception of his di'amatlc
problem, the sou.'-ces of the work and his use ol
them, his relation to predecessor's and critics,

particularly Raupach, Fouqu6, Geibel, "Wagner,
and Vir.cher, and some special aspects of Heb-
bel's work—inventions, treatment of women, of
rellplon, and the mythical and miystioal."—N.
Y. "Times.

Nation. S3: 1£6. Ag. 30, '06. 90w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 456. Jl. 14. '06. SlOw.

Perkins, Lucy Fitch. Book of joys: the
* story of a New England summer, il.

**$i.75. McClurg. 7-34806.

A Chlcagoan tells how she takes a new lease
of life during a spring and summer spent In

two New England villages. From the confu-
sion of the city she turns to the Joys of rural
loneliness, and rex'els in turf-paved walks
"spangled with buttercups and broidered wiUi
violets, with the shadow of apple boughs danc-
ing over it, and living silence all about, the
stillness of singing birds and humming bees."

"Mrs. Perkins is keenly alive to both the
delights and the limitations of the old-school
New England life, seeing it with the clear eye
of an alien who is sympathetic to its charm
but fully conscious of its whimsicalities and od-
dities."

+ Dial, 43: 383. D. 1, '07. 320w.
"A book of special interest to feminine read-

ers."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. lOw.

Perkins. Mrs. Lucy (Fitch), comp. Robin
Hood; his deeds and adventures as re-
counted in the old English ballads.
^$1.50. Stokes. 6-32850.

The compiler has prettily illustrated in color
these ten Robin Hood ballads, which are based
upon authoritative versions and retam their
original form.

4 A. L. A. Bkf. 3: 111. Ap. '07.

•'The author-artist . . has not only shown
judgment in her selections, but accuracy of
costumf^ in her attractive drawings."

-t- Ind. fil: 1407. D. 13, '06. 70w.
"The book sh»ws good taste, and the Illus-

trations—most of them done in color—are sim-
ple in outline and excellent In spirit."

+ Nation. 85: 496. N. 28, '07. llOw.

Perrigo, Charles Oscar E. Modern Amer-
ican lathe practice. $2.50. Henley.

7-4843.
"This is .1, lathe book from beginning to end.
... A few chapters are given up to the his-

tory and development of the lathe and also to
lathe design. ... A number of chapters are
devtited to the description of the latest produc-
tion of our prominent manufacturers. . . .

There are also chapters on variable speed de-
vices, lathe tools and attachments, turret
lathes, spe>-'ial lathes and electrically-driven
latl'cs. Tho book is well illustrated."—Engin.
N.

".Tust the kind of a book which one delights
to consult, a masterly treatment of the subject
in hand." "VVm. VV. Bird.

4 Engln. N. 57: 443. Ap. 16, '07. 210w.

Perry, Bliss. Walt Whitman: his life and
work. **$T.=;o. Houghton. 6-35721.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"By all odds the most judicial and satisfac-
torv account of that disconcerting genius yet
published. A kind of indecision or hesitancy
to pronounce a definitive Judgrment makes his
book a little disappointing to a reader who
looks to his biographer for his opinions as well
as for his information."
+ -I Ind. 63: 1230. N. 21. '07. llOw.

"On the whole, Mr. Perry's book is an ex-
ceedingly uncomfortable one to read. The vir-
tues of an editor and a college professor are too
widely different from those of a great original
genius to admit of mutual comprehension."
Louise Collier Willcox.— No. Am. 185: 221. My. 17, '07. 990w.

"Mr. Perry brought the method.<» of a scholar
to l.is task, and for the first time the world has
an adequate and candid account of Whitman's
ant'.'i^edents and conditions, and of the outward
happenings of his 11 f3. This record is not only
more complete but it is more intelligent than
any that Ims c.-vme frrem the Wli'tmnn cult."
-j. -L + Outlook. 85: 278. F. 2. '07. 1920w.

"in «'rlting a. perfectly sensible life of Whit-
man, Mr. Perry has performed a I'eat of which
we may almost have despaired." H. W. Bo>-n-
ton.

-f -t Putnam's. 1: 635. F. '07. 510w.
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Perry, John G. Letters from a surgeon of
the civil war. **$i.7S. Little. 6-24566.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 103. Ap. '07.

Perry, Thomas Sergeant. John Fiske.

**7Sc. Small. 5-40797-

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It describes a literary career to the neglect
of cliaracter and personality. Wi-,- miss a sym-
pathetic portraiture of the man himself."

H Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 190. Mr. '07. 120w.

Peters, Edward Dyer. Principles of cop-
per smelting. $5. Hill pub. co. 7-12991.

"This work is divided into fifteen chapters,
which deal with Methods and collectors, First
principles of smelting, Principles of roast-
ing, Chemistry of smelting, Practice of
roasting. Blast furnace smelting, Reverbatory
smelting, Pyritic smelting, Practical study of
slags, Matte, Production of metallic copper
from matte, Refining of copper. Princi-
ples of furnace building, Applications of ther-
mochemistry, Miscellaneous and commercial."
—Engin. N.

"The index Is good, with plenty of cross-re-
ferences, m.aking it an easy matter to look up
any section or subject. This book is a pioneer
along the text-book line. The teaching of the
principles, after all, is the most important, and
Dr. Peters deserves hearty congratulations and
thanks for producing such a clear, concise, and
readable book." Bradley Stoughton.

+ Engin. N. 57: 662. Je. 13, '07. 1370w.

Peterson, Henry. Dulcibel: a tale of old
Salem; il. by Howard Pyle. t'$i.5o.

Winston. 7-12980.

A story of the cruel persecution of the days
of the Salem witchcraft, with much stress
placed upon tlie spell of hypnotism and impos-
ture. It mainly concerns a very charming girl

who comes under the witchcraft ban and her
stout-hearted lover whose efforts to have her
released from prison prove effectual only when
the spirited I-ady Mary Phips lends her assis-

tance.

"The tale is not without its credulities, but
It is animated and full of zeal. With every
allowance for partisanship it is a stirring reci-
tal, and pulls at the nerves of indignation as
If the dreadful thing had not all happened two
hundred years ago."

-i Nation. 84: 591. Je. 27, '07. lOOw.

N. ,Y. Times. 12: 384. Je. 15. '07. 120w.

"A really charming little story, which keeps
the reader's interest well sustained until the
very end."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 504. Ag. 17, '07. SOW.

Petre, F. Loraine. Napoleon's campaign
in Poland. 1806-1807. *$3.5o. Lane.

"The book begins with a chapter on the state
of Europe in 1805 and 1806, with a crisp sketch
of the armies, the leaders and the lieutenants
on both sides, and gives a careful description
of the topographical features of the difficult
theatre of war—its marshes and forests, its
mud and snow, its summer heat and winter
tempests. Tlien follow the several operations,
from that beginning in November and culminat-
ing in the battles of Pultusk and Golymin at
Christniastide, 1806, through the butchery of
Eylau in February and its succeeding winter
quarters, the siege of Danzig, and the 'final tri-
umph' at Heilsburg and Friedland in June, 1807,
followed by the treaty of Tilsit. At the end are
three maps of the theatre of war, on two sheets,
and seven battle-plans on a third sheet."—Am.
Hist. R.

"The style is simple and direct, with abun-
dant foot-notes, the matter in some of which
might be ii'corporated in the text, to save inter-
ruption of the narration by the reader. The detail

is considerable, but not too great for a work
dealing with a single campaign. We close Mr.
Petre' s book with the feeling that he has done
a good piece of work, filling a needed gap; and
We welcome his fortlicoming volume on '1806.' "

Theodore Ayrault Dodge.
+ -i Am. Hist. R. 12: 888. Jl. '07. 820w.
"This volume supplies a real want for the

student of Napoleonic history."
-f -r- N. Y. Times. 12: 494. Ag. 10. '07. 160w.

Petre, F. Loraine. Napoleon's conquest of
Prussia. *$5. Lane. 7-25140.

A full account of Napoleon's campaign of
1806 based upon all the ini'ormation Available.
"Mr. Petre confines himself, after two interest-
ing chapters on tiie origin of the war and the
contending armies, to the purely military as-
pect of his period. ' (Acad.)

"If a treatise on military history is to be
placed in the hrst class, the style must be clear
and the narrative not overloaded with details
of secondary itaportance, the authorities should
be quoted, and the maps must be clear and
large: Mr. Petre's book fails in all these re-
spe''ts."— Acad. 72: 385. Ap. 20, '07. 760w.

"The volume is easy to read. To a student
alreaay lamiliar with 1806, there are fewer
causes of dissent than are usual." Theodore
Ayrault Dodge.

-t- Am. Hist. R. 13: 140. O. '07. 770w.
"The appearance of Mr. Petre's book fills a

gap which needed filling. In little matters Mr.
A^etre is sometimes irritating."

+ H Ath. 1907, 1: 097. My. 18. 1660w.

"The most instructive passage of the book is

the description of Napoleon's army administra-
tion in the field and of the loose and ineffective
organization of the Prussian staff." Henry E.
Bourne.

+ Dial. 43: 90. Ag. 16, '07. 340w.

"If he has notliing very novel to offer he is

generally safe to follow."
-f- Nation. S4: 476. My. 23, '07. llOw.

"This is an exhaustive first hand account
from a military point of view, and the result
of careful study of the subject."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 253. Ap. 20, '07. 270w.

"The work has been so thoroughly done tliat

this book is likely to become the definitive au-
thority upon the subject."

-j- + N. Y. Times. 12: S75. Je. 8, '07. 440w.

"Mr. F. L. Petre has described, with a tech-
nical completeness hitherto not available in the
English language, Napoleon's brilliantly suc-
cessful campaign of 1806, in which Prussia was
so completely humiliated." G: Louis Beer.

+ 4- Putnam's. 2: 743. S. '07. 180w.

"We must dissent from Mr. Petre's discovery
that incorporation of footnotes in the text
saves the reader 'annoyance,' for his habit In
this respect often distorts his narrative. Then
the chief actors of the 'dfibacle' are not in-
dividualized."

H Spec. 99: sup. 455. O. 5, '07. 2270w.

Petrie, William Matthew Flinders. History
of Egypt from the XlXth to the
XXXth dynasties. (History of Egypt,
v. 3.) *$2.25. Scribner. 5-26752.

Descriptive note in December, 190.").

•Solidlv packed with facts."

-I- Am. Hist. R. 12: 706. Ap. '07. 30w.

Petrie, William Matthew Flinders. Janus in

modern life. (Questions of the day, no.

106.) *$i. Putnam. 7-37957-
A development in some measure from Pro-

fessor Petrie's recent Huxiey lecture. The
study looks before and behind and deals with
such present day problems as race and immi-
gration, communism, philanthropy, and indi-
vidualism in relation to historical philosophy.
The burden of what the author has to say is

"that all our modern efforts for the bettering
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Petrie, William M. F.—Continued.
cif \\\f^ race by Having the weaker individual
ligors of competition tend to degrade the race."
(.N. Y. Times.)

"Janus, indeed, is a clever double-headed
professor, who treats rather amateurishly

—

that is to say, confidently and assertively

—

many subjects as to which we suspect that
his knowledge Is not very profound."— Acad. 73: 185. N. 30, '07. 1440w.

"Dr. Petrie commands respectful attention
when he writes upon archeology but wlien he
turns to sociology, the subject of this little

book, he writes as an amateur and must be
weighed dispassionately."— Ind. 63: 1315. N. 28, '07. 460w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 501. S. 21, '07. llSOw.
"His chapters are well worth reading. They

are rilways suggestive; we may differ fi'om
their conchisions, but we cannot help think-
ing about them, and are sure to get some prof-
It from them. Sometimes, we think. Dr. Flin-
ders Petrie exaggerates."

-\ Spec. 99: 290. Ag. 31, '07. 2S0\v.

Petrie, V/illiam Matthew Flinders. Re-
searches in Sinai. *$6. Dutton. 6-40918.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

!nd. 02: 216. Ja. 24, '07. 410w.

Pfleiderer, Otto. Christian origins. *$i.SO.

Huebsch. 6-9289.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
i- _ Ath. 1907, 1: 132. F. 2. 590w.

"The value of the work is especially in the
referener-s to facts and tendencies in other re-
ligions tlinn Christianily as illustrating features
in tiie gi-owth of the Christian faith and partly
contributing to tiiip growth."

H- -t- Ind. 62: 388. F. 14, '07. 240w.

Pfleiderer, Otto. Primitive Christianitj-;

its writings and teachings in their

historical connections; tr. by W. Mont-
gomery; ed. by Rev. W. D. Morrison.
4v. *$3. Putnam. 7-16364.

V. 1. "In this revi-ied and enlarged edition a
veteran theologian lias .availed himself of the
latest fruits of learned research. The present
volume, after a chapter on the first Christian
community, is occupied with the Apostle Paul,
his writings, and his theology."—Outlook.

"A good translation. The lectures present, in
a clear and interesting way, the author's well-
known views."

-I- -f Am. J. Theol. 11: 531. Jl. '07. 470w.
"While Prof. Pfleiderer is a mere theorist

when dealing with records and traditions of su-
pernatui'al events, he js a skilled and learned
critic when he discusses the ordinary experi-
ence of a man like St. Paul."

-L- Ath. 1907, 1: 631. My. 25. 540w. (Re-
view of V. 1.3

rnd. 62: 389. F. 14, '07. 50w. (Review
of v. 1.)

+ Nation. 84: 154. F. 14, '07. 140w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

Outlook. 85: 96. Ja. 12, '07. 310w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

Pfleiderer, Otto. Religion and historic

faiths; tr. from the German by Daniel
A. Huebsch. *$i.So. Huebsch. 7-29077.

A series of lectures delivered at the Univer-
sity of Berlin. The author defines the essence
of religion, the ethics and science of it and
the beginnings of religion; he discusses the Chi-
nese, Egyptian, Babylonian systems. Brahman-
ism, Buddhism, the religion of the Greeks, and
of Israel down to Cliristianlty.

"His just emphasis on the ethical element in
the New "i'estament does not make full amends
for an over-emphasis on the legendary."

H Outlook. 87: 454. O. 26, '07. 220w.

Phelps, Mrs. Elizabeth Steward. (Leigh
North, pseud.). Predecessors of Cleo-
patra. $1.50. Broadway pub. 6-45018.

A compilation of v.iiat is known of the queens
of E:0"pt who reif'ned during the lour thousand
years precediiig the reign of Ckopatra. The
volume is illustrated by fi\ e driavings.

"i^he does -not indicate what . . . are [her
sources], nor does slie handle her material
critical' \-."

— Ind. 02: 27G. Ja. 31, '07. 50w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 293. My. 4, '07. 140w.

Phelps, William Lyon. Pure gold of nine-
teenth contury literature. **75c. Cro-
well. 7-25233-

A summary of the vital forces in nineteenth
century literature as embodied in the following
authors destined to live: Keats, Wordsworth.
Browning. Byron, Shelley, Tennyson, Steven-
son, Thackeray, Austin, Eliot and Hardy.

"There is no allov in his criticism."
+ N. Y. Times, 12: 626. O. 19, '07. 160-w.

Philipson, David. Reform movement in
Judaism. **$2. Macmillan. 7-15617.

A series of studies which "aim to present a
eonrip'cted story of the progressive movement
in .Judaism . . . setting forth the purposes and
accomplishments of the reform movement."
The beginnings of the reform are discussed
and chapters are devoted to: The Geiger-Tik-
tin n.ffair. The Hamburg Temple prayer-book
controv'rsy. Reform in England, Rabbinical
conferences, 1844-U, Reform Congregation of
Berlin, The Bresiau "Friends of refcjrm," Re-
form in Hungary, The Leipzig and Ausburg
synods. Reform in the United States and Re-
cent developments in Euiope.

"The brief accounts of the various religions
are clear and good. The translation Is only
fair, clear, but often awkward."

-i N. Y. Times. 12: 586. S. 28, '07. 360Tvr,

"The author is to be commended for his care-
ful and scholarly work, and his book is emin-
ently rcadaljle."

-h + Nation. 84: 503. My. 30, '07. 390w.

"The present volume, relating the struggle and
advance of the reformers during the last cen-
tury, is of peculiar interest and importance to
Christians as well as to the Jews."

-f Outlook. 86: 43. Jl. 20, '07. 250w.

"A scholarly studv."
+ R. of Rs. 35: 757. Je. '07. lOOw.

Phillipps, L. March. In the desert. $4.20.

Longmans. W5-5.
Descriptive note in Annual, 190€.

"Mr. Phillipps is no mere impressionist, and
behind his charming pictures there is a wealth
of sound 'and acute political thought, all the
more valuable since it is rarely expressed in,

the conventional language of politics. His mind
has brilliance and swiftness, but neither pro-
fundity nor coherence. Sometimes in his par-
allels Mr. Phillipps is far-fetched and fantas-
tic, but in the main his brilliant analysis car-
ries conviction."
+ J Spec. 35: 1037. D. 16, '05. 700w.

Phillips, David Graham, Light-fingered
gentry, il. t$i.5o. Appleton. 7-30833.

A novel based upon recent insurance expo-
sures. The light-fingered gentry are captains
of industry and big men in the financial world.
The hero is an officer of an insurance company,
and the interest of the book is maintained thru
his moral regeneration, both the phase of it

that affc?cts his fight with corruption in busi-
ness, and the side that deals with his domestic
happiness—the reawakening of love for his di-

vorced wife.
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"Crude in stylo, but interesting in plot and
character delineation."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 203. N. '07. +
"Consiuering the possibilities of sensational-

ism inherent in the theme, he has avoided the
oxtremer forms of overstatement. The private
interest of the .story is inconsiderable." "Wm.
M. Payne.

I Dial. 43: 2.^3. O. 16, '07. 280w.

"Has many clever features, and now and then
passages of real power. But as a whole it is the
sort of novel which is own cousin to the special
article of the monthly magazine and the work
of the star reporter on the daily newspaper."

h N. Y. Times. 12: 615. O. 12, "07. 430w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 70w.

"The colors—the lurid yellow of the sensa-
tional journalist and the dismal black of the
chronic pessimist—are laid on with a prodigal
biush."— Outlook. 87: 309. O. 12, '07. 90w.

Phillips, David Graham. Second gener-
ation. t$i.5o. Appleton. 7-4160.

Hiram Ranger is a wealthy western manu-
facturer who deplores the idleness into which
his two children lapse after a lavish eastern ed-
ucation. His conscience forbids bequeathing
them any of his money, and their struggles to
work out their own salvation form the burden
of Mr. Phillips' preachment.

"Written in a hasty, crude style, but the
story is forceful, absorbing, and timely."

-\ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 51. F. '07. +
" 'The second generation' is not only Mr.

Phillips' strongest and best novel; it is the
most virile and vital romance of the present
year."

+ -r Arena. 37: 438. Ap. '07. 3710w.

Current Literature. 42: 4'59. Ap. '07.

690w.

"Unfortunately, Mr. Phillips has no style,
and thus his managnment of a strongly-con-
ceivf^d situation becomes bald and unconvincing.
The moral of the story is so tine and true de-
spite a slight tincture of unwholesome social-
isim, that we could wish the author's literary
gift were in proportion to his ethical insight."
Wm. M. Payne.

H Dial. 42: 314. My. 16, '07. 250w.

"On the whole the book teaches us to be
thankful that the social and industrial salva-
tion of the country is not in the hands of these
ingenious fiction niakers, particularly those who
have a socialistic heaven in view which none
of us are fit by nature or grace to enter."— + Ind. 62: 1415. Je. 13, '07. 340w.

"So long as he wrote to prove the evil ef-
fects of wealth upon the children of rich par-
ents, he expressed his ideas with power and
a certain fierce distinction. But when he at-
tempts to show liow wealth may be disposed
of for the good of society, he offers a Munchau-
sen system of finance wearisome to read
about."

H Ind. 63: 1227. N. 21, '07. 80w.
"Mr. Phillips has written a strong wholesome

story of contemporaneous American life."

+ Lit. D. 34: 342. Mr. 2, '07. 230w.
"There is quite enough importance in the ten-

dency which Mr. Phillips has in mind to make
one wish that he might have painted it as ten-
dency rather than as inevitable fact. He has
written a forcible tract, however, and this is

what we suppose he intended."
1- Nation. 84: 85. Ja. 24, '07. 450w.

"The stoi-y exhibits all of Mr. Phillips's
strong gualities. it is interesting, and the char-
acters arc for the most part forcefully drawn.
Its weakness lies in his treating a tendency as
if It were an .accomplished and universal fact
of life."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 157. Mr. 16, '07. 720w.

"The many entanglements in the plot are
skillfully straightened out in the end."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 384. Je. 15, '07. 230w.

"The whole book, although sober-minded and
excellent in many ways, is too long-drawn-out
and somewhat stolid."

-I Outlook. 85: 479. F. 23, '07. lOOw.
"I cannot imagine anybody but a walking

delegate of the most exclamatory type taking
pleasure in the 'Second generation,' and yet Iam sure the author is guilty of most excellent
intentions." Vernon Atwood.— Putnam's. 2: 218. Ag. '07. 190w.

Phillips, Le Roy. Bibliography of the writ-
ings of Henry James. =**$3. Houghton.

..T^ . , .r. . .
6-43541-

, .. f:^" 1' Original works,' is a chronological
bibliasraphy of books, giving the first edition.

. . . Following this account of the first edition
IS a record of later editions and of translations
•

i,
• ^'1 -^^r* " ^^^ described books by other

authors to which James contributed. . Part
3 IS a very extended list of contributions to
periodicals. ... An appendix contains an ac-
count of two pl.ays by James which have been
staged in London."—Nation.

".So far as we have been able to test it, Mr
Phillips's work is admirably done, and ' the
amount of research must have been very con-
siderable."

-f + Nation. 84:37. Ja. 10, '07. 560w.
"I\rr. Phillips. . . seems to have done his work

with satisfactory patience and care:" Edward
Gary.

-f- N. Y. Times. 11: 904. D. 2'9, '06. 1210w.

Phillips, Stephen. Nero. **$i.2S. Macmil-
lan. 6-7415.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
"The utmost that can be said of this play as

a whole is that it will not detract from Mr.
Phillips's reputation."

+ — Outlook. 85: 572. Mr. 9. '07. 4O0w.

Phillpotts, Eden. Folk afield. t$i.5o. Put-
* nam. 7-32559-
Fourteen stories of love and adventure on

sea and land which draw color from the sun,
sea, and mountains of the South of France, of
Italy and of North Africa. One of the best la
"Souvenir de Maupassant" in which the hero-
ine is the beautiful Kabyle girl pictured with
all the fascination of her oriental heritage.

"We are glad to have this collection, as it
exhibits the author in an unusual role, and
gives us a larger Impression of him."

-f- Ath. 1907, 2: 686. N. 30. 210w.
"In 'Souvenir de Maupassant,' Mr. Phillpotta

offers most of that imaginative suggestion
which is the short story's highest merit; and
here he .shows himself not merely the patient
and eclectic recorder of the scene and the
hour, but the artist in description, whose words
make nature live again."

+ Lend. Times. 6: 251. Ag. 16, '07. 370w.
"Here is a miscellany of short stories, in va-

rious moods and keys, but of no marked pow-
er."

+ Nation. 85: 446. N. 14, '07. 360w.

"The backgrounds are vivid in color and very
realistic."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Phillpotts, Eden. My garden. (Country
life lib.) *$3.75. Scribner. 7-S530.

Enthusiasm abounds In Mr. Phillpotts' garden
book with prejudices born of individuality and
experience. It demands that a real gardener
shall love nurserymen's catalogues and shall ab-
hor butterflies. In his garden of only an acre
he has a thousand genera from all parts of the
world, and his Devonshire sunshine seems to
foster their growth almost magically.

"He knows how to make a garden, and he
knows how to write about It."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 621. N. 17. 380w.
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Phillpotts, Eden —Continued.
"The whole book will signify nothing except

to gardeners; but they will enjoy it."

+ Lond. Times. 5: 288. D. 24, '06. 530w.

"Is certainly a pleasure to the eye, and we
find its leaves besprinkled with a pleasant hu-
mor here and there. The general reader, how-
ever, will shy at the constant stream of tech-
nical botanical names. The book contains many
valuable bits of information for the amateur,
but it has no index."

H Nation. 83: 448. N. 22, '06. 140w.

Phillpotts, Eden. Whirlwind. 1$i.50. Mc-
Clure. 7-4812.

Mr. Phillpotts' "standard is a high one. His

method is conceived on a large scale It is no

other than to bring all the aspects of nature—
the changing sky, with its range of colours, the

wind that blows across his Devon moors, the

trees the flowers, the animals, all the deni-

zens of earth—into league with him in telling

one gn-at storv of passion or love or disaster.

(Acad.) ^'In his theme Mr. Phillpotts has en-

larged the 'ctfirnal triangle' of one woman and
two men into a case of one woman loved by

three men and herself honestly loving two of

the men and married to one of them, inis

must be admitted to be a new complication,

warranted to tax even the ingenuities of as

keen a student of human nature as Mr. Phill-

potts, and requiring no little delicacy of per-

ception and feeling for its acceptable solu-

tion." (N. Y. Times.)

"There is a lack of inevitability about the

final tragedv, and that lack lends to the trag-

edy an element of sordidness which is belit-

*^^"^:_ Acad. 72:95. Ja. 26. W. 460W.

"It will be seen that while Mr. Phillpotts

runs the risk, as often, of falling into melo-

drama, he keeps himself out of that pit by the

artistry of his handling and the dignity of his

characterization." .„„ „ „ .,„
+ Ath. 1907, 1:129. F. 2. 450w.

"Mr. Phillpotts has never given us anything

eo effectively composed as the present novel.

In its culminating situation the action moves
serenely upon the heights of real tragedy, and
leaves one with the same richly complex yet

elevated sense of peace." Harry James Smith.

-t- + Atlan. 100: 127. Jl. '07. 1350w.

"Is not to be numbered among his strongest
books. There is less spontaneity of character
drawing; his men and his women lack the vi-

tal individuality of the earlier volumes; they
suggest something stereotyped and worked over
from earlier impressions. The central plot is

not merely repellent, but difficult of acceptance."
Frederic Taber Cooper.

— Bookm. 25: 500. Jl. '07. 380w.

"It is a story that more than ever makes us
feel that Mr. Hardy has found a worthy suc-
cessor." Wni M. Payne.

f Dial. 42: 39^. Je. IG, '07. 300w.

"Attempts to put a halo of self-sacrifice

around a woman's fraility, and the result is

one of tlie most unconvincing stories he ever
wrote." Frederic Taber Cooper.— Forum. 39: 118. Jl. '07. 370w.

"Eden Phillpotts's new novel is his master-
piece."

- -i Ind. C2: 1090. My. 9. '07. 780w.

"Eden Phlllpotfs last epic of the Dartmoor
Is beyond question the greatest of his angary
masterpieces of that region."

-I- + Ind. 63: 1228. N. 21, '07. 20w.

"So long as their lives proceed quietly the
book is delightful, and the true tragedy of its

end is the traj^edy of a fine novel spoilt."

H Lond. Times. 6: 29. Ja. 25, '07. 1090w.

"It is to be regretted that the writer did not
more nearly confine himself to the main theme.
The supernumerary persons. . . are too many
and too much in tlie way."

-I Nation. 84: 415. My. 2, '07. 400w.

"Here is the 'Whirlwind' . . . thrashing out
the same familiar subjects with still enough of
freshness and originality to make the reading
of it an unexpectedly pleasing task."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:191. Mr. 30, '07. 570w.

"At his .best and at his worst—at his best in
true and faithful prfesentation of the Dartmoor
country and the Dartmoor rustics, at his worst
because there aro "breaks m the psychology, in-
consistencies between character and action,
aJjrupt tragedy more startling than real."

-i Outlook. SO: 254. Je. 1, '07. 140w.

-t- R. Of Rs. 35: 765. Je. '07. 90\v.

Phillpotts, Eden, and Bennett, Enoch Ar-
nold. Doubloons. t$i.5o. McClure.

6-39024.
A Joint "light-hearted, mlle-a-mlnute detective

story" (Nation) which abounds In the local color
of the West Indies.

"There is much clever Invention and some
charming descriptions of nature, which are quite
out of place, but the novel, as a whole. Is a
failure, and does not arrest the attention."
+ — Acad. 71: 503. N. 17, '06. 130w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 18. Ja. '07.

"Despite Mr. Phillpotts' spurt, we cannot fol-
low the narrative so zealously as we should like,

and the story drags out to a lame conclusion."— Ath. 1906, 2: 687. D. 1. 210w.

"Some latent liumor may be observed In the
Intense seriousness with which the wild piece
of .'^ensationaJism is worked out."

4. _. Ath. 1907, 1: 148. 1-'. 2. 160w.

"The T^ondon part of the story jf better than
Its sequel, and i;rovides .a thrill for every chap-
ter. AfU'i a while the complication becomes
so great that thare is nothing fo.- it but to cut
loose and to tako refuge in foreign parts. Mean-
while all sorts of loose ends are left hanging,
and some of them are not gathered up at all.

'

Wm. M. Payne.
i- Dial. 43: 144. Mr. 1, '07. 150w.

"The effect of such a skilful and enthralling
plot is heightened by the other features of the
storv, ospeciallv bv its delightful vein of sa-
tire." Herbert W. Horwill.

-{- -i- Forum. 3S: 549. Ap. '07. 430w.

f- Ind. 62: 386. F. 14, '07. ISOw.

"The story differs from the average detective
mystery only In being quicker, more amusing,
and In covering a wider geographical field."

-I- Nation. 83: 441. N. 22, '06. 320w.

"It has achieved the difficult task of a thor-
oughly original plot with a unique criminal."

-I- -f- N. Y. Times. 11: 813. D. 1, '06. 530w.

"The authors seem to have fallen between two
stools by combining an exciting tale of crime and
treasure-seeking with a strain of burlesque."— Outlook. 84: 711. N. 24, 'Ofi. 150w.

R. of Rs. 35: 128. Ja. '07. 50w.

"The book Is certainly a first-class detective
story; but we miss from the mixture the peculiar
qualities of Mr. Eden Phillpotts."

-i Spec. 97: 938. D. 8. '06. 250w.

fe, William Henry P. Napoleon, tlie

return from Saint Helena. 8 il. **$i.

Putnam. 7-20318.

An informing account of the removal of the
Emperor's remains from Saint Helena to France
in 1840; together with a description of his tomb
in the Hotel des invalides in Paris.

Phyf(

Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 600. N. '07. 70w.

Reviewed by Henry E. Bourne.
Dial. 43: 89. Ag. 16, '07. 310w.

Nation. 85:57. Jl. 18, '07. 60w.

"The book is written in excellent taste, very
simply and contains many facts which students

of the Emperor's career will find interesting."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 416. Je. 29, '07. 190w.
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Basket of fate. t$i.5o.Pickering, Sidney.
Longmans.

"Mr. Pickering delineates no wonderful hero
or heroine, but just 'nice' people, and people
who are 'not nice' as we nieet them in life. The
middle-aged man who loves, almost against his
will, the fresh English girl who can live near
pitch, yet not allow the hem of her skirt to be
soiled, supplies the interest, being backed by
a scheming half-sister and her former lover."—
Atb.

"This is a book to be enjoyed at the fireside
rather than criticized in serious style."

-f Ath. 1906, 2: 767. D. 15. 130w.
"For the tale ... is constructed and told with

much skill. The characters, even the minor
onesj, are cleverly drawn and made to reveal
themselves by their speech and actions."

-f -f N. Y. Times. 11: 891. D. 22, '06. 590w.
-h Sat. R. 102: 647. N. 24, '06. 150w.

"Not particularly remarkable for originality,
but bri.sk and pleasant reading.'

H Spec. 97: 731. N. 10, '06. 200w.

Pickworth, Charles N. Slide rule. $i. Van
Nostrand.

A tenth edition of a well known book in
which "the text appears to be simplified and
Improved, tliere is a large number of illustra-
tive examples from various phases of engineer-
ing calculation, and some few of the numerous
modified and special slide rules are described."
(Ensrin. N.;

f Engin. N. 57: 85. Ja. 17, '07. 240w.

Pier, Arthur Stanwood. Harding of St.

Timothy's. t$i.5o. Ho"ughton. 6-33574.
"A very good story of school life about boys

in their middle and later teens. . . . The scene
is laid in a big boys' school ... in New Eng-
land. The story is largely conoerned with the
athletic side of school life, and shows the in-
fluence which can be exerted unconsciously
among a lot of boys by one who is always
frank and manly and honorable."'—N. Y. Times.

"A novel . . . with a wholesome flavor and a
genuine appeal to boys."

-1- Lit. D. 33: 686. N. 10, '06. 200w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 607. S. 29, '06. 150w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 822. D. 1. '06. lOOw.

Pier, Arthur Stanwood. Young in heart.

**$i.2S. Houghton. 7-16383.
"Comprises eight essays in observation of the

writer's fellow mortals, their excellences and
defects, their successes and failures, their work
and their play. Particularly strong has the au-
thor shown himself in what may be called the
psychology of self-conceit."—Dial.

"Enjoyment of these ag''eeable and often il-

luminating studies in human nature . . . would
be more nearly perfect did they reveal a finer
sense of the niceties of language."

-i Dial. 42: 317. My. 16, "07. 380w.

"A. delightful little book 'which justifies its

title. The author is certainly young in heart,
and his outlook on the world is hospitable and
comprehensive."

-f N.Y. Times. 12: 320. My. 18, '07. 300w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 384. Je. 15, '07. 90w.

Pier, Garrett Chatfield. Egyptian antiqui-
ties in the Pier collection. *$4. Univ.
of Chicago press. 6-41525.

pt. 1. "The first volume . . . consists of
specimens represented in twenty-two plates,
and includes objects in glazed pottery, flint and
other stones, ivory and other materlalsv There
are pendants, ornaments, inlays, and annulets,
but the chief place is given to more than two
hundred scarabs, seals, and cylinders. The

catalogue describes the articles which the
plates picture."—Nation.

Am. Hist. R. 12: 915. Jl. '07. 150w. (Re-
view of Dt. 1.)

Ind. 61: 1352. D. 6, '06. 230w. (Review
of Dt. 1.)

"The whole is a conscientious and useful
piece of work, free from ostentation and credi-
tably performed. The va.lue of the book is in-
creased by the excellence of the reproduction
of the legends and devices on the scarabs."
+ ] Nation. 83: 447. N. 22, '06. 240w. (Re-

view of pt. 1.)

"The disadvantages of the book are such as
the author can easily remedy in the succeed-
ing parts, and we hope that he will continue
his plan to its end." H. H.
+ -i Nature. 76: 148. Je. 13, '07. 920w. (Re-

view of pt. 1.)

Pierce, Ernest Frederic. Traveller's Joy.
t$i.5o. Button. 7-37555-

"The Traveller's Joy" is an inn of the South
Downs where a young writer, Anthony Pen-
rose spends a summer and falls in love with
Madge Weston, the sister of a college chum
and the niece of his publisher. It is full of the
wealth of summer and invincible vouth.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 2€S. Ap. 27, '07. 330w.
"The book is as fresh and as wholesome as

a spring morning; its worst faults are those
of inexperience."

-i Spec. 96: 949. Je. 16, '06. 820w.

Pierce, Franklin. Tariff and the trusts.
**$i.50. Macmillan. 7-4381.

In this treatise the author "attempts to show
. . . how the Dingley tariff has been the direct
cause of the rise ahd growth of hundreds of
oppressive capitalistic combinations. In the
cour5;e of his argument he insticutes compari-
sons with foreig.-a governments and deduces
many illustrations from the tariff history of
those countries, particularly England and Ger-
many."—R. of Rs.

"The author finds the tariff the chief cause
for the oppression of corporate monopoly. It
is here that the logic is weak; the analysis of
the inconsistencies of the tariff is keen, and
for the most part justified, but little evidence
is given of the causal relation between the
tariff and the great trusts which defy compe-
tition." D. R. D.

1- Am. Hist. R. 12: 933. Jl. '07. 380w.
"Clear, forceful, controversial."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 126. My. '07.

"The book contains the most startling array
of facts."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29:645. My. '07. 670w.
"The argument is very one-sided, but Is so

well put together that the stand-patters can-
not well afford to neglect it." Max West.

H Dial. 43: 121. S. 1, '07. 250w.
"The author's arguments based upon the com-

parison of the volume of exports and imports
at different periods and of different countries
should accordingly not be accepted as conclu-
sive of the economic evils of the protective sys-
tem."

-i Ind. 62: 1473. Je. 20, '07. 330w.
"Tiie book is frankly based on secondary

sources, apparently not on very many, and 'S
written for the general public, not for the stu-
dent. We conclude that even among the
staunchest of free-traders a book of this char-
acter could be welcomed only by the most short-
sighted." Chester W. Wright.— J. Pol. Econ. 15: 808. My. '07. 1230w.

"It cannot be said that Mr. Pierce's book is
of great value to the student, but for the gen-
eral reader it should serve a useful purpose.
The author is at his best in th,e chapter whicli
discusses the relation of protective tariffs to
public morals."

H Nation. 84: 411. My. 2, 'O?. 200w.
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Pierce, Franklm —Continued.
.Mr. Pierce has not written a book to class

with Prof. Taussig's, but it will serve a pur-
pose for which the academic treatises are un-
suited." Edward A. Bradford.

-h N. Y. Times. 12: 104. F. IG, '07. 1120w.

Outlook. S6: 341. Je. 15. '07. 440w.
R. of R3. 35: 3S2. Mr. '07. 60w.

Pierce, James Oscar. Studies in constitu-

tional history. *$i.50. Wilson, H. W.
6-24023.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Discusses in a clear and interesting way, and
with a deep conviction that the ha,nd of an
'Overruling Providence' can be detected in tlie

development of our country."
+ + Yale. R. 16:224. Ag. '07. 50w.

Pierson, Clara Dillingham. Millers at Pen-
* croft. t$i. Dutton. 6-35325.

A bright wholesome story of "a nice family
with three children, who do the interesting
things most children do. They send valen-
tines, go out to tea and have cream puffs for
desert, and once the boys sailed the kittens
until they fell into the water. Buttercup had
only to be dried, but Blackie was restored by
means of artificial respiration. The children
fed a party in a snow-stalled train, and that
was great fun. too." (N. Y. Times.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12, '07. 80w.
"We would strongly recommend 'The Millers

at Pencroft.' "

+ R. Of Rs, 36: 763. D. '07. 150w.

Pierson, Delevan Leonard, ed. Pacific Is •

landers; from savages to saints. **$i.

Funk. 6-39748.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 126. My. '07.

"We could wish that there mi^ht have been
somewhat less insistence upon the differences
between Catholic and Protestant missionaries

—

differei'.ces wliion do not malce very edifying
reading."

T N. Y. Times. 11: 904. D. 20, '06. 160w.

Pirscher, Johanna. Growth without end: a
popular exposition of some current
ethical and religious views. **30c.

Crowell. 7-21388.

One of the year's additions to the "What is

worth while series." An optimistic discussion
of tlie good resulting from the active piinciple
of evolution and the work of modern sociol-
ogy—good that shows itself in courtesy and
generosity in daily intercourse, strength of pur-
pose, devotion to duty and in a simple prac-
tjical faith in God.

Pitman, Isaac. Pitman's dictionary of com-
mercial correspondence in English,
French, German, Spanish, and Italian.

$2.25. Pitman.
A vaiiiable aid to the foreign correspondent.

It gives the most common commercial terms
and phrases. It does not attempt to displace,
but rather to supplement other dictionaries,
and it presupposes some knowledge of the
grrammar and construction of the different lan-
guages.

official correspondence of William Pitt, when
secretary of state, 1756-1761, with the colonial
governors and the naval and military command-
ers in America. These were the years of Great
Britain's glory, when, under the inspiring genius
of Pitt, her arms were successful in all corners
of the globe, and when the British navy at-
tained an unciuestioned command of the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans."—Putnam's.

+ Spec. 98: 464. Mr. 23. '07. lOOw.

Pitt, William, ist earl of Chatham. Cor-
respondence of William Pitt when sec-
retary of state, with colonial governors
and military and naval commissioners
in America; ed. under the auspices of
the National society of colonial dames
of America, by Gertrude S. Kimball.
2v. **$6. Macmillan.

"Thia publication in two volumes contains the

"Valuable documentary publication."
+ -f Am. Hist. R. 12: 469. Ja. '07. 70w.
"The letters may be read with special ad-

vantage by those who are taking up the study
of the campaigns of 1756-17G0, and they are
full of interest to the average reader, since
they contain muc'a of the thought of the great-
est statesman England can claim for three
htmdred years. The books are well printed
and are unusually free from typographical er-
rors, although there are one or two slight top-
ographical slips in the volumes, such as plac-
ing Bic off the Saguenay river."
+ ] Am. Hist. R. 12: 663. Ap. '07. 1560w.

-\- -f Ath. 1906, 2: 799. D. 22. 1730w.
"Teachers and students of early American

history owe to the patriotic society women, and
to Miss Kimball, their thanks for making avail-
able these interesting records." Edwin Brie
Sparks.

-I- + Dial. 43: 117. S. 1, '07. 790w.
"The introduction is lucid and the notes ad-

mirably brief and piinted; while the material
collected gives a picture of Pitt's powers of
practical administration which is an absolute
revcilation." Ba.sil Williams

-I Eng, Hist. R. 22: 377. Ad. '07. 1980w.

+ + Ind. 62: 1413. Je. 13, '07. 790w.

"Miss Kimball was fortunate in finding nearly
all her material ready arranged in the series
of American and West Indian state papers pre-
.served in the Record office, but a debt of grati-
tude is none the less due to her for bringing it

to the notice of the English-speaking public in
this clear and readable form."
+ + Lond. Times. 6: 3. Ja. 4, '07. 2160w.
"The documents in these volumes have been

well edited, but Miss Kimball's preface hardly
meets the demands of tho occasion."
+ -\ Nation. 84:244. Mr. 14, '07. 1780w.

-f Outlook. 86: 970. Ag. 31, '07. 550w.

"Carefully edited." Herbert L.. Osgood.
+ -t- Pol. Sol. Q. 22: 32<j. Je. '07. 990w.

"It seems ungracious to find fault when so
much that is valuable is presented In these
volumes, yet the collection would have been far
completer, though much bulkier, if the enclos-
ures in the dispatches had also been printed.
The availability of such material cannot, how-
ever, compensate for an adequate biography."
George Louis Beer.

-I Putnam's. 1: 757. Mr. '07. 460w.

"It is a great boon to the student of history
to have valuable documentary material of this
character printed in this convenient and acces-
sible form."

-f -f R. of Rs. 34: 756. D. '06. 170w.

"The Society of the colonial dames of America
has performed a pious task in collecting a cor-
respondence which covers the origins of their
nation, and In Miss Kimball they have found a
competent editor. The book is interesting
mainly as the raw material of history."

+ + Spec. 98: 143. Ja. 26, '07. 1330w.

Plantz, Samuel. Church and the social

problem: a study in applied Christian-
ity. *$i.2S. Meth. bk.

6-30015.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"There are a few minor features in the work
which seem to fall short of a sympathetic un-
derstanding of Catholicism. Looking for the
good in the work, however, we find it full of
Christian sympathy, and of an honest desire

to make Christianity true to its social mission."

.J.
_ cath. World. 84: 698. F. '07. 870w.
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Koviewcd by Charles Richmond Henderson,
i Dial. 42: 13. Ja. 1, '07. 170w.

'"A wholesome book and a tonic book."
+ Outlook. S-4: 237. S. 22, '06. 330w.

Plumb, Charles Sumner. Types and breeds
of farm animals. *$2. Ginn. 7-1488.

Commonly accepted types and breeds of
horses, asses, mules, cattle, sheep, goats and
swine are treated in this volume, as for in-
stance, the draft or speed type of horse, dairy
type of cattle, and bacon type of swine. It in-
cludes a discussion on original habitat, breed
development, history, work of pioneer breed-
ers, charactet-istics, etc.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 103. Ap. '07. S.

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 600. N. '07. ISOw.

Plummer, Mary V/right. Roy and Rav in

Mexico. II. **$i.7S. Holt. 7-19788.
A story told from the standpoint of Roy and

Kay Stevens, lively twins, who spend a sum-
mer in Mexico. They visit Mexican cities,

ir.eet President Diaz, take part in an American
colony's celebration of the i-ourth of July, visit
ruins and landmaiks, and incidentally learn in-
teresting bits of Mexican hjstory. It is a travel
book that will interest old as well as young.

"Will be helpful to teachers."
-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 209. N. '07.

"The pictures are particularly good."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12, '07. lOOw.

"A sensible book of travel."
+ R. of Rs. 36: 768. D. '07. 60w.

Plunkett, Charles Hare. Letters of one: a
study in limitations. **$i.25. Putnam.

7-12641.
"The book conaists of more than forty let-

ters, all purporting to be froim a writer who
is cursed with the artistic temperament, and
addressed to a lady with whom he has fallen
in love. . . . Every one of these letters ex-
plains, from one aspect or another, the writ-
er's conviction that courtship and marriage
would involve influelity to his true mistress

—

his art."—Ath.

"The writing- of these letters, from the lit-

erary standpoint, is excellent. The sameness
of the matter in them, tends to spoil the book,
which would have ^een more interesting if it

had included some of the replies to these higli-

ly wrought outpourings."
-] Ath. 1907, 1: 471. Ap. 20. 5a0w.

"Bears the unmistakable Benson stamp in

conception and execution. As a tour de force
in the portrayal of love-madness at th(- sur.'i-

mit of its absurdity, the liUie book is a sort of
curiosity."

-I Dial. 42: 343. Je. 1, '07. 610w.

"An interesting study of the morbid and ir-

ritating type. As a reductio ad absurdum of the
artistic temperament theory, the book has
merit."

-I Nation. 84: 590. Je. 27, '07. 490w.

"Not a manly enough character to arouse
much admiration in tne reader's mind. But it

it painted, with all its curioua limitations and
contradictions, very clearly and convincingly."

H • N. Y. Times. 12: 257. Ap. 20, '07. 380w.

"Take it all in all, is prftty thin gruol. tit

for an in\-alid, maybo. but not vfery tasty at
tliat. They do these thingM better on the con-
tinent, you know." Florence Wilkinson.

-] N. Y. Times. 12: 350. Je. 1, '07. 1900w.

"A very clever book chis."
•4- Spec. 98: 804. My. 18, '07. ISOw.

Plympton, Almira George. Dorcaster days.
t$i.25. Little. 7-31228.

A story for young people in which the simple,
pure, near-to-nature life of one family reforms
the false, snobbish standards of another.

Podmore, Frank. Robert Owen, a biogra-
phy. *$6. Appleton. 7-11019.

Mr. Podmore has gathered together and pre-
sented the details of the life of this Welshman
whose plans for a co-operative village marks
the beginning of modern socialism. The
sketch follows his e^orts and his failure.
"There is hardly an item in the whole modern
programme of social endeavour to-day, apart
from reli.gion, which he did not initiate, pro-
mote, or suggest; and the gospel of salvation
b.v material- means, which is his gospel, gains
ground everyT\here at the expense of all other
gospels." (Liond. Times.)

"An excellent and well-balanced biography.
Mr. Podmore's work will be found of value to
students of present social conditions, as well as
to those interested iri early history in the mid-
dle west of America."

-f- + Dial. 43: 289. N. 1, '07. 390w.
"It is not the final biography of the prophet

of socialism—a more illuminating one remains
yet to be written; but it is opportune, m.eritori-
ous and acceptable."

-f- Lend. Times. 5: 250. Jl. 13, '06. 2100w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 549. S. .14, '07. 1300w.
"The life of Robert Owen, which Mr. Pod-

more has written with much insight and con-
siderable literary skill, is full of interest."

4- Spec. 96: 1040. Je. 30, '06. 1400w.

Poe, Edgar Allan. Poems; collected and
edited, with a critical introduction and
notes, by Edmund Clarence Stedman
and George Edward Woodberry. $1.
Dufficld. 7-21324

The text adopted here is that of the Lorimer
Graham copy of the edition of 1845, revised by
marginal corrections in Poe's hand. There is

a critical introduction to the poems and notes
including variant readings.

+ Lit. D. 35: 578. O. 19, '07. 150w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 616. O. 12, '07. 130w.

Politovsky, Eugene S. From Libau to Tsu-
shima: a narrative of the voyage of
Admiral Rojdestvensky's fleet to east-
ern seas, including a detailed account
of the Dogger Bank incident; tr. by
Major F. R. Godfrey. *$r.S0. Button.

7-10987.
A diary in the form ef letters to his wife

written by the chief engineer of the fleet from
Aug. 28, 1904 to May 10, 1905. "It presents with
greater \ividni\'?s than any formal hiFton- can
the life on the Russian vesfols during the sp\-cu
mionth.s' cruise from the Baltic around Africa,
the long, tedious .''tay at Madagascar and Kam-
ranh Bav and the preparations for the last
fatal fight." (Ind.)

"If the author had been a closer obser\er and
a more trained writer, the letters might have
been very valuable, since little is known of
that remarkable journey after the flee*- left

Tangier until it met its doom."
h Acad. 71: 382. O. 13, '06. 230w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 126. My. '07.

Ind. 61: 1571. D. 27, '06. 190w.

"He is merely an intelligent outside observer,
ready enough to make allowances for the dif-

ficulties with which Rozhdestvensky was beset;
but on that account his casual and incidental
remarks are all the more illuminative."

+ Lond. Times. 5: 310. S. 14, '06. 1170w.

"Ills diarj^ . . . aas deservedly been called

a valuable contribution to the history of the
great struggle in the Far East. It holds ma-
terial, however, which should be subjected to

careful interpretation."
Nation. S4: 415. My. 2, '07. ClOw.
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Politovsky, Eugene S. —Continued.
"The translator is to be congratulated upon

his terse Knsli.sh and his successful avoidance
of foreign idiom,s. An index would have been
most acceptable."

-f N. Y. Times. 11: 861. D. 8, '06. 170w.

"This book may be considered a trustworthy
record of events and of life on boar.d the ships
under Rojdestvensky's command, whilst in it

can be clearly traced the causes which led up
to the crowning disaster of Tsushima."

4- Sat. R. 102: 370. S. 22, '06. 350w.

"A more faithful picture of what the Rus-
sians thought and said and did during these
nine months there could not be."

+ Spec. 97: 338. S. 8, '06. 450w.

Pollard, Albert Frederick. Factors in mod-
ern history and their application to the

problems around us. **$2.25. Putnam.
"Prof. Pollard's book is made up of a number

of lectures dealing chiefly with various aspects
and developments of English history in the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries. In his own
words, his object is 'primarily to stimulate
Imaglnaton,' and he avowedly neglects 'facts'

as such. What he offers is a series of con-
clusions (based as they must be, on an inti-

mate knowledge of facts) on the character and
inner meaning of certain phases of sixteenth
and seventeenth century history, embodying il-

luminating reflections and generalizations from
which the reader will tur:i with added !':est to
the 'facts' of the period." (Ath.)

"Professor Pollard is, we think, at his best
in the earlier lectures. His tracing of the
growth of the national idea, of the advent of
the middle cl?ss, and his picture of the new
monarchy are most interesting and stimulat-
ing in the Aristotelian sense of the word. His
style is happy arjd light and his lectures, should
be most interesting to listen to, for even in
cold print they read delightfully."

+ Acad. 73: 725. Jl. 27, '07. 550w.

"It is ungrateful to carp at incidental pe-
culiarity and ambiguity of detail amidst so
much valuable generalization."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 91. Jl. 27. 8'.50w.

"A word should be added In appreciation of
the author's literary style: the reviewer recalls
no other discussion that brings out the humor
of history so freely and so delightfully. Pro-
fessor Pollard's latest work Is one that lovers
of history will read witii enjoyment a.s well as
with profit."

f Dial. 43: 320. N. 16, '07. 480w.

"It Is long since we have approached a book
of historical philosophy so intelligent or so in-
cisive."

+ + Ind. 63: 1174. N. 14, '07. 640w.

"SoTie of the chapters are worthy of their
author at his best; but others are not likely
to add to his reputation and, though they may
have been u.seful for their original purpose,
ought not to have been given to the world in
this form."

H Lond. Times. 6: 251. Ag. 16, '07. 1170w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 548. S. 14, '07. 500w.

R. of Rs. 36: 636. N. '07. 70w.
-\ Sat. R. 104: 272. Ag. 31. '07. 940w.

"It unquestionably merits the adjective 'read-
able,' which is more often bestowed than ae-
served."

-f Spec. 99: sup. 751. N. 16, '07. 39(Kv.

Pollock, Frank Lillie. Treasure trail. $1.25.
Page. 6-ir

PoUok, Allan. Studies in practical theology.
$1.50. T. C. Allen & co., Halifax, Can-
ada.

"While the subject of preaching and pulpit
preparation is not neglected, much more space
is devoted to such topics, as ijie clergyman's
life as a stud-ent, the conduct of public worship,
the adminstration of the church and the visita-
tion of the sick, than is usual in homiletical
treatises. The best traditions of the Scottish
ministry, among which are scholarly industry,
personal dignity, unfailing courtesy, and above
all things, fidelity and conscientiousness, find a
kindly and gentle exponent in Principal Pollok."—Nation.

+ Nation. 85:56. Jl. 18, '07. 190w.

H Outlook. 86: 569. Je. 13, '07. llOw.

Pond, Oscar Lewis. Municipal control of
public utilities. **$i.50; pa. **$i. Mac-
millan. 7-4379-

"He begins with the aelinition of the purely
governmental and the private or business func-
tions of municipal corporations, discusses the
legal construction of municipal charters and
the implied powers of municipal corporations.
He then sets- forth 'municipal purposes within
the meaning of the constitution,' shows the
grounds on which municipal property is ex-
empted from taxation, and treats of the sale of
municipal property, power to grant exclusive
franchises, and tlie regulation of charges for
services rendered by private corporations."

—

Engin. N.

"Legal rather than economic in Its discus-
sion, it is rather more Interesting to the stu-
dent and general reader than most purely legal
treatises."

+ Am. Am. Acad. 30: 166. Jl. '07. 240w.
Engln. N. 57: 555. My. 16, '07. 130w.

Poole, Ernest. Voice of the street,
t$i.5o. Barnes. 6-19774.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Is strong in its story element, but Is not
likely to have a large influence in changing
conditions." Madeline Z. Doty.

H Charities. 17: 487. D. 15, '06. 420w.

Porter, Eleanor H. Cross currents: the
story of Margaret. t$i. Wilde. 7-27618.

The story of a little girl of wealth who was
lost and found by a little waif of the slums,
taken to his meager attic, and forced to grow
up among the sordid conditions of sweat-shops
and dirty streets. The book is a revealing
child-labor document.

Porter, Gene Stratton (Mrs. Charles Dar-
win Porter). What I have done with
birds. **$3. Bobbs. 7-17394-

The sub-title of this book is wholly sugges-
tive of its scope: "character studies of native
American birds which through friendly advance
I induced to pose for me, or succeeded in pho-
tographing by good fortune, with the story of
my experiences in obtaining their pictures."

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

N. Y. Times. 11: 370. Je. 9, '06. 150w.
Sat. R. 102: fup. 7. D. 8, '06. 140w.

"It has occasional touches of verisimilitude,
but Its dramatic climax belongs to the region
of the impossible."

1- World To-Day. 11:1222. N. '06. 70w.

"Self-appreciation or self-consclousnesa con-
stantly reappears throughout the book." Georg«
Gladden.

-I Bookm, 26: 622. Ag. '07. 330w.

"A thread of sustained Interest runs through
the whole book and makes It possible for the
reader to overlook a perhaps justifiable pride
of the author in her achievements and to Ig-

nore at times an abrupt style and a tendency
to employ unusual words and phrases.'"

-1 Dial. 43: 216. O. 1. '07. 220w.

"Besides the numerous half-tones, the vol-
ume contains seventeen full-page colored plates
of unusual accuracy and beauty."

-f Ind. 62: 13'53. Je. 6, '07. l&Ow.
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"Few books entail such actual labor as this,
such marvelous patience, and few books are
produced with a spirit of enthusiastic at-one-
ness with the subjects."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 357. Je. 1, '07. 170w.

Porter, General Horace. Campaigning with
Grant. *$i.8o. Century. 2-8573.

nescriptive note in Annual. 1906.

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 54. F. '07. +

Porter, Robert Percival. Dangers of mu-
nicipal ownership. **$i.8o. Century.

7-3905.

A study of conditions in many of the most fa-
mous industrial centers of the world lies back
of Mr. Porter's exposition. By way of a warn-
ing to the United States, he gives a brief his-
tory of Municipal ownership in Great Britain,
pointing out the serious consequences of the
Indiscriminate pursuit of the system there. He
says "Trading with the public credit, whether
state or municipal, must, of necessity, lead to
stupendous financial liabilities, add to the bur-
den of the rates, weaken municipal credit, bring
about inequality of taxation, interfere with the
natural laws of trade, check industrial and
scientifl,c progress, stop Invention, discourage
Individual effort, destroy foreign trade, estab-
lish an army of officials, breed corruption, cre-
ate an aristocracy of labor, demoralize the
voter, and ultimately make socialistic com-
munities of towns and cities."

H Acad. 73: 108. N. 9, '07. lOOOW.
"F'artisan in spirit but useful because it is

practically the first presentation of this side
of trie question."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 103. Ap. '07.

"As a wholly partisan writer on his chosen
subject, Mr. Porter is an unqualified success
except as his zeal defeats his own ends."

-\ Engin. N. 57: 553. My. 16, '07. 400w.

"Mr. Porter has given us one of the most
vigorous and readable books on this much-dis-
cussed subject. It Is the work of an advocate
but of an advocate perfectly sure of the cor-
rectness of his position and thoroughly alarmed
at the tendencies he describes." Wm. Hill.

+ -\ J. Pol. Econ. 15: 495. O. '07. 600w.

"The book is well worth the study of those
interested in present economic conditions and
is likely to attract considerable notice."

-f Lit. D. 34: 386. Mr. 9, '07. 530w.

"It Is a real service to put the facts, which
are accumulating clearly before the public and
to explain them, so that people may know what
they are doing. Mr. Porter's book does that,
and therein lies Its value."

+ Lend, Times. 6:250. Ag. 16, '07. 1270w.
"He Is a confessed and violent partisan, and

too many of the figures which he gives are un-
tested and unfairly collated for Inferences du-
biously drawn. This we the more regret be-
cause we agree in the main with his point of
view. Nor is his sense of order good."

h Nation. 84:243. Mr. 14, '07. 170w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 49. Ja. 26, '07. 230w.
"He goes on to declare that the object of his

book is to set forth 'the inherent defects of thg
whole I'rinciple of public '.rading.' We do nor
think that a book founded on this lack of dis-
c-rlmlnation and taking for itself this sole ob-
ject, will be of any great help to the student of
this problem."— Outlook. 86: 78. My. 11, '07. 370w.

"This volume by Mr. Porter will attract at-
tention, since 'It is practically the first popular
presentation of that side of the discussion. Mr
Porter is a trained investigator and statistician,
and presents his case in an attractive and en-
tertaining way.

-t- R. of Rs. 35: 38. Mr. '07. llOw.

"Valuable as the work of a practical official
and citizen of a practical nation."

-t- Spec. 99: sup. 64-5. N. 2, '07. 130w.

Porter, Thomas F, City songs and country
carols. $1.50. Badger, R: G. 6-41028.

Nearly two hundred and fifty poems Including
fireside reveries, reminiscences, and sentiments
of the philosopher, patriot and citizen.

Post, Louis Frceland. Ethical principles of
marriage and divorce. *$i. Public pub.
CO., Chicago. 6-13427.

A serious treatment In which "Mr. Post . . .

argues that without unifying love marriage is
essentially no better thnn concubinage. Gen-
uine marriage is not created by the formal cer-
emony that is requisite to declare it; it exists
before such declaration; it dies, if the love
that constitutes it dies; It is reasonable and al-
so conducive to moral Interests that there
should be a conventional release from the re-
maining conventional bond." (Outlook.) "The
natural Inference from this is that when mar-
riage Cf-ases in reality, it should cease also in
form. Divorce should be granted and remar-
riage permitted." (Arena.)

"We do not hesitate to call this book a clas-
sic on the subject of marriage and divorce. It
is the ultimate analysis, the final answer to a
problem engaging now, more than ever, hu-
man attention. We commend Its consideration
to all Bible- bound ecclesiastics as well as to
free-lovers and sex-radicals wherever found."
Robert E. Bisbee.

-t- + Arena. 37:322. Mr '07. 2120w.

-t- Outlook. 82:808. Ap. 7, '06. 280w.

Potter, Beatrix. Tale of Tom Kitten, tsoc.

Warne. 7-28973.
A prettily illustrated children's story by the

author of "The tale of Peter rabbit" and com-
panion to it.

"Other folk, as well as Pickles, will find
pleasure in the dry and simple humor of the
narrator, and the dainty pictures she has pro-
vided."

-t- Ath. 1907, 2: 516. O. 26. 140w.

Potter, Rt. Rev. Henry Codman. Reminis-
cences of bishops and archbishops. **$2.
Putnam. 6-33595.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 104. Ap. '07.

"The whole collection has so finely human a
quality that it should have interest to those in
no way connected with either of the offices that
make so impressive an appearance in the title."

+ -f Ind. 62: 973. Ap. 25, '07. 260w.
"He is able to indicate character by a stroke

hero and there, and the man stards before us,
recalled by a good memory."

+ Outlook. 85: ?9. Ja. 5, '07. 1170 w.

Potter, Margaret. The princess. t$i.5o.

Harper. 7-9844.
A sad .story of love and intrigue with scenes

drawn from Russian court life. The central
figure is Princess Catherine, who lived in
aloofness and isolation amid the social corrup-
tion about her which affected her in its most
humiliating sense thru the inconstancy of her
husband. The Czar and Czarina, diplomats
and courtiers appear upon the stage where
there is enacted a drama lacking neither ro-
mantic nor tragic interest.

Ath. 1907, 1: 469. Ap. 20. 120w.

"It is a pity that Miss Potter should have re-
.;?orced to this trick of supernaturalism. which
seriouslv weakens her book." Wm. M. Payne.

-I Dial. 42: 315. My. 16, '07. 240w.

"An interesting novel of sufficient verisimili-
tude to give life and character to her narra-
tive."

H- Lit. D. 34: 548. Ap. 6, '07. 170w.
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Potter, Margaret—Continued.
"It would be hard to imagine an uglier sit-

uation than that upon which th>3 action turns.
Nevertheless the tale is in its way absorbing,
and not likely to be at once forgotten."

-; — Nation. 81: 389. Ap. 25, '07. 48()w.

"Considering the general unpleasantness of
Miss Potter's theme, she lias managed its de-
velopment with a good deal of skill, though
some doubts insist on obtruding as to her so-
lution of the story's final problem."

"I N. Y. Times. 12: 350. Je. 1, '07. 570w.

"Represents the highest achievement of its
author yet given to the public." Frederic Taber
Cooper.
+ i No. Am. 185. 549. Jl. 5, '07. 1220w.
"An occult strain runs through the novel,

managed with frankness and some skill."
+ Outlook. S5:8ia. Ap. 6, '07. ISOw.

Poulsson, Emilie. Father and baby plays.
* ''$1.25. Century. 7-38013,
A book of pictures, verses, music and note*

for the teacher, father, mother and baby. It
Is designed as a means of strengthening the tl«
between father and child who are separated the
whole day thru.

"A new and very attractive book."
+ Educ. R. 34: 637. D. '07. 40w.

Nation. 85: 520. D. 5, '07. ZOw.
"The verses which Miss Poulsson has written

are most uneven. The illustrations, however,
are spirited and above the average."

H R. of Rs. 36: 766. D. '07. 80w.

Powell, Elmer Ellsworth. Spinoza and re-
ligion: a study of Spinoza's metaphys-
ics and of his particular utterances in
regard to religion, with a view to de-
termining the significance of his
thought for religion and incidentally
his personal attitude toward it. *$i.SO.
Open ct. 6-21921.

"The aim of this book is to prove that Spi-
noza was irreligious and his philosophy anti-
religious."—Philos. R.

-h Ind. 62: 856. Ap. 11, '07. 250w.
"The book is clear in style, thorough in ex-

ecution, and exhibits much logical acumen."
Eugene W. Lyman.

+ J. Philos. 4: 668. N. 21, '07. 440w.
"The author Jemonstrates his familiarity with

the field and iiis liveliness of interest. The
style, furthermore, is excellent, and does much
to redeem a book which is otherwise too dog-
gedly iconoclastic to be either stimulating or
pleasing."

H Nation. S3: 487. D. 6, '00. 1520v.'.

"Lacks that .spirit of impartiality which Is

the prime requisite in all critical investiga-
tions. Nor does I*r. Powell appear to have stud-
led the philosopher's writings with enough
thoroughness to enable hirr. to grasp the true
significance of his teaiching." E. Ritchie.— Philos. R. 15: 339. My. '07. 300w.

R. of Rs. 35: 118. Ja. '07. 50w.

Power, John O'Connor. Making of an
orator. **$i.35. Putnam. 6-19419.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The book is popular in style ^nd suggestive
as to matter."

4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 70. Mr. '07.

Pratt, Ambrose. Counterstroke. *$i. Fciino.
A melodramatic story filled with lurid pic-

tures. The characters are "either Nihilists of
the most rabid breed or members of a society
pledged to exterminate Nihilists by the use of
tactics exactly modeled on their own bloody
methods—whence the title, 'The counter-
stroke.' " (N. Y. Times.)

"As lurid as the wildest dream of villainy
and injured innocence that ever found its way
into the pages of the cheap story pai>ers."— N. Y. Times. 12: 549. S. 14, '07. ISOw.

Pratt, Antwerp Edgar. Two years among
New Guinea cannibals: a naturalist's
sojourn among the aborigines of unex-
plored New Guinea. *$4. Lippincott.

6-24917.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"I\Ir. Pratt devotes little space in this book
to natural history, its bullc being given to a
gossipy descripti(5n of the author's joumeyings,
with remarks, too often inaccurate, on the na-
tives he came in contact with." C. G. Selig-
mann.

h Nature. 74: 58. My. 17, '06. 890w.

Pratt, Edwin A. Railways and their rates.
*$i.5o. Button. 6-7780.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 104. Ap. '07.

"The pamphlet is well worth studying."
+ Spec. 99: sup. 643. N. 2, '07. 340w.

Pratt, Henry Sherring. Course in verte-
brate zoology: a guide to the dissec-
tion and comparative study of verte-
brate animals. *$i.50. Ginn. 6-1432.

"The work includes practical directions for
the dissection and study of seven types of ver-
tebrates; the dogfish for the oiasmobranchs

;

the perch for the teleost; the Necturua and
frog for the amphibians; the turtle; pigeon; and
cat. . . . Each type is treated independently of
the rest, and may be studied separately. . . .

It is strictly a laboratory guide, not a treatise
on comparative anaton'iy."—School R.

"Notwithstandmg drawbacks, the work re-
mains as a useful guide to those teachers who
wiFh to arrange a course in comparative anat-
omy."

r — Nature. 74: sup. 8. O. 11, '06. .750w.

"One might have wished that the author had
omitted entirely the very incomplete, incorrect,
antiquated, and obsolete outline of the classi-
fication of the vertebrates, for which, however,
the author is responsible only in accepting
Wieaer.'iheim as an authority. The work itself,

for which the author is responsible, Is remark-
ably free from errors." S. W. Willlston.

-! School R. 15: 235. Mr. '07. 280w.

Pratt, James Bissett. Psychology of relig-

ious belief. **$i.5o. Macmillan.
7-4164.

A discussion which is more concerned with
the modest and concrete problem of the rtature
of belief in a God or gods and the basis or bases
on which this belief really rests than with the
nature or the definition of religion. The author
aims to break ground in a rich but neglected
field.

"The book will repay study. We must, how-
ever, submit that Professor Pratt's definition of
intellectual belief stands in need of modifica-
tion."

-I
Cath. World. 25: 255. My. '07. 430w.

"Valuable worn."
+ Current Literature. 42: 418. Ap. '07.

182Ow.

"As a simple direct presentation of religlous-
mindedness, the essay is to be commended."

+ Dial. 42: 148. Mr. 1, 07. 280w.

"The argument is well reasoned, and is ex-
pressed in clear and popular style."

+ Ind. 63: 1378. D. 5, '07. 140^.

"This volume is a happy addition to the ra-
pidly growing literature of reli.urious psychol-
ogy. It deals with the side of the subject that
as yet has received scant attention from the
scientific students of the religious conscious-
ness. The clear and simple style of the book.
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together with the note of earnestness and sin-

cerity that pervades it, makes it a pleasure to

read. It is a scholarly study of a psychological
problem. It will be read with profit by many
who have neither a psychological training nor
scholarly interests. A carefully selected bib-
liography of the psychology of religion and an
index add to the usefulness of the book for the
purposes of the student." F. C French.

4- + J. Philos. 4: 383. Jl. 4, '07. 1680w.

H Nation. 85: 237. S. 12, '07. 440w.

"One can hardly ask for a clearer vindication
than this volume presents of the absolute valid-
ity of the religious consciousness."

+ Outlook. SG: 831. Ag. 17, '07. 1030w.

Pratt, Waldo Selden. History of music.
* Scliirmer.

Distinctly a book of reference for students
rather than a literary or critical survey of a
few salient aspects, or a specialist's report of
original research. It is encyclopedic in its

fulness and from primitive or savage music
down to later nineteenth century music the
leading tendencies or movements of musical ad-
vance are discussed.

Preissig, Edward. Notes on the history and
political institutions of the old world.
**$2.50. Putnam. 6-22387.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1900.

"Thrt-shing as it does over fields already
covered by many excellent works, such a book
as this should lind its justilcation in clearness
of presentation, yet in this lespect it can hardly
be called a success. The language is often so
confused as to be almost unintelligible, and
many errors appear which should have been de-
tected in a careful reading of the manuscript
or of the proof."

1- Am. Hist. R. 12: 414. Ja. '07. 650w.

Prendergast, William A. Credit and its

uses. **$i.S0. Appleton. 6-40205.

"This booTt treats briefly of the theory of
credit, urging that, besides the tangible element
of property, the intangible element of good
faith, or confidence, is fundamental. Thus he
holds strongly that credit is chiefly dependent on
these intangible elements."—J. Pol. Econ.

"The book is sufficiently popular to be un-
derstood by the layman, Is strong on the prac-
tical side. Its weakness on the theoretical side
will not hurt it as an introduction to practical
problems of credit."

H ^ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 170. O. '07.

"The weakest part of the book is that dealing
with the theory of credit."

H Ind. 62:157. Ja. 17, '07. 480w.

"Whatever the value to be assigned to his
treatment of the academic side of credit, the
book must really be estimated by the useful
compilation he has made of material bearing on
the practical side of the question." L.

H J. Pol. Econ. 14: 638. D. '06. 320w.

"A work serviceable at some points and alto-
gether unsatisfactory at others."

H Nation. 84: 142. F. 7, '07. 1030w.

R. of Rs. 35: 383. Mr. '07. 40w.

Prentice, Ezra Parmalee. Federal power
over carriers and corporations. **$i.50.

Macmillan. 7-4172.

A book which deals with the nature and ex-
tent of powers belonging to the general gov-
ernment and not with Congressional legislation.
In Mr. Prentice's study, constitutional construc-
tion Is interpreted by the aid of constitutional
history.

"Apart from its interest to the lawyer. and
the lawmaker, the book is of value to all who
are concerned with or are interested in the
problems of government and economics."

+ Ind. 62: 273. Ja. 31. '07. 950w.
'On the whole, however, It piust be said tliat

the book's placo is as a readable partisan ac-
count of the; development of a constitutional
doctrine, and not as a .serious contribution to
the leg;!l literature of the subjecc." James Par-
ker Hall.

-h — J. Pel. Econ. 15: 238. Ap. '07. 1680w.
"For some students of constitutional the-

ories they ma.y have their interest; but to the
elucidat;on of the practical questions now be-
fore the country they contribute substantially
nothing."

r Nation. 84: 411. My. 2, '07. 350w.

"He writes like a lawyer, with close study
of the precedents, and with no wandering from
his text. The book is not large, but it is
weighty, and calls for an answer. The subject
cannot be allowed to drop until it is settled,
and those wishing the latest word cannot
afford to neglect Mr. Prentice's discussion." Ed-
ward A. Bradford.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 84. P. '07. 1670w.

"This is the book of a lawyer, but one writ-
ten, less for lawyers than for those, whatever
may be their lines of life, who are now study-
ing from the historical standpoint the Roose-
veltlan theory of constitutional government."
Simeon E. J3aldwln.

-f No. Am. 184: 311. F. 1, '07. 1530w.
"The rarity of lapses emphasizes the scrupu-

lous care with which the work has been pre-
pared, while the industry, skill and conviction
of the author make criticism difficult." H. A.
Gushing.
+ -) Pol. Sol. Q. 22: 716. D. '07. 1120^.

R. of Rs. 35: 382. Mr. '07. 40w.

Prentis, John Harcourt. Case of Dr. Hor-
ace: a study of the importance of con-
science in the detection of crime. t$i.25.

Baker. 7-12637.
In the interests of psychology, to prove how

great a part the conscience of a criminal plays
in the detection of his crime, two friends de-
vise a daring test. They substitute the body of
a man who died at a hospital for Dr. Horace,
who promptly disappears on a two weeks' vaca-
tion. They arrange the body so that murder is

evident, they furnish a motive and every clue
points to "Wallace, the other man in the plot,
as the murderer. Then follows the work of the
detectives on the trail of the murderer without
a conscience. The story is interesting, and the
end is clever, altho it evades the psychological
point.

f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 104. Ap. '07.

"Mr. Prentice's excellent work has serious
limitations which are doubtless the result of
his close Identity with certain large corpora-
tions whose activities may be more or less af-
fected by the enforcement of the anti-trust
act." Emory R. Johnson,
-f H Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 186. Jl. '07. 800w.

"The story, however, though readable thru-
out, weakens deplorably in the latter chap-

4- — Nation. 84: 457. My. 16, '07. 370w.

Price, George Bacon. Gaining health in

the West, (Colorado, New Mexico,
Arizona) ; being impressions of a lay-

man. *$i. Huebsch. 7-19791.

Eased upon seven years' personal experience
with "climate" this little volume offers sane and
valuable advice to all who are obliged to seek
the West in search of health. It discusses cli-

matic conditions, marital obligations, social and
ethical aspects, tells where and how to live,

how to avoid loneliness, how to get employment
and many other things which only one who has
learned the detailed lessons taught by exper-
ience can know.

"Anyone contemplating a Colorado residence,
especially if in search of health, will find this

little volume an admirable substitute for such
advice as he might expect from an experienced
sensible, and sympathetic friend."

+ Dial. 43: 20. Jl. 1, '07. 200w.
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Price, George Bacon—Continued.
"Is a sensible little book of good advice for

the consumptives;"
+ Ind. 63: 244. Ag. 8, '07. 90w.

+ Nation. 84: 14. Jl. 4, '07. 70w.

Price, John Ambrose. The negro: past,
* present, and future. $1.50. Neale.
A three part treatment. The Past Is a vin-

dication of the old south as regards the black
man, the Present reveals the negro as he ex-
ists in the south to-day under peculiar condi-
tions and circumstances, the Future relates the
possibilities of what may come to the Ameri-
can negro.

Price, William Hyde. English patents of
monopoly. (Harvard economic studies,

V. I.) **$i.50. Houghton. 6-36187.

In this volume "the application of the com-
mon law to cases of monopoly down to the en-
actment of the common-law principle in th6
statute of monopolies in 1624, is followed in de-
tail. . . . Having treated of the political and
economic aspects of the monopoly system as a
whole, the author devotes succeeding chapters
to .several selected important industries where-
in monopolies were established. ... In appen-
dices, occupyins? something over one hundred
pages, original 'lo'juments, statutes, letters, and
proclamations concerning patentri, monopolies,
and commissions, and touchiing grievances, are
reprinted."—J. Pol. Econ.

"This somewhat perfunctory treatment of the
larger quevjtion involved is our principal, in
fact -almost our only criticism of this serious
study by a well-trained investigator of an in-
teresting and important subject. We regret
that a more restncted subject was not taken,
or else that the first chapter, the 'political his-
tory' of the monopolies, was not made much
longer and more serious, more discriminating
and more soientiflcally historical. We have no
doubt that the author is entirely capable of
having so treated it, but was led astray by a
predominatingly economic interest."

^ Am. Hist. R. 12: 878. Jl. '07. 710w.

"To that litevaturo [English economic his-
tory] the present monograph is a scholarly
contribution." John Cummings.

-r J. Pol. Econ. 14: 575. N. '06. 600w.

"Mr. Price . . . deals with tho matter as a
historian rather than as a legislator or states-
man, but publicists cannot read his excellent
contribution to the subject of monopolies with-
out finding it highly suggestive." Edward A.
Bradford.

-r N. Y. Times. 12: 122. Mr. 2, '07. 1650w.

Prichard, Kate O'Brien Hesketh, and
Prichard, Hesketh Vernon Hesketh (E.
and H. Heron, pseud.). Don Q. in the
Sierra. t$i.5o. Lippincott. 6-42429.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"His various .idventures are well told, and
we shall be delig-hted to meet him again next
time he comes to life."

+ Acad. 71: 590. D. 8, '06. 170w.

"Here are twelve new sketches of the career
of this redoubtable brigand; and if they are
Inferior to their predecessors, the difference is

not noticeable"
-f- Ath. 1906, 2: 768. D. 15. lOOw.

"The narratives making up tho volume . . .

are crowded with exciting Incident and are
capitally told."

-r Ind. 62: 386. F. 14, '07. llOw.

-f- Sat. R. 103: 86. Ja. 19, "07. 160w.

Spec. 97: 990. D. 15. '06. lOOw.

Prideaux, Sarah Treverbian. Modern book-
bindings; their design and decoration.
*$3. Dutton. 6-33798.

"An account of the best English and French
bookbinders of the day, written by an artist

. . . and illustrated by fifty-four selected ex-
amples of their work."—Ath.

"The only objection to it that can be raised
is that, none of the artist's own work being
included, it is incomplete as a representation of
what is being done."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 81. Jl. 21. 550w.
"Miss Prideaux has admirably supplemented

her former volume, 'Book-binders and their

'+ Ind. 63: 160. Jl. 18, '07. 280w.

-J Int. Studio. 30: 89. N. '06. 190w.
'There is scarcely any attempt at technical

exposition, so that these who take up the book
wltia the object of gaining information on these
points must be warned to look elsewhere."

H- — Lond. Times. 5: 298. Ag. 31, '06. 670w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 238. Ap. 13, '07. 470w.
Spec. 96: 760. My. 12, '06. lOOw.

Prince, Leon Gushing. Bird's-eye view of
American history. **$i.25. Scribner.

7-12868.
A brief survey of Am.erican history from the

discovery by Columbus down to the Roosevelt
adminJslration.

"In view of the space-limits of the book,
some topics receive surprisingly comprehensive
treatment. To the mature reader this outline
will prove serviceable in connection with more
extended histories. The book's usefulness,
however. Is greatly Impaired by the Inexcus-
able omission of an index." George H. Haynea.

-I Am. Hist. R. 13: 183. O. '07. 610w.
"There are too many errors of fact. Nor is

Mr. Prince always happy in his generaliza-
tions."— N. Y. Times. 12: 271. Ap. 27, '07. 560w.

"Is generally speaking, in accord with the
findings of modern scholarship. It is not free
from questionable statements. But against these
defects must be set some really striking fea-
tures."
-f- H Outlook. 86: 569. Je. 13, '07. 350w.
"Any student of American history who finds

himself confused or overwhelmed by the mass
of material that is presented in more elabor-
ate works should make it a point to read Pro-
fessor Prince' s book for the sake of its clari-
fying effect."

-f R. of Rs. 35: 637. My. '07. 90w.

Prince, Morton. Dissociation of a person-
ality: a biographical study in abnormal
psychology. *$2.8o. Longmans. 5-42041.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by Francis Harold Dike.
-f -^ Int. J. Ethics. 17: 265. Ja. '07. 2340w.

Prudden, Theophil M. On the great Amer-
ican plateau: wanderings among can-
yons and buttes in the land of the cliflF-

dweller, and the Indian of to-day; il.

by E. Leaming. **$2. Putnam. 7-1482.

The reader is here afforded "glimpses of the
rugged southwest country, with its quaint ab-
origines and the ruins of an older folk." "Of
prehistoric remains, of the life and work of
primitive house-ouilders, and of the present
conditions of Indian life on the great plateau
Dr. Prudden tells us much, while the natural
wonders of the locality are graphically de-
scribed." (Outlook.)

"The Interpretation of the far southwest re-
quires .a command of language and a power of
app.-eciation possessed by few writers. Mr.
Prudden has both. Perhaps the best recom-
mendation that can be given t.iis picturesque
description Is that it makes the reader anxious
to see what is spoken of with his own eyes."
+ -r Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 646. My. '07. 240w.

"Dr. Pruddon's style Is notably vigorous and
enthusiastic." H. E. Coblentz.

+ Dial. 42: 374. Je. 16, '07. 200w.
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"A very readable book."
+ Ind. 62:736. Mr. 28, '07. 210w.

"The book on the whole has the charm of
freshness and reality."

-i- Nation. i4: 360. Ap. 18, '07. 190w.
N. Y. Times. 11: 748. N. 10, '06. 330w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 15. Ja. 12, '07. 290w.
"A popular travel book, but it is not of the

superficial variety. It is the work of a keen
observer who reflects upon what he sees." Cy-
rus C. Adams.
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 122. Mr. 2, '07. 630w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 384. Je. 15, '07. 130w.

+ Outlook. 85; 331. F. 9, '07. lOOw.

Pryce, Richard. The successor: a novel.
t$i.5o. Duffield. 7-25083.

Here is a story with a mystery surrounding
the birth of an heir to a vast English estate.
The moral law is sacrificed to the interests of
ambition, and like many a modern story, no
retribution follows for the offenders. The art of
the story teller protects the mystery almost too
well. The best character of the story is that
of a faithful servant who served the house rath-
er than individuals.

"However venturesome the foundation of its
plot, this book cannot be charged with gross-
ness. The seasoned reader will get from it no
great harm, but much delightful entertain-
ment. The immature reader will do just as well
not to make its acquaintance." Wm. M. Payne.

H DIai. 43: 251. O. 16, '07. 310w.
"The style is evidently an earnest attempt to

follow in the crooked footsteps of xienry James,
and the matter, too, is not so very different
from the sort of exposition upon which that
master expends his genius. One might even
say at the risk of great contumely, that, being
at least lucid, it is really a little better worth
while."

-I N. Y.. Times. 12: 534. S. 7, '07. 230w.

Pryor, Sara Agnes Rice (Mrs. Roger At-
kinson Pryor). Eirth . of the nation,
Jamestown, 1607. **$i.7S. Macmillan.

7-14669.
In view of the Jamestown celebration spe-

cial emphasis is here laid upon the part which
it played in the birth of our nation. Beginning
with tlie legends of early discoverers, the story
of the colonization of Virginia is given briefly
but with good detail, the men both white and
red, "Who took active part in the struggle with
the wilderness are vividly pictured in connec-
tion with the work they did. It is not a Tiis-

tory of Jamestown, it is a history of the great
movement which created Jamestown and pre-
served it, find it is a timely tribute to the
town's significance.

"It is based upon all the available sources,
and these have been fairly well used. There is

no offensive display of the critical spirit; neither
is the author credulous. In the way of criti-
cism, it may may be said that the author seems
to think that Powhatan is a, name, not a title;

that too much space is devoted to descriptions
of the Indians and their life, and not enough
attention to conditions among the colonists;
that there is no index, and some of the illus-
trations would be better suited to a work of
fiction."

-j Dial. 43: 66. Ag. 1, '07. 440w.
"It Is the careful, finished work of one who

loves the task for its own sake, and who has
lived long with her materials."

+ Ind. 63: 698. S. 19. '07. 230w.
"This book is in all resi>ects a worthy and

interesting memorial of the Jamestown celebra-
tion."

J- Lit. D. 34: 842. My 25, '07. 280w
-4- Nation. 84: 453. My. 16, '07. 160w.

"She has weighed the reputations of men in
the balance, and one feels that her judgment
Is e«iually just and sympathetic."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 282. My. 4, '07. 1320w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 38^. Je. 15, '07. 150w.

"Xo better book could be found to give a
lively impression of the early days of the seven-
teenth century, and to refresh our knowledge
of the events we are now celebrating in '>ld
Jamestown."

+ Outlook. 86: 77. My. 11, '07. 290w.
+ R. of Rs. 36: 128. Jl. '07. 70w.

Spec. 99: 170. Ag. 3, '07. 250w.

Puffer, Ethel D. Psychology of beauty.
*$r.2S. Houghton. 5-16135.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"Is composed of a series of delightful es.says
whose charm can escape neither the casual nor
the critical reader. Its difficulties are exactly
the crucial difficulties of the subject,^' I. Mad-
ison Bentley.

-i Philos. R. If!; 86. Ja. '07. 1700w.

Pulitzer, Walter. Cozy corner confidences.
75c. Dodge.

A collection of epigrams gathered from comic
periodicals.

"The collection makes a. readable booklet
after the style of the 'Cynic's calendar.' "

+ Ind. 61: 1399. D. 22, '06. 60w.

PuUan, Richard Butterfield. Currency and
coin. *$i. Occasional publisher. 7-23269.

"This I'xcursion of a business man into mone-
tary reform is based upon a desire to adjust
bimetallism and the use of silver to the gold
standard. Instead of 'asset currency' he sug-
gests more silver. Thinking our currency In-
sufficient, he advises that the government, "'un-
der a safe and conservative system of bimetal-
lism,' should greatly increase our circulating
medium. . . . Next, the author proposes an
indefinite increase of government bonds, to be
called upon request of any national l^ank which
v/il! pay in gold or silver to an amount equal
to the par value of the bonds."—J. Pol. Econ.

"The whole scheme is whimsical, and not wor-
thy of serious attention."— J. Pol. Econ. 15: 493. O. '07. 230w.
"We have suffered too much from bad fi-

nance to allow tenderness for an author to en-
courage his errors by condoning them."— N. Y. Times. 12: 647. O. 19, '07. 520w.
"The whole treatment shows lack of familiari-

ty with the principles of monetary science and
the literature of the subject."— Yale R. 16: 335. N. '07. 90w.

Putnam, George Haven. Censorship of the
church of Rome, and its influence tipon
the production and distribution of lit-

erature. **$2.so. Putnam. 7-130T.

To be complete in two volumes. The work Is

a study of the history of the prohibitory and
expurgatory indexes, together with some con-
sideration of the effects of Protestant censor-
ship and of censorship by the state. It includes
a list of the more important decrees, prohibi-
tions, briefs, and edicts relating to the prohlbl-
liion of specific books from the time of Gelasius
I., 567 A. D.. to the issue in 1900 of the latest
of the church under Leo XIII.

V. 2. "The theological controversies in France,
Germany. England, and tho Netherlands, from
1600 to 17.50. are first discussed. These are fol-

lowed by a study of the treatment of the Scrip-
tures under censorship in these countries and
Spain, and then the author considers the rela-
tions of the censorship to the various monas-
tic crdt^rs—^Jesuits, Dominicans. Casuits Secu-
lars, and Regulars." (N. Y. Times.) Further
he describes the Iloman Indexes, gives brief
descriptions of e.vamples of condemned litera-
ture, and discusses the subject of censorship.

"Who can commend in any way, especially
to a general reader, looking for the information
on a specific point, a book which contains nu-
merous errors on almost every page?" George
Ij. Hamilton.— Am. Hist. R. 12. 871. Jl. '07. 1160w.

(Review of v. 1.)
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Putnam, George Haven—Continued.
"Can he cite any Instances of a mlsund'er-

standing of the subject of the books, and of the
language in which they are written, as remark-
able as those of which he himself is guilty?"
George L. Hamilton.— Am. Hist. R. 13: 135. O. '07. 650w. (Re-

view of V. 2.)

— Ath. 1907, 1: 403. Ap. 6. 2100w. (Review
of V. 1.)

"As we turn over these pages we have often
felt ourselves, like the cave dwellers in Plato,
trying to reconstruct the facts from the shad-
ows of them before us. The author's general
conclu.sion a? to the effect of censorship id

correct and obvious."
h Ath. 1907, 2: 210. Ag. 24. 520w. (Re-
view of V. 2.)

"Mr Putnam's book ... is honorably free
from bias. He is simply and solely a historian,
and he tries, and -successfully tries, to put be-
fore us the main facts, in the history with
which he deals."

+ + Cath. World. S5: 552. Jl. '07. 750w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"W(; do not mc-an to say that the book is

free from hints and phrases to which the ma-
jority of Catholics would object. But, looking
at the matter impartially, we are bound to
credit Di. Putnam with the desire to be a
just and equitable historian."
+ -) Cath. World. 85: 839. S. '07. 350w. (Re-

view of V. 2.)

"It may be remarked in passing, however,
that the value of the work as a book of refer-
ence might have been enhanced by the provi-
sion of a more complete general index." Arthur
Howard Noll.

+ H Dial. 42: 338. Je. 1, '07. 2420w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

""!>r. Putnam has accomplished his difficult

task v'Uh oonsci(mtious thoroness and complete
scientific impartiality. If wo may suggest a
possible improvement in the work, we would
observe that the medieval prohibitions of Bible-
reading in the vernacular are too summarily
dismissed."
+ -j !nd. 62: 9fi9. Ap. 25, '07. G60w. (Re-

view of V. 1.)

"The work, as now completed, ranks second
only to Reusch as a history of prohibitive book
legislation, and is easily the best authority on
the subject in the English language."

-f -I- Ind. 63: 401. Ag. 15, '07. 22Uw. (Review
of V. 2.)

"Fairness and justice, and that essential his-
torical perspective which is attained by trans-
porting oneself into the epoch described are the
prevailing traits of the work."

i- + Lit. D. 34: 342. Mr. 2, '07. 440w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"In dealing with this large and difficult sub-
ject, Dr. Putnam appears to have fallen be-
tween two stools. Although the book shows evi-

dence of considerable labor and contains much
matter not to be found elsewhere in conven-
ient form, it is frankly selective, and therefore
not of essential value for scholars. On the
philosophical side, again. Dr. Putnam has but
little to offer. The book is somewhat loose in

style and inaccurate in minor details."
^ Nation. 84: 478. My. 23, '07. 550w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

"The temper in which the work is done and
the purposes manifested by the writer are open
to the appreciation of all. It would be ungra-
cious to close this slight notice of Mr. Putnam's
work without an expression of appreciation for
the unusual lucidity of his style." Edward
Gary.

4- 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 1. Ja. 5, '07. 1280w.
(Review of v. 1.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 372. Je. 8, '07. 500w.
(Review of v. 2.)

"It is prepared by a scholar for scholars. It

takes rank with such workos as Henry Charles
Idea's volumes on 'The Inquisition of the mid-
dle aares.' "I'he inquisition of Spain' and 'Sac-
radotal celibacy.' We predict that it will bo an

authority on this subject for Americnn ajid Eng-

+ -\ Outlook. 86: 520. Jl. G, '07. 820w. (Re-
view of V. 1 and 2.)

R. of Ris. 35: 757. Je. '07. GOw. (Review
of V. 1 and 2.)

"Dr. Putnam presents the facts with all Im-
partiality, and has given scholars a serviceable
book of reference. The profusion of misprinted
Latin words in volume 1 is unfortunate."
-t- H Sat. R. 104: 209. Ag. 17, '07. 990w, (Re-

view of V. 1. and 2.)

"Mr. Putnam's book is a triumph of industry
and, what is not less important in such a mat-
ter, impartiality."
+ + Spec. 99:296. Ag.. 31, '07. 1500w. (Re-

view of V. 1 and 2.)

Pyle, Howard. Stolen treasure. t$i.25. Har-
per. 7-18095.

Four as stirring tales of romance and ad-
venture of pirates and buried treasure as ever
delighted boys old or .young. They 'are enti-
tled: With the buccaneers, Tom Chist and the
treasure box. The ghost of Captain Brand, and
Tlie devil of New Hope. The volume is illus-

trated bv the author.

"Should prove entertaining to both young and
old."

+ A. L, A. Bkl. 3: 203. N. '07. •{<

"Although Mr. Pyle's delightful tales appeal
primarily to youthful readers they may be
recommended as a sort of tonic for adults
grown weary of the fiction of the day. The
pictures, which are by the author, are of course
in perfect tune with the lively narrative."

+ Lit. D. 35: 26. Jl. 6, .'07. 210w.

"These stories are his best of the type. There
are four of them and they are each distinctive."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 434. Jl. 6, '07. 300w.

Pyle, Howard. Story of Sir Launcelot and
his companions, il. **$2.5o. Scribner.

7-34314-
The story is told in text and pictures. The

book is "a companion to the former volumes
dealing with the Round table, and it follows
the original closely in spirit. In the re-telling
of Malory, there is always a loss of spirit and
of ruggedness, however sincere the effort may
be: and it takes a genius equal to Malory's own
to re^Tite him." (Nation.)

"It is far superior to the average attempt,"
+ Nation. 85: 496. N. 28, '07. llOw.

+ Outlook. 87: 619. N. 23. '07. 120w.

Pyle, Katharine, and Portor, Laura S.

Theodora. '$1.25. Little. 7-32563.

A book for little girls which tells of the ex-
periences of Theodora Winthrop in an Episco-
pal sisters' school in New York city during her
father's absence abroad. It contains a lesson
of hatred turned to love through careful guid-
ance.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 30w.

R. of Rs. 36:765. D. '07. 40w.

Quayle, William Alfred. God s calendar,
il. *'$i.50. West. Meth. bk. 7-34142.

The significance of each month is imagina-
tively revealed and its secrets uncovered in the
thirteen chapters of Mr. Quaylo's offering. The
ir.ustrations are beautiful and suggestive of

dream life in nature.

"I'he tone of the book is distinctly rapturous,
but it will find many appreciators. One would
surmise that it will be especially popular with
the older generation of readers, who have not
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been sated with nature books, and who will

like it for expressing feelings which they have
never quite dared to voice for themselves." May
Estelle Cook.

+ Dial. 43: 419. D. 16, '07. 210w.

Queen's festivals: an explanation of the

feasts of the blessed Virgin Mary for

her little ones. 6oc. Benziger. 7-16988.

An introduction is followed by three parts
devoted respectively to Tlie Queen's anniver-
saries. Festivals of the Queen's titles, and Tlio

Queen's Sundays.

Quick, John Herbert. Broken lance, il.

* t$i.5o. Bobbs. 7-32560.

The hero of this story is a young minister at
the head of a fashionable Chicago church who
recoils from the luxury of his congregation's
worship, and espouses the real and vital cause
of the dwellers in the underworld. With him
are associated a sturdy, strong-willed propa-
gandist of the Henry George principles and a
dark-skinned girl who fearlessly lives her faith.

It is a study which involves various religious

and economic questions of to-day.

Rae, John. Sociological theory of capital.

**$4. Macmillan. 6-7791.

De.scriptlve note in Annual, 1906.

"His rearrangement of the text represents a
great improvement over the original form.
"While he has employed his privilege of annot-
ating very sparingly, such notes as he has at-
tached are uniformly helpful." Alvin S. John-
•son.

-r Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 162. Mr. '07. 1310w.

"Dr. Mixter has done work of a valuable type
in producing this volume, for, whether Rae's
economic conclusions are accepted or not, they
are certainly a most stimulating contribution
to the history of economics."

+ Spec. 98: sup. 648. Ap. 27, '07. 720w.

Ragg, Rev. Lonsdale. Dante and his Italy.

*$3.50. Putnam. 7-29016.

To look at Italy through the eyes of Dante
himself, and having looked to realise her for
others, as she appeared to the poet during his
sojourn upon earth, has been the chief aim of
the author of this new study. . . . He begins
with a rapid sketch of the state of Europe as a
whole at what he calls the 'critical moment of
Dante's life, the ideal state of his vision,' pass-
ing on to concentrate his attention first on Italy,
then on Florence, and finally on Dante himself,
tracing his literary aniecedents, calling up one
after another the possibilities of his contempo-
rary authors and of his hosts during the weary
wanderings of his exile, the narrative terminat-
ing with an eloquent account of the last days at
Ravenna, and of the impression caused by the
news that the great genius had passed away."—

•

Int. Studio.

"Our chief quarrel with Mr. Ragg is on ac-
count of his trick of introducing trivialities,

hardly suited to the dignity of his theme."
H Ath. 1907, 1: 662. Je. 1. 1120w.

"Canon Ragg is steeped to the finger tips in

Dantesque lore, is thoroughly familiar with
everything written by the man to whom his
book is one long tribute of homage, and is gift-

ed with an imagination so vivid that he has
been able to piece together a very realistic pic-

ture of the period at which his hero lived."

+ Int. Studio. 32:169. Ag. '07. 200w.

"His task is suited to his powers, which are,

it must be said, not inconsiderable. He gives
the delightful impression, so rarely received in

these days, that he knows a great deal more
than he has set down."

-f + Lend. Times. 6:164. My. 24, '07. 1340w.

"With a little more system, a greater tenacity
in developing each of his themes, Mr. Ragg
would have written a book to be often opened
for reference after being once read for pleasure.
It is a pity, that this book should be marred by
many misprints in foreign words. A more seri-
ous defect is an excessive fondness for the
dramatic and picturesque, which leads Mr. Ragg
into baseless conjectures and striking incon-
sistGnciGS.'*
+ — Nation. 85: 80. Jl. 25, '07. lOTOw.

"Ever>-where Canon Ragg writes as a man,
scholarly and imaginatively dominated by his
subject, and yet with a painstaking discretion
which at once enables the reader to separate
facts from hearsay. On one or two points, how-
ever, he shows that he has not followed the re-
searches of Dante's scholars as carefully as he
has the half-forgotten chronicles of the poet's
contemporaries." Walter Littlefield.

+ -\ N. Y. Times. 12: 550. S. 14, '07. 2220w.

"Dr. Ragg's narrative style, clear, compact,
smooth, well fits his subject-matter."

-I- Outlook. 86: 614. Jl. 20, '07. 410w.

"Many of Mr. Ragg's statements have that
air of generalization which belongs to ideas ab-
sorbed at second-hand. He needs a course of

reading, and above all a study of statutes and
documents."

h Sat. R. 103: 688. Je. 1, '07. 750w.

"If the writer allows himself here and there
a touch of fancy not altogether authorised by
known facts, he never in any case sins against
probability."

i Spec. 99: 233. Ag. 17, '07. 1140w.

Raine, Allen, pseud. (Mrs. Beynon Puddi-
combe). Queen of the rushes, a tale of

the Welsh country. t$i.5o. Jacobs.
6-35940.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Considered as a series of pictures repre-
sentmg Welsh landscape and Welsh people, this

book has much charm and a certain quiet in-

terest. As a story it fails by an excessive and
inartistic introduction of the marvellous."

-I Ath. 1906, 1:758. Je. 23. llOw.

"Allan Rame is very sensitive to the beauty
and the picturesqueness of the rugged Welsh
character and Welsh scenery, and has a skill-

ful pen in the weaving of these things into a
structure of the tale. The result is to mask
very pleasingly an inherent feebleness of con-
ception and treatment."

^^ N. Y. Times. 12:28. Ja. 19, '07. 280w.

Raleigh, Walter Alexander. Shakespeare.
*75c. Macmillan. 7-15578.

A monoRraph in the English rr^en of letters

series, which interprets Shakespeare to us
largeiv from his dramas. It is in five chap-
ters:

" Shakespeare, Stratford and London.
Books and noetry. The theatre. Story and char-

acter, and The last phase.

"A distinct contribution to Shakesperean lit-

erature." „„,„„«+ -f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 170. O. '07. S.

"It is one of the most suggestive books on
Shakespeare that this country has yet pro-

duced."
+ -f Ath. 1907, 1: 689. Je. 8. 2870w.

"Even some of the most appreciative among
[the critics] have considered his work too mucii

as literature and not enough as drama. This

is the chief fault in Professor Raleigh s contri-

bution." Edward Fuller.

H Bookm. 26:155. O. '07. 1320w.

"He has produced a thoroughly safe volume
on the subject of what everyone should know
aboiit Shakespeare. And when we add that he
writes not as a fetich-worshipper but as a rev-

erent and honest student, we have said

enough." .„_ „„„
-t- Dial. 43: 215. O. 1, '07. 390w.

"To a lavman the contrast between Professor

Raleigh's volume and the writings of Sliakes-
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Raleigh, Walter Alexander —Continued.
peare scholars generally is very astonishing.

The point that, as a layman, we wish to em-
phasize, is that he can be read with pleasure

by those who have tried to read the other books

and failed." Frank Moore Colby.

+ + Forum. 39: 255. O. '07. 17€Qw.

"For this little volume it is safe to predict

a large degree of public favor. It reveals, it

is true, many instances of bad logic and an
abundant lack of system. But it is in many
respects brilliant, the style is almost epigram-
matic in its sententiousness, and the felici-

tous aptness with which the text is quoted
arr'ounts almost tn a display of genius."
^ _| iftd. 63: 153. Jl. 18, '07. lOOOw.

"Mr. Raleigh has given us an essay, over-
flowing with life, crammed with suggestion,
full of stimulating;- ideas and harpy turns of

phrfipe. and with no dull page from beginning
to end. It is table-talk in excehis, stamped
with all the fresimess and brightness of an
original niincl. This impromptu nature of Mr.
Raleigh's criticism brings with it, of course,

The dffect cf its (lualitity."

+ .f-
_ Lend. Times. 6: 130. Ap. 2G, '07. 2870w.

"We are delighted to find him penetrating to

the root of the matter, which is that Shakes-
peare's Ktage was a platform and not, like ours,

a picture-frame, and that drama written to Oe

playpd on a platform took a peculiar shape
from that very fact. Alive to the fact, he
seems to be dead, or only half alive, to its con-
sequences. He has the key, flourishes it, and
then, instea.l of UKing it, puts it in his pocket "

-] Lend. Times. 6: l4i. My. 8, '07. 1700w.

"The book Is not well constructed; and
throughout, the author's strength lies ralher in

stimulating comment than in logical inference."

_j Nation. S4: 454. My. 11, '07. 1400w.

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 256. Ap. 20, '07. 330w.

"Prof Raleigh's comprehension of this the-

atre and its demands lends mucSi value to his

°^+ _ N. Y. Times. 12: 288. My. 4, '07. 1230w.

"It is in his consideration of Shakespeare as

a poet and as a creator of character that Pro-
fessor Raleigh is seen at his best." Brander
Matthews.

-)- + No. Am. 185: 780. Ag. 2, '07. 1090w.

"Professor Raleigh is not so happily untech-
nlcal as Professor Baker, and is more concerned
with critical estimates, from the easy assump-
tions of which many of his readers will heartily

dissent."
^ ^ Outlook. 87: 331. O. 19, '07. 380w.

"Though not so good a book as we might ex-
pect from him, is much better than some of

the critics reckon it." Wni. J. Rolfe.
4. _ Putnam's. 2:276. S. '07. 890w.

"Dr. Raleigh manages to get within the com-
pass of one brief volume a vast amount of in-

formation and interpretation of the immortal
bard without becoming either prosy or dog-
matic."

4- R. of Rs. 35: 756. Je. '07. 40w.

"Professor Raleigh has really achieved some
sort of balance within a scope which he recog-
nize3 from the outset to be very limited."

-f + Sat. R. 104:145. Ag. 3, '07. 1850w.

"The writer of this happy volume has the art

of forgetting that he is a professor."
+ Spec. 98: 942. Je. 15, '07. 1330w.

Ramsay, William Mitchell. Pauline, and
other studies in early Christian his-

tory. *$3. Armstrong. 7-29067.

A group of fifteen essays touching upon the
character of Paul, the authorship of the Acts
and early Christianity In Asia Minor. They
have been collected from various British maga-
^nes and are accompanied by a great number
of illustrations.

Ramsay's writings; freshness of standpoint,
flashes of insight only possible to a scholar
of rich and varied learning, unflagging zest in

the handUng of his subject—a zest which com-
municates itself to the reader—and that lucid
and forcible style which has done so much to
popularize the results of his investigations."
H. A. A. Kennedy.
+ + Am. J. Theol. 11: 527. Jl. '07. 1330w.

Ath, 1907, 1: 130. F. 2. 820w.

"Many possess permanent value."
-f- Bib. World. 29: 160. F. '07. 60w.

"Since the author confessedly speaks as 'a

historian and geographet,' one cannot fail to
notice the dogmatic tone that marks some of
his purely theological utterances." George H.
Gilbert.

H Bib. World. 30: 294. O. '07. 1030w.

Ind. 62: 505. D. 28, '07. 50w.

"The title is inexact and the unity of char-
acter in the studies slight."

H Nation. 84: 82. Ja. 24, '07. 70w.

"Not only does Professor Ramsay bring fresh
and valuable instruction from the field of his
special study, but he renders good service as a
judicious moderator of the schools of critics."

+ + Outlook. 85: 46. Ja. 5, '07. 270w.

"The pages dealing with the life of St. Paul
are perhaps the most interesting in the book,
not only intrinsically, but because Professor
Ramsay is so great an authority on the sub-
ject."

-I- Spec. 98: 1013. Je. 29, '07. 170w.

Randal, John. Sweetest solace. $1.50. But-
ton. 7-7197.

Gascoigne square, WhitDorough. is made the
scene of a pretty love story In which two young
girls from Australia come into the square as
mistresses of a board school. Here they meet
a number of interesting people, differing widely
in character and social position, and here the
mystery of their father, who had lived his
young life in this very square. Is unravelled,
leaving them free to marry the two young men
of wealth and family who have come to love
them. It is not the mystery, however, which
is uppermost for interest centers around the
quaint characters and their old prejudices: the
social climbers, dear old Miss Blacklston, whole-
hearted Ben Cox, Lord Streybridge, narrow-
minded Mrs. Petch, spiteful Miss Marston, and
all the others.

+ Nation. 84: 291. Mr. 28, '07. 120w.

"This is a pleasant story reproducing some-
thing of the Trollope atmosphere. But Mr. Ran-
dal lays the colours on too thickly when deplet-
ing a cad."

-j Sat. R. 102: 148. Ag. 4, ;06. 160w.

Rannie, David Watson. Worsdworth and
* his circle. (Memoir ser.) **'$3-50. Put-

nam.
"Criticism, quotation, narrative, and anecdote

are so woven together as to form a single piece.

. . . Coleridge moves through the scenes, with
the dh-ine light ever waning in his eyes; Lamb
banters and praises; Southey, Christopher
North, Dr. Arnold, De Quincey, Scott, Rogers,
Keats, come and go, speak and listen, and
range themselves in proper perspective about
the central, still lonely figure."—Nation.

"The book exhibits all those qualities which
we are accustomed to look for in Professor

"Though well-read and in the main judicious,

he occasionally makes odd slips in his critical

remarks. The style is always graceful and dig-

nified, and we do not hesitate to affirm that
this is the best book yet written for any one
who wishes to breathe, so to speak, the very at-

mosphere in which these men moved."
^ Nation. 85: 520. D. 5, "07. 1130w.

"This is a desultory but an entertaining, and
often suggestive, book on a subject which has
grown somewhat worn."

-I
Sat. R. 104:550. N. 2, '07. 190w.
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Ransom, Olive. Woman's heart: manu-
scripts found in the papers of Kather-
ine Peshconet and ed. by her executor,
Olive Ransom. t$i.5o. Doubleday.

6-1 1548.

The diary of a woman who loved a priest.

"It is difficult to imagine a twentieth-century
Abelard receiving letters from an American
Hgloise; letters so quivering with intensity of
emotion and with also a touch of classicism
that would have suited well the Renaissance
spirit." (Ind.) "As for Katherlne, if hers was
a woman's heart, then, indeed, is a woman a
daughter of Eve. She argued through years,
got what she wanted, and died for it." (N.
Y. Times.) The book "tells an Interesting
story, altho its hold is purely psychical." (Ind.)

"The old arguments against the theories and
practices of the Roman Catholic church, even
here in America, are reiterated with amazing
vivacity and freshness."

H Ind. 62:445. F. 21, '07. 22()w.

"The book leaves a bad taste in one's
mouth."— N. Y. Times. 11: 238. Ap. 14, '06. 500w.

Ransome, Arthur. Bohemia in London.
* **$i.50. Dodd.
Hero is presented London's historical and

present-day Bohemia with the Parisian "tinsel
and sham" wanting. "The 'Bohemia in Ijoh-
don' IS distinctly British and not Gallic; it is

founded on the same code of laws as that
which prevailed in the more famous Bohemia
of Paris; there is no exaggeration in its pic-
tures and there is no suppression of realities."
(Ind.)

"Hi« book, if not exciting, is readable
enough." G. S. S.

+ Acad. 73:. 158. N. 23, '07. 520w.
Dial. 43: 427. D. 16, '07. 160w.

"I feel very confident that 'Bohemia in Lon-
don' will prove a distinct literary success. I
can say with conviction that the book gives the
most life-like picture of that London quarter
which the author sets himself to describe. The
book is rich in humorous descriptions and por-
traitures, has many pathetic scenes, and gleams
here and thore with genuine poetic feeling."
Justin McCarthy.

-I- Ind. 63:1420. D. 12, '07. 200w.
"The book is entertainingly and thoughtfully

written."
-t- Sat. R. 104: sup. 10. S. 28, '07. 360w.

Raper, Charles Lee. Principles of, wealth
and welfare; economics for high
schools. *$i.io. Macmillan. 6-24099,

Dfescriptive not© in Annual, 1906.
"The book contains little or nothing that is

origmal either in material or treatment. More-
over, it does not seem at all adapted to the
use for which its author intends it."— Yale R. 15: 468. F. '07. 120w.

Rappaport, Philip. Looking forward: a
treatise on"* the status of woman and
the origin and growth of the family
and the state. $1. Kerr. 6-237:^6,

"As the preface states, 'this book is written
from the standpoint of historic materialism.'
Its aim is to show how past forms of the fam-
ily and of the state have been determined by
economic conditions, especially by methods of
ppoductiom. and to demonstrate incidentally
that Marxian socialism is the only means of
social salvation find the natural goal of devel-
opment. The author shows considerable ac-
quaintance with the socialist school of social
and economic writers, but beyond that his ac-
quaintance with the scientifiG literature of the
subjects upon which he writes is very limited."—Am. J. Soc.

"Like air socialist writers, he makes large
use of Buckle and Morgan, but he seems ut-
terly unaware of the works of later investiga-
tors which long since have made Buckle and
Morgan out of date." Charles A. Ellwood.— Am. J. Soc. 12: 563. Ja. '07. 250w.

'Tt, is an extremely valuable book, because
it is fundamental in character and rationalis-
tic in mttlaod of treatment. There is, there-
fore, no appeal to emotionalism, sentimental-
ity or prejudice that would tend to cloud the
reason or obscure the unbiased judgment."

+ + Arena. 37: 443. Ap. '07. 3280w.

Rashdall, Hastings. Theory of good and
evil: a* treatise on moral philosophy.
2v. *$4.75. Oxford. 7-18191.

"In the first instance it is Intended for 'un-
dergraduate students in philosophy,' and is not
supposed to assume any previous acquaintance
cither with ethics or with general philosophy.
In the second place, it aims at working out
an ethical theory which shall be in some sense
a higher synthesis of Green and Sidgwick, to
whose memory the book is dedicated." (Lond.
Times.) "In The first volume, Mr. Rashdall
deals with the fundamental conceptions of eth-
ic?. ... In the second volume the author
examines what he regards as the metaphysical
implications of ethics, but he hardly proves the
propriety of introducing such a discussion Into
a treatise on moral philosophy." (Nation.)

"This treatise, though concerned with the in-
vestigation of profound questions, is singularly
successful in its avoidance of all ponderosity
and pedantry. Written in a pleasing style, it is
readable throughout. The problems discussed
are clearly presented, the line of argument is
alv.fays developed with logical care and dialeti-
cal skill, the discussions of even the most ab-
stract questions are uniformly lucid and illu-
minating. Much of the suggestive power of the
work is derived from the wealth of pertinent il-
lustration, upon liis abundant store of which the
author draws .freely." A. R. Gifford.

+ -f J. Philos. 4: 548. S. 26, '07. 1900w.
"In spite of the disadvantages incident to his

plan, Dr. Rashdall has produced a very readable
and useful book. Without being strikingly or-
iginal his criticism.s and contentions touch fun-
damental issues and rest upoK a full knowl-
edge of ethical thought in the past as well as
of recent discussions. One of the features of
the booi',is its tairmindedness and moderation."

H Lond. Times. 6: 290. S. 27, '07. 1690w.
"The discussion is generally sympathetic

—

often entertaining, and in attention to details the
author has been industrious and thorough. Yet
the final impression left upon the reader is that
of logical looseness and structural wealtness."

\- Nation. 85: 331. O. 10, '07. 870w.
"The chief merits of his book [are] clear-

ness and force with which the problem of mo-
rality is stated and the fearlessness with which
the author follows out his own solution."

+ -4- Spec. OS: 1004. Je. 29, '07. 1800w.

Rauschenbusch, Walter. Christianity and
the social crisis. **$i.50. Macmillan.

7-13925.
The author begins his study of tracing the

relations of Cliristianlty to the social crisis as
far back as the uays of the greater Hebrew
propliets. He finJs reasons for the "halting and
groping," conscience of Christendom, "perplexed
by contradicting voices" and finds reasons for
"freeing an hon.?=>t man's heart" on the max-
ims of the past and the imperious call of the
future.

"Of less value is the later and constructive
part of the work where an attempt is made to
outline the immediate measures which shouM be
taken to mitigate the evils of our time. Such
questions cannot be successfully treated in the
form of rhetorical appeals to somewhat vague
and elementary feelings and without a mastery
of technical economic reasoning which Is not
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revealed in the work itself." Charles Richmond
Henderson.

H Dial. 43: 24'9. O. 16, '07. 170w.
"There is not room here to show the succes-

sive stag-OS by which Professor Rauschenbusch
builds up his structure of thoug-ht to its cul-
mination; we can only say that nothing- in it
is set down in carelessness or in ig-norance, and
that it cannot be ignored by any one who would
understand the social thought of today."

+ Ind. 6.3: 572. S. 5, '07. 410w.
"Professor Rauschcnbu.sch writes in the heat

of religious zeal and with reforming passion."
H • Nation. 85: 39. Jl. 11, '07. 530w.

"It is a boi>k to like, to learn from, and,
though the thtme be sad and serious, to bo
charmed with." Josc:;ih O'Connor.

-^ N. Y. Times. 12: 315. Je. 1, '07. 1900w.
"Wl-.ile its argument is strongly based on

economic, historical, ethical, and religious
grounds, its temper and tone, admirably dis-
passionate and judicial, commend it to fair-
minded men."

+ Outlook. 87: 264. O. 5, '07. llOOw.
R. of Rs. 35: 637. My. '07. 80w.

Kaven, John Howard. Old Testament intro-
duction, general and special. **$2. Re-
vell. 6-3543-

Descriptive note In Annual, 19'06.

"The section on the 'Text' is rather uneven.
'The Pentateuch in g-eneral' is liandled some-
what in detail, and always to the detriment of
the modern view. We are still more amazed
that a modern textbook should be published
without an index of any kind. This is inex-
cusable." Ira M. Price and John M. P. Sonith.~ Am. J. Theol. 11:140. Ja. '07. 310w.

Raven, John James. Bells of England;
with 6o il. (Antiquary's books.) *$3.

Button. ^ 7-2433.
TJie result of a sixty years' study of cam-

pian'jlogy. "It is a work that can scarcely fail
to give satisfaction to any who are interested
in the story of bells, whether experts or nov-
ices. The Celtic, Saxon, Norman, Plantagen-
et, and Tudor use of bells, and the history of
the later foundries are fully discussed; whilst
other chapters tell of particular dedications, of
chaivge-Tinging, of chime barrels and caril-
lons, of handbells or tintinnabula, of bell usages
and laws, and of the legends and foetry to
which they have given birth." (Ath.)

South Carolina's stately and dignified caoital.
(R. of Rs.)

"The critic looks in vain for sins of commis-
sion."
-!- ^i Ath. 1906. 2: 307. S. 15. 350w.

"Dr. Raven's book puts a new and deeper
meaning into a thousand familiar quotations
and allusions, and makes understandable nu-
merous rites and customs that may previously
have been past over without a thought of their
significance."

+ Ind. €3: 825. O. 3, '07. 170w.

"A volume highly creditable to his patient
Industry."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 202. Ap. 6, '07. 420w.

"Mr. Raven's book is well worth the notlca
of students, serious and slight, of the subject."

1- + Sat. R. 102: 713. D. 8, '06. 150w.
"\ book which should take a high place In

the literature of the subject."
+ + Spec. 97: 339. S. 8, '06. 280w.

Ravenel, Harriott Horry. Charleston; the
place and the people. **$2.5o. Mac-
millan. 6-42434.

A story that "has more to do with the ante-
bellum Charleston than with the city of to-day.
A great store of local history and tradition baa
been freely drawn upon In the preparation of
this work, while the artist. Vernon Howe Bailey,
has co-operated ably with the author in pictur-
ing the distinctive architectural features of

"It is in a fine spirit of reverence for the tra-
ditions of her home-land that Mrs. St. Julien
Ravenel has written this volume."

+ Dial. 42:291. My. 1, '07. 260w.
"The book Is of peculiar interest, not only

for the information it contains, but for themanner in which all is presented."
-I- Ind. 62: 738. Mr. 28, '07. 530w.
+ Lit. D. 34: 106. Ja. 19, '07. 150w.

"It has much of the haunting fascination pe-
culiar to the old to-wn."

-f- N. Y. Times. 11: 886. D. 22, '06. 610w.
"Mrs. Ravenel writes with loyalty, deep Inter-

est, and great care for Important detail. She
infuses into otherwise dry history the elusive
charm of a vivacious and discriminating mind."

-f Outlook. 85: 41. Ja. 5, '07. 420^.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 110. Ja. '07. 70w.

Ray, Anna Chapln. Ackroyd of the facul-
ty. "$1.50. Little. 7-12975.

Ai.-kroyd, the young professor of much intel-
lect .and v.orse than no family, comes in con-
tact with a w hoily new social scheme of thing.g
thru his position on the faculty of a great uni-
versity. The daughter of the head of his de-
partment .stanris for the world of culture he
has ne->er known and the influence of these
two characters upon each other forms the story
of the book. In the end, of course, each finds
in the other all tliat an early environment had
tailed to give.

"1'his is the test of the three faculty stories
recently published. It is better worked out and
stronger than Miss Ray's previous work."

-!- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 180. O. '07. 4.

"The book is charmingly written."
-f N. Y. Times. ]'2: 299. My. 11, '07. 280'W.

'"Jhe story offers some unusual attractions to
the disc'.-iminating leader."

+ Outlook. 86: 117. My. 18, '07. 140w.

Ray, Anna Chapin. Day: her year in New
York. il. '$1.50. Little. 7-30834.

The third \olum.e in Miss Ray's "Sydney
books.' It deals largelj' with the development
of Phyllis, Sydney's younger sister, an un-
tamed, withal sensitive girl, wlio needs people
and kindness to bring out the best in her.

Raymond, George Lansing. Essentials of
aesthetics in music, poetry, painting,
sculpture, and architecture. **$2.50.

Putnam. 7-3936.
A handbook in which the author "traces the

phenomena of ttie arts to their sources in ma-
terial nature and the human mind; he shows
that the different arts have been developed by
similar methods and that these methods cliar-
acterize the entire work of artistic imagina-
tion. . . . There are chapters on nature, art,

beauty, artistic mental action, form, anu sig-
nificajice, the personality of the authors, art
composition, rhythm and proportion. . . . There
are a large number of half-tone illustrations

and pen-and-ink sketches." (N. Y. Times.)

"Some of his essays, notably that on Rhythm
are full of interesting suggestion, and pi-ove

that their author, whatever else he may lack,

is a master of literary style."

-i-
— Int. Studio. 31: 249. My. '07. 29&W.

-t- N Y. Times. 12: 273. Ap. 27, '07. 550w.

"It can be said that its superior in an effec-

tive, all-around discussion of its subject is not

^ ^4- Outlook. S5: 621. Mr. 16, '07. 270w.

"As a whole, the work lacks those psycho-
logical foundations which many of us consider
desirable in a treatise on aesthetics. As a re-

sult, the subject matter is more that of art

theory than of aesthetics In any broad sense.
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Tec the prevading tone is one of sanity and
tolerance which will commend the book to many.
We cannot, perhaps, agree entirely with the
author's own estimate of his work." Robert
Morris Ogden.

h Psychol. Bull. 4: 225. Jl. 15, '07. 13i0w.

Rea, Hope. Peter Paul Rubens. $1.75. Mac-
millan.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

-^ Acad. 70: 617. Je. 20, '06. 200w.

Reade, Charles. Cloister and the hearth.
$1.25. Crowell.

Uniform with the thin paper, limp leather re-
prints. It is prefaced by an "Appreciation" of
Charles Reade by Algernon C. Swinburne, re-
printed from "Miscellanies."

Reade, Willoughby. When hearts were true.

$1. Neale. 7-25510.

The title expresses the thought uppermost in
four good short stories, as follows: riis last
song. Forgive us our trespasses. For the child's
sake, and The ghost of Oak Ridge.

Readers' guide to periodical literature, 1900-

1904, cumulated; ed. by Anna Lorraine
Guthrie. $16. Wilson, H. W

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"rionie of the periodicals seem too trivial for
such a record, whereas neither of the English
quarterlies is represented. But on the whole
the work bears ail the marks of being well
planned and carefully edited."
+ -\ Nation. b4:34. Ja. 10, '07. 90w.

Reagan, Harry Clifton. Locomotives, sim-
ple, compound, and electric. $3.50. Wi-
ley. 7-1 1983.

In the fifth edition of this practical treat-
ise on the locomotive engine and its handling
in service, Uie work has been revised in order
to Include the latest developments of steam
and electric locomotives.

"There is no doubt but what a great deal of
information for the practical engineer can be
obtained from this book, but it is a pity that
the arrangement lias not been more systematic
and that so many prominent and important
parts of the locomotive have been omitted from
discussion." G. R. Henderson.— + Engin. N. 57: 666. Je. 13, '07. 1260w.

Reagan, John Henninger. Memoirs, with
special reference to secession and the
civil war; ed. by Walter Flavius Mc-
Caleb; with introd. by George P. Garri-
son. $3. Neale. 6-34012.

"The book itself is short, embracing but
three hundred and fifty pages of not very com-
pact print. The main topics treated are the
author's early life in Texas, his part in Con-
gress during three or four years prior to 1861,
the organization of the Confederacy at Mont-
gomery, the civil war, as viewed by an active
and efiicient cabinet officer in Richmond, and
the problems of reconstruction. The most in-
teresting portion of the book is the plain, un-
varnished story of Reagan's hardships and ear-
ly struggles."—Am. Hist. R.

"The editing of the work has been very well
done." William E. Dodd.

+ Am. Hist. R. 12: 679. Ap. '07. 700w.

Ind. 62: 1166. My. 3, '07. lOOw.

".Are partly dull and partly Interesting. Per-
haps it would be more accurate to say that
Mr. Reagan's recollections of the early days
of Texan independence is not particularly live-

ly. As postmaster general of the Confeder-
acy, however, Mr. Reagan stands on firmer
ground, and has written pages that are nor
witliout future historical value."

-j Nation. 84:81. Ja. 24, '07. 140w.

Spec. 99: 397. S. 21, *07. 430w.

Reed, Helen Leah. Napoleon's young
neighbor. t$i.5o. Little. 7-34325.

A side-light story based upon the "Recollec-
tions of Napoleon a,t St. Helena" by M'rs. Abell.
It tells of Napoleon's friendship for a little girl,
Betsy Balcombe, at whose house, "The Briars,"
he spent the first ten weeks of his banishment.

"Is a bit of history interestingly written."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 765. N. 30, '07. 50w.

Reed, Myrtle. Love affairs of literary men.
**$i.5o. Putnam. 7-31403.

The author brings out of their lavender the
love-memories of Swift, Pope, Samuel Johnson,
Laurence Sterne, Cowper, Carlyle, Poe, Shel-
ley and Keats.

+ Dial. 43: 425. D. 16, '07. 80w.
Lit. D. 35: 696. N. 9, '07. 350w.

+ Lit. D. 35: 917. D. 14, '07. 70 w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 20w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, "07. IBOw.

"A collection of more or less well-known
facts, retold in pleasant fashion. A book that
will find favor among the many whose appetite
prefers entries to joints."

4- Outlook. 87: 453. O. 26, '07. 170w.

Reed, Myrtle. Spinner in the sun. **$i.5o.
Putnam. 6-33577.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"This story—especially the earlier part of
it—has both chai-m and originality, its diction
being excellent, and the characteis, if not al-
togetlier life-like, well imagined."

-j Ath. 19UC, 2: 797. D. 22. 90w.
"The only trouble is that the author has re-

sorted to narcotics in order to produce effects
sufl'.ciontly weird in the minds of her charac-
ters, and, as is too often the case with women
writers, she cannot quite achieve the dra-
matic without falling into the m.elodramatic."— Ind. 62:215. Ja. 24, '07. 290w.

Rees, Arthur Dougherty. Double love; a
tragedy in five acts. t$i. Winston.

7--i7377-

In this poem -drama of American life a mod-
ern capitalist in blank verse, insists that his
daughter's love must choose between her and
his other love, a literary career. He demands
that he "walk the Rialto of true trade, the
mart of traflic." Naturally tragedy is the ar-
tistic result.

Reich, Emil. Success in life. **$r.so. Duf-
field. 7-1 1564.

The philosophy of success Is the outgrowth of
definite basic principles. Mr. Reich denounces
the "fluke" idea of success and plants success
on the principle of energetics. The hope of the
author is to establish an ideal so universal
that it may be used by anyone in any walk of
life for the attaining of honest, successful
results.

"In spite of this ill-advised plan of con-
structing a mathematical framework on which
to fashion a body of doctrine dealing with the
most unmathematical of subjects, the book Is

so fresh, so unconventional, so ingenious, and
so suggestive, that its weaknesse.s and imper-
fections do not need to plead very hard for
forgiveness. He has the readiness, not to

say looseness, of the fluent talker and lecturer,

but little of the exactness, the terseness, the
fine reserve of the scholarly and painstaking
writer."

H Dial. 42: 230. Ap. 1, '07. 420iw.

-f Ind. 62: 742. Mr. 28, '07. 60w.

"He is the possessor of a lucid and attract-
ive stvle which enables him to clothe abstract
and even trite themes with a new and timely
interest."

-;- Lit. D. 34: 640. Ap. 20, "07. 370w.
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Reich, Emil —Continued.
"The booK, however, has an interest and val-

ue not promised in its title. The whole book
is written with reference to British conditions.
As a criticism of these it is interesting. Dr,
Reich is a Teutonic Max O'Rell, who has read
Schopenhauer and Herbert Spencer."

+ Nation. 84: 479. My. 23, '07. 440w.

"Dr. Reich's misfortune Is that he presents
real and false explanations with equal confi-
dence and equal felicity. His merit is that he
is always readable and always suggestive, even
when he is as wrong as sheer ignorance or
rash haste to conclusions can make any man."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 155. Mr. 16, '07.

1620w.

"A sagacious writer he Is, though at times
amusingly otherwise."

H Outlook. 85:767. Mr. 30. '07. 210w.

R. of Rs. 35: 759. Je. '07. 80w.

Reichel, Rev. George Valentine. Bible
truths 'through eye and ear. **$i. Whit-
taker. 6-45727.

A volume of "object teachings," written for
cliildren, based upon such subjects as Har-
bors," Kog-signals, Life-saving, Lessons of the
snow, Knots, Having salt. Fort builders. Like
unto clear glass, and a great many more.

Reid, George Archdall. Principles of hered-
ity, with some applications. *$3.50. But-
ton. 5-40286.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"The book not only lacks evidences of sea-
soned thought, nut of familiarity with the more
recent literature bearing on the discussion of
heredity, and, on the whole, is a disappointing
analysis of the subject. Nevertneless. we be-
lieve it will be of ser\'ice on account of the new
point of view adopted and the citing of evi-
dences hearing on heredity furnished by dis-
ease." William A. Locy.

1- Science, n.s. 25: 60. Ja. 11, '07. 1400w.

Reid, Homer A. Concrete and remforced
concrete construction. *$5. Clark, M. C.

7-6665.

"The book is divided into 34 chapters. The
subject matter may be grouped as follows: Ce-
ment and its manufacture and tests, the ag-
gregate, proportioning, mixing and placing con-
crete, cost of v/ork, and finishing concrete sur-
faces, 132 pages; physical and elastic proper-
ties of concrete and steel, 85 pages; principles
and style of reinforcement, mechanical bond,
curved pieces subject to flexure, and columns,
walls, and pipes, 53 pages; theory of flexure of
beams and strength of columns with formula
and calcu'lations, 136 pages; foundations, 58
pages; general building and construction and
matters connected with practical construction,
142 pages; retaining walls, dams, conduits and
sewers, tank and reservoir construction, chim-
neys, tunnels, etc., 144 pages; bridges, arches,
piers and abutments, 104 pages; concrete
building blocks, 20 pages."—Engln. N.

"The analytical or theoretical portion of the
book ' is its weakest feature. On the whole,
with a few important items to be excepted,
tlie analytical treatment is more complete than
that in other books which have appeared. The
general plan of the book is excellent, the pro-
portioning of parts good, and the manner of
presentation commendable. In some minor
particiiHrs objection may be made to the exact
order of presentation, and some headings and
forms of stat^mpnt need editing."

-f -i Engln. N. 57: 301. Mr. '07. 3180w,

Reid, Rev. John. Jesus and Nicodemus: a

study in spiritual life. *$i.75. Scribner.

A series of studies given in the form of lec-
tures or sermons to different congregations in
Scotland. "The conversation with Nicodemus
peculiarly Invites exposition, not only because

of the far-reaching truth contained in it, but
also because from our knowledge of the histor-
ical situation we are enabled to fill out the scene
which the gospel gives in bare outline. Mr.
Reid has become himself master of the histori-
cal situation, and has thus made luminous the
mental attitude of Nicodemus. He lias also
given ttie right place to the reflective illumi-
nation of the mind of the evangelist as it came
to a larger, fuller understanding of Jesus." (Am.
J. Theol.)

"There is perhaps only one interpretation
which will not meet with general acceptance.
Would that we had more of such penetrating,
illuminating, vital interpretations of the scenes
of the fourth gospel."
-f H Am. J. Theol. 11: 534. Jl. '07. 460w.
"Characterized by literary skill and religious

insight."
+ Bib. World. 29: 239. Mr. '07. 20w.

Reid, Stuart J. Life and letters of the first

Earl of Durham (1792-1840). 2v. *$TO.

Longmans. 7-10998.
An authoritative and detailed biography of

John George Lambton, first E^rl of Durham;
"The Durham book has been written with full
access to the letters and papers of Lord Dur-
ham, and will throw a new light on the reform
struggle of 1830, the secret history of the reform
bill of 1832, on the creation of the kingdom of
Belgium, on the affairs of Russia, when Dur-
ham pleaded for the Poles, and subsequently
when he was Ambassador at St. Petersburg;
on the strange vicissitudes of the Whigs under
Grey and Melbourne, and much else that will
be much worth reading." (N. Y. Times.)

"Of the misrepresentations to which he was
exposed and all else pertaining to this interest-
ing chapter of his life Mr. Reid writes fully and
well."

+ Acad. 71: 465. N. IQ, '06. 970w.
"If one essays the task of criticizing Mr.

Reid one must add that his work is only mod-
erately well done. He lacks conciseness and
sometimes lucidity; his matter is not always
well arranged, not always pertinent, not al-
ways quite accurate. He makes too great a
hero of Durham and resents too obviously any
unfavorable criticism by his contemporaries."
George M. Wrong.

H Am. Hist. R. 12: G37. Ap. '07. 7S0w.

"Mr. Stuart Reid has acquitted himself with
credit as the recorder of a brief and brilliant
career. He has studied his authorities care-
fully, and though a good deal of an enthusiast,
he is fairly alive to his hero's shortcomings.
Wordiness and prolixity unfortunately disflgure
his otherwise acceptable volumes."
-f H Ath. 1906, 2: 539. N. 3. 2100w.

"There appears only one statement with re-
gard to Canadian history which need be ques-
tioned." H. E. Egerton.

-\ Eng. Hist. R. 22: 187. Ja. '07. 620w.

"An obvious and long existing gap in English
political biosrap.nv is now filled."

-I- Ind. 62: ii;09. My. 23. '07. 780w.

"He furnishes us for the first time with c«-
plous and well nigh exhaustive materials for
forming our own judgment. But he Is rather
long-winded, and he is a little too blind to the
real defects of Durham's personal character
and ix>litica! temper."

H Lend. Times. 6: 357. O. 26, '06. 3320w.

"These volumes are an extreme Illustration
of that obsession of bigness which now seems
to afflict most writers of English biography."

-I Nation. 84: 111. Ja. 31, '07. 530w.

"The book is a painstaking—even laborious

—

sur\'ey of the life of a very interesting man.
The author has a strong bias In favor of his
subject, which is not always an advantage to

-I- — N. Y. Times. 12: 106. F. 23, '07. 133(hv.

"Must at onco be ranked among the great
biographies of English statesmen of the nine-
teenth century. It is one ->< the class to which
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Parker's "Peel,' and Morley's 'Gladstone' be-
long. As a literary achievement its place is

alongside the 'Life of Peel' rather than along-
side Morley's "i^ife of Gladstone.' " Edward
Porritt.
4- .1 ^o. Am. 184:755. Ap. 5. '07. 1790w.

"Like most biographers, Mr. Reid paints the
character of his hero in too bright colors, and
he claims entirely too much for him as a
statesman." W. Roy amitli.

.• Putnam's. 2: 363. Je. 'Oi. 1060w.

"Durham nas found in Mr. Reid a capable and
warmly sympathetic biographer."

+ -I- Sat. R. 103: 50. Ja. 12, '07. 2430w.

"Aa a biographer Mr. Reid is painstaking, in-
dustrious, and Inordinately appreciative, but we
cannot think that the style he has adopted was
the best in which to write the 'Life' of so cu-
rious a personality. His is the old-fashioned
type of biography, filled with moralislngs and
platitudes, very wordy and very lengthy."

-I Spec. 97: 727. N. 10, '0«. 1830w.

Reid, Whitelaw. Greatest fact in modern
history. **7Sc. Crow^ell. 7-6398.

The greatest fact in modern history which
Mr. Reid presents is the rise and development
of the United States from a group of strug-
gling colonies to its position of commanding
power among the nations. He says two fac-
tors operating in American success have been
character and circumstance.

Reid, William Maxwell. Story of old Fort
Johnson; il. by John Arthur Maney.
**$3. Putnam. 6-34695.

A sketch occasioned by the recent purchase
and presentation to the Montgomery county his-

torical society of old Fort Johnson, the most
historic house in the Mohawk valley to-day. The
story closely connects people and events asso-
ciated with the famous "first baronial mansion
in New York" with the history of the Mohawk
valley.

brackets, so that one may know when one is
reading M. Reinach and when one is reading
Miss Simmonds." (Nation.)

"An Interesting, rambling tale; It is a mixture
of history, fiction, ethnology and gossip." C. H.
Rammelkamp.

+ Am. Hist. R. 12: 397. Ja. '07. 500w.

"To the lover of the old, the v'ild. the pic-

turesque in eaily American life, the book will

possess charm; to the general reader, it will

supply abundant detail with which to recon-
struct a most romantic period. To the histor-
ian, it will offer a reason for doing the work
over again."

H Ind. 63: 42. Jl. 4, '07. 400w.

"His facts will be accepted aa accurate, and
some of them are here brought together for the
first time."

H Lit. D. 33: 686. N. 10, '06. 160w.

"He Is well versed in early history, but he
should have had the guidance of hands more
accomplished than his own In the art of putting
a book together properly."

4 Nation. 83: 559. D. 27, '06. B30w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 893. D. 22, '06. 330w.

"Its chief blemishes are discurslvenesa, frag-
mentarlness, and unnecessary repetition; Its vir-

tues are enthusiasm, informatlveness, and enter-
tainment."

-\ Outlook. 84: €80. N. 17, '06. 140w.

Reinach, Salomon. Apollo; tr. from the

French 'by Florence Simmonds. **$i.50.

Scribner. 7-15337-

A new edition, expanded and furnished with
editorial matter to date, of a work which long
ago appeared under the title, "The story of art
throughout the ages." The book comprises
twenty-five lectures delivered by Dr. Reinach
during 1902-1903 at the ftco!e du Louvre upon
the historic schools of art. There are abundant
illustrations and an ample bibliography. ''The
original title is restored, and the additions, con-
cerning British art are now inclosed in square

4- Acad. 72: 137. F. 9, '07. 1250w.
"A second edition . . . which is an improve-

ment upon the first."

i- — Nation. 84: 418. My. 2, '07. 210w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 502. Ag. 17, '07. 160w.
+ + Outlook. 86: 526. Jl. 6, '07. 70w.

+ R. of Rs. 36: 383. S. '07. 60w.
"It is a really uncommon achievement."
T Spec. 98:464. Mr. 23, '07. 160w.

Reinsch, Paul Samuel. American legisla-
tures and legislative methods. *$l.2S.
Century. 7-8279.

A critical exposition of the manner in which
the law making bodies—state and federal—in
the United States are organized and operated.

"All things considered. Professor Reinsch's
volume is an important addition to the liter-
ature of American politics. It is a contribution
both to the understanding of the present sit-
uation and to the establishment of a better
method for future studies of a similar charac-
ter. Charles Edward Merriam.
+ -I Am. J. See. 13: 118. Jl. '07. 700w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 127. My. '07. S.
"As a whole the book is the best presentation

of this subject in limited space which has yet
appeared." Luther F. Witmer.

-!- + Ann. Am. Acad. ."^O: 615. N. '07. 460w.
Reviewed by Max. West.

-r Dial. 43: 120. S. 1, '07. 700w.
"A most admirable volume of a practical

sort."

-f- Educ. R. 3'4: 209. S. '07. 90w.
"Without a doubt there is room in the citi-

zen's library for such a useful and suggestive
study of national and state politics."

+ Ind, 63: 998. O. 24, '07. 630w.
"He finds so many and such serious defects

in our system of government and sees so plain-
ly the forces of selfishness on one hand and of
indifference and ignorance on the other hand,
with which reform lias to contend, and he de-
scribes both with such clearness that the read-
er will be likely to rise from the study of the
volume in a discouraged mood." Edward Ga-
ry.

+ -i N. Y. Times. 12: 156. Mr. 16, '07. 1150w.
"In eveiy way the volume is not only in-

formative but suggestive, and is eminently
thorough in treatment."

-I- + Outlook. 85: 719. Mr. 23, '07. 130w.
"A work of great value, that marks a distinct

advance in scientific treatment of legislative
procedure. He has grasped a principle of car-
dinal importance, oversight of which is a com-
mon defect in academ.ic studv of political in-
stitutions, namely, that the character of insti-
tutions is to be found in their working." Hen-
ry Jones Ford.

-f- -f- Pol. Sol. Q. 22: 713. D. '07. 1270w.
"Professor Reinsch's method of treatment is

frankly critical."

+ R. of Rs. 35: 509. Ap. '07. 140w.

Reissig, Carl. Standard family physician:
* a practical international encyclopedia

of medicine and hygiene especially pre-
pared for the household. 2v. $13. Funk.

7-15943-

In this undertaking Professor Reissig has
been assisted by Smith Ely Jelliffe and nearly
fifty associate editors. "Taken as a whole, the
work is a commendable effori to lead the lay-
man to take a rational view of diseases and of
'the results which may ije reasonably expected
from therapeutic measures.' The opposition to
quackery In its varlou.s forms, to all the 'pa-
thles,' and to 'natural' methods is praiseworthy
and ought to do good." (Nation.)
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"WhUe ordinarily such works are likely to do

at least as much harm as good, there seems to
be no reason why this one should not prove a
source of bpnefit in e\'ery wav to its readers."
+ + Ind. 63: 1005. O. 24, '07. 340w.
"In general, it may be said that too little at-

tention is paid to the emergencies of domestic
life, the very conditions where such a book is

most needed in families at a distance from
medical aid."

H Nation. 85: 522. I>. 5. '07. 3'OOw.

Religion of Christ in the twentieth century.
**$i.5o. Putnam. 6-2998.

"The unnamed author's theme is the radical
question of our time, 'What is Christianity?"
and his text is Lessing's remark, 'The Chris-
tian religion has beon tried for eighteen cen-
turi'=«; the religion of Christ remains to be
tried.' By the Christian religion is meant a
body of religious doctrine supported by an ec-
clesiastical organization. Tne religion of Christ
is the attitude of the spirit toward God and
man that .Fesus manifested as controlling his
life."—Outlook.

Reviewed bv Gerald Birney Smith.
Am. J. Theol. 11: 704. O. '07. 370w.

"The book is a shrewd, discerning critique of
regnant forms of piety, and a discriminating
projection of the laith and theology that ought
to come."

-; -f- Ind. 61:1038. N. 1, '06. 280w.

"These thoughts have been uttered before,
but never more clearly or attractively, and
they well express the spirit in which the move-
ment for the improvement of theology should
proceed."

-r -r Outlook. 82: ?26. F. 10, '06. 370w.

Remco,-. Manual of apartment house ^er-
* vice. **$!. McClure.
Under "General instructions" there are rules

applicable to every contingency apt to arise in
an apartment building. Such subjects as the
conduct of heating apparatus, the eradication of
vermin, the technicalities of elevators, steam
and hot-water boilers and engineering and sani-
tary details about the apartment house.

"What a paradise apartment life would be if
this book were widely circulated and its con-
tents enforced."

-t- Engin. N. ."vS: 536. N. 14, '07. 200w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 669. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Rexford, Eben Eugene. Four seasons in
the garden: with 27 il. and with decor-
ations by Edward S. Holloway. **$i.50.
Lippincott. 7-16936.

Gardening for the home-maker is treated in
all its phases by the "foremost amateur gar-
dener of the United States." The book treats
of the making and care of the lawn, flower-
beds, back-^-ard scardens and window boxes, of
the more ambitious garden of the suburbanite
and th=! country dwpller, and concludes with
two chapters on village and rural improve-
ment societies.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:171. O. '07. S.

"The book Is not what its title might Indi-
cate—a grulde to the seasons in their order. It
is likely to be most serviceable to beginners in
garden making. The author's language Is sim-
ple, his style is popular, and he gives facts and
instruction in an easily understood form."

-f Dial. 40: 367. Je. 16, '07. 410w.

+ Nation. 85: 547. D. 12, '07. 50w.
"A gathering into one unusually attractive

volu.Tie, from the standpoitir, of the maker of
books, of all thp knowledge which has been
coming piecemeal from ihif; prolific writer or.

the gentle sub.iect through many years."
+ -I- N. Y. Times. 12: ZT^l. Je. 1, '07. 240w.

-t- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 384. Je. 15, '07. 150w.
"It contains clear and definite Instruction."
-f -}- Outlook. 86: 119. My. 18, '07. 70w.

Reynolds, Mrs. Baillie-. Dull girl's destiny.
^$1.50. Brentano's.

The "dull girl" is twenty-six, and inexperi-
enced, yet able to produce "novels esteemed
worthy to rank as a 'counterblast' to the plays
of Bernard Shaw." (Ath.) "However, the In-
terest of the story centres, not in the question
whether the heroine could have written the
novels of Jane Smith, but in the description of
contemporary manners and the amusing sketch-
es which the author gives us of her dramatis
personae." (Spec.)

"In liveliness and brightness the novel is

much above the average."
H Ath. 1907, 1: 723. Je. 15. 190w.

"The heavy artillery of analysis, should not
be trained upon an amiable, unpretentious story
of this kind, since its obvious qualities are nei-
ther subtlety nor penetration but a wholesome
right-mindedness, a mild humor, and unfailing
good taste."

H Nation. 85: 168. Ag. 22, '07. 140w.

"All but two characters are so odious as to
arouse the reader's personal resentment."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 488. Ag. 10, '07. 290w.

"Although the plot . . . invites criticism, still

the book is pleasant and entertaining reading."
H • Spec. 98: 984. Je. 22, '07. 220w.

Reynolds, Mrs. Baillie-. Thalassa. t$i.5o.

Brentano's.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

'"I he author's innate strain of romanticism
wou'd not permit her to write the evenly sus-
tained story of a simple life which she appears
10 have been qualified to do." Frederic "Taber
Cooper.

-I Bookm. 25: 182. Ap. '07. 400w.

'Its characters and its mystery are alike
impi'obable; but the writer knows how to tell

her ?,torv."
{ N. Y. Times. 12: 69. F. 2, '07. 350w.

Rhead, George WooUiscroft. Chats on cos-
tume; with 117 il. *$2. Stokes. W 7-41.

A book which begins with a general survey
of the subject and follows with "brief accounts
of the development and history of the tunic,
mantle, doublet and hose, kirtle or petticoat,
crinoline, collars and cuffs, hats, caps and bon-
nets, dressing of the hair, mustachios and beard,
and boots, shoes, and coverings of the feet."
(A. L. A. Bkl.)

"Felicitously conceived and successfully ac-
complished. Mr. Rhead is a pleasant writer, and
his facts, quotations, and verses are judicious-
ly selected."
-t- -I Acad. 72: 246. Mr. 9, '07. 220w.

-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 127. My. '07.

Rhead, George Woolliscraft, and Rhead,
Frederick Alfred. Staffordshire pots
and potters. *$6.5o. Dodd. 7-38577.

"To the amateur as well as to the expert
collector, the book, with its clear definitions of
the peculiarities differentiating the work of one
potter from another, and its wealth of illustra-
tions, some of them in colour, of the treasures
in museum.s and private collections, will be a
mine of wealth; but it will also appeal forcibly
to the antiquarian and historian, for the authors
have made a point of tracing the condition
between the progress of their art and the ad-
vance of civilization. . . . Especially fascin-
ating is the chapter on the passing of the B3-
erses—the predecessors of Wedgwood."—Int.

Studio.

"Might well be called the romance of English
ceramic art. so forcibly realized are the per-
sonalities of the craftsmen presented to the
reader, so skillfully are the accounts of their
tcchnic-il triumphs interwoven with their lif«

stories, and so vividly is the local colouring of

their envii'onment reproduced."
-I- Int. Studio. 31: 82. Mr. '07. 330w.
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"The book stands apart from most of the cer-
amic works published during recent years by
reason of its independence and personal point
of view."

+ + Lond. Times. 6: 90. Mr. 22, '07. 1540w.
N. Y. Times. 12: (JC/. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"The authors are peculiarly fitted for the task
they have set themselves."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 834. D. 14, '07. 380w.

Rhead, Louis John. Bait angling for com-
mon iishes. *$i.25. Outing pub.

7-22908.

A handy volume of practical information on
how to angle for common and familiar bot-
tom fishes. A score or more varieties are dls-
cusseci, carp, eel, perch, bass, etc., descriptions
of tfieir hauits are given for the benefit of ama-
teurs, and the whole is illustrated with draw-
ings by the author.

Nation. 85: 120. Ag. 8, '07. 380w.

Rhodes, Harrison. Flight to Eden: a
Florida romance. ''$1.50. Holt. 7-30836.

Basil Forrester, London bom and bred, finds
that there is no place for him in England aft-
er his infidelity co his wife results in her sui-
cide, tie goes to Florida, begins life ovei', fos-
tering only the impulses of primitive man. His
love for a maiden of the wild impels him to re-
linquish every hold upon England. After years
have passed he remembers that the house of
Kingstowne must be perpetuated through him
snd sends his ten year old son back to be edu-
cated to the tra^Jitions of his title.

"There is no question that Mr. Rhodes knows
how to portray people and incidents in a way
that forces you to see them. But he has some-
thing still to learn about the unities of con-
struction." , Frederic Taber Cooper.

H Bookm. 26: 409. D. '07. 420w.

"A singular mingling of the crude and the ro-
mantic is here."

H Nation. 85: 545. D. 12, '07. 140w.
Outlook. 87: 828. D. 14, '07. 120w.

Rhodes, James Ford. History of the
United States from the compromise of
1850 to the final restoration of Home
rule in the South in 1877. 7v. v. 6-7.

per set, **$I7.50. Macmillan. S-12579.
These concluding volumes of Mr. Rhodes' his-

tory cover the period 1866-1877. "A peculiar
claim can be made on behalf of a historian
who writes candidly and yet firmly of the burn-
ing of Columbia under General Sherman, the
disputed Hayes-Tilden election, and the whole
melancholy reconstruction period." (Lit. D.)

"Dr. Rhodes possesses some of the most Im-
portant qualities of the true historian. He has
the judicial temper and he spares no pains in
accumulating and sifting material. To an Eng-
lish reader he occasionally seems somewhat
prolix though seldom actually tedious."
+ H Acad. 73: 793. Ag. 17, '07. 2120w. (Re-

view of v.. 1-4.)

"As in volume 5 he finished what is on the
whole our best history of the civil war, so in
volume 7 he has finished the best history yet
written of reconstruction. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the superlative does not in this second
instance convey nearly so high praise as In
the first. There exist several reasonably good
histories of the war, but until these two vol-
umes appeared there was no work covering
the period of reconstruction which could be
commended." William Garrott Brown.
+ i Am. Hist. R. 12: 680. Ap. '07. 2030w.

(Review of v. 6 and 7.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 48. F. '07. (Review of
V. 6 and 7.)

"It may be stated without fear of successful
Impeachment, that no other period of Ameri-
can history has been so well and interestingly
written as the one covered by Mr. Rhodes. Al-

though seven volumes have been devoted to
the history of about thirty years, there is no
useless detail to weary the reader, but a con-
cisii, well-balanced story, that can be followed
with unflagging interest by the general stu-
dent as well as the specialist." J. W. Garner.
+ h -f Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 435. Mr. '07. 1060w.

(Review of v. 6 and 7.)

"His sense of proportic)n is artistic, as well
as his perspective. Aside from the almost un-
exampled impartiality of judgment which the
work displays throughout, its most striking
characteiistics to the lay reader will be found
in irs subordination of ihe literary to the ju-
dicial element." Bernadotte Perrin.
+ i- + Atlan. 93: 859. Je. '07. 5850w. (Revie.v

of V. 6 and 7.)

"Dr. llhodes's works . . . certainly carry the
stamp of verisimilitude and have the force nec-
essary to lure the reader on and invite him to
return." Uavid Y. Thomas.
-)--[-+ Dial. 42: 180. Mr. 16, '07. 1640w. (Re-

view of v. 6 and 7.)

"The evidence from quantity is abundantly
supported by other evidence that Dr. Rhodes
lost interest in his task after he had brought
the story of actual warfare to a close, or per-
haps, more exactly, after he had described the
struggle between President Johnson and con-
gress." Wm. A. Dunning.
+ -i Educ. R. 34: 109. S. '07. 2160w. (Review

of V. 1-7.)

"The greatest historical work that has been
written in America—great not In length alone,
but in excellence of scholarship, and the mag-
nitude and interest of his theme."
-i- + + Ind. 61: 1168. N. 15, '06. 60w. (Review

of V. 6 and 7.)

"Within the limits I have tried to indicate
it is not easily overpraised. That, however,
breeds regret—regret that once more a work
so excellent as history should not be also ex-
cellent as literary art." William Garrott
Brown.
+ -i Ind. 62: 552. Mr. 7, '07. 27Q0w. (Re-

view of V. 6 and 7.)

"The work has the rare quality of being dis-
passionate and yet interesting."
+ + + Lit. D. 34: 64. Ja. 12, '07. 130w. (Re-

view of V. 6 and 7.)

"Mr. Rhodes is to be congratulated on having
acomplished a difficult and laborious task with
something like con.spicuous success."
4- H Lond. Times. 6: 242. Ag. 9, '07. 1920w.

(Review of v. 6 and 7.)

+ + Nation. 84: 14. Ja. 3, '07. 1470w. (Re-
view of v. 6 and 7.)

"It need hardly be said that these volumes
have fully met the expectations of readers ot
their predecessors. He has set new standards
in the study of and Interpretation of events. In
the use of materials, and in the generosity and
kindliness of his estimates of men." William
E. Dodd.
+ -f + N. Y. Times. 12: 4. Ja. 5, '07. 3460w.

(Review of v. 6 and 7.)

"Must be deemed pre-eminently the standard
work for the period with which it deals, and
a work so exhaustive and so able that it will
probably be long before its supremacy is chal-
lenged."

- 4 Outlook. 86: 113. My. 18, '07. 1760>.v.
(Review of v. 1-7.)

"It seems probable that the general verdict
will be that, though entitled to high praise,
they are not in all respects up to the high
standa,rd set by some of the volumes that ap-
peared before them." Paul Leiand Haworth.
+ i Pol. Sci. Q. 22:513. S. '07. 2710w. (Re-

view of V. 6 and 7.)

"While not strikingly original either in his
conceptions of tne import of the events of his
Deriod or in the manner in which he .set.<? them
forth, Mr. Rhodes has given us a piece of his-
torical nai-rative which will command respect
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for solidity, fairness, and accuracy." John
Spencer Bassett.
+ H Putnam's. 2: 252. My. "07. 58&W. (Re-

view of V. 5-7.)

-H -f- -f R. of Rs. 35: 109. Ja. '07. 270w. (Re-
view of V. 6 and 7.)

"Far the best ej^isting rarratlve of the even is

which led up to and follawed the civil war as
well as of ihe war itself, apart from more
merely technical military treatises."

-t-
-t- Sat. R. 103: 625. My. 18, '07. o20w. (Re-
view of V. 6 and 7.J

"His one great limitation is that he has not
penetrated deeply into the great underlying
forces at work in our history and his judgm.ents
therefore are not always profound or such as
will stand the test of time. Especially well suit-
ed for the reference library in our schools."
Webster Cook.
+ -^ School R. 15: 716. D. '07. 670w. (Review

of V. 6 and 7.)

Spec. 98: 464. Mr. 23, '07. 320w. (Re-
view of V. 6 and 7.)

"Other subjects such as finance and currency,
commercial crises, political corruption, the tar-
iff, and the broader economic and social chang-
es affecting American society are not ignored,
as they were not in the previous volumes; but
they are not adequately treated, and the author
shows in his treatment of them none of that
breadth of view and well-balanced judgment
which appears in his account of the political
controversies that have to do with slavery, the
civil war and the reconstruction." G: Stevens
Callender.
+ -\ Yale R. 16: 198. Ag. '07. 3390w. (Review

of V. 6 and 7.)

Rhys, Ernest. Fairy-gold; il. by Herbert
Cole. $2.50. Button. 7-35196.

"Mr. Rhys has retold many legends and fairy
tales of the semi-mythical days in England."
(Outlook.) "The first part contains old favor-
ites, of many of which the editor has found
new versions; the second part consists of
shorter fables and stories; and the third of fairy
tales, and poems from Browning, Ella, Keats,
Tom Hood and others. The book Is daintily
gotten up and Mr. Herbert Cole's illustrations
are excellent." (Acad.)

"A delight to handle and to read."
+ Acad. 71: 684. D. 8, '06. 80w.
-4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3; 112. Ap. '07.

"This Is a book to find welcome."
+ Ind. 61:1407. D. 13. '06. 80w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 868. D. J5, '06. 90w.

"The book is one to please older readers, but
none the less for that will be acceptable to
children."

+ Outlook. 84: 1083. D. 29, '06. 80w.
"A very interesting and artistic production."

-I- Sat. R. 102: sup. 8. D. 8, '06. 70w.

Ribot, Theodule Armand. Essay on the
creative imasrination; tr. from the
French, by Albert H. N. Baron. *$i.75.
Open ct. 6-32845.

A discussion of the subject under the following
heads: Analysis of the Imagination, Development
of the Imagination. Types of Imagination, Con-
cluson and Appendices.

"As a manual to a region well worthy of ex-
ploration, the volume may be recommended both
in the original and in the present form."

+ Dial. 41: 244. O. 16, '06. 340w.

"Mr. Baron has done us a service of some
value In rendering Into English M. Rlbot's mono-
graph on the creative imagination. The transla-
tion sticks pomewhat closely to the original Id-
iom, but this is a virtue rather than a fault. It
forms a valuable addition to the psychological
literature on imagination." Felix Arnold.

+ + J. Phllos. 3: €95. D. 6, '06. 800w.

"Like all its author's work, it is suggestive
and thorough."
-H H Nature. 76: 196. Je. 27, '07. lOOw.

+ Outlook. 84: 530. O. 27, '06. 150w.

Rice, Mrs. Alice Caldwell (Hegan).
Captain June. t$i. Century. 7-29097.

The story of a dear little American boy who
stays With his Japanese nurse in ner country
while his mother is in Manila nursing his sick
father through a fever.

"A charming tale."
+ Ath. 1907, 2: 399. O. 5. lOOw.

"Told with a certain freshness, although the
situation is slight. Mrs. Rice has done better
work."

H Nation. 85: 520. D. 5, '07. 60w.
"Very charming."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. 60w.
"Pleasantly told."

+ Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12, '07. 50w.
"While in 'Captain June' Mrs. Alice Hegan

Rice does not write with quite the same firm-
ness of touch that characterizes the work of the
author of "Emmy Lou,' she, like Mrs. Martin,
throws her picture upon the screen in clear,
sharp light and shadow."

4- R. of Rs. 36: 763. D. '07. 230w.

Rice, Cale Young. Night in Avignon [a
drama]. **5oc. McClure. 7-15143.

The theme for Mr. Rice's drama is "a mo-
mentary re\olt on the part of Petrarch from
the apparently unresponsive and remote Mon-
na Laura, and the consequences in which it in-
volves him." (N. y. Times.)

"The situation is conceived with an admir-
able intensity, but it is worked with such agi-
tation of mood and manner that it falls to be
pleasing or even convincing."

H Nation. 85: 35. Jl. 11, '07. 270w.

"Though brief, and slight in detail, as a one-
act play must necessarily be, it is nevertheless
so vivid and the fusion is so complete between
the dialoguri and action that it embraces in
small compass all the essentials of the drama."
Jessie B. Kittenhouse.

4- -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 220. Ap. 6. '07. 920w.

"Among the recent group of dramatic poets,
Mr. Cale Young Rice . . . has done excellent
work, particularly worthy of comment on its

architectonic side. Mr. Rice has an instinctive
sense of dramatic relations; his dramas move
by first intent and the unity of word and action
is admirably maintained. His work is not with-
out its immaturities."
+ J Putnam's. 2: 350. Je. '07. 120w.

Rice, William de Groot C, comp. Book
of American humorous verse, lea.

$1.25. Dul'field. 7-25551-

An anthology in which the verse of well-

known American humorists appears.

Rich, Charles Edward. Voyage v^rith

(Taptain Dynamite. t$i. B?rnes.
7-26459-

"The story of three boys who go out from
Cottage City in a small yacht and who are
caught in a storm and run down by a larger
vessel, a filibuster. They are rescued by Cap-
tain Dynamite, who carries them otf to Cuba.
There, having sent word home that they were
safe, thev take part in many adventures and
do, perhaps, a little more than a boy outside a
book would be able to do. Harry Hamilton res-

cues Juanita, a young Cuban girl, who is in

prison, and who escapes in his clothes."—N. Y.

Times.

N. Y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12, '07. llOw.

"Does not spare adventures, and boy reader*
will be thrilled by the excitements provided."

-f- Outlook. 87: 270. O. 5. '07. 70w.
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Rich, Walter Herbert. Feathered game of
the Northwest. **$3. Crowell. 7-29864.

The author does not cover the broad field of
general ornithology but narrows his scope to
include only groups of bird.s of special interest
to sportsmen. These he treats in a manner to
be of interest also to the professional ornithol-
ogist and to the general reader. Fair sports-
manship is the keynote, discountenancing rec-
ord-killing slaughter. Hunting yarns and bits
of hunttrs' wisdom gathered here and there
over the gun-barrel mingle with the observa-
tions. Nearly ninety birds are described, lo-

cated and illustrated in full-page half-toaes.

"His descriptions are so good that enjoyment
of them need not be confined to sportsmen."

+ Dial. 43: 418. D. 16, '07. lOOw.

"On the whoje, he succeeded in makins: a
thoroughly, reliable and entertaining volume."

-j- Lit. D. 35: 760. N. 16, '07. 410w.
"The Illustrations which are diagnostic, add

considerably to the value of the volume. Mr.
Rich has, however, fallen into the error very
general among artists, of placing his ducks too
high out of the water. On the more technical
side we hnd recent scientific names given ac-
curately, and the facts concerning life-histories,
although of course mainly drawn from the point
of view of the hunter, are reliable. As litera-

ture, the essays are commendable."
-I- -I Nation. 85: 402. O. 31, '07. 380w.

"Chatty and humorous as well as informing,
and well illustrated."

+ Outiook. 87: 358. O. 19, '07. 90w.

Richards, Ellen Henrietta. Sanitation in
* daily life. *6oc. Whitcomb & B.

7-37734-

A tliorogoing manual on sanitation in the
home and city based upon the most approved
methods of sanitary science.

Richards, Mrs. Laura Elizabeth. Grand-
* mother. '750. Estes. 7-24770.

"A young gfrl forced by circumstances into
marriage with an old man gave him the loyal
gratitude and devotion his kindness merited.
She overcame the hatred of his passionate
granddaughter of her own age, and became the
loved 'Grandmother' of all the village children
for whom she wove sweet songs and pretty sto-
ries. The tragedies of her inner life were nev-
er realized by those about her, but they caused
her to be a benediction to every one who knew
her."—Outlook.

many instances—are freely made throughout
the book, and the rules themselves -are given
in an appendix forming the last 15 pages of
the book."—Engin. N.

"Those who enjoyed 'Captain January,' (and
that means every one, young or old, that read
it) will like Mrs. Richards's new story, 'Grand-
mother.' "

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. llOw.

"A sweet and touching story."
-f- Outlook. 87: 745. N. 30, '07. i20w.

Richards, Mrs. Laura Elizabeth (Howe).
Silver crown: another book of fables.
f$i.2S. Little. 6-29779.

Descriptive note in Annual, 19'06.

Acad. 71: 60S. D. 15, '06. 20w.

"Useful to parents, teachers, and librarians,
but containing little for the cnildren them-
selves.''

-i- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 54. F. '07.

-^ N. Y. Times. 11:868. D. 15, '06. 50w.

Richards, Ralph Coffin. Railroad accidents,
their cause and prevention. $1. Ralph C.
Richards, 215 Jackson boulevard, Chi-
cago. 6-32141.

"\ iT^nernl discussion of various classes of
acciderifs is ac3&mpanJed by citations of ex-
amples showing how the very accidents in
questior. had hapv>ened to individuals. Refer-
ences to operating rules—^which rules, if fol-
lowed, would have prevented, the accidents In

Engin. N. 56: 418. O. 18, '06. 60w.

-t- R. of Rs. 35: 382. Mr. '07. 70w.

Richards, William R. Apostles' creed in
modern worship. '''*$i. Scribner.

6-32847.
"An exposition of the Creed rather than a

defence of it; and the exposition is spiritual
and practical rather than historical and schol-
arly. —Outlook.

"The book may be considered to represent
the best that can be said in favor of the adop-
tion of the creed by the non-llturglcal com-
munions, though It by no means answers the
objections raised against its use in the contro-
versies over it in England and Germany."

+ Nation. 83: 328. O. 18, '06. 330w.
"It is not and does not purport to be of value

to the critical student; it will be of aid In giv-
ing rational significance to the creed to those
who are accustomed to use It in public wor-
ship."

-f Outlook. 84: 383. O. 13, '06. 80w.

Richardson, Charles. Chancellorsville cam-
paign: Fredericksburg to Salem church.
$1. Neale. 7-17004.

An account of the battles from Fredericks-
burg to Salem church and a description of the
battle field, to which is appended a collection of
abstracts from the reports of the operations of
the Union army of the Potomac, covering the
entire Chancellorsville campaign.

"Borrows a certain Quality of value from the
circumstance that it contains in convenient
form the text of President Lincoln's corres-
pondence with the egregious Hooker, together
with other official notes of the campaign, and
the report of Gen. Lee upon the battle in which
Thomas Jonathan Jackson lost his life. Mr.
Richardson's own story of that battle is negli-
gible."
+ — N. Y. Times. 12: 493. Ag. 10, '07. 270w.

'Had Colonel Charles Richardson chosen to
utilize his personal experience as the basis for
his "The Chancellorsville campaign,' he might
ha^e mafle an interesting contribution to civil
war litem ture; but as it is, his narrative is

quite neglif^ible. Barring a tedious^—and to
readers not familiar with the ground—^difficult

description of tlie scene of conflict, his account
of the operations of Early and Sedgwick about
Frede^ick.sljurg, displays little originality, and
consists for the most part of quotations from
official reports strung together in a common-
place way."— Outlook. S6: 438. Je. 22. '07. llOw.

Richardson, Charles. Tales of a warrior:
sanguine but not saguinary for old

time people. $1.25. Neale. 7-16755.

Nine simply told talcs of the civil war time.
Seveial of tliem ar^j in southern dialect, and
they deal with the county squire, the soldier, the
old negro, and other southern types.

Richardson, Frank. 2835 Mayfair: a novel.

$1.50. Kennerley.
A detective story which has a double iden-

titv mystery in it, and one in which the au-
thor "takes care to discount the criticism that
his story is not credible by making it absolute-
ly impossible." (Spec.)

Regarded as satire or melodrama, '2835

Mayfair' must be considered unsatisfactory.
There is, however, plenty of ingenuity in the
manner in which Mr. Richardson develops his

tale, and his admirers will find no lack of
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Richardson, Frank —Continued.
those inconsequent humours which he has
taiiight them to expect."

1- Acad. 72: 4-59. My. 11, '07. 270w.

h Nation. S5: 234. S. 12, 'OT. 330w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, '07. llOw.

"Mr. Richardson's efforts in what may be
called his satirical manner are rather laboured
in the present book, which may be best de-
scribed as a sensational extravaganza and, as
our American cousins would say, not very suc-
cessful at that."— Spec. 99: 333. S. 7, '07. 150w.

Richardson, Leon Josiah. Helps to the

reading of classical Latin poetry. *50c.

Ginn. 7-6757-

The book is intended for students of classical

Roman poetry, primarily that of Virgil and
Ovid. The book outlines the part that reading
should play in the field of classical study, com-
pares Latin and English rhythms, and explains
simply the nature and structure of Latin
verse, witli special reference to the dactylic

hexameter and the elegiac meter.

"In all probability it contains rather more
than the average student, or perhaps even the

exceptional student, if he be an undergrad-
uate, will take the time to read with care. On
the other hand, one who is more advanced will

scarcely find here anything that is new to him.
Some of the illustrative material is . . . well

selected; and the first twenty pages or so may
be read by any one with interest and pleas-
ure." H. T. P.

+ Bookm. 25:207. Ap. "07. 360w.

"A helpful little volume for the sympathetic
rcauer of I^atin verse."

+ Nation. 84: 387. Ap. 25, '07. 90w.

Richardson, Rev. V/illard S., ed. David:
warrior, poet, king. il. $2.50. Appleton.

7-31970.

In this narrative told by means of various
passages of scripture, special stress is laid upon
the qualities of the man David, the frailties

over which the might of character triumphed,
the friendship for Jonathan, and the anguish
and grief over Absalom. The character devel-
opment is traced thru the experience of exile,

thru the early years of opposition to his rule
over the two" tribes, and thru the years of

prosperity and adversity as king over Israel.

Rickaby, Rev. Joseph, S. J. Free will and
four English philosophers; a study of

Hobbes, Locke, Hume, and Mill. *$i.25.

Benziger.
•'Father Kickaby believes that, though men

are slow to see and loth to own it, free will

still remains the hub and centre of philosoph-
ical speculation, 'ihe four philosophers whose
views are here criticized are Hobbes, Locke,
Hume, and Mill. His method is to quote- a
pfissagf from these authors and then discuss
it."—Ath.

Ath. 1907, 1: 406. Ap. 6. 330w.

"A long matured volume abounding with
acute criticism iind close reasoning. The most
orig'nal feature of Father Rickaby's treatment
of the que.= tion is his theory on the working
of free-will."

-t-
-\- Cath. World. 84: 564. Ja. '07. 330w.

"A vigorous and interesting book." St.

George Stock.
-f- — Hibbert J. 5:704. Ap. "*7. 1330w.

Rickert, (Martha) Edith. Golden hawk.
t$i.5o. Baker. 7-15544-

"A modern romance in the picaresque style,

steeped in the sunshine of Provenge. . . . Tril-
lon, the liero, has a lordly disdain for com-
mercialism. . . . We meet him . . fascinating
the daughter of the inn-keeper by his auda-
cious fiijttery, and after a courts]iip conducted

wit'.i lightning rapidity in the teeth of every
sort of opposition, going off to seek his for-
tune, while his uetrothed is left to the untender
miercie.s of her parents and the priest. . . .

She enters a nunnery. But the irrepressible
Trillon returns irom the sea, abducts his be-
trothed . . . sets himself to perform a labour
of Hercules imposed by the priesc as the con-
dition of his consent to the marriage,—the con-
version of a rocky wilderness known as the Pit
of Artaban into a farm. Trillon's exploits as a
farmer . . . make a most entertaining recital;
and the final scene, in which he plays the part
of a Provencal Lochinvar, brings a fantastic
stoi-y to an appropriate close."—Spec.

"The only fault wi iiave to find in her work
is that it needs pruning."

-i Acad. 72: 216. Mr. 2, '07. 230w.

"The sort of thing that could easily be turned
into operetta." Harry James Smith.

+ Atlan. 100: 134. Jl. '07. 330w.
"It is not a book to be judged by ordinary

standards; it mu.st be read mdulgently, sympa-
thetically, softly laughed C'ver for the sake of
its fantastic humor, its unexpected mingling of
sunshine and of shadov/." Frederic Taber
Cooper

+ Bookm. 25: 392. J(>. '07. 300w.

"A pretty story, full of surprises for even
the seasoned reader of summer fiction."

+ Ind. 63: 43. Jl. 4, '07. 210w.
"Her portraits with all their charm seem

sometimes a little stiff, sometimes over flamboy-
ant But there are fine, airy landscapes in
plenty; the action is spirited throughout; and
few of the incidents fail of the graces of pa-
thos, humour, 'jnthusiasm, and, above all, im-
agination."

-I Lond. Times. 6: 70. Mr. 1, '07. 580w.

"She escapes the danger of letting her pic-
aresque hero seem hackneyed and mediocre, by
tracing his mental processes from within out,
here and there .giving a genuine touch of char-
acter study, instead of relying entirely upon
description of his fantastic dress and twink-
ling hawk-like eyes."

+ Nation. 84:435. My. 9, '07. 350w.
"Miss Rickart has unde:i:;ible talent, a grace

of style, a keen sense of verbal felicity and
skill in reproducing a superficial effect. Slie
has not yet learned the lessen that to be a real
artis*^ one must not go too far afield from one's
own life and temperament." Florence Wilkin-
son.

+ — N. Y. Times. 12: 314. My. 18, '07. 690w.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 384. Je. 15, '07. 230w,
"The tale is told with dash and spirit, and

has unity of con"eption. There is buoyancy and
ther =" is color, and the reader s interest is swept
along impetuously from beginning to end."

-i- Outlook. Sti: 255. Je. 1, '07. 210w.
^ R. of Rs. 3.': 7G5. Je. '07. 60w.

"The 'bravura' style is at times somewhat
forced."

-f — Spec. 98: 541. Ap. '07. 640w.

Rickett, Arthur. Vagabond in literature.

*$i.So. Dutton. 7-35194.
A vo'iumo "made up of 'papers' on Hazlitt,

De Quincey, Walt Whitman. Robert Louis
Stevenson, George Borrow, Henry Thoreau,
and Richard Jefferies."—N. Y. Times.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 104. Ap. '07.

"These agreeable essays are not epoch-mak-
ing—how few books are!—but they offer many
a page of good reading, none the worse for be-
ing on well-worn themes."

h Dial. 42: 146. Mr. 1, '07. 330w.

Ind. 62: 973. Ap. 25, '07. 630w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 789. D. 1, '06. 300w.

R. of Rs. 35: 256. F. '07. 40w.

Ricketts, Charles S. Art of the Prado: a

survey of the contents of the gallery,

together wi'th detailed criticisms of its
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masterpieces and biographical sketch-
es of the famous painters who pro-
duced them. *$2. Page. 7-30412.

A finely illustrated volume which deals with
the painting-s of the Prado—Madrid's famous
treasure house of masterpieces. Here are
found at their best the gold of Titian, the sil-

ver of Velasq\iez. the glow of Rubens and the
magic and awe associated with Rembrandt. In
what manner and to what extent these pictures
are an unchallenged "congress of masterpieces"
the author essays to enlighten the reader.

"He understands how to give his criticism a
turn which is at once illuminating and suggest-
ive."

+ Dial. 43: 379. D. 1, '07. 310w.

"This is a real book, containing real opinions,
which may be read with profit and pleasure by
any one who cares for the serious study of

+ + Nation. 85:550. D. 12, '07. 290w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"At best the book is an excellent and read-
able guide to a collection not too widely known,
and considered as such the author is deserving'
of unqualified attention."

+ N. Y. Times. 13: 835. D. 14, '07. 310w.
Outlook. 87: 615. N. 23, '07. 80w.

Rideal, Samuel. Sewage and the bacterial
purification of sewage. $4. -Wiley.

A third and enlarged edition of .a work which
"consists chiefly of a statement of the problem
of sewage treatment and of the principles in-
volved and methods employed in the solution
of that problem, together with a review of
«omo of the ' large number of experiments on
sewage. ... It covers some events and litera-
ture wel! into 1906."—Engin. N.

"By means of the present revision, Dr. Rl-
deal's book becomes the most up-to-date and
the best general work on sewage treatment now
available."

-I- Engin. N. 57: 667. Je. 13, '07. 340w.
"It seems to be generally acknowledged

among sanitary engineers tl:at this work is the
most comprehensive treatise on the subject in
the English language, and the appearance of a
third edition recently is only natural in view
of the high standing which the book has won."
+ 4- Technical Literature. 2: 333. O. '07.

370w. (Reprinted from Engin. Rec.)

Rideout, Henry Milner. Admiral's light.
* "'$1.50. Houghton. 7-36092.
The shores of New Brunswick and Maine fur-

nish the setting of a story in which are brought
together a girl reared by Yankee gypsies, a
lad, hungry for things of life, the recluse grand-
father who keeps a lighthouse, an Italian sail-
or, and a Chinaman whose portion of the tale
is one of mystery. The sea-change of the her-
oine into something rich and strange which
breathes sacrifice is the absorbing part of the
story.

Rideout, Henry Milner. Beached keels.
t$i.5o. Houghton. 6-38551.

Three stories of the sea and shorefolk. The
first is a ^'strange tale of curious people in an
unusual setting; the second, a tragic, pathetic
tale of two brothers; the third, humorous."
(A. L. A. Bkl.)

"All are striking, and more than usually well
told."

+ A. L. A, Bkl. 3: 18. Ja. '07. 4«

"Mr. Rideout's construction is faulty; his sto-
ries short as they are, seem to ramble need-
lessly. But he has the gift of vividness and a
rare sense of the value of little things; he can
paint the crest of a wave or a trait of char-
acter with an admirable terseness." Frederic
Taber Cooper.

H Bookm. 24: 691. P. '07. 330w.
"His fancy is fertile and it imagines large

canvases. Ho almost fills them, but not quite.
It is in dealing with the emotions of his char-
acters in the powerful situations in which he
places them that Mr. Rideout still falls' short:
he leaves a little too much to the collaboration
of the reader."

-) — Ind. 62: 915. Ap. 18, '07. 260w.
" 'Wild justice' stands out with almost start-

ling distinctness against the pale mediocrity of
current magazine fiction."

-t- Nation. 83: 486. D. 6, '06. 190w.
"All of these three tales, but more especially

the first have quite unusual vigor and orig-
inality. The author's chief fault is a somewhat
abrupt manner."

-I Outlook. 84. 1080. D. 29, '06. 120w.

Rideout, Henry Milner. Siamese cat; il. by
Will Grefe. t$i.25. McClure. 7-15114.

A love story in which i Siamese cat and a
pigeon-blood ruby figure largely. It "swings
alons at a high speed and there is plenty "of
Asiatic coast atmosphere, 01 the semi-tourist,
semi-native sort. The local color, appears ver-
acious v,-ith its mixture of bad smells and pink
mists and ruined temples and calm homicides
and pigin English and poisonings and stabbings
while you wait.'" (N. Y. Times.)

"The setting is oriental, and adds not a little
to the attractions of a light, swift-moving in-
genious, and altogether entertaining tale."

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: ISO. O. '07. »i-

"Thls is a book which tempts the reviewer
to cast propriety to the winds and call it in
cold print a thundering good story."
+ + Nation. 84: 544. Je. 13, '07. 380w.

"It is a merry tale, for all its trifling with
human life."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: SCO. Je. 4. '07. 280w.

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 384. Je. 15, '07. 150w.

Riedl, Frigyes. History of Hungarian lit-

erature. *$i.7S. Appleton. 7-2035.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ Acad. 71: Cb2. D. 29, '06. 940w.
"This book with Dr. Reich's 'Historical sur-

vey of Hungarian literature' covers the sub-
ject comprehensively."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 127. My. '07.

"An extremely readable volume, exhibiting
scholarship without pedantry, and resisting the
temptation to dwell at too great length upon
the formative period of the literature."

-^ + Dial. 42: 115. F. 16, '07. 320w.

•"This is a remarkable book, as it is the first

history of Hungarian literature in the English
language."

+ Ind. 63: 635. S. 12, '07. 710w.

+ Nation. 84:386. Ap. 25, '07. 330w.

-f — Sat. R. 103: 402. Mr. 30, '07. 300w.

Riemer, J. Shaft-sinking in difficult cases;
tr. from the Germ, by J. W. Brough.
*$3.50. Lippincott.

"The volume is confined to a description of
means that have to be resorted to when ordi-
nary methods of sinking cannot be applied on
account of excessive infiux of water, the means
described being shaft sinking by hand, boring
shafts, the freezing method of sinking, and the
sinking-drum method." (Nature.) "The book is

divided into four main sections, devoted re-
spectively to (1) Shaft sinking by hand, (2)
Shaft sinking by boring, (3) The freezing meth-
od, and (4) The sinlcing drum process. Con-
crete examples are given of the application of
each method. The folding plates in the back of
the book amply illustrate the constructive de-
tails involved." (Engin. N.)

Engin. N. 58. 178. Ag. 15, '07. 180w.

"It Is not a book for elementary students,
but one that deserves the careful study of ad-
vanced students and of experienced engineers.
The translation has been carefully made."

-f- + Nature. 76: 291. Jl. 25, '07. 380w.
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Ries, Heinrich, Clays, their occurrence,
properties, and uses, with especial ref-

erence to those of the United States.

*$5. Wiley. 6-37212.

"The author treats his subject under the fol-

lowing heads:—The origin of clay, chemical
properties, physicai properties, kinds of clay,
methods of mining and manufacture, distribu-
tion of clay in the United States, Fuller's
earth."—Nature.

"The only work summarizing the scattered
literature on American clavs."

-h A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 171. O. '07.

"Notwithstanding defects in matter and man-
ner. Dr. Ries has rendered a distinct service
to ceramics in producing this work. It more
nearly meets the general need than any other
English book in the field, and will doubtless
awaken in many aspiring minds an enthusiasm
to know more than the book pretends to tell,

and will thus lead to research and scholarship,
which has so far groped in vain for lack of a
guic'e." Edward Orton, jr.

-i Engin. N. 57: 437. Ap. 18, '07. 1380w.

J. Geol. 14: 459. Ag. '06. 230w.

"This book is very well produced and free
from slips."

-t- Nature. 75: 411. Mr. 14, '07. 460w.

"The most comprehensive and evenly bal-
anced, if not the only, presentation of the sub-
ject as a whole that we have." Eugene A. Smith.

+ -I- Science, n. s. 25: 999. Je. 28, '07. 1370w.

Riley, James Whitcomb. Morning. $1.25.

Bobbs. 7-26127.

The keynote of this latest group of Riley
poems is struck in the following:

"L.et us see as we have seen—

•

Where all paths are dewy-green,
And all human-kind are kin

—

Lot us be as we have been."

"It is doubtful if his admirers will find in it

quite the charm of his earlier work." Jessie
B. Rittenhouso.

-I- Putnam's. 3: 363. J>. '07. 200w.

Riley, James Whitcomb. While the heart
beats young. $2.50. Bobbs. 6-36414.

Under this title are included "all the best of
Mr. Riley's child-verees, with many pictures in
color by Ethel FrankUn Betts."—Dial.

4- i— Dial. 41:398. D. 1, '06. 130w.

"Riley still makes the same neart-felt ap-
peal to th*^ people that he did more than a
quarter of a century ago."

-r Ind. 61: 1402. D. 13, '06. 90w.

Ripley. William Z. Railway problems: a

collection of reprints with maps and
introd. $2.25. Ginn. 7-6187.

Uniform with "Selections and documents in

economics." "While the book is primarily in-
tended to serve as a college text in the econ-
omics of transportation, it also aims to offer

in convenient form for the general reader and
student of American public questions author-
itative Information upon this important econ-
omic and political question.

"Of use to the interested public, the student,
the cMlege instructor, and the debator."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 127. My. '07. S.

"Is bv far the best compendium of papers on
railway transportation that has yet been
made." Emory R. Johnson.

-f- -f- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 616. N. '07. 460w.

"The book Is Invaluable for college work, and
to all who would take up the history of Amer-
ican railways." Ralph Albertson.

+ Arena. 38: 219. Ag. '07. 330w.

"We can very heartily commend this book to

anyone desiring to make a study of the econom-
ic relations of the railways to the public."

+ Engln. N. 58: 77. Jl. 18, '07. 520w.

"Professor Ripley makes it easy for the stu-
dent to get a view of the more important of
our railway problems." "William Hill.

-r J. Pol. Econ. 15: 435. Jl. '07. 320w.
"One of the great advantages of the material

presented in this volume for pedagogical pur-
poses is that it deals .so largely with debatable
questions. Willi its aid there should be no diffi-
culty in making college courses on railway
problems interesting as well as profitable."

+ Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 559. S. '07. 210w.
"Has been edited with great care. The book

fully meets the aim of the editor and is all that
can bo desired." Albert I. Frye.
+ + Technical Literature. 1: 269. Je. '07.

lOoOw.

Ristori, Adelaide. Memoirs and artistic

studies of Adelaide Ristori; rendered
into English by G. Mantellini. **$2.so.
Doubleday. 7-26130.

"Besides the biographical matter furnished
by Signor "^''entura, the present book of mem-
oirs consists of two parts: in the first, Madame
Ristori gives her reminiscences of her stag«
career, commencing with her first appearance
before the footlights at the age of two months,
and extending over si.xty-three years to her
farewell performance, which was given twenty-
two years ago at the New York Acsuiemy of
music in a memorable production of Shakes-
peare's 'Macbetti,' Edwin Booth taking the ti-
tle-role on that occasion. The second part of
her Memoirs is devoted to an analysis of six
of the principal parts in her repertoire: Schil-
ler's "Mary Stuart,' Giacometti's 'Queen Eliza-
beth,' Shakespeare's 'Lady Macbeth,' Legouve's
'Medea,' Alfieri's 'Myrrha,' and Racine's
'Phaedra.' "—-Lit. D.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3:171. O. '07. S.

"To the already published lives of Adelaide
Ristori this npw edition of her memoirs, with
its appended letters coming down nearly to
the date of her death, is a useful supplement.
But there if- still room few a final, full, and
critical account of the remarkable actress, pre-
pared with <'ar more care than the volume un-
der review." Percy F. Bicknell.

H DIsl. 43: 160. S. 16, '07. 1770w.

"Her autobiography has not literary quality,
and it is marred In the translation by a faulty
English that editing might. It would seem,
easil\' have bettered."

-f — Ind. 63:1003. O. 24. '07. 210w.

+ + Lit. D. 35: 452. S. 28, '07. 1200w.

-f- Lit. D. 35: 917. D. 14, '07. lOOw.

'Not only Is the arrangement of the matter
slovenly . . . but the Englisn translation sup-
plied by Signor G. M'.tntellini reflects but little

credit upon the original composition."
-I Nation. 85: 239. S. 12, '07. lOpOw.

"The 'vork of the translator Is utterly Inade-
quate. His mistakes, due to a verv evident
lark of fanilliaritv with the conventions and
idioms of the English language, are sometimes
ludicrous, sometimes annoying, sometimes ob-
scuring; and many of them would never have
passed even a moderately good proof-reader,
who was compelled to wade through the ridic-
ulous pi of ccunmas strewn thicker than "Val-

lombrosan leaves." Anne Peacock.
^ N. Y. Times. 12: 537. S. 7. '07. 1400w.

"The stoi-y of her life Is here told In a sim-
ple and informal way, without boasting, but
with intelligent apprecaation of men and
things."

+ Outlook. 87: 132. S. 21, "017. 200w.

R. of Rs. 36: 512. O. '07. 130w.

Ritchie, Rev. Arthur. Spiritual studies in

St. Luke's gospel. 2v. *$$. Young ch.

6-39459.
"The general character of these volumes is

homiletioal. and their aim is to feed the altar
flame of the consecrated heart.". (Outlook.)
"Dr. Ritchie has arranged his commentary In

short sections, and divided each 'study Into
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an exposition and a series of three 'thoughts,'
thus adapting his work to quick reference and
ready comprehension." (Nation.)

+ Nation. 83: 370. N. 1. '06. 170w.
Outlook. 84: 633. N. 10, 'Oo. 120-w.

Rivers, W. H. R. Todas; with il., map and
chronological tables. *$6.50. Macmillan.

7-18149.

The author says that his book is not merely
a record of the customs and beliefs of a people
who amount to fewer than a thousand indi-
viduals all told, biit is also a demonstration of
anthropological method. These people occupy
the well-watered plateau of the Nilgiri hills In
Southern India, and their life, character, cus-
toms, ceremonials and factors upon which
their social organization rests are informingly
discussed.

"A work as laborious as it Is original."
4- + Ath. 1906, 2:551. N. 3. 1350W.
"An exhaustive study."

+ Dial. 42: 317. My. 16, '07. 360w.

"As an example of scientific method, this is
the best socio-religious monograph of a special
community yet published." A. C. Haddon.

•t- + Hlbbert J. 5:680. Ap. '07. I560w.

+ + Lond. Times. 5: 406. D. 7, '06. 960w.

"An admirable study of savage life."

+ -f Nation. S4:33. Ja. 10. "07. 180w.

"Thanks to Dr. Rivers's energy and ciare we
have a complete and scientific account of one
of the most significant phenomena in the his-
tory of that varied organism, religion. A mon-
ument of industry and care, not without In-
sight, and the re.sults of comparative study,
and is an invaluable record of which Cam-
bridge and the new anthropology may be
proud.'' A. E. Crawley.

+ + Nature. X5: 462. Mr. 14, '07. 960w.

"Mr. Rivers' careful monograph will thus
win and retain a central place, that between
the preliminary and more or less amateurish
anthropological observers whose works ha
practically supersedes, and the deeper Inter-
pretation for which he does so much to pre-
pare."

•h -t- Sat. R. 103: 113. Ja. 26, '07. 1380w.
"Mr. Rivers's learned book will remain the

chief authority on the interesting race with
which he deals."

T- + Spec. 98: sup. 120. Ja. 26, '07. 300w.

Rives, Hallie Erminie. Satan Sanderson.
t$i.5o. Bobbs. 7-26018.

Plot and action abound in this story of con-
fused identity. In his college days, only four
years past, the Reverend Harry Sanderson was
known to his fellows as Satan Sanderson. There
crosses his path one day an old associate, Hugh
Stires, the degenerate son of St. James' rich-
est parishioner, and so closely resembling San-
derson as to cause all the trouble that ensues.
The ghosts of the past appear, but are downed
by the invincible might of the young rector.
The degenerate weds the woman Sanderson
loves, pi-oves unworthy of her, and throws him-
self upon Sanderson's mercy, and the latter In
attempting to save him meets with an acci-
dent that robs him of his memory. The climax
and the fall grow out of the confusion of Iden-
tity that follows, and a ne'er-do-well's one im-
pulse of manhood.

"The thrills follow thick and fast as in melo-
drama by Theodore Kremer. They follow In
good sharp English, moreover, with only occa-
sional tiptoe reaches into preciosity."

-I Lit. D, 35: 656. N. 2, '07. 590w.
"Miss Rives writes well, though without

much restraint upon her native luxuriance of
expression, and with none whatever upon her
Imagination."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 512. Ag. 24, '07. 960w.

Rix, Herbert. Tent and Testament; a
camping tour in Palestine v^^ith some
notes on Scripture sites. *$2.so. Scrib-
ner. 7-15906.

"This record of a camping tour in Palestine
is troni the hand of a scfiolariy and critical
traveler. . . . Throughout a route which lay
in part aside from the common track of tour-
ists his interest In verifying Biblical sites and
Biblical allusions fully justihes the title of his
record. . . . The prolonged discussions required
by controverted questions as to Nazareth, Beth-
lehem, Capernaum, and other localities are set
off into appendices . . . and the whole is in-
dexed and Illustrated."—Outlook.

"A. thoughtful, well-written, even learned
work, far from the vain outpourings of the
tourist. The narrative, though heavily charged
with information, is wonderfully unembar-
rassed: and the word-pictures which abound
are true to life. . •. . We are sorry that Mr.
Rix should hav«3 left so much perishable matter
[Protestant theories with regard to holy pla-
ces] in a work which has permanent interest."

-i Ath. 1907. 1:351. Mr. 23. 150w.

+ Ind. 62: 1474. Je. 20, '07. 70w.
•'The narrative is sufRoiently er.Iivened with

incident and anecdote to give it continuous in-

'- Outlook. 85: 282. F. 2, '07. llOw.
"Kis narrative of travel is that of an intel-

ligent and well-informed traveller who went
without prepossessions and was both able and
willing to weigh evidence. His observations
were careful. Now and then he is able to cor-
rect even so great an authority in Palestinian
topography as Dr. George Smith."

-h Spec. 08: 94. Ja. 19, '07. SOOW.

Roach, Abby Meguire. Some successful
marriages. t$i.25. Harper. 6-37923.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"The author is evidently a close observer of
human nature and a clever analyst."

-t- Ath. 1907, 1: 3o2. Mr. 22. ISOw.

Roberts, Charles George Douglas. Haunt-
ers of the silences. $2. Page. 7-18302.

In the couistt of these eighteen short stories
of the wild, Mr. Roberts not only introduces us
to types of animal life in the earth's silent
places but takes us down into the depths of
the sea to meet the orca, the shark, the nar-
whal, and the ocean cuttlefish.

"The book Is very well worth buying and
keeping' for the illustrations alone, and again
it is well worth buying and keeping even had
It no Illustrations. It will be a world dull of
appreciation wliich does not recognize great
qualities in this volume."

H- Acad. 73: 106. N. 9. '07. €20w.
"Charming stories of creatures or the air, the

deep sea, of the northern forests and silent
wa.'stes."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 180. O. '07. +
"The book is full of good reading, and it is

well written."
-f- Ath. 1907, 2: 587. N. 9. 270w.

'"It has remained for Mr. Roberts to crys-
tarit:.e into a .series of brief and vibrant char-
acter-.«tiidies the really salient features of the
horizonless life of the outer worlds." Thomas
Walsh.

•-1- + Bookm. 25: 305. My. '07. 270w.

"For this large-minded fairness, as well as
for other reasons, the book belongs to the small
but fortunately growing class of the best na-
ture storv-bnoks." Mav Estelle Cook.

-f -f- Dial. 42: 369. Je. 16, '07. 840w.

"The stories are said to be In a line with ac-
curate natural history. However, it is not con-
cerning questions of observed facts so much aa
the interpretations that scientific men will have
a quarrel with the author of this and with
those of similar books."

-j Ind. 63: lOOl. O. 24, '07. 350w.
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Roberts, Charles G. D.—Continued.
"It is the most ambitious work of the kind

that Mr. Roberts has yet written, and deserves
to be placed in the lirst rank of nature books."
+ + Lit. D. 34: 96i!. Je. 15, '07. 400w.

+ Nation. 84: 591. Je. 27, '07. 300w.

•'Of these nature writers, as they have come
to be calkd, Mr. C. G. D. Roberts ... is far
the mo.st chai-ming, the most literary, the most
Interesting. As tor the illustrations by Mr.
Bull, they merit an article in themselves. It is

tiiltioult to .sue how they could be more full botli
of imagination and accuracy." Hildegarde Haw-
thorne.

f J- N. Y. Times. 12: 361. Je. 8, '07. 1610w.

"He writes of his subjects with sympathy
and imagination, while his descriptions of their
ways and hunts are scientifically exact."

-h N. Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15, '07. 13Qw.

"He talks about wild life from the stand-
point of a man who knows it well and is also
a writer of refinement and of literary instinct."

+ Outlook. 84: 478. Je. 29, '07. lOOw.

Roberts, Charles George Douglas. Heart
that know^s. $1.50. Page. 6-30929.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Current Literature. 42:110. Ja. '07.

440w.

-f- R. of Rs. 35: 128. Ja. '07. 40w.

Roberts, Charles George Douglas. In the
deep of the snow; il. by Denman Fink,
tsoc. Crowell. 7-21228.

A short Christmas story of the northern
frontier in which a stout-hearted father taJces
a long snow-shoe journey to bring Santa Claus
to his wilderness cabin.

Roberts, George Simon. Historic towns of
the Connecticut river valley. II. *$3.S0.
Robson & Adee, Schenectady, N. Y.

6-24568.
"The history of each town Is given, some an-

ecdotes of some of its distinguished sons and
their careers told, old houses are described,
landmarks pointed out, and places of historical
interest shown. Pictures, too, are given of
houses, sites of buildings, etc., and there are
portraits, views of the town, etc."—^N. Y. Times.

"The towns are taken up one by one. In an
order extending from the mouth of the river
northward. There is, however, little other
order; repetitions are frequent, and In the
selection of information to be included or ex-
cluded no clear purpose appears beyond that of
furnishing entertaining reading matter."

H Am. Hist. R. 12: 434. Ja. '07. 60w.
"He writes pleasantly, l>ut he has not written

a chronicle, for he has written loosely. Names
are spelled wrongly, dates are awry, and now
and again some statement amazes those famil-
iar with the old towns."

-\ Ind. 62: 100. Ja. 10. '07. 240w.

"Its wealth consists mostly in the assembling
of anecdotes, and of certain of the vital histor-
ical facts appertaining to each of the towns. A
more analytic index would have greatly relieved
the congestion of the text, and served to reval
its Fichus *'

-j Nation. 83: 331. O. 18, '06. 440w.
"The volume is entertaining and authorita-

tive."
+ N. Y. Times. 11: 515. Ag. 18, '06. 380w.

Roberts, Margaret. Saint Catherine of
Siena and her times; by the author of
"Mademoiselle Mori." *$2.75. Putnam.

7-10561.

"St. Catherine, surnamed Benincasa, was
born in the year 1348 when Siena lay in the
grip of the black death, the daughter of a
well-to-do citizen, a dyer by trade. . She grew
to be the peacemaker of Italy and tfie revered
friend of popes and princes. The present nar-
rative of her life, without being remarkable in

any special way, gives a measurably adequate
picture, as biographical pictures go, of this re-
markable woman."—N. Y. Times.

"We have already devoted a considerable
amount of space to this inaccurate book only
because it is about the worst specimen of its
class which we have seen."— Acad. 72: 32. Ja. 12, ;07. 1900w.
"An excellent life of Saint Catherine written

in a tone as far removed from blind enthusi-
asm as from faint-hearted apology."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 178. Ag. 17. 890w.
"Her pages present no evidence of her right

to undertake the serious task in question; rath-
er they give us reason to think that neither the
faculty of clearly and logically presenting facts,
nor the power of sympathetically appreciating
Catherine Benincasa, has been granted to the
saint's latest biographer."— Cath. World. 86: 254. N. '07. lOOw.
"Miss Roberts . . . brings a large store of

knowledge and no small literary skill to her
congenial task."

I- Ind. 62: 1416. Je. 13, '07. ISOw.
"The way in which this new 'Life' of her

absorbs one, seemmg to transmit her force and
charm, is the best proof of the author's excel-
lence. It would, indeed, be haxd to find an his-
torical biography better done."

-r -i- Lond. Times. 6: 65. Mr. 1, '07. 630w.
"Readable, vivacious life. References to vol-

ume and page of ta ; works quoted are rarely
given and, on the whole, one is forced to the
conclusion that the historian's well-document-
ed life of St. Catherine is yet to be published.
Throughout the book there are evidences of
careless proof-reading."

H Nation. 84: 224. Mr. 7, '07. 800w.

"The book, in short, is more interesting than
Informing. It fails to leave a distinct impres-
sion of St. Catherine."

h N. Y. Times. 12: 10. Ja. 5, '07. 400^.
-^ Outlook. So: 5:i7. Mr. 2, 07. 120w.

Reviewed by A. I. du Pont Coleman.
-I Putnam's. 1: 629. F. '07. 630w.
"For one reason or another, perhaps because

of some rather lengthy sentences, the present
book has not quite the romamtic—one imight
almost say the dashing—Interest of others on
the subject. Still, the book given to us by the
well-known and accomplished author of 'Ma-
demoiselle Mori' has very great merits of its

own, and it will be read with Interest by all
who love the Italy of the fourteenth century."

+ Spec. 98: sup. 121. Ja. 26, '07. 230w.

Roberts, Morley. Flying Cloud: a story
of the sea. ^1.3^. Page. 7-15115.

Youne: Jack, the greenhorn, at the opening
of this tale leaves his school and his angry
uncle and ;^mbaiks upon the Plying Cloud to
seek his fortune in Australia. But neither
school nor uncle could have given him the
training he received from the brown men of
the crew, the two brave mates, the old Malay
bo'-j'n, and the captain, the victim of opium.
It is a thrilling tale, the story of how Jajdk.

loarnnd the ways of the sea and the seamen.

"We advise Mr. Roberts to let the sea alone
for a while; he will only anger her by his flor-

id compliments, and she has already a superflu-
ity of verbose admirers. He can do better
than this, nnd he might do excellent work if

he were content to think a little more and write
a great deal less."

-- Acad. 72: 394. Ap. 20, '07. 260w.

"As story pure and simple has faults. When
warmed to" his work, he throws aside all thut
is pretentious and mannered, sloughs his col-

loquialism as a writer, and deals in sound,
moving, ernphir English."

_| Ath. 1907, 1: 535. My. 4. 180w.

"If the reader can once get over the rhap-
sodical opening chapters of this very good tale

of the sea, he is probably in no danger of aban-
doning the gallant Flying Cloud."

-i Nation. S5: 37. Jl. 11. '07. ISOw.
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"This new marine tale by Mr. Morley Rob-
erts has the tans of authentic brine and the
swift Dulse of life in it."

^ N. Y. Times. 12: 268. Ap. 27, '07. 690w.

H Sat. R. 103: 593. My. 11, '07. 200w.

Roberts, Morley. Painted Rock, tales and
narratives of Painted Rock, South Pan-
handle, Texas, told by Charlie Baker,
late of that city and also of Snyder,
Scurry county. t$i.5o. Lippincott.

A collection of ten short stories dealing with
the citizens of Painted Hock, their "histories
and their affairs. ' There is a good deal of blood-
thir.sty revenge portrayed, and life seems to oe
cheap. The realism and its primitive setting
will no doiiibt prove fascinating to people who
look for the kernel of humanity amongst the
waste of savagery.

"Mr. Roberts's intimate knowledge of Texas
and Its people enables him to reproduce botii

the" atmosphere and the personalities of that
strange country."'

-f Acad. 72- 296. Mr. 23, '07. 290w.

"This sort of record wUi . . . always be in-
teresting to English readers."

-i- Ath. 1907. 1: 351. Mr. 23. 280w.

"Mr. Roberts seems to have caught most ad-
mirably the spirit of the southwest, its ethics,
its code of manners, and, best of all, Its inim-
itable breeziness of speech." Frederic Taber
Cooper.

+ Bookm. 25: 602. Ag. '07. 670w.

"The stories (of the familiar Alfred Henry
Lewis stuff) in the present volume seem hard-
ly up to Mr. Roberts's mark."

h N. Y. Times. 12: 393. Je. 15, '07. 430w.

Roberts, Theodore. Red feathers. $1.50.

Page. 7-26602.

A story of the Island of Newfoundland before
It had a nnmi=>, of the days Avhen chiefs and
their wa,rriors made prayers to the sun, the
winds, the frost and the stars, when magicians
were ajbroad in the land, evil as well_ as good
ones, practicing their witchery to terrorize or
to bless their tribes.

"Mr. Roberts who has much real knowledge
of Indian lore, tells his story in a delightful
way that will please both little people and
adults."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 702. N. 2, '07. 90w.

Outlook. 87: 451. O. 26, '07. 90w.

Roberts, William. Sir William Beechey.
* (Library of art.) *$2. Scribner.

W 7-140

The honesty -of the work of Beechey ia em-
phasized in this study. "The task of tracing
out the identity of Beechey's sitters, which in-
cluded most of ..he celebrities of his time has
been pursued by Mr. Roberts with most patient
industry and he has unearthed a mass of in-
formation of great valuiQ to future biographers.
He sifts out carefully different versions of the
same period of the artist's life, and gives the
evidence in their favour without Insisting on
the acceptance of one or the other." (Aoad.)

"The book was well worth publishing for Its
information not only about Beechey but about
many of his dirtinguLshed contemporaries."

-I- Acad. 72: 602. Je. 22, '07. 220w.

"This expanded catalog of the work of that
rather oommonplax:e portraitist Is both 00m-
monplace and dull."— Ind. 63: 1176. N. 14, '07. 12©w.
"Mr. Roberts's monograph ia exjwsitory rath-

er than critical, and particular interest attaches
to the chapter of forty pages In which he gives
a series of extracts from Beechey's account
l^ooks **

"-f int. Studio. 312:85. Jl. '07. 140w.

Robertson, Alexander. Discourses on the
history, art and customs of Venice.
*$3. Scribner.

A group of discourses which contain inter-
esting information as to the religion of the ear-
ly Venetians. The volume "is remarkable for
two things—its seventy-three half tones repro-
duced from some of the most attractive photo-
graphs that we have yet seen of modern Venice
and the attempt of the author to read into Ve-
netian monuments Presbyterian texts as to
their inspiration, building, and perpetuation."
(N. Y. Times.)

-I Nation. 84: 565. Je. 20, '07. 130w.

H N. Y. Times. 12: 294. My. 1, '07. 520w.
4- Outlook. 86: 524. Jl. 6, '07. 120w.

Robertson, Archibald Thomas. Epochs in
*' the life of Jesus: a study of develop-

ment and struggle in the Messiah's
work. **v$i. Scribner. 7-35611.

"These lectures, delivered at a Missouri sum-
mer assembly in 1906, present in popular form
the main facts of Jesus' life. The writer seeks
to give 'a straight-forward constructive dis-
cussion of the career of Jtsus as set forth in

the Gospels' putting the emphasis upon the piv-
otal points in the movement of Jesus' ministry,
and avoiding critical discussion."—Bib. World.

"The point of view is conservative."
-I- Bib. World. 30: 480. D. '07. 60w.

N. Y. Times, 12: €68. O. 19, '07. S<hr.

Robertson, James Peter. Personal adven-
tures and anecdotes of an old officer.

**$3-50. Longmans.
An octogenarian's reminiscences of death-

dealing adventures. In spite of the fact that
his mother predicted early death unless he re-
formed, Colonel Robertson Is hale and hearty
at the age of eighty-four. "The volume is full

of good stories, telling anecdotes, gallant ex-
ploits and hair-breadth adventures, related in

a manner which at once fascinates and com-
pels admiration for the old officer and his com-
rades. Like Sir Evelyn Wood, Sir John
French, and Sir Henry Hildyard, Colonel Rob-
ert.son was a middy before he took to soldier-

ing, and a love for the sea and life afloat bore
fruit in many stirring episodes in his subse-
quent career, while to the credit of the sea-
man's instinct thus £arly imparted may be
placed that readiness of resource so frequent-
ly exhibited during the vicissitudes of his mil-

itary life."—Acad.

"Our readers will find it as exciting as any
adventure story, and described with a natural-
ness and simplicity as delightful as they are
unusual." *

-f- + Acad. 72:36. Ja. 12, '07. 1730w.

"An eminently readable and entertaining
book."

-^ Ath. 1907, 1: 287. Mr. 9. 560w.

"The startling exploits with which the book
is packed . . . make the ordinary sensational
novel seem tame in comparison."

-f Lit. D. 34: 548. Ap. 6, '07. 450w.

"Something exciting, of one sqvt or another,
happens in nearly every paragraph. And It Is

all told with a naive sort of charm, in blunt,

simple, and straightforward statement, with
no more attempt at literary embellishment
than you would find in a Quartermaster's re-

port. And the narrative gains much in inter-

est and dignity by this soldierly simplicity m
the telling of it."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:145. Mr. 9, '07. 540w.

"Colonel Roberston writes with energy and
natural force, and his anecdotes are lively as

his adventures."
-f Sat. R. 103: 22. Ja. 5, '07. 80w.

"Colonel Robertson leaves us with a most
agreeable Impression of soldierly qualities."

-f Spec. 98: 24. Ja. 5, '07. 380w.
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Robertson, John Mackinnon. Short history
of free thought, ancient and modern.
2d ed. 2v. *$6. Putnam. W7-14.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"On the whole this is an excellent book, and
yet it has one characteristic—for the author
perhaps, an unavoidable one—that may limit
its usefulness. It is written with a purpose
additional to the scientific recording and ex-
plaining of facts, namely, to spread free-thought
as above defined." Carveth Read.
+ -i Int. J. Ethics. 17: 513. Jl. '07. 148(hv.

•j-lo wiitos in narrative style and enlivens
his thepis with humor."

-r N. V. rimes. 11:139. Mr. 3, '06. 90w.
"It is uesirable to caution the unwary reader

against accepting too confidingly his conclu-
siujis; but tiie nkill with which he marshals
the luminous pomts in a difficult subject is
worthy of all praise." Edward Fuller.
-t -I Putnam's. 2: 127. Ap. '07. 1200w

Robertson, Louis Alexander, Through
painted panes, and other poems. *$i.50.
Robertson. 7-16926.

Consists chieriy of poems reprinted from ear-
lier volumes, the plates of which were lost at
tne time of the San Francisco destruction. "Re-
surgam," a new poem of the collection, grew
out of the earthquakes ravages, and contains a
prophecv for the rearing of earth's fairest oity
where the old one stood.

Dial. 43: 94. Ag. 16, '07. 130w.

Robins, Elizabeth (C. E. Raimond, pseud.).
The convert. ''$1.50. Macmillan. 7-35623.

"The convert" is not merely a novel, it is a
strong plea for woman's suffrage. The work of
the sufrragettes of London with their open air
meetings in squares and on wharfs crowded
v/lth rude and unsympathetic mobs is glaringly
dcscribsd until the heroine, if not the reader,
is drawn over to them and their cause. The
heroine, now a splendid woman moving in so-
ciety's inner circle, was, when a young girl, de-
ceived by the man she loved and led to sacri-
fice the child which was to have been hers.
Now, with this burning loss in her heart and
the cause of down trodden woman strong in her
soul, she meets the man once more and, clos-
ing the past forever, gives him to the girl he
now loves but asks in return his help in the
cause, that by helping other women he may ex-
piate his guilt toward one.

"Elxtremely clever and well written."
+ Acad, li: ^up. 113. N. 9, '01. 320w.

"The play was said to have had its dramatic
movements; but the novel is one long welter
of talk."— Ath. 1907, 2: 649. N. 23. ISOw.

"A sterling example of the bigger, worthier
sort of book." Frederic Taber Cooper.

+ + Bookm. 26: 406. D. '07. 770w.
Ind. 63: 1437. D. 12. '07. 230w.

"With the fullest admiration for much that
is good in 'The convert,' we regard it as an op-
portunity missed, not only by Miss Robins the
novelist, but by Miss Robins the advocate of fe-
male suifrage."

h Lend. Times. 6: 317. O. 18, '07. 6€0w.
"It is a strong book in many senses of the

word. It is difficult, however, to speak of 'The
convert,' as a novel. The conditions portrayed
in the book, however, are British rather than
American, and thus in this country 'The con-
vert' will make its appeal to the critical judg-
ment more as a work of fiction than as a bril-
liant and possibly accurate account of a burn-
ing political question."

1- N. Y. Times. 12: 727. N. 16, '07. 1300w.

"An Interesting book written with skill."

-t- Outlook. 87: 744. N. 30, '07. 180w.

"Its weakness as a novel lies In the fact that
this grirl had such an extraordinary past that
Ehe Is not a typical figure."

-\ Sat. R. 104: sup. 8. N. 16. '07- 180w.

"Suoressful as a story it is not, and it may
he doubted whethL^r is makes any serious con-
tribution to the literature of the struggle."— Spec. 99: 827. N. 23, '07. 270w.

Robinson, Charles Mulford. Modern civic
art. **$3. Putnam. 3-13052.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

Rpvie.vod by Lewis E. Palmer.
-t- -h Charities. 17: 509. D. 15, '06. llOOw.

Robinson, James Harvey. Readings in Eu-
ropean history. Abridged ed. *$i.50.
Ginn. 6-6250.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ Bookm. 23: 455. Je. '06. 190w.

Robinson, William. English flow^er garden
and home grounds. loth ed. *$6. Scrib-
ner.

A volume of nearly a thousand pages which
sets forth the design and arrangement shown
by existing examples of gardens in Great Brit-
ain and Ireland, followed by a description of
the plants, shrubs for the open-air garden and
their culture.

"To those who love to plan their own pleas-
ure-grounds and make their own choice of
plants, this Is one of the best treatises within
reach. It is moreover, written in such a pleas-
ing style that it might even serve to wean from
idleness those who now depute to professional
gardeners the task of selection and care of
plants."

+ + Nation. 85: 149. Ag. 15, '07. 390w.

"Exhaustive, detailed authoritative, and Im-
mensely pracdcal, this book is one that has
come to be regarded as indispensable to every
man having such a piece of work in hand."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 357. Je. 1, '07. 210w.

Robinson, William. Garden beautiful: home
woods, home landscape. *$4. Scribner.

Agr 7-1 170.

A hook of good counsel particularly for those
who ovv-n largo estates. The reader is told how
to beautify his grounds, and the treatment of
botn forest."? and flower gardens is considered
in detail. A plant dictionary is appended.

"The author has a final chapter defending
his usu of common English names of plants and
trees; and here we must differ with him." Edith
Granger.

H Dial 42: 367. Je. 16, '07. 550w.

"This book is most valuable in England, as
it is written for that climate, but his careful
list of trees with directions where each should
be planted, his list of shrubs, and the true
love of nature that rums thru the book will
make it one that owners of woodlands or large
estates will enjoy and lind useful in spite of
the mustard and pepper with which it Is hlgh-
Iv seasoned."

-r Ind. 62: 500. F. 28. '07. 420w.

":\rr. Robinson is an attractive writer, who
knov/s how to put sound advice in a telling
form. . . . The only trouble v/ith his books is
the marked tendency to repetition."

H Nation. 84: 208. F. 28, '07. 250w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 410. Je. 22, '07. 160w.

Outlook. 86: 119. My. 18, '07. 40w.

"f'ndoubtedly thp best modern book of ref-
erence for flower gardens."

-f- Sat. R. 103: 210. F. 16, *07. 120w.

"Mr. Robinson's chapters are full of inter-
psting suggestions about land.^cape gardening.
He can give some practical as well as aesthetic
advice, moreover, to owners of woodlands and

+ '+ Sat. R. 104: 583. N. 9, '07. ITOw.

Spec. 99: 714. N. 9, '07. 580w.
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Robinson, William Henry. Golden palace
of Neverland. il. t$i.5o. Button.

7-21222.

"Mr. Robinson's story tells of the transport-
ing of a girl and boy to a fairy island on a
magic raft. Numerous exciting adventures be-
fall them there, leading them into the society
of gnomes and ether interesting beings; also In-
to Mother Goose's domain, where they encoun-
ter well-known friends, such as Tom the piper's
son, Little Jack Homer, etc."—Outlook.

"An excellent new fairy ttory book."
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. 80w.

Outlook. 87: 451. O. 26, '07. 60w.

Roche, Francis Everard. Exodus: an epic
on liberty. $1.50. Badger, R: G. 6-16205.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Is lacking, in poetic elevation, although it

has seriousness and animation."
1- N. Y. Times. 12: 75. F. 9, '07. 90w.

Rodd, Sir James Rennell. Princes of Achaia
and the chronicles of Morea: a study of
Greece in the middle ages. 2v. *$/.

Longmans. 7-29135.
What Gibbon would not undertake Sir Ren-

nell Rodd has accomplished, namely to give life

and form to the 'obscure and various dynasties
that rose and fell on the continent or in the
isles." "There is a clear-cut introduction deal-
ing with historical authorities. A readable ac-
count of the fourth crusade, including the sack
of Constantinople and the partition of the em-
pire, is given as a sort of prologue. . . . Th«
history from the time of Otho of BrunsAvick to
the Greek restoration is summarized as an epi-
logue. There ar3 three appendices, the third
of which contains helpful genealogical tables;
also a map . . . and an index." (Dial.)

"It ma.v safely be said that the volumes un-
der notice are valuable for the parts relating
to the Morea though they show traces of haste
elsewhere. If the author could find time to cut
the two volumes down to one, omitting such
parts as have no immediate connection with
his subject and revising the rest, his book
would be improved and have a distinctly great-
er historical value." Edwin Pears.

H Am. Hist. R. 13: 130. O. 'Q7. 1710w.
"It is a conscientious and critical work. Tlio

author does not strain after effects, though ho
is fullv alive to the interest of his subject."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 375. Mr. 30. 960w.

"Our author has spared no effort to reacli
available sources, or to ma,ke his results per-
fectly clear. The style is simple and direct."
F. B R. Hellems.

-I- Dial. 42: 306. My. 16, '07. 2850w.

"Sir Rennell Rodd possesses almost every
qualification for writing the history of Prank-
ish Greece." W. Miller.
+ n Eng. Hist. R. 22: 570. Jl. '07. 1060w.
"Though this history of medieval Achaia has

certain limitations which the specialist will de-
tect, it is based on sound and large founda-
tions."

-; Lend. Times. 6: 8.?. Mr. 15, '07. lOSOw.
N. Y. Times. 12: 342. My. 25, '07. 380w.

"As a narrative his wor'i is not likely to he
superseded. Unfortunately the most interest-
ing part of the book comes first."

+ + — Sat. R. 103: 334. Mr. 16, '07. 1910w.
"2\. coherent narrative such as has not beon

offered to us before in i!]nglish, though we do
not forget Finlay."

4- + Spec. 98: 371. Mr. 9, '07. 1600w.

-t- + Yale R. 16:224. Ag. '07. 420w.

Rodocanachi, Emmanuel. Roman capitol
in ancient and modern times. *$i. But-
ton. 7-29082.

In which are considered the citadel, the tem-
ples, the senatorial palace, the palace of the

conservators and the museum. "The first part
tells the story from the foundation of the city
down to the sixth century. At this time a pe-
riod of darkness set In. The place was prac-
tically forgotten. Then in the eleventh cen-
tury it emerged again Into light. The second
part tells the story of the locality as it was
in the period of the revival." (Spec.)

"It must be admitted that the task of trans-
lating the mass of ill-digested material of
which the book consists cannot have been oth-
erwise than tiresome, but the shortcomings of
the translation make the work in its present
form still more tiresome to read."— Acad. 72: 189. F. 23, '07. 51 Ow.
"The translation is faithful, but not attrac-

tive. We notice a good many misprints. Tho
shortcomings of the book do not seriously in-
terfere with its general interest and useful-
ness."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 546. My. 4. 500w.

"Jt is, of coiTrsc, scholarly and scientific

—

too much so, perhaps, for the traveler who has
neither time nor inclination for a minute ex-
amination of the antiquities, buildings and
ruins of the famous hill; tor such as have, the
voUnne cannot be excelled."
+ H Ind C2: 1357. Je. C, '07. 90w.
"At first sight the book, with its multitudin-

ous footnotes and wealth of historical erudi-
tion, may appear to be more acceptable by the
student than by the ordinary reader. For the
special kind of reader mentioned as being bod-
ily on the capitol it must be invaluable, being
a guide book informed with this peculiar
charm, that, although no information is omit-
ted which the pilgrim might be expected to
possess already, the style conveys a delicate
compliment in being far above the compre-
hension of the vulgar ignoramus."

4- N. Y. Times. 12:169. Mr. 23, '07.

1210W.

+ Spec. 97: 544. O. 13, '06. 80w.

Roe, Fred. Old oak furniture. **$3. Mc-
Clurg.

The author says "If any apology is needed
for what may be termed old oak worship, I

may say that the final aim of art is—or ought
to be—beauty, and that the cult of old oak is
really only one aspect of the pursuit of beau-
ty." He discusses English archaic rarities,
Gothic styles of medieval time, styles of the
renaissance and after, oaken chairs and stools
before the renaissance, coffers and chests, cup-
boards and sideboards, bedsteads and cradles,
panelling and filled furniture, furniture with
hiding-places, vicissitudes of old furniture, and
forgeries in old oak.

4- Dial. 43: S84. D. 1, '07. 260w.
"Written rather for the inexperienced than

the expert, his book will be an excellent aid to
the neophyte; but it also contains much new
information of value even to the accomplished
antiquarian."

+ Int. Studio. 27: 279. Ja. '06. 130w.

Rogers, Arthur Kenyon. Religious con-
ception of the world; an essay in con-
structive philosophy. **$i.5o. Macmil-
lan. 7-S078.

"In the opening lines of his introduction the
author tells u« that he set out to defend a view
of the world which is frankly religious and
thei.stic. . . . With grace and skill he dis-
cussf.s the etern.al problems of philosophy re-
garding the relation of God and nature, God
and man, the purely metaphysical question
concerning the nature of Gk)d. In plain lan-
guage he tries to explain the greatest histor-
ical mystery, the permission of evil on the part
of God. Ho also dwells at some length on the
problems ot freedom and immortality."—Ind.

'•'Treats qf relig'on in a logical and construc-
tive mcnner. D&.spite the abstract nature of
the topics, the author uses simple language.
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Rogers, Arthur Kenyon —Continued.
lareiully avoidinc? the technical expressions of
the philosophical schools."

+ Ind. 62:856. Ap. 11, '07. 820w.
"An acutely and cautiously reasoned work.

It is; addressed to earnest thinkers, it pre-
sumes patient consideration, and may weary
tho-so who are disinclined to intellectual exer-
cise."

H- Outlook. 85: 622. Mr. IG, '07. 420w.
"Perhaps the strongest chapters In the book

are those devoted to theism proper. A
less satisfactory part of the book is that deal-
ing with the foundations and validity of knowl-
edge." H. W. Wright.
4- -I Philos. R. 16: 555. S. '07. 70OW.

Rogers, Arthur Kenyon. Student's history
of philosoi;hy. *$2. Macmillan. 7-27624.

A new edition Avho:-:e revision includes some
corrected errors of fact, "a large number of
mistakes of judgment." says the author, "and
infelicities of expression." The exposition It-
self has alfao been rewritten, references have
been added in connection with quoted passages,
and the bibliographies have been brought down
to date.

"Is' not in any sense noteworthy and the
author's style is decidedly heavy."— Educ. R. 34: 535. D. '07. 70w.

"Ntext to the comprehensiveness of the treat-
ment and the clearness of the exposition, the
most remarkable characteristic of the book Is
the accuracy of the bibliography."
-f- H Nation. 85: 398. O. 31, '07. 390w.

Rogers, Gertrude. Cobwebs. $1. Badger,
• R. G. 7-26605.

A little book of dainty verse whose silvery
texture la enhanced by the sunshine of youth,
buoyancy and possibility.

"A pale distillation of old poetic symbols."
-! Nation. 85: 36. Jl. 11, '07. llOw.

Rogers, Robert Cameron. Rosary and
other poems. **$i.25. Lane. 6-32395.

Four classical Idyls In blank verse.

"Are distinctly out of the common. But the
talent of Mr. Rogers is for the most part lyrical,
and a very charming talent It Is." Wm. M.

+ Dial. 41: 206. O. 1. '06. 390w.
"With all Its variety and Intelligence, the vol-

ume just misses distinction, chiefly, we should
guess, because of a certain limitation of senti-
ment and because the life In It has been
strained through too many books."

H Nation. 83: 440. N. 22, '07. 210w.
R. of Rs. 35: 25i. F. '07. 30w.

Roller, Frank W. Electric and magnetic
measurements and measuring instru-
ments. *$3-5o. McGraw pub. 7-6710.

"A surrkmary of the instruments and methods
used or proposed for all kinds of measure-
ments of electrical ajid magnetic quantities."—Kngin. N.

"It is not a treatise that will be useful to
a student, unless accompanied by very careful
directions from a competent instructor. The
descriptions appear to be accurate and. a vast
amount of information is rendered accessible."
Henry IT. Morris.

-I Engin. N. 57: 439. Ap. 18, '07. 660w.

Rollins, Frank West. What can a young
man do? **$i.5o. Little. 7-32570.

Over fifty possible careers are here sketched
for the benefit of the young man with his life

work before him. There are chapters upon the
professions, various branches of business, poli-

tico, consular sei-vice, the sailor, the actor, the
chauffeur, the farmer and many other ways of
earning a living.

"The book will be read with interest and
profit by the heads of families and by their
sons who are about to choose their life work."

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 711. N. 9, '07. 170w.

Rollins, Montgomery. Money and invest-
* ments: a reference book for the use of

those desiring information in the hand-
ling of money or the investment there-
of. *$2. Estes. 7-31980.

"The object of the book Is essentially to
furnish to the layman information about the
simple forms of financial transactions, to ex-
plain the slang of the stock market, and to
guide him in his investments. The foreword
of 36 pages gives a general review of the fi-
nancial situation with suggestions to invest-
ors. The remaining 436 pages are in the form
of an encyclopedia, with headings alphabetical-
ly arranged."—Ind.

"We have received many letters lately from
our subscribers asking us to recommend an ele-
mentary book of finance. The present volume
. . . seems to fill the bill."

-I- -f Ind. 63: 1437. D. 12, '07. 270w.
"Is a workmanlike compilation of little fi-

nancial essays, cast in dictionary form. The
book is rather suitable for reference than for
counsel in action."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 728. N. 16, '07. llOw,

Romanes, Ethel (Mrs. George John Ro-
manes). Story of Port Royal. *$S. But-
ton. 7-28621.

"An attempt to give an account of the re-
markable religious movement known as Port-
Royal—which ... in the seventeenth century
. . . touched French life at almost every point."—I^iond. Times.

"We cannot commend the style of the writing.
The sentences are jerky and the paragraphs
disjointed. There is a running comment of reli-
gious and m.oral sententiousness which is both
irritating and tedious. We have, however, noth-
ing but praise for Mrs. Romanes's industry and
enthusiasm for her subject."

-t Ath. 1907, 1: 696. Je. 8. 940w.
"Sainte-P-euve's great book, 'Port Royal,' is,

as every one knows, the one supreme work on
the subject. No substitute for it exists in
Enslish. nor can we hone&tly say that Mrs. Ro-
manes's book will occupy that place. It is

written in a rambling, inconclusive style, which
wanders from subject to subject, from biog-
raphical sketches of the principal actors in the
story to long theological disquisitions and back
again in a way which is most confusing to

— -f Lond. Times. 6: 113. Ap. 12, '07. 20onw.

"It is to be regretted that Mrs. Romanes did
not submit her manuscript to somebody com-
petent to correct her French."

1- Nation. «4: 571. Je. 20, "07. 550w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 252. Ap. 20, '07. 140w.

"Perhaps her seemingly unnecessary full-

ness of detail is essential to give a complete
picture, but occasionally one feels that the
text might have been condensed. This, how-
ever, if it be a blemish, is certainly a minor
one. Her volume is to be heartily commended
to all students of religious development."
+ ^ Outlook. 86: 342. Je. 16, '07. 140w.

"Mrs. Romanes has dealt with It sympathet-
ically. If occasionally her observations are rath-
er English and conventional."

H Sat. R. 104: 273. Ag. 31, '07. 690w.

Rook, Clarence. Switzerland, the country
and its people; painted by Effie Jar-

dine. *$6. Putnam. 7-26626.

Mr. Rook "gives us neither an arid chron-
ological history nor a descriptive guide-book,
but takes up chapter by chapter for broad in-

telligent treatment su'ch subjects as 'iSwIss

patriotism,' 'The growth of a republic,' 'The
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Swiss government,' 'Popular control,' 'Winter
sports,' 'The Swiss as engineers.' "—Outlook.

"The artist's little pictures are very n\uch
like what one has heen used to in similar
books. She is more successful, to our mind,
with lowlanrls and street scenes than with the
high Alps, and with summer scenes than with
winter. Mr. Rook writes in a cheerful jour-
nalistic style, without mere regtird for accur-
acy in details ;han that style tolerates. On
the main facts of Swiss history and institu-
tionrj he is usually correct."

j Ath. 1907, 1:500. Ap. 27. 1260w.

"We were very much surprised to find Mr.
Rook's part of this book not only readable, but
Interesting, even informing, tho not burdened
with statistics."

+ Ind. 62: S02. Ap. 4, '07. 260w.

"It is one of the most entertaining and in-
structive of the season's books of travel."

-f -t- Lit. D. ?4: 724. My. 4, '0 7. 240w.

"About the text there is nothing heavy. In
a style which is both easy and graceful, Mr.
Rook introduces his reader to the admirable
government and fine characteristics of the stur-
dy Swiss."

-f Nation. 84: 571. Je. 20, '07. 570w.

"In several well-co.isidered chnpters the gov-
ernment of Switzerland is very adequately
treated and there are some suggestive compar-
isons between Swis.s methods of government
and those of other nations.'"

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 274. Ap. 27, '07. 310w.

"With very few exceptions these pictures
can be cordially praised. Each subject,
whether serious or light, is treated in appro-
priate vein and with eviuence of knowledge
and discrimination."
+ -j Outlook. 85: 814. Ap. 6, '07. 150^v.

Reviewed by Charlotte Harwood.
+ Putnam's. 2: 444. Jl. '07. 400w.

"Mr. Rook is a live'y and picturesQue writer,
and wp have never come across a more read-
able account of the rise arid progress of the
Swiss confederation."

-r -i- Sat. R. 103: 434. Ap. 6, '07. 250w.

"A volume which Is bound both to please and
to profit."

+ Spec. 98:337. Mr. 2, '07. 140w.

Roosevelt, Theodore. Good hunting in

pursuit of big game in the West. $i.

Harper. 7-6650.
These true stories of big-game hunting in the

West are written for young people, especially
for young hunters. The tales are told wholly
from the sportsman's point of view and over-
sympathetic little readers of the modern animal
story may not enjoy these triumphant hunts
which meant death to: the wapiti or round
horned elk, a cattle-killing bear, a Christmas
buck, the timber-wolf, the prong-buck, or the
white goat. The volume closes with some sound
advice upon ranching.

"It is eminently suited for its purpose, as its

tone is sportsmanlike and the descriptions are
in well-chosen wards."

4 Ath. 1907, 1: 575. My. 11. 90w.
"Full of wholesome advice on huntmg and

ranching."
-f Ind. 62: 1353. Je. 6, '07. 140w.

".Spirited papers."
- -r N. Y. Times. 12: 96. F. 16, '07. 290w.

R. of Rs. 35; 6-39. My. '07. 90w.

Roosevelt, Theodore. Square deal. $1. Al-
lendale press. 6-36925.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Ind. 01: 759. S. 27, '06. 70w.

Root, Edward Clary. Unseen jury: a novel;
with il. bv Phillipps Ward. '$1.50.

Stokes. 7-Q546.

The father nf a girl witli two lovers i.= found

dead in a stream. All evidence points to the
guilt of the dissipated lover whose suit had been
repeatedly rejectee! by the father. When con-
viction seems imminent, tho other lover, a law-
yer, takes up the defen.se, wins the case and
the free man .!?oes back to the girl only to
lear.i that his rival is her choice.

"Detective stories involving murder myster-
ies do not seem likely to offer anything agree-
ably new. But in this respect a pleasant sur-
prise awaits the reader of 'The unseen jury.' "

Frederic Taber Cooper.
-^ Bookn;. 25: 286. My. '07. 440w.

"The theme is an interesting one, .and the
author has handled his plot fairly well. Mr.
Root could also have improved the story not a
litth' by judicious condensation. And the manu-
script has been edited with shocking careless-
nes.s."

-j N. Y. Times. 12: ^303. My. 11, '07. 310w.

Root, Elihu. Citizen's part in government.
(Yale lectures on the responsibilities

of citizenship.) **$i. Scribner. 7-22700.

"Secretary Root discusses (1) the task inher-
ited or assumed by members of the governing
body in a democracy; (2) the function of polit-

ical parties as agencies of the governing body;
(3) the duties of the citizens as a member of
a political party; and (4j the grounds for en-
couragement."

—

R. of Rs.

"It is a vigorous and stimulating book, weU
worth addition to Bishop Goodsell's list." Ed-
ward A. Bradley.

-f -t- N. Y. Times. 12: 417. Je. 29, '07. 830w.

Reviewed by Montgomery Schuyler.

i- Putnam's. 3: 226. N. '07. 310w.

"Mr. Root's sensible and well-proportioned
treatment of these topics is precisely what Is

needed by the young American who aspires to

have a real part in making the political con-
ditions around him better."

-f -f- R. of Rs. 36: 382. S. '07. 290w.

Root, Jean Christie (Mrs. J. H. Root).
Does God comfort? by one who has
greatly needed to know. **30c. Crowell.

6-1857!.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

Arena. 37:333. Mr. '07. GOw.

Root, Robert Kilburn. Poetry of Chaucer:
a guide to its study and appreciation.

**$i.50. Houghton. 6-34823.

The author's purpose has been "to put his
readers in possession of the most recent results
of Chaucerian research, which are at present
widely scattered In learned periodicals. The
scanty facts that have been unearthed about
Chaucer's biography, the chronology of his

works, the sources to which he was Indebted
for his material—for, like Shakespeare and
Moli&re. Chaucer took his own wherever he
found It—and the social conditions and sur-
roundings amid which and for which the poet
wrote are amply set forth." (N. T. Times.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 104. Ap. '07.

"This Interesting study avoids both the Iri-

descent foam of clever but shallow apprecia-
tion and the dead calm of unanlmated learn-
ing."

-f + Dial. 42: 46. Ja. 16, '07. SOOw.

"Especially to be commended Is hla conserva-
tism in rejecting the ingenious speculations
which have recently aimed at revolutionizing
the generally accepted chronology of Chaucer's
poems. Like most books that Issue from Amer-
ican universities, It is perhaps too didactic In

aim, and the shadow of orthodoxy at times
hangs a little heavily over its pages."

H . Nation. 83. 370. N. 1, '06. 390w.

"It Is written with learning and from a sane
and sympathetic pohit of view."

-f- -f N. Y. Times. 11: 737. N. 10, '06. 940w.
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Ropes, James Hardy. Apostolic age in the

light of modern criticism. **$i.50.

Scribner. 6-14529.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

'•The l^ook i.s constructive in method, con-

servative in treatinent, clear in style. An ex-

cellent supplement to Kent's 'Orig'm and per-

manent value of the Old Testament.' "

-1- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 128. My. '07.

"The interpretation of the Acts in . . .
Dr.

Ropes's Apostolic age ... is a livmg and
breachin? nvatter, a real thing, seeking honest-

ly and earnestly for truth, and bringing us the

truth thus found with all frank generosity."

George Hodges.
-t Atlan. 09: Sfi."). Ap. '07. lilOw.

"The general tendency of the book is dis-

tinctly orthodox. It ii, from such contributions

to the subject that real progress may be
hoped." ^^ ,,,

-i- Spec. 97: 24. Jl. 7. '06. '.'Ow.

Rose, Arthur Richard. Common sense hell.

**$i. Dillingham. 6-6895.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

N. Y. Times. 11:196. Mr. 31, '06. 190w.

Rose, Elise Whitlock. Cathedrals and
* cloisters of midland France; il. by Vida

Hunt Francis. 2v. **$5. Putnam.
"Together the volumes contain four photo-

gravures and two hundred naif-tone illustra-

tions picturing the churches of central France,

whose architecture is differentiated from that

to the north and south by the dominance of the

Byzantine influence. Miss Rose has already
written of the south of France cathedrals; and
the new books are bound uniformly with the
others, and follow a similar method."—Dial.

"A7-chitectural beauty, historical associations,

and human interest are all considered, and ac-

curacy rather than popularity Is the author's
aim."

-f Dial. 43: 425. D. 16, '07. llOw.

Nation. 85: 543. D. 12, '07. 60w.

"The book is almost as pleasant to read aa

to look at, being quite competent on the tech-

nical side and betraying the same artistic sen-
sibilitv in text as in pictures."+ N. Y. Times. 12: 82S. D. 14, '07. SGOw.

Rose, Elise W. Cathedrals and cloisters

of the south of France: with il. from
original photographs by Vida H. Fran-

cis. 2v. **$5. Putnam. 6-45154-

In which are arrayed artistic and historic
charms of the cathedral and monasteries chiefly

of Provence, I^anguedoc and Gascony. "This
work aims to allure the curious traveller. It Is

not technical, and its historical side is not very
systematic. Yet the author preserves a just
sense of proportion." (Nation.)

4- A. L. A. EkI. 3: 71. Mr. '07.

"Onlv those who know intimately the Pouth
of France can appreciate the amount of trou-

ble that has gone to the making of this book,

and the excellence of the photographs by whicn
It is illustrated."

+ 4. Ath. 1907, 2: 488. O. 19. 170w.

•'She writes impersonally but informallv.
rmploy.s fov.- technicalities, and describes and
criticises in a irenernl way rather than in de-

tail. For the stay-at-home reader also these
volumes will prove somewhat too diffuse to hold

his intore.st."
•! Dial. 42: 34.i. Je. 1, '07. 320w.

"The author struggles rather helplessly with
(general historical and archaeological questions
in the opening pages, and is often uncertain
and inexpert in the use of language, but man-
ages, nevertheless, with the help of many fine
illustrations, to convey the charm."

-i Nation. 84:83. Ja. 24, '07. 480w.

"Miss Francis's work as a photographer Is

characteristic of technical ability, artistic se-
lection of models, and a thorough knowledge of
the subjects photog^raphed."

4- + N. Y. Times. 11: 812. D. 1, '06. 160w.

'•A delightful book. One can hardly imagine
a more fascinating sort of collaboration."

+ -f- N. Y. Times. 12: 94. F. 16, '07. 330w.

'•'I he work is more attractive because of its
apparent spontaneity of production."

-f- Outlook. 84: 703. N. 24, '06. 90w.

"It is evident that loving and conscientious
thought and ample time have been given to the
making of these volumes, which are full of in-
terest, architectural, historical and picturesque."
Charlotte Harwood.

-f- Putnam's. 2: 444. Jl. '07. 260w.
+ R. of Rs. 35: 383. Mr. '07." 40w.

"One of the best books we have read for
many a day."
4- I Spec. 98: 620. Ap. 20, '07. 1520w.

Rose, John Holland. Development of the
European nations, 1870-1900. 2v. ea.

**$2.so. Putnam. 5-34973-
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"As essays, these volumes, apart from cer-
tain evidence of naste, would hold a high place;
as seriinis histi^ry they do not appear, to the
pres3nt writer, at least, to attain to the stand-
ard of historical writing set by Mr. Rose in his
other work, nor indeed that reached by other
work in the same Jield." William E. Lingel-
bach.

h Ann. A;ii. Acad. 28: 485. N. '06. 760-w.

Rosebery, Archibald Philip Primrose, 5th
earl of. Lord Randolph Churchill.
**$2.25. Harper. 6-38396.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"By far the most lucid contribution to the
political literature of the past few years."

+ -r Acad. 72: 13^. F. 9, '07. 430v.-.

"Costs too nui:h for the amount or value of
the material in it."

I A. I.. A. Bkl. 3: 14. Ja. '07.

"With all deductions made, however, it is a
lifelike as well as brilliantly attractive portrait
that I^ord Rosebery has sketched in this book."
Edward Clark Marsh. ,

4- -I Bookm. 24:469. Jm '07. 1540w.

"Is especially valuable for its candid tone and
its critical judgment."'

-t- -I- Dial. 42: 114. F. 16, "07. r^50w.

"Lord Rosebery's brilliant style and sparkling
epigrams are admirably displayed in this study.
Lord Rosebery's book is full of charm, and one
who begins it will not lay it aside until the end
is reached."

-;- -*- Ediic. R. 33:207. F. '07. L'40w.

-f 4- Ind. 62: 499. F. 28, '07. 770w.

Reviewed by Gertrude Atherton.
+ -f- No, Am. 184: 87. Ja. 4, '07. 2a30w.

"A fascinating study, absorbingly interest-
ing from hrst to last. And yet, because of the
anoinalous attitude of the author toward the
subject of his essay, it leaves an impression
that is decidedly unpleasant." Horatio S.

Krans.
•1 Outlook. 84: 1077. D. 29, '06. 730w.

Revie-,v<d liy George Louis Beer.
-i- -+- Putnam's. 1:762. Mr. '07. 13S0w.

Rosenberg, E. Electrical engineering: an
eleinentary text-book; tr. by W. W.
Haldane Gee and Carl Kinzbrunner;
authorized ed. rev. and brought down
to date for the American market by E.

B. Raymond; new enl. rev. ed. *$2. Wi-
ley. 7-970.

"The author aims to describe In concise form
and in simple non-mathematical language the
important applications of the electric current.
The underlying principles were stated and
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briefly illustrated In an easy conversational
style, the evident attempt being to write as
one would have spoken in addressing his au-
dience in person. The scope of the boolc cov-
ers the construction and operation of direct
and alternating current generators and motors,
electric lighting and power transmission."—En-
gin. N.

"The revision has improved the worlc as a
text-book for schools and has not made it in-
acce,ssible to the general reader, as he can
pass over these pages without losing the gen-
eral plan. It covers the same ground as 'Elec-
trical engineering,' by Slingo and Brooker, and
is one of the very few books in which the at-
tempt is made to do so much in a small space.
The general make-up of the volume shows
plainly the way in which it has been built; in
fact, the 'patching' is quite evident." Henry
H. Norris.
4- -I Engln. N. 57: 196. F. 14, '07. 610w.

Rosengarten, Joseph George. French col-
* onists and exiles in the United States.

**$i. Lippincott. 7-30856.

An Important undertaking In a field here-
tofore only partially covered. The author has
gathered together from the works of recognized
historians facts about the French colonists and
the Huguenots which show how much "ch'ar-
actJer and ability they brought to the United
States."

Ross, Denman Waldo. Theory of pure de-
sign: harmony, balance, rhythm. **$2.50.

Houghton. 7-15335-
"A notable attempt to show the mathemat-

ical origin and structure of the plastic arts.
. . . [it] deals principally with harmony, bal-
ance and rhythm."—N. Y. Times.

tions, than an exhortation to society in gen-
eral to educate itself to know when our own
democracy is outraged, and to the individual
in particular to spend less time in painting
Utopias and more in making good the things
he has led his fellow men to expect of him.
J. lie discussion is pragmatistic."

"The reasoning is clear and in most respects
convincing; it would be entirely so but for
a false note at the outset, in a definition of
harmony which virtually makes it synony-
mous with unity and takes no note of the ac-
cordance of correlations."

-I Dial. 43: 215. O. 1, '07. 350w.
"The impression given by a reading of Pro-

fessor Ross's volume is a singular one. Eai-li
definition seems precise, each paragraph logi-
cal, and the sequf;nce o'f ideas seems clear, the
argument convincing, yet one goes on the end
with an increasing dissatisiaction, a growing
sense that somethmg is wrong."

A Nation. S4: 506. Mj-. 30, '07. 2270w.

"Endless discussion is invited hy every point
he makes. There is no doubt, however, that
penasal of his volumes will stimulate the fac-
ulty of artistic precision in production and
criticism."

-f — N. Y. Times. 12: 300. My. 11, '07. 450w.

Ross, Edward Alsworth. Foundations of
sociology. *$i.25. Macmillan. S-15556.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

Reviewed by W. B. Guthrie.
+ Charities. 17: 473. D. 15, '07. 590w.

"No brief review, however, can do justice to
the masterly manner in which most of these
topics have been nandled. Excellent as the
book is, one receives the impression that it will
hardly serve as the foundations of a science.
It is rather a collection of carefully selected
materuils for such foundations. But 'Founda-
tions of sociology^ is something more than a
scientific treatise. It is a piece of lit^ature

—

and that it is good Literature few would deny."
Alvin :5. Johnson.
+ f-

^ Educ. R. 33: 208. F. '07. lOSOw.

Ross, Edward Alsworth. Sin and society:
* an analysis of latter-day iniquity; w^ith

a letter from President Roosevelt.
**$!. Houghton. 7-36978.

Professor Ross' book Is less an arraignment
of the dictator-sinner, hiding behind corpora-

R. of Rs. 36: 758. D. '07. 180w.

Rossetti, William Michael. Some reminis-
cences of William Michael Rossetti. 2v.
*$io. Scribner. 6-45370.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
'•It is a Avonder that with iiis vast oppor-

tunities Mr. Rossatti did not make a more read-
able book. The trouble is he ha.s not the
dramatic gift; he has little feeling for portrait-
ure." James Huneker.

T — N. Y. rimes. 12:15. Ja. 12, '07. 2240w.
Reviewed by .ieannette L. Gilder.

-r- Putnam's. 1: 507. Ja. '07. 570w.
"No one can put down these reminiscences

without a feeling of kindliness and respect for
the writer, whica in these days of 'revelations'
and disclosures is no small praise."

+ Spec. 98: sup. 117. Ja. 26, '07. 570w.

Round, Douglass. Date of St. Paul's epis-
* tie to the Galatians. *6oc. Putnam.

"It is urged that Galatians was written from
Antioch before the Council at Jerusalem and
the second missionary journey, that is about
49-50 A. D. The argument Is especially di-
rected against certain elements in Ramsay's
position."—Bib. World.

Bib. World. 29: 479. Je. '07. 30w.
"We neither assent nor dissent, but welcome

the ver>- reasonable and moderate tone of the
writer."

+ Spec. 98: 379. Mr. 9, '07. llOw.

Round the world: a series of interesting il-

lustrated articles on a great variety of
subjects. 8sc. Benziger.

V. 2. Includes the following chapters: Am-
erican cut glass, Street scenes in different
lands, A visit to Mammoth cave. How flax is
made. The great Arizona desert. Plowing in
many lands, A word about Turkey, The grape
and raisin industry in the United States, The
capitol at Washington, From Greece to Italy,
Cadet life at West Point, and Grain, and how
it is handled.

V. 3. Includes chapters on the great Eastern
question. The West and the great petrified for-
est, In the footsteps of the apostles. Revet-
ment work in the United States, Near to Gal-
way town. In the heart of the African forest.
The "bli.'id" readers of the post otfice, The lit-
tle republic, A day in the Zoo, The reclamation,
service, and School-days in Egypt.

Cath. World. 85: 690. Ag. '07. 40w. (Re-
view of v. 2.)

Rowe, Eleanor. Practical wood-carving:
a book for the student, carver, teacher,
designer, and architect. *$3. Lane.

W 7-124.
"The imiplements and woods employed, the

various methods of work, Gothic, Renaissance.
And pierced carving, are treated In successive
chapters, amply illustrated, concluding with an
instructive discussion of treatment and design.
A useful glossary is appended."—Int. Studio.

"The book is practical, and the illustrations
are beautiful."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 171. O. '07.

+ Int. Studio. 31: 251. My. '07. 950w.
"Carries her .subject to a still further and

miore practical, more artistic development."
-f N. Y. Times. 12: 279. Ap. 27, '07. 300w.
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Rowe, 'Eleanor —Continued.
"No one who reads this book can help being

the wiser, for it is clear and practical, and the
advice of the letterpress is well illustrated by
reproductions of old and new work."

+ Spec. 9S: 722. My. 4, '07. 150w.

Rowntree, Joseph, and Sherwell, Arthur.

Taxation of the liquor trade, v. i,

*$3.25. Macmillan. 6-17254.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is not too much to say that the result

is one of the most important books upon the

eublect ever produced. It is very doubtful
whether there exists el.sewhere, in so conven-
ient form, information relative to the systems
of taxation by the different states of thi.3 coun-
try."
+ 4. -I- Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 469. N. '06. 2.30w.

(Review of v. 1.)

"The book is a mine of information on al-

most every phase of the subject and consti-

tutes a notable addition to tlie .scanty litera-

ture deahn^ with this side of taxation."
_j_ + Pol. Sci. Q. 2-2: 56.1. S. 'o7. 340\v. (Ri--

view of V. 1.)

Ruete, Frau Emilie. Memoirs of an Ara-
bian princess; tr. by Lionel Strachey.

**$2.50. Doubleday. 7-29873-

"The 'Memoirs,' crig-inally written, during a
noriod of ill-health, for the future perusal of

the author's children, describe with great sim-
pleness the Trincess of Oman's childhood in

the Sultan's palace and subsequently at the

home of one of her brothers. The life of the

harem, education of children, female lashions,

the position of women in the East. Arabian
suitorship and marriage, social customs, Mo-
hammedan beliefs and festivals, medical meth-
ods, i;nd the sytem of slavery are set lorth

from an intimate point of view."—Lit. D.

+ Lit. D. 35: 656. N. 2, '07. 340w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"Her book is written in the simplest manner,
and with a feeling for the value of picturesque
and telling detail, and the two tog..ther make
it a vivid picture of a sort of life as distant

and as different from that of the princess's

American readers as if she had come out of the

davs of Haroun al Raschid."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: GS7. O. 26, '07. 330w.

"A new book containing some interesting in-

timate revelat:'on-3 of Arab life."

4- R. of Rs. 36: 636. N. '07. 60w.

Ruggles, John. Recollections of a Lucknow
veteran. *.$l50. Longmans. 7-29042.

"This is an interesting and characteristic

narrative of the Indian mutiny by a Lucknow
veteran. . . . The familiar story is given here

with many added incidents by a veteran who
looked aJl'tiiose th.ings in the tace, and who re-

tains a keen recollection of them."—Lit. D.

"It is fresh .and spontaneous, commendably
brief and modest, and in many ways a model
autobiography."
-I-

..] Acad. 72:14. Ja. 5, "07. 360w.

+ Lit. D. 34:594. Ap. 13, '07. 130w.

-r Spec. 98:58. Ja. 12, '07. 240w.

Ruhl, Arthur B. Break in training, and
other athletic stories; il. by Howard
Chandler Christy. $l25. Outing pub.

6-43781.

A reissue of a book first copyrighted In 1900.

The present edition contains a colored frontis-

piece by Howard Chandler Christy.

These stories are clean and wholesome, yet
empiiatically manly."
+ r -f- Hid. 62: 73:s. Mr. 28, '07. 290w.

"It is a clean took and a healthful book. It
is not profound, and it does not ruftle the wa-
ters of p.sychology. This collection of stories
is notev/ortliv lor its sincerity."

-(- -I- N. Y. TirYies. 12: 141. Mr. 9, '07. 260w.

"Mr. Ruhl's style of writing suits his sub-
jects very well, as a • "Break in training' plea-
santly demonstrates."

-I- R. of Rs. 35: 768. Je. '07. 50w.

Russel, Mrs. Florence Kimball. A woman's
journey through the Philippines on a
cable ship that linked together the
strange lands seen en route. $2.50. Page.

7-23256.
An interestingly ^\ritten and fully illustrated

book which is chatty and informing and char-
acterized by truly feminine observation.

"Blight and witty travel-talk."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"She sprinkles her sprightly narrative with
much information, some of it intentional and
some Oi it unconscious, about the native char-
acter and the nature and resources of the isl-
ands."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 702. N. 2, '07. 420w.

Russell, Charles Edward. Uprising of the
many. **$i.5o. Doubleday. 7-23946.

Questions are answered here that grow out of
"the threat of a moneyed autocracy, the pass-
ing of wealth, and the power for which wealth
stands, into the hands of a few." "Tiiese chap-
ters, largely a republication of material that has
already apptared in Everybody's magazine,
form a powerful indictment against the shame-
less greed of "vested interests,' and exliibit oui
c'wn country as tolerating, constitutionally, le-

gally, and by tacit consent, some of tlie most
outrageous irjustices in the history of the
world. " (Dial.)

"His book is rich in instructive matter."
-I- Dial. 43: 256. O. 16, '07. 270w.

"Has collected an immense amount of infor-
mation that is of value to the perplexed stu-
dent of current economic conditions in this
country. Tlic author's view is a partizan one
and occasionally passes over fairly obvious de-
fects in the workings of the system of govern-
mental and municipal control and ownership
which he describes."

H Lit. D. 35: 678. O. 19, '07. 390w.

"Altogether while much that he says is really
informing, there is so much that requires to be
lead with great critical caution that we can
hardly commend his work to the otherwise un-
instructed reader."— -f Outlook. 87: 543. N. 9, '07. 260w.

"It is a comprehensive survey of the world
movement for the democratization of industry."

4- R. of Rs. 36: 75S. D. '07. 60w.

Russell, George William E. Seeing and
hearing. *$2.50. Button. 7-375i6

A volume of mixed gossip and reminiscence.
. . . Mr. • Russell knows English society inti-

mately, and this volume is a sort of chorus ao-
companj'ing it throughout its "season' and on
its travi-ls. There are'tive chapters on the pleas-
ures, or pangs of 'the table; others on social

changes, purple and fine linen, suburban Sun-
days, hospitality, ostentati-.m, publicity versus
reticence, etc. '—Nation.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 18. Ja. '07.

"They could not have been written before

Kipling, but they are none the worse for that.

We should like to see Kipling beat them.

"On the whole, we like Mr. Russell best when
he is touching on his earlier reminiscences."

4- Ath. 1907, 1: 472. Av- 20. 450w.

"In 'Seeing and hearing' he still further
works the vein opened in the two earlier vol-

umes, but leaves the reader a little disposed
to query whether the vein is not getting worked
out."

(- Dial. 42: 316. My. 16, '07. SlOw.
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"This new boo.c differs from the old in not
confcfiining so many anecdotes, and in being a
trifle more refl(5Ctive, even pensive at times,

but the note is much the same."
+ Nation. !>4: 476. Aly. 23, '07. 160w.

"His style, less severely academic and chas-
tened than Mr. Benson's, has a charm of its

own—the charm of the easy, flowing talk of a
man of the world." A. I. du. P. Coleman.

+ Putnam's. 2: 615. Ag. '07. 220w.

"It has . . . an excellent literary touch, and
it is full of good stories, most of which will be
new evan Lo readers of Mr. Russell's books."

+ Sat. R. 103: 403. Mr. 30, '07. 2f.0w.

"It 3S always easy to read Mr. Russell and
It is commonly worth while. But he writes in
liaste, and does not always verify his refer-
6I1C6S

'*

-}- — Spec. 98. 982. Je. 22, '07. 1410w.

Russell, Louis Arthur. Commonplaces of
vocal art: a plain statement of the
philosophy of singing. $i. Ditson.

7-23091.

A volume for the singer, teacher and plat-
form speaker which treats of the philosophy of
the voice and of voice use, and offers sug-
gestions a.s to the best method of practice for
the development of the speaking voice and the
voice in singing.

Russell, T. Baron. Hundred years hence;
the expectations of an optimist. *$i.50.

McClurg.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1900.

"'.I'aken in small quantities, Mr. Russell's
prophecy is divorting, but those who read it

continuously may wish that parts of it had
been written in the age predicted by the author,
when 'boredom' shall have been abolished."

h Nation. 84: 40. Ja. 10, '07. 470w.

Rutherford, Ernest. Radioactive trans-
formations; with diagrams. **$3.50.

Scribner. 6-39464.
The Silliman lectures delivered at Yale In

1905. "Some treatment of radioactivity in gen-
eral is given, and then a detailed development
of the special subject of the book. This treat-
ment differs only from the author's previous
expositions in the greater detail in which the
subject is worked out." (Nature.)

"Although this book is less comprehensive,
as far as the general treatment of radioactive
phenomena is concerned, than his previous
work on "Radioactivity,' it is divested of most
of the technical terms wliich- baffle the gen-
eral reader, and is, in consequence, a book for
both the student and the intelligent layman."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:71. Mr. '07.

"We have the less compunction In tnus draw-
ing attention to these blemishes in what we
believe to be a very valuable book that they are
all such as may be easily removed either in
the next edition or in the next public pro-
nouncement Prof. Rutherford may make on
the subject."
+ -\ Ath. 1907, 1: 18. Ja. 5. 2190w.

+ -1- + Nation. 84: 68. Ja. 17, '07. 340w.

"The only doubt which can be felt Is whether
it meets any want which was not already sat-
isfied by his previous work, 'Radio-activity.' "

R. J. Strutt.

-f H Nature. 75: 195. D. 27, '06. 780w.
"Whilst his writings are always authoritative,

and therefore welcome to the student, they
have been divested in this volume of most of
the technical and mathematical subtleties which
necessarily repel the general reader In such a
book as that of Professor Thomson, and there
Is hardly a page which cannot be understood
by the Intelligent layman."
+ + Spec. 98: 20. Ja. 5, '07. 820w.

Ruville, Albert von. William Pitt: carl of
* Chatham. 3v. *$9. Putnam.
After the mannc-r of German scholarship

thoro research prepared the way for Ruville's

life of the "Great commoner." "On two points
he has, we think, added something valuable to
our knowledge of Pitt. He brings out strong-
ly the share which Pitt was forced to take in
the personal intrigues which seemed so large
an element in contemporary politics, the influ-
ence of his connections, of the Grenvilles es-
pecially, on his career, and the extent to
which for many years he depended on the sup-
port of the Prince of Wales and the Leicester
house party. And, secondly. Dr. von Ruville
succeeds in making Lord Bute's share in Eng-
lish politics clearer than it has been made be-
fore." (Nation.)

"One does miss, perhaps, now and then, ,a
style and manner rising to a great occasion, as
in the account of Chatham's last speech in t'nt'

lords—where, by the way, he did not die, as
pictorial tradition represents. The fact of
translation, though this one is excellently well
done, may account for this, though, to be sure,
impressive writing is not the mark of modern
histories." G. S. S.

H Acad. 73: 85. N. 2, '07. lOTOw.
"The perusal of his conscientious pages leaves

behind it a sense of disappointment. Dr. von
Ruvi'le is, in the first place, destitute of elo-
quence. Secondly, he takes but little account
of human nature."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 511. O. 26. 890W.
"Will always be of value to the historical stu-

dent, at ainy rate as a mine of information.
Throughout it he shows extraordinary wrong-
headed judgment not in the presentation of
facts, but in the deductions which he draws
from them.'i

-I Lend. Times. 6: 329. N. 1, '07. 1230w.
"It is only when we come to look for breadth

of view or width of treatment, for perception,
proportion, sympathy, illumination, in fact for
those larger qualities which make history and
biography alive, that we are driven reluctant-
ly to the conclusion that tVie book is unhappily
depressing and depreciatory.''

-I • Nation. 85: 517. D. 5, '07. 1770w.
"Dr. von Ruville goes through his work after

the fashion of a chemist in his laboratory,
weighing, dissolving, calculating, and record-
ing results with the patient pen of science."

4- -I- Sat. R. 104: 638. N. 23, '07. 2420w.
"It is the first history of Chatham which in

any way brings together all the results which
may be obtained from manuscripts and printed
material. Save for a few trivial mistakes, the
translation is well done. It is not inspiring;
but then the original German has none of the
qualities of eloquence."

-] Spec. 99: 775. N. 16, '07. l«70w.

Ryan, John Augustine. Living wage: its

ethical and economic aspects. *$i.

Macmillan. 6-14607.
Descriptive note in Annual. 1906.

"Ts a good contribution on a most important
snbi'^ct Ail good men everywhere should wel-
come th.is serious attempt to find the ethical
and economic basis of just wages, and be grate-
ful for its sane ynd ri'early stated findings." T.
J. Rilev.
+ -r —Am. J. Soc. 12:501. Ja. '07. 860w.

Reviewed by David Y. Thomas.
Ann. A.-n. Acad. 29:234. Ja. '07. 600w.

Reviewec" bv W: J. White.
Charities. 17: 471. D. 15, '06. 880w.

"As a whole the work appears to be schol-
arly. The organization of the material used is

excellent. On the main point however—the va-
lidity of the author's ethical theory and judg-
ment—the economic student cannot of course
pass judgment." R. F. Hoxie.

-^ J. Pol. Econ. 15: 641. D. '07. 280w.
"The writer of this book has brought to-

gether in clear and readable form most of the
essential arguments which have been offered
for his contention; and he has supplied to trade
uniong and advocate.'? of artA'anced social legis-
lation very telling arguments for their posi-
tion." Charles Richmond Henderson.

-L Dial. 42: 288. My. 1, '07. 370w.
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Ryan, Marah Ellis. Indian love letters.

**$i. McCIurg. 7-10045-

The hopeless love of a high-minded Indian
for a fair haired girl in the Blast chants its

sorrow here. Pathos, despair, renunciation,
never impersonal where love is concerned, all

stalk by the side of this stalwart young In-
dian over the sand dunes of Arizona. It la

the old, old story but is tempered and colored
by the strain of Indian poetry that reflects in-

nate worship of Nature.

"The author has compressed a great deal
within a few pages, and has managed her or-

iginal and dlflicult theme with much artistic

skill. The ethnic is one with the romantic el-

ement of the letters."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 178. Mr. 23, '07. 400w.

Ryley, M. Beresford. Queens of the ren-
* aissance. **$2. Small.

A study of these typ6s of the renaissance
reallv means a study of the rapid development
of woman's intellect and fascination thru the
humanist movement in Italy.

"Miss Ryley has done her work well. She
writes clearly,* and with gusto, though at times
she is led into being gratuitously ornate."

+ Acad. 73: 864. S. 7, '07. 810w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. W, '07. 20w.

"The subject necessarily brings the writer
and reader into situations which require tact
to be properly dealt with. Here, again, we
find little to commend."

h Spec. 99: 335. S. 7, '07. 170w.

Sabatier, Paul. Disestablishment in France.
*$i.25. Scribner. 6-21194.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Tne book lacks unity but presents the mia-
terial in a style both instructive and clear. It

is e.spe(;ially valu.able for its presentation of the
causes underlyin,? the contest."

-\ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 222. Ja. '07. 820w.

Sabin, Louis Carlton. Cement and concrete.

2d ed., rev. and enl. *$$. McGraw pub.
7-14245-

"The second edition has been enlarged from
507 to 572 pages, two pages of which have been
added to the chapter* on 'Definitions and con-
stituents,' 12 pages to the chapter on 'Manu-
facture,' and the remainder to a new chapter
on 'Concrete building blocks; their manufac-
ture and use.' and to three appendices giving
the standard specifications for cement."—Engin.
N.

"The book as it now stands is an admirable
treatise on concrete as a material, but must be
taken in connection with some reference book
of design and construction to make a complete
survey of the field of what may be called con-
crete engineering."

4- Engln. N. 58: 75. Jl. 18, '07. 450w.

Sage, William. By right divine. t$i.5o. Lit-

tle. 7-21363-

Two men contend for political supremacy in
their state and for the love of the heroine^ in
this political romance. One is the old Senator,
the boss of his state, and the girl he loves is

his daughter. The other is a young man of
rigid principles who has been elected govern-
or, whose growing power with the people men-
aces the older man's prestige, and whose manly
courage bids fair to supplant him as first in
his daughter's heart. The contest Is bitterly
fought, until honesty and youth and love tri-

umph.

to life, and as a present-day political study it

ranks with the best romances of recent years."

-f- H Arena. 3S: 348. S. '07. 970w.

"Mr. Sage handles his stock situation skil-
fully, and gives his story a certain freshness
by various accessory devices." Wm. M. Payne.

-I Dial. 43: 64. Ag. 1, '07. 240w.

Ind. 63: 572. S. 5, '07. 220w.

"It should be noted that all the love pas-
sages have a convincing, manly air, while an
underlying sincerity runs through the book
and makes it a most readable and wholesome
novel of its class."

+ Lit. D. 36: 489. O. 5, '07. 340w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15, '07. 220w.

Saglio, Andre. French furniture. (Library
of applied arts.) *$2.50. Scribner.W 7-141-

A general history of the subject from the
time of the GaiUs down thru the Empire. There
are ninety full-page plates, reproduced from
photographs.

"This volume has not many obvious faults,
and constitutes a fairly accurate guide to a stu-
dy which, however, requires knowledge of the
French tongue."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 172. Je. 1. 300w.

+ int. Studio. 32: 252. S. '07. lOOw.

"He has wished perhaps to make a thought-
ful and readable book. The result is that we
are presented with an essay upon the decora-
tive art of many periods of French history,
without being enabled to grasp firmly the manu-
facture and the design of any one period."

^ Nation. 85: 289. S. 26, '07. 510w.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 446. Jl. 13. '07. 430w

Sakurai, Tadayoshi. Human bullets: a sol-
* dier's story of Port Arthur; introd. by

Count Okuma; tr. by Masujiro Honda
and ed. by Alice M. Bacon. **$i.25.

Houghton. 7-31244.

The actual experiences of the author who
was a lieutenant in the Japanese army. One
feels the personal responsibility which every
soldiei assumed for the outcome of the war,
"the determination, the devotion to duty and
the .adaptability which won for the Japanese
soldier such general sympathy and admiration
in this country. ' (Bookm.)

"Though the element of Improbability Is at
times present, the book as a whole is ve?y true

"Not only is the work . . . the best that
we have on fighting, but it also forms a valu-
able study of the relations between Buddhist
and Sliiniu or official Japanese doctrine. The
tran.slation appears to be thoroughly compe-
tent."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 616. N. 16. 820w.

"A curiou? study in race psychology is af-

fordt;d by this 'soldier's story of Port Ar-
thur.' The book furnishes a striking picture of

what war actually is, even under its most hu-
mane aspects. And at a time when the eyes
of tlie whole world are on Japan, it is worth
while to be told so authoritatively just what
manner of fighting- man the Japanese soldier

is." Ward Clark.
+ Bookm. 26: 414. D '07. 580w

"Considering the great difficulty of finding
English phrases to give the exact meaning of
the origmal. the transl'ition has been very
well done, though occasionally the choice of
words is not liappy. No review of the work
would be quite complete without some refer-
ence to the colored frontispiece, reproduced
from a drawing made by the author with his

left hand after he had lost his right in the
war."

+ Dial. 43: 289. N. 1, '07. 390w.

"The essential interest and the real value
of th-j little book is its record of the writer's

inner m.nn, not merely of wnat his bone and
flesh and blood and nerves old and suffered,

but of his pssential personality, perfectly ex-
emplified that 'qs a man thinketh so he is.'

"

+ Nation. 85: 492. N. 28, "07. 4C0w.
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Salaman, Malcolm Charles. Old engravers
of England in their relation to contem-
porary life and art. *$2. Lippincott.

7-6389.
' In a brief compass the author cannot do

morf: than glance at many of the two hundred
and more engravers whom he mentions, but his
desciiption of the principal characters is ade-
quate, and the whole army is marshalled before
the reader in strict relation to the object of the
boOli."—Acad.

"Thi.s is a novel, interesting and almost ro-
mantic book, it clothes the dry bones of black-
and-white prints with human attributes, and
makes them live. The illustrations consider-
ing the low price of the book, are exception-
aJly good: in fact, some of them may be sajld

to be remarkably beautiful."
4 Acad. 72: 117. F. 2, 'O?. 700w.

"His pages Hish with coronets, and senti-
mental rapture."

-I Ath. 1906, 2: 742. D. 8. 310w.

"The volume is indeed, a combination of good
things well served. Gossip and portraiture
and art are deftly interlaced, so that the read-
ing of the pages is no less agreeable than in-
structive." Charles Henry Hart.

+ Dial. 43: 60. Ag. 1, '07. 540w.

"The ideal collector is he who has this in-
stinct, supported by knowledge, but who has
also felt the fascination of looking in at all

the side-doors upon history which old prints
open. Mr. Salarnan is such an Ideal collector,
and so proves himself a true guide for the nov-
ice and a companion of the already wise."

-f- + Int. Studio. 32: 336. O. '07. 300w.

"The book makes interesting reading; and
yet there is too much of a certain air of at-
tempted jocosity. An earnest reader will ask
for a more grave and orderly treatment."

H Nation. 85: 268. S. 19, '07. 940w.
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 273. Ap. 27, '07. 490w.

"If the old prints are worth anyone's atten-
tion first of all because of their intrinsic mer-
it as works of art, they are worth quite as
much because they link us intimately with the
past. A book has always been needed which
should unite these two view points of art and
life. At last it has come."
+ + Outlook. 86: 745. Ag. 3, '07. 290w.
"Mr. Salainan gives a lucid and sufficient

account of the engravers, and one which more-
over is quite readable and intelligible to the
inexperienced public. For this reason his book
should be of value."

-i- — Sat. R. 103: 19. Ja. 5, '07. 10'90w.

-h Spec. 97: 398. D. 8. '06. 200w.

Saleeby, Caleb Williams. Worry, the dis-

ease of the age. **$i.35. Stokes.
7-16990

"Dr. Saleeby apparently conceives worry as
a sort of an entity, and h<> feems to hold to the
old distinction of body and mind. Worry, lor him,
can be a cause, and one may gather is rather
a cause than a mere result. And so he gives us
instances of how worry can ruin one's diges-
tion, with it one's temp^ir as well, and make
one thoroughly and really ill. This seems to the
writer a curious reversal of the familiar rela-
tions of the cart and the horse."—N. Y. Times.

"A new volume of double usefulness: from
the practical side offering serviceable hints for
what he considers the disease of the age, and
from the theoretical setting In their proper
light the current notions as to the healthful
relations of mind and body." I. Woodbridge
Riley.
+ -f- Bookm. 26: 410. D. '07. 19'50w.

+ Lit. D. 35: 26. Jl. 6, '07. 230w.

"A profoundly serious medical consideration
with much that is philosophical in the most
practical and holnful way."

+ N. Y. rimes. 12: 2G8. Ap. 27, '07. lOOv/.

"ITe has read widely, ha has studied deeply,
he has thought out things for himself, and these
are the fruits. Dr. Saleeby is a true philos-
opher." Carl Snyder.

-i- 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 313. My. 18, '07.

2110W.

"This is a good book on a grave subject,
which it treats in an all-round discussion or
causes and effects, physical and psychical,
from scientific and practical, moral and relig-
ious points of view."

+ Outlook. 86: 342. Je. 15, '07. 190w.
"A noteworthy volume of sociological as

well as scientific import."
-t- -h R. of Rs. 36: 125. Jl. '07. 70w.
"A most capable and thoughtful series of

essays."
-f -f- Spec. 98: 1006. Je. 29, '07. lllOw.

Salisbury, RoUin D. Physiography. (Amer-
ican science ser., advanced course.)
*$3.50. Holt. 7-16499.

An important text-boolt achievement which
provides a complete course for those "who have
no purpose of pursuing the study of physical
geography beyond its elements, but who are yet
mature enough for work beyond the grade ap-
propriate for the early years of the secondary
schools." It outlines tne work covered in the
University of Chicago in a twelve weeks'
course.

"The field is thoroughly and consistently ex-
plored."

+ Nation. 85: 268. S. 19. '07. 200w.
"l-eachers of physiography will welcome this

new book, not only on account of the largo
amount of fresh material and the fine illustra-
tions that it contains, but also because it rep-
resents the accumulated experience and the
method of a scientist whose skill as a teacher
is well known and widely appreciated." L. H.
Wood.

-t- -f- School R. 15: 621. O. '07. 1230w.
"Professor .Salisbury's book meets a real want

and the character of its compilation, based as
it is. on many years of experience in teaching,
gives the book a completeness far beyond any
other physiography published up to this time."
George Burbank Shattuck.
+ + Science, n.s. 26: 830. D. 13, '07. 510w.

Salmon, George. Human element in the
gospels: a commentary on the synoptic
narrative; ed. by Newport J. D. White.
*$4.S0. Button.

"By 'the human element' is meant, in dis-
tinction from divine revelations, 'things that
can be proved by ordinary historical testimony'—including, as Dr. Salmon assumes, the mirac-
ulous element in the gospels. His work is es-
sentially devoted to an investigation of the
sources of the gospel story, conducted with a
purposed independence of traditional opinions.
. . . 'Editorial blunders' are found in Matthew,
and Luke is found to have 'taken liberties with
the earlier tradition' of the resurrection. The
Greek text only of the gospels, substantially
that of Wes'cott and Hort, is given in parallel
columns, beginning with the entrance of Jesus
on his public career."—Outlook.

"While the reader comes upon interesting and
suggestive remarks, he meets with no real or
consistent solution."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 438. Ap. 13. 640w.

"It is a striking fact that a scholar of the
breadth and thoroness of Dr. Salmon, who gave
so many years to this problem, apparently paid
no attention whatever to the works of con-
tinental scholars."

-] ind, 63: 696. S. 19, '07. 540w.
"The chief usefulness of Dr. Salmon's book

lies in the acumen with which he discusses par-
ticular passages."
+ -I- Lond. Times. 6: 163. My. 24, '07. 1060w.

-I- Nation. 85: 188. Ag. 29, '07. 600w.
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Salmon, George —Continued.
"The critical commentary upon it shows a

cultured scholarship and freedom which prompt
to agreement with the author's regret that he
had not undertaken the study till late in life."

•4- Outlook. 86: 837. Ag. 17, '07. 260w.

Spec. 98: 982. Je. 22, '07. 200w.

Salmon, Lucy Maynard. Progress in the
household. **$i.io. Houghton. 6-38548.

Ten essays entitled Recent progress in the
study of domestic service, Education in the
household, Tlie relation of college women to
domestic science, Sairey Gamp and Dora Cop-
perfleld, Economics and ethics in domestic ser-
vice, "Put yourself in his place," Our kitchen,
An illustrated edition, and The woman's ex-
change.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 71. Mr. '07.

"While the author does not offer any uni-
versal agent for a lightning change she does
•wri'i.e '.vitli knowledge and ability, and her
opinion should have weight with thoughtful
women."

+ Outlook. 84: 1081. D. 29, '06. 130w.

Saltus, Edgar Evertson. Lords of the

ghostland: a history of the ideal. *$i. 25.

Kennerley. 7-14564.

The history of the ideal, the genealogy of its

overlords, Brahma, Armuzd, Amon-Ra. Bel-
Marduk, Jehovah, Zeus. Jupiter and of the
Christ himself, is here given in a spirit which
lifts the veil without rending it.

"His treatment of each subject is a deft min-
gling of historical knowledge, philosophical
•method and poetic feeling."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 512. Ag. 24, '07. 150w.

Sanday, Rev. William. Life of Christ in re-

* cent research. *$i.75- Oxford. 7-3356i.

"Certain recent lectures, reviews, and ser-

mon.s of Professor Sanday' s have been com-
bined into this volume. It presents a survey
of tlie most important literature of the past
twenty years upon the life and person of

Christ with a special chapter on miracles."

—

Bib. World.

"Professor Sanday' s well-known scholarly
moderation characterizes the whole."

-I- Bib. World. 30: 480. D. '07. ."Ow.

"As a matter of fact, we have another pre-
liminary essa)-—a survey of the chief tenden-
cies and the more important conclusiiins of the
criticism to which the evangelic narratives have
been subjected in the last twenty years. No
English writer is so well qualitted as Dr. Sanday
to make such a survey. Not only is he himself
one of our moat thorough and most cautious
critics, but his appetite for German brochures
is insatiable. The charm of the whole book Hcs
in the receptiveness of its author's mind."

-f + Lend. Times. 6: 322. O. 2.5, '07. 1270w.

Sanders, Frank Knight, and Fowler, Henry
Thatcher. Outhnes for the study of

Biblical history and literature; with
maps and charts. (Historical ser. for

Bible students, v. 9.) **$i.25. Scribner.

6-39458.

"Intelligent direction for systematic and dis-

criminating study" is the aim of this book. It

jneets the needs of four classes of student: (1)

the college student, (2) the graduate student
in oriental history, (3) the student of theology,
and (4) the general student of the Bible. The
book covers both the Old and New Testaments,
and is divided into four parts: (1) Hebrew
literature and hi.story, reaching from the be-
ginning to the fall of Jerusalem (586 Jj. C);
(2) early Jewish history and literature (58G-16S
B. C); (3) later Jewish history and literature
(168 B. C.-135 A. D.); (4) early Chritian history
and literature.

"If there is one point in which the work does
not come up to the standard laid down by tne
authors, it is tliat of answering ttie require-
ments of the graduate student. Otlierwise, by
a wise use of ihe literature assigned and a
classification of the material thus procured
there is little doubt that the book will prove
very useful and helpful in tilling the blanks in
many students minds which should be occupied
by Biidical history. ' Ira M. Price and John
M. P. Smith.
+ H Am. J. Theol. 11:141. Ja. '07. 260w.
"A valuable outline with useful bibliogra-

phie.'^ which would help small libraries in pur-
chasing the best books on the subjects treated."

-r A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 71. Mr. 07. S.

-I- Bib. World. 28: 432. D. '06. 60w.

+ Dial. 41:462. D. 16, '06. 60w.

-h Ind. 62: 390. F. 14, '07. 50w.
"As is the case with most works in English

covering both the Old and the New Testa-
ments, the treatment of Old Testament sub-
ject-o is much superior."

+ Nation. 84: 33. Ja. 10, '07. 240w.

"They give ample direction to the most re-
cent works of Biblical scholars, with strict im-
partialiiy toward tlie supporters of divergent
conclusions."

+ Outlook. 84:839. D. 1, '06. 130w.

Sanders, Wilbur E.; McDonald, Bernard;
Parlee, Norman W.; and others. Mine
timbering. $2. Hill pub. co. 7-19426.

A collection of papers which form a series
of essays emphasizing many important details
rather than a complete treatise on the sub-
ject.

Reviewed bv E. J. McCaustland.
-f- Engin. N. 57: 669. Je. 13, '07. SSOw.

Sanderson, Edgar. Great Britain in mod-
ern Africa. $1.75. Scribner. 7-10993.

"\ Viilume which gathers into easy compass
the history and geograptiy of all the present
divisions and governments of Africa. ... It
treats of Germaay, Usance, Portugal, and Italy
in .Africa, as well as of Great Britain. The
only paits left untouched are the western
countries in the Mediterranean. ... It is a
hanubocik of intormation concerning Africa, in-
cluding stati.«ties of imports and exports, rev-
enue, population, and other matters."—Nation.

H Ath. 1903, 2: 441. O. 13. 640w.

"Mr. Sandei-son's history ... is told with
viva?it.v and exact detail."

-1 Nation. 84: 178. F. 21, '07. 460w.

"Mr. Sanderson's .accouait of recent events
is a.imirably concise and comprehensive, and
affords an excellent idea of the many-sided ac-
ti\itv if Groat Britain from the C^ape to Cairo
and from Nigeria to Uganda."

-f Sat. R. 102: 402. S. 29, '06. 170w.

Sanford, P. Gerald. Nitro-cxplosives: a

practical treatise concerning the prop-
erties, manufacture, and analysis of ni-

trated substances, including the fulmi-

nates, smokeless powders and cellu-

loid. 2d ed. *$4. Van Nostrand.
War7-20.

A work which "for ten years has been a
standard autliority, and now is revised and
brought up to date. It describes the processes
of manufacture of nitro-glycerine, dynamite,
gun-cotton, picrates, and fulminates, and gives
the methods of analyzing them and testing
their strength."—Nation.

"The text is too much like the old. with some
slight changeii and explanations, and not at all

enough reference to the progress in the manu-
facture of pmokeless powders and insensitlv<-

blasting powders." Charles K. McKenna
^ Engin. N. 57: 83. Ja. 17. '07. S60w.

Nation. 84: 438. My. 9. '07. 130w.
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Santayana, George. Life of reason; or, The
phases of human progress. 5v. ea.

**$i.25. Scribner. 5-5419-
"This book is so wanting: in clearness of

thoiiglit that I doubt whether it can be of much
use to anyone. Tliroughout the book, Mr. San-
tayana makes a great many scattered remarks,
which are certainly 'suggestive,' and perhaps
(as he liimselt declares to be his object) "stim-
u!atins,' but wiiat he says seems to be always
mixed with a great deal that is definitely er-
roneous, and always imbedded in a mass that
is sreatlv wanting in clearness." G. B. Mcore.— Int. J. Ethics. 17: 2-18. Ja. '07. 25jnw.

(Review of v. 1-5.

J

"These later volumes, though containing
muv^h that would be interesting, if Professor
Santayana had not .already made us familiar
with his point of view and characteristic meth-
od of treatment, are something of a disappoint-
ment. It is not 'jasy to see exactly for what
class of readers they are intended. Unfortu-
nately the last volume 'Reason in science'—
the only one of the last three volumes in which
the author enters a new field— is. perhaps the
most disappointing of all." Ernest Albee.— Phllos. R. 16: 195. Mr. '07. 39S0w. (Re-

view of v. 3-5.)

Sargent, Dudley Allen, Physical education.
*$i.50. Ginn. 6-37870.

An attempt "'to place the training of tne
body upon the same educational basis as the
training of th 5 intellect." There are chapters
upon 'J'he physical ti-aining of the American
people; Pliysical exercise and longevity; Phys-
ical education in colleges, in secondary, and in
eletaentary schools; and Ideals in physical edu-
cation.

"A valuable contribution to t;-.e subject."
-i- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: IS. F. 'O'/. S.

"There is much of interest in the volume."
4 Nation. S3: 402. N. b, '00. 50w.

Sargent, Herbert Rowland. Campaign of
Santiago de Cuba. 3v. **55. McClurg.

7-29604.
A full summary m three volumes of the cam-

paign of our army and navy at Santiago in
189S. It is compiled from official documents,
contains twelve maps which show the scone of
fighting, and above all is fearless in its "criti-
cism of American arms and in its tributes to
ihe feats of Spanish valor."

"The first thorough and complete account of
the war between the United States and the
Spanish in Cuba."

4- -f- Outlook. 87: 454. O. 26, '07. 140w.

R. of Rs. 36: 510. O. '07. 190w.

Saunders, Margaret Marshall ("Marshall
Saunders"). Beautiful Joe; with an
introd. by Hezekiah Butterworth. il.

t$i.2S. Am. Bapt. 7-28456.
A new and enlarged edition of this compan-

ion to "Black Beauty." It is a dog's autobiog-
raphy which teaches a lesson of kindness not
only to dogs but to the entire animal kingdom.

Savage, William G. Bacteriological exam-
ination of water-supplies. *$2.5o. Blak-
iston. Agr 7-1421.

By eliminating elementary matter, and by
omitting a part of data early collected, the au-
thor has made his treatise one which covers
only the pertinent phases of the subject.

"Among the many books which have been re-
cently written on the bacteriology of water,
this latest one ... is by all odds the best. Al-
though it is a comparatively small book, it

covers the ground more thoroughly than any
other." George C. "Whipple.

+ Engln. N. 57: 661. Je. 13, '07. 1040w.

"The chapter on the interpretation of results
is particularly to be recommended. The med-
ical oflicer of health, and the analyst, and the
bacteriologist will find this book a trustworthy
and useful guide." R. T. Hewlett.

H- 4- Nature. 76: 245. Jl. 11, '07. 120w.

Sayce, Rev. Archibald Henry. Archaeology
of the cuneiform inscriptions: Rhine
lectures. *$i.75. Gorham.

The volume "opens with a brief, but excel-
lent account of the inethod of decipherment of
the cuneiform inscriptions, describes the na-
ture of the inscriptions found, shows the re-
lation of the Su'.nerians to Semitic people, that
of the Egyptiiin to the Babylonian civilization,
that of Palestine to Babylonia, the character
01 the Plittite people of A-Tia Minor, and de-
scribes the condition of Canaan before the
Exodus."—Ind.

4. Acad. 72: 265. Mr. 16, '07. 850w.
"The whole forms a sufficientlv compact and

readable account. Both those- faults (the habit
of stating conjectures as facts, and of catch-
ing qt any parallel, however wild, which seems
to rjear out preconceived conclusions) are very
much in evidence in this volume, and go some
way tov/ards spoiling what is one of the most
interesting books that Prof. Savce has w-rit-
ten."

;- Ath. 1907, 1: 296. Mr. 9. 1590w.
"Ijike all of Professor Sayce's writings, it is

very suggestive, broad in tieatment, and the
concloisions sometimes rest on insufficient evi-
dence."

-f- — Ind. 62: 445. F. 21, '07. 90w.
"Great mass of information closely packed

in this small volume."
4- 4- Sat. R. 103: 753. Je. 15, '07. 1040w.
"The story ... is well worth reading; nothing

in literary history surpasses it; Professor Sayce,
who ha'' himself had no small part in its evo-
lution, teils it with admirable clfearness. Of
course, it is not by any mean finished."

-i Spec. 97: 220. F. 9, '07. 340w.

Schaff, Morris. Spirit of old West Point.
**$3. Houghton. 7-32862.

While there is a personal note sounded thru-
out this autobiography, it chronicles the uni-
versal experiences of all West Point cadets and
so is important as a historic document. The
early experiences of the newly-arrived youtii
through physical hardening processes to which
he is subjected give way to the months of patri-
otic endeavor v/hich result in the "ever-endur-
ing virtues that characterize the soldier, the
Christian and the gentleman."

"His love of poetic imagery, his tendency to
infuse with life and feeling the inanimate ob-
jects about him, his fondness for drawing spir-
itual truths from material facts give to his
narrative a higher beauty and a deeper mean-
ing than we are wont to find in a soldier's
reminiscences." Percy F. Bicknell.

4- + Dial. 43. 310. N. 16, '07. 1500w.

+ Lit. D. 35: 875. D. 7, '07. 410w.

"This book presents an interesting and vivid
description of this discipline, physical, mental,
and moral, bj' which a boy acquires 'the ideals
of the soldier and the gentleman.' "

-h Nation. 85: 499. N. 28, '07. 920w.

"A volume that has both historical value and
picturesque interest."

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 748. N. 28, '07. 140w.

"Throughout the volume the element of hu-
man interest stroni^ly predominates."

-1- R. of Rs. 36: 754. D. '07. 120w.

Schaff, Rev. Philip. History of the
Christian church. 5v. v. 5, pt. i. **$3.25.

Scribner.

V. 5, pt. 1. The middle ages from Gregory
VII.. 1046, to Boniface VIII., 1294, by David S.
Schaff. "The period of the present volume is
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Schaff, Rev. Philip —Continued.
that of the papal theocracy and the scholastic
theology, the 'Bliithezeit' of Catholicism, when
it would hardly do to laugh in one's sleeve at
an encyclical. It was the time also of the rise
of the universities, of the enthusiasm of the
ci'usades, and of the noblest development of
church architecture. The coming historian who
writes a. really great history of this period wili
find the ground well broken by this honorable
endeavor ot a son to complete a father's un-
finished task." (Ind.)

Dial. 43: 322. N. 16. '07. lOOw. (Re-
view of v. 5, pt. 1.)

"General libraries, as well as those «f i^i'^i^"

ters and ecclesiastical institutions will find tne

work invaluable for reference." ,TD^,H^„r
+ + tnd. 63: 945. O. 17, '07. 420w. (Review

of v. 5, pt. 1.)

"A narrative interestingly put, well arranged

and with copious references to the original

aources. This volume is valuable both for tne

general reader and for '.he special student.
^ + + N. Y. Times. 12: 677. O. 26. '0,. 120w.

(Review of v. 5, pt. 1.)

"It is conspicuous for the qualities which se-

cur*!d to his father international fame "

+ + Outlook. 87: 453. O. 26, '07. 260w. (Re-

view ot v. 5, pt. 1.)

Scharff, R. F. European animals. *$2.50.

* Button.
An introductory chapter treats of general

matters affecting zoological distribution and the

value of land mammals and molluscs as a

basis for zoological geography. Then begin-

ning with Ireland he describes some of the

most characteristic animals—and, in spito ot

his title, the plaKts—and by tracing them to

their original homes, he, little by little, reveals

the past geological changes which have affect-

ed that islar.d." (Nation.)

Ath. 1907, 1: 764. Je. 22. SOw.

"For thoroughness and general scientific

worth in its restricted geographical field. Dr.

Scharff's volume will long remain unequalled.

+ + Nation. 85: 460. N. 14, '07. 550w.

"The volume should be in the library of ev-

ery naturalist." R. L.

+ + Nature. 7o: 441. Ag. 29, '07. 790w.

"Dr Sharff's work contributes to the science

a great wealth of facts and observations col-

lected from many sources. The general reader

will find the subject treated in a manner that

is rather bevor.d him; for the book is one that

must be read with care and concentrated at-

ten^on^
Spec. 99: 367. S. 14, '07. 450w.

Scherer, James Augustin Brown. What is

Japanese morality? *75c. S. S. times co.

6-43772.

Five essays which discuss Japanese moral-

ity While they do full justice to Japan's lofty

idealism, they also point out the weak points

in the Oriental code.

logic or a metaphyste, or both, or neither? Dr.
Schiller does not shirk these questions." (Ath.)
His best constructive work is the essay on
"The making of truth" in which he "disclaims
the notion that truth Is created by us out of
nothing."

"On the whole Dr. Scherer is reasonable and
judicial." ^ „

+ Ind. 62: 328. F. 7, '07. olOw.

"Has been able to cram an astonishing
amount of information into a little volume."

+ Outlook. aC: 298. Je. 8, '07. 370w.

R. of Rs. 35: 108. Ja. '07. 90w.

Schiller, Ferdinand Canning Scott. Studies

in humanism. *$3.25. Macmillan.
7-25524-

"This volume Is the most comprehensive and
far-reaohing exposition of the new humanism
that has appeared, yet the possibilities it sug-
gest.-^ are more fascinating than the theories
It definitely develops." (Ind.) "'What is hu-
manism? And what Ita Transatlantic cousin,
pragmatism? Have we in either of them a

H Ath. 1907, 1: 281. Mr. 9. 2020w.
""Whatever we may think of Dr. Schiller's the-

ory, he has given us an attractive and stimu-
lating book—marked by acuteness and lucidity."
Herbert Ij. Stewart.
+ H HIbbert J. 5: 938. Jl. '07. 2320w.
"Is largely controversial. Unfortunately only

one side is given, so the effect is like listening
to a man talking into a telephone. Our en-
joyment of the author's wit is often restrained
by the question whether it is properly de-
served."

h Ind. 62: 797. Ap. 4, '07. 8S0w.
"His criticism is always well worth reading.

On the other hand, his own system contains not
a few features which will give many pause."

H Nature. 76: 220. Jl. 4, '07. 560w.
"Yet witli all his noble rage for concrete

truth he is one of the mcst abstract of writ-
ers. This characteristic makes his latest work
. . . pretty stiff and not extravagantly fruit-
ful reading."— N. Y. Times. 12: 318. Je. 1, '07. 190^v.

"The finished and attractive literary style
in which he presents the new humanism mani-
fests its identity, notwithstanding difference,
with the old."

-f Outlook. 8G: 37. My. 4, '07. 360w.

"Not only is Dr. Schiller, as we infer, young
himself, but he is also writing for the young."— Sat. R. 104: 420. O. 5, '07. 2170^v.

Schillings, Carl Georg. In wildest Africa.

*$S. Harper. 7-35387-
Encouraged by the reception of his "With

flashlight and rifle," the author offers this fresh
series of sketches and impressions of Africa's
wild life, illustrated by 300 photographs or
what Dr. Heck chooses to term "Nature docu-
ments." The chapters reproduce in descrip-
tion and picture animals of jungle and plains,
aiming to impress readers with the importance
of taking active steps to prevent the complete
extermination of wild life.

"FV)r the most part well written, and, we
think, particularly well translated; the style is

often narrative, which is specially attractive to
young people, but besides tales of adventure
there is much that deserves serious attention."

-I- Ath. 1907, 2: 476. O. 19. 620w.

"It brings the lives of African birds and
beasts before us with almost startling accuracy.
As a matter of fact, there is a wide divergence
between title and text in this volume; the larg-
er pnrt of the text deals with matter entirely
foreign to the title." H. E. Coblentz.

-I Dial. 43: 371. D. 1, '07. &10w.

"The power of the photogiaph in revealing the
marvels of tropical scenery has never been so
clearly demonstrated as in this volume, wnereln
the spirit of adventure is blent with the scien-
tific spirit of investigation."

4- -h Lit. D. 35: 760. N. 16, '07. 440w.

"Mr Whyte's part In the preparation of this
volume is Eidmirably done. So easy is his style

and so free from the traces of a foreign lan-
guage that one hardly realizes that the writ-
ing is a translation."
+ -I- Nation. 85: 333. O. 10. '07. 620w.

"It is a pity the text—though it contains
much information and some really important
matter—is not of commensurate worth. But
Dr. Schillings is a photographer—not a writer."

-] N. Y. Times. 12: 595. O. 5, '0i7. 1380w.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: C65. O. 19. '07. lOw.

R. of Rs. 36: 637. N. '07. 130w.

"The illustrations in this book are just as no-
table as thosa in 'With flashlight and rifle.'

And the spirit of the book is the same."
+ + Spec. 99: 572. O. 19, *07. 1560w.
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Schmid, Rudolf. Scientific creed of a the-

ologian; tr. from the 2nd German ed.

by J. W. Stoughton. *$i.50. Armstrong.
A plea for a mutual understanding between

science and Christianity in which the author
takes up successively "the subjects of Crea-
tion, I'rovidence, Prayer, Miiucles, and the
Person of Jesus Christ, he argues that science
and religion nowhere collide, and that the
Christian view is entirely compatible with all

proper claims of science, to which he makes
large concession^." (Outlook.)

Reviewed by Charles R. Barnes.
Am. J. Theol. H: 357. Ap. '07. 450w.

">£is booK is mediating in a good sense of
the word, and its pages inspire the reader with
a feeling of confidence in the justice, if not
always in the persuasiveness, of the writer's
intellect. " Jamcis Moftat.

-r Hibbert J. 5: 468. Ja. 'O.'. 720w.

Ind. 63: 516. Ag. 29. '07. tiOw.

••On the whole it is a useful book to credit
to a country which has sent us too much of
the contrary kind."

4- Outlook. 85: 377. F. 16, 'OT'. 190w.

"May be recommended as an admirable
handbook on its subject."

+ Spec. 98: 1006. Je. 29, '07. 410w.

Schmidt, Ferdinand. Gudrun. tr. from the
German by George P. Upton. *6oc. Mc-
Clurg. 6-36031.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 22. Ja. '07. +
Schmidt, Ferdinand. Herman and Thus-

nelda; tr. from the German, by George
P. Upton. (Life stories for young peo-
ple.) **6oc. McClurg. 7-31226.

This story of the hero of Tuetoberg forest
extends from his early days to his defeat of
Varus, the Roman general, in that year which
his victorj' has celebrated, 9 A.D., and to his
union with Thusnelda, daughter of Segest.
"With the thrilling incidents of Herman's life
are side lights upon the customs and super-
stitions of the day.

Schmidt, Johann Kaspar (Max Stirner,
pseud.). Ego and his own; tr. from
the German by Steven T. Byington.
$1.50. Tucker, B: R. 7-13485.

"The book ... is divided into two parts:
first. The man; second, I. . . . Goethe's 'I place
my all on nothing,' ... is Stirner's keynote
to his egoistic symphony. His ego and not the
family is the imit of the^ social life. . . . The
world belong to all, but all are T. I alone am
individual proprietor. . . . He repudiates all

laws. Repudiates competition. . . . Socialism
is a new god, a new abstraction to tyrannize
over the ego. . . . Stirner was a foe to general
ideas. He was an implacable realist."—N. Y.
Times.

"What interests one in Stirner is not his
argument, but his audajcity. The book is in-
volved and incoherent, and even curiosity to
see what can he said by an advocatua diaboU
will not tempt many to read it."— Ind. 62: 1091. My. 9, '07. 860w.

"The English Iranslaticn of 'The ego and his
own' is admirable; it is that of a philologist
and a versatile scholar. Stirner's form is open
to criticism. It is vermicular. His thought
is never confused, but he sees too many sides
of his theme, embroiders it with so many vari-
ations, that he repeats himself. He has neither
the crystalline brilliance nor poetic glamour of

Nietzsche." James Hunekt>r.
h N. Y. Times. 12: 249. Ap. 20, '07.

5430W.

"Max Stirner may shock, may amuse you.

But he is bound to set you thinking." James
Huneker.

4 ^4o, Am. ISa: 332. Je. 7, '07. 2340w.

Schmidt, Nathaniel. Prophet of Nazareth.
**$2.5o. Macmillan. S-39858,

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is difHcult to take Schmiidt's arguments
seriously. A perusal of recent etudies ot^the
life of Jesus is an instructive discipline in the
estiinating of critical theories. Few of them,
indeed, can be accused of the baseless extrava-
gances v/hich appear on the pages of Professor-
Schmidt." H. A. A. Kennedy.— Am. J. Theol. 11: 155. .Ja. '07. 930w.

".V very scholarly, scientific, and Iconoclastic,
yet reverent, volume."

-r R. of Rs. 35: 117. Je. '07. 160w.

Schnabel, Carl, Handbook of metallurgy,
tr. by Henry Louis. 2v. *$6.5o. Mac-
millan.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"It will be seen that the criticisms made
are all with the style and arrangement, rather
the matter itself, which is copious and well
and judiciously collected." Bradley Stoughton.

-J Engln. N, 57: 441. Ap. 18, '07. 700w.
(Review, of v. 2)

"The description of the alloys is usually
rather mc^agre, with curiously slight regard to
the work of the last twenty years. In general,
however, the informiation is full, accurate, and
up to date, and is conveyed in a pleasant,
readable manner."

H Nature. 75: 4S6. Mr. 21, '07. 270w. (Re-
view ot V. 2.)

Schofield, Alfred Taylor. Home life in

order. $1.50. Funk.
"This book deals with the anatomy and phys-

iology of the human body, the elements of hy-
giene, sick nursing, and fiist aid. It is written
by one who has had a long and successful ex-
perience as a lecturer on all these subjects, and
who is therefore able to speak with authority.
The information conveyed is just of the right
sort, and expressed in the simplest language. '

—Ath.

"A few strokes of the pen will easily remedy
these small mistakes, and the book is good and
trustworthy in everv otli.^r respect."

-I Ath. 1907, 1: 260. Mr. 2. 310w.

"As the work of a physician of eminence in

Liondon, it has scientific value, but its greater
merit is the charmingly intimate and humane
spirit in which it is written."

+ Lit. D. 35: 98. Jl. 20, '07. 80w.

"Filled with solid and reliable information
useful to all who desire a knowledge of their-

physical nature and needs."
-I- Outlook. Sti: 258. Je. 1, '07. 80w.

Schofield, William Henry. English litera-

ture, from the Norman conquest to

Chaucer. *$i.50. Macmillan. 6-36418.

This Is the first of a two-volume work cover-
ing the literary history of England from the
Norman conquest to the time of Elizabeth.
"The book differs in plan from the other vol-
umes in the series, and Indeed from most his-

tories of English literature. In that the author
does not deal with the whole production of each
successive period. Instead, he treats his Tnate-

rial according to the different 'genres,' tracing
separately the evolution of each. ... Jn the
main division of the work—that which deals
with English literaturt proper—the chapter on
the romance takes the leading place. . . .

The chapters on the tales, historical, religious,

and didactic works, and lyrics in the vernacu-
lar, are thorough and adequate—like the excel-
lent bibliography which concludes the work."
(Nation.)

"Both the strength and the weakness of Prof.
Schofield' s work may be exphessed by saying
that It is written from the point of view of a
'Professor of comparative literature' rather than
from that of an expert in the special literature
of Middle English."

H Ath. 1907, .1: 94. Ja. 26. 154(>w.
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Schofield, William Henry —Continued.
"The shortcoming is not in scholarship, for the

book is a marvel of labor both close and dis-

cursive, but in maturity." Frank Jeweit Ma-
ther, jr.

^ Bookm. 25: 617. Ag. '07. l«70w.

"It offers an exceptionally thorough treat-

ment of its period, done in the light of a schol-

arly tradition that runs from Gaston Paris to

Child, and from Child to Professors Kittredge
and Norton."

-i- + Dial. 42:115. F. IG, '07. 260w.

"Whatever the merits of Professor Schofield'.s

book, it is not particularly clear or easy read-

ing."
4- _ ind. 63: 452. Ag. 22, '07. 540w.

"Tho of less interest to the general reader
than to the special student, is to the latter

fairly indispensable, in spite of its decided un-
evenness, as a contribution to the history of a

period which has never been treated either

quite thoroxi£?hlv or satisfactorily."

-I Ind. 63: 1230. N. 21, '07. 80w.

"Mr. Schofield has not always succeeded In

keeping the illusion of life and progress: we
imagine that his work will be found more inter-

esting as a book of reference than as a history
to read through. The book is full of instruc-
tion, written with a delight in learning which
comes out more clearly the more the argument
is tested "

H Lond. Times. 6: 11. Ja. 11. '07. 1240w.

"In literary execution there is considerable
unevenness. Parts are admirably written; for

example, the introduction, distinguished by Its

freshness of treatment and breadth of view, the
general discussion of the matter of Britain, and
the chapter on religious works. On the other
hand, the style, as we have intimated, betrays
lassitude in the concluding sections of the chap-
ter on romance and in some pages of the chap-
ter on Anglo-Latin literature. On the whole,
however, the work is excellent."

^ Nation. S3: 443. N. 22, '06. 1530w.

"To most readers the most Interesting part
will be the romance. Arthurian and other; but
whatever the subject it will be found ade-
quately treated."

+ Spec. 97: 792. N. 17. '07. 230w.

Scholl, John William. Ode to the Russian
people. $1. Badger, R. G. 7-10040.

An ode to Russia's millions which cries not
only "evolution" but "revolution."

Scholz, R. F., and Hornbeck, S. K. Oxford
and the Rhodes scholarships; with list

of Rhodes scholars and other informa-

tion complete to the end of Jannary,

1907. *85c. Oxford. 7-26974-

Information of a statistical nature required

by those who contemplate trying for a Rhodes
scholarship.

-f Nation. 84: 264. Mr. 21, '07. 50w.

"A useful little volume."
+ Spec. 98: 337. Mr. 2, '07. 160w.

Schuen, Rev. Joseph. Outlines of sermons
for young men and young women. *$2.

Benziger. 6-23286.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Ihev treat important topics 'in a practical

fa.-^hion' suited to tha needs of the people."

-I- Cath. World. 84: G48. Ja. '07. 90w.

Schultz, James Willard. My life as an In-

dian: the story of a red woman and a

white man in the lodges of the Black-

feet; il. from photographs mostly by
George B. Grinnell. **$i.5o. Double-

day. 7-(>7?,7-

"An intimate revelation of the domestic life

of the Blarkfoot Indians by a man who married

into the tribe and lived many years with them.
Reads like a romance from beglnnmg to end,

not the least interesting part of it being the
tra,ditions and bits of old stories retold by the
author with simplicity and real charm. Pub-
lished originally as a serial in 'Forest and
stre.im,' under the title of "In the lodges of the
Blackfeet' and the pseudonym W. B. Ander-
son."—A. L. A. Bkl.

->r A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 105. Ap. '07. S.

"The value of the book is its record of a
state of societj' which has now passed."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 787. Je. 29. 280w.
"The author has inherited the Indian's na-

tive eloquence along with his tastes and ideals,
and his story is one of the most authoritative
and interesting revelations of Indian life that
we have seen."

4- Lit. D. 34:470. Mr. 23, '07. 330w.

"This trader is evidently plagued, like many
others, by the presence of a secondary person-
ality under imperfect control. His narrative is
perpetually disturbed by the emergence of an
invader, an unclean spirit in the shape of a lit-
erary person, a lover of the heroic, the roman-
tic, the Arcadian, quite a gifted literary person
too."

-f Lond. Times. 6: 222. Jl. 12, '07. 970w.
"Through the straightforward and unaffect-

ed maimer in which he pictures his life, the
reader learns more about the nature of the In-
dians among whom Mr. Schultz has lived than
in the most elaborate scientific treatises."

-t- Nation. 84:339. Ap. 11, "07. 220w.
"Should be widely circulated, if only to cor-

rect mistaken impressions of what the Indians
weru before the buffalo disappeared; and what
they still may be under the guidance of hon-
est and generous Indian agents."

-h N. Y. Times. 12:125. Mr. 2, '07. 490w.

"There are all sorts of humorous and other
anecdotes, told in a literary manner."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15, '07. 140w.

+ R. of Rs. 36: 426. Jl. 'Q7. 130w.

+ Sat. R. 104: 301. S. 7, '07. T30w.

"Furnish the truest and most sympathetic
records of the inner and domestic life of the
Indian of the plains."

-t- Spec. 99: 134. Jl. 27, '07. 350w.

Schurz, Carl. Reminiscences of Carl Schurz.
* il. 2v. **$6. McClure. 7-36232.

Remmiscences that are important for their

German-American quality. "There are two
characteristics of this attractive autobiography
whicii should commend it to the study of the
general reader. It is in the first place the ac-
count of an individual brought up with all the
advantages of German education, amid all the
associations of monarchism, and with prospects
of success in his own country, whose convic-
tions and predilections drove him into the arms
of Ainorioan rt-publicanism. ... in the sec-

ond place, it throws a new light on the events
of recent American history." (Lit. D.)

"With tiie externals of this work one might
easily pick a few quarrels. Either the proof-

reading has been lamentably careless in a con-
siderable number of instances, or else bad edi-

torial judgment has religiously followed mero
slips of the pen in the original manuscript. AH
this however, cannot seriously detract from the

value of the really great hiographica! works of

recent years." W. H. Johnson.

4 + ._ Dial. 43: 413. D. 16, '07. 2320w.

"Tho whole character of the work is one of

frank, and easy self-revelation. It is full of per-

sonal anecdote, personal adventure, personal

opinion. Those who take it up are not likely

to put it aside until th-:>y have road tho whole
of it, and, indeed, it is well worth reading l>oth

.IS a =ource of interest and an inspiration."

+ 4- Lit. D. 35: S76. D. 7. '07. 9rO\v.

Lit. D. 35: 917. D. 14, '07. 120w.

"They throw much light on the stormy poli-

ties c-i the time, on the characters and attain-

ments of the leaders on either side, and on the

temper and methods of parly action. It is not
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too inucli tc sfiy iliat JJncolu cannot fully bo
known without this study." Edward Cary.

+ + N. Y. Times, li': 832. D. 14, '07. 1900w.

"To most of iis this book reveals a new
phase in his chaiacter in that it is pervaded
witli a gentle humor, with a shrewd discrim-
ination as to mer's character and motives, and
a power of direct and .forcible narration which
is r-ire indeed. The work will take a high
place in the literature of biography and remi-
niscence."
+ r Outlook. S7: 613. N. 23, '07. 230w.

"He enjoyed intimate personal acquaintance
with a remarkably large number oi' American
s-oldiors and statf.smen. For that leason and
because of the clarity and grace of his liter-
ary style these volumes of reminiscences by
Mr. Schurz are of surpassing interest."

4- + R. of Rs. 36: 753. D. '07. 2S0w.

Schuster, Ernest Joseph. Principles of Ger-
* man civil law. *$4.i5. Oxford. 7-26411.

Here Dr. Schuster has presented to English
readers the entire private or civil law of the
Gerrapn empire. "'The immediate and practi-
cal purpose of the book :.s to aid the English
lawyer in dealing with ccnflicts of law; and
for this reason the German rules of interna-
tional private law are set forth and compared
with the Erglish in connection with the mat-
ters in which choice of law has most often to
te made. The author's chief purpose, however,
is ... to aid in placing the study of the
Engli.sh law on a higher plane." (Pol. Sci. Q.)

"This is an admirable book, well calculated
to r'"'5mcte the serious study of cf-mparativc
law and to give a trustworthy account of the
great work accomplished by tlie juridical sci-
ence of Germany. He has carried out his pur-
pose with great acuteness and learning."

-L + Lend. Times. 6: 130. Ap. 26, '07. 1370w.

"Dr. Schuster has done his work so well that
his book in to be recommended to English,
American an(i German lawyers. In helping
Anglo-American and German lawyers to under-
stand one another Dr. Schuster ha.s not only
facilitated the exchange of useful ideas, but
has enabled the lawyers of each country to
gain a better understanding of their own tech-
nical terms." Rudolph I.eonhard.

+ + Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 723. D. '07. 530w.
"One of the most useful of studies for the

young lawyer whose interest in law is not yet
confined to turning up books for his cases,
would be to read Mr. Schuster's admirable
book."

+ Sat. R. 104: 212. Ag. 17, '07. 220w.

Schuyler, Montgomery. Westw^ard the
course of empire: "out West" and "back
East" on the first trip of the Los An-
geles limited; reprinted with additions
from the N. Y. Times. **$i.25. Put-
nam. 6-42436.

An account of a trip across the continent in
less than a for.cnight, to which the author has
added under the head of "Consideration by the
way," four suggestive chapters upon; Jjiberty,
Equality, P'raternity, and Triumphant democ-
racy.

"Writes philosophically and out of a full
mind."

+ Lit. D. S4: 106. Ja. 19, '07. 80w.

Putnam's. 2: 119. Ap. '07. 160w.

Schuyler, William, tr. and ed. Under Pon-
tius Pilate. t$i.5o. Funk. 6-36184.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"It is all done reverently enough, and can be
read; but there is an effort at modernization in
the attitude of the characters, and in the style
ther*; is more than one elapse of taste."

H Nation. 83: 464. N. 29, '06. 240w.

"Considering the perennial interest of the
subject and the skill and discretion of this
treatment, one would expect for 'Under Pon-

tius Pilate' a success, from the publisher's
point of view, by no means likely to exhaust
itself with the season of the first publication."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 886. D. 22. '06. 1130w.

ScoIIarci, Clinton. Easter-song; lyrics and
ballads of the joy of springtime. $3.50.
George W. Browning, Clinton, N. Y.

6- 1 1539-
A collection of half a hundred lyrics and bal-

lads, all ol wliicii sing of the gladness which
comes in "The green o' the year."

Reviewed by Vni. M. Payne.
Dial. 42: L53. Ap. 16, '07. 180w.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 431. Jl. 6, '07. 270w.
"It is gentle April verse, not riotous nor

riant . . . full of delicate perception, and ex-
pression."

-f Putnam's. 2: 121. Ap. '07. 200w.

Scott, Dixon. Liverpool, il. (Color books
ser.) *$2.5o. Macmillan.

Liverpool is described by Mr. Scott and pic-
tured by J. Hamilton Hay. It is "an f.ttempi
to m.irror the vital .aspect which the city pre-
sents to the world today rather than to offm-
a rechauffS of the past."

"The plates in colour are far above those
usually found in books of this series, and while
lot doing full justice to Mr. Hay's powers, they
at least attest the quality of his colour and the
purity of its application. Mr. Scott's style, un-
like his Liverpool, though 'variegated and dis-
tracted,' fails to be 'pui.ssant and concerted.' "

H Acad. 73: 840. Ag. £1, '07. 7o0w.

"We cannot call the book a success, for it

conveys nothing very definite to the mind of
the reader."

i-
Ath. 190", 2: 308. S. 14. 81 Ow.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"The book is somewhat fatiguing. Sometimes,
too, it lapses into something that a hostile ob-
server might call silliness."

-I Spec. 9;i: 370. S. 14, '07. 400w.

Scott, Ernest F. Fourth gospel: its purpose
and theology. *$2. Scribner. 7-36975.

A work which "is wholly concerned with the
literary form, the purpose, and the theology of
'John.' ... A twofold purpose is seen in it;

primarily, tlie expression of a profound per-
sonal religion, and at the same time the ad-
justment of it intellectually to a new age and
environment, in the reconciliation of Hebraic
with Hellenic ideas."—Outlook.

"Thoughtful and stimulating book." James
S. Riggs.
+ + Am, J. Theol. 11: 535. Jl. '07. 1280w.

Ath. 1907, 1: 437. Ap. 13. 760w.

"A thorough study."
-f Bib. World. 29: '239. Mr. '07. 50w.

"Perhaps it is best to take Mr. Scott as he
has taken John (whether rightly remains to
1)6 seen)—a combination of streams of thought
which can hardly be harmonized, and which
leads to inconsistencies of thinking and direct
contradictions of expression." Frank Grant
Lewis.

H Bib. World. 30: 235. S. '07. 1180w.

"A more complete and enlightening presen-
tation of the Johannine theology has not been
produced in recent years, and to one who would
work his w.ty into the thought and spiritT of
the fourth gospel no better guide could be
recommended."

-f- + Ind. 63: 452. Ag. 22, '07. 270w.

"The most valuable treatise on the Gospel of
John that has app-eared in recent years."

-I- + Ind. 63: 12S5. N. 21, '07. lOOw.

"It is the merit of Mr. Scott both to liave
made clear the profitable line of study in con-
nection with the Gospel of John, and also to
have exhibited some valuable results of en-
deavor of this sort."

-j- + Nation. 84:315. Ap. 4, '07. .540w.
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Scott, Ernest F. —Continued.
"This is a fresh -work of the first rank

among the many on its subject."
-}- -r Outlook. 85: 281. F. 2, 07. 450w.

"We think that it is hardly possible for the
case to he put more fully, more clearly, or
more temperately than in the volume before
us; and though we may disagree with its ar-
guments and conclusions we cannot but ad-
mire the admirable way in which they are
presented."

-\ Sat. R. 104: 304. S. 7. "07. 1410w.

Scott, G, Firth. Romance of polar explo-

ration; interesting descriptions of Arc-
tic and Antarctic adventure from the

earliest time to the voyage of the "Dis-
covery." *$i.50. Lippincott. 6-35304.

This book ably sustains the claim of its title.

It gives tlic .story of the explorations toward
both poles in a fashion not only interesting
but historically exact.

"Is a slight affair, milk for babes." E. T.

Brewster.— Atlan. 100: 261. Ag. '07. 40w.

"We may compare Mr. Scott's book on polar
exploration with the original records, and it

will stand the test. It covers both the arctic
and antarctic regions, and may be commended
to any reader as a compilation that tells in a
way that interests the story of many leading
incidents in polar research." Cyrus C. Adams.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 846. D. 8, 'OG. 50w.
Sat. R. 102: sup. 10. D. 8, '06. 40w.

4- Spec. U7: sup. 657. N. ?., "06. 18(Jw.

Scott, John Reed. Beatrix of Clare. t$i.5o.

Lippincott. 7-18101.

England in the time of Richard III, forms
the setting for this tale of romance and adven-
ture which takes place close about the throne.
Beatrix, beauty, heiress, and countess of Clare
is won by the |'oung knight and courtier De
Lacy beneath the friendly smiles of both king
and queen, while their love affair is troubled
by abduction and bloodshed, and influenced by
the great events which stir the kingdom and
even threaten the crown.

him out of ?5,000. . . . Aldrich assumes the theft
himself and goes to prison for four years. . . .

It is a tract on prison discipline, the reforma-
tion of the criminal, the uplifting, physical,
mental and moral of the masses, and the greed
of wealth, thinly veneered with "heart inter-
est.' "—N. Y. Times.

'Rather better than the average of its kind. '

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 204. N. '07.

"Done with a freshness and a verve that
makes one forgive the familiar situations, and
well-worn devices, and for an idle hour quite
enjoy the knight's tempestuous wooing of his

wilful lady."

H Bookm. 25: 602. Ag. '07. 320w.

"In manner and sentiment is poor stuff, and
about as unreal as possible." Wm. M. Payne.— Dial. 43: 63. Ag. 1, '07. 130w.

"The book abounds In royal gossip."

-J Ind. 63: 402. Ag. 15, '07. lOOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15, '07. 140w.

"It is a good story, as historical romances
go."

-\- N. Y. Times. 12: 525. Ag. .31, '07. S20w.

+ Outlook. 86: 833. Ag. 17, '07. llOw.

Scott, John Reed. Colonel of the Red huz-
zars. t$i.5o. Lippincott. 6-21386.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Vhe story is impossible but more readable
than most, and it is well printed and illus-

trated, full of bright dialogue, and has for her-
oine the most outrageous flirt since Rosalind."

-i
Acad. 72: 192. F. 23, '07. 140w.

Scott, Leroy. To him that hath. t$i.5o.

Doubleday. 7-23303-

"The story turns on the heroic self-sacrifice
of a young man, David Aldrich, who, at the
death of his best friend, the Rev. Philip Morton,
flnds out that the latter was hopelessly in the
tolls of an adventuress, who had blackmailed

"It is the simple directness of the narrative,
as well as the reality of the types depicted,
that holds you to the end." Frederic Tab«r
Cooo€r

4- Bookm. 26: 164. O. '07. 310w.
"The plot of the novel is forced . . . and

the action is over .nrielodramatic, but it is a
particularly striking.; production for all that, and
its essential pathos is relieved by much subsidi-
ary incident, and even by touchcL of genuine
humor." Wm. M. Payne.

-i Dial. 43. 253. Q. 16, '07. 310w.

"Mr. Scott is a hero worshiper of martyred
manhood among the poor and unfortunate, a
writer who compels admiration and attention
by his friendliness to the friendless and by the
sanity of his conclusions concerning some so-
ciological problems, rather than by literary
ability."

H Ind. 63: 817. O. 3, '07. 620w.

"Far more important than its literary merit
implies."

-t- !nd. 03: 1227. N. 21, '07. GOw.

•'It Is written with much effort and earnest-
ness; and it is fairly entertaining. The author
is not without a sense of humor. But when all

is said, fiction makes a poor appearance in the
pulpit; and most books of this sort are neither
good stories nor good sf^rmons."

H N. /. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, '07. 540w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"That which gives Mr. Scott's book tho vital-
ity and strength which it unquestionably pos-
sesses is his ability to make one see these luck-
less tjijes ... as his hero saw them."

+ Outlook. 87: 44. S. 7, '07. 150w.

"It is good story-tfelling genius to get theor
into the reader without his knowing it."

-f- Putnam's. 3; 238. N. '07. 710w.

Scott, M. H. Baillie. Houses and gardens.
*$I2. Scribner. 7-3397--

"We have here the fruits of an exceptionally
wide and varied experience in the planning, dec-
oration and equipment of houses of all dimen-
sions, from small week-end cottages to large
country houses both in England and abroad.
This volume testifies eloquently to the fact
that, besides being an architect equipped with
an ample fund of scientific knowledge, Mr. Scott
is also an artist possessing a mature under-
standing of the proper relations of use and
beauty; .'\nd the aim of this work is to show
what possibilities of beauty are present in the
construction of a house."—Int. Studio.

"In many ways this is a surprising volume.
Its most striking feature is the skill of the
draughtsmanship, particularly in the coloured
plates. Much of it is well written, with elo-

quent passages and not a few well-turned epi-
grams, but more is equally dull, with the same
idea reiterated in chapter after chapter in al-

most identical words."
H Ath. 1907, 1: 704. Je. 8. 360w.

"It is to be hoped that a valuable treatise

such as this will meet with that wide recogni-
tion which it deserves."

-f -i- Int. Studio. HI: 83. Mr. '07. 20Gw.

"Theie is, on the wiiole, so nuich of good
suggestion; of good taste, and of common sense
in the book, that one easily overlooks minor
deficiencies."
+ -\ Nation 85: 106. Ag. 1, '07. 730w.

Scott, Sir Walter. Quentin Durward; ed.

by R. W. Bruere. *5oc. Ginn. 7-7198.

Ati edition designed for the use of high
scliools and ar.ulemies. It is cr. nipped \vith

ample editorial helps.
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Scratton, Howell. Fortuna filly. $1.50.

Luce, J: W.
The Fortuna filly is a horse of Tare promise

and this story, while it is a romance, centers
about the race track and the training stables,

and concerns races and trainers so exclusively
that the love affair of the owner's daughter and
the young lawyer who in the end wins his wife
and a fortune on the Fortuna filly, is thrust into
the background.

"Food, drink, and horse are the delightful in-

gredients of this innocent idyl."— Nation. 85: 58. Jl. 18, '07. 570w.

Scripture, Edward Wheeler. Researches in

experimental phonetics; the study 01

speech ciirves. (Carnegie inst. of Wash-
ington. Pub. no. 44.) pa. $2. Carnegie
inst. . 7-2321.

"The groundwork of the results of Dr. Scrip-
ture's recent work abroad, in the laboratories
organized at Munich, Berlin and Zurich. Save
for illustrative examples from the records, the
present volume deals almost exclusively with
methods; nearly all of the la.st fifty pages are
taken up with tables, some of which appear for
the first time, and should prove most helpful
to otl'.er Investigators along these lines."—^Sci-

ence.

Ind. 63: 223. Jl. 25, '07. 420w.

"We congratulate Dr. Scripture on the pro-
duction of a splendid monograph. It might havn
been improved by fuller bibliographical details,

and perhaps by a more adequate recognition of
the work of others." John G. McKendrick.
+ -\ Nature. 75: 392. F. 21, '07. 2530w.

"Perhaps the main objection to the work is

that the correctness of the original gramophone
records has been taken too much on faith."
Frederic Lyman Wells.
+ -\ Science, n.s. 26: 170. Ag. 9, '07. 740w.

Scudder, Vida Button. Disciple of a saint;

being the imaginary biography of Ran-
iero di Landoccio dei Pagliaresi. $1.50.
Button. W 7-125.

"This 'imaginary biography' of Neri di Lan-
doccio, secretary of Saint Catherine of Siena
is ... a book full of human interest. ... Of
story, in the ordinary sense, except such as is

furnished by the background of actual recorded
events, there is littie. . . . The drama is a
drama of 'soul-states,' Yet. if the chief in-
terest is psychological, this is not through in-
ability on the part of the author to present the
material side of things: biena in the throes of
the plague-epidemic and the papal court at
Avignon are vividly set before the reader."

—

Ath.

"The author's familiarity with her period Is
pleasantly apparent, and her characters, al-
though they speak a language happily free from
deliberate archaisms, fairly represent their
century."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 659. Je. 1. 240w.
"Perhaps, despite the author's deft allusions

and unmistakable accuracy, the historian will
not be content."

-I Cath. World. 85: 825. S. '07. 71(hv.

"A noteworthy success in a most difficult
form of writing. In the dialogue, the most dif-
ficult part of an historical romance, Miss Scud-
der has achieved a distinct success. Her dic-
tion, however, is at times decidedly over-
strained."
4- H Nation. 84: 567. Je. 20, '07. 640w.

''All through the exquisitely elaborated story
there are a reserve, a dignity of expression, and
a comprehension of the required attitude of
mind that are refreshing to the thoughtful rea-
der."

-f- + Outlook. 86: 117. My. 18, '07. 160w.

Sea stories, retold from St. Nicholas.
(Geographical stories.) *6sc. Century.

7-29583.
Jack London, Giistav Kobb6, Greorge Kennan,

Tudor Jenks and a good many others tell of
exciting sea-happenings with a good bit of gen-
eral information about divers, light-houses, tid.-

al waves, etc.

Seabrook, Phoebe Hamilton. Daughter of
the Confederacy: a story of the old
South and the new. $1.50. Neale.

6-43778.
"Unlike the majority of novels of the war

period, this one does not dwell upon the horrors
of camp and field, of prison and hospital, but
upon the daily life of a family left to the so-
called slighter horrors of Inactivity, anxiety and
starvation."

Seaver, Richard W. To Christ through
criticism. (Donellan lectures, 190^-6.)
**$i.5o. Scribner.

The burden of these lectures is "Justification
of the new theology and defence of critical
principles and results as not hostile to devout
life." (Nation.)

"A reverent and thoughtful discussion of
the Gospel miracles In the light of modem
criticism."

-f Ind. 62:390. Mr. 14, '07. 40w.

Nation. 84:265. Mr. 21, '07. lOOw.

Seawell, Molly Elliott. Loves of the lady
Arabella. t$i.5o. Bobbs; 6-36177.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"A readable enough little tale."
-^ N. Y. Times. 12: 62. F. 2, '07. 500w.

"This old-fashioned romance, with Its famil-
iar typps and conventional action, is charming
because of its literary style and generally ar-
tistic workmanship. Mr. Underwood's illustra-
tion.s are a little stiff, and crude in color."

I Outlook. 84: 941. D. 15, '06. 30w

Seawell, Molly Elliott. Secret of Toni; il.

by George Brehm. t$i.5o. Appletnn.
7-.=;687.

"The story of a dirty, lazy, little boy whose
only friends are a nice clean little boy and a
tin soldier to whom he tells all his trouble.
The boys grow up as friends, and both be-
come soldiers who have ups and downs enough
to Interest the reader to the happy end."—A.
L. A. Bkl.

"The plot is absurd, but there Is a certain
freshness about it that many fiction reader.**

will enjoy."
H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 79. Mr. '07. +
"A rather thin, unsubstantial little tale. But

. . . one feels no resentment toward it, for the
childhood portion is really quite enjoyable."
Frederic Taber Cooper.

] Bookm. 26: 90. Mr. "07. 270w.

"Toni. the hero of the present novel, need
not fear comparison with any of the cherub
group that we heretofore have met In Miss
Seawell's pages."

+ Lit. D. 34: 548. Ap. 6, '07. 310w.

"A sprightly story, well constructed and vi-

vaciously told. Notwithstanding the numerous
books which Miss Seawell has written, she has
not yet learned what literary virtues are to be
gained by an occasional due reserve of state-
ment."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 99. F. 16, '07. 270w.

Sedgwick, Anne Douglas. Fountain sealed.

t$i.5o. Century. 7-30436.

A character study of three distinct tjrpes. A
mother whose peace of mind was constantly
assailed by a selfish husband exploiting all the
proprieties of life decides to live apaJTt from
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Sedgwick, Anne Douglas

—

Continued.
J;im. She goes abroad and makes a cozy draw-
ingroom the center of a vrarmth which she ra-
diates after the fashion of her own serenity,
sincerity and disrnity. The daughter, devoted to

the father, furnishes the second type. At his

death the mother returns to find her daug-hter
an arrogant, selfish, heartless girl unable to

detect values. The third type is honest Jack
Pennington whose integrity but reveals more
convincingly the girl's shallowness and the
mother's patient unselfishness.

"The workmanship is excellent and to those

readers who enjoy a ruthless dissection, skilful-

ly done, the book will be worth while. Of plot

there is scarcely anything."
+ _ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 204. N. '07.

"The best of many good qualities is the spir-

it in which it is written. A finished piece of

true comedy.''
+ + Lend. Times. -6: 341. N. S, '07. 5.50w.

"The plain citi?en, the clamorer for a simple
irtorv, will not take kindly to 'A fountain sealed,'

On the other haiid, the reader who is attracted

bv the SiUbtle in style and substance, who likes

a," maximum of soul-searching with a minimum
of 'scene, will find it a mine of interest, and
will have the further satisfaction of perceiving

that a novel may deal with the subtleties, yet

be unqutstionably clean."
-\ Nation. 85: 446. N. 14, '07. 580w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. oOv.'.

"It is such a moving, vivid, illuminating pic-

ture of the kind of tragedy that everywhere dig-

nifies human life, that it can but make a wide
^ppeal^

N. Y. Times. 12: 694. N. 2, '07. 560w.

"It will add to Miss Sedgwick's already se-

cure reputation, and give much real pleasure to

thoughtful readers."

-t- + Outlook. 87: 450. O. 26, '07. 340w.

"Its admirable character-drawing, and its dis-

tinction of style, will add to a reputation al-

ready secure."
-f -I- Outlook. 87: 623. N. 23, '07. 40w.

"Well-wrought and engrossing story."
4- H Spec. 9'J: 780. N. 16, '07. l'200w.

Sedgwick, Mrs. Mabel (Cabot). Garden
month by month. **$4. Stokes. 7-15329-

A new plan is employed in this practical vol-

ume. "On each page there are six vertical

coluTin'! under the month in which the flower

blossoms. The Qrst column gives the color,

the next the English name, the next the bot-

anical name, the next the description and
method of culture, propagation and origin, and
then the hight and situation m the garden,

and finallv, the duration of the blooming. These
are illustrated by over 200 .. . engravings

from photographs of growing plants. ' (Ind.)

"The Index is full and carefully made. A.-
together, this is a most valuable book for the

shelves devoted to one's garden library, in a lo-

cation handv for reference." Edith Granger.

-I- Dia'l. 42: 368. Je. 16, '07. 590w.

"There is in it no nonsense of fine writing

and poetical quotations."
4- Ind. 62: 972. Ap. 25, '07. 130w.

"We should suppose it might remain a stand-

ard for many years."
+ Lit. D. 35: 132. Jl. 27, '07. llOw.

+ Nation. 85: 547. D. 12, '07. llOw.

"It is an Intelligent and amplified catalogue
of the plants described, anl its painstaking sin

-

ceritv .ind infinite care of c^etail should give it

a place on the reference shelf of garden books "

+ -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 236. Ap. 13, '07.

lOGOw.
"The beginner In this delightful pursuit would

probably find some of the simpier and less ex-
hau.stive garden books more helpful and not so
bewildering"

I Outlook. 86: 118. My. 18, '07. 200w.

Segur, Marquis de. Julie de Lespinasse; tr.

from the French by P. H. Lee Warner.
*$2.5o. Holt. 7-37963-

The letters of Mademoiselle de Lespinasse
not only form a human document that reveals
a tortured existence but are a symbol of the
revolution accomplished in contemporary
thought during her period, viz., "the change of
the age of reason into the age of passion and
sentimental license." The author had access
to archives heretofore unattainable which
cleared up facts regarding the early life of
Mademoiselle Lespinasse, her education, rela-
tions with the Marquis de Mora, and the pub-
lic and worldly side of her character. The
sketch embodies its negative lesson chiefly in
this intense woman's blind adoration for Count
de Guibert. Her suffering .strikes the univer-
sal note, and she pays the full retributive price
for her wrong-doing.

"The book is a model of wise biography.
The translation is on the whole, good and
clear; but it is marred by occasional lapses
which should certainly be amended oefore thf;

second edition is produced."
+ -\ Acad. 72: 265. Mr. 16, '07. 770w.

"[TJie translation] is characterized
by inelegance, and not infrequently by mis-rep-
resicntation of the original."— Ath. 1907, 2: 177. Ag. 17. 190w.

"At last we have an authoritative, and, it

would seem, a definitive life of that most in-
teresting [Julie de Lespinasse]." S. M. Francis.

-t- + Atlan. 100: 491. O. '07. 280w.

"The Marquis de Segur has brought enough
personal interest and enthusisasm to his work
to counteract largely his lack of constructive
literary ability."

-j Dial. 43: 67. Ag. 1, '07. 360w.
"Though ampls and interesting, contributes

but little of real weight to a familiar story."
-r Nation. 84: 503. Je. 30, '07. 420w.

"J-'robahly comes as near telling the truth
about this remarkable woman as any senti-
m -nial biography written long after the death
of the subi.^ct ran be expected to come."

i N. Y. Times. 12: 285. My. 4, '07. llOOw.

Outlook. 86: 480. Je. 29, '07. 300w.

"More than one book has been written around
her, but this simple record of her life by the
Marquis de Segur is by far the most interest-
ing of them all." Hildegarde Hawthorne.

-f Putnam's. 2: 475. Jl. '07. 80w.

"This booh was reallv worth tran.slatlng."

-h Sat. R. 103: 372. Mr. 23, '07. 11 Ow.

Seignobos, (Michel 7can) Charles. History
of ancient civilization; tr. and ed. by
Arthur Herbert Wilde. *$i.25. Scrib-
ner. 6-32375.

V. 1. An En^;lish version of a, well-known
French text boolc designed for use in second-
ary schools. Volume 1 covers a period from
pre-nistoric times down to the third century
of our era.

Am. Hist. R. 11: 957. Jl. '06. 30w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 72. Mr, '07. (Review
of V. 1.3

"Is the most satisfactory history of civiliza-

tion that hr,s yet appeared." J. W. Moncrief.

-I- + -I- Bib. World. 30: 23«. S. '07. 320w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"A plain straightforward account. . . . The
translation seems to have been airefully made,
9.nd the ciiitor's notes, though not numerous,
are of distinct valuo. Neverthelefs, the book
is something of a disappointment. In his effort

to cover the entire field the author has natur-
ally been compe'led to include a great deal that

is already found in the high-school text-book."
.J. ._ 'Dial. 42: 47. Ja. 16, '07. 260w. (Review

of V. 1.)
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"It is a sorrj-, dry-as-dust, uninteresting, and
unpro/itable compilation."— Sat. R. 104: 520. O. 26, '07. lOOw. (Re-

view of V. 1.)

Seitz, Don Carlos. Discoveries in every-day
Europe. **$i.25. Harper. 7-29537.

Little details tiiat eminate from tiie store
of a traveler's latent impressions, the sort that
fill the chinks of the memory but that are sel-
dom offered to the stay-at-home tourist. In
his shrewdly obser^-ant fashion, entertainingly
humorous, the author tells the reader things
worth remembering, and things that can be re-
membered for their very epigrainmatic clear-
ness. For instance, he says, "Ice is regarded
with superstitious reverence in Italy, France
and England. Common waiters are not allowed
to touch the precious product. Instead, the
head waiter hands it out in infinitesimal frag-
ments with a pair of sugar-tongs." The mar-
ginal illustrations are .^suggestive of the bool<;'s

humor.

"The ordinary reader will find in it a great
deal more about Europe that would interest him
than he gets in the usual ponderous book of
travel."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 642. O. 19, 'OV. 160w.
"Alert, humorous, and irrepressible."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. lOw.

Seligman, Edwin Robert Anderson. Prin-
ciples of economics; with special refer-
ence to American conditions. 2d ed.

*$2.25. Longmans.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"In the present reviewer's opinion. Professor
Sell^man's volume is likely to prove of more
value to the teacher of economics than to the
beginner in the .<^ubject for whose benefit pri-
marily it was written. This is not because of
any lack of clearness or other dsfects of style.
It is due rather to the fact that the author has
attempted to cover too much ground and to
introduce the student to too great a variety of
subiects." M.' B. Hammond.
+ H Dial. 42: 36. Ja. id. '07. 2910w.

Selleck, Willard Chamberlain. New appre-
ciation of the Bible: a study of the
spiritual outcome of Biblical criticism.
*$i.50. Univ. of Chicago press. 7-11195.

An attempt to popularize some of the results
of scholarshFp. It alms to do three things: first,
to state, briefly but clearly and accurately the
principal conclusions of modern learning re-
garding the Bible; second, to show the en-
hanced values, ethical and religious, which the
Bible exhibits thru the new views of Its nature
thus developed, and lastly, to point out practi-
cal ways in which it may be used In consonance
with such conclusions and such views.

ing sport, and adding trophies to what must
be one of the largest collections ever made by
a single person." (Ath.) "One last chapter is
devoted to outfit, food, etc., all excellent prac-
tical hints." (Nation.)

"A most useful and valuable book."
-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 105. F. '07. S.

Bib. World. 29: 159. F. '07. 90^^.

-1- Ind. G2: 390. F. 14, '07. 50w.
"Re.iders of his careful chapters will have lit-

tle to unlearn if they pursue their studies fur-
ther."

-f Nation. 84: 222. Mr. 7, '07. 210w.
"The book is an excellent combination of the

conserv.ative spirit with the radical method In
a constructive treatment of its subject."

+ Outlook. 85: 2S2. F. 2, "07. 180w.

Selous, Frederick Courteney. Recent hunt-
ing trips in British North America. *$t.
imp. Scribner.

Mr. Selous divides his book into short chap-
ters, each dealing with an expedition to vari-
ous parts of the country. Thus he begins with
a moose hunt in the forests of Central Canada,
goes on to Newfoundland after woodland cari-
bou, and visits St. John's lake, the Macmillan
river, Yukon territor>', and other places, find-

"Is sure of a cordial welcome for many rea-
sons."

-f- + Ath. 1907, 2: 122. Ag. 3. 680w.
Reviewed by H. E. Coblentz.

+ Dial. 43: 212. O. 1, '07. 630w.
"There is one quality about all Selous's books

which will win the attenion of his readers: he
is preeminently honest and sincere. There is no
fine writing, no exaggeration; all his descrip-
tions of adventures bear the hall-mark of
truth."

-f -f Nation. 85: 189. Ag. '07. 1340w.
"The book at large, while, of course, of much

more interest to the British (or American)
sportsman than to the casual reader whose
tastes have not been developed that way, has
a good deal, of the charm of its kind."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 482. Ag. 3, '07. 760w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 065. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"Mr. Sielous's account of his daily doings is
a plain, straighforward narrative which will be
invaluable to those who follow him, into these
northern wilds. He also gives much interest-
ing information about the aspect of the coun-
try, the fauna, the habits of beavers, the races
of wild sheep in North America, and the big
game generallv."

+ -r Spec' 99: 366. S. 14, '07. 520w.

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus. Tragedies of Sen-
* eca; tr. into English verse, to which

have been appended comparative anal-
yses of the corresponding Greek and
Roman plays, and a mythological in-

dex, by Frank Justus Miller. *$3. Univ.
of Chicago press.

Aside from the fact that Seneca's tragedies
serve as the only connecting link between an-
cient and modern tragedy, the plays are of val-
ue and interest as independent dramatic liter-
ature of merit, and also as an illustration of
the literary characteristics of the age of Nero.
The author has aimed to present to the Eng-
lish reader all of the \alues accruing from a
study of these i)lays except the benefit to be
derived from reading them in the original.

Sergeant, Philip Walsingham. Last empress
* of the French. *'''$3.5o. Lippincott.
A contribution to history. "The book begins,

as careful biogiaphies should begin, with a due
account of Eugenia's grandparents, leading up
to the birth of Eugenie, her early days, and
eventual marriage witli Napoleon III., through
the machinations of her mother and the help
of her own beauty." (Acad.)

"The present book is a painstaking rolleetion
of facts about the life of the Empress Emgenie.
written without enthusiasm and without dis-
tinction. From one point of \iew it is an im-
pro\iiig book, frot>i anotlier a very blasphemy
against that most mysterious, most sacred of
all things—life."

4 — Acari. 73- Sll. Ag. 31, '07. 960w.

"If not tre.nted ts history may be commend-
ed."

-4- Ath. 1907. 2: 208. Ag. 24. 910w.
".-\gre'^:iblv written, clearly printed, and hanrt-

somel;.- illustrated, the book is worthy of its

subject. It sbow;T. too, care and painstaking
reseiirch in its preparation; but one might
have expected that the restraint imposed upon
the biograpliv by the Empress Eugenie's being
still alive would hnvo been offset by the ad-
vant.-tge of some little help from her in the
clearing up of certain obscurities in her event-
ful hi.-tory."

-! Dial. 43: 420. D. 10, '07. 410w.

"The book is well done, and the portraits
and views are well selected."

-h Lit. D. 3.'.: 917. D. 14, '07. 90w.
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—

Continued.
"It is, as may be supposed, a difficult sub-

ject which Mr. Sergeant has elected to treat;

and lie must be allowed the credit of having
accomplished his task with success."

-r Spec. 99: sup. 753. N. 16, "07. l'80w.

Seton, Grace Gallatin Thompson (Mrs.
Ernest Thompson Seton). Nimrod's
wife. **$i.75. Doubleday. 7-18186.

An account of the author's life in the open
while accompanying her artist-author husband
on his trips in search of copy rather than game.
Many interesting feminine side lights are
thrown upon experiences of camp and travel
while there is much good advice to women as
to proper dress and equipment.

"This Is a book to read-, if you like books
about hunting, without any adventures which
give a distinct thrill."

+ Acad. 73: 107. N. 9, '07. 25(hv.

"Written in a spirited manner, pervaded by
enthusiasm for outdoor life, a love of adven-
ture, and a cheerful, wholesome philosophy."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 181. O. '07.

"It is bright, unconventional narrative, and
would be better if the writing were more co-
herent and less 'highfalutln.' But it is agree-
able enough."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 617. N. 16. ISOw.

"Offers another study of feminine self-con-
sciousness, superimposed, in this instance, upon
a perverted and, and at times, amusingly naive
hero-worship" George Gladden.— Bookm. 25: 623. Ag. '07. 140w.

"W'e can unreservedly praise her for her
quick wit and catching humor, for her thor-
ough-going siwrtsman-like ma;nner,^ and for the
literary graces of good comi)osiljon." H. E.
Coblentz.

-I- Dial. 43: 212. O. 1, '07. 380w.

"The views of Nimrod's wife partake still of
the charm of comparative novelty."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15, '07. 140w.

"Certainly with safety and entire truthfulness
it may be affirmed of Mrs. Thompson Seton's
animal anecdotes that they are at least good
reading—and that in these intimate and formal
records of camp life and travel she has so well
preserved tlie atmosphere of close compianlon-
ship with woods and waters that, even to the
uninitiated, what is after all the chief charm
of sport with gun and rod is made quite clear."

+ Outlook. 86: 476. Je. 29, '07. 210w.

Seven sages of Rome, ed. from the manu-
scripts with introduction, notes and
glossary, by Killis Campbell. *$2.25.

Ginn. 7-5077-

Besides the text, which follows the Cotton
MS., this voluime, one of the "Albion series of
Anglo-Saxon and Middle English poetry," con-
tains an exhaa^tive intrcduction which dis-

cus.=:<^s the early nistory of The seven sages,
the Oriental, European, and English versions,
and gives a list of originals and analogues.
Full notes, a glossary and index complete the
volume.

Mr. Severy but gives expression to Mr. Gil-
letLo's ingenious plan for the amelioration of
the ever-increasing ills of the existing social
systom,—a plan which combines the best of the
single tax sclieme, the best of socialism with
the best part of our present system as it exists
to-day.

"We congratulate Prof. Campbell on the skill

and care displayed in this edition, which stu-

dents of 'comparative literature' will find of

great use."
-i- Ath. 1907, 1: 536. My. 4. 370w.

<'The text is an important one in the history

of stories and a new edition was obviously
needf^d. This want has just been supplied ia

a thoroughly satisfactory manner by Prof. Kil-

lis Campbell."
-f- Nation. 84: 454. My. 16, '07. 280w.

Severy, Melvin Linwood. Gillette's social

redemption. II. **$2.S0. Turner, H. B.

7-18591.

A review of world-wide conditions as th^'V

exi.=!t to-day, offering an entirely new sugges-
tion for the remedy of the evils they exhibit.

"Sensational 'stories' from dalljr newspapers,
even of the 'yellow' type, are seriously treated
as historical materials, without rational criti-
cism. All the muckrakers are here invited to
unload their unsavory burdens, and the result
is a sort of literary dumping-ground." Charles
Richmond Henderson.— Dial. 43: 250. O. 16, '07. 190w.

"One could wish, however, for less material
' and a better sorting of what is used."—

- Ind. 63: 1177. N. 14, '07. 250w.

Lit. D. 3"): 490. O. 5, '07. 410w.

"It may be that some of the world's scandals
are omitted from this large and handsome book,
of whose paper and print it -is possible to speak
well."— N. Y. Times. 12: 348. Je. 1, '07. 500w.

R. of Rs. 36:125. Jl. '07. 160w.

Sewell, Tyson. Construction of dynamos,
(alternating and direct current) : a text-

book for students, engineer-construct-
ors, and electricians-in-charge. *$3. Van
Nostrand.

A text-book for students and apprentices In
electrical engineering as well as helpful to civ-
il, mechanical and other engineers. The earli-
er chapters are devoted to an exposition of the
fundamental principles of direct and single phase
alternating currents, and their bearing on the
subject, of dynamos; the effects of polyphase
currents being treated later ofa as an introduc-
tion to polyphase alternators.

"A great deal of good Information Is given,
but there is a lack of perspective the reader
being left in doubt as to what is the standard
practice.'- Henry H. Norris.

-t Engln. N. 58: 423. O. 17, '07. 370w.

"A perusal of Mr. Sewell's book will leave the
reader with the impression that the designer
of dynamos will learn nothing from it, and that
the student may with equal advantage read any
of the previous publications treating of the dy-
namo in a popular style." Gisbert Kapp.

H Nature. 76: 217. Jl. 4. '07. 1190w.

Technical Literature. 2: &82. D. '07.

160w.

Seymour, Frederick H. A. Saunterings in

Spain. **$3. Button. 7-35147-

The "saunterings" include Barcelona, Ma-
drid, Toledo, Cordova, Seville, and Granaxia.
"The introduction giving an historical sketch
of the Moorish occupation of Spain is a note-
worthy tribute to remarkable people who shed
light upon European art and science at a time
when Europe was 'in that slough of despond
which we term "the dark ages." ' " (Sat. R.)
"The bouk Is essentially for the Journey and
not the fireside." (Nation.)

"The historical .sketch is good and concise,
the description commonplace, superficial and
too personal."

-I A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 72. Mr. '07.

"[The reader] should guard himself againsti

too implicit an acceptance of all the dicta It

contains. A spirit of recklessness may be
found at work at various points in the main
narrative."

f- Ath. 1907, 1:193. F. 16. 980w.

"The book is more deeply laden with useful
knowledge than most, the studies of the art
galleries In Spain being particularly close and
appreciative." Wallace Rice.

+ Dial. 41: 392. D. 1, '06. 210w.

'The illustrations are so fine that they al-

most make up for the shortcomings of the
text."

+ — Ind. 62: 1357. Je. 6, '07. 170w.
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"Perhaps the most interesting chapters of the
book, in which there is not one dull page, are
those on the Alhambra."

+ Int. Studio. 30: 278. Ja. '07. 28(nv.

"Mr. Seymour ... is not a saunterer at
all, but tlie cicerone, with much of the dryness
and ponderosity of the guild, but informing, and
If not so suggestive as Mr. Williams, far more
valuable as a guide."

H Nation. 84: 39. Ja. 10, '07. 1040w.

Sat. R. 102: sup. 10. O. 13. '06. 270w.

Seymour, Frederick H. A. Siena and her
artists. *$i.50. Jacobs. 7-38017.

A dissertation upon Sienese art as exemplified
in her architecture, sculpture and painting.
"General Seymour does not write as a special-
ist. He eschews technical language, and con-
tents himself with setting uown in simple terms
the impressions produced upon him by study of

the works of Duccio di Buoninsegna, tne L»oren-
zetti, Taddto di Bartolo, and their disciples and
successors. It is interesting- to note, from the
records of these impressions, how strong an ap-
peal to the modern mind may be made by an
art which has deliberately adhered to a set of
rigid conventions, if only it possesses the fun-
damentTl qualities of beauty and sincerity."
rAth.)

"•A book for the amateur—yes! Unimportant,
but redeemed by enthusiasm and headlong in-
terest in the subject."

H Acad. 72: 673. Je. 15, '07. 310w.

"Tlie unpretending volume before us contains
notliing for the scholar or the art-critic, but
it will be welcome to the ordinary traveller vis-
iting Siena for the first time', and desiring coun-
sel as t^> how he may most profitably spend his
leisure there.''

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 412. O. 5. 440w.
-\- N. Y. Times. 12: 690. O. 26, '07. 60w.

"Another book which will be useful to the
visitor to Italy who wishes for criticisms of
pictures not too learned or technical."

-r Spec. 98: 1007. Je. 27, '07. oOw.

Seymour, Thomas Day. Life in the Homer-
ic age. *$4. Macmillan. 7-36949.

Based upon a study of the Homeric poems,
this lx>ok deals with the life and times as re-
flected in the poet's language. Hence it Is

philological rather tlian archaeological. The im-
portance of the undertaking to the modern
re:ider lies in the fact that Homer's picture of
the life of his age is the earliest account ex-
tant of the culture from which our own is a
true lineal descendant. The cosmography and
geography of the country are studied, the fam-
ily, education, dress, food, slavery, trade, sea
life and ships, agi-iculture, animals, worship,
arms and war.

"Very learned and extremely readable book,
which we heartily recommend both to scholars
and to the general reader." R. T. Tyrrell.
+ H Acad. 73: 181. N. 30, '07. 1250w.

"Is an admirable addition to a si-holar's
bookshelves. There is little doubt that this
v/ork is exhaustive and accurate enough to sat-
isfy all but the keenest departmental special-
ists."

+ + Ath. 1907,. 2: 510. O. 26. 1530w.
"The work seems too detailed for a younger

student, while for the advanced worker it ought
to embody more results from archaeology and
the increasingly Important science of anthro-
pology. Again, one is compelled to notice a re-
grettable lack of proportion, a habit of repeti-
tion that might be called otiose if one did not
know the over-ccnscientious author, and a con-
stant recurrence of a negative method elucida-
tion." F. B. R. Hellems.

-I Dial. 43: 311. N. 16, '07. SlOOw.
"No one can doubt that it is definitive."
+ 4- Ind. 63: 1069. O. 31, '07. 680w.
"A more complete guide to the knowledge of

life's externals in the Homeric age we have
never met with."

4- + Lit. D. 25: 696. N. 9, '07. 320w.

"There is all through a certain lack of preci-
sion of view in this book."

-I Lond. Times. 6: 326. O. 25, '07. 420w.
"The present volume will be an indispensable

work of reference in public and college libra-
ries and a handsome ornament to private col-
lectio.ns. But we fear that it is too bulky and
too expensive for the students who need it in
their reading of Homer."
-f -I Nation. 85: 472. N. 21, '07. 2220w.

"In a broad sense one might call this work
of opulent learning a sociological commentary
upon the Bible of ancient Greece."

+ Outlook. £7: 357. O. 19, '07. 290w.

Shackleton, Robert, and Shackleton, Mrs.
Elizabeth. Quest of the colonial.
**$2.40. Century. 7-30414.

While the chapters of this book are the per-
sonal experiences of two enthusiastic home-
makers in quest of the useful, beautiful and in-
terestmg articles of colonial furniture and bric-
a-brac, they afford generous Information con-
cerning colonial furniture of every kind, and
offer helpful suggestions in the matter of selec-
tion.

"It contains a great deal of definite and ac-
curately stated information for the amateur
colleiitor, besides many anecdotes calculated to
quicken his enthusiasm and arouse his envy
and admiration."

f Dial. 43: 383. D. 1, '07. 310w.
"It is rare that one finds a book that deals so

accurately with facts pertaining to the furnish-
ine of our forefathers and at the sanje time
uses dry data with sufficient cunning to make
a charming readable tale."

+ + Lit. D. o5: 696. N. 9, '07. 170w.
Lit. D. 35: 919. D. 14, '07. 90w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"No one who has the slightest love of the old
cotlld fail to gain sincere pleasure from the
reading of this book."

+ Outlook. S7: 359. O. 19, '07. 120w. -

Shakespeare, William. Complete dramatic
and poetic works; ed. from the text of
the early quartos and the first folio by
William A. Neilson. $3. Houghton.

6-38336.
Uniform with "Cambridge poets," this vol-

ume shares with the others of the series the
excellencies of book making. Professor Neil-
son's "radical procedure in frankly adopting a
modern punctuation will probably please read-
ers, if they notice it, and raise questions among
scholars. His rearrangement of the plays ac-
cording to chronology within the three well-
recognized divisions of comedies, histories, and
tragedies, by which 'Tempest' appears as the
seventeenth instead of the first play. Is likely
to give qualms to readers rather than to schol-
ars. Both innovations seem to me to be worth
trying, and it is needless to approve the small
amount of textual apparatus in such an edition
and the consequent saving of space for a good
glossary." (Forum.)

"We recommend it m.ost cordially to the
scholar, the student, and the general reader."

i- Cath. World. 85: 262. My. '07. 170w.
"Calls for a word of heartv praise."
+ + Dial. 42: 20. Ja. 1, '07. 60w.
"Professor Neilson . . . has done a real

service in his one volume of Shakespeare. His
critical Introduction and textual notes are very
admirable."

+ + Educ. R. 34: 210. S. '07. 50w.

"No more attractive single-volume edition
exists." W. P. Trent.
-f + + Forum. 38: 379. Ja. '07. 480w.

-f -I- + Ind. 62:622. Mr. 14, '07. 270w.

-f + -I- Lit. D. 34: 264. F. 16, '07. IMw.
"This new edition by Prof. Neilson is easily

the best single-volume edition that has yet
been published."
+ + + N. v. Times. 12: 41. Ja. 26, '07. 1340w.
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Continued.
"In every way the volume is suited for the

use of the general reader and for a place on
his library shelf."
+ + + Outlook. 84: 1084. D. 29, '06. 210w.
'"These textual variations are the merest tri-

fles after all, and detract nothing from the
general merit of the book, which is unquestion-
ably the best one-volume edition of Siiakespeare
that has appeared—so nearly perfect in its

way indeed, that its supremacy is not likely to
be disputed for many a year." Wm. J. Rolfe.

-f H Putnam's. 2: 723. S. '07. 840w.

Shakespeare, William. First folio Shakes-
peare; ed. with notes, introd. glossary.
list of variorum readings, and selected
criticisms, by Charlotte Porter and
Helen A. Clarke, ea. 75c. Crowell.

—As you like It. 6-42340.

This volume shares with the volumes that
have gone before the excellencies of the care-
fully compiled editorial matter.
—Henry the fift. 6-45068.

The characteristic features of this entire se-
ries are found In this volume.
—Much ado about nothing. 7-11050.

Uniform with the "First folio edition," and
the twelfth to be issued. It is supplied with
the full editorial equipment characteristic of
the edition.

"The reading public cannot be too grateful to
the editors and publishers of this Shakespeare
for bringing within their easy reach that which
has hitherto been accessible only to millionaires
and scholars."
+ + Acad. 71:605. D. 15, '06. 220w.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 25. Ja. '07.

"Altogether the editors deserve to be warmly
complimented on the thoroughness of their
work, which must have cost them abundant
time and labour."

-^ + Ath. 1906, 2: 798. D. 22. 630w.

+ + Nation, S3: 533. D. 20, 'OG. 50w.

"There is nothing better at hand for the
genuine student of ShaJcespeare and the devel-
opment of the iCnglish laiLguage."
+ -f- N. Y. Times. 12: yb. F. 10, '07. 340w.

"We have no iicitation in saying that this
is as .?reat a help to Shakespearean study as
has been p'-oduoed for many year.s."

4- -f- Spec, 97: 831. N. 24, '03. 190w.

Shakespeare, William, Tragedie of Antonie
and Cleopatra; ed. by Horace H. Fur-
ness. *$4. Lippincott. 7-28476.

"Antonie and Cleopatra" complete with the
unsparing equipment of the "Variorum edition.

'

"Differences of opinion with regard to the
soundness of Dr. I'urness's original contribu-
tions, do not affect the high value to be placed
upon the main purpose of his work and the
splendid manner in which he continues to carry
it out."
f -I- -^ Nation. 85: 356. O. 17, '07. llOOw.

"To exactness and fullness of knowledge the
editor of the 'Variorum edition' has added the
wisdom which is born of a great love."

+ + + Outlook. 87: 329. O. 19, '07. 620w.

-f -h -r R. of Rs. 36: 640. N. '07. SOw.

-f -}- -^ Spec. P9: 535. O. 12, '07. 180w.

Shaler, Nathaniel Southgate. From old
fields: poems of the civil war. **$3.

Houghton. 6-39442.
A collection of poems chiefly about civil war

topics.

Shaler, Mrs. Sophia Penn Page. Masters of
fate; the power of the will. **$i.c;o.

Duffield. 6-32864.
Descriptive rote in Annual, 1906.

-!• A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 72. Mr. '07. S,

Shand, Alexander Innes. Soldiers of for-
tune in camp and court. **$3. Button.

Phases of hi.^tory "as it was built up by per-
sonal gallantry." The author begins with the
mediaeval Condottleri and ends with the Indian
adventurers, the modern representatives of the
Condottleri.

"We have said that this is an interesting
book, and apparently Mr. Shand, to judge by
his reticence in the matter of dates and stern
exclusion of references, does not mean it to
be more than simply interesting. That, how-
ever, should not preclude a little care in the
writing. The style, on the whole, is not unat-
tractive, but it is sometimes careless."

-I Acad. 73: 9. O. 12, '07. 940w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 671. O. 19, '07. 30w.

" 'Soldiers of fortune' is very different from
the kind of sham history we are often given
under such a title. It is not tawdry or sensa-
tional; the author observes it as a point of hon-
our witli himself never to make what seems to
him the truth lopsided in order that it may be
more exciting."

-I- Spec. 09: 482. O. 5, '07. 1440w.

Shaw, Albert, Outlook for the average
* man. **$i.25. Macmillan.
In five chapters, as follows. Dr. Shaw dis-

cusses the relation of the average man to pres-
ent social, economic, and political conditions in
the United States The average man under
changing economic conditions. Present econom-
ic problems, Our legacy from a century of pi-
oneers. The business career and the community
and Jefferson's doctrines under new tests.

N. Y. Times. 12: 668. O. 19, '07. 30w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 762. N. 30. '07. 180w.

Shaw, Albert, Political problems of

American development. (Columbia uni-

versity lectures George Blumenthal
foundation, 1907.) *$i.50. Macmillan.

7-22104.

"The book as a whole is a study of national
development, dealing not w'ith the questions of
constitutional law that vexed the minds of the
fathers, but with the practical difHculties that
democracy has continuously encountered in Its

attempt to realize the national ideals in tlie

American environment. Immigration and race
questions, problems relating to our public lands,
party machinery, the regulation of the railroads
and the great industrial trusts, the tariff, the
currency, foreign policy, and territorial expan-
sion are all discussed from the point of view
of the journalist and man of affairs."—R. of

R.s.

"In a way, Mr. Shaler was the Crabbe of
the battlefield, ile saw the sordid, tragic com-
monplaces of war with an undeluded eye, and
portrayed them with a firm and vivid pen."
-f -I Nation. 84: 34. Ja. 10, '07. 290w.

R. of Rs. 35: 253. F. '07. 60w.

"The book is so valuable as to deserve a
second etlitlon."

-f- -I- Ind. 63: 1372.. D. 5, '07. 620'W.

"We cannot feel that this work will add to

Mr. Shaw's reputation either as a writer or as

a student of American problems. The whole
volume smacks of the haste of journalism. It

is freqiientlv repetitious, and is not lacking in

thnt dogmatic finality of opinion which is a

pitfall for all editors."_ Nation. 85: 425. N. 7, '07. 7o0w.

"His views in their entirety are not always
ours. But we mav say that in no instance does

he fail to illumine his subject for the great

general public to whom he addresses himself:

and that his little volume is an admirable text-

book for the use of those who would pursue in-

telli°-cnlly and conscientiously the schooling

that makes for an eflUcient and triumphant de-

+''+^^''outlook. 87: 540. N. 9. '07. 1040w.
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Reviewed by Montgomery Schuyler.
+ + Putnam's. 3: 230. N. '07. 750w.

R. of Rs. ?6: 3S3. S. '0'7. 180^-.

Shaw, George Bernard. Dramatic opinions
and essays; containing as well A word
on the Dramatic opinions and essavs
of G. Bernard Shaw, by James Hune-
ker. 2v. **$2.50. Brentano's. 6-39443.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"A combination of acute and searching criti-
cism of modern plays and players with un-
limited flippancy and egotism. Ueliciously en-
te.-taining, if noi altogether protitabJe, reading;
for tncse familiar with the plays and the ac-
tors.

"

-r — A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 72-. Mr. '07.

''Mr. Shaw is at his sanest in the dramatic
criticisms contributed weekly to the 'Saturday
review.' ' H. \V. Boynton.

+ Atlan. ;;9: 553. An. '07. 5910w.

Current Literature. 42: 71. Ja. '07.

2(;50w.

"Tlie.v made sparkling reading m those days,
but that is liardiy sulP.cient to justify the pres-
eivation of sucn current chroniclings in per-
manent form."

-^ Di.sl, 12: 13. Ja. 1, '07. 120w.

"If there is anyone surviving at this time of
day who thinks Mr. Shaw merely a crank or
merely a "farceur, these collected dramatic
criticisms ou.ght to open his eyes. They are,
on the whole, tremendously earnost and abso-
luitely sane; the work of a man who obviously
longs to leave not only the stage, but the world,
better than he found it."

+ + — Lond. Times. 6; 117. Ap. 12, '07. 2000w.

-f Outlook. 84: 1082. D. 29, '06. 280w.

'These criticisms of Mr. Shaw's have had,
and we believe are likely to have, a wholesome
effect upon the contemporary stage, but wheth-
er such be the case or no, they must at least
he allowed this great virtue—they are tremen-
dously entertaining." Horatio S. Krans.

+ + Putnam's. 1: 754. Mr. '07. 620w.
"Mr. Huneker has chosen the criticisms for

republication, and wrii.teu an heroic, gianner-
like preface, full of explosions and boomings,
which is, perhaps, suitable to so gallant an
occixsion."— Spec. 98: 567. Ap. 13, '07. 1780w.

Shaw, George Bernard. John Bull's other
island and Major Barbara. **$i.SO.
Brentano's. 7-21528.

There are three plays included in this group:
John Bull's other island, How he lied to her
husband, and Major Barbara. There are the
usual characteristic prefaces, and for an intro-
duction he makes use of his "First aid to crit-
ics."

"Both 'John Bulls other island' and 'Major
Barbara' are ill put together. They share with
the 'Doctor's dilemma' the defect of straggling
on after the play is really at an end." St. J. H.— Acad. 72: 621. Je. 29, '07. 1120w.

"It is only by the ideas which they embody
that Mr. Shaw's stage-works will live. Should
those ideas ever become commonplaces—an un-
likely contingency!—his plays possess, apart
from their humour and wit, no quality which
can save them from the doom of oblivion. They
contain but the smallest amount of story, no
plot worth speaking of, and very little emo-
tional stress or conflict; any catastrophe they
set forth is of a strictly intellectual sort."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 107. Jl. 27. 1500w.
"The latest is the most interesting volume of

Brentano's new edition of Shaw, because none
of the three plays in it has appeared in print
before and only one of them has been played
often enough in this country for many people
to see it."

-I- Ind. 63: S79. O. 10, '07. 860w.

• If only to find the secret that is in Mrbhaw s heart, his prefaces are to be read There
are the plays to be read, as well—two of themas good plays as Mr. Htiaw has ever done, and
all three as amusing and stimulating in print
as on the stage, all three brilliantly successful
devices tor compelling you to swallow the pow-der of the 'paper-apostle' in the jam of the 'ar-
tist-magician.' "

+ -i Lond. Times. 6: 197. Je. 21, '07. 1890w.
"As a study of actual social conditions, oras drama, [Major Barbara] is quite worthlessbeing wholly unreasonable and packed, as isthe writer's habit, with all kinds of false andreckless generalizations, cynical extravaganciesand perverse misrepresentations; but it is nev-

ertheless, highly entertaining in its 'wittybumptious, paradoxical and wholly irresponsi-
ble fashion."

1- Nation. 84: 19. Jl. 4, '07. 350w.
"The present writer is considering not MrShaw the playwright, but Mr. Shaw, the clairvolant the acute observer and the critic of thingsas they are in the year of grace, 1907, the phil-

H^^^.''\'J r"" Ti"' °i ^^« °P^'^ ^y^ and mind.He IS, as a matter of fact, the very inspira-
tion of critics whether of literature or of life

frJl®n,'^i
inexhaustively suggestive because heis marvelously perceiving."

-t N. Y. Times. 12: 437. Jl. 13, '07. 2370w.

wiv'^ MT«^>r'' ""*'*; substantial plays, as al-wa.v,,, Mr. Shaw makes it plainer than everas has already b-en said, that he is first the dp-'

vTa'-'-for^'Z"''''"''
'^'^ "^'''^^"t °f his profound-

Zh^f^i "^^^ convictions; then the architect of

^Tnru I',?^-
^° .^^^their vehicle: in this casesatiric and imaginative drama. But scarcelvless notable is the demonstration which is hirefurnished of that other inconvenient and emblr!

L^I n'llns^'wh'^n 'h^
'^^'-

^^'t^'-
'^ at such el^bo!-

fhe fpM Vh^^ r *"? '^. °".h's ^"ard, to conceal:

noet " T \^ ^'^"
''';', au fond- and incurably apoet. Lawrence Oilman.

-r No. Am. 186: 284. O. '07. 200'0w.

"Not even Mr. Bernard Shaw's wit and nara
f-?i' .^^" "'^^^ h'^ play about Ireland '^

al-together easy reading." . . .
ai-

— -f Outlook. 86: 610. Jl. 20, '07. 40w.

teSuc ienfus.^'^''
"^°^ '^'- ^"^^^'^ ^'^^rac-

+ R. of Rs. 36: 383. S. '07. lOOw.

Sheedy, Rev Morgan M. Briefs for our
times. **$i. Whittaker. 6-31412.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

'"the literary quality of the book is verygooa indeed; and, while the author does notpretend to original thinking, he has the knack
ot putting ancient truth in a fresh and pleas-
ing, as well as convincing, manner "

-+- Cath. World. 84: 548. Ja. '07. 190w.

Sheehan, Rev. Patrick Augustine. Early
essays and lectures. *$i.6o. Longmans.

7-1 1584.
A collection of essays "disinterred" from themagazines in which they appeared during the

past twenty-five yeai's. In them Father Shee-han discusses such men as iiimerson, Arnold
and Aubrey De Vore, and such subjects as, The
German universities. The German and Gaelic
muses, and Irish youth and high ideals.

"In many places, the essays would have been
improved i>y the application of the pruning
knite. . . . Many of the essays would have
gained a great deal by compression; in very
few instances will one find a passage that de-
serves a place alongside almost any paragraph
that might be taken at random from 'Under
i.he cedars and the stars.'

"

-t- — Cath. World. 84: 414. D. '06. 220w.

Dial. 42: 84. F. 1, '07. ^'Ow.

4- Spec. 97: 792. N. 17. '06. 350w.
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Shelley, Henry C. John Harvard and his

times, il. **$2. Little. 7-34809.

The facts coneernlngr the life of John Har-
vard have been so few and the few so hard
to obtain that no volume has been written be-
fore on the "young minister whose generosity
had suoh Iniportant influence on the beg-innlngs
of education in America." The sketch, shows
what were the environment and early influence
In his Stratford-on-Avon home, and also gives
what is known of his parentage. Then follow
chapters on The Harvard circle, Cambridge,
Last years in England; The new world and The
pr&ise of John Harvard.

"Unfortunately, the author can not tell us
what sort of a man John Harvard was. But
he tells very cleverly the kind of man John
Han'ard might have been." Arthur M. Chase.

•f Bookm. 26: 413. D. '07. 530w.

"Mr. Shelley shows himself accurate and un-
biased in stating nls slender store of absolute-
ly determined facts, and singularly clever in
piecing them together and eking them out with
ingenious possibilities."

+ Dial. 43: 382. D. 1, '07. 290w.

"The volume contains, of course, much valu-
able material relating to the founding of Har-
vard college, but besides that it furnishes an
interesting picture of the Massachusetts colony
as it was during the first twenty years of its

history."
-{- i_it. D. 35: 917. D. 14, '07. ISOw.

"In general we think Mr. Shelley's inferences
from the data at hand enthely reasonable; and
when the picture is unfortunately obscure he
shows skill in throwing upon it side-lights."

-t- Nation. 85: 475. N. 21, '07. 1450w.
"Mr. Shelley has brought to light much valu-

able material relating to Harvard, his parent-
age, his times, and friends."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 50w.

"M'r. Shelley is entitled to the honor due a
pioneer nnd to the satisfaction of fe-eling that
he has produced a book interesting in Itself
and bearing the promise of fruitful results."
Elisabeth L. Gary.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 679. O. 26, '07. 1600w.

"It is no detraction from, the supplementary
value and interest of Mr. Shelley's work if we
recognize at once that his is a secondary book."
Ripley Hitchcock.

4- No. Am. 186: 611. D. '07. 1830w.

"As the life of John Harvard it can only be
described as conjectural biography carried to
the iith degree. Its sole distinction is its
attractive reconstitution of the environment In
which John Harvard was brought up, and the
people he possibly knew."

H Outlook. 87: 612. N. 23, '07. 300w.

-f R. of Rs. 36: T55. D. '07. 50w.

+ Spec. 99: 718. N. 9, '07. 250w.

Shelley, Henry C. Literary by-paths in old
England; il. **$3. Little. 6-34854.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 73. Mr. '07.

"yir. Shelley is in maiuy respects quite the
idea! guide, unassuming, sympathetic, and ex-
ceedin.s-ly well informed. He rol'reshes vague
•memories and supplies fresh clues at almost
everv turn, and his is exactly the book one
would like to cake along on a pilgrimage to
poet'P shrines, but—and it is a s?erious but

—

for the clumsy proportions and gross material
weight of the voluime," Harriet Waters Pres-
ton.

-I Atlan. 99: 420. Mr. '07. S90w.

-f Ind. 62: 677. Mr. 21, '07. 200w.

R. of Rs. 35: 112. Ja. '07. 70w.

Shelton, Louise. Seasons in a flower gar-
den: a handbook of information and

instruction for the amateur. *$!.
Scribner. 6-19004,
(2d ed. rev. and enl. 7-18184.)

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 14. Ja. 07. S.

Shepard, William Kent. Problems in
* strength of materials. *$i.25. Ginn.

7-30998.
"A collection of nearly 600 specific problems

or exercises in the strength of materials . . .

[which] confines itself strictly to the statement
of problems, and with one exception, eight
pages on the design of riveted joints, avoids ex-
planatory interjections."—Engin. N.

"In tlie absence of either explanation or cau-
tionary reference, the student is likely to go
astray, even when the book is being admin-
istered by a teacher. Regaidless of this, how-
e\ier, we welcome the appeaiance of such a col-
lection of problems."
+ H Engin. N. 58: 537. N. 14, '07. €20w.

Technical Literature. 2:584. D. '07.

lOOw.

Shepherd, Henry Elliot. Life of Robert
Edward Lee. $2. Neale. 6-46779.

Not so much a biography as a characteriza-
tion. The conditions under which Lee lived and
worked and the results he achieved are out-
lined, as well as his Ideals, motives, genius and
character. The author says "It is my distinc-
tive purpose to exhibit the life of our hero in
those critical and all-pervading relations which
constitute the abiding test of true grreatness."

Sheppard, Alfred Tresidder. Running horse
inn. t$i.5o. Lippincott. 7-1S182.

Geot"s;e Konnett, a soldier in the Peninsulai
campaign, returns to Running Horse inn in a
little town in the south of England upon the
day that his brother, behoving him dead, wed.^
the girl wiio had promised to wait for him. At
first the returned soldier succeeds fairly weil
in accepting the inevitablt'. but when financial
hardrhips come, j;nd his oid love for Bess mas-
ters him, ho turns scoundrel, and brings misery
t© his brother's home. He pays the penalty
for the guilt which he was morally responsible
for, .-although he is innocent technically of the
charge that hangs him.

"A really fine historical novel."
+ Acad. 71: 479. N. 10, '06. 190w.

"His military cxperiencs show more pow.jr
than anv othor portion of the book."

J _ Ath. 1906, 2: 509. O. 27. 120w.
' "The tender character studies of rural Eng-
lish folk, the captain's yams, the homely life

within the Inn, and the eternal scenery along
the downs, and, above all, the solemn tread
with which all events seem to march toward
the final, inevitable tragedy gives the book
power."

+ Ind. 63: 572. S. 5, '07. 140w.

"liTas set 'limself a difficult task and if he
has not fully succeeded it is fair to recognize
the ambition."

\ Lond. Times. 5: 3P9. N. 2, '06. 250w.

"The book shows a good measure of careful
preparation. On the whole, interest is fairly

well maintained."
^ Nation. 84: 16. Jl. 4. '07. 220w.

"The tale is dramatic and has some thrilling
situations."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15, '07. 140w.

"The plot is too weak to support itself thru
400 pages, although the best part of It Is near
the close."— + N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7. "07. 80w.
"The design is ambitious, the details care-

fully wrought, but Mr. Sheppard seems to us to
have pssavpd, with inadequate equipment, a
theme whicli would hav<^ suited Mr. Thomas
Harly :n his earlier manner."

1- Sat. R. 103: 22. Ja. 5, '07. 180w.
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"It would be difficult to overpraise the way la
which the atmosphere of impending calamity
Is sustained, or the subtlety with which the
growing- desrradation of the chief figure Is

traced. The mere writing is of the best, an.l
there are passages of high imaginative beauty."
+ -\- Spec. 97: 731. N. 10, '06. 350w.

Sheppard, S. E. and Mees, C. E. Kenneth.
Investigt'tions on the theory of the
photographic process. *$i.7S. Long-
mans.

A theoretical rather than practical work
whose subjects are dealt with from the point
of view of what is now understood as physical
chemistry and are described In the language of
that branch of science.

"This volume will find a place, which it will
worthily fill, In the libraries of all who are in-
terested In the scientific aspects of photog-
raphy." C. J.

-I- + Nature. 76: 468. S. 5, '07. 700w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 333. My. 25, '07. 70w.

Sherard, Robert Harborough. Twenty
years in Paris; being some recollec-
tions of a literary life; 2d ed. il. *$4.

Jacobs. 6-18833.

Descriptive note in Annual, lft06.

A. L. A, Bkl. 3": 85. Mr. '07.

Sheridan, Richard Brinsley. Major dramas
of Richard Brinsley Sheridan: The ri-

vals, The school for scandal, The critic;

ed. with introd. and notes by George
Henry Nettleton. (Athenaeum press
ser.) *90c. Ginn. 6-43927.

A schoor edition with abundant editorial
ma*-ter.

"He succeeds, not only in giving all the In-
formation needed by beginners with sterling
fulness and accuracy, but in adding a great
deal thrit will interest those who have already
a good working knowledge of the plays."

+ + Acad. 72: 112. F. 2, '07. 1310w.

"Is by far the most pretentious attempt yet
made to edit these masterpieces of English
comedy. It is to be regretted that the appar-
atus Is more evident than the criticism. The
several sections In which Professor Nettleton
discusses Sheridan's position in the English
drama display no real insight into the art of
dramaturgy." Brander Mattht-ws.

^• Educ. R. 33: 318. Mr. '07. 1200w.

"A compact and careful piece of work, con-
taining a considerable amount of useful Infor-
mation in small compass."

+ Nation. 84:251. Mr. 14, '07. SlOw.

"We do not know any other book on Sheri-
dan which crowds so much information into so
small a compass."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 57. F. 2, '07. 130w.

"Admirers of Siheridan's [plays] may now
have their favorites printed (for the first time
in America) from the authentic text of Sheri-
dan's plays taken from the original manuscripts
and edited (for the first time anywhere) with
complete annotation.' " H. E. Coblentz.

+ + School R. 15: 625. O. '07. 350w.

Sheridan, Richard Brinsley B. Rivals; with
an introduction by Brander Matthews.
il. $3.50. Crowell. 7-24460.

A die luxe edition illustrated by a series of five
ilrawings, the work of Mr. O'Malley, which are
reproduced in full-page photogravures. The
(frawings, the introduction by Brander Mat-
thews and the excellent workmanship of the
book make it a choice holiday offering.

size both its old-thn© quaintness and Its spark-
ling humor."

+ Dial. 43: 381. D. 1, '07. llOw.
"The notes are of little value."

-{ Nation, &f-: 451. N'. 14, '07. llOw.

Sheridan, Wilbur Fletcher. Life of Isaac
Wilson Joyce. *$i. West. Meth. bk.

7-20972.
A biography of Bishop Joyce of the Metho-

dist Episcopal church which reveals him as pre-
eminently the man of action, a man "too busy
making history to record it." His missionary
zeal at honie and in foreign fields sounds the
strongest note in the sketch.

Sherman, Ellen Burns. Words to the wise
—and others. *'*$i.5o. Holt. 7-36126.

A dozen delightful essays upon social and lit-
erary subjects such as: The root and foliage of
style. Our kin and others, A plea for the natur-
alization of ghosts, Ruskin, Modern letter-writ-
ing, and Our comfidie humalne. In each we
find a discriminating taste for the best works
of God and man.

+ Outlook.. 87: 746. N. 30, '07. 130w.

Sherring, Charles A. Western Tibet and
the British border land. *$6. Longmans.

7-19489.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It comes too late, and it Is rar too bulky."
h Acad. 72:13. Ja. 5, '07. 480w.

"The best parts of Mr. Sherring's volume
are the chapters devoted to the legends and
myths of tne natives especially the Bhotia
tribes of the frontier, and to the quaint cus-
toms and manners of the British borderland."
H. E. Coblentz.

-f- Dial. 42: 43. Ja. 16, '07. 580w.

"The present volume is one of the most val-
uable works that we have seen upon the sub-
ject."

+ -i- Lit. D. 34:594. Ap. 13, '07. 410w.

"Mr. Sherring is much to be congratulated
upon the way in which he has acquitted him-
self of his task."

+ + Lond. Times. 6: 234. Jl. 26, '07. 1030w.

"Nor Is there anything new to interest the
ethnologist, naturalist, botanist, geologist or
sportsman. Altogether it is unfortunate that
the author has missed this unique opportunity
of making important additions to our know-
ledge of this little explored land. The best
things in the book are the photographs of the
peaks and passes, most of which are supplied
by Dr. T. G. Longstaff."

f- Sat. R. 102: 776. D. 22, "06. 1620w.

Sherrington, Charles Scott. Integrative
action of the nervous system. **$3.50-

Scribner. 6-38912.

"The aim of this book, as its title indicates,
is to set forth in detail the manner in which
the nervous system serves to bring together in

united action the various parts of the animal
organism. . . . The whole trend of the book,
though it is primarily physiological, is a strong
argument for some sort of 'motor theory' of
consciousness. . . . The book is accompanied
by an exhaustive bibliography, and the author
supports each step in his aj-gument by fre-

quent reference to his own extensive and mi-
nute experiments as wallas to the results found
by other investigators. Numerous reproductions
of m>ograpli curves, etc., illustrate the text."

—J. irhilos.

"Mr. Power O'Malley has illustrated the play
for the present edition in a fashion to empha-

Revievved by F. N. Freeman.
J, Philos. 4: 301. My. 23, '07. 1750w.

''We have in this book the most valuable con-
tribution to the comprehension of the func-
tions of the nervous system that has appeared
up to the present time, not only from the rec-
ords of the experiments quoted, but also from
the logical and orderly way In which the due
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Sherrington, Charles Scott —Continued.
inferences from the experiments are put for-
ward, and the volume stands out as a landmark
in our knowledge of the subject."
+ H Nature. 76: 122. Je. 6, '07. 710w.

Sherwood, Margaret Pollock. Princess
* Pourquoi. '$1.50. Houghton. 7-31285.

The five tales in this volume are wonder-
story fables. "The 'Princess Pourquoi' repre-
smts, let us say, the modern spirit of feminine
inquiry in its dignified aspect; 'The princess
and the microbe' and 'The seven studious sis-
ters' represents the same spirit in an amusing
light; and 'The clever necromancer,' its pathet-
ic side. 'The gentle robber' is a more pungent
satire upon the theoretical and the actual at-
titude of the world toward greed and dishones-
ty en a large scale." uNation.)

Nation. 85: 474. N. 21, '07. 260w.

"They are very gracefully written, and the
effect of each is something like that of an old
piece of richly colored embroidery."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 649. O. 19. '07. lOOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Shoemaker, Blanche. Woven of dreams.
**Si.25. Lane. 7-10279.

Under the four headings, Sonnets, Youth's
journey. Gathered petals, and Woven of dreams,
are gathered more than a hundred exquisite
verses, full of the joy of life and the depths of
its emotions.

"The work is uneven and weak lines mar
otherwise good sonnets. There is, too, no al-
lusiveness or elusiveness. The author forgets
that poetry is the language of suggestion and
tumbles everything out before us with a for-
wardness that is occasionally unpleasant."
Christian Gauss.

H N. Y. Times. 12: 492. Ag. 10, '07. 220w.

Shoemaker, Michael Myers. Winged wheels
in France. **$2.50. Putnam. 6-42912.

The "winged wheels" belong to a "great red
touring car" In which the author made a trip
through the Rhine valley to Switzerland. The
snapshot method has been employed and there
are no time exposures. The book Is embell^hed
with numerous reproductions of photographs.

A. U. A. Bkl. 3: 129. My. '07.

"He is always interesting and entertaining in
his books, but we prefer him when he travels
at more leisure than the motor-car permits.
The volume is pleasantly written and admir-
ably illustrated." H. E. Coblentz.

-}- Dial. 42: 373. Je. 16, '07. 200w.
Nation. 84: 59. Ja. 17, '07. llOw.

"The descriptions are graphic, and there Is a
wise avoidance of the geographical details."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 899. D. 22, '06. 360w.

"Mr. Shoemaker writes with sympathy, al-
though his pages might well have been more
picturesque and luminous considering his sub-
ject matter."

H Outlook. 84: 1083. D. 29, '06. 230w.

"A good bit of descriptive travel writing."
-I- R. of Rs. 35: 109. Ja. '07. 50w.

"It is a succession of rapid impressions,
which seems to require eyes and a brain espec-
ially made for the purpose, if any fixed recol-
lection is to be carried away. Yet these im-
pressions are clear, in spite of their quickness
and slightness."

i- Spec. 98: 1013. Je. 29, '07. 360w.

Shorter, Dora Sigerson. Through wintry
terrors. $1.50. Cassell.

"A struggling clerk and his silly young wife.
a vicious little poet, an old maid, and a few of
thp submerged—these are the characters in
'Through wintry terrors." " (TjOnd. Times.) The
tragedy of a hasty marriage is enacted in which

misunderstandings lead to separation, and this,
for the wife, to the sober trouble of London's
darker side. "The simple story moves straight
to its end through troubles very real and af-
fecting, shaped by the hand of an artist and
tciuched with the spirit of a poet." (Lond.
Times.)

"The best that can be said for it is that no
doubt it will yield a number of amiable persons
a certain harmless enjoyment; the worst, that
there is no reason why it should have been
written at all."— Acad. 7.S: 194. N. 30, '07. 230w.

"Mrs. Shorter's characters are skillfully and
sympatheticallv drawn."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 400. O. 5. 180W.
"[Only onej small blot on a story that within

its little limits has the qualities of a work of
art."
-f H Lond. Times. 6: 317. O. 18. '07. 330w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 50w.

Shurter, Edwin DuBois, ed. Masterpieces of
modern oratory. *$r. Ginn. 7-3094.

A group of oratorical masterpieces which have
been collected with a view of offering them to
students as models for study.

"Professor Shurter has made a good collec-
tion of orations, but he has committed the us-
ual editor's fault of presenting them incom-
pletely."

-I Educ. R. 34: 209. S. '07. 70w.

"Hence we are inclined to place a high value
on a book which contains such well-chosen se-
lections. Professor Shurter has done his task
well." H. E. Coblentz.

+ School R. 15: 554. S. '07. 740w.

Sichel, Walter Sydney. Emma. Lady Ham-
ilton from new and original sources and
documents, together with an appendix
of notes and new letters. *$5. Dodd.

6-1 105.

The Important contribution which Mr. Sichel
has to make to the stor>' of Lady Hamilton
throws light chiefly upon her relations with
Nelson.

"Mr. Sichel's book is more than a biography
of this remarkable woman; it might almost
be called a history. His net is all-embracing
and his capacity for taking pains is grreat."

-I- Acad. 69: 1259. D. 2. '05. 880w.

-I Ath. 1905, 2: 540. O. 21. 180w.

"There can be no doubt that the author's
treatment of the whole subject Is far more com-
plete and authoritative than that of Mr. Cordy
Jeaffreson." W.

+ Eng. Hist. R. 21: 829. O. '06. 300w.

"His volume Is In large measure an apologia
for Lady Hamilton, nearly always Ingenious, but
sometimes a little too 'precious' In tone and not
very often quite convincing."

H Lond. Times. 4: 356. O. 27, '05. 1970w.

"His pages continuously shock the reader ac-
quainted with the period, not by gross lapses,

but by constant petty distortions that are too

minute to criticise, and that may be best
summed up as Indicating a complete lack of the
historical sense. It Is essentially this that robs

the book of value."
4- Nation. 83: 376. N. 1, '06. 780w.

"He has collected an enormous amount of

valuable material, which he has arranged with
pirture,'5nue effect, and a real dramatic sense.

His stvle is careless and diffuse, and in the at-

tempt to he forcible and expressive, he be-
comes strained and affected."

-I Sat. R. 100: 697. N. 25. '05. 2260w.

"This Is a marvel of Industry, enthusiasm, and
of special pleading."

] Spec. 95: 978. D. 9, '05. 225<>W.
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Sidgwick, Arthur, and Sidgwick, Eleanor
Mildred (Mrs. Arthur Sidgwick). Henry
Sidgwick—a memoir. *$4. Macmillan.

6-18307.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"To all who can feel the attraction of a noble
mintl spending itself in the search for truth
this biography must be of compelling interest."
F. Melian Stawell.

•f H- Int. J. Ethics. 17: L41. Ja. '07. 1360w.
"It gives a reflected picture of the intellec-

tual changes in J^ritish thought from 1860-1900."
John Dowey.

-r + Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 133. Mr. '07. llOOw.

Sidgwick, Cecily Ullmann. Kinsman. $1.50.
Macmillan. 7-4161.

Another amusing comedy founded upon a
case of mistaken identity. A young English-
man having closed out his Interests In Aus-
tralia comes to England to visit his klnsonan,
Colonel Blols, whose heir he Is. Upon his a;r-
rival he meets his double who Is a distant
cousin and a worthless cockney clerk. The
clerk, believing that his cousin has been
drowned while in swimming, Impersonates him
to the confusion of his well-bred relatives and
the joy of the reader. But In the end every-
thing is straightened out and several love ai-
fairs come to a happy ending. The whole Is

amusing and the character of the weak, pleas-
ure-loving clerk is exceedingly ^ell drawn.

"An entertaining book, one of the best Mr?
Sidgwick has written."
+ + Acad. 72: 143. F. 9, '07. 2€0w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 110. Ap. '07. +
"The story does not aim at a high standard

of literary excellence, but is wholesome and
mildly amusing."

-F Ath. 1907, 1:221. F. 23. 140w.
"A distinctly amusing story, in which there

Is not for an instant any doubt which are the
real hero and heroine." Frederic Taber Coop-
er.

+ Bookm. 25: 89. Mr. '07. 370w.
"An exceptionally bright and entertaining

work of fiction." Wm. M. Payne.
+ Dial. 42: 377. Je. 16, '07. 350w.

"Is just conventional enough, foolish enough,
pleasant enough, to be an excellent thing of Its
kind."

+ Nation. 84: 157. F. 14, '07. 380w.

"An amusing, neatly built story, entertain-
ing enough while it is being read and of no
consequence afterward."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 120. F. 23, '07. 310w.
"Is rather rampant In fun, but Is In that way

decidedly amusing."
+ Outlook. 85: 479. F. 23, '07. 70w.

Sat. R. 103: 465. Ap. 13, '07. 230w.
"Capital specimen of fantastic comedy, bor-

dering at times on farce, yet relieved in the
case of Roger and Pamela with graceful -and
chivalrous sentiment."

+ Spec. 97: 219. F. 9, '07. 800w.

Siegfried, Andre. Race question in Canada.
*$3. Appleton. 7-22822.

Canada in its social, economic and political
aspects. "Part 1, considers the rival races and
religions, and gives a full and instructive view
of the influences exerted by Roman Catholicism
and by Protestantism. In part 2, the political
life of Canada is described in ten chapters. The
balance of power and influence forms the topic
of part 3, and part 4, treats of Canada's ex-
ternal relations, and endeavors to discuss the
question of her probable future." (N. Y. Times.)

•'Thi.s volume written apparently for the
French kinsmen of French Canadians, is both
interesting and illuminating for us."

+ Outlook. 87: 359. O. 19, '07. 360w.
"This is an interesting book."

+ Spec. 98: 724. My. 4, '07. 230w.

Sigerson, George. Bards of the Gael and
Gall: examples of the poetic literature
of Erin, done into English after the
meters and modes of the Gael. *$i.5o.
Scribner.

A second edition of this anthology of trans-
lated Gaelic poetry. "It follows the plan of
the first edition in giving in historical series
specimens of verses from the earli(^st known
to that of recent times and in essaying to pre-
sent them in the spirit, form, and structure of
the originals. Several new versions have been
introduced into this edition to illustrate differ-
ent periods and show different stvles." (N. Y.
Tin'.es.)

"Taken as a whole, we may say that the
pieces have been well translated. . . . Had he
omitted two-thirds of the pieces in the pres-
ent volume, he wouM have strengthened his
case considerably. By winnowing the chaff
from the grain he might have convinced the
average reader that ancient Ireland had a lit-

erature equal to, if not greater than, that of
of the Greeks."

J Acad. 72: 135. F. 9, '07. 1950w.
"\ good index would have enhanced the val-

ue of the book "

H N. Y. Times. 12: 311. My. 11, '07. 320w.

Silberrad, Una L. Good comrade. ^$1.50.

Doubleday. 7-30840.
An English story with part of its scene laid

in Holland. Julia Polklngton the most self-re-
specting member of a family noted for "shifty
expedients" takes a place as "lady help" in a
Dutch bulb-grower's family. Her aim is to get
po.=!session of a certain bulb, sell it, and so pay
a home debt. Her honor prevents her. But
she does steal from a Dutch chemist, by whom
she is later employed, a valuable explosive and
turns it ovei to her father's creditor, who tried
to secure it, and who is now her lover. The
girl's marriage finally crowns the meagre hap-
penings of a restless life.

"His book is a valuable contribution to our
knowledge of a subject full of interest."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 619. O. 12, '07. 200w.

"She has given a description of 'bourgeois'
Holland which is both vivid and true."

-I- + Acad. 73: 707. Jl. 20, '07. 300w.

"The author appeals insistently to our Intel-
ligence and sympathy, and has produced an ex-
ceptionally good novel."

+ + Ath. 1907, 1: 630. My. 25. 160w.
"In spite of i.he fancifulness of the plot and

the conventionality of the hero the book is not
a silly one."

-I Nation. 85: 474. N. 21, '07. 260w.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 30w.
"Altogether It is such a book in its literary

and artistic quality as American novelists do
not seem able to write—or, if they can write
!--uch a book, which they are not able to get
published. The get-up of the book deserves a
word of reproof. Its proof-reading is so atro-
cious, errors frequently marring the sense, as
to be a disgrace."
-f H N. Y. Times. 12: 677. O. 26, '07. SlOw.

"The ethics of a man, who is represented as
'possessing the code of honor of a gentleman,'
seem peculiar. This is the only weak spot in

the story that maintains its hold on the reader
throughout. The character-painting is clever,
the dialogue natural, and the humor gentle and
pleasing."
-i- H Outlook. 87: 450. O. 26, '07. 190w.

"Will do nothing to lower the high reputa-
tion which Miss Silberrad has made in the
ranks of the novel-writers of to-day."

-i- Spec. 98: 9'0'8. Je. 8, '07. 180w.
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Sill, Edward Rowland. Poetical works.

$1.50. Houghton. 6-35717-

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 15. Ja. '07.

Simpson, M. W. Hilton-. Algiers and be-

yond. **$3.S0. Appleton.

The author's narrative covers two expeditions

into remote parts of Algiers. "The first expe-
oition extended into the Khabylie country, the

inountain region close to the coast, and after

that to Biskra, within the borders of the Sa-

hara . . . The second expedition was into

the region called Petit Sahara, and the author
was for a time the guest of the Khalifa of

Roumania, Belcassem Ben Toumy by name, and
,1 most genial and agreeable personage." (N. Y.

Times.)

"Where he allowed his own mother-wit to

guide him. the author's versions of what he
•saw are admirably shrewd and generally ac-

curate. He writes as a sportsman, and his in-

formation under this head is of a useful and
practical sort."

-^ Ath. 190G, 2: 579. N. 10. 360w.

"What one may see and do in the back coun-

try of Algeria is very agreeably set forth.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 557. S. 14, '07. 450w.

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 4aw.

"Likely to be helpful to the visitor to Algiers

v/ho wishes to extend his acquaintance with

that most interesting country."

+ Spec. 98: 297. F. 23, '07. 60w.

Sinclair, May. Audrey Craven. t$i.5o. Holt.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"The book is a competent study of 'a small

creature struggling witn things too great, and

it makes the reader uncomfortable.
.. Putnam's. 1: 640. F. '07. 90w.

Sinclair, May. Helpmate. t$i.so. Holt.
7-25509-

While Walter and Anne Majendie are upon

their honeymoon rumors reach the wife of scan-

dal attached to her husband's name. Anne at

once enters the cloister of her own spiritual

hish mindedness thereby securmg for herseU a

"sort of spiritual divorce from him. while she

martvrised her body which was wedded to him.

Miss "Sinclair delineates intimately the cold vir-

tue of the wife as by degrees it drives away the

half boyish, genuinely honest and wholly devo-

ted husband who seeks consolation in a little

shop girl. Only after terrible suffering does

Anne realize that Walter has kept all his mar-

riage vows except one, and she had broken all

of hers, except one. Her understanding comes

as a surprise, and permits the curtain to be

rung down upon a happier group than seems

possible from the stand point of logic.

"It is a tribute to Miss Sinclair's skill that

she has not made Anne a bore; she is interest-

ing as well as unpleasant."
*+ + Acad. 73: 929. S. 21, '07. 430w.

"Whether it has a place in a large library or

not there is no excuse for the small library

nuttins moncv into it, first because it has ap-

peared serially in the 'Atlantic' during the

year and is, therefore, accessible to those who
desire it and second, because it should be con-

signed to the restricted shelves for which there

is no need in the small library,"
J A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 181. O. '07.

"Unusuallv well-constructed and interesting."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 204. Ag. 24. 170w.

"This novel of Miss Sinclair's is one of more
tharw ordinary power and with a more pressing

raison d'etre than have most novels, but it is

almost certain that those who might draw from

it a profitable idea are not the ones who will

read it." Dolores Bacon.
+ ^ Bookm. 2C: 276. N. '07. 1030w,

"We may say at onco that it Is not as re-

markable a performance as its predecessor, but

we must quickly add that it is so far above
the run of novels as to afford a high degree
of intellectual satisfaction." Wm. M. Payne.

-I- -f- Dial. 13: :;50. O. 16, '07, 520w.

"The 'Helpmate' is one of the most truthful
novels written in many a day and therein lies

its dignity and worth,"
+ + Ind. 63: 877. O. 10, '07. 820w.

"Probably the most effective, the most hu-
manly splendid story of the year comes from
May Sinclair."

-t- -f Ind. 63r 122s. N. 21, '07. 40w.

"Not that the book is in any sense a ser-
mon. It is far too artistically and honestly a
novel, informed with sagacity of mind, and ad-
mirably distinguished in expression."

-\- + Lit. D. 35: 656. N. 2, '07. 420w.

"A novel which, though abounding in clever-
ness, must for various reasons be held to have
missed a success very nearly attained, must
on the whole be regarded as a brilliant failure.

I have been tempted to examine this failure

—

If so it be—in the light of the British conven-
tion," Eleanor Cecil,

1- Living Age. 255: 579. D. 7, '07. 6960w.
" 'The helpmate' stands or falls by its fidel-

ity to the fact. In spite of certain defects, we
think it stands; and stands not only as a docu-
ment but as an emotional story. We admire
the book immensely; we admire its skill, its

outspokenness, its reticence. Perhaps, most of
all, we admire Miss Sinclair's sympathetic un-
derstanding and tolerance, beyond that of most
married novelists,"

+ H Lond. Times. 6: 269, S. 6, '07, 670w.

+ Nation. 85: 259. S. 19, '07. 640w.

"The book contains unforgetable scenes, per-
sons, phrases, and such a picture of the hard'
ness of a good woman as exists nowhere else
in our literature. If there are minor errors of

Judgment and lapses of kindliness, there is nev-
ertheless and always that large charity which
is the outward and visible sign of the inward and
spiritual thing which is Miss Sinclair's most
wonderful gift—the gift of understanding." H. I.

Brock.
4.-1 N. Y. Times. 12: 510. Ag. 24, '07. 1490w.

"It is a good book for some women to read
and a dangerous book for some men, A wider
knowledge of life would have made 'The help-
mate' a great .«?tory."

-i Outlook. 87: 621. N. 23, '07. 270w.

"W^c flatly refuse to believe in the final de-
velopment of Anne into a perfectly rational hu-
man being, but we strongly commend the novel
as a powerful studv of temperament,"
4-4 Sat. R. 104: 370. S, 21, '07. 310w.

Sinclair, May. Tysons. $1.50. Holt.

A new edition of Miss Sinclair's analytically

keen inquiry into the relations of an Ill-as-

sorted pair,

Sinclair, Upton Beall, jr. Industrial repub-

lic: a study of the America ten years

hence, **$i.20, Doubleday, 7-18298.

It is of America of ten years hence that Mr
Sinclair writes "not as a dreamer or as a child,

but as a scientist and a prophet." His theory
of Industrial suicide followed by resurrection has
grown out of a careful study of the Sociological

problems of the day. He predicts that the indus-

trial crisis will occur in 1912. following the pres-

idendal election of that year, that after that

will be established an industrial republic with

Utopian rule.

"It must be admitted that there is a great

deal of prophecv, but little science in this lat-

est attempt to define socialism, while the reader

will he more interested in those portions of the

book which deal with the present and not tne

future/-
^^^^ ^g ^^g ^^ ^ ,Q^ ,^,j^_

"In many respects his work is comparable

with Mr. H. G. Wells's 'A modem Utopia,

More careless and less methodical with h s data

than is Mr. Wells, his analysis of social evils
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Is shrewder and clearer. His faults are haste
and carelessness, an over-indulgrence in hJs own
intelloetual icaprices, a too unfaltering trust in
the infallibility of his own judgment."

1- Ind. 63: 1060. O. 31, '07. 840w.
— J. Pol. Econ. 15: 572. N. '07. 240w.

"Some socialists are more emotional than
others, and Mr. Sinclair is one of the more. He
writes with great vigor and spirit, and makes
his story very interesting. His vision is neither
accurate, nor deep, nor broad, and he must be
read with an elastic discount; he rakes the
worst together, and makes the most of it."

h Lond. Times. 6:229. Jl. 19, '07. 1810w.

N. Y. Times. 12:451. Jl. 20, '07. 530w.

••His grotesque interpretation of history; . . .

his utter destitution in regard to knowledge of
economics and political science; his vulgar and
slanderous allusions to men and institutions that
he does not like; . . . his exploitation of writers
and writmg of the most ephemeral interest and
importance; ... all these traits, in which the
book abounds, deprive it and its author of any
claim to the consideration of serious-minded
men earnestly bent on improving tne social and
political conditions of the moment."

Spec. 99: 231. Ag. 17, '07. 1280w.

Sinclair, Upton Beall, jr. Jungle. +$1.50.

Doubleday. 6-6264.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 27. Ja. '07.

"If it were possible to cut out the slaughter-
house and merely give the experience of the
immigrant family struggling to find its level
in a cruel new country, it would at once be
clear that Mr. Sinclair's work had reached a
new plane of sincerity." Mary Moss,

-f- -r Allan. 99: 122. Ja. '07. 530w.
Reviewed by Madeleine Z. Doty.

-I Charities. 17: 480. D. lo, '06. 280w.

Sinclair, Upton Beall, jr. C)verman. 50c.

Doubleday. 7-30837.
A slight story of some hundred pages. "Its

narrator is a scientist who went to the South
seas in search of a lost brother and found him
on a tropic island where he had been liv'ng en-
tirely alone for twenty years. At first absorbed
in the music he composed, his one earthly pas-
sion, the brother had gradually been led, in his
utter solitude, by contemplation, feeling, and
will, to heights of philosophy ever calmer and
wider, until at last mind and will together had
enabled him to break the bonds of flesh and to
hold communion with the spiritual world." (N.
Y. Times.)

"It h.'is a certain haunting suggestiveness, and
enough crudities to make it exasperating to the
critical reader. Like most of Mt. Sinclair's
work, it is keyed too high emotionally to be
quite natural. And, as usual, he is so concerned
with the thing he wants to say that it never
occurs to him even to try to make his charac-
ters lifelike and convincing."

F N. Y. Times. 12: 600. O. 5, '07. 280w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Singleton, Esther. Dutch and Flemish fur-
niture. **$7.5o. McClure.

A companion -to Mrs. Singleton's "French and
English furniture." "It opens with the splen-
dour of the Burgundian court, where art and
luxury first burst the fetters of stem mediaeval-
ism and where peace and plenty reigned at a
time when the lands around were in the grip
of battle or of civil war. It next plunges into
the dark history of the religious wars and the
emergence of a burgher state of staid habit and
prudent outlay, though fully esteeming the dom-
icile and eager for its comfort and adornment.
Between the scheme of life of Duke Philip the
Good and his nobles and that of the seven-
teenth-century Dutchman a great gulf is fixed,
and Mrs. Singleton in her detailed and exhaus-
tive work gives us ample material to realize
the difference." (Acad.)

"This book deals ably and amply with the
story of domesstic life and its material adjuncts
in the low countries."

+ Acad. 72: 384. Ap. 20, '07. i530w.
"Her choice to deal with the philosophy of

the subject and its organic connexion with his-
tory has the disadvantage of rendering her book
unpractical for the ordinary collector or con-
noisseur."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 672. Je. 1. 6e0w.
"The author of the letterpress has a quite

amiable enthusiasm for her subject, has read
a good deal about and round about it, and has
considerable, if rather vague and desultory,
knowledge regarding it. Unfortunately, she
seems to possess little critical or co-ordinative
faculty; her facts are accumulated, not classi-
fied; she does not appear to discriminate be-
tween their iclative values, or to feel the ne-
cessity of establishing much connexion between
them."

-I Lond, Times. 6: 190. Je. 14, '07. 560w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. lOw.

"There are many interesting things in this
volume. To the connoisseur and collector it ap-
peals by its descriptions and delineation of va-
rious articles which are Included under the term
'furniture.' The general reader will be mostly
attracted by the catalogues and the narratives
of induidual owners, of what they possessed
and cared for."

+ Spec. 98: 505. Mr. 30, '07. 160w.

Singleton, Esther. Historic buildings of
America as seen and described by fa-

mous writers. **$i.6o. Dodd. 6-38380.

"By the methods used by Miss Singleton
whereby she selects from the best available
writers' accounts of the things she wishes to

include in her book, or failing this now and
then writes a chapter herself, it is possible to

get a good description of the thing wanted if

one is persistent enough in search."—Ind.

"Not a remarkable book but contains useful
material."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:49. F. '07. S.

"Miss Singleton has shown more than her
customarv ingenuity in unearthing vivid de-
scriptions' of the buildings."

+ Dial. 41: 460. D. 16, '06. 240w.

+ Ind. 61: 1405. D. 22, '06. 70w.

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 781. N. 24, '06. 180w.

+ Outlook. 84:704. N. 24, '06. 50w.

R. of Rs. 34: 753. D. '06. 40w.

Singleton, Esther, ed. Historic landmarks
* of America as seen and described by

famous writers. **$i.6o. Dodd. 7-35639-

"The footprints of early settlers, explorers,

Indian chiefs, and soldiers in our various wars,
have been followed, so that not only cities but
lakes, mountains, plains, and rivers are de-

scribed." (Dial.) In the present volume the

descriptions come from Washington Irving,

Daniel W ebster, iYancis Parkman, James An-
tlKiny Froude, Samuel Rawson Gardiner, and
others.

+ Dial. 4.'?: 427. D. 16, '07. llOw.

4- Outlook. 87: 618. N. 23, ''07. 170w.

"On the whole the selections are noteworthy,
and well entitled to a place in a collection of
this character."

-\- R. of Rs. 36: 757. D. '07. lOOw.

Singleton, Esther. Rome as described by
great' writers. **$i.6o. Dodd. ^ 6-40554.

"The selections in the Roman volume not
only describe the most famous buildings of the
city and give glimpses of some of its beautiful
environs, but also include accounts of ancient
Rome, of the rise of modern Rome, of social

life in the cosmopolitan city, of holy week, the
vearlv carnival, and the weekly rag fair.

'Rome revisited,' by Mr. BYederic Harrison, Is
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Singleton, Esther —Continued.
tlie final selection—a sort of summary of all

the multiform impressions that have preceded
it."—Dial.

"The editinc: is rot always careful, but In
spite of this the book will be enjoyed by read-
ers who like short sketches and will be useful*
to the librarian in reference work."

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 73. Mr. 'OV. S.

"The volume will make an excellent guide-
l)ook for tourists, and those who have not seen
Rome and do not expect to see it will enjoy
the vivid and interesting descriptions and gain
much comprehensive information, well distrib-
uted between topography, history, architecture,
and manners and customs."

+ Dial. 41:460. ID. IG, '06. 130w.

"Unfortunately the text is carelessly handled
and misstatements in the writers quoted are
allowed to go uncorrected. The proof-reading,
too, is inexcusably careless. The book is not a
credit either to editor or publisher."

Nation. 84:153. F. 14, *07. 420w.

N. Y. Times. 11:787. N. 24, "06. 120w.

"Miss Singleton makes an interesting and
picturesque choice as 'to authors."

+ Outlook. 84: 1080. D. 29, '06. 160w.

Singleton, Esther, White House. 2v. **$5.
* McClure.
Here are brought together things of interest

concerning the social life, relics, and traditions
of the White House from the days of John
and Abignil Adams to those of Theodore Roose-
velt.

Dial. 43:4^51. D. IH, '07. 140w.

-F Lit. D. 35: 918. D. 14, '07. 90w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. Q. 19, '07. 30w.

f N. Y. Times. 12: 72S. N. 10, '07. 130w.

Sismondi, Jean Charles Leonard Simonde
de. History of the Italian republic in
the middle ages. Entirely recast and
supplemented in the light of subsequent
historical research, with a memoir of
the author, by William Boulting. $2.
Button.

]\[r. r'.rvultins;' has brought this work up to
date, and lias di\ided it into eight parts each
represeriting a oeriod of Italian history. These
partK are m turn subdivided, dealing separ-
ately with the sopar.ata republics; Rome, Mil-
an, "Venice, Pis.'i, Genoa, Florence, and Siena.

"The bibliography is rar ironi satlslaotory,
and the too froquent lack of foot-notes, giv-
ing chapter and verse for the statements mad©
in ti'.e text, is much to be regretted. The in-
dex al.^o needs enlargement and revision. Yet,
with all its faults of omission and commission,
the v/o'k remains a monument of painstaking
comijilation. and not even the most modest
English library which has a shelf for books on
thirisrs italian can do without It."

-J Nation. 84:364. An. 18, '07. 1630w.

"TiiC reador may feel that he has the sub-
stan'^c of Sismondi."

H Spec. 98: 25. Ja. 5, '07. lOO^v.

Skeat, Walter W., and Blagden, Charles
Otto. Pagan races of the Malay penin-
sula. 2v. *$I3. Macmillan. 7-II553-

The pagans considered in this volume arc
divided into three races: the Negritos, or Se-
mang. occupying the Siatnese provinces; the
Pakai, and the Jakun in the Straits Settle-
ments and [i'edpral Malay States. "Mr. Skeat
deals with qui^stions of race, physical an-
thropnlo^rv. material culture, religion and mag-
ic, Mr. Blagden with the languages." (Acad.)

"The present work is, in fact, an exhaust-
ive survey of available material; it will serve
as a ba«is for future progress and smooth the

path of those who attack the numerous prob-
lems i-aised but not solved bv our author.g."

-f- + Acad. 71:&50. D. 29, '06. 1260w
" I he conscientious manner in which the au-

thors have performed their task will enable
many future students to excuse themselves
from consulting the great mass of authorities
out of which these volumes have grown. A
word of commendation is due to the excellent
photographs with which thev are illustrated."'

-i- -f Ath. 1907, 1: 608. My. 18. 1140w.
"This book may, therefore, be regarded as

a standard work, which is never likely to be
supersedf^d. The value of photographs in an-
thropological books has long bec-n recognized,
but wc do not remember any work of descrip-
tive ethnology so lavishly illustrated as this,
not only with photographs, but with excellent
line drawings of native decorative art. The
comparative voca-bulary of the dialects collect-
ed by Mr. Blagden is a monument of research."
-f -f 4- Lond. Times. 6: 13. Ja. 11, '07. 620w.
"Though naturally not a work for the casual

reader, it is full of intaresting incidents and
vivid pictures of native life, rendered more
graphic by reproductions of photographs."

-f -4- Nation. 84: 250. Mr. 14, '07. 860w.
"Accurate though these statements be, they

effer but slight indication of how thoroughly
the book is inspired with the experience and
critical knowledge of the authors, and how
r/ell the sublects dealt with have been unified
in their hands, a task the difficulty of which
may bo judged in part by a consideration of
the unsatisfactory iiature of much that has
been written as well as by the length of the
bibliography which follows the preface." C. G.
S.

-f 4- Nature. 75:415. Mr. 14, '07. 2440w.

"Mr. Skeat's knowledge of the country has
(?nal:'led him to weld together in a satisfactory
maimer a large number cf facts previously
publishi'd by other observers, more especially
those which are concerned with material cul-
ture; bat. \mfortunately, the sections dealing
with social life and organisation are extremely
imperfect."
-t- H Sat. R. 103:336. Mr. 16, '07. 1560w.

"It ought to be studied not only by scientific
readers—to whom it is quite indispensable—but
by all who have to deal with the wild races
whom it so fully and sympathetically de-
scribes."
+ -: Spec. 98: sup. 117. Ja. 26, '07. 400w.

Skinner, Robert P. Abyssinia of to-dayj
an account of the first mission sent by
the American government to the court
of the King of Kings. *$3. Longmans.

7-7S44-
The present volume is the outgrowth of an

expedition to Abyssinia to treat with Emper-
or Mcnelik on commercial relations between
that country and our own. The author's notes
"on this land of grave faces, elaborate cour-
tesy, classic tone and Biblical civilization, its

history, politics, language, literature, religion
and trade, are full of interest; there are also
some valuable hints on the organization and
equipment of a caravan."

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 129. My. '07.

"He writes fairly well, though sometimes
with an effort at 'smartness' which sits ill up-
on him. There is no index—but there is not
much that needs one."

.i- ._ Ath. 1906. 2: 824. D. 29. 1900w.

"Mr. Skinner had a very fascinating trip,

spiced with a good dose of personal danger;
and ho shares his enjoyment with whoever
reads his lively, entertaining account of hi.s

travels."
-f- Cath. World. 84:408. D. '06. 510w.

"The account of the journey is uninterest-
ing, ueing largely taken up with trivial de-
tails. Nor does the author describe in an en-
tertaining m'ann?r the lively incidents of the
nine dfivs at the capital."

-\ Nation. 84: 293. Mr. 28, '07. 530w.
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"Excellent book."
4- Outlook. So: 92. Ja. 12, '07. 47()w.

"This is in every way an excellent bcwk; it

is pleasantly written and contains aome profit-
able; sussestions."

-t- Spec. 98: sup. 651. Ap. 27, '07. 270w.

Sladen, Douglas. Secrets of the Vatican,
the palace of the popes. *$5. Lippin-
cott. 7-37968.

The "secrets" of the Vatican are merely Its

history. Mr. Sladen is "guide, philosopher and
friend" over the course chosen, and tells of the
btiildine: of the original palace, the reconstruc-
tion of the present edifice, the Vatican libraries,
its galleries and its gardens.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"The book has a distinct value. It is well ar-
ranged, full 'Of facts."

+ Sat. R. 104: sup. S. S. 28, '07. 390w.

Sladen, D.duglas. Sicily, the new winter re-

sort. *$2. Dutton. W 7-145.

"It is an encnantment to go to the island
with him, l;is study of the moods, sentiments
and temperaments of its people is so subtle,
sensitive and penetrating. . . . Besides enabl-
ing us to enter into the intimacy of Sicilian
life, he furnishes us with bright and vigoroi.;s

descriptions of all that is most remarkable
among the monuments, curiosities, products
and resources of every kind of the country."

—

Ind.

"So intimate and so thorough is Mr. Sladen's
familiarity wit'n his subject, and so careful his
explanations, that the reader will not easily
discover any shortcomings in the book."

-h 4- Cath. World. 86: 2.53. N. '07. 190w.

"J'he book for travelers In Sicily, pa</kcd wi'^h
historv and good advice."

+ + Ind. 62: 1358. Je. C, '07. llOw.

"\''erv practical book."
+ -f N. Y. Times. 12: 195. Mr. 30, '07. 230u-.

Slater, John Rothwell. Sources of Tyn-
dale's version of the Pentateuch. *50c.

Univ. of Chicago press. 6-29757.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Am. J. Theol. 11: 183. Ja. '07. SOw.

Slattery, Rev. Charles Lewis. Master of
the world: a study of Christ. **$i.50.

Longmans. 6-45051.
"The book attempts to interpret Jesus Christ

in the liglit of modern scholarship, but at the
same Time to fuse with the primary sources
of information concerning him all the subse-
quent doctrines which have grown up around
his person."—Nation.

"Too large an undertaking to allow of much
success **

-^ Ind. 62: 102. Ja. 10. '07. 60w.
"The endeavor to make a clear, consistent,

histcrical picture by combining all New Testa-
ment documents as of equal weight, is a con-
siderable undertaking: and when Dean Slattery
proposes to add to his sources all the dogmas
of the ages, and even 'all the present faith,'
one must admire his daring, rather than re-
sper't his hi=torirql judgment."

i Nation. 84: 105. Ja. 31, '07. 280w.

"Written from a conservative standpoint, the
volume is free from dogmatism, while leading
up to the teaching of the Nicene creed."

4 Outlook. 85: 46. Ja. 5, '07. 170w.

Slicer. Thomas R. Way to happiness.
**$i.25. Macmillan. 7-6629.

The chapter h-eadings furnish a suggestion of
the scope of the book. The call to the way;
the search; The way of the stoic: happiness
by pelf-control; the way of the E>picurean:
happiness by pleasure; "The way of the altru-
ist: one's self and the other; The way of wor-

ship: happiness by inspiration; The way the
holy peace: happiness at home; The way of
freedom: happiness by liberty; The way to the
heights: the vision and the dream; The end of
the way: blessedness and peace.

"Mr. Slicer seems not to have grasped the
truth revealed in Professor Hilty's book, 'The
steps of life.'

"

-I Cath. World. 86: 402. Je. '07. 130w.
"Teaches convincingly that happiness comes

through our activities, not through our passivi-
ties, and through living to the spirit rather
than to the flesh."

-f Dial. 42: 231. Ap. 1, '07. 200w.
"His English is tangled and in\olved, so that

the meaning- of many passages is difficult to
unravel. ' Uildegarde Hawthorne.

- N. Y. Times. 12:185. Mr. 30, '07.

1140W.
"Thr- missing note, if any, in tne Pook is of

sympathy and encouragenunt for those that
have lost heart tind feel driven to the wall."

-I Outlook. 85: 719. Mr. 23, '07. 170w.

Slocum, Stephen Elmer and Hancock, Ed-
ward Lee. Text-book on the strength
of materials. *$2. Ginn. 6-35989.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is. of course, granted that mature and
skilled rcpder, liirdened to petty defects, able
to sift the good from the indifferent, can find
mucn of interest in the book, but why should
we rest coritent until oi-ly lucid, straightfor-
ward, truly scholarly and invigorating text-
books be provided the student of that eminent-
ly ntional profession, engineering." Lewis J.
Johnson.

1- Engin. N. 56: 632. D. 13, '06. 1900w.

"It should prove of great service to those who
are activelv engaged in engineering design."

-1- Nature. 75: 484. Mr. 21, '07. 610w.

Slosson, Margaret. How ferns grow. **$3.

Holt. 6-23320.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Nature. 75: 298. Ja. 24, '07. 150w.

Small, Albion W. Adam Smith and mod-
ern sociology: a study in the method-
ology of the social sciences. **$i.25.

Univ. of Chicago press. 7-32182.

A book written in the interest of a more
conscious and systematic partnership Vietween
economists and sociologists. It is a develop-
ment of the following argument: Modem soci-
ology is virtually an attempt to take up the
larger program of social analysis and interpre-
tation which was implicit in Adam Smith's
moral philo.sophy, but which was surpassed for

a century by prevailing interest in the technique
of the production of wealth.

"Dr. Small in his extremely suggestive book
puts the case ver\ strongly, but while he clear-
ly points out a number of trails, he does not
follovv' them to the end." Garrett Droppers.

-I
— J. Pol. Econ. 15: 558. N. '07. 850w.

"In the main, however, we feel that Profes-
sor Small has tailed to make out his case, and
has, indeed, exposed himself in places to ob-
vious and severe criticism."

[- Out'ook. 87: 788. D. 7, '07. 410w.

Small, Albion Woodbury. General sociol-

ogy. *$4. Univ. of Chicago press.

5-32452.

Descriptive note in December, 190.'.

Reviewed by llobert E. Bisbee.— Arena. £7: 332. Mr. '07. 140w.

"In his great anxiety that the world should
realise that there is oidy one science, and that
sociology is its name, we perceive somie of the
anxietv. awkwardness, and spitefulness of epi-
thet which are associated with those who are
end'^avouring to force a prot4g4 on to persons
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Small, Albion Woodbury

—

Continued.
of another cJass. Professor Small deserves se-
vere treatment at the hand of a reviewer, for,
well nieanin,? and well informed though he Is,

he has allowed himself to speak of scientific
thinkers in all branches of thought with the
conteipptuous manner that is usually associ-
ated With imperfect appreciation of real Is-
sues."— Spec. 96: sup. 1012 Je. 30, '06. 1040w.

Smalley, Harrison Standish. Railroad rate
control in its legal aspects: a study of
the effect of judicial decisions upon
public regulation of railroad rates. $i.

Macmillan. 6-26074.
"This work consists of an Introductory chap-

ter on the pub?ic regulation of rates, three
chapter." on th'» doctrine of .iudicial review,
two on the results of the doctrine, and a con-
cluding chapter specifying certain remedies.
Under this head the writer suggests a plan for
compensation to the railroad for property tak-
en."—K. of Rs.

dog ailments. Among the twenty dogs de-
scrioed and portrayed are the pointer, otter
hound, deerhouml, English setter, Clumber and
Sussex spaniels, Irish setter, retriever, bull-
dog, and collie."—N. Y. Times.

"He sets forth fully and clearly the doctrine
of judicial review." William Hill.

+ J. Pol. Econ. 14: 638. D. '06. 720w.

R. of Rs. 34: 383. S. '06. 90w.

Smedley, Anne Constance. Conflict. t$i.5o.

Moffat. 7-9556.
"The key-note of the story is conflict. . . .

Mary van Heyten is a bom fighter, from the
moment when, alone and friendless, she wrests
her daily bread from a cruel world, to the day
on which, still stru.ggHng she is appropriated
by a stronger nature than her own. . . . The
boo!c. apart from the fact that it deals with
an important problem of the day. Is an Inter-
esting character study."—Acad.

-{- Acad. 72: 297. Mr. 23, (fj. 209W.

"One would be tempted to call H distinctly
clever, were it not that this particular phrase
conveys a patronising tone, which in the pres-
ent instance is undeserved." Frederic Taber
Cooper.

-I- -! Bookm. 25: 392. Je. '07. 430w.

"Nearly all the men are hard. If not brutal.
As to woman, Miss Smedley's opinion of her
potontialities is nowhere in doubt. Yet she
does not obtrude it."

-j Lend. Times. 6; 85. Mr. 15, '07. 740w.

"The present story is weakened by exagger-
ations—possibly it is a lack of assurance In
dealing with realities. There Is a certain In-
tegrity about the book; a definite idea and pur-
pos<*. It is an attack on false ideals of woman-
hood . . . and while the plot pre?ents no very
convincing ^olution, the story touches the In-
terest because the writer had something genu-
ine to sav."

1 N. Y. Times. 12: 287. My. 4. '07. 460w.

"Miss Smedley Is decidedly clever; she has
an eye for character, a vivacious style and
other valuable gifts, but her talent totters un-
der the burden of the abstract proposition she
has undertaken to demonstrate." "Vernon At-
wood.— f Putnam's. 2: 617. Ag. '07. 460w.

"The critic cannot but regret that a story
with so promising an opening should not attain
to the level which seems to be promised by the
first few chapters."

Spec. 98: 579. Ap. 13, '07. 160w.

Smith, A. Croxton. British dog-s at work;
with 20 full-oage il. in colour by G.
Vernon Stokes. *$3. Macmillan.

"A brief history is given in the first chapter
of "Man's first friend.' Then come discussions
of kennels and their construction, how to buy
a dog, the feeding and rearing of the animals,
their general management, hounds at work,
shoo*^ing dogs. th.-> terriers, the science of breed-
ing, and a description of some of the common

N. Y. Times. 11: 857. D. 8, '06. 340w.
"The author is so frank and modest about

his work that he disarms criticism."
+ Sat. R. 102: U82. D. 1, '06 140w.

"The illustrations in colour . . . are full of
life, pleasant in colour and will dehght an ar-
tist or a dog-lover. The text ... is very read-
able, but not very thorough or practical."

J- — Spec. 68. 216. F. 9, '07. 180w.

Smith. A. Elizabeth Wager-. Primer of
skat. *75c. Lippiricott. 7-165Q2.

A thorogoing little handbook of a card game
that "offers unlimited opportunity for stra-
tegic play and well-balanced judgment."

Smith, Albert William, and Marx, Guido
Hugo. Machine design. $3. Wiley.

5-39881.
"The authors . . . have devoted the first five

chapters to discussions of the general princi-
ples of kinematics which underlie the desigrn
of all classes of machinery. ... In the sixth
chapter the ciuestion of the proportions of ma-
chine parts as dictated by stress is taken up.

. . . Fastenings, including rivets, emd bolts
and nuts, are then considered. . . . The de-
sign of axles and shafts and of their bearings
... is very fully treated in several chapters;
and then follow details of the design of coup-
lings. . . . Fly-wheels and toothevl wheel gear-
ing arc taken up in the next two chapters.
... In the concluding chapter . . . the pro-

portions and best shapes for machine frames
are discussed."—Nature.

".Ml the figure?? are clear, and the important
points in the design which they are intended
to illustrate are easily followed. The book
should prove a useful text-book for engineer-
ing students in theii- first and second years'
courses in machine design." T. H. B.

4- Nature. 75: 172. D. 20, "06. 490w.

Smith, Alexander. Dreamthorp: a book
of essays written in the country, with
biographical and critical introd. by
John Hogben. *$i. Kennerley.

A new edition of Dreamthorp which revives
a work first published in 1863.

"Those who are not familiar with Alexander
Smith's proFe, A^ith its happy turns and occa-
sionallv daring tropes may put down the book
as worth buving and reading."

H- Nation. 83: 514. D. 13, '0^. 800w.

Spec. 96: 719. My. 5, '06. 60w.

Smith, Alexander. Introduction to general
inorganic chemistry. *$2.25. Century.

6-7325.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"The book is well up to date, and has been
written with gre-it care."
-f Ath. 1907, 1: 294. Mr. 9. 430w.

"Prof. Smith has met the difficulties of his

task with great skill, and has given us a very
judicious and weil-bJlanred selection of the
facts of inoiganic chemistry with a body of
theoretiral information little less than Is to

be foimd In a fairly adV'anced work on phys-
ical chemistrv."' Arthur Smithells.
^ .p _ Nature. 75: sup. 4. Mr. 14, '07. 900w.

Smith, Mrs. Alice Prescott. Montlivet.
t$i.5o. Houghton. 6-33573.

"The end of the seventeenth century in Can-
ada, English and French rivalries, Indian friends

and foes, and a prisoner—such are the old mate-
rials for a new story into which Mrs. Smith
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Infuses life and freshness." (Acad.) The story
Interest centers about Armand de Montllvet, a
French trader, and an English prisoner, Mary
Starling in disguise, whom Montllvet rescues.

*The story of these adventurous lovers Is more
than merely exciting, it Is fascinating, andi de-
lightfully told."

+ Acad. 71: 563. D. 1. '06. 140w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 2:217. N. '06.

"An exceptionally Interesting piece of work,
one which may perhaps be described as similar
to the romances of the late Mrs. Catherwood
with an added Infusion of virility." Wm. M.

+ + Dial. 42: 17. Ja. 1, '07. 23»w.
"The book has unusual merit."
+ + Lit. D. 33: 596. O. 27, '06. 280w.

"Is rare if not unique among stories of war-
fare with Indians, for it contains no scenes of
horror, and yet never allows a reader a moment's
rest from the dread of horrors to come."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 728. N. 3, '06. 180w.

-Smith, Arthur Henderson. China and
America lo-day : a study of conditions
and relations. **$i.25. Revell. 7-26625.

In the course of the study America's unpop-
ularity in eastern Asia is shown to be due to
her immigratioTn laws which favor Japan and
dilscTiminate against China. "In the main the
present volume is a discussion of China's rela-
tions, pres'ent and future, with the Uliited
States, in which an exceediingly interesting his-
torical sketch is given, incidentally of the Ce-
lestial empire." (Lit. D.)

"We have here in brief space a vivid picture
of old but rapidly changing conditions and re-
lations."

-{- Ind. 63: 942. O. 17, '07. 180w.

"The book is filled with Interesting revela-
tions of Chinese life and customs and promises
to occupy an authoritative place among the
many volumes recently published dealing with
the problems of the Far East."

+ Lit. D. 35: 490. O. 5, '07. 640w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 449. Jl. 20, '07. 2100w.

Smith, Arthur Henderson. Uplift of China.
50C. Young people's missionary move-
ment. 7-38590.

A book for missionaries and for use in Sun-
day schools. It "gives a bird's eye view of old
Chma, the China that has persisted unchanged
for so many thousand years, and of the forces
now at work breaking up and changing the
unchangeable and making a new China that is

attracting the anxious and interested eyes of
all the rest of the world." (N. Y. Times.)

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 500. Ag. 17, '07. 190w.
"One of the ablest missionaries in China has

packed this volume with an amount of informa-
tion about *old' China and 'new' nowhere else
to be found in the same compass."
+ + Outlook. 86: 792. Ag. 10, '07. 190w.

Smith, Bertram. Whole art of caravan
ning; being personal experiences in
England and Scotland; v^rith 6 il. from
photographs. $1. Longmans.

"England and Scotland furnish the scenery,
the stamping ground, the night's lodging, and
the caravan is nothing more or less than the
covered wagon the gypsies use as house ajid
home. The narrative sets forth the experi-
ences of the author, Bertram Smith, traveling
in the United Kingdom in such a wagon and
camping in it when he had no mind to be mov-
ing or a particular reason for stopping. His
object is to show how a holiday can be spent
in this way, with what delight and satisfac-
tion.—N.- Y.. Times.

he refers; and the reader who, with tliis guide
decides to spend a summer holiday in a cara-
van, will find that there are points he must
elucidate for himself, though he will find anumber of useful hints. The book is nicely il-
lustrated from sketches and photographs: and
the reminiscent vein in which it has been writ-
ten is pleasantly humiorous."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 574. My. 11. llOw.
N. Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15, '07. 130w.

Smith, Bertram T. K. How to collect post-
* age stamps. *$2. Alacmillan.
A hook for the advanced collector of stamps

which gives information regarding values, rari-
ties, forgeries, reprints and numerous other
matters included in the field of philately.

+ ind. 63: 117S. N. 14, "07. 120w.
"Excellently printed and amply illustrated."

-I- Nation. 85: 54C. D 12, '07. 40w.
"For . . . tlie timid lovers of manuals,

why this is a very good little book, and it
should turn out spurious gipsies by the score."

H- Spec. 99: 206. Ag. 10, '07. IGOw.

Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth Thomasina. Col-
onel's conquest. t$i.5o. Jacobs. 7-29156.

The story of a frivolous mother's awakening
to womanliness and mother love through the
devotion of her little lame child. The book con-
tains a lesson for grown up readers even tho
written for the young.

Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth Thomasina (form-
erly L. T. Meade). Hill top girl.
t$i.so. Lippincott.

Mrs. Smith's story "exhibits the familiar
contrast between rich and poor, worldly and
unworldly households. The humble folk dwell
on the top of the hill, the great folk in the
plain below, and this symbolizes their relative
position from an ethical point of view. A
sudden girl-friendship that springs up between
the two houses is discouraged by the hill-top
father Prof. Pi-imrose; and the rebelliori
against his decree occupies the greater part
of the story." (Ath.)

'Its title is perhaps a little over-ambitious,
for it does not cover the 'whole art' to which

"The fault of the over-accentuation appears
throughout."— Ath. 1906, 2: 652. N. 24. 160w.

"P'or American girls there will be all the
charm of the unaccustomed in the 'Hill-top
girl.'

"

+ N. Y. Times. 11:851. D. 8, '06. 120w.— Sat. R. 102: 742. D. 15, '06. 340w.

Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth Thomasina. Little
school mothers: a story for girls. 75c.
McKay. 7-21231.

A boarding-school story for girls whose chief
interest centers about a contest which is de-
signed to reveal the girl best fitted to become
the school-mother of a motherless child.

Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth Tomasina (formerly
* L. T. Meade). Three girls from school.

t$i.5o. Lippincott.

A story which centers about a trio of English
school girls. The most intellectual of the three
learns that she must leave school for financial
re.asons; the wealthy one learns that by winning
a certain prize her cherished hope of leaving
school and traveling with an aunt in France
will be realized; while the third, an unscrupulous
minx, is a go-between who bribes the honest
Priscilla to tern over her essay to the girl
whose pleasure depends upon winning the prize,
in consideration for which Priscilla is to re-
main in school. This dishonesty followed by a
series of tricks to support it causes no end of
complication and humiliation.
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Smith, Elmer Boyd. Story of Pocahontas
and Captain John Smith; told and pic-
tured by E. Boyd Smith. **$2.so.
Houghton. 6-42437.

Here the story of America's first "interna-
tional romance" Is told in picture as well as In
text. There are twenty-six colored plates "full
of spirit and beauty, and not without sly touches
of humor at the expense of everybody con-
cerned." (Dial.)

"Mr. Smith's style is unique; all phases of it

get full play in the new volume."
+ + Dial. 41: 4€0. D. 16, '06. 180w.

"The pictures are vivid enough to render the
text 'rather a luxury than a necessity.' "

-f N. Y. Times. 11: 806. D. 1, '06. ISOw.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: L'53. Ap. 20. '07. EOw.

"Should have prominent place among picture
books of the year. Its text Is apparently histor-
ically correct."

+ + Outlook. 85: 96. Ja. 12, '07. 80w.

Smith, Francis Asbury. Critics versus Shake,
speare: a brief for the defendant. Knick-
erbocker press. 7-8252.

A defense in which the author contends that
every piece of literature claiming Shakespearian
authorship was written by the great dramatist.

"We confess that we like Mr. Smith's book.

It strikes a wholesome note. He is wrong-head-
ed, of course, but so are many of the greater
commentators. Some of the evidence he dis-

cards is of great, weight."
H N. Y. Times. 12: 96. F. 16, '07. 430w.

"A vigorous and independent book. One may
pick flaws in Mr. Smith's book at points, but he
speaks as a man who loves the plays as litera-

ture, and who brings to them a keen human
sense of the conditions under which they are
probably produced." .„.„„,„„*^

_l Outlook. 86: 570. Je. 13, '07. 170w.

"Mr. Smith's book shows a good degree of

scholarship and wide reading, but he makes
some mistakes that a sophomore should be
ashamed of." V/m. .T. Rolfe.

-i Putnam's. 2: 728. S. '07. 170w.

Smith. Francis Henry. Christ and science:

Jesus Christ regarded as the centre of

science, **$i.25. Revell. 6-32410.

"That Jesus Christ as a person is the center

of the universe, and its creator ... is the
thesis which these lectures at Vanderbllt uni-

versity maintain.'"—Outlook.

"We can only deeply regret that his laudable
desire to honor the Master should lead to the
erection of such a tawdry temple of fallacious

analogy and science lalsely so called, fouqded
on tne sands of verbal inspiration." Charles R.
Barnes.— Am. J. Theol. 11: S56. Ap. '07. 570w.

"The argument for tne main proposition is

too thin to exixjse lO close debate."
1- Outlook. 84: 581. N. 9, 'OU. ICOw.

Smith, Francis Hopkinson. Old-fashioned
folk. Privately printed. R. E. Lee, 212

Summer st., Boston. 7-'i7273-

"A plea for the simple life of former times;"
further it is "an arraignment of selfish inde-
pendence and self-assertive vulgarity, written
with fine scorn of the mere treasure heaper,
and it includes a stern hint of what may come
from imitating him. and from tolerating the
practice by which he helps himself, in both
senses of the phrase." (N. T. Times.)

Lit. D. 34: 880. Je. 1, '07. 70w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 418. Je. 29, '07. 200w.

Smith, Francis Hopkinson. Romance of an
old-fashioned gentleman. t$i.5o. Scrib-
ncf. 7-31210.

"In 'The romance of an old-fashioned gencie-
rr.an' we have the wholesome, noble, self-con-
trolled side of a situation continually presented
from the opposite side. A man who can deny
himself and his love is shown as a strong, well-
developed character—a man who has iearned
the lesson of life .so well that he is able to guide
others. His crisis long past, though the hurt
is never healed, he grasps in his strong hand
a younger man when he faces bitter tempta-
tion, and leads him safely through it. The
women in the story are the sort Mr. Smith
knows as well as Howells knows his kind."

—

Outlook.

"A charming story of simple plot and well de-
fined characters."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 201. N. '07. +
-!- Dial. 43: 428. D. 16, '07. lOOw.

Nation. 85: 446. N. 14, '07. 310w.

N. Y. Times, 12: 652. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"The wide world is the scene of the rest of
the story told in Mr. Smith's colorful prose,
but the portrait of the fair Southern holds its
magic to the end."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 764. N. 30, '07. 410w.

" 'The romance of an old-fashioned gentle-
man' is both beautiful and true."

-i- Outlook. 87: 496. N. 2, '07. 220w.

-I- Outlook. 87: G23. N. 23, '07 lOvr.

Smith, Francis Hopkinson. Veiled lady,
and other men and women, il. t$i.5o.

Scribner. 7-12697.

Stories that are intrinsically good, that re-
veal characteristics of the story-teller, that of-
fer to writers bits of advice which have grown
out of the author's wide study and observa-
tion, and that delicately rail against fads and
foibles tho they be artistic ones and indulged
in by the descendants of "earls and high-dad-
dies."

4 A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 137. My. '07. 70w. +
"There is so little of the cynic and so much

of the humanitarian in 'the staid old painter,'
as he calls himself In this his latest volume
of gentle tales, that we rejoice in the sentiment
of an older fashion and the mellow mood of
most of the stories."

-I- -f- Ind. 63: 1102. JI. 11, '07. 180w.

"For tho subjects are sufl^ciently various, a
certain coordination and unity is furnished by
the delightful human quality which links the
stories one to another like a thread of gold.
The illustrations, many of which are by the
author, a.re a notable feature of the book."

+ Lit. D. 34: 724. My. 4, '07. 130w.

"It is not the beautiful veiled lady who is

his real achievement, but the conglomerate lit-

tle dragoman who carries In his pocket enough
of the small change of heroism to be a stanch
friend in need."

-f Nation. 84: 501. My. 30, '07. 300w.

"The truth is there is not very much to any
of these stories except the water color effect
of the hackgrounus and the charm of the paint-
er, engineer, good fello^v visible and person-
ally present in Ihem."_ -k N. Y. Times. 12: 189. Mr. 30, '07. 620w.

"X charming Series of impressions of pictur-
esque bits of life."

f N. Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15. '07. 170w.

"The best of his stories are mainly those of
Venice and the east, but every one will repay
the time spent in reading."

-4- Outlook. 86: 256. Je. 1, '07. 40w.
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Smith, Francis Hopkinson, Wood fiie in

no. 3. t$i.so. Scribner. 5-34173-

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

"It is the author's way of thinking of them
that makes them what they seem to be—charm-
ing."

-i- N. Y, Times. 11: 504. Ag. 11. '06. 240w.

Smith, Frank Berkeley. In London town.
**$i.5o. Funk. 6-35588.

Descriptive note in Annual, lOOG.

'"Mr. F. Berkeley Smith's impressions of Lon-
don town are not so much those of a light-
hearted holiday-inaker as of an alert, keen-
eyed, and precociously sophisticated journal-
ist." Harriet Waters Preston.

-f Atlan. 99: 419. Mr. '07. .)10w.

Smith, George Armitage. Principles and
methods of taxation. *$i.2S. Button.

7-6425.
An account of the British system of taxation

and the principles on which it is based.

"Mr. Armitage-Smith is a high authority on
'The principles and methods of taxation,' . . .

and his present volume ... is of value, and may
be commended for educational purposes."

-i Ath. 1906, 1: 607. My. 19. 510w.

Smith, Gertrude. Litle Girl and Philip.

**$i.30. Harper. 7-36981.

Printed in large type with eight full page il-

lustrations in color by Rachael Rooinson these
fifteen stories about the lively little £irl and
the quiet little boy who lived next door to her
will make a pleasing gift-book for all small
folks who like to hear about other people's
grandmas and grandpas, their nice uncles, their
pets, their plays and their pleasant surprise.s.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Smith, Goldwin. Labour and capital: a
letter to a labour friend. **soc. Mac-
millan. 7-7165.

A monograph wliich urges upon labour con-
servatix'e progression. "Progress," writes Pro-
fessor Smith, "soems more hopelal than revo-
lution." and altho he has faith in the ultimate
realizati'in of the socialist ideal, perfect broth-
erhood, he closes his considei'ation of the ques-
tions of labour and capital, with the declara-
tion "I'iiere is no leaping into the millenium."

Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 647. My. '07. 60w.

"The interest of the letter lies in its formu-
lation of the judgment of a historical student
who is familiar with many aspects of life and
is reasonably free from bias." Charles Kich-
:noi;d Henderson.

-f Dial. 42: 287. My. 1, '07. 80w.

"A series of interesting and suggestive re-
flections."

4- Engin. N. 57: 307. Mr. 14. '07. 200w.

"\\'ritten in a characteristically clear style."
-!- Outlook. S.'i: 813. Ap. 6, '(•7. llOw.

Spec. 98: 985. Je. 22. '07. 820w.

Smith, Rev. Haskett. Patrollers of Pales-

tine. *$3. Longmans. 7-10989.

"'L'he experiences of a lively p3.rty of tour-
ists. m'U and women, who journey through the
Holy Land, their conversation carried on by
various characters such as The enthusiast. The
pessimist, etc., form the subject matter of

this posthumous book."—Outlook.

"Though brightly written, is spoilt by the
introduction of a good deal of humour which
strikes us as often a little forced."

.| _ Acad. 71: C61. D. 29, '06. 120w.

"The. present volume gives to all who are in-

teresited in present-day Palestine, as well as

in its historical and religious significance, a

certain intimat; atmosphere hardly found In
other works on that subject."

-f Outlook. .S5: 575. Mr. 9, '07. 130w.

"V.'^hatever we maj' think of Mr. Haskett
Sniith's geographical theories or his specula-
tions on the miraculous, he has certainly drawn
a graphic picture of the modern tourist in Pal-
estine and the necessity of finding a guide who
will 'suffer fools gladly.'

"

H Sat. R. 103: 147. F. 2, '07. 1120w.

Smith, James Allen. Spirit of American
government: a study of the constitu-
tion; its origin, influence and relation
to democracy. **$i.25. Macmillan.

7-16497-

In which the author traces the influence of
our constitutional system upon the political
conditions which exist in this country to-day.
He calls attention to the spirit of the Consti-
tution, its inherent opposition to democracy,
and the obstacles which it placed in the way
ur majority rule.

"iivcry page shows evidence of much inves-
tigation and reflection and earnest analysis.
Nevertheless, we are certain that his argument
will from start to finish prove not only unsat-
isfactory but exceedingly exasperating to those
who believe and insist that a democracy must
be safe, sane, and stable as well as adjustable.
The fundamental fallacy \itiating the entire
narrative is the author's misconception of the
nature of democracy, due primarily to his non-
apprsiciation of the inexorable necessities of a
sovereignty." F. I. Herriott.

-I
Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 620. N. '07. C20w.

"It is refreshing to find amid the arid com-
pilations and inconsequential manuals on Amer-
ican government that pour forth annually from
the press a volume that is well written, vigor-
ous .\iid highly contentious in a scholarly fash-
ion.

'

-f- 4- Ind. 63: 939. O. 17, '07. 5fi0w.

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 313. My. '07. 140w.

"The work has a certain importance, or, at
least, significance, owing to the fact that it ex-
presses so frankly the idea underlying a move-
ment which is now with us and which must
run its course. What Professor Smith desires
in government would correspond to the un-
trained, unhampered individual, the slave of
impressions. He has no understanding of the
true democracy, which aims at once at the lib-

ertv of the individual as also of the masses."
1- Nation. 85: 121. Ag. 8, '07. 1540w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 490. Ag. 10, '07. 120w.

R. of Rs. 35: 758. Je. '07. 120w.

Smith, Captain John. Generall historic of
Virginia, Newr England and the Sum-
mer isles. 2v. *$6. Macmillan. 7-18581.

.-^ti interesting work which the tri-centennial
of .Tamesto'wn has called forth. "The rare
works that make up this volume are here as-
semiiled in convenient form for the first time
since their original publication in 1624-30. The
edition will contain facsimile reproductions of
all the maps and illustrations in the originals,

including the rare portraits of the Duchess of
Richmond and Pocahontas." (Dial.)

+ Acad. 72: 310. Mr. SO, '07. 1070w.

Dial. 42:118. F. 16, '07. 130w.

"Nothing, too, could be more prais(-\vi)rth\-

than the manner in which the work has been
done. With scholarly conscientiousness, the

publishers have presented an exact reprint of

the original editions." Lawi-ence .T. Burpee.

^ + Dial. 4.';:1G:J. S. '07. 2290w.

-t- Nation. 84: JiO. Ap. 4, '07. 140w.

-I- Nature. 7G: 26. My. 9, '07. lOGOw.
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Smith, Captain John —Continued.
"These books are neither terse nor short,

but they are rich in color and intimate inter-

est and most entertaining and valuable read-

ing."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 253. Ap. 20, '07. 210w.

"Except for the scantiest of mention in the

brief introductory statements of the publishers,

the reader is left absolutely in igTiorance of

the fact that Smith's veracity has been ques-
tioned. For this there can be no exciise."

^ -j Outlook. 86:967. Ag. 31, '07. 400w.

"It is one of the best stories of adventure in

our ^ancuage. 'i he yolun.es before us are sim-
ply a reprint without notes, and, if we may
make b'ld enouf;.a to say so, are all the better

for that." ,„„„
i- Spec. y8: 460. Mr. 23, '0,. 1860w.

Smith, Justin Harvey. Our struggle for the

fourteenth colony: Canada and the

American revolution. 2v. **$6. Putnam.
7-26025.

The story of how the thirteen colonies in as-

serting their own independence tried to force

it upon Lower Canada. "It will appeal pri-

marily to the specialist in American history,

for few general readers of history would care
to digest some twelve hundred pages to gain
even a thorough understanding of a failure."

(N. r. Times.)

"It is not likely that any facts of Importance
will be added to those which Mr. Smith has
unearthed and worked into his mosaic. Yet we
are so ungracious as to wish that this definitive

work had been done differently. Here his eye
Is somewhat too close to the object for broad
vision. And thus his defects in point of view
make his attempt to fix this episode in general
revolutionary history the weakest part of his

book."
H Ind. 63: 1119. N. 7, '07. 970w.

•"What is likely long to remain the authori-
tative history of our attempt to secure the ad-
hesion of the 'fourteenth colony." Prof. Smith
has not only conducted a faithful piece of re-

search; he has written an interesting book,
though it could be compressed to advantage."

-f + N. Y. Times. 12: 540. S. 7, '07. 390w.

"Traversing the subject as a whole, he shows
himself an equally facile and entertaining his-

torical writer. At times, to be sure, the ef-

fort to sustain the interest leads him into a
floridity, and occasionally a levity, that dis-

tinctlv detract from the dignity of his theme;
while, on the other hand, his obvious passion
for research induces him to include much petty
detail that obscures rather than illuminates.
But his work is so fresh, so original, and so
informing that it desor\'es the heartiest of wel-
comes."
4.

-I Outlook. 87: 311. O. 12, '07. 4O0w.

"A dignified historical study—which, how-
ever, has not disdained to be interesting."

+ R. Of Rs. 36: 510. O. '07. 120w.

"Mr. .Tu.stiTi Smith has worked on his sub-
ject with n'.ost laudable industry."

+ Spec. 99: 335. S. 7, '07. 150w.

Smith, Margaret Bayard. First forty years
of Washington society: a portrayal by
the family letters from the collection of

J. Henley Smith; ed. by Gaillard Hunt,
il. **$2.so. Scribner. 6-40262.

Letters which until recently have been kept
well guarded make available an authentic record
of "Washington society during its first forty years.
Manners and customs, no less than notable po-
litical characters, appear in a new and Intimate
light.

"The editor has furnished a satisfactory In-

dex and the notes necessary to explain the
text." Montgomery Blair.

-f + Am. Hist. R. 12: 669. Ap. '07. 760w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 73. Mr. '07.

"The editor's notes are always to '.he point."
S. M. Francis.

+ Atlan. 100: 494 O. '07. 480v/.

"Upon the deeper character and influence of
the many notable men about her, Mrs. Smdth's
comments are of no great value. But a clever
woman is often able to see and portray the pe-
culiar characteristics of an individual or an
event in a way that is illuminating and valu-
able. It is this Quality 'in the letters of Mar-
garet Bayard Smith that makes their publi-
cation well worth while." Sara Andrew Sha-
fer.

+ -, Dial. 42:139. Mr. 1, '07. 1620w.

+ Lit. D. 23: 914. D. 15, '06. 280w.
"The book is too long . . . but when we lay

it down we feel as if we had been at a pleas-
ant gathering, where no evil was spoken, and
every one had a moderate old-fashioned enjoy-
ment of life."

-J Lond. Times. 6: 83. Mr. 15, '07. 1220w.
"Possessing no special charm in themselves,

they will be often resorted to for color by other
writers. The editorial work is competently
done by Gaill.-^rd Hunt. His candor in pre's'erv-
ing the simplified spelling of the writer, and
certain even more simplified grammatical con-
structions, contributes to the impressions of
essential vencity."

-r Nation. 84: 315. Ap. 4, '07. eOOrv.

+ + N. y. Times. 11: 799. D. 1, '06. 270w.

"This collection of letters . . is a dis-
tinct and valuable contribution to the complete-
ness of the historical pictures of life in the high-
est political circles In the first half century of
the American republic."
+ + N. Y. Times. 11:870. D. 15, '06. 1740w.

-f Outlook. 84: 939. D. 15, '06. 340w.

Reviewed bv John Spencer Bassett.
-f Putnam'-;. 2: 255. My. '07. lOOw.

-I- R. of Rs. 35: 110. Ja. '07. 140w.

Smith, Marion Couthouy. Electric spirit,

and other poems. $1.25. Badger, R. G.
6-25984.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The author . . brings to her work notice-
able strength of thought and unusual feeling
for rhythm."

-f- Outlook. 85: 858. Ap. 13, '07. 160w.

Smith, Mary P. Wells. Boys of the border.
t$i.25. Little. 7-31225.

Events in the Deerfleld valley during the
French and Indian wars are narrated in this
third volume of "The old Deerfleld series,"
which brings the history of western Massachu-
setts down to the revolutionary period. The
tale of the border forts is told in a spirited fash-
ion true to the times and scenes, the early
settlers, their hardships, ' their sturdy endur-
ance, are all clearly pictured in the course of the
narrative which is told in a simple, personal
fashion that will appeal to young readei-s.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. lOw.

"The general boy reader will, we fancy, rath-
er protest at the overloading of details and the
sad record of slaughter in the ending chapter."

^ R. of Rs. 36: 764. D. '07. 70W.

Smith, Richard. Tour of four great rivers:

the Hudson, Mohawk. Susquehanna,
and Delaware in 1769. *'*$S. Scribner.

6-32121.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The journal is well indexed and seems to be
printed, in general, with praiseworthy accur-
acy. The foot-notes, perhaps adequate for the
popular reader, v/ill be found to explain the
point which the student already understands
more frequently than that as to which he needs
enlightenment;" and they are uniformly desti-

tute of page ref;^rences to the numerous books
which thev mention." C. H. H.

^ Am. Hist. R. 12: 427. Ja. '07. 380w.
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"The charm and value of his jcfurnal is its
reinarkable directness. Several unfortunate
blunders of the printer or of the proof-reader
disclose themselves in the introd'iiction, but the
'Joamal' itself is a satisfactory reproduction
of a valuable manuscript. The index, too, calls
for a erood word; it is full, yet not complicated;
but why, pray, was it not strictly alphabet-
ical?"
+ -f — Nation. 84: 204. F. 28, '07. 480w.

Smith, Rodney. Gipsy 'Smith, his life and
work: an autobiography. *$i. Revell.

"This volume gives the story of the life of
this rerriarkable man from its beginning as a
g^-ps-y child, and of his work as an evangelist
in four continents, dating from tlie time when
he became a Christian and forsook the gypsy
life, in his seventeenth year."—Outlook.

"An autobiography marked by somewhat un-
usual frankness, and by iinmistakable sincer-
ity.-

-f- N. Y. Times. 11: 847. D. 8, '06. aSOw.

Outlook. 84: 891. D. 8, '06. ISOw.

Smith, Ruel Perley. Prisoners of fortune.
$1.50. Page. 7-5061.

A story of shipwreck and romance, of trea-
sure stores, of intrigue, of wreckers and swar-
thy pirates. It is purported to be told in 1757,
after an interval of fifty odd years, by one who
at the time of the happeniings was "active and
strong and full of bold enterprisings." The
Atlantic shore waters are the scene of the ad-
ventures, and such bold spirits as Quelch and
the famous Blackbeard of pirate notoriety ani-
mate the pages.

"A good old-fashioned story of Massachu-
setts bay in the days of Cotton Mather, a story
told with the affected garrulity of reminiscent
old age," Wm. M. Payne.

-f- Dial, 42: 378. Je. 16, '07. 120w.
"If one is very, verj' young, and not partic-

ular about the quality of his pirates, the
blunderbuss type portrayed in this" book may
satisfy him."— Ind. 62: 674. Mr. 21, '07. 50w.

Nation. 84:292. Mr. 28, '07. 170w.
"In the beginning it reads like the real thing

in piratical literature. Afterwards it hangs fire
and trails its colors a bit—but taken as a whole
there are worse stories of the brand."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 119. F. 23, '07. 410w.

"All put down in serious style, quite unre-
lieved by vivacity, but wholly consistent with
the gravity of his day."

+ Outlook. 85: 718. Mr. 23, '07. lOOw.

Smith, Ruel Perley. Rival campers ashore;
or, The mystery of the mill. $1.50. Page.

7-30991.
This third volume in the "Rival campers se-

ries" is full of interesting things for lialf-
grown readers. The rival campers encounter
many new adventures, and make many new
friends, while old Colonel Witham loses his ill-
gotten gains to the kind hearted Ellisons when
the old mill, in a spring freshet, yields up its
secret.

N. Y. Times. 12: 749. N. 23, '07. SOw.

Smith, Rev. Samuel George. Industrial
conflict: a series of chapters on pres-
ent-day conditions. **$t. Revell.

7-20333.
A discussion based upon two series of let-

ters. "The letters from labor leaders, in an-
swering the question put to them, 'What do
workingmen want?' state the commoner de-
mands of labor for shorter hours, increased
wages, and improved conditions, and embrace
such concirete suggestions as postal savings
tanks, government ownership and control, state
board of arbitration, restriction of immigration,
the closed shop, and protection of women and

children. Employers demand loyalty, freedom in

Jfa%'^^^^^H^* f°^ ^F^^'"^'
*h« °Pen Shop, a 'fair-day s work for 'fair' wages, and respect forJaw and contract agreements. The author^scomment upon these demands is entirely sym-

^ial^.m^'-rt/" I ""^^ ^^^P^^^- «"«tled 'WoulK-cial-sm do? he expresses the opinion that itwould not." (J. Pol. Econ.)

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 500. O. '07. I'^.Ow
N. Y. Times. 12: 499. Ag. 17, '07. lG20w.

^"'^tflu^J}^'^'^ ^'"°^y- Tennyson. *$i.Meth. bk. 7.6^
1 his volume is one of a series of six whiVh|sont tied Modern poets and Christian tlach"^ing. ft uicludes chapters upon 'J'ennvson anVithe re gious movements of his time? '^In mem

-

oriam,' The record of a spiritual struggle Theanswer to materialism. Of the ethical and so-cial be.-irmgs of Tennyson's philosophy The
f^H V"h'

fy'Pboiism of the Idylls of th^ kingand The last poems of faith.
'

^ZT^^ writer is particularly happy in inter-
V^ftng the poefs thought in the light of tlieniteiJectiial turmoil of hfs age "

+ Ind. 62: 734. Mr. 28,' '07. 270w.

^}"l}l'
®^y^^^ judiciously restrains his person-al views, and allows the poet and the circum-stances of the time to speak. /he book is asympatlietic appreciation of the poet"

-r Outlook. 85: 574. Mr. 9, '07. 330w.

Smyth, Eleanor C. Sir Rowland Hill: the
story of a great reform: told by his
daughter. **$i.65. Wessels.

her«®T^'ih 'ti^'^^'^^'y °l ^^? P®'^"^ post is traced

&trs\f^ri?f^^ ''''^'' concerning the or-

^''J^i^
old story was well worth retelling, andMrs. Smyth, the daughter of the originator ofpenny postage, tells it well."

+ Ath. 1907, 2} 517. O. 26. 700w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 20w.

^
'"^^^ special feature in the book is thereforedue to the more intimate and personal atmos-phere which she has thrown around her story

^pLl^if/-^
mainly to bo found in the first fortypages of introduction."

-I- Sat. fi. 104: 460. O. 12, '07. 170w.

^.r,f- ^^,°^^\ '^ ^^^ heat of the struggle maywell talk of -odious taxes on knowledfe,' andof the franlting system as 'a hoary iniquity.'but such language is out of place in such abook as ihis. It is a mistake to apply to thepast the standards of the present ''

H Spec. 99: sup. T51. N. 16, '07. 460w.

Smythe, William Ellsworth. Conquest of
and America. **$i.5o. Macmillan.

T. . ,.
5-41786.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.
"The book is marred here and there by in-

ferior typography. But it is valua.ble, inter-
esting, entertaining—a clear, impartial presen-
tation of all the aspects of the greatest achieve-ment 111 present times, the conquest of aridAmerica."

-i Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 419. Mr. '07. 380w.

Snaith, John Collis. Henry Northcote.
'$1.50. Turner, H. B. 6-14547.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.
"The iKiok is certainly one to be read, though

we deplete the ultra-cynical scene at the end."
-; Ath. 1906, 1: 662. Je. 2. 160w.
"V/hatever its defects, bears every trace of

being conceived and carried out under the stress
of genuine excitement; and whatever its meas-
ure of success neither in plan nor execution is
there a taint of mediocrity." Mary Moss.
-h -I — Atlan. 99: 120. Ja. '07. 1630w.

"Is a book to be reckoned with."
+ Dial, 42: 143. Mr. 1, '07. 350w.
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Snaith, John CoUis—Continued.
"Air. Snaith is eitlier a madman or a new

kind of a genius. He lias written one of tiie

most powerful books of tlie year, and lie has
deliberately cut it oif from beins a great book
by founding it upon the egotism of one long-
shanked big-headed young man."

-1 Ind. 61: 1569. D. -21, '&6. 610w.

'The great feat the author performs is to
present a man of genius so that you not
only believe in his genius but feel and see it.

Its results are .?et before you and you are
forced to admit it is the real thing. And to

represent genius requires genius. Hats off to

Mr. Snaith."
+ 1-

— Putnam's. 1: 640. F. '07. 260w.

Snaith, John Collis. Patricia at the inn;

with an historical introd. by W. B. M,
Ferguson; il. by H. B. Matthews. $1.50.

Dodge, B. W. 6-37964.

A romance founded upon an adventure of

Charles the Second when, after the battle of

Worcester, he was a fugitive. "At an inn on a
lonely coast the resca.iy landlord entertains un-
awares the king and two of his loyal subjects,
rpan and wife. The vacillation of the Merry
Monarch between his safety and his attraction
to the Lady Pat.sy (although he had seen wom-
en 'younger and more lyrical'), the Stuart
witchcraft that held even injured husbands loy-

al, the cunning escape from the turncoat land-
lord, whose willingness to betray to the high-
est bidder led him at last to his horrid deserts,
are the main features in the story." (Nation.)

Snider, Guy Edward. Taxation of the gross
receipts of railways in Wisconsin. *$i.
Macmillan. 6-46362.

A monograph whose main thesis is "that the
gross receipts tax is the superior tax for rail-
roads, and that the rejection of that tax, for
the ad valorem system in Wisconsin was a mis-
take." (Ann. Am. Acad.)

"The best work in the book . . . comes from
the author's dramatic use of the fact that trag-
edy docs not lie so much in circumstance as in

the mind of the man involved."
-t- Ind. 62: 673. Mr. 21, '07. 200w.

"A story of perhaps ruggeder texture than
many Stuart tales, but otherwise hardly to be
distinguished from the rest of the drops in the
Jacobite fiction sea which rolls from pole to

pole."
-h Nation. 83: 539. D. 20, '06. 150w.

"The author is one who knows how to give
the material a turn out of the beaten path.
He is not a mere plot concocter and marshal
of incident. He makes his people real flesh

and blood, with a due admixture of fire."

-^ N. Y. Times. 11: 799. D. 1, '06. ISOw.

Snider, Denton Jaques. American ten
years' war. $1.50. Sigma pub. 6-34283.

The civil war treated philosophically goes
back to 1S55 for its starting point. Mr. Snider
takes the invasion of Kansas as the beginning
of the war and divides the period into three
parts—the Border war, the Union disunited,
and the Union reunited. "It represents, to put
the matter briefly, an attempt to narrate the
varying phases of the conflict in the form of

a prose epic." (Outlook.)

"However, valueless as much of this work Is,

there are here and there some keen observa-
tions, evidently based on personal experience in

regard to conditions in the West before the
civil war."

h Dial, 41:328. N. 16, '06. 300w.

"Written in Carlylese, but yet a book of un-
common power. No one interested in the phe-
nomena of social control should neglect to read
these Illuminative and instructive chapters."

-h -I Ind. 62: 617. Mr. 14, '07. 510w.

"The array of incident Is, indeed, respect-
able, and the comments of the author are
sometimes keen and suggestive; but as a con-
tribution to the history of the Kansas struggle
and the oivll war, it is negligible."

h Nation. 83: 371. N. 1, '06. llOw.

"It is quite evident that Mr. Snider has
thought profoundly and as a rule clearly of the
momentous events of which he writes, and if

too frequently he leaves the impression of
straining after effect, he undoubtedly contrives
to set the essentials forth in bold relief."

H Outlook. 85: 330. F. 9, '07. 350w.

"Very painstaking, and in many respects ex-
cellent study."

H Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 167. Jl. '07. 440w.
"This paper presents numerous facts of in-

terest to the student of taxation and is valuable
as an investigation of original sources. The fun-
damental defect in the author's argument is

that it fails to recognize the necessity of con-
sidering the taxation of railways as a part of a
general system of taxation." Robert Morris.

H J. Pol. Econ. 15: 177. Mr. '07. 920w.

Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 56G. S. '07. 130w.

Snyder, Carl. World machine: the first

phase, the cosmic mechanism. *$2.5o.

Longmans. W'7-Oo.
When complpte there will be three volume.''

under tl;e general title, "The world machine."
The first phase, "Cosmic mechanism" is the
one treated in the present volume, the two fol-
lowing are to be "The mechanism of Hfe." and
"The social mechanism." This volume "shows
how the modern conception of the Cosmos was
workpd out from the crude fancies of primi-
tive men. through ages of observation and re-
flection, into the immense range and detail of
accurately systematized knowledge. The chief
contributors, ancient and modern, to the grand
result recei^-e due commemoration." (Outlook.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 129. My. '07.

-; Ath. 1907, 1: 477. Ap. 20. 5€0w.

"It is a useful book for the public librar.v,

because it gives to the general reader more in-
formation on the history of science than he can
find anvwhere else in a readable form."

f -t- Ind. 62: 5G3. Mr. 7, '07. 440w.

"He gets his information mostly at second or
third hand and gives few references by which
ills sources can be traced. Besides the liabil-
ity to historical errors due to this, he is fond
of exaggeration and rash prophecy."— Nation. 84: 595. Je. 27, '07. 650w.
"The narrative is very verbose, and does not

clearly show how one idea or group of ideas
has been developed from previous ones. The
author has evidently not studied the original
works of the heroes of science whose judge he
has constituted himself, a,s he is anything but
a trustworthy guide in the history of astron-
omy." J. L.. E. .0.— Nature. 75: 553. Ap. 11. '07. 1060w.

"Mr. Snyder's work is historical and not
technical, and it is full of assured facts."

4- + N. Y. Times. 12:96. F. 16. '07. 120w.

"The grandeur of the revelations of the book
Is intensified by the vigorous, picturesque, even
dramatic, language of the author. That the
work is a literary achievement of no mean or-
der the most hostile of mystics, however con-
trasting his theories, must be ready to admit."
+ -I N. Y. Times. 12:107. F. 23, '07. ]690w.

"A valuable addition to the literature of pop-
ularized scif-nce. The story is told, moreover,
in good literary style, animated throughout,
and. at times, picturesque."

+ + Outlook. 85: 768. Mr. 30, '07. 280w.

-I- R. of Rs. 35: 509. Ap. '07. 200w.

"We have not noted any positive blunders,
but on the other hand we have no confidence
that the author really understands the dis-
coveries which he is expounding. The genuine
scientific history which the book contains is

drowned in a flood of turgid rhetoric, which
bears along with it at intei-vals sprightly illus-

trations of the most depressing character."— Sat. R. 101: 207. Ag. 17, '07. HSOw.
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Sociological society, London. SocioIoRfical

papers, v. 2, by Francis Galton and
others. $3. Macmillan.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190(i.

"Some of tiie papers are couchied in such
language as to render their meaning very ob-
scure."

-I
Am. Hist. R. 12:412. Ja. '07. 310w.

(Ueview of v. 2.)

Soden, Hermann, baron von. History of
early Christian literature: the writings
of the New Testament; tr. by Rev. J.

R. Wilkinson; ed. by Rev. W. D. Mor-
rison. *$i.50. Putnam. 6-11299.

Descriptive note in Annua.1, 19UG.

"The translation is vigorous end good, but
some accident must .'lave happened to the cor-
rection of tiie press. The boolt requires revis-
ion."

--! Ath. 1906, 1: 695. Je. 9. 760w.

"A good i<3nglish translation."

+ + Ind. 62: 215. Ja. 24, '07. 440av.

Somerset, Edward Adolphus Seymour, nth
duke of. Correspondence of two broth-
ers: Edward Adolphus [Seymour] elev-
enth duke of Somerset, and his brother.
Lord Webb Seymour, 1800 to 1819 and
after; ed. and comp. by Lady Guendol-
en Ramsden. *$4. Longmans.

"This correspondence ... is various, inter-
esting, and the woi'k of Qistingiu;;hed men and
women. Though the letters of the eleventh
dul<-i and his brother . . . make up the greater
part of the book, thty are by no means the
only correspondents Of Madame de Stael
there are several short and characteristic notes,
while the letters of Metternleh and the pri>n-

cesse de rfagan . . . are of considerable value."'

—Spec.

ume which on nearly every page will recall
memories to those who know the Atlantic
seaboard."—Sat. R.

"Lady Guendolen's notions of editing are
original, but not ineffective. On the whole,
however, [she") is to be congratulated on a
competent and conscientious piece of work."

-; _ Ath. 1306, 2: 436. O. 13. 2100w.

"The intimate correspondence here found on
the concerns of such men is valuable not only
for the facts and contemporary views given,
but for the characters revealed by it."

-(- Ind. 62: 565. Mr. 7. '07. 200w.

"To say that this volume was more instruc-
tive than amusing would be ambiguous, and
perliaps untrue. It in both in a modei-ate and
neither in a very high degree."

-\ Lond. Times. 5: 344. O. 12, '06. 1750w.

"If she is not orderly, neither i.s she narrow,
and her discursiveness is fruitful of many neat
glimpses of contemporary society."

_- ._. Nation. S4: 81. Ja. 24, '07. 330w.

"There letters are brief and dry. We com-
mend tlie book to all students of the Waterloo
period."

H Sat. R. 102: 582. .Y. 10, 'OG. 1150w.

"The chief importance of the bock is that
it presents a picture of the cultured society
which once gave Edinburgh a right to be called
the modern Athens."

-r Spec. U7: 676. O. 20, '06. 1260w.

Somerville, Edith CEnone, and Ross, Mar-
tin, pseud. (Violet Martin). Some
Irish yesterdays: stories and sketches;
with il. by E. CE. Somerville. t$i.5o.

Longmans. 7-352?3-

"A pleasant medley of sketches of the West
of Ireland. . . . Dogs and gardens, picnics, the
ways of servants and primitive inn -keepers,
and the delights of childhood in an Irish coun-
try-house, combine to form an amusing vol-

"These sketches of Irish life and character
are as charming and as amusing as anything
that the authors of 'The experiences of an
Irish R. M.' have ever done."

+ Acad. 71:522. N. 24, '06. 610w.
"V/ell written, with a warm, sympathetic,

humorous touch."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 130. My. '07.

"The humour of this pleasant volume strikes
us as a little less spontaneous than was the
case with its predecessors."

-J Ath. 1906, 2: 545. N. 3. 190w.
"One may sum up the book as a happy

blend wherein the grave and the gay wit of
the authors is Interwoven amid the humour
that finds subtle expression in the brogue."

+ Lond. Times. 5: 362. O. 26, '06. 430w.
-4- Nation. S4: 153. F. 14, '07. 430w.

"The book is seldom interesting, often dull,
and sometimes almost unintelligible."

—Outlook. 85:47. Ja. 6, '07. 70w.

+ Sat. R. 102: 617. N. 17. '06. 220w.
-1- Spec. 97: 624. O. 27, '06. 1420w.

Soothill, W. E. Typical mission in China.
*$L50. Revell.

"A long series of moving pictures plioto-
giaphed from life. The author tells of the diHi-
culties of establishing a mission, of its daily
work, of the travels of the missionary about the
country and the multitude of varied things his
hands find to do, of the Chinese converts to
Christianity and the aid they give, of the work
tliat is done among the Chinese women by wom-
en missionaries, of the ravages of the opium
habit, and of the movement toward westerniz-
of Chinese education."—N. Y. Times.

"His book is vigorously informative, shot thru
and thru with human interest, and made at-
tractive with wit and humor."

+ Ind. 63: 941. O. 17, '07. lOOw.

"It is an entertaining volume, brimful of in-

formation about the life and work of the m.is-

sionary, and vivid with pictures of the daily life

of the Chinese."
+ N. Y. Timas. 12: 500. Ag. 17, '07. 340w.

"W^ith many interesting descriptions and
touches of humor."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 669. O. 19, '07. lOw.

Sorrel, Moxley. Recollections of a Confed-
erate staff officer. $2. Neale.

Not so much of a narrative as a series of

pictures of "camn and field and of the more
striking personalities of the Southern armie'-."

(Ind.') The reminiscences begin with the battle

of Manassas, and continue thru Chickamauga
and tiie Eastern Tennessee campaign.

Ath. 1907, 1: 470. Ap. 20. 170w.

+ Ind. 62: 1267. My. 30, '07. 40w.

Southern stories retold from St. Nicholas.

(Geographical stories.) *65c. Century.
7-29580.

A group of sunny south stories including
How we bought Louisiana. The earthquake at
Charleston, St. Augustine, Hiding places in

war times, The 'gator. Catching terrapin and
Queer Amoricnn rivers.

Souttar, Robinson. Short history of medire-

val peoples, from the dawn of the

Christian era to the fall of Constanti-

nople. *$3 Scribner. 7-2SS00.

"Mr. Souttar begins with a review of the
Augustan age and devotes three chapters to

Roman literature before taking up the serious
narrative of the reign of Tiberius. The prog-
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Souttar, Robinson —Continued.
ress of the Roman empire from that tlrae un-
til the death of Justinian occupies more than
half of the largo volume. Comfortable space
is found in seventy-two pages for a sketch of
Mtohanunedanism and an equal measure Is al-

lotted to the crusades. The remainder of the
book is devoted to the Byzantine empire from
Justinian to the fall of Constantinople in 1453."

—Am. Hist. R,

"Possibly the greatest praise we can give the
book is that, notwithstanding the compression,
It is not only not dull, but in fact very read-
able, not like the author's own description of

early Roman literature, 'Historic annals so
bald and imperfect that they are of little use
even to the historian.'

"

+ ._ Acad. 72: 312. Mr. SO, '07. 2il4'0w.

"The reader appears to be in safe hands,
however, for the current modern opinion is not
departed from, unless the author takes occa-
sion to differ with some one as to the causes
of the decline and fall of the empire, or as to
the effect of Christianity upon early political

and social institutions." J. M. Vincent.
+ Am. Hist. R. 13: 175. O. '07. 470w.

"He has used in his book what may be re-
garded as respectable authorities but he shows
no knowledge of the special literature concern-
ing the topics which he treats. The author is

seen at his best in his chapters on the early
emperors, whom he treats with both fairness
and common sense. But inveterate mistakes
are repeated because . . . Dr. Souttar is not
abreast of recent investigation."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: &7. Jl. 20. 720w.

"Granting Mr. Souttar's method, he has chos-
en his material with skill and knowledge and
described it with as much vividness as his
method will allow."

-^ N, Y. Times. 13: 611. O. 12, '07. 230w.

"The whole thing is certainly not the work
of a thorough scholar, or of a literary man
with any cultivated skill in his craft."

h Sat. R. 104: 114. Jl. 27, '07. 1370w.

"The truth of the matter Is that Dr. Souttar
Is not sufficiently armed Avith authorities to re-
verse the judgment of history. I>r. Souttar's
inability to deal with the more obscxire prob-
lems of history is shown by his treatment of
the subject of Roman persecution of the Chris-
tians."

-\ Spec. 99: 399. S. 21, '07. ]340w.

Sparge, John. Bitter cry of the children.
**$i.50. Macmillan. • 6-5679.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This work is a masterly volume marked by
a firm and comprehensive grasp of the subject
which speaks of wido and painstfiking research
and investigation. A real contribution to the
conccietice literilture of the hour."
+ + 4- Arena. :!7: 205. F. '07. rj540w.

Reviewed by M.ary Willcox Glenn.
Charities. 17: 497. D. 15, '06. 1610w.

Spargo, John. Capitalist and laborer.

(Standard socialist series.) 50c. Kerr.
7-23082.

The lirst part of this little volume contains
a reply to Professor Goldwin Smith's attacks
on socialisra in his book ."Capital and labor;"
the second, a lecture on "Modem socialism,"
delivered to the students of the school of phil-
anthropy. New York City.

Spargo, John. Socialism; a summary and
interpretation of socialist principles.
**$i.25. Macmillan. 6-22326.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

RoT'iewed by John Graham Brooks.
-f- 4- .Atlan. 09: 280. F. '07. I230w.
"Mr. Spargo's view-^, which if not authorita-

tive are representative, have the merit of being
those of a socialist who is an odTicated man
coniinanding a clear and temperate style, ac-
customed to dealing with actual affairs and
thinking in terms of American life." Emily
Greene Balch.

-I- Charities. 17: 464. D. 15, '06. 2030w.
"In spite of the brevity of his work—the re-

sult of conciseness rather than of superficiality—Mr. ,Spargo .uives a satisfactory general view
of his subject, and his book is to be recom-
mended especially as a foundation for a more
detailed knowledge to be afterwards acquired."
Eunice Foliansbee.

-r Diai. 12: 110. F. 16, '07. 300w.
".A.S an elementary pre.«entation Mr. Spargo's

work is distinctly meritorious, in spite of un-
doubted faults of style, exposition, and reason-
ing. Economically it need mislead no one.
Sociologicallj' it v/ill prove stimulating to many.
It is probably well worth publishing, though
it adds nothing to the specialist's knowledge
of socialist history or theorv." R. F. Hoxie.

+ J. Pol. Econ, 15: 122. F. '07. 540w.

"It is to be regretted that in preparing such
an able hand-book for the propagation of so-
cialistic ideas, the author did not give more
serious consideration to the later developments
of economic thought and thus bring the 'eco-
nomics of socialism' into closer harmony with
the economics of economists." Henry R. Sea-
ger.

"I Poi. Sci. Q. 22: 166. Mr. '07. 960w.

Sparhawk, Frances Campbell. Life of Lin-
coln for boys. (Young peoples ser.) t75c.

Crowell. 7-26624.

Purpose, honest and unyielding, marks the
development of Lincoln the little boy in the lone-
ly woods into Lincoln the patriot, the lover and
friend of his whole country. The sketch has been
prepared especially for boys and furnishes the
keynote to a successful life in any place or sta-
tion.

Reviewed by Albion W. Small.
Am. J. Soc. 13: 272. S. '07. llOw.

"The paper will be especially valuable to the
average reader whose acquaintance with social-
ism co'nsists chiefly of a bundle of misappre-
hensions."

+ Ind. 63: 1370. D. 5, '07. 150w.

"Adapted to the understanding of the young.
At the same time, it is not written In a tone of
condescension, an attitude which boys are sure
to resent. Adults might well read it and be in-
structed."

+ Lit. D. 35: 614. O. 26, '07. 70w.

Sparling, Samuel Edwin. Introduction to
business organization. (Citizen's lib. of
economics, politics, and sociology.)

$1.25. Macmillan. 6-43943.
"This hook is another indicfitlon cf the

growing interest in the systematic study of
business. In the introductory part of ihe work
definitions and analysis of business ort,aniza-
tion are given with considerable attention to
the legal aspects and forms of organization.
After tills intrDductlon Professor Sparling
passes to a discussion of such topics as. Busi-
ness aspects of farming. Factory organization,
Factorv cost-keeping. Commercial organiza-
tion, Exrhanges. Direct selling, wholesaling
and retailing. Advertising, Credits and collec-

tions.

"The only book on the subject."

H- A. L. A. Bki. 3: 105. Ap. "07.

"So mnny things have received treatment,
and the limits set by the very nature of the
series are so narrow, that it has been impossi-
ble for Professor Sparling to make himself
clear on a number of points." Charles Lee Ra-
cer.

4 Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 6C2. My. '07. 370w.
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"The work is clear and readable. "While it

Is not likely to offer much detailed information
of value to any thoughtful business man about
the organization of his own business, it is

likely to prove helpful and suggestive to the
student who wants a general view of the field

and to the beginner who is studying methods
of systematizing his own business." Wm. Hill.

^ J, Pol. Econ. 51:57. Ja. "07. 160w.

R. of Rs. 35: 510. Ap. '07. lOOw.

Spears, John Randolph. Short history of the

American navy. **5oc. Scribner.
7-12867.

Published under the auspices of the new navy
league of the United States, this book aims to
be a campaign document for keeping alive peo-
ple's pride in our navy and the part it is play-
ing in the making of America's history.

"This book is not to be taken too seriously.
It contributes little new knowledge and fortu-
nately not many errors worthy of being noted."
Charles Oscar Paullin.

H Am. Hist. R. 13: 1»5. O. '07. 470w.

A. L. A, Bkl. 3: 172. O. '07. S.

"Interestingly and compactly written, it can-
not, however, claim consideration as a seriou?
historical study."

h Nation. 85: 33. Jl. 11. '07. IBOw.

"This short history of the navy is something
more—and less—than a history. A tract—even
a good tract—is still a tract and should be so
labeled."

-J N. Y. Times, 12: 488. Ag. 10, '07. 390w.

+ R. Of Rs. 36: 757. D. '07. 90w.

Speed, Capt. Thomas. Union cause in Ken-
tucky, 1860-1865. **$2.50. Putnam.

7-14671.

A study of this special phase of the civil

war by an active participant.

"The work has those faults to which the au-
thor objects so strongly in the other state his-

torians. The method employed is interesting,
biit unfortunately not convincing. In spite of

Captain Speed's controversial method, which
causes him often to forget facts for arguments
and opinions, the work will be found useful,
for it is the best available source of informa-
tion about the Union cause in Kentucky."

i
Dial. 43: 41. Jl. 16, '07. 440w.

-;- Ind. 61: 1170. N. 15, '06. 60w.

"The book does not tell a consecutive story,
but is rather a not altogether well-assorted col-
lection of fragments relating to men and events,
sometimes on!v locally interesting."

1- Nation. 85- 187. Ag. 29, '07. 650w.

"(t is a polemic, though not ot a fierce na-
ture. It will have value . . . simply because
it will be essential to the future historian of
Kentucky and tne other border states." Wm.
K. Dodd.

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 265. Ap. 27, '07. llSOw.

R. of Rs. 36:128. Jl. '07. 80w.

Speer, Robert E. Marks of a man: or, TTie
essentials of Christian character. **$i.

West. Meth. bk. 7-16361.

The Merrick lectures for 1906-7. They are
on the following subjects, Truth: no lie in
character ever justifiable; Purity: a plea for
ignorance; Service: the living use of life; Free-
dom: the necessity of a margin; Progress and
patience: the value of a sense of failure.

Speicher, Jacob. Conquest of the cross in

China. **$i.50. Revell. 7-20641.

A first-hand view of the conditions to be met
by missionaries in southern China.

are full of sane advice on what kind of mis-
sionary the country needs and what kind of
training the missionary needs."

+ Ind. 63: 942. O. 17, '07. 80w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 6G5. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Spinners' club. Spinners' book of fiction.
* **$2. Elder. 7-32566.
A book of stories by well known writers of

western fiction. Its mission is to secure addi-
tions to a fund started by the Spinner's club to
aid v/riters, artists or musicians whose fortunes
are at low ebb. Miss Ina D. COolbrith whose
literary treasures were swept away by the
earth-quake is the first beneficiary.

+ Dial, 43: 428. D. 16, '07. 90w.

"A worthy memorial of Califomian literary

+ Outlook. 87: 789. D. 7, '07. 23'Ow.

Spinney, William Anthony. Health through
self-control in thinking, breathing,
eating. **$i.20. Lothrop. 7-2729*.

An untechnical book whose purpose is to prove
that health of body and mind is a science and
an art, and not In any respect a haphazard mat-
ter. The author reveals the way to perfect
health.

"There is much . . . nonsense in the book."— Ind. 62: 1474. Je. 20, '07. 140w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 138. Mr. 9, '07. 70w.

Spitta, Edmund J. Microscopy, the con-
structiort, theory and use of the micro-
scope. *$6. Button.

This "is a new and comprehensive volume
on the techniciue of the instrument, its con-
struction and the theory of optics as applied to
the microscope. It differs essentially from 'Car-
penter on the microscope,' which has long been
considered as standard, in that Spitta has noth-
in? to say regarding miscroscopic objects. He
concerns himself entirely with thfe instrument
as a medium. The present volume considers for
the first time metallurgical microscopes and il-

lustrates the most recent types."—Ind.

"Mr. Speicher's lectures . . . were well worth
bringing out in permanent form, because' they
give good pictures of present conditions at Kit-
yang and the South China field generally, and

"We have noticed a few points which might
receive attention in a future edition, but our
opinion of the work as a whole is high, and ev-
ery microscopist will be glad to add it to his

librarj-."
+ -\ Ath. 1907, 2: 448. O. 12. 97aw.

"Advanced students in microscopy will find

the present volume extremely helpful."

-I- -t- Ind. 63:1062. O. 31, '07. lOOw.

"In this aim he has, we think, been In a
marked degree successful."

-1- -I- Lond Times. 6: 274. S. 13, '07. 40'Ow.

+ Nation. 85: 476. N. 21, '07. 160w.

"The merit of Dr. Spitta's work lies in its

practical hints, which are the work of an ex-
perienced and skilled microscopist, and not in its

theory, which in fact hardly merits even the
subordinate place which he modestly assigns
to it in his preface."
+ — Sat. R. 104: 581. N. 9, '07. 790w.

Squires, Grace. Merle and May: a story

of girlhood days. |$i.5o. Button.
6-39753-

The story of May and the winning over of

her friend Merle, whose world was all awry,
to .1 wholesome girlish view of life will interest

boys as well as girls, for it is full of both fun
and incident.

"U would interest boys, too, and it is bet-

ter than the title would suggest."
-i- Bookm. 24: 525. Ja. '07. 30w.

"It is full of wholesome lively, good fun,

with just enough seriousness to carry it home
to susceptible young hearts. It would do any
girl g-ocd to read it."

-i- N. Y. Times. 12: 3. Ja. 5, '07. 480w.
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Stael-Holstein, Mme. de. Madame de Stael

and Benjamin Constant; ed. by Mme.
de Constant's great-granddaughter.
Baroness Elizabeth de Nolde; tr. from
the French by Charlotte Harwood.
**$i.5o. Putnam. 7-29169.

"These letters from Madame de Stael to Ben-
jamin Constant, while not of great political im-
portance, show clearly the temper of the times,
as well as the emotions of the distinguished
woman who wrote them. They are not many,
and do not by any means cover the whole peri-

od when these two famous people were inti-

mately connected. They show the decadence of

their devotion, and represent, by implication,
'the inconstant Constant' in any but an admir-
able light."—Outlook.

•'These letters of Mme. de Stael, with their

frequent references to current events, liave

some historical as well as biographical interest,

but are perhaps not quite so important or in-

teiPSting as the Baroness de Nolde would have
us believe. The translation is a little too ob-
viously a translation."

^ Dial. 43:254. O. 16, '07. 370w.

"As a whole the small volume is an interest-

ing addition, though not of great importance, to

the voluminous literature of the time."
4- Outlook. 87: 356. O. 19, '07. 380w.

"The book is to be recommended to all read-
ers who are attracted by the name of Madame
de Stael. She, not Constant, benefits by this

publication of new letters."

+ Spec. 99: sup. 753. N. 16, '07. 210w.

Staley, Edgcumbe. Guilds of Florence. *$5.

McClurg. 6-37191.

Descriptive note m Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 105. Ap. 16, '07.

"It is not provided with notes of any sort,

and the literary s.tyie is too exuber.ant to be
that of an histoiMan writing primarily for stu-
dents. It is not likely that very many readers
will be able to plough through all of the twenty
chapters. But no one with any interest in the
general subject can afford to miss the last
hundred pages of the book." Lauionce M. Lar-
son.

H Dial. 42: 41. Ja. 16, '07. 1450w.

"Easy as it would be to Ciuarrol with the im-
pression caused by this presentation, and to
detect inaccuracies, the heart oC Mr. Staley's
book is sound. It .is not an important contri-
bution to historical ijnowledge l)ut an attrac-
tive work f(jr the general reader."

-I-
-L

-i- Ind. G2: 15G. Ja. 17, '07. TSOw.

Staley, Edgcumbe. Lord Leighton of
Stretton. (Makers of British art.) *$i.25.

Scribner.
"An attempt to give Lord Leighton of Stret-

ton his true place in art history, and at the
same time designate a proper porportion to his
gentlemanly characteristics. By birth, for-
tune, and environment Frederick Leighton was
singularly placed for advancement in any pro-
fession toward which he might have been at-
tracted. The first 173 pages of the book form
» narr.ntive biography built around the work of
the artist from his early student sketches in
Berlin and Florence to the unfinished canvas-
es left at his death. . . . The closing pages of
the book deal in a fragmentary, discursive, yet
natural, manner with Leighton's versatility,
nobility of purpose, courtesy, sincerity, daily
habits and patriotism."—N. Y. Times.

the titles of his pictures inserted as marginal
notes."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: S36. D. 1, '06. 570w.
"He has written with such apparent Indis-

crimination."— Outlook. S4: 706. N. 24, '06. 340w.

Stamey, De Kellar. Junction of laughter
and tears. $1.25. Badger, R: G. 6-16206.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190G.

"If the moral is at times a little too obvious,
and the language rather that of the man in
the street, tiie verses are at least the author's
own, there is liere no troubles>jme echo of
greater poets."

h N. Y. Times. 12: 75. F. 9, '07. 70w.

Stanard, Mrs. Mary Newton. Story of Ba-
con's rebellion. $1. Neale. 7-20751.

Another bit of Jamestown history is told in
this story of Nathaniel Bacon who in 1676 led
the poverty-stricken people of Virginia in re-
bellion against Governor Berkeley and his
grandees. The story is well told and the mo-
tives, aims, and ideals of its hero have been
carefully sought out.

"Mrs. Stanard has been able to write a tol-

erably complete account of the whole stirring
episode. It cannot be said that every gap has
been filled cut, neither is it altogether certain
that the author's interpretations are always
correct. The historical student may incline
to question whether the romantic in the epi-
sode has not sometimes lifted the author's
f<^et off the solid rock of historical criticism."

H Am. Hist. R. 13: 188. O. '07. 280w.

Ath. 1907, 2: 154. Ag. 10. 140w.

"Mrs. Stanard has caught the spirit of the
movement, and. fortified with study of the or-
iginal records and documents, has written a
thoroughly readable little account of the rebel-
lion."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 487. Ag. 10, '07. 150w.

"Mrs. Stanard has a way of raising opposi-
tion in her readers; but that there is much to
be said for her hero we do not doubt; in any
case, there is much that is picturesque and in-
teresting in her storv'."

-I Spec. 99: 236. Ag. 17, '07. 230w.

Standage, H. C. Agglutinants of all kinds
for all purposes. *$3.5o. Van Nostrand.

Here are scientifically discussed cements and
a.gglutinants suited to a great variety of trade
purpose. The methods of preparing the com-
pounds are such as the author has found to
give the best and surest results.

Stanmore, Arthur H. G., ist baron. Sidney
Herbert: Lord Herbert of Lea. 2v.

*$7.50. Button. 7-28487.

Owing to the dearth of facts available for
Lord Stanmore's biography he offers, as he
says, a "bare recital of outer events" with "a
sketch of the times in which Lord Herbert
lived." "His career was hardly such as to
place him among the distinguislicd men of his
generation, and certainly was not such as to
warrant his biographer's assertion that had hi;

lived longer he would have been prime minister
of England. His chief claims to remembrance
rest on his charming personality and on his
connection with the little group of Parliamen-
tarians who banded themselves together to
keep alive Sir Robert Peel's principles and pol-
icies." (Outlook.)

"It happens that Mr. Staley's praise is not
only tiresome, but generally meaningless, and
without any clear perception of the real qual-
ity of the work praised."— Nation. 84:67. Ja. 17, '07. 260w.
"The [narrative biograpnyj is aamJrably told

with suHicient anecdote to appeal to the gen-
eral reader, while the chronology of his ad-
vancement is preserved for reference through

Lord Stanmore has, on the whole, done his
work v.-ell, but some readers will object to the
occasional intrusion of his own personality and
opinions."

+ - Ath. 1903, 2:726. D. 8. 3450w.

"It is good that the world sliould know what
war means for the men who an- of the admin-
istrations responsible for a war; and except for
the Aberdeen memoirs, there are among Eng-
lish political biographies no books which are
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more valuable from tliis point of view than the
biography of Sidney Herbert."

+ "ind. 63: 822. O. 3, '07. 790w.
•'In many respects Sidney Herbert is singu-

larly fortunate in his biographer. He is only
unfortuliate in having had to wait so long.
His treatment of the Crimean war and its

causes is such as might not unfairly be called
in these davs a little old-fashioned."
+ H Lond. Times. 5: 413. D. 14, '06. 2700w.

"The net ii;:pression would have been better
made in one-third the space."

H Nation. 84:204. F. 2S, "07. 410w.

"It is as a history of the Peelites that bi-
ography Is chiefly interesting, and especially
for the fresh light it throws, not on Herbert,
but on Gladstone, the most distinguished and
the most able of the Peelites For t.ie rest,

we must admit, tliat we have found tlie work
formidable and rather dreary reading."

-j Outlook. S5:332. F. 9, "07. 2(i0w.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 756. Je. '07. 9ftw.

"Very interesting memoir."
+ + Sat. R. 103:18. Ja. 5, '07. 2150w.

Spec. 97: 1043. D. 22, '06. 2060w.

Stanton, Coralie. Adventuress. Frontis-
piece by Harrison Fisher. $1.50. Mc-
Bride, T. J. 7-1 1588.

The story of Miriam Lemaire, a money lend-
er, a society vampire, a compelling criminal.
The adventures of this woman, "who became
a power for good and evil, playing with men
and even nations, as a. cat plays with mice"
are recounted by the person, among all who
appear on the horizon of the tale, who suffered
no ill at the hands of the adventuress.

Starbuck, Robert Macy. Modern plumbing
illustrated; a comprehensive and thor-
oughly practical work on the modera
and most approved methods of plumb-
ing construction; il. by fifty-five de-
tailed plates made expressly by the au-
thor for this work. $4. Henley. 7-2755.

A plumbers' handbook including the most
practical up-to-date handling of the questions
of drainage, sewerage, and water supply.

"Exception must be taken to some of the
author's remarks. These exceptions, however,
affect only a small part of the book, and prob-
ably most of them will do little harm, con-
sidering the class of readers concerned. The
main purpose of the book seems to be admir-
ably fulfilled."

+ -i Engin, N. 57: 308. Mr. 14, '07. 420w.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 50w.

"It win be found of value not only to master
plum,bers, craftsmen and apprentices, but to
architects, builders and all others who have oc-
casion to require clearly stated and excellently
Illustrated information on the installation of
sanitary appliances."
+ + Technical Literature. 1: 225. My. '07.

270w.

Starke, Dr. J. Alcohol: the sanction for its

use scientifically established and popu-
larly expounded by a physiologist; tr.

from the German. **$i.so. Putnam.
7-12259.

A popular treatise on the relations of alco-
hol to living organisms, especially to man.
The subject is discussed from the medical and
also the physical standpoint. On the one hand
the author concludes that "There is nothing
In medical experience which speaks against the
moderate use of good alcoholic drinks by the
public, but much that speaks in favor of it,"

on the other, that the bodily cells of man are
not strangers to alcohol and to its elaboration,
that it nourishes, exerts a specific action on
the nervous system, acts no less as a nutrient
and a specific than cereals and sugar, and that
the disposition to drink excessively has its ori-

gin in the peculiarities and circumstances of
the individual, and that alcohol does not of it-
self possess the property of inducing excessive
use.

"It bears the earmarks of prejudice and is
written in popular style in order to influence
public opinion more effectivelv."— Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 168. Jl. '07. llOw.

Current Literature. 42: 449. Ap. '07.

3120W.

"This common-sense volume will be a use-
ful antidote to much of the unscientific and in-
cendiary literature on the subject that is in
circulation."

+ Educ, R. 34: ^OS. S. '07. 70w.
Ind. 63: 1119. N. 7, '07. 130w.

"The translation, from a German original, is
for the most part smooth and clear, but tiie
'Checking sensations' of the sixth chapter are
somewhat obscure."

-I Nation. 84: 476. My. 23, '07. 170w.

B. of Rs. 36: 384. S. '07. llOw.
"While this volume will scarcely meet witii

unanimous approval, it might still be recom-
mended as an antidote to the attenuated non-
sense of the 'scientilic temporance' of the; school
books." Graham Lusk.

-I- — Science, n.s. 25: 787. My. 17, '07. ISOw.

Starr, Frederick. Truth about the Congo:
the Chicago tribune articles. $1. Forbes.

7-20882.

An unbiased statement of the present social
and political conditions in the Congo Free
State. The author, in the course of a year's
travel of seven thousand miles, visited twenty

-

eight different tribes and found conditions much
better than he had expected. His account is

well illustrated by photographs of the natives.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 172. O. '07. S.

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 602. N. '07. IfiOw.

-I- -I- Cath. World. 85: 840. S. '07. 990w.

Nation. 85: 281. S. 26, '07. 120w.

"His book is a sane, calm statement of what
he saw and understood on his Congo trip."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 282. My. 4. '07. 200w.

"He gives the public a clearer statement of

the actual state of things under the government
of the Independent Congo State than has been
afforded by any publication since the beginning
of the controversy over alleged atrocities there."

-)- + N. Y. Times. 12: 511. Ag. 24, '07. 1330w.

R. of Rs. 35: 757. Je. '07. 60w.

Stauffer, David McNeely. Modern tunnel
practice. *$5. Eng. news. 6-7716.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Within the limitations imposed by the size

of the book and with the reservation noted a-

bove, the author has made a very creditable

compilation of the recent periodical literature on
the «*ubject, which is presented in an accept-
able manner and quite profusely illustrated."

F. I.avis.

-I
Engin. N. 56: 526. N. 15, '06. 1350w.

Stead, Richard. Adventures on high moun-
* tains. **$i.50. Lippincott.

"Bovs will find a wide range of adventure to

choose from in this volume, and should be able

to form a comprehensive notion of the dangers
that beset pioneers and travellers in the robber
region of the Mexican mountains and the lofty

peaks of Abyssinia." (Spec.) "The compilation,
beginning with Napoleon's feat in crossing the

Great St. Bernard, and, coming down to the

eruption of Mont Pelee, includes many notable
feats of climbing, as those of Tyndall on the

Welsshom and Mr. Whym.per's terrible experi-

ence on the Matterhorn, as well as less-known
adventures in every part of the world." (Ath.)

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 515. O. 26. lOOw.
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Stead, Richard—Continued.
"The illustrations alone are sufficiently at-

tractive to induce one to run through the 328
pages."

+ Nation. 85: 520. D. 5, '07. 40w.

"The book seems lacking in spirit, and yet
Mr. Stead made the great rivers most interest-
ing to us; it is too obviously a compilation."

-\ Spec. 99: sup. 640. N. 2. '07. 19Qw.

Stead, Richard. Adventures on the great
rivers, romantic incidents and perils of

travel, sport and exploration through-
out the world. *$i.So. Lippincott.

6-45336.
An interesting collection of adventures "in

which ligure a long iine of heroes from the
Ahbf. Hue down to the miners who rushed to

Klondyke." (Nation.)

Ath. 1908, 2: 51. O. 27. 130w.
"\ chronicle irresistible to any boy with a

soul for wild adventure and wilder beasts."
-f Nation. 83: 513. D. 13, 'oe. 40w.

"The author handles his material well. But
his booK would have been better had he been
more fully acquainted with the literature of the
topics lie treats." Cyrus C. Adams.

-I N. Y. Times. 11: 846. D. 8, '06. 160w.

"Coy readers will find a kaleidescope of bril-

liant and picturesque; scenes from all lands
collected for their benefit b>- Mr. Stead. And
from ail of them they will learn some healtJiy
les.sons which, we think, the author has striven
to inculcate,—the value of coolness and steadi-
ness, tact and patience, and that, as books
should educate as well as recreate, is one of

the good points of these twenty-nine stories
of adventure and exploration."

-I- Spec. 97: sup. 659. N. 3, '06. 210w.

Stead, William Thomas. Peers or people?
* the House of lords weighed in the bal-

ance and found wanting; an appeal to

history. *$i. Wessels.
A three-part political monograph which urges

that the hereditary chamber of the British par-
liament be replaced by some sort of senate
which would be more responsive to popular
will. The divisions of the study are The lords
versus the nation. What the House of lords has
done, and What must be done with the House
of lords.

"There is far less of Mr. Stead than is usual
In his political or social monographs; and were
all of Mr. Stead discarded, the authorities he
has drawn upon . . . are brought together with
much skill and care; and these alone would
greatly help to an understanding of the prob-
lem."

+ Nation. 85:310. O. 3, '07. 490w.

R. of Rs. 35: 507. Ap. '07. 120w.

Stearns, Frank Preston. Life and genius
of Nathanial Hawthorne. **$2. Lippin-
cott. 6-37623.

A biography which aims to supply more crit-
ical comment th.an Is found in previous lives
of Hawthorne. Eased somewhat on personal
memories it "contains much interesting mat-
ter, and shows marks of faithful and loving la-
bor; its citations and references and illustra-
tions are varied and sometimes illuminating."
(Dial.)

"He does not seem to understand that un-
stinted praise of everything that Hawthorne
wrote Is not criticism."

h Ath. 1907, 1: 603. My. 18. 370w.

"Its style Is rambling and diffuse—a fault not
offset by any keenness of criticism in the
chapters devoted to what he proclaims as the
distinctive feature of his work."

\- Dial. 42: 45. Ja. 10, '07. 3«0w.

"The author of this new 'Life of Hawthorne'
comes to his task with some advantages over
the ordinary biographer and critic. To a keen
sympathy and with vivid admiration of the ge-
nius of our one great romancer he adds some
personal acquaintance with him and his sur-
roundings."

+ Ind. 62:446. F. 21. '07. 390w.

"In spite of all that has been publi'shed in
the note-books, in Horatio Bridge's memoirs,
and in Julian Hawthorne's biography, there are
even new facts to be found here, some of
which are interesting and valuable. But the
best reason for reading the book lies in this

—

it furnishes a perfect example of what a biog-
raphy of Nathaniel Hawthorne should not be."

h N. Y. Times. 12:68. F. 2, 'O?. 620w.

Stearns, Frank Preston. Life and public
* services of George Luther Stearns.

**$2. Lippincott. 7-38430.
A full biography of Major Stearns who was

"the Sir Galahad of the antislavery struggle."
It has been compiled partly from documentary
evidence and partly from family traditions. It
furnishes interesting sidelights on the civil war
and its issues.

Steel, Flora Annie. Sovereign remedy.
t$i.5o. Doubleday. 6-26482.

"Two young men, a clerk from a Midland
city and an uncomfortable millionaire . . .

meet a beautiful girl, who has been brought
up by a philosophic grandfather in seclusion.
. . . Both fall in love with her, and) she falls in
love with, the millionaire. Lord Blackborough,
but, being afraid of love, she marries the
other, for whom she has only a humdrum lik-
ing. Lord Blackborough continues to make
d'ucks and drakes of his fortune, while the
other, Cruttenden, becomes the hard commer-
cial money-spinner. Aura, his wife, is at
first fascinated by domesticity, but she is

soon repelled by the heartlessness of prosper-
ity, and begins to turn to her first love. She
is killed accidentally in his company, and he,
too, mad with grief, dies in the ward of a
workhouse infirmary with the words of East-
ern mysticism on his lips."—Spec.

-{ Acad. 7J : 182. Ag. 25, '06. 680w.

"Is essentially a good story, witty and poig-
nant, and full of interesting modern people;
but It is almost intolerably sa^."

+ _ Ath. 1906. 2: 181. Ag. 18. 550w.

"The chief fault to be found with . . . 'The
sovereign remedy,' is that, out of a rather con-
fusing number of characters, it seems impos-
sible to determine which one she herself was
personally interested in. and which she meant
the reader to regard as the leading parts. This
confusion mars what would otherwise have
been a book of considerable strength." fred-
eric Taber Cooper.

-I Bookm. 25: 88. Mr. '07. 56Gw.

"Mrs. Steel is so wise a woman and so ad-
mirable a writer that her work always gives
pleasure of a refined sort, but the present
storv offers only a pale reflection of the power
displayed in her novels of Indian life." Wra.
M. Payne.

+ Dial. 42: 225. Ap. 1, '07. 260w.

"The book is a beautiful story, beautifully
told. It emerges quite evidently from a full

mind, a wide experience and an appeased and
noble outlook upon life."

+ + Ind. 62:442. F. 21, '07. 320w.

"There is a certain literary distinction In Mrs.
Steel's new story which lifts It well above the
novels of the hour."

-f -I- Lit. D. 34: 386. Mr. 9, '07. 220w.

'The actual story told Is so unimportant
and uninteresting that a novelist of her com-
petence would hardly have written It without
ulterior motives; and one Is driven, there-
fore to search for symbolism, and to find it.

though the relation between the symbol and
the thing symbolized Is not Invariably clear."

+ — Lend. Tlmei. 5: 271. Ag. 3, '06. BOOw.
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"Lavlshness, In fact. Is the note of the
whole story."— Nation. 84:136. P. 7, '07. 560w.

"A most unusual and Interesting novel, Few
are the occurrences to be measured beside the
sort of thing that really happens; few char-
acters are at all Hke any one meets In life.

Much of the action, too, is Quite inexplicable.
It is to the credit of Mrs. Steel's art that as
we read we believe—the incredulities come
with the backward look."

-i N. Y. Times. 12: 78. F. 9, '07. 670w.
"She comes to her task with a mind well

furnished, with a habit of skilled observation,
and with the wide outlook of one Who has In
the fullest way lived threescore years." Louise
Collier Willcox.

4- No. Am. 184: 861. Ap. IS, '07. 840w.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 766. Je. '07. 30w.
'It is hard to say whether the frank Im-

probabilities of the story—though they are
heaped together In the opening pages till they
look like an intentional signal—and the high-
pitched (not to say melodramatic) key of
much of the action, are intended to emphasise
the strain of mysticism and the occult which
runs through the book and to put the reader
in tune with immaterial influences, or—a thing
scarcely to be thought of in Mrs. Steel's hands—are merely structural mishaps. Again, it is

difHcult to decide whether the frequent reflec-
tions on modern developments of social order
are the prepossessions of a reformer forcing
their way through the story at almost every
turn, or are the main moral of which the fic-
tion is only the vehicle."

^ Sat, R. 102: 175. Ag. 11, '06. 740w.

"The truth is that Mrs. Steel has attempted
to write a tale of Eastern mysticism in an
Irrelevant setting. She has moments of great
power and beauty, bui they serve only to ac-
centuate the weakness of the main theme. One
exception, indeed should be made, for the
picture of the revival in the village is done
with remarkable skill."

h Spec. 97: 205. Ag. 11, '06. 890w.

Steele, Francesca Maria (Fanny) (Darley
Dale, pseud.). Naomi's transgression.
t$i.so. Warne.

A wealthy Australian Quaker at his death
leaves his large fortune to his daughter Na-
omi on condition that she marries her London
cousin Robin. Jf he refuses she is to have the
fortune; if she refuses, it goes to him. Naomi's
friend, Kitty Marvin, goes to London in her
place crudely impersonates the Quakeress and
antagonizes Robin who becomes engaged to an-
other girl. When the deception is discovered
the complication is all that any weaver of plots
could wish, and its untangling is deftly accom-
plished.

Stein, Evaleen. Gabriel and the hour book.
$1. Page. 6-25686.

"The story of a little Norman boy in the time
of Louis XIL, who went d.'iily to St. Martin's
abbey to helj) the m.onks who made the won-
derful illuminated books. . . . He worked with
one of the monks who was the most skilful of
them all on an hour book which the king
wanted as a jift to his bride. . . . Finally a
little prayer to the king which he put into the
boo){ brought great good forlune."—N. Y.
Times.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 83. Mr. '07. +
-f N. Y. Times. 11: 772. N. 24, '06. 150w.

Steiner, Bernard Christian. Maryland dur-
ing the English civil wars. pa. 50c.
Johns Hopkins. 7-11189.

pt. 2. Beginning with the events of the year
1643 the second part of this monograph takes
up Maryland's narrative and examines It In de-
tail down to the famous Act concerning relig-
ion enacted by the Assembly of 1649.

Steiner, Edward A. On the trail of the
immigrant. **$i.5o. Revell. 6-39003.

Descriptive note in Annual, IWS.
"Most interesting as to Die telling, accurate

as to facts, based upon personal experience and
investigation."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 74. Mr. '07. S.
"This volume is easily one of the most inter-

esting, accurate and impo:-tant discussions of
the immigi-unt yet produced 'in this country."
+ + Ann. Am. Acad. '29: 224. Ja. '07. 360w.
Reviewed by .Vrthur B. Keeve.

Charities. 17: 507. D. 15. '06. 69Gw.

4 Ind. 62: 211. Ja. 24. '07. 500w.
"Professor Steiner's social studies of Jew and

Slav are especially valuable; and his reasoning
throughout is clear and incisive. The volume
is written in popular styK:, but by no means
lacks scientific ir.terc-.st."

+ + Yale R. 15:467. F. '07. '120w.

Stejneger, Leonhard Hess. Herpetology of
* Japan and adjacent territory. $1. Supt.

of doc. 7-35282.
With a number of changes in established no-

menclature Dr. Stejneger has treated the rep-
tiles of Japan, the Liu Kiu, neighboring islands,
and a large portion of the mainland devoting
particular attention to geographical distribu-
tion.

"A valuable systematic monograph."
+ Nature. 77: 92. N. 28, '07. 40w.

"His manner of simplifying descriptions, in-
terspersing paragraphs helpful to the novice,
besides giving some attention to habits, pro-
duces a work of far broader use and interest
than a strictly technical compilation." Raymond
L. Dltmars.
+ -I Science, n.s. 26: 507. O. 18, '07. 2160w.

Stelzle, Rev. Charles. Messages to work-
ing men. **5oc. Revell. 6-20202

A plea for the church as a means of econ-
omic and social betterment. The "messages"
aim to bring the workingmen and the church
Into closer relation by solving through brother-
ly love the economic and social problems which
are in reality moral and religious questions.

"Mr. Stelzle delivers this message in a very
pleasing manner. His language is simple; his
style spirited. He deals with familiar things
in a familiar way. The fatal error of the book
Is just in this air of reality and sanity. It
imparts this air to a statement and solution
of the problem altogether too simple." R. F.
Hoxie.

-] J. Pol. Econ. 15:181. Mr. '07. 310w.
"Their outstanding characteristics are sound

sense, a broad humanity, and insistence on
peroonal loyalty to Christ."

-h + Outlook. 83: 811. Ag. 18, '06. 130w.

Stephen, Sir Leslie. Essays of Sir Leslie
Stephen, literary and critical. Author-
ized American ed. lov. ea. *$i.5o. Put-
nam.

V. 6. English literature and society in the
eighteenth century.

The sixth volume in this series includes the
Ford lectures for 1903, which deal more with
the literature of the period than with society.
"Society is only dealt with in just so far as
the poetic and prose writers expressed it, or in
so far as it affected them. " (N. Y. Times).

"The lectures ... do not exhibit Stephen at
his best. The subject was one with which he
was thorouglily familiar; it afforded him op-
portunity for many passages of shrewd corn-
merit and keen analysis. And yet the whole is

not so thoroughly knit together and so happily
phrased as the work of his prime."

-i Nation. S4: 384. A.o 25, '07. ITOw.
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Stephen, Sir Leslie—Continued.
hir Leslie Stephen . . . has written tliem

in a much more entertaining style than that in
which the average professor delivers the aver-
age lecture."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: S75. Je. S, '07. 480w.

Stephen, Sir Leslie. Science of ethics: 2d
* ed. *$2.so. Putnam. W 7-196.
Starting tram the utilitarian theory, tho au-

thor's aim is to "lay down an ethical doctrine
in harmony with the doctrine of evolution."

Stevens, Horace J. Copper handbook, v.
6. $s. Stevens, H. J.

"This volume covers the entire subject of
copiier, its history, biography, metallurgy, fi-
nances, and statistics."—R. of Rs.

Nation. 85: 469. N. 21, '07. 120w.
"Sir Leslie Stephen, not disdaining anv home-

ly illustration that occurs to him, makes the
study of ethics as delightful a pursuit as Bage-
hot made economics or as Prof. James makes
psychology."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 748. N. 2.3, '07. 530w.

Stephens, Robert Neilson, and Westley, G:
Hembert. Clementina's highwayman:
a romance. $L5o. Page. 7-27613.

The highwayman i.s a young lord whose for-
tune has- bten squanrlerod in his absence by
a rascally steward. He takes a dare I0 be a
highwayman for a night for the spice of adven-
ture there is in it. and gets liimself into no end
of trouble. The situations growing out of the
wager make a lively little comedy of errors
leading up to a romance whose course is inter-
rupted by an unconscionable eighteenth cen-
tury 'oeau.

"Clementina is fascinating, her highwayman
acts up to his part in fine style, and, inciden-
tally, the reader gains many a realistic glimpse
of the strenuous thing life was for even a plain
citizen in the davs of George II."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 680. O. 26, '07. 270w.

Sterling, Sara Hawks. Queens' company: a
story for girls. t$i.25. Lippincott.

7-31224.
The queens are the much loved teachers in a

girls' boarding school and the company consists
of a group of fun loving girls of boarding school
age. The story centers about the production of
an .imateur "As you like it" and there is much
wholesome human nature in the tale.

Stems, Justin. Song of the boy. isc Ariel
* press, Westv^^ood, Mass.
The first note struck in the poem is that of

"vivid glorification of the joys of healthy youth—wrestling, skating, diving, rowing, climbing,
running, jumping, the subtler joys of the senses,
the pleasures of the fresh fancy and imagina-
tion, of 5'oung sympathy and friendship. . . .

Then other voices are heard. Death, the World,
the Flesh, the Devil, address themselves to the
boy, suggesting the pleasantness of the Prim-
rose path and the wisdom of plucking roses
while one may. Finally Love speaks in the
crucial strophe of the poem." (Nation.)

"Shows a wholesome, fine poetic imagina-
tion."

+ Arena. 38: 215. Ag. '07. 590w.
"The piece has its faults; it would have

gained by some revision and excision by an oc-
casional refining of phrase, but as a whole it
is a telling expression of the perennially pagan
spirit of youth and of an admirable promise."

H Nation. 84: 199. F. 28, '07. 420w.

Stevens, George Barker. Christian doctrine
of salvation. **$2.5o. Scribner. 5-32666.

Descriptive note in Annua!, 190G.

'•We doubfwh.^ther, with all hid learning and
his keenness to press honTj every point of van-
tage, he can be awarded many of the spoils
of victory. But in saying this we do not wish
to deny the interest and importance of his work
from a historical point of view. Jt is a learned
stud:/ in some of the by-paths of religiou.s
thought and beliiif." W. H. Drummond.

4- — Hibbert J. 5: 691. Ap. '07. 2550w.

"In general, the descriptions are well written,
and many of them are not onlj- readable but
in .some parts highly interesting."

' Engin. N. 56: 640. D. 13, '06. 190^v.

"T he frankne.ss. honesty and sincerity of the
com.Tients on copper-producing mines is pert-
haps the most valuable characteristic of the
booic, although the typographica.l arrangement
is unusually helpful in making the contents ac-
cessible."

-i- R. of K.<;. 35: 511. Ap. '07. 90w.

Stevenson, Burton Egbert. Affairs of state.
t$i.5o. Holt. 6-34368.

De.scriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"it makes a pleasant comedj'." Wm. M.
Payne.

-f Dial. 42: 16. Ja. 1, '07. 200w
"It is easy reading, and the events are such

as t.' h'^ld the attention."
-^- Ind. t;2: 386. F. 14, '07. C'Ow.

"Novels of diplomacy must be very good to be
tolerable, and Mr. Stevenson has not the equip-
ment necessary to make his treatment of con-
tinental politics convincing."— Sat. R. 104: 300. S. 7. '07. 130w.

Stevenson, Burton Egbert. That affair at

Elizabeth. t$i.5o. Holt. 7-34779-
A strange confusion in the relationship of a

beautiful girl, who disappears mysteriously on
bier wedding day, and the man whom she was
to have married is made clear in the course of
this story by the young lawyer, Lester, and
Godfrey, the reporter. Both hero and heroine
are mistaken as to their real parents so that
when thie puzzle is but half solved it leaves
them brother and sister. This makes a doubly
thrilling tale which holds the reader's interest
through murder and mystery to the last page.

Stevenson, Richard Taylor. John Calvin;
the statesman. *$i. West. Meth. bk.

7-14592.
A volume in the "Men of the kingdom" se-

rie.-i, winch treats of Calvin the man and the
statesman, rathi'r than of Calvin, the theolo-
gian.

Stevenson, Robert Louis. Sea fogs: with
an introduction by Thoma-s R. Bacon.
**$i.5o. Elder. 7-33^27.

The initial volume in a series to be known as
"Western classics." Here Stevenson describes
the rolling in of the sea fogs over the valley
imtil his mountainside became a lone sea-beach.
It is a beautiful picture all done in silver-gray.

Stewart, Charles D. Partners of provi-
dence. t$i.5o. Century. 7-12003.

In the vernacular of the rover, Sam Daly re-
counts his "rolling-stone, happy-go-lucky" ex-
periences mainly on "Mississippi river steam-
boats and the rafts and landings alongside
from Cairo to .Mew Orleans." Sam's partners
are his dog Rags and Clancy, the expert "toss-
er" of hot rivets into a bridge-builder's bucket.
They run the round of chance, sometimes are
masters of fato. often a prey to it, but are
ever cheerful philosophers.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 137. Mv. '07. +
"Mr. Sitewart forces his tale, and lets it me-

ander over a course as long as his river, and
as crooked."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 514. O. 26. 120w.

"Porlinps the worst fault of tho book is that,
par-idoxically enough, the spirit of pure fun
holclr, sway too completely." Ward Clark.

-i Bookm. 25: J99. My. '07. &90w.
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"Has given a new boy to literature for Sam
Daly is not a Tom Sawyer by any means; he
has a personality all Ms own, and a most at-

tractive one."
+ Ind. 63: 221. Jl. 25, '07. 330w.

Lit. D. :{4: 678. Ap. 27, '07. 210w.

"There is not a false note, a sentence out
of Itey, or—rare finality in books of popular hu-
mor—one spcond nf doubtful tasle."

-f -t- Natiori*. 84: 362. Ap. 18, 07. 450w.

'The book is refreshing and delightful be-
vond adequate r^xpression in critical prose."
' 4. + N. Y. Times. 12: 193. Mr. 30, '07. 790w.

+ N.'Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15, '07. 180w.

"It is a book to read, not hurriedly, but a bit

at a time."
-f- Outlook. 86: 475. Je. 29, '07. 350w.

Stickney, Albert. Organized democracy.
**$!. Houghton. 6-37188.

"The author has endeavored to present an
im')artial and dispassionate statement of polit-

ical affairs as they exist to-day, to call atten-
tion to certain definite imperfections in the ma-
chinery of election, and lo suggest remedie.s
looking to vital reforms, v/liich would brmg the
administration of government in line with the
ideai.s of tlie founders of the democratic state."'

—Lit. D.

"His book is suggestive and valuable In

parts. In other parts it is full of repetition and
lacking in clearness."
+ — Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 648. My. '07. 630w.

"The suggestions of reform are for the most
part fragmentary and not suffciently worked
out to give the reader any adequate concep-
tion of their value or lack of it."— Ind. 63: 161. Jl. 18, '07. 360w.

Lit. D. 23: 728. iX. 17, '06. 490w.

"We fear that Mr. Stickney is too optimis-
tic, and too little appreciative of the difRculty
in this country of achieving reforms by whole-
sale; but his shrewd observations and obvious
seriousness make his book not uninteresting."

-I-
'— Nation. 85: 229. S. 12, '07. 220w.

Still, Alfred. Polyphase currents. $2.50.

Macmillan. W 7-56.

'A large part of the book deals with the
functions and properties of the power trans-
mission line. . . . Concluding third of the vol-
ume is devoted to the induction and to the
syncnrnnou.g mocor, including the rotary con-
verter."—En.gin. N.

"Mr. Still's book contains little that is novel
in material or treatment. Its merit lies in a
simfjle direct style and in the systematic ar-
rangement Of topics. A reference text which
will be very useful to the operators of elec-
trical machinery who desire to know something
of the theory of their machines but who are not
prepared or inclined to pun^ue the subject ex-
hauslivelv." Henry H. Norris.

!- Enqin. N. oG: 522. N. 15, '06. 640w.

"This is a sound and practical guide to the
electrical engineer in a field."

-t- Nation. 85: 257. S. 19, '07. 120w.

Stockton, Francis Richard, Qtieen's mu-
seum and other fanciful tales. $2.50.

Scribner. 6-39760.
The "other fanciful tales" which follow "The

Queen's museum" in this volun^e are The
Christmas truants. The griffln and the minor
canon. Old Pipes and the dryad. The bee-man
of Orn, The clocks of Rondaine, Christmas be-
fore last. Prince Has.sack's march, The philo-
pena, and The accomodating circuimstance.

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 23. Ja. '07.

"So far excels any other that has come to

our notice this yejir that it is aluiost in a class

by itself."

-i- Bookm. 24: 527. Ja. '07. lOOw.

Natfon. 83: 514. D. 13, 06. 30w.

-f- Outlook. 85: ]43. Ja. 19, '07. OOw.

Stockwell, Chester Twitchell. Evolution of

immortality: suggestions on an indi-

vidual immortality based upon our or-

ganic and life history. 4th ed., rev. and
enl. *$i. West, J. H. 6-37617.

That there is no retrograde movement in na-
ture, that individual self-consciousness is eter-

nal, that there is no sense developed without
some corresponding objective reality that calls

it into action, that all things are spiritual, are
among the propositions either suggested or

demonstrated.

"It is a remarkable little book and worthy
of the four editions into which it has passed."
Robert E. P.isbee.

-f- Arena. 37: 217. F. '07. 390w.

"He has certainly succeeded in putting be-

fore the reader many interesting thoughts." W.
A. Hammond.

4- Phllos. R. 16: 211. Mr. '07. 330w.

Stoddart, Anna M. Life of Isabella Bird

(Mrs. Bishop). *$5. Button. 7-25137-

A biography of an indefatigable traveler, a
writer, and philanthi-opist.

"As biographer, the one mistake which, in

our opinion Mi.ss Stoddart is inclined to make
is t.^>at she underlines the religious side of her

subject's cha-racter. But these passages are

excentional, and the momentary quivering 01

the balance serves to draw attention to its

usual tine steadiness."
+ .J Acad. 71: 629. D. 22, 'OG. 7o0w.

"Miss Stoddart had a good subject for a

biosraplir in Isabella Bird, and she lias re-

flect ''d ner life both faithfully and ably. The
result is that she has written an excellent

^°"'
'

-1- Ath. 1907. 1: 283. Mr. 9. llOOw.

"The most admirable feature of this biog-

raphy is that it gives the more personal side

of Mrs. Bishop's life during the forty-six years

of her travels."
+ Ind. 63: 153. Jl. 18, '07. 580w.

"If there is a fault it is a certain lack of

perspective into which the writer has been be-

trav'-d bv devoted and admirin.T affection.

L 1 _- Lend. Times. 5: 369. N. 2, '06. 960w.

"She writes as a sentimentalist rather than

a psychologist. The value of her work lies

chietiy In the account it gives of the scope and
results of Mrs. Bishop's journeys."

-i
Nation. 84: 547. Je. 13, '07. lOOOw.

"The reader feels too strongly the point of

view of the biographer; suspects that some in-

teresting material is thrown into uninterest-

ing forin. The book as it stands is tedious

readmg.
^ ^ yj^gs. 12: 307. My. 11, "07. 690w.

"A beautiful tribute to Mrs. Bishop's char-

acter and a fine estimate of her accomplish-

niGiils
*'

-i- Outlook. 85: 902. Ap. 20, '07. 500w.

"Miss Stoddart has been an almost too in-

dustrious biographer, yet- this was rara 'avAS

in terris We could have wished some cheap

remarks about ecclesiastical Christianity away,

and one or two bits of ignorance."
-] Sat. R. 104: 303. S. 7, '07. 740w.

"Her book cannot fail to be read with _ the

interest and admiration which i^ deserves^

+ Spec. 3S: sup. 114. Ja. 26, '07. 1..70w.

Stoddart, Jane T. Life of the Empt-ess

Eugenie. 3d ed. *$3. Button. 7-26628.

After careful research among state docu-

ments, reviews, newspapers, and various au-
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Stoddart, Jane T. —Continued.
thoritative works the author has presented
some fresh material which reveals Empress
Eugenic* in relation to court life rather than
in relation to "state policies." "The reader
has served up to him small, detached chunks
of history, isolated incidents, descriptions of
festivities, scenes at court, constant praise of
Eugenie's beauty and charm, all mingled to-
gether without any attempt lo trace either a
logical sequence of events, development of
character, or growth of purpose."—N. T.
Times.

"This is the first volume in which a serious
attempt nas been made to give a complete and
authentic account of the remarkable woman."

+ Acad. 71: 653. D. ii9, '06. 1660w.

"On the whole, we repeat, the book is ex-
cellent, and it contains very few downright
blunders; though naturally the cause of the
Empress is espoused."
+ -\ Ath. 190G, 2: 477. O. 20. 480w.

"Queen Victoria's affection for Eugenie seem^
to liave gone a long way in determining the
liiographer's point of view. It is a point of
view, however, that rather fails to emphasize
than denies faults in its subject."
+ — Ind. 63: 634. S. 12, '07. 230w.

"The author of the present volume has tried
eagerly to do full justice to her subject. But
partly by reason of tnat very eagerness and
partly by reason of what is apparently native
incapacity, her book is very unsatisfactory."— N. Y. Times. 12: 125. Mr. 2, '07. 910w.

Outlook. S5: 763. Mr. 30, '07. 270w.

Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.
Putnam's. 2: 475. Jl. '07. 140w.

R. cf Rs. 35: 507. Ap. '07. 170w.

"It no doubt contains a good deal of infor-
mation, more or less accurate, of the eventful
career of the Ehnpress which may serve to
gratify the curiosity of those who would draw
aside the veil, irrespective of the feelings of
the individual concerned."

H Sat. R. 102:713. D. 8, '06. 200w.

Stoker, Bram (Abraham). Personal remin-
iscences of Henry Irving. **$7.50.

Macmillan. 6-3601 1.

Descriptive note in AnnuaJ, 1906.

"Jlis life of riir Henry has, however, a per-
sonal touch that no other hand oouJd give it

and sutsequent biographers will be obliged to
coniiult it's pages freelv." Jeannette L. Gilder,

-r Putnam's. 1: 508. Ja. '07. 230w.

Stone, Christopher. Sea songs and ballads;

selected by Christopher Stone; with
introd. by Admiral Sir Cyprian Bridge.
*90c. Oxford. 7-12668.

"Sir Cyprian Bridge tells us of the 'Fore-bit-
ters' or sailors' ditties, sung from the stage of
the forebitts in the old sailing days, ditties of
endless length, unaccompanied by any instru-
ment, but not destitute of melody, ditties suited
to 'a voice like a gale of wind,' and invariably
provided with a ship's company chorus. These
and the chanties (pronounced shanties) of thtj

merchant service are perhaps the only genu-
ine songs of the sea. The chanties are of
three kinds, each adapted to a special part of
the vessels' work—'the capstan' chanty, the
'halliard' chanty, and 'the sheet, tack, and
bowline' chanty." (Lond. Times.)

"All that is given here deserves preserva-
tion."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 827. D. 29. 330w.

+ Dial. 42: 190. Mr. 16, '07. 60w.
Lond. Times. 6: 44. F. 8, '07. 530-w.

"A corpus of salty folks-poesie that is as in-
structive as entertaining."

+ Nation. 84:201. F. 28, '07. 230w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 100. F. 16, '07. 480w.
(Reprinted from Lond. Times.)

Sat. R. 102: 684. D. 1, '06. llOw.

Spec. 97: 940. D. 8, '06. 140w.

Stone, Melville E., jr., comp Book of
American prose humor, lea. $1.25.
Dufifield. 7-25552.

A collection of humorous and witty tales,
sketches and anecdotes written by the best
known American writers.

Stories of strange sights retold from St.

Nicholas. (Geographical stories.) *65c.

Century. 7-29585.
Curious phenomena and freaks of nature

which make a wonderland of land and sea are
described for yourug readers in these chapters.
In the groups are the niirage, ocean storms,
waterspouts at sea, volcanoes and earthquakes,
cyclones, the southern cross, etc.

"A most attractive series of tales."
-1- Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12, '07. 90w.

Stories of the Great Lakes, retold from St.

Nicholas. (Geographical stories.) *$65c.

Century. 7-29582.

Here is outlined for young readers the fas-
cinating story of the Great lakes from the
standpoint of their gra-ndeur, significanoe in
time of war, and their vast cornmercial Im-
portance.

Storm, Theodor W. Immensee; translated
from the German by George P. Upton.
il. **$i.75. AlcClurg. 7-33212.

Mr. Upton's aim has been, not so much to
render a Literal translation of this excellent ex-
ample of Gorman lyric sentiment, as to give
English readers as perfect an English version
as possible. T he stc«ry is prettily illustrated,
generous use being made 01 the w.T.ter-lily

which is the symbol of the vision of lost youth
—the motif of "Immensee."

"The little volume should have a very large
circulation and nowhere will be more heartily
welcomed than on the mess decks of our war-
ships. We have nothing but praise for the
scholarly notes and the attractive form of the
volume."

-I- -f Acad. 71: 633. D. 22, '06. 670w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 130. My. '07. S.

"Mr. George P. LTpton, the translator, fur-
nishes, besides a singularly graceful render-
ing of the text, an interesting appreciation 01
Storm and his work."

+ Dial. 43: 381. D. 1. '07. 90w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 652. o. 19, '07. 90w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 20w.

-i- Outlook. 87: 619. N. 23, '07. 80w,

Strachan, James. Hebrew ideals; from the
story of the patriarchs; part 2d, Gene-
sis, chapters 25-50. (Bible class hand
books ser.) *6oc. Scribner.

"A series of brief exhortations based on
some element of character In the lives of the
patriarchs or a short sennon Avith a kw^n
edge."—Bib. World.

-f- Am. J. Theol. 11:184. Ja. '07. 80w.
(Review of pt. 2.)

Bib. World. 27: 399. My. '06. 20w. (Re-
view of pt. 2.)

"One lays down the book with much the
same feeling >as one has after studying Holman
Hunt's 'Light of the world'—beautiful, but a
bit too modern, and therefore unreal. The
book from a literary point of view is worth
reading." Clifton D. Gray.

-I Bib. World. 29: 237. Mr. '07. 560w. (Re-
view of pt. 2.)
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Strang, Herbert. Fighting on the Congo:
the story of an American boy among
the rubber slaves, il. 'l'$i.5o. Bobbs.

6-41714.
A Story written for the purpose of revealing

the horror of the rubber trattic on the Congo,
to show what has been the effect of the white
man's rule. Young Jack Challoner in compa-
ny with his uncle makes a nobler fight than
ever mediaeval crusaders undertook. The un-
cle dies with this admonition "help the negroes
of the Congo tight the corrupt government that
enriches itself on their blood; go to the foun-
tain-head and expose the hypocrisy of King
Leopold." Jack carries on his battle with
Samba at his side, Samba, whose woeful plight
had first brought hoine to his heart the ter-
rible realities of the rubber slavery. The tale
abounds in thrilling adventure, bloodshed and
cruelty.

"The special literature of the subject has
been mastered, and indebtedness is acknowl-
edged to Mr. and Mrs. Harris, the energetic
missionaries, for assistance to which is doubt-
less owing the exceptional accuracy and min-
uteness of the descriptions of the Central
African scenery and animals. The young read-
ers for whom the volume is primarily intended
are not likely to find fault with it on account
of the triteness (>" its characterization.

-I Ath. 190'), 2: 732. D. 8. 220w.

"Whether a book for young people should
be built upon a grave political problem, the
data for which are taken from one side only.
Is a matter for serious doubt. The story is

full of pathos and is admirably told, with the
same informing touches that we find in all Mr.
Strang's books."

-I Sat. R. 102: sup. 5. D. 8, '06. 230w.

Strang, Herbert. In Clive's command: a
story of the fight for India. t$i.5o.

Bobbs. 6-32681.
Many regard Herbert Strang as the one upon

whom the mantle of Henty fell. This is "an
absorbing story which takes the reader back
to the capture of Gheria and the battle of
Plassey, and, as a matter of course, chronicles
the brave deeds of an English lad." (Ath.>

"Better than Henty's 'With Clive in India'
both as to style and to historical setting."

-+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 1-13. My. '07.

"Mr. Strang has imagination of a high order,
which was singularly absent in Henty's sto-
ries. He has been true to tne historic demands
while writing a story that palpitates with ac-
tion and whose characteis are r&al, live per-
sonalities, and not manikins, such as were
Henty's."

+ Arena. 36: 088. D. '06. 230w.
"The narrative not only thril's, but also

weaves slciltully out of fact and fiction a clear
impression of our fierce struggle for India."

+ Ath. 1903, 2: 652. N. 24. 70w.

"A personal story of adventure that must be
most fascinating to any normal, healthy boy."

-i N. Y. Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 120w.
"It is full of thrilling adventure, and mingles

the historical and romantic in acceptable pro-
portion."

H- Outlook. 84: 841. D. 1, '06. 50w.
"Mr. Herbert Strang improves with every

season, which is saying much when we remem-
ber how good nis previous work has been."

+ Sat. R. 102: sup. 5. D. S, '06. 20itw.

"The persons in the drama of his Indian life
are vigorously drawn."

+ Spec. 97: sup. 7&9. N. 17, '06. 400w.

Strang, Herbert. On the trail of the Ar-
* abs; a story of heroic deeds in Africa,

il. t$i.5o. Bobbs. 7-29572.
Mr. Strang returns to a period lying back of

the present days of rubber slavery which lat-
ter were treated in his "Fighting "on the Con-

go." The present story deals with an earlier
time and a different region of the Great forest.
"It is a picture of the last years of the Arab
domination, when the remnants of Tippu Tib's
hordes, in remote fastnesses, pursued their evil
trafl^ic in humanity. The two pictures are com-
panions and contrasts; but they have this in
common: they attempt to show the native races
at their best, as they may be and are when op-
pression is replaced by sympathy."

Strang, Herbert. Rob the ranger: a story
* of the fight for Canada, il. t$i.5o.

Bobbs. 7-31414,
A story of Canada in the provincial days be-

fore the capture of Quebec. It gives the excit-
ing adventures of a boy in search of his father
and brother separated from him during a
French-Indian raid. It is the wilderness of the
Hurons and Mohawks that furnishes the back-
ground of the story.

Ath. 1907, 2:65'2. N. 23. llOw.

Strang, William. Etchings; with critical in-
troductions by Frank Newbolt. *$2.50,
Scribner.

It is the "characteristic work" of many-
moods that Mr. Newbolt has brought togetherm this collection. "Mr. Newbolt's introduction
does full justice to the fertility of Strang's in-
vention, to the great range of his experiencem technique, to his courage in ever tackling
fresh problems and difficulties instead of set-
tlin,'^ down steadily, as artists are prone to do
to the repetition of some stock subject which
makes a sure appeal to the public taste andbmds the artist in the slavery of habit."
(Lond. Times.)

'Mr. NewDoU's . . . essay is written in an
easy, unaffected style, without partiality or
any undue parade of the technical knowledge
which adds a special value to an etcher's criti-
cism of etchings."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 448. Ap. 13. 300w.
"The only fault that can be found with them

Is the colour of the paper on wmon they are
printed. It is too deep in tone, an unwise con-
cession to a popular prejudice against white
paper for purposes of this kind."
+ i Lond. Times. 6; 102. Mr. 29, '07. 370w.

Nation. 84: 346. Ap. 11, '07. 150w.
"It is a satisfaction to all art-lovers that a

collection of the Strang etchings has now been
publislied, with an excellent prefatory account
of them and their creator by Mr. Frank New-
bolt.

'

-f + Outlook. 85: 814. Ap. 6, 07. 130w.

Strange, Edward Fairbrother. Hokusai;
the old man mad with painting. (Lang-
ham ser., an illustrated collection of
art monographs, v. 17.) *$i. Scribner.

6-46317.
Not only gives "a resume of what Is known

of the life of the great Japanese artist and a
discriminating guide to those qualities which
make the greatness of his art, but tends to
give the reader a sounder understanding of
what art is than many a volume ten times Its
size and ten times more pretentious."

"He is one of the few who, having an au-
thoritative knowledge of his subject, has also
the gift of presenting that knowledge in an
entertaining and stimulating fashion."

-I- + Acad. 72: 14. Ja. 5, '07. SSOw,
"Give.s a clear enough picture of the place of

that artist in the art of Japan, but it is diffi-
cult to accept altogether the judgment which
ranks him with 'the masters of the world's

H Nation. 84:186. F. 21, '07. 210w.
"Excellent monograph."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 61. F. 2, '07. »4(Hr.
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Strange stories of colonial days. t6oc. Har-
per. 7-17360.

Among these IG pictures of colonjal life and
adventure .are atories of early Indiana history,
of King: PhiUp's wars. Bacon's rebellion, the
treasure hunt of William Phipps in the late

17th century, stories of pirates and buccan-
eers, of scouts and drummer boys.. The au-
thor? include Francis Urake, Hezekiah Butter-
worth, Robert Fuller, Rowan Stevens and
olhc-rs.

"The stones will add light and color and 'n-

terest to the school history they too often—and
quite reasonably—find dull."

I- N. Y. Times. 12: 375. Je. 8, '07 230w.

Strange stories of 181 2. '600. Harper.
7-18099.

Eleven stories by five different authors 6i the
warfare which our soldiers waged along the
Canadian frontier against the British and their

Indian 'allies, of the massacre of Fort Dear-
born, the exploit of a young hero of the New
York frontier, and also stories of our navy and
our privateers, of the chase of the Hornet and
the victories of the Constitution.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 210. N. '07.

Strange stories of the civil war. t6oc. Har-

per. 7-18097-

The historv of the civil war is supplemented
in this volume bv stories which, though cast

in the form of liction, present the atmosphere
of the times and give a vivid picture of some
of the thrilling episodes which actually took

place They include boyish tales of a midship-

man a blockade runner, an adventure with
guerillas a raw recruit, how Gushing de-

stroyed the "Albemarle." President Lincoln

and' the sleeping sentinel, the battle of the

"Monitor" and "Merrimac'', and Sheridan s

rid- and Lee's surrender, as told by Robert

ShaoKleton, John Habberton, Captain Howard
Patterson, L. E. Chittenden, General Fosythe

and others.

Strange stories of the revolution. t6oc. Har-

per. 7-15588.

This volume hi the Harper's young people

series r'ictures a number of dramatic scenes

in the Revolution ranging from Lexington to

Torktown.. They include: the true story of

Paul R'^vere, ari account of the days before

Bunker Hill. The capture of the "Margaretta,

the pursTiit of Arnold, how Lafayette played

the war game of 1781 against CornwaJlis. and
five other stories bv Howard Pyle. Wlnthrop
Packard, Percival Redsdale and others.

Strasburger, Eduard. Rambles on the Ri-

viera; tr. from the German by O. and

B. Comerford Casey. *$S- Scribner
7-4810.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

.|. ^. Ath. 1905, 2: 804. D 22. 230w.

Streatfeild, Richard Alexander. Modern
music and musicians. $2.75- Macmillan.

6-45303-

Descriptive note in Annual, ISOG.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 131. My. '07.

"All his chapters are Interesting, tho some
are marred by rhetorical skyrockets. He has

the courage of his convictions and utters some
new opinions th.at are worth considering; but
he also publishes some opinions (and even a
few misstatements of fact) which prove that

his authoritative pose is not wholly justified.
'

-\ Ind. 62: 1528. Je. 27, '07. 390w.

Spec. 98: 139. Ja. 26, '07. 930w.

Streatfield, Rev. George Sidney. Self-inter-
pretation of Jesus Christ: a study of the
Messianic consciousness as reflected in

the synoptics. *$L25. Meth. bk.
"'I'he Jesus of the synoptists, it is here

argued with much force and learning, asserts
Himself as tho transcendental Christ."—Bib.
World.

"Compels respect by reason of the conspicu-
ous earnestness and sincerity of the author.
The book is fundamentally in error in two re-
spects. The value of Jesus and his message
to man is not determined precisely by his pe-
culiar ontological relation to God. And further,
the dilemma which the author proposes will
not exhaust the possibilities in the light of an
honest historical interpretation of the gospels."
J. W. Bailey.

H Am. J. Theol. U: 688. O. '07. 300w.
"The author's familiarity with modern con-

tr0versi.1l literature has overloaded his pages
with variant opinions, while theological terms
are not always clearly and precisely distin-
guished In general lie seems to be defending
the truth rather than seeking it."
—

-f Bib. World. 28: 432. D. '06. 50w.
-^ Spec. ii7: 830. N. 21, '06. 310w.

Streckfuss, Adolf. Lonely house; tr. from
* the German by Airs. A. L. Wister. il.

t$i.5o. Lippincott. 7-33203.
A story which tells how a German scientist

hunting for specimens in the mountains of
Southern Ukraine is drawn into a murder case,
how unwittingly he aids the guilty man in his
prosecution of an innocent one, and how finally
he accidentally discovers clews which lead lo
the straightening of the tangle.

N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 50w.

Street, George Slythe. Ghosts of Piccadi!-
* ly. **$2.50. Putnam.
With Mr. Street as guide, the reader enters

tne Piccadilly of the late eigi.Leenth and early
nineteenth century, goes from house to house,
and studies the characteristics of the "ghosts
of no ordinary men and women." Among them
are Dr. Johnson, Beau Brummel, Lady Ash-
burton, Tennyson, the Carlyles. "Old Q," Ma-
caulay, Byron and Lady Hamilton.

"On the whole a very worthy addition to the
noble army of books about the Town."

+ Acad. 73: bS. O. 26, '07. 620w.

"Much of his matter will be fresh enough to
most readers, but the point is the freshness
with which he tells the story, the insight and
balance of his judgments on people, the sharp
light on his thumb-nail sketches. There is all

Piccadilly in this volume, presented in a me-
dium of imaginative talk."

+ + Ath. 1907, 2: 648. N. 23. 1440w.

"Lively, gossipy chronicles of bygone days."
+ Dial. 43: 424. D. 16, '07. 130w.

"If one cannot praise the book quite without
reserve, that is mainly because of the condi-
tions under which it was composed. It was
written for the magazines and was intended to
be read, not at a sitting, but in installments."

+ H Lond. Times. 6: 324. O. 25, '07. 1020w.

"Author and subject are in an 'afUnity.'
"

-I- -I- Sat. R. 104: sup. 3. N. 16, '07. 1560w.

"A most readable kind [of book]. It is not,

it will be understood, for every reader."

H Spec. 99: 718. N. 9, '07. 120w.

Stringer, Arthur. Phantom wires. t$i.5o.

Little. 7-12004.

A continuation of the fortunes of the wire
tappers who married hastily and left New
York strong In the resolution to abandon their

questionable methods of gaining a livelihood.

Abroad, luck seems to turn against them and
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once more Durkln turns his electrical engi-
neering skill to account, locates valuable pa-
pers and turns burglar. The adventures which
he and his clever wife share are quite as novel
as they are thrilling.

"We regard it as distinctly inferior to the
author's former story."— Arena. 38: 217. Ag. '07. 47(hv.

4 Lit. D. 34: 724. My. 4, '07. 280w.

'"I'he pint is constructed with skill and
worked out with more than ordinary ability."

: Nation. M: 302. Ap. 18, '07. 130w.

"It. is a risky theme, but the author handles
it skillfully and with restraint."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:237. Ap. 13, '07. 520w.

"There is decided talent shown in the man-
agement of the details of this intricate and
highly sensational novel."

-f- Outlook. 86: 340. Je. 15. '07. 70w.

Stringer, Arthur John Arbuthnott. Wire
tappers. t$i.5o. Little. 6-16649.

Descriptive note in Annual, ''906.

"As a psychologist Mr. Stringer is less suc^
cessful. Prances, in particular is an incred-
ible character.'' Ilerbert W. Horwill.

h Forum. 38: 646. Ap. '07. 540w.

Stringer, Arthur John A. Woman in the
* rain and other poems. **$i.25. Little.

7-37033-
In "The woman in the rain" Mr. Stringer

pictures the horror of the "huddled sins" of the
unregonerate woman grown old in her vice.
Among the other poems are "The passing of
Aphrodite," and "Sappho in Leucadia."

"Both new and old verses are sincere and
human in note."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Strong, Mrs. Arthur (Eugenie Sellers). Ro-
man sculpture: from Augustus to Con-
stantine. (Library of art.) *$3. Scribner.

7-35388.
Based upon a series of lectures delivered at

intervals during the past seven years Mrs.
Strong's work is "an exposition of the distinctive
character and the evolutionary process of Rom-
an art from the inception of the empire to the
official triumph of Christianity." (Lond. Times.)

"We have criticised this book somewhat
closely because it has interested us deeply.
Mrs. Strong is a vigorous critic and will not
shun criticism. The book is more than a val-
uable addition to the literature of Roman art.
It is practically the first book in this language
to give a wide conspectus of the scope and aims
of Roman sculpture."
+ H Acad. 72: 530. Je. 1, '07. 2620w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 198. N. '07.

•"Inasmuch as her ability and attainments
are so well known that unfavorable criticism
cannot be regarded as unfriendly, we must re-
cord the unhesitating opinion that she could
have written a much better book."
-I- H Dial. 43: 168. S. 16, '07. 470w.

"It is no flattery to say that she is foremost
among the excellent women now working In the
classics. Phe is, however, hardly justified in
saying that it is 'evidently absurd to talk of a
realistic as opposed to an idealistic art.'

"

+ H Ind. 63: 761. S. 26, '07. 390w.

Int. Studio. 32: 85. Jl. '07. 40w.

"Mrs. Strong has thrown down a gauntlet
which will doubtless be taken up; but he will
be a bold man who does it. Her knowledge
is immense, her observation most accurate, her
criticism penetrative and fine. There is no one
now writing on ancient art with greater In-
sight than Mrs. Strong. The points to which
we have demurred are not among the essen-
tials of her book."
4- -i Lond. Times. 6:171. My. 31. '07. l€70w.

"A volume like this should be welcomed. It
should not be concealed that Mrs. Strong hurts
her case very often by claiming too much for
her works that are cold and clumsy, poorly
disposed, and lacking in true distinction."
Charles de Kay. /

H N. Y. Times. 12: 479. As. 3, '07. 1570w.
"Small blemishes should not prevent us

from expressing our deep gratitude to Mrs.
Strong for a book produced at the right time
and in the right way."
+ -i

• Spec. 99:56. Jl. 13, '07. 1740w.

Strong, Rev. Josiah. Challenge of the city.
* **$i. Baker.
"The president of the American institute of

social service here adds to his widely read and
stimulating books one for younger readers"
(Outlook.) He "treats the problem of those
churches and parishes which are being crowded
out of many city districts by the oncoming of
business houses. Eighty-five churches below
Fourteenth street have gone out of existenco
during the last twenty years. The author finds
a remedy in the direction of federation. Four
chapters of the book appeared previously in a
periodical." (N. Y. Times.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 373. Je. 8, '07. 90w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 668. O. 19, '07. 30w.
Outlook. 87: 790. D. 7, '07. 160w,

Strong, Very Rev. Thomas Banks, ed. Lec-
tures on the methods of science. *$2.S0.
Oxford. 6-37941.

Nine lectures l.y as many eminent lecturers
upon such subjects as Scientific method as a
mental operation. Physiology, Inheritance in
animals and ijlants. Psychophysical method.
The evolution of douible stars. Anthropology,
Archaeological evidence, and Scientific method
as applied to history.

+ Acad. 71: 59. Jl. 21, '06. lS40w.

"The present volume, however, depends too
much upon its title and its preface. Unin-
spired by their suggestions, the reader would
not puspect that he was following a course on
scientific method. He would rather suppose
that he was receiving an amount of very inter-
esting and very miscellaneous information."
Frederick J. E. Woodbridge.

1- J. Philos. 3: 692. D; 6, '06. 1820w

-I- Lond. Times. 5: 238. Jl. 6. '06. 2230w.

"The first two lectures . . . wliich treat ex-
plicitly of the subject designated in the title

of the book, are in reality the leiast valuable
cliapters. The i-eal contributions to the study
of method are tacit and incidental features of
the other papers, which make the least overt
reference to the r.ubject."

-; Nation. S4: 366. Ap. 18, '07. 400w.

— Nature. 74: ^49. Je. 14, '06. 200w.

"In this handy form they should do much to

teacn the ordinary reader what science claims
to be and how its operations are conducted."

n- Spec. 07; 61. Jl. 14, '06. 490w.

Stuart, Ruth McEnery. Woman's exchange
of Simpkinsville. ^$1.25. Harper.

Two spinster sisters, "upon whose frail maid-
en shoulders had devolved responsibilities hith-

erto unknown to the women of the name of

Simpkins" lose the fortune of their Arkansas
forebears and have to face the question of

earning a livelihood. They hit upon the idea of

a "Woman's exc'.iange, establish it and manage
it with credit to the name of Simpkins. Their
rather tame existence is broken by bits of town
gossip, echoes of sentiment of long ago, and
chielly by a proposition of ten thousand dollars

for the collection of birds in the extending of

which an only brother had lost his life.

k'KVs. Stuart's touch is broader than Mrs.
Deland's, and she is more open to the charge
of sentimentalism."

^ Nation. 85: 423. N. 7, '07. llOw.
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Studies in philosophy and psychology: by
former students of Charles Edward
Garman, in commemoration of twenty-
five years of service as teacher of ohil-

osophy in Amherst college. *$2.5o.

Houghton. 6-22901,

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by John Pewey.
+ Phllos. R. 16: 312. My. '07. 4220w.

Reviewed bv Arthur O. Lovejoy.
Psychol. Bull. 4: 18. Ja. 15, '07. 2840w.

. (Itevicw of pt. 1.)

Reviewed by Charles H. Judd.
Psychol. Bull. 4: 24. Ja. 15, '07. 1960w.

(Review of pt. 2.)

Sturdy, William A. (Isaac Didwin, pseud.).
Degeneracy of the aristocracy. $1. Pub.

by the author; For sale by the Rhode
Island news co.. Providence, R. I.

7-15554.

"The purpose of this book is to show, by the
retrospect of history, that democracy is des-

tined to assert itself in such a positive manner
as to overthrow the commonly accepted the-

ories of the past, that are so tenaciously held

to, for the apparent purpose of trying to mam-
tain a declining aristocracy."

Sturgis Russell. History of architecture.

3v. V. I. per set, **$i5. Baker. 6-45368.
"Mr. Sturgis's book belongs to the monu-

mental class. It belongs also to th« encyclo-

pedic class, except that the arrangement is

chronological and by countries instead^ °,t77
topics arranged in alphabetical order. (Lit.

D ) "An important feature of this work will

be the careful study of the climatic Influences

on architecture and of the relation of the do-

mestic to the monumental architecture in va-

rious countries—a field which has been some-
what neglected by architectural writers. The
first volume will deal with the architecture of

Egypt, Western Asia, Greece, Etrurla, and
Rome." (Dial.)

"Masterly work. Beautifully printed and Il-

lustrated, but the paper is so heavy and brittle

as to be unsatisfactory for library use.

+ + — A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 74. Mr. '07. (Review
of V. 1.)

"Much of it is brilliantly written, ancl the

whole is evidently the result of wide reading,

travel, and study."
+ H Ath. 1907, 2: 187. Ag. 17. llOOw. (Re-

view of V. 1.)

"As a record of architectural events, this

hislorv, as evidenced by the volume In hand,,

leaves nothing to be desired. The task of col-

lating and arranging the great mass of detail

has been heavy, and the outcome Is a work of

great value and a matter of congratulation to

both author and publisher." Irving K. Pond.

+ + -(- Dial. 42:137. Mr. 1, '07. 16»0w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"The nomenclature of places Is occasionally
open to criticism. A book full of information
and suggestion, the fruits of a ripe scholar-

ship, and far more readable than most worka
of this kind are apt to be."
+ -I ind. 62: 271. Ja. 31, '07. 770w. (Review

of V. 1.)

"The work must at once be accepted as a
standard treatise." _^ ^^+ _|. + Lit. D. 34: 106. Ja. 19, '07. 230w. (Re-

view of V. 1.)

"Despite these minor blemishes, the work Is

plainly the fruit of careful scholarship, accur-
ate in all its specific information, and usually
sound in all Its analysis and criticism. It ought
to be of real servce In the stimulation of pub-
lic Interest and the training of public taste."

+ -i Nation. 84: 20. Jl. 4, '07. 1470w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"One need have no hesitation in commending
the work as by far the best on its subject and

of its scope in the English language. It takes
its place at once as an authority." Montgom-
ery Schuyler.
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 553. S. 14, '07. 1380w

(Review of v. 1.)

"Half the volume's value ... is represented
by the illustrations."

+ Outlook. 86: 36. My. 4, '07. 440w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

R. of Rs. 35: 508. Ap. '07. 30w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

Sturt, Henry Cecil. Idola theatri: a criti-
cism of Oxford thought and thinkers
from the standpoint of a personal ideal-
ism. *$3.25. Macmillan. 6-36468.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Mr. Stuart has produced a book of vigor-
ous and suggestive criticism of current thought
and especialiiy of the logical and metaphysical
doctrine of Mr. Bradley, who has to bear the
brunt uf the attack upon 'Ang'lo-Hegelianisra.'
One could wish, however, that the standpoint
of pf^rsonal idealism iiad been more fully indi-
cated." A. Mackie.
+ -; Int. J. Ethics. 17: 403. Ap. '07. 640w.
lleviewod by John Watson.— Philos. R. 13: 78. Ja. '07. 2240w.

Sue, Eugene. Wandering Jew. 2v. ea. $1.25.
Crowell.

A reissue of, uniform with the limp leather
"Thin papeis sets."

Suess, Eduard. Face of the earth (Das
antlitz der erde); tr. by Hertha B. C.
Sollas under the direction of W. J.
Sollas. 5v. per v. *$7.7S. Oxford.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1W)6.

"Students of Professor Suess' s masterpieces
hardly know whether to admire most his en-
cyclopedic knowledge of the earth's surface,
his fajiiiliarity with the literature of his sub-
ject, his grasp of detail, his reach of specula-
tion, or his fine poetical feeling and gifts of
expression."
+ + + Ath. 1907, 1 : 77. Ja. 19. 770w. (Review

of v. 2.)

Sumner, William Grciham. Folkways: a
study of the sociological importance of
usages, manners; customs, mores, and
morals. *$3. Ginn. 7-21403.

An analytical definition of the folkways and
a description of their functions in the forma-
tion and integration of society. Folkways are
the ways of satisfying needs which become
habitual and customary by the uncoSrdinated
cooperation of individuals. The author shows
how these uncoordinated acts grow into habits*
thence into traditional customs related to soc-
ial welfare, later have a philosophy and be-
come rules of the life policy.

"Professor .Sumner has written a very valu-
able and timely book, and one involving years
of patient research as well as the possession
of a ripe and fearless mind. The two most se-
rious defect*, of 'Folkways' are a lack of psy-
chological staii'ipolnt and a lack of systematic
and compl«^te presentation." Wm. I. Thomas.

H Am. Hist. R. 13: 116. O. '07. 730w.

"The data from anthropology and ethnology
seem at times to overweigh the book by their
sheer bulk and multiplicity, but for the most
part they deepen the impression of the main
thesis." George E. Vincent.
+ + — Am. J. See. 13: 414. N. '07. 2000w.

"A distinct gap is filled by this dissertation.
FYom the student's point of view it is not an
easy text-book to read or digest. From the
standpoint of those of larger growth It appears
congested and scrappy, and suffers the penalty
of brevity in drifting occasionally into over-
statement and tmcritical acceptance of pvidence.
Throughout the book the author hits hard and
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does not stay to bandy words with his adver-
sary; but, although the reader may not always
agree with him, he will find Professor Sumner
suggestive' and stimulating." C. H. Haw^es.
+ -i- J. Philos. 4:6&6. N. 21, '07. 640w.

Sweeney, Mildred I. McNeal-. When yes-
terday w^as young; poems. $1.50. Cooke.

7-1960.

Poems descriptive of nature or of places,
witli a few of legendary, historical or person-
al character.

"Nearly every one of the poems In the book
seems a 'tour de force.' A phrase, a line, or,

at the most, a fctanza speaks; the rest Is de-
liberate verse-making—elaboration."

h Ind. 62: 73.3. Mr. 28, '07. 160w.

"Mr. Sweeney's verse in both conception and
phrase is the product' more of fancy than of
imagination, and a book of the size of this can
scarcely be energized save by the latter."

h Nation. 85: 36. Jl. 11, '07. 260w.

"One will not read far In Mrs. Sweeney's
poems without noting both their delicacy of
vision and their reflective mood. Though now
and again of blither note, they have. In the
main, a thoughtful quality, wistful, but nev-
er melancholy." .Tessie B. Rittenhouse.

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 220. Ap. 6, '07. 340w

Sweet, J. M. Birth and infancy of Jesus
Christ. *$i.50. Presbyterian bd. 6-43773.

An exposition of the arguments that tend to
prove the historical authenticity of the virgin
birth of Jesus Christ.

"His- reasoning is not always cogent, but his
research has been patient, his consideration of
the subject on all sides thoro, and he has pre-
served thruout the convincing spirit of Inquiry "

-f-- — Ind. 63:1175. N. 14, '07. llOw.
"His critical skill and appreciation are not

sufficient to allow him to do full justice to liis

theme, this being especially noticeable in his
treatment of Old Testament passages."

H Nation. 85: 449. N. 14, '07. 80w.

"If there is a more thorough and dcnolarly
defense of the virgin birth of Jesus Christ than
this monograph of Mr. Sweet, we are not ac-
quainted with it. It is not and does not pre-
tend to be impartial; it is a defense 01 the or-
thodox doctrine. But it is fair-minded, erudite,
thorough."

-h 4- Outlook. 85: 576. Mr. 9, '07. 400w.
Spec. 98: 982. Je. 22, '07. 60w.

Sweetser, Kate Dickinson. Boys and girls

from Thackeray, il. t$2. Duffield.

7-28978.
A companion volume to "Boys and girls from

Dickens" and "Boy.s and girls from George El-
iot." A volume warr«"*ed by the emphasis
which Thackeray has placed upon his juvenile
sketches. They are reprinted without the adult
intrigue and plot surrounding them in the nov-
els from which they are taken.

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. llOw.

+ Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12, '07. »0w.

Swete, Henry Barclay. Apocalypse of St.

John: the Greek text w^ith introd., notes
and indices. *$3.50. Macmillan.

Preceding the text and occupying about half
the book such introductory subjects are dis-
cussed as Prophecy in the apostolic church,
Jewish and Christian apocalypses, Contempo-
rary scholarship and thought in western Asia,
Origin of the apocalypse of St. John, including
a discussion of Its grammatical, rhetorical and
literary style and an Interpretation of the text
from the religious, symbolical, mystical, his-
torical and biographical point of view.

"Dr. Swete' s work Is marked by all the care,
thoroughness, and precision of scholarship In

linguistic and grammatical interpretation
which distinguished all his work and secure to
him his place as a member of the famous 'Cam-
bridge' school. But to the present writer he
appears, by the complete rejection of the meth-
ods applied, e. g., by Boussett, to exclude the
only possible means of arriving at an Interpre-
tation of the book which is at once consistent
and primary; i.e., an interpretation of what
was in the mind of the author." C. Anderson
Scott.

H Am. J. Theol. 11: 540. Jl. '07. 1140w.
"We must be content with adding an em-

phatic commendation of Dr. Swete's volume to
the attention of our readers."

-I- + Spec. 98: 1005. Je. 29, '07. 420w.

Swettenham, Sir Frank Athelstane. British
Malaya: an account of the origin and
progress of British influence in Malaya,
*$4-.50. Lane. 7-7542.

Essentially historical. "Of (he fourteen
chapters, the first deals with the milieu, the
next with the early history according to na-
tive and European sources; then follow two
chapters on the dawn of British influence; they
are not always pleasant reading, for our
treatment of the Sultan of Kedah was any-
thing but creditable. The next two chapters
cover the middle fifty years of the last cen-
tury. This was a period of anarchy, brought
to an end, though not at once, by the appoint-
ment of British residents. . . . Not the least
attractive portions of the work are of the au-
thor's testimony to the virtues of the Chinese
and his condemnation of the ordinary system
of huikling railways in British colonies. . . .

The final chapter gives us the author's views
on the future of the British colony with some
more criticism of irrational methods."—Acad.

+- + Acad. 71: 651. D. 29, '06. 400w.
"The volume Is one which should appeal in

an extraordinary degree to American readers,
for there is scarcely a page which does not pre-
sent some problem or recount some incident
which throws light upon the peculiar character
of the Peninsular Malay who is the first cousin
of the Filipino." Alleyne Ireland.

-f -I- Am. Hist. R. 13: 154. O. '07. 970w.
"If ever we should reach the conclusion that

instead of trying to fit people to institutions,
institutions should be fitted to the nature and
capacities of the people as they develop under
the influence of industrial opportunity, our ad-
ministra.tors may derive valuable suggestions
as to sensible procedure from such books as
this one by Sir Francis Swettenham." Henry
Jonf^p Ford.

-j- + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 663. My. '07. 1170w.

+ + Ath. 1907, 1: 13. Ja. 5. 330w.

"May well rank as a masterpiece among the
host of similar books written by the servants
of the British government."

-I- + Dial. 42: 343. Je. 1, '07. 480w.

"Will appeal not only to those Interested In
the geographical and political questions dis-
cussed, but also to the comparatively restrict-
ed public who delight in Oriental art work un-
modified by western Influence."

-I- -I- Int. Studio. SO: 277. Ja. '07. 160w.

"It is [a story] that has never been told be-
fore with any historic continuity or in any de-
tail; he tells It with full knowledge, with great
literarv skill and with infinite sympathy."
+ + Lend. Times. 5: 351. O. 19, '06. 2200w.

"Were the applicants for positions in our
Philippine civil service obliged to pass an ex-
amination to prove their fitness, 'British Ma-
laya' would be an invaluable text-book."

-f + Nation. 84:249. Mr. 14, '07. 1030w.

"Sir Frank Swettenham writes always with
force, sometimes with humour, very often with
charm, with delicacy, and with finish, in spite
of on occasional tendency to split a hapless in-

finitive. It should be read by every iiingllsh-

man who loves his country, for from Sir Frank
Swettenham's eloquent pages all who read will
carry away many beautiful and striking pic-
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Swettenham, Sir Frank h. —Continued.
tures, many facts of great value, and a num-
ber of imperial lessons very well worth learn-

ing and remembering "

+ 4- Spec. 97: 8S9. D. 1. '06. 1730W.

Swinburne, Algernon Charles. Poems: se-

lected and edited by Arthur Beatty.

3SC. Crowell. 6-34710.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"This admirable little volume brings the

cream of Swinburne's poetry within easy reach

of all lovers of poetry, and in a handy-sized
volume."

-r Arena. 36: 635. D. '06. lUOw.

Swinburne, Algernon Charles. William
Blake; a critical essay. 3d ed. *$2. Dut-

ton. 7-35152.

Along with the revival of Blake literature

appears a reprint of Swinburne's essay pub-
lished forty years ago. "AVhere Mr. Swin-
burne's book is invaluable is in his mterpre-
tation of poetry, of symbolism as poetry, of

pictorial design as poetry. ... In this huge
book of criticism, in which the mam mcidents
of the life of Blake are told, and a detailed ac-

count is givf^n of nearly the whole of his literary

and much of his painted and engraved work,
there is not a Dage—^not even in those flam-

ing foot-notes which spire from page to page
after the dwindling body of the text—which is

not essentially poetry rather than prose.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 86. Mr. '07.

"It is difficult to think of another book, writ-

ten by a poet on a poet, which is so generous

and so illuminating."

.f.
4- Ath. 1906, 2: 149. Ag. 11. 1920w.

Current Literature. 42:169. F '07

llOOw.

+ -I- Dial. 41: 400. D. 1, '06. 70w.

"Allov/ing for some extravagance of expres-

sion, the criticism of the book is both just and
profound; and the commentary, whether it be
right or wrong on particular points, provides

a clear and probably accurate statement of

Blake's ideas and beliefs. It is all written

with the confidence and prolixity of youth."
-j- H Lend. Times. 5: 276. Ag. 10, '06. 1530w.

+ -f Outlook. 85: 527. Mr. 2, '07. 150w.

'•There is never likely to be a work on Blake
which vvill supersede that just, eloquent, gen-
erous, and illuminating 'critical' essay which
Mr. Swinburne wrote forty years ago and has
only now reprinted. It Is a book marvellous for

sanitv and insight; it was a defence of Blake
at fv "time when he needed to be defended, and
it repeats his praise now. when the praise is

no longer startling." Arthur Symons.
-I- + Sat. R. 102: 231. Ag. 25, '06. 1840w.

Swing, Albert Temple. James Harris Fair-
* child; or, Sixty-eight years with a

Christian college. **$2. Revell. 7-iS57i-

An intimate sketch of the life of President
Fairchild who was associated with Oberlin col-

lege in the capacity of student, teacher, presi-

dent and professor emeritus from 1834 to 1902.

N. Y. Times. 12: 664. O. 19, '07. 40w.

"Instead of a real book [this is] a volume
that makes its chief appeal to the alumni of

Oberlin, by whom it will doubtless be appreci-
ated, in oblivion of the larger public." Mont-
gomery Schuyler.— Putnam's. 3: 103. O. '07. 580<w.

R. of Rs. 36: 381. S. '07. 120w.

Symonds, John Addington. Essays, specu-
* lative and suggestive; new ed. *$2.

Scribner.

A group of essays first printed seventeen
years ago, since which time the harsh judg-
ments then passed upon it have softened some-
what.

"On a second reading the volume appears
very unequal, but it is certainly full of ideas."

•^ h Ath. 1907, 2: 550. N. 2. 120w.

"Some of the essays, particularly those on
style and on Walt Whitman, are in his best
vein."

H Nation. 85: 469. N. 21, '07. 120w.

+ Outlook. 87: 830. D. 14, '07. 70w.

Symonds, John Addington. Wine, women,
* and song; being an essay on the medie-

val Latin student's drinking songs, with
translations, il. *$i.50. McClure.

Recalled from the past of twenty years ago
this book "should be widely studied if only in
order to hasten the death of the absurd belief
that the Middle ages were a time of unnatural
misery, when religious mania ruled the world
and joy and laughter died under the frown of
a monstrous puritanical church." (Acad.)

"Until some kind person will issue a selec-
tion of the Goliardic songs in their original Lat-
in, at a price, and in a form that will help them
to popularity, there is nothing quite so good
as this book of J. A. Symonds's translations
and comments."

-I- Acad. 73: 837. Ag. 31, '07. 1070w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '0i7. 40w,

Symons, Arthur. Cities. *$2.5o. Button.
"Mr. Symons's note is his own. . . . Rome,

Venice. Napies, Seville, Prague, Moscow. Buda-
pest, Belgrade, Sofia and Constantinople are
traversed and exposed for us by a temperament
at once subtle nnd imprest--ionistic."—No. Am.

"J\Tr. Symons is quite at his best. It is witch-
ery nf fine sensations that characterizes Rome
or Seville or Prague or whatever city • Mr.
Synr.ons visits."

i Nation. 83: 481. D. 6, 'On. 140w.

"He is the Whistler of critics." James Hune-
ker.

-t- N. Y. Times. 11: 205. Ap. 7, '06. 550w.

"The book is of a rare charm." James Hune-

-f No. Am. 185: 76. My. 3, '07. 160w.

"Some of thes3 [cities] he loves; some he
hates. In both cases he tells us why and with
frank thoroughness."

+ Outlook. 85: 527. Mr. 2, '07. 220w.

Symons, Arthur. Fool of the world and
other poems. *$i.50. Lane. 7-18138.

"The title poem of the volume, a brief
Morality play, called 'The fool of the world,'
employs a style which admirably suits the
theme. Infusing Into the simple colloquy be-
tween Man and Death all the dread, the fear,

the mystery of mortality as they pervade
'Everyman' and other of the old Morality
plays. Following this . . . Mr. Symons has
a group of 'Meditations,' poised and pa.sslon-

less as a Buddhistic reverie, fatalistic, 'sick-

lied o'er with the pale cast of thought.' . . .

Contrary to the mood of his prose, the pre-

vailing note of Mr. Symons' poetry is negative
and over his pages futility, and ever futility,

is written."—N. Y. Times.

"['The fool of the world'] shows, for all its

slenderness. strong dramatic power. It asks

a question; it leads you on, as you fancy,

ever nearer to the answer, working up your
eagerness In every line; and suddenly at the
close, in the very last word, It flashes upon you
the piteous truth."

-H 4 Acad. 71: 498. N. 17, '06. 640w.

"\lthough Mr. Svnions has not mastered po-

etic forms, his pcctry is full of sensitive

beauty." „ ,„„
a _. Ath. 1907, 1: 284. Mr. 9. 380vv.

"Tnere are exquisite th'nes In this volume,

Ivri'-al and meditational. and there Is a graver

burdon, as of satiety, than we have been wont
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to find in the work of the poet." Wm. M.
jeayne.

+ Dial. 42: 254. Ap. 16, '07. 220w.

Ind. 62: 1529. Je. 27. '07. 370w.
"It is decidely good compared with anything

but the best."
+ Lond. Times. 5:392. N. 23, '06. 520w.

"He has an admirable poetic scholarship
and an equally admirable Intellectual integrity;
his cup may be small, but he drinks from his
cup. Yet Mr. Symons's pride in his intel-
lectual integrity is sometimes his undoing.
His uneasy hatred of the comimonplace and his
constant endeavor to give it as wide a berth as
possible involve such an expenditure of energy
that in the long run he falls a prey to the
very thing he would escape.'"
+ -i Nation. 84: 34. Ja. 10. '07. 590w.
"His style, which in prose has so much dis-

tinction, in poetry lacks the barb of personal-
ity, the differentiating touch. His phrasing Is

restrained, delicate, often beautiful, but of
magic, of color, of divinely unpremeditated art
he is not the master." Jessie B. Rittenhouse.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 30. Ja. 19, '07. 1030w.

"An idea lies at the bottom of each of these
finely chased cups offered by the poet. Poison,
too, is not absent, the venom of love and life

and death." Jam.js Huneker.
-I No. Am. 185: 76. My. 3, 'O^. 260w.

"He has developed a t'neory of poetiT and the
arts: he has found a locality other than Lon-
don; he has even touched KelLic dreams in

Cornwall; in ths lyric rather than in the drama
lies the value of his new, as his older, tone."

-h Sat. R. 103: 207. F. 16, '07. 320w.

Symons, Arthur. Introduction to the study
of Browning. *$i.50. Dutton. 7-18128.

A reissue, revised and enlarged. "Mr. Sym-
ons discusses Browning's 'general characteris-
tics' and these of each of his poems. In the
appendix \v:ll be found a bibliography of the
poet and a reprint of discarded prefaces to the
first issues of some of his works. There is

also an index to poems referred to in the text.
L-ikc other books of this type, there are innum-
erable i(uota lions from the writings of the poet.
In addition to all these, the footnotes are fall

and clear." (N. Y. Times.)

Nation. 84: 288. Mr. 28, '07. 60w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 830. D. 1, '06. 320w.

"In this second edition . . . Mr. Symons has
been able to add materially to the interest of
the book through the publication of comments
upon it by three no less authoritative critics
than Walter Pater, George Meredith, to whom
the book is dedicated, and Robert Browning
himself." A. G.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 494. Ag. 10, '07. 410w.
"Notwithstanding the appearance of numer-

ous studies of Browning, his introduction re-
mains the best commentary upon that poec's
works." James Huneker.
+ + No. Am. 185: 75. My. 3, '07. 390w.

Symons, Arthur. Spiritual adventures.
**$2.5o. Dutton.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by James Huneker.
n- No. Am. 1S5: 77. My. 3, '07. 300w.

Symons, Arthur. Studies in seven arts.
*$2.5o. Dutton. 7-6390.

Containing the following studies: Rodin, The
painting of the nineteenth century, Gustave
Morcau, Watts, Whistler, Cathedrals, The de-
cay of craftsmanship in England, Beethoven,
The ideas of Richard Wagner. The problem of
Richard Strauss, Eleanor Dus4, A new art of
the stage, A symbolistic farce [Ubo rol, by A.
Jarry], Pantomime and the poetic drama. The
world a.s ballet.

has occasionally lost confidence in himself and
followed the advice of every person of author-
ity he chanced to encounter. When he con-
fides in his own laculty of insight he Is still an
adn:irable interpreter of the eternal miracles
of beauty: when he mistrusts his own powers
he becomes merely a conscientious student of
the opinions of other men. Criticism distilled
from criticism is wanting in life and person-
ality: it is a branch of the dead sciences."

h Acad. 71:629. D. 22, '06. 770w.
"It is agreeable to read this cunning prose,

but we must not be forbidden to challenge
some of its pontificial assumptions. The
charm, however, of these essays lies not in
their critical or technical exactitude, but in
their ir'comparably delicate impressionism."
-I- -J Ath. 1907, 1: 284. Mr. 9. 1250w.

Current Literature. 42: 297. Mr. '07.

400w.
"In at least five cases out of the seven (the

exceptions being the articles on architecture
and 'handicraft, the first of whicii is merely
descriptive and the second merely a pointed
and forcible repetition of standing truths) he
has something good, often something profound
to sny, not merely on points of detail, but on
what he conceives to be the principles of the
art in question. And after reading his charm-
ing, illuminating. often exquisitely written
book, we reach instinctively for an antidote

—

'The Republic,' or 'What is art?' "

-I- -I Lond. Times. 5: 40S. D. 7, '06. lOOOw.
"Seven essays . . . belong to the best of our

time. They are indeed discriminating."
+ Nation. 84:457. My. 16, '07. lOOOw.

"Mr. Symons preserves order throughout his
book and reproduces for the reader much of his
own original aesthetic enjoyment." Percy Vin-
cent Donovan.

-+ — N. Y. Times. 12: 254. Ap. 20, '07. 1610w.
"l-re has personality, charm, erudition."

James Huneker.
I- — No. Am. 185: 78. My. 3, '07. 600w.

"Each paper is distinguished by a general ex-
cellence in the selection of material and by an
extreme finish in the manner of its exposition."

+ Outlook. 86: 119. My. 18, '07. 420w.
"Here is subjective impressionism in the fin-

est flower. As a matter of record few French-
men, even, can excel Mr. Symons in subtlety or
penetration. A poet flrst and last, his attitude
is always imperiously personal." Christian
Brinton.

-f + Putnam's. 2: 126. Ap. '07. ISOw.

"Why. then, when we think thus highly of
the book, have we spent nearly our whole space
in criticising rather than in praising it? On
his own terms he comes to us, and on his own
terms right glad are we to welcome him. But,
to quote the old saying, though Plato is dear
to us. Truth is deaier. This too daintily al-
lusive, too artificially picturesque, too labori-
ously, extravagantly illustrative method of art
criticism ... is dangerous: in the hands of tu«

commoner critic it becomes absurd."
+- — Sat. R. 103: sup. 1. F. 23, '07. 1930w.

Symons, Arthur. William Blake. *$3.

Dutton. 7-37535-
"An enthusiastic interpretation and impas-

sioned defense of the poet and painter whose
art still puzzles and fascinates. . . . Mr. Sy-
mons begins by narrating every fact of impor-
tance in Blake's life and achievements, giving
his own interpretation of Blake's intentions.
Then comes a verbatim reprint of all available
documents, containing every personal account of
Blake printed during his life, to which are add-
ed references to him in the diary and letters of
Crabb Robinson."—Outlook.

"In his last book Mr. Symons has adven-
tured in search of new sensations and new
moods into unfamiliar fields of art, where he

"It will be seen that any new book on Blake
must justify its appearance by extraordinary
merit, and it cannot be said that Mr. Symons's
work quite stands the test."

-\ Nation. 85: 286. S. 26, '07. 1480w.

"Mr. Symons has written a book of unusual
interest. Absorbed and in accord with his sub-
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Sjnnons, Arthur —Continued.
ject, he employs a style elevated and somewhat
mystical at times, yet well sustained and pecu-
liarly fitted for the narrative."
+ + Outlook. 87:307. O. 12, '07. 1610w,

"We did not expect from him the divine
energy and insight of Mr. Swinburne; but we
did expect scholarship, research, grace and or-
der, and we have them here in a book which
we cannot do without."
+ + Sat. R. 104: 483. O. Ii9, '07. 1230w.

Synge, M. B. Short history of social life in

England. **$i.5o. Barnes.
^

7-ii534.

"A decidedly entertaining account of the
growth of social institutions and modern cus-
toms in England. The atisurdities of bygone
fashion, the changes made by scientific inven-
tions, domestic conveniences and Inconvenien-
ces, old-time gambling, the abolition of duel-
ing, the improvement of table manners, and a
hundred other little land-marks of advancing
civilization are discussed In an unconventional,
amusing way."—Outlook.

"He has thrown together a mass of details,

apparently without being able to determine
which facts were worth being told, which were
not, nor yet which were actually facts and which
were only supposed to be such. He seems to have
no well-ordered plan for presenting his material.
Fmally, he devotes too much space to political

history, though he gives notice in his Introduc-
tion that he will avoid doing so." Ralph C. H.
Catterall— Am. Hist. R. 13: 194. O. '07. 550w.

"The author treats the entire subject as one
of development, advance, and betterment, and
does it very successfully. The work is evident-
ly based on wide reading and research."

1 Dial. 42: 289. My. 1, '07. 450w.

"Mr. Synge's book is exceptionally helpful
in giving an idea of the occupations, the pleas-
ures, the manners and customs of the English
people of all ranks from the days of the early
Britons to the present."

-f -f- Ind. 63: 699. S. 19, '07. 410w.

"He tells his story well. It is not a work of

original research. The records are all easily
aecessible. It is not the first work of Its kind.
But it is one of the most readable books of the
year thus far."

^. 4- N. Y. "Times, 12:160. Mr. 16, '07. 290w.

"A series of shifting society pictures not
without sig-nifirancp and with a strong interest
to all who like to delve Into the quaint, queer,
and curious."

-f Outlook. 85: 766. Mr. 30. '07. 80w.

"This book is pleasant to read, full of
spris-htly humour, and as far as we have been
able to test it, historically accurate."

-f -f Spec. 97: 212. F. 9, '07. 2170w.

Syrett, Netta. Day's journey. t$i.25. Mc-
Clurg. 6-33579-

Descriptive nde in Annual, 1906.

"The ston' is brilliantly told, and Is a study
of 'temperaments,' artistic and otherwise, of

an unusually reada.ble sort."

+ Ind. 62: £89. F. 14, '07. 410w.

Szold, Henrietta, ed. American Jewish
year book 5668, September 9, 1907, to

September 25, 1908. $3. Jewish pub
Two directories are included In this yearbook:

The directory of Jewish national organizations,
and The directory of Jewish local organizations.

Tabb, John Banister. Selection from the

verses of the Rev. John Tabb, made
by Alice Meynell. **$i. Small.

"The dellclously tender songs of childhood,
of flowers, of lament, the delicate fancies and

symbols . . . and the sacred poems, which In
their union of individuality and universality
remind us often of the best of Herbert, are the
work of one who is none the less a poet, be-
cause four lines often contain his thought."

—

Acad.

"One of Mr. Tabb's leading characteristics
is his power of suggesting by the lightest of
touches, the most delicate of hints, some
mighty truth."

+ Acad. 71:498. N. 17, '06. 250w.

"His tiny poems like the psychologist's pin-
pricks, are very perfect tests of poetic sensi-
bility." Ferris Greenslet.

4 Atlan. 100: 846. D, '07. 280w.

"Mrs. Meynell's selection, which is not free
from misprints nor immaculately edited, should
aU least prove a valuable introduction to the
four little volumes of 'Poems,' 'Lyrics,' 'Child
verse,' and 'Later lyrics.'

"

-I Lond. Times. 6: 297. O. 4, '07. 1940w.
"Is a fairly satisfactory exhibition of the

quality of that keenlv individual poet."
-f Nation. 85: 35. Jl. 11, '07. 360w.

"His pearls here have been beautifully
strung, and they show him at his best." Chris-
tian Gauss.

-\- N. Y. Times. 12: 492. Ag. 10. '07. 260w.

"Mrs. Meynell has ma4e a good selection
from Mr. Tabb's poems, and we miss nothing
we should desire to see reprinted. At his best
he has the quaintness and poignancy of Cra-
shaw, but he is not always at his best; and
when his conceits master him he is guilty of
doubtful taste. Sometimes, as in the sonnet
'Unmoored,' he attains a fine dignity of rhy-
thm; but his strength lies usually In simple
catches, in which a thought or an emotion is

delicately wedded to a metaphor."
H Spec. 97: 179. F. 2, '07. 160w.

Taft, Lorado. Talks on sculpture, pa. 15c.

Caproni. 7-16504.

A pamphlet reprint of papers written by the
sculptor-author in response to the movement
instigated by Miss Brinkhaus to beautify
school rooms with casts of sculpture master-
pieces. These brief talks will awaken in both
children and grown ups a desire for and an ap-
preciation of good art.

Taft, William Howard. Four aspects of
civic duty. (Yale lectures on the re-

sponsibilitites of citizenship.) **$i.

Scribner. 6-46256.

The duties of citizens viewed from the stand-
point of a recent graduate of a university, of a
judge on the bench, of colonial administration
and of the national executive constitute the
four aspects of civic duty considered by Secre-
tary Taft.

-^ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 49. F. '07. S.

Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 420. Mr. '07. 330w.

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 59. Ja. '07. 190w.

"As a talker to young men on civic duty Pr.
Hadley can hardly have failed to see in him
the supreme fitness of a man who has done a
great deal of that duty in an especially effec-

tual fashion." Edward Gary.
-I- + N. Y. Times. 12: 13. Ja. 12. '07. 1120w.

Outlook. 85: 766. Mr. 30, '07. 290w.

"There is no rhetorical attempt at all. but a
rhetorical success all the same, in which the
lecturers, can quite unmistakably say what they
mean and in which they always mean some-
thing." Montgomery Schuyler.

-I-
-)- Putnam's. 3: 226. N. '07. 490w.

R. Bf Rs. 35: 381. Mr. '07. SOw.

"The manner in which the character of the

speaker, who has been so effective an actor in

the various public ofl^lces to which he has been
called, impresses itself upon the reader is not

the least of the many valuable features which
the lectures contain."

-I- Yale R. 16: 108. My. '07. 130w.
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Taggart, Marion Ames. Daughters of the
* little grey house. ('$1.50. McCIure.

7-33202.

A sequel to "The little grey house."

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 20^.

N. Y. Times. 12: 765. N. 30, '07. 30w.

Taggart, Marion Ames. Doctor's little

girl. $1.50. Page. 7-30163.
Other little girls will enjoy reading of this

sunny child of ten whose father is the kindly
village doctor. They will delight with her in her
games and her playmates, sorrow at her trou-
bles and her illness, and with the others drink
her health m the closing toast to "Everybody's
little girl."

Taggart, Marion Ames. Six girls and the
tea room, t^i.so. Wilde. 7-26963.

A companion volume to "Six girls and Bob,"
if. which the cheerful Scollard family make light
of their poverty and force their little tea room
to yield them pleasure as well as financial profit.
Their lighthearted optimism carries them and
their friends thru many troubles and brings to
them happiness and, in the end, prosperity.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 765. N. 30, '07. 60w.
R. of Rs. 36: 765. D. '07. 50w,

Takekoshi, Yosaburo. Japanese rule in For-
mosa; with preface by Baron Shimoei
Goto; tr. by George Braithwaite. *$3.
Longmans. 7-25501.

A "narrative of all salient facts of historical
interest since the date of the annexation of
Formosa to Japan. . . . [It is] typical of the
Japanese administrative system, which is the
enthronement of bureaucratic principles of col-
lective effort to the rigid exclusion of individ-
ualism. The book deserves study by all who
wish to acquaint themselves with the methods
by which Japan has raised herself to her pres-
ent hisrh position in the world, and which her
state.=!men will continue to use in pursuing
their further plans of Imperial expansion."

—

Lond. Times.

"Where the author is not concerned to em-
phasize the success of his countrymen the vol-
ume is one of undoubted value, since it con-
tains a great deal of information as to the ad-
ministrative mechanism of the government,
which is not available in other works on the
island." Allevne Ireland.

H Am. Hist. R. 13: 156. O. '07. 840w.
"An interesting, informing account of pres-

ent conditions."
-h A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 172. O. '07.

"His ability to see the contrasts and similari-
ties in the peoples an,., the economic and geog-
raphical conditions make, the book not only in-
forming but entertaining." Chester Lloyd Jones.

-f- + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 622. N. '07. 690w.
"Throughout . . . the book which has been

admirably translated by Mr. George Braith-
waite, there is not a single touch of imagina-
tion: but in its place a succession of useful
statistical tables elaborated with the methodi-
cal accuracy which delights the Japanese mind,
and illustrative of every conceivable subject,
connected with the government of the island.'

+ + Lond. Times, b: 113. Ap. 12, '07. 1410w.
"It is obvious that he is bent on making as

favorable a showing as possible for his beloved
country, his conclusions must be accepted with
some reserve. Faithful and intelligent trans-
lation."

H Nation. 84: 565. Je. 20, '07. 320w.
"'i'his book ... is neither as lucid in style

nor as felicitous in diction as his previous
work.s, but :t Is none the less readable, con-
taining as it does many bright passages and
charming expressions." K. K. Kawakami.

+ N. Y. Times, 12: 3G1. Je. 8, '07. 1670w.

"Graphic attempt to describe the conditions
and possibilities of Japanese rule in Formosa."
+ -t- Sat. R. 103: 500. Ap. 20, '07. 230iw.

Talbot, Arthur Newell. Tests of concrete
and reinforce'd concrete columns, gratis.
Engineering experiment station, Ur-
bana. 111. 7-19783.

"This pamphlet summarizes tests of (1) the
shearing strength of concrete and (2) the bond
or adhesion betvveen concrete and straight,
plain bars embedded in it; the tests were made
in 1905 end 1906."—Engin. N.

4- Engin. N, 57: 83. Ja. 17, '07. 510w.

Talbot, Ellen Bliss. Fundamental principle
of Fichte's philosophy. *$i. Macmillan.

7-21441.
This monograph "contains a critical Inter-

pretation of Fichte's teaching concerning the
Ego, Being, and E'xistence. Incidentally Dr.
Talbot sets forth . . . the relation of Fichte to
Kant, the nature of 'intellectual perception' in
both the critical and the absolute philosophy,
and adds an important appendix to show that
Kant's T think* is a purely formal principle."
(Nation.)

"As under the category of 'Fichte-studien,'
the book deserves the highest praise, not only
for careful scholarship, but also for clearness
and articulation of argument. It is a charac-
teristic product of the thoroughness of train-
ing which is shown in the 'Cornell studies.' "

W. H. Sheldon.
+.+ J. Phiios. 4: 471. Ag. 15, '07. 1190w.
"[The author] expresses herself with simplic-

ity and great clearness; her temper is judi-
cial; and in her interpretation she is faithful
to the philosopher's writings undistorted by her
own preconceptions, or by deductions as to
what he 'ought to have thought.' "

+ + Nation. 84: 264. Mr. 21, '07. 210w.
"The work as a whole is an admirable dis-

cussion of the main principles of Fichte's phil-
osophy, and one could not ask, for one enter-
mg upon the study of Fichte, a much better
guide. Such monographs as the present one
are not mere pieces of philosophical archaeology.
They set the contributions of great thinkers in
a clearer light, and so furnish points of depar-
ture for the systematic investigations of the
present." J. A. Leighton.
+ + Phiios. R. 16: 437. Jl. '07. 1710w.

Talbot, Rt. Rev. Ethelbert. My people of
the plains. **$i.75. Harper. 6-39742.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 49. F. '07. S.

"Bishop 'i'albot writes in a popular literary
style, and for the entertainment of the general
reader." Arthur iloward Noil.

-;- Dial. 42: 24.S. Ap. 17, '07. 130w.
"It is a vivacious and veracious transcript of

a lancinating stage in the evolution of the
West, a life that is fast becoming a memorj',
and Bishop Talbot has rendered a service in
pre^-erving some of its more picturesque fea-
tures and characters in his s^ory."

+ H Ind. fi2: 1036. My. 2, '07. 180w.
-:- -^ Outlook. 85: 40. Ja. 5, '07. 570w.

"We feel that we cannot too warmly recom-
mend 'My people of the plains' to our readers."

+ + Spec. 98: 864. Je. 1, '07. 1420w.

Talks with the little ones about the Apos-
tles' creed. 6oc. Benziger. 6-31411.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Cath. World. 84: 554. Ja. '07. 120w.

Tallentyre, S. . G. pseud. * (E. V. Hall).
Friends of Voltaire. *$2.50. Putnam.W 7-1 18.

Sketches of ten apostles of Voltairr'« teach-
ings. Miss Tallentyre has worked her material
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Tallentyre, S. G. pseud.—Continued.
into "an anecdotal nistory," thru the pages of
which is easily discernibl.? pre-Revolutionary
thought. The ten men whose vices and virtues
are delineated are D'Alenr.bert, Diderot, Gali-
ani, Vauvenargues, d'Holbach, Grimm, Helvfet-
ius, Beaumarchais and Condorcet.

"Her book is an agreeable contexture of
anecdotes, epigrams and light biographical

+ Acad. 72: 56. Ja. 19, '07. 1360w.

"Taste of a sort and talent of a sort are cer-
tainly exhibited in its composition: taste to se-
lect amusing stories, witty sayings, and lively

traits of character; talent to frame out of this
material a light and entertaining description of

the society of the age."
+ Ath. 1907, 1: 288. Mr. 9. 440w.

"The book, throughout, is entertaining and
helpful to a clear understanding of a momen-
tous and often misunderstood epoch in both
history and literature." Josiah Renick Smith.

-I- 4- Dial. 43: 58. Ag. 1, '07. 1180w.

"Apart from petty vices and the constant ef-
fort to awaken the momentary interest of unin-
formed readers, the book has a certain journal-
istic merit. It can be read rapidly, and many
of its judgments strike one as sound,- while
still more of them are no doubt sincere."

-I Nation. S4: 521. Je. 6, '07. 240w.

"S. G. Tallentyre, knows the France of the
eighteenth century rather better, one may say,
than she knows the art of English composition.
But for all that, her book throbs with lile, and
an exceeding mteresting, if often deplorable,
phase of life it portrays."

-I- — N. Y. Times. 12: 364. Je. 8, '07. 155(lw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 385. Je. 15, '07. lOOw.

"Even in the least successful of the studies
. . . apart from an occasional and sometimes
pardonable lapse into extravagance of state-
ment, there is little to criticise."
-j- H Outlook. 86: 436. Je. 22, '07. 290w.

"Her sallies are saddening, and no vivid pic-
ture is given of the brilliant circles through
which she leads her readers. But none the
less her book is worth reading and forms an
adeiuate sequel to her "I.lie of Voltaire.' "

H Sat. R. 103: 20S. F. 16, '07. 1300w.

"This new work was well worth doing, lur
the subjects cannot fail to be found interesting,
especiallv bv readers of the former book."

+ Spec. 98: 803. My. 18, '07. 260w.

Tappan, Eva March. American hero stories.
* t$i. Houghton. 6-13065.

Designed for young readers this volume gives
"accounts of the most important of American
explorers, from Columbus to Lewis and Clark,
tales of life in five of the early colonies, north
and south; lives of our most famous pioneers,
and seme .stories of war times." (N. Y. Times.)

Dial. 41: 286. N. 1, "06. 30w.

"Children will find here no end of things that
will interest them in the lives of Magellan.
Drake, Stuyvesant, DolVy Madison, Kit Carson,
Davy Crockett, and many others."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 718. N. 3, '06. 90w.

Tappan, Eva March. Short history of Eng-
land's literature. *85c. Houghton.

S-

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

RGvicwed bv .John Maxwell Crowe,
-f 4 School R. 14: 698. N. 'O'l. 230w.

Tarbell, Ida Minerva. He knew Lincoln.
**50c. McClure. 7-12636.

A brief sk'^tch which Billy Brown, one time
druggist at Spiingfie'.d, Illinois, gives of the
Abraham Lincoln whom he knew, the Lincoln
who used to sit swapping stories with his cro-
nies in Billy's little store. It is a vivid picture
of the man; pathetic, humorou.:, but above
all human.

"Although short, and expensive for the num-
ber of its pages, it is worth buying because of
its excellence and the universality of Its ap-
peal."

4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 204. N. '07.

"It Is sure to take Its place among the per-
manent and valued tributes to the memory of
its hero." Harry James Smith.

4- 4- Atlan. 100: 135. Jl. '07. 180w.
"X little masterpiece sure to h?.ve a place in

future collections of such."
-t- Lit. D. 34: 724. My. 4. '07. 40w.

"Throughout the recital Miss Tarbell has
shown a restraint which is the finest art."

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 1^8. Mr. 30, '07. 560w.
"As a piece of art this story belongs wi^h

the best of recent American writing; as a piece
Of fiction it is so faithful in its interpretation
of the spirit of Its subject that it is more ver-
acious thfin a great deal of history."

4- + Outlook. 86: 256. Je. 1, '07. llOw.
"Once in a while a modern writer with

enough journalism to be vivid and vital, and
sufficient dignity and scholarship to keep the
idea of a hook in mind, gjves us a picture of
contemporary or bygone character which is

more than mere writing. It is life itself. Miss
Ida Tarbell, it may fairly be said, has done
this "

4- 4- R. of Rs. 35: 756. Je. '07. llOw

Tarbell. Mrs, Martha (Treat). Tarbell's
teachers' guide to the International
Sunday school lessons for 1906. $1.25.
Bobbs. 5-4081 1.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"For orthodox Sunday-school teachers and
workers we know of no work of equal value."

4- 4- Arena. 35: 445. Ap. '06. 190w.
"The teacher who has not access to large

library facilities, or time and training for wide
pergonal study will find in j\Jiss Tarbell's
Guide* a veritable treasure house." Henry T.
l^'owler.

-^ Bib. World. 29: 70. Ja. '07. 810w.

Tarkington, Booth. His own people, i!.

**90c. Doubleday. 7-30869.

An Indiana hero in realizing his dream of a
European tour succumbs to the wiles of a bogus
countess who shows him a good deal of Europe
and then cheats him out of his last dollar at
cards.

"One may criticise it with downright hostility,
rail at its staleness, and deplore its triviality.
But always it is impossible to ignore the fact
that it is the work of a writer who, ever and
always, at his worst as at his best, possesses
the rare and absolutely indescribable gift of
charm." Arthur Bartlett Maurice.

4 Bookm. 26: 279. N. '07. 390w.

4- Lit. D. 35: 614. O. 26, '07. 3S0w.

"In this latest novelette of Mr. Tarkington's
there is a little more intention and a little less
brilliancy than we are accustomed to associate
with his work."

4- Nation. 85:400. O. 31, '07. 380w.

"Is real comedy and is decidedly interesting."
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 190w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 50w.

Taylor, Bert Leston. Charlatans. t$i.5o.

Bobbs. 6-30926.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

".Mr. Taylor's touch is everywhere light and
pleasing: he has the gift of gentle social satire
and the trick of clever dialogue." Wm. M.

't- Dial. 12: 228. Ap. 1, '07. ISOw.

"As fiction the book stands on a par with
manv M the stories its author has satirized so
freely in the past, it is wofully lacking in lit-

erary distinction, and even in literary prom-
ise."— Ind. 62: 562. Mr. 7, '07. 270w.
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Taylor, Edward Robeson. Selected poems.
*$2. Robertson. 7-18557.

This selection includes pieces from the au-
thor's two volumes "Visions and other verse"
and "Into the light and other verse," whose
unsold copies were destroyed in San Francisco's
fire, and also some poems written since.

Reviewed by Wm. M. Payne.
+ Dial. 43: 94. Ag. 16, '07. 180w.

"The whole book shows everywhere the stamp
of the thinker and the student. A great poet
he is not; a true poet, in his degree, he is."

+ Lend. Times. 6: 263. Ag. 30, '07. 1310w.

Taylor, Emerson Gifford. Upper hand,
t$i.so. Barnes. 6-24575.

A story of mystery in which the rich man
of a Now Kngland village, the pretty girl who
in a strange fashion becomes his ward, a pi-
rate, a fanatical labor leader and others are
involved in many exciting complications which
Include labor troubles and narrow escapes from
death. There is also a love Interest.

"A story which, despite its fantastic char-
acter, sustains our interest to the end." Wm.
M.. Payne.

H Dial. 43: 63. Ag. 1, '07. 320w.
"Told with some vigor in the writing but with

little charm or literary grace."
1 Outlook. 84: 337. O. 6, '06. 20w.

"The construction of the book is somewhat
loose and episodic."— Ind. 62: 101. J a. 10, '07. 240w.

"V^'hen Mr. Taylor learns to take more paina
with his work he will find that it is much bet-
ter."
— -f N. Y. Times. 11: 5S5. S. 22, '06. 440w.

Taylor, Henry Charles. Introduction to
the study of agricultural economics.
*$i.25. Macmillan. 5-32900.

De.scriptive note in December, 1905.

Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 421. Mr. '07. 220w.
"As a text, however. Professor Taylor's work

fills a need of the time. Whether we agrei^
with the author's rather tenuous theories and
laboiio'js mathematical demonstrations or not,
we feel that ne Is following the right track,
in applying economic theory to practical agrri-
culture in a special treatise. The reader is
constantly made aware that Professor Taylor
has wrought with rare patience, industry and
intelligence." Koval Meeker.
+ -[ — Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 157. Mr. '07. 700w.

Taylor, Hobart Chatfield Chatfield-.
Moliere: a biography; virith an introd.
by Thomas Frederick Crane. *$3. Duf-
field. 6-34857.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Except in the account of the death-scene,
which (based on Grimarest) is related with pas-
sion, good sense and good feeling, it lacks in-
spiration."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 644. My. 25. 540w.
"One may challenge Mr. Chatfield-Taylor's

presentation of his materials in these and other
points, and sftill assert that . his book is the
best that we liave so far in English for the
general reader who wishes to know the life

and work of the master of comedy." A. G. Can-
field.

+ -I Dial. 42: 111. F. 16, '07. 2130w.

Taylor, Ida Ashworth. Queen Hortense and
her friends, 1783-1837. 2v. *$6. Scribner.

A fair-minded study of the life of Napoleon's
step-flaughter, Hortense de Beauharnais. The
author says "Hortense has not been permitted
to make her defense to the public. Her confes-
sions, perhaps her justifications, remaip as
she left them, unprinted, and it is upon the
data supplied by contemporaries that posterity
must form its conclusions,"

'There M'as need cf a book in English on
Queen Hortense. Miss Taylor has fairly sup-
plied it and Incidentally has furnished the best
complete account of her in any language."
George M. Dutcher.

-f- + Am. Hist. R. 13: 137. O. '07. 790w.
"It is a creditable piece of popular biography,

founded on a careful study of the best author-
ities, and making no concessions to readers
whose sole appetite is for scandal relieved by
domestic sentiment."

^ Ath. 1907, 2: 6. Jl. 6. 1490w.
"Although Miss Taylor affects the pose of

the historian, let not the unwary be taken in;
she clearly has done little else than get togeth-
er enough picturesque materials for her pur-
pose."

-i Nation. 85: 100. Ag. 1, '07. 210w.

"The chief events of Hortense's life are
traced at length In these two-volumes by a
biographer almost too discreet and conscien-
tious for a task which leads her through such
worlds of gossip, back-stair politics, of queer
people and gimcrack pretenders."

H Spec. 99: 434. S. 28, '07. 1540w.

Taylor, J. A. Robert Southwell, S. J.,

priest and poet. *7oc. Herder,

"A truthful and forcible sketch of the most
widely known and most interesting of the he-
roic band that gave their lives for the faith
under Elizabeth."—Cath. World.

"Nothwithstanding its aloofness from sym-
pattiy with Southwell's cause, this short biog-
raphy does full justice to the holiness of the
man, to his remarkable and winning charac-
ter; and does not slur over the baseness of
the creatures who hunted him to death. The
simple style of the narrative sets forth, more
adequately than would tlorid periods, the
grandeur of the man and his deeds."

+ Cath. World. 8-4: 832. inr. '07. 500w.

f- Spec. 97:580. O. 20, '06. 150w.

Taylor, John W. Coming of the saints:
imaginations and studies in early church
history and tradition. *$3. Button.

7-29078.

The story of the journeylngs of saints from
PalestiTie to the West in the early days of the
Christian era. Mr. Taylor writes of the com-
ings of both the Hebrew and the later Greek
missionaries, an.i in his account he has mingled
both hi.story and legend.

"It may not satisfy the technical critics of
the writings of the sub-Apostolic age; but all

will admit that it is a well-written, interest-
ing and discriminating narrative." J, Charles
Cox.

-I- Acad. 71: 328. O. 6, '06. 1200w.

"This is no ordinary book. With much pa-
tient learning, and careful, sympathetic study
of ail the reputed resting-places of the early
saints, Mr. Taylor weaves together the frail but
fine threads that link the Christianity of tra-

dition with the Christianity of the Bible, and
both of thase with the histories of Gaul and
Britain."

_. a. Ath. 1906, 2: 435. O. 13. 2060w.

"An uncritical use cf medieval miracle sto-

ries in the attempt to write history."
— Ind. 62: 1094. My. 9, '07. 60w.

"If, instead of constructing imaginary his-

tories, he had endeavored to account for the

rise of these legends, he might have added a
chapter to the history of the early English
church; as it is, his volume Is a collection of

fanciful stories, and nothing more."— Nation. 84: 14. Jl. 4, '07. 320w.

"These studies . . . are marked by ample
leariiing and good judgment."

-+ Outlook. 85: 523. Mr. 2, '07. 280w.
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Taylor, Sedley. Indebtedness of Handel
to works by other composers, *$4. Put-
nam. 7-27021.

Two centuries of accumulated evidence go
to show that Handel was a plagiarist. Mr.
Taylor brings together the results of the care-
ful investigation on the part of capable au-
thorities. "The main object of this book ap-
pears to be the presentation, by a simplified
process, of the materials necessary to enable
every intelligent person to compare passages
in Handel's music with the sources from which
they have been derived." (Sat. R.)

->. Ath. 1906, 2:841. D. 29. ^SOw.
'"His reasoning is close and exceedingly clev-

er; but he will ha.rdly get the acquittal for
which he seeks in the face of his masterly
presentment of the evidence against the mas-
ter. The author has turned out an excellent
piece of work, and one with which no student
of Handel can afford to dispense."

-f Lond. Times. 5: 427 D. 21, '06. 460w.

-I- Nation. S4: 183. F. 21, '07. 970w.

Reviewed by Richard Aldrich.
-f- + N. Y. Times. 12: 148. Mr. 9. '07. 960w.
Reviewed by Harold E. Gorst.

-I- + Sat. R. 103:167. F. 9, '07. 1880w.

Taylor, Talbot Jones. Talbot J. Taylor
collection: furniture, w^ood carving, and
other branches of the decorative arts.
**$6. Putnam. 6-20689.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

-h Outlook. 85: 8!58. Ap. 13, '07. 90w.

Taylor, Walter Herron. General Lee. his
campaigns in Virginia, 1861-1865, with
personal reminiscences. *$2. Nusbaum
bk. 7-1480.

The autlior, who served on General Lee's
staff, thruout the war, has written a clear ac-
count of the gr©:it battles in which Lee's army
took part, and has added an appreciative mem-
oir.

"The present writer has undertaken his task
in a spirit of fairness and without a trace of
bittc-rness."

+ Lit. D. 34: 218. F. 9, '07. 170w.
-^ R. of Rs. 35: 380. Mr. '07. 130w.

Teasdale, Sara. Sonnets to Duse, and other
poems. $1. Badger, R: G.

Nine sonnets which pay exquisite tribute to
TDleonora Duse and two score other poems and
sonnets some breathing of love, some singing of
little children and some chanting a hymn of joy
with an undernote of sadness.

"The book is a small, delightful thing, which
one is not tempted to say much about, but to
welcome."

+ Sat. R. 104: 426. O. 5, '07. 260w.

Tegner, Esias. Frithiof saga; tr. from the
German of Ferdinand Schmidt, by
George P. Upton. (Life stories for

young people.) **6oc. McClurg. 7-31 176.

The Frithiof saga which narrates the stirring
adventures of Frithiof, a hero of the Northland
and viking of its seas, is "noble, heroic, and
free from exag^eratod description or over-
wrought sentiment. . . . The central motives
of thfe sag'a are his love for King Bele's daugh-
ter, Ingeborg; the refusal of her brothers to
sanction their marriage because the hero is
not of royal blrthi; her imwilllng marriage to
the old King Ring; Frithiof's exile and final
union with Ingeborg."

Teller, Charlotte. The cage. t$i.5o. Apple-
ton. 7-9SSI.

A novel built up along the lines of socialism,
with its setting in the lumber-yafd districts of

Chicago. A preacher of the gospel whose
point of view is "We must teach these working
people to respect the laws of the land," a
young Austrian socialist whose opinion is, "We
must ciiange the laws so that they can be re-
spected," an "egotistical pliilanthropic employ-
er" and a group of women, subordinating their
ideas to the men whose opinions they respect,
occiipy tlie stage of the drama.

"Aside from [onel rather irritating feature,
which savours of trick-work, the book is a
good piece of worlc, painting in certain aspects
of labour troubles with broad, comprehensive
brush strokes." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-i Bookm. 25: 184. Ap. '07. 300w.
"The unaffected style, the ease and strength

with whicii she has put together the varying
phases of a difficult situation so as to produce
a perfect illusion, indicates that she may win
high rank among the writers of the new fic-
tion."

-f Ind. 62: 559. Mr. 7, '07. 710w.
"it is a readable book rather than a con-

clusive one; interesting rather than valuable;
a ramble, by turns painful and pleasant, rath-
er than an arrival."

H Nation. 84:267. Mr. 21, '07. 3a0w.
"[Tnlike most American novels the book has

In its fibre something more—indeed, a good
deal more—than its bare story. It is evidently
the fruit of a mind and heart that have stud-
ied and questioned life in its nakedness."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 143. Mr. 9, '07. 640w.

Tennant, Pamela. Children and the pic-
* tures. $1.50. Macmillan.
Lady Tennant permits the figures in the pic-

tures of the Tennant collection to come to life,

step down from their canvases, and tell her
children tales of the life and times which they
helped to make. "Thus the real children who
have been taught to love them in their frames
play with Beppo, Dolores, the Leslie boy, and
Charlotte and Harry Spencer, who tell the story
of their kidnapping by the gipsies. . . . Lady
Crosbie flits by, looking 'permanently mischiev-
ous;' and Peg WoflSngton rustles about the
passages, sometimes finding the children a nui-
sance." fAth.)

"It is a charming and original idea, which
Lady Tennant has carried out very gracefully."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 651. N. 23. 240w.

Nation. 85: 520. D. 5, '07. 60w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 765. N. 30, '07. 50w.

Tenney, Rev. Edward P. Contrasts in so-
cial progress. **$2.5o. Longmans.

7-14562.

The method used In this comparative study
of religion "consists, briefly. In applying the
principles of natural selection and the survival
of the fittest to the great religions of the
world, with a view- to ascertaining which may
Justifiably claim pre-eminence on a basis of
concrete services rendered to mankind." (Out-
look.) Social betterment is used as the basis
for the test of conditions which appear In coun-
tries under the sway of Brahmanism, Bud-
dhism, Confucianism, Mohammedanism and
Christianity. "In each case his examination
comprises distinct sociological departments—as,
the condition of women and children, the In-
dividual situation, philanthropic and charitable
measures, educational facilities." (Outlook.)

"The author manifestly aims to be fair; he
uncovers the errors and evils of Christendom,
and praises the virtues and truths of alien civ-
ilizations, and everywhere are the evidences of
painstaking industry in the collection of facts
and of expert judgments." Charles Richmond
Henderson.

-I- Dial. 43: 249. O. 16, '07. 300w.

Reviewed by Joseph O'Connor.
N. Y. Times. 12: 346. Jl. 1, '07. 410w.

"As developed, Mr. Tenney's book becomes in
some important respect.s a mine of valuable In-
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formation relating to present-day conditions In
various countries; and although It Is open to a
certain degree of criticism on the score of Im-
perfect appreciation of the Oriental point of
view, there can be no question that he has sat-
isfactorily made out his case. A book which
the Christian reader will find unusually hopeful
and Inspiring."
+ -f — Outlook. 86: 835. Ag. 17, '07. 340w.

Terhune, Albert Payson. Caleb Conover.
* railroader, il. 50c. Authors & nevvrspa-

pers assn. 7-11205.

"Vastly more obscure and poor than the Cor-
sican, and in addition illiterate, Caleb Conover
has become by the masterful force of his nat-
ural endowment a 'Napoleon of finance.' . . .

And it is with his career as an imperious, de-
spotic and unspeakably corrupt political boss
that Mr. Terhune chiefly concerns himself—tho
the militant railway as a basis and bulwark of
Conover's empire is kept constantly in sight."

—

Ind.

Ath. 1907, 2: 547. N. 2. 160w.

"This book is. one of the strongest studies
ever made of the American 'Big boss,' and from
beginning to end is Increasdngly clever and in-
teresting."

-f Ind. 62: 1526. Je. 27, '07. 230w.

Thackeray, William Makepeace. Ballads
* and songs. $1.50. Putnam.
Containing "Ballad of Bouillabaisse," the

"Mahogany tree," the "Sorrows of Werther,"
"At the church gate," the "Lyra hlbernica,"
the "Old friends with new faces."

"This is one of the ready choice illustrated
'xnokL- of the year."

-I- + Dial. 41: 395. D. 1, '06. 240w.

"In make-up the book lacks distinction, and
seems moreover, peculiarly out of harmony with
the subject matter."

H Ind. 62: 567. Mr. 7, '07. 70w.
"All illustrated by Mr. H. M. Brock with that

friendly, graceful pencil of his. A welcome,
simple, neat volume, great riches stored in a
little room."

-I- -I- Putnam's. 1: 378. D. '06. 70w.

Thanet, Octave, pseud. (Alice French).
Lion's share. ''$1.50. Bobbs. 7-31229.

The Ingredients out of which Miss French
compound.s her "Lion's share" are many and
varied: high finance with accompanying 'In-
trigue, kidnapping and consequent detective
work, and love and adventure to suit the most
satiated appetite. The hero is a United States
army officer who occupies the centre of the
stage and is champion-in-general. "When the
time comes for him either to uphold the laws
and constitution of his country as he has sworn
to do, or protect and aid his relatives In a crim-
inal proceeding, he decides on the latter course,
easing his conscience by resigning his commis-
sion." (N. T. Times.)

"MiFS Frerch's book, however, Is certainly
built on lines calculated to please the multi-
tude. The book is not a particularly valuable
one and hardly up to Miss French's standard.
Its characters are not admirable when they are
good, and not bad enough to be fascinating
when thev are bad."

-] N. Y. Times. 12: 702. N. 2, '07. 570w.
"Although quite convincingly sensational, and,

apart from its entertainment as fiction, it

touches suETgrestively some of the graver m-
rtustrial problems of the day."

-I Outlook. 87: 745. N. 30. '07. lOOw.

Thanet, Octave, pseud. (Alice French).
Man of the hour. ''$1.50. Bobbs. 5-26124.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 25. Ja. '07.

Thomas, Edward. Heart of England. *$6.
Button. 7-25143.

"Rambling descriptive matter, with a sprink-
ling of poetry and philosophy, and an occasional
backward glance at the 'old-fashioned times,'
serve to string some forty-eight colored pictures
together." (Dial.)

"The fault of the book Is that it Is written In
a style that Is muoh too affected."

h Acad. 71: 417. O. 27, '06. 540w.
"Mr. Thomas suffers from an over-excitation

of the colour-sense, and he Indulges in a great
deal of fine writing. The process of reproduc-
tion is not kind to Mr. H. L. Richardson's illus-
trations, some of which are pretty; but fhej
bear singularly little relation to the text."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 735. D. 8. 610w.
Dial. 41: 454. D. 16, '06. 80w.

"Imperceptibly the reader is impressed by the
wl-lter who carries him here and there In and
about England and shows him new and old
things with equal charm."

+ Ind. 61: 13«6. D. 13, '06. llOw.

"Such a book as Mr. Thomas's makes one taka
root In England."

+ Outlook. 84:703. N. 24, '06. 280w.

"Mr. Thomas possesses In an uncommon de-
gree the primary quality of a good writer, im-
agination."

+ Sat. R. 103: 53. Ja. 12, '07. 710w.

Thomas, Henry Wilton. Sword of wealth.
t$i.5o. Putnam. 6-42369.

A story of industrial slavery which is set in
Northern Italy. "The capitalist is a Sicilian
rogue, the hero is a socialist, and the rioters
are Italian peasants." (Ind.) Such dramatic
incidents are Included as the Insurrection of
Milan, the assassination of King Humbert and
the radical democratic movement In Italy.

— Ind. 62: 739. Mr. 28, '07. 220w.

"It takes a more practiced hand than Mr.
Thomas seems to possess to combine romance
and economics in the same novel."

h N. Y. Times. 11:906. D. 29, '06. 380w.

Thomas, J. M. Lloyd. Free Catholic
church. *8oc. Am. Unit?r.

Under the essay titles: The catholicity of re-
ligion, The fulfilling of Christianity, An undoe-
matlc church. The importance of doctrine. The
need of symbolism, and The higher chuvch-
manship, the author advocates a church based
on union of spirit which shall meet the de-
mands of our critical age, and he urges
ecclesiastical bodies to "abandon the treacher-
ous dogmatic principle on which they are now
organized and seek another and firmer founda-
tion."

"In his brief essav on the establishment of

what he calls 'A free Catholic church,' Mr.
Llovd Thomas shows himself if not a fanatic,

at any rate a wholly unpracticed visionary." A.
E. M. F.— Acad. 72: 289. Mr. 23, '07. lOOOw.

Nation. 85: 164. Ag. 22, '07. 190w.

Thomas, iNorthcote W. Kinship organiza-

tions and group marriage in Australia.

*$2. Putnam. 7-28949.

"This interesting monograph belongs to the
Cambridge archaeological and ethnological se-

ries. It is an endeavor to summarize what Is

actually known and understood as to the Aus-
tralian svstems and to point out the obscure
points which need further Investigation. It

will be of assistance to all who are studying
the history of the development of the family."

—

Ann. Am. Acad.
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Thomas, Northcote W.—Continued.
"Mr. Thomas's book Is a severely critical and

much-needed essay in restraint of th« making
of hasty theories." Andrew Lang.

+ + Acad. 72: 87. Ja. 26, '07. 920w.

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 70: 168. Jl. '07. 60w.

"Mr. Thomas . . . both is, and seems, sound.
No one, indeed, is more competent than Mr.
Thomas to give the world an accurate digest
of the information at present available in re-
gard to the status regulations affecting mar-
riage amongst the Australians."
+ H Ath. 1907, 1: 257. Mr. 2. llSOw.

"The author seems to be at his best in the
discussion of such a vexed question as group
marriage; the argument is closely reasoned,
and brings out several new points." A. E. Craw-
ley.

+ + Nature. 76: 221. Jl. 4, '07. 170w.

Thomas. William I. Sex and society;
studies in the social psychology of sex.

*$i.50. Univ. of Chicago press. 7-7162.

Tlie author says In his preface: "While each
study is complete in Itself, the general thesis
running through all of them [eight In num-
ber] is the same—that the differences in bodily
habit between men and women particularly
the greater strength, restlessness, the motor
aptitude of man, and the more stationary con-
dition of woman, have had an Important in-
fluence on social forms and activities, and on
the character and mind of the two sexes."

"Valuable and stimulating contribution to so-
ciological literature." Alfred C. Haddon.
+ + Am. J. Soc. 13: 113. Jl. '07. 2220w.

"A strong, scholarly, well-balanced, and well
arranged book."

!- -t- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 131. My. '07.

Current Literature. 42: 445. Ap. '07.

1770W.

"Professor Thomas moves with an expert
discernment, discloses many a short-coming
in prevalent doctrine, and builds up a consist-
ent ob.ie'Ctive picture of woman's sociological
status."
+ + Dial. 42:146. Mr. 1, '07. 370w.

4-
-I Ind. 62: 561. Mr. 7, '07. 900w.

"The book has genuine interest for the gen-
eral reader and makes a direct appeal to the
student of sociology."

-t -h Lit. D. 34: 433. Mr. 16, '07. 410w.

"The data upon which the conclusions rest
though drawn from a wide area of social ob-
servation, are admittedly incomplete; but Pro-
fessor Thomas is commendably cautious in his
inferences, and does not hesitate to point out
the weak spots in the chain of evidence. "We
do not imagine that Professor Thomas holds
any brief tor the so-called 'rights' of woman,
but he has certainly put the case in an inter-
esting liglit."

-1- + Nation. 84:309. AP- 4. '07. 320w.

"The book is extremely interesting. It is

written with clearness and charm, and in spite
of its scientific character, it moves with the
speed and life of a narrative. Prof. Thomas
is a sincere and intelligent man, and hiis book
is a fair and useful addition to the literature
on the subject. Women had better read it

with sympathy rather than hysteria; it will

do us good." Hildegarde Hawthorne.
+ -I- N. Y. Times. 12: 89. F. 16, '07. 1040w.

Outlook. 85: 899. Ap. 20, '07. 870w.

"In scientific circles the essays will be ac-
cepted as presenting many novel and weighty
conclusions on society as seen from a single,

but extremely important, view point." Robert
C. Brooks.

+ + Phllos. R. 16: 655. N. '07. 750w.

Putnam's. 2: 621. Ag. '07. 320w.

Putnam's. 2: 622. Ag. '07. 270w.

+ Sat. R. 104: 174. Ag. 10, '07. 1250w.

Thomas, William S. Hunting big game
with gun and with kodak; a record of
personal experiences in the United
States, Canada, and Mexico; with 70 il.

from original photographs by the au-
thor. *$2. Putnam. 7-4834.

In which "Mr. Thomas gives his readers am-
ple variety, hunting the bighorn and grizzly in
British Columbia, the caribou and moose In
New Brunswick and Quebec, and deer in Vir-
ginia and Mexico."—Nation.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 105. Ap. '07.

"His camera was apparently unsuited to the
work. In compariEon with the recent achieve-
ment.«! of Schillings and Hornaday and others
in tliis field they make a very poor showing."

H Ind. 62: 13o3. Je. 6, '07. 90w.

"It is hard to make a flat failure out of an
outdoor book, but still harder to make it a
distinguished success. 'Hunting big game
with gun and kodak,' comes some distance
from either extreme."

-I Nation. 84: 339. Ap. 11, '07. 250w.
"This charming book, excellently printed and

Illustrated, has the value of convincing and
picturesque simplicity. By adhering strictly to
an accnunt of personal experiences the author,
while limiting the scope of his narrative has
shown himself to be a discriminating and ap-
preciative observer of nature."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 7G. F. 9, '07. 300w.

"His book is very readable without being re-

+ Spec. 98: 1036. Je. 29, '07. ISOw.

Thompson, Holland. From the cotton field

to the cotton mill: a study of the in-

dustrial transition in North Carolina.
**$i.50. Macmillan. 6-20350.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The author liives evidence of thorough fa-
miliarity with social and Industrial conditions
in the southern states, and his study is a val-
uable c^.ntribution to the literature descriptive
of our industrial development." J. C.

-f -I- J. Pol. Econ. 15: 57. Ja. '07. 230w.

-r Nation. 83: -42. S. 20, '06. ISOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 79. F. 9, '07. 80w.

Thompson, Mrs. Jeanette May. Water
wonders every child should know.
**$i.io. Doubleday. 7-35227.

"This is an interestirtg book, because it deals
in a very simple and entertaining way with
frost, ice, snow, dew, and running water; and
because it is enriched by many reproductions
of beautiful photographs of crystals taken by
Mr. Bentley."—Outlook.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 143. My. '07. 4"

"This book happily combines adequate knowl-
edge of tlie subject with a graphic and enter-
taining style."

+ Outlook. 86: 52G. Jl. 6, '07. 50w.

Thompson, R. F. Meysey-. Hunting cate-

chism. $1.25. Longmans.
Colonel Meysey-Thompson has lived with

hounds and horses and nunting men the great-
er portion of his life. So he is on familiar ground
in everything pertaining: to the etiquette of the
hunting field, hunters and hounds, as also per-
taining to habits of the hunted,—of stags, foxes,
and hares.

•'A man who does not know most of it be-
fore he dre.ims of riding 'cross country' cannot
learn it here, and the work has the aridity
of a schoolbook to one who has had its contents
knocked into him yearn ago."

h N- Y. Times. 12: 432. Jl. 6, '07. 470w.
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"A most amusing little volume. Although It

is nominally int<'nded for the use of beginners,
manv whc have had some experience of the
hunting-field can learn from it; and if they
are above learning, they cannot fail to be en-
tertained by the anecdotes, recollections, and
reflections v/hich many seasons' hunting has
enabled the author to sprinkle through the
pages."

H Spec. 98: 103u. Je. 29, '07. 480w.

Thompson, Ralph Wardlaw. Griffith John,
* the story of fifty years in China. *$2.

Armstrong. 7-15464.

"While the book sets forth the enthusiasm
and optimism of a gifted missionary working
under nineteenth-century conditions, its real
value lies in the fact that it gives the evolu-
tion of mission methods under exterritorlalty."
—Ind.

"The book is one of the best ever written for
its frank portrayal of the ups and downs of a
great missionary's aggressive work and his
boundless hope for China."

+ Ind. 63: 942. O. 17, '07. 260w.

+ Outlook. 85: 524. Mr. 2, "07. 260w.

Thompson, Robert John, corr.p. Proofs of

Hfe after death. **$i.50. Turner, H. B.

6-34653-

A symposium embracing opinions as to the
future life whose contributors include scientists,
psychical researchers, philosophers, and spiritu-
alists.

Am. J. Theol. 11: 717. O. '07. 20w.

"In spite of the fact that in a few instances
the thinkers who wrote for the symposium or
v/hose opinions are here cited, have advanced
to more positive grounds since the book was
compiled, it is a volume of real merit, not the
least interesting part being the writings of Mr.
Thompson introducing the subject and the dif-

ferent groups of tliinkers."
4- Arena. 86: 671. Je. '07. 400w.

Thomson, John Arthur. Herbert Spencer.
*$i. Button. W 6-274.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Current Literature. 42: 102. Ja. '07.

1310V/.

Thomson, W. G. History of tapestry, from
the earliest times until the present day;
with 4 plates in color and numerous il.

in black and white. *$I2. Putnam,
7-25516.

A pretentious work on tapestry from the
earliest times to the present day. "Its records
throw valuable side-lights on history. In the
present volume we find many more instances
than are generally known where national
events have been commemorated and where
sovereigns and princes have paved the way to
negotiations and treaties desired by them by
the tiniely gift of a costly tapestry. Finally,
tapestries give us a wonderfully graphic idea
of house construction and decoration, of
folk and home life of old times." (Outlook.)
Over eighty color and half-tone illustrations
enhance the value to students of tapestries.

"We are not sure if the definition of tapestry
given by the author is faultless."

H Ath. 19Q7, 2-: 217. Ag; 24. 1020w.

"It is not only a treasury of information,
but so cleverly have the innumerable details
bee« woven into the narrative that it is read-
able as well as interesting." JYederick W.
Goodkin.

-f + Dial. 43: 36. Jl. 16, '07. 1300w.

"Full of interest, full of surprises and always
spiced with romance, and Mr. Thomson has not
spoiled the story in its telling."

+ + Ind. 62: 1471. Je. 20, '07. 900w.

"We take leave of the author, then, with ad-
miration of his power as a faithful draughts-
man, and with respect for his diligent search
among original sources of information."
-t- H Nation. 85: 63. Jl. 18, '07. 710w.
+ + N. Y. Times. 12:95. F. 16, '07. 310w.

+ -t- Outlook. 80: 008. Ap. 13. '07. 190w.
"It is impossible not to grumble especially at

the information withheld by Mr. Thomson."
+ H Sat. R. 104: 52. Jl. 13, '07. 1240w.

Thomson, William Hanna. Brain and per-
sonality; or, The physical relations of
the brain to the mind. **$i.20. Dodd.

7-6262.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1900.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 131. My. '07.

"The book is printed in the United States,
the illustrations are poor, and there is no in-
dex. '

H Ath. 1907, 1: 260. MV. 2. 470w.

Thoreau, Henry David. Works. Bijou, ed.

5v. $2.50. Cr(ywell.

These Ave volumes of the selected works of
Thoreau are furnished with Introductions by
Nathan H. Dole, Annie Russell Marble, and
Charles C. D. Roberts, while Elmerson's biog-
raphical sketch prefaces "Excursions."

-I- Lit. D. 35: 578. O. 19, '07. 70w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 542. S. 7, '07. 120w.

Thoreau, Henry David. Writings of Henry
David Thoreau. (Walden ed.) 20v. ea.

$1.75. Houghton.
A monumental undertaking which becomes

an atonement to a mighty soul for lack of ap-
preciation during the most of life. The first

six volumes include Thoreau's miscellaneous
writings and the remaining fourteen are de-
voted to his journal which is published for

the first time. The edition furnishes "a record
of the life-work of one whose observations of

•the phenomena of nature were most thorough
and imtlring and whose descriptions are
among the best in literature."

"On the whole this 'Walden edition' is every
wav satisfactory in its different forms for dif-

ferent purchasers and prices." F. B. Sanborn.
4. _^ Dial. 41: 232. O. 16, '06. 2880w.

"Have the interest of an autobiography, and
will be read for more light upon one of the

most piquant and romantic careers among
American scholars and reformers. For the full

understanding of this part of the copious work,
many more notes and explanations are needed
than the editors had room to afford even had
they the needful knowledge." F. B. Sanborn.
4. _j_ _ Dial. 42: 107. F. 16, '07. 2140w. (Review

of V. 8-20.)

"If we should quarrel with it for anything it

would be for its too great abundance. Muidh

is trivial, yet much also is of extraordinary in-

+'^+ — Nation. 84:56. Ja. 17, '07. 220w. (Re-
view of V. 11-20.)

"Mr. Toney is an accomplished writer as

well as a well-known naturalist. His intro-

ductions are of a quality rare in such perform-
ances. They are free from the spirit of hero-

worship or of hero-manufactiu-e; now and then

they perhaps approach the other extreme." H.

+ -+!^"n°"V. Times. 11:681. O. 20, '06. (Re-

view of V. 1-10.)

-f- -H N. Y. Times, 12: 427. Jl. 6, '07. 990w.

Thoreau, Henry David. Cape Cod; with an

introd. by Annie R. Marble. 35c. Crow-
ell. 7-37720.

Uniform with the "Handy volume classics."
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Thorndike, Lynn. Place of magic in the

intellectual history of Europe. *75c.

Macmillan. 6-4648.

Descriptive note in Annual 1906.

•'TVie hook is based on independent study and

... it ahundantly proves its point." A. G.

4 — Eng. Hist. R. 22: 396. Ap. '07. 350w.

Thorp, Frank Hall. Outlines of industrial

chemistry: a text-book for students.

2d ed. *$3.75. Macmillan.

The second edition, revised and enlarged,

and including: a chapter on metaJlur&y. 'This

work has been prepared for the purpose or

comprising- in a single volume of moderate di-

mensions an outline treatment of the more ini-

portant industrial chemical processes. . . .
It

is divided into three parts: Inorganic inaus-

tries, Organic industries, and Metallurgy.

(Technical Literature.)

'Gives in one volume a comprehensive and
clearly written description of all branches of

chemical industry."
+ Nation. 85: 257. S. 19, '07. lOOw.

"The work is well suited to the instruction

of students in engineering and will be found

of value to engineers in all branches, who
are often confronted with problems reauirlng

a knowledge of industrial chemistry for their

solution." „ .. _, ,-_
-4- Technical Literature. 2: 30. Jl. 07.

370w.

Thorpe, William Henry. Anatomy of

bridgework. $2.50. Spon. 7-28955.

A hook which treats "of the behavior of

bridges under traffic so as to show tfi6 weak
points in their design and their effect upon the

cost of maintenance." (Engin. N.)

"The hook will be of relatively small service

to American en:?ineers." Henry S. Jacoby.

I- Engin. N. 57: 436. Ap. 18, '07. 890w.

4- Technical Literature. 1: 224. My. '07.

280w.

Throckmorton, Josephine Holt. Donald
MacDonald. $1.25. Murdock McPhee &
Co., 221 Pennsylvania av., Washington,

D. C. 7-20710.

In this story which begins at West Point and
later depicts army scenes during the civil war,
the characters of two men are brought into

sharp contrast. Red Tracy, the selfish boy who
becomes a false lover, a thief, and an officer

untrue to his friends and ashamed of his old

father, is a fitting foil for MacI>onald, the best
type of gentleman and soldier.

Thrum, Thomas G. Hawaiian folk tales:

a collection of native legends; il. from
photographs. **$i.75- McClurg. 7-9782.

In this groiiD are twenty-five folk lore tales

contributed by recognized authorities Includ-

ing Rev. A. O. Forbes, Dr. N. B. Emerson, J.

S Emerson. Mrs. E. M. NakuVna, Dr. C. M.
Hyde and others. The volume rescues from
oblivion tales of mvthology, religious functions,

tradition and cosmology, and preserves their

native poetic quality.

A. L. A. Bkf. 3: 132. My. '07.

+ Dial. 42: 291. My. 1. '07. 250w.

'•Of this collection some jof the legends] are
obvlciusly sophisticated and treated in ^a liter-

ary manner, others are crude and dry."
J Ind. 62: 1035. My. 2. '07. 180w.

Thruston, Mrs. Lucy (Meacham). Jenifer.

t$i.so. Little. 7-16941.

The Carolina mountains form the setting for

this storv of the development of the charac-

ter of .Jenifer, a poor coumtry lad, who dis-

covers kaolin upon some land which he prompt-
ly buys from the needy owner, who does not

suspect its value. This makes him rich and he
goes to the city to see life and there marries
Alice the frivolous clerk of a glove counter.
This is but the beginning. How he comes back
to his land, awakes to the responsibility of

his position and re-orders his life, forms the
story.

"Is a firm, smooth piece of work, without
those early marks of the amateur."

+ Ind. 63: 635. S. 12, '07. 190w.

"The plot itself is not very original, but the
literary handling of it is worthy of all praise.

Spontaneity and genuine imagination mark the
book, and the descriptions of mountain scenery
are admirable."

+ Lit. D. 35: 62. Jl. 13, '07. llOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 291. My. 4, '07. 130w.

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 514. Ag. 24, '07. 210w,

"As charming and as open to criticism as the
vivacious yet irregular features of a pretty
girl."

i Outlook. 86:, 340. Je. 15, '07. lOOw.

Thureau-Dangin, Paul. Saint Bernardine of
Siena; tr. by Baroness G. von Hugel.
*$i.50. Dutton. W7-28.

"Two centuries after St. Francis of Asslsl, hla
followers labored for a revival of religion con-
temporaneously with the revival of learning
known as the Renaissance. A leading promoter
of It was the saintly preacher of whom this vol-
ume is a memorial. An account of the moral
and civic anarchy of the time forms the his-
torical setting of the story of the revivalist's
missionary life, the popular enthusiasm he kin-
dled, his trials with ecclesiastical opponents, his
sermons, and, finally, of the two orders of the
Franciscan brotherhood, from the less to the
more rigorous of which he went over."—Outlook.

".'i.dmirable life."

-h Am. Hist. R. 12: 201. O. '06. 90w.

"Two temptations seem to beset the biog-
raphers of a saint: one is to idealize the sub-
ject, . . . and the other is to attribute to Di-
vine intervention every extraordinary event as-
sociated in any way with his career. The vol-
ume before us, because it contains but few evi-
dences of these imperfections, merits special
commendation."

-f- + Cath. World. 85: 838. S. '07. 260w.

"Bv the time M. Thureau-Dangln's French
has been transmuted into the Baroness's Eng-
lish, the sayings of the saint are often barely
recognizable."

-I Nation. 84: 224. Mr. 7, '07. 750w.

"The volume which tells of his life will be
chiefly Interesting to students and to the fle-

vout/'
-f N. Y. Times. 12: 10. Ja. 5, '07. 230w.

Outlook. 84: 681. N. 17, '06. 130w.

"A delightful book. It is characterized by a
limpid felicity of style, a quiet power of objective
presentment, complete sympathy with its sub-
ject, and a serene impartiality which, however

—

a great gift this—takes none of the fire and life

out of the book. Of the Baroness von Hugel's
translation we can say that it is eminently
readable and writ In passable English. But it

brtstlesin inaccuracies, and the translator's fear

of being fettered by the original causes her at

times to take undue liberties with the text.

4. ^ Sat. R. 102: 402. S. 29. '06. 380w.

+ Spec. 97: 24. Jl. 7. '06. 280w.

Thurston, Ernest Temple. Katherine.

t$i.5o. Harper. 7-II2I3-

Katherine Crichton marries a big-hearted,

broad-minded man whose work principles she

does not understand, and therefore nurses un-

happiness as a result of fancied negl«;ct. An
accident results in a physical state that prom-

ises her onlv two years of life and she de-

termines to give herself up to V^PPJ^^^ xf""^
the romance which had been denied her. How
her husband spares her the Ignominy of dls-
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honor and restores her to her home Is han-
dled with keen perception and an understand-
ing of genuine nobility of heart.

"Men and women do not speak and think as
Mr. Thurston writes. Of the evolution of

Katherine we see nothing; what we see of the
evolution of Mr. Thurston does not inspire us
with anv confidence as to his future. His
characters bear much the same relation to life

as do the emerald woods in a penny shooting-
gallery."— Acad. 72: 273. Mr. 16, '07. 340w.

"Mr. Thurston continues to display a famili-

arity with feminine psychology which is unus-
ual in English fiction. Will no douoc soon shed
his Meredithian manner. At present he has
a bad attack."

^ Ath. 1907, 1: 317. Mr. 16. 300w.
" 'Katherine' differs from his earlier books

in portraying Protestant England rather than
Catholic Ireland ; but it conveys the same im-
pression of beinij the outcome of direct, keen
observation of (iesh-and-blood men and wom-
f»n." Frederic Taber Cooper.

+ Bookm. 2."i: 283. My. '07. 510w.

"This story, weighted with much futile phil-

osophizing, is not exactly edifying, and its

dulness is relieved by few flashes of brilliancy."

Wm. M. Payne.— Dial. 43: 62. Ag. 1, '07. 280w.

"Mr. Thurston takes it out of the class to
which it apparently belonged, and cloaks it

with the dignity of a grave psychological prob-
lem." Frederic Taber Cooper.

-f- Forum. 39: 116. Jl. '07. 350w.

"It is characteristic of the horror-minded
present that a writer like Mr. Thurston should
dramatize the diagnosis of cancer and call it

a romance."— Ind. 62: 1529. Je. 27, '07. 210w.
"The most striking and most interesting

thing about Mr. Thurston's book is the manner
in which it is written."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 216. Ap. 6, '07. 930w.

Thurston, Ernest Temple. Traffic, the story
of a faithful woman. t$i.5o. Dilling-
ham. 6-29093.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Af in 'The apple of Eden,' Mr. Thurston
dissects deep ;ind pitiles^sly as the modern
Frenchman; bxit even in this candidly repellant
theme, he keeps a certain fervor which makes
his work worth while for adult readers of firm
nerves and serious mind." Mary Moss.

\ Allan. 99: 116. Ja. '07. 420w.

Thurston, Katherine Cecil. Mystics, il.

t$i.2S. Harper. 7-14253-

A strong young man loving life and freedom
serves an ascetic uncle for seven years. The
uncle dies bequeathing his vast wealth to a
sect known as the Mystics. A sense of deep
wrong leads the nephew to violate the uncle's
dying request to guard the sacred book of the
sect until it could be turned over to one of the
leaders. He copies it word for word, finds
that the Mystics look forward to the appear-
ing of a prophet, decides to play the role him-
self and to appear at the proper moment, his
one aim being to secure the money out of
which these people had defrauded him. His
course leads to a dramatic though logical de-
nouement.

"The characters are mere puppets without
a semblance of life, and the episodes of the
storv are vague and loosely put togf>ther."— Acad. 72: 416. Ap. 27, '07. 300w.

"She has taken her public too cheaply."
^ Ath. 1907, 1: 535. My. 1. 190w.

"The story is not only short, but jejune and
projected on a low level; though it may be
granted, freely, that the presentation is pow-
erful, the few characters well marked, and the
plot simple and logically worked out."

h Cath. World. 85: 550. Jl. '07. 580w.

"The wild improbability of the plot and the
essentially childish nature of tlio whole story
make it barren as a subject for criticism."— Lit. D. :;4: T<)6. My. 11, '07. 80w.

'•Mrs. Thurston possesses imagination and a
laudable desire to skip the dull parts; expla-
nations, for instance.

"

— Nation. S4: a89. Ap. 25, '07. 280w.
"Is rather a disappointment to those who

have read 'The gamoler' and 'The masquor-
ader.'

"

-i N. Y. Times. 12: 3r3. Je. 1. '07. 190w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 170w.

"A piece of manufacture and not particularly
interesting at that."

4 Outlook. 86: 116. My. 18, '07. 220w.
"It might have been written by an incompe-

tent understudy so far as interest is concerned,
and no amount of oxygen in the reader's blood
can make it seem to him other than hopeless-
ly wooden." Vernon Atwood.— Putnam's. 2: 616. Ag. '07. 130w.
"The contents are so vapid and drearily

proofless that it seems unfair to seek a type
for them in any semblance to humanity."— Sat. R. 103:529. Ap. 27, '07. 410w.

Thwaites, Reuben Gold, ed. Early western
travels, 1748-1846; a series of annotated
reprints of some of the best and rarest
contemporary volumes of travel, de-
scriptive of the aborigines and social
and economic conditions in the middle
and far West, during the period of
early American settlement. 31V. ea. *$4.
Clark, A. H. 4-6902.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"These volumes, as is usual in the series,
are well edited. The reviewer suspects—only
suspects because he has not been able to com-
pare the reprint with the original edition—that
there are a few errors in proof-reading; but
these would not be worth mentioning were it

not for the high standard already set for the
workmanship of the series."

-t- H Am. Hist. R. 12: 430. Ja. '07. 4r;0w.
(Review of v. 18 and 19.)

"Continue to reach the standard of value and
interest found In the earlier Issues."
+ -;• -I- Ind. 61: 878. O. 11, '06. llSOw. (Re-

view of V. 18-24.)

"Is the most valuable of the five or six vol-
umes published in the series this year." Web-
stcr Cook
+ + School R. 15: 712. D. '07. 230w. (Re-

view of V. 25.)

Thwing, Rev. Charles Franklin. History of
higher education in America. **$3. Ap-
pleton. 6-35963.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1006.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 106. Ap. '07.

"One cannot but regret thit the author has
not seen fit to descilbe the highest type of uni-
versity as it exists today in this courntry. and
to present a view of higher education in its

latest and finest aspects with the particularity
and appreciation which he devotes to its be-
ginnings in the early colonial days." J. B. P.

H Educ, R. 33: 87. Ja. '07. 700w.

-T- R. of Rs. 35: 117. Ja. '07. 170w.

"An emine'ntly rea;iable and human account
of the history of higher education with espe-
cial att«^ntion to the story of the older col-

leges." J. H. T.

-f School R. 15: 239. Mr. '07. 330w.

Tilley, Arthur Augustus. Frangois Rabe-
lais. (French men of letters, v. 3.)

**$r.50. Lippincott. 7-29040.

A biographical and critical study of Rabelais
written for the "French men of letters" series.

The author's familiarity with his subject and
his comprehensive study of sources, have re-
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TiUey, Arthur Augustus—Continued.
suited in an authoritative narrative which as-
sumes less knowledge on the part of readers
than as tho it had been written for Frenchmen.

"Let it be said at once, and with all frank-
ness, that it is the very work to be consulted
by anyone who wants to be well instructed in
the known facts concerning: Rabelais. It is

when we cease to consider facts and dates and
such matters that Mr. Tilley becomes tiresome
and quite ineffectual."

H Acad. 73: 133. N. 16, '07. 1870w.

+ Lit. D. 35:696. N. 9, '07. 390w.

+ Outlook. 87: 612. N. 23, '07. 2iS0w.

Tillson, Benjamin Richards. Complete auto-
mobile instructor. $1.50. Wiley. 7-1971.

A tirnely companion for every one who drives
a car, containing over six hundred questions
with answei'.s. It covers the ground of the
principles, the operation and the care of gaso-
line automobiles.

Captain Morris, which began and ended while
the letter was being written in those delightful
daily portions that our grandmothers used to
indite as painstakingly as they did their othei-
daily stints."—Dial.

"The possession of the took obviate^ the ne-
rr ssity for the new car owner s 'cramming'
with a mnss of befuddling details at the outset,
and enables him gradually to acquire a work-
ing knowledge of his machine as necessity de-
mrinds it."

-f Engin. N. 57: 555. My. 16, '07. 250w.

Nation. S4: 152. F. 14, '07. 30w.

"Of the crop of automobile instruction books
that- have appeared in the last two or three
years this seems to us the one the automobile
owner who knows little of mechanics will find
it easiest to master."

-f Nation. 85: 522. D. 5, '07. 180w.

Tinney, W. H. Gold mining machinery;
its selection, arrangement and installa-

ti(5n: a practical handbook for the use
of mine managers and engineers, with
a chapter on the preparation of esti-

mates of cost. *$5. Van Nostrand.
Tl.o volume Includes a concise treatment of

steam genpratii>n, water motors, gas and oil

engines, engine erection, the various kinds of
pumps adapted to mining work, winding ma-
chinery, air compressors, air drills, reduction of
ores, transmission of power by shafting belts,
coiiipressed air and electricity, transport, pip-
ing, joints, etc.

Reviewed bj' Walter R. Crane.
h Engin. N. 57: 88. Ja. 17, '07. 1080w.

"Mr. Tinney's production fails in its purpose,
for it is out of date and superficial."— Nature. 7G: 7. My. 2. '07. 130w.

Titsworth, Alfred Alexander. Elements of
mechanical drawing. *$i.25. Wiley.

6-.35444.

"This book is divided Into two parts. In the
first part, for beginners, the various drawing
instrrments in common use are described, and
a ser'es of exercises is gi-\'en to illustrate the
use of each of the instruments. The rest of
this section is devoted to examples In simple
pro.iectlon, to intersections, of solids, and de-
velopment of surfaces. Part 2. for mo'-e ad-
vanced students, comprises problems ln« de-
scriptive geometry, isometric projection, obuqu©
projection, shadows, and perspective work, and
concludes with a series of problems."—Nature.

"Its mechanlcnl make-up is unusuallv neat."
-j- — Engin. N. 56: 521. N. 15. '06. 50w.

Nature. 75: 172, D. 20, '06. 120w.

Tittle, Walter. First Nantuckei; tea partv. il.

* **$2. Doubleday. 7-38632.

"This is a letter written In 1754 ^v Ruth
StarbU'Ck Wontworth to her mother. Resides
relating the amusing story of the first tea-
brewing that oxer took place on Nantucket, it

traces the romance of Ruth Wentworth and

"A curious little document."
-f Dial. 43: 432. D. 16, '07. 130w.

"The illuminated illustrations and decora-
tions by "Walter Tittle, reproducing the style
of some medieval inanuscript, form an admir-
ably appropriate setting to tho pretty little col-
onial romance."

-f Lit. D. 35: 920. T>. 14, '07. lOOw.

Toch, Maximilian. Chemistry and technol-
ogy of mixed paints. *$3. Van Nost'and.

7-21.31.

"Intended for the stndr.nt in chemistry who
desires to fnmih'.irize himself with paint, or tho
inquii-f>r wiio desires a b.'tter knowledge of the
subiect. or for the paint manufacturer and
paint chemist as a work of reference." "Tlie
whole effect of the book will be towards im-
provement nf manufnctiu'e .and in the mutual
relations belwe?n mnkers and users. . . . Tho
microphotographs are excellent, and inserted on
calendered paper, the print is large and clear,
paper good, binding attractive." (Technical
Literature.)

"Authoritative. Contains much useful infor-
mation. Only book on the subiect."

-j- + A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 173. O. '07.

"Takf^n as a whole, the book will be found
instructive and useful. Naturallv, it does not
give aw.'iy trade secrets, out on the other hand,
it contains much that is very little known l>y

the genprnl public, and it vcill well repay care-
ful studv." Robert Job.

4- — Engin. N. 57: 552. My. 16. '07. 1570w.

N. Y. Times. 12: '.9 F. 9. '07. fiOw.

".Altogether, a credit and an ornament to
American technological literature." Joseph W.
Richards.

-t- -f Technical Literature. 1: 224. My. "07.

520w.

Todd. Charles Burr. In olde Massachu-
setts. **$T.5o. Grafton press. 7-23474.

In these sketches of old times and places
during the early davs of the commonwealth are
included descriptions of Cambridge in mid-
summer, a dav in T>exington, autumn days in
Quincy, Marblehead scenes, Martha's Vine-
yard, and tales of Nantucket's first tea-partv.
wrecks and wrecking, historic Deerfield. Pitts-
field, the Hoosac tunnel. T.,enox. and other his-
toric places, many of which are pictured by
photographs.

Dial. 43: 123. S. 1. '07. 290w.

"An entertaining volume."
4- R. of Rs. 36: 637. N. '07. 60w.

Todd, Margaret Georgina (Graham Trav-
ers, pseud.). Growth. +$1.50. Holt.

7-17048.

The growth, not only of Dugald Dalgleish.
the hero, the son of an obscure nonconformist
minister, who from a student at the TTniversity
nf Kdi^burcrh develops into a popular preach-
er, hut also the growth, mental and spiritual,
of his friend Thatcher.' who becomes a priest
rif Rome. i.<; chronicled in the course of this
!nle of Inward struggle. Judith T.emaistre, the
bic doctor, the woman 'Pusald marries, and
n^anv nther characters worth knowing, take
fbeiT' iplsuT-i'^ly wav thru the story, which with
Its rellsrious background and earnest Scotch
jitTnecsp'iere i=! very diifferent from the usual
no\-el of today.

"We hon^^stlv admire the author's tborough-
nrs« and all-ronnii fairness of view. Tlie tone
i<! (lie-nifipd pnd sincere, tho storv gravelv in-

te'-ostinar; it is n(so. though we say it with re-

.gret. many paces too long."
.> Acad. 71: 526. N. 24. '06. 160w.
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"There Is littla plot in the story, but it is

written with care, and bears the signs of good
workmanship on every page."

-4- Ath. 1906, 2: 768. D. 15. 120w.

"Out of all this diverse material we get a
picture of human life that grows fairly absorb-
ing in its interest as we proceed, a dramatic
structure In which the claims of both spirit and
sense are allowed, a residual philosophy that is

shaped to fine intellectual issues, yet which
keeps all the time in close contact with the
world of practical affairs." Wm. M. Payne.
+ + Dial. 43: 251. O. 16, '07. 340w.

Nation. 85: 307. O. 3, '07. 320w.
"The characters all stand out very- vividly,

each ono strongly individualized. And they
are interesting people to meet in the pages of
a story."

-r N. Y. Times. 12: 301. My. 11, '07. 590w.

"The picture of student life is particularly
appealing in respect of certain characteristic
natural qualities."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15. '07. lOOw.
"Tne story is too serious to attract the rejv-

ular no\'el reader, and perhaps too much occu-
pied with past Questions to absorb the lovers
of problems, but it is a well-constructed, in-
terestin.g bit of work."

H Outlook. 86: 117. My. 18, '07. 180w.
"It is a relief, after the slight and sketchy

specimens of ilction which are published as
coniplete novels, to come across a piece of
conscientious and detailed work, even if that
worJf is not completely successful."

H Spec. 97: 938. D. 8, '06. 300w.

Toffteen, Olaf A. Ancient chronology-. Pt.

I. Published for the Oriental society of
the Western Theological seminarj-.
*$2.5o. Univ. of Chicago press. 7-36124.

A .volume which covers the ancient chronology
of Palestine, Assyria, Babylonia, and Egypt
down to 1050 B. C. The first chapter treats bib-
lical chronology solely on the basis of the
dates furnished by the Bible, taking them
at their face value, and without any inquiry,
either into the age of the documents, or into
their historicity; the second chapter contains a
full treatment of the ancient history of these
countries; and the third is devoted to Egyptian
chronology.

"An interesting work designed to defend tra-
ditional views. It presents a wealth of mater-
ial, many new interpretations of fact, and orig-
inal conclusions. The work is marred by many
inexcusable errors in spelling."
+ -{ Bib. World. 30: 479. D. '07. 30w.
"The treatment of monr.mental sources is

careful, and the general conclusions do not con-
tradict the more sane and conservative schol-
ars, to whose investigations he has added much
that is of value."
+ + Ind. r.3: 1316. X. 28, '07. 250w.

Tolstoy, Leo. Tolstoy on Shakespeare: a
critical essay on Shakespeare; tr. by
V. Tchertkoff; follow^ed by Shake-
speare's attitude to the working classes,
by Ernest Crosby, and a letter from
G. Bernard Shaw^. *75c. Funk. 7-14638.

Full of disagreement with the "universal
adulation." in fact, iconoclastic thruout, Tol-
.stoy argues, among other things, that Shakes-
peare is lacking in the very point of excellence
that by general concensus of the world's opin-
ion earned for him the right to be called an
imperial genius, namely, delineation of char-
acter.

"The orthodox must consign this book to
perdition, and anathematize its author as a lit-

( rary iconoclast steeped in guilt Inexpressible."— Cath. World. 84:836. Mr. '07. 630w.

Current Literature. 42: 46. Ja. '07.

2460W.
"No doubt such critical onslaughts upon our

accepted standards of literary achievement, as

those contained in this little volume, serve a
useful purpose, if only by arousing us from a
conventional and lazy acquiescence in funda-
mental matters of literary taste, which receive
from us all too little consideration."— Ind. 62: 441. F. 21, '07. 970w.

Lit. D. 34: 218. F. 9, '07. 180w.
N. Y. Times. 11: 850. D. 8, '06. 1160w.
R. of Rs, 35: 253. F. '07. 80w.

Tolstoy, Leo. Twenty-three tales from Tol-
* stoy; selected and tr. by Louise and

Aylmer Maude. *7Sc. Funk.
These twenty-three stories are arranged un-

der seven heads: Tales for children, published
about 1872 when Tolstoy was interested in the
education of peasant children; Popular stories,
including What men live by; A fairy tale, which
contains Tolstoy's indictment of militarism and
commercialism; Stories written to pictures, in-
tended to help the sale of cheap reproductions
of good drawings; Folk-tales retold; Adaptations
from the French; and Stories given to aid the
persecuted Jews.

Tomalin, H. F. Three vagabonds in Fries-
land with a yacht and camera. *$3. But-
ton,

".v book which is frankly described in its in-
troduction as a 'book of photographs, with let-
terpress obligate,' records a vagabond trip
through Friesland, a littlj frequented part of
North Holland."—Outlook.

"It will take rank amongst the best illus-
trated volumes of travel that have recently ap-
peared."

-f- + Int. Studio. 32: 251. S. '07. 430w.
"Charming account of a June outing in north-

ern Holland."
+ Nation. 85: 263. S. 19, '07. 690w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 150w.
"The photographs are remarkable both from

an artistic and a technical point of view, and
illustrate the life and people of one of the most
picturesque districts in E'urope. The 'obligato,'
too, is rather well played."

-f Outlook. 86: 258. Je. 1, '07. 60w.
"They are cheery fellowt and capital com-

pany, and Mr. Marshall's numerous photogi-aplis
of the scenes, and especially of the natives, are
deserving of praise."

+ Sat. R. 103: 434. Ap. 6. '07. llOw.

Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth. Marching
against the Iroquois. t$i.5o. Houghton.

6-37600.
A tale based upon General Suilivan's expedi-

tion against the Iroquois in the Mohawk valley
in the year 1779.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 143. My. '07.

"It is a combination of history and ttction
tliat the young people will find both instructive
and entertaining."

-i N. Y. Times. 11: 822. D. 1, '06. GOw.

Tompkins, Herbert W. In Constable's
country; with many reproductions from
his paintings. *$4. Button.

More a transcript of impressions, penned, in
the first Instance, by the wayside than an es-
say on Constable and his art.

"A gossipy chronicle of unimportant wan-
derings, readable because the author has. writ-
ten of what interested himself."

+ Ath. 1906, 2: 779. D. 15. 380w.

-f- Dial. 41: 454. D. 16, '06. 180w.

+ Ind. 61: 1397. D. 13, '06. 90w.

"Mr. Tompkins gives us no formal essay
on Constable, but. Instead, the more instruc-
tive, informal illumination contained in a
transcript of impressions written, in the first

instance, by the wayside."
+ Outlook. 84:891. D. 8, '06. 390w.

+ Sat. R. 102: 682. D. 1, 'OG. 120w:
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Tonge, James. Principles and practice of

coal mining. *$i.6o. Macmillan.
"A compact, ccmpreliensive, and not too

technical treatise covering the entire tield of
coal production. . . . The illustrations, both
photographic and diagrranimatic, are compre-
hensive, and serve well to illuimlnate the de-
scriptive matter. At the end of each chapter
is a series of questions bearing upon it, as an
aid to fixing the subject matter thereof in the
memory of the student."—IDngin. N.

"It is adapted to use as a lighter text-book
for students intending to specialize in mining
engineering, and is so written as to be equally
well adapted to the needs of the practical miner
who may wish to qualify for higher and more
re.sponsible positions in the coal-mining indus-
try."

-1- Engin. N. 58: 297. S. 12, 'OT. 330w.

"These .varied .subjects are dealt with In a
thoroughly practical manner, and although ne-
cessarily brief, the descriptions are well up to
date."

+ Nature. 75: 3fi4. F. 14, '07. 530w.

Toothaker, Charles Robinson. Commercial
raw materials. $1.25. Ginn.

A comprehensive and conveniently arranged
handbook describing brieily the important ma-
terials which enter into the commerce of the
world— su-ch as cotton, sugar, woods, rubber,
silk, iron and coal.

"The book is distinctly a book of facts, with
no attempt to bring out the causal side of
production or trade. Hence the volume can
only be a supplementary reference text, a pres-
ent help in trouble; and it is not intended as
a class book." Richard Elwood Dodge.

+ Educ. R. 34: 534. D. '0'7. 170w.

ToplifF, Samuel. Topliff's travels: letters

from abroad in the years 1828 and 1829;
ed. with a memoir and notes by Ethel
Stanwood Bolton. $2. Boston Athen-
aeum. 7-6782.

The letters of a "typical hard-working Am-
erican" written during his travels in England,
Scotland, Holland, France, Spain and Italy
during 1828-29, including a visit to Lafayette
at his chateau Lagrange. "His travels are of
Interest because few Americans In his day In-
dulged in such pleasures." (Ath.)

-f Am. Hist. R. 12: 724. Ap. '07. 70w.

"He was an accurate observer, writing in

the formal and stately style of the age, though
he often condescended to waggishness on such
subjects as leapyear and matrimony, and had
clearly a liberal spice of the Old Adam in his
composition."

+ Ath. 1907. 1:165. F. 9. 440w.

-f- Nation, £4:226. Mr. 7, '07. 580w.

Torrence, Frederic Ridgely. Abelard and
Heloise. **$i.2S. Scribner. 7-8253.

In this poetic drama "there are four acts,
the first two being separated from the others
by a scure of years. The first half of the work
gives us the Paris school and Fulbert'3 villa,

uie second half of Paraclete and Chalons.
The dramatic handling of the story is spirited
and rapid."—Dial.

"To his close study of the sources we owe
the thousand vivid historical details that are
woven into the vigorous give and take of the
dialogue with fine, dramatic and poetic effect.

In the matter of structure, however, there is

a querstion whether Mr. Torrence's play has not
lost its effectiveness through his endeavor to
give the whole story as it is in the books." Fer-
ris Greenslet.

H Atlan. 100: 847. D. '07. 620w.

"It Is not without InfellclHes, verbal and
rhythmical, hut its movement Is, on the whole,
statoly and Impressive." Wm. M. Payne,

-i Dial. 42: 252. Ap. 17, '07. 640w.

"Nor can it be said th.xt the poet's style has
changed for the better. There Is a general
air of strain; his metaphors frequently pall be-
fore he has done with them, and his metre has
a way of being so free as to be crabbed." H.
W. Boynton.

'r No. Am. 185: 86. My. 2, '07. 1440w.

"Is disappointing when one reflects upon
what one demands of so high a theme. The
ejaculatory method of speech in the first twen-
ty pages is nothing less than exasperating, and
one wonders if no one will ever stand still long
enough to utter a finished sentence. The char-
acter of Abelard is so weak and vacillating as
to make the love of Heloise seem unwortny."
Louise Collier Willcox.— No. Am. 186: 96. S. '07. 120w.

"The diflSculties presented by this famous
love story are so great as to be almost insup-
erable. Mr. Torrence has met them with cour-
age and with tact."

H Outlook. 86: 453. Je. 29, '07. 500w.

"The character of Heloise seems Illogical and
there are certain points in the conception of
the plot which might be challenged, as poetry
It is full of exiiuisite passages and has the
choice, uncommon beauty, the distinction, of
Mr. Torrence's art." Jessie B. Rlttenhouse.

-J Putnam's. 2: 349. Je. '07. 230w.

Torrey, Bradford. Friends on the shelf.
**$i.25. Houghton. 6-36033.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1J,'06.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 75. Mr. '07.

"Endowed wltii sound taste, and a fine liter-
ary touch, he pronounces, in a desultory review
of the man's life or work, much sound com-
mon-sense judgment upon his methods or hla
productions."

+ Cath. World. 84: 638. Mr. '07. 4S0w.

"Sn^nie little matters to quarrel over might
easilv be singled out."

-j Dial. 42: 145. Mr. I. '07. 470w.
Putnam's. 1: 637. F. '07. 670w.

Tosi. Pier Francesco. Observations on the
florid song; or, Sentiments on the an-
cient and modern singers; written in

Italian; tr. into English by Mr. Galli-

ard. *$i.75. Scribner.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Tosi, like most of the men of his day, is

witty and .i^arrulous even when he is most
earnest about his subject, and in the very racy
contemporary translation he makes capital
reading."

H Lord. Times. 6: 22. Ja. 18, '07. 590w.

Tout, Thomas Frederick. Advanced his-

tory of Great Britain from the earliest

times to the death of Queen Victoria.
*$i.50. Longmans. W 7-13.

A bnolc w.'uch "serves a double purpose. It

belongs to a series designed for school use. . . .

But it is also a most convenient volume of
easv reference. . . . The maps are abundant
and simple, and there are a number of ge-
nealogical and other tables, including a list of
ministers and governments since 1689."—Na-
tion.

"Jle wci.ehs and sifts .his evidence with the
aim of writing history, not a pleasant mixture
of facts and fancies; and he never lets his en-
thusiasm get the better of his judgment. As
a hi-^tory for students who are within a year
or 90 of leavinar school we do not hesitate to

say that Professor Toufs is the best obtain-
able at the present day."

-^ Acad. 72: 65 Ja. 19, '07. 220w.

"The maps are the best for their purpose
which the writer has ever encountered in a
text-book. The scholarship displayed in the
book must he heartily commended. The infor-

mation is drawn from the best primary and
secondary sources and is used with great dls-
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crimination. In only two points has the pY-es-

ent reviewer found anything to criticize." Ralph
C. H. Catterall.

+ + '— Am. Hist. R. 13: 193. O. '07. 950w.

"The bibliographies given are altogether too

short and unsatisfactory for an advanced his-

tory. In this respect the book leaves much to

be desired. As a chronicle of events th 3 work
is well done."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 168. Jl. '07. 130w.

"It is abundantly provided with maps and
genealogical tables, and has all the well-known
merits of his scholastic work."

-f- Ath. 1906, 2:654. N. 24. 70w.

"The narrative is pointed and suoCinct, but
broad enough to include a clear account of pol-

itical and constitutional changes."
-I Nation. S4: 132. F. 7, '07. 90w.

"The complicated politics of Charles II. 's

reign are set forth with special clearness."

-r Spec. 97: 302. S. 1, '06. 280w.

Tower, Walter S. History of the American
* whale fishery. (Publications of the

Univ. of Pennsylvania. Series of politic-

al economy and public law^, no. 20.^)

$1.50. Winston. 7-19443.

This work which appeals to both historians
and economists gives a "comprehensive review
of the origin and development of the whaling
industry from colonial times to the present. The
volume has its particular value in the fact that
it is the only complete history of its kind both
as regards time and treatment. As the author
pointed out, the latest work on the subject in
question appeared in 1876 but the discussion
was superficial, especially of the whole period
after 1815." (Yale R.)

"An exceedingly valuable work. Every li-

brary will desire to own this book, and econom-
ists and historians will wish to have the vol-
ume upon thfe shelves of their private collec-
tions."

-j- + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: -603. N. '07. 170w.

+ Yale R. 16: 226. Ag. '07. 140w,

Tower, William Lawrence. Investigation of
evolution in chrysomelid beetles of the
genus leptinotarsa. (Carnegie institution
of Washington publications, no. 48. Sta.

tion for experimental evolution. Paper
no. 4.) $3.25. Carnegie inst. 7-9833-

"This genus embraces forty-three species,
of which the best known is the common pota-
to beetle. Starting with the distribution of the
group, Professor Tower passes to individuafl
variation in color pattern, size, and shape: he
discusses the structure, ontogeny, and phylog-
eny of coloration In these and other insects; ex-
perimental modification of the colors and the
ignificance of the various hues and patterns,
both in the larvae and adults; the normal hab-
its and instincts of these 'oeetles; details of in-
teresting selection experiments in breeding and
the production of new races; and a final chap-
ter on the relation of all the results obtained
to the problem of the origin of species."—Na-
tion.

Townsend, Charles Wendell. Along the
Labrador coast. t$i.5o. Estes. 7-20631.

•'The journey which this book records was
undertaken chiefly tor the study of birds but
the author became greatly interested in' the
scenery, the geology, the flowers and trees, the
fish and fishermen, the Eskimos and Eskimo
dogs, the Hudson bay company's posts, the
Moravians, and Dr. Grenfell's mission." (R of
Rs.) The author writes of Labrador "merely
as an interested visitor and amateur ornithol-
ogist." (N. Y. Times.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 198. N. '07.

"The simple narrative makes enjoyable read-
ing and admirably supplements the more tech-
nical 'Birds of Labrador,' which Dr. Townsend
has published."

+ Nation. 85: 450. N. 14, '07. 270w.
"A straightforward and pleasant narrative ofa summer vacation."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 434. Jl. 6, '07. 510w.
"Both text and pictures form a distinct con-

tribution to our knowledge of Labrador life and
scenery."

+ R. of Rs. 36:126. Jl. "07. 120w.

Townsend, 'Edward Waterman. Beaver
Creek farm. '$1.25. Appleton. 7-29726.

A city lad's experiences while rusticating at
his grandfather's farm, where he meets a coun-
try boy who teaches him the wholesome won-
clers of country life.

"Not only does It extend our knowledge of
evolution along the old lines of research, but
now for the first time do we have clear cases
of the modification of the germ plasm by ex-
ternal conditions."
-f + + Ind. 63: 398. Ag. 15, '07. 240w.

"The thoroughness of the work and clear-
ness of exposition Inspire confidence in the re-
sults and conclusions. It is a valuable contri-
bution to the literature of evolution."

+ + + Nation. 84: 228. Mr. 7, '07. 250w.

"It is of the first Importance to every biol-

ogist." T. D. A. Cockerell.
4. + + Science, n.s. 26: 71. Jl. 19, '07. 2170w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 20w.
+ Outiook. 87: 371. O. 12, '07. 50w.

Townsend, Edward Waterman. Our con-
stitution: why and how it was made,
who made it, and what it is. **$i 50
MofiFat. •e-sSgis.

"A popular review of our great instrument
of government. . . . After a brief review of the
previous experiences of the colonies with self-
government, the various movements toward
union are described, and the- familiar struggles
and compromises which finally ended in our
present constitution. A discussion of the
amendments concludes the text proper. A last
chapter and an appendix include the chief doc-
uments, English and colonial, which form, the
background of the history of our present con-
stitution."—Acad.

"In the light of its object it should be said
that on the whole the work is entertainingly
written and will furnish an easy introduction to
the study of the constitution to a class of read-
ers who would be repelled by a work of great-
er scholastic pretensions."

H Ann. Am. Acad. 29:225. Ja. '07. 300w.

"As a whole . . the book should be of ser-
vice, as it is clear, compact and expressed in
a fairly interesting manner."

+ Ind. 63: 162. Jl. 18, '07. 230w.

Townsend, John Wilson. Kentuckians in

history and literature. $2. Neale.
7-29721.

A love for Kentucky's history, traditions and
literature has prompted the researches which
have resulted in this volume of side-lights. The
galaxy includes poets, novelists, lawyers, war-
riors and statesmen.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 508. S. 28, '07. llOw.

Tozier, Josephine. Spring fortnight in

* France. **$2. Dodd. 7-31243-

The journeys which Angela Victoria, thirty-

six and alone, makes thru central France are

strung upon a thread of romance and are only
the more captivating for that reason. "In her

own charming fashion, she visits Le Mans, l^i-

tiers, Carcassonne, Aries. Tarascon, and half a

dozen other cities of southern France, and
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many excellent illustrations from photographs
show characteristic views of them." (Dial.)

"A sprig-htly combination of romantic fiction

and traveller's impressions."
+ Dial. 43: 378. D. 1, "07. 190w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 743. N. 23, '07. lOOw.

"Josephine Tozier, besides knowing her
France, is gifted with vivacity, and imparts all

the information we want in most engaging
style."

+ Outlook. S7: 498. N. 2, '07. 220w.

Tozier, Josephine, comp. Travelers' hand-
book; new and rev. ed. **$i. Funk.

7-17665.

This manual fcr transatlantic tourisis "is

not concerned with descriptions of sishts and
tours, but is full of practical advice as to the
customs of the various countries, their coin-

age, tramways, railroad guides, fees, food, occ.

Mucii of the information is intended for Amer-
ican v,-omen." (Ind.)

thrilled Paris in the seventies; but 'A study of
sociology,' with its sinister termination, gives
a welcome glimpse of M'r. Train's special
knowledge, and approaches more nearly to the
realistic interest of 'A prisoner at the bar.'

"

(Nation.)

4- Ind. 62: 1359. Je. 6, '07. 150w.

Lit. D. 31: 766. My. 11, '07. 30w.

-t- R. of Rs. 3G:12G. Jl. '07. 30w.

Tracy, John Clayton. Plane surveying: :i

* text-book and pocket manual. $3. Wi-
ley. 7-33042

A complete manual for students. "In plan u
is a text-book and pocket manual combined,
while in scope its aim is not to cover the whole
field of surveying, but to treat with thorough-
ness fundamental principles and methods. As
a text-book, it deals with the theory of sur-
veying, while as a manual it gives many prac-
tical suggestions and directions which are
usually left for oral instruction." (Tech. Lit.)

"Prof. Tracy has written a book of great val-
ue to the surveyor, both in his student days and
in the first years of his practice."

-I- Engln. N. 58: 569. D. 12, '07. 730w.

Technical Literature. 2: 45S. N. '07.

760w.

Tracy, Louis. Captain of the Kansas. $1.50.

Clode, E. J. 7-6181.

Mr. Tracy uses his well-tested ingredients
again,—the sea, shipwreck, fights witli canni-
bals, hairbreadth escapes, etc. "He has val-
iantly succeeded in making the primary col-

ours' once more effective. Even in Chile the
black angel whose uisciple puts sticks of dyna-
mite among the coals of a seagoing steamer
is not ill-served. The voyage of that steamer
is a triumph of pyrotechnical narrative, assist-
ed by a map. . . . Peril from cannibals obliges
a physician to reserve a bullet for the hero-
ine, but Ossa on Pclion could not have flat-

tened the .good cherub who looked after her
and her lover." (Ath.)

"Within theii- oljvious limits, these stories are
good. They are quick, lively, ingenious, better
written than the majority of their class, more
competently worked out, less childish."

+ Nation. 85: 474. N. 21, '07. 160w.
"[There is] piquancy which will commend the

group to the most indifferent reader."
-f N. Y. Times. 12: 743. N. 23, '07. 240w.

Train, Arthur Cheney. Prisoner at the bar:
side-lights on tlie administration oi
criminal justice. **$2. Scribner. 6-43.t?3.

"The object of Mr. Train's book is to give
a concrete idea of the actual administration
of criminal justice in large cities. The book
is by no means an academic essay in crimin-
ology, but tlie result of actual observation and
experience, the author having been associated
for some years with District Attorney Jerome
as prosecutor in the criminal courts of New
York citj."

"If heartiness can freshen a stale phrase,
Mr. I'racy's romance may be described as a
thrilling novel of adventure."

-f Ath. 1906, 2: 767. D. 15. 120\v.

"Everybody in the book is a live human be-
ing, and they are all carried along by the skill-

ful story teller who has a very neat and ef-

fective stylo and a happy knack of character-
ization."

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 91. F. 16. '07. 770w.

4- N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 210w.

"As a sea-story the book is capital, as a
novel it is nothing."

H Outlook. 85: 718. Mr. 23, '07. 90w.

Train, Arthur Cheney. Mortmain. t$i.5o.

* Appleton. 7-33597-
Eight stories, each of which deals with some

sort of adventure. " 'A man hunt' seems the
modem New York equivalent for the compli-

cated expeditions with which du Boisgobey

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 75. Mr. '07.

"It is not too much to say that luis volume
is easily one of the most impoiLant books on
penology of the last decade." Carl Kelsey.

+ -\- Ann. Am. Acad. ULt: 235. Ja. '07. SyOw.
"He has written an authoritative description

of the machinery of criminal justice and has
done his work so well that even he who runs
may see the wheels go 'round." Frederick
Trevor Hill.

+ -f- Bookm. 24: 484. Ja. '07. 840w.
"Although thoroughly serious in purpose, he

lightens his chapters witli amusing unecdoti.-
and thus gives js an entertaining as well as a
strikingly suggestive book."

-f Dial. 42: 291. My. 1, '07. 200w.

"Let no one think that because Mr. Train
has written a book lightly readable and brim-
ming with humor that it has no significance."

-+- Ind. 62: 1269. My. 30, '07. 360w.

+ Lit. D. 34: 64. Ja. 12, '07. lOOw.

"An instructive and interesting account of

the actual administration of criminal law in the
largest of American cities."

-I- + Lond. Times. 6: 202. Je. 28, '07. lOlOw.

"A set of most interesting sidelights on the
aotual administration of criminal justice in our
large cities. The voice is the voice of the ex-
pert, though the hand is rather that of the
journalist."

+ Nation. 84:133. F. 7, '07. 25(hv.

"The book as a whole belongs to the same
class as Mr. Francis Wellraan's 'Art of cross-
examination.' "

-f Outlook. 84:1084. D. 29, '06. 280w.

"Mr. Train's greatest service, perhaps, lies

in his showing partly intentionally but partly
unconsciously, the extent to which we tolerate

mediaeval methods ill-adapted to modern con-
ditions, and the extent to which, in practice
at least, we hold the mediaeval theory that
vengeance is the object of punishment."

+ Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 574. S. '07. 190w.

-f R. Of Rs. 35: 510. Ap. '07. 160w.

"We hope that Mr. Train's book will meet
the reception in this country which it de-
serves "

+ Spec. 99: 128. Jl. 27, '07. 1980w.

Trask, Kate Nichols. In my lady's garden;
pages from the diary of Sir John El-

wynne. **$i. Lane. 7-6766.

A love idyl whose background is a tangle of

fragrance. The capricious Mary is wooed 'ly

the staid Sir John and is simply waiting for

him to conquer her capric^. When the conquest
is made the feminine question comes, "O, Jaci?,

why did you let us waste so much time?"
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"The fragrance and beauty of the English
garden in May are in the boolc. There is wis-
dom in it, too."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 144. My. 9, '07. 130w.

Trask, Kate Nichols. Night and morning.
**$i.25. Lane,

A side-light on the divorce problem. It up-
holds the hisher inner law of love itself which
in itself is the nighest freedom," and which is

"a Beatitude rather than a law." It "is the
story of the woman taken in adultery retold
in picturesquely colored blank verse, with the
imaginative addition of the personality of her
iover, a "subtle Greek' Leonidas." u^ation.)

"Its development and constructive power in-
dicate a mind of very uncommon order. There
is a continuous upbuilding of interest until the
last words are spoken. The poem is didactic,
but its artistic form is preserved, in spite of
the extreme diflfxculty of the situation which
might easily have resulted in the art being, at
all events, obscured by theological discussion."
D. Prangcon-Davies.

-j- + Arena. 37: 556. My. '07. 2730v/.

"The story is told with picturesque beauty
and adorned wth happy imagery. Avowedly a
didactic composition, the poem is nevertheless
deeply moving, and its spiritual message is

high and clear." \Vm. M. Payne.
-f- Dial. 42:254. Ap. 16, '07. 130w.

"The mood of the poem is admirable
throughout, and the workmanship respectable."

+ Nation. 83: 3y5. N. 8, '06. loUw.

"Here and there an occasional false quantity
is found, but the poem, as a whole, is of sur-
passing beauty and Miltonic dignity. This
quality of its verse and the high quality of its

philosophy should destine 'Night and morning'
to become immortal." U. W.

-h -i- N. Y. Times, 11: 617. O. 0, 'OC. 800w.

Traubel, Horace. With Walt Whitman in

Camden: (March 28—July 14, 1888).

**$3. Small. 6-6242.

Descriptive note in Annual, ICOG.

"Is as revealing in character as it is uncon-
ventional in its literary make-up."

+ Arena. 37: 325. Mr. '07. 1860w.

Treffry, Elford Eveleigh, comp. Stokes' en-
cyclopedia of familiar quotations.

**$2.2S. Stokes. 6-46744.
"A work that can be easily consulted for

phrases and sentiments, as the quotations are
arranged under subjects. A general index
gives the usual reference for every important
word in every quotation, making it available
for fugitive line or passage. The author in-
dex, with its long list of mere page references
to authors, is of little value. An effort has
been made to include quotations by modern au-
thors, Kipling, Hay, Roosevelt, Stedman, Hen-
ry Van Dyke, and others."—A. L. A. Bid.

"The work will supplement but not leplace
Hoyt's 'Cyclopaeaia of piactical quotations'
and Bartlett's 'Familiar quotations.' "

-I- -^ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:75. Mr. "07.

-t- Dial. 42: 20. Ja. 1, '07. 60w.

-1- -i- Lit. D. 34: 510. Mr. 30, '07. 170w.

Trent, William P., and Henneman, John B.,

comps. Best American tales. 35c. Crow-
ell. 7-25511-

Tales from Irving, Hawthorne, Poe, Fitz-
James O'Brien, and Edward Everett Hale have
been selected for this addition to the "Handy
volume classics."

Trevelyan, George Macaulay. Garibaldi's
defence of the Roman republic. *$2.

Longmans. 7-21750.
"This volume has to do with Mazzini's short-

lived Roman republic in 1849. . . . The volume
is divided Into three parts, the hrst . . . tells

the story of Garibaldi's childhood at Nice, of
his adventurous life in South America, and his
romantic marriage ... of the condition of tlieRoman states from 1815 to 1846, and of the
reform movements and democratic protests,
llus prepares the way for part second, which
describes the defense of Rome, and part third
which treats of Garibaldi's retreat and es-
ciipa."—N. Y. Times.

Tt IS at once illuminated by enthusiasm and
clarified by faithful scholarship. It is a worth

v

English monument to one of the noblest peri-
ods in the life of a noble nation." H. S.
+ -)- Acad. 72: 455. My. 11, '07. 1260w.
"He deserves the warmest thanks for his

picture of a period which suits excellently his
vivid style."

-f -f .Ath. 1907, 2: 39. Jl. 13. 780w.
"Mr. Trevelyan does not display much knowl-

edge of Italy as she is to-day." W. Miller
H Eng. Hist. R. 22: 816. O. '07. SgCw.
"A book of literary distinction and genuine

utility."
-J- Lit. D. 34: 886. Je. 1, '07. 420w.

"It is to be hoped that a serious historical
work, .It once so authoritative, so well writ-
ten, and so romantic, will do much to dispel
the popular illusion that history must needs
be •dull."

"

+ Lend. Times. 6: 130. Ap. 26, '07. 2300w.
"It is when he enters into communion with

the soul of his hero that Mr. Trevelyan is at
his best, and that is to say that he excells at
a point where even the greatest historians have
failed."

+ -i Nation. 84: 569. Je. 20, '07. 830w.
"The author's attitude is that of sympathet-

ic admiration, but he does not fiermit enthusi-
asm to blind him to the mistakes and errors
of his hero."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 308. My. 11, '07. 450w.
"We wish that Mr. Trevelyan would write

another volume like this, of exceptional merit,
recounting Garibaldi's later triumphs."

+ + Outlook. 86: 341. Je. 15, '07. 180w.
"An interesting and scholarly—a rare juxta-

position of adjectives—account of this strenu-
ous patriot's heroic defence of the short-liveil
Roman republic." G: Louis Beer.

-I- -I- Putnam's. 2: 743. S. '07. llOw.
"Mr. Trevelyan has walked over every inch

of the ground; he has described the country
and the military problem in a clear and pic-
turesque narrative."

+ Spec. 98: 619. Ap. 20, '07. 2350^'.

Trine, Ralph Waldo. In the fire of the
heart. **$i. McClure. 7-4378.

The author "has collected a vast quantity of
statistics and quotable facts upon social condi-
tions in America and woven them together in
the web of his own enthusiasm for humanity."
f Outlook.) The subjects are as follows: Wit'ii
the people: a revelation; The conditions that
hold among us; As time deals with nations; As
to government; A great people's movement;
Public utilities for the public good; Labor and
its uniting power; Agencies whereby we shall
secure the people's greatest good; The great
nation; and The life of the higher beauty and
power.

"With strong moral undertone, the book
presents rather strikingly a number of the vi-
tal facts of our modern industrial system and
the problems resulting from it."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 169. Jl. '07. 230w.
"This work is a very important addition to

the rapidly growing literature of social progress
that is emanating from our younger men of
clear mentar vision, of heart and of con-
science."
+ + Arena. 37: 328. Mr. '07. 1310w.
"The simple reassertion of opinions is not

proof of their soundness, and the reader can
easily discover I hat the arguments on one side
are here urged without much consideration of
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those on the other side. With the ethical
ideals of the author it would be difficult to take
issue." Charles inchmond Henderson.

h Dial. 42: 287. My. 1, '07. 130w.

"A deep and fervent sympathy with the toil-
ers characterizes the book."

+ Ind. 63: 455. Ag. 22, '07. 290w.
"Abounds in suggestive ideas bearing m>on

present-day life."

H Lit. D. 34:178. F. 2, '07. 180w.

Outlook. 84:1082. D. 29, '06. 23&w.

Trine, Ralph Waldo. This mystical life of
ours; a book of sugestive thoughts for
each week through the year. **$i. Cro-
well. 7-29412.

A.n even fifty-two helpful thoughts selected
from the works of Dr. Trine. They exhort the
one striving for success to come into harmony
with the higher laws and forces, to come into
league and to work in conjunction with them,
for only then is the wayfarer in a position to
test and to be benefited by the "ever present
Help."

4- Outlook. 87: 453. O. 26, '07. 80w.

Trobridge, George. Emanuel Swedenborg:
his life, teachings, and influence. 2Sc.
Wajrne.

A reliable life of Swedenborg which "is not
only a mine of original informa,tion, but pro-
vides the means of correcting many current
misconceptions concerning this remarkable
man."

Trow, Cora Welles. Parliamentarian. 75c.
Wessels. 6-16228.

A manual of parliamentary procedure, ex-
temporaneous speaking and Informal debate.

Trowbridge, William Rutherford Hayes, jr.

Court beauties of old Whitehall: his-
toriettes of the restoration. *$.3.75.

Scribner. 7-2^74.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Merely a superfluous piece of book maJting,
badly done. Its style is journalese of a poor
type "

— Sat. R. 102. sup. 10. O. 13, '06. 50w.

Trumbull, William. Evolution and religion:
a parent's talk with his children con-
cerning the moral side of evolution.
**$r.25. Grafton press. 7-i73S6

In these brief religious talks on evolution the
author touches upon all the great facts of life,
in a simple, wholesome way that will prepare
the child mind for larger and more scientific
works upon prolonged infancy, race survival,
government, human beliefs, animal worship,
selection, and the hundred other topics here sug-
gested.

Tucker. T. G. Life in ancient Athens: the
social

_
and public life of a classical

Athenian from day to day. *$i.25.
Macmillan. 7-4807.

Athens during the hey-day of its classical
period is portrayed, the time when Athenian
life stood for vigorous vitality and unblem-
ished character. It is mainly of the things
that have been too well preserved In antiqui-
ties for time to efface that Mr. Tucker writes;
actual events, actual buildings; knowledge of
manners, customs, ideals; of Attic virtues,
vices, weaknesses, humors, drolleries; and
knowledge of what law and society allowed.

"If we must criticise, we would cast a doubt
upon the statement that the Athenians were a
mixed race. "We can find no evidence of an
Achaean strain in their ancestry. Nor do we

hold that the Greek tongue was a Homeric im-
portation. And to speak of the Propylsea as a
'triumphal arch' is surely misleading to the
novice in these matters. Apart from these
points, our only quarrel with Professor Tucker
is *he complete absence of all references."

H Acad. 72: 188. F. 23, '07. 5€0w.
Am. Hist. R. 12: 706. Ap. '07. 40w.
A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 132. My. '07.

"On the whole, the volume achieves its mod-
est aim, which at onr.e disarms criticism; but
It rather suffers from the inevitable compari-
son with some of the other members of the
same series."

-I Dial. 42: 148. Mr. 1, '07. 210w.
"Humor bubbles up from time to time. It is

perhaps ungracious to note errors. What are
they compared with the Attic salt of the au-
thor which leaves a pleasant taste?"
+ -I Ind. 62: 1414. Je. 13, '07. 480w.
"It is no easy matter with a book to make

an ancient people live again. For either the
writer's learning clouds his sense of style to
the dusty detriment of the reader's Interest,
or love of style, dangerously liable to profit by
lack of industry, is indulged in at the ex-
pense of solid learning. But Prof. Tucker of
the University of Melbourne has fairly steered
between that Sfvlia and this Charbydis."

4- N. Y. Times. 12:85. F. 9, '07. 1420w.
"Nothing can be found covering so satisfac-

torily and completely the subject here treated
as does this book."

-I- -I- Outlook. 85: 331. F. 9, '07. 200w.

"A most instructive and illuminating book."
+ + Spec. 98: 379. Mr. 9, '07. 290w.

Tuker, M. A. R, Cambridge ; painted by
William Matthison. *$6. Macmillan.

A "businesslike" voluime which in addition
to descriptive information which one desires is
the "inspiration which we expect in one who
writes about an ancient home of learning,
haunted by the associations of great names."
(Spec.) "The origin and history of the schools
of Cambridge, an account of their social and
intellectual life, and of their distinguished
graduates, together with seventy-seven full-
page illustrations in color of the colleges and
grounds, painted by William Matthison are the
principal features of the work." (N. T. Times.)

"Miss Tuker has put a quart of solid infor-
mation into her pint pot, but her text is as a
whole much above the standard hitherto reached
in these 'colour' books."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 787. Je. 29. 400w.
"If Mr. Tuker chose to write a reference book

instead of evoking a spirit, perhaps there is

nothing to say except that he has performed
his task well." Mav Estelle Cook.

-\ Dial. 43: 119. S. 1, '07. 450w.

"Contains nearly a hundred colored illus-
trations, as to the excellence of which tastes
will doubtless differ. The text, however, may be
commended as an intelligent and careful expo-
sition of the mysteries of an English univer-
sity, sound, discriminating, and readable."

-I Nation. 85: 41. Jl. 11, '07. 240w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 430. Jl. 6, '07. 180w.

"The pity is that this middle portion has not
been expanded to shut out both the beginning
and end of the book."

-I Sat. R. 104: 372. S. 21, '07. 320w.

"Topics that have been handled not once or
twice only before become fresh under the au-
thor's vigorous treatment. And a new topic,
which has hitherto been but casually referred to,

receives the full attention which it requires.
The pictures themselves are very attractive,
finely finished, and always pleasant to look at.
One might say that the imaginative element is

wanting. We see the places to the very best
advantage, but there is no hint of anything
more. "There is nothing Turneresque about
them."
+ -\ Spec. 98: 868. Je. 1, '07. 340w.
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Tunison, Joseph Salathiel. Dramatic tradi-

tions of the dark ages. *$i.25. Univ. of

Chicago press. 7-18809.

Mr. Tunisons aini is "to popularize the in-
vestigations of the learned, cumbrous, and ec-
centric Sathas, who sought to show that what-
ever dramatic tendencies appeared in western
Kurope during the >niddle acres were directly
inspired by Byzantium." (Nation.) "The book
la a mine of interesting facts about social, re-
ligious, and liternry life, as connected with or
influencing the stage, during th« centuries of
the Christian era." (N. Y. Times.)

"It is obvious, then, that Mr. Tunison's evi-
dence cannot always be accepted without ex-
amination. But the hook is . . . distinctly in-
teresting and valuable. It is the work of a
scholarly and independent mind; but unfortu-
nately the lack of sound methods produces as
strange results in literary history as it used
to produce in etymology." John Matthews Man-
ly.

-{ Am. Hist. R. 1?.: 124. O. '07. liiOOw.

"The author commands plain facts enough
to make up a useful popular history of dram-
atic tendencies in Byzantium and the Western
empire, but owing to his vitiated method, he
merely gives the impression of being widely
misinformed."

h Nation. 85: 2S7. S. 2fi, '07. llOOw.

"Mr. Tunison has the skill and liveliness
of method wliich enable him to marshall this
wonderful array of facts which he has got to-
gether into a readable thesis of mingled narra-
tive and argument. His own vigorous intel-
lectual personality, evident in the assurance
•with which ho sets forth his surmises, convic-
tions, and arguments, gives a pleasurable tang
to his scholarly production."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 434. Jl. 6, '07. SOOw.

Turgenieff, Ivan Sergieevitch. Novels and
stories of Ivan Turgenieff; tr. from
the Russian by Isabel F. Hapgood. T4v.

English ed. in i6v. ea. $1.25. Scribner.

A complete translation of Turg§nieff's works,
"The present version by Miss Hapgood is more
extended [than Mrs. Garnett's] as it includes all
the well-known works, with the addition of a
few writings of minor importance which had
not been before translated." (Ath.) Mr. Henry
James has furnished the set with an introduc-
tion which is "a sympathetic study of the great
autl'.or as a man." (Spec.)

"On the whole, the translation Is distinctly
good."

-I- Ath. 1906, 1:70. Ja. 20. lOOOw. (Review
of V. 1-16 )

+ 4- Lit. D. 34: 842. My. 25, '07. &0w. (Re-
view of "Smoke.")

"In any proper sense of the word, Turgenieff
is one of the most real of writers. We feel, though
we cannot test the feeling as we could in the
case of a story of English life, that the char-
acters are truly drawn, that their creator
knows a great deal more about them than they
know about themselves, and that they are at
once Individuals and types."

+ Lend. Times. 5: 285. Ag. 24, '06. 2000w.
(Review of v. 1-16.)

Reviewed bv S. Strunsky.
Nation. 85: 488. N. 28, '07. 2690w. (Re-

view of V. 1-14.)

"A great service to the younger generation
of readers." Florence Pinch Kelley.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 339. My. 25, '07. 1400w.
(Review of v. 1-16.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, "07. 30w.
(Review of v. 9-14.)

"Miss Hapgood knows Turgenieff as thor-
oughly as she knows the language in wliich he
has written."

4- f Outlook. 86:475. Je. 29, '07. 190w. (Re-
view of v. 1-8.)

'The translator, an accomplished Russian
scholai-, appears to have done her work as
well as possible "

+ Spec. 96: 222. F. 10, '06. 1770W. (Review
of V. 1-16.)

Turner, George Frederic. Frost and
friendship. t$i.5o. Little.

At the court of his friend. King Karl of
Grimland, a rich young Englishman, a draper's
son encounters an amazing series of adventures
and in the end, of course, wins a wife. Win-
ter sports, tobogganing, and curling furnish
amusement and also play their part in the
drama in which frost and friendship melt be-
neath the warmth of love.

"Comes dangerously near the superfluous."
H Ath. 1906, 2: 651. N. 24. 140w.

h Nation. 84:291. -Mr. 28, '07. 280w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 101. F. 16, '07. 260w.

"There are exciting incidents, but improb-
abilities end by becoming absurdities."— Outlook. 85: 779. F. 23, '07. 60w.

Tuttle, Rt. Rev. Daniel Sylvester. Reminis-
cences of a missionary bishop. **$2.

Whittaker. 6-28227.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The author records his experiences with no
word of complaint for the hardships he was
called upon to endure, and his book cannot fail

to be an inspiration to the younger members of
the ministry of his church, to w.hom he gives
useful advice upon a variety of topics."

-I-
'— Dial. 42: 247. Ap. IV. '07. 720w.

Tweedie, Ethel B. (Harley) (Mrs. Alec
Tweedie). Maker of modern Mexico:
Porfirio Diaz. *$S. Lane. 6-16716.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190G.

"The style is clear and enterlaining, and,
though the numerous byways through which
the author leads us. destroy tho logical ar-
rangement and proportion of the book, still she
tells us much that is welcome concerning Mex-
ico which it would have been necossary to omit
had she confined herself more strictly to her
subject." Chester I^loyd Jones.

-i Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 423. Mr. "07. 500w.

Twelvetrees, W. Noble. Concrete-steel build-

ings; being a companion volume to the

treatise on Concrete-steel. *$3.2S. Mac-
millan.

"In this book, detailed accounts are given of
various buildings in reinforced concrete which
have been Ijuilt in Europe and America, the or-
iginal data for which have for the most part
appeared in the technical press. The descrip-
tions are very complete, entering into all the
details of design and construction, and are
very well illustrated with numerous drawings
and photographs."—Engin N.

"The book presents a very satisfactory com-
pilation. Great care has been taken to ac-
knowledge all indebtedness to British publica-
tions; to French. German and American au-
thors small consideration is shown."
-f --I

Engin. N. 58. 182. Ag. 15, '07. ?40w.

"An excellent index adds much to the value-
of this book for reference purposes, which will

prove a welcome addition to the lilirary of
every architect and civil engineer." T. H. B.

-f- + Nature. 76: 516. S. 19, '07. 330w.

Tybout, Ella Middleton. The smuggler.
t$i.5o. Lippincott. 7-31227.

Three American girls seek refuge from hay-
fever on a Canadian island and instead of pass-
ing an uneventful summer they find themselves
involved in a series of strange happenings by
a band of clever smugglers who pose as their
friends and use them as a blind to pass their
ill-gotten goods over the border. The story is

told in a sprlghtlv fashion and there is a pretty
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Tybout, Ella Middleton —Continued.
love tale and two not so pretty but more dra-

matic. All in all, it is an interesting novel with
a pleasing mixture of love, mystery, adventure,
tragedy and humor.

N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Tylee, Edward Sydney. Trumpet and flag,

and other poems of war and peace.

*$i.2S. Putnam.
These poenis are largely upon present day

topics and include among others "After Ver-
eeniginu," studies of "Bismarck" and "Rhodes,
an flegv on Queen Victoria, "Tlie drummer,"
The salute, Balliol college chapel, So.merset-

shire dialect poems, and Sculling at midnight.

"The verse is smooth and pleasing, although

its themes are often grim." Wm. M. Payne.

+ Dial. 43: 167. S. 16, '07. 140w.

"Mr Tylee's more ambitious pieces have a
certain careful timeliness, a skilful obviousness

that gives them rather the attraction^ of an
eloquent leading article than of poetry."

^ Nation. ?3: 440. N. 22,, 'OG. 250w.

"Mr Tylee's 3hief fault is that he Is a little

Inclined to monotony both in rhythm and im-

^^^4^"_
Spec. 97: 296. S. 1. '06. 370w.

Tyler, John Mason. Growth and education.

* **$i.50. Houghton. 7-2241 1.

The author evidently agrees with Spencer

that "man's first duty is to become a good ani-

mal." "While the book de^ls mainly with bod-

ily growth and development, the writer is led

naturally by his subject into the field of moraJ
and intellectual culture. He recognizes the im-
portance of character-forming agencies in all

periods, but justly emphasizes the high school

as the time of final aetermination." (Dial.)

"Professor Tyler's recent book . . . comes,
with rather unusual authority on account of the

high scientific standing of the writer, and it is

enriched by a broad view of the subject, and a

certain warmth of treatment which adds great-

ly to the value of a book intended for teachers
"We recommend it heartily to the library of

«very teacher." 13dward O. S'sson.

+ + Dial. 43: 287. N. 1, '07. 400w.

"To the defects and mistakes of current edu-
cational practice, this enlightening volume
brings sound scientific and practical correc-

tives."
4- Outlook. 86: 747. Ag. 3, '07. 420w.

Tyndale, Walter. Below the cataracts, il.

-> **$3.50. Lippincott.

"Mr. Walter Tyndale is a painter who has
spent some years at work in the Nile valley

and is interested in both the mysterious beauty
of the ancient monuments and in the pictur-

esqueness of the Egyptian life of to-day. Cairo
with its winding streets, beautiful mosques,
and tempting bazaars, Thebes with its tombs
and temples, and Karnak with its wonderful
wall-inscriptions and reliefs, furnish most of

the material for the sixty beautiful colored
plates and the chapters of description and per-
sonal reminiscence of travel in Egypt which
make up his recently published volume 'Below
the cataracts.' "—Dial.

Dial. 43: 426. D. 16, *07. lOOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Tyrrell, Rev. George. Much-abused letter.

* *90c. Longmans. 7-15463.

In this volume Father Tyrrell explains and
defends his letter to a perplexed scientist which
resulted in the Pope's recent encyclical and
caused Tyrrell's excommunication from the
church.

"Its essence is certainly radical, and is in-
tended to meet the esoteric needs. And it is

an illustration—very important and interesting—of a movement of thought in tlie Catholic as
well as the Protestant church."

+ ind. 62: 502. F. 28, '07. 250w.

Outlook. 87: 564. N. 16, '07. lOOOw.

Tyrrell, Rev. George. Through Scylla and
Charybdis; or, The old theology and
the new. *$i.50. Longmans.

An exposition by a broad and spiritually
minded Catholic upon both the dogmatic and
the political position of priests. "It deals with
the difference between revelation and theology,
and leaves the reader with the impression that
in Father Tyrrell's mind dogma can now only be
accepted metaphorically, as the changing ex-
pression of the truth,—as if one were to say, tor
instance that remorse is a revelation and hell
a metaphor, forgiveness a revelation and abso-
lution a metaphor." (Spec.)

"The book makes its appeal to every one at
all modern in sympathy who is at the same time
not disposed to cut the Gordian knot and let

reliction altogether go bv the board."
-f Ath. 1807, 2: 395. O. 5. 1320w.

"His book, though addressed to Catholics, is

profitable reading for Protestants also, many of
whom need some of its lessons."

+ Outlook. 87: 498. N. 2, '07. 340w.

Spec. 99: 397. S. 21, '07. 600w.

u

Underwood, Rev. John Levi. Women of
the confederacy. $2. Neale. 6-37621.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Ind. 62: 332. F. 7, '07. 340w.

Nation. 84: 82. Ja. 24. '07. IZOw.

Underwood, Loring. Garden and its ac-

cessories. **$2. Little. 6-45023.

A book full of suggestion to people who make
their gardens out-door living rooms. Points of
comfort and beauty are adapted to the individ-
uality of the maker and the character of the
corner to be developed and adorned. Heavy
plate paper and some charming Illustrations add
attractiveness to the Instruction of the text.

+ + Dial. 42: 82. F. 1, '07. 270w.

Ind. 62: 500. F. 28, '07. 240w.

"So far as it goes, it is practical and carries
many hints of first-rate importance, but it

aims rather to open the subject intelligently
than to publish directions."

-j- -t- Int. Studio. 31: sup. 54. Ap. '07. 420w
"To one who is interested in gardens this

work will be found to contain many sugges-
tions of value."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 24. Ja. 12, '07. 60w.

"Is full of suggestion for rendering the gar-
den more homelike, more livable, and more
picturesque by the appropriate addition of ac-
CGSSOriGS

**

-I- Outlook. 86: 119. My. 18, "07. 90w.

R. of R3. 35: 511. Ap. '07. SOw.

Upton, George Putnam. Standard operas:

their plots, their music, and their com-
posers; new enl. and rev. ed.; il. $i.75-

McClurg. 6-38906.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190G.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 54. F. 07. +
"The book, being full of eiTors ... is un-

trustworthy."— Ath. 1906, 1: 711. Je. 9. UOw.
J- Ind. 62: 498. F. 28, "07. SOw.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 114. Ja. '07. SOw.
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Ussher, Sir Thomas, and Glover, John R.
Napoleon's last voyages; being the di-
aries of Admiral Sir Thomas Ussher.
R. N., K. C. B. (on board the Un-
daunted), and John R. Glover, secre-
tary to Rear-admiral Cockburn (on
board the Northumberland); new ed.,

with introd. and notes by J. Holland
Rose. *$3. Scribner. 7-15007.

"The personality of Nap'oleon is as fascinat-
ing to the present generation as it has been to
any since his death. And no part of his life
is more fascinating than the story of his ?id-
versity. Tlie two books before us, of very un-
equal value, illustrate this period of his career.
The first contains the journal of his voyage to
Elba, ond of his slow progress to his prison-
island, the other gives the history of his reign
at Elba."—Sat. It.

"It is annotated, illustrated, indexed and con-
fessed—if the word may serve us—rin a man-
ner which disarms criticism."

-I- Acad. 71:«31. D. 22, '06. 1040w.

"The notes are not abundant but are pitfiy
and to the point. By what seems an excess
of conscientious editorship Mr. Rose has trans-
lated back into what he surmises to have been
Napoleon's actual words the language attrib-
uted to him by the diarists." J. W. T.

i Am. Hist. R. 12: 691. Ap. '07. 240w.

-t- Dial. 42: 257. Ap. 16, '07. 80w.
"Dr. Rose's introduction is of no particular

Importance, but .'•e\eral of the illustrations are
new and interesting."

-f- Nation. S3: 534. D. 20, '06. 50w.

"These documents are historically valuable,
because they were written without partisan bi-
as, or the desire to prove anything."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 40. Ja. 19, '07. 580w.
"Dr. Rose will not enhance his reputation by

his editing of this volume. His notes consist
mainly of pen-knife digs at the hero of the
narrative, and in the emphatic denial of every-
thing asserted by Napoleon in the slightest de-
gree favourable to himself."— Sat. R. 103: 84. Ja. 19, '07. 2SCtw.

Uzanne, Louis Octave. Ingres. (Newnes'
art lib., no. 23.) *$i.25. Warne. W7-S7.

A brief sketch of Ingre's life and works is

followed by reproductions of sixty-five of the
artist's paintings.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 132. My. '07. 20w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 446. Jl. 13, '07. 310w.

Vachell, Horace Annesley. Face of clay: an
interpretation. t$i 50. Dodd. 6-24581.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1900.

"The story is delightfully written, and the
people and places stand clearly before us."
Marj' K. Ford.

-1- Bookm. 25: 83. Mr. '07. 960w.
"The book must be called successful, if only

for the very striking background which Mr. Va-
chell gives to a drama otherwise lacking in in-
trinsic interest."

H Spec, 96: 836. My. 26, '06. 290w.

Vachell, Horace Annesley. Her son: a
chronicle of love. ''$1.50. Dodd.

7-31481.
The story of a foster-mother's devotion to the

illegitimate son of the man whom she was en-
gaged to marry. The compromising situations
that arise from her determination to shield the
Loy leave in the reader's mind "two ideas: first,

a strong doubt as to the wisdom of too much
self-sacrifice, and secondly, the enormous ad-

vantage, even from the point of view of expedi-
ency, of the open and straightforward course of
action." (Bookm.)

"This 5s a story which grows in interest from
tlie first to the last page. It is well construct-
ed and full of dramatic situations which no-
where develop into melodrama, in fact the more
intense and strained these situations become the
more naturally and simply does the author treat
them."

+ Acad. 72:415. Ap. 27, '07. 290w.
"For a novel so well written, the theme, as we

have said, is disappointing. People do make
wrecks 01 their lives, but not in this wantonly
sentimental manner."

H Ath. 1907, 1:501. Ap. 27. 240w.
"The book is interesting, the characters have

a life and personality of their own and it is
written in that pleasant, tranquil narrative style
which is destined to flourish and charm long
after the present morbid and neurotic school
shall have disappeared." Mary K. Ford.

h Bookm. 26: 278. N. '07. 600w.
"He has the credit of elaborating what is

probably a new situation in the old triangular
plot, and earns gratitude thereby, even if the
characters, especially the actress and the jour-
nalist suggest onlv the propertie.s of his art."

-j Lend. Times. 6: 118. Ap. 12, '07. 300w.
"No doubt the action turns upon sentiment;

but, as readers of the 'The hill' well recall,
Mr. Vachcll's sentiment is not of the watery
kind. It consorts very woll with sensible think-
ing and a plain and sturdy wav of speech."

+ Nation. 85: 519. D. 5, '07. 420w.
"Is an unusual novel and will be deeply rel-

ished by those who think and feel. There is

enough of a problem in it to arouse warm dis-
cussion."

+ N. Y. Times. 12:644. O. 19. '07. 670w.
"A highly dramatic and human story by one

of the five best writers in England."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. lOw.

"The book goes beneath the surface in its
study of motive and character and althougli it

sometimes touches on delicate ground, it holds
up a high standard pf honor, faithfulness, and
nobilitv of purpose."

+ Outlook. 87: 497. N. 2, '07. 80w.

"We readily admit that the novel is well writ-
ten, that the dialogue is bright, and the narra-
tive well handled. But viewed as a whole the
story stands or falls with the character of Dor-
othy Fairfax . . . and we fear that a good many
readers, instead of regarding her, with Lady
Curragh, as 'a heavenly fool," will be tempted
t') pronounce her an unearthly idiot "

-1 Spec. £8: 721. My. 4, '07. lOOOw.

Vambery, Arminius. Western culture in

eastern lands: a comparison of the

methods adopted by England and Rus-
sia in the Middle East. *$3.50. Dutton.

6-25742.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"However frequently one may be disposed to

take issue with Prof. Vambfery in his assump-
tions and conclusions, the scholarly merits of

his work must, be recognized at every turn.

He occasionally falls into a panegyrical strain
which is ill advised. . . . But these lapses are
not frequent, and they probably flow from the
author's vivacity of style rather than from any
inherent faults m his thought." Frederic Aus-
tin Ogg.

)- — Dial. 42:309. My. 16, '07. 2400w.

Vance, Rev. James Isaac. Eternal in man.
* **$!. Revell. 7-13023.

An appeal to higher living based on the con-
viction that man is a citizen of the eterna-

world.

"A vigorous and rhetorically effective appeal

to higher living."

+ Am. J. Theol. 11: 716. O. '07. 20w.
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Vance, Rev. James Isaac—Continued.
"Such regrettable extravagance, akin to the

'nnother of God' doctrine of the fourtli century,
is offset, but not atoned lor, by many an ex-
cellent statement of moral and religious veri-
ties."

+ Outlook. 86: 838. Ag. 17, '07. 150w.

Vance, Louis Joseph. Brass bowl. t$i.5o.

Bobbs. 7-12274.

A charming young New York girl who as-
sumes the role of a burglar tor the purpose of
securing papers that will bring comlort to
a grief stricken father; a real burglar, as dan-
gerous as he is clever; and a young millionaire
who is an exact counterpart of the burglar are
the chief actors in this drama, whose exciting
situations grow out of the resemblance ol

tlae two men.

"A more amusing and ingenious 'shocker'
than this we have seldom read. Can be re-
commended for railway journeys and for all

who wish to be amused without being made to
think; incidentally it gives interesting glimpses
into American life."

-h Acad. 73: 193. N. 30, '07. 220w.

H A. L. A. Bkl. 3:137. My. '07.

"Will hold the breathless interest of the read-
er who is seeking only to be amused, as the
action is rapid and the dialogue well written."
Amy C. Rich.

H Arena. 38: 217. Ag. '07. 150tv.

"A reader may protest, may resent the un-
due strain upon his sense of probability, but he
will be tolerably sure to follow the story to its

end."
-I N. Y. Times. 12:229. Ap. 6, '07. 190w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 280w.

Vanderlip, Frank Arthur. Business and edu-
cation. **$i.50. Duffield. 7-17640.

A collection of Mr. Vanderlip's addresses and
speeches dealing authoritatively with financial,

industrial and '':ducational questions. The au-
thor is vice-president of tlic- National city bank,
New York, and writes out of the fulness of a
long commercial experience, made valuable by
a broad knowledge of his fellow-man and a
soundness of business judgment.

Reviewed by J. C.
J. Pol. Econ. 15: 440. Jl. '07. 470w.

"We would not gainsay the right of suc-
cessful business men to their literary diver-
sions, but will venture the delicate suggestion
that not every article contributed to popular
magazines needs to be reproduced in more
permanent form."

j^ Nation. 81: 21. Jl. 4, '07. 240w.

"Mr. Vanderlip's book is a good qualification

for his doctorate in finance."
-\- N. Y. Times. 12: 316. My. 18, '07. 1250w.

"Mr. Vanderlip's conclusions are well thought
out and clearly stated."

-L- R. of Rs. 35: 758. Je. '07. 160w.

Van Dresser, Mrs. Jesmine Stone. How to

* find Happyland: a book of children's

stories, il. **$2. Putnam. 7-16944.

A book of fairy tales written by a mother for

lier son.

"Charminglv written."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12. '07. 70w.

"A pj^tty wholesome fairy book, sufficiently
mysterious to awaken interest in the childreii,

yet very gracefully written, and having nice lit-

tle morals tucked craftily away within its pag-
es. The writer has the truo gift of story-tell-
ing for little folks, and the pictures by Flor-
ence E. Storer quite suit the text."

+ Outlook. 86: 477. Je. 29. '07. 60w.

Van Dyke, Henry. Americanism of Wash-
ington. 50C. Harper. 6-34847.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Dr. van Dyke's practised and graceful pen has

made a book by no means without literary
charm. If, from the literary point of view, one
were to criticise this volume, sueh criticism
would surely involve a discounting of the ef-
fectiveness of '.he peroration, which Is more
smoke than flame, and never rises beyond the
mere rhetoric of patriotism and moral enthusi-
asm." Horatio t3. Krans.

-I Putnam's. 2. 110. Ap. '07. 720w.

Van Dyke, Henry. Battle of life. **30c,

Crowell. 7-20955.

This sermon, preached from the text, "Over-
come evil with good" appears uniform with the
"What is worth while series."

Van Dyke, Henry. Days off, and other di-

gressions. ''$1.50. Scribner. 7-33932.
Uniform with "Fisherman's luck" and "Little

rivers." The "days off" are "more or less oc-
cupied with fishing, with now and then a bit of
hunting, one long drive over the glorious Eng-
lish roads among the Quantock hills, one wood-
land excursion between the lupin and the laurel
with no record of killing, and one or two chats
en t)ookish subjects." (N. Y. Times.)

"Mr. Van Dyke writes of these jaunts with
a taking measure of fancifulness, and a flavour
of bookishness which is agreeably elusive."

-\- Ath. 1907, 2: 687. N. 30. 130w.

-I- + Dial. 43: 380. D. 1, '07. 250w.

"It is mighty pleasant to take a 'day off' with
the parson."

-I- Lit. D. 35: 920. D. 14, '07. 70w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 60vr

-[- N. Y. Times. 12: 762. N. 2, '07. 260w.

"One does not need to read far in 'Days off'

before he comes upon the secret of its vitality
and interest; it is revealed in a phrase—'no va-
cation is perfect without a holiday in it.'

"

+ -f Outlook. 87: 765. D. 7, '07. 720w.

"Altogether, this is a readable book, but it

would have been more prudent not to invite,

as on n. 37, a comparison with Charles Lamb."
+ Spec. 99: 874. N. 30, '07. 120w.

Van Dyke, Henry. Good old way. **30c.

Crowell. 7-20954.

An addition to the "What is worth while se-
rie.s." The good old way is the path of faith
and duty which nms amid the tangle of sensu-
ality, avarice, social ainbition. intellectual
pride, moral indifference, hypocrisy and inde-
cision.

Vein Dyke, Henry. Music lover. **$i.

* Mofifat. 7-35629-

"Dr. van Dyke describes the emotions of the
true lover of music, as he sits in his chosen
place and hears a great orchestra render a
great symphony. Generous margins appropri-
ately decorated in color, and a colored frontis-

piece by Sigismund de Ivanowski, whose work
has lately attracted much attention, are the
decorative features."—Dial.

Dial. 43: 431. D. 16, '07. 9aw.

"A beautiful prose poem."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19. '07. lOw.

Van Dyke, Henry. Story of the other wise
* man. $5. Harper.
A special holiday edition containing a new

preface by the author. "He tells us that he
had studied and loved the curious tales of the

three wise men of the East as told in the Gold-
en legend of Jacobus de \bragine and other
medizeval books; but of the fourth wise man
he had never heard until the long, lonely night
when the story came to him." (Outlook.)

N. Y. Times. 12: 647. O. 19. '07. 70w.

"Particularlv well printed and illustrated."

+ Outlook. 87: 619. N. 23, '07. 120w.
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Van Dyke, John Charles. Opal sea. *$i.25.

Scribner. 6-8871.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Since Ruskin no more charming- guide to
the beauties of nature has put himself at our
disposition than Professor Van Dyke."

+ Cath. World. 85: 408. Je. '07. 400w.

Van Dyke, John C. Studies in pictures: an
introduction to the famous galleries.

**$i.25. Scribner. 7-9576.
The ser\'ice which Mr. Van Dyke renders is

that of aiding the student of painting in seeing
truly, comprehending adequately, and judging
justly. There are ten chapters as follows: Old
masters out of place; Pictures ruined, restored
and repainted; False attributions, copies, for-
geries; Themes of the masters; Workmanship
of the old masters; Figure painting; Portrait
painting; Genre painting; The animal in art;
Landscape and painting.

"To his credit be it said he is never irrel-
evant, he relates historical facts which have
bearings on certain cases, he makes suggestive
comparisons, but ultimately when he wishes
to explain beauty of a certain piece of drawing,
of a harmony of color, or of a composition of
masses, he perforce refers his reader to the pic-
ture itself."

+ Acad. 73: 726. Jl. 27, '07. 930w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3:132. My. '07. S.

+ Dial. 43: 95. Ag. 16, '07. 250w.

"Professor Van Dyke is a helpful cicerone,
for he does not overpower the reader with his
theories, or force upon him his tastes, or
crush liim with the weight of his learning,
but talks clearly and sensibly about what pic-
tures are painted for and how we can get the
most out of them."

-I- 4- Ind. 62: 736. Mr. 28, '07. 230w.
"The passenger who expects to take a look

at the famous galleries will take a far more
sensible, comprehending look if he has scanned
these brief, chatty pages; the passenger who,
picking up a friend's copy, had planned to
waste no time poking about under European
skylights will probably conceive some curios-
ity for the art treasures abroad."

-f- + Int. Studio. 31: sup. 52. Ap. '07. 440w.

"Mr. Van Dyke is a most trustworthy guide,
who knows what he is talking about, with a
knowledge rare indeed even amongst those who
enjoy a great reputation as critics."

+ + Int. Studio. 32: 252. S. '07. 150w.
"Nnt only useful to the unsophisticated, to

whom it is admirably adapted, but valuable to
those who hava a tendency' to lose themselves
In te'Chnicalities. The treatment is popular, al-
most casual [and] Is based on a sympathetic
attitude toward Ignorance, which is rare In the
writing of a specialist and a mark of mental
bre-adth."

i N. Y. Times. 12: 300. My. 11. '07. 940w.

+ Outlook. 86: 477. Je. 29, '07. 280w.
-4- R. of Rs. 36: 383. S. '07. 50w.

"Is just the kind of work that is wanted to
put the uninstructed lover of pictures on the
right track."

+ Spec. 98: 1007. Je. 29, '07. 250w.

Van Eps, Frank S., and Van Eps, Marion
B. Rejoice always; or. Happiness is

for you. $1. Frank S. Van Eps, 144 W.
123 St., N. Y. 7-514.

A little book which preaches the gospel of
happiness, sets forth its value and explains
how It may be attained. Its chapter headings
show its scope and trend of argument; Re-
joice, The consciousness of God, No anxiety.
Prayef and supplication. Thanksgiving, and
The peace of God.

"Its fundamental positions are true psycho-
logically and ethically, as well as In the mys-
tical religious life. It may oe heartily com-
mended to all who would reach the high levels
of 'the life that is life indeed.' where no
cloud or storm is that the sun does not quickly
dissipate."
+ + Outlook. 85: 45. Ja. 5, '07. 80w.

Van Norden, Charles. Yoland of Idle Isle.
t$i.5o. Appleton. 7-29008.

Idle isle is one of the Bermudas whither a
New England college president and his grand-
daughter go to live in seclusion. The adven-
tures that befall the heroine who is being reared
away from the wicked world and the madding
crowds suggest those of Miranda before Ferdi-
nand awakens her.

"The one extraordinary thing in the book is
the language in which its characters converse
and soliloquize. It is surely the strangest mix-
ture of grandilsquence and nonsense ever put
down in sober print and attributed to people in
their right minds. He promises quite plainly
that there are further 'annals yet to be written.'
It is to be hoped that he will think better of it

and continue his 'leisure.'
"

— N. Y. Times. 12: 564. S. 21, '07. 900w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 60w.

Van Norman, Louis Edwin, Poland, the
knight among nations; with an introd.

by Helena Modjeska. *'*$i.5o. Revell.
7-32871.

"Because of his intimate relations with Poles
of the best class, Mr. Van Norman's opportuni-
ties for studying both town and country life in
all sections of the tripartite kingdom were ex-
ceptional, and his comments on Polish music
and art, the national psychology and political
and social problems are well worth considering;
but hi.s account of his pilgrimages to the scenes
of Sienkewicz's three great historical novels,
and his picture of the great interpreter of Po-
land hinnself in his home among the Carpathian
mountains are perhaps of the greatest interest
to readers of contemporary literature."—N. Y.
Times.

•'Very optitnistic little book."
+ N. Y. Times. 11: 851. D. 8, '06. 80w.

"If Ma.dame Modjeska lias briefly prepared
tlie reader for much, Mr Van Norman has made
himself admirably accessory after the fact, by
telling the whole story in a vivid, impressive
and scholarly manner." Dolores Bacon.
+ + Bookm. 26: 414. D. '07. 590w.

"A sympathetic, first-hand study of a noble
race of vigorous virtues and lovable faults." Ar-
thur Guiterman.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 632. O. 19, '07. 1820w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"Mr. Van Norman has had unusual opportun-
ities of studying Poland at first hand, and his
sympathies for the people are naturally keen,
as he married a Pole. On every page of the
present volume we are conscious of that knowl-
edge and sympathy."

4- -I- Outlook. 87: 747. N. 30, '07. 640w.

"It is in the portrayal of modern Polish ac-
tivities and accomplishments that Mr. Van Nor-
man's book performs its most distinct service."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 637. N. '07. 270w.

Van Sommer, Annie, and Zwemer, Samuel
M., eds. Our Moslem sisters: a cry of

need from lands of darkness interpreted

by those who heard it. **$i.2S. Revell.

7-16363.

"In this book is collected a mass of testi-

mony and undoubted facts that merely lift the
edge of the sad truth as to the lives of women
in Mohammedan communities. . . . The univer-
sality and ease of divorce, the absolute free-

dom of the husband, and the utter helplessness
of the wife, are revelations to many. A mere
sentence, repeated three times, i.=! irrevocable,
and the wife is cast out to a life of sorrow,
shame, and poverty very often. . . . Egypt, all
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Van Sommer, A. and Zwemer, S. M., eds.—Continued.
Africa, Palestine, Turkey, Bulgaria, Persia. In-
dia, Java, and all Malaysia are darkened by this
unholy revelation to Mohammed."—Outlook

"The conditions of women in Turkey, Arabia.
Persia, Northern Africa, Incia, and Southeast-
ern Asia are described forcibly and clearly."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: ceti. O. 19, '07. 20w.
+ Outlook, 86: SOI. .Je. 8, '07. Zf.dvc.

Spec. 99: 205. Ag. 10, '07. 200w.

Van Vorst, Bessie. Letters to women in
love. t$r.5o. Appleton. 6-36049.

Four groups of advisory letters written to four
American women "occupying quite different
places in the historical development of love."
Mrs. Van Vorst "thinks that 'the thing which
counts about a woman more than anything else,
from beginning to end, is her age. She spends
half her life "not being old enough and the rest
In being too old." ' And she tempers her advice
accordingly. For example, if a woman Is over
thirty-eight she must have patience In dealing
with the man she loves; If she is less than
twenty-flve she may risk defiance in order to
bring him to terms." (Ind.)

"Few women will like the book, it is so per-
tinent, but most of them over thirty years of
age could profit by Mrs. Van Vorst's sugges-
tions without Injuring society."

H Ind. 62: 101. Ja. 10, '07. 280w.

"There was abundant material here for the
making of an Interesting book. Mrs. Van Vorst
has done little with it beyond discovering Its
possibilities. The cases she presents are not
lacking in human Interest, but the deeper note

-I Nation. 83: 375. N. 1, '06. 290w.

"Her conscientious efforts to be 'guide, philos-
opher, and friend result admirably—in the book
—but in real life we fear her dissertations would
be relegated to the same high shelf whither
every guide, philosopher, and friend has retired
from time immemorial."

-j Outlook. 84: 683. N. 3, '06. 90w.

Van Vorst, Marie. Amanda of the mill: a

novel. t$i.5o. Dodd. 5-8736
Descriptive note in December, 190.").

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 27. Ja. 'OY.

Van Vorst, Marie. Sin of George Warrener.
t$i.5o. Macmillan. 6-20363.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"As the excellent study of a thoroughly vain,
vapid, and at the same time utterly unscru-
pulous creature, Mrs. Warrener stands out dis-
tinctly among tliis year's novelistic figures. 'The
sin oif George Warrener' is executed with dis-
tinguished artistic feeling."

-I- + R. of R. 35: 124. Ja. '07. 240w.

Vasari, Giorgio. Stories of the Italian

artists; collected and arranged by E.
L. Seeley. *$3. Button. W 6-323.

A collection of extracts from Vasari's monu-
mental work dealing cuiefly with anecdote and
biography, and designed ovidentl3^ for young
readers. The volume is illustrated with 25
half tone reproductions in sepia and 8 colored
plates.

archaic, which while everywhere intelligible,
gives a charmlns illusion of antiquity."

4 -i- N. Y. Times. 12: 301. My. 11, '07. 560w.

-f- Outlook. 86: 76. My. 11, '07. 60w.

Vaughan, Charles Edwyn. Romantic re-
volt. (Periods of European literature.)
*$i.5o. Scribner. 7-32815.

A monograph which treats of the rise and
progress of the Pomantic revolt against classi-
cism in Great Britain; of a group of German
writers, including j^essing. Herder, Kant, Schil-
ler and Goethe; of the romantic movement in
France and Italy; and of the history of roman-
ticism in Spain, the Netherlands, the Slav coun-
tries, Scandanavia, Bohemia, Poland and Rus-

-f Dial. 42: 318. My. 16, '07. 320w.

"A digest of Vasari's biographies, which is

amply suflicient for artist and critic and in-

tensely interesting for the general lover of

Italian art history. The editor and transla'C'^r

manages the subject with consummate skill.

Wlial is of notorious inaccui-acy is deftly sup-
pressed, and what is of permanent value in the
live.s of tne artists or in the sm-roundings in

which they worked is quite as skillfully em-
phasized. The style, too, has a touch of the

Acad. 72: 181. F. 23, '07. 1520w.
"The book is exceptionally 'readable."

+ Dial. 42: 319. My. 16, '07. llOw.

Nation. 85: 103. Ag. 1, '07. 730w.
"It is unusual to hnd so large an amount of

important literary history and of sound liter-
ary criticism within the compass of a book
which may be lead within a comparatively
short time."
+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 2C1. Ap. 20, '07. 440w.

Vaughan, Herbert M. Last of the royal
Stuarts. 2d ed. *$3.50. Button. 7-28488.

"A footnote to history" which is conceded
to be one of the most interesting of recent
contributions to the literature of Jacobitism.
"Henry Stuart was born in 1725, became a
wealthy Cardinal-Bishop, had to flee from Na-
poleon, accepted, in his need, a pension from
Geoige Til., and died in 1807." (Lond. Times.)
"A good account is given of the cardinal's
place as an historical figure. Genius is not
claimed for him, but his piety, bounty, and
kindness are pointed out, and the author per-
haps wisely omits to quote the ill-natured
gossip of Henry Swinburne." (Eng. Hist. R.)

"It is doubtful if any more interesting rec-
ord of the life of the Prince Cardinal has ever
been produced." W. F. Dennehy.

-I- -I- Am. Oath. Q. 32: 1. Ja. '07. 8000w.

"That the Dukc scarcely deserved a biog-
raphy is our opinion; while the biography is

written without much research, and with rath-
er Inadequate references."

h Ath. 1900, 2: 471. O. 20. lOflOw.

"The author has put together whatever is

worth knowing about the' rather uneventful
career of Henry IX.' " A. F. S.

-+- Eng. Hist. R. 22: 201. Ja. '07. 380w.

"Much go"od and careful work has gone into
Mr. Vaughan's history of the Cardinal Duke of
York, and t"ne book is of value as rounding out
the literature of the Stuart family. The ref-
erences in Mr. Vaughan's footnotes are curi-
rufly indefinite, and consequently lose much
cf their value and usefulness."

-I Ind. 03: 943. O. 17, '07. 450w.

"A life of Cardinal York, though it could not
be a work of great historical import, was yet
worth writing, and Mr. Vaughan has written
it well."

+ Lend. Times. 5: 320. S. 21, '06. 1210w.

4- N. Y.TImes. 11:599. S. 29, '06, 1210w.
(Reprinted from Lond. Times.)

"This life of the Caidinal Duke is one of the
most interesting of recent contributions to the
literature of Jacobitism."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 2SG. Mr. 30, '07. 430w.

"Interesting and carefullv prepared book,"
4- Spec. 99: 327, S, 7. '07. 13.".0w.

Vaughan, Herbert Millingchamp. The
Naples Riviera, il. $2, Stokes, W 7-^07-

"Mr. Vaughan gives a .generous interpreta-
i;on to the Naples Riviera, including the Islands
of the Blessed th.at float in a nollucid atrno-

.<^rhore in the enchanting bay. Everywhere he
is resuscitating a dead pa.st, fiom Hcrculan'nmi
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submerged in volcanic mud, and Pompeii long
buried in a shroud of ashes, to Salerno of the
once famous medical schools, to Ptestum with
the temples that were dilapidated when S. Paul
landed at Puteoli, and to Amalti which was for
a time supreme at sea till the now moribund
Pisa contested the supremacy." (iSat. R.)
"The reader of these pages, therefore, will col-
lect, with a mininum of effort, a little history,
a little folk-lore, a little biography, a little lit-
erary reminiscence, and a little appreciation of
the places which interest him in these parts."
(Ath.)

" 'The Naples Riviera' is a paradise of colour.
It is therefore an ideal subject for a colour-book,
and an artist so conspicuously clever in seiz-
ing and reproducing an effect as Mr. Maurice
Greiffenhagen could be trusted to make the
most of such an opportunity."

+ Ath. 1907, 1:573. My. 11. 3S0w.
N, Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. oOw.

"This is an agreeable book upon a well-worn
theme."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 732. N. 16, '07.-110w.

"Altogether the book, though written with
verve and sympathy, is somewhat melancnoly
reading. We are disappointed in Mr. Greitten-
hagen's drawings. They show evident traces of
haste, and in some is a sad lack of perspec-
tive."

(- Sat. R. 103:434. Ap. 6, '07. 240w.

Vedder, Henry Clay. Balthasar Hubmaier.
**$i.35. Putnam. 5-37146.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"If much of the material were relegated to
foot-notes or appendixes, the reader would feel
more directly the charm, the tragedy and the
great significance of the career to which Dr.
Vedder has devoted so much sympathetic
study." William Walker Rockwell.

A Am. Hist. R. 12:364. Ja. '07. ll€Ow.

+ Ind. 62: 1154. My. 16. '07. 60w.

Velvin. Ellen. Behind the scenes with wild
animals. **$2. Moffat. 6-40578.

"Interesting talks about the ways of animals,
wild and tame, the perils behind the scenes In
animal shows, the curiosities of animal life, the
methods of animal trainers, and other Kindred
topics.

'
'—O utlook.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 15. Ja. '07. S.

"The disjointed way in which anecdote fol-
lows anecdote, and the lack of coherence be-
tween chapters and- parts of chapters leave In
the reader's mind only a blur or disconnected
facts. The single thing that approaches lasting
value Is the list of various species of mammals
which have been bred in captivity."

1- Nation. S4: 83. Ja. 24, '07. 140w.
"She writes with animation and directness,

and her narrative Is enlivened by many capital
photographs."

-}• Outlook. 84:895. D. 8, 'DC. 80w.

Velvin, Ellen. Wild animal celebrities. **$i
* Moffat. 7-31196.
Here are told the life stories of celebrated

animals in which "the autlior has sketched for
us the events befalling the lions, bears, and
elephants, from their wild days to the time
of their captivity; and besides that, she has
given us good insight into the dangers encoun-
tered by the men who are responsible for the
animals on exhibition." (Nation.)

Vernon, Ambrose White. Religious value
of the Old Testament in the light of
modern scholarship. **9oc. Crowe]!.

7-10032.
A comparison of the earlier attitude toward

the Old Testament with the present view ofmodern scholarship. While in sympathy with
the higher criticism, the author holds to the
berief that the Bible, every word of it, is true
and that it is the inspired word.

'Those vi-ho agree with the. author will thank
him for .setting forth what they feel, with such
eloquence. To those who are hesitating be-
tween the older and newer views the book
will make a strong appeal through its spiritual
earnestness and suggestiveness. But what will
its effect be upon those who love the old wine
of the 'Infallible word?' To them many of his
epigrammatic expressions will appear irritat-
ing." Kemper Fullerton.

+ Am. J. Theol. 11: 666. O. '07. 280w.
"The discussion is concise, clear, and inter-

esting, and should be read by every minister
and Bible student."

4- 4- Bib. World. 29:399. My. '07. 90w.
"Mr. Vernon . . . has studied the problems

of the Old Testament with conscientious thoro-
ness, with painstaking use of the best litera-
ture, a:.d with a singular faculty of discern-
ing salient and significant facts and assem-
bling details into a consistent picture."
+ -i Ind. 62: 1032. My. 2, '07. 1520w.

Ind. 63: 1235. N. 21, '07. 70w.
"Professor Vernon writes with eagerness,

with evident sincerity and intensity of convic-
tion, and there is a certain tension and activ-
ity in his style, which, while it may not leave
his sentences always smooth, keeps one's inter-
est alert."

+ Nation. 84: 549. Je. 13, '07. 750w.
"The aim of this little book is so admirable

and the spirit is so praiseworthy that we n.-
gret to speak of it in criticism rather than in
commendation. But it appears to us to be m-
adeciuate in its treatment of a theme where in-
adequacy is tantamount to error."

1- Outlook. 86: 300. Je. 5, '07. 340w.

Vianney, Joseph. Blessed John Vianney.
(Saints ser.) *$i. Benziger.

"In the life of the Cur6 d'Ars we have a
story of devotion and self-sacrifice, of magic
influence over others, of shrewd common-sense
and humour, so wonderful as to be almost past
belief."—Sat. R.

"Such a book ought to be read by every one
who visits collections of wild animals."

-I- Ind. 63: 1001. O. 24, '07. 120w.

+ Nation. 85: 520. D. 5, '07. llOw.
N. Y. Times. 12: 671. O. 19, '07. 20w.

-1- N. Y. Times. 12: 740. N. 16, '07. 150w.

"A well-written and interesting sketch. It
is clear, however, that the narrative is not free
from exaggeration."

-i Acad. 72: 150. F. 9, '07. 240w.
"The admirable life of the Cur6 of Ars, writ-

ten by his nephew, has been translated into
English so idiomatic that one would scarcely
suspect that the version is not an original."
+ + Oath. World. 84:555. Ja. '07. 230w.

Sat. R. 103: 212. F. 16, '07. 230w.
Spec. 97:580. O. 20, '06. 170w.

Victoria, queen of Great Britain. Letters 01
Queen Victoria: a selection from Her
majesty's correspondence between the
years 1837 and 1861; ed. by Arthur C.
Benson and Viscount Esher. 3v. **$i5.
Longmans. 7-36986.

While there is to be found political history in
plenty in these letters, they constitute, in the
main, a document "whose chief importance con-
sists in revelation of character. . . . Even in
her prejudices the queen commands admiration,
while proof appears on every page of her innate
rectitude; the masculine discernment which
kept her feminine susceptibilities under control,
her knowledge of business, which neither ex-
cused slackness nor pardoned obscurity, and lier

grasp of detail are all emphasized." (Ath.)
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Victoria, queen of Great Britain -Continued.
"The general editing is woilhy of tlie docu-

ments wliich it elucidates, though in the tliii'd

volume Mr. Benson and l^ord Jb^sher lead their
readers into one or two blind alleys, whence
foot-notes m.ig'ht have extricated them."
-f -I

Ath. 1907, 2: 509. O. 26. lS20w.

"The care and skill siiown in editing and an-
notating this great quantity of miscellaneous
matter are all that could be desired. Dr. Eu-
gene Oswald has done good work in transla-
tion." Percy h'. Bicknell.

-f- + Dial. 43: 368. D. 1, '07. 1870w.
"If it were not for the g'reatest interest that

attaches to the letters, their reading would be
somewhat wearisome and would give little en-
joyment."
-j- H Ind. 03: 1366. D. 5, '07. 1950w.

-f- -I- Lit. D. 35: 917. D. 14, '07. 150w.
"There is, therefore, no use in denying that

the interest of these volumes lies rqther in the
substance than in form. Tliey do not give us
quitci the vivid and brilliant picture of the times,
as they appeared when seen from the Throne,
which a 'l>ife' might and probably would have
given us. The book is, in fact, pre-eminently
"a book lor students of political history;' it is a
mass of material for the future historian of the
reign."
-i-

-^ Lond. Times. 6: 313. O. 18, '07. 5420w.

"It is, accordingly, the public aspect of the
Queen whicli alone can give much interest to
these volumes of her letters."

+ + Nation. 85: 422. N. 7, '07. 1600w.
"It is absorbing as history; it is, if possible,

more absorbing as a revelation of the inner life

of the great family of sovereigns."
-j- -j- N. Y. Times. 12: 673. O. 26, '07. 3320w.

"It is in reality a human document of unus-
ual value."
+ + Outlook. 87: 608. N. 23, '07. 940w.
"Those who only know Queen Victoria's gifts

as a writer through her Highland journals will
be astonished when they read these volumes.
To say that the book is of absorbing interest
does it scant justice, for it is one of the great
books of the century." Jeannette L. Gilder.
H- + -I- R. of Rs. 36: 703. D. '07. 2180w.

"Despite the suppressions, enough has been
left in the correspondence to render it not only
interesting, but piquant and amusing. Mr.
Benson and Lord Esher have received very effi-

cient assistance. The introductory notes to
the chapter, giving an historical summary of
each year, are models of compression and ac-
curacy."

-f- + Sat. R. 104: 514. O. 26, '07. ISOOw.

-f + Sat. R. 104: 545. N. 2. '07. 2370w.
"Besides providing an intimate portrait of the

Queen's mind, it gives a fascinating picture of
her times, and mcidentally of the chief figures
of the Victorian epoch. In our opinion, not a
little of the success of the book—and from the
historical and literary point of view it is a very
great success—is due to the fact that the docu-
ments are as a rule quoted entire, and we are
not put off with scrappy extracts and excerpts
from letters."

+ + Spec. 99: 611. O. 26, '07. 2540w.
4- + Spec. 99: 667. N. 2. '07. 3500w.

Viereck, George Sylvester. Game at love
and other plays. t$i.25. Brentano's.

6-28417.
"A series of short prose dramatic studies. . . .

Of the six subjects treated, tour are . . . sug-
gestive ... of .1 coatempt f )r all the restric-
tion.; wliich prevent human society from, relaps-
ing into barbaric animalism. . . . The last two
pieces, grouped under the single title, 'The but-
terfly,' are cast in the shape of the old moral-
ities."— Nation,

"What Mr. Viereck may achieve in the fu-
ture, if ever his rankly luxurimt boyish fancies
acquire the ballast of solid learning and com-
mon sense, it would be hazardous to predict.
At present, he is devoting precious gifts to fu-
tile and unworthv ends."

-i Nation. 83: 541. D. 20, 'O'd. 370w.
"It Is this collection that has now come to

us ... as the first adequate representation in
our tongue of a noet who has been compared
with Shelley and Keats and Swinburne, Baude-
laire and Heine." Wm. Aspenwall Bradley.

f N. Y. Times. 12: 407. Je. 22, '07. 920w.
"These little plays, cynically catching life at

some unnatural angle, as they do, and cleverly,
even brilliantly, done as they are, scarcely
amount to a raison d'etre." Richard Le Galli-
enne.

H No. Am. 184: 421. P'. 15, '07. 1060w.
"Quite evidently not the result of experience

but due to a somewhat decudent outlook upon
life."

+ R. of Rs. 35: 253. F. '07. ISOw.

Viereck, George Sylvester. House of the
vampire. '^$1.25. ]\Ioiifat. 7-28969.

"His vampire is a personage of immense lit-

erary distinction, who moves among his con-
temporaries like a god, yet all of whose works
are ar^tually the product of others whose minds
he enters, whoso mental creations he steals,
and whose vigor he saps." (N. Y. Times.) Ev-
ers' note of origmality v/hich he discovers in
any one he appropriates. reproduces as his
own, iustifying himself with this: "I carry the
esnence of v/hat is cosmic ... of what is di-
vine. ... I am Homer . . . Goethe . . . Shake-
peare. ... I am an embodiment of the same
force of which .Vlexander, Caesar. Confuciu.s,
and the Christos were also embodiments."

"The volume is remarkable not only for Us
promise but also for its accomnlishment."

4- Bookm. 25: 426. Je. '07. 320w.

"They may be dismissed at once as naught."— Ind. 63: 158. Jl. 18, '07. 550w.

"Only in a few pages does Mr. Viereck suc-
ceed in producing the effects he strives for;
the rest of it is crude and commonplace."

h Ind. 63: 1006. O. 24, '07. 200w.
"The difficulty with Rfr. Viereck's treatment

lies in purely melodramatic conception of char-
acter, an utter lack of subtlety in dealing with
the v.'-hole situation, and a distressing conges-
tion of large words."— Nation. 85: 307. O. 3, '07. 350w.

"EJxcept in the final scene, where its c.xtrava-
gance.« are in keeping with the subject, the
style of the book is quite impossible. 'The
ho;.ise of the vampire' may be described as a
tale of horror, keyed from the first "vord to
the last in the highest pitch of tragic emotion."'— N. Y. Times. 12: 594. O. E, '07. 400w.

Viereck, George Sylvester. Nineveh and
other poems. **$i.25. Moffat. 7-17378.

In this volume of verse the author's theme
is, for the most part, the anguish and the joy
of adolescence. Some of the best poems are
glorious riots of purely sensuous passion; oth-
ers are despairing cries to some solidity of
stay amid the turbulence of sense. The poet
and the immoralist are at war in many verses,
but the poems are sane because the poet Is the
stronger." (Bookm.)

"We have spoken unkindly of Mr. Viereck,
because we feel that he he,s fine poetic possi-
bilities: and all his self-confidence fails to con-
vince us that he is not wrong in adopting the
now too conventional part of defiant Titan."

\- Acad. 73: 58. O. 26, '07. 230w.

"Perhaps no poet now writing is more pro-
ficient in the loud symphonious lay, and the
quality of Mr. Viere<>k's vigorous, if unhealthy
imagination is of a sort to be expressed very
perfectly in his reverberating verse." Ferris
Greenslet.
+ — Atlan. 100: 845. D. '07. 500^v.

"Mr. Viereck owes something to the world.
His recent volume proves him to be indisput-
ably a poet. It also indicates the lines along
which he must develop in order to fulfil his
promise. As yet his genius Is greater than his
talent. His verse has spontaneity, but not per-
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fected art; and it behooves him to study care-
fully the master poets and grow to greater
sureness of technical effect." Clayton Hamilton.

H Bookm. 25: 426. Je. '07. 520w.

"Despite the note of sensuality only too aip-

parent in these compositionb, they are remark-
able productions, and we trust that their licen-
tiousness illustrates what will prove but a pass-
ing phase of their writer's expression." Wm.
M. Payne.

H Ind. 43: 91. Ag. 16, '07. 600w.

"At times he is amazingly clever; tho, like
clever children, he pays up for it by periods of
dire fatuity."

1- Ind. 63; 158. Jl. 18, '07. 250w.

"With the exception of the ama.zing clever-
ness of this youthful verse there seems little

promise in it."— + Ind. 63: 1230. N. 21, '07. 30w.

"Even Mr. Viereck's sustained energy of

phrase and the flue orotund music of his verse
hardly avails against this vicious monotony of

subject. The subject, however, is fortunately
taken not so much from life as from a rather
narrow segment of poetic literature."

1- Nation. iS5: 36. Jl. 11, '07. 330w.

Reviewed by Wm. Aspenwall Bradley.
4- N. Y. Times. 12: 407. Je. 22, '07. 920w.

"He speaks in spontaneous and eloquent
verse, melodious with the memories of the re-
current haunting harmonies of ir'oe, the sea-
surge of Mr. Swinburne and the plangent ten-
derness of Oscar Wilde, and ringing also with
a certain hammer-blow of passion which is en-
tirely his own. He speaks with authority of

the half-sensuous and half-religious hysteria
of adolescence. Mr. Viereck is as yet only a
possibility; but his possibility is glorious."
Clayton Hamilton.
+ ^ No. Am. 185: 556. Jl. 5, '07. llSOw.

"It will never set the poetic world on fire by
its originality, for the writer has but a note
and a half at best, and follows closely certain

poets whom he obviously admires with extra-
vagance. Mr. Viereck has as yet accomplished
only a fair imitation of the real thing. A near-
poet of tvventv-two has still so much to learn."

— Putnam's. 3: 111. O. '07. 220w.

"He has not developed the 'rhythmic effects'

he talks of by any device more essential than
ingenious systems of indentation, which gives
the printed pages a resemblance to parts of
'Alice in Wonderland' or a long-division sum.
Similar affectations spoil his sense as well as
his form."— + Sat. R. 104. sup. 5. S. 28, '07. 280w.

Villani, Giovanni. Villani's chronicle; being
* selections from the first nine books of

the Chronicle Florentine of Giovanni
Villani; tr. by Rose E. Selfe and ed. by
P. H. Wicksteed. *$2. Button.

"Within the compass of twenty pages the
author retells the tangled tale of Florentine po-
litical history, from the days of the Countess
Matilda to those of Cosmo Pater Patrise, hand-
ling his subject in a fashion which leaves the
reader better Informed as to the real forces
at work throughout that troubled period than
the perusal of many bulky volumes is likely to
make him." (Ath.) It throws light upon the
historical allusions in the "Divine comedy."

"Of the translation we can speak in terms of
high praise, not only for its fidelity, but also
for the admirable manner in which it reflects
the garrulous grace and lively, movement of
the original."
+ -t- Ath. 1907, 1: 604. My. 18. 500w.

"Ijike Rambaldi's Latin commentary on the
'Comimedia,' Villani's chronicle is a perfect
mine of information in regard to the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries in Tuscany, although
leiss personal and not so anecdotal as the work
of the- Imola professor."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 758. X. 30, '07. 310w.
"Mr. Wicksteed's introduction shows all the

qualities that might be expected from one of
the most widely read of English Dantists. In
a few pages he manages to throw a really

searching liglit on the confused struggle of
Florentine oolitics."

+ Sat. R. 104; 340. S. 14, '07. 230w.

Villari, Luigi. Fire and sword in the Cau-
casus. **$3.5o. Pott. 7-7543.

''A vivid picture of the revolutionary outbreaks
and the racial strife that have made many a
scene of horror in parts of the Caucasus within
the past year and a half."—N. Y. Times.

"By his new book he will add considerably
to his reputation."
+ + Acad. 71: 8. Jl. 7, '06. 1140w.
"Mr. Villari tells his story well. In his pres-

ent volume the author makes few mistakes."
+ + Ath. 190«, 1': 699. Je. 9. 1050w.
"We have no hesitation in commending it to

all who seek a competent ^uide with whose as-
sistance they may penetrate behind the veil of
silence or exaggeration which hides or distorts
the truth as regards the situation In Russia"

+ -f Lend. Times. 5: 230. Je. 29, '06. 530w.
"The numerous reproductions of the author's

photographs are Interestii..^, and add substan-
tially to his narrative."

+ Nation. 83: 488. D. 6, '06. 650w.
"It is of permanent value because It Is a care-

ful study of the chief races living there—a study
that was necessary to make some aspects of
the political situation clear." Cyrus C. Adams,

-f -F N. Y. Times. 11: 846. D. 8, '06. 570w.
"Unlike the generality of writers upon Russia

In the present day, however, he displays no ani-
mus against either government or people."

-I- Sat. R. 102: 303. D. 8, '06. 520w.
"He has a facile pen, and Is a master of the

special correspondent's variety of the 'graphic'
style."

-I- Spec. 97: sup. 471. O. 6, '06. 430w.

Vincent, Charles John, ed. Fifty Shake-
speare songs. (Musicians' lib., v. 21.)

$2.50. Ditson. 6-37861.
The Shakespeare songs to which this volume

Is devoted are grouped as follows: Songs men-
tioned by Shakespeare in his plays. Songs pos-
sibly sung In the original performances. Settings
composed! since Shakespeare's time to the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century, and Recent set-
tings.

"Many of the selections are practically unob-
tainable for the average seeker In any other
form."

-I- + A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 214. N. '06.

"The editor has furnished excellent historical
and critical notes on the songs."

+ Ath. 1907, 1:235. F. 23. 140w.

Dial. 41: 330. N. 16, '06. llOw.

Nation. 83: 491. D. 6, '06. 140w.

R. of Rs. 35: 114. Ja. '07. 40w.

Vincent, James Edmund. Highwrays and
byways in Berkshire; with il. by Fred-
erick L. Griggs. $2. Macmillan. W7-45.

Nothing of guide book order and Inclusive-
ness is found in Mr. Vincent's description. He
goes out of the beaten path, in fact, and "the
reader is introduced to many an old country
house not magnificent enough to be mentioned
in the ordinary guide-books, but adorned each
with its own legends and private tragedies."
tNation.)

"His style is v,-eighed down with manner-
isms; and there is in the book too much about
Mr. Vincent, with the result that Berkshire
often comes off second best "

^ Acad. 71: 642. D. 22, '06. 260w.

'•A volume of less than five hundred pages
Is bound to be an imperfect record of a coun-
ty; but Mr. Vincent, who is an engaging guide
as far as he goes, leaves loo large a tract of
the county out of his itinerary for this com-
monplace to do him service."

-I Ath. 1907, 1:347. Mr. 23. 7l0w.
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Vincent, James Edmund

—

Continued.
"Berlcshiie has found in her new biographer

a most sympathetic interpreter, one who knows
how to read the meaning of the most trivial

everydav in'Mdents, and to tr^ce their connec-

tion with those of days gone by."

+ + Int. Studio. 30: 3tJ5. F. '07. 200w.

"The work is well designed for those who
wish to know, but do not already know, this

country of meadows and downs and dapper
woods. But the Berkshire man will miss much,
especially he who has had commerce with the

southern and eastern sides."

+ — Lond. Times. 6:36. F. 1, '07. 1030w.

4- Nation. 84:133. F. 7, '07. 410w.

"The stvle of production, the illustrations

and the spirit of the author will together in-

sure the volume a wide popularity. Mr. Vin-

cent is never dull."

+ + Nature. 7.5: 149. D. 13, '06. l&Ow.

"The illustrations by Frederick L. Griggs are

qua.intly attractive, and the artist has caught
the cuirit of the text in a most happy manner.

a,'-^ N. Y. Times. 12:68. F. 2. '07. 130w.

+ Outlook. 85: 574. Mr. 9, '07. 200w.

''•On the whole he is a good and pleasant

general guide, and his book one of the most

thorough and interesting in the ^enes

H Sat. R. 103: 30o. Mr. 9. 07. 280w.

"Mr Vincent informs all that he sees with

his own jovous temper, and gossips of men
and things {n a spirit so frank and candid, yet

.so free withal from malice, that he wouid be a

<iul! soul indeed who failed to catch the Infec-

tix.n of his gaiety. Besides the .
light-hearted-

ness to which he confesses in his preface, the

writer brings to his task, literary acquirements

of no mean order, a genuine love for the county

of his adoption, an eye for the larger effects

of nature, and a happy ease of style

-f- Spec. 98: 502. Mr. 30, '07. 1640w.

Vinci, Leonardo da. Drawings of Leonardo

da Vinci, with critical introd. by
Charles L. Hind. (Drawings of great

masters.) $2.50. Scribner.

"As Mr. Hind remarks, Leonardo da Vinci

found in drawing the readiest and most stimu-

lating v/ay of self-expression. One welcomes
with pleasure the extremely clear and fine ren-

derings of some fifty of the drawings in this

volume. The critical study by Mr. Hind is

discriminating and sympathetic."—Outlook.

+ Dial. 42: 231. Ap. 1, '07. 4&W.

-i- Int. Studio. 30: sup. 53. D. '06. IBOw.

-f N. Y. Times. 11: 837. D. 1, '06. 250w.

Outlook. 84:141. S. 15, '06. 50w.

Outlook. 84: 705. N. 24, 06. 3irw.

Vinci, Leonardo da. Note-books; arranged
and rendered into English, with introd.

by Edward McCurdy. *$3.5o. Scribner.
7-15913-

An anthology of Leonardo's work in litera-

ture comprising the record and results of his

studies in the theory of art together with
fragments of lirerary composition of a philo-
sophical or imagin.ative character, and much
pers'^nal and biographical matter.

"His translation Is always lucid, when the
original permits it to be so."
4- -j Lond. Times. 5: 360. O. 26, '06. 1630w.

"We have observed only two errors In Mr.
MoCurdy's contributions to the volume."
+ 4 Nation. 84:67. Ja. 17, '07. 610w.

"The collection of the great Italian's notes
should be put Into the hands of every young
artist—Indeed, one might say of every man."

-^ + Outlook. 84: 705. N. 24, '06. 210w.

-f Spec. 98: 92. Ja. 19, '07. 1530w.

Voorhees, Irving Wilson. Teachings of
* Thomas Henry Huxley. $1. Broadway

pub. 7-30873.
"After recounting with brevity the influences

of heredity and environment which acted upon
Huxley's early years, the author sets forth and
discusses his teachings in biology, theology,
education, morals, and Fsychology, and concern-
ing individual rights and the gospel of work.
He believes that two main forces were at work
throughout Huxley's life—'the one that of the
scientific investigator, full of enthusiasm,
dominant, persevering, toiling arduously day
by day. . . . The other that of the polemical
philosopher, fond of arguments, combative . . .

fighting . . . partly for victory, partly for the
upholding of what he deemed a, principle of
ideal.' '—N. Y. Times.

"A sympathetic interpretation."
+ Ind. 63: 1438. D. 12, '07. 60w.

"The book is written impartially, recognizing
fully the philosopher's great services to scien-
tific advancement, but discussing freely the
flaws in his theories."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 718. N. 9, "07. 170w.

Vries, Hugo de. Plant breeding: comments
on the experiments of Nilsson and Bur-
bank. *$i.5o. Open ct. 7-19453-

"After a general survey of the historical ma-
terial. Professor De Vries examines the work
of these two men in the liglit of recent dis-
coveries in heredity and hybridization, and
uses thoir results to test the Dar^vinian theory
and the mutation theory, and finds all the data
Ui favor of the latter."—Lit. D.

"Can be heartily commended to the practical
farmer and gardener as well as to the scientific
student."

-t- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 198. N. '07.

"The book is one that can be confidently
commended to the notice of the practical plant-
breeder as well as to the students of science."

+ + Ath. 1907, 2: 242. Ag. 31. 1730w.

"It is a compact and popular presentation of
the recent wonderful development in methods
of plant breeding, and a clear statement of the
bearing of all this vast experimental work upon
the autl.or's theory of mutation. Altogether,
the book is full of pregnant suggestions, and
should do much toward clearing up some of
the evident confusion concerning the -views of
the distinguished author." J. M. C.

-I- -f Bot. Gaz. 44: 47. Ag. '07. 2250w.

"The volume is clearly and pleasantly writ-
ten, and as the forms of plant-ldfe dlsc-ussed
are those in which there is much general In-
terest,—such as wheat, oats, corn, and various
fruits,—it may be read with satisfaction and
profit by all."

-f- -f Dial. 43: 43. Jl. 16, '07. 320w.

"The chapter on the association of charac-
ters—correlation biologists usually call it—Is

simply rich in its array of facts and its sug-
gestivencss, and tho keen analysis of the
methods and results of plant amelioration Is

equal'y admirable. The whole book is perfect-
ly comprehensible by the general reader."

-I- -f Ind. 63: 694. S. 19, '07. 220w.

"This book is one of the most valuable con-
tributions to botanjcal science that has ap-
peared in recent years. It will be widely read
because of the clear* scientific discussion of the
principles that underlie plant breeding." Carl-
ton C. Curtis.

+ 4- + J. Phllos. 4: 606. O. 24, '07. 2260w.

"The book Is full of valuable Information
for the live farmer, the gardener, nurseryman,
or seed-grower, as well as for the student of

evolution and the lover of plants."

+ + Lit. D. »5: 61. Jl. 13, '07. 270w.

"The volume can be heartily recommended
as an Interesting and safe guide to amateurs
who desire to examine more closely the vari-

ant plants around them."
+ -f- Nation. 85: 238. S. 12, '07. 76aw.
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Vries, Hugo de. Species and varieties; their
origin by imitations; ed. by Daniel T.
MacDougal. 2d ed. *$S. Open ct.

"Very few changes are to be seen in the new
edition. . . . The few errors of the first edition
have been corrected, and some alterations have
been made for the sake of clearness."—Bof.
Gaz.

expulsion. There is a double love story running
thru the stress and storm, the more unique of
which concerns "Big Sam," the king of China-
town and little Moon Ying, the contested pos-
session of two rival tongs.

"The most important new feature is an ex-
planatory note on variations in "Oenothera bi-
ennis." " H. C. Cowles.
+ 4- Bot. Gaz. 43: 140. F. '07. 150w.

"AH the misprints that we pointed out in our
review of the first edition have been correct-
ed; and even our suggestion that uniformity in

the termination of the adjectives derived from
such terms as physiology was desirable has
been adopted. But, curiously enough, the uni-
formity is intra-\erbal and not inter-verbal.
There is no need to commend the book. It is

indispensable, inasmuch as it is the only avail-
able account of Prof, de Vries's work in Eng-
lish, so far." A. D. D.
+ -I Nature. 75: 268. F. 17, '07. 230w.

w
Waddell, Laurence Austine. Lhasa and its

mysteries: with a record of the ex-
pedition of 1903-1904. 3d ed. *$3. Dut-
ton.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by H. E. Coblentz.
4- Dial. 42: 43. Ja. 16, '07. 460w.

Wade, Mrs. Mary Hazelton. Building the
nation: stories of how our fathers
lived, and what they did to make our
country a united one. ^75c. Wilde.

7-26964.

The third volume in the "Uncle Sam's old-
time story" series. This portion of the history
deals with the revolution and is a well taught
lesson in American patriotism.

Wade, Mrs. Mary Hazelton. Ten Indian
hunters: stories of famous Indian
hunters, il. t$i. Wilde. 7-26965.

The fourth volume in Mrs. Wade's Indian se-
ries tells of ten hunters who gained prowess
among their several tribes for their cunning
and ability to trap game. Aside from their suc-
cessful efforts, daring adventure and marvelous
skill, the stories picture the various tribes and
their manner of living.

Wagner, Charles, My impressions of Amer-
ica; tr. from the French by Mary Lou-
ise Hendee. **$i. McClure. 6-33643.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Sweet-tempered and simple-minded little

book." Jame« F. Muirhead.
+ Atlan. 100: 558. O. '07. lOOw.

+ Putnam's. 1: 638. F. '07. 330w.

Wagner, (Wilhelm) Richard. Tannhauser;
a dramatic poem freely translated in
poetic narrative form by Oliver Huck-
el. **7Sc. Crowell. 6-32851.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Worthy of a place in any library where there
is sufficient interest in musical drama."

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 50. F. '07. S.

-f- Ind. 02: 498. F. 28, '07. lEOw.

"Is a rather ".anguid performance."— Nation. «.4: 35. Ja. 10, '07. 30w.

Walcott, Earle Ashley. Apple of discord.
t$i.5o. Bobbs. 7-31209.

A tale of San Francisco during the days of
the "Sandi-lot" riots and the attempted Chinese

• For those who find diversion in excitement,
this story will furnish marked satisfaction."

-h N. Y. Times. 12: 740. N. 16, '07. 230w.

Walford, Lucy Bethia. Enlightenment of
Olivia. $1.50. Longmans. 7-31230.

The study of a fem.ale egotist. "The charac-
ter of the heroine seems on the whole origi-
nal, and is drawn with much humour. The Ox-
ford professor who, unconsciously to himself be-
comes the instrument of her reformation can
scarcely be taken seriously, and it seems to us
that the author did not at first intend him for
the monstrosity into which he developes. Oliv-
ia's husband, on the other hand, is an admir-
able speciman of the middle-class Britisl; Phil-
istine at his very best—manly, honorable, and
chivalrous to the finger-tips, but alas ! some-
what of a bore." (Ath.)

"A book which at least will not offend
through lack of taste or carelessness of style.
There is never anything complex about either
her plots or her characters, but she tells her
tale .simply in good plain English and, as a re-
sult, her books are eminently readable."

-1- Acad. 73: 682. Jl. 13, '07. 240w.
+ Ath. 1907, i: 723. Je. 15. 120w.

"Mrs. Walford's talcs are reminiscent of
Mrs. Oiiphant's peaceful stories of English
country life, calm and uneventful, but never-
theless full of pleasant interest and restful to
a weary mind on a hot summer's day."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 504. Ag. 17, '07. 140w.
"It is not art, and being artless no limit can

be set anywhere to its mischief nor in Eng-
land to its circulation."— Sat. R. 104: 21. JI. 6, '07. 480w.

Walker, Alice Morehouse. Historic Had-
ley: a story of the making of a famous
Massachusetts town. **$i. Grafton
press. 6-30490.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The little book too, is accurate, never sac-
rificing the facts to readability or picturesque-
ness. Has value both literary and historic, and
considerable narrative charm."

•f +- Nation. 84: 110. Ja. 31, '07. 550w.

-f N. Y. Times. 11:756. N. 17, '06. 250w.
-I- R. of Rs. 35:110. Ja. '07. lOOw.

Walker, Dawson. Gift of tongues and
other essays. *$i.75. Scribner.

"A. series of able and scholarly essays on cer-
tain New Testament problems; the speaking
with tongues in the apostolic church, the legal
phraseology in the Epistle to the Galatians, the
visit to .Torusalem recorded in the second chap-
ter of that epistle and its relation to the fif-

teenth chapter of the Acts, and the date of the
Acts and the third {jospel."—Sat R.

"Though none of these essays makes any no-
table contribution to the subject, and the con-
clusions of the fir.st and last are distinctly im-
probable, all are worthv of attention."

H Am. J. Theol. 11: 182. Ja. '07. 170w.

"The book will have little influence on the
trend of opinion." Wm. R. Shoemaker.— Bib. World. 30: 76. Jl. '07. 420w.

"All would do well to read Dr. Walker's es-
says: he arranges his facts well, writes clear-
ly, and is always interesting; his essay on the
gift of tongues i£ the best we have ever read
on that puzzling problem."

+ Sat. R. 102: 372. S. 22, '06. 180w.
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Walker, Ernest. Beethoven. $i. Brentano's.
W 5-8.

Descriptive note in AnnuiU, 1906.

"A thoughtful little book."
+ Ath. 1903. 2: 840. D. 29. 170w.

Walker, Margaret Coulson. Lady Holly-
hock and her friends: a book of nature
dolls and others; drawings by Mary
Isabel Hunt. +$1.25. Baker. 6-39448.

A happy thought for little people which will
provide busy work the year round. Cucumber,
radish, and corn dolls, pansy, hollyhock and
poppy maids, apple, peanut and acorn children
—and pictures to show how they are made.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 2: 253. D. '06.

+ Ind. 61: 1411. D. 22, '06. 30w.

+ Nation. 83: 514. D. 13, '06. 30w.

"An interesting book for all little folks

. . . for it will give them no end of the sort

of employment that all children like."

+ N. Y. Times. 11: 752. N. 17, "06. 90w.

+ R. of Rs. 34:766. D. '06. 50w.

Walker, Rev. William Lowe. Christian the-

ism and a spiritual monism: God, free-

dom and immortality in view of monis-
tic evolution. *$3. Scribner. 7-12986.

"The work aims to show what ground there

is for Christian theism in the spiritual mon-
ism toward which science and philosophy now
preponderate. Its author . . . endeavors to 'set

forth that spiritual interpretation of the uni-
ver.se on the basis of Mr. Spencer's system of

philosophy which he himself affirmed to be
possible '

. . . The argument is mainly objective,

in nn inductive method, and designed for 'the

plain man.' "—Outlook.

"Nowhere have we seen this thesis more lu-

cidly and convincingly handled tiian by this

able writer."
+ Acad. 71:521. N. 24, '06. 1190w.

"\. very readable book. Mr. Walker shows
wide reading in science and philosophy, and
states his position with clearness and force."

W. C. Kierstead.
+ + Am. J. Theol. 11: 548. Jl. '07. 490w.

"Though the work falls short of its aim in

some central questions, it is, on the whole, a
.stimulating contribution to further discussions,

and n strung presentation of the harmony of

science and rpligion."

-I Outlook. 83: 1006. Ag. 25, '06. 61Ow.

"However valuable this line of thought may
be, it requires a deeper treatment to make it

convincing.' „ _,

f-
Sat. R. 103: 592. My. 11, '07. 1820w.

Walker, Williston. John Calvin, the organ-
izer of reformed Protestantism, 1509-

1564. **$i.35. Putnam. 6-34268.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 50. F. '07. S.

"There are no errors of vital importance.
The reviewer would dissent from a few conclu-
sions, which must, however, ramain largely
matters of opiniDn. 'iiie amount to criticise is

small; there is much to praise. To say that
the book is the best biography written in Eng-
lish is not enouprh. No other equally brief life

has so well assimilated the vast amount of ma-
terial or summed up Calvin's character and ca-
reer with so much insight; and no other life

of Calvin preserves throughout so judicial a
tone. It is a book whose scholarship will ap-
peal to both the chuT-ch historian and the gen-
eral historical reader." Herbert Darling Fos-
tci-.

4- ^ _ Am. Hist R. 12:366. Ja. '07. 1210w.

"We accept wliat is given, and return tha.nks

for a very good book."
-f -I- Ath. 1907, 1: 131. F. 2. 280w.

"A fairly objective account from a siympa-
thetic point of view."

-I- Cath. Wonu. 80: 250. My. '07. 70w.

"With a difficult subject. Professor Walker
has taken particular pains to be impartial and
just, both to his Rero's greatness and his fail-
ings, and he has succeeded well."

-f- Ind. 62: 1154. My. 16, '07. lOOw.

"For its scope and purpose Prof. Williston
Walker's biography of 'John Calvin' Is a mod-
el."

+ + Ind. 63: 1236. N. 21, '07. 30w.

'.'The picture which emerges from the pagres
of Professor Walker is luminous."

+ -r Nation. 84: 15. Ja. 3, '07. 1690w.

"His book is admirable in every way."
-f- -I- Spec. 97:990. D. 15. '06. 230w.

Wallace, Dillon. Long Labrador trail.

*$i.50. Outing. 7-17002.
This "glorious record of American 'do and

dare' " follows the wilderness adventure of one
who besides being lured by the irresistible call
of the wild is fulfilling the command to accom-
plish the work of exploration undertaken by his
fallen leader, Leonidas Hubbard, viz., to pene-
trate the Labrador peninsula from Groswater
bay to Lakt! Michikamau, thence thru the lake
and northward over the divide, where he hoped
to locate the headwaters of the George river.

"It is a record of pri\'a,tion and heroism, well-
told, full of the irresistible charm of real ex-
ploration."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 173. O. '07. S.

"It is to be doubted if he has added grreatly
to our knowledge of this region; but he has
certain'y written an interesting book, wholly
independent of literary charm."

-I- Ath. 1907, 2: 442. O. 12. 460w.
"Somehow, the very lack of rhetorical polish

seems appropriate in the description of an un-
dertaking which bespeaks essentially grim de-
termination, and offers little occasion for the
play of the finer feelings or of the imagination."
George Gladden.

-I- Bookm. 25: 615. Ag. '07. 840w.

"None can fail to enjoy the author's account
of his expedition." H. B. Coblentz.

+ Dial. 42: 374. Je. 16, '07. 320w.
"A thoroughly interesting account of a coun-

try which, in desolation may be said to rival
the 'Far north.' "

-1- Lit. D. 35: 26. Jl. 6, '07. 300w.

"Mr. Wallace takes himself and his achieve-
ment a triile too seriously."

-\ Nation. 85: I90. Ag. 1, '07. 370w.

"It is an interesting story tliat Mr. Wallace
has recounted of perils ignored and hardships
welcomed, of grim and desolate wilds, and of
the strength, tlio courage, and the goodness of
human nature rising always above its environ-
ment."

-h N. Y.- Times. 12: 362. Je. 8, '07. 720w.

"The details of tlie travelling supply an at-
tractive narrative."

+ Spec. 99: 438. S. 28, '07. 170w.

Wallace, Dillon. Ungava Bob: a winter's

tale. $1.30. Revell. 7-29093-

These experiences of a young fur trapper in

the frozen interior of Labrador are the sort
that will put a lad in the corner and keep him
there until the last page is reached. There
are encounters with woh'es on the fur trails,

intimate portrayals of the life a,nd humnnity of
the Nascaupee Indians who capture and pro-
te..t the hero, and stirring accounts of dan-
gerous adventures among tlie ice-packs of the
Labrador country.

"The story is told with the greatest simplic-
ity and naturnlnf^ps. Characters and incidents
all have the touch of verity."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 581. S. 28, '07. 290av.

"Bob is a pi icky ytung trapper, and his ad-
ventures are exciting enough, but the chief

:nent of the book lies in the pictures of life
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in the remote regions of Labrador and among
the Indians and Kskimos of that frozen coun-
try."

+ Outlook. S7: 312. O. 12, '07. 160w.

Wallace, Helen. Coming of Isobel. $1.50.

Cassell.

A story whose plot is founded upon coinci-
dences. "When one young girl is lost we are
expected to believe that another exactly like
her is found; that this latter has lost her mem-
ory, and consequently acts as an innocent sub-
stitute; and finally that the foundling is no oth-
er than the half-sister of the lost girl. . . .

Other detached coincidiences roughly hew the
destinies of the family of whose fortunes this
book is a record." (Ath.)

"It is very feminine work in all its aspects,
and carries with it unnecessary tragedies and
heartburnings. Problems such as are here pre-
sented offer comparatively little difficulty in real
life."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: 297. S. 14. 150w.

N. Y, Times. 12:654. O. 19, '07. 30w.

Wallace, Helen. Sons of the Seigneur.
$1.50. Outing pub. 7-20711.

A romance of the days of Cromwell with its

scene laid in the Island of Guernsey. A Royal-
ist maid is the heroine and is loved Oy two
brothers one of whom is cruel and selfish while
the other runs Ihe round of chance and peril
to serve and protect her. The visit of King
Charles II. to the island in disguise is made the
turning point in the story which is full of ac-
tion and feeling.

"On the whole, it is what may fairly be called
a brave story of the type it represents." Fred-
eric Taber Cooper.

+ Bookm. 26: 82. S. '07. 290w.
— Ind. 63: 575. S. 5, '07. 430w.

"The book is especially noteworthy for the
fascinating character of the heroine and the
daintiness and charm of its love interest."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 170w.

'"Notable constructive ability, fertility of in-
vention, dramatic imagination and good taste
in the management of these various faculties
are all evident. The author has not succeeded,
however, in creating a historical atmosphere

—

the illusion of time and place."
-i N. Y. Times. 12: 479. Ag. 3, '07. 300w.

Wallace, Lew (Lewis), general. Lew Wal-
lace: an autobiography. 2v. **$S. Har-
per. 6-38539.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Current Literature. 42: 178. F. '07.

1800W.

"The book is excellent reading. Errors of
haste or negligence, including even lapses in
grammar, and other more deliberate faults, can
be found by the critical; but their enumeration
would be a thankless task." Percv F. Bicknell
-t- I Dial. 42:34. Ja. 16, '07. 2180w.

'Quite eoual in vividness to his fiction is the
dramatic interest with which General Wallace
manages to invest tlie story of his life in some
of its vital facts."

-f Ind. 62: 1093. My. 9, '07. 670w.

"While it is, as a whole, entertaining, there
is a • diffusenoss, an over-elaboration of small
points.. and a too frequent triviality which sug-
gest=! lack of proper editorial revision. Literary
merit aside, the value of these volumes as a
contribution to American history is not incon-

+ ^ Nation. 84: 87. Ja. 24, '07. 710w.

"Nothing I have read, except, perhaps, 'Ban-
Hur.' has so filled my heart and mind and
thrilled me as this autobiography of General
Lew Wallace." Oliver Otis Howard.
-I- + -I- No. Am. 183: 1294. D. 21, '06. 1940w.
Reviewed by Horatio S. Krans.

4- -t Outlook. 84: 1079. D. 29. '06. 470w.

Wallace, W. G. Locomotive breakdown
questions answered and illustrated; in-
dexed for quick reference. $1.50. Drake,
F. J. 7-2174L

Questions and answers just as they appeared
in tno rireman's magazine. "All of us who
have shared in those informal discussions
arotmd and about the steel horse know their
attraction, though realizing their casual, un-
decisive or di.^connected nature." (Engin. N.)

"This collection might, with rearrangement,
excision and addition, serve a far more useful
purpose in systematic education of the men
whose very business is system to a degree, and
who deserve and are always anxious to learn
from those best qtialified to teach them the
principles of mechanical science related to their
duties." H. Wade Hibbard.

-I Engin. N. &S: 293. S. 12, '07. 560w.

Waller, Mary Ella. Through the gates of
the Netherlands; with il. after Lalanne
and others by A. A. Montferrand, re-
produced in photogravure. *'*$3. Little.

6-42908.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 75. Mr. '07.

"Tho her knowledge of history is not partic-
ularly striking, her insight into human nature
is quick and deeo."

-i Ind. 62: 912. Ap. 18, '07. £90w.

+ Nation. £4: 269. Mr. 21, '07. 680w.

"The illustrations in this volume are excel-
lent, and the text is full of conviction and en-
thusiasm."

+ R. of Rs. 35: 109. Ja. '07. 60w.

Walling, Robert A. J. Sea-dog of Devon: a

life of Sir John Hawkins. **$i.75-

Lane.
A popular biography of Hawkins which "vin-

dicates tho hero from the charge of having In-

atigurr.ted the British slave trade."

"We are bound to say that it is not a biog-
raphy in the received sense of the word; that
it is not the first: and that it is a poor r6-

chaulfS of uncritical stuff."— Ath. 1907, 2: 13. "Jl. 6. 180w.

"Mr. Walling's book is a good, an interest-

ing, and a useful piece of work."
-I- Dial. 43: 215. O. 1, '07. SOOw.

"While it can hardly be called exhaustive, it

Is certainly readable and animated."
+ Outlook. 87: 272. O. 5, '07. 190w.

"Till a full biography appears, however, we
shall do very well with this book, which is a
thoroughly workmanlike narrative with fairly

judicious comment. It has a strong flavotir

of hero-worship to be sure, but we do not wish
it to be without that, even though a hero wor-
shipper can scarcely be the best of judges."

il! _ Spec. 98: 718. My. 4, '07. 1250w.

Wallington, Nellie Urner. Historic church-

es of America; with an introd. by E: E.

Hale. **$2. Duffield. 7-31235-

Mrs. Wallington has made her study cover

nearly seventv historic churches of America.
It traces "in some detail the first steps which
were taken in different parts of the nation by
persons of distinct religious motive who had
exiled themselves from Europe and who meant
to maintain their allegiance to a living God.'

The book is finely illustrated.

"Brief but entertaining sketches."

+ Dial. 43: 427. D. 16, '07. 90w.

"The descriptions are picturesquely given and
through the whole book there is traced in de-

tail the growth of the various religious move-
ments Which took their starting point from the

days of the colonies and have found their out-
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Wallington, Nellie Urner—Continued.
ward expression in many notable edifices thru-
out the country."

+ Lit. D. 35: 918. D. 14, '07. lOO-W.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"Th.ore is not as much informiation as one
expects in a work of this kind."

-\ N. Y. Times. l:i: 768. N. 30, '07. 140w.

Walpole, Sir Spencer. Studies in biography.
*$4. Button. 7-29124.

Biographical essays upon celebrated men; in-

cluding Peel, Cobden, Disraeli, Gibbon, Lord
Dufforin. Lord Siiaftesbury, Bismarck, and
Napoleon III. A chapter upon "Some decisive

marriages in history," concludes the volume.

"They deserve to be read for their balance of

judgment and orderly presentment of tact."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 288. Mr. 9. 720w.

"It should be added that the reader receives

from all these essays an impression as stimu-
lating as if he had had a quiet and Illuminat-
ing conversation with a man of wide observa-
tion and fruitful reflection."

+ Dlal. 43: 254. O. IG, '07. 470w.

"The essays in the present volume are all

readable, and have to a high degree the hu-
man Interest which differentiates biography
from general history."

+ Ind. 63: 226. Jl. 25, '07. 230w.

"In the main, here as elsewhere. Sir Spencer
Walpole is a writer who will not dip his pen
into the ink until he is quite sure of the accur-

acy of the assertion he is going to make. The
road he takes us by may not afford many ro-

mantic prospects but at least the guide knows
everv inch of it."

-t- Lend. Times. 6: 20. Ja. 18, '07. 1510w.

"We welcome these essays . . . not only for

their intrinsic merits, but because they are a

sign of that trend toward biography which is

nee<Jed for the enriching of historical studies in

general."
+ Nation. 84: 340. Ap. 11, '07. 1040w.

N, Y. Times. 12: 68. F. 2, '07. 300w.

"These studies are notable for a temperate
and judicial spirit. They are uniformly edify-

ing; and though they do not sway the mind by
high eloquence they never descend to dullness

or commonplace, but win sympathetic assent

by their workmanliKe tnoroughness and their

manifest fi'ankness."

-I- + N. Y. Times. 12: 132. MV. 2, '07. 750w.

"Sir Spencer Walpole's volume is character-
ized by profound erudition and real literary
distinction as well as by critical acumen and
breadth of view."
+ + Outlook. 86: 335. Je. 15, '07. 1220w.

Reviewed by W. Roy Smith.
-I- Putnam's. 2: 360. Je. '07. lOOOw.

"The whole book is well worth reading. If

only that we may have our vague knowledge
of political history arranged and corrected by
a writer who rarely suffers the informing in-

stinct to oust the critical faculty."
4. ^ Spec. 98: 371. Mr. 9, '07. 1390w.

Walsh, James Joseph. Catholic churchmen
in science: sketches of the lives of

Catholic ecclesiastics who w^ere among
the great founders in science. *$i. Dol-
phin press. 6-38910.

In order to refute the charge that the Roman
Catliolic church is the enemy of science, the
author has prepared brief biographies of some
Catholic ecclesiastics who have made impor-
tant contributions to physical science. They In-

clude: Copernicus, Basil Valentine, Linacre,
Father Kircher, Bishop Stenson, Abb6 Hauy,
and Abbot Mendel.

cible answer to the claim that science and re-
ligion are in conflict."

4- Cath. World, 84:548. Ja. '07. 260w.

+ Ind. 62: 333. F. 7, '07. 170w.

Walsh, James Joseph. Makers of modern
medicine. *$2. Fordham university
press. 7-7512.

The volume "is not simply a series of biog-
raphies of men who have in the past two .hun-
dred years or so helped in building up the nrod-
ern science of healing, written with no other
view than the setting forth of their discoveries
and their title of fame. It has an ulterior mo-
tive, and this motive is to show that among
these men were a dozen at least who were
content to accept the teachings of the Christian
religion, and in particular those of the Roman
Catholic branch of that religion."—N. Y. Times.

"The doctor has enhanced the value of this

•welcome little book by prefixing a short, for-

"Dr. Walsh has drawn fro^m many sources.;,
not always judiciously (certainly not judic-
ially). These sources are often so insufficiently
indicated that it is not easy to verify the state-
ments that flow freely from his facile, some-
times almost too facile pen. The list of 'mak-
ers' will hardly satisfy all readers."

1- Nation. 84: 526. Je. 6, '07. 320w.

"The book, though interesting and informing
in itself, is not so much designed as a contri-
bution to medical history as it is to overthrow
the notion expressed in the old saying that
wliere there are three doctors there will be two
atheists."

+ — N. Y. Times. 12: 372. Je. 8, '07. 670w.

"For the purpose for which they are aimeu,
the general instruction of the public in mat-
ters pertaining to medical history, they are,
like the similar essays of Richardson, extreme-
ly entertaining and useful." W. G. MacCallum.

-I- Science, n.s. 26: 251. Ag. 23, '07. 450w.

Walsh, Walter. Moral damage of wrar. *75c.
Ginn. 6-37868.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is a rhetorical and aggressive, but it is

also in its way a useful, arraignment of the
war system."

+ Outlook, 80: 768. Mr. 30, '07. 330w.

Walters, Henry Beauchamp. Art of the
Greeks. $6. Macmillan. 7-35229.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A, Bkl. 3: 145. My. '07.

"The publishers have produced such a charm-
ing book in all external respects that it seems
a pity it should not be equally satisfying to the
mind of the classical scholar."

1- Dial. 42: 147. Mr. 1, 07. 380w.

"As a whole the book is written with singu-
lar lucidity and charm, and is evidently the
flower of deep and painstaking scholarship."

+ Int. Studio. 32: 334. O. '07. 260w.

"Contains a mass of information intelligently
grouped but not commented on."

-I- Sat. R. 103: 145. F. 2, '07. 1300w.

Waltham, T. Ernest, ed. Tangerine: a
* child's letters from Morocco. $1.50.

Macmillan.
The impressions of a little English girl dur-

ing a short visit to the chief coast town of
Morocco. "The human interest is predominant,
of course, and it is illustrated by some good
photographs of the Tangerines with the won-
derful backgrounds of Moorish architecture."
(Spec.)

N, Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 30w.

"To [children] 'Tangerine' ought to be a
charming picture-book, and a gift-book with a
somewhat unusual interest attaching to It."

-f Spec. 99: sup. 748. N. 16, '07. 90w.

Walton, Mrs. Octavius Frank. Doctor
Forester. $1.25. Union press.

A hidden treasure, a secret stairway, strange
footsteps heard at night In an old tower, all
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help to make the summer vacation of Dr. For-
ester a notable one. His love story, so hope-
lessly interwoven with that of liis Dest friend,
also adds excitement to his time of rest and
recreation, but his reward more than repays his
v/orry and distress.

Ward, Cyrennus Osborne. The ancient
lowly: a story of the ancient work-
ing people from the eailiest known
period to the adoption of Christianity
by Constantine. 2v. ea. $2. Kerr.

In which the author traces the early history
of modern socialism. "Its conspicuous merit is

the light which it throws on the seamy side of
lue in tuf pie-Ciiristjan eia, as revealed by the
fragmentary writings of ancient historians and
by the inscriptional discoveries of modern ar-
chaeology. Its conspicuous defect is the strained
interpretation given to the facts with which it

is concerned, and the violent, even incendiary
spirit in which these facts are discussed. It is,

indeed, a work admirably calculated to inflame
the already lamentably intense feeling of class
hatred." (.Outlook.)

"This is manifestly not the appropriate place
for the discussion of a purely controversial work
of this kind. Mr. Ward does not write in Eng-
lish conspicuous for clearness or for grace, and
his positiveness of stateimeut is not reassuring
and fail:3 to inspire confidence."— N. Y. Times. 12: 306. My. 11, '07. 400w.

"Undoubtedly containing much of value to the
discriminating student of history, and obvious-
ly the result of years of arduous research, it is

nevertheless for the general public a book of
pernicious influence, conti'ibuting nothing to the
solution of actual present-day problems and
making for greater discontent and bitterness.
One is almost tempted to declare that the his-
torical method of investigation has seldom been
mere sadly misapplied."

h Outlook. 87:638. N. 9, '07. 740w.

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps) (Mrs.
Herbert D. Ward). Man in the case;
il. by H: J. Peck. t$i.5o. Houghton.

6-32 II 6.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is rather surprising to find a veteran like
the author employing a plot so worn and trans-
parent as the plot of 'The man in the case;' but
she certainly managed to make her story at-

i- Ath. 1906, 2:797. D. 21. 130w.
"A good story, full of emotion and suspense,

without any recourse at all to sensational meth-
ods."

-H R. of Rs. 35: 126. Ja. '07. 180w.
"The book is inauequate as a psychological

study."— -}- Sat. R. 103:56. Ja. 12, '07. 200w.

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. Walled in.

t$i.5o. Harper. 7-33590.
A story of a college town. Professor Ferris,

a singularly strong man, is "walled in" by a
terrible automobile accident. His months of
convalescence reveal his enduring qualities
which are contrasted with the impatience and
frivolity of his butterfly wife. The story fol-
lows the love of this man for two women, one
whose waywardness is her own undoing and one
whose strength and beauty of character bring
their own reward.

"Told in somewhat long-dLrawn-out fashion."— Outlook. 87: 744. N. 30, '07. 150w.

Ward, Lester Frank. Applied sociology: a
treatise on the conscious improvement
of society by society. *$2.5o. Ginn.

6-23549-
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is an epoch making work. Not only is it

a contribution to social science of first-rate val-

ue; but it is also of fundamental practical in-
terest to education. No other book has done so
much to reveal the true function of knowledge."
George Elliott Howard.
-h + + Am. J. See. 12: 854. My. '07. 1830w.

-t- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 76. Mr. '07.

"Whether one agrees with all Dr. Ward's
thesis or not, ne will profit by a careful study
of this book. In correctness of statement, and
in rigorous application of scientific methods, it
is to be cDmniended to all who have occasion
to write upon matters social." Carl Kelsey.
-i- -i Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 487. N. '06. 9'jOw.

"Willie exhibiting some of the characteristic
def3cts of Its class, Mr. Ward's work is always
niarKed by vigorous thinking and seldom fails
to prove interesting and suggestive."
+ 4 Nation. S3: 562. D. 2/, '06. 650w.

"This great book is a noble crown to the au-
thor's philosophy. No writer has presented so
powerfully the claims of education as a con-
scious social policy. No one has so vindicated
the worth of the teacher's work." Edward Als-
worth Ross.
-I- + -f Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 356. Je. '07. 960w.

Wardle, Jens. Artistic temperament. t$i.5o.

McClure. 7-21364.

"Mr. Stephen Cartmel is a painter. He is en-
gaged to a young woman with a rich father,
and all the qualities which serve best to stea-
dy a man with the artistic tendency to flit

from flower to flower. She is not beautiful, but
she is serious, womanly, and staying and she
loves him protectingly. Then Mr. Stephen Cart-
mel journeys by cab into Tooting to ca!l upon
a neglected school friond. . . . And he meets
the friend's pretty wife—who began by being
his typist, a,nd has been .starving all her life

for art, romance, and beauty. Delia Blaicklock
sits to Mr. Cartmel for her portrait—and the
artistic temperament gets in its work."—N. Y.
Times.

"Th;s novel is qnite as tiresome as its title

would lead us to expect."— Acad. 72:295. My. 23, '07. 480w.

'There is not a dull page in it. Like many
English novels which ought to sell better in

this country than they do, it strikes deep, keep-
ing a firm hold on elemental things in human
nature."

+ Lit. D. 35: 208. Ag. 10, '07. 380w.

-f Nation. 85: 122. Ag. 8, '07. 550w.

"Miss Wardle manages the theme admirably
—with insight, humor, comprehension, sympa-

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 476. Ag. 3, '07. 660w.

Waring, Henry F. Christianity and its

Bible: a text-book for private reading.

$1. Univ. of Chicago press. 7-19773-
Atldresses the audience of "clear-eyed mid-

dle-men between the specialists and the ordin-
ary readers." It surveys the whole religious
field in a priictical trustworthy manner, "gives
pigeon-holes," as the author says, "in which to
put the valuable results of all future hearing,
reading. and study concerning religious
themes."

"The task is well done, and tne book will be
of groat value to all who are thoughtfully in-

terested in its theme."
-t- Bib. World. 29: 470. Je. '07. SOw.

"It is both a trustworthy and a useful book,
well adapted to increase religious intelligence
in a period of mingled joy and faith."

4- Outlook. 86: 790. Ag. 10, '07. 140w.

Waring, Luther Hess. Law and the gospel

of labor. *$i. Neale. 7-29710.

A two part study, whose aim is to present,
first, the law of the land, and, secondly, the
highest law known to man,—the gospel of Jesus
Christ.
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Warner, Beverley Ellison. Famous intro-
ductions to Shakespeare's plays by the
notable editors of the eighteenth cen-
tury, ed. with a critical introd.. bio-
graphical and explanatory notes. **$2.50.

Dndd. 6-9259.

Descnijtive I'Ote in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 70. Mr. '07.

Warner, Horace Everett. Cricket's song
and other melodies. **$i. Lippincott.

7-31376.

Two score and ten poems which are concerned
with life, h«re and hereafter, with mother love,
Indian legend, the roar of the weird and thun-
der of man made things.

Warren, Ina Russelle, comp. Under the
holly 'bough: a collection of Christmas
poems. $1.50. Jacobs. 7-36928.

An anthology of Christmas verse from writers
old and new which presents the subject in a
variety of phases, "from the holy sound of the
Christmas chimes, heralding the Day of days, to
the merry laugh of the little child over its

toys."

"A particularly attractive Christmas anthol-
ogy."

+ Dial. 43: 382. D. 1, '07. 90w.

Warren, Thomas Herbert. Magdalen col-

lege, Oxford. (College monographs.)
*7Sc. Button.

A history of Magdalen college by its present
Head and Vice-Chancellor, from its foundation
in the dawn of the renaissance to the present.

"It contains as much local history as the
general nubile is likely to desire, and some In-
terestin? notes on the customs and worthies
of Magdalen."

+ Nation. 85: 120. Ag. 8, '07. l«0w.

Reviewed bv Goldwin Smith.
H- Outlook. 87: 78. S. 14, '07. 1450w.

"Mr. Warren has given us a most interestmg
account of his college."

+ Spec. 98: 804. My. 18, '07. 260w.

Warren, Waldo Pondray. Thoughts on
business. $1.25. Forbes. 7-33622.

A collection of more than two hundred editor-
ials which have been contributed to leading
newspapers and have been called good by prom-
inent business men the country over. The gen-
eral captions under which the short talks are
grouped arr^: Starting points, Self-improvement,
About methods. Developing the workers, With
the manager. Buying and selling, Words by the
way, and Gleanings.

Washburne. Marion Foster. Family se-

crets. +$1.25. Macmillan. 7-14264.
Monolocrues which reveal the secrets of the

inner sanctuary of the true home. The revel-
atop is a woman who when reverses come goes
with her husband to a little farm on the edge
of a manufacturing town. She lives for life's

sake, learns its values and the competence of
love, and believes that when women discover
their social unequals, and cherish them till

Ihey grow into social equals, then we shall
begin to get .at the real secrets of that fam-
ily whic'h is the human race. She says: "We
must recognize that the brotherhood of man
presupposes not only the Fatherhood of God.
but also the Motherhood of essential woman."

"It is a kind of informal philosophy of the
family life, very pleasantly written, with a
good deal of shrewdness and humor, and in a
wholesome attitude toward the trials, vexa-
tions, and tragedies of life and character."

+ Outlook. S6: 255. Jc. 1, '07. 280w.

Washington, Booker T. Frederick Dou-
glass. (American crisis biographies.)
**$i.25. Jacobs. 7-85x2.

A sympathetic study of a career which was
identified with the race problem in the period
of revolution and liberation. The sketch re-
veals Douglass as the personification of the
historical events that marked the transition
from slavery to citizenship.

"It will interest both the student of history,
and the student of life—tfie ordinary reader."

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 173. O. '07. S.

"The book is exceedingly clear and simple in
its style." R. R. Wright, jr.

-I- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 623. N. '07. 320w.
"The book deserves a better index."

+ -\ Ath. 1907, 2: 397. O. 5. 1620w.
"The story is well told, with enthusiasm ana

admiration of the hero, but with self-repres-
sion, dignity, and a high degree of ability .oa

a biographer."
+ Dial. 42: 345. Je. 1. "07. 280w.

"\ tale at once moving and picturesque."
-j- N. Y. Times. 12: 251. Ap. 20, '07. lOOOw.

"It is remarkable because it gives with great
frankness, great impartiality, and an entire ab-
sence of bitterness of spirit, the views of both
men respecting slavery, reconstruction, the pol-
itical rights and duties of the negro, and the
rela^tions between the races."

4- + Outlook. 8fi: 76. My. 11, "07. 280w.

"The old story of the ^owth of the move-
ment for abolition, and of Douglass's concern
with it, was well worthy of being told again.
It is told in these pages simply, clearly and as
fully as the limits of such a biography ad-
mitted—better told, one is inclined to sav tha.n
in Douglass's own version." Montgomery .Schuy-
ler.

-I- Putnam's. 3: 105. O. '07. 290w.

R. of Rs. 35: 635. My. '07. 140w
"He has found an eminently worthy biog-

rapher."
-I- Spec. 99: 437. S. 28. '07. 510w.

Washington, Booker T., and Du Bois, W:
E. Burghardt. Negro, in the South:
his economic progress in relation to

his moral and religious development;
being the William Levi Bull lectures

for the year 1907. **$i. Jacobs.
7-21 3 10.

An objective study of the influence of slav-
ery including two lectures by Mr. Washington
and two by Mr. Du Bois, as follows: The eco-
nomic development of the negro race in slav-
ery; The economic development of the negro
race since its emancipation; The economic r<'vo-

lution in the South; and Religion in the South.

N. V. Times. 12: 274. Ap. 27, '07. 50w.

"A slender but not unpleasing narrative
gives a certain coherence to what is essentially
a .series of iav sermons upon many important
problep's ni" domrstic and social life."

-"- N. Y. Times. 12: 365. Je. 8, '07. 400w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 174. O. '07.

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 502. O. '07. 230w.

"Du Bois is a dreamer, a rhapsodist, a sort
of embodied consciousness of the doom of his
race. He writes always with tragic intensity
and drifts infallibly from facts and arguments
to impassioned upbraidings. anathemas, pane-
gyrics. Booker Washington, a practical man and
no dreamer or poet, writes otherwise. He can-
not see the tragic end. His eye Is fixed upon
the present and the immediate future. He is

made an optimist by the good things he sees
his race has already got and Is getting. He
strives practicallv and sensibly to enable that
race to get as much as possible without alarm-
ing the other race."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 429. Jl. 6, '07. 2070w.
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"They contain an excellent summing up from
the negro's point of view of the conditions, both
adverse and favorable, under which the South-
ern negro is gradually working out his own
salvation."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 640. N. '07. 90w.

Washington, George. Letters and recollec-
tions of George Washington; being let-

ters to Tobias Lear and others between
1790 and 1799, showing the first Amer-
ican in the management of his estate
and domestic affairs with a diary of
Washington's last days, kept by Mr.
Lear; il. from rare old portraits, photo-
graphs and engravings. **$2.5o. Dou-
bleday. 6-25624.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"With more skilful editing and arrangement,
and with a boldly applied pruning hook, they
would supply material for a vivid and sympa-
thetic sketch of Washington in the role of Cin-
cinnatus."

+ Spec. 98: sup. 652. Ap. 27, '07. 360w.

Watanna, Onoto, pseud. (Mrs. Winnifred
Eaton Babcock) (Mrs. Bertrand Bab-
cock). Diary of Delia: being a vera-
cious chronicle of the kitchen with some
side-lights on the parlour. t$i.25. Dou-
bleday. 7-18102.

"Delia is the maid-of-all-work for a 'family
of six,' and so well is she rendered that one
gets an unaccustomed serious glimpse at many
things perhaps before unseen, through reading
her diary, the humor of which also exists in-
dependently of its simplified spelling a, la Irian-
dais. From that phrase it follows that Delia's
heart is in the right place, so we know at once
where her sympathies will be in her young mis-
tress's love affair, and divine with equal cer-
tainty and pleasure her ultimate possession of
a sweetheart of her own."—Outlook.

"It is a pity that the author did not elect to
tell the history of her heroine in some other
language intelligible to human beings. To say
that the book is lacking in any vestige of hu-
mor is not derogatory, for no one expects hu-
mor in Tahoo or Tibetan."— Lit. D. 35: 26. Jl. 6, '07. 290w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 180w.
"The comedy is good enough to inspire an

occasional laugh, especially when it runs into
farce, and there are now and then some touches
of self-revelation of character by Delia and her
friend Minnie that are done rather deftly."

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 418. Je. 29, '07. 230w.

+ Outlook. 86: 477. Je. 29, '07. 90w.

Waterman, Nixon. Boy wanted: a book of

cheerful counsel. $1.25. Forbes. 6-46363.

Advice and Incentive are happily united for th«
enterprising boy. The keynote of the book Is

sounded In the following:
Ask no favors of "luck,"—win your way

like a man;
Be active and earnest and plucky:

Then your work will come out just about
as you plan

And the world will exclaim, "Oh how
lucky."

Waters, N. McGee. Heroes and heroism in

common life: an appreciation of the

things of every day life. **$i.25. Cro-
well. 7-29737-

A group of essays which turn back to the
waysides and neglected places where have
dwelt masters of plain living and high think-
ing. A book to be added to the simple-life lit-

erature of the library.

der feeling and vivid description which show
appreciation of all that is most beautiful in
both nature and mankind."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 636. O. 19, '07. 180w.

Watson, Gilbert. Caddie of St. Andrew's
t$i.5o. Holt.

The caddies of St. Andrew's golf course; werea pathetic group of Scotch failures—fishermen
\vho worn out l>y thedr strenuous calling, had
drifted to the links. The particular caddie who
gives the book its title is Skipper, a cheerful
old philosopher and toper whose rigid daugh-
ter is ihe dread of his easy-going existence.
Kis view of life and the things to which it
brings him form the story, which, though full
of Scotch humor, is nevertheless a tragedy.

Watson, Gilbert. Voice of the South. *$2 ';o

Dutton. * '^ '

"While descriptive of some travels in south-
ern Algeria, the book is a narrative dealing
with the return of an Arab to his desert home.
. . . Athmaji, the hero in the bock, is a poet,
musician, and :iuide .... The traveler was
taken to many beautiful oases, including Sidi
Okba, until one day . . . the guide and his em-
ployer, Sidi, as he called him, went into an
Arab caf6 and thore saw a desert woman dance.
. . . Slie danced to desert music the dance of
the desert—the .South—and Athman's homeland.
Athrnan fell in love with her. The Sidi tried
to buy her away from him, but Athman drove
away one dark night and was never heard of
or seen again."—N. Y. Times.

"We would recommend 'The voice of the
South' to all who have a taste for good prose.
To define or describe a good style is always diffi
cult; but in this particular case it is chiefly ap-
parent in the simple and adequate narrative,
and in the descriptive passages, which without
being either pre-Raphaelite or impressionist,
make us fco sufliciently all the important de-
tail, and at the same time realise the effect of
the whole."

+ -L Acad. 70:379. Ap. 21, '06. 870w.
"A chativ, upscriptive narrative."

-r Ath. 1906, 1: 133. F. 3. 150w.
"The clear, suggestive and beautiful pictures

of people, places, and especially camels, bring
you back to geographic reality from a placeless
worM of fancy."

•f- + Lend. Times. 4: 405. N. 24, '06. 380w.
N. Y. Times. 11: 612. S. 29, '06. 310w.

Watson, Helen H. Andrew Goodfellow:
a tale of 1805. $1.50. Macmillnn.

The author's first story which has its setting
In the town of Plymouth Dgck during the time
of Nelson. Its chief interest Is concerned with
the sea.

"The papers . . . are quietly and pleasantly
written, and while mUch of their thought is

commonplace, there are many passages of ten-

"This l?ck of artistic treatment Is to be re-
gretted, as the author has made an Interesting
choice of characters."

H Acad. 71: 612. D. 15, '06. 130w.

"We think it prettily handled and successfully
rendered."

-f- Ath. 1906, 2: 826. D. 29. 210w.

"There is nothing original, nothing. Indeed,
remarkable. It Is a happy example of a simple
thing done well."

+ Lond. Times. 5: 417. D. 14, '06. 240w.

"It must be classed as better than the aver-
age of novels. It cannot be said that the author
succeeds in creating much historical atmo-
sphere."

-1- — N. Y. Times, 12: 66. F. 2, '07. 410w.

"The story is told In a frank, open-hearted
way, with no subtlety and without much literary

art."
-1 Outlook. 85: 41. Ja. 5, '07. 30w.

"The book is ably written and the plot well

constructed, though the only character that the

author has carefully worked out Is that of the

hero, Andrew Goodfellow."
-I- Spec. 97:1084. D. 29, '06. 190w.
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Watson, Henry Brereton Marriott. Mid-
summer day's dream. t$i.5o. Appleton.

6-31656.

Descriptive mote in Armaal, l&oe.

"It is not often that a story which is written
with sjch buoyancy is sdso written with such
care as Mr. Marriott Watson invariably bestows
upon his work."

+ Acad. 72: 143. h. 9, '07. 290w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 52. F. '07. +
-r Ath. 1907, 1: 129. F. 2. 440w.

"The vein of light and fanciful comedy in
which this story is written makes of it a
charming piece jf work." Wm. M. Payne.

+ Dial. 42: 226. Ap. 1. '07. 230w.
"As a provocative of clean and wholesome

gayety, 'A midsummer day's dream' would be
hard to beat." Herbert W. Horwill.

-I- + Forum. 38: 552. Ap. '07. 270w.
"It never palls, because the author's spirits

never lag, and his inventiveness never grows
stale. Mr. Watson is a master of dialog that
sparkles and amuses; he turns it, gives it

grace and charm, yet never twists it violently
for the sake of effect."

H- -f- Ind. 62: 1035. My. 2, '07. 160w.

"It is a delicious book."
-r Lend. Times. 6: 37. F. 1, '07. 550w.

"Unfortunately the story drags: Mr. Wat-
son's hand is not quite light enough for a suc-
cessful couf^lfe."

1- Sat. R. 3 03: 305. Mr. 9, '07. 200w.

Watson, Henry Brereton Marriott. Pri-
vateers. t$i.5o. Doubleday. 7-2061.

A young English girl, who unknown to her-
self, is the possessor of a block of valuable
railroad stock is pursued by two unscrupulous
American speculators. "There are 395 pages
in Mr. Watson's story and it Is certainly no
exaggeration to say that there Is at least
one hair-disturbing sensation for every third
page, exclusive of the numerous Illustrations,
which are designed to furnish little extra
shudders of their own." (N. Y. Times.)

"The story is well-planned and ably engi-
neered, but there is too much of every thing;
if the author has been less generous, the read-
er could follow these extraordinary happenings
with equal pleasure and considerably less fa-
tigue."

H Acad. 73: 872. S. 7, '07. 360w.
"He belongs ... to the select body which

we once called the 'Higher sensationalists,' anu
of which Stevenson is the master."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 232. Ag. 31. 230w.
"We cannot say very much for Mr. Wat-

son's Americans. Their acts and their words
are reflections of an Englishman's fertile im-
agination rather than products of observa-
tion." Wm. Payne.

-I Dial. 42: 226. Ap. 1, '07. 160w.
"It is a fast and furious melodrama written

for the special delight of the gallery gods."— Ind. 62:386. F. 14, '07. 320w.
"Flesh and blood are essential to stir the

emotions, and these men and women are solid
wax."— Lit. D. 34: 386. Mr. 9, '07. ifiOw.

"Having not a moment to enter into poor
Sylvia's feelings, he has left her a mere figure-
head."

H Lond. Times. 6: 278. S. 13, '07. 440w.
"A toy-house of slang, not without surface

glitter and iridescence, though of no sub-
std.nc6 "

— + Nation. 84: 85. Ja. 24, "07. 380w.
"Strikes one as nearing the limit of labo-

riously ingenious sensationalism. One la forced
to assume that Mr. Watson dwells in some
particularly remote and Inaccessible part of
the British Isles to which Americans of flesh
and blood never have penetrated."— N, Y. Times. 12:66. Ja. 26, '07. 630w.

"A crude piece of preposterous sensational-
ism." — Outlook. 85: 378. F. 16, '07. 70w.

Watson, John (Ian Maclaren, pseud).
Graham of Claverhouse; il. by Frank
T. Merrill. 50c. Authors and newspapers
assn. 7-14589.

'A tale of love, adventure, intrigues, and
swagger, of incomparable Scottish knights and
beautiful Highland maidens. The protagonist
of the highly exciting drama is a brilliant and
pict'jresque ligure, well known to Scottish tra-
ditions, thu hitherto almost neglected by writ-
ers of romance. John Graham, of the famous
house of Claverhouse and kinsman of the great
Montrose, is almost ideally adapted for tne
hero of what has come to be called a historical
novel. Beautiful as Antinoiis, and a veritabl.'.
iHar.s for valor, he completely dominates the
lively chronicle."—i^it. D.

"There is no trace of unfairness in this pre-
sentment of the cavalier by the Presbyterian,
and the portrait is attractive."

+ Ind. 62: 1153. My. 16, '07. 330w.
"It is a highly colored end on the whole a

satisfactory picture of Scottish chivalry that
Ur. Watson has given us."

+ Lit. D. £t: 842. My. 25, '07. 280w.

Watson, John (Ian Maclaren, pseud.). In-
spiration of our faith: sermons. **$i.25.
Armstrong. 5-41620.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The.so twenty- nine sermons may indeed be
called a ccntribation to .sermionic literature.
Hen is rare spiritual insight, winning appeal,
poetic beauty of expression." T. G. S.

+ Bib. World. 29: 76. Ja. '07. 160w.

Watson, W. Petrie. Future of Japan; with a

survey of present conditions. *$3.S0.
Button.

Mr. Watson "aims to predict the trend of
Japan's development, but he does so by anal-
yzing and reasoning about the Japan of to-day,
its tendencies, conditions, 'atmosphere,' and as-
pirations. The book is not so much one which
records achievements or glances at historical
perspectives as one which takes up basic as-
pects of character and derives by philosophical
induction a knowledge of what is to be ex-
pected." (Outlook.) Mr. Watson's conclusion is

"that Japanese development will not material-
ly inlluence the civilization of the west; that
as a universal fact Japan is almost negligible;
that she will try to carry out her destiny with-
out the aid of religion, yet that so far as she
will attain success, it will be more and more
upon Western lines." (Ath.)

"Yet, though one may dissent from .Mr. Wat-
son's conclusicns (perhaps on account of a bias
as purely personal as his own) full justice
should be rendered to the absorbing and stim-
ulating qualities of his book. In it the salient
characteristics of Japanese life and mentality
are admirably brought out." Osman Edwards.

H Acad. 72: 477. My. 18, '07. 1540w.

"We would, however, willingly exchange much
of his philosophy for more of his information."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 38. Jl. 13. 450w.

"If the author has learned from original
sources the actual workings of the Japanese
mind, and if he were more familiar with . . .

the great ttransforming forces evident in the
press, the literature, and the life of the na-
tion, especially since the outbreak of the war
witli Russia,—his opinions might have been
quite different."

H Dal. 43: 284. N. 1, '07. 900w.

"Entirely too subjective in attitude and over-
loaded with references to things occidental, the
text shows sllf?fht acquaintance with real Jap-
anese thought or orip:ins."

h Ind. 63: 759. S. 26, '07. 430w.
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"No falling off in tiie author's latest contri-
bution to the study of the various aspects of
Japanese life."

+ + Lond. Times. 6: 179. Je. 7, '07. 1240w.

"Mr. Watson, to be a true prophet, ought not
only to have become familiar with the results
of reseaj-ch and the facts of actual history,
but be ought to have known far more than his
pages would lead us to suppose he does know
about the actual state of Christianity in Japan
and the real mind of the leaders of the na-
tion."

H Nation. 85: 309. O. 3, '07. 1120w.

Reviewed by George R. Bishop.
+ -I N. Y. Times. 12: 656. S. 14, '07. 2700w.

"Extremely valuable book."
4- + Outlook. 86: 791. Ag. 10, '07. 410w.

"Mr. Watson takes himself very seriously,
and has evidently devoted an immense amount
of thought and study to the production of this
book, which on some heads is full of interest-
ing facts; but his facts are so inextricably
tangled up with his theories that the process
of disentanglement is a greater task than hu-
man nature cares to undertake."

(- Sat. R. 104: 19. Jl. 6, '07. llSOw.

Watson, William. Text-book of practical
physics. *$3. Longmans.

"A treatise on physical measurements, or ex-
perimental physics; no description of phenom-
ena or laws is included."—Engin. N.

"The descriptions are throughout clear and
detailed, but the author has perhaps erred by
sometimes giying unnecessarily minute direc-
tions as to points of minor importance."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 137. F. 2. 750w.

"Both the arrangement of the text and its

style are excellent."

-f Engin. N. 57: 193. F. 14, '07. 90w.

"The diagrams are very clear, and serve their
purpose of elucidating the text better than
elaborate pictures of apparatus."

-i Lond. Times. 5: 314. S. 14, '06. 280w.

"Schoolmasters should have a copy for ref-
erence and for their higher work." S. S.

-I- Nature. 76: 99. My. 30, '07. 780w.

"Any student specializing in- physics ought to
be acquainted with the contents of the book."
K. E. Guthe.

+ Science, n.s. 26: 341. S. 13, '07. 260w.

Wayne, Charles Stokes. Marriage of Mrs.
* Merlin. t$i.25. Dillingham. 7-26961.

The unique situations growing out of a weal-
thy young widow's purchase of a husband con-
stitute the fabric of this tale. Mrs. Merlin
seeks out a good looking, broad-shouldered
young Englishman, offers him the sum of twen-
ty thousand pounds to Tnarry her and protect
her during a year of travel; at the end of which
time either may end the contract. Shadows
out of the past flit across the path of each
which are dissipated by the growing faith in
each other. The year's end brings to them an
earldom and proves that their trial marriage
has been successful enough to endure.

"It is all very foolish and a little improper,
but peculiarly ingenious and interesting withal."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 620. O. 12, '07. 200w

Weale, B. L. Putnam, ed. Indiscreet let
ters from Peking; being the notes of
an eve-witness, which set forth in some
detail, from day to day, the real story
of the siege and sack of a distressed
capital in igoo—the year of the great
tribulation. **$2. Dodd. 7-14591.

"This volume is really the story, not the his-
tory, of the siege of the legations in Peking,
of the relief of the besieged, and of the sack of
the city. Interesting sidelights are cast upon
the actions of the diplomatic representatives
of allied Europe and America, and . . . [there

are] comments upon the way the different in-
ternational troops behaved during the siege."

—

R. of Hs.

"i'hese letters bear the hall-mark of truth
and raise the wish that it had not been neces-
sary to edit them as ruthlessly as they are said
to have been edited. Though his style is vivid
he lays no undue emphasis on horrors for their
own sake. He writes with that kind of re-
straint which is convincing, and which goes to
make these letters one of the most remarkable
documents we have ever read."
+ -\ Acad. 72:235. Mr. 9, '07. 1350w.
"This 'catch penny' title is descriptive of the

contents of the volume."— Ath. 1907, 1: 635. My. 25. 360w.
"One cannot easily recall a more vivid pic-

ture of what a siege really is. The value of
[the chapter, 'How I saw the relief,'] as fiction
is dourbtful. As history its interest is great,
but more than any other portion of the book it

requires the support of authority. If it is to
stand as authentic history, it constitutes a
chapter that will be willingly forgotten by ev-
ery one save the student of mob psychology."
Edward Clark Marsh.

H Bookm. 25: 288. My. '07. 1620w.
"The reader cannot help feeling that the nar-

rative is colored, that the real facts cannot
have been ouite so lurid or the characters of
the men and women auite so mean as they are
here portrayed. But after all deductions
are made, the story here given, of the warn-
ing, tiie siege, and sack, is remarkably inter-
esting, even tho it is full of horrors."

-j Dial. 43: 67. Ag. 1, '07. SlOw.
"Vivid and remarkably good reading the ac-

count is, almost throughout, although too
often the author or editor strives too patently
after his effect."

H Nation. 84: 570. Je. 20, '07. 480w.
"They are certainly indiscreet, for they are

frank and outspoken in regard to the blindness
of the British government, and they are full

of spirit and picturesqueness."
+ N. Y. Times. 12:144. Mr. 9, '07. 230w.

"The note of high tension, so high that it is

almost hysterical, runs through all the pages."
-\ N. Y. Times. 12: 284. My. 4, '07. 660w.

"He writes with the pen of a scandalmonger;
he sees the events as they happen around him
with the eve of the yellow journalist."— Outlook. 86:36. My. 4, '07. 280w.

"For vivid descriptive writing this story . . .

has seldom been equaled in our experience."
-I- R. cf Rs. 35: 636. My. '07. 140w.

"The accounts given of many incidents of the
siege are Zolaesque in their grimness of detail
and, to give Mr. Weale credit, his word pictures
are well drawn. He tells blood-curdling sto-
ries with a gusto which may appeal to the mor-
bid fancy of a certain class of readers, but
there are many who will want to put down
his book, with the feeling that they wish to
read no more."

^ Sat. R. 103: 240. F. 23, '07. llOOw.

"The letters are strong and lurid, brutal in

realism, often brutal in cynicism, and invari-
ably clever."

J Spec. 37: 256. F. 16, '07. 1700w.

Weale, B. L. Putnam. Truce in the East
and its aftermath: being the sequel to

"The reshaping of the Far East."

**$3.50. Macmillan. 7-12S75.

A frank analysis and discussion of the fac-

tors that go to make what is known as me "Far
Eastern problem." The study resolves itself

into three parts: Japan and the new position,

China and the Chinese, and The powers and
their influence. The author warns his reader
against over confidence in the ten years' truce
now in operation, yet he does believe that It

will be one of the greatest constructive vic-

tories of diplomacy, if, during nine years of

the Anglo-Japanese alliance, a permanent Far
Eastern peace is evolved. There are nearly
two hundred pages of appendices including
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Weale, B. L. Putnam

—

Continued.
documents piculiarly pertinent to the subject-
matter of the political chapters.

""With his presentment of facts it would be
difficult to auarrel, but with the conclusions
... it is not easy to agree."

-\ Acad. 73: 673. Jl. 13. '07. 950w.

"The book is an admirable presentation of

the impressions of one of the closest observers
of Oriental politics." Chester Lloyd Jones.
+ + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 189. Jl. '07. 870w.

"His book is not convincing. It is too con-
fident in statement, too dramatic in expres-
sion, and knows more -of the future of half of
Asia than it is possible for any one even to

guess at—above all, any European. Mr. Weale
is always lucid, and even when we are least
convinced by his conclusions, we feel that they
have been honestly formed upon a fairly wide
basis of knowledge, experience, and thought."

h Ath. 1907, 1: 433. Ap. 13. 1520w.

"A genuine pupil of such men as Sir Harry
Parkes and other devotees of a diplomatic pol-
icy increasingly absolute, he takes himself en-
tirely too seriously."

H Ind. 63: 758. S. 26, '07. 350w.

"An interesting contribution to the discus-
sion."

+ Lond. Times. 6: 113. Ap. 12, '07. 660^.

Nation. 84: 571. Je. 20, '07. 350w.

Reviewed by George R. Bishop.
-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 348. Je. 1, '07. 1980w.

-t- Outlook. 86: 436. Je. 22, '07. 90w.

"His penetrating insight and shrewdness of
observation in combination with a broad and
minute knowledge, give, a firmness of touch
that inspires a strong feeling of confidence in

the author's opinions." G: Louis Beer.
+ -h Putnam's. 2: 746. S. '07. 910w.

"Few writers on the Far Blast can be as
•/ivid, entertaining, and at the same time as
accurate and informing."

-)- R. of Rs. 35: 636. My. '07. 280w.

"The student of the Far Eastern politics
will appreciate the clear grouping of topics,
and the ordinary reader will find himself in a
position to estimate more clearly the play of
forces that have—for good or evil—been set in

motion."
+ Sat. R. 102: 784. Je. 22, '07. 1910w.

Weatherford, W. D. Fundamental re-

ligious principles in Browring's poetry.

$1. Pub: House M. E. ch. So. 7-23628.

"Mr. Weatherford has made a thorough study
of Browning's works, has gathered up his views
on the great fundamentals, has arranged them
in systematic order, and tias put them in plain
and lucid prose. BroWning interpreted nature,
man and life; and Mr. Weatherford has inter-
preted Browning's interpretation."

Webb, Sidney, and Webb, Beatrice. Eng-
lish local government, from the rev-

olution to the municipal corporations
act; the parish and the county. *$4
Longmans. 6-40962

The first volume of five or six to be devoted
to the history of local government in England
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
It covers the government of the parish and the
country, and reveals methods of great accur-
acy in the use of material.

"This book is epoch-making. The completed
work, as planned by the authors, will consti-
tute a veritable magnum opus both in scope
and in quality, to judge by this splendid in-
stallment." George Elliott Howard.
-f -f- -f Am. Hist. R. 12: 631. Ap. '07. 1050w.

"Altogether it may be said that every stu-
dent of English local history or administration
will now have to read this book with care, and
every such student is to be congratulated on

having such a key to his subject." Edward P.
Cheyney.

-f -I- Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 191. Jl. 'On. 580w.
"If we may venture to offer a suggestion in

face of the immense industry this book reveals,
the authors do not seem to have made mucfi
use of a most important source—the Privy
council registers. There is little to correct in
the authors' work, and that only on minor
points.''

-h H Ath. 1907, 1:95. Ja. 26. 2390w.

-I- H- J. Pol. Econ. 15: 58. Ja. '07. 210w.
"The editors have shown throughout a re-

strained and judic^ial temperament."
-I- -t- Lond. Times. 5: 366. N. 2, '06. 960w.
"The nature of the work precludes any at-

tempt at literary finish; but the narrative flows
easily, and, as new light is thrown at every
turn on old and hitherto unexplored institu-
tions, no student of English government will
assert that the subject has been too exhaust-
ively handled."
+ -f Nation. 84:135. F. 7, '07. 120(hv.

"The whole shows through grasp of the sub-
ject, in principle and detail, lucidity of explaji-
ation and facility of expression, infinite care,
laborious research and skill in marshalling
facts and innumerable details. It is a book of
great value to the thinking public and local
government administrators and students, and
worthy of its authors, who have spent years on
it. No part of the book will be skipped by
those really interested in local government."
-f f -f Sat. R. 102: 616. N. 17, '06. 1530w.
"The method seems to us as good as pos-

sible. The authors are never lost amid the
multitude of their detail, but disentangle the
lines of growth with masterly precision. It is

a work which in its way should become a

+ -h 4- Spec. 98: 424. Mr. 16, '07. 470w.
"A wholly new contribution to the history of

England—a contribution which is invaluable on
account of its thoroughness of research, the
fulness of the authorities quoted for every im-
portant statement, and not least for the excel-
lence of its arrangement and indexing." Annie
G. Porritt.
-+- -f -I- Yale R. 15:460. F. "07. 1420w.

Webb, Walter Loring. Economics of rail-

road construction. $2.50. Wiley. 6-35441.
"It is designed as a manual of instruction for

those engaged in the practical problems of
railroad engineering, but it aims at tlie same
time to give an insiglit into the problems cf
railroad management and control. With this in

mind. Part 1 is devoted to the 'Financial and
legal elements of the problem,' in which an ex •

celLent summary is given ot' railroad statistics,
organization capitalization and valuation, and
a chapter on methods of estimating volume of
tralfic. Part 2 concerns the 'Operating elements
of the problem,' including motive power, car
construction and operation, track economics,
and train resistance. Part 3, called the 'Phys-
ical elements of the problem,' discusses dis-

tance, curvature and grades."—Pol. Sci. Q.

"A more accurate and descriptive title for

Professor Webb's book would have been 'The
technical problems of railroad construction and
operation.' " Emory R. Johnson.

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 619. N. '07. 280w.

"The work as a whole is an excellent treat-
ment of a oubject the complete understandim;
of u-hicli is essential to those upon whom rests
the responsibility for the economic design and
improvement of lailways. ^^. vast amount of

matter is epitomized and systematized into

convenient compass, which considering the au-
thority of its source, should commend i^ alikj

to the student and the busy contractor." Wal-
ter \V. Colpitis.

+ + Engln. N. 57: 440. Ap. 18. '07. 2020w.

'"J'he condensed character of Mr. Webb's
book would hardly lead to its substitution for

the more extend"d treatment given by Welling-
ton. In spite of the author's modest assertion
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that the lawyer or legislator will find in the
book little or nothing of U£e to him, and the
implication that the professor of social eco-
nomics will pass it by, this iittle manual is well
worLh a careful reading iiy all these classes.'
Frank fJaigh Dixon.

+ Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 15b. Mr. '07. 300w.

Webster, Jean. Jerry Junior. t$i.5o. Cen-
tury. 7-ia435.

The game of love is played according to new
rules in ihis story of Jerry Junior, the young
American who finds himself stranded at an out
of the way Italian watering place, awaiting
the coming of a delayed sister and aunt. He
meets an American girl who lives at a near
by villa by inauspiciousiy falling off a stone
wall at her feet and, in order to know her bet-
ter impersonates an Italian donkey-driver with
eariings and a red sash. The girl is not de-
ceived and by the time the donkey driver has
advanced in her good graces tar enough to
hold her hand she succeeds in making him
jealous both of the stranger who fell off the
wall and of Jerry Junior, both being himself,
but he doesn't know that she knows. It is all

very amusing and pretty.

+ A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 181. O. '07. +
"A book as airy-light, as iridescent, as incon-

sequential as a soap-bubble." Frederic Taber
Cooper.

H Bookm. 26: 80. S. '07. 410w.

-f- Ind. 63: 163. Jl. 18, '07. 90w.

'•Much of the charm of the tale is due to its

locale. The descriptions are unforced and Miss
We't'ster has the tact not to insist on her
scenic environment, not to force the moonlight
and the snowy summits on her i-eaders."

+ N. Y. ThTies. 12: 266. Ap. 27, '07. 350w.

"The book like the author's other works, is

a 'delightful bit of nonsense.' "

+ N. Y. Times. 12- 386. Je. 15, '07. 90w.

+ Outlook. 86: 477. Je. 29, '07. 70w.

Weed, Walter Harvey. Copper mines of the

world. $4. Hill pub. co. 7-25687.

"The work does not attempt to treat various
properties described from the viewpoint of
their financial merit; nor does It lead the read-
er into the deeper technicalities of physical
cheniistry or metallurgy. On the contrary It

is, so to speak, a bird's-eye view of the cop-
per world, so presented as to answer such
questions a.s: (1) Where are the deposits
found? (2) What is the nature of the ore and
its amenability to treatment? (3) How much
of It is there? (4) What is the geologic occur-
rence? (5) What is the bearing of the observed
and recorded facts on the probability of rich-
ness and continuity in depth? (6) What is the
genesis fif the deposit, and its bearings on the
present and probable future production?"—En-
gin. N.

"Will fill an importa-nt niche in the libraries
of mining men, investor.^, and students, and
of those as well who are interested in the metal
from the industrial point of view only. From
the geological standpoint, the author has han-
dled the subject with an undeniable mastery and
comprehensiveness. A possible minor criticism
is that, in Chapter 2, on 'Production,' some of
the -t^ orld's production tables and diagrams are
in terms of metric tons, others in terms of
long tons, while United States statistics are
given in pounds. This disparity in units does
not facilitate off-hand comparisons by the
reader."
-f + — Engin. N. 58: 296. S. 12, '07. 430W.

Weeden, William Babcock, War govern-
ment: federal and state, in Massachu-
setts, New York, Pennsylvania and In-
diana, 1861-1865. **$2.so. Houghton.

6-13925.

Descriptive note In Annual, 1906.

"Many of Mr. Weeden's characterizations
and criticisms are shrewd and to the point,

showing real insight Into the problems of
that troublous time and independence of
thought in his estimates of men and measures.
His judgments, however, are usually impres-
sionistic, and not based on ordered evidence
and argument."

-i Am. Hist. R. 12:408. Ja. '07. 820w.
"The style, sometimes eccentric and inclined

to digression, is always keen, pungent, and
fearless. The characterization of Lincoln is
refreshingly free from conventionality either
in praise or blame, and, with all its partisan-
ship, the book has distinct value." Theodore
Clarke Smith.

-I Atlan. 98: 705. N. '06. 380w.

V/egmann, Edward. Design and construc-
* tion of dams. 5th ed., rev. and enl. $6.

Wiley. 7-31985.
A revised and enlarged edition of Mr. Weg-

mann's work including masonry, earth, rocR-
fill, timber and steel structures also the prin-
cipal types of movable dams. It has been care-
fully brought up to date.

"A thorough and satisfactory revision."
-I- Engin. N. 58: 539. N. 14, '07. 550w.
4- Technical Literature. 2: 459. N. '07.

460w.

Weikel, Anna Hamlin. Betty Baird: a
boarding-school story; il. t$i.5o. Little.

6-29775.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 23. Ja. '07. +
Weikel, Anna Hamlin. Betty Baird's ven-

tures, il. '$1.50. Little. 7-31479-
Friends of Betty Baird will be glad to follow

her on a round of activity that begins the ful-
filment of her dream to do something in the
world. The simple things that lie nearest to
her, house work, pickling, preserving were
none too prosaic rounds for her ascent. She
is a girl whose very enthusiasm is contagious,
and whose cheer alone is worth any young
girl's emulation.

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. lOw.
"Altogether it is a very good book."

-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 765. N. 30, '07. 30w,

Weingartner, (Paul) Felix. Post-Beethoven
symphonists: symphony writers since
Beethoven; tr. from the German by
Arthur Bles. *$i.75. Scribner. 7-18586.

An essay which treats of the contributions
which Schumann, Brahms, Bruckner, Strauss,
Schubert, Dvorak, Saint-Saens, Berlioz and
Liszt have made to orchestral music.

"The English translation by Arthur Bles is

serviceable, without being a model."
1- Nation. 84: 42. Ja. 10, '07. 720w.

"It is not the work of a skillful translator.
It is full of awkward and unfortunate para-
phrasps of the original. It also shows none
too great familiaritv with German."

-L _ N. Y. Times. 12: 28. Ja. 19, '07. 410w.

Weininger, Otto. Sex and character; au-
thorized tr. from the 6th Germ. ed.

*$3. Putnam. 6-9695.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is brilliantly written, and contains at
once profound reflections and almost laughably
unfounded statements of fact. It is at times
stimulating and suggestive, but, nevertheless,
often irritatin."?, because the central idea
seems rather an obsession of a brilliant but in-

experienced mind than a conception to which
the writer has been driven by carefully con-
sidered facts." L. A.

-i Nature. 75: 481. Mr. 21, '07. 1340w.
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Weir, Archibald. Introduction to the history
* of modern Europe. $2. Houghton.
The author reviews in their logical connec-

tion the chief groups of events which formed
the groundwork of European history in the
nineteenth century. The period covered is ap-
proximately that between 1720 and 1820. "It
treats of the political and social reforms intro-
duced in the several monarchies, beginning with
the opening of the eighteenth century; the
changes brought about by the French revDlu-
tion and by the Napoleonic despotism; the
growtli of personal liberty and political solidar-
ity in the various countries of continental Eu-
rope after the downfall of Napoleon; the in-

dustrial revolution in England; the develop-
ment of machinery and its influence on eco-
nomics; and the advance in science; philos-
ophy, and literature."

Holiday amusements, f&U of suggestions for
holiday celebrations; Children's plays, giving
two Christmas plays.

"A somewhat unsafe guide to the unwarv
reader. When all has been said by the way
of criticism, however, there is much in this
work which makes it a most useful text-book
for teachers. It does not pretend to be suffi-
cient in itself; and, while they will be able to
modify some of its conclusions by their wider
reading, it will open up many lines of study not
accessible in the usual text-books."

h Lend. Times. 6: 263. Ag. 30, '07. llOOw.

Weiss, Bernhard. Commentary on the New
Testament; tr. by George H. Schodde,
and Epiphanius Wilson; with an in-
trod. by James S. Riggs. 4v. ea. *$3.
Funk. 6-17019.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Is by no means representative of the best
work now being done by German scholars.
Professor Weiss is an able exegete, and he has
studied the text with astounding diligence.
He is fitted also by deep religious sympathies
to be a commentator of the New Testament.
The meaning of a particular verse he often
states witli surprising clearness. But Insight
into the historical processes which gave rise
to the New Testament writings is lacking, and
one who studies these works of evangelist and
apostles in order to trace the life and growth
of which they were a part will tind little help
in this commentary."

-T Ind. C2: C31. F. 7, '07. SOCw.

Weiss, Bernhard. Religion of the New Tes-
tament; tr. from the Germ, by G: H.
Schodde. *$2. Funk. 5-3717-

Descriptive note in December, 1903.

"It does, Indeed, 'show wide research and
much painstaking toil of the true German type,
but it is wholly unpractical and unnecessary."
Robert E. Bisbee.

-1- — Arena. 37: 218. F. '07. 80w.

Wells, Carolyn. Patty's summer days.
t$i.25. Dodd. 6-30458.

With this volume the "Patty series is

swelled to four, and we have that attractive
young person brought down, or rather up, to
the sweet girl graduate stage, with just
enough of more advanced festivities thrown in
to nerve as a suitable excuse for the next
. . . phase of her career."—N. Y. Times.

"As delightful as its predecessors."
-I- Bookm. 24: .';24. Ja. '07. 3ow.

"Witinout seeming to lecture. Miss Wells has
buried .some very good advice for city school-
girls in this little story of Patty's senior year
at the Olfphant school."

-I- N. Y. Times. 11:721. N. 3, '06. 370w.

Wells, Carolyn. Rainy dny diversions. *$i.
* Moffat. 7-28641

The "diversions" are grouped as follows:
Uncle Bob's astonishing tricks, consisting of
tricks, puzzles and games, told in story form;

A. L, A. Bkl. 3: 210. N. '07.

Ind. 63: 1007. O. 24, '07. 60w.
"Offers too much mental exercise, and too

little actual entertainment."— Nation. 85: 519. D. 5, '07. 40w.

Wells, David Dwight. Parlous times. $1.50.
Holt.

Love and diplomacy play at cross purposes in
Mr. Wells' story. The trend of the logic of
the hook would tend to prove the triteness of
the saying that "everything is fair in love and
war;" the sense of justice, however, rules, and
the woman, married to one man, but playing
a dpsijerate diplomatic game while attempting
to win the love of another is no more harshly
dealt witti than to be brought to an under-
standing of right and of her sense of duty.

Wells, Edward L. Hampton and recon-
struction. $1.50. State CO. 7-17887.

"Mainly an account of the nomination and
election in 1876 of General W'ade Hampton as
governor of South Carolina on the 'straightout'
Democratic platform. Introductory chapters
give an account of Hampton's ancestry, his
early life and training, an appreciation of his
character, and a sketch of his service as a Con-
federate general in the civil war. In the last
chapter the author speaks briefly of the later
years of Hampton as United States senator and
as retired citizen."—Dial.

"The work is interestingly written, with per-
haps too much moralizing, and contains an
abundant store of good anecdotes."

-I Dial. 43: 170. S. 16, '07. 250w.

"The narrative is often rambling and disjoint-
ed; and the tone, while sincere is too partisan
for the purpose of history."

-^ Ind. 63: 946. O. 17, '07. 230w.

Wells, Herbert George. Future in Amer-
ica: a search after realities. **$2. Har-
per. 6-40259.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"His consideration of our economic, social,

and material phases, shows considerable Insight
and sympathy. Exaggerations may easily be
picked out, and palpable errors, not a few, but
in spite of them, the American reader will

gain a broader view, and some food for
thought."

-I A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 50. F. '07. S.

-f Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 226. Ja. "07. 440w.

"It is surely impossible to class him with the
critics of jaundiced eye, even though he quits
us in a state of wistful bewilderment rather
than in one of confident hope." James F. Mulr-
head.

+ Atlan. 100: 563. O. '07. 1970w.

"Mr. Wells's 'Future in America' is but the
present that to-morrow will be the past. We
had a light to expect from him a more phil-

osophical, a more scientific, a farther-seeing
book." A. Schad-> van Westrum.

-^ Bookm. 24: 482. Ja. '07. 1390w.

Current Literature. 42: 78. Ja. '07.

2240W.

Current Literature. 42: 404. Ap. '07.

l'190w.

"Appears to us to deserve. Instead of praise,

sharp censure for Its superficiality, bad English
and Its frivolousness."— Educ. R. 34: 105. Je. '07. 20w.

"1 ho a few of the pages might have been
modified had the writer prolonged his visit

none the If^ss ihey are worth perusal, not

alono for the criticisms themselves, but also

for the chnrm of the literary art with which
they are expressed."

+ Ind. 62: 731. Mr. 28, '07. 640w.

Reviewed bv Garrett Droppers.

-I- J. Pol. Econ. 15: 174. Mr. '07. 1410w.
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"Mr. Wolis is acute in observation, he is
well informed on English social problems, and
he reasons careiuUy. Never was an outside
critic moie kindly and sympathetic than Mr.
Wells, and we nave no doubt that during the
next twenty years this book will be referred
to and quoted from by every good writer on
social problems, wliich, after all, are not pe-
culiar to America." John Perry.

-f Nature. 75: 265. F. 17, '07. 1550w.

"The book is full of quotable sentences, and
nothing could prove the actual maturity of the
American people better than tlie interest and
good nature we feel in just such inadequate
rtwpresentations of our country as this is."

f- Outlook. 85: 526. Mr. 2, '07. 390w.

Wells, Herbert George. In the days of the
comet. t$i.5o. Century. 6-34685.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"The volume is scarcely to be considered as
the portrayal of an ideal com.monwealth; nor
as a serious study of social conditions, while
as a love story it is pretty weak."— Ann. Am. Acad. 28:470. N. '06. SOw.
Reviewed by Mary Moss.

Atlan. 99:115. Ja. '0'.. ITOw.

Reviewed by Madeleine Z. Doty.
Charities. 17: 4S7. D. 15, '06. 490w.

"He used to spin capital yarns after an im-
proved Jules Verne fashion, but his reconstruc-
tions of society are neither exciting nor plaus-
ible. He has daceived us by false pretenses,
and we shall hereafter regard his books with
justifiable suspicion." Wm. M. Payne.— Dial. 42: 14. Ja. 1, '07. 160w.

1- R. of Rs. 35:126. Ja. '07. lOOw.

Wells, Herbert George. Time machine; an
invention. t$i. Holt.

Instead of a comet to lead up to a new re-
gime, Mr. Wells invents in his present story
a time machine which tiles with the narrator
thru the future to a golden age in wliich the
dreams of to-day, speculations upon the
destiny of our race have become projects de-
liberately put In hand and carried forward.
Among them communism, disappearance of
disease, subjugation of Nature, warring of
pnysical force, and the close resemblance of
the sexes.

Welsh, Charles, ed. Golden treasury of
Irish songs and lyrics. 2v. $2.50. Dodge.

7- II 574.
"The present anthology . . . undertakes to

present the best examples of Irish lyrical liter-
ature, the songs of the bards of old, the folk-
songs, the street ballads, the patrioitic, pathe-
tic, and romantic songs of the people so far as
they have been preserved, the humorous and
convivial verse, in wliich also the literature of
the country aboumds. Mr. Welsh has included
as well poems of the current Irish revival, of
which Mr. Yeats and Mr. Hyde are the pro-
phets."—N. Y. Times.

"Mr. Welsh has given us in such generous
measure all that he promised, that it would be
ungracious to grumble because he has thrown
a lot of odds and ends Into the bargain."

+ -f Cath. World. 86: 120. O. '07. 450w.
Nation. 84: 570. Je. 20, '07. 1270w.
N. Y. Times. 11: 811. D. 1, '06. 160w.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 220w.
"Mr. Welsh's anthology is more complete than

any former collection of Irish poetry and neces-
sarily admits some work tliat does not com-
mend itself to all, but this may be pardoned
more readily than the omission of MoIra
O'Neill whose verse, almost more than that 01
its fellows, is fashioned of the iridescent web
of smiles and tears we have learned to call
the Celtic temperament." Jessie B. Ritten-
house.
+ H Putnam's. 3: 364. D. '»7. 160w.

Wendell, Barrett. France of to-day. **$i.50.
Scribner. 7-29424.

"Professor Barrett Wendell aims to interpret,
not one Frenchman, but the French people. He
undertakes to portray their character, to explain
what to the Anglo-Saxon appear to be strange
contradictions in their conduct, to interpret
their life, to a people whose temperament is an-
tagonistic and whose point of view is widely
dirferent."—Outlook.

"The book is delightfully entertaining, and
makes for a better understanding of the French
people, their life and their ideals."

-1- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 199. N. '07.

"The early chapters are full of illuminating
passages. But wiien the author ceases to deal
with tilings wiiich he has seen, he gets out of
his depth, and is less valuable. The book suf-
fers a little . . . from having been composed
for American consumption, but on the whole
it is both interesting and informing."

H Ath. 1907, 2: 0S6. N. 30. 1320w.
"The work is delightfully written with a lei-

surely air of personal remii'iscences and full of
those Secure generalities wliich can be made
only as a result of genuine experience."

+ -r Lit. D. 35: 87G. D. 7, '07. 380w.
"Professor Wendell's book is both entertain-

ing and profitable, and can be recommended as
an introduction to the study of the French

-I- + Nation. 85: 498. N. 28, '07. 940w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 60w.

"I greatly admire the book, it is full of ex-
cellent things; the author combines acumen
with sympathy. He knows hOw to praise and
he know.'--, also how to blame, a much rarer art."
J. A. J. Jusserand.

4- -H N. Y. Times. 12: 742. N. 23, '07. llOw.
"He is appreciative without being eulogistic,

discriminating without being critical. In gener-
al his catholic spirit is wholly admirable, his in-
sight keen, his conceptions clear, and his style
felicitous. The book is a valuable contribution
to an understanding of the French."
+ -i Outlook. 87: 499. N. 2, '07. 340w.

"It is a rather keen study of the highly coon-
plex French temperament which Professor
Wendell gives."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 639. N. '07. llOw.

"Whether the reader knows or does not know
France, he will learn very much from this
thoughtful book."

+ + Spec. 99: 822. N. 23, '07. 1780w.

Wendell, Barrett. Liberty, union, and de-
mocracy: the national ideals of Amer-
ica. **$i.2S. Scribner. 6-36883.

From its beginning, back to the days of th©
Declaration of independence and the Constitu-
tion, Professor Wendell traces Americanism
historically.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 76. Mr. '07.

"This Is in many resi>ects a remarkable book.
Even those who disagree fundamentally with
the brilliant generalizations of the author can-
not deny the bristling suggestiveness on every
page. The breadth of view and acuteness of
analysis which characterize this book grive It

an unique place in our political literature." L.
S. Rowe.

-f- + Ann. Am. Acad. 30: 624. N. '07. 500w.

"It Is difflcult to comprehend how a man
who for a generation and more has been in a
position of vantage from which to observe the
currents of American political, social and In-
tellectual life, should have had his provincial-
ism so little disturbed by the almost universal
intellectual unrest that marks contemporary
America."

h Ind. 62:213. Ja. 24, '06. 770w.

Lit. D. 34: 178. F. 2. '07. 250w.

"With sober yet unconventional reflection,

keen and matured Insight, pervading reason-
ableness and good sense, and uncommon graoa
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Wendell, Barrett—Continued.
oi speecn he has made clear some of the
ideals wiiich have made America great. The
book should be widely read."

-f + Nation. 83:444. N. 22, '06. 1390w.

"The weakness of Mr. Wendell's expository
methods [is], having evolved a brilliant the-
ory, ... he bends all facts to fit it." H. W.
Boynton.

H No. Am. 183: 1182. D. 7, '07. 1250w.

"To my mind the most satisfactory recent
aefenoe of the fundamental elements of Am-
erican character is to be found in Barrett
Wendell's 'Liberty, union, and democracy.' "

-i- 4- Putnam's. 1: 639. F. '07. 430w.

Reviewed bv Horatio S. Krans.
-t- Putnam's. 2: 107. Ap. 'U.. i970w.

"His writings on political subjects are sug-
gestive and his interpretation of the American,
in the main, sound and sane."

+ R. of Rs. 34: 760. D. '06. 70w.

Werder, Karl. Heart of Hamlet's mys-
tery; tr. from the German by Eliza-
beth Wilder; with introd. by W. J.
Rolfe. **$i.50. Putnam. 7-6156.

Some of the lectures delivered by Professor
Werder in Berlin 1859-60, which graphically
present his theory that Hamlet was obliged by
circum.stances to delay his revenge in order
to unmask and convict the king. They also
contain a critical summary of the Whole drama
and discussions upon other disputed points.

Reviewed by Edward Fuller.
Bookm. 26: 158. O. '07. 360w.
I rid. 63: 155. Jl. IS, '07. 290w.

Nation. 84: 390. Ap. 25, '07. 660w.

"Werder is an intensely matter-of-fact critic
—all prose. The beauty of the book la that
Werder has a Cirm grip on his argument, and
coherently analyzes the play In its light. It 1»

therefore, for modt readers, a new and intelli-

gible study of 'Hamlet,' and as such it will be
welcomed."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 73. F. 9, '07. 800w.

"The argument Is presented with great clear-
ness and force."

+ Outlook. 80: 436. Je. 22, '07. 290w.

Wesley, John, Jo^n Wesley's journal.

Abridged. *5oc. West. Meth. bk.

A handy one-volume edition In which the
more inteiesting features of the two volume
work are brought into condensed form. The
main facts that illustrate the rise and progress
of Methodism have been preserved in a con-
tinuous narrative.

swers it in his book 'American liberal educa-
tion,' by the tutorial system now in force at
Princeton, and he presents some good argu-
ments in its favor, if the teachers and the
taught are to Know each other at all."—Ind.

"The condensation is considerable but the
most characteristic and valuable features of
this intensely interesting human document are
preserved, and no liberties (except of omission)
have been taken with Wesley's text."

+ Dial. 42: 179. Mr. 16, '07. 40w.

Wesselhoeft, Mrs. Elizabeth F. P. Diamond
king and the little man in gray. il.

t$i.5o. Little. 7-30454-

A child's Christmas dream in which she wan-
ders among the elves, gnomes and giants of
the diamond king's realm. It is a pretty fairy
tale as well as wholesome.

"A new kind of fairy tale."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 669. O. 19, '07. 40w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 70S. N. 2, '07. 150w.

West, Andrew Fleming. Short papers on
American liberal education. **75c.
Scribner. 7-8568.

"How to combine the advantages of a large
uni\-prsity with the peculiar benefits of the
small college, is one of the problems of our
higher education. Dr. Andrew Fleming West,
dean of tlie graduate school of Princeton, an-

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 133. My. '07.

Reviewed by Edward O. Sisson.
Dial. 46: 286. N. 1, '07. 440w.

+ Ind. 62: 742. Mr. 28, '07. 70w.
"The only fault reasonably to be found with

the \olume is that it is a collection of occa-
sional papers and addresses, having much In
common, out not dealing adequately with the
highly important subject to which they relate.
Sanity is the distinguishing quality of Prof.
West's little volume." E. C.
+ -I N. Y, Times. 12: 153. Mr. 16, '07.

1180W.

"Should, be read by all college alumni who
would keep pace with advancing change."

+ + Outlook. 85: 764. Mr. 30, '07. 230w.

Westcott, Rt. Rev. Brooke Foss. St. Paul's
epistle to the Ephesians: the Greek
text w^ith notes and addenda. *$2.50.

Macmillan.
"The late bishcp of Durham, left an all but

finished commentary, which is here presented
with an introduction and appendix to which
friends and co-workers have supplied the larg-
er part. The text is that of the last edition of
Westcott and Hort's 'New Testanient.' Added
to it are the Vulgate (Latin) version of the
fourth century and the versions of Wlcliff and
Tyndale."'—Outlook.

4- Lond. Times. 5: 366. N. 2, '06. 1130w.

Nation. 83:482. D. 6, '06. 120w.

Outlook. 84: 681. N. 17, '06. 70w.

"In his last, and unl^iappily almost frag-
mentary, commentary on Ephesians we find no
failure. So far as we have Westcott, it is

Westcott at his best."
+ Sat. R. 103: 242. F. 23, '07. 830w.

Westcott, Rt. Rev. Brooke Foss. Village
sermons. $1.75. Macmillan.

Forty sermons preached upon various occa-
sions from 1862 to I80I while the late Bishop
of Durham was rector of a rural cliurch.

"When the simplicity of their form and ex-
pression Is considered, as well as the regretted
personality of their author, we look to these
sermons at once to enrich and to clarify the
teaching of those who stand to-day in similar
pulpits."

-I- Lond. Times. 6: 30. Ja. 25, '07. 480w.

N. Y. Times. 12:12. Ja. 5, '07. 300w.

Outlook. 85: 576. Mr. 9, '07. 70w.

"They are for the most part direct, simple,
suggestive sermons, full of fact and thought
rather than of exhortation."

+ Sat. R. 103: 26. Ja. 5, '07. 190w.

Westell, W. Percival. British bird life: be-

ing popular sketches of every species of

bird now regularly nesting in the Brit-

ish Isles. $1.25. Wessels.
One hundred and seventy-seven species are

Included in this volume which is profusely Il-

lustrated by photographs and drawings. "Each
bird is treated under a separate head. . . .

Each sketch includes a brief description of the
bird and of its eggs and nest, together^ with
some comment on its habits and haunts." (N.
Y. Times.)

"Another of the cheap illustrated books
which are now so much In vogue. Signs of

weakness are perceptible with regard to unfa-
miliar species and especially respecting mi-
grants."— Ath. 1905, 2: 213. Ag. 12. 400w.

— Nature. 72: 196. Je. 29, '05. 580w.
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"When treating of disputed matters Mr.
"Westell (Hgiessea from the more stereotyped
form into very interesting narration of person-
al experiences."

-r N. Y. Times. 12: 59. F. 2, '07. 300w.

"The work is done very carefully and with
Bclentific accuracy, but ready-made knowledge
has its deficiencies; it is especially apt to fail

fn st.slc'

-I Sat. R. 99: 601. My. 6, '05. lOOw.

"Tlie title Is n-.lsleadlng, since only birds
which regularly nest In the British Isles are
Included; and the alphabetical order Is incon-
veniiTit. The information in t>ic: text Is un-
reliable, and grammar as well as sense are
frequenlh' disregarded by the writer."— Spec. 94: 752. My. 20, '05. llOw.

Westermarck, Edward Alexander. Origin
and development of the moral ideas. 2v.

V. I. *$3.S0. Macmillan. 6-18579.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190o.

"The citations are accurate and from so
many writers that this volume at once becomes
a source book ^f great value. The style is

compact, but very readable. Only In a few of
the first chapters did the reviewer have any
sense of an attempt at hair-splitting. On the
whole, the volume is a masterly discussion of
great moral questions ana leaves one anxious
to see the second." Carl Kelsey.
-f- H Ann. A.Ti. Acad. 28: 489. N. '06. 76aw.

(Pevlew of V. 1.)

"Dr. Westermarck's book makes good read-
ing for all who are interested in the evolution
of human ideas and human Institutions, from
the tar'ff to woman suffrage, and from capital
punishment to the elective system in colleges
and universities."

4- -- Nation. 84: 545. Je. 13, '07. 1470w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"The interpretation of these facts may here
and there be questioned, but the important
thing is to have the facts collected so as to be
within ea.ey reach. Efhlcal theorists should
find the work invaluable, as thus furnishing
them with concrete facts to rest their theories
on or to test thtir theories by. The sociolo-
gist will find illuminating discussion of many
customs, while the general reader if interested
In matters of universal human concern, can-
not fail to get pleasure and Instruction from
the reading of the book. Altogether it is per-
hap.-i safe to say that the work is the most
Important contribution to ethical literature
within recent years." Evander Bi-adley McGil-
vary.
-j- -I Philos. R. 16: 70. Ja. '07. 3830w. (Re-

v!eT" of V. 1.)

Western frontier stories, retold from St.

Nicholas. (Geographical stories.) *6=;c.

Centurv. 7-20=;8l.

Sixteen stories for young readers of early
frontier life which teem with such adventure
as only western made grit can cope with. In-
dians, desperadoes, wolves and storms give the
stout-hearted and quick of action plenty of op-
portunity to show their courage.

Weston. Thomas. History of the town of
Middleboro, Mass. **$5. Houghton.

6-2'^oii6.

"This volume not only gives the dry facts
of history and genealogy very fully, but also
tells of the social customs of the eighteenth
cepti.iry, and supplies many pictures of and
scenes in King I'hilip's war and the French
war."—Ind.

We5mian, Stanley John. Chippinge Bor-
ough. t$i.5o. McClure. 6-37198.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190G.

-t A. L, A. Bkl. 3: 19. Ja. '07.

"There is. perhaps, nothing better in the book
than the sense of tension everywhere prevail-
ing on the eve of an election." L'rederic Taber
Cooper.

-i Bookm. 24:488. Ja. '07. 400w.
"On thi.' whole, we must congratulate the

author upon what is very nearly if not quite
the best of all his novels." W'm. M. Payne,

-t- Dial. 42: 144. Mr. 1. '07. 290w.
"Stanley J. Wtyman has come to that place

as a novelist -.vhere he can afford to amuse him-
self when he writes whether he entertains the
reader or not."

-i Ind. 62: 074. Mr. 21, '07 70w.

Weyman, Stanley John. Laid up in laven-
der. '$1.50. Longmans. 7-32320.

"A venerable arch-deacon is entreated bv a
lady whom he knew in his youth to visit her in
her illness. She is an actress, and has a daugh-
ter who IS a well-known and beautiful actress;
and he finds it rather embarassing when he is
asked to undertake the charge of the latter in
the event of her mother's death. When he does
find his ward on his hands, he takes counsel of
his son, a hf,rrist.;r, who gives him advice in the
hypothetical case put to him. Of course the
fath-^r, hoping to marry off the awkward ward
to the man he has heard she loves, discovers
this to be his own son under his writing name."—Ath.

"They are all good stories, and each of them
causes something of that feeling of excitement
which Mr. Weyman knows so well how to pro-
duce."

4- Acad. 73: sup. 115. N. 9, '07. 420w.
"[The stories] are uninspired and take the au-

thor's reputation no further. Indeed, they
'drop' it."

-I Ath. 1907, 2: EIG. O. 26. 250w.
"Slight as they are, these early sketches leave

the impression that Mr. Weyman understood
contemporary life so well that a very promis-
ing disciple of Tro'lope was lost when he turn-
ed aside to don the sword and buskin." Fred-
eric Taber Cooper.

-t- Bookm. 26: 410. D. '07. 350w.

"The variety of the provender supplied in the
group makes a wholesome and digestible ban-
quet from nourishing soup through seasoned en-
tree to contenting coffee."

+ Nation. 85: 447. N. 14, '07. 150w.

"None of the twelve tales has anything to
raise it above the level of ordinary magazine
fiction, and two or three of them are positively
dull."

j N. Y. Times, 12: 711. N. 9,- '07. lOOw.

"Most of the other tales bear internal evi-
dence of having been written some time ago,
and the author would have been best advised
to have kept them still laid up in lavender."

H Sat. R. 104: 641. N. 23, '07. 520w.

Wharton, Anne Hollingsworth. Italian

days and ways. **$i.50. Lippincott
6-41=;26.

The amusing experiences of "three women

—

one young, the others uncertainly older—who
land at Oenoa and travel through the high-
ways of Italy a la American tourist." (Na-
tion.)- The record of the travels Is in the form
of letters written by one of the older women
to a friend at home.

""his is an unusually Interesting history of
a class which ought to be very large, for every
town should have an official histor-ian."

+ -f Ind. 61: 1234. N. 22, '06. 2S0w.

-f Nation. 84: 58. Ja. 17, '07. 430w.
"Does credit to all concerned in its publica-

tion."
+ Outlook. 84: 841. D. 1, '06. 230w.

"Lacks the humor and buoyancy of Mrs.
Wiggin's Penelope stories but has much hu-
man interest and reflects considerable culture
and appreciation of Italian sights and scenes."

-] A. L. A. Bkl. 3:15. Ja. '07. S.

"Something of the unfading charm of Italy
is caught in the pages of Miss Wharton's 'Ital-

ian days and ways.' "

+ Dial. 41:462. D. 16, '06. 170w.

-f- Lit, D. 33: 857. D. 8, '06. 80w.
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Wharton, Anne HoUingsworth —Continued.
"Tliere is a tendency to enlarge upon trifling

incii^ents, which produces the effect of padding;
but the spirit of enthusiastic enjoyment gives
a fresh view to old scenes."

i Nation. 84:1&3. F. 14, '07. 210w.
"Her accounts of life In the various towns of

Italy are as unhackneyed as they are simple
and unaffected."

+ Outlook. S5:574. Mr. 9, '07. 50w.

Wharton, Edith. Fruit of tiie tree. t$i.5o.

Scribner. 7-32842.
The interest of the first part of this story

centers in the efforts of young John Amherst,
who occupies a subordinate position in the man-
agement of the Westmore mills, to solve some
of the industrial problems there presented, par-
ticularly in providing for the health and safety
of the employes. His opportunity to carry out
his cherished plans seems to be a"t hand when he
gains the sympathy and interest and finally
the \ove of the beautiful young widow wbb
o\^ns the mills. The marriage follows, and
a little later there befalls a terrible accident
in which the wife is hopelessly injured and to
put her out of her pain, Justine, friend and
nurse, administers an overdose of morphine.
Justine inarries Amherst who thru the black-
mailing scheme of a young physician learns of
Justine's act and for a time is overwhelmed
with her technical responsibility of Bessie's
death while his reason tells him that she is in-
nocent.

that underneath sucli gloss, life has ceased toring true to any standards of spontaneity.
Painily, society, and the church are inexorable
Moloch;: to whom must be sacrificed infant joyfreedom, hope and even courage

"A novel of extraordinary power and intense
interest, interpreting American life of the pres-
ent day, done with Mrs. Wharton's usual subtle-
ty, ease and precision."

-I- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: £04. N. *07. +
"Though a better book than its predecessor,

is not likely to provoke an equal amount of
that heated and emotional public discussion
which is the true sign of popularity." Edward
Clark Marsh.
+ + Bookm. 26: 273. N. '07. ISOOw.

"Besides its accomplished artistry, Mrs.
Wharton's work always gives us the sense of
ethical responsibility." Wm. M'. Payne.

-f Dial. 43: 317. N. 16, '07. 580w.

H Ind. 63: 1227. N. 21. '07. 330w.

-I Ind. 63: 1436. D. 12, '07. 910w.

4- Lit. D. 35: 920. D. 14, '07. 140w.

"Again Mrs Wharton has done a difficult

thing with ease and precision."
+ + Nation. &5: 352. O. 17, '07. 970w.

"The astonishing thing is that we close the
book with the feeling that, after all, the execu-
tion is superior to the idea; the story Is better
told than such a story deserves to be. We ad-
mire, but we are a little chilled; Mrs. Wharton
sits at her desk like a disembodied intelligence;
acute and critical and entirely unsympathetic;
she is a.s detached as a scientific student view-
ing bacilli under a microscope."
+ -\ N. Y. Times. 12: 637. O. 19, '07. lOOOw.

"Even better than 'The house of mirth.' "

4- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"Is not a bringer of joy, but It Is penetrat-
ing in analysis, and evades none of the Issues
it raises. It lacks humor and contrast of char-
acter. The luxury and frivolity of a certain
set of society people are almost too Insistently
driven home."
-I- H Outlook. 87: 621. N. 23, '07. 210w.

Wharton, Edith. Madame de Treymes. t$i.

Scribner. 7-8219.

Mrs. Wharton's stage is occupied by two
women—one French by birth, the other by
marriage—and an American who at forty l3

dabbling In the rather unsafe business of aid-
ing one of them In divorce proceedings in or-

der to attain his belated happiness. In trans-
ferring her point of observation from a New
York to a Paris drawing room, Mrs. Wharton
has made the enamel of convention only a lit-

tle more, brilliant, and in .suffering It to crack
to rovt al a shrivelled up heart, only shows

Now there is much that is admirable and
subtle in the story and its treatment. The dif-
ferent points of view of two types of character
are set forth with great clearness. The story
however, loses its poignancy owing to the fact
that these types are not individualized "

H Acad. 72: 465. My. 11, '07. 470w.
-f- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 137. My. '07.

"The writing is distinguished by that blend
of strength and grace which is characteristic
of Mrs. Wharton."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 535. My. 4. 170w.
"Whether or not in her most recently pub-

lished nov-^lette Mrs. Wharton gives a just
evaluation to tl:e ideals of another race, there
can be no two opinions of the story's literary
merits." Harry James Smith.
+ T Atlan. 1(10: 131. Jl. '07. cSOw.

"^\lthougli a miraci-j of condensiition, in mat-
ter, in form, and by an unimpeachable distinc-
tion of stylo, Mrs. Wharton has written a
shoi-t story which stands entirely above criti-
cism." Mary Moss.

-I- -j- Bookm. 25: 303. My. '07. lOOOw.

"The author's ideas are evaporated into Hen-
ry James subtleties, and so it is merely a little
pamphlet of elegant discriminations."— Ind. 62:1528. Je. 27, '-07.« 220w.

"Mrs. Wharton's little story is as thin as her
astral shape and should not be mentioned ex-
cept to call attention to the fact that she has
learned to begin where Henry James leaves
off." — Ind. 63: 1227. N. 21, '07. 3Qw.
"Her pages exhale the undeflnable atmos-

phere and aroma of aristocratic French life of
the present day— a phase of life almost incom-
prehensible to the toreignei-. The author's
style is full of distinction and is marked by
those exquisite reserves that clwracterize the
born artist. Slight as the volume is, it reveals
artistic possibilitioi hitherto undiscerned."

-I- -I- Lit. D. 34: 640. Ap. 20, '07. 350w.

-i- Nation. 84: 313. Ap. 4, '07. 710w.

"She succeeds in painting her gray picture
not so subtly that we forget her art, but ex-
quisitely enough for us to recognize how fine
that art is." Hildegarde Hawthorne.

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 137. Mr. 9, '07. 1400w.

"The precision of her technique . . . the sen-
sitiveness and significance of her observation,
her feeling for the harmonious sentence and the
suggestive phrase . . . must always stamp her
work as superior to that of many writers of
wider sympathy and more spontaneous talent."
Olivia Howard Dunbar.

-f -f No. Am. 185: 218. My. 17, '07. 1200w.

"A characteristic piece of work from an ex-
tremely careful and artistic writer."

-I- Outlook. 86: 255. Je. 1, '07. 150w.

".A.n absolutely flawless and satisfying piece
of workman<5hiD." Vernon Atwood.
+ + Putnam's. 2: 616. Ag. '07. 70(hv.

R. Of R8. 35: 764. Je. '07. 320w.

"The great force of the French family as an
organization has never been better treated by
a foreign pen, and the little book is written with
all the author's usual delicacy and distinction

of style."

+ + Spec. 98: 764. My. H, '07. 90w.

Whates, H. R. Canada, the new nation.

**$i.50. Button. 6-43469.

Descriplivo note In Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 133. My. '07. S.

+ R. of Rs. 35: 109. Ja. '07. 150W.

-i- Sat. R. 102: 53. Jl. 14. 'C6. 380w.
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Wheeler, W. H. Practical manual of tides
and waves. *$2.8o. Longmans. 6-33569.

Descriptive uiotie in Annual, 1906.

N. Y. Times. 11: 252. Ap. 14, '06. 20»w.

Whelpley, James Davenport. Problem of
the immigrant. *$3. Dutton. 5-I1644.

Descriptive note in December, 190.'>.

"Mr. Wheipley's conclusions ai e forcefully
statftd even though it is impossible to follow
him in all of them." Arthur B. Reeve,

-i Charities. 17: 506. D. 15, '06. 930w.

Wherry Elwood Morris. Islam and Christian-
ity in India and the Far East. (The stu-

dent lectures on missions at Princeton
theological seminary for i9o6-'o7.)

**$i.25. Revell. 7-17908.

In which the author "recounts and describes
the various methods of conquest by which Is-
lamism established Itself in these several coun-
tries, how it has been modified by Hinduism,
'Buddhism, and Confucianism, and, finally, what
Christianity is doing for the conversion of the
Mohammedans of these various countries, and
what success is attending its efforts." (N. Y.
Times.)

"There is evident throughout the book a
thorough knowledge of the history of Islam-
ism, and also of present-day social and moral
conditions in Mohammedan countries."

-r N. Y. Times. 12: 500. Ag. 17, '07. 200w.

+ Outlook. 87: 46. ,S. 7, '07. 140w.

Whinery, Samuel. Specifications for street
roadway pavements. *Soc. Eng. news.

"After a discussion of the theory of speci-
fications, the general features of specifloations
are considered, such as those providing for In-
spection, public convenience and safety, extra
work etc. Foundations are then taken up,
concrete, old paving stone and broken stone
being included. Under the heading 'Bitumin-
ous pavements' are found asphalt, block as-
phalt and rock asphalt. The various ingredi-
ents of these pavements are treated in detail,
and the best methods for laying each i»ave-
ment are specified. Granite, brick and wood-
block pavements are given ample attention, and
in the closing pa.ges paragraphs of a general
nature, relating to all pavements, are given,
including payments, specifications for experi-
mental and untried pavements, etc."—Techni-
cal Literature.

"The pamphlet is a valuable contribution to
the literature upon the proper construction of
pavements, and will undoubtedly have muioh in-
fluence in standardizing, so far as local con-
ditions will permit, specifications for this kind
of work." Edwin A. Fisher.

-j Engin. N. 58: 179. Ag. 15, '07. 1750w.
Technical Literature. 2: 97. Ag. '07.

220w.

Whipple, George Chandler. Value of pure
water. $1. Wiley. 7-8249.

Here "an attempt Is made from valuable da-
ta to establish formulae which may be employed
to calculate the allowable depreciation due to
sanitary quality, physical characteristics (col-
our, odour, etc.), hardness, etc., of a water
supply."—Nature.

"This little book is planned on novel lines
and deserves recognition. The book is sugges-
tive and stimulating reading, the various tables
add to its value, and we heartily commend it

to the sanitarian and water engineer."
•f + Nature. 76; 245. Jl. 11, '07. 450w.
"The book is well worth its price and should

be found in every water library." W. P. Mason.
+ + Science, n.s. 2S: 787. My. 17, '07. 400w.

Whistler, Charles W. Gerald the sheriff: a
story of the sea in the days of William
Rufus. t$i.5o. Warne.

A story of life in England in the twelfth cen-
tury. "It tells of the outlawing of a young
Saxon thane, who joined wits and grievancea
with a displaced Cornish sheriff and, gathering
together a hand of Saxon malcontents, hatched
a plot for driving out the hated Norman king
and seating in his place a Saxon heir to the
throne. The tale is told in the first person
and merely recounts the adventures which be-
fell the young man and his friend as they fol-
lowed their forlorn hope. But the adventures
are perilous and exciting, and they follow close
upon one another, until finally the chief actors
win back to place and lands and safety." (N.
Y. Times.)

"The author has made an Interesting tale of
swift action and high motives, and has told It
with a simplicity and dignity of style worthy
of a higher grade of work."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 37. Ja, 19, '07. 410w.

Whitaker, Herman. Settler. t$i.5o Har-
per. 7-32564.

Manitoba in its primeval loneliness is the
scene of his story. A gently reared girl en-
ters the wilderness to care for her brother in
his last illness. After his death she marries a
rough, crude, strong-hearted settler, then per-
mits her regret for the step to drive the pride-
hurt man from her. The situations which grow
out of the separation and final reunion are all
intensified by the savagery of the wild sur-
roundings.

"A rapid, active tale of adventure."
+ Nation. 85: 474. N. 21, '07. 190w.

"Much information may be gleaned from
'The settler' relating to lumber camps and
farming lands of the Canadian Northwest and
to the effects on its industrial conditions of
the scheming of railway monopolists. We sub-
mit that the attempted realism here, especially
in the freedom of sipeech employed by the
women, is, in any case, unnecessarily offen-
sive."

H Outlook. 87: 828. D. 14, '07. 150w.

Whitcomb, Ida Prentice. Young people's
story of art. $2. Dodd. 6-38344.

A concise and interesting sketch of the
Egyptian, Grecian, Roman, Italian, Spanish,
German, Flemish, Dutch, English, and French
schools of art into which are woven stories
and legends of the artists and tlieir works.

-f A. L. A. Bkl. 3; 23. Ja. "07.

"It is interesting and instructiv; and will be
read quite as eagerly and with as much profit
by the older folks."

-I Bookm. 24: 526. Ja. '07. 90w.

"The accounts are full, biographically, his-
torically and in a literary way, while the illus-

trations are in themselves of distinct value."
-t- Ind. 61: j406. D. 13, '06. SOw.

"A sympathetically written text, interpolated
witli most carefully selected pictures. No' child
who has any sense of the beautiful will find
this book dull. Its inspiration to visit mu-
seums and see with his own eyes the pictures
described is undoubted."

4 — N. Y. Times. 11: 836. D. 1, '06. 440w.

White, Frederick M. Nether millstone.
* '$1.50. Little. 7-36980.

A fine old English estate is the scene of most
that happens In this tale. Ralph Darnley, the
lost heir, returns to find Sir George Dashwood
the next of kin in possession, but with only
his grandmother and an old butler in his con-
fidence Darnley plans to conceal his Identity
until he teaches the girl he loves, the daugh-
ter of Sir George, the futility of her Dashwood
pride which stands in the way of accepting his
suit. He aids a false claimant to a nominal
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White, Frederick M.—Continued.
control of the property, which renders Sir
George and his daughter penniless. The daugn-
ter is thrown upon the world and when she
has learned its lessons and discovered what
true worthiness is Uarnley reveals his identity

and carries her back to Dashwood hall.

White, Frederick M. Slave of silence. t$i.5o.

Little. 6-24582.

I>o,scriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"We are glad to notice in Ithis novel] the

eviaenco of move caiv in its production than

the last one or two from his pen had led us to

expect."
+— Ath. 1907, 1:162. K 9. lOOw.

White, Stewart Edward. Camp and trail.

*$i.25. Outing. 7-31474-

A practical experience book for the wilderness

traveler" The author tells in detail how to se-

lect what ir, necessary and to reject what is un-

necessary for camp convenience and comtort.

"Certainly with the drawings, and even the

names of firms that furnish the desirable arti-

cles, the way of it all is as 'plain as plum por-

ridge.' so that the westward-farmg man. tho

a tenderfoot, cannot err therein." May Estelle

Cook.
^ Dial. 43: 419. d. 16. '07. 90w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 669. O. 19. '07. 20w.

"The humors of life in the open air are

happily touched upon, and make the book some-

thing more than a manual."" ^ + N. Y. Times. 12: 769. N. 30, '07. 140w.

White, Stewart Edward. The pass. *$i.25.

Outing pub. 6-325827.

Descriptive note in Annual, 19^06.

"J-le Impvpsses one as being more true than

Mr .Jack London, with a measurably broader

outlook than Mr. Thompson Seton and more
vigorous, more actual than Dr. van Dyke. There

are times when one caimot help wishing that

he would be a sh.ade less conscientiously

breozv in his language."
+ _ Acad. 72: 386. Ap. 20, '07. 580w.

White, Stewart Edward, and Adams, Sam-
uel Hopkins. Mystery; il. by Will

Crawford. t$i.5o. McClure. 7-2060.

"The plot turns upon the mysterloua and
wonderful happenings that occurred on a vol-

canic island in the Pacific and upon equally

strange and uncanny encounters on the high
seas. A long series of happenings follow. More
astonishing than anything that ever occurred
to the imagination of Stevenson or Marryat.
—Lit. D.

"The book is a happy mixture of R. L. Ste-

venson and Mr. H. G. Wells."
+ Acad. 72: 441. My. 4, '07. 360w.

4- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 79. Mr. '07. +
"The authors indulge in more slang and tech-

nical detail of a marine sort than the ordinary

reader can readily grasp."— + Ath. 1907, 1: 572. My. 11. 90w.

"A well-rounded romance." Richard Hughes
Remsen. _ _„.^
.j.

-I Bookm. 25: 84. Mr. '07. 720w.

-f- Ind. 62: 970. Ap. 25, '07. 130w.

"The storv is well told In a lively style,

and the characters are strongly portrayed.

Perhaps there is in the dialog a dash too much
of smartnesr,. The credibility of the reader Is

at times overstrained. But the novel has real

mertt and is a notable contribution to the
•thrillers' of the sea."

H Lit. D. 34:218. F. 9, '07. 160w.

"The narrative sags badly amidships, but the

faith of the romancer serves to keep us afloat

till we reach port."
_| Nation. 84:61. Ja. 17, '07. 180w.

"Even 'Treasure Island' has need to look to

Its laurels when books like the 'Mystery' are

being written, though the former's claims are
safe as long as Mr. White and Mr. Adams are
compelled to adopt such a theatrical device tor
their wonder worker as the precious sub-
stance wi.'ich the chest on board the Laughing
Lass was supposed to contain."
+ -\ N. Y. Times. 12: 29. Ja. 19, '07. 1050w.

N. Y. Times. 12: nS6. Je. 15. '07. 170w.
"In a certain way it is very well done; but

It is a tour-de-force, not a piece of real writ-
ing."

+ Outlook. 85: 377. F. 16, '07. 210w.

White, William Allen. In our town. t$i.5o.

McClure. 6-12564.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"It is a clever and a wholosome book about
people large and sm-ill who live in a little

city."
-I Ind. 62: 1035. My. 2. '07. 270w.

Whitehouse, Henry Remsen. Revolutionary
princess; Christina Belgiojoso Trivul-
zio, her life and times, 1808-1871. *$3.

Button.
A biography which gives in detail the story

of the devoted Milanese, her exile in Paris, her
revolutionary plots, her travels, her writings
and the remarkable characteristics which make
tiie princess a conspicuous figure of her time.

Ath. 1907, 1: 250. Mr. 2. 1320w.

"Mr. Whitehouse has given the English reaa-
er an interesting account of a romantic per-
sonality."

-I- Ind. 63: 698. S. 19. '07. 310w.

"Though his book cannot rank very high
either as literature or history, it will do well
enough to introduce to the subject those who
cannot read Italian."

1- Nation. S4: 366. Ap. 18, '07. 450w.

"It is a pity t);at the publishers of the life

of tho Princess Belgiojoso did not select a
biOhTapher more in sympathy with the sub-
ject.'

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 98. F. 16, '07. 440w.

"Mr. Whitehouse has given us not only an
interesting biography but a vivacious history
of Ihe first three-quarters of tho past century
in leading to one of the greatest achievements
of that century, the unification and liberation
of Italy."

-f Outlook. 85: 860. Ap. 13, '07. 370w.

R. of rts, 35: 507. Ap. '07.

Spec. 98:577. Ap. 13, '07. 1620w.

Whiteing, Richard. Ring in the new.
^$1.50. Century. 6-34801.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 27. Ja. '07.

"Mr. Whiteing knows the diff.culties of the
great city for the untrained bread-winner, but
his present attempt to give this knowledge
literary form is a pretty Hat failure."

- Ann. Am. Acad. 28: 470. N. '06. 80w.

"Is clever, readable, and not to be taken too
sericiuslv." Marv Moss.

-I
- Atlan. 99: 114. Ja. '07. llOw.

"Mr. Whiteini? has a bit? social purpose and
he makes you feel it. but the book as a story
is not sjfllciently interesting and vital to hold
popular attention." Madeleine Z. ]>3ty.

1- Charities. 17: 485. D. 15. '06. 690-w.

4- R. of Rs. 35: 119. Ja. 07. 70w.

Whiting, Lilian. Italy, the magic land.
* **$2.50. Little. 7-3774L

A companion to Miss Whiting's "Florence of

Landor." It is a panoramic view of the com-
paratively modern part of Rome "which, open-
ing with the period of Canova and Thorwald-
sen. proceeds to the contemporary Rome of
Vedder and Franklin Simmons. In which the
author depicts tho Rome of tho Hawthornos and
the Brownings, and of that intense artistic
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life attracted by the stupendous works of Mich-
ael Angelo and the galleries of the Vatican."
The chapter headings are: The period of mod-
ern art in Rome, Stocial life in the Eternal city,

Day-dreams in Naples, Air,alfi, and Capri, A-
page de conti from Ischia, Voices of St. Fran-
cis of Assisi, The glory of a Venetian June,
and The magic land.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 70w.

Whiting, Lilian. Land of enchantment:
from Pike's Peak to the Pacific. **$2.5o.

Little. 6-42359.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 15. Ja. '07.

"The historian or he who would piesent eco-
nomic and political conditions Lrom a demo-

• <;ratic view-point must be fundamental in his
investigations and fearlessly impartial in
weigliinsr and presenting all the facts as they
exist. Any failure to do this impairs the work
as a va'uable contribution to historic or econ-
omic and social literature. And just here, it

seems to u.*;, is found the one weak point in
Miss Whiting's otherwii-e charmingly instruc-
tive and valuable work."
+ -i Arena. 1:7: 211. F. '07. 2]90w.

"It makes a poor showing in comparison with
Mr. James's thorj and original study."

^ Ind. 62: 43. Ja. 3, '07. ISOw.

-i- Putnam's. 2: 119. Ap. '07. SOw.

R. of Rs. 35: 256. F. '07. 40w.

Whitlock, Brand. Turn of the balance.
t$i.5o. Bobbs. 7-10046.

An arraignment of the law as it is admin-
istered in our commonwealth to-day. Pitted
against the big macnine of the law is human
justice which attempts to overthrow the mer-
ciless momentum of legal incompetence, and
fails. The force of the story lies along the line
of a plea for human sympathy and improved
conditions.

"The book is as strong and purposeful as
"The jungle,' and as literature it is a more fin-
ished creation. It, is' a distinctly great novel,
presenting a vivid and effective picture 01 the
miserables oi our social order."

-f- -I- Arena. 86: 664. Je. '07. 2S70w.

"From beginning to end there is not one
scene that is forced or unnatural or out of place
or out of proportion or improbable or inade-
quate; there is not one sentence or phrase that
is overdone or v^ritten for effect; of all the
characters there is not one that fails to be con-
vincing." Charles Edward Russell.

+ + Arena. 38: 209. Ag. '07. H50w.
"It is a particularly sordid story of criminal

life, unredeemed by any special skill in the tell-
ing, and lacking the breadth of treatment which
alone can make such a subject impressive."

I 1- .Mh. 1907, 2: 400. O. 5. 130w.
"Grim as his story is, it must claim atten-

tion both for its passionate devotion to an idea
of mercy and charity, ami for its profound
recognition of the organic and indestructible
unity of human life." Harry James Smith.

-h Atlan. 100: 130. Jl. '07. 750w.
"Is chielly remarkable as an exhibit of the

criminal under-world, its viewpoint, its cus-
toms, and its speech." Vvm. M. Pavne.— Dial. 42- 314. My. 16, '07. 200w.

"A sirious boo'K this, convincing even while
one looks for the other side of the picture

—

one of the most striking of the many indict-
ments of society of recent years."

-I- Ind. 62: 1031. My. 2, '07. 340w.

"The author has an eye for details that give
many passages of description a distinctive vir-
tue; but all the virtues are overborne by the
pulpit utterance, and swamped in a crowd of
people who are all \-ery good or very bad as
the illustration of the thesis demands."

h Lond. Times. 6: 366. N. 29, '07. 430w.

"Contains many revelations of our own city

life. It is fascinating to read and—worth
reauing."

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 170. Mr. 23, '07. 640-w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 120w.
"Profoundly depressing is the effect of this

story, yet tne autuor surely must have been
moved uy the desire to better tne conditions
he descnoes witu great power."

i Outlook. 80: 812. Ap. 6, '07. 180w.

Whitlock, \villiam Wallace. When kings go
forth to battle. t$i.5o. Lippincott.

7-28962.
A small German principality is the seat of

exciting warfare. An unscrupulous king and
a conniving "minister of interior improve-
ments" ttnd their match in two invinciule Am-
ericans who keep the secret of a young prince's
hiding place, and with characteristic Amer-
ican energy join in a revolutionary plot to un-
seat the reigning monarch and place the prince
upon the throne.

N. Y. Times. 12: 619. O. 12, '0'7. 160w.

Whitmore, C. S. Harmony fiats: the gifts

of a tenement-house fairy. 85c. Benzi-
ger. 7-22914.

All about some little neglected children whose
squalor and suffering in a New York tenement
house are relieved by a kind benefactor, who
turns out to be the very irascible old gentle-
man whom the children had greatly feared.

Whitney, Helen Hay. Bed-time book; witu
* pictures by Jessie Willcox Smith. t$i. 50.

Duffield. 7-25151.

A bed-time book for children even to the
little nightgown -clad people surrounding the
text on every page marching off with their
candles to bed.

-i Nation. 85: 520. D. 5, '07. 40w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. 200w.

"The most attractive picture-book of the
year. There is a strain of seriousness, we
might almost say sadness, underlying the ex-
pression of Miss Smith's characters, that the
young folks may not find attractive, though
tiiey may not penetrate deep enough into the
philosophy of art to know the cause. But art-
isticallv these pictures would be hard to equal."

-1- R. of Rs. 36: 766. D. '07. lOOw.

Whitney, Rev. James Pounder. Reforma-
tion: being an outline of the history of
the church from A. D. 1503 to A. D.
1648. (Church universal ser., v. 6.)

*$i.50. .Macmillan. 7-3753^-

A complete handbook of the reformation be-
longing to the series known as "The church
universal" which deals with the history of the
Christian church as a historic body.

"His effort 'to be fair to all schools of thought
and to all men to the time' has, in the opinion
of the reviewer, met with indifferent success.
Chapter 7-9 (141 pages) are devoted to the
Council of Trent. Here we at once become
aware that the author is treading on firmer
ground. He no longer deals in vague generalities
or manifests the 'possession' on his part of vast
supplies of ignorance and misinformation, but
he shows interest in the minutest details and
the possession of a creditable -amount of au-
thentic knowledge. These chapters constitute
the only really valuable part of the work and
justify its publication." Albert Henry Newman.

-I Am. Hist. R. 12: 876. Jl. '07. 820w.

"The treatment of the very lai-ge subject is

brief and summary, the point of view is Angli-
can, and the spirit non-partisan."

+ Ind. 63: 763. S. 26, '07. 50w.

"He has to do his work his own way, and
he has done it admirably. But we are sorry
to say that he has sometimes been hasty, and
has allowed ill-shapen sentences and sometimes
errors of fact to escape his notice."
.^

-I
Sat. R. 104: 244. Ag. 24 '07. 440w.
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Whitson, John Harvey.
t$i.5o. Little.

Castle of doubt.
7-16940.

A novel in -which a young- man tells his own
strange story. While enjoying a spring-time
stroll in Central Park he is suddeniy con-
tronted by an up-to-date carriage con tuning
two pretty -women, one of -whom declares she
is his wife. Despite his remonstrance he is
thrust into the carriage by the ffx>t-man, em-
braced, welcomed and carried off to a luxuri-
ous house where he is lold that he is Julian
Randolph, a young millionaire whose sudden
disa.ppearance was a matter of national com-
ment two years before. So far the story dif-
fers little froni other novels of mistaken iden-
tity, but the concluding chapters, which estab-
lish the right of the hero to the love and the
position he has come to covet, are unusual,
unexpected, and well hajidled.

"Belongs [to] the class of books ^vTitten for
that optimistic age that still can believe, if only
for twenty-four hours, that the book last read
is the best book ever written." Frederic Taber
Cooper.

+ Bookm. 25: 600. Ag. '07. 550w.
"Is an interesting story, not "vithout many

instances In real life to prove its plausibility."
+ rnd. 63: 574. S. 5, '07. 230w.

"The tale is as puzzling as a detective story,
and the denouement is as much a surprise to
the hero as to the reader."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 386. Je. 15, '07. 140w.
"The storv is well told, and modern New

York is graphically pictured."
+ Outlook. 86: 477. Je. 29, '07. lOOw.

Whittier, John Greenleaf. John Greenleaf
* Whittier: a sketch of his life, by Bliss

Perry, -with selected poems. **'7Sc.

Houghton. 7-36386.
A short sketch of Whittier which leaves out

the non-essentials and presents the chief for-
mative influences which made the character
and career of the poet. The poems chosen Il-
lustrate the trend of his boyhood imagination,
the political and social struggle of his mature
years, and the peace of the resting and wait-
ing in which his life was brought to a close.

Whys and wherefores of the automobile,
il. 50C. Automobile Institute, Cleve-
land, O.

A simple explanation of the elements of the
gasoline motor car, prepared for the non-tech-
nical reader.

Whyte, Christina Gowans. Adventures of
Merrywink. $2. Crowell.

A fresh, wholesome fairy tale which won the
prize of £100 which the Bookman of London
offered for the best story submitted in a recent
competition.

"The illustrations are unequal, and though
some are very feeble, others are exceptionally
good."

+ — Acad. 71: 584. D. 8, '06. 50w.

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 618. O. 12, '07. 140w.
"The story is delightful, merry, and well

written, certain to please children."
+ Outlook. 87: 310. O. 12. '07. SO-vv.

"A very fair- specimen of the modern fairv
tale."

-t- Sat. R. 102: sup. 8. D. 8, '06. 60w.

Whyte, Christina Gowans. Nina's career.
t$i.5o. Macmillan. 7-32567.

The doings of a group of wholesome English
young folk are chronicled In this story. The
girl who was granddaughter to a Liberal peer,
the once-a-year friend who had to have an ar-
tistic career, a delightful family of brothers and
sisters, all help to make a pleasing tale of
yoTith, its amusements, ambitions, and achieve-
ments.

"A cheerful story, full of life and movement,
and by no means lacking in humour."

+ Ath. 1907, 2: 652. N. 23. llOw.

Whyte, Christina Gowans. Story book
girls. t$i.5o. Macmillan. 6-41715.

"A arioup of Knglish girls attempt to con-
duct their lives according to story-book ideals.
The difTiculties in the way are innumerable,
but the faith is great, the rewards are many."
—Outlook.

4 Acad. 71: 643. D. 22, '05. 90w.
N. Y.^ Times. 11: 895. D. 22, '06. 50w.

"A very interestingly planned and well-exe-
cuted book, with a delightfully fresh plot."

+ Outlook. d5: 238. Ja. .iG. '07. 120w.

Widney, Joseph Pomeroy. Race-life of the
Aryan peoples. 2v. **$4. Funk. 7-23307

V. 1. The old world. Beginning with the
Asiatic period in the race life of the Aryan
people, their various emigrations are here
traced chronologically into India and South and
West Europe. The whole is an unfolding of
"The race epic which the Aryan peoples have
lived."

V. 2. The new world. In this volume the au-
thor carries his "race epic" over seas and fol-

lows the westward march of the Aryan peo-
ple from ocean to ocean in America, discussing
also present day conditions and problems.

"It is -w-hat would be called in its own lan-
guage a 'live' book, and for that we are thank-
ful. It is not to be expected that we should
sympathise wholly with American ideals and
aspirations, or even those of the best Amer-
icans, but we can pay Dr. Widney no higher
compliment than to wish that he had been born
an Englishman, so that he might have written
this book from an English point of view."

H Acad. 73: 161. N. 23, '07. 990w.

"It is a pity that Mr. Widney, many of whose'
observ'ations are extremely shrewd, should have
allowed a book that has evidently cost him
much labour to degenerate into a political pam-
phlet."

-I
• Ath. 1907 2: 484. O. 19. 970w.

"The best that can be said of the work is

that it has swing and style and may afford ma-
tierial for patriotic addresses. As for the sci-
entific value, it has none."— Ind. 63: 1375. D. 5, '07. 410w.
"His book is not a compilation, nor is it a

new statement of a. theme already set forth
at length by other writers, but an original con-
ception worked out through fine research, care-
fully coordinated and written in a clear and at-
tractive style."

+'+ Lit. D. 35: 208 Ag. 10, '07. 420w.

"Though Widney's book is instructive when
read aright, that is, with a clear conception of
who the Aryan is and whence he came, yet
it is misleading, and very much so, if the read-
er igriores scientific ethnology and anthropol-
ogy as much as does the author." Charles E.
Woodruff.

-] N. Y. Times. 12: 497. Ag. 17, '07. 2380w.

"His style is .animated and energetic; he is

philosophic, discursive, poetic: he is quick to
trace analogies and mark contrasts, fond of
generalization and prone to turn history into
prophecy. The total impression of his work is

realistic and picturesque. His national and in-
ternational forecasts, with one prominent ex-
ception are the least satisfactory portion of his
work."

-I Outlook. 86: 973. Ag. 31, '07. 400w.

"Not only the latest result of scholarship in

ethnology, but an unusually absorbing narra-
tive."

-I- + R. of Rs. 36: 382. S. '07. 270w.

"A highly Interesting and suggestive book."
-f- Spec. 99: sup. 645. N. 2, '07. 330w.
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Wieland, George Reber. American fossil

cycads. $6.25. Carnegie inst. 6-34020.

"I'his contribution to American paleo-botany
is richly illustrated with fifty plates and 13S
text figures. It is an account of the American
collections of fo.^sil cycads—plants allied to the
fern—so far as they have been studied, and the
resiilts of the author's investigations on the
veeretfitivc anatomy ami reproductive organs,
followed by a compari.son of these with smiilar
structures in living cycads, .ind a discussion
of relationships."—Nation.

"The monograph is creditable to American
botany and the presswork of the Carnegie in-
stitution."

-i- Nation. 8:^: 471. N. 29, '06. 220w.

"A flood of light has been thiOTH'n on the
morpholcgj' of an extinct group of Mesozoic
gymnosnerms. which it is possible to study with
a precision and thoroughness hardly to be
surp.ipsert in the rase of recent plants."

-J- Nature. 75: 329. Ja. 31, '07. 1760w.

"Marks a very important forward step in our
knowledge of the cycadales, while it also throws
a great deal of light upon the general problem
of the phylogeny of the gymnosperms and their
supposed relation to filicinean ancestors." D. P.
Penhallow.

-f + Science, n. s. 25: 856. My. 31, '07. 1530w.

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith) (Mrs.
George C. Riggs). New chronicles of

Rebecca. t$i.25. Houghton. 7-11587.

Kleven more quaintly amusing chronicles
which carry Rebecca Liiru various stages of
girlhood and bring her to her eighteenth birth-
day. They are entitled: Jack o' lantern,
Daughters of Zion, Rebecca's thought-book,
A tragedy in millinery, The saving of the col-

ors. The state o' Madne girl. The little proph-
et, Abner Simpson's new leaf, The green
isle. Rebecca's reminiscences, Abijah the brave
and fair Emmajane.

"Written with the quiet humour which is her
characteristic."

+ Acad. 73: S48. Ag. 31, '07. 160w.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 138. My. '07. *
"The pathos is kept commendably in check,

however, and there is plenty of humour in the
chronicle."

-h Ath. 1907, 2: 179. Ag. 17. 210w.

"The stories are brimming with mirth and
kindly sentiment." Harry James Smith.

+ Atlan. 100: 133. Jl. '07. 80w.
Reviewed by Mary K. Pord.

Bookm. 25: 304. My. '07. 800w.

"The story, abounding in touches of genuine
humor and pathos, comes as a delightful treat
to both the older and younger reader."

-I- Cath. World. 85: 693. Ag. '07. 120w.

"Ccrnscious invention has taken the place of
intuition. It is inferior to its predecessor."

H Ind. 63: 574. S. 5, '07. 240w.

"There are here the same quaintness, pathos,
and humor found in her former books, the
same understanding of the abysses of child-
hood, the same realism and fidelity to nature.
The pictures liy F. C. Yohn are in perfect tune
with thf story and a model of what novel illus-

trations should be."
-+ Lit. D. 34: 640. Ap. 20, '07. 2'90w.

Nation. 84: 362. Ap. 18, '07. 200w.

'This volume is not quite up to the level of
its predecessor."'

H N. Y. Times. 12: 233. Ap. 13, '07. 940w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 387. Je. 15, '07. 130w.
" 'New chronicles of Rebecca' have . . .

freshness of sentiment and humor."
^ Outlook. S(i: 115. My. 18, '07. 190w.

"Those who did not make the acquaintance
of Rebecca at Sunnybrook farm are recom-
mended not to miss the present opportunity."

-h Sat. R. 104: 86. Jl. 20, '07. 200w.

"Worthily maintain the reputation of a writ-
er who has done for the present generation of
-American and English readers much what
Miss Alcott did for its predecessor."

+ Spec. 98: 1037. Je. 29, '07. 990w.

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith) (Mrs.
George C. Riggs), Old Peabody pew;
a Christmas romance of a country
church, il. t$i.5o. Houghton. 7-32837.

A Christmas story of a "certain handful of
dear New England women of names unknown,
dwelling in a certain quiet village, alike un-
known." A new carpet, pews v^^ashed in lieu of
paint, and cushions mended with care told on
Christmas eve the story of days of hard work
by the Dorcas society. Among the number had
been Nancy Wentworth who, quiet and apart
from the rest, had lavished her strength on the
Peabody pew, sacred to her early romance,
where Christmas eve finds her alone taking the
last stitch in the worn-out cushion. To this
frpot comes Justin Peabody the wanderer lover
who, weary as the prodigal son, seeks the com-
fort and love of Nancy.

"One of the prettiest novelettes of this sea-
son, as well as one of the most delightful from
a literary point of view."

+ Dial. 43: 380. D. 1, '07. 200w.
"It is withal so sweet and wholesome thar

we wish more books like it might be written to
take the plaee of the so-called 'problem novels'
of the day."

-I- Lit. D. 35: 920. D. 14, '07. lOOw.

"Many pathetic and humorous touches."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. lOw.

"Notwithstanding the slightness of the plot,
there are all the elements of humor and pathos
and love that go to make up a story of much
sweetness, the kind one feels better for read-
ing."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 716. N. 9, '07. lOOw.

"A characteristically bright tale of a New
England life full of sentiment and humor."

4- Outlook. 87: 622. N. 23, '07. 30w.

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith) (Mrs. G. C.
Riggs), and Smith, Nora Archibald.
Fairy ring. **$i.S0. McClure. 6-42427.

Sixty-five fairy tales gathered from every
nation. They include some well known stories
and some recently discovered ones.

"X choice collection."
-1- A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 23. Ja. '07. «}«

"Less hackneyed than those of the Cinder-
ella kind. For that reason they will read
strangely, yet entertainingly to modern ears."

+ Ind. 61: l'!07. D. 13, '06. 40w.

N. Y. Times. 11: 784. N. 24, '06. 170w.

"Most readable fairy tales."

-f Outlook. 85: 93. Ja. 12, 'G7. 70w.

Wiggin, Mrs. Kate Douglas, and Smith,
* Nora Archibald, eds. Pinafore and pal-

ace. t$i.5o. McClure. 7-30444.

"This volume of jingles is judiciously divided,
somewhat like Charles Welsh's edition of
'Motlier Goose,' to accord vnth the physical ac-
tivities and dawning mental appreciation of

small folk. There is a diversity of selection,

ranging from 'Pussy-cat. pussy-cat, where have
you been?' to Tennyson's least childlike and
most stilted poem, 'Minnie and Winnie.' "

—

Nation.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 211. N. '07. >P

"Taken in a set, these three volumes of verse
represent an agreeable progress from classic

jingle to rarest poetry."
+ Nation. 83: 495. N. 28, '07. 130w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, '07. 90w.
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Wigram, Edgar T. A. Northern Spain;
painted and described by Edgar T. A.
Wigram. *$6. Macmillan.

"The kind ot description wtiicli lies half-
way between tiie guide-oouk. and me book of
atiiiospliuie. " (Uui.look.j •"ilie author made his
lour as a bicyciist. He journeyed Willi ob-
Siervint; eyes, and very little in ripaui that
was really worth while escaped hini. " (lrid.>

•Besides hamlets' and smail towns, the trav-
eler stopped at the larger cities, including
Covadonga and Asturias, J-,eon, Gaucia, Bena-
vente, Zamora, 'ioro, Salamanca, iiejar, Aviia,
Toledo, tjegovia, Burgos, JNavarre, and others."
(.iSi. i'. Times.)

"One cannot open these pages anywhere
without being struck by our author's capacity
lor presenting a scene in words at once tit

and tew.
+ -t- Ath. iy07, 1: 9. Ja. 5. 1360w.
"As we read what he has written we see

Spanish types with a new signirtcance, and
we lay down the volume with a better and a
clearer understanding of Spain and the Span-
iards."

+ Ind. 61: 13!^8. I). 22, '06. 150w.

"it is greatly to be regretted that Air. Wi-
gram . . . was not accumpanied on lus journey
Liiiougli Nortiieii Spain by a prot'essional
painter who would have been able to supplo-
nient his eloquent descriptions ot the scenes he
\'isited by aesthetic presentments of them in
colour, (jitted, moreover, witli a vivid imag-
ination and a keen sense ot humor. Air. Wi-
gram manages to hit off in a tev,- telling sen-
tenc-.;s the idiosyncrasies not only of the men
and women, but of the animals he met."

-; Int. btudio. 3o: lb*. Ap. 0/. 3-iUw.

"Mr. Wigram has well cauglit in his pictures
the varied colors of Spain, which seem at
tirst glance so inhai mjoniods when \iewod
by essentially Occidental eyes. But they are
true, and the artist is to be congratulated
that he has dared to depict the truth and to
account ior it so entertainingly in a most at-
tractively vvTitten text."

-r + N. Y. Times. 11: 770. N. 24, '06. 620w.
"The author not only describes the country

through which he rode or walked, but also
tells anecdotes, gives bits ot the history of
certain places, and provides other interesting
information."
+ + N. Y, Times. 11: 830. D. 1, '06. 360w.
"An altogether unworthy successor to Ford

and Borrow is Mr. Wigram who possesses one
faculty denied to those worthies—namely, the
iacility ot describing by picture as well as by
pen."

+ Outlook. 84: 703. N. 24, '06. lOOw.

"As a writer he harps too much upon mere-
ly pictoiial effects, which were doubtless at-
lracii\ e to an artist but sulfer through vain
repetition. Though we may not claim him as
guide or philosopher, he is certainly well met
as a soothing friend."

-i Sat. R. 103:372. Mr. 23, '07. 230w.

Wilberforce, Wilfrid, and Gilbert, Mrs. A.
R. Her faith against tlie world. *$i.

Benziger.
.\. young barrister asks the aristocratic Sir

Richard Forrester for the hand of his daugh-
ter. Gertrude and is refused because he lacks
position. Later ho gets into I'arhament on as-
su)-ing nis constitufiits that he is not a Roman
Catholic. Sir Richard then welcomes him, but
Oeri.'-ude, who luis joined the IConiaii church,
rc'fufos to marry a Protestant, :.inl is turned
out of her father s house. Tlie solution of this
complicntion is the burden of this political-re-
ligious i\o\ el.

"-\.n entertaining novel, although it is some-
what sketchy -n both action and character,
and although it does carry a moral instruc-
tion.

'

-] Cath. World. 84: 701. F. '07. 260w.

Wilcox, Earley Vernon, Farm animals:
horses, cows, sheep, swine, goats, poul-
try, etc. **$2. Doubleday. b-35959.

A practical book giving general information
about the breeding and care of farm animals.

"A good, popular guide."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 106. Ap. 16, '07,

"It is rather an excellent compend of gener-
al information. The chapter on dairy stock ia
the best in the book, but every chapter is good.
The illustrations have the advantage of being
well related to the subject."

4- Nation. 83: 402. N. 8, '06. 140w.

Wilde, Oscar. Decorative art in America: a
lecture, together with letters, reviews,
and interviews; ed. with an introd. by
Richard B. Glaenzer. **$i.50. Bren-
tano's. 6-39452.

Mr. Glaenzer in his introduction sets forth
the characteristics chiefly as they pertain to art,
of "the most pitiful dreamer, the wittiest cynic
and the most brilliant wit of his century." The
nineteen essays or groups of letters which this
volume includes strike the dominant art notes of
Oscar Wilde's nature. Among the personalities
touched up by the "verbal colourlst" are Mrs.
Langtry, Sarah Bernhardt, Whistler, Keats, and
Kipling.

Wilde. Oscar Fingall O'Flahertie Wills.
Ballad of Reading gaol; drawings by
Latimer J. Wilson. *$i. buckles.

7-16474-

In this new edition of the well-known ballad
the spirit of the gruesome revelation of a soul
in torment is marred by the illustrations which,
lacking any subtle suggestion of the horrors
of the hangman and the terrors of death,
are commonplace and repellant.

Wiley, Harvey Washington. Foods and
their adulteration. 11. *$4. Blakiston.

7-19428.

This book, descriptive in character, reaches
a laiee audience, including the consumer, the
maniifacturcr and the scientittc as well as th-i

general reiider. It treats of the origin, manu-
facture and composition of food products; the
description ot common adulterations, food
standards and national food laws and regula-
tions. The information contained in this man-
ual appeals especially to the intelligent and sci-

en title cook.

"'.""he book i.-^ v.ritten from the point of view
of a Roman Oitholic, but without bitterness
and intolerance."

4- Acad. 71: 553. D. 1, '06. 140w.

"The book Is invaluable to the manufacturer
and the consumer, to the scientist and the lay-
man; it is indispensable to even a small col-

lection on this subject of wide, present-day in-

terest."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 199. N. '07.

"This is the most authoritative and compre-
hensive book that has appeared on this im-
portant subject, and there is no other man in

Ameriea \\>\n is l)etter fitted to handle it from
both the scientific and the legislative sides
than the author."

+ + Ind. 63: 834. O. 3, '07. 3G0w.

"This is not the book of a crank, and Dr.
Wilev's views regarding the future of the Am-
erican foml-supply are in general optimistic."

+ + Nation. 85: J13. S. 5, '07. 750w.

"The information furnished by Dr. MMley
arms the piiblic with knowledge—knowledge of

the conditions and of its own rights."
.u 4- N. Y. Times. 1-: 404. Je. 22, '07. 1370w.

+ R. of Rs. 36: ."iSI. S. '07. 120w.

"Amid a large mass of confusing and often

exaggerated newspaper articles dealing with
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the subject, it is a comfort to find a book cov-
ering' the field so completely, so sanely and
withal in so interesting a way."

+ + Science, n.s. 26: 714. N. 22, '07. 880w.

Wiley, Sara King. Alcestis and other po-
ems. **75c. Macmillan. 5-32655.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.

+ Outlook. 85:573. Mr. 9, '07. 380w.

V/iley, Sara King. Coming of Philibert.
**$i.25. Macmillan. 7-18078.

A tragic poem-drama of three acts in wnich
Prince Philibert, who has been reared in the
torest and kept unconscious of his heritage, ac-
cording to the wish of his dead father, is

brought to the court of Artacia by his twin
brother, the young king who feels that he has
been unjustly dealt with. Here the world is

opened to hiin,_ ail his latent emotions awake,
and unwittingly, he usurps his brother's place
in the hearts of his people, and comes to wear
his crown and marry his Clementia.

ish colonies, factories, and communities, com-
prising an area eight times the size of Great
Britain."—Lit. D.

"It will bear reading. But, in the acting, it

would appear lamentably monotonous and
wanting in almost every essential of a play,
notably ' characterization, contrast and 'sus-
pense.' "

-I Ind. 63: 571. S. 5, '07. 330w.

"Is an interesting bit of dramatic blank verse
which just misses distinction."

-f Nation. 85: 35. Jl. 11, '07. 210w.

"As a play there is much good exposition but
little vital action. The A'erse is always correct,
and occasionally there are flashes of fine poet-
ry." Christian Gauss.

H N. Y. Times. 12: 492. Ag. 10, '07. lOOw.

"Mrs. Drummond is an e.ssentially feminine
poet of fine insight and delicate sensibility. The
chief gain in 'ihe coming of Philibert' is the
dramatic action and force." Louise Collier Will-
cox.

+ No. Am. 186: 97. S. '07. 270w.

Wilkinson, Florence. Silent door. ^$1.50.

McClure. 7-10292.
A village story . . . "which revolves about

Justinian .Penrith, incarnate genius of auster-
ity, and d little child left . . . upon his door-
step. Given a beautiful daughter who had fled
from home some years previous for an affaire
d'amour and whose whereabouts had baffled all
search—and you have the key to 'The silent
door.'" (N. Y. Uimes.)

"In Miss Wilkinson's novel . . . one recog-
nizes the promise rather than the achievement.
The story taken as a whole is unimpressive.
The plot is mildly oreposterous, and none of
the characters, not even little Rue herself,
seems ever Quite detachable from the printed
page. But the details of Miss Wilkinson's
work are a constant delight." Harry James
Smith.

-I Atlan. 100: 132. Jl. '07. 450w.
"The chief charm about Miss Wilkinsor '3

style is its absolute lack of hurry. It is seldom
that one encounters such genuine charm in a
volume constructed upon a plan so simple."
+ + Bookm. 25:284. My. '07. 480w.

"There are some fine pages of description.
The humor is aburdant and genuine."

+ Lit. D. 35: 98. Jl. 20, '07. 330w.

"It has a pervasive, though not obtrusive,
spiritual quality, and leaves upon one an im-
pression of sweetness and light."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 170. Mr. 23, '07. 97Uw.

"Tn her first novel, sho has accomplished
somtthing also rare, and certainly thoroughly
ueliglitlui."

-; Outlook. SC: 254. Je. 1, '07. 210w.

Wilkinson, Rt. Rev. Thomas Edward.
Twenty years of continental work and
travel. *$3.50. Longmans.

"The record of an Anglican bishop's experi-

ence in north and central Europe among- Brit-

"Bishop Wilkinson has great power of ob-
servation and much skill in expressing that ob-
servation in words. There is in the volume a
good dual of padding which, should have been
omitted."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 580. N. 10. 1360w.
"An interesting panorama of Europe, with a

fine historic perspective."
+ Lit. D, 34; 264. F. 16, '07. 190w.

-I Spec. 98: Izl. Ja. 20, '07. 380w.

Willcocks, M. P. Wingless victory. $1.50.
Lane. 7-35625.

Devonshire furnishes the setting of this story.
"Tile plot centres about the winning of an un-
loving and pretty nearly unfaithful wife by her
husband. . . . The husband is a physician, :i

curious mixture of strength and weakness, her-
oism and failure, and altogether a very hum.in
and lovable per.son. The wife is not so com-
prehr^nsible a type, but still real enough in her
feminine perversity and unreasonableness. . . .

Johanna is of another type, and she, too, makes
one see deep Jown into the reality of things.
The whole hook is alive with human passion.
powerfuUj- portrayed, and with the vigor and
freshness of the open air." (N. Y. Times.)

"Talent such as hers was not and never could
be acquired in any of the ready-made schools
of fiction. It bears the stamp of originality."
+ + Acad. 72: 319. Mr. 30, '07. 550w.
"The author has certainly produced a not-

able as well as a good story. It seems to us
somewhat clogged by over elaboration of style
and metaphor."

H Ath. 1907, 1: 659. Je. 1. 250w.

"The book is the work of one who has
thought much. Scattered through it are
gnomic sayings that stick in the memory.
These and an intimate sense of natural forc-
es, are perhaps the striking external features
of the book." Ward Clark.

+ Bookm. 25: 523. Jl. '07. 450w.

"The book has strength . . . although not iu

this plot with its dubious ethical implications.
It is the strength of keen analysis, vivid de-
scriptive power, and a characterization of the
rustic population of Devon and Dartmoor fair-

ly coinpaxable with the work of Mr. Phillpotts

and other disciples of the school of Thomas
Hardy." Wm. M. Payne.
4- H Dial. 43: 62. Ag. 1, '07. 340w.

"An Ibsen plot set in a Thomas Hardy en-

vironment. The combination is, on the whole,
an effective one, for the author has undoubted
talent."

+ Ind. 63: 1312. N. 28, '07. 400w.

"In the case of Miss Willcock's book . . . we
have need of some emphatic word that shall

sigiilfv a book that is not a season's master-
piece 'or a g-iant among riginies, but, as we
conceive, one that takes fts place, if not amon.^;

the highest, still among books where rules ol

measurement seem a little out of pl.ice."

Jr Lond. Times. 6: 110. Ap. 5, 'O:. 540w.

"Rises high above the level of common day
fict'^on. In Miss Willcock's elaborate descrip-

tions we discern a certain scraping of stage

scenery being shifted. In the same way there

IS nnnecessarv harping on such indefinable ele-

Tients as -race-processes' and 'electric forces

of the ages' unnecessary reductions of action

and f-eling to terms of biology and prehistori-3

anthro_pology/'^_
S5: 79.. Jl. 25. '07. 570w.

"V helpful and heartening story, not because

anv of its .characters are particularly high or

heroic in their accomplishment, but because it

convert that life itself in its simple, homely,

everyday guise is a thin.g worth while."
J- N, Y. Times. 12: cPo. Je. o, u^ aauw.
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Willcocks, M. P. —Continued.
"A very remarkable piece of work, and not

less interesting than remarkable."
-f N. Y. Times. 12: 387. Je. 15, '07. 190w.

Sat. R. 103: 433. Axi. 6, '07. 210w.

"No one exceot the serious-minded reader
who loves a problem novel should embark upon
'The wlnglesr. victory.' "

H Spec. 98: b7y. Ap. 27, '07. 210w.

Williams, Archibald. How it works: deal-

ing in simple language with steam, elec-

tricity, light, heat, sound, hydraulics,
optics, etc., and their application to ap-

paratus in common use. $1.25. Nelson.
7-29122.

"Here the reader will find explained in a
concise, straightforward manner the working
of everything from a locomotive or a motor-
car to a Bunsen burner or a Westinghouse
brake. Tiie book is profusely illustrated with
helpful diagrams, and we are glad to note that
an index has been provided."—Acad.

+ Acad. 71: 607. D. 15, '06. iOOw.

"Hardly any other volume will answer as
many of the questions that a bright boy asks
and ought to ask about the things he sees and
uses. It should head the list of books to be
bought for school libraries."

-j- -f Ind. 62: 737. Mr. 2S, '07. 150w.

"The volume furnishes much that is prac-
tical and lucid."

+ Outlook. 85: 813. Ap. 6, '07. 80w.

Williams, Archibald. Romance of early ex-

ploration, with descriptions of interest-

ing discoveries, thrilling adventures,
and wonderful bravery of the early ex-
plorers. **$i.50. Lippincott. 6-39449.

"The present book brings exploration down
to A. D. 16O0 beginmng with its infancy 200
years before Herodotus. Pictures and maps
add desirabilty to the book."—Nation.

"The writer's own manner is one of manly
straightforwardness, as free from dulness as
from misplaced embellishment."

+ Nation. 83: 513. D. 13, '06. 70w.

Reviewed by Cyrus C. Adams.
N. Y. Times. 11: 846. \J. 8, '06. 120w.

"An intelligent boy could hardly have a book
which would give him more entertainment and
more instruction."

4- Spec. 97: sup. 760. N. 17, '06. SOOw.

Williams, Egerton Ryerson, jr. Ridolfo,

the coming of the dawn, a tale of the

Renaissance. t$i.5o. McClurg. 6-36880.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

— Ind. 62: 673. Mr. 21, '07. lOOw.

+ Outlook. 85:575. Mr. 9, '07. 280w.

"One thing is certain about Mr. Williams'
first attempt to write a novel; he has succeed-
ed."

R. of Rs. 36: 126. Jl. '07. 40w.

Williams, Elizabeth Otis. Sojourning, shop-
ping and studying in Paris, a handbook
particularly for women. **$i. McClurg.

7-18307.

An excellent little book into which has been
compressed a wealth of valuable informa,tioin

for the woman who is traveling alone in France.
It contiins the addresses of suitable hotels,

boarding houses, schools of art, places of

amuFement. and shops m Paris, it tells what
charge.*, fees, etc. are just, it explains cus-
toms and conventions, tells where one may go
without an escort, what one may bring home
without duty, how to arrange one's finances,

amd appends a classified vocabulary which con-
tains all the words and phrases essential to

a shopping tour or an excursion.

"A suggestive, helpful little handbook."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 175. O. '07.

+ Dial. 42: .SSI. Je. 16, '07. 40w.

"Just the sort ol information needed by Am-
erican ladies in Paris. And, altho written for
women, we fancy tliat men will find it almost
as ^aluable."

-\- Ind. 62: 1357. Je. 6. '07. 70w.

R. of Rs. 36: 126. Jl. '07. 40w.

Williams, Henry Llewellyn, jr., comp. Lin-
coln story book. **$i.5o. Dillingham.

7-8232.
It is the story-telling Lincoln shorn of plat-

form oratory who is revealed in this generous
collection of anecdotes. There are over four
hundred of them and in the retelling nothing
of the humor, or of the tone of the classics has
been sacrificed.

Williams, Hugh Noel. Madame Recamier
and her friends. *$2. Scribner.

The details of the long salon-reign of Mme.
Recamier are carefully set forth here. "With
no commanding ability such as in itself might
draw a group about her, yet, in wealth and in
poverty, in court favor and banishment, in
youth and in age, Mme. Rficamier was ever
the center of a great circle, and ever herself
simple, contented, generous, unspoiled by at-
tention from all the famous people of her time."
(Ind..»

"Granting the 'raison d'etre' of the biogra-
phy, it may be said that the author has con-
scientiously studied the life of his heroine, to-
gether with those of her friends as they af-
fected hers, and presents the results in a pleas-
ant, easy manner, which makes the book an
entertaining one."

-f Dial. 43:44. Jl. 16, *07. 2€0w.

"A most satisfactory story of an extraordi-
nary career."

+ Ind. 63: 342. Ag. 8. '07. 170w.

Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne.
Putnam's. 2: 475. Jl. '07. 150w.

Williams, Hugh Noel. Queen Margot,
wife of Henry IV. of France. *$7.50.

Scribner. 7-25144.

Daughter of Catherine de Medici, wife of
Henry of Navarre, the brilliant La Reine Mar-
got is revealed in both an attractive and for-
bidding light. She figures thruout the sketch
as a being mightily swayed by emotions yet
capable of detaching herself from them as in
the case of ner "debonair equanimity of
mind" when divorced from her husband, and
called upon to mingle witli his new queen and
their children.

"On the whole, the author has succeeded in

his endeavour to give a full and impartial ac-
count of her life, and has acquitted himself
satisfactorily of his secondary aim—that of

sketching the historical events 'in which she
was more or less directly concerned.' "

-I Ath. 1907, 1. 68. Ja. 19. 2090w.

"Despite this special diligence and an ade-
quate knowledge of sixteenth century memoirs,
we have found this boolc enriched by little il-

luminating criticism."
^ Nation. 84: 17. Jl. 4. '07. 430w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 83. F. 2, '07. 720w.

Williams, James Mickel. An American town:
a sociological study. Priv. ptd. 6-46255.

"The author, formerly a fellow in sociology

in Columbia university, has in connection with
his graduiite work, made this sociological study
of a small town of rural New York. ... He
has given us a little bit of the social history

of the town and community, dividing it into

two periods—from the settlement to 1875 and
from 1875 on."—Ann. Am. Acad.
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"It is a painstaking, intelligent, and extreme-
ly suggestive piece of scholarly work. On the
•whoie Mr. Williams is to be heartily congrat-
ulated on a piece of work which opens up new
possibilities in the intensive study of locali-
ties, and proves that monographlo work of this
kind is to be of prime imf)ortance to sociolo-
gy." George E. Vincent.

+ Am. J. See. 12: 4,21. N. '06. 850w.
"This volume is valuable because it is an il-

lustration of careful, conscientious field work,
even if occasionally the conclusions seem un-
warranted."

-I- Ann. Am. Acad. 28:471. N. '06. 190w.

Williams, John E. H. Life of Sir George
Williams, founder of the Young men's
Christian association. **$i.25. Arm-
strong. 6-42910.

Written at the request of Sir George Wil-
liams' family by "one who has had intimate
access to all the sources of information and
Who writes with keen sympathy and apprecia-
tion. . . . Beginning as a poor young clerk
and without other resources than his own
strength of character and an indomitable will,
the su'oject of the present work rose to be one
of the most considerable men in England."
(Lit. D.)

-h Lit. D. 34: 342. Mr. 2, '07. 24i0w.

+ Lond. Times, 5: 403. N. 30, '06. 750w.

+ Nation, 84:154. F. 14, '07. 450w.

"Is a contribution to the literature of power."
+ Outlook. 84:942. D. 1&, '06. 160w.

Williams, Leonard. Granada: memories,
adventures, studies and impressions.
**$2.so. Lippincott. 6-35342.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 76. Mr. '07.

Reviewed by Wallace Rice.
Dial. 41:392. D. 1, '06. llOvr.

+ Nation. 84:39. Ja. 10, "07. 180w.

Williams, T. Rhondda. Evangel of the
new^ theology. *$LSo. Scribner.

'"J'he basal question of religion, as he ob-
serves, is the relation of God to the living
world. The theology now being outgrown con-
ceived of God and man as external to each
other, beings apart, and out of this fallacious
dualism the Unitarian controversy grew. But
'the gist of the new theo'ogy' is the oneness
of the spiritual nature in God and man, so that
humanity itself is 'an incarnation of the divine
life.' "—Outlook.

"In one way or another the whole realm of
modern religious thought is touched upon with
profound discrimination. The book will prove
exceedingly helpful to all who desire a clear and
sane statement on vital matters from the mod-
ern point of view. As a group of sermons,
however, it would seem that the book gives un-
due emphasis to intellect and does not sufRc-
iently appeal to the deeper things of the heart.
Also, the use of Scripture is not large." E. A.
Hanley.
+ — Bib. World. 29: 475. Je. '07. 220w.

"It is marked by warmth as well as fresh-
ness and force, and by intentness on the real-
ities of religious faith."

-f Outlook. 82: 617. Mr. 17, '06. 260w.

Williamson, Charles Norris, and William-
son, Alice Muriel. Car of destiny.
t$i.5o. McClure. 7-30841.

"This is a description of several of the more
interesting Spanish cities, strung on the thin
threads of an automobile trip and a love story.
The hero and the heroine fall In love—of course
at first sight—at Biarritz. The heroine and her
mother are whisked off through Spain in an au-
tomobile by the wicked Spanish duke whom this
scheming mother wishes the daughter to marry.

The here follows m his automobile. The ac-count of the roads, the country, and the towns
s broken by the mcidents of the chase—some ofthem highly melodramatic."—Nation.

"Frankly, the book contains every one of theelements which ought to annoy a reader of crit-
ical taste. And yet, paradoxically, instead ofannoying, it furnishes a very genuine, eventhough not enduring, enjoyment."

H Bookm. 26: 267. N. '07. 740w.
"So unconvincing is the characterization thatmarriage as well as misadventure leaves thereader cold.— Nation. 85: 329. O. 10, '07. 180w.
"Splendid descriptions of Spanish life and

scenes abound."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 655. O. 19, '07. 70w.

"It is a penny-in-the-slot romance, as me-
chanical as if it were turned out of a factory
marketable like calico, and of about as much
distinction."— N. Y. Times. 12: 685. O. 26, '07. 450w.

Williamson, Charles Norris, and William-
son, Alice Muriel Livingston. Princess
Virginia. t$i.5o. McClure. 7-15121.

This story "provides a lovely princess withAmerican blood in her veins and ... a pretty
will of her own. Also a proper American ro-
rnantic idea of falling in love with whom she
pleases and marrying to suit. But the safety
of Europe depends upon her marrying theyoung Emperor of Rhaetia. What is to be
done? . . . The impressionable Princess Vir-
ginia must happen upon the handsome Em-
peror when she does not know who he is and
he does not know who she is. They will of
course, both of them fall in love at sight ' It
is always thus. No sooner said than done."—
N. Y. Times.

"The most one can say for it is that it is
harmless."— A. L. A, Bkl. 3: 181. O. '07.

Lit, D, 35: 62. Jl. 13, '07. 210w.

"J^9
motors in this, but a manner so glib

and facile that it resembles nothing so much
as the swift revolutions of a new front wheel,when the salesman turns the bicycle upsidedown and gives a twirl to prove the smooth
perfection of its ball-bearings. There is thesame near approach to perpetual motion, and
the same lack of arriving."— Nation. 84: 568. Je. 20, '07. 190w.
"The Williamsons have produced another fine,

galloping romance of the most approved rose-
color order."

H N. Y. Times. 12: 357. Je. 1, '07. 32uw.
N. Y. Times. 12: 387. Je. 15, '07. 260w.

Williamson, Charles Norris, and Williamson,
Alice Muriel. Rosemary in search of a
father. t$i.5o. McClure. 6-40214.

"The five-year old Rosemary at Monte Carlo,
seeing that her mother is sad, sets out to find
a lost father, and meets with such extraordinary
good luck that we can only suspect the inter-
vention of Christmas fairies. They send Rose-
mary a wonderful father, far more attractive
than the real one, andi just the man her mother
most desired to meet again. So with the help
of an old love-affair, an American millionaire, a
pretty French adventuress, a profusion of jewels,
and costly raiment such as might haunt the de-
lirious dreams of a milliner's girl, the tale nma
on to a happy conclusion."—Acad.

"It Is a brisk, highly coloured story, of the
lightest possible construction."

H Acad. 71:638. D. 22, '06. 15(hv.

"This little novel has distinction, a literary
aroma."

+ Lit. D. 33: 858. D. 8, '06. GOw.

"When this has been described as a 'pretty*

tale of the whipped cream and bonbon box tyi>e,

there Is not much more to say about It."

-1- Nation. 83: 464. N. 29, '06. 160w.
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Williamson, C. N., and Williamson, A. M.—Continued.
"All this is highly melodramatic, but Rosemary

is a quaint little creature, and adds a large re-
deeming feature to an otherwise Impossible pic-
ture."

H N. Y. Times. 11: 888. D. 22, '06. 370w.
"An agreeable little short story."

+ Outlook. 84: 942. D. 15, '06. 8w.

Willys, A. A. Swiss heroes, an historical
romance of the time of Charles thz
Bold; tr. from the German by Georg-e
P. Upton. (Life stories for young peo-
ple.) **6oc. McClure. 7-31242.

The ca.rcer.s of Hanc Vogeli, Heinrich Vo^eli
and Walter Irmy. three Pwiss heroes, are fol-
lo-\\ed in their relations with Charles the Bold,
whose oppressive measures they avenged for
the safety of their people.

Wilson, Mrs. Augusta J. E. Devota; il. by
Stuart Travis. t$i.5o. Dillingham.

7-21224.
" 'Devota' is the story of a tragedy in the

lives of two persons, a man of sterling char-
acter, and a proud woman—does it not sound
familiar?—who are separated by a misunder-
standing and kept apart by the woman's ob-
stinacy. But after many years they are recon-
ciled. Surely Mrs. Wilson has fiiled her ink
bottle from the spring of eternal youth !"

—

N. Y. Times.

"Without having read 'St. Elmo/ one may
safely assert that not even an ornamental
border on every page, and illustrations of pre-
ternatural loveliness will quite bring 'Devota'
the vogue of its predecessor."— Nation. 85: 188. Ag. 29, '07. 180w.
"Although it is hardly more than a novel-

ette, has the self same characteristics of style,
thought, conception, viewpoint, which marked
Mrs. Wilson's novels of the long ago and which
will carry back to his youth the memories of
many a grav-haired reader."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 504. Ag. 17, '07. 180w.

Wilson, David Henry. George Morland.
* *$i.25. Scribner.
The growing popularity of the Morland paint-

ings seems Co be reason enough for producing
this biography which covers all of the phases
of his artistic career and besides records a
good many impressions of the seamy side of
man's life.

"Mr. Wilson does not exhibit, in his pleas-
ant little volume, any special qualification for
his task. He moralizes too much on Morland's
career. He seems to fail when he has an op-
portunity of adding a useful chapter to his
boo if."

1- Ath. 1907, 2: 625. N. 16. 910w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 536. S. 7, '07. 700w.

Wilson, Harry Leon. Swing's lady. +$1.50.
* Appleton. 7-38598
The story of a young Westerner with genius

for painting who is Doth the prot^gfe of a young
New York widow and the object of diabolical
revenge on the part of the man whom his
mother ran awa.\- from to marry his father.
Apart from the melodramatic fury of the story
a group of minor characters is drawn including
"the cowboy in the clear, heady Colorado air,

the genial freemasonry of the studio, Clarence,
the lovable convert from civilization, dyspepsia
and predigested food, and Ben Crlder, fit asso-
ciate for Billy Brue." (Nation.)

excellent pictures of manners. Eastern and
Wesbern." Burton Blass.

-I • Bookm. 20: 41.'). D. '07. 960w.
"It is the drawing of the minor characters

and their environment that gives the book its
charm."
+ -\, Nation. 85: 545. D. 12, '07. 190w.

Wilson, James Harrison. Life of Charles
A. Dana. **$.3. Harper. 7-19056.

This volume nas grown cut of the biograph-
er's intimat.^ aciiuaintance and immense admi-
ration for a man who during fifty years and
more of tlie past century helpeu to make the
hisiory of our nation. Chapters on his educa-
tion and early battle with poverty, association
with Greel'^y on tne New York tribune, his
tellini? servi'^e to the Federal government dur-
ing the civil war have been written fromletteis,
documents and clippings bearing upon public and
private life.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 174. O. '07. S.

Reviewed bv M. A. De Wolfe Howe.
-I- + Atlan. 100: 419. S. '07. 1210w.
"The whole narrative is very interesting. One

could wish that General Wilson would have giv-
en 'us as minute a .=!tudy of Dana the editor as
of Dana the commissioner and the Assistant
Secretary of War." Richard W. Kemp.

-\ Bookm. 25: 612. Ag. '07. 800w.
"His long and intimate acquaintance with

an admiration for the man have o.ualified him
to write understandingly without dependence
on such outside aid." Percv F. Bicknell.

-I- + Dial. 43: 32. Jl. 16, '07. 1490w.
"While in the main it is laudatory, it is not

laudatory in a fulsome sense."
+ Lit. D. 35: 132. JI. 27, '07. 950w.
4- Nation. 84: 548. Je. 13, '07. 860w.

"The facts of his life have been diligently as-
sembled, and they are set forth authentically
in good chronological order."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 337. My. 25, '07. 1700w.

-I Outlook. 87: 586. N. 16, '07. 12oOw.

"Taken as a whole. General Wilson's book is

excellent in so far as it relates to Dana's early
years and to the civil war. For the rest, it

lacks that fulness of information which is nec-
essary to a complete survey of a remarkable
career." Harry Thurston Peck.

H Pol. Scl. Q. 22: 518. S. '07. 1120w.

Reviewed hv H. W. Bovnton.
Putnam's. 3: 108. O. '07. llOOw.

"While a .iournalist might perhaps have
written a biography of Dana more interesting
to journalists, it is doubtful whether any of
Mr. Dana's newspaper acquaintances could
have put into the book more of a personal his-
tory of the past generation."

+ R. of Rs. 36: 124. Jl. '07. 200w.

Wilson, James Southall. Alexander Wil-
son, poet-naturalist: a study of his life

with selected poems. $2. Neale. 7-410.

A sketch of the life of America's first or-
nithologist, and poet of somewhat indifferent
fame. Alexander Wilson came to America
from Scotland in 1794 to be free from the tur-
moil of revolution. The life story includes
Jefferson's letters about birds, a study of the
Scotland of Wilson's and Burns's time, and a
careful analysis of Wilson's character.

"A generation ago such a story would have
been Isranded as the rankest and frankest of
shockers. But Mr. Wilson keeps a strong lit-

erary grip on his plot. His characters are ad-
mirably drawn, consistent and lifelike. There
is plenty of real humour in the book, and some

"The one serious, mistake of the author is

reflected in the title. He undertakes to rescue
from oblivion not only the man and the bird
fancier, but the poet."
+ _| N. Y. Times. 12: 63. F. 2. '07. 630w.

"An interesting memoir."
-I- R. of Rs. 35: 380. Mr. '07. llOw.

Wilson, May (Anison North, pseud.). Car-

michael. '''$1.50. Doubleday. 7-12002.

"A prettv story of Canadian rural life. The
heroine tells the tale, and we see her loving,

helpful ministry to family and neighbors, yet
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sharing' her father's feud and trying to keep
it up after his death. But justice and love
are too strong for her filial theories, and the
houses of Mallory and Carmichael are recon-
ciled. The illustrations and marginal decora-
tions do not add especially to the simple narra-
tive."—Outlook.

N. Y. Times. 12: 353. Je. 15, '07. 80w.
"A story with a distinct moral lesson—which

lesson is well to the front in the author's mind.
Yet it is a very uleasant and readable story
also—one which will recommend itself partic-
ularly to old-fashioned maiden ladies but need
not necessai'ily on that account be scorned by
younger and wiser persons."

-i N. Y. Times. 12: 476. Ag. 3, '07. 630w.

+ Outlook. 86: 476. Je. 29, '07. SOw.

Winckler, Hugo. History of Babylonia
and Assyria; tr. and ed. by James A.
Craig; rev. by the author. **$i.50.
Scribner. 7-29420.

"What a f«w decades of spade-work have re-
vealed of more than three thousand years of
civilization is presented here, with the caution
not to expect any connected history of it until
future excavators shall have done the work
awaiting them."—Outlook.

N. Y. Times. 12: 665. O. 19, '07. SOw.
Outlook. 87: 311. O. 12. '07. 300w.

Winslow, Helen Maria. President of Quex:
a woman's club story. t$i.25. Lothrop.

6-36041.
A novel whose heroine, the president of Quex,

"is led out of the useless life of a sorrowing
recluse by her work as president of the club,
which she makes a factor of consequence in
the social, industrial, and political life of her
state." (N. Y. Times.)

N. Y. Times. 11: 675. O. 13, '06. 160w.
N. Y. Times. 11: 744. N. 10, '06. 260w.

N. Y. Times. 11:798. D. 1, "06. 90w.
"We close the little book with a smiile com-

pourded of amusement and skepticism."
-I Outlook. 84: 683. N. 17, '06. lOOw.

Winter. Alice Ames. Jew^el weed. t$i.5o.

Bobbs. 6-36042.
Descriptive note in Annual, 190G.

"The book is too full of reflected culture,
and lacking in realism and vitality. It is weak
fiction."— Outlook. 85:143. Ja. 19, '07. 40w.

Winter, Nevin Otto. Mexico and her peo-
ple of to-day. $3. Page. 7-34163.

An account of the customs, characteristics,
amusements, history and advancement of the
Mexicans, and the development and resources
of their country illustrated from original pho-
tographs. The author bases his book upon both
travel and study and presents it in the hope
that it may help Americans to a better under-
standing of their neighbors across the line.

"A book of up-to-date information of a mis-
cellaneous sort about a nation concerning
which, though she stands at our very doors
most of r;s know very little."

-f- Dial. 43: 3/S. D. 1, '07. 240w.

Winterburn, Mrs. Rosa V. Methods in teach-
ing. *$T.25. Macmillan. 7-20690.

"This book is made up of a series of mono-
graphs explaining the methods employed in
the elementary school of Stockton, California.
The English teacher will find much here that
is obvious, but the monograph on the teaching
of English deserves attention."—Ath.

'It is a record of experience, of the deduc-
tions made by a body of practical teachers
working together for a considerable peiiod As
such it is valuable—of greater value perhaps
to many teachers than a more profound state-
ment of theoretical pedagogy."

-(- Nation. 85: 234. S. 12, '07. ISOw.

Wister, Owen. How doth the simple spell-
ing bee, *S0c. Macmillan. 7-8533.

An e.<tra\aganza on reform spelling, in which
the reformer "at the age of seventv-five with
uncounted millions, and ten United States Sen-
ators, find a fourth young wife all in his pock-
et, proposed to hand his name to Immortality
by simplifying the spelling of English all over
the earth." The sketch is worthy a Dickens
up to date, and exposes humorously the unre-
lated s,-raps in the "rag-bag of lawlessness"
which Mr. Wister chooses to denominate Eng-
lish spelling.

"The author has mist his aim and is badly
mixt in his ideas."— Ind. 62:741. Mr. 28, '07. 50w.
"A witty satire."

-f- Nation. 84: 243. Mr. 14, '07. SOw.
"Were well worth preserving, for a time at

least."
+ N. Y. Timer,. 12:144. Mr. 9, '07. 150w.

"This fantastic skit is immensely amusing
at its outset, but becomes a little tedious be-
fore the end."

-J Outlook. 85: 813. Ap. 6, '07. 40w.

Wister, Owen. Lady Baltimore. +$1.50.
Macmillan. 6-10312.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190€.

"The first serious and patriotic American
story which candidly has the courage to up-
hold the aristocratic ideal." Mary Moss.

•f -I- Allan. 99: 121. Ja. '07. 620w.

Wister, Owen. Mother. '$1.25. Dodd.
*

7-32323-
"Love and speculation in copper stocks are

the themes of the novelette, which Mr. Wister
blithely dedicates 'To my favorite broker, with
the earnest assurance that Mr. Beverly is not
meant for him.' "—Dial.

Dial. 4-3: 421. D. 16, '07. 80w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 653. O. 19, '07. 60w.

Wister, Owen. Seven ages of Washington:
* a biography. **$2. Macmillan. 7-38230.
An elaboration of a 'Washington address by

the author. It is "a full-length portrait of
Washington with enough of his times to see
him clearly against." Mr. Wister shows how
the unfreezing of Washington began by Irving,
but that he went at -t gingerly; "to-day," he
says "we can see the live and human Washing-
ton full length. He does not lose an inch of
it, and we gain a progenitor of flesh and blood.
The seven ages are Ancestry, The boy. The
young man. The married man, The commander,
The president, and Immortality.

"The monographs are very thorough, but
also, for the most part very dull."

-1 Ath. 1907, 2: 93. Jl. 27. 130w.

"His portrait is thoroughly convincing."
+ Dial. 43: 424. D. 16, '07. 140w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 666. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Witt, Robert Clermont. How to look at

pictures. **$i.40. Putnam. 3-15103.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"There is no better book of the kind."
+ 4 A. L. A. Bkl. 3:86. Mr. '07.

Wolfe, Albert Benedict. Lodering-house
problem in Boston: published from the
income of the W. H. Baldwin, ir., 1885
fund. ("Harvard economic studies, v. 2.)

**$T.5o. Houghton. 6-45064.
While for tv^o years holding the South End

house fellowship Dr. Wolfe collected the ma-
terial which he has presented here. His trea-
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Wolfe, Albert Benedict —Continued.
tise "deals with the class of dwellings that are
known in many cities as rooming-houses or
furnished-room houses, and with the mercan-
tile employees and skilled mechanics who arc
shelteied in these houses. Oddly; enough, it

appears that there has never been, heretofore,
anything like an adequate investigation of
lodging-house conditions in any of our great
cities." CR. of Rs.)

"Societies which aim to promote the well-
being of young people of this class will find
here materials and methods of investigation of
highest value." C. R. Henderson.

+ Am. J. See. 13: 275. S. '07. lOOw.
"The author has made an important contri-

bution to our knowledge of home (?) life of
the great class in our communities, and his
volume, and its suggestions, should be carefully
studied."

-f- + Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 227. Ja. '07. 450w.
"The author is disappointing in not being

more convincing and conclusive in some of the
salient points he has raised; he has left vital
issues related to the subject for others to in-
vestigate and develop."

H Ind. 63: 399. Ag. 15, '07. 420w.
same time, he will hardly avoid the conclusion
that valuable time and energy have been sac-
rificed to microscopic detail of trivial impor-
tanre and leading to nowhere in particular."
E. R. Dewsnup.

H J. Pol. Econ. 15: 179. Mr. '07. 590w.
"Taking the volume as a whole, the student

of soci.al conditions will find in it much to in-
terest liim, and he will certainly credit the au-
tlior with much conscientious industry. At the

-f Nation. 84: 105. Ja. 31. '07. 320w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 72. F. 2, *07. 250w.
"While somewhat academic, Dr. Wolfe's dis-

cussion of immediate and ultimate means for
the betterment of lodging-house conditions is
written broadly and judicially."

+ Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 569. S. '07. 330w.
"Dr. Wolfe has gone into the subject very

thoroughly."
-h -h R. of Rs. 35: 382. Mr. '07. 180w.

Wood, Robert Williams. Physical optics.
*$3.5o. Macmillan. 6-5702.

"While the book hardly claims, perhaps, to
be a complete treatise, it covers a great deal
of ground, and in particular deals with a num-
ber of matters, such as the laws of radiation,
despersion, fluorescence, and the optics of mov-
ing media, which are not so fully treated in
some other recent works. A student commenc-
ing the study of optics would perhaps hardly
begin with this book; he would find, however,
in its pages when he came to read them some
most instructive views of the subject."—Na-
ture.

"It is full of instruction clearly conveyed, is

instinct with intelligence and is uncommonly In-
teresting, because it is largely about the au-
thor's own work. Some day we shall have a
better proportioned book, but that it will be
a more serviceable one is not so certain."
+ -I Nation. 83: 99. Ag. 2, '06. 170w.

"The theoretical treatment of the matter Is

perhaps less satisfactory."
+ -j Nature. 74: 509. S. 20. '06. 1150w.

"it would be difficult to collect a more in-
structive and interesting group of experiments
in optics than that presented. In quite a num-
ber of places the notation does not agree with
the figures. Apart from these slight defects
the book is an inspiration to students and
teacliers and will be a great aid in rescuing
physical optics from the absurd mathematical
symbolism which sometimes seems to throttle
progress in this fruitful field of investigation."
J. S. Shearer.
+ -] Phys. R. 2.": 303. O. '07. 240w.

Wood, Walter Birbeck, , and Edmonds,
James Edward. History of the Civil
war in the United Sjates, 1861-1865.
*$3.50. Putnam. 5-35776.

Descriptive note in December, 1905.
"It is enough to say that the book can be

read with pleasure, but we have to read slow-
ly and closely." J. E. Morris.

-i Eng. Hist. R. 22: 386. Ap. '07. 1560w.

Wood, William. Fight for Canada; a
sketch from the history of the great
imperial war. Definitive ed. $2.50. Lit-
tle. 6-15420.

A new edition which includes revisions and
additional notes. The author gives much de-
tail concerning the personnel and technical
equipment of the army and of the navy, and
emphasizes particularly the part played by the
naval forces in the campaign against Quebec.

+ Am. Hist. R. 11:973. Jl. '06. lOOw,
"The author writes with clearness and force.

His characterizations are often presented with
succinct and epigrammatic phrase. One de-
fect in the author's treatment is that all men
are either Ijlack or white; none are, to use
Professor Morse Steplien's illuminating phrase,
pale gray. The author's strong convictions on
present-day subjects . . . show a lack of ju-
dicial restraint." S. J. McLean.
+ -: Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 438. Mr. '07. 6S0w.

Wood, William Wallace. Walschaert loco-
motive valve gear. $1.50. Henley.

6-46770.

A practical treatise on the locomoiive valve
actuating mechanism, originally invented by
Egide Walschaert, with the history of the de-
velopment by American and European engine
designers, and its evolution into the mechani-
cally correct locomotive valve gear of the pres-
ent day.

"The work is clear and explicit in the man-
ner of handling th-e subject, and it should give
any careful reader an excellent idea of the
principles and application of the \v alschaert
gear, together with much important relative
information of practical value to the engineman
and master mechanic." Arthur M. Waiit.

+ + Engin. N. 57: 307. Mr. 14, '07. 440w.

Woodberry, George Edward. Great writers.
* **$i.2o. McClure. 7-33931-
Essays of a criti?,il nature upon three prose

writers and three poets: Cervantes, Scott,
Montaigne; Virgil, Milton and Shakespeare.

"The peculiar critical genius of G. E. Wood-
berry is seen to exceptional advantage. He
approaches high matters with a subtle simplic-
ity that lends a dignity to the texture of his
prose, and reinforces his humane imagination
with a singularly concrete and vivid sense of
the individuality of historical periods. The es-
says upon the prose writers are perhaps a lit-

tle more interesting and satisfactory than those
upon the poets."
-h H Nation. 85: 498. N. 28. '07. 550w.

"Carefully wrought and singularly beautiful.
Mr. Woodberry is so much of a poet in tem-
perament that his prose sometimes exchanges
simplicity and clear definition for a vagueness
whicli gi\ es the atmosphere of the critic's mind
rather than the fullness of his ideas."
+ -i Outlook. 87: 766. D. 7, '07. 470w.

Woodberry, George Edward. Ralph Waldo
Emerson. **75c. Macmillan. 7-3927.

The life of Emerson written for the "English
men of letters" series. " 'The process of a soul
in matter' was his biography," says Mr. Wood-
berry. The life is sketched thru the following
chapters: The voice obeyed at prime, "Na-
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ture," and its corollaries, "The hypocrltlc
days." The essays, The poems, and Terminus.

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 106. Ap. 16, '07. S.

Current Literature. 42: 288. Mr. '07.

1410W.
•'The volume is charmingly written—the

style so distinctive, the ideas so often luminous
and so generally fascinating."

+ Lit. D. 34: 548. Ap. 6, '07. 180w.
"Tn our opinion this is the best of the Amer-

ican volumes that have so far appeared in the
series, and it is about the best work of its au-
thor. But if the book as a whole deserves high
praise, there are still grave reservations to be
made. There is altogether too much repetition;
certain ideas, such as Emerson's relation to
the clergy and the pulpit, come up with need-
less frequency. And again, there are a few
apparent contradictions that call for reconcili-
ation, such as the varying portraiture of Bm-
oreon now as practical and now as unpractical.
Graver than these are the lapses in scholar-
ship."
+ -\ Nation. 84: 179. P. 21, '07. 950w.

"ft is a book by which we may be content
to have our Emerson and his critics judged on
the other side of the Atlantic." Edward Gary.

+ -t- N. Y. Times. 12:90. F. 16, '07. 1260w.

"More serviceable to the student than any
previous biography or criticism, because it ex-
pounds Emerson from the inside out instead of
from the outside in. Professor Woodberry's
study is a triumph of sweet reasona-bleness;
but it is planned without abandonment and ex-
ecuted without ecstacy." Clayton Hamilton,

-u -t- No. Am. 185: 83. My. 3, '07. 1040w.

"It is altogether the best among recent ad-
ditions to the 'English men of letters series'

—

Indeed, quite the most satisfying interpretation
of Emerson which has been offered." H. W.
Boynton.
+ -I- Putnam's. 3: 107. O. '07. 1050w.

"Professor. Woodberry's treatrhent of Emerson
is adequate and dignified."

-f R, of Rs. 35: 756. Je. '07. 40w.

Woodburn, James Albert, and Moran,
Thomas Francis. American history and
government: a text-book for grammar
schools on the history and civil gov-
ernment of the United States. *$i.

Longmans. 6-9273.

/\n attempt "to combine In a single grammiar-
school Text-book the related subjects of Amer-
ican history and civil government. . . . The
combination consists of . . . the interpolation*,
just after the account of the adoption of the
constitution, of seven chapters descriptive of
the skeleton of national and state government-
al forniS."—Nation.

"The style of the historical chapters is not
attractive; the subject-matter is too condensed
to be interesting. In the main the spirit of
the book is eminently fair and judicial." Arch-
ibald Freeman.
+ — Am. Hist. R. 13: 196. O. '07. 690w.

Diai. 42: 118. F. 16, '07. 60w.
"The historical narrative, while devoid of lit-

erat-y merit, is, as a whole, accurate and well
proportioned, and shows skill In selecting im-
portant incidents."— -t- Nation. 84:411. My. 2, '07. 320w.

— Spec. 97: 207. Ag. 11, '06. 190w.
"The author is admirably successful in bring-

ing his subject down to tiie level of those for
whom he writes. The styl^^ is simple and pic-
turesque. In a few instances, however, he
teems to forget that he is writing a condensed,
general account." E. D. P'ite.

H Yale R. 16: 101. My. '07. 31 Ow.

Woodrow. Nancy Mann Waddel (Mrs. Wil-
son Woodrow). Bird of time: being

conversations with Egeria. **$i. Mc-
Clure. 7-15323-

"Contains a series of essaylike conversations
(in the silbject of the many-sided phases and
attractions of the typical person who came to
be generally known a dozen years ago as 'thenew woman.' " (N. T. Times.) "Sitting with
Egeria and her friends in her 'sweet, sedate,
secluded' garden, or around her birchwood
fires, the reader may hear much good talk on
subjects as old as the story of Joseph and as
new as the balefulness of woman's economic
dependence. ... A pretty wisp of story binds
all the parts together." (Nation.)

A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 138. My. '07.

"Short crisp chapters of conversational give
and take."

+ Dial. 42: 345. Je. 1, '07. 290w.
"These conversations of Egeria and her

friends are thoroughly delightful. The pages
sparkle. Epigram is kept within bounds, and
the style is natural and pure. The book is of
the sort that makes waste paper of whole
shelves full of 'smart-set' fiction."

+ 4- Lit. D. 34: 640. Ap. 20, '07. 280w.
"A book by a woman largely about 'us wom-

en' naturally contains a good deal about 'you
men.' But never does It fall into the humor-
lacking acridities of its class. The proof-read-
ing leaves very much to be desired."

J Nation. 84: 2y2. Mr. 28, '07. 380w.

"A series of clever conversations."
-H N. Y. Times. 12: 173. Mr. 23, '07. 470w.

Outlook. 86: 258. Je. 1, '07. 90w.

Woodrow, Nancy Mann. New missioner.
il. t$i.5o. McClure. 7-33209.

"In this story the central figure is Frances
Benton, a missionary to the mining camp of
Zenith, and around her is woven a story of
much originality and some force. Here, if we
are not mistaken, blackmail as a missionary's
weapon is introduced into fiction for the first

time. Miss Benson's advent is not welcomed by
the feminine population of Zenith, and her ex-
istence there is not an enviable one."—N. Y.
Times.

N. Y. Times. 12: 654. O. 19, '07. 20w.

"The author's delineation of character is clean
cut and sympathetic, and her restraint in the
Vise of thrilling situations, in which most west-
ern stories are too prolific, Is commendable."

-f N. Y. Times. 12: 711. N. 9, '07. 260w.

"It is an unusual piece of fiction, and more
than once really touches the heart."

+ Outlook. 87: 745. N. 30, '07. 50w.

Woods, Francis Henry. For faith and sci-

ence. *$i.20. Longmans. 7-29070.

"The author's purpose ... is to indicate how
science as a whole is actually influencing
Christian faith and the attitude of intelligent
minris towards Christian faith. . . . There is

a good discussion on the limitations of the Bi-
ble as the standard of faith and morality. . . .

Th^ main interest is in the third part of the
book, which discusses such problems as 'Is ev-
olution consistent with the Bible?" 'Has sci-

ence any valid ground of objection against mir-
acles?' and so forth."—Ath.

"We confess that, amid much that is schol-

arly and sound, we find a certain lameness ir;

apologetic works of this class."
J Ath. 1906, 2: 696. D. 1. 850w.

Ind. 62: 505. F. 28, '07. 20w.

Woods, James Houghton. Practice and sci-

* ence of religion: a study of method in

comparative religion. (Paddock lec-

tures, T905-1906.) *8oc. Longmans.
6-22299.

Mr Woods "classifies religious faiths accord-

ing as the judgments they imply are individual,
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coUeciive, or universal and normative. lender
the first division he considers primitive beliefs

not strictly religious, under the second ances-
tral systems, and in the third he includes vari-
ous forms of mysticism, of the Vedanta sys-
tem and Buddhism as well as Christianity."

—

Nation.

"For the [embodiment of a method and sys-
tem for solving religious] problems its data are
too scant and its touch too light. Moreover,
the employment of logical, ethical and meta-
physical categories is so frequent and so ap-
parently a priori as almost to belie the author's
initial appeal to the standards of inductive in-
quiry. There is present also a lack of clear-
ne.ss and incisiveness in the concepts which are
described as involved in religious experience.
The reader feels himself sometimes on shift-
ing sand when he looks to deal with a clearly
developed dialectic." E. L. Norton.

h J. Philos. 4: 580. O. 10, '07. 1170w.
Nation. 83: 304. O. 11, '06. 210w.

"When describing the history of primitive
beliefs and customs he is clear and interesting.
But we must confess that his philosophy of re-
ligion is not so good; there he seems to us
wordy and pretentious, without making any
solid contributions to the subject."

H Sat. R. 103: 212. F. 16, '07. 150w.

Woods, Margaret Louisa (Bradley). In
vader. t$i.5o. Harper. 7-17049

Sedate Oxford is made the setting for this
astonishing tale of a dual personality, of the
young Don who marries Milly, the quiet and
adoring, and vrWo loves Mildred the reckless,
deceitful and captivating. These two natures
struggle for mastery in the body of his young
wife until after a series of strange happenings,
Milly heroically sacrifices all in order that the
rival within her, the invader whom she has
come tn hate and fear, may not embitter her
husband's future or ruin the life of the child,
really Mil'y's child, who has already felt the
strange alternating maternal influences that
play over him.

"It is a pity that a certain inability to rouse
the sympathy and interest of the reader shouM
make a dull book of what might be, at worst,
an ingenious one."

h Acad. 72: 516. My. 25. '07. 230w.
"Til" author writes crisply, and with a skil-

ful command of her chosen medium. Decidedly
a creditable venture."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 630. My. 25. 150w.

Reviewed by Mary K. Ford.
Bookm. 25: 522. Jl. '07. 580w.

"The interest of this fantastic tale is but
moderate, which is chiefly due to the fact that
the author takes her subject over-seriously,
instead of frankly abandoning herself to its

possibilities of comedy and dramatic effect."
Wm. M. Payne.— Dial. 43: 64. Ag. 1, '07. 440w.

"Distinctly repulsive ending."
'— Ind. 63: 574. S. 5, '07. 90w.

"It has, in fact, a hundred good qualities,
whicb make it well worth reading. It has one
defect which, in our opinion, prevents it from
taking its place beside the "village tragedy,' or
.no besr of modern fiction Our objections to
Mr. xVoods's book (against so able a book we
have no scruples about urgmg objections) Is

that it falls between the two stools of fact and
fancy."

H Lend. Times. 6: 149. My. 10, '07. 680w.

"A Rufliciently readable revel."
4 Nation. 84: 501. My. 30, '07. 260w.

"The story can be commended as readable,
aind Its picture of life in Oxford is interesting.

The background is very well filled in, and the
author his some humor, plenty of sentiment,
and aporeciabla feeling for inanimate nature."

.i : N. Y. Times. 12: 298. My. 11. '07. 330w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 387. Je. 15, '07. 210w.

"The story is disagreeable and at times of-
fensive to good taste, if not to good morals."— Outlook. 86: 339. Je. 15, '07. 80w.

"Mrs. Woods succeeds better with her female
than with her male characters, wiuch are rath-
er shadowv."

H Sat. R. 104: 241. Ag. 24, '07. 400w.
"It is impossible to deny that the narrative

lias a certain engrossing quality, but person-
ally we have no hesitation in expressing our
regret that so much talent should have been
lavished on a theme which makes neither for
health nor happiness."

h Spec. 98: 983. Je. 22, '07. 1390w.

Woods, Margaret Louisa. King's revoke:
an episode in the life of Patrick Dillon.
t$i.5o. Dutton. W 6-298.

Descriptive note in Annual, 190€.

"The narrative is clogged with details and
embarrassed by the introduction of too many
characters, but it is a careful study of the
types and is written with unusual fulness of
information."

-1 Ind. 62: 673. Mr. 21, '07. 13aw.

Woodworth, Joseph V. Punches, dies and
tools for manufacturing in presses. $4.
Henley. 7-8248.

"The author has aimed to give to the prac-
tical man as much useful information as pos-
sible on the working of sheet metals, the de-
sign and construction of punches and dies and
the manufacture of repetition parts and arti-
cles in presses. The book is a broader and more
comprehensive view of the subject than that
given in the author's previous work."—Engin.
N.

"There is probably no other one place where
so much valuable data on this specialty can be
found." W. W. Bird.

+ + Engin. N. 57: 194. F. 14, '07. 160w.

Worcester, Dean C. Non-Christian tribes of

northern Luzon. Bureau of ptg., Manila.

"Professor Worcester, a secretary of the in-
terior in the Philippine government, has charge
both of the ethnological study and the govern-
ment of the wild peoples. He has made many
trip.s, some of them heartbreaking 'hikes,' on
occasions also in'^urring serious danger in re-
gions previously unexplored. . . . He points out
our lack as yet of detailed studies of these
various mountain communities, and publishes
his views only to help 'awaken interest' and
to stimulate thus the study needed either to
verify or to correct such conclusions as he
has ventured."—Nation.

-I- Ind. 63: 631. S. 12, '07. 960w.

"Th's is the latest, and to date the most au-
thoritative, discussion of the mountain people
of Northern Luzon as a whole."

-f- Nation. 84: 228. Mr. 7, '07. 570w.

Wordsworth, William. Pcems; selected

with introd. by Stopford A. Brooke.
*$.^. McClure.

Mr. Brooke's introduction "dwells on the po-
et's life at Grasmere. the effects of the scenery
on his genius and moral being, and his Inter-

pretation of that scenery and those effects in

his verse." (Ath.)

"For one who has never yet come under the
spell of Wordsworth no fitter passkey could be
imagined than is found in [this book!"

+ -I- Ath. 1907. 2: 67. Jl. 20. 630w.

"In this well-got-up volume literature and art

axe happily associated."
-I- -I- Int. Studio. 32: 85. Jl. '07. HOw.

-f- 4- Lond. Times. 6: 228. Jl. 19, '07. 9O0w.

4- Nation. R.": 521. D. '5, '07. 50w.

"Mr. Stopford Brooke Is always an agreeable
literary companion, and in his introduction to

these selections from Wordsworth he is partic-

ularly happy. Several of his touches give us
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a very human and Intimate knowledge of the
poet." Bliss Carman.
+ 4- N. Y. Times. 12: 701. N. 2. '07. 430w.

Workman, Herbert B, Persecution in the
early church: a chapter in the history
of renunciation. *$i.50. West. Meth. bk.

7-26456.
A discussion of persecution in the early

church based upon all the actors both in the
inner life and outer environment to which it

was due. The treatment covers the "legal, his-
torical, ecclesiastical and experiential aspects."

"Mr. Workman's book is a valuable contri-
bution to the ecclesiastical and political his-
tory of the first tJaree centuries of Christian-
ity, and an authoritative study of a very inter-
esting but partially known subject."

-i- -I- Dial. 43: 68. Ag. 1, '07. 410w.
"The volume covers much the same ground

as Mr. AUard's recently published work on
Martyrdom, though with differences character-
istic of the two writers. It ma:/ be said at
once, without any offence to Dr. Workman,
that his writing lacks the charm of style which
seems almost inevitable in a Frenchman:
where, however, critical questions are involved
the advantage rests with the English scholar,
whose sound judgment removes him as far
from M. Allard's excessive adherence to tradi-
tion as from the scepticism of PSre Delehaye."
P. V. M. Benecke.

-j- Eng. Hist. R. 22: 328. Ap. '07. 3160w.

"This is a really valuable book."
-j- -f- Spec. 97: 732. N. 10, '06. 250w.

Worsfold, Basil. Lord Milner's work in

South Africa. *$4.50. Button. 7-15501.
An intimate view of the official labors of

Lord Milner in South Africa. "Mr. Worsfold
has written a straightforward, connected ac-
count of events that are nowhere else so com-
pactly and coherently set forth; he not only
knows his subject thoroughly, but has evi-
dently had opportunities of gathering much
personal information directly from Jjord Mil-
ner himself and from other leading actors in
the South African drama; his analysis of the
moral and material factors at work is, in the
main, to our mind at least, just and convinc-
ing." (Lond. Tinaes.)

"It is neither journalism nor history, and it

has the air of being hopelessly out of date.
Mr. Worsfold. then, has a twice-told tale to
tell, and he tells it with becoming gravity. He
does full justice to a great public servant."

H Acad. 71: 650. D. 29, '06. S90w.

"A large part of Mr. Worsfold's volume
seems to us wide of bis subject."

f- Ath. 1906, 2: 689. D. 1. 1350w.
"Mr Worsfold is frankly a partisan, and a

thick-and-thin partisan, of Lord Milner; and
is unsparing in his condemnation of the Lib-
eral leaders who showed any sympathy with
the Boer republics."

-\ Ind. 63: 400. Ag. 15, '07. 390w.
"His thought and his style alike lack that

distinction which so strikingly characterizes
the extracts from Lord Milner's own despatch-
es and speeches which make no small portion
of the present volume. He may not have giv-
en us 'a possession forever,' but he has com-
piled a volume which no one who professes to
take an intelligent interest in Imperial poli-
tics can well afford to leave unread at this
present Juncture."
+ -\ Lond. Times. 5: 390. N. 23, 'Oo. 2570w.
"The book is on a high level, but it is all

admiration of Lord Milner."
H Nation. 84:342. Ap. 11, '07. 800w.

Outlook. 85: 903. Ap. 20, '07. 180w.
"A valuable footnote to the history of the

South African war and the reconstruction pe-
riod immediately following."

-I- R. of Rs. 35: 383. Mr. '07. 50w.
"What he does not know at first hand he has

been at great pains to verify by the documen-

tary evidence of blue-books. His story is con-
secutive, and the sense of perspective is not
wanting. His style is clear and occasionally
dramatic if somewhat diffuse and iterative."
-i- H Sat. R. 102: 710. D. 8, '06. 1770w.

Wright, Sir Almroth Edward. Principles of
microscopy: being a handbook to the
microscope. *$6.5o. Macmillan. 7-25539.

"A scientific treatise on the optical technique
of the microscope, exclusive ot actual micro-
scopic work and study. The theme is illustra-
ted at every step by an exhaustive series of
experiments."—Nation.

"An exhaustive inuex leaves the critic with
nothing but praise for the thoroughness which
marks every step in the treatment of the sub-
ject."

-f- Nation. 84: 206. P. 28, 'O?. 150w.
Reviewed bj' Thomas H. Blakesley.

-I Nature. 75: 386. F. 21, '07. 1420w.

Wright, Carroll Davidson. Battles of la-

bor: being the William Levi Bull lec-
tures for the year 1906. **$i. Jacobs.

6-14781.
Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

"Colonel Wright, in this latest book, takes a
historical point of view which lends special in-
terest to his discussion."

-t Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 228. Ja. '07. 190w.
Reviewed by W. B. Guthrie.
+ -t- Charities. 17: 468. D. 15, '06. 350w.
"With good sense, wide learning, and ripe

experience the eminent statistician opens to
young theologians that world of conflict in
which ethical and religious principles are put
to severest straui." Charles Richmond Hlm-
derson.

-I Dial. 42: 287. My. 1, '07. 140w.
"Especially interesting are the last two lec-

tures, which are based largely on the personal
experience and (bservation of the author."

+ Pol. Sol. Q. 22: 181. Mr. '07. llOw.

Wright, George Frederick. Scientific con-
firmations of Old Testament history.
*$2. Bibliotheca sacra co., Oberlin. O.

7-2423-
"This volume embodies the results of his

latest investigations besides those found in tho»

authors former writings. They show, what
other investigators have held that certain oc-
currences recorded in the Old Testament as
miracles—the deluge, the destruction of Sod'om,
the HebreA*s' fording of the Red sea and the
Jordan, the overthrow of Jericho—belong to the
history of the natural operation of geological
causes. These causes however. Dr. Wright
holds to have been touched off by the direct
act of God to meet the occasions, as really as
the hunter fires his gun."—Outlook.

Ind. 62: 386. F. 14, '07. 590w.

"Is one of the most thorough books of its

kind, in a popular form, lately published. The
author's unabatirg enthusiasm, his obvious
sincerity, and simple and forcible manner make
the book interesting."

-f -f N. Y. Times. 12: 48. Ja. 26, '07. 170w.

"Whether in the Old Testament or in the
New, Dr. Wright is uncompromisingly opposed
to the conclusions adopted by the majority of
Biblical scholars. Geology is his forte, and the
value of the present volume comes from his
researches in that field."

1- Outlook. 85: 238. Ja. 26, '07. 210w.

Wright, Hamilton M. Handbook of the

Philippines. **$i.40. McClurg. 7-32869
A book for the student or traveler which is

the outgrowth of investigations made in the
Philippines in order to furnish a complete
report to the Manufacturers and producers as-
sociation of San Francisco. It is a practical
reference hook recording interesting facts
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about commerce, productions, industries and
prospects. Tlie illustrations are numerous and
suggestive.

er and pupil to more detailed study when op-
portunity offers."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 199. N. '07.

"Not only is it written with the roseate opti-
mism of promoters' literature but as a com-
pilation of facts it has been carelessly pre-
pared, from inadequate study of sources and
hasty observations, and is far from being either
accurate or complete."— Ind. G3: 1371. D. 5, '07. 580w.

"In which is compactly set forth a great
amount of information concerning the islands
and) their peoples."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 716. N. 9, '07. 320w.
"It is, ks an indication of Philippine indus-

trial conditions that the book has chief value.
It is emphatically a reference book, not only lor
the tourist but in a greater measure for the
business man, the proinoter, the industrialist,
the capitalist."

+ + Outlook. 87: 541. N. 9, '07. 1060w.

+ R. of Rs. 3G: 638. N. '07. ISOw.

Wright, Harold Bell. Shepherd of the
hills. $1.50. Book supply co. 7-26339.

The crude mountaineers of the Ozarks are
the people of this story, and those of them who
were not really born to this wild life have come
to it satiated with the ways of men in the world
outside and have here been born anew. It is

a strange tale of love, of hate, of deception and
retribution but, although it deals with tough
folk and thtir rough ways, about it is cast the
glamour of the everlasting hills. These men are
men of action and their brawn and muscle when
exerted in a good cause, have all the force of
oratory.

"There are many bits of excellent descrip-
tion, in the course of the story, anu an atmos-
phere as fresh and sweet and free from mod-
ern grime as one would breathe on the Ozark
trails themselves."

-1- N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 250w.

"Both in the more melodramatic and the more
sentimental parts of his tale he is apt to over-
do the thing. With all its crudeness, however,
the story does appeal to one's admiration of
tjluck and honesty."— + Outlook. 87: 269. O. 5, '07. 120w.

Wright, Mabel Osgood. Birdcraft. 7th ed.

**$2. Macmillan.
A new edition of a book whose "esnecial val-

ue lies in the way 'in which the principal facts
concerning a bird—length,- color, song, season,
distribution, nest and eggs—are set off in dis-
tinct paragraphs, making reference easy and
direct. The only change from the old editions
is the absence of the badly colored plates of
minute figures of birds and the suustitution of
eighty uncolored plates by Fuertes, including
some of this artist's best work." (Nation.)

+ Ind, 62: 1353. Je. 6, '07. 80w.

+ Nation. 84:295. Mr. 28, '07. 90w.

"The bird is, so to speak, a guide to the
realm of bird-land, well composed and ar-
j^ori org/1 '*

"
-f- N. Y. Times. 12: 227. Ap. 6, '07. 150w.

+ Outlook. 85: 763. Mr. 30, '07. 70w.

Wright, Mabel Osgood. Graj' Lady and the
* birds: stories of the bird year for home

and school, il. **$i.75. ATacmillan.

7-38237-

Children and bird.'; are brought into close
sympathy here. The author does not give de-
tailed descriptions .ind tabulated facts, but a
record "of the doings of some children who
were eager to know: together with a few hints
upon the migrations, winter feeding, and pro-
tecticn of some of our common birds and the
stories of their lives, that may lead both teach-

N. Y. Times. 12: 670. O. 19, '07. 20w.

Wright, Thomas. Life of Walter Pater. 2v.
*$6.So. Putnam. 7-25136.

"In the main, it avoids the proportion of lit-
erary exposition, criticism, and general biog-
raphy already so thoroughly dealt w-th in the
biographies of Pater written by A. C. Benson
and Ferris Greenslet and strives to be famil-
iarly subjective rather than personally and in-
timately objective. Much of the material em-
ployed has been derived from school-fellows,
pupils, and colleagues, some of whom speak
with questionable freedom."—N. Y. Times.

"What evil angel—what bat—inspired him to
choose a man whose mind and character he
was totally incapable of understanding, and
then to patronise him? "

Acad. 72: 263. Mr. 16, '07. 1900w.
"The book contains a good deal of new ma-

terial, especially in the account given of the
literary relations between Pater anu Oscar
Wilde. Mr. Benson's 'Walter Pater' . . . was
more satisfactory to Pater's friends than is
the present venture."

-j Ath. 1907, 1: 353. Mr. 23. lOOw.

"This is the most absurd of his absurdities;
the chief, and let us hope, the last of his bio-
graphical ineptitudes." H. W. Boynton.

Bookm. 25: 420. Je. '07. 1880w.
"If his workmanlike methods are not exact-

ly those of previous writers who have rhapso-
dized on the life and genius of Pater, the dif-
ference is not altogether one to be regretted.
The richness of iiiustrative and sometimes not
too closely relevant matter more than once
comes ".•ery near to being padding. The foot-
notes are superfluously and tire.somely numer-
ous." Percy P\ Bicknell.

H Dial. 42: 280. My. 1, '07. 2220w.

"It is equally distinguished for failure to
penetrate the character of the man and pitiful

in capacity to appreciate the excellence of his
work." Edward Clark Marsh.— — Forum. 39: 106. Jl. '07. 1130w.

"This is pretty nearly everything a self-re-
specting biography ought not to be."

Ind. 63: 762. S. 26, '07. 150w.

"Mr. Benson and Mr. Greenslet are at any
rate critics of taste and culture; and not all

the mass of new facts accumulated by Mr.
Wright can make up for his entire lack which
he here disp'iays of the interpretative gift and
of any distinction either in thought or In
Ktvle."— Lond. Times. 6:94. Mr. 22, '07. 370w.

"It is, in short the failure of the 'Boswel-
lian' method in biography when applied by a
man who is not a Boswell to a subject not a
Johnson."— Nation. 84:312. Ap. 4, '07. 1810w.

"Mr. Wright's book is, in all respects, for the
multitude of readers, a straightforward, un-
imaginative narrative of facts, big and little,

and chronicle of gossip concerning a remark-
able man about whom the multitude of readers
has, hitherto, known very little."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 192. Mi". 30, '07. 220w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 284. My. 4, '07. 1400w.

"Thi> biographer places too great a reliance
upon the cumulative effect of unimportant con-
versations and recollections, and his anxiety to

see Pater through the eyes of certain of his
earlv friends promotes a sense of uneasiness
in the reader lest there should be another side
to many of these stories." Thomas Walsh.— No. Am. 185: 552. Jl. 5, '07. 1910w.

J Outlook. 86: 75. My. 11, '07. 260w.

"Some services he has undoubtedly ren-
dered." A. I. du P. Coleman.

h Putnam's. 2: 614. Ag. '07. 160w.

"If we took his work seriously at all, we
should have to say much harder things about it.

As it is, he is Just an irritation. We want him
out of the way." „^^

Sat. R. 103: 590. My. 11, 07. 1610w.
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Wright, Wilmer Cave. Short histori' of

Greek literature from Homer to Julian.

*$i.5o. Am. bk. 7-32173-

A book for the reader who believes that he
cannot appreciate literature unless he can re-

late the masterpieces to the types set, once for

all, by the Greeks; and also for the student who
in the second or third year at college desires

a rapid survey of the whole field of Greek lit-

erature.

Wrixon, Sir Henry John. Pattern nation.

*$i. Macmillan. 7-IT013.

The factors in the problem which Sir Henry
Wrixon discusses are stated in the following:
"The problem [of the day] is, AVhat will the
poor do with the rich? It arises when on the
political side of life, lawful government of the
majority of the people becomes an established
fact in vindication of the principle that
men are equal; while the industrial and so-
cial side of life Is still left to be controlled
by methods that have for their foundation
the fact that men are unequal and that
their rewards in life are to be unequal also."

His book answers the question raised in this
statement.

Anr. Am. Acad. 30: 170. Jl. '07. 400w.

J. Pol. Econ. 15: 187. Mr. '07. 280w.

"The facts and arguments adduced by Sir
Henry Wrixon are weighty. They are present-
ed with an earnestness which commands at-
tention."

-h + Lend. Times. 5: 354. O. 19, '06. 680w.

"The true merit of a volume which in its

172 pages contains more thought and more wis-
dom than is often to be found in books of ten-
fold its size, is that it suggests ideas which
ought to arrest the attention of the whole Eng-
lish people, whether living in the United King-
dom, or in the United States."

+ + Nation. 84: 223. Mr. 7, '07. IMOw.
"The essay is valuable as a reflection of a

phase of opinion in England, if not very con-
vincing as an argument."

h Pol. Sci. Q. 22: 55.'). S. '07. 180w.
"Is a little book of great merit."
+ + Spec. 97: 987. D. 15, '06. 1540w.

Wyld, Henry Cecil Kennedy. Historical
study of the mother tong-ue: an intro-
duction to philological method. *$2.

Button. 7-15482.

A purely technical work designed as a text-
book for students of philology. "It contains p
large amount of information on the history of
the language, the lacts of comparative gram-
mar beprinq- on its external relations, and the
nature of the causes that operate in the devel-
opment of language in general." (Ath.)

"To many teachers of the classics it will be
a matter of great regret that an introduction
as clear, accurate, scientific, and complete as
this has not yet been written fo the young stu-
dent of the classical languages." A. L. May-
hew.
-f- -f ^ Acad. 72: 134. F. 9, '07. 1050w.
"One great merit of the work consists in the

fullness and lucidity with which it explains
the reasons for conclusions that are too often
presented dogmatically. Although on some
points we consider Prof. Wvld's views rather
one-sided, we have no hesitation in cordially
recommending his book."

H Ath. 1907, 1:504. Ap. 27. 1130w.
"A book such as has long been needed by

teachers both in Great Br'tain and in Amer-
ica. The indexe.^. prepared by Miss Irene
Williams, are admirablv thorough and full."

-f -! Dial. 42: 344. Je. 1, '07. 400w.

"It is full of specific fact and observation,
drawn from the stores of a wide and sound
scholarship. It is, however, in the theories and

principles set fortli in the book . . . that its

iTiain interest lies. The reader will not always;
agree with the autlior, but his own opinions are
pretty certain to undergo some modifications
before he has heard him thru." George Philip
Krapt).
+ H Educ. R. 34: 525. D. '07. 2200w.
"This is an excellent work for post-graduate

students in the Germanic languages—especially,
of course, English—to supplement the usual
courses in historical grammar."

f + Nation. 84: 17. Jl. 4, '07. 660w.
N. Y. Times. 12: 17. Ja. 12, '07. 270w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 268. Ap. 27, '07. 190w.

"Mr. Wyld has added an excellent bibliog-
raphy and an equally good index."

4- Spec. 98: sup. 648. Ap. 27, '07. 540w.

Wyllarde, Dolf. As ye have sown. t$i.5f).

Lane.

The author's thesis "seems to be that the
British aristocracy has been bred in idleness
and nursed in vice for generations until its

men are gamblers and roues by instinct, its

women unspeakable things clad in scale-like
sequins and triply armed with brazen conceit,
lewdness and loudness. In contrast, she draws
a nattering portrait of the 'Great middle class'

of England. ... A beautiful young woman,
Patricia Mornington, wanders into tiie story
and into the fast society, where she finds her-
self about as much at home as an angel in

Tophet or an ascension lily in a foundry fur-
nace." (Ind.)

"This is a brilliant and convincing picture of
society life among the members of the British
aristocracy."

-!- Arena. 38: 215. Ag. '07. 160w.

"She shows a less sure touch, in depicting
the routine of English suburban homes than in

her former vivid sketches of military and col-
onial life; and she lias not succeeded in the
task—a difficult one, admittedly—of endowing
virtue in the person of her heroine with fas-
cinations exceeding those proper to vice."^ Ath. 1906, 2: 730. D. 8. 180w.

"We must confess to a doubt concerning the
open indecency of the talk at the dinner tables
in 'As ye have sown.' "

— Ind. 63: 573. S. 5, '07. 380w.

"The intention of the novel is no doubt good,
but why does the author forget this wholesome
tenet, and insist that her reader shall 'know of
the bad?' "

-I N. Y. Times. 12: 432. Jl. 6, '07. 250w.

Wyllie, M. A. Norway and its fjords. *$2.

Pott.

A "thirty-day scheduled, beaten-track survey
of the Norwegian coast" described by Mr^. Wyl-
lie and pictured by W. L. Wyllie.

"As a monthly tourists' log, the book Is good
<^nou.gh to make the reader disappointed that it

is not better."
H Acad. 73: 967. O. 5, '07. 950w.

"It Is a pity that the book has not been re-
vised'—and abridged—by a competent hand; for
when its author steps down from the lecturer's
chair, she relates the incidents of travel with
spirit, and shows excellent taste in her descrip^-

tion of sceners'."
-1 Ath. 1907, 2: 441. O. 12. 4aaw.

"This is one of the literary guide-books which
(n recent years have been prepared by persons
of culture and observative powers to supple-
ment the mechanical information contained) in

the Baedeker series and their like."
4- -f Lit. D. 35: 919. D. 14, '07. 70w.

"WTiat with the chatty intimate style, the
excellent descriptions, and the numerous Illus-

trations of this book, one feels on reading it

almost as though he had been to Norway."
-\- N. Y. Times. 12: 684. O. 26, '07. 210w.
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Wymore, Mary Isabel. Adrienne, and other
poems. $1. Badger, R. G. 7-7474.

"Adrienne," a tale of the sea, Is the first of
a group of poems which are arranged in the
order in which they were written, ''thus mak-
ing," the author says, "an unbroken chain In
the development of an Idea."

N. Y. Times. 12: 147. Mr. 9, '07. 40w.

Wyndham, George. Ronsard and La Plei-
ade: with selections from their poetry
and some translations in original me-
tres. $2. Macmillan.

An introductory essay tells the story of Ron-
sard anijl the Pleiad and shows how French
and English literature were influenced by the
school; then come the "selections," which con-
tain the best of Ronsard, Du Bellay and lesser
folk; the volume concludes with sixty pages of
tranailations of lyric poetry and sennets in or-
iginal metres.

"Mr. Wyndham Is well fitted for the task.
He has caught the spirit of Elizabethan Eng-
land, and written admirably and with Inslg^ht
of Its greatest poetry. The necessary compres-
sion of treatment leaves us in soime hesitation
as to whether the author has not assumed a
great many things on very questionable author-
ity."

-j Ath. 1906, 2: 648. N. 24. 1500w.

"Mr. Wyndham has felt, not only the impor-
tance but especially the grace of Ronsard and
his school; and he shows, with delicacy of sen-
timent, how that grace pervaded their lives no
less than their works."

+ Lend. Times. 5:881. D. 16, '06. 2470w.

"His translations are faithful."

-t Nation. 84: 57. Ja. 17, '07. 280w.

"He .shows us the astonishing fact that it is

possible to be a politician and yet to have the
instinct, much even of the craft, of the poet.
Mr. W>'Tidham writes sharply and emphatic-
ally, not lingering by the way, and often flash-
ing a rapid illumination as he goes. Here and
there his lines creak or cloud." Arthur Sy-
mons.

-J Sat. R. 102: 543. N. 3, '06. 1870w.

"The selection is admirably done; the intro-
duction is adeciuate. though we are always a
little uneasy in reading Mr. Wyiidham's prose.
He is apt to be too luscious for liuman nature's
dally food, and he has a wearing habit of using
no substantive without several epithets at-
tached."

-i Spec. 97: 930. D. 8, '06. 510w.

Yardley, Maud H. Sinless. *$r. Fenno.
An emotional story growing out of the almost

inconceivable situation of an unconscious ex-
change of wives. Two men return to England
and their wives after ten years residence in In-
dia. That the wife of one should greet the hus-
band of the other, be accepted in turn as his
wife and neither find out the mistake for
sometime seems a little short of impossible.
The confusion Is aided by the fact that both
women responded to "Nell," and both men
were named "Kenyon."

"Mis.=: Yardley nurses her material with such
skill and keeps her secret so well that the
close of the chapter, where she allows the
truth to burst on us. Is a triumph of dramatic
efffcct."

+ Acad. 71: 399. O. 20, '06. 150w.
"The Improbability Is redeemed by the very

delicate way in which the consequent tragedy
l3 handled."

H Ath. 1906, 2: 439. O. 13. llOw.

N. Y. Times. 12: 498. Ag. 17. '07. 120w.

"After [the first twenty-five pages] the story
flows languidly in a stream of verbosity."— Sat, R. 102: 434. O. 6, '06. 150w.

Yeats, William Butler. Poetical works. 2v.
V. I. **$i.75. Macmillan. 6-43^34.

This is a volume of Mr. Yeats' lyrloaJ poemjs,
and will be followed in the spring by a second
containing his dramas. Here are to be found
"Ballads and lyrics," "The wanderings of
Oisin," "The rose," "The wind among the
reeas, ' "In seven woods," "The old age of
Queen Meave," anj " Balle and AJlllnn."

"Not all Mr. Yeats's gifts of music and Cel-
tic magic avail to make the volume other than
a little tedious." Ferris Greenslet.

H Atlan. 100: 850. D. '07. 350w.
"It seems doubtful whether In the mass Mr.

Teats' lyrical poetry can be appreciated save
by a cult or will be remembered save by the
curious. Yet there are fine things in the vol-
ume."

+ Nation. 84: 34. Ja. 10, '07. 430w. (Re-
view of v. 1.)

"The fact that he Is occasionally carried
away by his love for the old fairy legends of
his native land must not be held against nim.
It is only occasionally that he transcends
common sense and loses sight of reason in a
fog of mysticism." Bli.ss Carman.

H N. Y. Times. 12: 68. F. 2, '07. 1770w.
"Foremost—indeed, as far as permanent val-

ue goes, entirely alone—in this year's output
stands the volume of Mr. Yeats's collected
dramas." Louise Collier Willcox.

+ + No. Am. 186: 92. S. '07. 840w.

Outlook. 85* 238. Ja. 26, '07. 80w. (Re-
view of V. 1.)

"For Mr. Yeats's poetry I have more respect-
ful sympathy than liking. I wish I liked It bet-
ter. I feel quite sure that It deserves affec-
tion. Often in phrases and occasionally In
whole lyrics it Is exquisite. And it is always
admirable in Intention, but, somehow. It lacks
something. It does n6t give the thrill. It Is

wanting in the pull on the heart."
H Putnam's. 2: 118. Ap. '07. 770w.

"Here the intangible, the illusive and elusive
weave their shadowy world, and one knows not
when he returns from it what shapes he has
met; but he knows that he has been in an en-
chanted place and that his spirit was stirred."
Jessie B. Rittenhouse.

+ Putnam's. 3: 363. D. '07. 590w.

Yost, Casper S. Making of a successful hus-
band: letters of a happily married man
to his son. **$i. Dillingham. 7-24184.

"The book is in the form of letters from b.

father who has found marriage a success to
his son. They begin with the young man's an-
nouncement of his engagement, and are car-
ried on through indefinite intervals of time as
the young husband makes known one and other
problems of married life. The letters consider
the questions of boarding or keeping house, the
w^ife's allowance, the bride's relations, should
women work, and other practical and senti-
mental matters."—N. Y. Times.

"They are all written in an easy, natural
style, enlivened with anecdotes, and show much
common sense of an up-to-date variety."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 517. Ag. 24. '07. 180w.

-I- R. of Rs. 36: 759. D. '07. 30w.

Yost, Casper S. Making of a successful
* wife. **$r. Dillingham. 7-36141.

The letters of a father to his daughter give
some interesting advice, plenty of humor and
a good deal of marital philosophy. "In the
first letter John Sneed gives his consent to the
marringe of his daughter, and in those ensu-
ing he advises her on his problems of married
life." (N. Y. Times.)

"The tenth [letter] deals witn [the nroblem]
of raising a family, and presents homely truths
in a pleasant fashion."

-I- N. Y. Times. 12: 713. N. 9. '07. 90w.

-I- R. of Rs. 36: 759. D. '07. 30w.
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Young, Alexander Bell Filson. Christo-

pher Columbus and the New world of

his discovery. 2v. *$6.50. Lippincott.
7-3929-

"The central object of Mr. Young's work Is

to reveal to the reader what he conceives to

be the personality of Columbus. He has tried to
discover, from a reverent examination or
monographs, histories, essays, memoirs, and
controversies, what Columbus did and what ne
was. In order that his portrait might not lack
reality, he has endeavored to bring out even
his hero's defects."—^Lit. D.

•"It is picturesquely, vivaciously and vigorous-
ly written, with here and there a touch remin-
iscent of Carlyle. He does not, however, strik
us as an infallible witness, and 'modern his-
torical research,' which may dispose of Wash-
ington Irving, is not perhaps always on the
side of Mr. Filson Toung."

H Acad. 71: 627. D. 22, '06. 1150w.

"The most serious deficiency in Mr. Toungr's
work is not its occasional errors, but its great
lack of the true historical spirit of interpreta-
tion. It is the work of a clear and versatile
writer, but not of a historical scholar. It will
amuse and Interest the general reader and not
seriously mislead him as to the career of Col-
umbus, but from it he will gain little Instruc-
tion in historical interpretation." E. G. B.

-I Am. Hist. R. 12: 656. Ap. '07. 630w.

"Is deserving of high praise, and upon the
whole It is trustworthy, notwithstanding the
conjectural details which are introduced In
order to impart life and colour to the little

that is known of the early days of Colum-
bus."
-f- H Ath. 1906, 2: 576. N. 10. 1390w.

"The one great and glaring defect of Mr.
Young's work lies in the spirit of levity that
more or less pervades it." Anna Heloise Abel.

F Dial. 42: 342. Je. 1, '07. lOOOw.

"The knowledge of motives and mental proc-
esses of Columbus which Filson Young displays
in his new two-volume life of the navigator is

enough to make the world of Columbian scho-
larship stand aghast."— Ind, 62: 1154. My. 16. '07. 340w.

Lit. D. 34: 218. F. 9, '07. 230w.

"Mr. Young can tell a story tersely, rapidly
and vividly when he chooses. But he seldom
chooses so to tell it. He is too prone to listen
to that demonic whisper which bida him tell

it with abundance of florid embroidery; so
that where we look for Columbus and his
deeds, adventures, and sufferings, we too
often find Mr. Filson Young and his words,
conjectures, and fond inventions."

1- Lend. Times. 5: 392. N. 23, '06. 1730w.

"The defects of his own work illustrate the
inevitable weakness of history written by one
who has not saturated himself with its ma-
terials. No student of the Columbus narra-
tives will fail to find in [the Earl of Dunra-
ven's] valuable essay an explanation of many
things left partly or wholly In the dark by the
editors of Columbus's writings."

H Nation. 84:271. Mr. 21, '07. 1180w.

"Nothing hELS oome from the presses recently
which is able to give a deeper Insight into the
character of the discoverer of America than
the two-volumed work of PItoon Young Just
issu&d "

+ + N. Y. Times. 12: 26. Ja, 19, '07. 360w.
"It is our opinion that he has pressed the

theories of the picturesque school to a danger-
ous extreme, and he could have attained his
purpose with even greater surety, and with-
out any sacrifice of the dramatic elements of
the story, by writing with more restraint."

H Outlook. 85: 855. Ap. 13, '07. 1330w.

"The book, take It for all in all, Is Inter-
esting although badly written, and Its un-
flinching, almost infernal honesty of purpose
places It far above the too-abundant crop of
'Memoirs,' 'Llfes' and 'Notes' about the doings

of quite unimportant men, which literally stuff
the libraries." R. B. Cunnlnghame Graham,
•t- -I

Sat. R. 102: 576. N. 10, '06. 17B0w.

Young, Alexander Bell Filson. Mastersing-
ers. *$i.25. Lippincott.

"A republication, with some additions, of a
series of essays on musical subjects which ap-
peared several years ago and which has there-
fore won something more than ephemeral rec-
ognition in England and America. . . . Some
of the essays are 'programme' interpretations
of great symphonies like Beethoven's Pastoral
and Tschaikowsky's Pathetic; 'Tristan and
and Isolde' is a more objective description of
Wagner's great drama of love and death; and
'The spirit of the piano' is a very just appre-
ciation of Chopin's genius."—Dial.

"As the work of so youthful a writer . . .

these papers display a remarkable maturity of
thought and even world wisdom; and the fer-
vid intensity of many passages is intelligible
and excusable." Josiah Renick Smith.

+ Dial. 42: 224. Ap. 1, '07. 170w.
"They are agreeable and somewhat highly

wrought examples of the 'subjective,' literary
criticism." Richard Aldrich.

1- N. Y. Times. 11: 763. N. 17, '06. 320w.

Young, Alexander Bell Filson. Wagner
stories **$i.30. McClure.

The stories of the Wagner operas from "Fly-
ing Dutchman" to "Parsifal" are told "for the
benefit of those idle people who go to the opera,
without having taken the trouble to read the
poem on which the music is founded. They
are the larger proportion of audiences, and
this handy guide to knowledge ought to help
them. They will get not only a very good idea
of the stories themselves, but a fairly definite
idea, in Mr. Eric Maclagan's metrical trans-
lations of detached passages, of that curious
amalgam which Wagner constructed out of
partly i>oetical and partly musical elements."

—

(Sat. R.)

"Both useful and attractive."
-\ Ath, 1907, 1: 615. My. 18. 140w.

Nation. 85: 404. O. 31, '07. 150w.

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 667. O. 19, '07. 20w.
"A serious book for young people but the old

tales are well told in a manner that older peo-
ple will find interesting."

-t- N. Y. Times. 12: 703. N. 2, "07. 50w.
"The writing of Mr. Young's book is done

with fluency, and is best when it tries least to
'be inspired with some breadth of the emotional
atmosphere which it is the peculiar quality of
Wagner's music to produce.' "

+ Sat. R. 103: 788. Je. 22, '07. 270w.

Young, Egerton Ryerson. Battle of the
bears. t$i.5o. Wilde. 7-27029.

Mr. Young's stories of life in the northland
all aim to catch and hold aspects of life which
are fast disappearing as civilization penetrates
the wilderness haunts of w^ves and. bears.
"His pictures of nature as lie saw it in that
frozen world are remarkable, while the make-
shifts to which he was forced to resort, the
privations which he had to endure, give to the
reader an insight into life in this north country
such as has never been before portrayed."

Young, Rida Johnson, and Coleman, Gil-

bert P. Brov/n of Harvard. t$i.5o.

Putnam. 7-18595.

"The quite simple story of Brown, who Is

wrongfully suspected by his sweetheart and
her mother, suffers In silence to shield the quite
stereotyped villain, who would have been much
more wisely dealt with if his weakness had had
the tonic of publicity, and who Inevitably wins
the boat race."—N. Y. Times.
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Young, R. J. and Coleman G. P cont.
"The lively plot, full of Ingenious and sur-

prising incidents, and the very striking de-
nouement make the reader unwilling to lay
down the book until he has finished it."

+ N. Y. Times. 12: 382. Je. 15, '07. 6&W.
N. Y. Times. 12: 397. Je. 15, 'OT. lOCw.

Zangwill, Israel. Ghetto comedies. t$i.5o.
Macmillan. 7-15120.

Fourteen .stories of the Jew. Some are little
comedies but in some the comedy element is
pathetically lacking. The model of sorrows,
Anglicization, The Jewish Trinity, The Sab-
bath question in Sudminster, The red mark.
The bearer of burdens. The Lultmensch, The
tug of love, The Yiddish Hamlet, The converts,
Holy wedlock, Elijah's goblet. The hirelings,
and Samooborona.

"Strong, artistic, short stories of the Jew."
+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 181. O. '07.

"We are srateful to him for a book of inter-
esting stories, which give his readers problems
to ponder—and some, maybe, also reason for
despair."

+ Ath. 1907, 1: 788. Je. 29. 390w.
"Never has ho proved more plainly that a

special theme in no way hnmpers an artist, if
only the artist be sufficiently strong and fe-
cund to resist over-specialization and to re-
main alive and sentient within his chosen
field." Mary Moss.
+ + Bookm. 25: 430. Je. '07. 1120w.
"The reader feels as the he has been wan-

dering in a land of grotesques. More than a
touch of exaggeration mars some of his best
tales."

-j Ind. 63: 694. S. 19, '07. 360w.
"Although in one way the book may be taken

as .an ironical open letter to the Christian na-
tions, showing the;m what their centuries of
oppres.sion have done to debase their victim, it
is also a work rich in understanding and hum-
or, a very quick and true sympathy, and that
fearless satirical directness which, when it
conies (as it does so very infrequently) from
one of this race, is always so telling."

-I- Lend. Times. 6: 158. My. 17, '07. 670w.
"In reading these stories (fourteen in all) it

is impossibl-i not to feel that merely as a writ-
er ol fiction Mr. Zangwill has gained greatly
in the pa.-^t decade. Moreover, his point of view
has broadened, and while his sympathies and
enthusiasms are as distinctively national as ever,
while ho still lows so tenderly that he can find
fault, or even laugh, he never falls into that
partisan sentimentalism v>hich would rob his
Jewish pictures -if their unflinching sincerity."
+ + Nation. S4: 478. M>. 23, '07. 420w.

N. Y. Times. 12: 272. Ap. 27, '07. 70w.
"They have all the realism, the almost grim

impartiality of their predecessors."
+ N. Y. Times. 12: 284. My. 4, '07. 660w.
-f- N. Y. Times, 12: 387. Je. 15, '07. 140w.

"They have the compelling force of reality."
+ Outlook. 86: 256. Je. 1, '07. 90w.

"When a writer of fiction sets out to defend
or attack some system of religion or philosophy
or politics or social economy, he must beware
of producing a lecture instead of a tale. Mr.
Zangwill. an enthusiastic Zionist, has frequent-
ly yielded to this weakness, and his 'Ghetto
comedies' show that he is not done with it

yet."
1- R, of Rs. 35: 762. Je. '07. 280w.

"What one is perhaps most conscious of when
reading Mr. Zangwill is the sureness of his
level. His stories are not all of the same value
but one is sure when beginning each of them
that it will lead somewhere."

+ Sat, R. 103: 624. My. 18, '07. 540w.

"Alike in matter and manner this is a book
of singular nnd engrossin.iLf interest."

i" Spec. 'JS: 677. Ap. 27, '07. 1470w.

Zartman, Lester William. Investments of
life insurance companies. **$i.25. Holt.

7-451-

A book which does not attempt to refiect anS'
of the agitation attending the recent official
investigation of life insurance companies, but
undert.'ikes the "more congenial task of tracin.g
the beneficent Jnfiuences which life insurance
accumulations have exercised upon the econom-
ic development of the country and the relation
of those accumulations to social welfare."

"Will interest readers of thoughtful mind.
although it is somevv'hat restricted in scope,
and does not consider many of the most in-
teresting aspects of insurance. Extremely well
done."

+ A. L. A. Bkl. 3: 107. Ap. '07.

"The author's conclusions appeal to the
reader as thoroughly sane and the recommend-
ations as wise and salutary." H. J. Daven-
port.

+ H J. Pol. Econ. 15: 184. Mr. '07. 220w.

"His method is rigorously scientific, and the
result is a most useful contribution to the sub-
ject."

-I- + Nation. 84: 164. F. 14, '07. 380w.

Reviewed by Edward A. Bradford,
-f- -f N. Y. Times. 12: 180. Mr. 23. '07. 2020w.

"There is much information in his book con-
cerning the character and cost of insurance
investments."

-i- R. of Rs. 35: 382. Mr. '07. 120w.

"This little hand-book should be of much
interest and value to those who are responsible
for the safe and profitable investment of trust
or other funds, and to the policy-holder, now
somewhat alive to insurance problems who
desires to know how his savings are being cared
for." J. M. Gaines.

+ Yale R. 16: 213. Ag. '07. 490w.

Zimmern, Helen. Italy of the Italians.

*$i.50. Scribner. 7-6779.
"Her aim is not so much to describe the

Italy of the past as actual conditions in the
peninsula. In that de.scription she is thorough-
going, she dips beneath the surface. She has
int"resting things to say about the court, ar-
tists, authors, archfl?ologists, scientists, invent-
ors, dramatists, and journalists. But, what is

more striking, she seems equally at home
whether putting such a poet as Ada Negri or
such an archaeologist as Giacomo Bonl in their
proper places, or in discussing agrarian and fis-

cal conditions. Her treatment of those condi-
tions should commend it to students of econ-
omics."—Outlook.

A. L. A. Bkl, 3: 133. My. '07. S.

"Misfs Zimmern's facts appear to be almost
wholly drawn from her knowledge of the north-
ern and central districts of the peninsula, with
the result that the peculiar difficulties of ad-
ministration with which the government is con-
fronted in the South and in Sicily are passed
over in silence. The book bears signs of hav-
ing been written in a hurry, and evidences of

careless proof reading abound. This indiffer-

ence to style is particularly to be regret-

ted in the case of an author who can write
wel' when she pleases. A word of commenda-
tion must be given to the unusually complot*
index."

^ Ath. 1907, 1:194. F. 16. 840w.

"Her equipment as a scholar and writer on
many subjects, artistic, philosophic, and liter

ary, has given her a power of condensed gen-
eralization."

4- + Dial. 42: 187. Mr. 16. '07. 510w.

"The least successful chapters are those on
art and literature. Where facts are concerned.

Miss Zimmern is instructive; where personal
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bias filters through, her position Is radical, an-
ti-ohurch."

-i Nation, S3: 412. D. 13, '06. 290w.

"An interesting and valuable book on Italy."*

+ + Outlook. 85: 574. Mr. 9, '07. 150w.

"The whole volume is one of remarkable in-
terest.'

*

+ '+ Spec. 97: 892. D. 1, '06. 280w.

Zueblin, Charles. Decade of civic develop
ment. *$i.25. Univ. of Chicago press.

6-674.

Descriptive note in Annual, 1906.

Reviewed by Lewis E. Palmer.
Charities. 17: 508. D. 15, '06. 770w.

Zuylen van Nyevelt, Suzette van, barones.
Court life in the Dutch republic, 1638-
1689. *$4. Dutton. 7-1 1547.

A history of Holland from 1638-1689 in which
"we have family life in the upper classes, re-
ligious Influences, literature and art, society
and diplomacy) The bitterness between the
Orangelsts and anti-Orangeists, the strife of
parties, the cumbrousness of the Dutch system
of government, are all sympathetically ex-
plained." (Nation.)

"Baroness van Zuylen van Nyevelt pilots
the reader ably through the complicated gene-
alogy of the house of Na.ssau. Her grasp of
iier subject and her wide sympathy both for
the ill-fated and lovable Stuarts and the
harder-headed and somewhat uncompromising
Princes of Orange, would make a less dramatic
period interesting."

-f- Acad. 71:545. D. 1, '06. 910w.
"The book fills a gap in the popular histor-

ical library, and is excellently written. It
should be widely read "

4- + Ath. 1907. 1: 379. Mr. 30. 700w.
"On the whole this is an admirable historical

study."
+ Ind. 62: 912. Ap. 18, '07. 580w.

"The real value of this excellent book. Il-

lustrated and indexed as it is, consists in Its
descriptions, rich in coloring, of the social life
of the period, the Dutch golden era."

-f Nation. 84: 137. P. 7, '07. 540w.
"Though the Baroness van Nyevelt writes

In strained and dignified style, the picturesque-
ness of her subject matter gives vividness to
every page of her interesting narrative."
+ — Outlook. 84: 844. D. 1. '06. 210w.

The baroness" book is a painstaking and
readable contribution to the understanding or
the great age of the Dutch republic. If wf-
compare Mr. Barker and the Baroness van Zuy -

len vail Nyevelt when they cover the sam'e
ground, it seems fairly clear not merely tlui t-

the baroness is Oetter acQuainted with the best
literature of the Eubject, but is more accurate,
more fair and more critical in the proper sense
of that term."

4- Sat. R. 103: 525. Ap. 27, '07. 750w.

Zwemer, Samuel Marinus, Wherry, Elwood
Morris, and Barton, James Levi, eds.
Mohammedan w^orld of to-day: being
papers read at the first missionary con-
ference on behalf of the Mohammedan
world held at Cairo, April 4th-9th, 1906.
**$i.5o. Revell. 6-41773.

"These papers exhibit the actual state of
things both for better and for worse, as seen
by eye-witnesses long conversant with the
facts. They report both the difficulties in the
way of betterment and the encouraging suc-
cesses here and there achieved. For an un-
der.standing merely of the problems in world-
politics which grow out of Mohammedanism
these papers are valuable, much more for those
which appeal to humanitarian and Christian
sympathy. They effectually dissipate the al-
lusion that Mohammedanism is on the whole,
a beneficent religion, suited to the character
of its adherents. Statistics, maps, and illus-
trations enrich the volume."—Outlook.

"As in all books of this character the essays
vary greatly in merit. Especial mention should
be made of those treating Arabia and India,
which are .-excellent."

+ Ann. Am. Acad. 29: 631. My. '07. 610w.

"The book has many serious blemishes; it

omits North Africa from the field of view; its

index is of little use; and its illustrations, good
enough in their way, are hastily collected from
the stock in general circulation. But its defects
do not destroy Its interest nor its profound
importance as a careful exhibit of the practical
results of Islam upon the races that have com-
mitted themselves to Its guidance."

-J (nd. 62: 801. Ap. 4, "07. 830w.

"They correct some widely current misin-
formation."

+ Outlook. 84: 941. D. 15, '06. 150w.
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